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Every no maliciously 
cuts, def- -ciks or injures 
any book, map, chart, pirtLre, 
engraving, stcitje - 
apparatus, or otr f- 
erature, art, 3- 
ject of curiei       .......    - 1 n 
any public library, gallery, 
museum or collection is guilty 
of a misdemeanor. 

Penal Code of California, 
1915, Section 623. 
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Henredon interprets the golden age of furniture design 
in a finely crafted bedroom, dining and living collection for today's honnes of enduring taste 

and character. This regal canopy bed recalls the provinces of France—is at home in city or country settings. 
The armoire has removable shelf, partitions and back panel to permit installation of TV or sound equipment- 

is equally cont^^nt in the living room. See how Henredon translates classic design 
for contemporary living by sending $1.00 for Four Centuries brochure to 

Henredon, Dept. G-77, Morgancon, N.C. 28655. 

ion oi 1 V ur !>uuiiu equipiiifm — 

Henredon 
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Night falk. 
Conversation, quiet. 
Distance, long. Time, stiort. 

?wing. 
Media, television. 
Program, Private Videotape Cassette. 
Rating, very good. 

BURLINGTON 

NIGHT FASHIONS" 

Remember how relaxed you were the last time you 
strolled along the beach, watctiing birds soar and feeling free? 

Cleg Cassini knows the feeling. And he's captured it in soothing pastels 
for your bedroom. No-iron sheets and pillowcases of 

50% Avril rayon/507o polyester. Matching comforter and towels are also available. 
Wherever you sleep, Burlington makes it beautiful 

/ril' is a TM of Avtex Fibers Inc/ 

by Oleg Cassini 

Burlington S 
BURLINGTON D.OMESTICS, A DIVISION OF BURLINGTON INDUSTRIES, INC, NEW YORK, N Y. 10019 
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Any brand! 

Any model! 

$50 TRADE-IN 
on any built-in 

20 years old and older. 

$30 TRADE-IN 
on any built-in 

15-19 years old. 

$20 TRADE-IN 
on any built-in 
10-14 years old. 

$15 TRADE-IN 
on any built-in 

1 -9 years old. 

Actual trade-in allowance 
depends on participating 
KitchenAid dealer. Now is the 
time to get the dishwasher 
brand that people who own 
dishwashers say is the best. 

But hurry. 

Offer ends August 31. 
r 

People say it's the best. 

DECORATING, ARCHITECTURE, BUILDING 
Home improvement ideas for the house fixer 
A bedroom-living room that's a 24-hour dream 
Keep fit 'n your own ingenious bedroom/bath/spa 
What goes on behind the no-iron curtain 
A charming kitchen-dining room 
A city apartment with a greenhouse for a heart 
Let the flowers speak 
Decorating to taste 
Catch the sun 

ANTIQUES AND RESTORATIONS 
Questions & answers: Antiques. By Louise Ade Boger 
Face-lift for a noble beauty 

CRAFTS 
Romantic bouquets 
Let the flowers speak 

Apartment garden, page 73 FEATURES 
Living. Edited by Beverly Russell 
Give your house an energy update. By Veronica McNIff 
Think of your rooms the way you'd think of your face (Editorial) 
How to find more beauty in your life. By Caroline Seebohm 

WINE & FOOD 
Eating for health 
Feast yourself slim 
Healthware—new pots, steamers, kitchen machines 
Taking the cap off bottled water. By Peter Quimme 
Tips for mixing low-calorie drinks. By Doris Tobias 

Living under glass, page 84 
BEAUTY AND HEALTH 

The new exercise splash. By Pamela Markham 
Good looks and good health for you and your house 
Here's how to keep fit 
How to perform better at almost everything. An interview 

with Dr. Laurence E. Morehouse by Caroline Seebohm 
Running: The new high. By Caroline Seebohm 

GARDENING  
32   Orchids—exotic indoors. By Richard Langer 
34   The shaping of a garden. By Russell Page 
92   A garden is a song of praise 

TRAVEL 
Going places, finding things. Edited by Nancy Richardson: 

Midsummer feast—English gardens; Swedish treat- 
beautiful glass in a rustic landscape 

READER'S SERVICE 
Shopping around with Audrey Nichols 
Shopping information 
Best in booklets 

OPYRIGHT © 1977 BY THt CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. PRINTED 
f: U.S.A. HOUSE & GAPdffcN (INCORPORATING LIVING FOR YOUNG HOMEMAKERS) IS PUB- 

LISHED MONTHLY BY THE CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS INC.. CONDE NAST BUILDING. 350 
MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y., 10017. ROBERT J. LAPHAM, PRESIDENT; MARY E. CAMPBELL, 
SECRETARY; FRED C, THORMANN, TREASURER. SECOND-CLASS POSTAGE PAID AT NEW YORK, 
N. Y.. AND ADDITIo.NlAL MAILING OFFICES. SUBSCRIPTIONS: IN U.S. AND POSSESSIONS, $10 
FOR ONE YEAR, $18 FOR TWO YEARS. IN CANADA AND MEXICO, $13 FOR ONE YEAR, $24 FOR 
TWO YEARS. ELSEWHERE, $15 FOR ONE YEAR. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE. SINGLE COPIES $1. FOR 
SUBSCRIPTIONS. ADDRESS CHANGES. AND ADJUSTMENTS, WRITE TO HOUSE & GARDEN, BOX 
0202 BOULDER, COLORADO 80323. EIGHT WEEKS ARE REQUIRED FOR CHANGE OF ADDRESS. 
PLEAS" GIVE BOTH NEW AND OLD ADDRESS AS PRINTED ON LAST LABEL. POSTMASTER: SEND 
FORM .'579 TO HOUSE & GARDEN. BOX 5202, BOULDER, COLORADO 80323. FIRST COPY OF A 
NEW SUBSCRIPTION WILL BE MAILED WITHIN EIGHT WEEKS AFTER RECEIPT OF ORDER. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT ANYTHING APPEARING IN THIS ISSUE. PLEASE WRITE 
HOUSE & GARDEN READER SERVICE, CONDE NAST BUILDING. 350 MADISON AVENUE. NEW 
YORK N. Y. 10017. 

Food for looks, page 
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An all-new luxury red. 

Clear bright, blazing, 

and engineered to give 

you outstanding mileage 

in lipstick, nail enamel, 

and blushers 

With luxury options 

such as frost, cream, 

or powder formulas. 

And a soft sponge 

^ standard equipment in 

the powder blusher. 

The entire line IS 

available for immediate 

delivery to your lips, 

your cheeks, your nails. 

Cadillac Red sets a 

new standard of 

luxury red for the world. 

REVIDN 

77 
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Caution 
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Since 1930, more than 
4,000 important American 
landmarks have been 
needlessly destroyed ... to 
say nothing of individual 
homes, entire sections of 
our cities. And, more are 
disappearing every year. 
The only way to stop this 
destruction is to get 
involved. Personally. For 
more information, write: 

National Trust for Historic 
Preservation, Department 
0605, 740 Jackson Place, 
NW, Washington, DC 
20006. 
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SUSAN WOOD 
On the cover: A seaside porch 
that looks like the seaside w/ith a 
sandy straw/ rug and furniture 
slipcovered in sheets patterned 
with oversize fish swimming on a 
wavy blue background. "Blue 
and white are classic summer 
colors—crisp, fresh, cool," 
says designer Mark Hampton 
who also used navy blue for floor- 
to-ceiling curtains for a dark 
contrast to the otherwise bright 
room. Large windows on three 
sides flood the porch with light 
sunrise to sunset, overlook water 
so nearby that the room 
becomes an indoor peninsula. 
Baskets of flowering geraniums, 
ferns, and a palm. "Fantastic 
Fish" sheets by Burlington. 
Shopping information, page 145. 
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KAYLEA BAKKER 

"One look at the rich arcliitecmral detailing, and yc^u know that tliis San Francisco maiision 
dates back to the 1890 s. When I desigiied tlie interior, I had to consider the ornate molding. Rimisliings 
had to be beautifully restrained in design.Then, of course, 1 w^mted the personality ot the owners to come 
through. So I ii^corporated many of their favorite momentos. Finally—ex^er^tliing w^^rks together And 
that's always my goal" : , 

We at Cenairv' Furniture are ver^' pleased that Mrs. Bakker chose a sofa and two chairs from our 
upholstery collection. If you would like to see mc^e Cenairy fumiaire, including our tlirough'tl-ie-hon-ie 
groupings, send for our magazine. Enclose $3.00 with name and address to: Century Rimiture Co., P.O. Box 

342Z Dept. K-4,Fiickory,NC 28601.        (^^[SjyiJPY* Rimiture of Distinction. 



Now you can have your pick of 

phones to go with all kinds of home styles 

and life styles. And all kinds of special 

phones and accessories for special needs. 

All of them genuine Bell. 

Now, in some areas, you can add 

services never before available on home 

phones. Lilce the tiny "beep" you alone 

hear when another caller is trying to get 

through to you. 

Best of all, you now have a great new 

way to shop the System. Its all there in the 

PhoneCenter Store catalog. Just mail the 

coupon and we'll send you a free copy. 



A great new way 

o shop the System 

Bell System 

Bell System 
PhtineCenter Su>re c;Uak">g—Dept.DG 
P.O. Box 5555 
Mt. Vernon. NY 10550 I 

Please send me a free catalog of 
all the phones and services I can get 
through my local Bell Telephone Company 

Na: 

Address. 

Citv  .State -Zip- 

Your telephone number: ( )- 
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This exercise 
TTiiU is a^imple sewing job that 
takes less than 2 hours. And it's 
a money saver. All you need are: 
2 bath sheets (these, "Streamers'" 
by Martex) each approx. 36 by 
70 inches. 1-inch foam pad 60 by 
25 inches, approximately. 22- 
inch zipper in matching color. 

Place foam pad between bath 
sheets with wrong side out. Using 

inch seam allow- 
ances, pin-baste bath sheets to 

fit snugly around foam pad (as a 
pillow cover would fit). Trim 
away excess from one long side. 
Remove foam pad. set aside. 
vStitch bath sheets together, leav- 
ing 22-inch opening in the center 
of one long side. Insert zipper fol- 
lowing instructions on package. 
Turn cover right side out. Insert 
foam pad. Note: Two pillows can 
be made from towel excess. 

Make it yourself 

exercise mat 

docket speakers ' 

Tiall discovery of big 
iporta nee—quality 
udio sound from stereo 
)eakers 7 by 4 by 4 
ches. Hiding hi-fi 
onsters—no longer a 
oblem. Rock guitarist, 
iter Frampton, stashes 
lem in luggage to make 
irtabie concert-hall 
lythm. Aluminum 
- black, $200 pair, ADS. 

Sweet scent of lavender 
When is lavender not lavender? When it's 
Lavendula dentata. Actually L.dentata is 
a true lavender, it just doesn't look like 
it, having deeply scalloped, almost lobed 
leaves instead of the plain leaves to which 
we are normally accustomed. 

Being tender, the L.dentata, which is 
native to the Mediterranean region, will 
keep growing all year round indoors—a 
compact, bushy, fragrant plant with white 
flowers. Just brushing your hand softly 
across a few leaves will fill the air with the 
soft sweet odor. 

Grow lavender in a window with a few 
hours of direct sunlight in the morning or 
afternoon. The plant also does well under 
lights. When you water, water well, but let 
the soil become quite dry between dous- 

ings. Be careful in the summer, how- 
ever; like all plants giving off quanti- 
ties of fragrant oils, lavender can be 
very thirsty. Pot up in rich soil, using 
lime cjnips as shards over pot's drain- 
age holes. Inhale and enjoy. 

RICHARD LANGER 

-mi 
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Capture lavender in fragrant sachets, above 

Juneau, embraced by dramatic 
mountains and rain forest, 
clusters upward from the wa- 
ters of the Gastineau Channel. 
Its hilly streets squiggle in and 
out with Alaska's Russian in- 
fluence felt at the octagonally 
shaped Old Russian church, 
circa 1894 on 5th Street. 
Founded on gold, Alaska's 
capital was named for pros- 
pector Joe Juneau, who struck 
it rich there in 1880. Gold 
Creek still exists (minus nug- 
gets) and so does much of the 
frontier atmosphere. The Red 
Dog Saloon has a sawdusted 
floor, lively piano-bar, and 
drinks reputedly iced by cubes 
from the Mendenhall Glacier 
12 miles away. The Victorian- 
looking House of Wickersham 
is a treasury of Alaskana, 
vhere history is dispensed 
with delicious flaming sour- 
dough cakes. 

Only 11 jet minutes away 
from Juneau, Glacier Bay Na- 
tional Monument provides an 
exciting look at land emerg- 
ing from an ice-age prison— 
black bears and mink roam 
freely in shadowy, primeval 
forests. Stay o\iernight in a 
rustic cabin at Glacier Bay 
Lodge, Bartlett Cove, where 
you can hear nature talks be- 
side a blazing log fire and en- 
joy a juicy steak. Early morn- 
ing, embark on the 8-hour 
cruise to Riggs Glacier. View 
a   humpback   whale diving 

^Alaska: cool spot 

in midsummer 

(binoculars provided on board) 
or a little family of seals. Sail 
past floating icebergs shaped 
like glittering arches, see puf- 
fins and bald eagles on the 
craggy cliffs. If you wish to 
linger, there is superb fishing 
for trout or salmon, beautiful 
walks along unspoilt forest 
trails. Alaska Airlines has de- 

Alaskan scenery: Fjord-like 
Portage Lake with icebergs. 

tails of tours: 200 East 42nd 
St., New York, N.Y. 10017. 

Alaskan Authentics 
For dinner, Mike's Place 
across the Channel from Ju- 
neau.* Two in town are The 
Diggins at the Prospector Ho- 
tel, Latchstring at the Baranof 
Hotel.* Alaskan summer is 
in the 60's; take raincoat, 
sweater, and a pair of com- 
fortable walking shoes. 

VERONICA THOMAS 





Maybe ^79^^ is all 

you shoidd 

spend for a 

mattress 



LONG Li JE YOUR TAN. 

Coppertone k|troducesTan Care 

1^ 

Tan Care is a oe^^Li^i \s aj :^ r.ecp _,c^r tan tanner longer. It has a special 

i~.er tan moisturizing fc--^ula that helps prevent the flaking and peeling that cause fading. 

After 5^ shine there's nothing better for a beautiful tan. 

Tan Care.The after tan lotion by Coppertone." 



Sweetness and 

Michel Gucrard's busy revis- 
„ ing recipes. He used sac- 

charin instead of sugar all through 
his book. Cuisine Minccur (Wil- 
liam Morrow $12.95). Currently, 
he's experimenting with the natural 
sweeteners he really prefers—sugar, honey, fruit and fruit pre- 
serves or liquid from canned, unsweetened preserved fruit. 
One reworked recipe: For strawberry, raspberry, or black cur- 
rant sauce (5 servings) substitute 3 tablespoons raspberry 
jelly for the sweetener equivalent of V2 cup sugar. 

Cuisine Miiu ciir's GucranI 

Ballerina Allegra Kent's 
new Water Beauty Book 

(St. Martin's Press, $10) may 
be the answer for those who 
love the water and should be 
exercising. These graceful ex- 
ercises are done with water 
wings used on arms and legs. 
The effort needed to push the 
floaters through the water 
forces  vou  to  use muscles 

Allci^ra Ki tit slHipiti;^ up under w ater 

and in turn tones the body. 
Allegra Kent found they, 
along with regular ballet ex- 
ercises, put her in excellent 
shape after she had her third 
baby. She does them every 
morning at the Y, for 15 or 
20 minutes. "They make me 
more aware of all my muscles. 
Afterward, I feel I stand 
straighter, balance better, and 

have more strength and sup- 
pleness." And they're partic- 
ularly effective, she says, for 
buttocks and thighs which, for 
most women, constantly need 
trimming and restrengthening. 
To do them, you need two or 
three pairs of water wings 
(Schwimmflugel size 2) from 
your local sports store, and her 
book, plus, of course, a pool. 

Fabric-adabm 

Increase your storage space with    evening, dinner guests are unaware of the 
wall shelving around a room and 
close off the clutter with curtains. 
Decorator John Rieck does this 
in his own apartment, where office 
doubles as a dining room. In the 

room's day-time activity. This idea, Rieck 
points out, can be adapted all over the house. 
Curtains can hide shelves of children's toys, 
for example, and turn a playroom into an 
entertaining space when the kids are in bed. 

SHEILA CAMERA 

Neat transformation trick by decorator John Rieck, 
top left. Room, above, doubles for dining and work. 

Light Of?.' 
Bright yellow plastic, 
with a snap-face front, 
this utility light's off the 
construction site. Takes 
a 75- or 100-watt bulb, 
has a 15- or 25-foot-long 
cord. $7 and $9, by Gen- 
eral Electric. 

EDWARD OLEKSAK 

Transferring a painting at Ari-Fac 

Double take 

for painting 

Suppose you have one fir 
family portrait and two chi 

dren who eventually hope to inhei 
it. What do you do? You could ha\ 
another portrait painted, but thei 
is an easier way of dividing grea 
grandfather. A new art form calle 
"transferral" enables any painting 
be copied onto canvas in three day 
The painting is photographed 
color, reduced or enlarged as yc 
like, and then coated with a polyme 
and  dried  overnight.   It  is th( 
soaked in hot water, the phot 
graphic emulsion peeled off". Ne 
an adhesive is applied to the ba< 
side, placed on a specially treatt 
canvas, and vacuumed in a lar 
press. After drying, it is stretchi 
onto an inner frame. Final step is 
brush-stroke canvas with clear acr 
ic. So good are results that the B 
gian government ordered a copy 
an original they failed to buy. Wr 
Art-Fac. Stevenson, Md. 21 153. 





As exciting as a 
visit to one of our stores, 
shopping by mail with the 
Neiman-Marcus Christinas 
Book brings a world of gifts 
and fashion into your home. 
For your 1977 copy, send 2.00 

plus name and address for 
each bookto: Neiman-Marcus, 

Dept.05,P.O. Box 2968, 
Dallas, Texas 75221. 

merry 

Christmas 

Doesn't it have a hoppy, joyous 
ring? Even now...with sand in your 
sandals and leaves still green on 
the trees? Take a moment...send 
for our Christmas catalogue, 
coming your way in late October. 
So you can shop at home easily. 
Naturally, if you have a charge 
account you'll receive it 
automatically. 
Oh, and once again... 
Merry Christmas! 

blGomingdoles 

Send '1 GO to Bloomingdale's-B 
PO Box2042 FDR Station, 
New York. N Y 10022. 

■ aUbSTIONS 

& ANSWERS 

ames 

By 

^' Louise 

Ade Boger "V 

Three Face compote 

What can you 
tell me about the 
glass pattern of 
my compote and 
the way it was 
made? Is the 
compote very 
old? 
C.T.G. — Wal- 
nut, Calif. 

The popular, frosted, colorless glass pat- 
tern, "Three Face," first appeared in the 
1870s and because it was so desirable, 
it has been widely reproduced. It shows 
a woman's full face, profile, and halfway 
between the two. The pressed tableware 
in this pattern is basically clear plain 
glass trimmed only by frosted sculptured 
knobs and stems. Frosting was carried 
out by the use of acid. To be sure your 
compote is an early example, do have it 
examined. 

Sheffield fish service 

Can you tell me who 
made my knife and 
fork and for what 
purpose they were 
used? E.D.M.—Liv- 
ermore, Calif. 

The English Victo- 
rian silver-platers 
John Round and Son, 
Ltd., who operated 
the Tudor Works and 
Arundel Works at 
Sheffield, made your 
fish service around 
the 1880s. Fish ser- 
vices were introduced 
into England about 
1870. 

Bavarian sugar bowl 

From the mark I've drawn, are you able 
to identify my sugar bowl? 

M.C.K.—Minneapolis, Minn. 

Your rrlark was used at the German por- 
celain factory which was started by Zeb, 
Scherzer & Co. at Rehau, Bavaria, in 
1880. It chiefly made table, coffee, and 
tea services. 

American chair 

1 

I would appreciate any information you 
can furnish about the origin, style, and 
history of a chair such as this one. 

G.G.—Philadelphia, Pa. 

Your tall-back, upholstered open-arm- 
chair of early 20th-century American 
manufacture has been copied from the 
late 17th-century William and Mary 
style, the English version of the sump- 
tuous French baroque Louis XIV style. 
Its tall upholstered back, a worthy frame 
for the towering headdresses of that time, 
was always given a pronounced rake, 
which is one of the features of the style. 
Rich materials—damask, figured Genoa 
velvet, embroidered silk, fine needlework 
and tapestry—were all employed. Tas- 
seled fringes, elaborately festooned, are 
characteristic of the period. 

Continued on page 24 
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When is a hab   lor not a haircolor? 

When it's Happiness... 

the Beauty Treatment for your hair. 

Yes, the Beauty Treatment. 

Happiness is the haircolor that 

does lots of lovely, luxurious things 

for your hair — all at once. 

First, it's a gentle, no-peroxide 

haircolor that works magic on dull, 

fading hair. Adds highlights, glossy 

gleams and rich color kicks that pick 

up, perk up your natural haircolor. 

And, at the same time, Happiness 

is busy conditioning your hair. Adding 

bounce and fullness. Leaving hair 

shinier. Healthier-looking. And just 

plain more beautiful. 

Treat yourself to Happiness 

regularly. It does lots of 

lovely, luxurious things 

for your hair — all at once. 

Happiness Foam-In Haircolor.. j 
e 1975.19?; C1.*II)0L INC. 

July, 1977 2 



Home is \slierever there's atelephone. 

Almost anywhere in the world you find yourself, you can find a phone. 

Then just tell the operator you want to place an international call, and you'll be back 

in touch with your family, fnends or business in no time-for less than you think. 

And phoning ahead when you plan your tnp helps make it a smooth one, too. 



^u, too, can save up to $200on a Ridgeway. 

Phone800-243-6100 toll-free* to find out where. 

Here's your once-a-year 
chance to save $50 to $200 on 
a Ridgeway Grandfather Clock. 
All 50 magnificent styles are 
on sale now thru August 31st. 
All with handcrafted cabinetry, 
precision movements and lovely 
Westminster chimes. 

See the Ridgeway Gallery at 
your local participating dealer. 
Styles not carried by your dealer 
are available through his catalog. 
Stop by. You'll be delighted at the 
fabulous values available. 

*In Conn., call 1-800-882-6500. 
Dial as you normally dial Long 
Distance. Tell the Operator you're 
interested in the Ridgeway Clock 
Annual Sale. 

Sale dates may vary. 

FREE: CLOCK STYLE HANDBOOK 
Helps you select the clock that 
best complements your decor. 
Illustrates 45 clocks in color. 
Includes price ranges, dealer 
listing and information on 
brass ownership plate. Write 
Ridgeway Clocks, Div. of 
Gravely Furniture Co., Inc., 
Dept. HG-772, Ridgeway, 
Virginia 24148 

VISIT TH t .LLERY. 



Antiques 
contitiiied from page 20 

English pottery 

Do vou know C^7^^^7*T^?~^ 
anything <U^\b'^li^:\^ 
about where /^Q^EV W 
and when my      (^yX^ -rVr^ 
"Abbey" dish- <!5^$^^ 
es were niadeV ■ /\DI\H'> /^'^^'^ 
T.C—Three Rivers, Calif. 

The Staffordshire potters William Adams 
and Sons, who have been active from 
1769 to the present, probably made your 
blue-and-white-printed dishes about the 
1830s or 1840s. At this time of popular 
romanticism, the decorative drawings 
are almost always of idealized subjects 
built up of consciously picturesque ele- 
ments; in the case of your pattern, a 
medieval abbey. 

Tiffany 

Lily lamp 

Is my lamp an orig- 
inal Tiffany? The mark- 
ing (hat's under the base 
is Tiffany Studios, New 
York, 381. P.W.— 
Baltimore, Md. 

You have an original Tiffany l ily lamp, 
probably dating about 1900-1915. This 
style of lamp was made with 3, 5, 7, 10, 
12, and 18 branches or lights; apparently 
yours has 10. The base is bronze and was 
cast in Tiffany's foundry. Tiffany lamps 
were never cheap; today, again, they are 
costly and in great demand. 

American 

cupboard 

Can you give me 
any information 
about this antique 
cupboard? 
M.C.H. — Hazle- 
hurst, Ga. 

Ree 

Idea Book 

on the 

window 

easiest 

to wash 

Pella sdea Book. 16 pages in full 
color packed with interesting ex- 
amples of how the right windows 

can add beauty and 
livability to your 
home. Tells how 
Pella Wood Windows 
make washing easier, 
cut energy costs and 
need no painting. 
Contains a helpful 
guide to different win- 

dow types, and ho^v each works. 
Describes the important ihmgs to 
consider in proper placement of 
windows. In short, it contains 
everything you need to know to 
make an intelligent decision about 
windows. And it's yours free! 

F'el'3 • Lots of elbow roorr 

Others • Very little elbow room 

Please send me a free copy of 
and Door Ideas." 

Name  

'Pella Window 

Address^ 

C.ty  

State. -ZIP. 

Telephone  
Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, Dept. 
C03G7 100 Mam St., Pella, Iowa 50219. 
Also available throughout Canada. 
This coupon answered within 24 hours. 

Your lavishly enriched, ebonized, and 
gilt wood cupboard in two stages was 
made in America, possibly Philadelphia, 
in the 1800s. In the triangular pediment 
and other architectural details, the in- 
fluence of the Renaissance is distinctly 
perceptible. 

Rotary 

pendulum 

timepiece 

Do you know any- 
thing about the 
background of my 
clock? Is it worth 
keeping? F.C.— 
Massillon, Ohio 

Your Briggs rotary pendulum timepiece, 
dating about 1875, was patented in 1 855 
by John C. Briggs and was made in some 
volume by the E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. of 
Bristol, Conn. It is a very desirable clock 
and keeps time within reason. 

Antiqueries 

W llt>lisr\(^inlcih ^ 

II H MUMS 1- l^ll 
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Copies of Louise Ade Boger's book. 
House & Garden's Antiques: Questions 
& Answers, which contains more than 
900 fascinating items chosen from past 
columns, all conveniently arranged by 
category for easy reference, can be pur- 
chased for $10.95 a copy, plus 45^ to 
cover the cost of postage and handling. 
To order a copy, please write to: Conde 
Nast Books, Post Office Box 3308, Grand 
Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017, 
enclosing your remittance and correct 
mailing address. ■ 

House & Garden 



Consumer Reports tl ou should know! 

How good »the bologna 

in that sandwich? 

Of the 35 brands and varieties of 
bolof^na tested by Consumer Reports 
for quality, nine were rated Poor or 
Very Poor for taste. The samples, 
bought in food stores, were either rancid 
or showed beginning signs of rancidity. 

The start of rancidity can often be 
detected by a perfume-like scent. So 
the sweet smell of your bologna may be 
trying to tell you something. 

How does the bologna 
sandwich compare 

with the others? 

bullt-r) hile l.re.id 

The bologna sandwich earned our 
lowest vote of confidence. 

Consumer Reports explored this in 
detail in its impartial article on bologna, 
"How Good is the Bologna in that 
Sandwich?" 

Here's how bologna stacked up against 
the other three sandwich foods... (1) High- 
est in cost-per-ounce of protein 
(2) Highest in fats and calories. The 
bologna sandwich, in fact, was over four 
times as expensive as the cheapest 
sandwich—peanut butter—at the prices 
prevailing when we made our test. 
What's more, bologna contains a 
potentially harmful additive called 
sodium nitrite. 

Consumer Reports 
gives you the facts 

behind the **baloney''. 
Today's supermarket is no place to be 

on your own. 
Without help, it's hard to know about 

subtle product differences that can 
cheat your family of the nutrients they 
need. And maybe even cost you more 
in the bargain. 

That's why Consumer Reports rates 
food and household products by testing 
standards just as rigorous as those we 
use for automobiles and expensive 
appliances. Equally rigorous standards 
are applied to our research into services, 
such as banking, insurance and much more. 

Consumer Reports is the nonprofit, 
reader-supported magazine of Consumers 
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Union—the nation's leading indo|)endent 
organization for testing and rating 
consumer products and services. 

We don't accept advertising from 
anyone. 

We buy what we test at the same 
stores you do. And we never accept 
"free samples" from manufacturers. 

Five facts our readers 

learned that you 

could have used: 
1. Pepperidge Farm Whole Wheat 
Bread was rated lower in nutritional 
qualitv than Wonder Enriched White 
Bread. 
2. Pizza Hut's 10" Supreme pie gave us 
the most nutritional buy out of eight 
fast-food meals we tested... Arthur 
Treacher's Fish 'n Chips the least. 
3. Bounty may be a "quicker picker 
upper" than lower-priced paper towels. 

But you ma_\ be able to handle most of 
your clean-up jobs with the chtape.st 
towel you can find. 
4. Meanwhile, that much squeezed on- 
T\^ bathroom tissue that touts its soft- 
ness whittlofl \     sheets off each r<j|l. 
(Once again, it's the customer uho 
gets squeezed.) 
o. Two banks can advertise the same 
interest rate for your savings account. 
But one pays only S44.93 for the same 
period for which the other pays .S7.5.30. 
It's how they calculate \ our interest 
that counts. (And .some of the biggest 
banks in the country are the stingiest 
when it comes to jjaying you interest.) 

A lot of companies may not like what 
we have to say. 

But remember, those same companies 
si)en(l millions of dollars a > ear on ads 
and TV commercials for their jiroducts 
and services... so they can give you the 
facts that serve their interests. 

Shouldn't you spend just $11 a year 
on Consumer Reports—so you can get 
the facts that serve your interests? 

Subscribe now and get 

the 1977 Buying Guide 

Issue free • SP^"" 
New subscribers will receive 

a free copy of our 1977 Buy- 
ing Guide Issue. 416 pages 
covering more than 2.000 '•»«*'««»«"«f 
products by brand name and 

Of IVUWILIi POR: morocawMT'tiatD 

model number. And that's wSS'tSSS"* 
only the beginning. -=---~.i; .-U-A. 

r 
Here's how you save ^9*^0 on this 

introductory ofiFer to new subscribers 

IA-62 

You get 11 regular 
monthly i.ssues of 
Consumer Reports 
(newsstand price, 
$1 each), total 
newsstand price $11.00 

You get the 1977 
Buying Guide Issue, 
single-copy price .     $ 3.00 

You get the 1978 
Buying Guide Issue 
single-copy price $ 3.00 

L. 

You get the 384-page 
guide to drugs 
and tiealth 
services, price  $ 3.50 

Total Value $20.50 

You Pay Only $11.00 

You save ^9.50 

CONSUMERS UNION 
publisher of Consumer Reports 
Orangeburg, New York 10962 
Please send free copies of the 1977 Consumer 
Reports Buying Guide Issue, and the 384-page 
guide. The Medicine Show. Enter my subscrip- 
tion to Consumer Reports for a year at $11.00, 
including the 1978 Buying Guide Issue when 
published. 

n Payment enclosed       □ Bill me, please 

Name  

Address. 

City  

Apt. No.. 

State. .Zip_ 
Save more. Check if vou prefer: 

□ 2years-$20 (save $14.50) 
□ 3years-$27 (save $21.50) 

Please allow 3-6 weeks for delivery. Refund of 
unused portion of subscription guaranteed if you 
w ish to cancel for any reason. 

&ltJ7 CONSUMERS UNION OF   tl.S..   INT J 
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■ GOOD LOOKS AND 

GOOD HEALTH 

I he new • i i 

exercise splash 

SU'^AN WOOD 

I ways to tone up 

1 the bath 

ic waters ot the bath arc restorative, 
le tub provides a setting for the tran- 
ion between day and night, office and 
me, solitude and socializing. Above 
. bathing is a way of treating your- 
f kindly, an opportunity to loll for a 
V dreamy moments in warm, buoyant 
ysical splendor. Without detracting 
)m the essential enjoyment of this 
perience, Barbara Pearlman has de- 
loped a set of eight exercises incor- 
rating gentle, slow-stretching move- 
;nts, which she says will enhance the 
nefits of the bath. "While youTe in 
; tub. > ou might as well do something 
r your body. These exercises, if done 
2;ularly. are helpful to the common 
oblem areas—legs, buttocks, abdo- 
tn. upper arms, and neck." You can 
peat them as many times as you want, 
pending on how much you want to 
etch. If you have had no activity 
ring the day. you might want to use 
3re of your time in the tub for 
etching. 
"You don't need an oversize tub to 
rform them, a standard one will do. 
le magic ingredient is water. The 
ore there is in the tub, the more rig- 
ous the exercises become because of 
a resistance. It should be warm, not 
•t, which is drying for the skin and 
ervating to the body." Miss Pearlman 
arns. (Continued on page 30) 

SUSAN DAOF 

Ml • j  

8 ^ 

Bononzoin 
the both 

ISHIMURO 
Super makeup storage, left, is a plas- 
tic artist's cart witli 6 swing-out trays, 
on casters. "Boby 3" imported by Inter/ 
Graph. $200 in colors at Sam Flax. 
Fitness helpers, clockwise: "Surf and 
Rain" sleep machine, $92.70 ppd. at 
Hammacher Schlemmer; massager, $40 
by Well-Be; complexion brush and nail 
care machine, both $16.49 by Clairol. 

By Pamela Markham 

1. Sit with knees bent, toes and finger- 
tips on the floor of the tub. Keeping 
your stomach muscles contracted, slowly 
extend both legs outward and upward 
until they are straight. Hold for 
two slow counts, then resume 
original position. Repeat 8 times. 
(Good for legs, abdomen.) 
2. Lean back on your elbows. Extend 
one leg in front and the other upward. 
Circle the lifted leg in an outward 
direction. Repeat 12 times on each side. 
(Good for legs, abdomen.) 

3. Face rim of tub. Sit 
with ankles crossed, 
hands resting on rim. 
Keeping the right hand 
on tub, arch the left arm 
overhead (palm facing 
upward) as you simul- 
taneously bounce the 

torso to the right four times. Return 
center and repeat to the left. Be sure to 
keep buttocks stationary while stretching 
to the side. Repeat 20 times. (Good for 
arms, waist.) 
4. Sit with straight back, legs extended 
in front, arms extended at chest level, 
palms facing inward. Stretch torso 
forward in a gentle to-and-fro motion. 
Repeat 16 times. (Good for back, 
buttocks, thighs.) 
5. Sit with legs extended in front, arms 
raised overhead. Keeping the back as 
straight as possible, lift and lower legs 
alternating sides. Try to raise leg 
above water level keeping knees and back 
straight. Repeat 16 times. (Good for 
stomach, legs.) 
6. Sit facing rim with feet crossed at 

[the ankles, hands clasped behind head. 
Slowly bring elbows together as head 
simultaneously drops forward. Hold for 
three counts, then open elbows to 
original position. Remember to exhale 
as you bring elbows inward, inhale as 
you lift. Repeat 15 times. (Good for 
neck, shoulders, arms, bosom.) 
7. Sit on heels with hands clasped 
behind body. Take two slow counts to 
raise arms while keeping the torso 
stationary. Then slowly release. Repeat 
10 times. (Good for arms, bosom, 
shoulders.) 
8. Sit facing the tub rim, hand) on rim, 
soles of your feet together. Force the 
knees downward, hold for five counts, 
and then release upward. Repeat 12 
times. (Good for inner thighs.) 
Note: All exercises should be done with 
a rubber tub mat. 
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shade 

SUNBLOCKING LOTION 

byCoppertone 

MAXIMUM PROTECTION 

for Sun Sensitive Skin. 

BURN EASILY? 

Now you can stay in the sun without getting burned. 

Face the sun without fear, thanks to 

new Super Shade ^ by Coppertone. 

Super Shade gives you maximum pro- 

tection from the sun because it contains 

5% Paba. And Paba is just what many 

dermatologists recommend to their sun-shy 
patients. 

But don't think something this effec- 

tive has to be unpleasant. Super Shade goes 

on super smooth. It's never sticky, never oily. 

And with Super Shade \^ou can keep 

out of the shade all day. Because if you re- 

apply as directed it protects you all day. 

You can even swim and still be protected. 

Super Shade. If you're sensitive to the 

sun, it's a ray of hope. 



Would Looking Younger 

PleaseYou? 

Don't soil feel the need to be 
just a tinv bit selfish once in a 

while? \bii work hard at > ()ur job so 
that yoiii lx)ss will be satisfied and 
his professional life made easiei. 
You've (oncenti aied on becoming a 
good cook, knowing that i)oth family 
and guests apjjreciate xour almost- 
gourmel meals. Vou'\e e\en taken 
up chess, so you can be a challenging 
partner for a special man. Isn't it 
lime to do something self-satisf ying, 
with only Noiu seif in mind? 

What could be more self-pleasing 
than looking yoimger? It's a delight 
to look in the mirror and see a more 
radiant, younger-looking vou. Sim- 
ply discover the secret of a mystei i- 
ous beaut) fluid that can help you 
look younger, as it creates a moist 
climate for your skin. 1 his beautif ul 
.secret, shared by fortunate women 
in manv parts of the world, is known 
in the I'nited States as Oil of Olay 
beaut) lotion. 

Oil of Olay penetrates \()iu skin 
rem.u kably ()uickly t{) i)egin helj)ing 
\ c)u look youngei-. An abundance of 
pure moisture, tropical oil and pre- 
cious emollients work nnsteriousK 
with nature to ease dryness. It's dry- 
ness, of course, that accents little 
wrinkle lines that can easily make 
)()u look older (ban you like. Those 
lines can show less from the verv 
first day wiih Oil of Olay. The dif- 
ference is noticeable not just to you, 
but to other peojile as well. 

Smootii the skin-loving liquid on 
your face and throat. Watch as your 
skin seems to drink in Oil of Olav. 
Within moments, youi face lakes on 

a renewed lustre and radiance, a 
look you may have thought you'd 
never again see. Isn't that a pleasure? 
Oil of 01a\ heljjs maintain your 
skin's natin al moisture balance and 
lets yoiu" skin become softer, more 
glowing, yoimgei" looking. 

When do NOU want to use Oil of 
Olay? Whenever your skin feels dry 
and vou'd like to raise its moisture 
level is a good time foi the beauty 
fluid. Exposure to weather, sudden 
changes in temperature, some cos- 
metics... all these things can dry 
\()ur skin and cause you to look 
older as surely as added birthdays. 

Most dedicated users wouldn't let 
a day pass without using Oil of Olay 
at least twice. At bedtime, to cherish 
and pamj)ei your skin into the quiet 
night. In the morning, before doing 
your f ace for the day (Oil of Olay is 
so fast-penetrating and non-greasy, 
it's mar\el<)us under makeup) or 
simply to let \oin- skin live in a dewy 
c limate. A number v)f women, who 
like a natinal, giowv look, use the 
beaut) fluid instead of iiiakeup. 

Would looking xounger please 
vou? Be honest. Of course it would. 
And it's nice to know that you'r 
ycnmger look will piobably bring 
pleasine to other people you care 
about too. So you're not really being 
selfish after all! 

Beauty Secret 

If you Ve bothered by dry lips, 
be sure to use Oil of Olay® 

before you slick on lipstick or lip 
gloss. Feel the difference? 

( Advertisement) 

New exercise splasfi 
continued from page 28 

If faithfully followed, she adds, these 
maneuvers will not only make you feel 
good (by her definition this means hav- 
ing more stamina, energy, greater com- 
mand over the body) but help you look 
good, too. 

"Put some herbs in the bath, or some 
kind of bath softener, have some soft 
music on and start today." 

Beauty and 

health products 

new this month 

in the stores 

DURELL GODFREY 
There's no question about it—flowers are 
the fashion delight. They come on silk 
cords to wrap around the neck or on tiny 
combs to scatter through your hair, but 
this one's new to us: Bath of Flowers 
conditioning cream for hair. It's a 
creamy lotion made of real, fresh flowers 
that are frozen and vacuum-dried, a 
process which locks in the nutrients of 
the plant. Use it after shampooing, or 
use it as a shampoo if you are a sham- 
poo-every-night fan. Apply lightly, 
though—it's rich. $10.75 ppd. for SVi 
ounces. Available through the pioneers 
of the dry-haircut. Lintermans 21 East 
62nd St., New York. N.Y. 10021. 

If your summer sunshine turns out to 
be 90 percent incandescent light, grab 
one of Estee Lauder's new Cheek Color- 
ing Sticks. They're chunky, sheer, color- 
ing pencils that could make up for a miss- 
ing suntan in a jiffy. Eight colors to 
choose from, too. including an "Under- 
cover Color" that you could use as a very 
light substitute for foundation. Draw the 
color on in wide strokes, then gently 
blend until you get the shading you like. 
For a completely natural look, just shade 
the highpoints of your face: the hairline, 
the tops of cheekbones, tip of the nose, 
and dimple of the chin. That's just where 
the sun would naturally touch vou. $5 
each with a special sharpener, $1. 

Here's the good word for all of us 
clean-face lovers—New Basic Cleansing 
Bars in two formulas: normal-to-dry and 
normal-to-oily. These are a brand new 
cleansing system—they are not soap, so 
are nonalkaline, and, therefore, gently 

Continued on page 150 
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Naturally^ Vd rcuher he a hhnde. 

My own natural color was no way blonde. 

Shampoo-in tints made me almost blonde. Now 

at last, Fm a head'turning knock *em dead 

blonde. With Naturally Blonde® by Clairol. 

First I use the gentle lightener.Then I choose 

the shade of toner that's exactly right for me. 

I figure if Fm going to be a blonde, 

4 I want to be the best. 



PLANTS AROUND 

HE HOUSE HORST By Richard Longer 

Orchids 

exotics indoors 

Easily grown without a greenhouse if you give them 

plenty of light and keep the air humid around them 

ilaenopsis and cymbidiiim by the pottui 

■When I finally get around to 
getting a greenhouse, orchids 

ill no doubt dominate its sheltered 
ingle. Meanwhile, fortunately, many 
f these marvelous flowers will grow 
i> ordinary house plants. Notice the 
;rm marvelous "flowers," as opposed 
1 marvelous plants. Orchids, some 
light call them the ugly ducklings of 
le botanical world, grow a tangled 
lass of aerial roots and topside 
reenery. It takes from 5 to 7 years 
om seed for the first flowers to burst 
)rth. (Of course, if you purchase ma- 
jre specimens, your wait will not be 
) protracted.) Then all is forgiven, 
he blossoms, often lasting for 
lonths, are striking in color, form, 
nd sometimes fragrance. And or- 
hids bloom year after year. 
There are some 30,000 species of 

ie  floriferous  orchid  plant, and 
lerely the names of all the additional 
ybrids fill a volume thick and heavy 
nough to press flowers among its 
ages well. At the top of the list is 
le familiar Cattleya, whose giant 
looms nestled in so many corsage^ 
f yesteryear. Hybrid Cattleyas 
ome (Continued on page 146) 

PLANTS BY  MAIL: There are 
countless orchid growers that spe- 
cialize in mail order, and the 
price need no longer deter the 
first-time grower. Granted they 
cost more than begonias, but they 
are not the extravagant purchases 
they used to be. To get you started, 
check the ads in the American Or 
chid Society Bullet hi. 
join the society. For $lS a 
you receive the Bulletin monthly, 
plus the handy Handbook of Or- 
chid Culture. Your green thumb 
will never be the same. The address: 
Botanical Museum of Harvard Uni- 
versity, Cambridge, Mass. 02138, 
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'.better yet, 
year 

Six otchids to get you going 

Brassavola nodosa is also 
called Lady-of-the-Night, 
because its white flowers are 
fragrant from early evening 
until midnight. It is easy to 
grow if watered liberally and 
fertilized every 2 to 3 weeks. 
However, in order to avoid 
soggy roots with all that wa- 
tering, the plant must have 
excellent drainage. 
Hybrid Cattleya, with velvety 
flowers in plush rose through 
yellow to white, up to 3 or 5 
inches in diameter, is one of 
the most striking specimens 
in its genus. Being a dwarf, 
the plant is ideal for window- 
sill cultivation. It flowers ir- 
regularly any time from fall 
to spring, and the very fra- 
grant blossoms last 6 weeks. 
Cymbidium miniatures are 
excellent beginners' orchids. 
They do need a high degree 

of humidity and plenty of 
light, particularly in summer. 
But even so, direct sun at 
noontime may be too much. 
If the leaves begin to bleach, 
move the plants out of mid- 
day light. 
Epidendrum atropurpureum, 
the Spice Orchid, richly de- 
serves its popular name. It 
can fill a whole room with 
its fragrance when chocolate- 
covered, crimson-centered 
blossoms open in summer. 
For best growth—partial 
sun. a temperature in the 
high 70s during the day. 
Paphiopedilum fairieanum, 
is a good choice for cooler 
corners or a spot close to the 
air conditioner, as long as 
there is no direct draft. It 
has white-striped, purple to 
brown, pouch-shaped flow- 
ers and unlike the other or- 

chids, whose pots should be 
allowed almost to dry out be- 
tween waterings, paphs need 
a potting mixture kept con- 
stantly moist. 
Phalaenopsis amabilis is the 
parent of most of the hybrid 
white Moth Orchids grown 
today, and the reason is be- 
cause of its pure color. Easy 
to grow, it needs a little less 
light than most other or- 
chids, but it also requires a 
minimum of 70 percent hu- 
midity. An exception arises 
in the period before spring 
blooming: At that time it 
needs a drop in nighttime 
temperatures to around 55 
degrees. Simply keep the 
plant close to the window 
at night during the winter, 
but not close enough so that 
the leaves touch the glass 
itself. 

Light, water, action,... 

Orchids are af- 
fected   by the 

same indoor en- 
vironmental conditions 

as other i.ouse plants are: light, 
temperature, and humidity. Their 
finicky reputation is a carry-over 

from precentral heating days, when 
indoor temperatures were too chilly 

to suit them, and the amouht of 
available light was insufficient. Ex- 
cept in greenhouses, large expanses 

of glass were not technologically 
or economically feasible. Plant 
ights, which in the last decade 

have  performed  miracles, have 
made it possible to grov/ orchids 
indoors. About the only obstacle 

to cultivating them as house plants 
today is a lack of sufficient atmo- 
spheric humidity. The very central 

heating that raised temperatures to lev- 

els comfortable for orchids, has also 
made the air much drier in modern 
houses. However, adding a good quality 
humidifier to your orchid room is simple 
enough and will increase your plants' 
comfort. You can mist as well. 

Give your orchids as much light as the 
plant can take without being injured by 
it, either natural or 14 to 16 hours from 
a balanced artificial source. You can de- 
termine the amount of light your par- 
ticular specimens need by checking the 
leaf color. If the leaves begin to yellow 
or bleach out, the light is too strong. If 
they turn a dark jade green, they're not 
getting enough. Move them over a period 
of months until the proper balance is 
achieved. 

Orchids should be raised in an at- 
mosphere of 50 percent relative humid- 
ity. Air circulation should be good. If 
their room is (Continued on page 146) 

Above: Cattleya waikeriana. Top right; phalaenopsis flower 
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.'.5'nng: The Surgeon General Has Deiermine 

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Healtn 

's why I smoke Salem. Fresh menthol. 

Great taste. That's my enjoyment. 

lemlOOs & Salem Idng 

KING: 18 mg. "t*".!? mg. nicotine, av. per cigarei^iFTC Repon DEC. 76. 



i he landscape designer himself tells how he created the 

new garden for the Frick Collection in New York City 

The shaping of 

a garden By RusGsll Page 

EDITOR S NOTE : The Frick Collection has 
grown a new garden and new wing tliis 
year, in response to growing numbers of 
visitors who come to see the paintings 
and sculpture assembled by industrialist 
Henrv Clav Frick for the house where 
his family lived from 1913 to 1931. The 
garden, planted just this spring, was de- 
signed by Russell Page, who received the 
Order of the British Empire in 1951. 
You'll find a sampling of his gardens on 
page 93. Architect for the adjoining pa- 
vilion at 1 East 70th Street was Harry 
van Dyke, working with John Harrington 
Bayley and G. Frederick Poehler.  

LONDON 

Plan of 
New York 
garden, 
about 54 
by 76 feet, 
designed by 
Mr. Page and 
planted 
by Rosedale 
Nurseries 

Imagine a small plot of ground set behind 
high iron railings that enclose it from the 
street to the south. On the west side is the 
new Frick pavilion with a classical facade 
on the lines of a 17th-century orangery. 
Elaborate 1 8th-century-style stone walls 
20 feet high complete the northern and 
eastern sides. Beyond are the rather 
sleazy backs of high buildings. The whole 
faces south, so th ere is light and air. 

It was decided that the space had to be 
a garden and not a graveled courtyard. 
At first glance, a formal box-edged par- 
terre, maybe surrounding a central foun- 
tain, seemed the obvious answer. Think- 
ing it over I decided against this. As the 
principal fa9ade of the pavilion was ar- 
chitecturally in larger scale than^the more 
delicate stone walls, it would have been 
almost impossible to create any formal 
pattern in a scale to work with both. 

I also thought that a flat, formal pat- 
tern would produce a sunbaked room 
furnished solely with a carpet, when what 
was needed was to distract attention from 

the high buildings to the north. So lirst I 
set a planter 60 feet long, 5 wide, and 
41/2 deep, on a steel framework behind 
the top of the north wall. Planted thickly 
with trees, this suggests a neighboring 
garden at a higher level. The buildings 
beyond cease to dominate. 
The power of illusion 

To give spaciousness. I decided to make 
it mainly lawn with low plantings concen- 
trated in narrow beds at the foot of the 
north and east walls. Even this central 
lawn would not give me the sense of dis- 
tance 1 thoughtwas needed, so, set axially 
on the great central French windows of 
the new wing. 1 made a rectangular pool 
as large as 1 dared (it takes up a third of 
the lawn area). This pool with a narrow 
flat stone rim is dead level with the grass. 
Water between buildings helps to cheat 
on distance. I have worked with water in 
many gardens, always with some end in 
mind, but it was recently, while wander- 
ing around Haarlem in Holland, I no- 
ticed how a narrow canal between build- 
ings suspends one's judgment of actual 
distance. At the Frick garden, a visitor 
looking from the street sees a narrow 
strip of water, which seems to make the 
back wall recede. Seen from inside the 
building, the rectangle becomes square— 
so already I have two quite different spa- 
tial compositions in this very small area. 

But we are still dealing with the bottom 
of a box, which, if unrelieved, would re- 
main in a blaze of light with hard angu- 
lar shadows from the surrounding con- 
structions. Only trees would help. They 
would give broken light and shade, and 
the pattern of their branches in winter 
and their summer volume of foliage 
would modify the impact of the high 
neighboring buildings. Besides, the whole 
garden is 2 feet 6 inches .^bove street level 
so one could look through the branches. 

So formal and symmetrical a setting 
would suggest straight lines, like pleached 
(clipped) lindens—historically correct 
but one would "read" them at a glance. *■ 
needed to hold the spectator's attention, 
to tempt the eye to explore and linger. 
Good trees for town 

Breaking the rules (since rules are good 
servants but not always good masters), 1 
decided to use trees of different forms 
and habits, placing them asymmetrically 
so that their trunks would give illusory 
depths to a very shallow garden. Two 
conical Cryptomeria japonica (an excel- 

Continued on page 36 

FREE AT ANY GALLERY! 

THE ETHAN ALLEN TREASURY 

392 PAGES OF 

DECORATING IDEAS! 

(NO PURCHASE REQUIRED) 

I Jttiii Alien 
AUBAMA 
BIRMINGHAM-Oanle/s Manor 

House 
DOTHAN-The Village Carnage 

House 
HUNISVILLE-BraggsElhari 

Allen Gallery 
MOBILE-Gulf Carriage House 
MONTGOMERY-Country Manor 
ARKANSAS 
LITTLE ROCK-Joe Bass 

Carnage House 
FLORIDA 
OANIA-Georgetown 
FT MYERS-Cariiage House of Fort Myers 
n WALTON BEACH-Danley Furniture Co 
GAINESVILLE-Coi s Carriage House 
lACKSONVILLE-Carriage Hse , Inc ol lacksonwille 
Carnage House 
LAKELAND-Burgess Carriage House 
MAITLAND-Carriage House 
MIAMI-Georgetown 
ORMOND BEACH-McFarlands Carriage House 
PANAMA CITY-Danleys 
PENSACOLA-Danleys Carriage House 
PINELLAS PARK-Carriage House 
POMPANO BEACH-Georgetown 
SARASOTA-Carnage House of Sarasota. Inc. 
TALLAHASSEE-Danleys Carriage House 
TA4^A-Carriage House interiors, Inc. 
GEORGIA 
ALBANY-Gerst Carriage House 
ATHENS-John Ttiurmond Furniture 
ATLANTA-Carriage House Furniture, Inc. 
AUGUSTA-Greene Manor Inc. 
COLUMBUS-Carriage House of Columbus, Inc, 
DECATUR-Carnage House 
MACON-Carriage House 
MARIETTA-Carnage House 
MORROW-Carriage House 
SAVANNAH-TTie Savannati Carriage House 
LOUISIANA 
BATON ROUGE-Grand Gallery 
HOUMA-Quahty Furniture House. Inc. 
LAFAYEHE-Weimers Carriage House 
METAIRIE-Lafayette Carriage House 
NEW ORLEANS-Lafayette Carriage House 
SHREVEPORT-Carriage House 
MISSISSIPPI 
COLUMBUS-Mauldins Carriage House 
JACKSON-Rices Manor House 
NEW MEXICO 
ALBUQUERQUE-Homestead House 
NORTH CAROLINA 
ASHEVILLE-Stiipleys Carriage House 
CHARLOTTE-Carnage House 
GREENSBORO-Houstons Ettian Allen Gallery 
OKLAHOMA 
ARDMORE-C P Hall Furniture 
ENID-Loomis Carriage House 
MIAMI-Home Furniture & Appliance Company 
OKWHOMA CITY-Village Carriage House 
STILLWATER-Sfieptierds Carriage House 
TULSA-Rictis Carnage House 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
CHARLESTON-Carriage House 
COLUMBIA-Greene Manor 
GREENVILLE-Carnage House ol Greenville, Inc. 
TENNESSEE 
BRISTOL-Gurleys Homestead House 
HIXSON-Carriage House of Cliattanooga 
KNOXVILLE-WoodruHs Century House 
MADISON-Henstiaw Furniture 
MEMPHIS-Carnage House 
NASHVILLE-Henstiaw's, Inc. 
TEXAS 
ABILENE-Ptiilhps Carriage House 
AMARILLO-Concord House 
AUSTIN-Philhps Tradition Manor 
BEAUMONT-Georgetown Manor 
CORPUS CHRISTI-Carriage House 
DALLAS-Coacti House 
DENTON-Tnomas Furniture 
EL PASO-Ctiarlottes Carnage House 
FT WORTH-Plymoutti House 
HOUSTON-Blacks Carriage House 
Georgetown Manor 
HURST-Manor House 
LUBBOCK-Concord House 
LUFKIN-W H Jotinston Co. 
ODESSA-Casstevens Furniture Co. 
RICHARDSON-Fowlers Carriage House 
SAN ANTONIO-Georgetown Manor 
WICHITA FALLS-Spears Carnage House 

Ethan 

Allen 

Galleries 
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MEET THE PEOPLE WHO MAKE THEIR FURNITURE 
DECISIONS AT ETHAN ALLEN. 

WERE' 2TICULAR 

AND THE ONE 

DOWN-TO-EARTH 

ETHAN ALLEN - 

When Judd and I decided to 
renovate this townhouse. we 
knew it would mean a lot of 
work. But to us it 's worth it. Not 
just because the neighborhood 
is worth preserving, but be- 
cause these houses stand for 
the kind of values that are im- 
portant to us. 

That's how we feel about our 
furniture, too. And it 's why I fell 
in love with the things at Ethan 
Allen. They seem committed to 
making really fine furniture, in 
styles that never go out of style, 
like this canopy bed Judd and I 
picked from their Heirloom 
Collection. Sometimes I lie 
awake imagining it was handed 
down to us by a great- great- 
grandmother. 

When I think about what life 
was like years ago. when 
people cherished their few 
possessions. I realize it's not so 
different now. Judd and I think 
about every piece before we 
buy it. to make sure we get the 
kind of quality and value we 
want. You can tell just by look- 
ing at it. this furniture is going 
to last a long time-I bet Jamie 
inherits this bed! Then it really 
will be an heirloom. 

STORE THAT GIVES US THE 

VALUE WE'RE LOOKING FOR /S --i 

V/hen .^^^        frQfv Ethan Al'en. 'he/re e'.er ,^ore ^^pressed- They don't rea'ze how 

Ethan ^3. i ^ 

.\llcn 

Galleries 
COME OM OVER TO OUR HOUSE AND FURNISH ■ : -oust. YOUR WAY. 



... the ideal way 

to buy your presents from 

The Metropolitan Museum 

Every three months —four times a year—the Museum will announce 
by mail remarkable new objects —exact copies of Museum originals: 
sculpture, decorative art, tableware, and ornaments. 

The variety will be extraordinary: ancient jewelry in gold and sil- 
ver; Oriental and European porcelain; early American glass in crystal 
and rare colors; bronze from Egypt, Greece, China, and the medieval 
world; silver, pewter, brass, and pottery from Colonial America. 

These copies, often produced by the same techniques used for 
the originals, are made by artist-craftsmen working under the Mu- 
seum's direct supervision. The care taken in production frequently lim- 
its the quantity, and the majority of reproductions can be bought only 
by mail or at the Museum. (Above: Hippopotamus, bright blue faience 
decorated with lotus flowers. Length 8", $19.75 plus $1.25 shipping.) 

To receive all of the advance announcements to be issued during 
the next year, send the coupon below with one dollar to cover mailing. 

On September 1, you will receive the 116-page Christmas Catalogue. The 
brilliant array of new presents includes an Egyptian jasmine flower necklace; 
a golden Buddha; a medieval silver bowl; stained glass; jade and bronze 
horses from ancient China; an 18th-century porcelain dinner service; new 
needlework kits from the Unicorn Tapestries; snowflakes, stars, and bells in 
gold and silver; and an unparalleled selection of Christmas cards. An addi- 
tional 24-page full-color catalogue introduces the Museum's Costume Insti- 
tute "originals"—line-for-line recreations of designs from the past which 
bring unusual flair to contemporary fashion. Among these is the first copy 
ever made of the fabulous Imperial Russian "100,000 gold ruble" shawl. This 
outstanding reproduction in fine wool challis, with its bold Siripes and intri- 
cate floral patterns retains the more than 50 colors of the original. It measures 
21" X 96 " ; the price is $35.00. 

THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OFART 

255 Gracie Station, New York 10028 'ccy 

Please send me all advance catalogues of new objects to be issued by the 
Museum during the next vear. $i.oo to cover mailing is enclosed. 

NAM E  

ADDRESS  

 ZIP 

Shaping of a garden 
continued from page 34 

lent town tree) break the angles of build- 
ings close to the street. In the northeast 
corner, a 30-foot Metascquoui repeats 
the conical (though this time deciduous) 
form and masks a disagreeable corner at 
high level. The other trees are all flcwer- 
crs that bloom after the first spring flush. 
Near the fence is a Mains hiipehensis. 
latest crabapple to flower. After it comes 
Cladrastis hitca, a lovely yellow-wood. 
For still later, there is a flowered Koel- 
iciitcria, and latest of all the Japanese 
Sophora. Yes. it's a lot of trees for a 
small space, but they are set so that from 
the street and from inside the building 
the eye may wander under a canopy of 
leaves and flowers through the airy spaces 
defined by their trunks. 

And flowers ... 

Now I am called back to another duty, 
for there must be flowers in one of the 
city's rare gardens. At the edges of the 
lawn there are four symmetrically placed 
box-edged rectangular beds to be kept 
bright with tulips, followed by begonias, 
blue salvia, and marigolds through spring, 
summer, and fall. Flowerpots will hold 
petunias, lantana, and chrysanthemums. 

Under and along the whole length of 
the eastern wall is a band of the white 
rose 'Iceberg." which is one of the three 
best roses of the last 40 years (the others 
are 'Peace' and 'Superstar'). Under the 
north wall we put andromedas, azaleas in 
whites and cream and palest yellow. late- 
flowering hydrangeas—Hydrangea qner- 
cifolia and Hydrangea paniculata 'Gran- 
diflora.'—and clumps of white, lemon 
yellow, and palest pink lilies, as well as 
the bulbous Galtonia candicans with its 
spires of giant snowdrops in August. 

The dark green trellised niches will 
gradually be covered with equally dark 
green curtains of espaliered cotoneaster 
and pyracantha, flowering in spring with 
Japanese quince to be grown through 
them. And here and there the formal ar- 
chitecture of greenish limestone will be 
set off by a filigree of white wisteria. 

If, as a garden designer, I were asked 
what I was aiming for in this small city 
garden, I would answer '"tranquility." Be- 
cause that is what I feel inside the Frick 
Collection, and that is the quality shared 
by the greatest gardens I have known. ■ 
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IS outdoor 

urldlclmL 

/iennese Pork Chops a la Jenn-Air. Golden crumbed, with a tart lemon 

heart, they're grilled indoors without smoking up your kitchen. 

■iere's fine, whiie-meat pork, inner-oasied v.im 
5r. .emon, with a cmnchy, buttery cr-;s: zrr.c z : 
x-Lilent inside that's juicy as a pie. IT'S gn^ea 
' :r. *he open in your kitchen on the Jenn-Air 

je:;c gnll, one of five different J enn-Air CocKTcp 
jnvertible units that let you spit roast, gnil,, gnadle, 
sh kebab, and deep fry all on top of the range, 
id you can do it all without smobng up your kiicnen. 

10 make Viennese Pork Chops, TSD exira-tmck chops 
th pepper and thyme, cut a pocket m eacn cr.cp,_ mse: 

:e of peeled lemon and bay .eai, and 'Oip 's.e 
r: ^/e?". r\:"er and fine whute dry breaacrumbs. 
„.      z:\zz = gently for 40 munutes or untu done. 
>te how the fat dripping fromi the cnops is 
zisformed into a delicious sm.oke ir:cn s '.vaaeo 
97 "he meat and direct to the outdoors. Remicve 
7 ,e:':\zn and bay leaf from= the pocket, -O-'d p.ace 

emon slice on top. Season vnth sal: ana ser."e. 

Jenn-Air lets you cook another way too, w.th tne 
in-Air Convected Pov/er O'^en. You can roas" c: 
011 in the nonnal way or, by flickmg_a svr.ich 
n cook foods in a stream, of povv-er-or.yen ai: 
5C° cooler temperatures m up to one-mira .e: 

The Jenn-Air Grill 

t or me jenn-Air aecer neares: yz' 
ruges call toll free 5CC~42&-1525, cr 
Ccrocranon, 3C35 Shadeland Ave: 

: 45226. Also available m C 



Give your house an 

energy update 

Learn how a systems engineer can help you I By Veronica McNiff 

■The systems engineer originated 
in the aerospace program, when 

mechanical engineers developed skills to 
best combine many aspects of a mam- 
moth project, like the lunar module. 
His know-how in gauging ways of doing 
things, assessment of functional and 
financial trade-offs, as well as the logical 
ordering of it all, can work beautifully 
in domestic situations, too. In fact, this 
integrated approach especially helps you 
save money, conserve energy, and end up 
withasmobth-running, comfortable house 
that is also safe. You may have him: 

mestic water, and wastepipes would allow 
your plumber or electrician to instantly 
see where to fix trouble spots—not to be 
sniffed at when servicemen charge by the 
hour. A schematic also means you can 
turn water or power off yourself—instead 
of waiting for help as the basement fills 
with water or smoke curls up from the 
baseboards. 

If you must have wiring and plumbing 
rerouted, a system engineer can define 
the way to meet house needs—via a cen- 
tral utility core, perhaps. This is a major 
duct running through the house contain- 

quick tips to save energy and 

improve efficiency in your house^ 

These cost around $5-$ 10 and adjust the 
flushing mechanism to use only 3 gallons. 
• Insulate cold water pipes to make sure 
summer condensation doesn't drip on 
wood floors or inside vulnerable plaster 
walls and ceilings. 
^ If you have hot-water heating, paint 
each set of pipes—heating, cold water, 
hot water—a different color and mark 
directions of water flow. 
• Put in a metal unit with blower fan 
and heat exchanger to return fireplace 
heat to your rooms. Or change to a 
Franklin stove with a flue that throws 
heat back from the flue. Metal, wood, 
glass shutters can close off the heart 
when it's not in use. 

Test fit of windows, door 
"with your hand. When you 

drafts, weatherstrip or use 
doorsweeps. 

% In a well-insulated house, minor heat 
leaks become noticeable. Check electrical 
outlets. Seal with Scotch tape if not in use. 
• Adding on? Build around existing 
chimneys if you can; the flue is a source 
of radiant heat. 
• A 40°-60° humidity level in winter 
means you can lower the thermostat by 
5-10 degrees and feel perfectly comforta- 
ble due to a trade-off between skin- 
moisture evaporation rates and the dry- 
less of winter atmosphere. 

new valve apparatus for toilets. 

• Evaluate the overall general condition 
of the structure, its machines, the effi- 
ciency with which it meets your needs, 
keeps you cool or warm. 
• Make recommendations as to the best 
ways to remedy shortfalls. 
• Design ways to combine house func- 
tions thereby saving money and energy. 
• Define and evaluate alternative ways 
of doing things in terms of real efficiency 
—the best location for an addition, or 
the correct installation of new heating. 

One of the first things to ask for is a 
plan of the house wiring and plumbing. 
A wiring schematic lets you know what's 
where and enables you to distribute power 
drains so as to avoid dangerous overloads 
and blown fuses. This is importanJ when 
dealing with aluminum wiring. When 
drawing up the plan, the systems engi- 
neer can also pinpoint deficiencies. In 
plumbing, it's dead loops, pipes with- 
out real function or proper circulation 
which tend to freeze and burst during 
cold weather. In any emergency, a map 
of wiring and the heating, hot-cold do- 
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ing all wiring and plumbing, thus made 
easily accessible for repair or change. 

A systems engineer is a tremendous 
help in assessing how insulation, heating, 
and cooling affect each other—and what 
you need to strike the right balance. One 
way to track down heat loss is to ask for 
a thermal map. This heat sensitive "pho- 
tograph" records escaping warmth. Mr. 
Fred Saphra, a systems engineer who 
works for the American Standards Test- 
ing Bureau, Inc., says: "Perhaps tb^^ 
answer is just a matter of weatherstrip- 
ping and doorsweeps, but it might mean 
replacement of ill-fitting windows with 
more efficient ones that could pay for 
themselves in terms of lower fuel bills." 
Another way to maximize energy use is 
to utilize warmth usually ducted right out 
of the house . . . for instance, by arrang- 
ing to convert hot air used to ventilate an 
oil burner into the heating system. 

A nice bonus is that the solution to one 
problem often turns out to be the answer 
to another, in a systems engineer's hands. 
Aluminum siding, which is an excellent 

insulation (it reflects summer heat, keeps 
in warmth in winter), reduces your ex- 
terior maintenance costs, too. And a 
white roof (of asphalt tiles coated with 
gravel) deflects the summer sun's rays so 
that air-conditioning costs are kept lower, 
and in winter, also keeps heat within. 
Since it doesn't go through extremes of 
temperatures, it lasts longer, too. 

Inevitably these skills do not come 
cheap. Fees are generally in the $250- 
$300 per day category. A general house 
evaluation, plans, and concrete recom- 
mendations could take as little as 2 days 
—and the benefits over the long haul 
would be incalculable. If you're planning 
renovation of an old house or adding on- 
to the one you have now, the s.e. can let 
you know what you're in for. There's no 
national association of systems engineers 
to act as a referral service, so if you de- 
cide to use one, either approach the 
American Standards Testing Bureau, 
which has offices in: New York, Albany, 
Buffalo, N.Y.; Boston, Mass.; Philadel- 
phia, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Baltimore, Md.; 
Richmond, Va.; Montgomery, Ala.; Little 
Rock, Ark.; Cincinnati, Ohio; Detroit, 
Mich.; St. Louis, Mo.; Omaha, Nebr.; 
Dallas, Tex.; Phoenix, Ariz.; San Diego, 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Calif.; 
Seattle, Wash. Or check listings of house 
inspectors in the Yellow Pages. If you do 
the latter, finding a systems engineer, as 
such, may be difficult, but at least you 
should employ a licensed professional 
engineer, which will ensure at least a 
minimum of competence. Try to engage 
a ?,y%iems-oriented engineer, and ask for 
and check references. ■ 

T 

points for 

the Ideal House 

• Build it below earth 
level, with one wall of 
windows exposed. The 
earth's temperature 
hovers around 45°-50°; 
the house interior would 
be the same. Supple- 
mentary cooling and 
heating would be 
minimal. 
• Permanently seal 
windows to prevent 
heat loss. 
• Use a blower for 
ventilation; energy con- 
sumption equal to burn- 
ing two light bulbs for 
the whole house. 
• Roof it with grass. 

Or, if the house is pow 
ercd by solar energy, 
have the panel side bla 
which absorbs heat ant 
helps charge solar pan( 
• Install all wiring an< 
plumbing in a central 
utility core. 
• Build in either elec- 
trical panels or water 
pipes in the ceilings to 
provide radiant heat, 
rather than space 
heating. 
• Have a heat pump, 
which works on the 
principal of a 
refrigerator, to warm 
or cool the house. 





If youYe ohnning a 

new bath. . a i, consider 

NuTone 

Bath 

Cabinets ••• 

Decorator's 

choice... 

Sc^phisticatcd. con- 
temporary Bauhaus" 
is a surprising com- 
bination of wrapped 
rattan look with 
polished chrome tubing. 

Whether \ou tancy 
modern, or "Rococo" 
ornate. NuTone 
makes a style to 
carry out your 
interior design 
perfectly. 

Surface 

mounted or 

recessed... 

Single mirrors, or 
tri-vistas. swingdoor 
or sliding. NuTone 
makes them all. 

,11 
New 

"modular 

cabinets... 

)ur latest advance 
lo work singly or in 
combination, so that 
any wall size can 
look custom-built. 

A huge selection! 
For free information, mail this coupon 
Vou"ll be under no obligation to buv. 

Please send me FREE information about 
NuTone's Bath Cabinets: 

Nam e .  

Address. 

City  

State. -Zip_^ 

Phone. 

NuTone Housing Products 
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IMPROVEMENT IDEAS 

Scouill 

Dept. HG-lC-7 Madisun and Red Bank Roads 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227 

for the 

house fixer 

Printed in U.S.. 

BUILD YOUR OWN 

miNSANU 

By Deanne Raffel 

For years, you have dreamed of a spa- 
cious patio, but when you think of the 
cost, the result is a throbbing headache. 
This situation can be overcome by build- 
ing a patio in sand rather than cement—a 
project that will take time, but one from 
which you will derive many hours of en- 
joyment upon its completion. 

First a choice of materials must be 
made. Bricks are light and easy to work 
with: however, they demand many 
pieces and time for assembly. Patio ce- 
ment blocks may also be small in size. 
Larger ones, up to 18 inches square, are 
available. Their one major drawback is 
weight—about 30-35 pounds each, but 
they certainly do cut down labor. With 
an extra pair of hands, this large block 
can quickly be installed. Patio blocks 
are cast in colored cement—red, yellow, 
green, and black. Some people choose 
multicolors, but a single color gives a 
more unifying look and relaxing at- 
mosphere. 

The actual patio material must be 
placed over a 3-inch layer of compacted 
sand. Call a masonry-supply yard and 
order the blocks or brick and the sand. 
Give the salesman the dimensions of 
your intended project, and he will figure 
the cubic feet or yards of sand needed. 
Be sure to tell him tnat the sand will be 
compacted to give a 3-inch layer. 

Measure the dimensions on the 
ground, and use stakes and string to de- 
lineate the border. Utilization of a 
square (the tool) is necessary at the cor- 
ners to obtain 90° angles. With a flat- 
edged shovel, cut out the boundary lines. 
You must dig deep enough for the sand 
and patio flooring material—3 inches 
plus the thickness of the block or brick. 
Check the highs and lows with a length 
of 2-by-3 lumber. A spirit level may be 
of some help at this point; you want to 
slightly pitch the land away from the 
house to drain rain water. The perimeter 
line should be square with the dirt floor. 

Shovel sand into the excavation. Rake 
the grit until it is smooth. Now for an 
indispensable step—the sand must be 
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tamped or rolled down until it is well 
compacted. A ground roller will do an 
excellent job, or a tamping tool can be 
constructed by attaching a strong pole 
to a board. Tamp a small area (about 
3 by 4 feet), and check the depth of the 
sand. More may be needed. Once a sat- 
isfactory compacting system is estab- 
lished, the work will progress rapidly. 

Start setting blocks at one corner and 
work on each leg of that specific 90- 
angle. An "L" shape will be produced. 
Now add a fourth block lo make a 
square. Again add a block on the bound- 
ary sides of the newly built square: fill in 
blocks to finish a larger square. Keep 
working in this fashion until the com- 
plete area is covered. Each piece should 
sit tightly against the adjacent one: a 
rubber mallet will coax it into place. 

Once all blocks are in position, some 
land fill may be necessary along the 
sides. It is important to tamp earth in 
very tightly to keep the edges of the 
patio secured. (If you have chosen brick 
rather than block, assembly is basically 
the same.) Sprinkle a layer of sand over 
the masonry, and sweep it into the 
cracks between the units. Hose water 
over the patio. Again cover it with sand, 
sweep and water until the crevices are 
filled to the top with sand. This process 
needs to be repeated occasionally 
throughout the life of the patio. 

Safety first 

A home safe, 
fire tested in 
heat of 1700^ 
F., affords the 
protection of 
a 2-foot-thick 
concrete wall. 
For important 
and irreplaceable 
documents, tax records, legal pa- 
pers, and valuables, it is a handy size— 
I3^u; inches high, S'/s inches wide, 17'/4 
inches deep. A double locking bolt and 
key lock secure it. Attractively styled in 
beige and black, the "Survivor" sells for 
under $50, is tax deductible if used to 
store tax records. Sentry Safes, John D. 
Brush & Co., Rochester, N.Y. 14625. 

Continued on page 46 
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Fill in the blank. 'fourself! 

A beautiful new countertop surfaced with 
FORMICA' brand decorative laminate adds style, 
v.-amith and value to your kitchen. 

Simpl>- measure the length of your existing coimter- 
top. and \"isit \-our nearby home center, lumber yard or 
building materials dealer. That's where %-oull find a wide 
variety of FORMICA' laminate... available in \ibrant 
colors, designer patterns, rich woodgrains and even 
three-dimensional embossed surfaces. 

Be sure to look for the FORMICA ' brand name. It s 
yo^or assurance of quality and design leadership. 

iFORxMICA 
^^^^ BIRA-\.D 

decorative laminate 

i ".f     Formica Corporaiiori • Qnannan. OH 452D2* Subsidiarj of : 



Presenting Tiara®Ceilings by Celotex. 

Becaiise ceilings should be at least 

'Darling, hove you ever 
seen a ceiling 

this magnificent?" 

'I heard 
she imported it 

piece-by-piece 

from Spain'.' 

'No, her decorator 
designed it especially for her." 



as beautiful a§> 

"I'm her decorator 
and I've never seen anything 

and floors. 

When you decorate a room, you probably 
think a lot about what to do with the walls and 
floor and think very little about the ceiling. 
Yet the right ceiling con do wonders. 

So Celotex introduces new Tiara ceilings 
with dramatic patterns and textures that satisfy 
the eye and complete the room. Eight different, 
embossed ceilings, each with monolithic good 
looks, each simple and inexpensive to install. 
(Dominion pattern shown here.) 

After all, if you want people to notice your 
ceilings, you have to give them something 
worth noticing. Tiara, the crowning touch in 
room decor: 

Write for your free booklet of Tiara Ceilings 
by Celotex, Advertising Department, The 
Celotex Corp>oration, Tampa, Florida 33622. 

BUILDING PROOOCTS The Ceicie» Cofcxxa!<G'' Tdmpa F'o'-da 
a wiim v^alter company 

TIVOU 



One coat 

primes and protects 

against rust. 

De 0 
KWUTE riNiSM SMUT 

STOPS AND 
PIlfVlNtSRUSI 

Derusto Minute Finish 
Spray has a special 
rust-inhibitive primer 
built into every 
attractive gloss color 
for one-step rust 
prevention. Contains 
no fluorocarbons. 
Makes rusted lawn 
furniture, bikes, and 
mowers look like new. 
And stay that way. 

Derusto 
Galv-A-Grip" 
primes and 
protects all 
galvanized 
metal in one 
coat. Won't 
check, crack 
or peel like 
ordinary paints, 
so it's ideal for use on gutters and 
downspouts. Dries in 3 to 4 hours. 

Home 

paint-up's 

a snap with 

DAP Inc , General Offices: Dayton, Otiio 45401 
Subsidiary of Plough. Inc 

House fi.xcr 
continued from page 42 

Hassle-free 

paint pad 

A combination tray and pad applicator 
expedites painting chores. This easily 
handled plastic unit holds a half-gallon 
of paint securely stored under a top lid. 
A center roller in the tray feeds out the 
paint as you apply the pad to its ridged 
surface. The flexible pad gives a wide 
swath of paint, can be turned on end for 
corners and touch-ups, is easily removed 
for cleaning, and is replaceable. The tray 
comes with an attachment for anchoring 
it to ladders and has slots for hanging 
paint scraper, putty knife, and other 
tools. $8.99 with the 7-inch pad; $9.35 
with 9-inch pad, at paint stores. Red 
Devil, Inc., 2400 Vauxhall Road, Union, 
N.J. 07083. 

Colorful turn-ons 

A new kind of faucet for kitchen sinks 
is made in 10 bright colors, epoxy enam- 
eled, or in chrome plate. Countertop in- 
stalled, the single control mixer of this 
plumbing fitting ("Vola"-KVl) regu- 
lates the flow of water from the spout. 
Pull or push it for more or less water. 
Turn it to mix hot and cold—the position 
of the mixer pin indicates water tempera- 
ture, lets you adjust it before turning wa- 
ter on full force. Designed by architect 
Arne Jacobsen, wall-n.ounted models are 
also made, as is a full line of bathroom 
fittings and accessories. KVl, $133 list. 
Architectural Complements, P.O. Box 
168, Lincoln, Mass. 01773. 

Mini track 

lighting 

A miniature track lighting system to illu- 
minate' shelves, collections, cabinets, 
counters. Lytetrim plugs into a standard 
wall outlet. The small, electrified track 
unit accommodates mini Basic Lights 
(15-watt maximum), Spot Lights (25- 
watt) or 22V2 -inch long fluorescent tubes. 
Aluminum or brass finish tracks, in 15-, 
28-, 31-, or 40-inch lengths, can plug to- 
gether to 71-inch length. Lights may be 
spaced close together or far apart and put 
in tracks at any position. A 15-inch track 
with 3 Basic Lights is about $20; a 15- 
inch Spot Light in matte black, $25, in 
chrome or brass, $27. A 22!/2-inch track 
and fluorescent tube is about $37. Light- 
olier, Inc., 346 Claremont Ave., Jersey 
City, N.J. 07305. 

Magic measuring rules 

46 

New, 1-inch-wide rules in 12- or 16-foot 
lengths have a "write-on" label for re- 
cording measurements; erase them with 
your fingertip afterwards. A braking 
mechanism controls the return speed 
of the blade, and a hook ensures a 
true zero starting point for measuring. A 
slot in the hook lets you insert a pivot 
nail for drawing circles and arcs. Rule 
numbers are red and black on yellow for 
easy reading and "Mylar" film protects 
them from wear, oil, dirt. 12-foot rule, 
$8.49; 16-foot rule, $10.49. Stanley 
Tools, Dept. PID, Box 1800, New Brit- 
ain, Conn. 06050. ■ 
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to replace. 
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at a Gibson. 

Maybe you've seen some of the new re- 
frigerators, with their glossy looks and their 
flashy features. Nice, huh.' 

Unfortunately, a lot of that beauty is only 
skin deep. Because a beautiful refrigerator 
can turn ugly when it breaks down some- 
where inside. And inside is where no one 
ever looks. 

At Gibson, we look for you. V/ith Vh hours 
of quality control checks and double-checks 
on our Quality Mile test line. So vA/hen we say 
it s ready, it s ready. 

And features? Our Gibson Century Sov- 
ereign gives you every feature you've ever 
wanted. And then some. 

"Silver Lining" insulation to keep the heat 
out and the cold In. Our patented Frost'Clear 
system that spares you the nuisance of de- 
frosting. A gorgeous Interior that won't chip, 
peel or stain. 

Not to mention a Total Energy Saving 
System that should make your electric 
bills lighter. 

Even cantilever shelves and an adjustable- 
temperature meat locker. And if you want it, 
the ice-maker you've been promising your- 
self for years. 

So before you buy a refrigerator, look at a 
Gibson. 

It's more than just another pretty face. 

Gibson Appliances, They last, 
" .   Appli<i'.''' I'o-pcrfucn, G''-r~'"' £■ Vict:i;in. One ol the White Consoiiditedlndi/slrtes 

1877-1977 



FINDING THINGS 

Bdtain pn 

Sweden 

Left to right: Hidcote's 
Long Walk. Hornbeam 
hedges are lined by 
Monterey Pine and ever- 
green oaks; Kenneth; 
The White Garden at 
Sissingburst, planted with 
green, white, and silver. 

KENNETH BATTtLLE 

Midsummer feast: English gardens 

with Kenneth for your guide 

Kenneth, the New York 
beauty expert, president 

of Kenneth Beauty Salons 
and Products, who gardens 
free-time for the sheer joy of 
it, visits Hidcote and Sissing- 
hurst. two of England's most 
famous 20th-century gardens, 
to soak up the perfection and 
bring home the specifics. Here 
is a background on the two 
gardens, plus Kenneth's notes. 

Both Hidcote and Sissing- 
burst are easy day trips from 
London. Hidcote is to the 
northwest in Gloucestershire 
and Sissingburst is to the 
southeast in Kent. They share 
the same country-garden tone 

and one garden 
having a thirty-year 
lead, it influenced 

the development of the other. 
Hidcote was started by 

Major Lawrence Johnston, 
an American, in 1905, in the 
heart of the Cotswolds not far 
from Broadway. It's set in the 
middle of its own farm, with 
a typical Cotswold manor 
house to one side. To begin 
with there was only a wonder- 
ful cedar (now even more 
glorious) and two clumps of 
beeches. In Major Johnston's 
lifetime the garden developed 
on the 10 acres just next to 
the house. It is described as 
the cottage garden of them 
all; it's rather a series of gar- 
den rooms linked together. 
Each has a different focus: 
There are flower gardens, rose 
gardens, a garden centered on 

a pool, a wooded section, a 
lawny allee, a kitchen garden, 
gardens of primary colors, 
gardens that are mainly lots of 
different greens, gardens 
walled by patterned brick, 
others enclosed by hedge. Ev- 
erywhere, and often in the 
same bed. a variety of things 
grow together, some close to 
the ground, others under the 
chins of taller plants: other 
things crawl over walls, climb 
into trees, spill over a walk, 
mingle with a hedge. Hidcote 
was already almost 30 years 
in the making when Victoria 
Sackville-West and her hus- 
band Harold Nicolson bought 
Sissingburst Castle and began 
their garden. In the gardening 
articles she wrote for the Ob- 

Swedish treat: Beautiful glass 

in a rustic landscape 

Above: Exhibition 
hall, Orrefors. 
Right: Countryside 
and traditional 
red and white 
houses near Kosta 
glassworks. 
Below: Factory 
and village, 
Orrefors. 

There's a small section 
of southeastern Sweden 

that's a living museum of the 
craft of glassmaking. Thirty or 
more glass factories including 
the famous names—Orrefors, 
Kosta, Boda—are clustered so 
close together in the province 
of Smalands that you could 
visit a dozen in two fast-moving 
days. And more than a dozen 
welcome visitors. ^But you're 
not likely to find yourself mov- 
ing that fast. There's too much 
to see at each, and the glass 
district is not like^any factory 

g district I've seen before. The air is crisp and pine-scented. 
^ The glassworks are in tiny attractive villages tucked into the 
^ forest—neat barn-red, white-trimmed, 18ti,-century houses 

with well-tended gardens. In May you see them and even 
the factories through a haze of blooming fruit trees. Around 
and between villages are lakes to swim in, streams to fish 
in, woods to walk and picnic in. Bracketing the glass dis- 
tricts are two lively, historic small cities, each with its own 
attractions. Kaimar, a resort and in- (Continued on page 146) 

By Denise Otis 

server from 1947-1961, sh 
refers from time to time t 
Hidcote and wrote a wondc 
ful essay on it in 1949, whic 
is now the introduction to th 
pamphlet that the Nations 
Trust puts out as the Hidcot 
catalogue. 

What Vita Sackville-We; 
developed at Sissingburst i 
the thirties is a garden whicl " 
along with Hidcote, is one c 
the wonder gardens of th 
20th century. When the Nico 
sons bought Sissingburst wh; 
they acquired was a ruine 
Tudor gatehouse and cour 
yard in which were four buih 
ings, among them an Eliz; 
bethan tower. Adding litt 
but sections of wall necessai 
to the garden they plannei 
the Nicolsons created a hous 
in-parts that worked like is 
lated playhouses within tl 
garden as a whole. Vita Sac 
ville-West spent her writii 
time in the Elizabethan to>' 
er, her husband spent time 
the South Cottage and t 
Priest's Cottage, the childn 
were in the Tudor part. Th 
met for meals. Like Hideo 
Sissingburst is a country gi 
den with a formal layout ai 
informal planting. In this ca- 
Nicolson was the classiq 
planner and his wife the 
mantic planter of everythil 
in profusion. To understal 
the intermarriage of the clf 
sical and the romantic, clir 
as Kenneth did, the Elizabe^j 
an tower first to see the garc 
layout, its garden houses 
luxuriant planting. His i| 
pressions of both gardens 
low: 

"Even if you're not int 
ested in gardens at all, go 
see these two. It's like goinj 
the opera or ballet. It's p^ 
visual pleasure, plus the 
peri- (Continued on page 



''When we rode the 

tiny ferry on Great Sound, 

the captain said 'Come on in kids, and steer the boat! 

The people here are just so nice!^ 

Paul and Betsey Horovitz talk about their fifth visit to Bermuda. 

"It was SO exciting at the aquarium, 

watching the children learn, sharing 

all their little discoveries." 

"The children just wouldn't leave the 

beach. They discovered that Bermuda's 

soft, pink sand is excellent for sand castles." 

Bermuda 

Unspoiled. Unhurried. Uncommon. 
See your travel agent or write Bermuda. Dept. 234 

630 Fifth Avenue N Y N Y 10020 or Suite 1010. 44 Sctiool St.. Boston. Mass 02108 



f^a(Jsl(niii - where else? 
Lush semi-tropical paradise with 18 
superb tennis courts, two spectacular 
golf courses. Enchanting dining and 
The Cloister's world-loved ameni- 
ties — unspoiled 5 mile beach, pools, 
lounges, ocean-side buffet at Beach 
Club.  The Cloister Hotel, {^^\ 
Sea Island, Ga. 31561 (912- 
638-361 1). Out of state       Y 4^ 
call loll free 800-841-3223. TheCloisicr 

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc , 720 Monroe St., Dept. V-7 
Hoboken, N.J. 07030 

Please send me a copy of your 
idea book. "Window Magic," 
I enclose $1. for handling and mailing. 

Name .  

Address  

City_  

State Zip  

RIVERA'" BLINDS BY LB/OLOR 
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English gardens 
continued from page 48 

ence of smell,' sound, birds. I forgot 
about the kings and queens of England 
with their big eastles and gardens in the 
faee of the human dimensions preserved 
in these two gardens. They expressed 
such livability and intelligence. At Sis- 
singhurst I felt I'd come home. 
□ HIDCOTE 

I go to Hidcote first, taking a 2-hour 
train ride from Paddington Station, Lon- 
don, and get out at Moretonin-Marsh, 
a little town in the Cotswoids. Not a taxi 
in sight but the stationmaster's cottage 
has a sign in the window saying taxi. His 
whole garden is filled with roses of every 
color. While he takes other passengers 
somewhere first, we wander down the 3- 
or 4-block street that makes up the town. 
Antiques shops good. Try a pastry at the 
pastry shop and a cold beer in the pub 
and then ride 15 minutes in the station- 
master's taxi to Hidcote. He tells us he'll 
pick us up later. I have always wanted to 
see the Tibetan blue poppy here but it 
isn't out. Disappointment fades fast. Hid- 
cote's hedges are 70 years old. In one 
place a Scotch flame flower grows over it 
like a festoon. Somewhere else the hedge 
becomes a combination of yew, box, 
holly, beech, and hornbeam. It looks like 
fabric or tartan. In July, Hidcote seems 
like a green garden; there are so many 
different levels and colors of green: 
trees, bushes, grass, plants of all sizes, 
hedges and vines. It occurs to me that 
weekend gardeners in America will be in- 
terested in seeing all these layers and 
levels of green. Not only is it visually ef- 
fective, but it provides a lower mainte- 
nance garden than a flower garden does 
and is perfect for absentee gardening. 

Major Johnston was a serious botan- 
ist, but he also had a sense of pleasure. 
The layout is very precise and architec- 
tural, but the planting very original and 
almost wild. In this series of garden 
rooms any one garden provides ideas for 
visitors with only a patch of ground to 
work with at home. 

Also notice that nine of the beds are 
bare and that even pansies are used as 
low-cover in the rose garden. Sometimes 
a single variety of flower is massed to- 
gether, but mostly there's a jumble of 
heights and colors and varieties that 
leaves the garden with no obvious bare 
spots even as the seasons change. 
□ SISSINGHURST 

Getting to Sissinghurst involves an 
hour's train ride from Victoria Station in 
London to Ashton where we found a 
farmer moonlighting as a taxi driver in a 
tiny car as carefully kept as a Rolls. 

Thirteen years ago, I received two cut- 
tings of rosa filipes, which were si\?posed 
to have come from this garden. More 
recently, I have been reading Portrait of 
a Marriage [Atheneum, $10], which 
gives an idea of how V. Sackville-West's 
and Harold Nicolson's shared love of 
Sissinghurst was a unifying tie in an un- 

conventional marriage. 
As soon as I arrive, there are surprises. 

Sissinghurst Castle doesn't really look 
like what I imagine a castle to be. It looks 
like a long fortress wall that you walk 
through to get to the garden. Vita Sack- 
ville-West operated first on a visual level 
and then on a horticultural one. A Cot- 
tage Garden, to me at least, has always 
meant oranges, reds, whites, lots of green 
herbs and vegetables—everything light 
and airy. Instead, this Cottage Garden 
looks like an Oriental rug, full of brilliant 
jewel colors. Overall she seemed to both 
break the rules and also use a certain re- 
straint. For instance, the White Garden 
has not a speck of color in it except for 
lots of green. She was a fanatic about 
getting the best varieties and planting 
them in the best conditions for them. 
There's a green thistle in the corner of 
the White Garden which grows 10 feet 
high like something in Alice in Wonder- 
land. Babies'-breath grows 8 or 9 feet 
high, almost like a tree. A profusion of 
lavender spills over a wall or the edge of 
the walk. Everywhere something is spill- 
ing out of a bed. Something is always 
grciwing over a wall. In the orchard a 
strong climbing rose was blooming mad- 
ly all over an apple tree. (Lots of people 
have an old apple or cherry tree that 
needs a good, hardy climbing rose.) 

In the Rose Garden I saw several that 
I grow at home: Nevada, Blanc Double 
de Coubert, white rugosa. In most cases 
the center beds and the side beds are 
mounded to give a better perspective 

There's a tearoom to get a cool drink 
as you leave. Also a National Trust 
bookshop. Back in London I buy all the 
books I can related to both gardens and 
also go shopping for seeds at Sutton's in 
Dover Street and join the Royal Horti- 
cultural Society, Vincent Square, Lon- 
don SWIP 2PE for 15 dollars a year. 
□ BOOKS TO BUY IN LONDON 

1. Knole and the Sackvilles, V. Sack- 
ville-West, Ernest Bemm Ltd., London 
and Tonbridge. 

2. Garden Book, V. Sackville-West, 
Michael Joseph Ltd., London, articles 
written for the Observer. 

3. Sissinghurst. The Making of a Gar- 
den, Anne-Scott-James, Michael Joseph, 
London. 

4. Gardens of England & Wales Open 
to the Public. The National Gardens 
Scheme, 35p. 
□ HOW TO GET THERE 

To do just what Kenneth did, try Brit- 
ish Airway's 14- 21-day excursion fare 
($631 until September 14, when it's low- 
er), and make your own hotel reserva- 
tions. If you'd like to take an escorted 
tour, book 15 days ahead for British Air- 
ways $538.—GIT fare which includes 
Keith Prowse International's 2-week tour 
of famous English gardens. Among 
them: Kew Gardens, Sissinghurst, Wind- 
sor, Blenheim, Stourhead. Reserve 45 
days ahead for British Airways APEX 
fare, $440., which drops even lower in 
September. ■ NANCY RICHARDSON 

House & Garden 

How to make your 
window treatments beautiful 

with Riviera Blinds. 
We have a brand new book for you—full 

of beautiful (and helpful) 'deas on what to do 
with windows. Here are dozens of examples 
in full color from the files of top decorators. 
And you get a special section that tells all 

atx)ut measuring, laminating, painting, etc. 



THE TASTE PE 

lUCING 

E GO ALMONDS FOR. 

^^'^n-'?fcU • 30 PROOF-15 

If almonds are your kind of nuts—you'll leap at our new Pink Squirrel. The Pink Squirrel is luscious Creme 
de Almond, laced with Creme de Cacao and other delicious ingredients. It's the most tempting, smooth- 
est tasting drink ever. Pre-mixed and ready to pour. The Pink Squirrel: Why not start hoarding it now? 

THE HEUBLEIN PINK SQUIRREL. 
For delicious dessert recipes using Heublein's Pink Squirrel, write P.O. Box 11152, Dept. PS, Newington,Conn. 06111. 
This offer expires December 31, 1977. Heublein Pink Squirrel 30 Proof.^fi 1977 Heublein, Inc. Hartford, Connecticut. 
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FOR NORMAL SKIN 
COPPERTONE LOTION. 
Tan rich and beautiful 
fast. Use Lotion and you 
can enjoy the sun 4 
times longer than with 
no protection. Once you 
get a good sun base, 
you can switch to Oil. 

FOR DARK SKIN 
COPPERTONE OIL. 
Tan deeper and darker 
very fast. Use Oii and 
you can bask 2 times 
longer than with no pro- 
tection. Whatever your 
skin type, get America's 
favorite. Coppertone® 

Chi 

Whoever you are, 

«r Coppertone 

a beautiful tan and beautiful skin.i 
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To plan better vacations, here are some 
booklets that give you information about 
where to go and how to get there. Jxist 
fill out the coupon below and return it. 
1. Sweden is Fantastic. The whole coun- 
try broken down by region to give the 
idea of the range of vacations there: 
from the city life of Stockholm to out- 
door fun in northernmost Lapland. 
2. Colorful '77 Scandinavia has a choice 
of 22 itineraries ranging from one night 
above the Arctic Circle to a 22-day tour 
throughout Scandinavia. 
3. American Express offers escorted and 
freelance vacations in Scandinavia '77. 
Many classes, many options, many des- 
tinations including a Caviar tour with 
stops in Moscow and Leningrad. 
4. Lunch at a Swedish castle, visit Orre- 
fors glassworks, and cruise the fjords— 
all part of a 23-day tour with Four 
Winds. Scandinavia Escorted describes 

1 2 tours. 
5. Invitation to Houseguest in Britain. 
See England from the inside—sta\ with 
a host family, near London or in the 
country. English breakfast included, 
rates reasonable, minimum stay 3 days. 
6. Holidays Britain and Europe lists 1-5- 
week Fly-Drives. Auto-Rail. Show Tours. 
Combine one week in London with a 
second destination. Many more. 
7. .Aer Lingus's Ireland and Britain Va- 
cations 1977 offers variety: one-week 
trips, cottage or farmhouse vacations. 
15-day tours combining England and 
Scotland. 
8. Ireland. Personally Yours. Details on 
travel, houses and castles to visit, scenic 
tours, gardens, good buys. Accommoda- 
tions range from hotels to farmhouses. 
9. Cruising Expeditions .Aboard M.S. 
Lindblad Explorer will take you to excit- 
ing destinations: Alaska. Indonesian Is- 
lands. Bora Bora. Easter Island. Antarc- 
tica. Cruises August-December. 
10. Club Med's Summer 1977 Charter 
Programs gives details on OTC's from 
N.Y.. Phila.. and Chicago to Cancun in 

Mexico. Also OK s Iroin N.V. lo ( M s 
resorts in Ciuadcloupc. 
11. Winnipeg Western Canada is a pic 
ture. bookie? highlighting [he attractions 
of Manit,^>Sa's capital cit>. Includes the 
Cultural Centre Complex, sports, hotels, 
festivals, and shopping. 
12. Manitoba Canada Vacation Hand- 
book is a book-size guide to the proMnce. 
Points of interest, museums, major 
events, sports in season, where to sta\ 
are all covered. 
13. The Bonaventure Hotel in .Montreal. 
How to,spend a weekend swimming in an 
indoor-outdoor pool b\ a Japanese gar- 
den in the heart of the city. 
14. Hotel .Meridien Montreal, in the 
Desjardins shopping complex. The Place 
des .Arts center is across the street. 
15. Yes, Canada! A big, color brochure 
from Air Canada that breaks the country 
down according to region and tells what 
to see and do there: powder skiing in the 
Rockies, swimming in Lake Louise, city 
scouting in Montreal and Quebec City. 
16. Canada. A three-booklet kit that 
covers essentials: a road map of Eastern 
Canada: a vital-statistic brochure gives 
average temperatures month by month, 
typical rail fares, customs information, 
list of car-rental companies: plus vaca- 
tion ideas for each pro\ince. 
17. Maple Leaf Package Tours: Canada, 
Alaska, U.S. 1977, offers 5-24-day tours 
with travel aboard the Canadian Nation- 
al Railroads, one of Canada's two major 
rail lines. 
18. Winnipeg's Hotel Fort Garry is con- 
venient to downtown sights and houses 
The Factor's Table for fine dining. 
19. Canadian Festivals 1977 describes 
summer happenings across the country. 
Shakespeare at Stratford. Mime Theatre 
at Niagara-On-The-Lake. Banff Festival 
of the Arts. 1 2 more. 
20. SAS Viking Vacations offers 1 -3- 
week Fly/Drive vacations to Norway. 
Sweden. Finland. Rail options as ailable. 
Plus a list of must-sees for each trip. 

Circle the number of each booklet you want. Add 50c for postage and han- 
dling. Do not send stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. Mail to: 
HOUSE & GARDEN. Dept. 7A. Box 3579, Grand Central Station. New York. 

N.Y.10017. 
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(orrectol 

\j the 

gentle laxative 

so many women 

are ixsing today. 

Toda\'. more than LA cr. tlicrc's 

sc>        ig special about being a 

You give so much and you do 

so much. M't. some davs. vou 

don't teel \ our best because of 

irregularit)'. 

Then, Hke so many women 

today, you take Correctol, the 

modern, gentle laxative. 

Correctors special formula 

combines a mild laxative with a 

softening agent. 

Its gende, overnight action 

helps you feel like yourseU again. 

So next time, trv Correctol. 

The modern, gentle laxative. 

The 

i Woman's 

! Gentle 

1 Laxative 

' dependable 
• '"^'^'^'ural relief 
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This time, weU like you 

to think of your rooms 

the way you think of your face... 

Sooner or later, every room 
needs a beamy treatment, 
and maybe even a face-lift. 

Decorating has its own cosmetics- 
paint, paper, fabric, accessories, 
plants. As yon shadow your eyes, the 
decorator hangs a curtain—not just 
for color, but to impro\ e a proportion, 
give depth, add drama. A decorator 
rearranges the furniture the way you'd 
restyle your hair, and uses color and 
pattern like makeup to co\ er 
lackluster surfaces, reshape bone 
structure, define and highlight your 
room's best features. (Of course 
decorating solves more than beauty 
problems: The curtain can help 
control light and noise, and a 
well-designed furniture plan makes 
the whole room w ork.) 

And what if the trouble is more 
than skin deep? Just as the most 
beautiful face in the world won't help 
a poorly nourished body, a roomful of 
new paint and paper is wasted effort 
if the roof is about to leak all over it. 
Look for health symptoms in your 
house: Sagging woodwork or creaking 
hinges fiiight betray underh ing bone 

disorders. A smoking chmmey might 
call for a nose job, an eczema-ed wall, 
plaster surgery. And if the fuses blow 
whenever the toaster and clothes 
dryer are turned on at the same time, 
it's a w arning signal of overloaded 
circuits and an impending nervous 
breakdown. Get a doctor quick. 

If all this sounds slightly frivolous, 
it's because nealth and beauty—for 
you and your house-are sources of 
pleasure as well as very serious 
matters. As House & Garden reported 
last October, we're all staying home in 
droves these days because it's such 
fun. Home is important for a lot o*" 
good reasons: It's where we cook and 
eat our most nourishing meals, and share 
them with people we love ( and that's 
nourishment, too). It's where we w ake 
up every morning to surroundings 
that set the psychological tone for the 
whole day, and spend nonworking 
hours amid colors that can color our 
outlook on life. A room you know is 
the best it can be makes you feel good 
all over. And here's an issueful to 
inspire every one of yours. So turn 
the page—you're off to a beautiful start. 

House &' Garden, July, 1977 
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Good looks and good health 

ItfAl 

TO 

WAKE UP 

In a bedroom-living room 

thafs a 

24-hour dream 
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That's a bed there, voluptuously fenced with wicker, and that's actress Olivia 
Hussey relaxing in this beauty of a bedroom that doubles as a living room. "It's 
the furniture that gives the room its double identity," says designer Waldo 
Fernandez who designed the room (with Erin Magnin) and all the wicker furni- 
ture. The bed was inspired by one of his sleep-sofa designs. You make it witn a 
bottom sneet and a puff—a down or polyester comforter encased in button-on 
sheets. The lounge chairs cushioned with striped cotton, and the limestone- 
topped table invite a cheerful, feet-up feeling. "It's a nice place for Sunday tea 
or an informal chat." To set off his designs, Mr. Fernandez kept backgrounds 
bare—no art on walls, no rugs on floor. Shopping information, page 145. 
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HERE*S 

HOW 

TO 

KEEP FIT 

In your ozon 

ingenious bedroom/ 

bath/spa 

made with 

do-it-yourself 

curtain walls 
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'      new health supplement: _ . 
T'y GJt tne ne.v '.j^- t-.s cor^.bmed bed bat'^. 3n'_; ^'-r-: 

.■.':th practically e;fcr/:nirig ,n t—j t- g ro^nd tub. a siT,a : - . .- 
of <^/ercise equipment, 3 rrakejp '.enter, ind 76 i.r^ear *ee: 
space in one &f tne best irjeas for closets n years You can r^^ake "e 
//noie thing yourseit cut of rc-ircM snee's /.nch yo-j hang 'rom an :.a: 
ceiline track Turn the- p-=!t''^    ■^t-'^ •'ic^v it *''s tcg'=-*'^f^'    ^c-t^"     ■ '■• 
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Aroom becomes something more than 
L good looking when it helps produce 
\ a good-looking you. "How conve- 

nient to be able to spend 20 minutes on the 
jogging machine, dip into a warm tub, and 
slip into bed for a brief nap without ever 
having to leave the spot," says Arthur Smith, 
who designed this room-within-a-room. 
'it's the combination of bedroom, bath- 
room, and spa that makes the experience so 
luxurious." The extra that puts the room 
within your reach is the comparatively small 
cost of constructing it. Like most brilliant 
ideas, the one that makes this room work is 
simple: From a flexible oval track fixed to 

HERE'S 

HOW 

TO KEEP 

FIT 

How to do your 

whole beauty 

and health routine in 

one terrific room 

the ceiling, hang the 85-yards-or-so of 
"Missy" no-iron sheets designed by actress 
Suzanne Pleshette for J.P. Stevens. These 
curtains enclose the bed and the freestand- 
ing bathtub. A deep ruffle at the hem of each 
sheet brings the curtains within a brush of the 
floor. The real walls of the room have been 
turned into 12 vest-pocket closets totaling 
more than 76 linear feet of storage for 
everything from clothes to sheets and towels 
to exercise equipment. Another 75 yards of 
fabric cover the walls and closet interiors, 
upholster the bed, and make up the bed- 
coverings Mr. Smith designed. What isn't 
sheet-covered is clean glossy white. 

WHAT GOES ON 

BEHIND THE 

NO-IRON CURTAIN 

A hove: Plan of the bedroom/batli/spa. Three cor- 
ner closets (8) iiold clothes, fourth contains toilet 
and bidet. Three additional closets, opposite exercise 
nook (5), makeup center (6), and kitchen (4) can be 
easily incorporated into a study with desk, chair, and 
plenty of bookshelves. 

BROTMAN 

A The bedroom/bath is a 
I 15-by-22-foot-long oval 
within a 21-by-28-foot-long 
room. (Perhaps you could 
join two smaller bedrooms?) 
White stacking tables on 
each side of the bed hold 
books, a telephone, and 
reading lamps. A rolling 
glass table holds the TV. Her 
makeup table, framed by 
tied-back curtains, is lit by 
both a window and swing- 
out Hansen wall lamps. 
2Freestanding "La Vasca 

Tonda" 79-inch circular 
bathtub has all its water- 
works neatly built into the 
floor. White fiberglass mold- 
ed tub is imported from Italy 
by Hastings Tile; Zazzeri sin- 
gle-knob hot and cold water 
mixer adapts to American 
plumbing. Knob from Fear- 
less Faucet. Bath water's 
been turned azure with 
"Charlie" FoamBath; it's 
also a liquid soap, by Revlon. 
3The mirrored, lockable 

medicine beauty cabinet 
has all electrical outlets 
placed safely inside; adjust- 
able trays and shelves at- 
tach to the inside cabinet 
doors. Two lavatories with 
shelves are separated by a 
single recessed chest with 
a deep drawer and laundry 
hamper. Vanities, beauty 
cabinet, and towel rings all 
by Allibert. Tucked in each 
cabinet eorner is a Water Pik 
by Teledyne. 
i A tiny kitchen with a wall- 
£| mounted cabinet and 
drawer, Sanyo refrigerator, 
Waring blender, and Hamil- 
ton Beach burner makes the 
bed room/bath/spa nearly 
selr-sufficient, and a terrific 
idea for a one-room guest 
cottage. 
5The exercise closet has 

space for hanging 
squash rackets, gym clothes, 
even a bicycle. He's running 
on a Vita Master from Ham- 

macher Schlemmer; joggin; 
pants from Saks Fifth Ave- 
nue. Her dressing table is 
right next door where she 
has a window's natural day 
light to help her judge mak 
up color. Upholstered bene 
from Karl Springer Ltd. 
BOne solution for the in- 

evitable clutter of make 
up tools: an artist's rolling 
cart and mobile palette 
Everything from cotton ballj 
to combs, from cleansers t 
powder compacts has its 
own place in the "Boby 3" 
with its swing-out shelves 
and trays. Disassembles fo 
easy, quick cleaning too. 
Imported by Inter/Graph 
at Sam Flax. 
Makeup products and ac- 
cessories by Revlon. Her 
silk robe from Bendel's. 
7Between the tub and th 

bed is plenty of room tc 
roll out an exercise mat for 
wake-up work-out. (To mat- 
your own, see Living, page 
12). Slate-textured, white 
vinyl floor tiles you can pu 
down yourself by Goodyea 
portable "Sportable" TV b 
RCA; white plastic stackin 
tables from Ambienti; movt 
able-arm table lamps by 
Hansen. The queen-size b^ 
is channel-upholstered, wi 
rolled head, foot, and uphc 
stered bun feet, by Interior 
Crafts. Yellow sheets by 
Yves Saint Laurent for 
J.P. Stevens. 
8The square corners of 

the larger room make 
four ample closets, two arl 1^ 
shown here. Each clothes 
closet has a shelf for box 
and basket storage; midd 
linen closet has shelves a! 
the way to the ceiMng. 
Flexible aluminum ceiling 
rod anchoring the curtainsi 
by Kirsch. Quilts from 
Kelter Malce and The 
Pilgrim's Progress. Shop- 
ping information, page 14 

SUSAN WO' 





Good looks ami good health 

THIS 

THE PLACE 

TO 

ENJOY 

FOOD 

In a charming 

kitchen-dining room 

where eatings 



nourishing food is cooked in 
their own kitchens, and served 
up on the spot. And a kitchen 
like this makes cooking and en- 
tertaining easy and informal. 
The kitchen, in what was once 
a dairy barn, has no walls to 
isolate cooks from company in 
the breakfast and dining areas 
on either side of the work space. 
And in that space, rimmed h\ 
wood and stainless steel coun- 
ters, an island with a second 
cooktop lets lots of people work 
at once. Overhead, pots hang 
from a rack outlining the light 
fixture. Small utensils are kept 
handy in crocks placed strategi- 
cally at each work center. The 
skylit dining area, left, with its 
round gate-leg table, lacquer 
chairs, and abundant plants con- 
trasts with the efficient, stream- 
lined kitchen. The whole area is 
surrounded by large windows 
that bring in light and nature. 
"From every place you work 
there's something beautiful to 
look at." the owner says, and in 
good weather people can pour 
outside to a third dining area on 
deck. Building facts, page 150. 

(1 
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Opposite page: En jrg^j, ;-.ylit dining area \\\[;^ terra-cotta tile 
floor; wood kitchen counter becomes the serving buffet. 
Above: outdoor dining deck with the old dairy silo. 
Top inset: Breakfast room is handy to nearby countertop range. 
Left: Storage in easy-to-reach, easy-to-clean, flush-door, floor-to- 
ceiling cupboards and under-counter cabinets by St. Charles, 
lit by built-in fixtures overhead. All appliances are built in. 
Opposite page, bottom: Plan of remodeled kitchen-dining room. 

/////Ill 
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/f beauty didn't exist, we'd have to 
invent it. Some of the most primi- 
tive people we know of found 
beauty and expressed it in paint on 

the walls of their caves. Poetry preceded 
prose in every known civilization. In 
modern times, even when concentration 
camps deprived people of every shred of 
human dignity, prisoners gave musical 
performances, recited poetry, and drew 
pictures on the ground. It's a marvelous 
thing to recognize this urge for beauty; it 
is one of the greatest human qualities 
that we possess. 

Beauty is a suspicious word, however. 
You cannot define it. It means different 
things to different people; it is, as they 
say. in the eye of the beholder. It also en- 
ters the realm of art, another suspicious 
word. Art has nothing to do with Life, 
some people say. Art and beauty have 
nothing to do with next month's electric- 
ity bill. 

This feeling was not always so. The 
ancient Greeks used to place a sculpture 
in the bedroom of a newly married cou- 
ple so that its beauty might inspire the 
union. In Navaho culture, women weav- 
ers were regarded as artists, yet their 
work was entirely practical. They de- 
signed blankets to be worn and used, not 
admired from a distance. Before the Ro- 
mantic Revolution in Europe, the artist 
was the spokesman for society. The no- 
tion of the artist suffering in a garret, 
living the Bohemian life, arousing the 
hostility of the average man, is a very 
modern idea. 

Many contemporary artists are at- 
tempting to bridge the gap between Art 
and Life. Robert Rauschenberg, for in- 
stance, makes works of art out of objects 
that in themselves have no "artistic" 
worth, such as bathtubs, shawls, and 
glass jars. John Russell, art critic of The 
New York Times, acclaims -these works 
where "the sublime and the humdrum 
are made to coexist in ways that (give) 
pleasure to people ... It is an example 
of the ways in which everyday objects 
can be given a new identity through the 
exercise of the poetic imagination." 

We are all surrounded by everyday 
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HOW TO 

BEAUTY 

IN 

YOUR 

LIFE 

A prescription for 

enriching the human 

experience 

BY CAROLINE SEEBOHM 

objects that we probably hardly ever no- 
tice, let alone think of as beautiful. Yet, 
we too could give them a new identity 
through the exercise of our own poetic 
imagination. It's a question of percep- 
tion. Psychology professor Ruth Jaffe 
teaches a course in perception at Barnard 
College in New York, and she defines 
perception in three stages: "The first is 
simply to receive the visual input. The 
second stage involves interpretation and 
analysis of the input. The third stage, 
which I think is the crux, places it in re- 
lation to other objects. And this is really 
what we mean by culture. Perception is 
the basis of experience." 

We learn to develop our perception in 
various ways. (See the Exercise in Per- 
ception on page 118.) An infant looks at 
and plays with colored and moving ob- 
jects; without such visual and tactile stim- 
uli, he cannot experience the relation- 
ships of things in the real world. He also 
derives pleasure from the learning expe- 
rience. As we grow older, we begin to 
perceive more subtle colors and to ..ap- 
preciate not only tactile and oral, but 
purely visual forms; our pleasures deep- 
en. 

Finding pleasure in a beautiful thing, 
whether it be a wineglass at home or a 
Monet in the museum, involves first of 
all a physical feeling, "visual eating" as 
Dr. Jaffe describes it. Armin Allen, chief 

porcelain expert at Sotheby Parke Ber- 
net, notices how collectors feel a physical 
rapport with their objects, "a romantic 
attachment. This involves not only the 
physical form of the porcelain, but the 
story behind it—where it came from, 
how it was found, what feelings it 
evokes. Rapport with beautiful things is 
not only physical and visual, but also 
spiritual." 

If you are brought up in an environ- 
ment where beauty is appreciated, and 
where you are exposed to beautiful 
things—music, paintings, dance, furni- 
ture—your perception of beauty will 
deepen. "The untrained eye can only 
catch a general impression," explains 
Professor Dale Harris, who teaches art 
history at Cooper Union and European 
literature at Sarah Lawrence. "Anybody 
who becomes hooked on any art inevi- 
tably tries to find out more about it. That 
general feeling of joy you get from hear- 
ing great music for the first time, seeing 
a building that strikes you as impressive, 
or a painting that seems to you beautiful, 
can be replaced with something more 
profound. You can learn to sensitize 
yourself to an even deeper experience." 

It is significant that when we talk 
about a person's being perceptive, we 
mean he or she is sensitive, sympathetic, 
understanding. "One of the possible 
characteristics of severely disturbed peo- 
ple is the dramatic reduction in their re- 
sponsiveness to sensory and pleasure- 

Continued on page 117 

Opposite page: Summer drinks—long, 
cool, and gorgeous, photographed 
especially for House & Garden by 
Penn. The one on the left, a simple 
column of Perrier water over fresh 
fruits and ice. In the center, papaya, 
pureed, dashed with light Puerto 
Rican rum, sparkled with a little soda. 
And on the right, a cranberry- 
raspberry cooler: a spoonful or two 
of fresh or frozen raspberries, a 
jigger of Boggs cranberry liqueur, 
soda, and ice. Glasses by Ward 
Bennett at Tiffany's. For more 
summer drinks, see page 114. 

PENN 
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natural bok 

Fresh air and 

sunshine in 

a city apartment 

with a greenhouse 

for a heart 
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le natural look 

"It 1 had to choose 
between living in a 
cave or a tree, I'd 
take the tree and 
the rain along with 
it."  Ms. Graubart 
loves the outdoors, 
so in an apartment 
with a central greenhouse that 
opens to kitchen and bedroom, 
she's created her own indoor 
outdoors by filling every room 
with plants. In furniture, she 
likes antiques as much as con- 
temporary   pieces,   and has 

TO A 

MINIMUM. 

LET THE 

OREENERY 

eE THE 

SCENiRV 

WlLLIAi'V, ; .:.IEELE 
both—but not too 
many of either, pre- 
ferring to keep the 
look fresh and 
spare. There are 
four huge windows, 
but no curtains, just 
shutters: "At night 

they're lighted from behind— 
the pattern they make is mar- 
velous." Dimmable lighting 
circles the room; the chande- 
lier is crystal, "but 1 think 
hanging up a few stars is part 
of the natural look." 

Above: At the dining end of the 
living room, a stainless steel 
drum supports a slate tabletop; 
steel chairs by Breuer support 
the diners. Above these sleek 
youngsters, an 18th-century 
gilt mirror. In the sittmg area, 
leather sofa, more Breuer 
chairs, and a huge steel table 
sitting on a rug patterned like 
an Irish fisherman's sweater. 
Right: Ms. Graubert and the 
kitchen bhe planned. 
Far right: The greenhouse, a 
small Eden with a view of the 
dome of a Romanesque church. 







The greenhouse was already in 
the apartment, built out onto 
the roof \\ith walls and a 
cursed roof of glass. "All I 
had to do was put in a new 
tile floor and mirror the inside 
wall to reflect the Romanesque 
dome across the 
street." says Ms. 
Graubart. At one 
end, the green- 
house opens onto 
the kitchen, which 
was redone to suit 
her cooking-lov- 
ing standards with 
a restaurant range 

''WHEN 

YOUR BED 

IS NEXT 

DOOR TO 

A GREEN- 

HOUSE, 

IT3 LIKE 

SLEEPING IN 

A GARDEN'* 

and plent} . 
At the other cnu. ii . 
onto her bedroom. " i cai. ... 
in bed and snitf the f. .vers 
and reach out and an 
herb—a rose geranium, m^v- 
be. or sage." The flowers 

are all potted and 
change with the 
seasons, running 
the gamj^ from 
tulips-^fll?" narcis- 
sus to orchid.s and 
rose cabbages. 
They make a flow- 
ery carpet, and she 
keeps it as dense 

Ic. "Isolating them i. 
ne greenhouse makes them 

more dramatic—like f ' 
secret garden." The 
itself was designed for conn 
fort, and although it has an 
elegant marble fireplace and 
Italian cotton bed and chair 
cushions—"I can  flip them 
over and change the color 
scheme '—the furniture is very 
simple; wicker and some old 
French Provincial; tiny foot 
stools ("only a cat could s; 
on them"); an old English 
trunk that's lost its spurs—it 
now holds blankets. 

Below and ins^r 
rocm. fee a-- 

Man Ray and Jim Dioe and a 
few of Ms Graubart's own 
paintings. Fireplace-wall 

:ases and arcbes are 
. with heavy glass 

sneives, and the television is 
where it should be—on cast- 
ers, within bed-S'g*-'t range. 

WILLIAM P STEE.r 
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ift of beauty 

A young man who works 

with flowers talks about his cra^ 

in this personal tour of bouquets 

....^^^ by Charles Masson Jr. 

flowers s 



daiwe. but not synutieiry: 
A spray of dogwood 

and a wave of pink amaryllis 
meet in an ample French water jug. 

It's an explosion of color- 
orange roses, red anemones, 

purple iris, blue delphiniums, and light 
touches of yellow iris and lilies. 

....  . L„ GrciioU-i.c, 
.^a for itv food and 

^ . .;uets that make the res- 
.atirant sc aitrac^ ve. "1 use 
■h-? same vases,   he says, 

•'Ut each combination says 
jinething new. You start 
irh an idea, but then you 

see what the flowers tel! ^■cu 

— . ou wander with color. 
with blue, red. 

anc \ wuou. you can paint a 
world." He prefers mixed 
arrangements—"but even if 
your choice is limited, it's 
amazing how one flower, or 
two, can change the face of 
a bouquet completely."' He 
advises against forcing 
yourself to use flowers or 
vases you are not fond of. 
"It will show. >Tateriais and 

moods are your inspiration 
—they combine to make the 
bouquet look natural. Don't 
think about fads and fash- 
ions in flowers. Nature is 
always modern." 

Opposite page center: 22- 
year-old Charles Wasson Jr. 
Top: Pounding wood:, stems 
Bottom: F'cwe.-^ assembled 
'like an art sfs palette—you 
out out a!' > : jr colors." 
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1(1 mood: 
Tn^Mnstic vase 

siif^gcstealhe ease 
of Miininer; 

yellow roses, and 
ink ranunculus, 
and red anemones to 

warm the purple. 

Let pattern speak: 
White lilacs pick up 

the pattern of the vase; 
blue irises repeat its color. 

Add complementary 
colors, one beside 

the other, and conversation 
really starts. 

A carload of flowers 
fresh from the market. 



Let 

the flowers 

il 



ROOMS YOU'LL LOOK GREAT IN 

totasiB 
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A California house 

designed for a woman 

who dresses —and 

decorates—with 

flowers agination, 

and passionate color 

Nature is all the inspiratuTi \ou need to turn 
n ordinar\ house into one bursting uith ev.'lor 
nd life, indoors and out  "I spend a lot of 
jme outdoors, sunning', swimming, just en- 
.)>int; the weather." sa\s C lotilde .Alvarez. 

A ho mo\ed to California three \ears ago with 
her husband Juan and their \oung son .Alexis. 
"Now. more than e\er before. 1 like to feel 
and look health), as if nature has rubbed ofT 
on me. .And I like m\ house to look that wa\ 
too. " Working closel> with decorator Carole 
Mitchell. Mrs. .Alvarez chose \ibrant floral 
fabrics and used them abundantl\ with a \a- 
riet\ of real orchids, ferns, and large potted 
trees to turn each room into a garden In the 
ii\in2 room. leii. a poiful of c>: or- 

Js blends with the nearb\ flor.. on 
. Nofa to create an o\ erall effect of peaches 

and greens in one end of the room, while at 
the other end. the huge Ficus benjamina and 
Boston fern work with the malachite-glazed 
coffee table to make a strong color statement 
in the otherwise w hite area. ""My husband and 
I both love flcwers. He fixes them, but we 
take care of them together—and I'm the one 
w ho likes to wear them in m\ hair." To set off 
the flowers, backgrounds are stark white; All 
the floors in the house (except dining room 
and den) are covered with plush white carpet- 
ing—"I love to w'alk barefoot on it""—and 
walls in the living room and den are co\ered 
with textured white paper. The neutral walls 
pro\ide the perfect background ^or the .Al- 
\arez s art collection. Outside, the house is 
pain'ed white, too—a sun-reflecting gem 
amid green lawn and tree ferns on porch. 

Left:   '. 'e it\       -    3 v.ae:: .e ' cra.-p^'": *cb':c adds :c :fie garden of orchids and 
trees^ C-ne coree labie    .acquered black with a torioise-sheli band: the other is lacquered 
tb loo^'iike ma!acri::5. Sliding g;as3 doors lead to latticed porch. On the walls, a collection 
of French masters. On the floor, leopard velvet ottoman bridges two seating areas. 79 
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DecoraUng to taste 

IT. e'.er;.' room ibe dorrinaur.^ mou: is 
ihe fabric—bold but noi busy. "Al} of 
ihem have an exotic look, just like Clo- 
tilde." says Mrs. Mitchell. In the den. 
opposiic page and lei:, conon chintz is 
quilted for furniture—"to set on the 
flowers""—and shirred for floor-to-ceiling 
curtains. Its background of o^■erlapping 
nsh scales is repeated on the rus. "Then 

to continue the    ..|yHEN YOU 

DECORATE 

WITH THE 

COLORS 

YOU WEAR, 

YOUR 

ROOMS 

LOOK GOOD 

ON YOU** 

To'p: ~n<e n 
pacer and 

nshy motif, we 
brought in 
shells. " On cock- 
tail table, shells 
are pan of brass 
candlesticks, 
and. on end 
tables, shells fill 
plexiglass lamp 
bases. " I hand- 
picked every 
shell."" says Mrs. 
Alvarez, whose concern for detail is also 
rer^ecied in all the iJowers—embroidered. 





•fli 

Left: ~ 
Above - =^ge: and r-ace g'a.-^cc- 

•:AS :■ t*ie3:'ic3; :ig^^ts. 

Top: Break'asc or a       - :.'.e gjes" 'cc.-. Ma ac" :e- 
g:azec! cnair ^ails .^ere \'r. A.va'rZ £ rcntribut'cn. 
Two textures: 3iGJ5^ - ------ - ---- 

Decorating to taste 

\lmosi ever>one hai a favorite room—a 
vpecial place to curl up with a book, take 
a nap. even eat informal meals. For Mrs. 
Alvarez, that room is the master bedroom. 
c ^r. ""Ever) morning I wake up in a beau- 

tiful room filled with flowers. It makes me 
feel so good I gravitate back there all 
day." Mrs. .Alvarez created the personal 
hideaway with one ro- 
mantic flowered pat- 
tern for wallpaper and 
fabric, plus a pretty 
bed of embroidered 
sheets and armfuls of 
pillows. Not one to 
keep her joys to her- 
self, she made the 
guest room, above. 
equally inviting with j| ^QQQ 
another flowery print, 
a forest of plants, and a bedful of delicate 
sheets and pillows. For soft, flattering light 
m both bedrooms, lampshade linings are 
vellow. dirn'rer-contro!!ed buIN rale pink. 

NICE TO 

WAKE UP 

IN A ROOM 

THAT 

MAKES 

YOU PEEL 
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ch the sun 

When your living room basks 

under a translucent roof, 

It's like being outdoors all day 

If >ou"re convinced the sun 
is the giver of life, but uant 
to know how to take more 
advantage of it. step into the 
main room of this Massa- 
chusetts house. Its roof is 
completely translucent, so 
the sun comes right in— 
and a famil>' of five and an 
indoor forest thrive in the 
phenomenon called natural 
light. Leland Cott of Gelar- 
din Bruner Cott architects 
accomplished the feat with 
the domestication of a ma- 
terial usualh found onl\ in 
industrial or commercial ap- 
plications: sandwich panels 

of light-transmitting, insu- 
lating fiberglass. In addition, 
the room is spacious (900 sq. 
ft.). tall ( 2 floors high at one 
comer), and as open as a 
room can be. Beneath the 
innovative roof, two walls 
are completely made of 
double-glazed sliding glass 
doors (left open to the gar- 
den when the weather is 
right), and even the sides of 
the room sheltered by the 2- 
story "L" of conventionally- 
roofed spaces are open to 
other areas. The result; "The 
house works for the way we 
live." 

Above: Two wings o: 
ncuse form L to en- 
close translucent- 
roofed liv-ng room. 
Ne.v fiberglass and 
stucco ccating on 
exterior walls helps 
insulate them. 
Far left: inside, the 
rccm isn't really like 
being inside at all. 
so washed with sun- 
light is the space. 
Translucent panels 
are supported on 
aluminum beams, 
which also carry 
track lights for night 
lighting. Air condi- 
tioning and the 
roofs built-in insula- 
tion keep the room 
cool in summer; 
winter heating is 
minimal, thanks to 
the sunlight. Floor- 
ing here is 1-foot- 
square tiles of black 
slate. Among the 
modular Italian-im- 
port seating, a 
wealth of plants. 
Left: Plan of the 
house. Sky-roofed 
living room opens 
directly into dining 
area and kitchen. 
Upstairs bedroom 
hall overlooks 
living rocTi. For 
Dui'ding facts, turn 



Catch 

the sun 

Spectacular as the living 
room seems, Cott's design 
is by no means a one- 
room house. Although the 
stair to the second floor 
is the only other space 
with a translucent ceiling, 
the main room's feeling of 
bright  openness  is ex- 
tended   into subsidiary 
spaces by other means. 
Ceilings over all the rest 
of the lower floor, for ex- 
ample,  are  of parallel 
aluminum channels with 
a dramatic mirror finish. 
And spaces open broadly 
into each other (see plan, 
previous page)—the en- 
trance hall into the stair- 
way, the kitchen into the 
dining area, and all of 
them into the living room. 
The three exceptions, 
downstairs, are a guest 
bedroom,   a laundry- 
workroom, and a small 
study (used by the chil- 
dren for television watch- 
ing), all of which have 
been given conventional 
privacy.   Upstairs, the 
bedroom corridor is also 
open to the living room, 
and the master bedroom 
shares the room's space 
(but not its sounds) by 
overlooking it through a 
large triangular sheet of 
fixed glass. 

Next to the master bed- 
room is a quiet office 
and also a studio for the 
parents. 

Left: Bedroom corridor is 
a balcony at the top of 
the skylit living room. 
Inset: The sparkle of 
sunlight is reflected in 
chrome and glass tables, 
also in mirror-finish 
aluminum ceilings of 
surrounding rooms. 
Right: In the living room, 
carpeted steps forrh a 
small amphitheatre of 
extra seating for parties. 
Counter serves as a bar; 
under-counter cabinets be- 
low house music system. 
Around the balcony para- 
pet: neon sculpture by 
Christopher Sproat. 
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Do you wish you had more energy? 

Do you sometimes feel youVe not getting anywhere? 

Would you like to be a champion more often? 

How to 

peiibrmbettt 

Dr. Laurence E. Morehouse, 

author of Total Fitness, explains 

the principles of maximum 

performance. By Caroline Seebohm 

at almost everything 

M 

ost of us feel we could 
do better. We could 
do more things, learn 
more, help people 
more, enjoy life more, 
if only. . . . But if only 

what? Some people put it down to lack 
of energy, others to lack of time, still 
others to lack of goal-orientation. Now 
Dr. Laurence E. Morehouse, founding 
director of the Human Performance Lab- 
oratory at UCLA, and coauthor (with 
Leonard Gross) of the best-selling Total 
Fitness: In Thirty Minutes a Week, has 
come up with a blueprint for improved 
performance that applies to everyone. In 
his new book, Maximum Performance 
(also written with Leonard Gross), just 
published by Simon and Schuster, Dr. 
Morehouse declares, "there is in every 
one of us a better performer than we 
are." And by following certain principles, 
he believes we can all get there. 

How Dr. Morehouse got there is a les- 
son in itself. "I tried to be an athlete in 
high school and college," he told us in an 
exclusive interview, "but although 1 won 
various things, 1 realized that I would 
never be a champion. So 1 got interested 
in the science of champions—the science 
of performing; and what Lve done is 
analyze the principles that make for 
champions and apply them to everything 
we do." 

According to Dr. Morehouse, our lives 
are dominated by certain misct)nceptions 
about performance which inhibit maxi- 
mum achievement. He suggests we watch 
out for the n'rosi common ones. 
Beware trying i )o hard. People fee. 
they must exhaust themselves to 4o their 
best," says Dr. Morehouse. "We use 
words like 'strive.' Whereas champion.s 
don't behave like this. They don't exhaust 
themselves. The expression, 'give i 50 
percent to the effort.' is false because it 
induces tension .so that you're actuallv 
working with your brakes on. In order to 
move fast, you must relax more, not 
work harder." 

Beware thinking too much about what 
you're doing. 'We give over-attention 
to a lot of things in our daily lives. We 
are too conscious of the protein, carbo- 
hydrate, and fat count in our food; all 
these things already exist in the right pro- 
portions in a properly balanced diet. We 
try to program bowel movements, when 
they are much better left to natural pro- 
cesses." Dr. Morehouse tells the story of 
how he taught swimmers to swim to the 
center of the pool, turn round, and swim 
back. He practiced the right body move- 
ments with his students on dry land first, 
but when they tried it out in the water, 
the failure rate was astonishing. Finally, 
Dr. Morehouse tried a new plan. He sim- 
ply told the next group of students to 
swim to the center of the pool and then 
swim back. And they did. In other words, 
your body often knows more than you 
think it knows. If you think too hard, 
your body tenses up and performs less 
well. 
Beware feeling calm before a chal- 
lenge. "Many people feel that anxiety is 
a negative feehng. That's a misconcep- 
tion. If you feel terrible, you're probably 
going to perform well. Champions recog- 
nize this, and so do stage actors. There's 
a physiological basis for this fact, and 
that is adrenalin, the hormone that pro- 
duces an immediate increase in metab- 
olism and strengthening of muscular 
contractions. Without it. your perfor- 
mance may go flat; with it, you have the 
opportunity to excel." 
Beware doing the difficult things first. 
" If you have a lot to do, and try to get 
^cst of it done while you're fresh, figur- 

in,'-; you can ease off when you're tired, 
It does not work. Using this burst of ener- 
gy is insufficient. It exhausts you, so yju 
are too tired to finish the task. The right 
way to approach a large task is to divide 
it up into sections, so that each part of 
the .-ictivity is assigned a certain amount 
of time. That way you pace yourself, and 
.;ome to the end without fatigue. 

" If, however, you are learning some- 

thing neW.vyou should do the simple 
things first. This is very important. For 
instance, suppose you're going to learn 
the serve in tennis, which for a lot of peo- 
ple is very, very difficult. It's made up of 
various components, and one of them is 
tossing the ball up to the proper height 
and position. If you are shown how to 
toss the ball and find you can do it quite 
easily, then drop that and go on to the 
next move. If you simply keep on prac- 
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From his studies with champion 
athletes, Dr. Morehouse has come up 
with useful tips to train body and 
mind to do their best. 

1. Keep moving "Movement 
keeps you sharp. If you stay at 
one repetitious task for a long 
time, it gets boring, you begin 
to slow down, and it takes you 
twice as long. Brain circulation 
depends on pressure of the blood 
flow. Your working environment 
should be structured not for 
comfort but for activity. Your 
daily program should involve 
different things.'' 

2. Take a teal midday 
break "Continuity of work hurts 
performance. You need time in 
the middle of the day for personal 
recuperation from the morning as 
well as preparation for the 
afternoon. Try to remove yourself 
from the place you spent the 
morning, and from the people you 
were with as well. You need a real 
break to make transitions from 
old to new activities." 



Jlllg IIIU lUSS, >UU will DLXUlllC IdUyUCU. 
art doing it awkward!\. and then de- 

I;lop bad habits." 
•eware comparing yourself with oth- 
rs. "American culture is highly com- 
etitive and we"re conditioned from earli- 
;t days in school to get the grades, to 
in the races, to look better than the next 
arson, and so forth. This competitive 
alture is what has made America great. 
I some respects. But it is also inhibiting 
)r many people. They look at others 
ho appear to be more successful than 
lemselves. and become discouraged.and 
epressed. Comparisons are meaningless, 
dmost everyone can find someone more 
wkward than he or she is. and someone 
lore talented. Each person should view 
is own performance in terms of his 
'ants, needs, limitations, and gifts. 
"If you feel >ou are not functioning 

ell, then you must ask questions. People 
'aste time doing things that they say are 
itisfying. making beds for e.xample. I 
ould take 15 minutes to make a perfect 

d. I could get a kick out of getting all 
le comers just right, no wrinkles any- 
'here. But I could get all 4 beds in our 
ouse made in IV2 minutes. They would 
ill be pretty good beds, and I would 
lan have time to do other things. W'e 
:nd to rationalize our time. But com- 
aring the way you spend your time with 
ther people will not help you. The onh 
omparison that is rewarding is this one: 
Vhen you do something better today 
wn you were doing it yesterday. That 
; the areatest reward of all." ■ 

Practice dynamic 
elaxation "The idea behind 
lynamic relaxation is to become 
nvare of your present tension 
evel, deliberately increase that 
evel, then diminish it until you 
eel loose and wobbly, finally 
''ringing the tension level back to 
I degree that allows you to 
perform at your best. Here's a way 
o do it while walking: 

"While you are walking, first of 
ill make yourself tense. Tighten 
ip your arms, legs, neck, so that 
ou are walking very stiffly. Then. 

IS you take these stiff steps, 
gradually let this tension drain 
iway until you're so relaxed that 
'OU start to wobble. At this point, 
^ring your tension back up to the 
valking level at which you can 
unction best. If you were tense, 
his will be several notches lower 
han the level at which you began." 

This exercise can be done 
hiring any movement. such as 
•unning. swinging a golf club, 
ogging. cleaning house. When 
ou finish your exercise, your 
wdy is freewheeling and you are 
n control of \our tension. 

hjnning- 

the new 

It's easy—no sweat. 

It s free—no strings. 

And it can chanue 

your life, say doctors 

and experts. 

By Caroline Seebohm 

"I sleep much better." 
"My energy's way up." 
"My temper's improved." 
"I'm much more relaxed." 
"I've never felt better in my life." 
■'Who are these luckv people and why are 
they in such wonderful shape? They're 
runners. They don't walk or skip, they 
run. several miles a day. and it's changed 
their lives. 

Running used to be something >ou did 
to catch a bus. or watched in breathless 
admiration on Olympic tracks. Now it is 
becoming an activity as addictive as all 
those nasty habits we want to give up— 
only this habit is healthful, exciting, and 
psychologically therapeutic: and it's 
sweeping the country. 

■■Runners will tell you that the effect 
starts after they've been running a few 
minutes, and it persists for man> hours 
after they have run." explains New York 
endocrinologist Edward Colt, physician 
for the New York Marathon, participant 
in metabolic studies projects on runners, 
and a runner himself. '■They feel much 
calmer, they sleep better, and they're able 
to handle day-to-day problems more eas- 
ily." 

You onh have to look at dogs. Dr. 
Colt points out. to see the effects of run- 
ning. After your dog has had a good run, 
he becomes calm and well-behaved for 
the rest of the dav. "Clearh there is some 

high 

Q« What's the difference between 
running and jogging' 

f\m Runners go faster than joggers, 
take longer steps, and hence 
extend the knee more. There 
are more joggers than runners. 

kind ot ph\Mological erkvi. \^ e d.^n't 
know yet precisely what it is. It is the 
subject of a lot of investigation b\ psy- 
chiatrists and physiologists." 

We all know that we feel better \\hen 
we exercise, and that if we don't exercise 
we pay the penalty, but runners seem to 
experience more than just a normal 
physical sensation of satisfaction. Dr. 
Colt says he has met a large number of 
runners who have given up alcohol, cof- 
fee, and cigarettes since they started run- 
ning. Your state of mind reall> seems to 
change. Runners quite literall> become 
addicted to running, and feel distressed 
if they cannot run ever\ day. Indeed. 
Dr. Richard O. Schuster, podiatrist and 
running specialist, suggests that running 
might be used as a treatment for addicts 
such as alcoholics or drug users. " Run- 
ning has the same effect as drugs." he 
says. "You get a high, and don't want to 
stop. Ma\be it would be possible to get 
people to transfer their fix from drugs to 
running." 

Nobody yet quite knows w h 
causes this state of euphoria. 
pressed. Dr. Colt speculated that it might 
affect the distribution of fluid in the bod>. 
"It seems that large alterations in fluid 
distribution in and around body cells af- 
fect your mood. Running ma> regulate 
these movements of fluid." 

Continued on page ^> 

A running start 

1 Wear arch-supported, sole-cushioned running shoes 
(see Dr. Schuster's advice, page 117) 

2 Run just a few minutes at first and build up 
slowly. Run on a soft surface, if you can. 

3 R'ln at a speed that lets you carry on a conversation. 

4 // you have had heart or chest trouble, consult 
ytuir doctor, and be particularly careful. 
If you feel that you are out of breath, you are 
stressing yourself excessively. 

5 Don't eat a big n eal before you run. 



The house where Aaron Burr was wed, 

rejuvenated with new versions of 

original wallpapers- andyou can buy tliem 

Luck has always been a lady to the 
Morris-Jumel Mansion; Roger Mor- 
ris built the mid-Georgian manor in 
the 1760s in wilderness now known 
as 160th Street, New York City; Eliza 
Jumel (who divorced Aaron Burr 
after a scant four months) rescued 
the house from decay in 1810; and 
recently, the women of the Washing- 
ton   Headquarters   Association—so 
named because the house served as 
the Revolution's first command post 
—restored and opened it as a mu- 
seum. The association reconstructed 
the house by tracking down auc- 
tioneers' pamphlets and pasting to- 
gether scraps of wallpaper to establish 
the original look. The sleuthing paid 
off   handsomely:   Many priceless 
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French and American Empire pieces 
have been returned to the house as 
gifts, and Mme. Jumel's wallpaper has 
been documented and reproduced by 
Reed Ltd. The morning-glory pattern 
here, as well as papers from other 
historic houses, are available. Shop- 
ping information, page 145. 

Above: Morris-Jumel Museum 
overlooking the Harlem River. 
Right: Mme. Jumel's Parisian 
wallpaper available from Reed Ltd. 
Far right: In the front parlor, gem-cut 
crystal chandelier v\/as a gift from 
Napoleon's family. American Empire 
furniture is exceptionally rare: It was 
made for Mme. Jumel in New York, 
not Paris, around 1815. 





Russell Page. 
-J Left: 
/ His own 

"scribble" 
of the garden 
he made at 
New York's 
Frick 
Collection 

Russell Page, whose new garden at the 

Frick Collection was planted this spring, 

reveals the secret of his art in this 

very personal interview by Caroline Seebohm 

"Green fingers are the extensions of a 
verdant heart," wrote Russell Page in his 
wonderful book, The Education of a 
Gardener (Collins. London). Mr. Page 
himself, with many years of gardening 
behind him, is as verdant as an English 
lawn. His gardening takes him all over 
the world—4 airline trips a week is usual 
—and he recently arrived in New York 
City where he is completing his new gar- 
den for the Frick Collection, a beautiful 
house turned art museum by its owner, 
Henry Clay Frick (see more about this 
garden on page 34). He is very tall in- 
deed, given to wearing sky-blue socks, 
and, with his pointed ears and large eyes, 
he looks rather like an overgrown faun— 
a not unfitting impression for one who 
has spent his life among the green and 
growing things of nature. 

He is a busy man, and has a brisk, 
matter-of-fact manner, having learned, 
he says, from the great French decorator, 
Stephane Boudin. how to be ■"clear, rap- 

id, and competent when faced with a 
client." Clients Russell Page has faced 
include some of the notable people of our 
time: the late Duke of Windsor, the 
Agnellis, the Marquess of Bath, Marcel 
Boussac, J. Ortiz-Patino, Mrs. William 
Paley, Sir William and Lady Walton. He 
learned gardening in England in the 
twenties, "when there was still a leisure 
class," and one senses he has some nos- 
talgia for those days when trained gar- 
deners were readily available to care for 
the marvelous creations the landscape 
artist wrought. "If you find a gardener 
anywhere in Europe today, he's bound to 
be over 55," he says with evident regret. 
He thinks, however, that there may now 
be a small swing back to proi'essional gar- 
dening, particularly among young peo- 
ple. He has also noticed the enormous 
number of gardening and grow-your-own 
books in the stores across America. 
•There's a change for the better," he 
feels, "a new interest in gardening." 

**A garden is 

a song 01 praise 
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A small forma/pool 
is set off h\ a hand of 

heavy-foliaf,'eJ Peliiphyllitm 
—Mr Pace's: cJescripiion of a detail in the ^ardm 

lie desiffned for composer 
Sir William and Lady Walton on the 

Italian island of hchia. You can 
sec more of this and other i;ard, 

on the followim; pof;es. 
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A song of praise 

As a painter 

uses color, 

a gardener uses 

plants" 

Gardening, Mr. Page recognizes, is an 
evanescent art—"and I consider it an 
art just as a painter considers painting 
an art." But he believes a good garden 
can last. "The skeleton has to be done 
in such a way that somebody 200 years 
later can see the traces. When I see the 
Villa Madama in Rome I recognize the 
magic and why it's there, although 
there's nothing much left of Raphael's 
plans except the great terrace. 

"Size has very little to do with it. The 
greatest piece of gardening in the world 
is a little staircase in the Generalife, the 
summer villa of the Alhambra in Gra- 
nada. Behind a long narrow garden in 
the courtyard there's a piece of rising 
ground, and they made a staircase there, 
just some stone stairs, maybe 5 or 6 feet 
wide, with 3 landings. On either side are 
low parapet walls. The tops of the walls 

are hollowed out as 
runnels down which 
water races, and on 
each landing of the 
stairway there is a 
single vertical jet. 
The whole stairway 
is set in a grove of 
bay laurels which 
meet overhead.That's 
all there is. Just the 
sound of the water, 
this very simple stair- 
case, and the dappled 
light coming through 

^■■I^HII^^H the green bay trees, 
and it's the best thing in gardening that 
I know, anywhere in the world." 

The technique of gardening has 
changed enormously in Mr. Page's life- 
time. "In the old days," he .recalls, "one 
thought of a garden as a complex of 
plants ?ivA patterns, with herbaceous 
borders, for instance. All that has be- 
come so difiicu't now from the point of 
view of maintenance. I see gardening 
today in a completely different l!;?ht. 
Now I work with land modeling, with 
trees, with water. 

"Land modeling used to be a huge 
undertaking with hundreds of men dig- 
ging with wheelbarrows, like building 
the Great Wall of China. Now it's rela- 
tively simple. You get a bulldozer and 
a driver—and most bulldozer drivers 
are brilliant (Continued on page 118) 

The watery stairway 
at AUianihra— 
"tlie best tiling in 
gardening I know" 

A pool around volcanic rocks for sir WnUatn and Lady Walton on Is. 

Hedges and roses in Mr. David and Lady Caroline Somerset's garden in Englant 



Ocottage garden for the Duke of Windsor outside Paris 

er and steps for Jean Prouvost in southern France 

I olcanic rocks 
vtt'/f surruundLd h\ ^atcr 

to make a focal point at the lowest 
level of Sir William and 

Lady Wcdton's t^arden—just a 
rocky waterless i^ully on a sleep 

hillside when they acquired 
it perhaps 20 years ago. A flight 

of steps rises on the far side 
and a path leads off to a small 

formal pool with a jet 
fountain [see previous page]. Over 

the years the garden has 
become green and splendid with 

palms, chestnuts, cedars, 
bamboos, tree ferns—eccentric 

hut visually successful neighbors 
supremely well-gardened. 

A n English garden 

round an old French mill house 
was wliat the Duke of Windsor 
wanted and which we set out 

to make [top]. We massed all the 
old-fashioned herbaceous plants 

he loved, mi.xed with roses, 
syringas. lavender, artemisia. 

Adapting it to a French setting was 
an e.xercise in discretion, 

a quality indispensable to 
good garden design. The summer 

garden was all in opalescent 
colors with the blues of 

delphiniums and pinks of phlox. 
In fall the garden changed: ye.lows, 

reds, purples. 

High yew trees 

enclose a circular pool in .\lr. 
David and Lady Caroline Somerset's 

small walled garden, 
filled with old-fashioned roses. 
Nearby are the croquet lawn 
and fornuil bo.x-edged kitchen 
garden with espaliered apple 

trees, bands of flowers, 
squares of vegetables. 

Water accents 

mark all the different compart- 
ments of Jean Prouvost's 

Provencal garden. One is always 
accompanied by its music. Here 
is one of many changes in level 
where steps lead up from the 

house terrace to a flowered lawn. 
Planting is of cypresses, oleanders, 

myrtle, rosemary, water lilies. 
Flowerpots are set on steps. 
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A song qt praise 

' "Don't Start 

with ideas 

about gardens, 

stiirt \\ ith 

the place" 

A bouquet of advice from Russell Page. 
The following ideas have been culled from 
Mr. Pane's hook The Education of o Gardener. 

1'"When you have settled on what kind of flowers 
you want to plant, decide where you want to put 
them, how much space they should take, and then 

plant them, whatever they are. there and only 
there . . . let them tell their story fully and just once." 

2"If I were to choose a site for myself, I would 
prefer a hollow to a hilltop. A panorama and a 
garden seen together distract from each other. 

A view, too. usually means wind, and a windy garden 
is unrewarding." 

3"For a theme of some kind, a basic idea is 
essential. The factor, which will suggest the 
theme, may well be some predominating element 

already on the site: a level grass lawn, a group of silver 
birches, an apple orchard or an olive grove, a stretch 
of sandy gravel and heather. All the plan and planting 
should reiterate and reinforce the basic motif." 

4"I used to be taught in art school. 'Know what it 
is you want to say. then try to express it as simply 
as you can.' So with a garden: If you have a basic 

idea go all out for it. and don't allow yourself anything 
which will detract from that one theme. This demands 
courage and discipline." 

5"On a very small site, one where the whole 
garden area is perhaps not larger than that of the 
house, I would always tend to treat the whole 

space as one more large room which has the sky for its 
ceiling. Its walls would be green hedges or a tapestry of 
close-foliage climbing plants, or flowery vines. It 
would have a panel of lawn or a mat of flowers as 
carpeting, as well as chairs and tables." 

6"In general, in any garden one should limit one's 
choice of plants to those that will flourish. To 
succeed with a rare or difficult plant is a difficult 

pleasure and an:^fhcr question. A garden which is a 
well-run clinic or n useum lie\ outside the domain of 
visual harmonN " 

/'I try first to look ai my planii ^g as an exercise 
■! ■nonochroirie —to see ferns oaly and, for the 

nic: ent. lei the color ride. 1 endicdvor to decide 
where I need dark, whev: light, where flower and 
foliage should glitter or bc''!r.a to and quiet in tone." 

8"In general. I like gardens where the presence of 
water is at least hinted -'j. ev en if only by the 
old-fashioned butt collecting the ruin water from 

the cottage roof, a simple wa!! iount;;in O! ..i stone 
bowl for the birds to drink fro'i-!." 

i»b Mid-19th-centiny 

trees at the entrance of the Gianni Agnellis' villa 
in Villar Perosa are now mature, framing 

the mountains across the valley. I added no 
flowers, only an oval pool with a vertical jet. 

HORST 

A modern house 
in Normandy, Baronne Van Zuylen's Haras 

de Varavifle, was erratically humped on a 
mound at the end of a walled garden. 

This presented problems which I tried to solve by 
planting the niound with lavenders, 

potentillas, helianthemums, plumbago, sages, 
artemisias, and all The gray-leaved hummocky 

plants I could find. Slate steps lead down to 
a length of lawn and through a yew hedge to 
fortnal plots4n a former kitchen garden. 

The beds are filled with annual and perennial 
flowers and in one section a thousand-odd 

roses: botanical species, old-fashioneds, 
and hybrid teas. 9^9^ 
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Running: The now high 
continued jroin pai>e 89 

Weil, speculative or not, more and 
more Americans are discovering that 
running is better than camomile tea for 
calming the nerves. City parks and coun- 
try lanes are increasingly filled with en- 
thusiastic runners. Magazines such as 
Riinninf,' World and Riinning Times tell 
you how to run and where the latest mar- 
athons arc being held. Women's running 
in particular is gaining popularity. The 
New York Academy of Science's recent 
conference on the marathon concluded 
that women can and should run long dis- 
tances, and that a women's marathon 
event should be included in future Olym- 
pic games. And a new book on running 
for women has just been published, Riin- 
ninii for Health and Beauty, by Kathryn 
Lance ( Bobbs-Merrill). 

Nonrunners tend to think running 
means getting out of breath and feeling 
exhausted after 2 minutes. Not so. says 
Dr. Colt. 

"The recommended way is to run at 
a speed that lets you carry on a conver- 
sation. Most authorities feel that if you're 
out of breath, you're running too fast." 
In other words, running isn't really hard 
physical exercise at all. "I think most 
long-distance runners will tell you that 
hard running is the one thing to avoid. 
They try to run smoothly and never 
stress themselves undulv." 

The key to running, according to Dr. 
Colt, is to start very slowly, a few min- 
utes every day, and build up a routine 
gradually. "Don't make the mistake of 
doing too much too soon. You may find 
it boring at first, but that's only a reflec- 
tion of your poor tolerance to this new 
stress. As soon as you build up physical 
tolerance, the feeling of pleasure and 
exhilaration starts." 

As for the nuts and bolts of running. 
Dr. Colt's advice is to wear good running 
shoes with arch supports and the maxi- 
mum amount of sole cushioning (see A 
Running Start, page 89). "If your shoes 
are uncomfortable, it may mean you are 
going to have bruises, tendinitis, or other 
problems." Beginners should start run- 
ning on as soft a surface as possible, such 
as grass or sandy ground, rather than on 
the road, which can be hard on ankles, 
knees, and even hips. (The foreign editor 
of The New York Times recently took up 
early-morning running in sneakers on the 
city streets. Not long after, he tore a calf 
muscle playing tennis, and was out of ac- 
tion for 6 weeks. His doctor attributed 
the injury to his running on cement in the 
wrong shoes. So be careful!) 

Running on city streets raises another 
problem—air pollution. To run, you 
have to inhale and exhale more frequent- 
ly than normal. How important, there- 
fore, is the quality of air for a runner? 
The precise answer is not known, accord- 
ing to Dr. Colt, but even if the air is 

polluted, it is probably better to run than 
not take any exercise at all. Running 
cleans out the sinuses, lungs, and air 
passages generally. Dr. Colt recommend- 
ed running to one patient who had in- 
tractable headaches from chronic sinus- 
itis, which disappeared, never to return, 
when the patient had become a regular 
runner. 

Dr. Colt himself runs 5 miles a day; 
when in training, the mileage can in- 
crease to 10 a day. He usually runs in 
the evening, in the park, where he meets 
fellow-runners. "As a group, they are 
very relaxed and easy to get on with. 
We have great conversations as we run," 
he says. Those body fluids again. And if 
you've ever wondered what runners 
think about as they pound away, studies 
have shown that "elite" marathon run- 
ners think about running and nothing 
else. They concentrate on their style, on 
their breathing, on the way their feet are 
hitting the ground. Average runners, on 
the other hand, seem to indulge in a lot 
of daydreaming, fantasy, and thinking 
about their problems, "sometimes forget- 
ting them too," adds Dr. Colt. 

Running is one of the few athletic ac- 
tivities in this highly competitive society 
that is not competitive—which makes its 
new popularity particularly interesting. 
"Most runners find eventually the run- 
ning is actually more important than 
competing," comments Dr. Colt. "Al- 

Continued on page 117 
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Today the Elm Street Woman's Club 

is drinking perfect coffee. 

Are you? 

Maxwell House- A.D.C.- brand coffee is 

so good it's recommended by 4 machine 

makers. Result: Perfect coffee! 

Whether two cups or twelve, the new 
coffee makers are the fastest, most conve- 
nient way to make coffee. 

And Maxwell House A.D.C.^ brand 
makes it.. .perfect coffee. 

Perfect...because A.D.C.^ brand is 
specially blended and gi^ound for perfect 
taste in the new coffee makers. 

One sniff, one sip and you will become 
one of millions of Americans who are now 
enjoying it eveiy day. 

If you've got a special coffee maker, get 
a special coffee: A.D.C.- brand coffee, only 
from Maxwell House. 

General Eleci Proctor-Silex 
They all recommend A.D.C.^ brand coffee. 

S~Cieneral Foods Corporation 1977 



WINE & FOOD 

This month: Food for beauty and health —menus, recipes planned by Helen 

Corbitt of The Greenhouse spa: how good cooks put a healthy kick in their 

cooking (plus new equipment to make healthy cooking easier); all about 

bottled waters and low-calorie summer drinks 

Eating for health 

Are you eating as well as you should be? 
For the first time, a United States gov- 
ernment committee has analyzed the 
American diet and published a set of 
guidelines to help you judge. Dietary 
Goals for the United States, prepared by 
the staff of the Select Committee on Nu- 

trition and Human Needs of the United 
States Senate and released in January, 
pinpoints overconsumption of fats, sugar, 
and salt and underconsumption of fruits, 
vegetables, and whole grains as the major 
problem areas in American eating. So, in 
addition to our report on the committee's 

findings, we've gathered some appetizing, 
healthy recipes from health-conscious 
cooks. Before you make any drastic 
changes in your diet, be sure to check 
with your doctor. He will have the com- 
plete government report and be able to 
guide vou on anv changes. 

Neiv dietary goals 

■In its report, the Select 
Committee on Nutri- 

tion and Human Needs of the 
U.S. Senate proposes si.x di- 
etary goals, giving evidence 
why they are important as 
well as providing guidelines 
for reaching them. The chart. 
right, based on data from the 
Department of Agriculture, 
gives you a quick idea of the 
differences between the cur- 
rent average American diet 
and the Committee's recom- 
mendations for a more health- 
ful diet, which, because of its 
emphasis on fruits, vegetables, 
and grains, is happily a less 
expensive diet as well. 
Goal 1. Make complex carbo- 
hydrates account for at least 
half of your energy (caloric) 

intake. There is evidence that 
this may, among other bene- 
fits, reduce the risk of heart 
disease, help in the treatment 
of diabetes, and increase the 
amount of fiber and of micro- 
nutrients—vitamins and min- 
erals—in the diet. 
To reach the goal, eat more 
fruits, vegetables, and whole 
grains. Even when dieting, 
don't give up bread and pota- 
toes. They're important 
sources of nutrients and fiber. 
One 20-gram baked potato 
contains 145 calories. 4 grams 
protein, 32.8 grams carbohy- 
drate. .2 grams fat plus iron, 
thiamin, riboflavin, and nia- 
cin. Bread, according to Pro- 
fessor Olaf Mickelsen of 
Michigan  State Universitv. 

can be an ideal 
weight-reducing. In 
a daily ration of 1 
breadsatiatedthe 
appetite before 
the usual quota 
of calories were 
consumed. The 
average weight 
loss was 12.7 
pounds in eight 
weeks. And in 
another study. 
Mickelsen found 
that 12 young 
men could ob- 
tain 90 to 95 
percent of their 
protein needs 
from white en- 
riched bread. 
Thatwhole-grain 

food for bread would be even better is 
a test diet, suggested by testimony that 

2 slices of Continued on page IJ 6 

Tips from top cooks 

CURRENT DIET     DIETARY GOALS 
I 1 
16% saturated 10% saturated 

42% fat 26% poly- 
and mor>o- 
unsaturated 

20% poly- 
and mono- 
unsaturated 

1 
30% (at 

12% 
protein 

40-45% 
complex 
carbo- 
hydrate 

15% sugar 

58% 
carbo- 
hydrate 

■// you find you should 
modify your diet to meet 

these new nutritional goals, 
there are plenty of ways to 
add interest and flavor to your 
cooking as you cut down fat, 
salt, and sugar. 

HOW TO SLIM DOWN 
YOUR FAT INTAKE 

"Yogurt decalorizes sauces, 
blends flavors, and adds a tang 
of its own." says Jose Wil- 
son, who uses it as a thickener 
in place of oil and cream. As 
a salad dressing: To a mixture 
of Dijon mustard, salt, pep- 
per, and wine vinegar, add 
about a tablespoon of oil (just 
enough to emulsify the dress- 
ing) plus about 3 tablespoons 

yogurt. Shake in a screw-top 
jar. To replace cream for a 
quiche, use yogurt blended 
with a little milk. Make a but- 
terless sauce for fish by reduc- 
ing a little white wine and 
adding yogurt—don't let it 
boil or it will separate. 

You can also use yogurt in 
place of the bechamel sauce 
in moussaka. Paula Wolfert, 
author of .Mediterranean 
Cooking (Quadrangle), beats 
plain yogurt until smooth and 
combines it with well-beaten 
eggs and cheese. Season with 
salt, pepper, and nutmeg. 

For a light sauce for chick- 
en or veal, suggests Doris To- 
bias, combine grated apple 
with chicken stock. She also 

makes sauces for meats with 
lemon juice and a little cream 
instead of flour and butter. If 
you substitute cottage cheese 
for some of the fat in a pie 
crust, you can make a sturd\', 
tasty dough that's easy to han- 
dle. Pat Falzarano uses 4 
tablespoons butter and 4 
tablespoons sieved cottage 
cheese for Pa cups flour. 
Add a pinch of salt and sug- 
ar. Work in with hands and 
add enough ice water to form 
a ball. 

SWEETS 
WITH LESS SUGAR 

Serve fruit and cheese, sug- 
gests Deborah Mazzanti 
whose book, Secrets of the 

Golden Door, is soon to be 
published by William Mor- 
row. One cup fresh blueber- 
ries. 90 calories; strawberries. 
50 calories; ' 2 cantaloupe, 50 
calories, and an apple is 80 
calories. Add an ounce of 
Cheddar. Edam. Gruyere, 
Monterey Jack. Port du Salut. 
or Muenster (and another 
110 calories) for a healthy, 
satisfying dessert. 

Make sugarless coffee ice 
milk, suggests Fayal Greene, 
author of Food Processor 
Cookbook: Process 2 cups 
strong coffee, 2 tablespoons 
honey or less to taste, and 
'2 cup skim milk powder. 
Freeze, but give mixture a 

Continued on page 116 



A week's worth of meals 

that look so beautiful 

and taste so good 

you can t believe it's a diet 

Feast 

yourself Slim 

Below left: Exercising at The 
Greenhouse takes place in and around 
the pool under the direction of 
Toni Beck. Tennis lessons are 
part of the exercise schedule, too. 

"Eat with your eyes, too," 
says Helen Corbitt, ex- 

plaining her philosophy that 
all food, and especially food to 
lose weight by. should look 
beautiful. At The Greenhouse, 
a health resort and spa near 
Dallas. Te.x. where Miss Cor- 
bitt masterminds the menus 
and diet, each meal is a care- 
fully arranged melange of col- 
ors and textures that seduce 

the eye and tin- 
gle the palate in- 
to believing that 
an 850-calorie- 
a-day diet is in- 
deed a feast. 

Guests who 
come to The Greenhouse for a 
week, or maybe two. shed the 
stresses and pressures of every- 
day life with a nerve-soothing 
program of exercise and per- 
sonal coddling that gives a 

unique sense of well-being and 
new energy through move- 
ment, rest, and a careful diet. 
"Healthy food, that is fresh 
fruits and vegetables, whole- 
grain cereals and breads, foods 
low in saturated fats, lean 
meat and fish, all carefully 
cooked to preserve their nutri- 
ents, is essential to a healthy 
regime whether you are count- 
ing calories or not,*" says Miss 
Corbitt. whose next book will 
be The GreenhouseCookhook, 
from Houghton Mifflin. "If 
you're hungry, eat more vege- 
tables." suggests Miss Corbitt. 
who advocates a cooked vege- 
table lunch served hot or cold. 
"I like to arrange as many 

kinds of vegetables as I can 
muster on a platter, in rows. 
Serve about 2 cups cold, mari- 
nated with vinaigrette dress- 
ing, or hot, sprinkled lavishly 

with grated lemon or orange 
zest, chopped parsley, and 
sliced green onions." 

If you feel low in the after- 
noon, put half a cup of fresh 
fruit in the blender or food 
processor along with a cup of 
ice to make a d^iicicus fruit 
frappe. or drink half a cup of 

^skimmed mi!k or bouillon as 
they do at The Greenhouse. 
The following menus and reci- 
pes (see page 110) are a guiJe 
to the kinds of food th.it will 
keep you trim and healthy 
based on an approximate 850 
calories a day and a mainte- 
nance diet of 1200-1500 calo- 
ries. However, check with 
your own doctor before going 
on a restricted calorie diet. 
For more about a stay at The 
Greenhouse, write to: The 
Greenhouse. P. O. Box 11-^4, 
Arlington. Tex. 76010. 

Left: Helen Corbitt's 
cooking class. 
Below left: Beauty 
treaiment. 
Below: Lunch by the 
outdoor pool. 

■ Cooking for 

looks 

Helen Corbitt's sleight of hand: 
ON THE SHELL: Serve food in a 
shell to make portions appear 
larger: salads in a papaya 
or avocado half, zucchini boats 
for meats, scallop shells or 
ramekins for seafood salads. 
MAKE MORE OF VEGETABLES: 
Cut squash on the bias: slice 
Brussels sprouts, snip green beans 
into several pieces, sliver carrots. 
NATURAL SWEETENER: Serve a 
wedge of orange with tea both 
iced and hot—adds sweetness. 
GIVE SALADS CHEW APPEM: 
Add a crisp lettuce like romaine, 
slivered peppers (which are rich 
in vitamins), crunchy sprouts, 
apple slices. 
IRRESISTIBLE SPINACH:*Chop 
fresh spinach and stir-fry quickly 
in '/5 teaspoon margarine or 
butter in a skillet. 
ZIP UP FRUITS, SALADS, AND 
VEGETABLES with a sprinkling of 
orange zest. Grate several 
oranges and keep in freezer. 

T5 C 
O 

The Greenhouse mee 
FOR A WEEK 

BREAKFAST 

7:30 A.M./ juice of 1 orange 
1 egg 
Me!ba toast 
Tea or coffee 
10 A.M./ Potassium broth 

LUNCH 

1 P.M./ Hot fresh vegetable plat^ 
of asparagus, julienned carrots, 
Vi broiled tomato with mushrooi 
scoop cottage cheese 
Tea or coffee 
3:30 P.M./3 ounces fruit frappe 

DINNER 

6:30 P.M./Curried yogurt soup 
7:00 P.M./2 ounces roast rack ( 
veal with natural juices 
Va yellow onion-stuffed squash 
1/4 cup spinach souffle 
Bibb lettuce, pineapple 
and Roquefort cheese 
Sherry-French dressing 
V2 cup strawberry buttermilk 
sherbet 
Demitasse 

House & Gorden 



Counter clockwise 
from left: Breakfast 
on a tray: Z'3''.ge 
egg. Meiba toast, and 
::~ee. "Var^ breax- 
■'ast." advises Miss 
Ccrb'tt. "Try a 
sTea-^ed peacn or 
5CO e. ".ai" a papaya. 
2 s'rall figs, era kiv/i 
'rjit. Get acqjainted 
.v'th :he pjre *ruit 

j t'la ;cr and sk'p the 
I s.'.eeteners." 
I  A bouquet of salads 

i sk'p jncn cr yoj'; pe 

bai.s. cottage c^eese 
sc'amble served on 
ettjce -.vitn rr jstard 
jOgun d'essing, a 
basket of crjdites. 
5"d 'ced tea 
Dinner served on a 
tray: cr.ce a .'.eeK 
mce i:' ^cj A'isn, to 

enab e guests to eat 
with theT fingers- 
clever ploy for n'o- 
b 'hg rriore slo.v y. 
Atichoke, brc'ied 
Reck Ccn's- game 

■      /. tr /. j r'^e on 
ce Dinner: G ' ge' 
b^fe'^. ed ieg c' 
arr'-b   th m.ushrcc"": 
stuped zuccnini arc 
sp'^ach sa'ad 
Shrimp and crabmeat 
sauteed in Chablis 
.'. th St ''-"''led 'iZi' 
tacies. a sa:ad br:gnt- 
ehec .'.'ti cn ch rings, 
orange seg'^ents. 
For lunch beside the 
pool: s :ec caca.a 
tcoped v/;tn co d 
peached breast o^ 
Chicken, /Ogurt honey 



New pots, steamers, 

and kitchen machines 

that help you keep 

food's goodness in 

Four equipment categories cover 
the healtliy cooking field: Cook- 
ware with super nonstick surfaces 
for sauteeing without fats; roomy 
steamers for all types of foods; 
clay pots that steam foods in 
moisture and baste them in their 
own juices with thin glazes for 
easier clean-up; appliances that 
prepare food faster to save time, 
energy, and food values. From 
upper left, 1: Three-piece Pres- 
sureless Cooker—roomy steaming 
basket hangs above liner for boil- 
ing water. Cooked food is held at 
serving temperature automatical- 
ly   (Hamilton  Beach). Pressure 
cook in small batches with 2V2- 
quart Small V/onder (Mirro). New 
Colony Cup fat separator works by 
pulling a toggle switch on the bot- 
tom (Rowoco). Nonstick for life— 
once the Marvelle Cookware fry 
pan, saute pan, and saucepan 
are seasoned, there's no further 
need for fat  (Oster). Cast-iron 
grill with nonstick finish for top- 
of-the-stove broiling (Le Creuset). 

Tile   background  of  green on 
cream is Elon Carillo hand-molded 
glazed tiles in plain and Arbor pat- 
terns  (Ceramica JVlia). 2: Four 
shelves for drying garden pro- 
duce. Use Sun Pantry in your oven 
with just the pilot or viewing light 
as your "sun" (Ambit). Left to 
right,  3:   Ironstone Gourmet 
Steamer sits atop any pan filled 
with boiling water. Steam comes 
up   center  chimney (Ironstone 
Pottery). Oven casserole with 
glazed clay bottom, unglazed top, 
allow? "wet cooking" with easier 
clean-up (Schlemmertopf). Short 
Tandoor Oven 3-piece clay pot 
recreates a brick oven in your own 

(Amnion). Left to r 
Cream Parlor needs less th 
box of table salt and four tra 
ice to make ices and sher 
(Waring). Vita Mix Super 
whirs powerful blades that rev 
direction. The speed of the bl 
"cook"—the   longer ingred 
are processed, the hotter the^f 
come. You can "freeze," too.' 
blades crush ice so fast the e 
mixture will freeze. Makes bre; 
less than 2 hours from whole s 
berries! (Vita Mix). Juice fi 
vegetables in Automatic Pulp 
tor Juice Extractor which c( 
apart  easily  to  clean (0'. 
Shopping information, page 

WILLIAM p. 



^ rim model Vonni Mansell. 4, loves to cook 
healthy food. Below, her menu and three 

a of her dishes. 7: safTron rice, lemon chick- 
f en. green bean salad. Pear dessert, 6. To 
^ cook beans, first rinse, then put in a Salad- 
master saucepan without water. The carbon steel 
core of the pan sandwiched between layers of 
stainless steel conducts heat e\enly so it can be 
used without water or fats. Beans cook to crisp 
tender in about 12 minutes. Kitchen in which Ms. 
Mansell works by PatinoWolf Associates. For 
recipes, see page 115. 
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A-to-Z guide to 

27 domestic and 

imported spring and 

sparkling waters 

By Peter Quimme 

Consump- 
tion of bottled 

water has doubled in 
this country over the past 

six years. In southern Califor- 
nia, one out of every six peo- 
ple already drinks bottled wa- 
ter. The presence of large 
corporations like Nestle and 
Foremost-McKesson in what 
used to be an almost exclusive- 
ly "local enterprise" business 
indicates that the bottled wa- 
ter industry has a bright, 
sparkling future. 

What stimulates so many 
people to forsake the free 
H,0 from the kitchen tap for 
the bottled kind? Two words 
sum up the motivation: taste 
and safety. And up to now, 
safety hasn"t been the major 
reason. A lot of people just 
haven't liked the appearance, 
smell, and taste of their local 
water. They've complained it 
looks like pond water, smells 

who care about their wine and 
food wouldn't be content to 
serve tap water at their tables. 

Potential health hazards in 
municipal water systems may 
soon account for a good por- 
tion of U.S. bottled water 
sales, too. Reports of bacterial 
and chemical contamination 
in some city water supplies 
has caused Americans to ques- 
tion the long-held assumption 
that all their water is pure. 
Many were frankly alarmed 
in late 1974 by news from the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency and the Environmen- 
tal Defense Fund about the 
pollution of Mississippi River 
water and the possibility that 
cancer-causing substances 
were present in New Orleans 
drinking water. Subsequent 
studies around the country in- 
dicate that there may be over 
400 different chemicals pres- 
ent in public drinking water. 

up-and-coming "in"drink 

like a gym pool or reeks of 
sulphur, has an iron tang or a 
brackish backbite, or some- 
thing equally unpleasant. In 
trying to find a water that 
didn't taste terrible, they've 
discovered that one or more 
bottled waters tasted good, 
even delicious. Besides. Amer- 
ican tastebuds have been get- 
ting fussier, so it was probably 
inevitable that eventually the 
growing number of people 

ISHIMURO 

Most disturbing of all is the 
growing evidence that chlorine 
(by far the most common 
means of eliminating bacterial 
pathogens and viruses in mu- 
nicipal water supplies) may 
form potentially carcinogenic 
chlorinated compounds when 
added to water. Even though 
most water experts contend 
that most U.S. water is safe to 
drink, they do admit we're 
only beginning to understand 

the long-term effects of vari- 
ous organic and chemical sub- 
stances. 

The two concerns voiced 
about tap water apply to bot- 
tled waters, too: How safe are 
they and how good do they 
taste? Unfortunately, the an- 
swer to the question "Is bottled 
water safe?" isn't a clear-cut 
yes. Different types of bottled 
water fall under different sets 
of standards. While there are 
about a dozen distinguishable 
categories of bottled water, 
first of all you must under- 
stand there are really only two 
basic kinds: drinking water 
and mineral water. 

Bottled 

drinking water 
Bottled drinking water may 
come from a natural spring, a 
well, or may be ordinary tap^ 
water which has been proc- 
essed to remove impurities and 
improve its appearance and; 
taste. In its purest form, it is 
distilled,  that is condensed 
from water vapor,  and is 
therefore free of any solids 
minerals, or trace elements 
Soft, drinkable, but flat-tast 
ing, it's widely used in steam 
irons, photography, and spe 
cial diets. More flavorful are 
processed   drinking waters 
which are purified, but have a 
few minerals added back tq 
give them  more character 
Tastier than these, however 
are unadulterated spring wa 
ters with naturally occurring 
minerals.  All  these bottlec 
drinking waters are subjec 
to regulations by the FDA 
which sets standards for al 
such waters that cross stat( 
lines,  including physical 
chemical,   radioactive, am, 
bacteriological requirements! 
as well as what can go on th'( 
label. The source of wate 
need not be named but i 
"spring water" is used on th 

Continued on page 10 



Pick of the crop. 

A basker of frui:. a rine natural cheddar — this is 
our pick for a really fresh dessert. The fruit you 

pick could be erapes or apples or pears. The 
chec. i> Cracker Barrel 

trom Krai:. Anicnca spells cheese Kj^ApT. 

Cracker Barrel. Our pride.^bur pv. 



Bottled water 
continued from page 106 

label, the water niusl be obtained from a 
natural flowing spring. In addition, indi- 
vidual states set their own standards— 
and these state regulatory agencies are 
the only ones that govern those bottlers 
whose products don't cross state lines. 
These local standards may be more strin- 
gent than Federal requirements, or they 
may fall far below those set for public 
drinking water—it depends on the state. 
(For example. New York State's are 
strict.) 

Mineral water 

Mineral water (almost all imports) on 
the other hand, isn't held to the same 
standards as bottled drinking water. In- 
stead it must meet the minimum stan- 
dards the FDA imposes on foods and 
beverages in general. The FDA regularly 
tests samples of each of the mineral wa- 
ters imported into this country. Some of 
the popular mineral waters of Europe 
have an extremely high mineral content, 
and for this reason some cautious scien- 
tists think potentially problematic sub- 
stances may build up in the body if these 
waters are consumed in large quantities 
on a long-term daily basis. They recom- 
mend highly mineralized water be con- 
sumed in moderation as a beverage. Such 
a warning is ironic, because many high 
mineral content waters in Europe have 
been sold for centuries for their sup- 
posed therapeutic benefits. (In this coun- 
try, FDA regulations don't allow thera- 
peutic claims to be made on any water 
label, domestic or imported. But given 
the bad press tap water has been getting 
lately, the bottled water industry has 
been content to stick with broad asser- 
tions of water purity, leaving consumers 
to form their own conclusions as to its 
healthfulness.) 

Do bottled waters (drinking or min- 
eral) have better flavor than tap water? 
Again, the answer is a qualified yes. The 
wide variety of uses for which various 
kinds of water are intended accounts in 
part for their great range of tastes. A 
light, bright, soft spring water is just the 
sort of thing to quench a raging thirst, 
and makes a fine water for everyday use, 
but it's not what one would want to quiet 
a stomach distressed by a heavy, rich 
meal. Europeans in that predicament 
have long turned to the gaseous, alkaline 
spa waters like Vichy, which are far bet- 
ter tasting (and less upsetting to the di- 
gestion) than bicarbonate of soda. Most 
Americans aren't familiar with this use 
of water and tend to dislike water with 
this kind of flavor. Some people are over- 
ly sensitive to alkaline tastes. You'll know 
you are if you invariably call even slight- 
ly alkaline water "soapy." 

The mildly alkaline sparkling waters, 
on the other hand, are as useful as palate 
refreshers at lengthy wine tastings as they 
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are after meals, far more neutral than 
the French bread or plain crackers uni- 
versally recommended. 

Finicky spirits drinkers have long 
known the perils of adding chlorinated 
tap water to a first-rate whiskey or co- 
gnac. Far better to set ofl" your favorite 
liquor with still water like Hinckley & 
Schmitt or Luso or sparkling water like 
Bru or Perricr. 

The two great virtues all bottled wa- 
ters share is that they are low in calories 
and cost. People with weight problems 
will be delighted to find still and sparkling 
waters, which ofl"er interest to the palate 
without adding to the waistline. It's also 
nice to know fine spring and sparkling 
waters are among the most inexpensive 
gourmet items you can buy. Most do- 
mestic spring waters (Blue Rock, Berk- 
shire Mountains, Mountain Valley, 
Hinckley & Schmitt, etc.) cost about SOe 
to $1 a gallon, and most imports (Apol- 
linaris, San Pellegrino, Bru, Vichy, etc.) 
cost about 75^ to $1.25 a quart. Most 
imports come in a 30-ounce size—aver- 
age price about 90^^—but a few, like 
Perrier, come in bottles as small as 6V2 
ounces. Some local spring waters are 
available in 5-gallon jugs at even greater 
savings. 

Mildly alkaline 

sparkling waters 

are useful as 

palate refreshers 

after meals 

The following list of domestic and im- 
ported waters is by no means exhaustive, 
but includes most of the commonly seen 
labels as well as a few uncommon ones. 
You may not find them all in your local 
delicatessen, but you may see some on 
your travels around the country, or in 
Europe. Emphasis is on natural spring 
waters—the aristocrats of drinking wa- 
ters in terms of taste—and on some of 
the more interesting domestic and im- 
ported mineral waters, both sparkling 
and still. 
Apollinaris Natural Mineral Water 
(Bad Neuenahr. West Germany) 
"The Queen of Table Waters," as it's 
billed on the label, is lightly alkaline in 
taste and lightly carbonated with its own 
natural gas. The fizziness coupled with 
the flavor is somewhat bicarbonaty, but^ 
is subtle in character compared with 
some European spa waters. 
Badoit Sparkling Mineral Water 
ISaint-Galmier, France) 
A naturally sparkling mineral water from 
the Loire valley, it's lightly alkaline but 

I less mineraly than Apollinaris. Excellent 
flavor and sprightly bubbles make it a 
stylish choice for after meals. 
Berkshire Mountain Spring Water 

j (Southfteld, Massachusetts) 
! Also sold under the Pioneer label, this is 

an exceptionally clean and bright tasting, 
perfectly balanced (neither alkaline nor 
acid) everyday drinking water. A light 
mineral content gives it a soft, clean taste. 
Blue Rock Mountain Spring Water 
(New Tripoli, Pennsylvania) 
Even lower mineral content than Berk- 
shire Mountain gives Blue Rock a clean, 
pure taste but a very simple character. 
Many consider that a virtue in an every- 
day drinking water, and because of it. 
Blue Rock does make first-rate coffee and 
tea. 
Bru Natural Spring Sparkling Mineral 
Water (Chevron, Belgium) 
Bru's light, tickling effervescence and 
soft, neutral flavor make it a topnotch 
all-around mixer for spirits or white wine 
spritzers. 
Calistoga Sparkling Mineral Water 
(Calistoga, California) 
Bottled at the Calistoga Geyser in Cali- 
fornia's Napa Valley, this well-known 
West Coast water has nothing added but 
moderate carbonation. The lightly min- 
eral flavor has volcanic (but not sulphury) 
hints and a slightly saline aftertaste. A 
fine, zesty mixer, it's the closest thing in 
America to France's Perrier. 
Crodo Mineral Water 
(Crodo. Italy) 
Added carbon dioxide gives this alkaline, 
mildly minerally water some interest. 
Clean and simple, a first cousin in taste 
and style to San Pellegrino. 
Deer Park Spring Water 
(United States) 
Formerly from a Maryland spring and 
resort of the same name. Deer Park now 
belongs to the Nestle conglomerate. It's 
still labeled spring water—in fact "100 
percent spring water"—but no particular 
source is mentioned. The taste is clean, 
soft, and simple. 
Evian Spring Water 
(Evian-les-Bains, France) 
It's easy to understand why Evian is the 
world's best-selling water. It has a full, 
rounded, lightly minerally flavor and 
tastes the way you'd imagine an alpine 
brook gurgling over rocks would. Low 
sodium content and neutral balance help 
make it one of the most attractive still 
waters in the world. 
Fiuggi Natural Mineral Water 
(Fiiiggi, Italy) 
Fiuggi water from the central Italian spa 
of the same name has been a favorite of 
popes and princes for centuries. Even 
Michelangelo drank it. There's nothing 
historical on the label, but there are 
chemical and biological analyses by a 
couple of Rome University professors. 
Low in minerals and clean, soft, and deli- 
cate on the palate. 
Great Bear Natural Spring Water 
(North Coventry, Pennsylvania) 
Great Bear is a familiar name in the East, 
and appears on both spring and processed 
water. A sample, from Sassoona spring 
(bottled in New Jersey), proved clean, 
fresh-tasting, and simple. 

Continued on page 112 
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sec-through controHed-cold meat 
compartment. With adjustable 
shelves and see-through Vegetable 
crispcrs. 

Or in other words, with beauty 
aikl brains. 

Kelvinator refrigerators are 
designed for the way ymi want to 
Mve today. So what do you say? Go 
down to your Keivinator dealei; and 
open the doors on one. 

Just to see what you've been 
missing. OK? OK!" 



Menus from The Greenhouse 
continued from page 103 

Tuesday   
BREAKFAST 
Hot poached peach 
1 ounce lean Canadian bacon 
Tea or coffee 
Melba toast 
10 A.M.—Potassium broth 
LUNCH 
Individual Nigoise salad, 1 ounce 

of tuna in each salad 
Tea or coffee 
3:30 P.M.—3 ounces fresh fruit frappe 
DINNER 
6:30 P.M.—Pickled shrimp 
Cold carrot soup 
V2 roasted iy2-pound chicken with 

chanterelles (basted with sherry) 
Watercress salad, sherry French dressing 
V2 cup, or equivalent, cold lemon souffle 
Demitasse 
Wednesday  
BREAKFAST 
VA cantaloupe with lime 
1 egg or 1 ounce cottage cheese 
Melba toast 
Tea or coffee 
10:00 A.M.—Juice of 1 orange 
LUNCH 
V2 cup, or equivalent, filet of sole souffle 
1 zucchini fan, Parmesan 
1 small tomato filled with piquante salad 
Tea or coffee 
3:30 P.M.—3 ounces fresh fruit frappe 
TRAY DINNER 
Marinated fresh artichoke 
Roasted whole Rock Cornish hen, 

16 ounces, with truffles 
1 small white turnip filled with 

spinach creme 
Watermelon ice in cantaloupe slice 
Tea or coffee 
Thursday  
BREAKFAST 
V2 cinnamon baked grapefruit 
1 egg or 1 ounce cottage cheese 
Melba toast 
Tea or coffee 
10:00 A.M.—Demitasse of essence of 

celery 
LUNCH 
Bouquet of salads (honeydew, Greenland 

shrimp, cottage cheese scramble) 
Raw relishes on ice 
Tea or coffee 
3:30 P.M.—3 ounces fresh fruit frappe 
DINNER 
5:30 P.M.—Demitasse cold squash soup 

with chopped chives 
Leek salad on fresh spinach 
Mixed grill: 6 ounces loin lamb chop, 

1 ounce calf's liver, V2 baked tomato, 
1 sauteed mushroom 

V2 cup slivered asparagus with chives 
Warm poached peach with orange 
Demitasse 
Friday 
BREAKFAST 
Sliced orange 
1 egg or 1 ounce cottage cheese 
Melba toast 
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Tea or coffee 
10:00 A.M.—Potassium broth 
LUNCH 
6 medium shrimp and 1 ounce king crab 

sauteed in Chablis 
V2 cup stir-fried vegetables 
Small Belgian endive, watercress and 

orange salad 
Tea or coffee 
3:30 P.M.—3 ounces fresh fruit frappe 
DINNER 
6:30 P.M.—Fresh caviar with celery sticks 

for dipping 
V2 peeled tomato piled with VA cup cold 

ratatouille, with sherry French dressing 
8 ounces baked  mountain trout with 

slivers of green and red pepper 
V2 cup fresh broccoli buds with grated 

beets and green onions 
1/4 cup white turnip puree 
V4 cup fresh pear ice 
Demitasse 
Saturday  
BREAKFAST 
V2 grapefruit 
1 egg or 1 ounce cottage cheese 
Melba toast 
Tea or coffee 
10:00 A.M.—Potassium broth 
LUNCH 
V2 pineapple filled with shredded lettuce, 

V2 cup julienned fresh pineapple, 1 
ounce julienned cold poached chicken, 
and 1 ounce frozen strawberry yogurt 

Tea or coffee 
3:30 P.M.—3 ounces fresh fruit frappe 
DINNER 
6:30 P.M.—Demitasse of gazpacho 
V4 cup jellied watercress soup 
2 ounces spinach and mushroom-stuffed 

roast loin of veal, basted with red wine 
Scooped-out tomato filled with artichoke 

souffle 
Small Bibb lettuce salad with slivers of 

blanched, uncooked yellow and green 
squash, vinaigrette dressing 

V2 cup molded three fruit sherbet 
Demitasse 
Sjjnday  
BREAKFAST 
Fresh fruit plate (2 slices honeydew 

melon, 2 whole strawberries, VA papaya, 
mint, V4 lime) 

1 egg or 1 ounce cottage cheese 
Melba toast or bran muffin 
Tea or coffee 
BUFFET LUNCH 
Whole cold poached salmon—skinned 

and decorated with lemon twists 
{3-ounce portion) 

Cucumber    relish    in    yogurt saue« 
V2 cup, or equivalent, artichoke souffle 
V4 cup sliced mango with lime 
Tea or coffee 
BUFFET DINNER 
6:30 P.M.—Demitasse of cold consomme 

with vegetables 
2 ounces gingered butterflied leg of tamb, 

basted with marinade 
1 zucchini cup filled with mushrooms 
Small fresh spinach salad, mustard 

dressing 
Va Stained-glass Window Dessert 
Demitasse 

Gingered butterflied 

leg of lamb 

INGREDIENTS 
1 3-5-pound leg of lamb, boned and 

butterflied 
V4 cup ginger, slivered 
2 tablespoons salad oil 
3 tablespoons lemon juice 
1 onion, diced 
2 tablespoons honey 
1 clove garlic, peeled and minced 
1 teaspoon ground coriander 
V2 teaspoon ground cumin 
1 teaspoon Vege-Sal 
pinch cayenne 

METHOD 
□ Have the butcher bone and butterfly a 
leg of lamb. Trim lamb of all visible fat. 
Place in a shallow casserole or pan. Mix 
rest of ingredients and put in b'ender. 
Pour over lamb, cover, and let stand over- 
night in refrigerator. Turn occasionally. 
□ Remj^e lamb from mixture and place 
on a broiler pan. Broil 8 inches down 
from heat for 12 minutes. Turn, baste 
with mixture left in pan. Broil 12 minutes. 
Turn off heat and let lamb remain in oven 
for 15 minutes. Remove lamb to warm 
platter. Add water to pan and deg'aze. 
Slice in thin slices and serve with cooking 
juices. Increase broiling time if you like 
your lamb well done. Serves 8. 184 calo- 
ries per 3-ounce portion (2 slices, AVs by 
2V4 inches by VA inch thick). 

Zucchini cups 

INGREDIENTS 
2 medium-large zucchini, scrubbed 
1 tablespoon  hipped margarine 
1 tablespoon shallots or green 

onions, minced 
VA pound mushrooms, finely chopped 
Vege-Sal 
1 tablespoon parsley, chopped 
1 tablespoon Parmesan cheese, 

grated 

METHOD 
□ Cut zucchini into 2-inch slices. Steam 
5 minutes. Cool, and dig out center seeds 
leaving a thin layer in the bottom. 
□ Melt the margarine in a saucepan, add 
shallots or green onions and mushrooms 
Saute 2 minutes. Season with Vege-Sal. 
Add parsley. Stuff mixture into cavities in 
the zucchini. Sprinkle with cheese and 
reheat in a 350° oven. Serves 6. 40 cal- 
ories per serving. 

Stir-fried vegetables 

INGREDIENTS 
1 tablespoon peanut or vegetable oil 
V2 cup carrots, slivered 
V2 cup celery, slivered 
1 medium zucchini, sliced thinly on 

the bias 
2 tablespoons chicken broth or water 
VA pound snow peas 
salt, pepper      (Continued on page 112) 
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Bellaire 

System 

Continental Series 

European elegance and fashion 
simplicity combined to mirror your 
individual personality and lifestyle 

The design concept of the future 
captured in rhe new Bellaire 
Continental Series 

Advanced styling in a new ap- 
proach 10 cusrom kitchen cabinetry. 

Whatever your mood, or the mood 
you want -0 create, the Continental 
Series will reflec: i: . bold and 
beautiful, soft and elegant, or warm 
and relaxed. 

Formica' laminate panels make 
it all ^)0ssible Bold solids or wood 
grains accented by metal extrusions 
that emphasize the modern 
horizontal lines. 

Your St. Charles dealer-designer 
can help make it all happen. 

Let him assist you m planning every 
facetof your new kiTC-" . ?" ,Dur 
SI Charles dealer-des g-e- s^cv- 
room. or send fifty cents for a full 
color brochure on the Bellaire 
Connnenial Senes. plus a booklet 
on easy-care finish of 
Formica' products. 

St. Charles Fashic < "c^ens 
St Charles. Illinois 

C "Y  

Formica' IS a reg:s:e'ec T-aae-iar^ of rhe 
Formica Coroorarion 

-jly, 1977 



Mciuis from The Greenhouse 
continued from po;^e 110 

METHOD 
□ Put oil in 3 skillet and bring it to high 
heat. Add carrots and stir-fry 1 minute. 
Add celery and zucchini and stir 1 min- 
ute. Add chicken broth or water and cov- 
er. Cc seconds. Add snow peas, 
cover, d u .-uok 30 seconds more. Sea- 
son with salt and pepper, stir, and serve 
at once. Serves 6. 34 calories per V2-cup 
serving. 

Bouquet of salads 

INGREDIENTS 
3 soft lettuce cups 
V2 cup small shrimp, preferably 

Greenland 
V2 cup honeydew melon balls, or 

any melon 
V2 cup cottage cheese scramble 

(recipe below) 
1 tablespoon mustard yogurt (plain 

yogurt mixed with Dijon mustard 
to taste) 

V2 lemon, with center scooped out 
a few capers, if desired 
watercress or parsley 

METHOD 
□ Put lettuce cups in center of plate. 
Arrange the shrimp in one, the melon balls 
in another, and the cottage cheese scram- 
ble in the third. Put the mustard yogurt 
in the lemon half and put on plate. Dec- 
orate with capers, watercress or parsley. 
Serves 1. 204 calories. 

Cottage cheese scramble 

INGREDIENTS 
2 cups low-fat cottage cheese 
V2 cup tomato, peeled, diced, and seeded 
VA cup cucumber, diced 
VA cup celery, diced 
VA cup radishes, thinly sliced 
2 tablespoons chives, chopped 

METHOD 
C Toss the cheese with the tomatoes, cu- 
cumber, celery, and radishes. Sprinkle 
with chives and refrigerate until ready to 
serve. Serves 4. 73 calories per Vi-cup 
serving. 

Refrigerator bran muffins 

METHOD 
□ Put 2 cups bran and the raisins in a 
bowl. Pour the boiling water over and set 
aside to cool. 
□ Put sugar in a large bowl and stir in, 
one at a time, the oil, molasses, eggs, but- 
termilk, and remaining bran. 
□ Put flour, soda, and salt in a bowl and 
stir until well mixed. Add to bran-milk 
mixture. Finally stir in the cooled bran- 
raisin mixture. . ^-y- 
□ Store in covered quart jars in the re- 
frigerator. It keeps perfectly for as long as 
2 months. Spoon into buttered muffin 
pans, filling them about % full. Bake in a 
preheated 400° oven exactly 20 minutes. 
Allow to cool slightly in pans on a rack. 
The muffins come out of pans more easily 
if given a short rest period. They also 
freeze well. 1 muffin, 2 ounces uncooked 
mixture, 116 calories; 1 petite muffin, V2 
ounce (1 tablespoon) uncooked mixture, 
30 calories. 

metal bowl and freeze, stirring several 
times, until almost firm. About 5V2 cups. 
□ Serve a small scoop and place a half 
strawberry on top with a fresh mint leaf. 
Serves 12. 116 calories per V2-cup serv- 
ing. 

Stained-glass Window 

dessert 

INGREDIENTS 
1 tablespoon unflavored gelatin, dissolved 

in % cup cold water 
1 cup fresh orange juice 
1 tablespoon lemon juice 
1 orange, unpeeled 
2 peaches or 1 peach and 1 plum 
1 cup cantaloupe, sliced into 

bite-sized pieces 
1 cup honeydew melon balls 
5 white seedless grapes 
5 blue grapes, seeded, cut in half 
6 large strawberries, cut in half 

Watermelon ice 

INGREDIENTS 
4 cups watermelon meat 
2 tablespoons lemon juice 
1 teaspoon gelatin melted in 

VA cup hot water 
pinch of salt 
cantaloupe or honeydew melon 
fresh lime or lemon, optional 

METHOD 
□ Place watermelon, juice, softened gela- 
tin, and salt in a blender or food processor 
and liquefy mixture. Freeze in a deep 
freezer or crank freezer. 
□ Before ready to serve, return mixture 
to blender or food processor and stir. 
Makes 1 quart ice. 
□ Ice may be served in the cavity of the 
cantaloupe or honeydew melon half. 
Scoop out seeds and fill cavity with ice, 
cover with plastic wrap and return to 
freezer. When ready to serve, cut in sixths 
and serve with slices of lime or lemon. 
16 calories per 4-ounce serving; 15 cal- 
ories per cantaloupe sixth. 

Strawberry buttermilk 

sherbet 

INGREDIENTS 
4 cups buttermilk 
VA cup lemon juice 
1 cup corn syrup 
V2 cup pureed strawberries 
Garnishes: strawberries and 

mint leaves 

METHOD 
G In a metal bowl, mix buttermilk, lemon 
juice, corn syrup, and strawberries. Freeze 
mixture until almost firm. 
□ Remove mixture from freezer and place 
in a chilled bowl; break up the lumps, and 
beat with an electric beater or food pro- 
cessor until smooth. Return mixture to the 

METHOD 
□ In a double-boiler, melt the gelatin over 
hot water and add the juices. 
□ Cut the orange in half lengthwise and 
slice in very thin slices. Form a scalloped 
edge with orange slices around an 11- 
inch round tray or plate. Pour about V2 
cup of the gelatin mixture over the orange 
slices to hold them in place. Refrigerate 
until set. Peel the peaches or plum and 
place half of one in the center of the tray 
and add about 1 tablespoon gelatin to hold 
it and allow to set. 
□ Using the remaining fruit, make a de- 
sign on the surface with slices of peach, 
cantaloupe, honeydew melon, grapes in a 
cartwheel fashion, and strawberries. Pour 
remaining gelatin mixture around the fruit, 

t but do not cover it. Refrigerate until set. 
□ Any fruit may be used except fresh 
pineapple. 
□ Cut dessert into pie wedges and serve. 
Serves 8. 52 calories per serving. ■ 

Bottled water 
continued from page 108 

Hinckley & Schmitt Spring Water 
(Yorkville, Illinois) 
A popular spring water offered in the 
Chicago area by a large Midwest bottler, 
it's billed as "the perfect mixer." Al- 
though it does make a good one, it's best 
just as a clear, bright, and clean-tasting 
drinking water. 
Jagger's Sparkling Scottish Water 
(Greenock, Scotland) 
"Collected from heather-covered peat- 
moorland hills," the back label states. 
Full and weighty on the tongue, this 
water is lightly carbonated to give it a lit- 
tle pep and would lend sturdy support to 
a good whiskey. 
Luso Water 
(Luso, Portugal) 
This is a truly delicious water. Wonder- 
fully light and vibrant in the mouth, it's 
thirst-quenching, soft, and subtly flavor- 

House & Garden 

INGREDIENTS 
5 cups All-Bran cereal 
1 14.8-ounce box seedless raisins 
2 cups boiling v/ater 
1 cup sugar 
1 cup corn oil 
2 cups molasses 
4 eggs, well beaten 
1 quart buttermill< 
5 cups flour 
5 teaspoons baking soda 
1 teaspoon salt 
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ill at the same time. As clean and dc- 
: iil'ul as a taste from a mountain 
ream should be, it's a superb still water, 
lattoni Natural .\lkalinc Spring 
iineral \\atcr 

. •Ishacl. Czechoslovakia) 
I.iitoni sports a complete chemical anal- 
-is on its label, which confirms its natur- 
ctt'ervescence. alkaline Havor. and high 

■dium content. Doubtless these elements 
c responsible for its great zest and racy 
Kiracter. Serve it. perhaps, after a spicy 
ast European meal, 
loimtain Valley Water 
/('/ Sprin<^s, Arkansas) 
he best-known and most widely dis- 
ihuted natural spring drinking water in 
ic U. S., ifs been drunk for decades by 
residents and famous racehorses as well 
. ordinar}' folk. Only slightly alkaline 
KI low in sodium, this refreshing water 
.is just the right mineral balance to give 

a delightful flavor and character. A 
rst-rate everyday drinking water, 
efiafiel Mineral Water 
' L hiiacdn. Mexico) 
•ne of several '"windy waters" from 
ehuacan. Its over-carbonation masks 
lildly alkaline, mineral flavors. Peiiafiel 
. cleanly made and worth consideration 
'hen visiting south of the border, 
errier Mineral Water 
Vergeze. France) 
k. bright, racy, mineral spring water with 
eedling. insistent bubbles that come 
"om the spring's natural gases forced 
ack into the water during bottling. .A 
istinct underlying mineral tang gives this 
• ater snap and style. E.xtremely enjoy- 
ble by itself, it also makes a fine mixer, 
'oland Water 
Poland Spring, Maine) 
Cnown since 1845. this deep granite 
pring yields a full, soft, clean, lightly al- 
aline water v\ith little mineral flavor 
hat makes it good for coffee and tea. 
(amlosa Royal Swedish Mineral Water 
Hdlsingborg. Sweden) 
"his superb, mildly alkaline vvater has an 
xtremely appealing flavor set off by 
ight.  crisp  carbonation.   Round and 
prightly sweet on the tongue, ifs hard to 
leat as an after-dinner water. Those who 
lislike most alkaline waters should give 
lamlosa a try. 
»an Pellegrino Mineral Table Water 
Bergamo. Italy) 
Vnother famous Italian water from a 
'enerable spa (this one near Milan). 
Jke Fiuggi. it carries an elaborate anal- 
ysis on its label: added carbonation gives 
his lightly alkaline, clean-tasting water 
ome pep. Similar to Crodo. 
>and Springs Spring Water 
Williamstown. Massachusetts) 
rhe same bottler appears to put out this 
ight, clean, low-mineral, mildly alkaline 
vater under the  Greylock Mountain 
Springs label, too. Both are good every- 
iay drinking waters. 
Saratoga Vichy Water 
Saratoga Springs. New York) 
Aggressively gassy, this alkaline sparkling 
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water  from  New  York  States well- 
known resort has a saline finish. 
Solares Natural Spring Drinking Water 
(Santander, Spain i 
Solares is said \.o b- Spain's favorite. I 
found it full, round, uell-balanced. and 
mildly alkaline with a sweetly clean fin- 
ish. A fine water, it deserves to be more 
widely available. 
Spa N'atura4 Spring W ater 
(Spa. Belgium) 
The water j^^Tni the resort that lent its 
name to similar establishments: Spa, the 
famous mineral springs southeast of 
Liege. Light, ri'ther soft to the taste, it's 

similar to Fiuggi, .A fine drinking 'Aater. 
\ ichy-Celestins Natural .\lkaline Spa 
NN ater ' Vichy. Franc ei 
This water has been held in esteem for /s 
natural gassiness and strongh alkaline 
flavor since Jiiluis Caesar discovered the 
spring.  Vich\'s  almost  volcanic tang 
makes it an acquired taste. 
Vichy Saint-Vorre Sparkling .Mineral 
Water iSaini-Yorre. France) 
A naturally sparkling, strongh alkaline 
water, it has a lighter flavor than Vichy- 
Celestins. For those w ho want a water to 
combat the aftereflects of a meal of rich 
food this is a palatable choice. ■ 



WINE & FOOD 

Slim pickings By Doris Tobias 

Tips for mixing low-calorie clrinl<s 

A squeeze of lime, the juice of a grape- 
fruit, a spicy broth, plus a liberal jangling 
of cubes all add a fillip and the minimum 
of calories to a drink. Here are some 
snappy tips for low-calorie mixing, great 
new recipes for light drinks, and a calorie 
chart for spirited drinks. 

Know your calories 

The caloric content of distilled spirits 
may be calculated entirely on the basis 
of alcohol content. 

DISTILLED SPIRITS 

Gin, rum, vodka, whiskey 
80 proof 
Jigger (IV2 fluid ounces) 
1 fluid ounce 

97 
65 

86 proof 
Jigger 
1 fluid ounce 

105 
70 

90 proof 

lo
ri

es
 

Jigger 
1 fluid ounce 

110 
74 

94 proof (0 

Jigger 
1 fluid ounce 

116 
77 

100 proof 
Jigger 
1 fluid ounce 

124 
83 

CARBONATED WATERS 

Sweetened (quinine, tonic) 
1 fluid ounce 12 

Unsweetened (club soda) 0 

Think melon 

Fresh melon has many things Koing for it— 
zingy flavor, low calorie count, pleasing 
texture, terrific eye appeal. Pureed or lique- 
fied, it is frothy, cooling, pastel-colored, 
and makes a superb base for many mixed 
drinks. One half cup of cubed cantaloupe, 
enough for 1 drink, is 24 calories; casaba 
melon, 31; honeydew, 27; watermelon, 21, 

Here are same Minceur Melon Mixers, 
using techniques of the slimming new-wave 
cooking of France. Use them as ideas, mix 
and match your own melon mixers. 
Honeydew and rum minceur: Combine 
Vi cup cubed fresh honeydew. 1 ounce 
rum, and whirl in a blender or food pro- 
cessor until pureed. Spoon into an Old- 
fashioned glass, add plenty of crushed 
ice, and stir. Garnish with a cube of fresh 
cantaloupe. Calorie count: 97. 

Cantaloupe and vodka minceur: Com- 
bine V2 cup cubed fresh cantaloupe, 1 
ounce vodka, and 1 teaspoon fresh lemon 
juice in a blender or food processor and 
whirl until pureed or liquefied. Spoon 
into a double Old-fashioned glass, add 
ice cubes and a splash or two of club 
soda. Calorie count: 92. 
Casaba and brandy minceur: Combine 
V'2 cup cubed fresh casaba melon. 1 
ounce brandy, and 1 teaspoon lemon 
juice in a blender or food processor and 
whirl until liquefied. Spoon into a tall 
glass, add plenty of crushed ice and a 
splash or two of club soda. Calorie 
count: 100. 
Watermelon and gin minceur: Place 1 
cup seeded and cubed watermelon and 
I ounce gin in the blender or food pro- 
cessor and whirl until liquefied. Pour 
into a tall glass, add plenty of ice cubes, 
and 3 slightly bruised juniper berries. 
Calorie count: 89. 
The Slim Americano: Mix 1 ounce Cam- 
pari. 1 ounce sweet vermouth, and a dash 
or so grenadine extract, which has a 
pomegranate flavor. Add lots of ice, 
plenty of club soda, and garnish with a 
twist of lemon zest. Calorie count: 110. 

Orange Mountain Fizz: The zesty fruit- 
iness of California Mountain Red Bur- 
gundy marries tastefully with the flavor 
of orange. The addition of Curasao re- 
inforces the flavors and provides an 
automatic intensity. 

Use a tall slim Collins glass. Add 2 
ounces California Mountain Red Bur- 
gundy, Vz ounce Curasao (or other 
orange-flavored liqueur), and lots of 
crushed ice. Fill glass with diet orange 
soda. Top with 1 large, beautiful Em- 
peror grape. (Wine, 46 calories; Curasao, 
48; total, 94.) 
Jamaica Jolt: Three flavors enliven each 
other and make a refreshing drink, at- 
tractive to the eye, palate, and waistline. 

Chill a balloon wineglass. Fill it V^ 
full with crushed ice. Add 6 ounces 
freshly brewed and cooled strong tea, 
the strained juice of Vi a freshly 
squeezed lime, and 1 ounce light rum, 
80 proof. Stir and garnish with a sprig of 
dark, leafy Italian parsley. (Lime juice, 
7 calories; rum, 67; total, 74.) 
White on White: Here's a spirited white 
on white that's high in taste. The herbs 
in the vermouth are not apparent to the 

Continued on page 117 

Quick tips for reducing calories in mixed drinks 

Lemon—A teaspoon of lemon juice, 
fresh or bottled, adds zip and tartness to 
tomato and fruit-based drinks and con- 
tains only 1 calorie. 
Lime—Gimlet and Lime Rickey lovers 
will be delighted that 1 teaspoon of fresh 
or bottled unsweetened lime juice adds 
just 1 calorie to the drink. 
Unsweetened grapefruit juice—fresh or 
frozen, unsweetened grapefruit juice 
adds up to 12 calories per ounce. 
Bouillon or beef broth—A fantastic mix- 
er, invigorating and satisfying; both 
marry well with whiskey. Commercial 
boiiilion cubes contain as little as 6 cal- 
ories per cube; 4 ounces of canned beef 
broth as little as 6 calories. (Campbell's 
prepared beef broth, 4 ounces, 13 cal- 
ories; College Inn, 6 calories.) 
Clam juice or liquor—For those who 
love the taste of the sea, clam juice is 
fresh, bracing. 4 ounces are 16 calories. 
Tonrato juice and vegetable juice cock- 
tails—6 ounces of zingy tomato or vege- 
table juice cocktail contains from 31 to 

43 calories, depending on the brand. 
(V-8 is 31; Campbell's tomato juice, 33; 
College Inn tomato juice cocktail. 43.) 
Drink garnishes—Stay with a curl of 
lemon or orange zest, or a thin slice of 
fresh lemon or orange, and little cocktail 
onions, which contain only trace calories. 
Water—Nature's perfect noncaloric mix- 
er, lengthens every drink without adding 
to the calorie count. 
Ice cubes and crushed ice—The festive 
clink of ice, like a conditioned reflex, 
adds to the pleasure of a drink and the 
gaiety of the occasion. 
Crushed ice turns a standard cocktail 
into a frappe, which not only looks 
pretty, but lasts longer. 
Club soda—The sparkling eflfervescence 
gives a tingle to the tongue and extends 
a modest amount of whiskey or wine 
into a lingeringly long drink. 
Diet sodas—Especially for those who 
like their drinks on the sweet side. These 
will add only trace calories to any mixed 
drink. 
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METHOD 
I Di'ssatve the j.eas:       c^ s-ga- - 

let prooi for 5 mifnures. 
~ Oo.mibi:ne tne -C'ed cacs ani-d c^ac^e: 
.vheat mi a large T- '.-g -C'.v     iDcv! a' 
eectrc n.'xer. Pcu^ "IT ""g .'.a:e' 
and tet 'est u-t'i tep'cf- .-cc :-e ..:g-': 
S3:. ard ;egetab:€ z a eg f^e 
j^oo'ed yeast. G.'aduai':,.' adc :'e ' j'- 

ycu inave a •<i€'^'-£3'e 'dcu'g:"- K-^a- r.. 
"land cr ";n an e-ectnc n''y=' A':- a CLT'-S' 
-^ack for 5-10 .-Ti'nLJtes- T\e~^o*e tz a >\e - 
c^ed bcwl'. caver, a^d 'e: .''se       zz-^z e 

~ P^ncri' down and let rise aga:' 
■cjoud'e fni vduiTe. Rericve :c a "C-'a: 
ccard and sinape '.nzo I a-ge za' z- 1 
za^des lo f^t S-t.-S-Zj-S-'-c- za^ za'z Z 

ca^s ar'd z azs dcugn 'n :-e~    ' ;-a 
ca>*er&d. far 30-4-5 ■•^■fnu'res. 
dcagf^' reacfres the top zf fe ca-. B'-s- 
.'i":h an egg .vasn a"d ta^e 5C -^"-_:es - 
a ar5"ea:sc 375- c.e" c -nt"' za' s-:_'c= 
"GiJa-iV ivne- racaed zr zzz. ^e~z.e ''z~ 
aans. z'^ace oacK 'n C'<en     aac-: 5 —- 
-tes. mere. Remcve to .'.^'e 'ac- ■ 

c :':::nued 'rem page 114 

eye. bur rhey give the drink a pleas.aji: 
zinj. 

Cr:ii! an 0!d-fa>hioned glass. Pour :n 
2 ounces dry Italian vermouih. 3 ounces 
dry white California Chabiis or Char- 
connay. and add enough ice cubes to nli 
:o the brim. Stir. Garnish with a sprig 
of rosemary, iVermouth. "0: \>me. 43: 
total. 113.) 

Sherrv Apple Spritzer: The delightiuliy 
nutty- na-.        the a.mb-er sherry lingers 
?ag on : .       :e. The appie juice gi'-es 

~.:oyanwc iv: ur.e sherry, and the club 
- - turns the whole into a spritzer. 
\ oie: Dry cocktail sherry or nno sinerr;. 
-u:: '-   j:r:ains many fewer calories 
._        ineavier oloroso and cream 

Sue me s. 
Pour 2 ounces dry cocktai! or fino 

sheny. 3 ounces unsweetened apple -uice 
inT i —:i ■ ;;ip wineglass. Add 
cv--..:   - :ce and a splash or 
- - - : ua. Sur weli and garnish the 
-'^ •. •■■_ :hin. unpee'ec siice ^: ann^e. 

'■^herry . "5 calories; apple juice. 30: to- 
tal. 105.1 

Sake Icecap: The Japanese iraditionaily 
d"—• 5::!«:e '.varm. in tiny porcelain cups, 
- -. cent years it's become fashion- 

• ^ ■ e on the rocks. W estem 
; - -. n: navor is surprisingiy 

-   -     g and gentle in a tall, coid drink 
- is well with green tea. which is 

< "the '.vhiie wine of teas" in 

^        '       - — glass ■-full v<, irh 
- " - . - . ce. Add 3 ounces 
^ ■ - ^ _ . en tea thai has been 

- eaves, then cooled. 
^ -     sh with a thin slice of Lime. 
' >akc. "5: total. '5.) ■ 

Running; The new high 
con::r:ui(7 -r .    pase 9s 

though som. z:^: vomf>ete. what the .ma- 
jority .-dn> - ^ ihcr reeling of 'ACL- 

being." hr't \»ihat ue're ail ch.iMng 
after^  On   w:--   \0'.;r  '^jnnmj >-h«.x^ 

f inal warning 
Runn;.-.g zc^Ay 'tx addicti\e. 
Rinners^'ten find they cannot get 
thro'dj^'-he da;/ 'Ai-.hou: running. An 

The biomechanics 
of running 
If you thought professional runners .'usi 
put on their running shoes and stared to 
r.ice down the track. ■.ou're in for a sur- 
prise;. Podi-rist Dr. Richard O Schti-ter. 
Professor of Biomechanics at the New 
York College of Pediatric Medicme. runs 
a highly speci-lized laboratory in New 
'^'ork ce"- oted to ORTHOTICS—i.e. the sci- 
-rce of standing. \'.alk:ng. and running. 

'The biomechanics of running is the 
engineering of running." Dr. Schuster 
explains. "If a pe.^son de\eiops persistent 
p-in it is usually due to structural imbal- 
ance, and what we do in our work is to 
try and identify these imbalances and 
correct them with shoe insers Dr. 
Schuster points out that runners h-'-t 
special problems. paricu]arl>' impact 
problems. "For instance, when >ou run. 
the force that occurs when your feet hit 
the ground is sometimes 2 to 3 times 
body weight. Because of the pounding 
process in running, if there is an abnor- 
mal motion :n the foot. ±ese extra forces 
will cause a problem." 

The most common imbalance is devel- 
opmental, meaning the so]es of the feet 
tend not to he parallel to the ground, but 
instead the outer edge of the foot is lower 
than the medial inner ■ pan. ' .As Dr. 
Schuster points out. before we"re bom 
we're wrapped up into a ba]l: much of 
our growing up involves straightening 
ourselves out of that little bundle. < This 
means e.^ch t:me the foot strikes the 
ground during running, the ankle and 
arch drop medially. As a result the com- 
plaints most often heard from runners 
are ankle and arch pains. Carefully tai- 
ored arch suppons can prevent the drop 
of the arch and e.xcessive play on the 
ankle joint, often completely relieving 
such pains. Biomechanical imbalances 
can de-. elop from even minor abnormali- 
ties QJ the structure of the feet and legs, 
which can lead to pain in any pan of the 
leg. including knees and hips. Fortunate- 
]•. . so.me Of these c.^n now i>e corrected 
by suitable onhoiics. 

Looking at the amazing inserts Dr. 
Schuster makes in his iaborator\-. one 
might feel that to star amning in regu- 
lar sneakers is rather naive. Bui. Dr 
Schuster is reassu.rng. " If you want to 
run a mile 3 times a week, then biome- 
chanical imbalances are not much of a 
concern. If >ou can penorm your daily 

!.v.:r.i' and ^*o.rking routines 'A -nout any 
ph .-uui problem, then runnin^ ' m..les a 
■Ai.-e.^. should he no p.'oblem. ci:h. ■ After 
all. ;.our b..M> h^ii icamed to -~: to 
>our b:omechj:n;cal si.'ucture c'-er -:".e 
>o„ grc'A up O.'"..;. v.hen people run 
m.-wh as 3'^ .m.iles a uec*. Can ba.s:c i.m- 
^alanccs sia.r to causc trouble. .-\nd to- 
da;. We are a.m.ost ar.e to p.-edut who 
•A;:: ha'.e problems and who will not. be- 
cause we ^an estimate an :ndi'.idual's de- 
grees of i.m.balance. .A wealth of miorma- 
tion is coming out of our biom.echanica.' 
resea.-ch."" 

Dr. Schuster d>."es. howe'.er. suggest 
ce.ram; guidelines when choosmg running 
<hoes: 
1. Tiey should ha'.e thick soles, and 
thicker heels Tte w hole base of the shoe 
should be tilled in. These shoes help re- 
duce the pc>ssibi;ity of .Achiiies tendinitis, 
and are available at most shoe or sport- 
ing-goods stores. 
2. They should ha\e a f^e.xible sole where 
the major joint is. under the ball of the 
fcvt. rather than under the arch where 
m.ost shoes f.ex. 

One other piece of advice from Dr. 
Schuster: Don't run when in pain. "A 
."unner or jogger should work on the 
premise; that pain is dam.aging.'" If >ou 
feel pain wi-ile running or after»-ards. 

More beauty m your life 
c ':::ru::u n.:?c 6'^ 

producing stimuli." says Dr. Ja5e. "They 
are most frequently turned inw-^^rd. with 
a marked decrease in their receptiveness 
to the outside world." A perceptive per- 
son is one whose perceptions are highly 
de". eloped, and who therefore can enjoy 
beaur." mi man> form.s. "Tne pleasure we 
get from beauty comes from being able 
t? absorb, take in. and transcend the 
world about t:ts." Dr. Jare explains. "A 
person •'■ho enjoys i>eauty radiates som.e 
of that pleasure—and can trigger an ex- 
perience of beauty in others." 

In .A.m.er:ca today, people are becom- 
mg more sensitive to beaut}. Education is 
better. T\" has heightened our visual con- 
sciousness, there is more leisure rime, the 
m.useum.s are full, roadside an is becomi- 
ng comjmjonplace. Designer Mary Mc- 

Fadden. "whose fabrics and clothes a.^e 
themselves works of an. believes thai 
.Americans are "oecoming better trained 
to imagine conceptually. "W'e are always 
urged to present .new ideas, new- looks, 
new colors, so w e are constantly creating 
new forms." s'ne says. "It is expected."' 

^\"omen. in particular, are thought to 
respond to this esthetic need. Mary Mc- 
Fadden considers, that women should be 
able to and pleasure in any en^i^onm.ent. 
'^ecause they are greater adapte.-s than 
men. .And Dale Harris sa>s; "Tne wom- 
an in -Am.erica is the culture carrier. In 
California, where I was lecturing. I met a 
lot of women whose children had grown 

Comiriued on nexi page 



More beauty in 'vour life 
continued from preceding page 

up, who had completed their duties run- 
ning a house, who seemed to have noth- 
ing else to do, but who were eager for 
cultural knowledge. Although cultural 
things may look as though they are of no 
importance, in fact the\ answer a terribly 
deep need in all of us for a reality that 
does not depend upon material evalua- 
tion." 

Dr. Jaffe believes that this spiritual ele- 
ment is really the most profound quality 
of beauty. "Beautiful things expand your 
world, allow you to fantasize, to tran- 
scend your environment. They create a 
feeling for you that you do not have in 
everyday life. You are transported in 
some way. liberated, freed from the rou- 
tine of existence." 

Professor Harris agrees. "We all need 
activities that will give us a sense of rela- 
tionship to qualities other than those we 
meet with in our ordinary daily life. The 

physical aspects of earning a living and 
so forth are only one part of life. There 
are also all sorts of imponderables that 
seem to become more and more impor- 
tant as you grow. You don't ever 
abandon the physical realm, unless you 
are a true ascetic, but its relative impor- 
tance changes a great deal. That is why 
the sense of beauty, in my opinion, is of 
fundamental importance to every human 
being. George Balanchine, the great 
choreographer, said recently: 'Flowers 
are no more useful than ballet—but they 
are both a necessary part of life." it all 
comes down to the same thing: We need 
something that gives us a range of feel- 
ings, ideas, and revelations that are not 
obtainable elsewhere." 

George Bernard Shaw once said, "A 
good orchestra is every whit as important 
to a town as a good hospital." For our 
own sake, it is surely time to recognize 
and encourage this need. The deeper our 
experience is of beauty, the greater are 
the pleasures we shall find in life. 

An exercise in 
perception 

One of the founders of American 
psychology used to test his students 
by holding up to them a piece of chalk 
and asking them what it was. "Chalk," 
they all replied. "No," he said, "you 
are not describing your perception of 
this object, but its function. What do 
you really see? A slim, white, grainy- 
textured object—not 'chalk.' " 

Dr. Jaffe explains that our perception 
tends to be determined by our 
knowledge of the function of the 
object. You look at a glass and see it 
as a container of fluid, rather than 
a transparent tubular shape with colors 
and shadows. She suggests this simple 

exercise in perception: 
"Look at an object and try to 

describe what you see in terms of its 
shape, form, color, and depth, instead 
of what it does. You will start seeing 
things, everyday objects like teapots 
and ashtrays, as though you were 
seeing them for the first time. This 
is how artists see." 

Dr. Harris adds an esthetic exercise 
to this experience: 

"Try looking at the teapot or 
ashtray and asking, 'Is it the best 
possible form for doing the job?' 
Purely utilitarian objects are often 
beautiful simply because they adhere 
to the design that makes them work 
properly. This is really a starting point 
for an appreciation of beauty." ■ 

A song of praise 
continued from page 94 

They can model ground like 1 shave my 
face. 1 was working on a place in Belgium 
for a man who had a fantastic collection 
of trees, and I said I would like to make 
a pond. So one Sunday afternoon I 
walked around with a collection of sticks 
and pegged out the shape for this pond 
—in about 4 acres. 1 came back a month 
later and the pond had been made and 
6 months later it was full of water. Now 
all the ducks and geese fly in—it's made 
a whole new thing. 

"If you plant a tree carefully and well, 
and look after it for the first year, after 
that there's no maintenance. So I'm very 
happy in my advanced station not to have 
to think about herbaceous borders, or 
decide whether I like pink tulips rather 
than white tulips. Now I see trees and 
water and grass—these are the main ma- 
terials I am using." 

Mr. Page's art is closely related to 
painting and sculpture, both of which he 
knows well. "As a painter uses color, I 
use plants." He studied painting under 

Oskar Kokoschka, and still occasionally 
picks up a brush. "Painting is a wonder- 
fully disintoxicating process. But it takes 
time. And the process interests me more 
than the results. The practice of incessant 
drawing helps one to express oneself rap- 
idly and comprehensibly on paper. It is 
invaluable when one is trying to explain 
an idea to a client, or a piece of construc- 
tion to a workman." Sculpture, too, is 
part of his business. "I'm sculpting in 
things that grow, so they change their 
shape and volume, just as I'm painting in 
colors that change with the changing 
light of the day or the seasons. A gardet;^ 
er is using all these art media and trans- 
posing them into another art which 
moves—in time." 

Mr. Page tells the story of a visit'to 
Henry Moore, when the sculptor was 
working away with "a couple of tooth- 
picks on something he was holding in his 
hand. As 1 was looking at this minute 
artifact inspired, he told me, by an ele- 
phant skull given him by Julian Huxley, 
he said, 'Don't you think it would make 
a very good opera house?' " 

Painting, sculpture, and also music 

make up something of the gardener's art. 
"I have always tried to shape each garden 
as a harmony," Mr. Page says, "linking 
people to nature, house to landscape, the 
plant to its soil." And the most important 
creative element in this concept? "Don't 
start with ideas about gardens—start with 
the place. It will tell you what to do. It 
tells you what is there. You just have to 
dig it out and find it. This is where I start, 
always." 

One of the questions most often asked 
Russell Page is, what is his garden like? 
Well, the answer is, he does not have a 
garden. Now a widower, he has moved 8 
times in the last 12 years, "so nothing has 
had time to grow. All the gardens I have 
worked on are really my gardens." An- 
other surprise, perhaps, is that he prefers 
to live in London rather than the coun- 
try. "I like people; I think I would be 
bored very easily in a country cottage in 
the Cotswolds." 

Although domestic life seems to evade 
him, Mr. Page likes to cook when he has 
the ch^ce. "Haven't you found that 
most people who like painting like cook- 
ing?" He also collects Islamic metalwork 
and Bokharan embroideries. "The em- 
broideries are beautiful, done on narr: w 
strips of linen, handstitched. The coior.^ 
of the ones before about 1850 are f. n 
tastic, because they were all done With 
vegetable dyes. After that, with aniline 
dyes, the colors were no longer the 
same." But his major pastime, evidently, 
is plants. "I like learning about plants, 
and I have friends who have great collec- 
tions of plants. I spend time with them 
and learn more abou>, my materials. 
Where they come from, how they grow, 
what they need. There's a sort of snob- 
bism with gardeners about plant names 
and so forth; one has lovely conversa- 
tions going around the garden, each one 
capping the other. It's a sort of ritual 
game which never ceases to amuse me. 
I've done it all my life." 

He is rarely bored. Traveling from 
Caracas to St. Louis and from New York 
to the south of Spain, he continues to 
learn about plants. "When I was in Vene- 
zuela 2 years ago I met an orchid expert 
who asked, 'Do you want to see the small- 
est orchid so far discovered in the world?' 
And he put something that looked like a 
bit of cigarette ash in my hand. It was a 
tiny bit of lichen. 3 millimeters perhaps 
—a little fleck of dust. And then he put 
it under a microscope and there it was, a 
great orchid full of scarlet and yellow 
and glistening leaves. One gets such 
magic moments in one's life. Life can be 
very rich without looking very far." 

What Russell Page thinks about now, 
after a lifetime's work with gardens, is the 
impact of a garden. "If I look at a Ver- 
meer or a Brueghel, Constable, or Ce- 
zanne, I feel a certain impact. And I want 
my garden to have an impact on the peo- 
ple who see them. But they must not have 
'personality.' What I mean is this: Let's 
take something I'm interested in at the 

Continued on page 146 
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THE MOST ASTOUNDING Waist and Tummy Reducer ^- 

Astro-Trimmer 

IS PRODUCING FANTASTIC TRANSFORMATIONS LIKE THESE 
.IN JUST 3 DAYS...WITHOUT DIETING... IN JUST MINUTES A DAY! 

GUARANTEED TO REDUCE YOUR WAIST AND ABDOMEN 

A TOTAL OF 4 TO 8 INCHES IN JUST 3 DAYS 

OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 

Fred Masters— No matter what I tried—dieting, exercise —I was never able 
to get rid of the roll of excess inches around my midsection. Then Astro- 

'      Trimmer came along and reduced my waistline 6 full inches —from 38' 2 to 
1' , ,     32" 2 inches — in just 3 days without dieting. This has to be. without a doubt. 

t*-    the world's greatest inch reducer!" 

Laurie Jensen — The Astro-Trimmer totally solved my figure problem in just 
3 days. That's all the time it took to reduce my waist over 3' 1 Inches —from 28' = 
to 24' 2: my tummy 5 inches —from 33\ to 28',. I loved the program, it was fun. it 
was easy —and I didn't have to diet'.' 

  HERE IS HOW IT WORKS; 

Ciereiy arcund ne' «aisriine 
before nocKinq nie Astro-Bancs rc a cor'.^ie^'r roorAay Sf'e is trier 'eaC'y tc ;:e^Gf'^ one of ttie 
3iea5a"!t ~a-vei3u3i> effec- tr.e Asrrc-T-inr'ef "*C'.er"en:s — 
lusr 3Dcu" 10 —i^utes 

^4c'rt Laune s!iT'c*y '•e'^'-^i i '--^ —orients 'Aith f^er Asrro-Be' in D'ace Her Asr-o-Trrrr-er rrQ';e- 
Sei:s   i-cea :;:e i^c>n-'e- JuCiig ef*ecr **^'Z^ goes Acr^i^G e'-e*" as si^e ^ta.^6s 

After re- Cne' oe^-.cc cf -etax^ tor, Laurie 'er-c^es Tref Astrc- Beit Alreacy ^er ^gure has taken cn a"ev- IOCK—al'eacy rer ^ast arc Tsj^r-'/ are Tigrrer arc "cnes 
^nr-if-er Laui-'e .cs: :;ver 3'-: 
ircfies ''On? rer ASIS: arc 5 Irenes frcn hef rurr^y ir iusf 3 
dref len T^trute sessons 

AFTER 
Fred Masters 

.6 off waistline in 
just 3 days. 

Startling discovery — thousa.^ds of users are fi-iding the Astro-Trimmer to be tne most 
sensationally effective and the .most fun to use slendenzer of all time it is a marvel of ease, 
comfort and efficiency —and a pure |0y to use The Astro-Tnmmer s totally unique design 
consists of a double layered Delt: a soft nonporous inner thermal liner which wraps com- 
pletely around your mid-section producing a ma.'^elous feeling of warmth and support — 
and a sturdy outer belt that attaches you to the super duo-stretch Astro-Bands which you 
hook to any convenient doorway These duo-stretch bands enhance your slightest move- 
ments and transmit their effect —greatly magnified —directly to the inner thermal liner of 
the belt to produce an absolutely unequaled mch-reducmg effect. In fact for sheer inch 
loss, the Astro-Tnmmer is supreme Try it for yourself— at our risk —just slip on the belt 
hook It up stretch and perform one of the easy-to-do movements m the instruction booklet 
andwa":'""- -   :~ women from 17 to 70 are achieving sensational 
results • Results like these 
Qieryl Long- ^noeuevaDie. Totauy rantastic. yet it really nappened—in /ust 3 days the 
Astro-Tr mmer trimmed 3'2 inches from my waist and 6h inches from my tummy I 'usf love 
my Slim, new shaped 
Jim Morgan—With the Astro-Tnmmer I actually reduced, firmec £ -■ -,' r : sr- 
line 5 inches—from 33''i to 2d''i—in lust 3 days—without dieting. Remar^acie :s 
a remarkable product 
Debbi Brandon —Th/s is truly instant reducing. What a thnll to see 3 inches disappear 
from my vva/sf and 4 inches from my tummy in just 3 short days'' 

AFTER 

Laurie Jensen... her 
incredible results 
in just 3 days 

How many excess inches can I lose with the Astro-Trimmer? How many excess inches do you have'' Look what Fred anc 
Laurie did in just 3 aays Many users lose 2 or more inches from their waists and 2 or more inches from their abdomens 
the very first day Not everyone will do this. The degree of inch loss will vary with individual body response However, 
this matchless body shaper melts excess inches off the waist, acdomen. hips and thighs with such amazing speed 
that if your waist and abdomen arent a total of 4 to 8 inches trimme'- afre'" usmo vcur Astro-Tnmmer for lust 3 
days and if you dont lose these inches without dieting and :n only 5 tc 1C .mmutes a cay you may 
return your Astro-Tnmmer and your money will be refunded 
No risk —no obligation —money back guarantee. So-called waist trimmers and reducers a'e 
now being nationally advertised for from 519.95 to S49 95- Yet the sensational new Astro- 
Trimmer which trims and slims excess inches far faster far more effectively than any- 
thing we have ever seen — is being offered for only $9.95 with a complete money back 
guarantee If you are not satisfied that the Astro-Tnmmer is the fastest, the most 
effective waist reducer you have ever used, it will not cost you a penny Sc 
if you want a trimmer more ideally proportioned body— right now —send 
for your Astro -T'- — -^er today 

ORDER NOW FOR A SLIMMER, 
TRIMMER WAISTLINE THIS WEEK! 

■ gnway i ana C=iie'^aar Roaa ■ 
.j|y, 1977 



Enjoy the pleasures of shopping at home with selections 
of exclusive, exciting and imaginative gifts for everyone on 

your Christmas list. For a year's subscription to our 
catalogues, starting with the Christmas issues, send $1.00 

and this coupon to P. O. Box 34257, Dept. 04639 
Dallas, Texas 75234. 

NAME  
ADDRESS- 
CITY  . STATE 

THE HORCHCWCTEaiON 

Who says the shortest distance 
between two points 

has to be a straight line? 

Install your own 

spiral stairs! 

Handsome and dramatic. 
Space-saving and rugged. 

DIAMOND EAR STUDS 

$29 

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER 
Rubies, Sapphires, Emeralds 

$14 

Solid 14k white gold setting, total gem 
weight .10 carats. Written guarantee 
of authenticity. Money bock if not sat- 
isfied. By mail only. 

Send check or money order to 

GAVEGNANO & COMPANY 
Route 1, Box 504N—Dept. HG 

Stafford, Virginia 22554 
(703) 752-2489 

Va. residents add 4% sales tax. M.O. re- 
quests filled in 24 hours. Add $1 post. & 
ins. per total order U.S. & Canada. 

TOUGH 
STUFF 

Our cool-as-3-breeze most-durable-ever but- 
terfly cover of PVC coated polyester plastic. It 
won't fade, mildew or stretch. Its open weave 
affords a cool seat in brightest sun. Triple 
stitched; reinforced pockets. White, avocado, 
grass green, orange, brown, marine blue or 
sun yellow. $17.95. Tough CANVAS covers: 
18-oz. welterweight duck in black, natural, 
brown, terra cotta. red, blue, turquoise, av- 
ocado, tangerine, marigold, citron $16.95. 

Postage: $1.50 for 1st cover; 50c ea. addl. 

Send check, BA, I^C, DC or AX charge. 
Charge orders can call Toll Free 

(800) 227-1464 (Cal: 800 772-3909) 
»       catalog $1.; free with order 

I'' -vVI^VSn Powell 
UJ1JM|II   Dept. HG77 
^lljlim San Francisco, Ca 94108 

Shopping 

around 

with Audrey Nichols 

rder merchandise by writing directly to shops 

enclose check or money order. Add sales ta^ 

where applicable. Any unused item (not per 

sonalized) may be returned by insured mail 

for refund. Allow four weeks for delivery 

NEAT ADDITIONS 
Small buil(jings for guest- 
house, poolside cabana, tool- 
house, and many other uses 
come ready to erect. Shown 
8' by 10' model. 80" sq. ft. 
floor area. Stained. Doors, 
windows, shutters painted, and 
in place. Free brochure. 
Walpole Woodv/orkers, Inc., 
HG4B, 767 East St., Walpole, 
MA 02081. 

CHAIR IN A BAG 
A good-looking three position 
deck chair with umbrella. Rust 
tant steel frame with chrome fin 
canvas sling seat folds into cai 
bag. Green chair has yellow urr 
yellow or beige chair with red u 
$39.95, ppd. Benton Collection, D 
717 Fifth Ave., New 
York, NY 10022. 

NAVAJO DESIGN RUG 
Harmonious blend of ivory background with 
rust, gold and ^rown accents. 2' x 3' $19.95; 
3' X 5', $34.95; 4' x 6', $49.95; 6' x 9' 
$89.95. Ppd. Also, Scandinavian, 
Oriental rugs. Catalogue $1. 
Peerless Imported Rugs, 
GE77, 3028 N. Lincoln 
Ave., Chicago, 
IL 60657. 

I 

Complete instructions included. 
No special skills or tools needed. 

Stock kits cost as little as 

$29500 



Sl'«iftlill*Tii"lii 

AID TO DECORATING 
Marvelous furniture arranging kit helps avoid 

costly errors. Miniature styrofoam furniture 
pieces (V2" to 1' scale) with description 

and size in inches. Graph paper. V2" to 
1'. equivalent space of 27' walls, 

windows, doors; also illustrated book, 
and design principles. $9.50 ppd. 

Plan-It-Kit, Inc. P.O. Box 429, 
Westport, CT 06880. 

CAREFREE AND CASUAL 
Cotton ticking butcher wrap 
to live in. You can wear 
it bare back to show off a 
tan or with a blouse for in- 
formal entertaining. Navy 

and white stripes, two 
deep pockets. One 
size fits all. 

Wash 'n' wear. S20.95 plus S2 
post. Artisan Galleries. HG7, 2100 

Haskell Ave., Dallas, TX 75204. 

LY LIMOGES 
ful "Herbier" pattern, 
s of greens, reds, yel- 
blues on fine white porce- 
jet of four demi-tasse cups, sau- 
$50 plus S2.60 post. Four dessert 
, $40 plus S2.20 post. The Hor- 
Collection, HG7, 4435 Simonton 
alias TX 75240. 

YOUR WINDOW 
IS A GARDEN 
"Living C;urtain"TM 
by Plantrac, de- 
signed for standard 
windows. Three feet 
ceiling mounted 
track, sliding swivel 
hooks, 5 ni-chrome 
tiering rings, 3 
tiering hooks, hand- 
some vinyl wood 
grain shelf. $34.95 
plus S2.50 post. 
Catalogue 250. Tara 
Eden, Inc. 
HG7, Box 17, 
Roslyn, NY 11576. 
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LUCIIG 

\ Flatware! 

The exciting contemporary look of clear Lucite flatware teamed v/ith shining 
Mylar placemats! Squared off Lucite handles on fine non-tarnish stainless 
steel, beautifully crafted, richly polished. 6 pc. setting—serrated knife, fork, 
salad fork, soup spoon, two teaspoons. Fold-over storage case with 6 
separate compartments. The placemat is space-age chrome polyester Mylar 
—silver-shiny, super-tough, wipes clean. Protective flannel backing. 
3300   Lucite Flatware 1 Setting $10.98, 4 Settings $39.98 
9250   Mylar Pfacemat. 17y4xl2" oval Each $2.50, 4 for $8.98 

Add SI.00 posfoge & handling, NY residents add faxes 

ULilAN NEHON 

Dept. G77, 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

BON \OY\GE! 

Two little travelers from ANNA- 
LEE'S popular Mouse Collection. 

Clever farewell gifts for favorite 
friends. They are 7" tall, hand- 
crafted in gray felt and bright 
cottons. 

"Vacationer" has beach hat and 
luggage; "King of the Road" has 
battered top hat and pack. Happy 
expressions created exclusively 
by ANNALEE 
Just $6.00 each plus $1.25 postage. 

If ordering both, postage is $1.50. 

Box 44H HG7 
Meredith. N.H. 03253 

1000 
RETURN 

ADDRESS 
LABELS 

$^00 

1000 gur,ned economy name and addiess laDels 
printed in black wilh ANY name, address, ZID 
rode UD to 4 imes Order S717 Set of 1000 
Economy Labels (boxedl SI 00 

250 
Self-Stick 

GOLD 
FOIL 

LABELS 
$^98 

Gleaming gold loil labels slick to any clean, dry 
surface-need no moisten'oq Rich black o'lnl- 
mq, classic border Order P4010 Set of 250 
Gold Foil LabelsIboisdl SI 98 

250 
Self-Stick 

WHITE 
GLOSS 
LABELS 
$198 

Glossy white sell-stick labels cling to any smooth 
surface - no moistening Sharp black printing up 
to 4 lines Order PB030 Set of 250 White Gloss 
Labels (boxed)   SI .98 

PEAR TREE KITS 
Charming needlepoint ornaments, each with 
design on ^12 canvas. Paterna Persian 
wool, stuffing, and felt backing Size 4" tall. 
Partridge in a Pear Tree, Turtle Doves, 
French Hens, Calling Birds, Golden Rings, 
Geese-A-Laying, Swans-^ Swimming, Maids- 
A-Milking, Ladies Dancing, Lords-A-Leap- 
ing. Pipers Piping, Drummers Drumming. 
Each Ornament Kit $2.95 
All 12 kits $32.95 

PLUS 75c POSTAGE & HANDLING /'.I. K.s. Add 6'~r Snl. s Till 
VICTORIA GIFTS 

12-K Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 

CITY . 

STATE, ZIP. 
 S71 7 1000 Labels'S'Sl each S ■ 
 P4010 Gold Foil Labels@Sl 98 eachS j 
 P6030 White Gloss LabelsgSI 98 eaS i 
Add 20C per set for postage & handling S | 

j^ATISFACTION GUARAMTEED       Total S | 
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COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ball Fringe on Permanent Press 

TIERS 
20", 25" 6.50 pr. 
30", 36", 40" 7.00 pr. 

TIEBACKS 
45", 54",63" 9.00 pr. 
72".81 ",90" 11.00 pr. 

VALANCE 
10" X 80" 3.00 ea. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
Country Curtain.s are a tradition . . . vear.s of old-fa.shioned quality and 
conscientious service to thrifty homemakers. Sturdy. Specially-made ball 
fringe is carefully stitcluHl onto our .W',, cotton/r)()"„ ix>l-Vester blend . . . 
like real muslin but truly carefree. Natural or white. iK)" wide per pair. 
Please specilv natural or uhite. Send chcch. money order, or use Master- 
eharge or Banl;Amernatd. Sorry no ('OI)'s. Postage and handling: orders 
under $10 add SI.10. SIO and orer add $2.00. Mass. res. add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaetion guaranteed 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ai TiiF RIX>LIONLNN 

Drpt. 7.!. Sln<kbrid{;<-, .Ma>>. t.)]2(>2 

Choose from 
thrf*' sizt's 

Made in 
America 

MI-TIE HANGER 
Solid walnut with lieautiful haiiil 
rubbed fini^h. iiiniplenicnted with hra^- 
hook and cross bar. Plastic removable 
riders for individual hanging. 6" 25 tie 
size 18.15. 10" 45 tie size $10.25. 16" 
75 tie size .§12.45 ppd. (le>s capacity 
with heavy ties). Send check or chg. to 
Master Charge or BankAmericard. 
Send No. & exp. date. 
3p Quality Gijt ( nluh,!i. 2.5c 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIRS 
6651 Arlington Blvd. G7-7 

Falls Church, Va. 22042 

Chinese Brass Trivets 
Four   footed   trivets   of polished 
brass   Chinese   characters, Ayi" 
square, representing "Good Luck", 
"Prosperity", Long Life", "Double 
Happiness". Tuck them under cas- 
seroles or plants, or hong on rings 
for   interesting   wall   decor. Gift 
boxed set of four, $7 ppd. Send 
for free brochure. 
^„-^      A C GIFTS New York, Inc. 
f K\        2642 CENTRAL AVE., 
(       J       YONKERS, N.Y. 10710 
^ZZy KORVETTE SHOPPING CENTER 

PORT CHESTER. N Y. 10573 

MAKE YOUR 

OWN RYA RUG 

Our imported Swedish r/a kits contain 
lustrous rug wools, color guide, easy instruc- 
tions. One simple stitch makes colorful pre- 
started rya rugs, wailhangings, cushions. 
Send $1 to Dept. R for our new 40 page 
color catalog of award winning designs. 

RUG CRAFT 
53 Umbcrt Lane 
New Rochelle, N.y. 10804 

Also 
FULL COLOR EMBROIDERY KIT CATALOG 
Pictures, pillows, hangings, longstitch in ex- 
quisite Swedish designs. Send $1 to Dept. E. 

skon 

SOLVANG CLOG 
Lightweight no-nail construction 
in genuine perforated leather 
with buoyant cork wedge lami- 
nated to a bouncy sole. RED, 
WHITE or CAMEL. Full & Half 
sizes 61/2-IO Nar, 5-10 Med. 
51/P-9 Wide. 

$14 
plus $1.50 P&H 

Satis. Guar. 
ml for nur Mi ir Filshuiii C'lliilog tl /Itifundiililrl 

VICKI WAYNE-H7C 
600 S. Country Club Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716 

GIFTED BEAUTY 
Graceful handblown sculptured lily vase of 
rarefied glass. Dramatic way to star a single 
blossom, especially effective with a rose, 
lily or carnation. It measures 8" tall. From 
the Taitu Collection by Bergamin of Italy. 
A gift to be appreciated for years. $17.50 plus 
$1.50 post. Write for free color catalogue. 
Geno, HG7, Box 9669, Atlanta, GA 30319. 

COMPACT SUNSAC 
For picnics, beach, a day's sail, 
take a SunSac. The 12" by 14" 
shoulder bag opens with a zipper to 
provide two water resistant pillows, 
fluffy towel for two, tote to hold 
lotions, sunglasses. In honey mocha 
or desert tan. $40 plus $1.98. 
Kedakai-Hwa, 160 East 82nd St., 
New York, NY 10028. 

COLONIAL SPLINT BOX 
Early American splint boxes are decorative examples of Colonii 
craftsmanship. Boxes varied in size, style, and shape, but were 
always functional. Reproduction shown is decorated with "Spri 
Blessing, " Pennsylvania German Fraktur, from museum's collect 

11V4" I. by 8" w. by 5^ 
d. $35 plus $3 post. Ce 

logue 500. Museu 
Fine Arts, Mus 

Shop,HG7, B 
Boston, MA02 
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DOLL 
\: ar.} p-c;c repro- 

as a face on 
jsilk screened rag 
Colorful yarn 
Fun gift for 

ts and children, 
id sharp, close-up 
o, color or blac< 

^white (returned 
irmed). S19.98 

-S2 DOSt. 3e A 
HGE-— 

■ " :e St.. New 
^'viooi2. 

CHOICE COOLER 
Cc-'ashionec paacle oiade ceiling 
fan upda-ed for today. 52" fan, wood 
blades. S239 (same size v/itn exclusive 
Adaotair. S279j; 36" fan. S159. Light 
adapter kit. Si6. 5 year wa/rafTty. 
5'ochure 25c. The Cei'^ng Fan 
Galler>'. HG7. Indian Neck Lane. 
Peconic. NY 11958. 

PLANT MAN 
FL-H p.ece of scripture holds your 
favorite plant or use it for wine 
bucket when entertaining. 27 n. 
black or white 16 gauge steel ba^ed 
satin enamel. Holds pot witn base up 
to 8" dia. S29.95 plus 52.50 post. 
J. Novorr, HG7. 850 Thayer Avenue. 
Los Anaeies- CA 90C24. 

CHEF'S CENTER 
--thentic professional chefs table 
: -ts everything right at hand. Stain- 
ess steel frane (90" overall), under- 

shelf. oval pot rack. Butcher block 
cc-'~ter, 30" by 60". utensil drawer. 

Z : : ■ .'.are from kitchen collection 
-:• -: uded). S765 plus shpg. chg. 

:2ue. Si. J&D Brauner, HG7. 
2r£ 5:.ven,'. New York. NY 10012. 

Searching for a perfect float? 
We found ours five years ago! 
. . . and It s stfll like new! Made of 
squeezey soft Ensolite-, Sunfloat s 
body conforms to yours, giving 
unequaled luxurious comfort on 
the water. No inflating, won t sink 
or puncture! Rolls up in case for 
carrying. S95 ppd. 

\C-=s;ce^-s acc raxi 

<jp0\/\ng geroy itd 
921 PARTRIDGE LANE, H-1, WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. 

Li      \ ilM i 

inis magnincent eagie. one or ;ne rinest 
designs in all art history. Is adapted 
from an 11th. C. Byzantine silk woven 
especially for the Emperor. Honey golds, 
coppers, pewters, rose & IVOTI. =12 
Mono, 15x16, $40.. Post. SI, 
MUSEUM MASTERPIECES 

ipcnrri.ng   20OO   years   of   world art. 

JANE W HITMIRE 
2353 S. VIeade HG-7. Arlington. Va. 22202 

in ail hfirlooiii Irailition 
Old Wes+bury—FULL DINNER SIZE 
in cxict replica cf 3 fartous cid sterling 
aattern with imprcSsine full dinner size 
i'sceful pistol nollGw handled hiiivss. 3 
fined forks and rat-tailed spoons, in neavy 
weigt^t hand forged pewter-hke satin or pol- 
:3.-5d stainless Service for 8 xc'udes 8 din- 
ner forks. 8 dinner knives. 8 salad-dessert 
fcrHs, 8 soup spoons. 15 teaspoons, plus sujar spoon, butter kmfe and 2 ser'ai,-:^ 
scccns 52-oi5C€ ser.ice fcr 8 $39.95 

-S-: rce s-'.ice fc- -.2 $59.95 
'*» alsa have the cotnpetjtively priced 
Ijr'c.'tean size yaa have seen advertised 
5 ;;«^ere. Our price is only $23.95 post- 

6^ e OJOI HG-77 
RFAT BARRIVGTON. M X--.. OI2.II> 

GENUINE GEMS 
Two ne.v ces^gns in rea, tu'qjc.se, one 
with natjrai blue ssdalites. clasped in 
a euro des'gn. Handcrafted in Mexico— 
all so''d Sts'iing S: .er, a'l divine! 
(A) 3128 Genuine Turquoise Swirl. 

Aci.i.stable , , $6.98 
(B) 3292 Genuine Turquoise Trio. 

S zes 5.6.7.8  $8.98 
(C) 3278 Twin Sodalltes. 

Adjustable. $12.98 
Add iSt pasi. & hdlg., NY res. add tax 

LililAN HEUON 
Dept. S74. 510 S. Fultcn Ave. 

Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

DAM>H STYLE 
FOLDING   ROPE CH.^IR European importe<i -it^Ld hardware, wal- nut tinl>ti. r'oldin:;: chair. Heavy woven rape seat and back. Full size cfialr. for use dinins' room chair, as bridge chair, or for extra seating' in. any room. Folds a^*av for ea>y storag-e. 33" hls:h. ITi^i" -►?,it width.  lTt2' seat hei'^ht. 

$29.95 each     6 for $159.95 
Min. ordfT tifo. Send SOc for com- SAp.;. r/T'j.-i. ml. So p'ete Danisft furni- ' i->l.y-^. ture catalog 

GENADA IMPORTS 
Oeqt, P'' P,0. Box 314. TeanecK. NJ 0766S 

'  --■■'.der.:^ cad i'- sales taz 
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....... ORIENTAL RUGS 
0.\ Af'PROl AL FOH 
f:XAMI\AT/(>\ l^' 
YOL K OH V HOME 
• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY 
• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE^ 

TO YOU 
• ONLY GENUINE HAND- 

MADE ORIENTAL RUGS 
FOR OVER oO YEARS 

SHND FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE LISTS. COLORED PLATES, and 
KODACHROMES to help you select rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL. 

Largest Ketail Stock 

Direct Importations Regularly 

Moderate Prices 

Sniill Mais to Giant Carpets 

The No Risk Way 
to Buy Oriental Rugs 

"Oriental Rues - A Complete Guide" by 
Col. Charles W. Jacobsen. First and most 
cor 
ever pu -_.   - - . . 
38 in full color - $20.50. 

omprchensive Oriental rug encyclopedia 
ver published. 480 pages with 250 plates. 

CHAS.W. JACOBSEN, Inc.' 
401 S. SALINA ST.. DEPT. B 
SYRACUSE. N.Y. 1320! 
315-471-6522 

After Bite' 
The painless, stainless, effective treat- 
ment for irritating insect bites. Just 
daub on After Bite and it neutralizes 
insect venom immediately to reduce or 
eliminate painful infection and itching. 
Counteracts bites of black flies, ants, 
mosquitoes, wasps, and more. 
0738-6 After Bite ('/2-ounce), $1.98 

Write For New free Gift Catalog! 

Miles IQmball 
292 Bond Street, Oshkosh. Wl 54901 mm 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Authentic Nautical Lithographs 
from pencil illustrations by Robert Winter Cato 
If you're a sailing buff, or simply appreciate 
beautiful art, this is a must tor your collection 
Robert Winter Cato has combined impeccable 
detailing with his nautical style to produce this 
fine lithograph. 20" x 24", printed on highest 
quality paper, ready to frame. Shipped in an art 
mailing tube Free Sample of other nautical 
prints with order $12.50 ppd. Send check, money 
order or chg. to Master Charge or BankAmericard 
(send No. & Exp. Date). Allow 4 wks. del. (N.J. 
res add 5% tax) 
Windward Studio•700 Route 46*Clifton, NJ 07013 

The Original 

Square Egg Maker 

TURN AN ORDINARY EGG 
INTO A SQUARE MEAL 

Rustic Charm 
the distinctive all-cedar 

Kennebec 
Chair 

Sal'S'aclion 
Guaranteed 

Handcrafted in the classic New England 
tradition with the enduring beauty o( 
natural cedar Shipped partially assem- 
bled, easy to complete Check. Money 
Order, BankAmericard or Master Charge 
(include card no. & expiration date) 
No C O D Shipping charges collect. 
Complete Walpole WoodworKers 
furniture catalogue $1.00. 

l^lpole Woodworkers 
WalDoie Wooawof^efs 

D pi HG-3, East Si ■Vc. pole. Mass 02081 
Mass lesidenis add 5°!, sales tax 

GIRAFFE FLEXI-LAMP 
A new twist to give you the most 
adaptable kind of lamp . . . and 
what decoratively sinuous lines! 
Bend, twist, curl, or shape it any 
way. Adjusts up to 78" high. Black, 
white, or beige finish. 75-watt 
bulb recommended. UL approved. 
$85; postage $5. Postamatic Co., 
HG-777, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444. 

RATTAN REFLECTION 
Woven rattan frames a rectangular 
mirror that is a handsome com- 
panion for today's decorating 
schemes whether contemporary or 
traditional. 16" by 24", $29.95; 
painted white, add $5 plus $3 
post. Catalogue, 250. Fran's Basket 
House, HG7, Rte. 10, Succasunna, 
NJ 07876. 

CLOSET EXPANDER 
Make closets do double duty with 
closet space expanders. Hang ati 
expand-a bar from existing rod (no 
installation, no tools). It expands 
down from 16" to 28", adjusts to 
desired length. $4.95; two, $9.50. 
Add 75c post. each. Bruce Bolind, 
HG7, Bolind BIdg., Boulder, CO 
80302. 

TAILORED SOFTNESS 
No-iron cotton-and-polyester mus- 
lin curtains in white or natural. 
Machine-wash, fast-dry. 84" w. per 
pr. 30",36" I. $7.50 pr. 40",45" 
I. $8.50 pr. 54",63" 1. $10 pr. 
Valance: ll"x72". $4. plus $2 
post. Free catalogue. Colonial 
Maid Curtains. Dept. 277T, Lawn 
Terr., Mamaroneck, NY 10543. 

GARDEN GODSEND 
Soaker/sprinkler of hardened 
aluminum tubing in a wavy design 
that gives a broad spray pattern, 
but prevents rolling while keeping 
soaker flat. 8' m two sections with 
sealant. Shut-off at handle. $10.95 
ppd. HYR Convenience Products, 
HG7, 25C W. Main St., Evansville, 
Wl 53536. 

BEAUTIFULGEMS 
Empire's new 78 page catalogue. 
Diamond rings, bracelets, pins, ear- 
rings, necklaces; sapphires, rubies, 
emeralds, pearls set in treasured 
gold included. Ten-day inspection 
period allowed on jewelry. Free 
catalogue. Write to Empire Dia- 
mond Corp. HG7, 350 Fifth Ave., 
NY, NY 10001. 

HAND-BLOWN ELEGANCE 
Crystal cups are designed for Irish 
coffee, but they're super with any 
hot drink and great for mouth- 
watering parfaits. Each is 6" high, 
holds 5 ounces (Irish coffee recipe 
incl.) Set of four, $12.98; plus $1 
post. Lillian Vernon, G7E, 510 S. 
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

House & Gorden 

Simply place hard-boil6d egg In 
chamber, turn top down, release bof- ■ 
torn plate arid presto—you've.got an 
EGG-clting square egg!,.Make slices 
for conversational conapesi unusudl 
deviled eggs, salads with a fliSf. Dec- 
orative acrylic idea for the host and 
hostess who think they have every- 
thing. An ideal gift. EGGS-periment 
with us. Send check or money order 
for $2.95 plus 55C per unit postage 
and handling to: 

Pcxn-Richard's Farms 
P.O. Box 63-0156. Dept. HG 77 
OJus. Florida 33163 
Fla. residents add 4% sales tax. 



Now a\jilabie — EXCLUSIVELY by Mail — ihc second in our iy~7 series or 
beautiful genuine porcelain bells to be issued by American Treasur, ! It's the 

fourtti masterwork in Copenhagen Blue Bells honoring Currier & Ives. 
The entire lifelike surface of this lovely bell depicts the Currier & hcs original of 

The Old Homestead in >X'mter '. Each limited edition bell is trimmed m 22 karat 
gold . . . and bears the American Treasury Hallmark number on its inner surface! 
The handle has a 22 karat gold band", our exciusi\e design. Each issue in this 
rare series will illustrate a different Currier & Ives classic! This valuable limited 
edition collector's choice" bell is 5^2 inches high, (.an be displayed to beautify your 
home on table, glass case, etagere, or bc>okshelf. 

Buy-back Guarantee for 5 ye^rs! 
You know your Limited Edition Currier 6c hes Bell can t go down in \alue, for we 
put in writing that we will buy it back anytime within the next 5 years (except 
postage, insurance and handling), and \ou will receive a certihcate guaranteeing this 
with your bell I 

A truly limited edition. Act now! 
Hurry -—■ your order must be received by October 31, 1977. All orders received 
after that date will be returned, since only enough bells to satisfy the orders recei\ ed 
before the cut-off date will be manufactured. 
Your order qualifies you to collect other bells in the series as they are orfered. Your 
order is for this bell only — you will not receive any others unless vou specifically 
order them. There is a good reason for this — Your hell is not p.nisheJ. hallmarked, 
and numbered until your order and payment are received. It is literally made to 
order for you! 
Hurry . . . order yours right now for the unheard-of price of $9.95 plus $1 postage, 
insurance, and handling. 

Once in A Lifetime" Opportunirv 

19^^ LIMITED EDITION 

"The Old Homestead in Winter" 

ORIGINAL HAND CRAFTED 

Currier & Ives 

Qenuine 

Gopenhjigen. 

^lue 

EACH BELL TRIMMED IN 

22 KARAT GOLD. HALLMARKED, 

SERIALLY NUMBERED 

AND COMES ^X ITH CERTIFICATE 

19— .A~.er:c..r. Cor •.sr. Ir.c. C.:ro>i.-.c Rc.. Pr 
. M\IL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY 

AMERICAN TREASURE. Dc-. CBLE-2 
Caroline Rojd. Philadelphia. P.A 191-6 
'»e>: Plc^ 5h;p ~.e   CBLEi H_Ilmarked H.ind 
Decorated Currier &. Ives "Tne Old Homestead in Wi.Tter" 
Genuine Porcelain Belli s) in Copenhagen Blue, trimmed in 
22 karat gold and numbered, at only S9.95 each. (Only 2 to 
any address, please'> I understand >ou will protect my in- 
vestment :n this Bell with a guarantee to buy it back any- 
t:me before October 19S2 at its original selling price 
I except postage. in*.urance & handling). 
Note: Since this is a limited edition — an> orders received 
later than October 31. 19-7 will be refused! 
Please add SI per bell to cover postage, insurance & 
handling. 
Total am.ount enclosed S  P.A residents add 6"- 
s.;!es tax. Check or money order, no CODs please. 
CHARGE IT: (check one) Exp. Date  
□ Bank.Americard    ~ Master Charee 
^ .American Express    B ANK NUMBER  

Credit 
Card = 

Name- 

Address -Art. =- 

City- -Zip- 
.American Treasury is not atSliated with the U.S. Treasury 
or any other Government Agency. 
85:-4-000 

•■ • Div. of .American Consumer. Inc.   
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230 I' -- 8, 2 STORY HOMES 

CHOOSE YOUR HOME DESIGN 
BY EXACT CATEGORY! 

~ Richard B. Pollman, Designer 2 

.70 
Blueprints 
Available 
At Low Cost 

185 ONE STORY HOMES - Over 200(^ 
Sk] Fi. Coiitempordfy. rradiTion.ii 
Ranches, L-shapes, Atriums, MucJ rooms, 
f^jmily rooms. Sep.iraie (iininq rooms 

□ 
180 MULTI LEVEL HOMES - Spi-i 
Levels, Hillsides. Bi-Levels^ Tradiiiondls, 
ConTemporarles. ' Exposed   lower levels 
Bjicunies.  ierr.u:es.   All sizes. 

250 ONE STORY HOMES - Under 2000 
Sq. Fi, All Styles, shapes, budgets 
Family rooms, extra baths. Brick veneer, 
irame Flat and sloping roofs. 

223 VACATION HOMES A Frames. 
Chalets, Hexagons, Angular Cottages, 
"Cluster" desrgns. From 500 to 3000 
Sq   Ft,   176  pages,  80  m  full color. 

SAVEM.55 
Get Coni|)l<te 
Collection - over 
1000 Deslgiis 
2700 lllustntions 
S12 Pjjes 
«,i,.$8.95 
In Cacodi. Mail to: 
Home Planners, Inc 
772 King St. W, 
Kitchener, OnL 
N2G IE8 

i 

me planners, inc. bh    lb310 GRAND RIVER AVE 
DETROIT. MICHIGAN 48227 

fcHECK CATEGORIES DESIRED                  (31 250 One Story Homes S2.50 1 
I ■   (11 230 r  & 2 St,.-v HoiiiPi S2 50            (41 180 Mult. Level Homes S2.50 I 

J (2) 185 On.-Story Home, S2.50             □ (5) 223 Vacation Home Plans S2.50 j 
□ SEND ALL 5 CATEGORIES at S8.95 HGM77MN 

NAME (please print)- 
ri ADDRESS,. 

HOME PLANNERS. INC. Dept. BK   16310 Grand River Ave. Detroit. Michigan 48227 
Total Amount Enclosed $ 

r/ich residents please add 4% sales tax. 

Mrs, Rolph M. Horns 
7213 Ook Circle Drive 

Bweno, Colt<orniQ 93708 

PRESS ON ADDRESS LABELS 
Identify possessions, correspon- 
dence too. Black ink on white, 
blue, pink, yellow, silver or gold 
labels, IV4" X V2". Any message 
up to 26 letters per line, up to 4 
lines, 225 for $3; 450 (alike) for 
$5; 1,000 (alike) for $10; + 350 
postage. Please specify color. 
Useful 80-P, Gift Catalog, 500, 
Bruce Bolind, 27-P Bolind BIdg,, 
Boulder, CO 80302. 

V DENVER, COLD, 

PET IDENTIFICATION TAG 
Don't worry about your dog or 
cat getting lost. This stainless 
steel lifetime identification tag 
displays all necessary informa- 
tion for his safe return—pet's 
name, your name, address, 
phone number—all engraved 
free. Hook for easy attachment 
to collar. $1,25 

Holiday %^\lt% 
Dept. 307-7B, Wheat Ridge, Colo. 80036 

26 

fori ht lp mi' to 
remember that nothing 

is going to happen 
to me today 

that you and I 
together can't handle. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Help me to remember that nothing is 
going to happen to me today that you and 
I together can't handle. Inspirational, 
and lovely words on a 8" x 6" wooden 
plaque, Artfull full color English garden 
scroll border, enhances the quiet serene 
message. Laminated for permanence, 
ready to hang on a favorite wall at home 
or office Ideal hostess gift. 

Only $1.98 each plus .500 pp. hdlg. 

^250 N. 19th Ave. Phoen 
Dept. HG7 

ix. AZ 85021^ 

1* 

CLUTCH bFTHE YEAR 
Chic canvas envelope lined in a 
leather grain vinyl, has stitched 
bindings, inside zip pocket, snap 
closing with wood grained oval 
plus 2" white letters, 71/2" by 13", 
Navy/red or tan/brown, (PRINT 
initials.) $5,98 plus 600 post, 
Lillian Vernon, G7E, 510 S, Fulton 
Ave,, Mt, Vernon, NY 10550. 

COMMEMORATING IDEA 
Glimmering rainbow-glass decan- 
ters commemorating U,S, Marine 
Corp. Hand made limited editions, 
8" H, Marine Corp in amber color. 
Also U,S, Navy commemorative in 
navy blue. Cork stoppers. Num- 
bered, registration card. Each, $10 
ppd. Holly City Bottle, HG-7, Box 
344HJ, Millvllle, NJ 08332. 

SPORTS IN THE SUN 
Adjustable green plastic visor per- 
mits sports enthusiasts who must 
wear glasses to see everything 
clearly no matter how bright the 
sun. Visor eliminates glare and is 
easy on the eyes. $2,98 plus 350 
post, Anthony Enterprises, HG7, 
556 Mission St,, San Francisco, 
OA 94105. 

ALL-WEATHER FUN FORT 
Sturdy real Cedar Wood fort, that 
will last for generations—used 
outdoors. It's a big 5' by 6' by 5' 
with swinging gate, firing platform, 
blockhouse and ladder. Can be as- 
sembled in minutes. Also an ideal 
tree house. $68,95 F,O.B, Camden, 
NJ. Cedar Products, HG7, Box 84, 
No. Baldwin, NY 11510. 

SUMMER SERVICE 
Attractive paper-plate holders of 
natural woven rattan put an end to 
floppy, hard-to-handle plates. The 
braided edge gives firm support to 
standard paper plates, 12 for 
$5,95 plus $1 post. Catalogue 250. 
Write to Fran's Basket House, 
HG7, Route 10, Succasunna, NJ 
07876, 

LIKE DOUBLE-BOILER 
Just put any pot or pan on top of 
this steel heat-diffuser base. Uten- 
sil cooks like a double-boiler. Pre- 
vents food from scorching or boil- 
ing over, won't crack glass cooking 
utensils. Fits any gas or electric 
burner, $4,98 ppd, Walter Drake, 
HG-16 Drake BIdg,, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80940, 

SILVERED CRYSTAL WINE GOBLE 
9 oz, 6*2 in High — Hand Blown — Hand Cut 

Exciting, exquisite silvered crystal stemware to 
gracQ your table. This beautiful wine goblet is one 
of an entire line made of hand-blown crystal with 
a hand-cut wheat design: it has a silver-like finish 
that never tarnishes. Quantity discount. 
ONLY $7,95 Ppd. With Complete Line Brochure 
Send Check or M O (No. C.O.D.'s) 

CRYSTAL GALLERIES 
P, O, Box 33514, Decatur. Ga, 30033 
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GLEAMING ACCENT 
Contemporary cocktail-table with 
clear ■^lass top ar.d bamboo-shape 
metal legs plated in Koch brass or 
nickel finish. Sturdily built and with 
elegantly simple lines. In ac- 
commodating size: 36" !., 16" d., 
15" h. State brass or nickel finish. 
$89.50 ppd. St. Nicholas Bou- 
tiques, HG-7, Santa Claus, IN 
47579. 

SPRING THONG 
Light on your feet all through the 
summer. Smartly versatile to blend 
with all resort wear. Green, pink, 
red. bone/cocoa, powder blue, 
yellow, black, gold, silver. Man- 
made vinyl with leather. 5-10 (ex- 
cept 91/2)- $6.50 plus $1 post.: two 
$14 ppd. Resorters Unlimited, 
HG77, Box 6. Bay Head, NJ 08742. 

.VuRROR TO GROW 
Drum shaped cylinder surfaced in 
mirror with thin strips of lead 
makes growing plants even more 
decorative accents for the home. 
6\i" by 6^4". How about a pair 
at a patio door or in a window? 
$15.95 each ppd. Order from 
Kris Krafts. HG7, Box 5158, 
Fullerton, CA 92635. 

READ WITHOUT STRAIN 
Magnifying glasses enlarge print 
on a printed page so it is legible 
without squinting. Three styles 
available: full, half frame, clip-on. 
Specify age, sex in order. $6.98 
with can of lens cleaner. Add 60? 
post. Dorsay Products, HG17, 240 
Kinderkmack Rd.. Oradell, NJ 
07649. 

TWIST-EMS DISPENSER 
Handy dispenser drum holds 150 
feet of paper covered wire ties. 
Non-curling with handy Cutter so 
you can clip off length needed for 
plastic and freezer bags, tying-up 
garden plants, mothproofing in 
bags plus other uses, 3Vi". $2.79 
pod. Miles Kimball. 100 Bond St., 
Oshkosh. Wl 54906. 

CRISP DOTTED SWISS 
Permanent-press and pretty. Fresh 
polyester-and-cotton in all-white 
with snowy dots and showy ruffles. 
76" wide per pr. 25".30",36".40" 
w. $9.50 pr. 45".54" w. $12 pr. 
63".72" w. $14.50 pr. Valance: 
12"x72", $4.25 ea. plus $2 post. 
Free catalogue. Country Curtains, 
HG-71,  Stockbridge,  MA 01262. 

ic<o- 

m 

IA terns 
pcstpaid) 

Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 

Add sparkle and light to everr room in your 
home with these designer-approved ceramic 

mps — styled and produced with fine crafts- 
manship.   Sand  pebble finish is soft white 
and comes with pleated shade in oyster 

vinyl or brown kraft. Brass and 
chrome lamps have a metallic finish 

applied to a glazed ceramic base and have 
;;ed vinyl shades. Both available in 21 ' ana 

'•eights. Specify style number and color. 
SHADE 2V HEIGHT 28" 

v.mie oyster \inyl =332 = 532 
sand pebble brown kraft S33 50 42.95 
brass Oyste- \iryl = 3331 = 3531 
finish 5' 50 
chror-.e v.'hi'e viry' = 3331 = 3531 
finish 41 50 51-50 

Delectable Oriental cookery at r. 
so budget-wise, calorie-low, hea tr.-u : 
Hearty one-dish meals they'll love, diet 
delights, party treats—all so easy with 
a wok! Great for all your cookery- 
sautes with r^ere drops of oil, fluffs 
omeie'- zest to o!d recipes! 
Deep : lefty steel ring stand 
for e.;    .       'ree heat. 

GOURMET WOK 

3-pc. set $8.98 

12" polished steel, shaped sta>-:c;: jet 
handles,  polished aluminum  iid with 
matching knob. Very sturdy import. 
5782   Wok with Ud & Stand $8.98 
8798 Wok Cookbook, crammed 
with recipes, tips, ho.v-to's! 178 
pgs., many illustrations. Bestseller, 
over 250.COO in print! $3.98 
8799 Wok & Book. 1 Set $11.98 

Add S'.OO posfage & handling, hlY residents add faxes 

c)4 The Country Gourmet 
Dept. G76. 
512 S. Fulton Ave.. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

ICE CREAM FLOWER MOLDS 

quisite riowei shapes, just the right 
size tor individual servings. Just nl! 
molds with ice cream, pop into 
freezer, ^^"hen ready to serve, ice 
cream slips out easily, reproducing 
every detail of zinnia, rose, daisy, 
dogwood, pansy, and blackeyed 
Susan. Ideal, too, for gelatin des- 
serts and salads, .'^et ot six, all dit- 
ferent. ^3.50 plus 90e Postage, 

Tex. rei. add b'ti Sales Tax. 
Ssnd For Free Gift Catalog 

ARTISAN GALLERIES 
2100 B-7 No. Haskell. Dallas. TX 73204 

The Incredible 

SQURRE EGG 

RIRKER 

Imagine... 
a square 
hard-boiled egg! 

TJ-;a:'- ri^n::: This un:aue liule rr,i.:..r,e reshapes a peeled hard-boiled and make:^ it i^quare. We've served it at par- ties and our g^e>t> are still talking^. Make- the most unusual hors d* oeu\"res and af.'petizers. But don't just limit your* self 'o etr^s. Our Square Egg Maker is perfect for molding tuna salad, chopped liver, soft cheese, etc. Its uses are un- I'TTi'-f-d! Made of hi^h impact plastic. S2.98 plus 50C postas-e. 
p-rompt del'.i-e'^y. Mo^^ey back g-^arc^tee 

(sum GARDEN KnCHENS 
Dept.  HGG   2:0 W Vi Valley Stream. S Y. 

rri;fc Rd. 
I I5S2 

FAMILY CREST RINGS 

Ring =11, 15xl4mm top, 
solid 14k gold $195.00 
sterling silver $90.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. !f you do have a coat of arms, rast send 

us a photostat or picture of it and that 
is what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arms send 
us your name and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (see below). 

3. If you wish you may design your own 
coat of arms. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If. in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20.000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this jewelry 
is available, plus Instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
51.00 (deductible from first order). 

Remember, this jewelry is also available 
with any coat of arms, or any other em- 
blem or design you may send us. 
HERALDICA IMPORTS, INC. Dept. HG7 
21 WEST 46th ST. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10036 

A 

PLACE 

FOR 

POT 

LIDS! 

Make it easy to Pl;^ t.-.e iid you want at 
a glance! Holds any type or size—sturdy 
steel wire, cushion coated in white 
vinyl. 17x9" at widest. Hangs handily. 
8613 Pot Lid Rack $1.98, 2 for $3.75 
Add 50c porf. & hd\g., NY res. add fax 

UUAMi \mH 
Dept. G78, 510 S. Fulton Ave. 

Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 
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GET RID OF UNWANTED HAIR 

Amazing Lemos Permagon destroys hair roots instantly—one by 
one. No wire connections. Uses tiny batteries (included). Same 
electrolysis system experts use to remove hair permanently from 
face, arms, legs and body. 
LEMOS PERMAGON. $14.98 Plus $1.00 Postage & Handling 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6°/o Sales Tax in California 
30 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

CAMEL BACK LOVE SEAT 
An authentic Chippendale reproduc- 
tion, always in good taste! Built of 
the finest materials to give years of 
service. H 33 L 56 D 30. Finish: 
Walnut, Mahogany or Fruitwood. 
Price: Your fabric  $339.95 

Our fabric  $449.95 
Shipping charges extra. No C.O.D. 

Send $1 for new catalogue 

JSr^an Koieson Dept. HG-165 
Route 10, Box 793 - Hickory, N.C. 28601 

We use only the finest acetate satin with 
225x78 threads per sq. inch. That's soft! 
The difference is in the satin and worK- 
manship. You'll feel it—and see it. 
COMPLETELY MACHINE WASHABLE. Hot 
Pink, Tangerine, Gold, Red, Black, 
Bronze, Blue, Silver, Pale Pink, White, 
Mint or Orchid. 

EACH SET INCLUDES 
2 straight sheets, 2 cases, OR 1 straight, 
1 fitted sheet, 2 cases. Please specify. 
Double Set $34.98     Queen Set $37.98 
Twin Set     33.98      King Set 50.98 

Duo Twin Set (78x80) $50.98 
Round Sets—Bottom Sheets Are Fitted. 
84" Round Set $52.98 96" Round Set $54.98 

3-letter monogram on 2 cases—$3.00 
Send check or m.o. 50% deposit on CO D.'s. 
^riNTIIIA® INr 4802 N. Broadway G ftlflNIILLA , int. Chicago, III. 60640 
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Jackson & Perkins 

FREE CATALOG 

OF SPRING BULBS 

Send today for 
our FREE full 
color catalog of 
ttie world's finest 
bulbs' Fill your 
garden witti glo- 
rious brigfit tu- 
lips, sunny daf- 
fodils, fragrant 
tiyacinttis  
and mucti more! 

Many J&P exclusives, in- 
cluding new WILDFIRE, tfie 
world s largest parrot tulip. All 
GUARANTEED to grow and 
bloom for you! 

Jackson & Perkins Co: 
34-L Rose Lane 

Medfofd, Oregon 97501 
•t,'9'6 J«r*jon t Pp'h "5 Co 

SHOPPING AROUND 

WORLDLY MATCHBOOKS 
Add colorful atmosphere to your 
home with an assorted collection 
of 50 famous-place matchbooks 
from exciting faraway or near 
pleasure spots. Ideal for collectors, 
or the person who has everything. 
$4.95 plus 500 post. Match King 
Corp., HG-7, PO Box 2503, Grand 
Central Sta., New York, NY 10017. 

SHADY LADY 
Natural seagrass hat keeps the sun 
off delicate hair and frames the 
face to perfection. Textured jute 
band and gay feather add a touch 
of fun. Goes from beach to spec- 
tator sports to garden party. $5.98 
plus 750 post. Lillian Vernon, G7E, 
510 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
NY 10550. 

BERIBBONED ACCENTS 
Decorative woven ribbon pillows 
are bright touches on sofas, arm- 
chairs, beds. 12" by 12" with 
color coordinated solid velvet 
backs. Browns, avocado/gold, 
pinks, blues, rust tones. Washable. 
$18 each plus $1.75 postage. 
Ribbon Regalia, HG7, Box 1999, 
Grand Central Sta., NY 10017. 

ESSENTIAL KNIFE 
Swiss army-type knife has 11 parts 
that fold into or around the 43^" 
staghorn handle. Includes blades, 
spoon, fork, bottle opener. Camp- 
ers, sportsmen, fishermen prize it. 
Leather belt holster. $5.50 plus $1 
post. Two, 11.95 ppd. Write to 
The Writewell Co., 880 Transit 
BIdg., Boston, MA 02115. 

TAB TRADITION 
Today, as in colonial times, tab 
curtains add charm and grace. 
Waverly Meissen stripe, red, blue, 
green or gold. 80" w. per pr. 45" I. 
$32; 54" I. $35: 63" I. $39; 72" I. 
$42; 84", $49. Add $2 post, per 
order. Catalogue free. Swatches, 
$3. Constance Carol, HG7, Box 
899, Plymouth, MA 02360. 

COLLAR OPEN SESAME 
It's almost magical what the col- 
lar-extender can do to ease any 
tight collars on his good shirts. 
Tiny hook-on gadget gives extra 
half-size comfort for a just right 
feeling! $1.29 for set of two, add 
200 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG7. 556 Mission St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

HAXDCRAFTED COPPER BOWLSi 

Heavy gauge 8olid co 
per from Portugal. Bra 
ring for hanging. Han( 
made. Old World char: 

8 814.95 ppd. 
10 17.95 ppd. 
12      20.95 ppd. 

Set of three S49.95 ppt^ 

H. P. HULETT, P.O. Box 21618, Baton Rouge. LA 70893 

House & Gar' 



NOW CARLSON WADE SAYS- 

ENZYMES MELT FAT RIGHT 

OUTOF YOUR BODY! 

For quick, permanent weight loss while you continue eating most 
of your favorite foods! 

Yes, v.e want lo icll you aboui a thrilling quick weight-loss discovery that may sohc every one of your weight problems - 
permanenily - and let you shed pound after pound almost over- night, while still eating most of >our favorite foods' It's the amazing discovery of Enzyme Foods' According to noted health writer, Carlson Wade, enzymes-powerful elements present in certam foods-can melt fat right out of your body- Just one Enzyme Food may be all you need for fast, permanent weight loss. Jusl eating fhis food before you eat a faitening food, may be all 
you need lo do to shed pound after pound of unwanted flab' And there arc scores of Enzyme Foods to choose from' The more of them you eat, naturally, the faster >our weight loss-but you don't have to sacrifice anything' Vou can go ahead and e.it the foods you love that ha\e been piling on extra pounds-wuh one Simple difference' Be sure to cat an Enzyme Food first, and >ou may be sure that excess weight will start slipping away. \Sade! 

How Do Enzyme Foods Accomplish This? Says Wade- 
• First. Enzyme Foods )orm a bamer against invasion of pound- causing fats, carbohydrates and calories! • Next. Enzyme Foods create a penetrating action to break up. 

dissolve, and melt away hard clumps of fat and accumulated masses already in your body, wash them right out. with lightning swift action! 
• Enzyme Foods burn up extra calories, attack waste matenah m the system, release excess fluids, stimulate the glands, dissohc cholesterol, triglycerides, and other fatty substances, draw out 

calories like a magnet, even while you sleep, speed up your 
metabolism (the rate at v^hich calories are burned) to give you ihe physique of a naturally skinny person, the type who can eat all he wants, and never gam an ounce! 

SECRET REVEALED! 
And what are Enzyme Foods^ We can only reveal that they arc ordinary foods all available at your corner grocery or health food store, at little or no cost! Be sure to eat one before you eat a lus- cious, fattening lood-and you can siill keep slim. savsWade. You'll find full details in his amazing book: THE NEW ENZYME-CAT- ALYST DIET: Amazing Way to Quick. Permanent Weight-Loss. 
Here's a tempting preview of what you'll find: \'ou'II disco\er Supcracine Enzyme Foods to eat before eating 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
CARLSON WADE is a medical wriler ' researcher with a world-wide repulalion. He is the Editor of the Parker \aiural Healih Bulleiin. Medical Editor of Pageant 

Magazine, and a member of the American Medical Writers Association. The author of 13 previous books for Parker, he has written highly acclaimed articles for the leading publications in the field of health, medicine, nutrition and natural healing, and IS listed in Who's Who In The Easi. 

any high fat food such as fried foods or gravies . . Acme Knzyine 
Foods to cat before eating any high carbohydrate foods like spaghetti, macaroni, puddings, beans, noodles or pancakes' Ocnile 
Enzyme Poods to eat before an> high calorie food such as desserts, breads, cereals or sugar' 

High Enzyme hoods arc particularly strong in penetrating thick fat cells, sjys Wade' When >ini cat one, the Enzymes it contains 
actually enter the tat cells and melt down Ihe accumulated fats, carbohydrates and calories, ,vid literally burn them right out of sour body, sa>s Wade' 

HIGH ENZYME DIET FOR FAST WEIGHT-LOSS 
OF AS MUCH AS 2 POUNDS PER DAY! 

Moments after you eat an Enzyme Food, >ou send a shower of fal-meliing Enz>mes throughout >our body. These Enzymes gather together to wan for food that is to be eaten. When \ou eat a 
delicious fattening food, the Enzvmes instantly "seize" fats, carbo- hvdrales and calorics and ' uork them over" so they arc catalyzed! Enzymes work speedily to burn calories rather than letting them become stored' And they break down accumulated fat all o\cr the 
bod\! Release excess fluids, slimming down your waist, abdomen, ihighs. legs, arms and neck to actually melt fai right out of your body, as much as 2 pounds per day! 

All this can happen almost overnight, says Wade' You'll be proud when vou see budges around your middle (and elsev^here) start to disappear as >our weight melts down! But more important, you can lose 10-20-40 pounds while you continue to indulge in 
your faxorite foods! \ou can enjoy slews, goulash dishes, cas- seroles. French toast, desserts, snacks, nibbles, delicious goodies, popsicles. peanuts' Every da> your diet can intludc bread, rolls, cereals, and much more' 

WORKS SPEEDILY TO MELT AWAY POUNDS! 
Go ahead and cat the foods \ou love, says Wade! But be sure to cat an Enzyme Eood first! it actually melts the fal right out of your body, he sa\s! 
With Enzymes, this can be permancnt! No more up-and-down paining and losing! No longer need you suffer agonjzing sclf- dcniaJ. fatigue or hunger pangs' No longer need you fight the urge to eat! You can forget about will power, says Wade! Go ahead and eat! You will always feel delightfully satisfied, and still lose weight! Go ahead and eat the foods you love when dining out. at parties or on vacations-but eat an Enzyme Food first-and you can slill keep your slender shape' Enzyme Foods are available on almost any menu or at any social gathering, and m effect, make it possible for you to eat your cake and ha\e it. too! 

PRAISED BY A MEDICAL DOCTOR! 
The Foreword by a Doctor of Medicine states: "For the first lime, an incredibly quick and foolproof way to take off all the overweight you want, permanently' Here is a major new discovery .. actually melts the fat right out of your body almost overnight!'" ■"You go right on eating." says this doctor, "and enjoying most of your favorite foods and still lose overweight. Yes, even if other 

methods have failed ... you no longer need lo suffer hunger pains. 

YOU, TOO, CAN SHED THOSE "IMPOSSIBLE" POUNDS NOT ONLY FAST, BUT 
PERMANENTLY WITH POWERFUL WEIGHT-MELTING ENZYME FOODS, says Wade! 

Available everywhere, they are your key to a lorever-slim shape, he says, no matter 
how dillicult your weight problem may appear to be! 

HOW A FOOD LOVER COL LD FILL V P.., BUT NOT FATTEN LP...WITH ESZ\ MZS'.-Dan,el R. loved good food. He had tried other reducing methods, but he earned 
lo eat and lose. With Enzyme Foods, he was able to eat anyihmg he wanted, fried foods, gravies, spaghetti, macar- oni, puddings, beans, noodles, pancakes, bread, cereals, sugar, candy-simply by eating aji Enzyme Food first! It was the natural v»ay for him to enjoy good food and keep slim. He soon lost close to 47 pounds! Now his waist was lean, he looked good, and felt great! 
ENZYMES ATTACK "SPARE TIRE":-Jenny S. said whatever she ale turned to fat. She had thick arms, a heavy, sagging chin, drooping breasts, a thick "spare tire" around her middle, and unsightly clumps of thighs. Even her calves were heavy. She'd lose and gam on other diets. With this amazing secret Enzymes attacked the fat in her body- squeezed It right out - in effect. She just ate delicious Enzyme Foods. Soon, she lost 58 pounds, permanently! STUBBORN WEIGHT PROBLEM COJ^E-Barbara U. kept losing and gaining weight. She had to practically starve herself to lose weight. She wanted a method that world let her enjoy sweets but without calorie buildup. So she tried eating a simple Enzyme Food before eating any high-calorie food, and afterward, too' Enzymes burned up these calories'. Result: 40 pounds lost for good! 
TWO ENZYME FOODS GIVE A NATURAL FACE LIFT AND DRAIN AWAY VOVfiDS'.-Hamet DeB. had tried one diet after another. While many left her weak, she did lose weight... but her youthful skin was "lost." too. With deep wrinkles, a sagging throat, hollow cheeks, her skin was suffering from malnutriuon. Harriet was faced with a choice of either looking old and slim, or having a youthful skin while being overweight. With this amazing secret, she added two foods to her breakfast. This combina- 

tion acted as a "natural face lift". She soon shed some 58 unwanted pounds, looking youthful, wiih no sagging skin' 
THE EVERYDAY ENZYME FOOD THAT MELTED AWAY 97 POUNDS:-;oan G. loved to eat fatty foods. She always said she was "horn fat." She tipped the scales at 244! How could she continue eating her favorite foods and slim down? She was lold about the pound-melling power of an everyday Enzyme Food. It acted as a blotter, soaking up excess pounds for excretion! Before any meal, Joan ate this Enzy me Food. Results? In a short time, she had melted away 97 pounds. She continued eating her favorite foods. Soon she was down to a slim 138. Her waist was slim, her backside was slim. She moved like a youngster, with a lovely silhouette figure! 
ENZYME FOODS STIMl LATE THYROID FOR FAST EASY LOSS OF 74 POl NDS:-5/i;'/o McB. weighed 20: pounds! She felt cold, weak, pale. Her once lovely blond hair became dry and brittle. She had very low metabolism and a "sleepy" thyroid gland. Other methods had made her feel weak, and she kept putting on weight. With this simple method, she drank an Enzyme juice mix three times daily- and began to melt pound after pound. She felt warm, ener- getic, with a "peaches and cream" complexion, and her hair gleamed! When she slimmed to a neat 128, she felt alive with the joy of youth! 
ENZYMES SOLVE "BIG BONT" PROBLEMI-M/riam 
O H. came from a family with big bone structures. All were tall. Even if she went on a diet, she still had that "heavy, corpulent" look. Her thighs were plump, her arms were heavy, she was developing an unsightly double chin. With Enzyme Foods, the heavy fat was melted away. She had a wide frame, but it had curves and it was youthful. She shed some 49 pounds, fast and permanently! 

No complicated formulas to follow. No special foods to prepare. No counting calories or carbohydrates with every meal,., no drugs . . . pills . . , exercises!" 
"Even the most stubborn cases of overweight respond lo this miracle diet plan. ... It has succeeded where nearly all other strenuous, loriurous and unhealthy diets have failed. ... It is 

highly recommended' ■ 
ADDED BONUS FEATURE: Oiet-O-Matic Index! 

As a special feature, for the first time anywhere, you'll discover a Diet-O-Matic Index that lells >ou the specific tnzyme Foods for any special problem >ou may have m die«'ng. like flabby skin, urinkles. stubborn flab around waist, hips, thi^'hs, buttocks, arms, neck, "runaway glands", or constipation! In case after case, you'll see how overweight folks with seem- ingly hopeless problems shed "mountainous " pounds of ugly fal quickly, easily, permanently, while dining regally on their favorite, delicious. Iip-sinackjng good foods, usmg Iittle-known, ncwly- disco\ered v^eight-meliing enzyme' 
EAT YOUR CAKE AND HAVE IT! 

Suppose you want to concentrate on High Enzyme Foods for fast weight loss, as Freda R. did when she decided to lose 60 pounds in 4 weeks (a Inile over 2 pounds per day)! You can stay on High Fnzyme Foods exclusively without boredom' Freda R. went from 180 down to 120 in a month! Enzyme Foods require no fuss, no muss or bother — it's no-cook cookmg all the way! Y ou'll discover an endless variety of eat-all-you-want taste thrills galore' And you can stay on your Enzvme Diet as little as 1 or 2 days a week, and still lose weight, says Wade! Sou owe It to yourself lo try u! Read it from cover to cover ... without risking a single penny. Why not send in the No-Risk Coupon-TODA^ ! 

r' 

PROGRESS BOOKS, LTD. • 3200 Lawson Blvd.. Oceanside, N.Y. 11572 

 MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY!  
PROGRESS BOOKS. LTD.. Dept. NE-24 
3200 Uwson Blvd.. Oceanside. N Y. 11572 

Gentlemen: Please rush me a copy of THE NEW EN- ZYME CATALYST DIET: Amazing Way to Quick. Per- manent Height Loss by Carlson Wade! I understand the book IS mine for only S8.98. I may examine it a full 30 days at your risk or money back. 
□ Cht\k here if >ou wish y(nir order sent COD En- fc. lose onU gi>od-will deposit now P.is postman b.il.incc. plus COD postage and handling ..h.irges Same mones- back guarantee, of ^.oursc 

NAMF   I 
Pltuse print I 
  I 

N Y. res. plejse add appropriate salei tji. 
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THE WORLD'S BIGGEST SONGBOOK!!! 

VAODS & MUSIC TO 

1C301GR€>1TSOMGS 

• 510 Pages of HIT after HIT after HIT! 
• The Greatest "Fake" Book Of Its Kind! 
• The 1 able Of Contents Alone is SIX PAGES LONG! 
• Complete Words... Melodies... Guitar Chords Tool 

PLUS 

Special instructional 
sections for playing 

'pop' music on piano, 
guitar or organ. 

THIS BOOK 
HAS EVERYTHING 

From the great liits of today 
Torn Between Two Lovers . . . Feelings 

Fly Robin, Fly . . .Joy To The World 
I Write The Songs . . . right back J 
to the "Gay 90's" songs such as 

A Bicycle Built For Two 
After The Ball 

Regular price $14 95 

YOUR 
PRICE 

$1295 

HERE'S JUST SOME OF WHAT YOU GET 

From the 50'»... 
• 1 Left My Heart In San Francisco 
• Autumn Leaves 
• Old Cape Cod 
• Wheel Of Fortune 
• Satin Doll 
• No Arms Can Ever Hold You 
• It s So Nice To Have A f^an 

Around The House 
• Night Train 
• Pretend 
• Witchcraft 

From the 70'$ ... 
• Torn Between Two Lovers 
• 1 Write The Songs 
• Take Me Home Country Roads 
• 1 Am Woman 
• Feelings 
• Fly Robin. Fly 
• Everything Is Beautiful 
• The Candy Man 
• Mandy 
• Joy To The World 

From the 60'» ... And the Golden Oldies ..., 
• Everything Is Beautiful • After You've Gone 
• He Ain't Heavy . .   He's My • Basin St Blues 

Brother • I'm Gonna Sit Right Down And Write 
• Daddy Sang Bois Myself A Letter 
• Proud Mary • Sleepy Time Gal 
• Never On Sunday • Muskrat Ramble 
• It's A Small World • Copenhagen 
• (A) Taste Of Honey • Give My Regards To Broadway 
• Guantanamera • Carolina Moon 
• Alley Cat • In The Good Ole Summertime 
• Cast Your Fate To the Wind • Sweetheart Of Sigma Chi 

From the 40's... 
• Sentimental Journey 
• Fascination 
• Enjoy Yourself 
• Take The A' Train 
• Riders In The Sky 
• Almost like Being In Love 
• Tenderly 
• Daddy's Little Girl 
• Cruising Down The River 

AND THAT'S 
JUST THE 

BEGINNING 
THERE ARE 
951 MORE!!! 

Have you ever wondered how professional musicians learn all the songs they are requested 
to play'' How can they ever afford to buy all that sheet music' Well, most of them don't. Up 
until a lew years ago they could buy a "lake " book of 500 songs or more. (It was illegal In those 
days.) Such a great book would cost them only $75 or so A fantastic savings for $500 to 
Sl.OOO's worth of music! But now. thanks to Hansen Publishing, the greatest "fake " book of all 
time Is available (and legally too) to professionals and amateurs alike . .. and for only $14.95. 
(Your mall order price Is only $12.95') That's |usl over a penny per song . . . songs which 
usually sell tor $1 00 or more each. 
This great collection Is guaranteed to thrill and delight every member of your family. Music 
for all ages  . . songs for every musical taste. From Country to Rock, Pop & Jazz . . . and, of 
course, the great standard love songs of all time Try it at your next parly . . . and see who can 
stump the piano player. With this book It Is almost impossible! 

LEARN TO PLAY BY CHORDS 
In addition to the 1001 songs, this fantastic songbook also contains sections of instrumental 
ins-rucllon. How To Play Chords (lor the beginning guitarist) . . . How To Learn-and-Play 
By Chords (for all keyboard instruments) . . . PLUS ... a complete guide to all organ 
registrations. 
The jook is plastic-spiral bound . . so It lies perfectly flat on your music stand. All songs are 
In alp, abetical order so you can find them quickly, just like the 'pros' do. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Here's a book we'll allow you to return for up to 30 days . . . because It will take at least a 
month for you to get through it If after one full month you don't agree that this is the most 
complete, most enterl3lnlng music book you could ever own. just return it for a complete 
refund. No questions asked. 
So why not order yours today. You've absolutely nothing to lose . . . and endless years o( 
musical enioymeni to gain. 

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ YOUR NO-RISK ORDER FORM ■ ■ ■ ■ I 
H6-077 MAIL-A-MUSIC, 620 KInderkamack Rd. 

River Edge, New Jersey 07661 
PLEASE RUSH ME the ' iOOl Jumbo Songbook." Enclosed is my check or money 
order payable to Mail-A-Music for the special Mail-Order price of $12.95. plus 75c 
postage & handling. I understand that I may return this book for a complete refund 
within 30 days if I am not completely delighted. 

(N.Y.S. t*tld*nll add III.) 

Addr*«t_ 
City   .»P. 

a HMttr Cl<ar«« 
Eiplrallon Oat*  

□ BankAmarlcard 
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bHOPPINC^ AR 

-HOGANY GAME TABLE 
aceful Queen Anne legs and 

earning cast brass hardware 
ake this solid mahogany game 
ble an heirloom to cherish. 29" 

18" d.. 31" w. $415; exp. coll. 
atalogue, $2. The Sewickley Col- 
ction, Inc., Dept. HGSl, 511 
egner Way, Sewickley. PA 15143. 

■S A NATURAL 
shirt bra gives a smooth line 
:ider sports or leisure wear. It 
retches in all directions, so it 
'ovides natural support and com- 
irt during sports activity. Three 
Jjustment hooks. One size fits all. 
hite or nude color. $5: two $9. 
pd. Genie. HG7, Box 16. Deer 
ark. NY 11729. 

EE=' IT CLEAN 
sep your Venetian blinds free of 
rt with this efficient little tool, 
ouble duty design does two slats 
; a time on both sides. Dip in 
jds and foam pads do the clean- 
g with one wipe. $2.29 plus 400 
jstage. Anthony Enterprises, 
G7. 556 Mission St., San Fran- 
sco. CA 94105. 

3vE SOFT TOWATO 
omato rug of deep nylon pile is 
vid-resistant and can be machine- 
ashed and dried. Tomato red with 
ack and green accents. 24" by 
7". Great in kitchen, play room, 
rthe kids. $10.98 plus 75c post, 
rite to Lillian Vernon, G7E. 510 

Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 
3550. 

SSFJL SARWA 
>vo-positioned   contoured chair, 
jbular frame, heavy duty duck, 
een. citron, terra cotta, royal, 
/ocado. brown, black, white. $65 
;s $10 shpg chg. New covers. 

29.95   plus   $1.95   post. Set 
rings $15. post. $2.25. The 

atio, HG7. 550 Powell, San Fran- 
sco. CA 94108. 

THE WALL SCALE-Always Accurate 

Add S7.50 posfage & handling, S- 

c)^ The Country Gourmet 

Sjace-S3.,n| e 
takes no room :- 
:cunter, fo:ds u; 
ijst free when no: 
in use! Precise 
weights—^'A CZ. to 
6 lbs. 10 oz.. and 
-letrics—10 grams 
to 3 kilos, so you 
2'e set for life 
.■.tien the changeover 
comes. Set for 
lifelong accuracy— 
a pendulum scaie 
that's fcreve' 
exacti Danish de- 
signed and cafted. 
reccfT^nended by 
James Beard, and 
guaranteed. Tcugti 
rthite ABS resin, 
easy to mount on 
■vail or cabinet 
door—screws and 
instructions inc. 
8~2" pan lifts off 
for hand washing. 
Bright y sift boxed- 
9343 Precision 
Wall Scale $21.98 

Dept. G75, 
512 S. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

DISTTNCn\ E CL STO.M UGHTING 
\ fine selection of o\er 50 classic designs 
for indoor and outdoor liehtins that uill 
lend ^armcli and ctiarm to both the con- 
temporary a/id traditional decorating 
icCTics. Every light 15 of the highest quality, 

indnidually cut, assembled and fitted 
m brass, copper or pe^^tcr. ^ our 

selection v*ill be 0'.*ned \Mih pndc 
by future generations Serd SI CO 
for T8 page catalog. 

"HERITAGE 
'^^I^TERNS 

DepL HG-77    Sea. Meadow^ La Yarmoutb. Maine 04')'j'6 

I 

ML, 

Jamestown Curtains 
RUFFLED,     UNBLEACHED MUSLIN 
Quilted top spreads, siams canopies and 
tailored tiers too. all with tie loop fringe 
on 3''7" ruffle in natural. Tie backs Included, 
78" wide per pr. 45" L S15. 54" S16. 63" 
517. 72" SIS. 84" $20, 90" $21. Valance 
$4. Add $1 75 post. & handl. Md. res. add 
4tic tax. 

Free brochure on request, but send 
SI for full Catalog with SO swatches 

31 E. 
MATHER'S 

Main St.. G7-7. Westminster. Md. 21157 

EGANT ACCENT PIECES 
rdwood pedestals withi hand-rubbed 
uitwood finish, combined with 
-white cultured marble tops & bases. 
" dia. tops: height: (meas. approx.) 
" @ S28.95. 28" @ S32.95, 38" @ 
4.95; one of each @ S84.95I Dealer 
)uiries welcome. Shipped VIA prepaid 
P.S., fully assembled. Satis, guar., 
Jck or M.O., no C.O.D., N.C. residents 
i 4S sales tax. (plants not included) 

JlERICRAFT, P.O. Box 746, HG-2 
debran, NC 28637 

7.95 - 65c psts lOTO T-SHIRTS 

OTO TOTE BAGS .f-fs 

OM PRINT OR ORIGINAL ^ 
any color print or original art work e- 
?d to 8x10 on a HIGH QUALITY T-SHIRT : 
BO CANVAS TOTE BAG c LINEN CALEN- 
. Original -et^'ned unhar-red- Aiiow 2-; 
(S. SEND PHOTO AND CHECK or M.O. TO 
1ARD M. STRAUSS, BOX 1632, DEPT. H, 
SSTON. PA. 18704. For shirts, indicate Kias 
i- or ADULT S.M.L.XL. Pa. residents add 
sales tax. 

Another qoaliry .-Vmeriean plate transfer APT Co. 1977 

\xy Er)cbat)tcd pcrp 
. . . that stays ■Greenhouse" fresh 
with no light, no water and no 
maintenance. Our Enchanted Fern 
has been chemically preserved to 
remain as supple, delicate and 
green as its living counterparts. 
Fern has a 3 foot spread and is 
■ planted" in a white plastic pot 
with removable hanger. Send 
S19.95 (plus $3 post.) by Master 
Charge. BankAmerica'd. check or 
money-order to: 

CASLAL 

Dept. HS7, 325 S. Washington 
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067 

Delicate fishnet canopv. hand-tied 
double thread, custom-made. Pure or 
Creamv-white in four traditional de- 
s:^s. Pre-shrunk. Standard tester 
87' : s .561-2. S12-5: Queen-size i furnish 
measure^ 8150: King-size furnish 
measure) S190. The coveted charm of 
a bv-gone dav is faithfullv reproduced 
bv master craftsmen to retain for vou 
the loveliness of a genuine ""Honev- 
comb"' heirloom spread. Woven in 
Creamv-white. Double 94 x 112. 
Single 82 x 112. including fringe. S96. 
Ck. or M.O. Ppd. Satisfaction Guar- 
anteed. Literature. 2-5o. 

Dllworth   Station,   Charlotte,   N.C. 28203 
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The brand new, 

old -fashioned 

ceiling fan. 

$59.95 

Wc took $ 100 off the price. 
The wonderful old ceiling fan has re 
turned At a fraction of the cost And, 
with new innovations The &.) RPM 
speed provides increased efficiency 
of heating in winter and cooling in sum 
mer Plus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants,( 
with the gentle 
air movement. The 
result: efficiency without 
distraction 
Light-weight, strong 
and beautiful. 
The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable — yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and strength. You won't have to 
worry about mounting it on heavy sup- 
port beams. The rich wood-grain blades 
span a full 44" in diameter. Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fan is 12" with cus- 
tom lengths available on request. 

Add a light globe, too. 
For only $14.95 more, you can have 

your Georgetown Fan with a distinc- 
tive 6 inch light globe, to add even 

more function and beauty. 
Satisfaction gu<ur<mteed. 

The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is 
completely guaran- 

»teed. If not satisfied, 
return for full re- 

fund, within 14 days. 
Order today. 

Your fan comes to you complete and 
ready to install, as easily as any light fix- 
ture. Specify Walnut or Oak finish for 
woodgrain blades. Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow or White. Send check or 
money order for $59.95 for each fan: 
$74.90 with light globe. Add $7 ship- 
ping and handling in cont. U.S. Or 
charge to your Master Charge or Bank 
Americard. (Be sure to include account 
number and expiration date.) 

Box 2128-HG, Denver, Colorado 80201. Phone: 303-892-6080 

RUGS and TAPESTRIES 
Ouf coUectron of fine ruM *nd Upestries are perfect witb any decor, tor wall or floor. In- cluded Are lovely Onentats. Navajos. Scan- dmavian Ryas Coloruals. and European tapestries for framins. wall hanKJng. needlework, etc 

I rcnvh (.jidcn S^cnc No 
7156 I0'\I0"S5 95. 20"\ 20 * JK 95 Shipped Prcpjid 

Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 

Send $100 for our 
New Color Catalog 
Wide range of styles, sjzes. and prices 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS (STABIISHED 17]* 

3028 N. Lincoln Ave. • Chicago. IL 606&7 Dept. HG-7? (312) 472-4848 
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM-OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 

SHOPPING AROUND 

For Personalized Stationery 

Makes expensive looking raised letter 
impressions of any 3 line name & ad- 
dress on your PAPER & ENVELOPES 
(reversible). No inks, service or main- 
tenance required. For home, office, 
clubs, etc. Print clearly, maximum 24 
characters per line. (For IIQ-^S 
4 lines add $1.50.) 
Desk Model (not shown) $13.95 Bos'tale'" 
Pa. res. add 6% • Catalog 250     handi. Each 

POSTAMATIC CO. 
Dept.  HG-777,  Lafayette Hill,  Pa. 19444 

I 

HANG YOUR KEYS 
Keep your keys in one spot. Attrac- 
tive keyhanger is the answer. 
Comes with five brass hooks for 
all the family to use. Walnut 
stained solid wood and burlap. 
Ideal for kitchen or hallway. 15" 
by 51/2"- $11.95 plus 500 post. 
MGM Enterprises, HG3, Box 2114, 
Teaneck, NJ 07666. 

AIR GROWN 
Amazing air plant sprouts in a few 
days and flowers within weeks. 
No soil or water; set it in a window 
and watch it. Pinky mauve bios 
soms. One, $1; two, $1.75; 3, 
$2.50; 5, $3.95; 10, $7.50. Add 
350 post, per order. American Con 
sumer, Dept. SGC-26, Caroline Rd., 
Philadelphia, PA 19176. 

COLOMBIAN HANGINGS 
One-of-a-kind wall hangings in 
earth tones of brown, beige, white 
wool yarns are richly textured with 
intricate ancient native designs. 
Large 34" by 69", they are stun- 
ning in today's contemporary 
homes. $30 ppd. Write to New 
Concepts, HG7, Silvermine Ave., 
Norwalk, CT 06850. 

PLANT WATER FILTER 
Plants watered organically with 
water free from chemicals such as 
chlorine, fluoride resist yellowing. 
A must for Venus Fly traps. Pour 
'n Grow unit treats up to 1000 gal. 
$6.99 plus 600 post. Write to Aqua 
Manufacturing, Inc., HG7, 4785j 
N.E. 10 Terrace, Fort Lauderdale,! 
PL 33334. \ 

BATIK PRINTS 
Four butterflies, wings spread 
glorious colors, sip nectar of the 
abundant flowers. Finely grain 
9" by 12" art paper, to mount 
is, frame or decoupage. Ideal fo 
any room, little gift. All four in se 
$1 plus 500 post. Cadlyn's, HG7 
10250 Mo. 19th Ave., Phoenix, A; 
85021. 

PROUD PLUMAGE 
Striking wallhanging for crewe 
embroidery and applique. Desig 
stamped on brown ground to wor 
with basic embroidery stitchei 
Colors: orange, red, turquoise an 
lavender, 20" by 26". Kit ordd 
iil019. $14.95 plus $1.50 pos 
Skon, GE7, 55 Lambert Lane, Ne 
Rochelle, NY 10804. 

CHARMING CURTAINS 
Tiebacks with crochet type edg 
in   natural   or  white permane 
press cotton and polyester. 9C 
wide pairs. Lengths: 45", 54", 6 
$14 pr.; 72", 81", 90" $16 f 
Valance 10" x 80" $4.75 eac 
Add $2 post. Free catalogue. Set 
to Country Curtains, HG7, Stoc 
bridge, MA 01262. 

House & Gard 

FROM ANTWERP BELGIUM 

the 

DIAMOND 

for you 

Now buy a Diamoitd at better 
than wholesale prices from a 
leading first source firm loca- 
ted at the Diamond center of 
the world. Finest quality Dia^^ 
monds at tremendous savings 
to you. Buy a Diamond for 
someone you love, gifts, in- 
vestment or personal use! 
Write for free brochure and 
pricelist. 

j< INTERNATIONAL 
V DIAMOND SALES 

diamond bourse, 
78. pellkaanstraat 
2000 antwerp-belgiunn 

ALL DIAMONDS SOLD WITH FULL 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 



MINI CURIO CAEiNET 
Miniature replica of yesteryear's 
china cabinet in mahogany-finish 
wood. Mirror-back shows all sides 
of objects placed in it. 27" h. by 
131/2" w. by 71/2" d. $49.95 plus 
$6 post. 80-pg. catalogue of yes- 
teryear furniture with free fabric 
samples. $1. Magnolia Hall. HG-7. 
726 Andover, Atlanta, GA 30327. 

This litter enclosure confires 
odors, hides wastes and stops 
litter spills. The top removes. 
Molded plastic. 14" w., 20" I.. 17" 
h. $17.95: 22" I.. 16" w., 18" d.. 
$19.95 Ppd. Colors available: blue, 
beige, yellow, avocado or white. 
Haugen Products. HG7. 717 W. 
Huron. Ann Arbor. Ml 48106. 

NEV/SPAPER GRiLL 
Economical way to cook meat to 
perfection. Use newspaper as a 
starter and fat from the meat as 
fuel. Compact, portable grill col- 
lapses for storage, easy to clean. 
Use outdoors or in fire place. $20 
ppd. Doving Geroy. Ltd.. H-1. 921 
Partridge Lane, Winston-Salem, 
NC 27106. 

YCJR FAVORITE 
Your favorite down or wool com- 
forter v.'ill be recovered like new 
in satin or cotton. Size changed 
and filling added: down-proof in- 
terlining. Special air fluffing. Send 
$1 (deductible) for catalogue com- 
plete with swatches. Write to 
Schachter's. HG7. 115 Allen St.. 
New York. NY 10002. 

/ storage 

on wheels 

The rolling cart of countless 
uses! Goes everywhere with 

cleaning supplies — fits a 
narrow space for extra ro 
out pantry storage — goes 

outdoors with all you need to 
grill and serve a meal! A!) 

vinyl-clad metal, easy to 
assemble, no tools needed. 

Baskets slip m side slots to 
form a rigid frame, slip out 

any time to store it away. 
Italian import. 31-,2 " high, w-th 

113,ixl43i" lift-off plastic 
tray, 3 10x1412x2'2 ' basket 

bins, free-wheeling casters. 
Bright orange and white 

4630   Rolling Cart $18^8 
Add S1.SQ post. & hdlg. 
NY residents odd foxes 

Dept. G72 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550, 

J&D Brauner 
OUR FAMOUS CLASSIC CHAIR. Cane seat 
and back in natural, b'ack or walnut-fT- 
ished wood. Poi.slied c'"rcr::e frame, 

ARM CHAIR S65       SIDE CHAIR $55 
Mail or phone orders. Master Charge or 
BankAmericard. N.Y., N.J. and Illinois res- 
idents add tax. Shpg. chgs. collect. 
52 Page Catalog of Tables and Chairs, $1. 
He* York: 2S8 BCAS-,. N.Y. 10012 (212 ^77-283: 
Chicago: 1735 No. Ashland Ave., Iilincis 60622 

(312 275-1770 

BuTCHER BLOCK 

THE CLOCK OF LIFE ^ 

"    citek of life is uftund bui nnce 
And no man has the pou.'er 

tp'tl just when the hands will stup 
Ai iaie or early hour. 

\ ju IS the only timt you oicn. 
Lu€. hce, toii u iih a wiU. 

■^Uxe no faith in "torr.orrou " for 
T"rse clock rruzy then V s!iU. 

CLOCK OF L!FE 

CERAMIC TILES 

fejii Irirlrmati is never drutik 
as ton^ OJT he can hold on to ! 

j one blade of g,ra55 and not fall ^ 

i off HK face of the cartlt. 

IRISH TIPPLER 

av vou Jbc in 

Kcavcn 

a half hour before 

the Dcxnl 

J  know^ vou re dead." 

IRISH TOAST 

^ the .^^renif^ 
to acctpt thf l^hin^ 

^ canniit change, 
^oura^e i-o_ckari£C 

. ^hcjliin^sj^ an.A 

know the iiif f ercitce. 

SERENITY PRAYER 

Colorful Ceramic Tiles used as wall 
plaques or irlvets. Cork base with 
hanger, 6" x 6". 

lav th^ roads rise ^ 
with you,^|^, 

Ind the unnd he ah«ivs^ 
at vour iwLck; " 

ma>'''th£ Irord holA^ 

Iwm in riie hollow oF 
J hand." 

Thr less hr ihf murf hf hrard 
W i ^ can't u e ail .V .'•'-r Ihnf •:-!<r >t'd hirei^ 

GAELIC ROAD WISE OWL 

$4.98 Each -i- 750 Mailing Each. Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

A)2thou\ Enterprises Dept. HG-77    556 Mission. San Francisco. Calit. 94105 



SHOPPING AROUND 

PATCHWORK 

CRIB QU . S 

Handcraftei: 

Heirloom Quai 

All-time-favorite   patchwork   crib   sets   handcr ^ 
from squares of pastel blue, pink, green and ; 
gingham.  White eyelet lace trim.  100% polyesu 
batting. Gingham backing. Machine washable. Quilt, 
$39.95 ppd. Pillow, $8.95 ppd. Matching bib, $5.95 
ppd. Save $10 by ordering set (quilt, pillow, bib) 
$44.85 ppd. Color brochure, $1.00 (includes $2 credit 
slip). Send check and order to: 

I i 

Cracraft 

Box 27567 (Dept. HG77) 
Atlanta, Georgia 30327 

Georgia residents add sales tax. 

Walpole 

Woodworkers" 
Dept HG-2B,767 East street 
Walpole, MA 02081 
(617) 329-0770 

^lease rush me my FREE Walpole 
:atalog of Walpole Small Buildings 
Dresenting a full selection from 
ool houses and pool houses to 
;ottagesand stables. 

^AME  

ADDRESS- 

:iTY  

5TATE _ 

l\P. 
The Big Name 

in Small Buildings 

i 

m 

ADJUSTABLE 

TV POLE 

Hold your portable 
TV right where you 
want it without ta- 

blesorstands. 
Takes any 
width, up to 
14" deep, 17" 
high. Brass 
tone finish 
pole has 
spring tension 

rod to adjust to 
7»/2 to 8V2 ft. ceil- 
ing heights. Can be 
set Hi or Low. Real 
space saver! 
Prompt Shipment 

n3.99 
Plus $1.00 postage 
Extension for higher 
ceiling, add $2.00. 
Write for FREE catalog 

lIolidaT Uiits 
Dept. 307-7A, Wheat Ridge, CO 80036 

COLOR CATALOG 

Build Your Own 
Grandfather Clock 

starting under 

$200 
(Including West 

German Movement) 
Do-lt-Yourself 
Case Kits, parts 
pre-cut 
Solid 3/4" Black 
Walnut, Cherry, 
Mahogany. Oak 
Solid Brass 
Movements, Dials 
Finished Clocks 
Direct Factory 
prices 

Write for tree 
color catalog 

IMPEROR 
LOCK COMPANY 

I iirhope. Ala 36532 
WOfiLD S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 

OF GRANDFATHER CLOCKS 
Visit our Factory 

CANVAS AND COWHIDE 
Genuine cowhide leather straps 
and trim on a roomy bag of rugged 
canvas. A two-way bag —shoulder 
straps snap off; tote by double 
handles. Zip top; inside pocket. 
Luggage tan on black; 13" by 5" 
by 9". $16.98; plus $1.40 post. 
Lillian Vernon, G7E, 510 So. Ful- 
ton Ave., ML Vernon, NY 10550. 

FEET TREAT 
Airy imports from south of the 
border. Hand-woven huaraches of 
supple genuine steerhide leather 
in popular natural color. Long- 
wearing soles and heels. A favorite 
for cool comfort. 510. $8.90 plus 
$1.50 post. Old Pueblo Traders, 
600 So. Country Club, H7F, 
Tucson, AZ 85716. 

COLONIAL SEA CHEST 
Faithful reproduction of 200 year 
old sea chest reminiscent of stage 
coach days, tall ships. Handmade 
of durable Yn" pine, rope handles, 
antiqued hinges and hasp. 12" by 
12" by 18", use as toy, tool, lock 
or storage box. $24.50 plus $2.50 
post. Daniel L. Hadley, HG7, Box 
1456, Wilmington, DE 19899. 

ELEVATING CHAIR 
Seat and arms elevate, help you 
all the way to standing position. 
Adjustable seat height, posture- 
support back adjusts height and 
angle. Ask about Medicare cover- 
age and free home trial. Varied 
styles, colors. Color catalogue/ 
price list free. Burke, Inc., HG7, 
Box 1064, Mission, KS 66202. 

LOVELY HANDS 
Pretty garden gloves with extra 
long cuffs to protect hands and 
forearms. Red rose design, green 
thumb and palms. Washable, water 
repellent, soft cotton lining. One 
size fits all. $2.98 pr. plus 750 
post. Gift catalogue, 500. Hilltop 
House, HG-77, 564 Limekiln Pike, 
Chalfont, PA 18914. 

ONE HUNDRED DOLLS 
Great array, 100 unbreakable little 
dolls representing countries around 
the world. Includes cowboy, clown, 
bride, dancer, baby. In beautiful 
ivory plastic (may be painted). 
Make delightful playmates for 
children. All for $2.50 plus 500 
post. 100 Dolls, HG7, 160 Am- 
herst St., East Orange, NJ 07019. 

LOVE AND LUCK 
Sculptured hearts, a delicate wish- 
bone to wear on neck chain. Small 
heart, V2" dia-, in 14K gold with 
15" chain, $28.25; sterling, 
$14.25; large %" heart, 14K, $47; 
sterling, $18. 14K gold wishbone, 
IVa" L, $26.50; sterling, $11.50. 
Ppd. H & R Enterprises, Dept. HI, 
Box  3847,   Downey,  CA 90242. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

PLANT COMMUNICATOR 
Just place prods into root soil. 
Plant's varying sounds tell you 
when it's hungry, overfed, under- 
watered, or in just-right condition. 
Only one communicator needed for 
all plants. Free battery. Instruc- 
tions. $9.95 plus $1.25 post. Hon- 
or House Products Corp., Dept. 
177PC65, Lynbrook, NY 11563. 

CULINARY AIDS 
Superb 112-page catalogue de- 
voted to all kinds of finest cook- 
ware, kitchenware, hardto-find 
utensils, gourmet food, house- 
hold accessories and other gift 
ideas. Catalogue is 250. Colonial 
Garden Kitchens, Dept. HGGC, 
270 W. Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, 
NY 11582. 

SET FOR PLAY 
Flavor of Orient gives unique look 
to game table, complementing 
chairs. Table top in primavera ve- 
neer; maple band, 27" h., 42" dia., 
$159.95. Chairs, 30" h., 24" w., 
24" d., $119.95 ea. Shpg. extra. 
Catalogue, $1. Bryan Robeson, 
Dept. HG-190, Rte. 10, Box 793, 
Hickory, NC 28601. 

FLIGHTS OF RUFFLES 
Polyester lace curtains with tie- 
backs and attached valance. "Eliz- 
abeth" available in white or egg- 
shell. 86" wide. 45". $12 a pr.; 
54", $13.50; 63", $15; 72" 
$16.50; 81", $18. White or egg- 
shell. Add $2 post, per order. Free 
catalogue. Curtain Corner, HG7, 
Paradise Green, Stratford, CT 
06497. 

LOVE TO NEEDLEPOINT 
The God of Love is design adapted 
from a 7th century Egyptian tapes- 
try-masterpiece. Rich blues and 
greens on brown handpainted 13" 
by 15" canvas, $35; plus $1 post. 
Catalogue with designs, stitch tips. 
$1. Jane Whitmire, HG-7, 2353 S. 
Meade St. Arlington, VA 22202. 

MUSCLETONER 
Exercise with simple rubber arm 
muscle builder, firms arm and 
hand muscles, relieves aches and 
stiffness. Fits in a pocket when 
not in use. Athletes use it; exer- 
cise enthusiasts advocate it. $2.98 
plus 400 postage. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG7, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, OA 94105. 

HEATING GUIDE 
Want to know how to determine 
the heating cost of a greenhouse? 
Invaluable, scientific formula is set 
forth in heating guide with infor- 
mation on a unique solar-panel, 
double-wall greenhouse. 500. From 
Vegetable Factory, Inc. HGE7, 
Box 2235, Grand Central Station, 
NY 10017. 

WICKER WONDERLAND America') LarKeit Colleci on Furniturf directly Importi'i on to you 
WICKER WALL LAMP 
Handwovtn  ol na- tural rattan. Com- 
pletely  wired with 
on/off   iwitch, 12' 
dia. X H" high. Sus- pended (rom a wall 
bracket  with  9 ft rattan chain. 

Painted in white, yellow, green, pink, blue, orange 
'-^     or black 

BAMBOO SHADES 
Bamboo roll up shades in natural 
Matchsfick or Tor- 
toise shell (burned 
' 2~ wide Bamboo slats). Perennially 
popular: handmade in Taiwan with heavy 
duty cord locking dc- 

Siies 
24-x7r 
30'x7r 
36"x72- 
42"x7r 
48'x72- 
60'x7r 
ITiiir 
84'x7r 

St 
S 4. 5 

6 
8 9 

11 
13 
16 

• Tortoise! iCk    .Shfrii I 
% 7.50 8-50 10.50 

11.50 
13.50 16.50 
19.50 
23.50 

Add $1.00 postage per shade 

NEW DECORATOR AREA RUGS 
From China, durable intricately handwoven of natural maize and rush in butterfly pattern. 

4 ft. S22.95 plus S2.00 postage 
6 ft. S37.95 plus S4.00 postage 
9 ft. S79.95 plus Sfi.OO postage 

,   AA-^L/C^T Ul/Mr-^fT ROUTE 10, DEPT. HG7 
It PnJrvCl   nUliJC SUCCASUNNA. N.J. 07876 

CORN PIC-UPS 
Rosewood handled stainless steel 
finger protectors do ttie job hand- 
somely-nice for hors d'oeuvres too. 
Now at the unbelievable price of 
only $1.98 -f 350 postage for a box 
of 8. Save even more with 2 boxes 
(16) for $3.50 + 700 post. & hadl. 

/'«. res. add 6 ' Sorry no COO's 

TAYLOR GIFTS 
355 E. Conestoga Rd., G7-7, Wayne, Pa. 19087 

GIANfll^OflCAL GRASS PLUMES 
adored by decorators 

Plump, feathery and five feet tall. 
You may have seen these natural 
earth-tone beauties elsewhere but not 
at this, price. Bundle of fifteen is $10 
plus $2 post. Custom dyeing - add $4 
& color(s). Tropical Plant Institute, 
Box 21496, Ft. Lauderdale FL 33335 

Decomtor 

SHELLS 
Shipped directly to your home 
from the Florida Keys. 

The Chambered Nautilus, one of 
the most delicately beautiful 
treasures in all of nature. This 
fascinating shell, found at 
depths of over 1,000 feet, will 
add elegance and grace to any 
decor. Approximately 7" in 
diameter, it comes complete 
with a sculptured lucite base 
for only $12.95, including 
shipping anywhere in the 
continental U.S. Be certain to 
also ask for our free color shell 
brochure and price list. 
To order 
simply send your check or 
money order and your return 
address to: 

Post Office Box 427 
Key Largo. Florida 33037 
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COLON! ALJMAID CURTAINS 

Embroidered Eyelet V ^ 
No-Iron 

3" tailored embroidered eyelet 
border, mitered corners. 78" wide. 
White only. 65% polyester, 35% 
cotton. Washable, drip-dry. 
24", 30", 36" long 
45", 54", 63" long 
72", 81". 90" long 
Tiebacks 
Valance 11" X 72" 

13.50 pr 
18.50pr 
23.50 pr 
3.00 pr 
6.50 ea 

Add $2 00 post. Please send check, 
money order, or use Master Charge or 
BankAmericard N.Y residents add tax 
No C C D 's. "Satisfaction uncondition- 
ally guaranteed." 

COLONIAL O'WAID CURTAINS 
Dept. 27, Lawn Terrace, 
Mamaroneck Village, N Y 10543 

Send for Free Color Catalog 

SHOPPING AROUND 

CREATIVE CANING 
KITS OF PRE-WOVEN CANE 

Save money—do it yourself—with naturol 
cone for grooved chair seals, screens, 
stereo speakers, cJoor panels, headboards, 
lampshades, room dividers. Decorative 
cone kits include easy instructions and 
necessary materials. Cone in 3 sizes: 
12"xl2" $8.00; 18"xl8" $11.50; 
24"x24" $16.75; ppd. (Col. residents 
add 6% tax). Stote size, and send 
check/m o. to: 

T. I. E., g 
P.O. Box 1121, 
2615 El Camino 

San Mateo, Calif. 94403 
Send   25<    for    CATALOGUE. Larger 
sheets of cane, hand-caning kit, and 
other cane materials available. 

Genuine Steerhide 
HUARACHES for dll the family 

Iteal leatluT relaxes t ired Icet as nothing else can. Uppers are woven of supple leather thomrs in never repeated patterns. Sturdy leather soIe^s wear like a shoe. This is the original "air conditioned" sandal, the tinest made.   Natural   lieiere only. Send shoe size or foot outline. We yruarantee the fit. .Ml sizes for men. women, children. IMMEDIATE  DELIVERY Tpd. 
."'izes for men. women & children . . . 

$11 95 Pr. 
For iiii'ii's Lirt'ir IIKUI 10, aiid SI.00 
7^ 

GROUCHO in Needlepoint 
Here's a nostalgic needlepoint carica- 
ture of the ' Grand tvlaster of Comedy" 
to be worked pniircly in black and white. 
Kit includes stamped rl<>5ign on #13 mesti 
mono canvas. Persian wool yarn, needle 
and instructions Finished size is 7 x 8" 
Also available are Chariie Chaplin and fvlarilyn fvtonroe (both 8 x 8"). 

$7 Qi?  plus 60c vos\.v,f (Mass ■itf^^H  Res add S»<, (a.) No c.0.0 
Send 25c for 4 issues of our 32 pogc Full 
Color Needlework Cat. with over 500 items 

Mitcfi n n/rvCc- Dppt 85-38. Shoppers' World. Bor 701 Framingham. Mass. 01701 

Santa Fe. N.M. 87S01 

NATIONAL 
HOBBY 
GREENHOUSE 

Enjoy year round every cJay 
pleasure with a quality designed 
hobby house featuring life long alu- 
minum frames, commercial quality 
glass, and prefabricated for easy 
installation. They are practical and 
beautiful in a style and size that's 
right for you. Write for literature. 

GREENHOUSE 
COMPANY 

P O BOX 100 • DEPT H • PANA. IL 62b57 
NATIONAL 

36 

SERVE IN STYLE 
Imported tile tray in lustrous earth 
tones and sunburst design. Ex- 
pertly crafted: hand wrought iron 
curves gracefully around 8" tile 
and woven basket to hold crackers, 
nuts or wine bottle. $15.95 add $1 
post. Write to Gifts from P.M., 
Dept. HGED J, Box 48011, Los 
Angeles, CA 90048. 

HANDCRAFTED WHIMSEY 
Gray felt mice in a patchwork 
sleeping bag come in a bright 
orange or yellow cotton tent to 
beguile young and old and in- 
betweens, too! Mice are 7" long 
with unique facial expressions. $7 
plus $1.25 post. Write to Annalee's 
Workshop, HG7, Box 446, Mere- 
dith, NH 03253. 

DOGS AT PLAY 
Full color lithographs full of de- 
light and humor are ready to frame 
and hang for the whole family. 
Pictured is "A friend in need." 
There are four other 12" by 16" 
poker playing dogs in set. $3; two 
sets, $5. Add 250 post. American 
Consumer, Dept. PO-231. Caroline 
Rd., Philadelphia, PA 19176. 

KODAK FILM DEVELOPED 
Great introductory offer. Have 
your Kodak film developed reason- 
ably. Borderless jumbo prints guar- 
anteed Roxanne quality. C126 and 
Clio Kodacolor, 12 exposures 
990. 20 exposures, $2.50. Add 500 
post. Roxanne Studios, Dept. FD- 
108, Box 1012, Long Island City, 
NY 11101. 

REEL-Y HANDY 
This very practical key holder does 
away with fumbling and groping. 
Reel clips inside purse: unreels 
keys, automatically rewinds into 
case. Clip to your bag, pocket or 
belt. $2.98 plus 350 post. Order 
from Anthony Enterprises, HG7, 
556 Missicn St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

SUCH SUPERB LEATHER 
Sink into the sumptuous softness 
of luxe quality top grain leather 
pub chair and you relax in sublime 
comfort. Choice of over 30 colors. 
$434.50. Shpg. chg. extra. Match- 
ing sofa available. Send for bro- 
chure $1. Carolina Leather House, 
Inc., HG21, Box 5023, Hickory, 
NC 28601. 

PERFUME BOTTLE 
Imported, hand carved, finely de- 
tailed and finished 2 ounce per- 
fume bottle, 2" high, fits in a 
purse, is attractive on a dressing 
table. Fine gift idea. Three colors, 
(specify) green, red or beige. $6.98 
plus$l post. Romar Sales, RS-14V, 
380 Madison Ave., New York, NY i 
10017. 
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lANISH-INSPIRED 
Sculptured 50-pc. stainless steel 
flatware; eight dinner forks, salad 
forks, soup spoons, knives; 16 
teaspoons; butter spreader, sugar 
spoon. $49.95; plus $2 post. Sets 
of 4 iced tea spoons or cocktail 
forks $2.95 set. China Barn, Inc.. 
Tablesetter Div., HG 7, 1840 Cen- 
tral Pk. Ave., Yonkers, NY 10710. 

HANDWOVEN WILLOW 
Rocker for indoors or outdoors. 
26" w. by 36" h.; seat h. 16". 
S64.95; painted white add $10. 
Seat/back polyfoam zip cushions: 
gold floral; solids in gold, black, 
apple green, red, tangerine, set 
$16.95. Exp. coll. Catalogue 250. 
Fran's Basket House, HG7, Route 
10. Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

HEIRLOOM QUALITY 
Handsome wood and pewter chan- 
delier in an early design compli- 
ments beam ceilings. Candle or 
electrified. Arms, also in brass or 
copper. 281/2" w. One of many fine 
reproductions in 48 page catalogue 
of lighting. $1. Heritage Lanterns, 
HG77, Sea Meadow Lane, Yar- 
mouth, ME 04096. 

WARM-EASE PAD 
Therma pad designed to relieve 
aching joints by sealing body heat 
in and concentrating it where 
needed. For knee, elbow, ankle to 
counteract stiffness and strain. 
Foam-filled jersey, washable. $2.49 
plus 350 post. Holiday Gifts, Inc., 
Dept. 307-7C, Wheat Ridge, CO 
80033. 

GREAT CONVENIENCE 
Fingertip phone book fits palm of 
hand. 40 index cards hold 80 num- 
bers, names, addresses. Fan out 
from 3" golden metal case, leath- 
erette sides. Dial with the golden 
tip. Three initials in gold color, 
(print) $1.98 ppd. Walter Drake, 
HG17 Drake BIdg., Colorado 
Springs, CO 80940. 

TO HAVE AND TO FOLD 
Space saving table made in Europe. 
Solid beechwood with oiled walnut 
veneer. Closed, 9" by 30"; one 
side up, 37" by 30"; fully opened, 
65" by 30", it seats eight. 30" h. 
$69.95. Exp. coll. Assembled. Send 
500 for Danish catalogue. Genada 
Imports, HG7, Box 204, Teaneck, 
NJ 07566. 

IN THE KNOW 
How to upholster, and upholster- 
ing supplies direct. Available is 
book with step-by-step guide 
showing how to upholster, from 
frame to the finished furniture. 
Book $4.99 plus 500 post.; price 
list only 500. Warehouse Homes 
and Interiors, Dept. HG7, Box 247, 
Cortland, NY 13045. 

WITH PERMA TWEEZ 

• Exclusive patented no-skin-puncture feature. 
• Safe — Most extensive clinical testing ever undertaken proves safe home 
use for permanent hair removal from arms, legs, face — anywhere on body. 
• Effective — Permanent results — it has to be — 15.000 physicians depend 
on it. U.S. Army, Navy. VA and private hospitals also use Perma Tweez 
for medical application. 
• Largest selling — One million sold to people who prefer home electrolysis 
over salon treatment for the piivacy and economy. 
• Tremendous savings — Saves hundreds of dollars over the same treatment 
done professionally. 

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

$19.95—Send check or money order 

Cal. residents add 6% sales tax 

Good Housekeeping 

GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept. HG-144 
1935 Armocost Ave. 
West Los Angeles, Co. 90025 
Name  
Address  
C/S Zip  

[I] COD requires S4 00 deposit. Balance in- 
cludes COD charges ond SI 00 handling. 

LJ I enclose $19 95 'n full payr^ent. 
C2 Master Charge, BankAmericard ^ 

Exp, date  
«77 GEN£»JVl WJD CAL CO. 

THE WORLD'S MOST USEFUL GIFT 

Actual Size Labels of De Luxe Quality!.... 
Large & legible. Print {not type- 
writer) type. Centered lines. 
Blue ink. White gummed paper. 
Any copy up to five 3 5-charac- 
ter lines. Sparkling gift box. 
300 for $2.00. Any 3 orders, 
only $5.00. 5-uk. deliv'y. Post- 
free. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Send no money now! Pay for labels after they arrive and please you! 
THE WRITEWELL CO., 878 Transit BIdg., BOSTON, MASS. 02115 

GCNUm 

GARHET 
f OUTDOOR CUSHIONS A 

uly, 1977 

501/0 

%mum 

Because you love things that 
are real! You'll adore this 
look of infinite grace- 
slender, simple, yet tenderly 
detailed. Our own Israeli, 
import with starry faceted 
stone, Tiffany-set to enhance 
its radiance. Sizes 5,6,7,8. 
3331   Garnet Ring $5.98 
AS<t post. & hdlg., NY res. add faxes 

liuiAN\tmH 
Dept. G71 
510 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

Our famous 
weatherproof, raindrain 
permanent-tuft pads are 

designed never to tje 
taken out of the rain. 
Antihydro Breathers 

prevent water absorption, 
rain-drain holes (no 

buttons) provide dry, cool 
comfort. Hi-density foam 
m heat-sealed leather-like 

vinyl. Colors; white, 
black, lemon, gold, 

turquoise, brown, lime, 
avocado, orange or red. 

a. 15" Round. S8.95: 
ti. 17V2 Round, S9.95; 
c. 18' Square, S9.95; 
d. 16x16 " Square pad 
has completely rounded 

back, $8.95; 
e. Shaped pad, 

16'4x17'2": squared 
back with curved corners. 

S9.95. 
POSTAGE ; S1.50 for 1st 
pad; 50c each additional. 

Send check, BA. MC. DC or AX charge. 
Charge orders can call Toll Free 

(800) 227-1464 (Cal: 800 772-3909) 
^      catalog SI ; free with order 
  550 Powell 

Dept. Dent. HG77 
San Francisco, Ca 94108 

^      cdiaiog ii 
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Burglar Door 
^ FOR 

MAXIMUM SECURITY 
Can be used between your main door 

and screen or storm door for maximum security 
Now any apartment resident-as well as homeowner 
can afford real security! Protect your home and fam- 
ily from break-ins with this positive locking, all steel 
constructed door which can be installed m just 30 
minutes. You'll be safe on the other side of the big 
deadbolt lock with its 8'//' shaft and 2/2" throw. 

Also used to lock off living 
areas from bedroom areas for 
complete peace of mind pro- 
tection and have a beauti- 
ful interior door at the same 
time. 

BURGLAR PROOF 
OUTSIDE STORAGE AREAS- 

This entrance or interior door can be used anywhere — 
inside or outside, front or back entrance, or any other 
pomt of cniry which may be vulnerable to burglars. 

WRITE FOR _ 
FREE Colllns-Hanna. Inc. / 4227 RAINES ROAD EAST 

BROCHURE NO.G-677     MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38118 / (901)794-3667 

t 

FLY SWATTERS 
Fun to needlepoint. Pretty solution to a 
pesky summer problem. Each kit includes 
design on #13 imported canvas. Paterna 
Persian wool, fly swatter, washable vinyl 
backing, needle, and easy instructions. 
Rest in Peace Kit  $3.95 
Ouch Kit   $3.95 
Frog and Fly Kit  $3.95 
Any three kits $10.95 

PLUS 75e POSTAGE & HANDLING 
Pa. Res. Add 6% Sales Tax 
VICTORIA GIFTS 

12-H Water St., Biyn Mawr. Pa. 19010 

LEATHER CHAIR & OTTOMAN 
The elegance of leather, the excellence 
of supiirb craftsmanship! Solid Brass 
nail head trim. Available in over .30 
colors of Premium Top Grain Leather. 
CHAIR: H33 W31 D34 $414.50 
OTTOMAN:  H18 W27 D20 $174.50 

shipping charges extra. No. C.O.D. 
send $1.00 for brochure 

Help Air Conditioning Efficiency 
While You Add Charm 

to Your Home 
Hunter ceiling fans fit any decor. 
All fans have 2-speed motors and 
are UL approved. Five-year warr. 

Without tight With Light 
38 -Melal Blarfes S149.95... S164.95 
36"-Wooden Blades 169.95.... 184.95 
52"-Wooden Blades 219.95.... 234.95 
52"-Adjustable Wooden Blades .289.95.... 304.95 
52"-Wooden Blades, Polished . .389.95.... 408.95 

Brass Motor Housing 
Add $ 12. Shipping per fan. 

Lighting, Inc. 
Post Office Box 19903 

New Orleans. Louisiana 70179 

Butcher 

Bloci 

Dept HG-22 
Hickory. N.C. 
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P.O. Box 5023 
28601 (704-322-4478) 

34" high work table 36"  X   24", $132.00 48"  X   24". $146.00 60"  X   30", $184.00 or choose ;iO" flfninff height table at same prices. Locking: Shepherd Ca.sters, $25 additional 
Two-inch thick Tnaple butcher block 
top, durable bench-construction 
frame. Sent express collect. In Illi- 
nois, add applicable taxes. Send 
check or money order, no C.O.D.'s 
please. 
For complete catalog of exciting 
butcher block furniture, send 50< to: 

butcher block ft more 
The Schoenhelt Company 

Dept. HG-77A, 1600 S. Clinton, Chicago 60616 

SHOPPING AROUND 

FOLDING TOTE-CHAIR 
Take it along to the beach, nnea- 
dow concerts, picnics, or anywhere 
you want for quick-at-hand use. 
Airy cool open-weave caning. 17" 
by 19" back, plus 15x16" seat 
elevated 31/2". folds flat. $19.95 
plus $2.10 post. Catalogue. $1. 
The Patio, HG-7, 550 Powell, San 
Francisco, CA 94108. 

TAB CURTAINS 
Permanent press natural color 
muslin or white polyester/cotton. 
Grosgrain trim in wine, moss green, 
navy, gold or brown. 80" w. pr.: 
45", 54", $24; 63", 72", $28; 
84", 90", $33 plus $2 post. Free 
color catalogue, write to Constance 
Carol, HG7, Box 899, Plymouth, 
MA 02360. 

SPACE RACE 
Crushed clothes and tangled hang- 
ers are a thing of the past: brass- 
plated steel hanger spaces snap 
onto closet rod to hold hangers 
separately. Set of 6 spaces 36 
hangers evenly. $2.98 plus 600 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG7, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, 
CA 94105. 

CASTERED TO MOVE 
Clear plastic dish for plants is on 
three casters for mobility of large 
plants that need to follow the sun. 
Inside dia., 111/2"; 2" deep to 
catch and hold water, protect floor. 
We use them on the terrace, too. 
$6.98 plus 750 post. Lilly's Gar- 
den, G7E. 510 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. 
Vernon, NY 10550, 

KEEPS IT SHARP 
The Noreico sharpener fits all 
Noreico shavers, gives a really 
sharp cutting edge that means bet- 
ter-than ever clean shaves. Use just 
once a month. Perfect gift for any 
Noreico user. Fast, safe, sure. 
$2.99 plus 500 post. Write to 
Holiday Gifts, Inc., Dept. 307-7D, 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80036. 

PENDANT FOR NOW 
Wear a 14k gold peanut suspended 
on an 18" chain. Pendant is ^A" 
long. Makes a great conversation 
starter as well as a distinctive 
gift selection. Peanut and chain 
$19.95; same with 1-point dia- 
mond $26.95. Add $2 post. C&S 
Enterprises, Dept. HG7, P.O. Box 
19604, Las Vegas, NV 89119. 

Preserved Bosfon Fern 
Our preserved Boston ferns are chemicall) 
treated to retain permanent lasting beaut; 
without care. No light, water or high humidit! 
necessary. Ideal for dark areas where othel 
plants perish. Display on table or in hanglncjj 
rope. Its lush fronds spread 3'/2 ft.—"planted 
in 7" clay pot—S19.95 (plus $2.50 postage 
by Master Charge. BankAmerlcard, Checlj 
or Money Order. Michigan residents add 4*5 
sales tax. 

BLOOMIN' ATTIC 
418 8. Washington St 

Royal Oak, Michigan 4806 

House & Garci 



SWIRL GLASS LAMP 
Replica of an early American lamp 
has a 16" chimney and an oil res- 
ervoir (1 pint capacity) that ex- 
tends to the base, ideal for filling 
with tinted oiL Lovely on an out- 
door buffet or dinner table. $13.50 
each: pr., $25 Ppd. Write to Jeni- 
fer House, HG7, Great Barrington. 
MA 01230. 

ET COLLAR KITS 
Needlepoint   personalized. Woof 
,arn,   hardware,   lining, canvas, 

4" collar adjusts up to 16" neck; 
I" collar to 22". Choice of three 
types of lettering. Black/white, 
red/black or white, dk brown/tan 
or request colors. Each $8.50 ppd. 
Francy Needlework, HG7, Box 715, 
Highstown, NJ 08520. 

COLLAR HIM 
Sterling silver collar stays. He'll 
savor knowing he's well dressed 
down to these elegant details. 
2V2" to engrave with three ini- 
tials (specify). Pair sterling, $9.50. 
3" long $10. Add 50c post. Write 
to Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG7, 6651 
Arlington Blvd., Falls Church. VA 
22042. 

BROWN BAG IT 
Rugged brown bag is the "in" thing 
for carrying almost anything. Brown 
twill with water-proof lining, han- 
dles of durable webbing. Measures 
7" by 13/4" by 11" d. Folds flat to 
travel. $4.98: two for $8.98 plus 
600 post. Lillian Vernon, G7E. 510 
S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 
10550. 

NEVER TO RETURN 
For the female who has unwanted 
hair on face, arms, legs, we pro- 
pose Perma Tweez. Battery oper- 
ated device removes hair perma- 
nently and with professional re- 
sults, does not puncture skin. 
$19.95 ppd. General Medical Co.. 
HGE-69, 1935 Armacost Ave., W. 
Los Angeles. CA 90025. 

THE RACOUE 
Solid pine holder takes care of 
your tennis racquets on wall or 
door. Sturdy dowels are slightly 
angled for security. Edges are 
beveled. Oak stain, semi-gloss 
varnish. With screws. 24" $11: 
36" $12.50: unfinished $2 less. 
Add $1 post. Mason Products. 
HG7. Box 22. Wellesley. MA 02181. 
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CortaiQ 
0 . 
1 36 
D Z 
e 
r 

36 8 00 
45 9 00 
54 10 00 
63 11 50 
\'alance 4 50 
Tieslpr) 100 

Checi. or Monev Order. 
Master Charge or Bank- 
Americard Add S2 post- age i handling CT res- 
idents add 7% sales ta< 

CLASSIC GINGHAM 
Polyester and cotton 

Perma-Press 78" wide 
Perky 3' ruffles Spreads. 

Canopies. Shams available 

Green. Yellow. Pink. 
Red. Blue, or Brown 

Coloniai Classic Catalog free on request 

CURTAIN CORNER • Paradise Green. Dept G7, Strattord. Conn 0649 

2 

WATER THIRSTV PUNTS WHILE OK A TRIP 

Planning a trip but worried about your thirsty plants? Amazing 
wicks feed just right amount of water up to 8 weeks. Can be 
used all year around with all plants. Will not rot or mildew. 

SET OF 4 PLANT NURSEMAIDS $2.98 + 20t Mailing Each Set. 
SET OF 2 EXTRA LONG PLANT NURSEMAIDS 

FOR LARGE PLANTS $2.98 + 20i Mailing Each Set. 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 

Anthony Enterprises 
Dept. HG-77 

555 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

BUY WHOLESALE 

= 453 SOFA Outside: L86" 034" H32" 
Inside: L64" D21" H16" 
Arm Height 26" (=452 Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
"You can get what you have 
been looking for . . . value 
durability, comfort and quality." 
Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 
catalog of all types of fine furni- 
ture at discount prices. Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

P.O. Box 2314 
National Furniture ^t'l^fo^S"'^:"/, 
and Fabric Sales S5;';f;na~°2'?26i 

Original   'B/eumeffes" Re-Usoble 
No straps, bones or wires. Beautiful uplift, 
soft comfortable suoporf. S'zes A to D cup; 
Pkg. of 2 pair BLEUETTE. INC. $6.98 'S05 Sth Ave.. Dept. 776 S<-cta\toV.Y.U<s.       I New York. N.Y. 10017 

ly, 1977 

Is Your 

Pattern Here? 
We have hun- 

dreds of old, 
active, and 

^ discontinued 
(jjf Sterling 

Patterns. We 
may have your 

Pattern on hand, 
/  or can locate it, at 

a tremendous savings to you. 
NEW ■ ANTIQUE 

ESTATE SILVER & PEWIER 
(DlSCOCNreD) 

WEBUYSILVER 
GEORGETOWN 

Dept. HG - 1261 Wise. Ave NW 
Washington. D.C. 20007 

(202)337-0011 



TAB CURTAINS 
Many early American homes had no cur- 
tains at all. But those that did most likely 
had tab curtains. Tab curtains are found 
here in Plymouth at the windows of 
hou.ses built as early as 1640. We love 
them and use them throughout our own 
weathere<l saltbox home. 
The .simple elegance of tab curtains 
makes them as right for the finest Con- 
temfK>rary homes as they are for the most 
authentic Colonial homes. They are as 
functional as they are beautiful, sliding 
easily on simple rods. They do not require expensive and complex drapery hard- 
ware. And they are available both in plain natural muslin and in a variety of 
colors and fabrics to .suit vour taste. Custom sizes, too. 

PILGRIM STRIPE 

Natural: Permanent press muslin. 
White: Polyester/cotton blend. About 80" wide 
TAB CURTAINS LENGTH 40" 4.5' 54" 6.3 ■• 72' 
Natural or white (no trim)  $16 17 17 20 20 
Pilgrim Stripe (Wine, Navy, Mo.ss Green, Soft 

Gold or Brown on natural or white  $22 24 24 28 28 
Gingham (Yellow, Green, Brown, Red, Blue or 

Pink)  $16 17 17 20 20 
Meissen Stripe (Red. blue, green, gold)  $30 32 35 39 42 
BALL FRINGE CURTAINS 
Natural or white   $12 13 13 14 14 
Valance 10" by 80" each $.!..'>() 
WOODEN RODS AND BRACKETS per set S4 Brackets only $3 
Set includes two hrachels made from birch, four nails and a 36 ' or 48" (specify) 
wooden rod, diameter   4". 
COLOR CATALOG FREE FABRIC SAMPLES $3 

VISIT OUU M.VIL ()I{I>KU SHOWltOOM -VT 327 COIIUT STREET (liTE. 3A), I'LYM- 
Ol'TII. on Tins.-j-'at friim See tab cuitaiiis in dozens of colors, trims, and iirints. 
Master ('har};f Tel. (617) 74(>-(ill6 l!anl<aniericard. For delivery in Mass. add 5'/< sales tax. 
Add $2.00 for postage and haiidlinj;. Send eliecU or money order to: 

Dept. 57. P.O. Hox Slid. ri.Miioutli. Massai-linsetts 02;«0 

CHEESE AND CRACKER SERVER 
A smartly designed cheese board 
and cracker holder that combines a 
natural 1" thick hardwood block with 
durable crystal clear acrylic. This 
sturdily made server measures 10'/2" 
. 81/2" X 21/2". 

A (harming accessory, perfect for serving. 
$15.00 plus $1.00 post. & hdlg. 

(N.J. res. add sales tax) 
THE GIFT EXPRESS 

P.O. Box 636, HG 7 
Westfield, N.J. 07091 

Completely remove pet odor and stain 
from carpets, drapes, upholstery. For 
all pet accidents! Two 8 oz. spray 
bottles per kit (16 ozs, total). Specify 
'A' Kit (stains): 'B' Kit (odor); or 
A & B' combo Kit. Must work to your 

complete satisfaction or money back! 
$6.50 ea. Kit + $1 post, 2/$12.99 ppd. 
Save 30% and more: Quart refills for 
your Kit $8.45 ea., 4 for $28. 73. Add 
$1.40 postage. Immediate Shipment. 
American Century 

135 So. LA BREA Ave., Dept.1077 
Box 36232, LOS ANGELES, CA. 90036 

CADDV-GANE^ PAT Pf fjni'jr, 
LIOMTWIIOHT "BALAHCID' 

*AVAtLABLl IN 
7 COIORS 

%END INQUIRIES TO: 
NEW YORK'S GIFTS UNLIMITED 

1891 BERGEN STREET 
BROOKLYN. N. Y 1-233 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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HANDY HANG-UP DRYER 
Practical space-saver for bath- 
room, shower, patio, poolside. Sty- 
rene with fiberglass rods opening 
to 10-ft. Six attached clips; hang- 
ers not included. With installation 
kit. Folds to 31/2" w. $7.50 plus 
500 post. Showcase Products Co., 
Dept. BHG-1, Box 1093, West 
Caldwell, NJ 07006. 

YOUR FAMILY CREST 
Handsome hand-engraved rings. 
Choice of sterling silver, $90. 14kt. 
gold, $195. Ppd. Send coat-of-arms 
or have it researched. A splendid 
gift idea bound to become a prized 
keepsake. Free color catalogue. Or- 
der from Heraldica Imports. Inc., 
HG7, 21 W. 46th St., New York 
NY 10036. 

QUICK BRICK CLEANER 
Put an end to dull or dirty bricks 
around your fireplace, barbeque, 
or patio—the quick cleaning-action 
of Bric-Nu removes smoke, carbon, 
soot, lime, alkali, or any kind of 
stain; . . . bricks look like new! 
Pint, $3.98 plus 850 post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG-7, 556 Mission 
St., San Francisco, CA 95105. 

CREATIVELY YOURS 
There's a variety of stimulating 
ideas featuring maple hardwoods 
as country-style dining tables, 
work tables, mobile carts, shelv- 
ing, benches, counter tops—all 
shown in a 44-page catalogue 500. 
From Butcher Block & More, HG7, 
1600 So. Clinton, Chicago, IL 
60616. 

SO-LITE 
Extra cool, extra roomy. Glove 
leather, cushioned crepe wedge, 
boater-type sole. Black, navy, 
brown, tan, white. Full, half sizes. 
N, M, W 5-13; XW 5-12. $19.99; 
over 10, $1 extra. Add $1 post. 
Free catalogue. Lenox Trading, 
HG7, 1491 Dorchester Ave., Bos- 
ton, MA 02122. 

ICE CRUSHER 
Devotees of "mists", chilled sea- 
food and frosty juleps love the 
neat red and white shaver with a 
chrome-plated blade. Press lid, 
turn cranks and out comes crushed 
ice. 71/2" h. and nicely boxed. 
$5.98 plus 750 post. Country 
Gourmet, G7E, 512 S. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

YOU OR YOUR SPECIAL SOMEONE CAN 
BE A DOLL! 

• Now YOU can choose the face on this personalized rag doti A joyful, brightly-colored 21" doll with hair of rainbow yarn. What fun)'In the studio of designer Baby Audrey in Soho (New York's famed Artists' Quarter) your photo of someone special is skillfully reproduced as the face of this delightfully unique keepsake • Such a marvelous gift for kids, lovers, relatives, business associates, and many, many others. 
ONLY $19.98 plus $2 shipping and handling each. 

(N Y. residents add sales tax) 
"These fabric porlnlts are //res/sWWe/"—Village Voice 

TO ORDER No need 10 write a letter. Just print name and address on bac* of photofs) and include check. Send sharp, well-exposed. Iront lace, 
close-up photo(s) color or biw BE A DOLL, INC., Box HGA77 
(returned unharmed). Pat Pend.     99 Prince St., N.Y.C. 10012 

House & Gar 



! ULL AND FLOUNCY 
Flirting deep, 5" ruffles! Valanced 
curtains with tie-backs, noiron 
blend of polyester-cotton. Natural, 
white. 86" w. per pr. 45", 54", 
62" I. $15 pr. 72",81",90" I. $17 
pr. plus $2 post. Free color cata- 
logue. Colonial Maid Curtains, 
Dept. 277R, Lawn Terr., Mamaro- 
neck. NY 10543. 

COLLECTOR'S TREASURE 
Handcrafted Pennsylvania Dutch 
tinware spice cabinet is a fine 
replica of an antique original. 
Eight drawers with white porcelain 
knobs. Tin has antique finish. 17" 
by 9" by 31/2"- An accent piece. 
$75 plus $2 post. Free catalogue. 
Inn House, HG7, Box 529, Glen 
Ellyn, IL 60137. 

OVEN TO TABLE SET 
Earthenware souffle dish 63^" dia., 
3'^" h. comes in its own rattan 
basket to protect table or counter 
top. Dish is microwave oven safe. 
White dish in natural rattan basket. 
$10.95 including cookbook, ppd. 
The Gift, Dept. SS-HGE7, 9021 
Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 
90069. 

FOR GROW AND SHOW 
Extra high, light, easy-to-maintain 
greenhouses of aluminum-framed 
all-glass ... for tail-growing to- 
piary trees, large ornamentals or 
hanging baskets. Send for free 
color catalogue: greenhouses to fit 
any site, every budget. Janco Green- 
houses, Dept. Y-7E, 9390 Davis 
Ave., Laurel, MD 20810. 

IMPROVE POSTURE 
Stand straight with Posture Lift. 
Prevents sagging shoulders in men 
and women: improves women's 
bustline. Lightweight, washable. 
No fitting required. Men measure 
around chest, women below bust. 
$4.95 plus 75C post. Kinlen Co., 
Dept.. 77PL. 809 Wyandotte St., 
Kansas City, Ml 64105. 

FAMILY AFFAIR 
Clever clear-plastic cabinet keeps 
all toothbrushes free from dust 
and mix-ups. Holds 5 in separate 
compartments, each with its own 
door, ever ready and sanitary. 
$1.98 plus 300 post. Write to 
Anthony Enterprises, HG7, 556 
Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

LOVE LADY 
LOUNGE 

P.O. Bo.x 2324. HG777. Hickory. N 
Perfect for lounging. Cushions 
are zippered and reversible—filled 
with urethane foam and polyester 
fiber for deep seating comfort. 
$246-S3S9 depending on tvpe fab- 
ric you select. S189 in vour fabric 
—send 91^ yds. 54". Shipping 
charges are e.xtra. 
No CO D. Satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Send S2 for Furniture Cata- 
logue and Request Form for free, 
hand-selected decorator fabrics. 

.C. 28601 ^^^^^ 

^-^''^i   '     " L.60" 

persimulizetl 

ifurtueut hfiifs! 

• custom embroidered monogram! 
• fine nylon—strong yet feather- 

light and water-repellent! 
• well made in the U.S.— 

3 sizes, 3 colors! 
Clothes go v/nnkle-free to plane, 
train or car! Superbly made with 
long side zips, generous gussets. 
Holds 6 dresses or 3 suits or coats. 
Great at home for gowns—luxe gift! 
Specify bag color, PRINT initials. 
NAVY (red monogram) 
RED (black monogram) 
BLACK (gold monogram) 

9141- 40" for suits $14.98 
9142- 50" for coats 

or dresses $16.98 
9143- for formals $18.98 

Add SOc postage & handling 
New York residents add taxes. 

Dept. G73, 510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

YOUR CHOICE, 

2 Ct. Emerald, 

Ruby or 

Sapphire Ring 

Distress 
Priced 

99 

DeGfooter 

Gem Liquidators 

101 West St. Clair 
P.O. Box 5802- Cleveland, Ohio 44101 
All Sales Final. Add $4.00 for Shipping 

All Weights Approx. 

Fine oval cut, custom 
14K white gold setting. 
TOLL FREE 800/321-9836 
Ohio, collect 216/781-1498 

FROM FACTORY TO YOU- 

COLONIAL 

LADDERBACK 

Native 
Hardwood 

Height 42" 
Seat IZ'/j" X 14" 

Weight 10 lbs. 

Matching Arm Chair 
add S3.00 to prices 
below. 
Fiber Rush Seat. All 
Woven by Hand- 
Old Fashioned? 
Sure! Economical? 
You Bet. 

Sanded-Ready to finish-S 15.95 
Walnut—Maple—Pine 
Wood finish-S19.95 

Minimum Order, 2 Pieces 
Send check or money order. No C.O.D. 

U.P.S. Co/;ec(-50« for Cofo/ocue 
MARION TRAVIS 

p p. Box 2')2. HG7. Statesville. N.C. 28677 

m INTERIORS^ 

iDECORATION 

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career 
Famous HOME STUDY course. Individual 
program prepared and supervised by pro- 
minent N.Y. designers. Lessons cover 
Tex tiles: Furnishings; Room Arrangement; 
Color Harmony; Period and Modern 
Furniture; Antiques; Rugs and Floor 
Coverings; Wall Treatments; Wall Papers; 
Draperies; Lighting; Pottery; Porcelain; 
Glass; Accessories. Details on how to set 
up your own business. Illustrated lessons, 
complete with samples of fabrics, colors, 
etc. Certificate awarded. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL 

OF INTERIOR DESIGN 
155 East 56th St.. New York 10022 

New York School of Interior Design 
155 East 56th St., New York 10022 
Please send me (no obligation) 
Catalog (721 

address 
city  

Cool It With Carib 
CONSERVE ENERGY—SAVE MONEY YEAR ROUND' 

Cool Down in Summer 
Lojvc Skin TeTiperalure as much as Seven Degrees' 

Warm up in Winter 
^5       Oeci'cu'ate Heal Collected near trie cetimq 

5 speeds—110 to 330 RPM s 
maximum 12.000 OF M 

Consumes Only 75 Watts 
3 YR. Warranty 

Ordering Inforrnatio^ 
48  Fan—Specify wr>ite. copper, or yellow Sl 19.95 Optional Ligtit Adapter Kit witr^ Globe 14.95 
Accessory Wood Blades wriite or Brown    24 95 

Prices include shipping charges Checit with order only — No C O D s 
Florldlan Designs, Inc. 

12550 N W sith S; 
Coral Springs. Florida 33065 

305-752-0751 
f/a Residents acta 4°„ Sales Tai 
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18th Century 
Handcrafted Furniture 

18th Century mahogany and wal- 
nut furniture, shipped completely 
assembled and hand finished. A 
beautiful selection of important 
pieces (high boy, low-boys, chest 
on chests, dining tables, etc.) 
which will increase in charm and 
value over the years. Send $2.00 
refunded on your first order for 
our color catalogue to: 

The Sewickley Collection, Inc. 
Dept. HG777, 511 Hegner Way 

Sewickley, Pa. 15143 

Bfenna Mills,the original lace irimmed and plam knitietl saim sheets are made Irom the highest grade Duponi Aniron' III tOO' > nylon (bewareo)io*-giadeimil3tions) Untike acetate salm sheets. Ihey are seamless, machine washable & dry able anti static, clmg and lint free and require no ironing' Brenna Mills low mill direct piices include shipping top 5heei(s), 2 matching pillow cases and tilled bottomsheel(s) Spetity white, blue green biege dron/e. pink, yellow, red, black, apncol, burnt orange dark blown, or navy Prices are for lace trimmed Deduct 50c per set lor plain 
"75    p|||„„ Shams Standard 8 00 ea King      9 00ea Double Set.... 24 75 

Oueen Set       28 75 King Set 33.75 
Round Set 84 . 44.00 

96 .48.00 Waterbed Set . 48.00 

Twin 
OustRuflles 5°"'''' Oueen 

King 

1/50 
19 50 
22 00 
26 00 

Malctiing plush dacion lilled comlotleis >yiih i(ie same easy caie tealufes are also available 
Twin   39.00     Double/Queen 49 00     King    59 00 
lo Older send money oidei (loi immediale shipment) or check lo 

16168 Beach Blvd Suite 251 Hunlinglon Beach,CA 9264? 
Caiiiotnia lesidenis ado 6'*o sales lai 

I 

BEAUTIFUL i 
MACRAME 

HANGER 
A handmade, attractive 

Plant Hanger that will 
enhance both your outdoor 
patio, or any room in your 

home or office! Your 
flowers, vines and 

H.      greenery will always 
S^.,**'    look charming and 

on display' 
■i A Made of durable 5-ply 

natural Jute, with 
1''2" welded brass ring for 

extra strength and 4 
wooden beads for extra 

beauty. Length 5'6". Does 
' ( not include bowls or plants. 

An appreciated gift 
Only $6.95 each. 2 for $13ppd 

Money back guarantee 
J D IMPORTS CO Order 
Bid. «'4, Suite » 102 todayi 
12415 Los NietosRd 
.Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 

' '"■*r "■">j"irirLnri~»~i,ri~irri_|-|ji.i^a_MM; 

Bedspread caddy 
saves effort 

Easier bed-making without 
nightly tugging heavy spread. 
Just pull hidden caddy from be- 
tween mattress and spring. Legs 
drop into position. Lay spread 
onto caddy, accordion fashion... 
ready for quick, easy, morning 
make-up. Brown metal caddy 
glides back out of sight by day. 
Ideal for Hollywood beds or low 
footboards. For double, king or 
queen-sized beds, get two. 
Satisfaction or money back. 
9.83 or 2 (same address) for 
18.83 Add 1.55 shipping 

GARRETT'S 
,Box 12274- 40   Dallas. Tex 75225 

$349.95 
Hand-Carved Solid Mahooany n,,„i.Snta 

$69.95 
Folding 
Victorian rockei 

I^mantic^ctorian 
New woy to save on authentic copies of 
"yesteryear" furniture. Shipped direct 
from factory to you, at cut prices. Vast 
choice of sofas, chairs, tables, clocks, 
dining & bedroom accessories. Also huge 
Eastlcke OAK collection. Write for our 
80-page catalog, which is TWICE the size 
of any other published. Use your bank card. 
.Send $l.nn for CATALOG G-77 and free fabrics, \Vi- will refund with S2 off on v.nir first imrchase. 

MAGNOLIA HALL 72« Andover, Atlanta, Ca. 30327 
Call (404) 256-4747 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value Vi to Vi higher. 
Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG. 
EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 

Empire State BIdg., New York, N.Y. I 0001 
NAME   
ADDRESS   
  ZIP   

SHOPPING AROUND 
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SWING IN STYLE ■ 
The epitome of summer, hand- 
made rattan chair v^ith cane seat, 
hangs from porch rafter, shade 
tree, metal stanchion. Swings on 
steel chain (incl.) 30" w., 24" d., 
48" h. Lacquered natural finish. 
$59.99 ppd. Catalogue 25(«. Wicker 
& Rattan, HG7, Box 17714, Tampa, 
FL 33612. 

PERSONAL FINANCES 
An entire year's records can be 
kept in a 12" by 15" vinyl keeper 
that folds as thin as a magazine. 
Pockets for receipts, bank books, 
checks, monthly statements plus 
calendar, memos. $5.95 plus 750 
post. American Consumer, Dept. 
MMA-48, Caroline Rd., Philadel- 
phia, PA 19176. 

SIAMESE TO STITCH 
Cat fanciers enjoy working the 
feline charmer on #10 mono can- 
vas. The design is 9" on an 11" 
canvas. Persian wool yarns in 
browns, beige, black and white. 
$7.95 kit incl. needle, instr. Add 
60fS post. The World of Stitch 'n 
Knit. Inc., HG85-37, Box 709 
Framlngham, MA 01701. 

PRETTY TABLE PIECE 
Charming small tureen of white 
ceramic, with pastel roses. Holds 
about one quart, perfect for gravy, 
vegetable, chocolate sauce—even 
flowers. Goes w/ell with other din- 
nerware. Tureen, lid, ladle $6.95 
plus 900 post. each. The Added 
Touch, 12 H Water St., Bryn 
Mawr, PA 19010. 

TENNIS ANYONE? 
Tote of sturdy natural beige cotton 
can carry balls, shoes, towel and 
even the racket. Motif in red; ini- 
tials are 2" h. in navy. 13V2" by 
131/4" by 31/2"- Guys as well as 
gals like the tote. $6.98; two, 
$12.98 plus 600 post. each. Lillian 
Vernon, G7E, 510 S. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

"APPLE BUCKET" 

Make this charming padded ap- 
plique picture for yourself or for 
gifts. Kit includes full-size pattern, 
instructions, all fabric and bat- 
ting. Red apples, gold bucket on a 
blue background."Size after fram- 
ing approx. 14" x 16". 
Complete kit (no frame) $7.00 
Ppd. (or) Pattern & instructions 
only $2.00 Ppd. 
Brochure of other kits .25 

Send check or Money Order to: 
THE PATCHWORK PILLOW 

P.O. Box 52604, Northside Sta. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30305 
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SHOPPING Al- 

' HEERFUL CURTAINS 
Pretty window fashions akin to 
those used in 18th and 19th cen 
tiiry homes. Catalogue is filled with 
countf7 charm, thick with swatches 
to bring colors and materials right 
into room you're decorating. Send 
$1. Mather's, HG-7, 31 E. Main St., 
Westminster, MD 21157. 

HOT POT TRIVETS 
Solid oak holds seven smooth 
dowels safely away from flat sur 
faces. Beauties for buffet tables or 
at formal dinners for hot dishes. 
81/4" by 634", $3.98; 10" by 
113/4", $5.98; set, $8.98. Add 60j; 
post. each. Country Gourmet, G7E, 
512 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
NY 10550. 

REDWOOD GREENHOUSE 
Pearlmist lean to greenhouses, all 
redwood frame. Corrugated acrylic 
panels, fiberglass reinforced. Dou- 
ble ventilating system. Pre-cut. pre- 
drilled. 7' by 12'. $214.95. F.O.B. 
Santa Cruz. Free catalogue. Pe- 
ter Reimuller/Greenhouseman'R), 
980 17th Ave., Dept. II GP, Santa 
Cruz, CA 95062. 

PATIO HURRICANE LAMP 
Ideal for outdoor summer dining 
on porch, terrace or patio, is the 
7" high hurricane lamp with 
smoked glass globe and its own 
long-burning candle. Lamp is just 
as charming for indoor dining, too. 
In brass, $18.20; pewter, $24.80. 
Ppd. SKS Design, HG7, Box 
343740, Coral Gables, FL 33134. 

RESIST-ALL CUSHIONS 
Outdoor chair and chaise cushions 
of vinyl-clad nylon mesh. Resist 
mildew, fading, rotting. Chair pad, 
3"xl7"xl9" $9.95; chaise pad, 
4"x22"x72"L. $44.95. Lemon, 
emerald, brown, white, navy, 
orange. Others in free catalogue. 
Beeline Outdoor Products, HG7, 
Box 256, Bensenville, IL 60106. 

'TpB e-LUE rABocs-e  FPAM£ SHOP 

lO, S-. to 

TN* •mo  At>o   H'x'^^ f«l»jT/K» 

STRETCH YOUR OWN NEATLY 
A white board on soft pine strips 
provides you with a board that lets 
you do your own. Instructions in- 
cluded, or send your piece & we'll 
do it. Handsome black or walnut 
frame available. Please enclose 
check with order. 

Quality Is Our Byword 
Allow 4 wks. 

SHRINK S'1()MAC:H 

Waist Watchers will feel muscle tighten and see stomach shrink 
from first day you use the Waist Wheel. The Dual Wheel gives 
you sturdier balance. 

Single Waist Wheel   $7.98 +     800 Mailing Each 

Dual Waist Wheel     $9.98 +   $1.00 Mailing Each 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6°/o sales tax in California 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back. 

Anthony Enterprises 556 Mission, San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

SAFETY is for KEEPS with the patented MEYCO'SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER. It will support chrldren and adults in any emergency. It's an all-year-round safely swimming pool cover. 
The MEYCO*SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER au- tomatic anchoring system with stainless steel tension springs that lock it in place allow the pool to be covered or uncovered in two min- utes. Leaves and debris cannot get in. Saves on heat and chlonne and discourages algae. It's custom made to fit any size or shape pool and it carries a five year warranty. 
U'e do nut viakr corers for ahovc-fjround circular pools. Sntfl for complitc informa- tion and free booklet on "How to Have a Carefree Pool." 
MEYCO SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVERS 

225 Park Ave., Hicksville, N Y, nsOl 
(516)-935-0900     'Patent =2 9 58 8 72 Est. 1898 

The 

SAFE 

2-Way 

PET 

DOOR 

DON'T RISK THAT ROAST 

Stick It with Taylor s Tiny Instant Thermometer 
ensure that it $ cooked to perfection! 
Measures temperatures trom 0 to 220 F 
seconds.' You can easily check the donene: 
anywhere in a roast to please your (amily s 
varied tasles Use it on steaks, mealloal, 
poultry, etc Eliminates guesswork A real 
mealsaver' 
A bargain at our special price of S12 00, 
two lor $22 95 (we pay postage) Send 
check or money order—or charge to your 
Amencan Express account (send account 
number and expiration dale) We guarantee /'   '^C^     ^      ^ . 

J[oj^^^elighle^^^ou^Tione^ac^^___    ^ _ J 
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Much sa/er than iiny 
solid hinged tvpt panel dour. Your pet 
is completely pro- tected. He cannot be trapped or choked or have his tail 
sheared off. 

FlexPort 

Why be a doorman for your pet? Flex- 
Port ends scratched doors and whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, rain. Gives you 
and pet complete freedom. Soft plastic 
triangles close gently 
and tightly. Easily In- 
stolled. Send for free 
folder. 

TUREN, INC. 
Dept. HG7 
Etna Road % 

Lebanon,N.H.03766 



World's Largest Selection 

FURNITURE! 
Hand carved of 
solid Honduras 
mahogany Table 
topsot Italian 
marble Shipped 
tri collect from 
Montgomery 
Large choice of 
covers & finishes 
Master Charge 
BankAmericard 

$199.95 

°^7QQr' Tabourette >/3.33 $34.95 
Send $1 for catalog and certificate 
wortti $2 on your first order. 
cT^IAfiTHA c^yi WUSE 
1022 SO. DECATUR ST. DEPT. G7-77 
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36104 

Telephone (205) 264-3558 

FRANCY PERSONALIZED 
SPEED TUFT-HOOKING KITS 

Stitch a MONOGRAM 14"xlV PILLOW 
($12.95) (shown abovei in an afternoon 
and a matching 22".x32" RUG (S29.95) in 
a weekend. BOTH for S39.95! (Finest quality) CUSTOMIZED KITS include: 
Instructions, orinted rug backing, non-al- lergenic rug yarn, latex and edge binding. 
Specify alphabet letter and color choice for 
MONOGRAM and BACKGROUND; (any two colors per kit) bone, terra cotta. red. iade green or Olympic blue. 
Deluxe speed tufting needle S13.99, New 
electric tufting needle S42.00 (fastest rug 
tufting method ever devised). Table frame 
22" X 32"-S14.95. Deluxe frame with folding legs-S21.95. 

Free brochure 
Send check or money order (no C.O.D.'s) plus 
$3.00 postage and handling (N.J. resi(Jenti 
add sales tax) to: 

FRANCY NEEDLEWORK HG7 
P.O. Box #715    HIGHTSTOWN, N.J. 08520 

TEMPERATURE TELLER! 
Tells W'hiit The Temperattnc h 

,iiul W 'hiit It lF,r.v 
Range -40° to 120"? and -40° to 50°C;. 

Easy to reset—Just 
pr(.-ss the button . Hand- 
Mime ,t;rey plastic case 

Hang-on slot and/or 
free standing. Perfect 
gift idea for indoors 
and out. 

Hundreds of uses- 
Greenhouses, boats, 
patios, vacation homes, 
refrigerators, attics, 
basements, etc. 

Finest maximum-minimum thermom- 
eter on the market—only S 18.00 ca. 
ppd. Send check or M.O. to: 

Qovemors Qallery 

P.O. Box 433H. Villanoia. PA 19085 
PA Res. add 6<7r Sales Tax 

!NDOOR GOLF CART 
(■onvcnii-iitl\  store and proti-ct your golf clubs 

• at Home • in your OfTice • Pro Shop displays 
• Sporting Goods displays 

"Be good to your golf fquipment-golf 18 being L-..od to you" L'p to 4 golf bags can be neatly kept in this sturdy, attractive, rooniv. hanilcrafted. \\ rought iron  folf bag stand. This 'off the floor' cart romes on rollers for easy moving. No more scratched walls or clubs falling to the floor! .Move your clubs from your car to this handy iiuloor cart. This indoor golf cart was developed by a golfer who wanted a place to store the family golf i-lubs. Tested and endorsed l>y a major New York City department store. .ll" liiBli X 2(1" long X 15" wide 
Send check or moncv order for $80.00 ppd. 1> \ U.-sidents .\dd «'> Sales Tax 

GOLFMEISTER COMPANY 
P.O. Box 285 Plymoutti IVIeeting, Pa. 19462 

If you shouldn't 

climb stairs 

INSTALL A 

StairLIFF 

0t 

I 

This new, 
safe, 
low-cost 
passenger 
lift installs*^- 
on either 
side of the stairs. Plugs into any llOV, 
15 amp outlet and folds against the 
wall when not in use. Tax deductible 
when recommended by a doctor. 
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 
Fully describes and illustrates StalrLIFT. 
Also, "Elevette", the modern home 
elevator. 
INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA 
2283 Paxfon St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17105 

In business for over 50 years 

Yes, you  can have a 
FULL    COLOR POSTER 
blown up from your color 

photo or slide at a frac- 
tion of the price. All 
color posters printed 
on Kodak paper. Great 
gift idea! —* 

into a FULL COLOR POSTER' 
at Unbelievable low Cost! 

LOW COST FULL COLOR POSTERS 
20"x24' only S9.50 
M'xl?"   only S6.50 
24''x36''  only $14.50 

BLACK & WHITE BLOWUPS TOO! 
2 ft. X 3 ft. $4.50 Laminated Posters I ft. X I'/j ft. $2.50 ^P*°2'»-,«3ft. 
l'/2 ft. X 2 ft. $3.50 '• 3 ft. X 4 ft. $8.00 Phot' Returned. 

Tor every color poster ordered, add 52-00 and getablack & white same size. Black and White Duplicates S0»o o«. Add SOe each item, han- dling. For prompt deltvery put name & address on back of photo. Send check, cash or M.O. N.V. residents add appropriate sales ta*. If you send slide or negative, add $1 OO (or each sue. Shipped U.P.S. »l.SO per item. 

Dept. HG-77, Congers, N.Y. 10920 

SHOPPING AROUND 

BERIBBONED SEWING BOX 
Spot-resistant, water-repellent fab- 
ric box with coordinated ribbon 
trim has removable plastic tray for 
sewing notions or cosmetics. Rib- 
bon is blue, rust, red, brown. 
Folds. 61/2" by 10" by 61/2"- 
$13.95 plus $1.75 post. Ribbon 
Regalia, HG7, Box 1999, G.C. Sta., 
New York, N.Y. 10017, 

NEEDLEPOINT ADVICE 
Fat little pig to work in needle- 
point is a bright note for a diet- 
er's kitchen. Kit includes design 
on canvas, wool yarns, needle, 
backing and magnets. 7^/2" by 
9", $5.95 plus 750 post. Walnut 
finished frame, 8" by 10", $2.50. 
Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., 
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010. 

SASH AND TAB 
Sash curtain to mix, match or go 
solo. In polyester/cotton, six col- 
ors. Teamed here in beige with tab 
curtain in tangerine Stevens Plains 
print by Waverly. 54", $55; 63", 
$61; 72", $63; 84", $72 plus $2 
post. Free catalogue. Constance 
Carol, HG7, Box 899, Plymouth, 
MA 02360. 

ICY CANDLES 
Balls of solid crystal become glow- 
ing fire when the built-in candles 
are lit. Grand alone or in pairs on 
a dining table with silver and china. 
31/2" dia. and boxed for gifting. 
$6.50 each: two, $11.98 plus 
$1.15 post. Lillian Vernon, G7E, 
510 S. Fulton Ave., Mount Vernon, 
NY 10550. 

CHARMING COMFORT 
Chippendale style upholstered with 
fully-lined skirt, zippered, reversi- 
ble cushions, arm protectors. Ap- 
prox. 55"1., 331/2"^. Depending 
on fabric, from $333 to $488 plus 
shp. chge. ($285 your fabric, 9 yds. 
54"). Catalogue $2, free swatches 
request form. Hunt Galleries, Inc., 
HG77,Box 2324,Hickory.NC 28601. 

BRIGHT AS NEW 
Magic silver leaf goes in sink or 
dishpan when hand-washing silver- 
ware and keeps table silver and 
hollowware shining and free of tar- 
nish. Safe, odorless and non-toxic; 
It lasts a lifetime. $4.98 plus 400 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG7, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, 
CA 94105. 

nRlSTIE 

YOU IN FULL COLOR ON T-SHIRT 
Send any good photo or 35MAA slide of you, your loved 
ones or pet. BEAUTIFULLY reproduced in FULL COLOR on 
quality T-Shirt, up to 8 letters FREE. White with Red 
Navy trim. 

ADULT—S—M—L—XL 
CHILD—S (6-8) M—L—XL 

photo returned 
Mail check or M.O $7.95 ea. 
Pkg. & Mailing   .75 ea. 

Flo. Res. add sales tax 
DEAL ENTERPRISES—HG7 
14245 N.W. 2nd Ave. P.O. Box 680246 

Miami, Fla. 33168 
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Shopping information 

Prices approximate, state and local taxes additional.   C onsult \our interior desimitr or department store 
decorating service. Stores and designer sources in New York Cit> unless otherwise indicated. 

ON THE COVER 
"Fantastic fish" cotton and Kodel poly- 
ester sheets: Kiny tlat. about Si6. Matching 
^unilorter and towels available. Blue or 
neutral tones. By Burlington. At Jordan 
Marsh. Boston. 
\\icker baskets: 9"-18" diameter. From 
" - Si9. White ceramic a.shtra>s: 8" n 6'/;". 

each. Both at Calduell Alexander. 
N 'U.hampton. N.Y. 
Maize sisal floor covering: From Stark 
C arpet.* 
Japanese porcelain plates with fish design: 
'-)" diameter. Chinese porcelain \ase. 16" 
t; ''. Both 19th c. from John Rosselli== 
I'ink geranium trees: $35 each. .At VV..A. 
hrankenbach Garden Center. Southamp- 
ton. N.\'. 
\N \ V TO WAKE L P 
Faszes 58-59: 
O trscaled. pla> pen-stjle wicker bed: 92" 
\ 130" \ 37" high. Natural finish, rolled 
arm>. S3.150 frame only. White cotton puff 
with flounce: 80" \ 120". S262.50. Natural 
Mnish wicker arm chairs: 44" sq. x 29" 
hijh. Loose seal and back cushions. Si. 125 
each, frame only. Natural finish wicker cof- 
fee table: 38" sq. x 18" high x 3" thick 
r.^xas limestone slab top. S750. All by 
Waldo Fernandez for Waldo's Designs.* 
Striped Belgian cotton fabric: 54" wide. 
.About S20 a \d. Imported by Henry Cal- 
\in Fabrics. At Katzenbach & Warren.'' 
Bilao rice breakfast tray basket: Si 12.50. 
Circular open-weave table basket: SI35. 
From a collection imported for Waldo's 
Designs*. Los .Angeles. 
White antique nightgown: Ribbon and lace 
trim. S65-S165. From a collection at Henri 
Bendel. 
TO KEEP FIT 
Pages 60-61: 
INIen's cotton pajamas: S32.50. At Saks 
Fifth A\enue. 
Yellow cotton knit robe: S37. B\ Parisian 
Maid. Camisole: S30. Dance pants: SI6. 
Both of polyester and cotton. Designed by 
Fernando Sanchez. .All at Henri Bendel. 
Page 63: 
Photo =1: 
Cotton   and   polyester   sheets: ".Missy": 
Queen size, about S14.95. Shams, about 
S13 each. Designed by Suzanne Pleshette. 
"Chrome Yellow": Queen flat, about SI3. 
Designed b\ Yves St. Laurent. Both by 
Ltica Fine Arts for J.P. Stevens. 
L'pholstered bed: Channel quilted, rolled 
head and foot. Queen size. SI. 124 COM. 
By Interior Crafts. Available from Baker- 
Knapp & Tubbs.* 
Down-filled quilt: Queen size. S215 (shown 
with custom cover). .At The Continental 
Quilt Shoppe. 
''Wingfoot Textured" vinyl self-adhesive 
tile: Slatelike texture. 12" squares. 59c 
each. By Goodyear. 
"Kir-Flex" aluminum eyelet drapery rod- 
ding: SI a foot. B\ Kirsch. 
"Elena" ABS plastic stacking tables: 20" 
sq. X 11" high. White, red. or black. S52 
each. From Italy. .At Ambienti. 
Movable arm table lamp: Extends to 28". 
22'2" high. S135. From Hansen Lamps." 
On stacking table: Glass bread plate: S2. 
At Henri Bendel. Ruffled clamshell: SI2. 
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One-of-a-kind  burnt  Popsicle  stick box: 
10^4" X 7'4" X 2-" high. S75. Both at 
Limited Editions. 
"Boby" ABS plastic storage unit on cas 
ters: 16':" x 16 "4 " \ 21"' high. 3 suing 
out trays. 3 shehes. White, red. \ellow 
brown, greeo. black, orange. 2 modules 
Si36. By,l^?lTcplast. Imported from Itah 
by Inter C}raph. .At Sam Flax. 
In "Boby": "Kindness" electric hairsetter 
S31: "Crazy Curl" steam curling iron: S26. 
Both   by   Clairol.   ".Mother's Dandelion 
Wine" bath salts: SI 5. .At Henri Bendel. 
Tree, plants, flowers: B\ Rcnn\. 
Photo ::r2: 
"La \ asca Tonda" circular bathtub: 79 ' 
diam.. 22" high. Green, blue, black, red. 
beige, white. S3.600. By Fabio Lenci for 
Teuco. Imported from Italy. .At Hastings 
Tile. Great Neck. N.Y. 
Edge of tub: Bath sponge: S9. Bath brush: 
5 10.50. Both at Henri Bendel. 
Photo #3: 
"Extase" mirrored beauty cabinet: 61" x 
7'2" X 28" high. Exterior of Formica 
laminate. .Molded pol\styrene interior. 
Locked cabinets. S585. "Design Line" two 
door vanity: 31'2" x 21'4" x 32'4" high. 
Steel enameled sink. S32(). Between van- 
ities: "Design Line" single chest: 15-11 16" 
X 12" X 32''4" high. Hamper, one drawer. 
SI40. Both of wood with Melamine lam- 
inate. "Grande Luxe" acrylic and chrome 
towel ring: IPs" x I's" x 6'2" high. 
SI8.50. All by Allibert. .At The Bath House 
6 Kitchen Center. Westbury. N.Y. 
"Grand Velour 11" cotton-faced terry cloth 
towels: Body sheet, about SI4. Bath towel, 
about S7. By J.P. Stevens. 
"Serie Junko Mix" single knob faucet: auto- 
matic drain. W hite. red, dark blue, brow n, 
chrome. S284. By Zazzeri. From Fearless 
Faucets.* 
In beauty cabinet: Electric rotarv razor: 
S45. B> Norelco. "Slimline \\ater Pik" ap- 
pliance: S42. B\ Teled\ne. .Antique Chi- 
nese teacup (holding cotton swabs): 3'/2" 
high. S75. .At J. Garvin .Mecking. 
Dome-topped .ABS plastic container: 4 
sizes. 6'2"-ir' high. White, red. or green. 
About S6-SI3.50. By Kartel. Imported by 
Beylerian. .At Bloomingdale's: Drummonds. 
Houston: Mac\"s. .Monterey, Calif. Yellow 
plastic box: S5. .At Henri Bendel. 
Photo -4: 
Wall mounted cabinet; 15^4" x 12" x 
22'2" high. S80. Wall mounted drawer: 
15'-4" \12" X 7'/2" high. S55. Both of 
wood with Melamine laminate. From the 
Design Line by .Allibert. At The Bath 
House &. Kitchen Center. \\estbur\. N.Y. 
Counter-high   refrigerator   with freezer: 
18' 21' X 27' hish. S159. By 
San\o. 
Unfinished hardwood stool: 14" diam.. 
24" high. SI4. At Furn-.A-Fit Workshops. 
"Nova" 14-speed blender: S40. By Waring. 
Porcelain-enameled tea kettle: 2' 2 qt. S27. 
B\ Copco. 
"The Fifth Burner" 7-setting burner: $17. 
B\ Hamilton Beach. 
.Above drawer: "Food Savers" containers: 
airtight, freezer- and dishwasher-safe. 26 
oz.. $2.80 ea. Below drawer: Melamine 
salad bowl: 5 qt. SI3. Both by Copco. 

Photo =5: 
"Vita Master" jogging machine: 44" \ 19" 
\ 19" hijh. Sr9 CO D "M\ Jump" digi- 
tal skipping rope: counts to 99^. SI0.95 
ppd. Multiposition slant board: Of foam- 
padded vin\l. Tubular steel construction. 
S43.90 ppd. .All at Hammacher Schlemmer. 
Na>> blue jogging pants: matching jacket 
not shown. S50 -et. B> Loom Tog^. On 
coat hooks: Light blue and nav> jogging 
jacket: S22. Na>v jogging pants: SI 5 Both 
b\ W inning W a\s Bright blue tennis shoes: 
$22.50. B> Iretorn. All at Saks Fifth 
.Avenue. 
\\hite porcelain hooks: 4" high. 95c each. 
.At The Potters Barn. 
Cane-covered hardwood console table with 
brass boots: 48" x 24" x 29" high. S775. 
From Bieleck> Brothers. 
Raffia-co\ered X-based bench: 20" \ 12" x 
16" high. S"5i). To order. From Karl 
Springer. 
Swing arm 3-wa\ wall lanip: Brass. $141. 
Chrome. S151. From Hansen Lamps.* 
One-of-a-kind siher hand mirror, silver- 
topped jar and bottle: S45 and up. From a 
collection. .At Henri Bendel. 
-Antique Chinese ginger jars: $675 a pr. 
Antique Chinese covered soap dishes: SI 35 
each. Both at J. Gar\in .Mecking. 
.\mber-colored bottle: S85. Woven "bird's 
nest" jar with lid: S26. Bamboo handled 
makeup brushes: Set of 5.  SI 2.  .All at 
Henri Bendel. 
Blue and white earthenware dish: 18" x 
5'2 ". S20. Imari cup (holding brushes): 
4'2" high. S30. 3-pc. Imari stacking jar: 
5'2" high. S95. .All at Gordon Foster .An- 
tiques. 
Photo -6: 
"Boby" .ABS plastic storage unit on cas- 
ters: 16'2 X 16-^4 X 29" high. 6 swing-out 
tra\s. 4 shelves. White, red. yellow, brown, 
green, black, orange. 3 modules. SI99. By 
BiefTeplast. Imported from Italy by Inter/ 
Graph. .At Sam Flax. 
Cosmetics: B\ Rc\lon. 
Striped silk robe: SI75. By .Ariel. .At Henri 
Bendel. 
Photo -7: 
Terry cloth exercise mat: S38. At Henri 
Bendel. 
Men's cotton terrv >elour robe: S50. .At Saks 
Fifth .AN enue. 
"Sportable" 12" diagonal black-and-white 
television: Built-in rechargeable battery 
pack. Snap-on sun shield. SI40. By RCA. 
Chrome and glass table on casters: 13" x 
18" X 16" high. S525. To order. -At Seguin 
.Mirror & Brass. 
"Trimline Touch-Tone" telephone: From 
the Bell S\stem. 
Photo =i: 
Hand woven "rooster" basket: 24" x 24". 
From the Philippines. $75. .At Renny. 
Blue and white "Icicle" quilt: c. 1920. 79" 
X 72". $250. -At Kelter .Malce .Antiques. 
Yellow and white quilt: S225. Blue and 
white quilt: S225. Both at The Pilgrim's 
Progress. 
All other sheets, towels, blankets: B\ J.P. 
Ste\ ens. 
Foldable zippered denim luggage: Poly- 
urethane handles. 29" puUman. $57.50. By 

Continued on page 147 
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Orchids 
continued from page 32 

in varieties of yellow, bronze, red, 
violet, green, blue, as well as the familiar 
lavender. The flowers last from 10 days 
to 2 weeks. By growing varieties with 
different blooming times, you can have 
some in flower for at least half the year. 
For orchids that really last, however, 
Phalaenopsis blooms are hard to beat. 
Known popularly as the "Moth Orchids," 
these flowers last anywhere from 2 to 5 
months if the humidity is kept high 
around them. Paphiopedilttin. paphs for 
short, also called Lady's-slipper, don't 
look "orchidy," but their wax-carved 
texture adds striking variety to a collec- 
tion. Before you add some to yours, how- 
ever, make sure you've seen paphs in 
bloom. They are so diflerent from the 
other orchids that even the most avid 
orchid lover sometimes will not grow 
them; others will have nothing but. Out- 
standing growers under artificial light, 
which alone is enough to persuade many 
to begin a collection, they will liven up 
any dark corner. 

One of my own favorites among the 
orchids is Cymhidium. Although the 
species of this genus can be grown only 
in cool greenhouses, I mention them 
here, because the miniatures, of which 
there are now many hybrids available, 
make outstanding and long-lasting speci- 
mens for sunny windows. 

While it's true that if you grow orchids 
without a greenhouse, your selection 
will be limited, it's also true that once 
you do start, it will be hard to stop. 
After all, you'll still have some thousand- 
odd specimens to choose from. 

Light, water, action 
continued from page 32 

small, a miniature low-power fan placed 
by the plants, blowing the air away from 
them, will increase circulation. When it 
comes to temperature requirements, or- 
chids are classified as cool, intermediate, 
and warm growers. Cool growers can 
rarely be grown indoors; most of the 
others will do fine as long as you don't 
select really exotic specimens. To help 
initiate flower spikes, place them in a 
cool window over night. 

As a last note, orchids rarely grow in 
soil. Most are epiphytic, or air plants, 
growing on the bark of trees. This means 
they-will not take well to being potted 
up like your other house plants. Bark, 
osmunda, and various other substances 
are used for orchids. Potting mixtures are 
available from orchid suppliers and many 
garden centers. Use a clay pot with large 
holes in the bottom, as well as a pebble 
tray. Do drench when dry. More water is 
required when the plant is actively grow- 
ing. Cut back watering in the dormant 
period. Orchids require better drainage 
than most plants. For fertilizer, 18-18-18 
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every 2 weeks during the growing season 
is recommended. When the flower fades, 
cut the spike only. 

At transplanting time, use the same 
type of medium as the plant grew in 
before. It's the easiest choice and the 
one which will work best. Trim oft" all 
dead roots and place the plant in the 
new pot, packing down the planting 
media very firndy. If the plant is not 
anchored firmly when repotted it will be 
wobbly and refuse to send out new roots. 
To this end, some growers will stake 
their plants for the first few months 
after repotting them in order to make 
sure that the new roots get a good grip 
on things. ■ 

Swedish treat 
continued from page 48 

dustrial center on the coast, has medieval 
ramparts, a splendid Renaissance castle, 
baroque squares and cathedral. Plus 
beaches, campgrounds, and all manner 
of sports facilities. Vaxjo the provincial 
capital, 60 miles inland on a lake and 
surrounded by lakes, is also well- 
equipped for outdoor pleasures. It of- 
fers in addition a complex of interesting 
local museums devoted to peasant life, 
to forestry, to Swedish emigration to the 
United States, and most notably to glass. 
Exhibits in the latter trace the history of 
the craft from antiquity as well as show 
off the products of local craftsmanship. 

Craftsmanship in the process as much 
as the product, is the reason for visiting 
the glass factories. They are modern 
where modernization makes sense, and 
may make different kinds of glass for 
different purposes, but the vSwedish have 
built their reputation on the brilliant 
clarity and ring of their crystal. And the 
making of fine crystal is still very much a 
handcraft. (The difference between glass 
and crystal? Glass is a fusion of silica 
sand, soda, and limestone. In fine or lead 
crystal, potash and red lead replace the 
soda and limestone.) It is fascinating to 
watch the glass-blowing teams, the en- 
gravers, and the cutters. There's a good 
bit of drama to the making of even a sim- 
ple wineglass, and a display of skill that 
makes it look easier than you know it is. 
Glass is such a lively, sensuous material 
—soft and glowing from the furnace, 
sheer and sparkling in the finished piece. 
Each glassworks has an exhibition of its 
products—past and present. And each 
has its own specialties, its own person- 
ality. Partly this comes from company 
tradition, partly from the distinctive cre- 
ations of its designers. Designers play a 
very important role in Swedish glassmak- 
ing. In addition to their responsibilities 
for designing beautiful and salable use- 
ful objects—glasses and pitchers and 
candleholders—they are encouraged to 
experiment and expand the technical and 
artistic possibilities of crystal. The beau- 
tiful one-of-a-kind objects they create 

are beautifully displayed in the exhibi- 
tion rooms. 

If all this looking leads to thoughts of 
buying, the factories have stores, too. But 
the stores only sell seconds and ends of 
lines for reasons that are obvious when 
you think about it. The seconds have al- 
most imperceptible flaws, and if you find 
something you covet, you have a real 
bargain. Serious crystal buying, how- 
ever, must be done in normal retail 
shops. There are some in Viixjo and Kal- 
mar, and if you are planning to go to 
Stockholm, the NK department store is 
famous for its selection. 
□ WHERETO STAY 
There are motels or hostels near many 
of the glassworks, but Vaxjo or Kalmar 
are better bases of operation if you'd like 
to stretch out the evening. In the glass- 
works villages it's early to bed, early to 
rise. Factories open at 6 A.M., lunch hour 
starts at 10 or 10:30. and by 3 or 4 in 
the afternoon they close for the day. The 
best weather for a visit is from mid-May 
through September, but rooms may be 
scarce and considerable advance plan- 
ning needed in luly, which seems to be 
the Swedish vacation time. The glass fac- 
tories all close for the month, but their 
shops and exhibition rooms may open. 
Kosta and Orrefors keep a small part of 
the factory workinu for tourists. 
□ HOW TO GET THERE 
It's only a 40-minute flight to Vaxjo 
from Copenhagen, Denmark, the closest 
international airport. SAS has a new di- 
rect flight (Sunday through Friday to 
Vaxjo; Monday-Saturday to Copenhag- 
en) six days a week. You can also fly to 
Vaxjo or to Kalmar from Stockholm in 
an hour and a half. Bus tours of the fac- 
tories are available in both cities, but 
this is country that invites unscheduled 
poking around, and for that you need a 
car. Vaxjo is well provided for car rent- 
als. There are five companies from which 
to choose, and SAS will make the reser- 
vation for you at the same time as you 
book your flight. ■ 

A song of praise 
continued from page 118 

moment, the 'Polish Rider' at the Frick. 
What you receive from that picture is not 
the personality of the rider, or of Rem- 
brandt. Something other than personality 
comes across. Something deeper." 

Transcending personality in a work of 
art is perhaps too advanced a concept for 
most of the amateur gardeners of this 
world. Russell Page is bringing a long 
gardening career to bear on his current 
musings. At the end of his book, he 
writes. "A garden really lives only inso- 
far as it is an expression of faith, the 
embodiment of hope and a song of 
praise." Perhaps that goal, ambitious as 
it is, could serve as a model for those who 
hope to achieve the standards Mr. Page 
has attained in the art of gardening. ■ 
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.liopping information 
oiitinued from pai>e 145 

llairison. At Bloomingdale's. 
( lolhes in closet: At Henri Bendcl. 
SI MVII R DRINKS 
l'a«e 67: 
't'liaiiipagiie" fluted crystal glasses: 6'a" 
high. $19.75 each. By Ward Bennett. At 
I ifTany. 
I HK Fl OWKRS SPEAK 
Pages 76-77: 
llaiid-paiiited   I9tli-c.  Chinese porcelain: 
Blue and white cachepot: 8'/2 " diam., 6'4" 
inf^h. $840 a pair. Vase: IV2" diam., MVz" 
ligh. $600 a pair. Both from Charles R. 
liracie & Sons.* 
\ NOBLE BEAUTY 
Pages 90-91: 
'Morris-Jiimel Mansion Tea Room" vinyl- 
loated wallpapers: Handpainted on paper, 
straight   pattern   match.   Panel: Pattern 
#3700, 21" wide, lO'/a" repeat. $43.50 per 
7 yd. roil. Border: Pattern #3699, 21 
wide, 22" repeat. $7 a yd. Both from the 
"Early American Homes, 1707-1880" doc- 
umentary collection. By Reed. For free 
brochure, write Reed Forest Products, 550 
Pharr Rd., Atlanta, Ga. 30305. 
HEALTHWARE 
Page 104: 
'Fressureless   Cooker"   ahiniinuni steuni 
cooker: 12 cup. Low wattage. Keep-warm 
•letting. $40. By Hamilton Beach. 
'Small Wonder" aluminum alloy pressure 
cooker: 3 pressure settings. 2' 2 qt. $23. By 
Mirro. 
■'New Colony" Lexan plastic fat separator 
cup: 12 oz., dishwasher safe. Also mea- 
sures metric. $6. By Rowoco. At Bamber- 
ger's, Newark; The China Closet, Chevy 
Chase, Md. 
'Marvelle" black porcelain-clad aluminum 
cookware: Nonstick interior. 12" diam. 
chicken fryer (cover not shown), $27. 3 
qt. covered saucepan, $17. 10^4" diam. 
saute pan, $14. By Oster. 
Black cast-iron grill: 13" x 8". Non-stick 
finish. $20. By Le Creuset. 
"Sun Pantry Oven Fruit and Vegetable 
Dryer": 17" x 13" x 7" high. Uses heat 
from oven's viewing or pilot light only. 
Mahogany rack. 4 aluminum screen trays 
with baked acrylic finish. $25. By Ambit. 
At Garden Way Living Center, 1186 Willi- 
ston Rd., South Burlington, Vt. 05401: The 
Emporium, 6072 Busch Blvd., Columbus, 
Ohio 43229. 
Page 105: 
Stoneware steamer: 4 qt. capacity. Dish- 
washer safe. Suitable for microwave ovens. 
$25. By Ironstone Pottery. At Blooming- 
dale's; Bullock's, Los Angeles. 
"Schlemmertopf' clay pot: 3'/2 qt. capac- 
ity. Glazed interior, unglazed porous lid. 
Dishwasher safe. About $19. By Reston 
Lloyd. At Bullock's, Los Angeles; Saks 
Fifth Avenue. 
Stoneware "Tandoor Oven": 8" diam., I 1" 
high. Metal skewer, retainer plate, locking 
pin. Stands on oven floor. $39.15 ppd. By 
Amnion Stoneware. At Williams-Sonoma, 
P.O. Box 3792, San Francisco, Calif. 94119. 
Low heat, waterless cookware: Stainless 
steel with carbon steel core. 3 qt. covered 
saucepan, 2 qt. double boiler, 11" diam. 
covered skillet, about $50 each. By Salad- 
master. Write Saladmaster. 48 Beach St., 
Manchester, Mass. 01944 for nearest dealer. 
"The Ice Cream Parlor" electric frozen 

Continued on page 150 

The new, the rare, the unusual — 
you'll find them all, as well as the 
finest of the familiar flowers in 
this handsome and colorful 48- 
pa^^e book. Spring flow^ering bulbs 
from Holland, jjerennial flower 
seed, exotic houseplants are clear- 
ly described and illustrated alon^ 
with the latest accessories and 
materials. Park's FLOWER 
BOOK will help make your gar- 
dening dreams come true — and 
it's FREE! 

GEO. w PARK SEED co , INC 
I 2Cokesbury Rd.,Greenwood,S.C. 2 9 647 

Please send Park's big FREE Flower Book. 

NAAAE (Please Print) 

STREET OR R. R. 

P'OSTOFFICE 

BOX NO. 

STATE ZIP 

Add Color And Excitement 

To Your New Spring Garden 
Things of beauty . . . joys forever. 
Now the pleasures and rewards of gar- 
dening are as close as your copy of 
Wayside Gardens' lovely, all-color Fall 
Catalog. The finest quality shrubs, per- 
ennials and bulbs are offered, along 
with complete growing instructions and 
Wayside's famous no nonsense guaran- 
teC;  

Please rush me your new Fall Catalog. | 
Enclosed is $1.00 deposit which will be | 
deducted  from first order. | 

NAME (Please Print) 

STREET OR RR BOX NO. I 
 I 
STATE ZIP I 

THE WAYSIDE GARDENS CO. I 
71 Gard«n Lan«  Hodgas, S. C. 29695 | 

The strongest anti-itch drug 

you can buy without prescription 

The itching of external vaginal, 
rectal, and other skin conditions 
can worsen, lead to infection. 

Doctors find even severe itching 
can be treated with a special anti- 
itch drug. This same drug is now 
available without prescription as 
an ingredient in BiCOZENE, the 

modern stainless, greaseless itch- 
relief creme. Use only as directed. 

No other advertised product has 
this same exclusive BiCOZENE® 
formula. For sample, send 25C to 
Dept. HG7,    423 Atlantic ^\e., 

S:?°r/2i7 BiCOZEIVE 

to thousands in developing areas 
here and abroad. 

Give to: PROJECT 
Deportment fl 

UJjashington, D C. 20007 

CHOICE MARBLE TABLE TOPS, GIFTS. Fac- 
tory prices. Famous Vermont Marble Exhibit. 
Proctor,   vt.    neor    Rutland.    No catalog. 

FOLIAGE PLANT SEEDS 
New selection of seeds from tropical Hawaii. 
Write today for your free catalog. Want your 
catalog in a hurry? Send $2.00 to cover air- 
mail charges. Includes many flower.s and 
shrub seeds. Dow Seeds Hawaii Ltd. 
Dept. HG, Box 30144, Honolulu, Hawaii 96820. 

REX BULB FARMS 

LILIES 
HUNDREDS OF WORLD 

FAMOUS GARDEN 
VARIETIES. 

Send 10c for 68 Page 
Catalog. 

Box 145-B Newbere. Oreeon 97132 

Stark Bro s Fruit Trees and 
Garden Catalog FREE! , 

Dwarf Fruit Trees, shade and nut trees, 
shrubs, berries, vines, bulbs, award- 
winning roses, and ornamentals 
stark Bro s Nurseries & Orchards Co. 
Box A26377 
Louisiana. Missouri 63353 
fTtark Bros. BoxA26377. Louisiana, Mo 63353 T 
II ! Rush Color Catalog FREE' | 

(Please Print) I 
(Mr 

Mrs MlSS- 
I Address- 
jcity  
l^tate  Zip- 
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'-'of Mebane 

WEVE PREPARED A HANDSOME 
COLOR PORTFOUO TO INTRODUCE 
YOU TO DESIGN 80. ^ ^of Mebane 

Get acquainted with this contemporaiY collection of dining, bed- 
room and occasional furniture. For your copy, send $1.00 to Dept. HG-07, 
White Furniture Co,, Mebane, N.C. 17302. The South's oldest maker of 
fine furniture. 

PREPARE A GRAND ENTRANCE FOR YOUR GUESIS. 

Select the Carolina Miiror style that perfectly enhances your foyer. With over 130 to chouse 
from, you'll find one that reflects your taste exactly; and presents a grand image whenever 
guests anive. Send us your name and $1.50 to receive our 36-page color catalog, and the 
name of your nearest Carolina Min or dealer. Together, we can work decorati-.g wonders. 

CAROLINA MIRROR CORPORATION 
North Wilkesboro, N.C. 28659 

n booklets 

Marvelous ideas to help you plan and 
shop are in the booklets below, and 
they're yours for the asking. You can 
order them directly from House & 
Garden—send for the ones you want 
today. Just fill out and return the order 
coupon, circling the number of each 
booklet desired, enclose 50^ for post- 
age and handling, plus any additional 
charge as indicated next to the booklet 
number, and we'll see to it that your 
booklet requests are filled as quickly 
as possible. Do not send stamps; coins, 
check, or money order may be used. 
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Building and Remodeling 

1. STONE VENEERS. Beautify your pres- 
ent or new home with inexpensive, easy- 
to-apply natural stone facings. Light- 
weight Featherock comes in distinctive 
colors and styles for interior/exterior wall 
paneling and fireplaces. Complete with 
"How-to" guide and dealer list. Featherock, 
inc. 25C 

2. "CERAMIC TILE MAKES A LOT OF 
SENSE IN A LOT OF ROOMS BESIDES 
THE BATH." Imaginative ways to use ce- 
ramic tile for added beauty and value 
throughout your home are pictured in this 
new full-color booklet. Tile Council of 
America. 50C 

3. NEW IDEAS WITH WOOD WINDOWS. 
Pella Rolscreen windows and doors are as 
beautiful as they are easy to maintain. Col- 
orful booklet illustrates how Pella designs 
add distinction to any house. 

4. KITCHEN IDEAS. Deluxe book tells how 
stainless steel sinks give a smart contem- 
porary look that flatters any interior . . . 
blends with every color scheme. New 
work-saving accessories in many models 
and sizes. Advantages of easy cleaning . . . 
longer wear! It's here in a fact-packed 
booklet on the style-setting line of Elkay 
stainless steel sinks. Elkay Mfg. Co. 250 

5. EXCITING NEW DIMENSION IN GLASS 
for residential housing . . . PPG Solarcool 
Bronze. Booklet discusses the iiiherent 
beauty of Solarcool Bronze plus its mul- 
tiple home-owner benefits—perhaps most 
important, its ability to save on air-condi- 
tioning costs. PPG Glass. 
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ull-color folder gives information on dif- 
erent types of wood windows and gliding 
loors and on Perma-Shield windows and 
Jiding doors which have sash and frame 
ncased in a low-maintenance, rigid vinyl 
heath. Helpful information for the home 
ijanner or remode!cr. Andersen Corp. 

Decorating 

'. "FOCUS ON FLOORS"—a practical 
;uide to decorating from the floor- up. 
'his 12-page, full-color booklet "features 
lecorating tips for kitchens, family and 
ving rooms, bedrooms, foyers, and hobby 
ooms. Includes entire section on do-it- 
ourself installation, a flooring glossary, 
ilus information on cost and maintenance, 
rom Congoleum. 500 

I. EXCITING COLLECTION OF TABLES. 
'his handsome portfolio illustrates a com- 
ilete line of uniquely designed tables and 
abinets. Styles include French, Mediter- 
anean, Italian, and modern in a versatile 
hoice of woods and finishes. Gordon's 
10. $1 

. FINE 18TH-CENTURY ENGLISH-STYLE 
URNITURE. Henredon's Folio Fourteen 
edroom, dining, and occasional collec- 
on interprets the timeless elegance of 
8th-century English and American de- 
ign. Henredon Furniture Ind. $1 

0. ARE YOU CHOOSY? Lane gives you 
ie choice of a lifetime, from over 1,001 
ieces of furniture varying in size, shape, 
esign. Pamphlets complete with color 
hotos and diagrams present a wide range 
f collections. The Lane quality will please 
ou. too. 500 

1. FAMOUS DESIGNS. Series of book 
;ts illustrating French, English, Italian, 
lediterranean, and American Traditional, 
ach book is a guide for selecting bed- 
Dom, dining room, living room, and occa- 
ional pieces. Handy room-planning kit is 
icluded. Heritage Furniture. $1 

Eating and Entertaining 

12. MAKE THE MOST OF IT. Galliano is 
not just a delicate after dinner liqueur. 
It's a versatile mixing ingredient. Try one 
of the recipes in "The Gold Standard" 
drink and cooking recipe booklet or try 
Galliano in your favorite cocktail, main 
dish, or dessert. "21" f ■ i ' Inr, 

Gardening 

13. "1977 BUYERS' GUIDE." Color illus 
trated catalogue from Rockwell Interna- 
tional shows its wide range of portable 
and stationary tools and accessories. Ev- 
erything from lawn and garden tools to 
drills, saws, sanders, grinders, jointers, 
shapers, lathes, and motors. 

Potpourri 

14. PHONECENTER STORE CATALOGUE. 
Here's everything you need to give your 
house the most up-to-date telephone 
equipment available. Learn about all the 
services available through your local Bell 
Telephone Company. See the full range 
of decorator phones, as well as special 
phones and accessories to meet special 
needs. AT&T. 

15. "THE CONSUMER'S ALMANAC" is 
designed to help you organize your per- 
sonal finances. Prepared by the Consumer 
Credit Institute, a counseling service of 
over 800 consumer finance companies, 
the Almanac can be a valuable source of 
financial information for you and your 
family. $1 

16. BRIGHTEN YOUR HOME YEAR 
'ROUND. With the new techniques now 
available for drying and preserving flowers 
in microwave ovens, you can enjoy beau- 
tiful floral arrangements year 'round. By 
following the step-by-step methods in this 
booklet, you'll find drying flowers is not 
only easy, but fun. Tappan. $1 

-Order coupon for booklets- 

July, 1977 

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money or- 
der, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 50(* 
for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 7 
Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New York. N.Y. 10017 

125c 
9$i 

2''0c 

10?"^- 
3 

ll$i 
4250 

12 
5 

13 
6 

14 

750e 

15$i 

I enclose: $_ _50«' for postage and handling of my request for booklets 

_for booklets circled requiring payment 
Js my total remittance 

MR. 
Name MRS._ 

MISS 

Address  
City  

(Please Print) 

.State, -Zip#- 
Offer expires )0/14/77 

IMPROVE 

IHEWAY 

YOU 

Ask for your copy of tiic 
Ma\'ll()\vcr M()\ ins Kit. 

Sam 

k cbat 
'■ mewing. 

It helps YOU ^ct or^ani/cd. 
WitJi checklists. 
Inventory sheets. Pucking labels. 
And change-of-ud(iress earris. 
Every thing you need. 

\Ve'\ e drawn upon 50 years of 
movLng experience to help you do 
it right. Because once you get 
your move organized, tJie experts 
will do the rest. MaN-flower. Fn)ni 
where you are—to where you're 
going. Worldwide. 
^      ^ I.CO. NO. MC-2934 

Improve tiie move. 
Send for your copy of the 
Mavflower Moving Kit. It's 
free. Mail tills coupon to: 
>1u>^owcr. Bo.Y 107K 
■ ■i<liaiia|M>li<%. In<l. 4<»!204> 

NAME   

ADDRESS . 

CITY  

STATE ZIP. 

^1 IfE N.VME ME.\r<S MOVIXG. 
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Shopping inlormation 
continued from page 147 

dessert niaciiine: ' 2 gallon capacity. Uses 
table salt. Ready light. $40. By Waring. 
Food machine: Powerful motor grinds, 
kneads, liquefies, cooks, freezes. 72 oz. 
stainless steel container with pressurized 
spigot. About $200. By Vita Mix. At Bloo- 
mingdale's; Halle's, Cleveland. 
Automatic pulp-free juice extractor: Poly- 
styrene with stainless steel cutting disk, 4- 
cup juice collector. $86. By Oster. 
Hand molded glazed tiles: 4" sq. "Arbor", 
green on Mexican white, $6.49 sq. ft. Mexi- 
can white, $5.50 sq. ft. By Carillo. Im- 
ported by Elon. At Ceramica Mia. 

Building Facts 

Materials and equipment used in the house 
on pages 84-87 

ARCHITECTS: Leland Cott of Gelardin/ 
Bruner/Cott, Inc. 
INTERIOR DESIGN AND LANDSCAPING: Lcland 
Cott of Gelardin/Bruner/Cott, Inc. 
CONTRACTOR: Reginald Nichols 
SIZE OF HOUSE: 5,571 square feet with full 
basement 
SIZE OF LOT: 1.88 acres 
STRUCTURE 
Foundation:   8-inch   reinforced concrete 
foundation walls on 12-inch footings; crawl 
space under living room. 
Framing: Two story wings of house: stan- 
dard wood frame construction of walls, 
floors, and roof. Living-room wing roof 
framed in aluminum box beams. 
EXTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Exterior walls: Two coats of plaster with 
embedded fiberglass fabric applied to rigid 
polystyrene board by Dryvit Corp. over 
gypsum panels by U.S. Gypsum Co. 
Exterior tinLsb: White finish integral with 
plaster by Dryvit Corp. 
Roofs: Main part of house; 4-ply bitumi- 
nous-coated building paper topped with 
gravel. Living room wing: Kalwall Sys- 
tems translucent insulating fiberglass panels 
bonded to aluminum I-beams, Structures 
Unlimited, Inc. 
Insulation: In exterior house walls, 3-inch 
fiberglass blanket insulation by Johns-Man- 
ville Corp. On exterior walls, rigid, poly- 
styrene board. In roofs, 6-inch fiberglass 
blanket insulation by Johns-Manville Corp. 
Windows: "Arcadia" aluminum frame slid- 
ing glass windows by Northrop Architec- 
tural Systems. 
Skylights: Kalwall Systems translucent in- 
sulating fiberglass panels by Kalwall Corp. 
Doors: Interior doors on first floor: 8-foot 
solid core wood; on second floor: 6-foot, 8- 
inch hollow core wood. Exterior doors on 
living room wing: "Arcadia" aluminum 
frame, insulating glass sliding doors by 
Northrop Architectural Systems. 
INTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Interior walls: '/2-inch and %-inch gypsum 
wallboard by U.S. Gypsum Co. In kitchen, 
chevron pattern ceramic tile hy Country 
Floors, Inc. In bathrooms, 2"/2-by-2'/2-inch 
ceramic tile by American Glean Tile. 
Ceilings: All first-floor rooms except living 
room: mirror finish aluminum channels by 
Alcan Aluminum Corp. Second floor: gyp- 
sum wallboard by U.S. Gypsum Co. 
Interior finishes: On walls and second floor 
ceilings, skim coat wet plaster by U.S. Gyp- 
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sum Co.; white paint by Martin-Senour. 
Floors: All first-floor rooms and second- 
floor bathrooms, 12-inch-square black slate 
tiles by Pennsylvania Slate Co. In second 
floor rooms, wall-to-wall wool carpet by 
K.U.T.K. Koninklyke of Holland. 
Lighting fixtures: Track lighting and re- 
cessed cylindrical ceiling downlights, with 
wall washers and parabolic reflectors, by 
Lightolicr, Inc. Dimmer controls by Lutron 
Electronics Co., Inc. In bathrooms, ceiling 
heat lamps by NuTone Div., Scovill Mfg. 
Co. 
Fireplace: Prefabricated metal "Heatilator" 
unit by Vega Industries, Inc. 
Hardware: On exterior doors, chrome le- 
vers by General Hardware Mfg. Co. On in- 
terior doors, black Delrin plastic cylindri- 
cal knobs by W. C. Vaughn, Inc 
Furnishings: In living room, two "Pyramid" 
beige rugs by Karastan Rug Mills; sectional 
Italia B&B sofas by Atelier-International; 
chrome leg, glass-top dining table by Roche- 
Bobois, Boston; chrome frame, glass-top 
coffee tables by John Mascheroni; pillows, 
baskets by Design/Research, Cambridge, 
Mass. 
Table accessories: Dining-table plates, glass 
goblets, place mats, napkins, flower bowl, 
living-room coffee tables accessories by 
Design/Research, Cambridge, Mass. 
Music system: Turntable by United Audio, 
tuner by KLH. 
Kitchen cabinets: Custom-made wood cabi- 
nets by Christian Kreilkamp faced with 
plastic laminate. 
Countertops: In kitchen, wood block with 
slate counter saver inset. In bathrooms, 
slate by Pennsylvania Slate Co. 
Plumbing fixtures: In kitchen, double stain- 
less steel sink; in bathroom, white lavator- 
ies, toilets, bidet, tubs by American-Stand- 
ard. Sink and lavatories, "Vola" epoxy 
enameled color fittings by Architectural 
Complements. 
EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCES 
Appliances: Five-burner electric cooktop, 
two undercounter ovens by Thermador 
Div., Norris Industries; countertop char- 
coal grille with ventilating fan by Jenn-Air 
Corp.; refrigerator by Sub-Zero Freezer 
Co., Inc.; food waste disposer by In-Sink- 
Erator Mfg. Co.; ventilating fan by 
Nu-Tone Div., Scovill Mfg. Co.; instant 
hot-water tap by National; laundry washer 
and dryer by Maytag Co. 
Hot-water heater: Tankless by Thermo-Dy- 
namic Corp. 
Heating-cooling system: Two-zone forced 
warm-air heating and cooling system elec- 
trically filtered and humidified. Furnace by 
Thermo-Dynamics Corp., cooling unit by 
Metzger Machine and Engineering. Circu- 
lating pumps by Bell & Gossett, ITT, hu- 
midifiers by Lobb Humidifier Co. 

Materials and equipment u.sed in the 
kitchen on pages 64-65 

ARCHITECT: Gary Lindstrom & Associates, 
New Canaan, Conn. 
INTERIOR DESIGNER: Taylor Stirling, New 
Canaan, Conn. 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
AND APPLIANCES 
Refrigerator, freezer, and under-counter re- 
frigerator by Sub-Zero. Self-cleaniug dou- 
ble ovens by General Electric. Self-venting 
electric range by Jenn-Air. Corning electric 
cooktop by Amana. Dishwasher and gar- 
bage disposal by Kitchen Aid. Hot food 
server drawers by Toastmaster. Stainless 
steel ventilating hood by Broan. 

INTERIOR 
White textured steel cabinets and counter- 
tops of butcher block and stainless steel by 
St. Charles Kitchens by Girard. Natural 
cork flooring (polyurethane coated) by 
Dodge Cork. 
DINING ROOM 
Custom terra-cotta tile by Hastings Tile. 

New beauty products 
continued from page 30 

remove dirt without changing the acid 
mantle of your skin. The bars are a hefty 
5 ounces and have their own plastic 
travel or protective cases (you don't want 
everyone using your special face cleanser 
for just anything!), $6.50 each, also from 
Estee Lauder. 

Summer-bare is a great feeHng. For 
those who enjoy letting the sun be their 
only face-coloring, there's a new special 
summer protector. The Coty Equasion 
One Perfect Ounce Moisture Cream and 
a companion One Perfect Ounce Mois- 
ture Lotion both have sunscreens added 
to them. $6.50 and $5 each at drugstores 
and department stores everywhere. 

"Like water off a duck's back" goes 
the phrase. Here's why. Those down 
feathers are saturated with an almost 
weightless oil that's totally water-repel- 
lent. The Redken scientists have incor- 
porated this "preening oil" into a new 
eye-makeup remover and an eye-treat- 
ment cream. And they've also made ap- 
plying the remover easier with an eye- 
dropper. Simple genius. Keeps lashes and 
frail skin soft and lubricated. Find them 
both at beauty salons across the country. 

If refreshment is what you need at 
bathtime, a tepid bath is more energy- 
making than a hot one. (A hot bath can 
deplete you.) Double the lift by adding 
fragrance to the water. Two of the all- 
time classics, Arpege and My Sin have 
now been made into Foaming Fra- 
granced Bath Concentrate. A capful is 
all you need for a tubful of bubbles. 
$7.50 each in dramatic black, unbreak- 
able bottles. PAULA RICE JACKSON 

Astrological guide to your fragrance 
The sign: Cancer H^Sv^a 
(June 22-July 21) BEVV 
Element: Air ^^'^3 

The key phrase for Cancer is "I feel." 
You absorb from your surroundings and 
react intuitively to them. Most people 
who belong to this sign are emotional, 
and therefore definitely creative. You're 
also diligent, resourceful, and a person 
with great staying power. White Shoul- 
ders by Evyan suits your sentimental, 
idealistic personality. More sophisticated 
Y by Yves Saint Laurent has a subtle 
persuasive air. The timeless L'Heure 
Bleue by Guerlain, the perfume mother 
wore, is full of memories. For the re- 
sponsive, affectionate Cancerian male, 
there is Givenchy's Gentleman with its 
dazzling array of grooming products to 
indulge his senses. ■      MARIA REACHI 
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fhe natural look! 

t's second nature to Armstrong. 

The beauty of nature has come indoors. 
The subtle colors and textures, the 
informality the warmth. It's today's look for 
today's love of the "naturals"... a look that 
can have a natural beginning anywhere in 
your home with Armstrong floors. Rugged 
inlaid floors, as casual as the country and 
just as beautiful. Design effects in stone, 
tile, brick. Warm earth-tone colors and 
textures... easy-to-live-with neutrals that - 
give your artistic nature total decorating 
freedom. p i 

The natural look of brick in the family 
room. (Shown, page opposite.) The 
mood: Southwestern The floor: Armstrong 
Designer Sofarian®, Hampton Brick series, 
with an area rug made of two colors of 
Armstrong Desert Lane carpet. 
Upholstered furniture by Thomasville, also 
part of The Indoor World® of Armstrong. 

The natural look of paving bricks in 
the foyer. When you want to enter into 
the feeling of Early American ... 
Armstrong Coronelle® Vinyl Corlon® 
Custom Paver design. 

The natural look of tile in the bath. 
Exciting, elegant, and naturally beautiful 
... with a floor of Quarry Tile Coronelle. 

The natural look ... as great as all 
outdoors. And even better, because all 
Armstrong natural-look floors are resilient, 
durable, and easy to care for. After all, 
making beautiful floors is second nature to 
Armstrong. 

Armstrong 
7708 Maple Av«. 
Lancaster. PA 17604 

Please send me your free booklet. Welcome Home 
to Armstrong Floors, showing more naturally 
beautiful flooring ideas — plus names of my nearest 
Armstrong retailers. 

Slreet Apt # 

City 

S!<3le Zip 

(Ay-mstrong 

CREATORL Of THE INDOORWORLD' 

Quarry Tile floor design copyrighted by Armstrong 

Lll.L.'r.'f^/'-i/i 
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See elegant Carlton Hall 

f ronn (S^A4mia6m£(& 

at these fine stores: 
ALABAMA 

Loveman's 216 North 19lh Street BIRMINGHAM 35203 
Town House Galleries 509 11th Street S.E. DECATUR 35601 

ARIZONA 
Lou Register, Inc. 
1701 East Camelback Road PHOENIX 85016 
Lou Regester, Inc. 
10705 West Peoria Avenue SUN CITY 85351 
Lou Regester, Inc. 2303 East Grant Road 
TUSCON 85716 

ARKANSAS 
Brandon Furniture Company 605 Albert Pike 
HOT SPRINGS 71901 
Brandon Furniture Company Village Shopping Center Asher at University 
LITTLE ROCK 72204 
Brandon House Decorator Gallery 823 West 7th Street 
LITTLE ROCK 72201 

CALIFORNIA 
Barker Brothers 144 North Central Avenue 
GLENDALE91203 
Barker Brothers 83 Huntington Center 
HUNTINGTON BEACH 92648 
La Mesa Furniture Company 8250 La Mesa Boulevard LA MESA 92041 
Carl's Furniture 1250 E. Pacific Coast Highway 
LONG BEACH 90801 
W & J Sloane, Inc. 4800 El Camino Real 
LOS ALTOS 94022 
Barker Brothers 
120 North Robertson Boulevard 
LOS ANGELES 90048 
Barker Brothers 
711 South Flower Street LOS ANGELES 90017 
Young Brothers ol Novato 7514 Redwood Highway NOVATO 94947 
Mulkey Furniture Company 607 East 12th Street 
OAKLAND94606 
Higglns Furniture Shops 155 South Glassell Street ORANGE 92666 
Barker Brothers 
8252 Van Nuys Boulevard PANORAMA CITY 91402 
Barker Brothers 310 South Lake 
PASADENA 91108 
W A J Sloane, Inc. 2650 North Gate Mall 
SAN RAFAEL 94903 
W & J Sloane, Inc. 216 Sutter Street 
SAN FRANCISCO 94108 
W & J Sloane, Inc. 3530 Stevens Creek Blvd. SAN JOSE 95117 
House ol Values 2531 El Camino Real 
SAN MATEO 94403 
Barker Brothers 4310 Artesia Boulevard TORRANCE 90504 

COLORADO 
Mid west Furniture Company 9000 East Hampden Avenue DENVER 80231 

CONNECTICUT 
Wayside Furniture ol Mlllord 1650 Boston Post Road MILFORD 06460 
Tarryvllle Furniture Store 83 Main Street 
TERRYVILLE 06786 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
W<iJSIoane,lnc. 1130 Connecticut Avenue N W WASHINGTON 20036 
Woodward & Lothrop 11 and F Streets. N W. 
WASHINGTON 20002 

FLORIDA 
Robinson's Furniture Company 2501 North Federal Highway BOCA RATON 33431 
Robinson's Furniture Company 1630 North Federal Highway 
FORT LAUDERDALE 33305 
Jones Brothers Furniture 520 Hogan Street 
JACKSONVILLE 32202 
Gaylers Cordova Mall 
PENSACOLA 32502 
Robinson's Furniture Company 4400 North Federal Highway POMPANO BEACH 33062 i' 
PermaHouse Interiors 1600 Fourth Street South 
ST. PETERSBURG 33701 
Maas Brothers Sarasota Square 
U S. 41 & Beneva Road SARASOTA 33559 
Saba's Home Furnishings, Inc. 1055 South TamiamI Trail SARASOTA 33579 
Maas Brothers 
4130 Gandy Boulevard TAMPA 33611 

GEORGIA 
Charles S. Martin Distributors 1000 Marietta Street N.W 
ATLANTA 30318 
Havsrty Furniture Company ' 3145 Piedmjont Road NE ATLANTA 30305 , 
J.B. White A Company 936 Broad Street AUGUSTA 30902 
Raymond Rowe Furniture 1200 Broadway 
COLUMBUS 31901 
McClurs Furniture Showcase 
875 Burrus Road MACON 31204 
Dixie Furniture Mart 9301 Abercorn Expressway SAVANNAH 31401 
Towne And Country Furniture 
5232 Memorial Drive STONE MOUNTAIN 30083 

ILLINOIS 
John M. Smyth 
CHICAGO AND SUBURBS 
Petersen's Orchard Center 
3727 23rd Avenue 
MOLINE 61265 

INDIANA 
Finke Furniture 1109 South Green River Road 
EVANSVILLE 47715 

IOWA 
Terrace Hill Furniture - Jims Floor Covering East on Highway 20 
FORT DODGE 50501 

KANSAS 
Vargas Furniture 4900 Topeka Boulevard TOPEKA 66609 

KENTUCKY 
Burke Furniture Richmond Road at Mt. Tabor LEXINGTON 40505 
McBride Interiors 
451 S 16thStreet PADUCAH 42001 

LOUISIANA 
Jo'MII House ol Furniture 300 Jackson Street ALEXANDRIA 71301 
Gerard Furniture Company, Inc. 
7330 Florida Boulevard BATON ROUGE 70806 
Kirschman's Furniture Store Veterans Interstate West Store 
METAIRIE 70003 

MARYLAND 
P.J. Nee Company 
1800 Rockville Pike ROCKVILLE 20852 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Mason's ol Fall River 410 Plymouth Avenue 
FALL RIVER 02721 
Joseph V. Ippolito's Furniture Showroom 4 Union Street 
LAWRENCE 01840 
Hampden Furniture Company 1063 Main Street 
SPRINGFIELD01103 
Cure's Furniture 126 Chandler Street 
WORCESTER 01608 

MICHIGAN 
Ditmar's Furniture Company 1438 Twenty-Eighth Street Southeast 
GRAND RAPIDS 49508 
Kllngman's ol Grand Rapids 82 Ionia Avenue Northwest 
GRAND RAPIDS 49502 
Mass Furniture 515 East 8th Street 
HOLLAND 49423 
Tyner Furniture 
1050 East Michigan 
YPSILANTI 48197 

MINNESOTA 
Orury's 
FOUNTAIN 55935 

MISSISSIPPI 
Batte Furniture Company 1010 East Northslde Drive JACKSON 39206 

MISSOURI 
Decor Interiors, Inc. 13476 Olive Street Road 
CHESTERFIELD 63017 
Van Dykes Home Furnishings 1201 North Charles COLUMBIA 65201 
Wllcoxson a Sons Furniture Company South By Pass 
KENNETT 63857 
Craig Furniture Company 909 South Brentwood Boulevard ST. LOUIS 63105 
DeBasio Furniture Company 651 Lemay Ferry Road 
ST. LOUIS 63125 

NEBRASKA 
Armstrong Furniture 366 North 48 LINCOLN 68506 
Nebraska Furniture Mart 
OMAHA 68103 

NEVADA 
Qarretts Furniture 100 South Maryland Parkway LAS VEGAS 89104 

NEW JERSEY 
Hullman-Koos Route 18 
EAST BRUNSWICK 08816 
Hullman-Koos Route 35 Circle EATONTOWN 07724 
Hutlman-Koos Route 9 FREEHOLD 07728 
E.A. Kirch & Company 346 Route 10 
HANOVER 07936 
Huffman-Koos Route 10 Circle LIVINGSTON 07039 

Hullman-Koos Route 4 & Main Street 
NORTH HACKENSACK 07661 
B. Aitman A Company Route 17 & Ridgewood Avenue 
PARAMUS 07652 
Hullman-Koos 3219 Route 46 PARSIPPANY 07055 
Bo^rad Brothers Main Street ' PATERSON 07509 
Hullman-Koos Route 23 at the Circle POMPTON PLAINS 07444 
Hullman-Koos 1859 St. George Avenue RAHWAY 07065 
B. Aitman A Company Morris Turnpike at the Mall 
SHORT HILLS07078 
Hullman-Koos 
1213Highway23 SOMERVILLE 08876 
Huliman-Koos Route 24 & Morris Avenue SPRINGFIELD 07081 
Hullman-Koos 50 Route 46 
TOTOWA 07511 

NEW YORK 
Detroit's Stacey House 567 Flushing Avenue 
BROOKLYN 11202 
Detroit's Stacey House 
Jericho Turnpike, corner ol Larklield Road COMMACK 11725 
John A. Schwarz 1 Fulton Avenue 
HEMPSTEAD 11550 
B. Aitman A Company 
Northern Boulevard at the Gate MANH ASSET 11030 
Hullman-Koos 20 North Middleton Road NANUET 10954 
Brentwood 455 Main Street 
NEW ROCHELLE 10801 
B. Aitman A Company 
15 East 34th Street NEWYORK 10016 
Detroit's Stacey House Merrick Road and Central Avenue (Nr Green Acres Shopping Center) 
VALLEY STREAM 11582 
B. Aitman A Company Westchester Avenue 
WHITE PLAINS 10601 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Dorsay's, Inc. 1412 East Fourth Street CHARLOTTE 28204 
Pace-Stone Furniture Company Washington Street 
EDEN 2728€ 
Swain's Furniture 3251 Bragg Boulevard 
FAYETTEVILLE 28303 
White Interiors Highway 70-West 
HAVELOCK 28532 
Annex Furniture Galleries Greensboro Road 
HIGH POINT 27261 
Boyles Furniture Sales 781 North Main Street 
HIGH POINT27261 
Country Furniture Company 607 Idol Drive 
HIGH POINT 27262 
Wood-Armliald Furniture Company 460 South Main Street 
HIGH POINT 27260 
Lumpkin Furniture Company Bell Fork Road 
JACKSONVILLE 28540 
Shoal Wayside Furniture, Inc. Highway 64 West at 29-70 By-Pass 
LEXINGTON 27292 
TalY-Bont 
Highway 70 East 
MOREHEADCITY 28557 
Bullocks Furniture Company ROCKY MOUNT 27801 
Jones Brothers Highway 301 SMITHFIELD 27577 
Blackwelder Furniture Company Turnersburg Road 
STATESVILLE 28677 
Loltin-Black Furniture Company Randolph Street 
THOMASVILLE 27360 
Tyslnger Furniture House 609 National Highway THOMASVILLE 27360 

OHIO 
Marvin Interior Decorators 275 West Market Street AKRON 44303 
Thurln's Home Furnishings 2821 Whipple Avenue Northwest 
CANTON 44708 , ^ 
Pat A Joe's 120O0 Princeton Pike 
CINCINNATI 45246 
W. Levy Furniture 
1319 Superior Avenue CLEVELAND44114 
Pummels 8666 Mentor Avenue MENTOR 44060 
London Fumi*'ire 
20630Center riidge ROCKY RIVER 44116 
Malbach's Home Furnishings Near Akron 
STERLING 44276 
Tomeo Interiors 12373 Pearl Road STRONGSVILLE 44138 
Homestead House Interiors 8570 Market Street 
YOUNGSTOWN 44512 

OKLAHOMA 
Borthlck's Furniture 5701 South Penn Avenue 
OKLAHOMA CITY 73119 

OREGON 
Hollywood Furniture N E 33rd and Sandy Blvd. PORTLAND97213 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Hess's Hamilton Mall 9th and Hamilton Streets ALLENTOWN 18101 
Heaa'sComp Hill 
Capitol City Mall Route 15 
Cumberland County ■ '    CAMP HILL 17011 
Light Parker 
CONSHOHOCKEN 19428 
Jamas De Vlto Furniture Township Line Road 
DREXEL HILL 19026 
Hess's Palmer Park Mall 2455 Park Avenue EASTON 18042 
Moore's Furniture LIMMERICK 19468 
Gimbel's Department Store DOWNTOWN PITTSBURGH 
AND SELECTED BRANCHES 
Hess's Richland Richland Mall 725 South Westend Blvd. 
OUAKERTOWN 18951 
The Gallery 
READING 19603 
Hess's VIewmont VIewmonI Mall 
Route6&81 SCRANTON 18508 
Moore's Furniture Village of Eagle 
Route 100 UWCHLAND 19480 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Byrrtcs ol Aiken Furniture 118 Park Avenue S.W. AIKEN 29801 
Fumllura By Robert Browning 7318 Frontage Road CHARLESTON 29405 
Pelham Qailsries Pelham Road at 1-85 GREENVILLE 29606 

TENNESSEE 
Baasley Furniture Company 221 Broadway 
NASHVILLE 37201 
Cain-Sloan Company Church Street 
NASHVILLE 37203 

TEXAS 
Southern Furniture ol Amarlllo, Inc. 1009 South Polk Street 
AMARILLO 79101 
DallaS'Willams 604 Park Street 
BEAUMONT 77701 
Reinhart's Fumllura 301 Cincinnati Avenue EL PASO 79902 
Foley's 1110 Main Street HOUSTON 77001 
Also; DOWNTOWN SHARPSTOWN PASADENA ALMEDA 

NORTHWEST MEMORIAL 
GREENSPOINT 

Trend Shop 219 East Tyler LONGVIEW 75601 
Spears Furniture Company 2710 Avenue 0 LUBBOCK 79405 
Knorr Furniture 2200 West Texas 
MIDLAND 79701 
Knorr Furniture Sante Fe Square ODESSA 79760 

VIRGINIA 
Gallahari 
105 Olde Greenwich Drive 
FREDRICKSBURG 22401 
Herndon House 688 Spring Street 
HERNDON 22070 
Windsor House Furniture 
7910 West Broad Street 
RICHMOND 23229 

WEST VIRGINIA 
John W. Eye Company 
300 Valley Drive South BECKLEY 25801 
Pugh's Downtown Gallery 
Virginia and Dickinson Streets CHARl ESTON 25301 

WISCONSIN 
Kunzelman-Esser 
710 West Mitchell MILWAUKEE 53204 

CANADA 
Bonder A Associates 22011thAvenueS,E. CALGARY, ALBERTA 
Bonder A Associates 11458 149th Street 
EDMONTON, ALBERTA 
J. LevinterLTD 
555 Wilson Avenue OOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO 
Heritage Interiors Sherlday Mall 
ETOBICOKE, ONTARIO 
Pattersons 7 34 Ottawa Street North 
HAMILTON, ONTARIO 
Dunns Bestway Pen Centre 
ST. CATHERINES, ONTARIO 
Robert Simpson Company Ltd. - Avon Qalleiy 176 Yonge Street TORONTO. ONTARIO 
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A touch of English elegonce. Thomosville Corlton Holl in clossic cherry. 

That Thomasville Touch is extra care that makes 
Thomasville extra special. It starts with the finest woods. 
Like premium solid cherry and elegant cherry veneers, 
hand-rubbed to emphasize their splendid richness of 
grain and bring to Carlton Hall a glowing satiny finish. 

That Thomasville Look combines 
venerable designs of the past and 
adapts them to today Carlton Hall 
blends three great styles - Chip- 
pendale, Queen Anne, and Hepple- 
white - in elegant fashion. 

FROM ( Armstrong CREATORS OF 

FURNITURE 

In addition to the beautiful china cabinet, table and 
chairs shown here, Carlton Hall offers a broad selection 
of exquisite pieces for elegant living in the bedroom, 
dining room and living room. 

See the listing on the preceeding page for the 
Carlton Hall dealer nearest you. 

Write for the 230-page idea-packed 
decorator's dream: "Homemaker's 

Guide. ■ Send $3 to Thomasville 
Furniture, Dept. HG-176R2, Thomasville, 

N.C. 27360. 
THE INDOOR WORLD 
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KitchenAid 

trash 

compactors 

are worth it. 

AUGUST 
1977 
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There are many exclusive 
features that make KitchenAid 
trash compactors well worth the 
investment. 

For example, only KitchenAid 
compactors have a small Litter 
Bin® door on top you can use for 
quick throwaways instead of 
opening the big drawer every 
time. 

Only KitchenAid has an acti- 
vated charcoal filter that actually 
removes odors instead of just 
masking them with perfumes. 

Only KitchenAid has a Tilt- 
Away basket that can be used with 
or without trash bags. 

See the KitchenAid trash 
compactor in action at your 
KitchenAid dealer. Then you'll 
understand why we say that a 
KitchenAid trash compactor is 
really worth it. 

KitchenAicf 
TVash Compactors. 
They're worth it. 

KitchenAid, Dept. 7CA-8 
Hobart Corporation 
TYoy, Ohio 45374 
Send me more information. 

r 
Name ,  

Address. 

City  

County _ 

State  Zip. 

DECORATING, ARCHITECTURE, BUILDING 
Home improvement ideas for the house fixer 
How to get the most mileage out of summer: 

You could build a deck 
Holiday at home 
An antique farmhouse with indoor-outdoor charm 
Stay in touch with the land 
Have your company in the kitchen 
Ruffle up some charm 
Now you can have top design for top value 
Come up to comfort 

SUMMER ENTERTAINING 
Let's eat outdoors 
You can make family meals a picnic 
Grow a tabletop crop 
Bring the greens indoors 

IT* ANTIQUES AND RESTORATIONS  
18   Questions and answers: Antiques. By Louise Ade Boger 
84   New Harmony: A heritage restored. By Michael deCourcy Hinds 

CRAFTS 
78   The magic bedcover you can make yourself 

FEATURES 
Living. Edited by Beverly Russell 
How to shade and landscape your house to save energy 

By James Fanning 
The new ease and why you'll love it (Editorial) 
Solar energy and you. By Sandra Oddo 

WINE & FOOD 
Shopping adventures with vegetables. By Sandra Oddo 
Creams of the crops 
The gourmet gardener 
Wines to quench a summer thirst. By Jose Wilson 

BEAUTY AND HEALTH 
How to get your mind to think yourself slim. 

By Caroline Seebohm 

GARDENING 
Captivating cacti. By Richard Langer 
How to shade and landscape your house to save energy 

By James Fanning 
Gardening on the rocks 
Gardener's notes. By James Fanning 

TRAVEL 
Scotland's idyllic twelfth. By Edith Campbell 
Going slow in Ireland. By Elspeth Flynn 
Going places, finding things. Edited by Nancy Richardson: 

Cool Mexican hill towns from the 15th century. By Jane O'Reilly 
Nantucket oftfcrs the perfect autumn vacation. By Dee Hardie 

READER'S SERVICE 
Shopping information 
Shopping around with Audrey Nichols 
Best in booklets 
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bcuiptuif by L^nox 

i 

The U^iox Crystal Gallery. Lenox artisans have created an extraordinary 

new collection of hand-blown lead crystal gifts of exceptional 
clarity and character. Fifteen pieces designed with a classic simplicity 

that fits into every lifestyle. Each is elegantly gift-boxed. 

LENOX CRYSTAL 
TRENTON, N J. 08605 
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If you have 

to ask the pric^ 

you carft afford 
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Those 
who would 
buy this clock 
obviously want 
more than the 
right time. 

Theirs is an appetite for the 
rare and the excellent, which 
they seek as a matter of course. 

On this clock, the famed 
cathedral chimes of Westmin- 
ster, Winchester and St. Mi- 
chael are reproduced by nine 
chromium-plated tubular bells. 

These are housed in a superb- 
ly crafted case 87 inches tall. A 

case of 
oak and 
Carpath- 

ian ekn burl veneers. 
All this is set off by a brass 

and silver plated dial and or- 
naments of brass fretwork. 

A great lyre pendulum meas- 
ures the hours behind hand 
beveled glass panels. 

If you are one of the hand- 
ful who can afford this clock, 
write for the name of the 
stocking dealer nearest you. 

Ask about the President by 
Howard Miller. S3,400. 

Howard Miller Clock Co. 

&GARDEN 

Zeeland. Michigan 49464 
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WILLIAV P. S'EELE 
On the cover: A romantic bed- 
room—sheer curtains to float 
around an antique fourposter 
bed. Sheets patterned like an 
old English garden. Pillows 
covered in ruffled eyelet. Rose 
trees in baskets on a floor 
covered with sand-colored 
matting. Antique chairs uphol- 
stered in white linen or padded 
in pink; ottoman covered with 
a simple fabric rectangle gath- 
ered around corners. Room 
designed by Robert Perkins. 
"Summer's Day" sheets of 
Dacron polyester and cotton by 
Martex. "Regency Eyelet" pillow 
covers by Carlin. Bed and 
armchair from H. J. Kratzer. 
Faux bamboo armchair from 
Stuart Greet. Chinese paintings 
from Tom Ballan. Rosecore mat- 
ting. Sealy mattress. Shopping 
information, page 108. 
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JOHN WW 

"When I designed this apartment on New York's Central Park South, I made it seem like a place 
in the country. Nothing trendy, liist an easy, a)mfortable atmosphere. Gocxl, clean-lined oak. A wall of 
books. It's just the kind of straightforward environrnent my client, Norman Q:)usins, thri\-es in. And that's 
my design philosophy—to make a person-at home." 

We at Century Furniture are very pksfeed that John N4ay A.S.I.D., chose a coffee table from our 
Candlewood group. If you would like to see more Century fumiaire, including our upholstery', send for 
our Century magazine Enclose $3.00 with your name ana address to: Century Furniture Co., P.O. Box 

3427, Dept. H-4, Hickory, NC 28601. CENTU     * Furniture of Distinction. . ^ 



bur face will lose at least 

this much moisture today. 



fO IS tiny 

nder Makeup Moisture Rl 

helps prevent it. ■ 

Your foce loses more thon 6 quorter-teospoons of moisture jK^^Z^ 
every day, even if you don't perspire o drop. To o skin ^ 
speciolist that's 6.67 milliliters. And the more active ^flH|^||j^^g|a| 

you ore, the more moisture you 
Moon Drops Under Makeup Moisture Film helps ^^^^^^^^^^H 

prevent it. Less than one eighth-teaspoon is all you ^^^^^H^^^^H 
need. Because of the highly efficient Moon Drops ^^^^^^^^^^H 
Moisture Barrier. This Barrier bathes thirsty cells and ^^^^^^^^^^H 
helps them retain moisture. It helps keep the drying ^^^^^^^^^H 
environment out. Yet it's sheer and nongreasy. ^^^^^^^^^^H 

The result is beautiful skin you con actually feel. IHH^^^^^^^I 
Soft. Fresh. Instantly olive to the touch. And feeling ^p^'^^^^^^H 

is believing. K v^^^^^^l 
Whether you wear makeup or not. Whether you 1 

apply Moisture Film at the start or end of the day... ^«9^MBH||II^^| 

trust your face to Moon Drops,    ^"j^^fj'^fffi^ ^KE^—HI 

II 



Scotland's 

idyllic twelfth 
|H If you have always 

wanted to participate 
in "'the glorious twelfth." 
the opening day in August 
of the grouse season in 
Scotland, here are two 
ways to do it and see 
Scotland ablaze with pur- 
ple heather on the moors. 
Stay at Invercauld Castle 
on the River Dee, a mile 
or so down the road from 
Queen Elizabeth's Bal- 
moral Castle. Farquhar- 
son, the owner of Inver- 
cauld, is the Laird qf Bal- 
moral. You are entertained 
as at a private house party. 
At noon, the 
shooting brakes 
bring elabor- 
ate picnics to 
the moors. 
Then it's 
back to the 
castle for 
tea, naps, 
hot baths 

ucan 

take it with you 

before being piped into 
dinner by Farquharson's 
pipers. It is not the least 
expensive way to see this 
side of Scottish life, but 
probably the most color- 
ful. Talk to your travel 
agent about an invitation. 

If, on the other hand, 
you are young, energetic, 
and on a budget, go to 
Grantown-on-Spey across 
Cairngorm Mountains 
from Invercauld. There 
you find the gamekeeper of 
Seafield Estate, who is de- 
lighted to take on visiting 
"beaters" for the shoots. 
You rise just after sunup. 
Your hotel (Grant 
Arms on the vil- 

Nethy 
Bridge in beauti- 

ful gardens nearby) puts 
up a picnic. The game- 
keeper's brake takes you as 
far as it can toward the 
place where the "drive" for 
grouse will start. Then you 
climb. It is wonderfully in- 
vigorating, if strenuous. 
Beaters fan out on the 
crest, standing alone in the 
heather with beater's flags 
waiting for the signal to 
start. The gamekeeper's 
whistle blows and you start 
downhill, waving your flag. 

Scotland is part of you 
forever. 
EDITH CAMPBELL 

Karen Lee, author of Chinese Cooking for the 
American Kitchen (Atheneiim), applies her clear, 
straightforward methods to Chinese food at her 
New York cooking school, above. Students joinj, 
her for Sunday shopping trips to Chinatown 
well. New classes begin every six weeks. Ms. Leej 
will come to you: Pay air fare and expenses and 
vou get four 4-hour classes in a week 
for $100. Write Ms. Lee at 142 West 
End Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10023. 

It's a take- 
Lt-with-you-every- 
where, 72-inch-long 
canvas chaise that—i.i 
lieve it—doubles as a table. 
The legs are weather-resistant 
poplar, the head has a pillow attached, 
the whole thing folds into a compact 2H 
inches  wide.  A mini-tabletop  covers the 
chaise. $ 149 by TLS Designs at Bloomingdale's. 

:TH TRUMBO 

Grow your own 

tea break 
Comforting camomile 
is an easy-to-grow herb 
that, among its other attri 
butes, makes an excellent 
tea—something not in 
consequential in 
these days of strato- Z 
spheric cofl'ee prices. 
The tea, made from 
the leaves or flowers, 
or both, is known 
for its soothing effects on 
toothaches, stomachs, and 
just    plain aches. 
Medicinal meander- 
ings aside, the camo- 
mile plant is a very 
attractive    one to 
grow in a pot, as 
long as you pinch it 
back often to keep 
the tall flowers from 
erupting. Of course, 
since    each pinch 
makes a fragrant cup 
of beverage, that's a pleasant 
enough task for anyone to do. 

Like the daisy, its kissing cousin, 
camomile is a perennial. But without a 
cold winter, and the accompanying 

d\ ing down of the greenery, the plant 
will grow itself into exhaustion. 

So particularly when 
it is grown 

under lights 
(the easiest 

method unless 
you have a truly 

sunny window), 
the plant is best re- 

newed annually. Start 
a new one from seed 

or take cuttings of your 
mature plant. Potting 

soil for camomile need 
not be particularly rich, but 

should be moist. 
RICHARD LANGER 

Fragrant camomile 
SHEILA 
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or me it's lowta 

not low taste. 

Most low tar cigarettes are a tasteless version 

of something else. Not \\^ston Lights. 

^\^ston Lights have low tar. But they also have 

taste. If you're sacrificing taste for lo 

un^ers/youVe^jjjgking the wrong dgaBette. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health 



Kiircii Lcc cicinoiistratcs her technique 

Something old, 

something new 

If you would like to dcco- 
, rate with 18th-l 9th-ccntury 

period reproduction fabrics 
' J'you will find Fabrics For 
" ■ Historic Bitildi)ii^s (The Pres- 

iervation  Press.   1977. $5), 
by Jane C. Nylander, most 
helpful. It dehes into five 

'time periods spanning 1700- 
1900 with an explanation of 
changes  in manufacturing 

I methods. It also lists over 225 
reproductions (linens, silks, 
velvets, wools) available in 
today's market, including 
stores where the\- can be pur- 
chased, plus it provides a 
helpful glossary of words, 
some of which you shouiti 
know but probably never 
took out the time to look up. 

Chelsea by Bruuschwig 

Mexaiidra Stoddard 

"Good design, functional 
furniture, color, and in- 

telligently planned space is as 
important for children as it is 
for grownups," says interior 
designer Alexandra Stoddard, 
whose new book. A Child's 
Place, will be published this fall. 
Decorating children's rooms in 
a way that serves their real 
needs is what this book helps 
parents do. There are hundreds 
of easy-to-make, why-didn't-1- 

Growing rooms 

think-of-that ideas and projects 
about toy and book storage, 
work/ play/sleep space, closets, 
light, sound, and plants. There 
are also suggested sources for 
the materials and supplies you'll 
need to build. The book is lov- 
ingly written. Mrs. .Stoddard's 
a firm believer that a room can 
afiect a child's physical and 
emotional development posi- 
tively. $9.95, Doubleday. At 
bookstores everywhere. 

Ping-Pong tables take up space. This idea beats 
the problem. Designer Robert K. Lewis made two 

tables, which, when pushed together, create the regula- 
tion 9-by-5-foot surface. Each section is on casters, is 
laminated in white plastic, has maple wood stripes to 
mark out the service courts, and doubles as a dining 
table. $900. To order, write Robert K. Lewis Associates, 
180 Forest Avenue, Locust Valley, N.Y. 11560. 

More and more ex- 
perts are joining the 
search for the perfect 
chair—so that millions of 
Americans can help their 
poor backs. The latest en- 
try is from British ortho- 

pedic surgeon, Dr. Bernard 
C. Watkin, a specialist in seat- 
ing. "When you are born, the 
spine is a banana shape."' he ex- 
plains. ""Eventually you finish 
up with a sort of S-shape. This 
is a compromise structure which 
allows you to remain upright 

Buck up for backs 
without throwing too many 
stresses on your back. It is the 
loss of this S-shape when sitting 
that can cause back problems. 
When you are lying down, the 
pressure on the spinal discs are 
about 35 kilograms in a 70-kilo- 
gram man. When you stand, it 
shoots up to about 100 kilo- 
grams: and when you sit, it 
shoots up to about 150. .So 
contrary to what people think, 
you're probably in greater 

danger when 
sitting than 

when standing. That is whjl 
right chair is vital.'' Dr. \ 
kin's chair incorporates a 
toured curve in the back \vj 
supports the lumbar rej 
producing the S-shape. thel 
position for the spine. An ( 
nary cushion may simpl\ pr 
you forward: Dr. Watkin'j 
sign is concave, so you 
wraparound support for| 
back. Spine Design chairs 
from $119 to $445, from A 
son International. 919 1 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10 

'J 

Left: Spine Design 
chaJrs that help 
give backs the 
proper support 
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R O E H L E 

inouncing. An eminently distinctive collection of con- 

Tiporary homefurnishing pieces. By Angelo Donghia. 

)nceived and sculpted in the finest architectural tra- 

ion. For the way we live now. Available in exclusive 

igelo Donghia fabrics of KODEL" polyester, pro- 

ofed with DuPont ZEPEL" stain repellent, 

fered at stores nationally. For the name of your 

arest Donghia-Kroehler dealer, call Operator 3 at 

10-447-4700 toll free, [in Illinois 800-322-4400.) 

A L E N T I N E S E A V ER 

n VISION OF KROEHLER 
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. ever\bod> cooks, cvervbodv eats! 

Going slow in Ireland 

Ever wish you'd lived pre-auto? 
A trip back in time comes with 
rental of an Irish caravan. Each 
little homo-on-wheels. drawn by 
a slow-plodding horse along 
traffic-free roads, sleeps five at 
a squeeze, costs about the same 
per week ($90-$ 125) as a car. 
There's time to chat with Irish- 
men and women you pass on 
your five-hour, 15-mile daily 
trek. Calor-gas stove, cold-wa- 
ter sink, and gas lighting (elec- 

Horse-drawn caravan in Ireland 

trie if you're lucky) in the cara- 
van make housekeeping possi- 
ble. Showers come at $2-a-night 
campsites. (Take your own 
soap and towels.) Caravans 
may be rented from April to 
October, in Cork, Galway, Wa- 
terford, and Kerry. There's not 
much time for sightseeing once 
you've caught and harnessed 
your horse for an early start, 
but glimpses of castles and cot- 
tages, cathedrals and cattle all 
rest the eye. Great for couples 
or families with small children, 
impossible for loners, dreary 
with uncongenial company, so 
pick carefully. For additional 
details, write to the Irish Tour- 
ist Board. 590 Fifth 
Avenue, New 
York, N.Y. 10036. 
ELSPETH FLYNN "^^^ 

Giftsfoi 

the M 

"Totum" 
light, above, 
and with 
Antonio 
Morello, 
right. 
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Nutritious and 
flavorsome, 

home-cured and 
smoked meats and fish 
can  be  done   in this 
backyard smokehouse 
designed by writer and 
advertising man, 
Don Blauhut. The building wi 
enhance any property, he points 
out. Site it in a clearing approxi- 
mately 8' X 10'. You need: 

• 500 bricks, approximately 
• 12 6" metai rods 
• 2 l"-x-32" metal beams 
• 2 metal lath screens 24" x 
28" (for smoking trays) 
• plywood for door (18" 

X 26") and roof (each side 
24"X 48") 
• 1 bundle 2nd-grade shingles 
for roof 

• 4 pieces galva- 
nized tin for fire- 
proofing—2 pieces 
for roof: 18" x 28"; 
1 piece for door: 
18" X 26"; 1 piece 
for firebox arch: 
14" x 18" 

If Charles AuduK 
were alive today, he migli 

well be doing what six wild 
ife artists connected witi 

the Frame House Gallery 
Louisville, Ky., are doing 
giving paintings away to hel 
save the birds, animals, an 
flowers they paint. It starte 
nearly 10 years ago, whe 
200 acres of Kentud 
woodland were offered i 
the National Audubon Soci 
ety as a wildlife sanctuan' 
Artist Ray Harm offere 
three of his prints free, toai 
tract new members. Nin 

thousand people joinei 
Since then, Harm, Do 

Richard Eckelberry, Chad 
Harper, Richard Evar 
Younger, Arthur Singe 
and Anne Ophelia Dowde 
have given work to othi 
nature preservation group 
"It's difficult to assess in do 
lars the sum total of work, 
says Wood Hannah 
Frame House. "But thoi 
sands of people, who 
only a casual interest in oi 
environment, are now acti\ 
'^'iisci atloiiists." 

Marabou, above, a bird worth saving 

Blauhut's hand-built smokehouse 
• piece sheet metal 24" x 28" 
with 1/2 " holes drilled every 6" 
(smoke baffle) 
• 4 bags premixed cement 
• Framing for roof and door: 
4 two-by-fours 32", 26", 22", 
16" long 
• Wood trim for roof, 
latches, hardware 
To Build: Dig foundation for fire- 
box and smoke chamber 1' deep, 
2' square. Line bottom with peb- 
bles, walls with larger stones. Ce- 
ment in place. Make house 28" 
x 32" (firebox area is in front 
section so fat from meats won't 
drip and cause flames); layer 
bricks 2'.  (Leave opening for 

's smoke there^s flavor 

door and arch for firebox.) Bend 
one piece of tin to form firebox 
arch; complete brick work. 

When walls are 2' high, place 
four metal rods in wet cement 
between bricks. Baffle rests on 
this. Layer more bricks IV2'. 
Put in four more rods (for 
smoking rack). Repeat another 
IV2' and insert four more rods 
(for second rack). Layer IV2'; 
place 2 me+al beams in wet ce- 
ment front to back. Cover with 
2" cement. While still wet, place 
the 4 two-by-fours around top 
(frame for roof), and hammer 
long nails into wet cement be- 
tween bricks for tight bond. Make 
plywood roof, cover each side 
with galvanized tin. Nail into 
place. The chimney is simply a 
tin tube with cone cover (avail- 
able at hardware stores). Make 
hole in roof same size as tube 
and nail into place before shin- 
gling. Line door with tin, frame 
out and attach. Allow smoke- 
house to dry completely for a 
week. If you fire it up too soon 
the cement will crack. 

High lights 

A new modular lighting system, "To- 
tum," from Italy consists of wedge- 
shaped plastic lamps that screw into the 
curved rim of black metal standing 
pipes. Base comes in two lengths, 
wedges are separate. The pipe will hold 

one to four wedges. Put four wedges 
together for a glowing ball. Tall base 
with one light, $275; short, $135. Im- 
ported by Morsa, owned by Donato 
Savoie and Antonio Morello, 182 Hes- 
ter St., New York, N.Y. 10013. j 
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Making a Milk-Made is almost as easy as sipping^ 
one. Here's how you do it: just shake two parts of your' 
favorite Arrow flavor with one part milk, then pour it \ 
over ice—and ^ voila! Somewhere between milk \ 
and a martini ^| something scrumptious happens.; 

Presents 

The Milk-Mades. 

Oar^rawbeni^ Cbodbmt^ cciMee, aloMMMl^lMmaoa or innii flavors 

ftpodied up wiA Irerfi, cgrfd aiiik. 

Arroa-' Cordials, 44-60 proof. ^ 1977, Arrow. Liquors Co.. Allen Park. Michigan 



As exciting as a 
visit to one of our stores, 
shopping by mail with the 
Neiman-Marcus Christmas 
Book brings a world of gifts 
and fashion into your home. 
For your 1977 copy, send 2.00 

plus name and addressfor 
each bookto: Neiman-Marcus, 

Dept. 06,P.O. Box 2968, 
Dallas, Texas 75221. 

send for our 

Christmas 

Catalog for Cooks 

(if you con stand 
the tempiQtion) 

It'sfull of devilishly tempting kitchen 
equipment, marvelous recipes and 
sensational ideas for Christmas 
presents. 
To subscribe, send one dollar. We'll 
send you our Christmas issue after 
September 1, and follow it with five 
more catalogs in 1978. 

WILLIAMS-SONOMA 
GRANDE CUISINE 
Mail Order Dept. 4193 

P. O. Box 3792 
San Francisco, CA 94119 

San Francisco • Palo Alto • Beverly Hills 

m QUESTIONS 

a ANSWERS 

arliaues 

By 

Louise 

Ade Boger 

Plantation desk 

What can you tell me about this large, 
old desk? Where was it used? 

T.B.C.—Real de las Lonias, Mex. 

Your typical plantation desk, dating 
about the 1850s, was probably made in 
a sizable center, as the quality is better 
than most. This class of desk was strictly 
for office or utilitarian use and was not 
intended for domestic purposes. 

Viennese 

vase 

The portrait on my 
vase is signed "Kauff- 
mann." Was it paint- 
ed by Angelica Kauff- 
mann? How old do 
you think it is? 

D.P.N.— 
Milledgeville, Ga. 

The classical composition signed "Kauff- 
mann" enclosed in a medallion on a co- 
balt ground was not painted by Angelica 
Kauffmann (1745-1807). The signature 
indicates that the Kauffmannesque type 
of subject matter recommended itself 
more than a century later, as it did so 
often to the porcelain decorators at Vien- 
na and other leading centers in Europe. 
Your vase was made in Austria after 
1890—perhaps before World War I. 

Coffin-end spoon 

Can you tell nie anything about the style 
and background of this old spoon? 

L.P.C.—Watertown, Mass. 

The pattern of your spoon, whose 
squared-e'nd, backward-bent handle is 
clipped at the comers seemingly to sim- 
ulate a cofhn, has been lugubriously 
termed "coffin-end." It is said that the 
universal mourning for George Washing- 
ton, who died Dec. 14, 1799, popularized 
this graceful spoon design, which was in- 
troduced around 1800 and was entirely 
in accord with the classical taste for 
smooth, uninterrupted surfaces. 

Meissen cup 

and saucer 

Couhi 

I was told that the mark on real 18th- and 
19th-century Meissen does not include 
the word "Meissen." Is this correct? 

J.M.—Sherman, Conn. 

If you are referring to the first true por- 
celain made in Europe, which was dis- 
covered by Johann Friedrich Bottger at 

^the Meissen factory established in 1710 
in the fortress of Albrechtsburg and first 
placed on the market at Leipzig in 1713, 
then you are correct. It was almost in- 
evitable, however, that other porcelain 
factories would be started here, venturing 
to compete with Meissen and in so doing 
continuing the Meissen tradition, still the 
dominant inspiration. This is apparent in 
your cup with saucer made at a factory 
started by Ernst Teichert. 

Continued on page 20 

House & Garden 



The artisan's 

concept of fashion 

and the influence of his ru- 

ral life created much of the 

charm in French countr\' 
A„g^5-, 1977 

furniture. For 

those w ho appreciate 

this style, reproductions 

are available through Baker 

Furniture retailers. 

You are in- 

\-ited to send two 

dollars to Baker Furniture, 

Dept. 903,10 Milling Road, 

Holland, MI 49423 for our 

Country French catalosue. 



Antiques 
continued from page 18 

China trade teapot 

My pewter teapot, inlaid with brass, has 
the word "China" on the bottom. Does 
this mean that it really came from China? 

M.K.—Scdonia, Ariz. 

Yes, your teapot was made in China 
sometime after 1890—perhaps around 
1900. Its form is, however, totally Euro- 
pean, indicating that it was made for the 
Western export market, which traces its 
beginnings to the period of oceanic trade 
that opened with the arrival of Vasco da 
Gama at Gos in 1498. Perhaps rather 
than pewter, it may be made of Chinese 
white silver or paktong, an alloy of cop- 
per (40 percent), nickel (32 percent), 
and zinc (25 percent) plus iron (2 or 1 
percent). 

''Kitchen" 

clock 

What do you 
know about my 
clock? It has "E. 
Ingraham Co., 
Bristol, Conn., 
U.S.A." on its 
face. 

M.K.W.— 
Boynfon Beach, 

Fla. 

The embossed "Oak" or "Kitchen" clock 
was popular for a time from the late 
1890s to about 1915. The larger clock 
companies made them, with perhaps In- 
graham the largest producer. They were 
substantial, 8-day, long wearing; striking 
movements were used. The height was 
about 23 inches. 

Tiffany silver tongs 

711 Wo)^j i 

I have a pair of Tiffany tongs. I am in- 
terested in knowing when they were 
made and what the "M" stands for. 

L.M.—Hamden Highlands, Me. 

PARIS LONDON BRUSSELS GENEVA ROTTERDAM VIENNA BARC€LONA CANADA U.S.A. 

making waves is good foryour sou 

■MENUET- MODULAR SEATING. PAGE 29 BOCHE-BOBOIS CATALOGUE 

ROCHE-BOBOIS 

New York 
Beverly Hills 
Boston 
Columbia, Md. 

Coral Gables 
Fort Lauderdale 
Montreal 
Ottawa 

Toronto 
Westport 
Winnetka 
Winnipeg 

CATALOGUE • 148 COLOR PAGES. ALL STORES. OR SEND $3 DEPT M l, 200 MADISON AVE,, NYC, 10016 

Paramus 
Quebec 
Roslyn Heights 
Scarsdale 

Your sterling silver tongs were made by 
Tiffany & Co. in 1878 or slightly later. 
The "M" is the initial of Edward C. 
Moore, who was head of the silver fac- 
tory and an officer and director from 
1868 until his death in 1891. From that 
time until 1967, the initial of the firm's 
president is found on all Tiffany silver. 
They are: Charles L. Tiffany, 1891- 
1902; Charles T. Cook, 1902-1907; John 
C. Moore, 1907-1946; Louis de Bebian 
Moore, 1947-1955; William T. Lusk, 
1955-1967. 

Silver 

tea service 

mark 

My tea service has these markings. Some 
pieces also have Ball, Black & Co. Can 
you explain the meaning of the marks? 

S.F.—Lakeville, Conn. 

The New York silversmith William 
Forbes, active about 1827 to the early 
1850s, one of the finest silversmiths of 
the period, made your service for Ball, 
Black and Company, active 1851-1876, 
when it was succeeded by Black, Starr 
and Frost. So your tea service has a dis- 
tinguished pedigree. 

American cane-seat chair 

20 

I wouEd like to 
know if chairs 
like mine were 
very unusual in 
their style. 

O.D.G.— 
Grand Rapids, 
^ Mich. 

This general class of factory cane-seat 
chair with turned and stretchered legs 
was extensively exploited by American 
chairmakers in the closing decades of the 
19th century. A chair similar to yours is 
illustrated in an 1878 advertisement of 
more than 50 cane-seat chairs made by 
Philander Derby, operating in Gardner, 
Mass., and is reproduced in The Ameri- 
can Chair. 1640-1970 by Robert Bishop. 

House & Garden 
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lOQs smokersi 

Why srinoke this much tar to get good taste? 

19       18       12       18       11       19       18       18 16 
MGTAR MGTAR MGTAR MG TAR MG TAR MG TAR MGTAR MGTAR MGTAR 

12 MG. NIC       l.I MG. NIC.      09 MG NIC.    10 MG. NIC    0.9 MG. NIC.     1.4 MG NIC.     1.3 MG NIC      1.2 MG. NIC.    09 MG. NIC. 

KENT 

Go!d,f 

New 
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Taste so good you won't iDelieve the numbers. 

i/Varning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

Of All Brands Sold: Lowest tar: 0.5 mg."tar," 0.05 mg. nicotine av. per 
cigarette. FTC Report Dec. 1976. Kent Golden Lights IQO's Regular and 
Menthol: 10 mg."t3r;' 0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 



GOOD LOOKS AND 

GOOD HEALTH 

How to gear your mind to 

think yourself slim 

A new approach to weight control from psychologist 

Dr. Frances Meritt Stern at the Institute for Behav- 

ioral Awareness Caroline Seebohm 

Do you 
think that 
the only 

way to lose 
weight is to 

' go on a diet? 
Do you think 

that failing at weight 
jontrol means there's some- 

thing wrong with you? Do you 
hate what you see in the mirror? 
If you say "yes" to all these 
questions, you are probably one 
of the millions of Americans 
who have tried to lose weight 
with the hundreds of weightloss 
techniques on the market today; 
and you are also probably one 
of the millions saying, "It's no 

'^Losing weight 

requires self-con- 

trol, not willpower" 

good. I just can't keep it off. I 
give up." 

Well, take heart. Help is at 
hand from a group of psycho- 
logists—a not surprising quar- 
ter, considering the dramatic 
trend toward mind-and-body 
medicine that is beginning to in- 
fluence the health profession. 
Dr. Frances Meritt Stern, As- 
sociate Professor of Psychology 
at Kean College, and director of 
the Institute for Behavioral 
Awareness in Springfield, N. J., 
explains the breakthrough. "I 
once asked a large group of 
women to raise their hands if 
they thought restrictive dieting 
was the way to lose weight. The 
great majority raised their 
hands. Then I asked them, 'How 
many of you are now normal- 
weighted because of restrictive 
dieting?' 90 percent of the 
hands went down. Yet they 
didn't see the connection. 

"We work in cause and effect 
logic: which means we help you 
develop the kind of control 
where   you  are   pulling the 
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strings on yourself. We help you 
help yourself—and that's how 
you learn self-control." 

Dr. Stern's approach is 
"thought restructuring." The 
idea is that your mind is some 
sort of computer, programmed 
a certain way, with negative, 
erroneous thoughts about your- 
self, your food, your relations 
with other people and the 
world. Dr. Stern's colleagues 
help you to reprogram your 
mind with more positive, asser- 
tive appropriate statements. 

This is actually an example 
of behavioral therapy, but at the 
Institute for Behavioral Aware- 
ness, the techniques are speci- 
fically geared to overweight 
people with their particular at- 
titudes and feelings. The mind 
exercises that Dr. Stern has de- 
veloped for these people are 
highly original and demonstra- 
bly effective, and with her pro- 
gram coordinator, Ruth S. 
Hoch, she has collected many 
of them in a book, entitled 

Mind Trips to Help you Lose 
Weight (Playboy Press. $8.95). 
(Both Dr. Stern and Mrs. Hoch 
lost weight dramatically by this 
process: In one year. Dr. Stern 
lost 48 pounds and .Ruth Hoch 
over 60 pounds—and they have 
both kept it off.) 

"We've taken the behavioral 
method and applied it to the 
general human condition," ex- 
plains Dr. Stern. "When people 
first come to us, we ask them to 
fill out an interview sheet that 
asks questions such as, "What's 
important in your life?" "What 
do you think your biggest suc- 
cess is?" "What do you say to 
yourself when you overeat?" 
We want to show people that if 
they've been successful failures, 
they can also be successful suc- 
cesses. Most people can help 
themselves, but they simply 
don't know how." The ultimate 
goal of this process is to liber- 
ate yourself from the vicious 
cycle of being upset, overeat- 
ing, and becoming more upset. 

How much do you really know 

about weight control? 

Dr. Stern has come up with 5 important questions about weight 
that show whether you understand the underlying truth 
about losing it. Test how much you know by marking the boxes 
—not what you think is right, but what 
you really feel—then turn to page 111 for the answers. 

1. Losing weight requires a great deal of willpower. 

True       False Q 

2. Many people seem naturally to overeat. 

True Q False — , 

3. Food seems to jump into your mouthy 

Irue [J False Q 

4. Some people don't have the ability to imagine. 

True Q False Q 

5. Your mind and your body are separate parts of yourself. 

True □ False Q f 

Here are seven exercise 
oped by Stern and }; 
leagues that may he 
change your mind to 
your weight: 

LIST 20 THINGS 
[THAT TURN YOU 

■ Many people lea 
H overeat because fc 
H given as a reward- 
Hbeen a good girl, 

cookie. Dr. Stern sugg. 
you list 20 everyday th; 
are pleasurable, and 
use them instead of foi 
wards. "They do not hi 
something you buy or(j 
can be 'mind trips.' " 
stance,  Ruth Hoch 
seeing her two children^ j» 
both away—and that w\i 
feel good. It can be tha 

ZTEN FINGER EX 
"We recommt 
learn this," - 
Stern. "You cm 
tablespoons oj 
and not get /<// 
erything, but 

Now for that to sin 
saying it ten times, 
each finger, 'I can eat t 
spoons of anything I li 
way, you program it i| 
mind. Another ten fin; 
cise is to say to yoursel] 
an unconditional ri 
human being to be h 
some people, only by 
that idea ten times a 
they begin to believe it 
ally, what you have 
med in by this exercise 
part of your thinking 
come to mind when 
need it." 

SEAT WHAT \ 
SHOULDN'T 

People often 
simply cani 
overeating, 
says Dr. Ste 
make sure y 

can't stop. Set a tii 
Coniinued o 



Ronnie finished his 
tree house. And just 
about finished: 

The exclusive Kenmore Dual-Action Agitator 

gets big loads uniformly clean from top to bottom 

Ever try washing a really big load in a 
large-capacity washer with a standard agitator? 

-,      If so, the chances are you didn't get a 
uniformly clean wash. Some clothes got 

trapped on top, never getting dou'?i to (he 
agitator paddles where the cleaning 
action is most intense. 

This large-capacity Kenmore with 
e.xclusive Dual-Action™ Agitator lets you really fill er up. 
The bottom half of the agitator has the familiar paddles (i.) 
which slosh back and forth to lift out dirt. The unique, 
spiral-shaped top half (2.) moves independently with a 
rhythmic, twisting action which draivs clothes down 
Afcdel #26926 Also available in cataloe. 

to where the paddles help slosh them clean. The Dual- 
Aaion™ Agitator combines twisting and sloshing 
actions which work together to circulate your entire 
washload. Clothes are drawn down, sloshed clean and 
sent back up. Not just once, but over and over again. 

Ask for a demonstration of a big-capacity Kenmore 
with e.xclusive EXial-Artion™ Agitator at most larger 
Sears stores. See how you can fill 'er up and still get a 
wash that's uniformly clean from top to bottom. \bu'll 
also find a great selection of hard-working standard 
capacity washers. Either way 
what you'll begetting is reliable 
Kenmore quality. Only at Sears. Sears 

S'Sears. Roebuck and Co 1977 



Get the best...best sellers.) 

More titles to 

choose from: 

0299 RETURN TO THEBES 
Allen Drury (S8 95) 
0760 7th AVENUE 
Norman Bogner (S5 95) 
2857 STORM WARNING 
JackHiggins(S8 95) 
5868 THE TUESDAY BLADE 
BobOttum(S7.95) 
6882 HOME FREE 
Dan Wakefield ($7.95) 

7096 THE HOUSE OF 
CHRISTINA 
Ben Haas(S9 95) 
7377 THE PALLISERS 
Anthony Trollope Abridged 
by Michael Hardwick(S8 95) 
7385 LIVE LONGER, CONTROL 
YOUR BLOOD PRESSURE 
Dr. Max L. Feinman 
Josleen Wilson (SB 95) 
7450 THE LONELY FURROW 
Norah Lofts ($8 95) 
7484 SAM 7 
Richard Cox(S8 95) 
7708 THE COLLAPSING 
UNIVERSE 
Isaac Asimov (S8 95) 
7757 GIFT FROM THE SEA 
20TH ANNIVERSARY ED. 
Anne Morrow Lindbergh (S5 00) 
7765 DR ATKINS 
SUPERENERGY DIET 
Robert C Atkins, M D 
Shirley Motter Linde ($8 95) 
7781 BODY LANGUAGE OF SEX 
Julius Fast ($7 95) 
7849 0 AMERICA 
Luigi Barzini (SIO 00) 
7856 SARGASSO 
EdwinCorley($8 50) 
7880 A PLACE TO COME TO 
Robert Penn Warren (SIO 00) 
8284 CEREMONY OF THE 
INNOCENT 
Taylor Caldwell ($10 95) 
8771 WHOLE HOUSE CATALOG 
Editors of Consumer Guide 
($7 95) 
Soft-cover 
8847 RICHARD SCARRY'S 
BUSIEST PEOPLE EVER 
Richard Scarry ($3 95) 

9159 EVIDENCE OF LOVE 
Shirley Ann Grau ($8 95) 
9316 THE FIFTIES: THE WAY 
WE REALLY WERE 
Douglas! Miller 
Marion l^owak ($10 95) 
9324 SLEEP POSITIONS 
Samuel Dunkell. M D ($6 95) 
9571 CAPTAIN AND THE KINGS 
"^ylor Caldwell (S9 95) 
9597 LONG LIVE THE KING 
Lyn ' iifoabene ($'.0.95) ' 
9738 WANTED 
Howard Bi^rn (S8 95) 
9779 YOUR ERRONEOUS 
ZONES 
Dr Wayne W Dyer ($6 9^5) 
5033 THE SESAME STREET 
1 2 3 STORYBOOK ($3 95) 

J  

(:HAN(;E 

Siira lXi\ids4Ni 

0943 S12.50 7625 $9.50 

Of Ireland . 

0224 SIO.95 

HOWARD 
HUGHES: 

THE 
HIDDEN 

YEARS 
Jom«sPt>etan 

9589 S7.95 9852 S8.95' 

The 
? C\RTEK 
{ FAMllA 

■5f 

Hm 

7328 SIO.OO 7674 S10.95 5967 512.50 

DIDIONI ' 

Common 
Pravcr        _ ^^^^^F 

9290 S8.95 7500 S8.95 7609 S7,95 

FOUR 

MEN 

V^AMEb SSGNHOWB; 

7492 S15.00 9811 S8.95 

SPECIAL 
PEOPLE 

6627 S8.95 

Raise tlie 
> TnANM^f 

the (Jood Life 
Alone- 

9449 S8.95 9753 $8.95 6601 $8.95 r- 

Any 4 for ^1 

when you joinThe Guild. 

nxinyo 
kohn 

bcdy rhythm/ \ 
one* oppcoch to 

6841 $14.95 9944 $10.00 1420 $17.95 

Bu!)bks 

Beverly S 

9258 S12.5C 



est authors...best buys. 

BIRDS 

ERICH SEGAL 

9605 S8.95 7518 S9.95 7534 SB.95 7351 S7 95 7542 S7.95 

I SIccoing 

I IMuraer- 

Cfnistie 

TheMurderat 

9522 S15.90 
(Combined Pub ed ) 

6833 S7.90 3327 $10 95 
(J vGii coun: as 1 choice) 

7401 S14.95 

OWTOj 
mKE ! 

FYOURi 
LFE i 

NMiO BUtMOMIZ i 

7526 $5.95 

1 JAMES 
BEARD'S 

PR\crici 

6668 $12.95 

ROBERT 
LUDLUM 

7559 88.95 7732 $10.00 

Furstenbergs 

6890 S7.95 

ccsiidett and sft-pii s ■.»cfrai - - 
3418 $9.95 8o 7716 S7 95 

e's how The Literary Guild works: 
get top best sellers at up to 40% off publishers' 
on prices. After your memberships accepted, 
get your 4 books for only SI, plus shipping and 
lling. If you are not completely satisfied, 
irn them within 10 days and we will cancel your 
ibership and you owe nothing. About every 
eks, 114 times a year) you'll be offered dozens 

' .citing best sellers at up to 40% off through your 
t Copy of the Literary Guild Magazine. In addition. 

3 4 times a year, you may receive offers of special 
:tions. always at discounts off publishers" prices. 
Du never have to buy a minimum number of 
ks a year. Only buy four more during your 
ibership. after which you may cancel anytime. 
)U want the selection featured in the magazine 
e special selection, do nothing, it will be shipped 
)u automatically. If you want an alternate, or no 
k, return the order form marked with your 
erence, by the date specified. You always will 
; at least 10 days to make a decision. If you get 
nwanted selection because you had less than 
ays. return it at our expense. There is a shipping 
handling charge on all books shipped, 
he Guild offers its own complete, hardbound 
ions, sometimes altered in size to fit special 
ses and save members even more. 

FREE 

tDtebag 

when you join 

The Guild. 

^SThe Literary Guild 
Dept. MR 128. Garden City. N.Y. 11530 

Please accept my application for membership in 
The Literary Guild. I have printed the order 
numbers of the 4 books or sets I want in the boxes 
below, and agree to the membership plan described 
in the ad. Bill me only SI plus shipping and handling. 
I understand that I need buy only 4 more books, 
at regular low club prices, whenever I want them. 
Also, send a FREE tote bag, mine to keep whether 
or not I remain a member. 
NOTE: .\U prices quoted are for publishers' editions. 
First number listed below each book is the order number. 

Mr. 
Mrs  
Miss 
.Address- 

Citv  

-.Apt. 

State- -Zip_ 
Members accepted in U.S.A. and Canada only. 
Canadian members will be serviced from Toronto. 
Offer slightly different in Canada. ~1-G,^i0 



How much do you know 
about weight control? 
continued from page 22 

every ten minutes, you have to eat—for 
an 8 hour period. If you have a certain 
passion for, say, chocolate doughnuts, 
then eat one every day. You'll find that 
you can stop all right. I had a client who 
compulsively ate chocolate doughnuts, 
and after making her eat one a day for 
some time, she finally came to me and 
said, 'I'm ready to quit.' And I said, 'No, 
you're not." You must go past the point 
where you don't want the food any 
more. The point is not that she began 
to hate them, but that she was allowed 
to have them. Before, they were forbid- 
den fruit, and that was the compulsive 
factor." 

4. WHAT YOU SAY TO YOURSELF 
WHEN YOU BINGE EAT 
Binge eaters usually talk to themselves 
while they cat. and what they say is very 
negative. "I hate myself." "Why am I 
doing this?" "Is something wrong with 
me?" They torture themselves while they 
eat. Dr. Stern asks that you question 
these negative statements. "Are you cap- 
able in any other ways? Is there anything 
else you have done besides eat? Do you 
run a household? Look after children? 
Work hard at your job? Dr. Stern tries 
to replace the punishing thoughts with 
positive ones, so that the binge eater can 
cope better and become more creative 
when faced with food. In this context 
she also suggests you develop a side- 
tracking technique, such as imagining a 
place where you have been happy or feel 
comfortable, and bring it to mind clear- 
ly, with sounds, smells, colors, and so 
forth: This helps you enjoy pleasant 
feelings without recourse to food. 

5. REHEARSING 
"There are many times when you want 
to control your eating, but can't bring 
yourself to do it," says Dr. Stern. "But 
you can do it in your head. That gives 
you internal practice. Say you're going 
to a wedding, where there will be wall to 
wall hors d'oeuvre. Try rehearsing go- 
ing into the room, seeing the food, and 
acting appropriately. This gives you an 
idea about how you can control yourself, 
how you can be in charge. We simply 
teach you that you are responsible. Then 
when the real life situation happens, you 
are prepared and can cope with it." 

6. ANALYZE WHAT YOU WANT TO EAT 
"When you eat, try and get involved in 
your food. Notice the taste, savor it on 
your tongue, start enjoying it," suggests 
Dr. Stem. "Then, when you begin to feel 
like eating something, analyze precisely 
what taste it is you want. Overweight 
people tend to crave food—to eat for the 
sake of eating—and as they do not know 
what they really want, they are never 
satisfied. Try to select out what you are 
after in terms of taste, and then go for 
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that, nothing else. This will prevent you 
from consuming a lot of junk food that 
won't satisfy you." Dr. Stern tells clients 
if it's sweetness they really want, "take a 
teaspoon of sugar. It's 1 8 calories of pure 
sweetness, much better for you than de- 
vouring twenty cupcakes." 

7. PARTNER SUPPORT 
Dr. Stern's treatment involves the clients' 
spouses or partners, if they have them. 
"We ask them to catch their wives or 
husbands doing something good,'" she 
says. "It's easy to catch them snacking. 
But it's much more helpful to reinforce 
their good behavior." Sometimes the hus- 
band or wife of the overweight person be- 
comes threatened by the possible change 
in the personality of the spouse through 
the loss of weight. Dr. Stern's colleague, 
Ruth Hoch. recalls the situation where 
the husband always used to bring home 
cake for his wife, who was in the weight 
control program. "The truth was, he did 
not want her to change. But as often as he 
brought the cake home, she would throw 
it out, and finally he stopped and accept- 
ed the fact." Dr. Stern explains that this 
is a well-known syndrome, and should be 
understood by husband and wife. "Some 
people choose to remain overweight," 
she says. "What they are getting from 
being overweight is more valuable than 
getting thin. Maybe losing weight would 
put too much stress on the marriage." 

Most couples, however, in Dr. Stern's 
experience, can benefit enormously from 
the weight control program. "As a per- 
son loses weight, he or she becomes a 
more positive, confident person, and this 
carries over into the marriage. Someone 
who feels good about him or herself will 
be a better person to live with. And to 
have support from your partner while 
undergoing weight loss can have a value 
that is much more profound than the 
simple encouragement—it can bring out 
a new strength in the relationship, and a 
new confidence both individually and 
with each other." 

These are just some of the techniques 
that are used at the Institute for Be- 
havioral Awareness. You will notice that 
going on a restrictive diet is not one of 
them. "It's hard for people to accept this 
idea," says Dr. Stern. "Yet it's what's 
going on in your mind that affects your 
body, and what we are doing is getting 
at your mind, at all the wrong thinking 
that makes you overeat. Failing at weight 
control doesn't mean anything is wron^ 
with you, or that you are a wicked per- 
son. It simply means that you are not 
using your mental skills properly, or that 
you do not have those skills yet in your 
repertoire, and must learn them." By 
changing your attitude to a more posi- 
tive approach, you can liberate yourself 
from guilt and learn to cope with every- 
thing in life more successfully. 

As well as the book, cassette tapes or 
records are available for home use, sug- 
gesting exercises and "mind trips" for 

Continued on page 111 

Beauty and 

health products 

new this month 

in the stores 

Discovered! A lovely, flower-fragranced 
soap that doubles as a shampoo (triples 
as a potpourri if you just take the w ap- 
per off). Head and Body Purifier is a 
hefty 5-ounce glycerine soap scented 
with blooms from the famous Spanish 
garden of Caldas de Montbury. It's so 
mild that it can be used with automatic 
cleansing brushes by those who love a 
well-scrubbed feeling. $2.50 a bar to 
order from Gil Ferrer Salon. 21 East 
74th Street, New York, N.Y. 10021 . . . 
A new and very light summer fragrance 
that lasts and lasts is called cie. The trend 
toward scents that are stronger than 
cologne though not as heavy as perfume 
inspires lavishness. Since the scents are 
usually much less expensive, you can get 
an added summer delight by trying out 
each one. cie does come in perfume, in 
case you decide you love it. From $5 at 
department stores and drugstores . .. Got 
a bike? Here's a Bike and Hike Bag to 
strap onto the back of the seat or tie 
around your waist. It's pale blue denim 
piped with white and comes filled with 
Blue Jeans Cologne and Perfumed Body 
Powder. The bag's large enough to hold 
a flashlight, your keys, wallet, sunglasses, 

whatever. $9. Both cie and the tote bag 
are by Shulton . . . Traveler's aid—any- 
thing you take with you to keep you look- 
ing fresh and relaxed during the "transit" 
parts of your vacation. Here's a group of 
cleansing products to help the weariest of 
us feel refreshed. Fresh-Ups are pure 
linen face-blotters that won't disturb 
your makeup. They're also lint-free and 
will not smear anything. 200 come in a 
small vinyl pouch for $1.50. Fresh-n- 
Eyes are foil-wrapped eye-masks—help- 
ful on night flights especially. They're 
saturated with a mild, soothing lotion 
that's welcome in that dry, cabin-pressure 
air. Six for $2. Nail Polish Remover Pads 
are space savers in your makeup bag. 
One pad does both hands quickly. Four- 
teen for $1.35. All by Andrea at drug- 
stores everywhere in America and Eu- 
rope . . . One of the prettiest new groups 
of lipsticks offered this summer is Dawn 
Embers Silksticks by Coty. The colors 
are romantic, flattering to a tan, and the 
six shades are all on the slightly brown 

Continued on page 111 
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Soap and water: 

Should you use it if your skin is dry? 

If you've got to get your face clean but 

you have dry skin, you can't use soap or 

it will dr\' out even further. Right? 

Think again. 

In the first place, many dermatolo- 

gists feel there's no better cleanser 

for your face than soap and water. 

And you already know that no com- 

bination of creams and fresheners ever 

leave your face feeling as clean. 

In the second place, it depends on 

the soap. Ordinary soaps are made 

only to 'Hake": to take away dirt and 

makeup. In the process, they also take 

away some of your skin's natural 

moisture and oils, which you can't afford 

to lose now that you're no longer a rosy- 

cheeked, dewy-skinned young girl. 

You need a soap with "give" as 

well as 'Hake!' Now there is one. 

New Neutrogena®Dry Skin Soap. 

Not only does it take away surface ^' 

dirt and makeup as mildly and 

effectively as our regular 

Neutrogena Soap. // does more. 

It gives ver\' dr\' skin something it needs. 

Extra protection. An invisible layer of two 

emollients that stays on when the dirt 

rinses off. And, as you know, emollients 

are those wonderful substances that help 

skin retain moisture and act as a barrier 

against further moisture loss. The process 

is called hydrating the skin. (Instead 

of dehydrating, which many soaps do). 

How does it work? Two special hydrat- 

ing agents* have been added to the 

original Neutrogena formula to make 

new Neutrogena Dr\'-Skin Soap. They're 

very much like the ingredients in 

moisturizers. And that's why this new 

soap will immediately leave your 

dry skin feeling softer and smoother than 

you're used to with other soaps. 

Neutroffe. 

di7-skin so 

Give our Neutrogena 

Dry Skin Soap a try. 

You may be in for a 

great treat: the fresh, 

clean feeling of soap 

and w^ater on your face, 

and none of the worries. 

Introducing 

Neutrogena Dry-Skin Soap 

•Purcelline Oil Syn. and Laneth-IO Acetate. •Neutrogeci Cjrp ! 

ust. 1977 



The UltiMATES from Singer 

You might call them the ultimate in flexibility 

Adding new drama, new interest to your rooms while you achieve 
important space savings and storage efficiency. That's what the UltiMATES 
are all about. And the possible combinations are virtually limitless. 

The UltiMATES. Bookcases, solid and glass door units, triple dresser 
combinations, night stands, bar servers, desk units . . . on and on and on! In 
three exciting finishes: dappled elm, olive ash burl and white. To mix and/ 
or match and combine to your creative heart's content! 

And to appeal to the practical you, the UltiMATES are made with 
FORMICA' brand MCP, an extremely beautiful but tough material — 
that resists chipping, scratching, fading, warping, cigarette burns ^ORMICA 

and other misfortunes. Hot or cold liquids, including alcohol, 
simply wipe away. 

All this, plus a host of quality features not available in many higher- 
priced modular systems. 

Send for a full-color catalogue Send SI 00 to UltiMATES, 
c/o Singer Furniture, PO Box 5337, Roanoke, Va 24012 

c 

t T U R 6 

INGER FUR 
880 JOHNSON FERRY ROAD, N.E., ATLANTA, 

A Trademark oi THE SINGER COMPANY 

30 

FORMICA IS a registered Irademarh o) Formica Corporation 

August, 1977 
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■ PLANTS AROUND 

THE HOUSE 

By Richard Longer 

Captivating cacti 

Cacti in the 
iuHisc are a much 

I less prickly prop- 
; osition than they 

J would at first ap- 
m pear to those not 

already familiar with them. Easy to grow, 
they practically care for themselves— 
even while you're away on vacation. By 
design, they have built-in protection to 
fend off marauding animals in the wilds 
—useful indoors, too, for keeping the 
family cat and dog at bay. Besides all 
that, cacti produce some of the most 
spectacular blooms this side of the orchid 
world. Although it's true that some 
species have fearsome spines, these pro- 
trusions often may form such striking 
geometric patterns that they alone add 
enough variety and form to your plant 
collection to justify their inclusion. 

If you've never considered cacti be- 
fore, the horticultural rules are simple. 
First ^   there is light. Although cacti 

A handful of prickly ones 

arc usually associated with the bright 
noonday sun of the scorching desert, 
most of these plants do not need that 
much light. Even in the desert, the best 
specimens often grow in the shade of a 
large boulder. Jungle cacti, the epiphytic, 
almost thornless species such as the fa- 
miliar Christmas cactus, grow in the tree- 
tops where they receive only bright dap- 
pled light. Rarely are they warmed by the 
direct rays of the sun. Desert cacti raised 
as houseplants need between four and six 
hours of sun, or a 
full fourteen hour 
day under artificial 
light. Cacti do very 
well when 8 to 12 
inches below fluores- 
cent lights. So sup- 
plied, not only are 
they more florifer- 
ous, but their general 
tone and color are 
better than those of 

wild counterparts. So don't let a lack of 
natural light stop you from bringing 
them indoors. 

Speaking of fluorescence, tight shoes 
make cacti bloom. The plants should not 
be repotted more often than every three 
or four years. This may make a cactus 
appear a little too large for its pot, but it 
cuts down on work. And it is indeed the 
key to blooming success. When you do 
repot, remember that cacti have tough 
tops but tender roots. Use a cactus pot- 

ting mix. Disregard 
the usual post-pot- 
ting bath you give 
other plants though. 
Don't water a cac- 
tus till it's been in its 
Continued on pcif^'c 111 
Above left: In room by 

Michael de Santis, 
cactus and planters 

by Linda Trinkie Wolf 
Left: Astrophytum 
capricorne 

Despite its popular 
name, the rattail cac- 

tus, APOROCACTUS FLAG- 
ELLIFORMIS, is an attractive 
variety. It's also an unusual 

cactus in that its 
up-to-4-foot-long. 
thin branches 
make a striking 
display  in a 
hanging basket 

—a rather un- 
usual location 
for cacti. These 

same branches 
/ break ofi" readily, 

and they will root 
in  any  pot on 

which they land. So 
don't disturb your 

plant when tending 
it unless you want lots 

of little ones sprouting 
up below. The rattail cac- 
tus likes warmth and good 
sun.   Fertilize   well in 

spring and summer, 
and you will be re- 

warded vvith a pro- 
fusion   of small, 

bright red flowers. 
For outstanding 

thorn   shape, ASTRO- 
PHYTUM CAPRICORNE. 

SUSAN MCNEILL 

the goat's horn cactus, is 
hard to beat. A smallish 
globular plant, it is covered 
wildly with long sickle- 
shaped spines. It is also 
decorated with small whit- 
ish freckles. These are 
natural, so don't start 
worrying about pests. The 
late-summer blooms of the 
goat's horn cactus are fol- 
lowed by striking woolly 
fruit. The seed germinates 
readily the next spring, al- 
though it takes a few years 
of patience to grow speci- 
mens to maturity this way. 
Keep the plant warm and 
sunlit. 

Cactus blossoms include 
some of the largest in the 
world. HYLOCEREUS UN- 
DATUS, the night-blooming 
cereus. sprouts white flow- 
ers up to a foot in diameter. 
Their fragrance matches 
their size, with a single 
bloom capable of filling a 
whole room with almost 
overpowering perfume— 
for a night. That is the 
plant's tragic detraction. 
The blooms open and then 
fade in a single evening. 

But more than one family 
has been known to wait up 
half the night to watch 
Hylocerens put on its show. 
Night-blooming cereus 
needs only an hour 
or so of sun a 1 
day. But unlike 
most cacti, the 
Honolulu Queen, 
as this plant is also 
known, needs rich 
jungly earth similar to that 
in its native habitat. Use 
African violet soil and 
never let it dry out. 

The MAMMILLARIA 
group of cacti are about 
as easy to grow as plants 
can be. ^ound and pin- 
cushiony, they produce a 
variety of small blooms 
followed by brightly 
colored ./ruits. They like 
sun but do not need sur- 
roundings particularly 
warm. Fertilize during the 
main spring and summer 
growing season. Come fall, 
try to remember to water 
once a month or so. That's 
all there is to Mainmillaria 
culture. 

If you're short on space. 

want to grow cacti, and 
like flowers, try the crown 
Continued on pat^e 111 

Cactus 
suppliers 

Desert Nursery 
21595 Box Spi inf;s Road 
Riverside, Cal. 92507 
Catalog 500 

K & L Cactus Nursery 
12712 Stockton 
Boulevard 
Gait, Cal. 95632 
Catalog 75<t: 

When you really 
become involved with 
cacti, consider joining 
the Cactus and 
Succulent Society of 
America. You'll receive 
their bi-monthly 
magazine. You can 
write to them at Abbey 
Garden Press, P.O. Box 
3010, Santa Barbara, 
Cal. 93105. 





B^i.aer Robert Solomon, President. SLR. Developers. Inc.. Garaer. Grove. Canforma 

New PPG Solarcoor glass for homes is a 

beautiful way to cut air conditioning costs. 

Until now, PPG Solarcool Bronze 
reflective glass was used mainly for 
commercial buildings and institutions. 

Now, it's available in )^-inch 
thickness, which makes it practical 
for homes, too. 

In this model home nestled in the 
foothills above Anaheim, California, 
PPG Solarcool reflective glass looks 
perfectly stunning. But it has a prac- 
tical side, too—the inside. Compared 
to clear glass, PPG Solarcool Bronze 
reflective glass delivers a 15- to 18- 
percent energy saving in air condi- 
tioning in this house—by reducing 
heat gain from the brilliant Southern 
California sunshine. (Data based on 
PPG computer energy analysis of 

this actual model. In other locations, 
savings could be even greater.) 

In the daytime, the subtle, 
mirrored facade of Solarcool 
sharply reduces visibility from the 
outside: when you're inside, you 
can enjoy comparative privacy. 

At the same time, it's a lot nicer 
to look out at all the sunlit flowers 
because the glare is cut down. And 
ultraviolet light, a major cause of 
interior fading, is greatly reduced. 

Your builder or remodeler will 
appreciate the fact that it's in 3^-inch 
thickness—standard for residences. 
It's practical for them to work with 
because it can be cut, fitted and 
fabricated into insulating units right 

in your own area. 
Why not get the advantages of 

PPG residential Solarcool reflective 
glass. Write for our free 8-page color 
brochure. Or ask your PPG distributor 
or dealer for all the money-saving 
details. 

PPG Industries, Inc., One 
Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15222. 

PPG: a Concern for the Future 

INDUSTRIES 



How to 

shade and landscape 

your house 

to save energy 

'our own doorstep may be the bs^st place 
) start looking for solutions to the en- 
rgy crisis. Assuming that your house is 
ell insulated, with tight windows and 
oors, its surroundings can play an im- 
ortant part in preserving heat during the 
'inter as well as in cooling during the 
ammer. A single shade tree, strategical- 
.■ placed on the south or west side of the 
ouse, can equal the cooling effect of a 
izable power-driven air conditioner. 
Jot only does the tree shade the roof, 
windows, and outdoor sitting area, on 
unny days it actually creates its own 
reeze. Since the shaded area under the 
ree"s branch spread is cooler than its sur- 
oundings. air is drawn in and moves up- 
ward through the branches, creating a 
urrent that moves through nearby doors 
nd windows. This gentle movement of 
ir is quite different from the icy blast of 
n air conditioner—most people find it 
ar more pleasant, and besides, it's 
Loiseless. A deciduous tree—one that 
beds its leaves in the fall—is best for 
his purpose. Bare branches allow free 
massage for low-angled rays of the winter 
:un. with a definite fuel-saving effect in 
vhichever rooms the light penetrates. 

Ifx top shade trees 

J,- By James Fanning 
casts a fihe'shade all summer long. How- 
ever, it is not reliably hardy north of the 
latitude of Nevv York City. 
5. Sweet gum, Liquidambar styraciflua. 
This native of the eastern coastal region 
has interesting, star-shaped leaves and a 
rather irregular but wide-spreading top. 
A fresh, light green all summer, the 
leaves turn, beautifully varied shades of 
yellow,-red, and purple in the fall. A pos- 
sible objection to sweet gum is the spiny 
seed cluster, which can be decidedly un- 
comfortable when stepped on by a bare 
foot. It is hardy as far north as Boston 
and seems to thrive in either dry or 
swampy ground. 
6. Sugar maple, Acer saccharum. Best 
known as the source of maple syrup, su- 
gar maple is one of the finest of all North 
American trees. The top is rather open, 
but leafy enough to give really effective 
shade. Fall color may be either red or 
yellow—whichever it is is truly spectacu- 
lar. Hardy well into Canada, sugar maple 
is easy to transplant and not particular 
about soil or location. West of the Mis- 

V/ Well-planted tre 
cools house in 
summer, allows 
sun to warm 
rooms in winter 

sissippi. the native black maple. Acer 
nigrum, is very similar and ma\ be used 
in the same way. 

Tips on planting 

As a general rule, when planting a tree 
for shade, start with the biggest specimen 
your budget can stand. Have the planting 
done by a reputable nurseryman and fol- 
low his instructions about how to care 
for the tree after it is planted. One point 
that cannot be too strongly emphasized 
is that stakes and guy wires must be kept 
snug and taut for at least two years after 
any shade tree is planted. Failure among 

Continued on next page 

Quality. Comfort. Craftsmanship. The tradition of Henredon. 
Evident here in a gracefully detailed countr\- 

French design—covered from a fal^ric array 
that pleases the most particular decorating palette. 

To see the entire Henredon 
Upholstered Furniture Collection, 

including sofas which can be 
made to a custom length, 

send SI .fX) for brochure to 
Henredon, Dept. G-87, 

Xtorganton, North CTrolina. 28655 

Henredon 



Hie high diUciency air cleaner that 

on original and installation costs 
on operating cost ... on energy 
on maintenance and service 

reduced 

allergens 

cleaner 

air 

less 

cleaning, 

decorating 

Cleaner air is a constant benefit in your home with a Space-Gard air cleaner. You'll 
breathe air that contains less dust, pollen and other pollutants. So there's less dusting, 
cleaning, re-decorating to do—less aggravation of allergies. You'll like 
the way a Space-Gard air cleaner keeps your home cleaner— 
without using electricity or producing ozone. 
You'll like the price, too. 

Space-Gard 

HIGH EFFICIENCY 

AIR CLEANER 

FREE 
BOOKLET 
Informative 

booklet on the 
types of air 

cleaners and 
the pollutants 
they remove. 

RC/CARCH PRODUCT/cottPOftNTiofl 
P.O. 60x1467 
Dept. HG Madison, Wisconsin 53701 

J Send me the Air Cleaning Facts Booklet   :'i Send Name o( Nearest Dealer 

Name   Telephone. 
Address 
city     state . Zip. 

Remodeling? 

Free window 

idea booklet 

shows what 

you can do 

Full of interesting examples of remodeling 
projects — from the simple installation of 
a bay window to the addition of an entire 
second story. Tells how important it is to 
your checkbook to pick the right windows. 
How you can cut rising heating, air con- 
ditioning, and maintenance costs. How 
you can wash windows from the inside, 
easily: eliminate screen and storm win- 
dow bother. Shows types of windows 
available, in conventional wood, or wood 
with an aluminum exterior that needs no 
painting. And different window and door 
treatments in various architectural styles. 
Send today! 
YES I'd like a free copy of the 6-page 

Pella Windows in Remodeling and Addi- 
tions" booklet. 

Name. 

Address. 

City  

Sta'.e. .ZIP. 

Tolephor.c 

©1975 Rolscreen Co. 

Mail to: 
Pella Windows & Doors, Dept. C03H7. 
100 Mam St., Pella, lA 50219 
/i/5o available ttiroughout Canada. 
This coupon answered within 24 hours. 

Shade and landscape 
continued from preceding page 

newly planted trees is often due to slack 
or broken guy wires, loose or broken 
stakes that allow the tree to wobble in 
the wind and break new roots under 
ground before they have a chance to be- 
come established. Visit the nursery and 
choose the right tree for your particular 
location. If you intend to sit under its 
shade, the tree should have branches no 
closer to the ground than seven feet, 
which is enough head room for all prac- 
tical purposes. Choose the planting loca- 
tion very carefully, keeping in mind the 
fact that the hottest summer sunshine 
comes in the afternoon, when the sun 
moves into the northwest part of the sky. 
Be careful, too, not to get too close to 
the house. Remember that tree branches 
should never scrape against shingles or 
siding, and that dense foliage right up 
against a window can impede air circu- 
lation instead of helping it. At least 20 
feet of clearance should be allowed be- 
tween tree trunk and any part of a build- 
ing—more than that for trees with po- 
tentially wide-spreading branches, like 
beech. 

Evergreen bonus 

Evergreens play their part, too, when it 
comes to conserving energy. A wind- 
break of pine, hemlock, or arborvitae on 
the side of the house toward prevailing 
winter winds will be a definite help in 
cutting fuel consumption. A double or 
triple row of trees is much more effective 
than a single row. and the plants should 
be close enough together to form a solid 
mass after a few years of growth. Keep 
in mind, though, that a windbreak plant- 
ing should not be close enough to the 
house to stop summertime breezes or 
clog gutters and downspouts with falling 
needles. 

Foundation plant- 
ing and windbreak 
protect house in 
cold weather 

Particularly vulnerable to cold air is 
the joint where foundation and house 
siding meet. An evergreen foundation 
planting will go a long way toward keep- 
ing cold air away from this weak spot. 
Spreading yew is particularly effective in 
this location—mountain laurel and rho- 
dodendrons perform equally well. Keep 
the plants within bounds, though, and 
don't let them grow tall enough to cut 
off light and air from windows. And 
finally, don't forget that trees cut for 
thinning purposes, dead branches, and 
prunings of all sizes make excellent fuel 
for a fireplace or Franklin stove. ■ 



1. Blankets of 
Fiberglas? insulation, 
with reassuring N AHB 
Research Foundation label. 
(Not all insulations have the label; 
it shows you're getting even.- cent of 
insulating power you pay for.) 
Insulation installed to recommendations 
on map. below. 
2. Double-glazed windows, or equivalent.t 
3. Storm door and standartl door use^l in 
combination, or an insulated door properly 
weather-strippe<i. 
4. Use of vapor barriers (1.0 perm or less) in walls 
ceilings, floors, and crawl spaces. 
■"). Perimeter insulation (slab-on-gi~ade). 

|">. Adequate vi-ntilation of air and moisture. 
7. Windows wt-ather-strippe<i. 
>. Caulking, sealing of doors. chinnu-\s. etc. 

C'eiiaiii air-haiidlingducts insulate<I. 
pi. (Virrectly sizfl heatinsr conlingplant. 

Show this ad to your builder. 

It could save you thousands on future 

heating and cooling costs. 

Announcing the 
energy-efficient home 

Here it is—an answer to one 
of the biggest problems of our ; 
times. 

That house above is no partic- 
ular-si^^y/f. It can be a ranch, con- 
temporary, or any other design 
you might want. 

But it's a complete systern for 
saving energ>-—and fuel bills. 

The thermal expeits at 
America's leading manufacturer 
of insulation. Owens-Corning 
Fiberglas, have developed it. 

-R-tJ3.19 22 

Minimimi insulation recommendations for 
ceilings'walls'fl'">rs. 

based on experiments of the 
last decade. 

Right now. such energ\-- 
efficient homes are being tested 
mid ntetered to determine the 

exact size of savings you can 
expect. All indications are that 
homes built to Owens-Corning's 
10-point specs could save you 
from SI,000 to as much as 
So,000* over the life of your 
mortgage, depending on where 
and how you live. 

And constmction costs can be 
comparable to those of conven- 
tional housingi 

Take the fii*st step toward an 
economical, energy-efficient 
home now. Show this advertise- 
ment to vour builder. 

?Reg. T.M. O.-C.F. 
I n certain geographic area:>- 

• Sa\ings ba*«iI oniR-U"i insulation addvil 
to a 1.0(Xt-s<j.-ft. uninsulated attic yeariy rate increase for gas heat. e!e\.triL- ty- llr.g. 

t<op\TightI9770.-C.F. Owens-Coming is Fiberglas 

OWENS CORNING 
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MHOME 

IMPROVEMENT IDEAS 

for thOr 

house fixer 

NuTbnes 

Built-in Cleaning 

System. 

Quiet! Lightweight! 

Powerful! 
"Light and easy" is the way you vacuum your 
house, with Central Cleaning by NuTone. 
The superpowerful motor is hidden quietly 
away in the basement or utility room. And 
all you do is insert the flexible hose to 
■"inlets" that are built right into the wall. 

vents outdoors, to ^^^^^Hf S 
rid the air inside ^^^^^B fl 
even the finest dust. ^^^^^H 

Convenience... ^^^U 
No lugging of heavy ^^^^^HflH 
motors, no stooping ^^^^^^^^m 
and straining to plug ^^^H^^^^ 
and unplug cords, no perpetual changing 
of dirty little soil bags. Best of all. NuTones 
Central Cleaning System can be quickly 
installed in new or existing homes. 

Please send me FREE information about 
NuTone's Central Cleaning System: 

Name .  

Address   

City  

State Zip  

Phone  

NuTone Housing Products 

Scouill 

Dept. HG-lC-8 Madison and Red Bank Roads 
Cincinnati. Ohio 45227 

Form 38?0 Printed in U.S.A. 
38 

HXING DP 

LEAKS 

By Deanne Raffel 

Moisture problems on ceilings are often 
the result of cracks in the seams between 
the bathroom tiles or shower floor. The 
area adjacent to the tub shelf is notorious 
for joint separation. Check corners of 
tiled walls, crevices around the tub grab 
bar, and even the point where the tub 
meets the floor. The seams between tiles 
and bath fixtures are filled with finely 
ground cement called "grout." This ma- 
terial sometimes opens up leaving cracks 
or crevices. If the initial installation was 
done sloppily the grout may fall out in 
small pieces. To correctly repair joints 
and reseal with grout, the entire area 
must first be cleaned. Remove mold and 
mildew with laundry bleach. Use a win- 
dow scraper to take off lime deposits, 
which may have built up, leaving a dull, 
whitish-colored layer on the tiles—but be 
careful not to scratch the ceramic. Now 
rub the surface with cleanser sprinkled 
on a dampened plastic scrubber and rinse 
with clear water. 

For the repair job, you will need a den- 
tal probe, a can of prepared grout (acryl- 
ic latex type), clean sponge, two buckets 
filled with water, a small squeegee or sev- 
eral pieces of cardboard, a spoon, and a 
clean dry cloth. 

With the dental probe scrape out loose 
grout. Run the probe up and down the 
cracks to open them up. Scoop up a 
spoonful of grout, spread it along the 
edge of the piece of cardboard or on (tie 
squeegee. Work the grout well into the 
seams over an area about 2 feet square— 
not the entire wall at once. Let the mate- 
rial set for 15 minutes or so. Wet the 
sponge and squeeze out some of the 
moisture. Wipe the tiles and joints several 
times with the sponge, working on the 
diagonal. Keep rinsing the sponge, first in 
bucket number one and then in number 
two. The water will get milky so change 

it a few times. (Note: If you use cement 
grout rather than the latex type, do not 
pour the water down the toilet or drain. 
Dispose of it outside.) Wipe the tiles un- 
til they appear clean. Wait 45 minutes, 
polish ofi" the thin layer of grouty film. 

If the seam between tub and adjacent 
wall is large, a considerable amount of 
grout'will be needed. Push the creamy 
mixture well into the opening. Cover the 
entire length of the joint with grout be- 
fore wiping. Wait 15 minutes; if too 
much comes off" onto the sponge, give 
more setting time. A few applications 
may be necessary to completely fill the 
joint flush. Wait 5 days before using the 
shower if the area required thick grout- 
ing, otherwise it will break down before 
it has had time to cure properly. 

New story 

on storage 

Storage units in the Katonah line are as 
convenient as built-ins but are movable 
and have the luxury finishes and details 
of fine furniture. The wardrobe, 55 
inches long. 20 inches deep, 54 inches 
high, comes in oak, walnut, teak, or white 
lacquer and also in 3714- or llVi-inch 
lengths. It may be ordered in six exotic 
woods or seven rich colors with Mirror 
Gloss or Lo-Glare finishes. Supplied with 
pull-out clothes hangers, shelves, no visi- 
ble hardware, and touch latch doors. 
Through architects and decorators. 
$11 35. Intrex Inc., 150 East 58th Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10022. 

Continued on page 40 
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THEGEPOTSCRUBBERn 

DISHWASHER. BELIEVE ME, 

IT LIVES UP TO ITS NAME:' 
Kc\ in NkCariliN 

If you want a dishwasher 

that scmbs pots, beheve me, 

you want GE s Potscrubber 

II dishwasher. 

It might not do every- 

thing, hke burned-on soils, 

but it sure cleaned this pot of 

baked-on beans. With no 

pre-scrubbing or rinsing. 

We just tipped off the large, 

hard scraps. 

And the Potscrubber II 

dishwashers are the quietest 

dishwashers GE has ever 

made. 

Plus the PermaTuf ™ 

interior won't ever chip, 

peel or mst in normal use. 

The Potscrubber II dish- 

washer even comes with 

GE s ten-year PermaTuf tub 

protection plan.* 

The Potscrubber II 

dishwasher. It lives up to its 

name. And it s backed by 

GE Customer 

Care service.^ 

*In additidii [o llic Gciicr;il Electric dishuasher warranty, it' 
the PcrnuiTut ™ tub or door liner should tail to contain water 
due 10 a manul'acturinj; delect such as cracking, chipping, 
peelins: or rusting within the nine (y)-ycar contract period 
(ending ten sears from purchase date). General Electric 
will repair ov replace the tub or door without charge for 
either parts or labor unless failure is due to misuse or abuse. 
This Service Contract applies to dishwashers installed and 
retained for home use w ithin the 48 contiguous states or 
D.C. Not applicable to Alaska. Hawaii. Virgin Islands. 
Guam. American Samoa, Canal Zone or Puerto Rico. Ser- 
vice w ill be provided by our Customer Care Factory Service 
Organization or by one of the franchised Customer Care" 
ser\ icers. 

GENERAL 
BLULI-IN .MODEL GSL) U)7() 

ELECTRIC 
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merry 

Christmas 

Doesn't it have a happy, joyous 
ring'' Even now., with sand in your 
sandals and leaves still green on 
the trees? Take a moment, send 
for our Christmas catalogue, 
coming your way in late October 
so you can shop at home easily. 
Naturally, if you have a charge 
account you'll receive it 
automatically. 
Oh, and once again.. 
Merry Christmas' 

blcDPningdoles 

Se ^icomingdale's-H 
P :     ...     FDR Station. 
New York, NY 10022. 

House fixer 
continued from page 38 

Instant action 

cement 

A cement that firmly bonds plastic lami- 
nates such as Formica, wood veneers, 
plywood, wallboard, or plasterboard to 
other surfaces on contact is new 3M 
Company "Scotch." Nonflammable, 
without evaporative solvents, it creates 
no toxic fumes or bad odor. Used in in- 
dustry for 20 years, it is water based, can 
be applied readily with brush, roller, or 
trowel, dries in about 30 minutes. Only 
soapy water is needed to wash brushes, 
rollers. List priced at $3.48 a pint. $6 a 
quart. $20.40 a gallon (which covers 
about 300 square feet) at hardware, 
paint stores, home improvement centers. 

Spoil 

yourself 

Add a Rinse-Quik 
Sure, It's a you-can-live-without-it 

luxury Item. 
But rinsing dishes, drainboards, 

vegetables—and shampooing, 
too—has never been so simple, 
easy, quick. The cost'i' About $10 
when purchased with any major 
brand faucet. 

Treat yourself; insist on it. 

Rinse-Quik 
(Dish-Quik—with brush and de 
tergent dispenser—a little extra lux 
ury, for about $15 more.) 

MODERN FAUCET MFG 
1700 East 58th Place 
Los Angeles, OA 90001 

Light bulbs that use 8 percent fewer watts 
of power yet furnish the same illumina- 
tion as standard wattage bulbs are made 
by Duro-Lite Lamps, Inc. They come in 
55-, 92-, and 138-watt sizes, the equiva- 
lent of conventional 60-. 100-. and 150- 
watt lights. With power at 4c per kilowatt 
hour, using a 55-watt bulb (costing 39<^) 
in place of a standard 60-watt saves 50<f 
in electricity during the 2500-hour life 
guarantee of the bulb. At 5<? a kilowatt 
hour, a 92-watt bulb saves $1 for the 
same period. Watt-Saver bulbs at hard- 
ware, lighting, and department stores. 

Insulation 

on the outside 

Walls of existing houses or houses under 
construction may be insulated on the out- 
side instead of inside the walls. The Dry- 
vit System consists of four steps: (1) 
polystyrene insulation board is laid over 
a masonry, or a wood frame and 
sheathed wall, (2) a fiberglass rein- 

forced mesh fabric is applied with (3) 
an adhesive plaster coating that covers 

, and embeds it, (4) a textured plaster fin- 
ish is troweled on. The finish, available 
in 14 colors, is water resistant, will not 
crack or peel under normal conditions, it 
is claimed. This exterior insulation sys- 
tem is said to equalize heat and cold be- 
fore it can get inside house walls, mini- 
mize the effect of temperature changes on 
them. Dryvit System, Inc.. 420 Lincoln 
Avenue, Warwick, R.I. 02888. 

Lattice look 

tie up 

You can assemble these wo\en wood 
panels of pine or redwood yourself tc 
frame shelving, space dividers, planters,, 
mirrors, screens, windows, or to use as 
cornices, trelliswork. "Tie Tiles" are 9 
inches square, about V4-inch thick, and 
you tie them together, through comei 
grommets, with leather thongs, hemp, oi 
cord. A kit for $12.50 and $1 postage has 
6 tiles, 6 feet of leather thong, and ia 
structions. From the Root, Arapahoe 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. 
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KODL 

NEW 

D 

Only 9 mg'tar"in both sizes. 

And KQOLs refreshing 

coolness, too. 

At lost, a iow'tor" 

menthol cigarette 

with satisfying 

taste. 

LONGS 

mg'tar' 

in both sizes 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
9 mg. "tar," 0 .8 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette, by FTC method. 



THE MAGNIFICENT MARGARITA; 

IT BRINGS YOU IMAGES OF 

CACTUS FLOWERS, AZTEC RUINS... 

AND THE THRUST OF THE MATADOR. 

TRY IT...ALL THE TEQUILA'S IN IT. THE HEUBLEIN MARGARITA. 
Heublein Margarita 42 Proof. ^ 1977 Heublein. Inc . Hanlord. Conn 06101. 
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In the hill tonn of 
PaUcuaro. the island 
of Janitzio rises 
out of a green lake. 
Giant statue is of a 
Mexican hero 

Vlexico and Nantucket 

1/ay away from Mexico City 

i d way off the beaten track: 

:»0L HILL TOWNS FROM THE 15TH CENTURY 

IThe hill towns of Mexico provoked 
me to a fine, riotous madness that 
:ill at a loss to completely explain. 

. a} have been the company, who were 
krticularly jolly small pack of travel- 
After all. I do not often find myself, 
e days, perched on the side of a foun- 
in a dark garden at 2 A.M. singing 

IKS in a strange language. In fact, I 
Wt think I have done that for years. 

1 hill-to" n lake, a tinv fishing village 

e my first postgraduate tour of Eu- 
^. Now that I think of it. that is exact- 
le mood I was in. The hill towns were 
Id, and so beautiful, so strange and 
;rent and romantic. I felt as I did the 
time I went to France, 
lost other people seem to know that 
hill towns of Mexico have been there 
ver. or at least since the early 16th 
ury. But somehow I did not. Nor 

e 1 ever been to Spain, so I cannot 
ipare them with the original versions, 
is simply astonished that they exist at 
right here in our hemisphere, reach- 

? by car or bus. and short trip to 
northwest of Mexico ^-e 

one 

ByJaneOReilly 

In October the rain- 
meant to have stopped. .. .  > 
still green, dotted with cactus and goats, 
a perfect time to visit. As it happened, 
the rains returned to Guanajuato when 
we were there, pouring down, dripping 
through the ceiling of the mayor's palace, 
off the pastel balconies, sluicing through 
the underground road, which runs under 
the old walls and canyons of the city. We 
made our way that evening through a 
glistening city, which seemed to be full of 
ghosts and eerie history. 

In 1740, Guanajuato was the second 
largest city in North America, the site of 
the richest silver lode of the entire Span- 
ish Empire. It built itself in the steep 
folds of the mountains, and surrounded 
itself with great crenelated walls which 
still stand. Cathedrals and mansions and 
the extraordinary Teatro de 
Juarez were built in the best 
baroque style. 

Then, in 1810. the revolu- 
tion began. There is. on the 
mountain overlooking the 
narrow city below, a giant 
statue of Pipila, a miner who 
strapped a slab on his back 
and crept toward the bar- 
ricaded gates of the Alhon- 
diga. which he set afire so 
the insurgents could enter 
Royalists won. that time 

Fisherman 

-Alas, the 
and hung the 

heads of the revolution's leaders 
in 'Coniiniied on :he 
next page) 

to Cti'^^ 

at 
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Best known as a summertime 

island resort, Nantucket offers a 

perfect autumn vacation 

By Dee Hardie 

■Nantucket, a small island 30 miles 
off Cape Cod. is an autumn bonus. 

Once summer drifts away, Nantucket 
again becomes the home of its ancestors. 
Even the early Quakers would feel at 
ease. And so does the visitor at this time 
of year. 

As it is only 14 miles long. 6 wide, and 
cuned like a sailor's hammock (Mel- 
ville called it an ""elbow of sand"), you 

can easily bicycle 
to lonely beach- 
es bordered by 
weathered snow 
fences that are 
gently collapsing 
into geometric 
patterns. Look to- 
wards Spain, build 

• "n castles in 
_ . -..nd. watch 

in scalloppins boats the birds, gulls of 
course, but also geese, ducks (eider and 
merganser) flying south. 

Until recently. Labor Day was the 
season's end. Now restaurants and shops 
stay open November 1, and many 
remain opvi:. >.r.ce they are often owned 
by the young who live here year-round. 
The Jared Coffin House, a grand brick 
mansion built by whale oU wealth and 
now a hotel, is open all year. At Christ- 
mas there is a wreath at even." window. 

Tempting sales take place in the fall; 
there are mar\elous bu\s in crafts, an 
easy way to Christmas shop. Weekly 
house rentals go down 20 percent, while 
a month's rent may be lowered by 50 
percent. September swimming is invig- 
orating, and the bluefish run most boi 
tifully from i Continued 
on page 45) 



... the ideal way 

to buy your presents from 

The Metropolitan Museum 

Every three months —four times a year —the Museum will announce 
by mail remarkable new objects —exact copies of Museum originals: 
sculpture, decorative art, tableware, and ornaments. 

%^ The variety will be extraordinary: ancient jewelry in gold and sil- 
ver; Oriental and European porcelain; early American glass in crystal 
and rare colors; bronze from Egypt, Greece, China, and the medieval 
world; silver, pewter, brass, and pottery from Colonial America. 

%SL, These copies, often produced by the same techniques used for 
the originals, are made by artist-craftsmen working under the Mu- 
seum's direct supervision. The care taken in production frequently lim- 
its the quantity, and the majority of reproductions can be bought only 
by mail or at the Museum. (Above: Hippopotamus, bright blue faience 
decorated with lotus flowers. Length 8", $19.75 P^^'^ $1.25 shipping.) 

To receive all of the advance announcements to be issued during 
the next year, send the coupon below with one dollar to cover mailing. 

^•l-On September 1, you will receive the 116-pagc Christmas Catalogue. The 
brilliant array of new presents includes an Egyptian jasmine flower necklace; 
a golden Buddha; a medieval silver bowl; stained glass; jade and bronze 
horses from ancient China; an 18th-century porcelain dinner service; new 
needlework kits from the Unicorn Tapestries; snowflakes, stars, and bells in 
gold and silver; and an unparalleled selection of Christmas cards. An addi- 
tional 24-page full-color catalogue introduces the Museum's Costume Insti- 
tute "originals"—line-for-line recreations of designs from the past which 
bring unusual flair to contemporary fashion. Among these is the first copy 
ever made of the fabulous Imperial Russian "100,000 gold riible" shawl. This 
outstanding reproduction in fine wool challis, with its bold stripes and intri- 
cate floral patterns retains the more than 50 colors of the original. It measures 
21" X 96 "; the price is $35.00. 

THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OFART 

255 Gracie Station, New York 10028 

Please send me all advance catalogues of new objects to be issued by the 
Museum during the next year. $i.oo to cover mailing is enclosed. 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

 ZIP  

Mexican hill towns 
continued from preceding page 

cages from the corner of the very 
Alhondiga. a huge square building, or- 
iginally a grainery. in the middle of town. 
The hooks for the cages arc still eagerly 
pointed out. 

In Ciiianajuato. I stayed in the Castillo \ 
Santa Cecilia, a most amazing hotel built 
on top of the mountain in the ruins of the ' 
mine, with all kinds of castellated stone- 
work and sloping corridors. I joined 
friends at the Parador de San Javier, an- 
other most beautiful hotel. Eventually, I 
found myself very, very late in a chic, 
windowless bar made out of an old mili- 
tary stable, called Ladies Only. We were 
drinking the ubiquitous Mexican cock- ! 
tail—cognac and flat Coca-Cola—and I 
was lecturing a group on the true mean-l 
ing of the women's movement, in inex-" 
pert  Spanish.  Guanajuato  is  also  a ^ 
university town, which may explain my i 
williij^ness to stay up discussing great 
issues. I remember I promised to stay for 
several days. ' 

The next morning, of course, I left. 
But not before I had seen the Basilica, a . 
cathedral with an interior of bisque and 
pale green, pinks and gold, like a Dres- J 
den cup. Somehow I was persuaded to ; 
visit the cemetary outside of town—a 
great local favorite—where the disinter- 
red, mummified bodies of inhabitants ^ 
long separated from their souls are dis- 
played in glass cases. Outside, small I 
mummies of twisted candy are sold, and 
key chains made of plastic replicas of J 
mummified toes and fingers. II 

The charms of Morelia. which was 
founded in 1540. are less exotic. It is a 
more sober city, the capital of the state 
of Michoacan, with an architecture that 
speaks of reason and proportion and an | 
understanding that public spaces should) 
include a great deal of greenery. We] 
stayed at the Hotel de la Soledad, which, 
with its courtyard and balconies, is one 
of the oldest inns in Mexico, now reno-y 
vated but first ope ned in 1719. Someday 
1 will go back to visit the Villa Montana 
—a romantic assemblage of casitas and^ 
villas and gardens run like a private 
house—in the mountains above Morelia. 
We visited the State Museum of Michoa- 
can. and the market, looking at lacquer 
trays and guitars. The cathedral. Our 
Lady of Solitude, built in 1640, was be- 
ing extensively repaired, and the steeples 11 
which surmount its glorious plateresque 
facade, rather charmingly, needed weed- 0 
ing. Lunch was in one of the cafes under 
the arches overlooking the main square. -. 
The pork is lean and delicious in Morelia. 
and the Botana de Charales, tiny dried 
minnows served with lemon and salsa!'. 
are delicious. Late that night we venture!'; 
to the portales, a stone arcade on the 
other side of the plaza, where the womer • 
gather in the evening with their cooking |>f| 
pots and form a sort of outdoor cafeteria 
It is too bad that one is visited by tota 
digestive disaster if one attempts t( , 
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I\ the most romcintK in Nt)rth America. 
Wc visited the House of Eleven Patios, 

where various crafts are made and sold. 
I still regret not bu\ing more handwoven 
cloth. The Plaza Vasco de Quiroga is a 
most beautiful space, its gra\ and white 
arches moving in the satisf\ing ssm- 
metry of the Palladian st\le. In contrast, 
the .Vlercado. or public market, is dif- 
ferentlN' satisf\ing. full of sound and 
color and bustle. 

In PatzcL^o I saw Los Viejitos. the 
old one!>—the most entertaining folk 
dance I have ever seen. .\ line of appar- 
ently doddering figures crept up on the 
stage, each wearing a remarkable painted 
mask of old age. Suddenly, with a mighty 
thud, they began a pounding, stamping 
dance. It made me laugh out loud, and 
eventually I found myself singing in the 
hoteFs garden at 2 .\.M. with dancers, 
who were about 18 years old. 

There are so many towns I wish I 
could have visited: Irapuato. the straw- 
berry capital of Mexico, Santa Clara del 
Cobre for its copperware. the obliterated 
San Juan Parangaricutiro, where a stee- 
ple sticks up from the mass of lava 
which buried the town. I wish I had 
rented a car. Next time. I will. 
~ GETTING THERE: 
Mexico City is the fl\-in point if you're 
coming from the States. Guadalajara is 
actually closer to the hill towns than 
Mexico City, but you can't fly there from 
the U.S. Some people rent a car in Mex- 
ico City and dri\e the 200-plus miles to 

the neare'^t hill toun. f ear not. the high- 
wa\s are good. Other visitors take a train 
or bus to Guadalajara and set out from 
there in a rented car or on buses that run 
regularl'. ■ 

Nantucket 
continued from puiic 43 

mid-September through mid-October. 
Fall temperatures are mild, ranging from 
the low 70"s to the 50"s. Roses are still 
perky and Boston daisies bloom in De- 
cember. 
Z HOUSES AND MUSEUMS 
You can walk all over \o\\v at's 
the fun of it. It's called "ra. r o^i 
Nantucket, and every street. ever\ lane 
turns up another treat. There are no 
tratTic lights, so watch when you cross. 
Stop at the .Atheneum. the handsome 
Greek Revival library where Thoreau 
and Emerson lectured, to read \ester- 
day's newspaper. Main Street is especial- 
ly for walking, as the cobblestones, once 
ballast on whale ships, makes bicycling 
difficult. This was the street of wealth 
and power. Here are the Three Bricks, 
built by Joseph Starbuck for his three 
sons. All the houses are architectural 
gems, all living legends for each is still 
occupied: not one is a museum. Other 
narrow streets are lined with splendid 
18th- and 19th-century houses, seasoned 
and proud, that form the largest group 
of historical houses. 1.600 of them, in 
the United States. Not restorations or re- 

Continued on next page 

ADD 386 YEARS OF ENGLISH TRADITION. 

A limited number of fine 

old English barns. 
Right now a small numberoffineold English 

)arnsandl5th century original oakframed houses 
ire availableforimmediateshipmentfrom England. 

Ideal forconversion into complete homes, 
lunti ng lodges oras a super games or playroom, 
■'-'^e:: ce ntre p iece f 0 r cou ntry c I u bs. 

M structures carbon tested for age - usually 
stleastSOOyears-fultyprotectedand restored. 

*rices from only $15,000. 
y . :.c.;^; .r-eaonsite 

rom East or West Coast ports. Crated with drawings 

and each piece key nuTibered for re-erection by 
your localjsuilderunderoursupervision if required. 
Architectural suggestionsandplansgladly available. 

Thefina! structures wi'l provide unique 
character beauty and tradition toany site. 

Durtnells-Builders Since 1591. 

Durtnells-a'-ethe oldest English construction 
company with an unbrokenfamily record in period 
restoration. 

Forfurtherinformat^on of this very rare 
opporLunib>'vvritedirecttoJohnA.DurLnellat 
head office, or you may like to visit our site in Toronto, 
Canada" There we have currently under construc- 
tion a Manor house.circa loOO.and if vou are in 

Englandthissumn^eryou can inspect your building 
before shiDn^:e''t 

Name- 
Add^es;. 

DuRtnell 
I Builders since 1551 

DJ=!^NELL&SONS .CANADA; LIMITED,801DOUGU\S.AVENUE,PICKERING ONTARIO LiWlNSTELEPHQNE - TELEX OLD BU:^D PiCK06-981586 



Nantucket 
continued from preceding page 

productions, but houses lived in and 
loved. 

If it rains, just button up your over- 
coat or put on some foul-weather gear 
and continue exploring. Nantucket by 
fog makes it seem even more like a 
coastal English village, and the silhou- 
ettes of houses and old buildings are 
hauntingly beautiful. Through mid-Octo- 
ber historical houses and museums are 
open 10-5, daily. After that date, the 
houses close because of lack of heat, but 
the Whaling Museum and the Peter Fol- 
ger Museum are open on the weekends. 
Both are small enough to tuck into a 
rainy afternoon. 

The Whaling Museum, built as a 
sperm candle factory in 1847, now 
houses the world and workings of whal- 
ing, including a life-size lifeboat with all 
the equipment, a room with wall-to-wall 
scrimshaw, portraits of captains and the 
women left behind, and a library full of 
Herman Melville. Sundays, 11-2, $1. 

The Peter Folger Museum next door 
is a well-planned potpourri of Nantuck- 
et's past, a diary of the social life as well 
as the agricultural side of the island. 
Exhibits show families of lightship bas- 
kets, all sizes, delicate porcelains from 
the China trade, and rare pieces of furni- 
ture. Saturdays, 1-4, $1. 
□ SHOPPING AND PICNIC BASICS 
Walking towards town, turn up Fair St. 
and visit the Nantucket House, an an- 
tique shop decorated with great style. On 
the corner of Fair and Main is Murray's 
Toggery where R.H. Macy once had a 
dry-goods store—and failed. Continue 
on Main and you'll come to Orange St. 
where 125 whaling captains lived. Next is 
Mitchell's Book Corner, and farther 
down, the Main Street Gallery, both 
open throughout the year. Nantucket 
books, along with everything you want 
to read on holiday, are in the first shop, 
and in the second, Nantucket art. At the 
Nantucket Looms find the finest of island 
crafts: Pat Gardner's birds, lightship 
baskets, handwoven woolens. Then wan- 
der a minute away to the Downyflake 
for the best bowl of chowder in town. 
(Closes November 1, so the owner can 
go scalloping). 

October days can be absolutely balmy 
and perfect weather for picnics. Some- 
thing Natural on Main Street, which also 
doubles as the telegraph oflRce, makes 
scrumptious sandwiches on homemade 
breads—avocado, cheddar, and chutney; 
sprouts, vegetables, and cheese; provo- 
lone and prosciutto, and so on. Or you 
can order a lobster, reasonable this time 
of year, from Island Seafoods, Steam- 
boat Wharf, and they will cook it for you, 
25 cents a pound extra. The next day 
enjoy it cold with a bottle of wine sitting 
on the sand by Brant Point watching the 
ferries arrive from the mainland, or 
"America," as the natives call it. 

Continued on page 154 
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House & Garden travel: 

Booklets 

to help you plan a trip 

To plan better vacations, here are some 
booklets that give you information about 
where to go and how to get there. Just 
fill out the coupon below and return it. 
1. Relax in a room overlooking the Bay 
of Manzanillo or on a private beach. Or 
go water skiing, sailing, or scuba diving 
—-all at Las Hadas, a resort on Mexico's 
Pacific Coast. 
2. Aeromexico's Heartland shows pic- 
tures: nightlife in Mexico City, hill towns 
of Guanajuato and Dolores Hidalgo, 
beach resorts in Acapulco and Puerto 
Vallarta. 
3. The Mexico Travel Handbook tells 
you everything you need to know before 
your trip: history, art, and economy of 
the country plus hotels, spas, dining. 
4. Cancun boasts 14 miles of beautiful 
beaches. Water sports, a Robert Trent 
Jones golf course, day trips to Mayan 
ruins. All in This is Cancun. 
5. Ixtapa on the Mexican Pacific. Only 
four hours from N.Y. or L.A. to a world 
where old and new meet. Modern resorts 
lie minutes from villages with cobble- 
stone streets. 
6. Traveling Mexico's highways in a 
rented car is a wonderful way to see the 
country. Avis Mexico suggests four trips 
to try. Adventure No. 2 offers a driving 
tour of hill towns. 
7. Club Med has two resorts in Mexico. 
Playa Blanca on the Pacific Coast, Can- 
cun on the East Coast. Great sun and 
sports. See in C.M.'s Trident magazine. 
8. American Express offers eleven 6-9- 
day tours to Mexico. Prices listed in the 
Mexican Medley: $60-$338. Airfare ad- 
ditional. 
9. Another American Express ofi'ering: 
one week charters from N.Y., Chicago, 
and Philadelphia to Cancun. Price for 
the week starts at $295 and includes 
round-trip airfare, choice of hotel, bag- 
gage handling, tips, and taxes. 
10. Western International's Camino Re- 
al in Mexico City is a deluxe resort-hotel 
on IVi acres situated in the center of the 
city. Swimming pools, tennis courts, and 

just a few steps from the National Mu- 
seum of Anthropology. 
11. Carras's Call of the Vintage is a 14- 
day wine-tasting cruise calling at some 
of the major wine ports of Europe. Lec- 
tures and seminars on board with experts 
in the field. September 9-23, 1977. 
12. Visit China during the M.S. Kungs- 
holni's World Cruise. This Flagship 
Cruise departs from New York January 
21, Port Everglades January 23. 
13. Cruising Expeditions Aboard the 
M.S. Lindblad Explorer offers exotic des- 
tinations. There's a Pacific Ocean Cruise 
in August, 1978 visiting out-of-the-way 
islands like Sofu Gan, Sumisu Jima, and 
Boutong. 
14. Holland America's 1977 Trans-Pa- 
cific Cruise sails September 27 from Van- 
couver. The 27-day cruise will spend 
three full days in Shanghai by invitation 
from The People's Republic of China. 
15. Cruise 90 days aboard the QE2 in 
absolute luxury during Cunard's Great 
Pacific & Orient Cruise 1978. January 
16-April 16. 
16. Invitation to Houseguest in Britain. 
See England from the inside—stay with 
a host family near London or in the coun- 
tryside. English breakfast included, rates 
reasonable, three-day-stay minimum per 
family. 
17. Best Selling Holidays from British 
Airways include London show tours, 
shopping tours, and independent fly/ 
drive and rail/bus/car holidays for those 
who wish to roam at their own pace. 
18. Aer Lingus's Ireland and Britain Va- 
cations 1977 offers variety: one-week 
trips, cottage or farmhouse vacations; 15- 
day tours combine England, Scotland. 
19. Ireland, Personally Yours. Details 
on how to get there, where to stay, what 
old houses are open to the public and 
when, and what to do with a family. 
20. The Great State of Maine Four-Sea- 
sons Vacationland is a handy kit with 
booklets covering state parks, historic 
memorials, fall foliage, skiing, a road 
map. ■ 

Circle the number of each booklet you want. Add 50^i for postage and 
handling. Do not send stamps. At+ow up to four weeks for delivery. Mail 
to: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 8A, Box 3579, Grand Central Station, 

New York, N.Y. 10017. 

1       2       3       4       5       6       7       89 10 
11      12     13     14     15     16     17     18     19 20 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip # 

Offer expires 11/ I.S/77 
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]fome is vdierever there's a telephone. 

Almost anywhere in the world you find y^ ""-"-'f, you can find a phone. 

Then just tell the operator you want to place ar   •  •^^^'-^nal call, and you'll be back 

in touch with your familyjnends or business less than you think. 

And phoning ahead when you p^an.your tnp c--.-z : a smooth one. too. 

Long- Distance is the^^n^ ■' '-^-^-st i;to being there. 
(O) Bell System 



In 1 899, the Baroness Marianne Vandervort celebrated her amval in the United States by lighting one of her favorite cigarettes. 

The Baroness smoked the very same cigarette upon her departure. 

You'yz corm a long way baby. 

6mg'.'tar;'0.9 mg. nicotine av. 
)er cigarette, FTC Report Dec'.76 

7 
VIRGINIA 

SUMS 
\  Slimmer than the fat cigeirettes men smoke. 

VIRGINIA 
SUAAS 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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Come as you are. Not as you"re 

llres•^ed. but as you are. Don't 

get ready to play the guest- 

it's not that kind of party. Just a group 

of people \\hose company you enjoy, 

and who may well ask you to toss a salad 

or season the sauce. 

People are discovering a new ease in 

entertaining that spills over into their 

decorating, dressing, and the whole way 

they organize their lives. For one thing, 

economy no longer means "I can't afford 

to." It implies a healthy respect for our 

resources and for the needs of others, 

and instills a sense of sharing that makes 

us not less generous, but more. For 

another, an unmistakable call for things 

that make life easier and more attractive 

has produced such ease-makers as china 

that goes from oven to table to freezer, 

no-iron napkins, and cooking pots pret- 

ty enough to serve your buffets directly 

from the stove. 

It all adds up to a new relaxed sense 

of hospitality. Take one young people- 

pleaser we know who's been serving 

stove-top buffets for years. During what 

traditionalists call cocktail time, every- 

one clusters into the kitchen to help 

chop. peel. stir. toss, taste, and comment 

—because they know the kitchen is 

where the laughter and interesting talk is 

going to be (it's this discovery that has 

given rise all around the country to the 

kitchen-dining-living room, a sort of 

niodern-day keeping room that encour- 

ages everyone to pitch in ). .After plates 

are tilled right from the stove, everyone 

moves to a table beautifully set with can- 

dles, linen, and wonderful flowers, for 

our hostess cares about her guests and 

wants them to knou it. The chairs are 

armchairs because conversation is likely 

to last until long past dessert. 

W hen you're involved in groups like 

this, you come to realize the pleasure of 

getting together with people you really 

like to have around. There's a word for 

such people: Friends. 

Among friends there's a natural, mu- 

tual spirit of generosity that enriches not 

just the evening, but the relationships 

that are formed and strengthened by it. 

Real hospitality does not force people 

into rigid roles, but permits and en- 

courages everyone to be him or herself. 

And that's the kind of thing that's worth 

any price—but doesn't cost a cent. 

Ways to spend less, 

enjoy more 

• I n light fr)ods like 
vegetables, pastas. Hsh. 
imaginative salads. lake eare 
"ilh the preparation, 
present them heaiitifiillx. 

• If meat is tailed for. 
remember the French 
in\ ented « a\ s of dealing 
sy'ith the cheaper tuts. 
^ ou tan marinate, braise, 
add tast\ sauces (now being 
improved and lightened 
bv cui>>ine-minceur cooks). 

• Try the tv%o-parties-in-a- 
row idea, with make-ahead 
foods, the same flowers. But 
do they hav e to be dinners? 
W hy not brunch and then a 
late supper (serve quiches 
both times), or afternoon tea 
followed by a next-night 
dessert party? 

• Serve one or tw o kinds of 
drinks. People are drinking 
wine more (and \ou can get 
good young bright-e\ ed ones 
for attractive prices). \'odka 
is popular, or maybe a rum- 
and-something, the "some- 
thing" being a few fruit purees 
to splash with soda for sparkle. 

• ^'ou can sav e on coffee by 
brewing after-dinner herbal 
teas. On a summer's eve, a 
soothing sip of potion made of 
lemon grass, raspberrv leav es, 
and Egyptian spearmint is 
pure refreshment. 

• When you're a guest, it's a 
gesture of carin;' to bring food. 
Practical food like homemade 
bread, cheese, a basket of 
vegetables from the garden, 
croissants for the morning 
after, or ever-welcome wine. 

The new 

EASE 

and why you^U love it 
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HOW TO GET THE MOST MILEAGE OUT OF 

MMER 

An idea 

portfolio 

of food, 

tables, 

decorating, 

and 

energy savers 

to help you get 

every drop 

of the 

season's 

pleasures 

The new way to cook outdoors 

What adds wonderful flavor to chicken, fish, and meats, and 
encourages even less expensive cuts to juicy tenderness? 
Slow-cooking smoke-cooking. Smoke cookers (there's one 
on the deck, /eft) have two pans—one for the coals, one for 
the water that turns to smoke-flavored steam and cooks 
the meat without your having to baste, turn, or even peek 
at it. The flavor comes from wood chunks you add to the 
coals—hickory for traditional mild smokiness, or you might 
want to experiment with cherry, peach, apple, or other fruit 
woods. You can also add herbs, beer, or wine to the water 
(tarragon is especially good with fish). Meat juices drip 
into the water for gravy makings. 

Take a flower to lunch: can sprinkle the violets 
Violet leaves, rich in (vitamin C) on top. To 
vitamin D, make pretty sip with it, rose-hip tea, 
salad greens, and you full of vitamin C. 

You could build a deck 
Here's one you can put together for 
$850, including the hammock banquettes 

Jutting out from a hill on wood supports, this 
deck has the appeal of a tree house and the 
comfort of a hammock. Mike Jantzen, who de- 
signed the deck, first envisioned it as a 
"communication machine"—a place to get in 
touch with friends, with nature, with oneself. 
Equipped with charcoal smoker/built-in 
table, it's perfect for picnics. Mike and his wife 
Ellen, here with their furry friends Basil and 
Peaches, built it themselves: a platform of 
industrial steel grating supported by redwood 

beams. The unconventional grating allows sun to 
pass through to the plants below and creates an 
airy, floating sensation. Nylon net supported by 
steel tubing forms the banquettes, and redwood 
tables that serve as arm and footrests swing out 
for dining. There are even four built-in speakers 
for an outdoor sound system. Special yellow 
bulbs and pennyroyal herb planted below help 
keep the bugs away. 
Left insert: Deck thrusting out from hillside. 
Treated telephone poles must be set into ground 
below frost level. 
Below: Designer's drawings of deck. To learn how 
to order plans see page 108. 
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When you fill 

your rooms 

with the 

fresh colors 

of nature 

it's like being 

on vacation 

all year 

Sixteen stories up, the living 
room of Cathy and Alessandro 
di Montezemolo. It's a sky 
garden, transplanted from an 
old Italian palazzo (insert), 
where they used to live, and 
now in full bloom in a glass 
tower in New York. 
Right: Mrs. di Montezemolo 

WILLIAM P. STEELE 
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You can dine 

in a garden 

of real flowers, 

goblet flowers, 

and wall flowers 

by the yard 

I lowers and greens and sunshine 
have great importance for Cath\ 
li Montezemolo. who works and 
herefore hves in New York Cit\. 

• lit whose heart belongs to gar- 
.:cns.  "A garden is more than 
something beautiful to look at, " 
she says. "It"s a refreshment, a psy- 
chological cooler. And if you can't 
have a real one. you can still simu- 
-ite one with fabric and color. It 
s a kind of self-deception, but. as 

P. T. Barnum said, you can fool 
some of the people all of the time, 
-ind I'm one of them." The di Mon- 
tezemolos chose their building 
because it has one of the most 
spectacular views in New York— 
mile after mile of an East River 
full of sailboats and tugboats and 
tramp steamers—and then pro- 
ceded to prove, with the help of 
interior  designer Irene Walker, 
that even a glass-and-steel mono- 

^ lith can be made just as charming 
f; and full of character as the Italian 
; palazzo. Much of the furniture and 

all of the colors were also used in 
i Milan, and the fabrics, found or- 
f iginally in the United States, have 

been at home in both places. In 
fact, the two apartments, old and 
new. are like unidentical twins: 
They wear the same things, but in 
different ways. 

Left: Because the dining room is so 
roen to the living room, its walls 

'6 papered to match the garlanded 
"::bric used on most of the living 
'oom furniture. To stretch the vista 
a bit more, rugs in both rooms are 
the same—deeply textured white 
cotton that "washes like a glove, 
wears like iron." On the green lac- 
quered table and in the open wicker 
bonnet-topped cabinet that looks 
like a porter's chair, Mrs. di Mon- 
tezemolo's collection of faience and 
porcelain flowers and vegetables. 
The table itself, here covered with a 
cloth printed to look like ribbons of 
country fabrics, is set with a center- 
piece of yellow porcelain tulips, 
wineglasses like lilies of the valley, 
and one upturned tulip bell. 
Far left: The bonnet-topped wicker 
rabinet, at home in its former dining 
com in Milan. 

LLIAfy' p. STEELE 
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loliday at h 

n the bedroom, 

urtains hung 

,way from 

he windows 

reate a siumy 

litting alcove 

he architects who designed 
lis building obviously had no 
tention of spoiling the view 
ith anything as petticoatish 
; curtains: There is no way 
> hang anything except the 
lilt-in blinds. Irene Walker's 
)lution was a wall of curtains 
jng from a beam a few feet 
.It from the windows. With 
irtains swagged back like a 
leik's tent, the space beyond 
icame a wonderful little cub- 
yhole of a veranda where 
[rs. di Montezemolo does 
sedlepoint and works on her 
Dok (The Gardener's Book 
f Needlepoint, written in col- 
boration with Jack Bodi. 
ill be published in Decem- 
;r. 1978 by Simon and Schus- 
;r). The curtain fabric is 
ingham, repeated on the 
hite-framed armchair and 
le lining of her needlepoint 
asket under the wicker desk, 
latching paper covers the 
'alls. "The flowers in this 
3om are pretty much con- 
ned to the bedcover—white 
nes quilted on a yellow back- 
round. We had it in Italy, 
nd it's still going strong." The 
'ide throw is a cloud-light 
'ool confection crocheted by 
le di Montezemolos' house- 
eeper in Italy. The two little 
piral metal tables out on the 
porch," and two Chinoiserie 
lonkeys over the bed were 
esigned by Mrs. Walker. 

tight: The bedroom—a perfect 
xample of the problems and 
olutions of apartment living, 
he floor was to have gone 
ugless, hand in hand with 
lature. It was bleached, 
acquered white, then painted 
/ith a series of bouquets that 
ircle the room like a necklace. 
)niy later were the di Monteze- 
nolos informed that by house 
ule most of the room had to 
)e carpeted. The solution, a 
-ellow Portuguese tattersall 
)f thinnest cotton and linen 
hat can be folded back some- 
imes to show the flowers, 
•ar right: The bedroom's former 
lon-identical twin in Milan. 
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Old-fashioned energy savers: a ceiling fan 

to stir the air; and to keep the sun out, 

awnings, shutters that close, or a canvas 

curtain that draws across outside the glass 

Make it a picnic 

You can make an original picnic blanket, as Julia McFarland does, from 
a 9-by-12-foot canvas drop cloth, painted, stenciled, or left plain. 

Here's a grab-bag picnic for children: Marina de Brantes wraps finger 
foods in colored papers, packs them in bright little shopping bags. 

Easy to pack, easy to eat picnic foods: Scoop out cucumbers, peppers, 
tomatoes, zucchini, or eggplants, says Jose Wilson, stuff with Mid- 
Eastern mixtures made in a food processor, wrap in foil, chill. 

For an all-out Arabian Nights beach picnic, Mimi Graves recesses a ply- 
wood table into a hole she digs in the sand. Guests sit on the surround- 
ing ledge protected under a romantic tent of cheesecloth. 

Above: A picnic on 
a summer's day— 
this one in a woody 
patch in Wales 
where designer 
Laura Ashley and 
her family live. The 
picnic blanket is a 
curtain made of 
fabric of her own 
design. Food is as 
sustaining as the 
setting—leek and 
bacon tarts, chick- 
en thighs (coated 
-with soy sauce, 
and sesame seeds 
and baked for half 
an hour), salad, 
cheese,and cake. 

Right: Lovebirds to 
sing for your 
supper, plus green 
potted plants form 
the living center- 
pieces at a pool- 
side party 
designed by 
Richard Neas. Silk 
covered tables are 
set for a Chinese 
feast with gold leaf 
papier-mache 
plates, lacquer 
chopsticks, and 
blue paper fans on 
bamboo trays. 
Scattered among 
the trees, lanterns, 
like paper moons. 
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Help-yourself informality 

in an antique farmhouse with 

indoor-outdoor charm 

A working New England farm 
can be a natural for year-round 
family weekends. In this one, 
built in 1798, living room and 
porch have been added on. and 
the nearby barn turned into a 
light-filled studio connected to 
the house by a grape arbor, left. 
Ever\"where there's space for 
people—under the arbor, on the 
porch, in the dining room or in- 
formal living room—and a help- 
yourself-and-go-where-you-will 
sort of hospitality for family 
and weekend guests. A lush veg- 
etable garden full of tomatoes, 
lettuce, zucchini, and peppers 
provides fresh food for picnics. 
"In the middle of the day in 
summertime, ifs nice to eat un- 
der the shade of the grape ar- 
bor. In winter, we like to eat in 
the dining room by the fire.'" 
says Ivan Chermayeff, creator 
of this idyllic setting. Mr. Cher- 
BEADLE 

mayeff is one of the best-known 
graphic designers in America, 
and is currently at work on an 
exhibit for the Kennedy Library 
in Boston. He works in the stu- 
dio on weekends, bottom left, as 
do his daughters. Catherine. 
Sasha. and Maro—all chips off 
the old block. The main changes 
he made to the house were mak- 
ing the grape arbor out of an 
existing vine, adding a screen 
porch, and opening up the liv- 
ing room. Added to the house 
before Mr. Chermayeff moved 
in, this living room was very 
dark, so he took out all the 
beams except to frame windows 
and corners, plastered the walls 
and ceilings (and left the plaster 
raw. for easy cleaning by sand- 
ing), and added big windows. 
above, without any curtains. 
"There are no curtains any- 
where: I like light." 

Opposite page: Simple 
sumrner picnic in the grape 
arbor; red outdoor chairs, 
solid oak weatherproof 
table designed by Ivan 
Chermayeff, built by the 
local carpenter. 
Opposite page, top: The 
barn/studio and woodwork 
shop, half vermilion. 
Above: The living room, 
with old barn-wood floor, 
brick fireplace topped 
with an original beam; 
sofas covered in Chermayeff- 
designed blankets woven 
in Mexico; floor rug also 
by Chermayeff, woven by 
Leslie Stillman; butcher 
block-topped coffee table; 
Japanese basket and fan. 
Enlarged windows add light; 
raw plaster walls, ceiling. 
Bottom left: Ivan Cher- 
mayeff in his studio with 
dog, Mary. On the wall, 
his dot paintings plus 
daughters' early work. 
All furniture picked up 
in local thrift shops. 
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Enjoyment is the 

point of casual 

decorating, places to 

eat indoors and out 

The new marries happily with the old i.. this 
comfortable farmhouse. The screen porch, 
above, for instance, added by Ivan Cher- 
mayeff, is a simple white frame with white- 
painted deck, filled with assorted chairs and 
an Early American table. Behind it, through 
the birch trees, you can see the swimming 
BEADLE 

pool. "We built the stone walls to hide it." 
Mr. Chermayeff also added light and space 
by opening up the dining room wall, right. 
into the kitchen—easier on weekend cooks, 
too. Rich blue vinyl tiles on the floor con- 
trast with the light wood table and chairs. 
In the living room, opposite page, top, a 
19th-century chest is next to a baby Chip 
pendale chair; an old beam frames the nev 
window. The den, below left, is lightened 
by white paint everywhere, showing off Mr. 
Chermayefl"s antique toy collection. On the 
mantel, his old cars line up beneath his very 
contemporary assemblage. 



I 

OA 

Above: In tne dining room, Caucasian rug; can 
.'.a i light.'ceiling spotlight, room-to-room 
daylight. On mantel. Sasha's U. S. flag. 
Above right: In a corner of the living room, 
gccss .veatnervane. Chermayeff-designed rug. 
Left: In the curtainless bedroom, antique 
: - : spread; Indian hanging: Sasha's dot 
:a ":'ng; Maro's flower on window frame. 
Right:   :"e g''eenhcuse. g        "'s and herbs. 
Opposite page: On t"e scr ,   . ^ .T, breezy 
summer lunch—' -:;: ^ :c free." 
Opposite page, top: - -.e farmhouse. 
Opposite page, bottom: In the den, shelves filled 

: je toys: Navano rug. Shopping infor- 
-;: : , urn to page 108. 
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cecial little C^^arents 5 '^ei- 
ns. native tc '""e Czgraz 

-eg'Cn of France—-^ere fi 'eci 
Benny B'Tbaj"^ Aith 

^ ccgnac-based aC'er.*.* A'ne. Pe^^ac, 
-^ineaj des Charentes, from tre sa^e 
'eg'on. Tnev can aisc be fi''ed A a 
gnt sj-nn-ter scup to ser^-e as a fi's: 

:ojrse. For rr.ore about W's. B 'f"- 
Z'a'jrr.'s fresh-from-the-garden 
■ jnches. see page 98. 

Recyclable centerpieces. Dig up some 
petunias or pansies from the garden, 
suggests Fayal Greene. Placed in 
shallow porcelain bowls and sur- 
rounded by grass, they make pretty 
table decorations and can be planted 
back in the garden after dinner. 

Something in the air 

To create perfumed breezes a  '-^3ugh the hcuse, 

try hanging scented sa'       " '^ont of 

air conditioners or fans. Sacheis can oe made with 

lavender or your favorite potpourri. 

Save mowing, 

eat well: try growing 

vegetables 

instead of a lawTi 

Left; 'ao es ".cpped .'.■:n 
vegetable plants—here two 
tomato plants—set in 
market baskets and sur- 
rounded by wooden plates 
on burlap cloths. At each 
plate, a name egg. hard- 
boi'ed. Table designed by 
Richard Neas. who set the 
party in a stable, scrubbed 
down and scented with wood 
chips for the occasion. 
Left insert: In each stall, a 
:ac e ''c e'ght. Guests' 
names are listed on brown 
caper bags tacked to the 
door pest. Outside, a dis- 
placed tenant gazes in at 
t"e t'a-^s^ormation. 
Top right: In a trough, a 
c tcner of beerccoling in 
cracked ice. 
Right: The hearty buffet— 
Accd bowls of green salad, 
bread in baskets, cheese 
on straw, and tubs of fresh 
country butter. Boeuf 
bourguignonne in ccope^' 
tjbs. nearby. 

Some naUiral w ay s to take the 
bugs out of summer: Growing 
tansN near the door helps keep 
insects out where they belong. 
• A fisherman's trick to keep 
mosquitoes away: rub pennyroyal 
directly on your skin. • To protect 
plants, add to a quan of w ater, 
the tobacco of 4 cigarettes, a 
crushed clove of garlic. 'cup 
ammonia, and 4 tablespoons of a 
mild liquid detergent. Leave 4 
days, strain. spra\. From 
horticulturist Peter Dunlop. 
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FUH SUMMtH MtLtAUb 

fvith the land 

In a 

traditional 

New Mexico 

adobe, you get 

natural 

insulation 

plus rustic 

good Ipoks 
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The Pueblo Indians knew the secret of 
natural climate control: Build your 
house of thick adobe blocks, keep win- 
dows small, and ifll keep you cool in 
summer, wirm in winter. This energy- 
saving system works just as well today 
tor Mr. and Mrs. Eliot Porter. The only 
improvement they had to make was to 
fill the naturally dark house with light 
and air. But for two artists (he's a pho- 
tographer, she's a painter), this was a 
matter of paint and simple but elegant 

- decorating. They whitewashed all the 
walls and even painted some of the 
floors and ceilings white. Floors—old 
brick and wide board—are rugless and. 
to emphasize the high ceilings, the dec- 
orating is spare. Yet. for all its real 
starkness. the house eives an invitinalv 

coz\ impression. There is a fireplace in 
almost every room, lots of wood furni- 
ture, personal things the Porters have 
collected over the years, and, in every 
room, a single color—blue for the 
kitchen and dining room, red for the 
living room, hot pink for the bedroom 
—used sparingl\'. but with feeling. 

Left: The kitchen, white with touches of 
blue. Mr. Porter made the square table 
to stimulate Mrs. Porter's bread-making 
binges. Over the door, Picasso lithograph. 
Top: Dinner in the wood-and-white 
dining room. For color, royal blue 
napkins and Fitzhugh china in a 
New Mexican-made cabinet. 
Above left: The adobe house. 
Above right: Mr. Porter in his s+udio. 



The secret of adding |i 

the look of light: 

a wash of white with 

one smashing color 

touch with the land 

Because the New Mexican climate is dry, 
the greenhouse, above, is kept humid for 
people as well as plants. "F love to go there 
for a private breakfast or a nap after lunch."" 
says Mrs. Porter, who has an antique spool 
bed piled with sky-blue pillows for the pur- 
pose. A good part of her day is also spent in 
her studio, above right, where she paints— 
mostly still lifes like the one of pink hya- 
cinths to the right of the door. Except for 
the oak ceiling beams and the carved mold- 
ings (called corbels), the studio is all white 

"because white is the most light-giving color 
there is."" With the white walls and furniture 
of the living room, right, particularly cool— 
and particularly dark—with overhanging 
porches on two sides, the Porters added real 
fire: a flame-colored sofa, vibrant purple 
stripes on the wood armchair, and fiery pil- 
lows and art. In the white bedroom, fm 
right, the color is shocking pink—a woven 
throw from Mexico on the tester bed fringed 
like a sombrero, and a little chair pad for 
good measure. 



ite page, top: On t".e 
louse wall, a painted 

an mirror and a fountain 
oubles as a planter, 
ly set off by a solid 
'a'pted arch. The floor 

ck. 
Mrs. Porter's all-white 
To the left of the 

a soda crate she painted 
and filled with red 
and a single white 
lamb. On the mantel. 

wood candlesticks from an old 
Mexican church and, between 
them, a piece of carved wood 
rescued from a Colorado ghost 
town. Table is a basket topped 
with white-oainted plywood. 
Opposite page, insert: Mrs. 
Porter working on a box in her 
studio. 
Left: The large living room, 
formal yet friendly with a 
fireplace, pegged wood floor, 
wood ceiling, and antiques in- 

herited from generations of 
family collections. The cocktail 
table belonged to Mr. Porter's 
grandmother; her initials are 
lapis lazuli inlays on a piece 
of black slate that rests on 
brass swan legs. 
Right: Mrs. Porter's bedroom, 
white with the surprise of hot 
pink. On the left-hand wall, a 
soda crate she decorated. To 
the right of the bed, another 
still life. 
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Perk Up the floor 
of a summer porch: Try put- 
ting down bright awning can- 
vas with double-face tape, 
coating it with varnish or 
polyurethane. Veva Crozer 
of Such Outlandish Stitches. 

Refresher course, right—a 
green and white buffet of 
whole poached sea bass 
with limes on a bed of water- 

cress, crudites, chicken Orientale 
alad, poached spiced pears on a 

: loth of crisp cotton from Hinson. 
By Jane Wilson and Jeff Perlman of 
The Party Box, Inc. 
'^ight insert: For dessert, lime daiquiri 
mousse, almond cake, iced mint 
green tea. 
Above left: Mexican feast: tacos with 
sauteed sirloin, onions, tomatoes, 
lettuce, and grated cheddar cheese, 
followed by fresh fruit and cheese. By 
Milton Williams, on the patio of 
Edith Head's Los Angeles hacienda. 
Left: Pretty way to pack a picnic- 
mushroom baskets lined with sapphire 
tissue. E.A.T. at Henri Bendel. 

The cucumber pickle 

According to Jonathan Swift, "the grand Academy of Lagado had been 
eight years upon a project for extracting Sun-Beams out of Cucumbers, 
which were to be put into vials hermetically sealed, and let out to warm 
the air in raw inclement summers." Lagado science has yet to make a 
breakthrough, but today in America, more and more people are storing up 
sunbeams in solar collectors. And as for cucumbers, a slice of one is a 
great summer astringent—just rub it on; it refreshes without drying skin. 

Did you know 

a scented geranium 

in a window 

will help 

freshen the air? 

Cucumber Plus 

For a summery hors d'oeuvre, 

top a slice of cucumber with 

Danish salami and crumbled 

blue cheese, suggests 

Janeen Sarlin of Cooking 

With Class. For a delicious 

low-calorie drink, blend half 

a cucumber with 2 slices of 

fresh pineapple, 2 sprigs of 

parsley, and an ice cube. 

FOR SUMMER MILEAGE 
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Above: Cold cheese mousse 
in an edible asparagus 
"basket" by Maurice 
Moore-Betty. With it, lem- 
on roast chicken, Salade 
Argentine, Summer Pud- 
ding, and Grand Marnier 
mousse. Mr. Moore-Betty's 
wonders with vegetables, 
please turn to page 96. 

HORST 

70 Bring the greens 
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Have 3^oiir company 

in 



A people-loving 

kitchen full of 

ideas dreamed up 

by its owner, 

Jose Wilson, who 

tells all about it 

When I remodeled my New England 
cottage, most of my time, thought, 
and money went into the kitchen, be- 
cause I wanted it to be the most com- 
panionable room in the house, the 
place everyone was drawn to. I could 
happily spend every hour of the day 
there, writing at the table in the win- 
dow, testing recipes, giving cooking 
classes, and entertaining friends—and 
often I do. Clapboard houses are a 
snap to alter, as easy as cutting a slice 
from a pie. In my case, we cut out a 
tiny window, the screened door, and 
a wall between the kitchen and utility 
room, and opened up the space with 
a 6-foot bay window and a sliding 
glass door to the new deck, so now 
sun floods in all day long. Whereas 
the old kitchen had four doors and 
seemed crowded with just a sink, 
stove, refrigerator, and some cabinets, 
the floor plan I worked out with my 
architect, Laurence Rubin, not only 

ga\ e mc all the storage I could dream 
of. right where it was needed, but also 
three cooktops with eight burners, two 
wall ovens, a large sink and a deep, 
round bar sink, a full-size refrigerator- 
freezer and undercounter bar refrig- 
erator, loads of butcher-block counter 
space, and a roll-around chopping 
cart with knife rack. Basically, the de- 
sign separates the room into two gal- 
ley kitchens with a cooking island in 
the center, the most efficient use of 
the floor space. On one side is a sink, 
refrigerator-freezer, and dishwasher; 
on the other, the o\ens (one self- 
cleaning, to liberate me from a hated 
chore), bar sink, and refrigerator 
topped with a marble slab for pastry 
making. Six people can work inde- 
pendently without falling over each 
other, making it a joy for classes or 
cooking with friends. Or, if I'm doing 
all the cooking, guests can walk in 
from the deck to get ice or freshen 
drinks at the bar by the sliding door 
without disturbing me. In summer, 
when buffet parties flow from the deck 
through the kitchen to the living 
room, the cooking island, extended by 
a drop leaf, becomes the central serv- 
ing point. When friends stay over, 
they naturally gravitate to the kitchen 
for breakfast, come-when-you-please 
lunches of salads and hors d'oeuvre, 
or just to sit at the table and chat. 

Left: Blithe start for a summer day—breakfast by the kitchen window 
that looks out over a sunlit tangle of trees, shrubs, and huge 
granite boulders. Dishes are easily accessible from 6-inch-wide shelves 
tucked neatly into slim space between wall and window. 
Above: Coffee-craving guests can help themselves from ceramic cooktop 
while frittatas (recipes, page 104) are prepared at the cooking island. 
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The storage is open, 

the floor hides spills, 

and the layout lets 

everyone cook together 

Company in the kitchen 

BEADI 

The first thing everyone notices is the floor, a white-maple veneer lacquered and rubbe 
vinyl 18-inch copy of Portuguese ceramic down to a satiny smoothness that needs onl 
tiles I spotted in a Greenwich Village restau- to be wiped with a damp cloth. They eve 
rant I figured if it could stand up to that kmd made matching pegboard for my saute par 
of wear it would be perfect for me. The sur- and skillets. As I didn't want to spoil tl" 
face never shows footprints, and anything smooth lines with projectmg hardware, \\| 
dropped or spilled disappears into the design borrowed an idea from Terence Conran 
—you really have to hunt for it. Otherwise London kitchen: round holes instead of pul 
the kitchen is pattemless. its look very light, on cabinets and drawers (for flatware, too 
simple, modern, yet in keeping with the New and gadgets organized m Japanese baske I, 
England countryside. I love pale wood and I and place mats and linens). The rest of tr 
wanted lots of it. Mv cabinetmakers, David storage is open and visible, because out < 
Piatt and Bob Anderson, kindred spirits, sight means out of mmd. Besides, there is r 
made me cabinets and shelves covered with better decoration than the things you use. 

f 



Opposite page, center: 
Galley-style equipment 
line-up sa-ves steps be- 
tween sink, refrigerator, 
and cooking island. 
Drop leaf extends 
counter for extra space. 
Opposite page, left: For 
hang-up storage, dowel 
sections fit into angled 
holes in pegboard. 
Opposite page, top: 
Amused students watch 
me upend a copper 
bowl to prove stiffly 
beaten egg whites will 
hang in there. 

Above: For deck party, 
chopping cart rolls from 
kitchen to hold grill for 
barbecued chicken. 
Copper washboiler 
cools wine. 
Top: Mobile cart fits 
in niche between bar 
and window wall. 
Left: Compartmented 
cabinet above ovens 
holds baking gear. 
Right: From deck, you 
can pick peas, or give 
vegetables a quick 
shower with the hose. 
Buildingfacts, page 151. 



Solar energy 

A thick concrete 
wall protected by 
glass absorbs 
sun's heat by day. 
radiates it to 
rooms of Douglas 
Kelbaugh's house 
below. Called a 
Trombe wall, 
it's a passive 
solar device. 

The latest in tax breaks, technology 

updates, and a good look at the sun 

in action in houses across the count 
Probably about a thousand build- 
ings in the United States use solar 
energy directly for at least some 

of their heat (compared to a mere hun- 
dred or so only two years ago), and at 
least some of those enjoyed toasty tem- 
peratures in the high 70s last winter. The 
coming age of the sun is going to do a 
ot for creature comfort and genera! 

quality of life—and some new terms 
with which to talk about it are coming 
into use. Here's a quick glossary. 

Passive. That's catching solar 
T heat through the design of the 

house, and holding and storing 
it in the structure of the house, using as 
little energy-hungry machinery as possi- 
ble. It demands a very sophisticated 
understanding of the nature of heat, but 
it can b;; one of the I -ist expensive ways 
to build a solar-heated house if you are 
building from scratch because it is basi- 
cally little more than a few unusuiil uses 
of standard building materials. Passive 
solar-heated houses tend to have massive 
concrete, brick, or adobe walls to soak 
up and hold the sun's heat in winter (or 
the night cool in summer), and lots of 
south-facing glass. Like most other kinds 
of solar-heated houses, they arc oriented 
to cooperate with the sun, usually turn- 
ing windowless backs to the cold north. 
Active. "Active" solar systems use 
specially designed hardware instead of 
(or in combination with) specially de- 
signed houses to collect solar heat. Most 
retrofitted houses (see Retrofit, below) 
would use active systems; most solar- 
.heated hot water systems are active. 
Both passive and active are loose terms 
that cover a broad range of solar appli- 
cations. 
Flat plate collector. This is the thing that 
goes on the roof of the house, or in the 

I 

10 

yard, or against the south-facing wal 
the active component in catching s( 
heat. It consists of a metal absoj 
painted black (because black absc 
heat)  and a heat transfer mediur; 
that's simply air or water flowing 
the absorber, or water or antifreeze 
ing through pipes fastened to the 
sorber—to take the heat from the 
sorbcr and carry it off to wherever 
want it, covered with a glass or pla 
cover plate transparent to the sli 
waves of light but fairly opaque to 
longer waves of heat. Once sunl 
strikes the absorber plate, where it ti 
to heat, it has a hard time getting 
out into space through the glass, 
whole collector is backed with good ta! 
sulation, to keep the heat you coj m 
from wandering around at will, i 
lector systems are classified as air 
terns or wetter .systems, depending oni 
heat exchange medium. Systems cai 
purchased as modular units, or as 
ponents, or if you're handy enough ^rt 
plumbing and sheet metal tools and d 
neering design, you could build 
yourself. Flat plate collectors are ofscli 
ble of producing temperatures u\ 
about I90°F, to be used for space I 
for household hot water, or for both: 

Storage. The sun has a nfnitr 
I ^ habit of going down every 

Some days, because of clouc 
might just as well have stayed down: at 
any heating system that depends 
solar energy needs a way to store 
overnight and for from one to 
cloudy days. Researchers have ye 
find a heat-storage medium that wi 
better than plain old water or plain' 
rock. So most solar heated houses 
either a big (2,000 gallons, more or I He 
well-insulatcd tank of water in the 

on 

New Jersey: Double- 
glazed greenhouse 
adds heat by day. 
Slatted shades keep 
it cool in summer. 

California: Glass also lets in light, 
traps heat in David Wright's passive 
coast house. Shape of two-story 
block helps convection—warm air 
currents—to move. Sod roof uses 
earth for extra insulation. 

Vermont: Jim Kachadorian's passive 
design for Green Mountain Homes 
has heavy insulation, shutters to 
hold in heat at night. Warmth 
entering south-facing windows is 
stored under concrete floor. 

Colorado condominium: Builder 
Robert White uses south wall for 
hot-air circulation. White's bill for 
auxiliary electric heat in his own unit 
was $6.33 in January, $2 in Februar 
Standard patio doors were used 
to build collector on-site. 

ssi 

iler 



and you 

lit or a big bin of fist-sized rocks 
liugh which the heat transfer medium 
Iter or air) circulates, giving up the 

collected elsewhere. A third stor- 
method uses eutectic salts, like Glau- 
s salt, that melt when they are heated 
recrystallize as they cool at night, 

asing heat in the process. Some 
inical problems need to be overcome, 

so far this method has not been 
;ly used. 

Insolation. Spelled with an "o" 
instead of a "u," it means the 
amount of sun that strikes a 

n place, something the solar house 
mer has to know in order to decide 

much solar collector area he will 
li. There is plenty: everywhere on 
;h about 300 Btus (British Thermal 
ts) of solar heat per hour fall on a 
!e square foot when the sun is shin- 
-but in your climate, at your site, 

much of it do you get? Weather 
;au data is available, there are ways 
neasuring it yourself, or the U.S. 
artment  of  Housing  and Urban 
elopment has a toll-free number to 

800-523-2929  (800-462-4983 in 
isylvania) to help. 
r retrofit. Retrofitting is attaching 
solar heat to an existing house. It's 

t ier than installing it on a house de- 
;d for solar heat, but John I. Yei- 

solar pioneer and professor of 
: itecture at the University of Ari- 
:i. estimates that at least 60 percent 
ne existing buildings in the country 

the capacity for some solar heat. 
Dentrating collector. If you want to 
ct temperatures higher than about 
'F (an air conditioner that operates 
leat exchange, for instance, needs 
er temperatures), solar energy has 
: concentrated. This can be done in 
y ways, but the one most in use for 
es today is a highly polished trough 
cd like a cylinder cut in half. The 
falls into the trough, is bounced to 

s on a blackened pipe suspended 
e the trough. Fluid running through 
rough gets very hot—temperatures 

of 400°F to 600°F are possible. Most 
concentrating collectors have to follow 
—"track"—the path of the sun as it 
moves across the sky. 
Solar assisted heat pump. Heat pumps 
are valuable creatures that operate in 
seeming defiance of the laws of nature. 
By a technological sleight of hand they 
take heat from one end and dump it out 
the other, considerably concentrated and 
enhanced. (A refrigerator works on a 
heat pump principle, taking heat from 
inside the box and dumping it into the 
room through the coils at the back.) Be- 
cause heat pumps work most efficiently 
when the air or water they extract heat 
from is about 50°F, and because solar 
collectors are most etficient when the 
temperatures you collect from them are 
low—less than 100°F—solar energy 
and heat pumps are obvious allies. 
Solar electricity (photovoltaic). Photo- 

By Sandra Oddo 

solar cells is still horrendously expen- 
sive, but it has dropped in price from 
$200 per watt to less than $ 13 per watt 
in the last four years. 

Solar electricity (wind). A prom- 
r, J- ising future is in the wind. NASA 

has built a huge wind generator in 
Ohio, several small companies are ex- 
perimenting with new designs, and the 
Energy Research and Development Ad- 
ministration is trying out house-size gen- 
erators at Rocky Flats, Idaho. As with 
all forms of solar energy (the sun, 
warming a revolving world, makes the 
wind blow—so wind is included as solar 
energy), storage is a difficulty. Pha- 
lanxes of car batteries will do it—but so 
will a gadget called a Gemini Syncron- 
ous Inverter, which takes the excess 
electricity produced when the wind is 
blowing, and feeds it into the local elec- 
tric grid  (turning the electric meter 

Where the sun can save taxes 

When President Carter announced his energy plan in April, he included 
income tax credits for homeowners for solar use. Twenty-three states have not 
waited for the Congress to act. Among them, Arizona provides state 
income tax credit, exempts solar installations from resulting in property tax 
increases. California gives tax credit; Colorado eases property taxes. 
Montana makes capital available. Texas exempts solar devices from sales tax. 
A brief summary of state laws is available from the National Solar Heating and 
Cooling Information Center, P.O. Box 1607, Rockville, Md. 20850, 
where you can also get copies of individual statutes. A somewhat more 
extensive survey is published by the National Conference on 
State Legislatures (444 North Capitol St., Washington, D.C. 20001). 

voltaic cells are semi-conductors that 
turn sunlight into electricity: (Photons 
of light striking the cell push electrons 
across a minute barrier, creating an elec- 
tric charge that's gathered up by hair- 
thin metal filaments.) All the satellites 
have been powered by photovoltaic cells, 
and many remote electrical installations 
on earth are. One project under study 
would build collectors to use photo- 
voltaic cells for electricity, and leftover 
sunlight for house heat. Electricity from 

backwards in the process). Inverters are 
now installed in 22 states. 
Solar electricity (thermal). Concentrat- 
ing collectors can collect temperatures 
high enough to make super-heated steam 
that can turn turbines to generate elec- 
tricity. The biggest U.S. solar thermal 
electric system planned to date will soon 
be constructed near Death Valley, in 
Barstow, Calif. 
More on viicrfjy conservation in September 
plus an up-to-date solar reading list 

MILLEP 

Island: Weekend, summer 
e, designed by Mark 
lews, uses active set ot 
collectors with water sys- 
:o heat space and hot water 
ony interrupts it, so people 
!et south sunlight too. 

Long Island: House designed 
by John Whedbee uses 
Owens-Illinois Sunpak to 
concentrate sun's heat. 
Half-silvered vacuum tube 
surrounds pipe for fluid. 

Arthur once lived in farmhouse 
retrofitted with solar-heated hot water. 
Collectors face east and west instead 
of south, for morning and afternoon 
light. System provides 140°F—plus 
water for washing and bathing, 
both summer and winter. 

New Mexico: Adobe walls, 
tilted Lexan windows, under- 
floor heat storage, fans warm 
house designed by Stephen 
Merdler. Insulated shutters 
close it at night. 77 





Puff! Them   that revolutionizes bedmaking. 

W WB^^M\ Here's one designed especially for 

House & Garden-and you can make it yourself 

I 

sleeping bag—that's what designer 
Michael Taylor calls the bed that's 
making news because it's so easy to 
make. But his version is even simpler, 
and much prettier, than camping equip- 
ment. Our word for the rutlly, blossom- 
strewn bedcover is "puff"—and you 
can make one yourself from three 
sheets  (here Martex '"Singing Bk^s- 
soms")  and thistledown-soft Dacron 
filling. Then, to make the bed, you just 
spread the puff on top of a sheet-cov- 
ered mattress right on the floor, and 
add a few ruffled pillows. Mr. Taylor 

^ let his sleeping-bag bed inspire a bed- 
room, left and above, that's a pocket 
forest, for the illusion of outdoor living 
even if you're not really sleeping under 

f| the stars. To furnish the private wood- 
, land glade, he used a tree trunk as a 
headboard, made chairs of mortars 

* that look like hollowed-out logs. .\ 
. couple of wicker screens add a sense of 
I enclosure, and the bedside lamp is a 

bamboo-handled rice-paper fan that 
looks as if it's on hand to waft soothing 
breezes. Everything in the room is 
available through Michael Taylor. For 
shopping information, see page 108. 

Here's how to make the puff. Materials 
needed: 2 matching queen-size sheets 
for the puff (90" by 110"); 1 matching 
king-size sheet for ruffles (108" by 
110"); 19 yards 30" Dacron bat 
ting with gauze casing (from 
upholstery shops); 
matching sewing thread 
and   heavy  duty thread 
such as buttonhole twist; yard 
stick; tailor's chalk. Work in an 
area where you can lay the whole 
puff out on the floor and leave it 
until it's finished. 
Step 1. To make 6 ruffles: Lay the 
king-size sheet out flat and cut ver- 
tical (Continued on page 154) 



NOW YOU CAN GET 

TOP DESIGN 

TOP VALUE 

With Angelo Donghias 

new collection of 

ready-made furniture, 

you can create 

designer rooms 

at store-bought prices 

What do you want most when you dec- 
orate a room? Furniture that's beauti- 
fully designed, comfortable, and versa- 
tile enough to blend with what you 
already have? Fabrics that are durable 
as well as really good looking? A top- 
name decorator to help you put it all 
together? And, on top of everything 
else, are you trying to keep costs to u 
minimum? Angelo Donghia. one of 
America's top interior designers, has de- 
signed 19 pieces of furniture in 35 dif- 
ferent fabrics that bring good design 
home to you. "Every one deserves de- 
sign integrity." he says, and to make it 
easier for you to decorate on your own. 
he has designed all the display room-- 
using his furniture in stores across the 
country. If you want to. you can take 
one home with you: "No matter where 
you live you can have everything in the 
rooms—any piece of furniture in any 
fabric, and any accessory. " Or, if you'd 
rather use the furniture in a scheme of 
your own, you can just add a piece at 
a time. "My designs are simple, nothing 
stands out like a sore thumb." Any way 
you use them, Mr. Donghia's rooms are 
examples of decorator know-how: what 
furniture, accessories, and colors work 
together, how to group furniture: and 
how to create the atmosphere you want. 
"I know it's not easy to decide what's 
right for you. So Fve taken the guess- 
work out of decorating." 

Above right: Here's how easy it is to 
create a room—and a mood—with An- 
gelo Donghia's new furniture. In an 
easy-to-adapt background of white walls, 
curtainless windows, green floor, and 
plants, Mr. Donghia used a deep-cush- 
ioned sofa, a pair of fat, armless chairs 
"that look like you could cuddle with 
them," and an ottoman—ail in variations 
of white. With them, a stocky wood table 
with a dowel-molded enamel base. Ail 
prices quoted are approximate and may 
vary from store to store throughout 
the country. For shopping information, 
please turn to page 108. 

WILLIAM P. STfcELE 

Here's what this room costs 

■ EXTENSIONS" SOFA, 92 INCHES LONG, -DIAMONDS ' FABRIC $800.00 
FABRIC, BRAID, AND RODEl FIBERFIU FOR PILLOWS  65.50 
PAIR OF -CUPID" CHAIgS, UNBLEACHED DUCK CLOTH, @ $300   600.00 

"EXTENSIONS" OTTOMAN, "DIAMONDS" FABRIC   225.00 
"EXTENSIONS" COCKTAIL TABLE  350.00 
8 TATAMI FLOOR MATS, @ $4.49   35.92 
BONDING AGENT, PAINT, POLYURETHANE FOR MATS  30.08 
GLASS CYLINDER VASE   35.0C 
PEONIES  10.00 doz. 
GLASS ASHTRAY  4.00 
LOW STRAW BASKET  2.98 
APPLES 59 lb. 
HAND-PAINTED FAN  85.00 

(OR PAINT ONE YOURSEIF-UNPAINTED FAN, 59c) 
FIANTS IN POTS AND PLANTERS (p'ices vary across co-nfry)  25-150 eo. 



T left: Camelback sofa. . . . j with ferns. Cocktail table    and bands of nickel-plated steel. Lamp table of enamel and glass, 
liab of bleached maple on an ivory enamel base. Multilevel table     Armless chair in gray velvet—"great for two people." Sofa in cream on 
3ired by the Italian in me," covered in easy-to-clean viiiyl suede      beige, chair in muted checks. Fabrics of Kodel. Kroehier furniture. 



"The furniture is 
designed for today's 
informality, but it 
doesn't date itself, 
it's classic and it's 
contemporary." 

If you have a few 
antiques waiting for 
furniture that will 
combine with them 
in a room that 
makes sense for 
you. your time has 

come. Angelo Donghia's new furniture mixes with anything and 
everything. "There is no perfect combination," says Mr. Don- 
ghia. who illustrates his point, above, by mixing a wide assort- 
ment of antiques with some of his new designs (see plan, below). 
Since these antiques are so varied—a black secretary painted in 

RICHARD GIGLIQ 
Japanese style, a pair of Chinese vases, a silver leaf bull's-eye 
mirror, and a Venetian mirror—he used his more traditional 
furniture covered in soothing grays: Sofa, inspired by an English 
camelback with fabric taken from an old tapestry: chair, a re- 
scaled Chippendale fireside armchair; and a cocktail table, a 
reworked butler s tray. Rug (one from a collection by Donghia 
for Regal Rugs) works with ceiling and fireplace to make a bold 
geometric background brightened by red lacquered walls. 

■A 

From left: Corner, armless, and ottoman modules in white duck. 
Corner module. Cocktail table with black glass top. Sofa in 
patriotic checks, armless chair in red velvet. 



uesnon: What furniture won't get lost in a romantic-patterned 
.ckground—but won't compete with it either? Angelo Donghia 
LS :"e answer: .-Vny of his new designs will work. "In this room 

[above] with three pastel-y patterns on the 
wall and two in deeper colors on the floor 
some of my simplest designs in plain fab- 
rics work with—not against—the patterned 
backgroimd." He used five pieces from his 
new collection—but only three st>ies "be- 
:i.:se you don't want to introduce too 
~ any more competitive designs" (see plan, 
below): a sofa in a neutral cream on beige 

Don't worry 
bout what to 
lix with what. 

The 
designs 

fabric, a pair of chairs in gray velvet ("gray is a color that lets 
you use lots of other colors"), and two glass-and-enamel lamp 
tables, "small, to avoid cluttering a ver>" busy room." Ail Don- 
ghia-designed furniture is manufactured by Kroehler Furniture. 
Many of the fabrics are of Kodel. easy-to-clean and durable. 

From left: Love seat—5 g'SZ" Z' 2 ack en wnite Fat-cushioned 
sofa in c 2~:'"3 .sea.5. Cocktail table A rn legs z' z"ee 
square s ocks. Armchair <vi:h canted ro'. arrr.s. upnolsterec 
iSgs. Sofa v/t" :ccse sea: cash^cns. gen-:y s'n'r'-ed far softness. 
Sofa      scj'pted rail    cneckerbcard cartem. 
Bunching table. Fc s'ecc■''Z'~=: z' c e 



... now a private house 

chard House (see opposite page) 

Above: Harmonist log cabins 
Below: Opera House 

Mrs. Kenneth Dale Owen New Harmony 

A heritage restore( 

The lively revival of a surprising little town 

that helped shape A merican life. By Michael deCourcy Hi 

Constantinople. Athens. Rome. And New 
Harmony. Indiana. 

New Harmony. Indiana? 
Well, listen to a few of this town's origin- 

al hits: America's first kindergarten, first 
trade school, first drama club, first feminist 
organization, first free library. New Har- 
mony was headquarters for America's first 
geological survey—essential to the opening 
of the West. And it was a New Harmony 
citizen who dreamed up the Smithsonian 
Institution. 

So it's not for want of merit that this 
idyllic village of less than a thousand per- 
sons in southwestern Indiana has failed to 
win recognition as an American cradle of 
civilization. 

Once actually known as the Athens of the 
West, New Harmony is now being awak- 
ened from its 20th-century nap and pressed 
back into service as an educational and 
cultural center. Government, foundations, 
philanthropists, and the town itself have 
spent a total of $30 million rebuilding the 
village from the sidewalks up. 

Leading patron of restored New Harmony 
is Mrs. Kenneth Dale Owen, whose husband 
was its founder and prime mover. "His Her- 
culean efforts saved the town and all its tra- 
ditions." She herself has spent 36 years and 
millions of dollars restoring and adding to 
the town and recreating its original Utopian 
ideals. "New Harmony's theme was and is 
reconciliation—the unity of oppo- 
sites, tensions, sexes, old. new . . . 
as Paul Tillich said, 'Estranged 
and reunited.' " 

And as if to prove her point, two 
space-age structures—Philip John- 
son's startling roofless church and 
Richard Meier's sculptured steel 
Atheneum (endowed by Lilly) — 
bracket New Harmony's tree-lined 
streets of historic houses and 
rough-hewn log cabins. New Har- 
mony is not, then, another Wil- 
liamsburg or Old Sturbridge Vil- 
lage. 

The town was founded by a 
communal sect of German Luther- 
ans who thought their destiny was 
to set an example of peaceful hu- 
man relations. < 

In just 10 years, they tamed the 
wilderness and built the town, a 
square mile in size. With bricks 
from their own kilns and timber 

BEADLE 

from their own water-powered sawmill, they 
built houses quickly by prefabricating the 
parts. The town had 130 town houses—each 
with its own gardens and stables, dormitories, 
a granary, a cannery, a factory for cotton, 
wool, and silk, two distilleries, and a brewery. 
The Harmonists cultivated 2.000 acres of 
farm land and exported their surplus as far 
away as New Orleans and the East Coast. 

In 1824. Father Rapp. the commune's 
leader, feared that their lifestyle was becom- 
ing too easy, moved {Continued on poi>e 92) 
Opposite page: The 1860s Orchard House is a five-bec ik 
room house Mrs. Kenneth Dale Owen has renovated fc 
special visitors to New Harmony. Architect Robert Hatcl 
overhauled it, and decorator Mark Hampton furnished i 
from Mrs. Owen's own collection and pieces she found ii 
her husband's attic. Kane & Carruth did the landscaping 
1 Main sitting room with tufted Victorian settee and at 
1860s Indiana desk. This room is dedicated, to Mrs K 

Owen's maternal grandparents, Sarah Campbell an( 
William Thomas, 
2 Second floor bedroom has a mid-Victorian poster be( 
and heart-backed chairs made in Indiana. 
3 in the canvas-roofed summer dining room of Mrs 
Owen's Harmonist house, no two pieces match. 
4 and 6 In Orchard House's master bedroom, an 18th| 
century fourposter bed painted by Angelica Kauffman- 
Mrs. Owen's wedding present from her husband. 
5 In another Orchard House bedroom, iron and bras^ 
beds are 19th-century English. 
Below: In an upstairs bedroom, Victorian furniture anc 
an 1870 cast-iron mantel with eglomise-painted panelsll 







built-in secrets that make jiiainte nance easy.entertaining a joy 

Aliai do peopk w *iit tnosi in 
i e-ekend house? For this one 

cr. Lo=2 Island, it wa> comicn ""iih 
—linisal upkeep, a plm for hassle- 
free entertammg. and plenr> of priv- 
acy. The oviners, an ad\"eitismg ex- 
ecu:i'.e and his farnih. also wanied 
:he design of iheir new bouse to be 
"exciting and timeless—contempo- 
rar>" in ccv:ZipZi of space and light, 
yet compatible with nearby older 
ho^jses and the environment-" Be- 
cause the site has ST'ectacuiar '-iews 

Above:      ;e;--5 'Z' e^'.e'ta " 'g. 

ire ilOA'sr Si3m3*;;r:is susperi'ded "i^iinyl 
poo-il wijih sC'lrsii sta^r liiimkiinig ttie.^. 
Top of piilia,TS i)!"Oom as p'aruers. 
Left Over'iGcfcrig creek ami mea'dtwis, 
'~r'_S5 s i''' T»'iC' psnis: nrraeirt 

to the ocean across a fresh-'-vater 
creek and "iidiife marshes, archi- 
tects Harr. Bates and Dale Booher 
devised an upside-dov»-n plan, with 
major rooms upfstairs for view, guest 
rooms below. The hipped roof 
house, viiih express waEls f treated 
with stain to eliminate painting ' har- 
tnonizes with the old neighborhood. 
.\nd the up-ifl-the-air character of 
the house made possibie a number 
01 useful fearores. It created space 
under the bouse for a sheltered car- 
r:- and entrance. .\nd the hollow 
comer r ^unport iioors. 
decks, a" ^ -s were used in- 
geniousiy. One. at liie carport, holds 
an eiectnc dumbwaiter to carrv sro- 
ceries to the kitchen above. Others 
hold, among other things, garden 
tools, poo! e^^uipment. clothing, a 
chute from bathroom lo laundrv. 



Come up to comfort 

Reached h\ a round, skylighted 
tower, the heart of the house is the 
upstairs 4v.)-foot-Iong room for Vw- 
ing. dining, cooking, and entertain- 
ing. Roof-high, with exposed wood 
trusses and a band of glass to admit 
light o\orhead. it also has sliding 
glass doors along two outer walls. 
At one end is the fireplace area with 
comfortable sofas. At the opposite 
end. past the dining table, is the 
kitchen, screened from view by a 
counter. The convenience of this all- 
in-one arrangement is made even 
more pleasant by eas\-to-care-for 
materials and prodigious storage. 
The floor is traffic resistant. pol\ ure- 
thaned oak. with vinvl in the kitchen. 

.All kitchen surfaces are faced in 
wipable plastic laminate; uphol- 
stered furniture is of easily washed 
cotton. The only glass covering is 
roll-up bamboo blinds. Built-in cab- 
inets under windows, plus the closets 
in the structural pillars, provide 
space for many things such as fire- 
place logs, the quadraphonic music 
system records. 

The considerable space for enter- 
taining is doubled for indoor-out- 
door parties by the wide decks which 
run across the front and back of the 
house. The rear deck, facing the 
water, has built-in seating and pillar- 
top planters. A spiral stair leads to 
the swimming pool and lower deck. 
Two master bedrooms and baths in 
the adjoining but separate wing have 
individual outdoor decks (as do the 
guest rooms below them). From the 
upper deck the owners can watch 
ducks, geese, and pheasants, sun- 
rises and sunsets, and the distant 
shore—"an ever-changing scene be- 
guiling in all seasons." 

SECOND FLOOR 

Beck' 

Entn^*C^ FIRST FLOOR 
oiuuy ^ '.^fv 

Bedroorr><^^>^ 
4;^^ Carport ^ 

Storage 
Deck ./*s^*^ BROTMAN 

Structural pillars o 

hold storage, plants, chutes, 

even a dumbwaiter 

Right: One big room for living-dining- 
kitchen makes the most of space, 
ight, and view, minimizes furnish- 

ings and maintenance. 
Above: Plan shows two-level scheme 

f the house. 
Above, left: the dining area. 
Le*: in gallery kitchen, counter 
coi^eals worktop surface, sink, and 
dislmasher from living area. Alcove 
holds cooktop cabinet; ovens, 

are recessed in wall, 
cabinets in easy-to-clean 

black plastic laminate 
in one end wall, and 
electric dumbwaiter 
to carport below is in 
a pillar; also built in 
pillars, the bar (serving 
room and deck) and a 
pots and pans closet, 

the family at the 
and, 

at the 
architect Dale 

Booher. Building facts, page 109. 





How Japanese techniques 

can turn a boulder-strewn hill 

into a landscape of beauty 

Stone is mystical to the Jap- 
anese and essential to their 
ujardens—particularly the dry 
landscapes, where rocks are 
■planted" just as carefully as 

trees and shrubs. So when Mr. 
and Mrs. Irgens Larsen came 
back from Japan, they looked 
with new eyes at the glacial 
rock around their New York 
State house: grassy patches 
were a misery to mow; why not 
create a garden with stone? 

"It took a feeling for stone 

and a strong back," remembers 
Mrs. Larsen. Now, between 
house and swimming pool, crev- 
ices in the glacial terrain are 
filled with small white stones to 
suggest moving water. Along 
the back of the house, rock and 
mounds of green plants com- 
bine for a softer effect. A hill- 
side spills stones that have been 
carefully arranged to suggest a 
wandering brook, a dry stream 
that comes to rest in a shiny 
pool of black pebbles swirled 
in darkened concrete. Along- 
side, spikes of iris stand out 
against the sculptured green of 
succulents, pachysandra, native 
ferns, and violets. Viewed from 
the terrace (a viewing spot is 
common in Japanese gardens), 
all is framed by distant woods 
—a Japanese technique that 
opens this small-scaled land- 
scape to the greater world be- 
yond. 

Opposite page: Landscape with- 
out plants. Sculpture by Handa 
sits in an eddy of white stones 
surrounded by pebble rivulets. 
Above: The terrace overlooks a 
greener rock garden. 
Top left: A dry stream meanders 
down a rocky outcrop. 
Top right: Atop of dry stream, 
sculpted basin collects rain. 
Bottom left: Semicircular foun- 
tains by terrace wall extend ti 
watery illusion with sound. 
Bottom right: Stepping stones 
cross the suggestion of a pool. 
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New Harmony 
continued from page ti4 

the Harmonists to Pennsylvania, and 
sold New Harmony for $190,000. The 
new owner was Robert Owen, an en- 
lightened industrialist from Scotland, 
who had another Utopian plan, including 
such ideas as "children are the guests of 
humanity and should be treated with all 
honor, care, and kindness." 

Science, heralded as the key to the 
good life, was the cornerstone of their 
communal experiment. Laboratories 
were built and New Harmony became a 
mecca for botanists, geologists, archeol- 
ogists. paleontologists, and chemists. 

For another 36 years New Harmony 
remained a cultural center, setting scien- 
tific, educational, and social milestones. 
The mineral resources of the West were 
mapped by Owen's son, David Dale, and 
other geologists. Sons Robert. Richard, 
and William, together with New Harmo- 
ny citizens like William Maclure and 
Thomas Say. spread the gospel of univer- 
sal education and social equality long 
after leaving Indiana. Maclure endowed 
160 public libraries: Say founded the 
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sci- 
ences. 

Quite b\ chance, it was an Owen de- 
scendant who began New Harmony's 
rebirth as the Athens of the Midwest. 

17 nig."t3i."1.2 mg. nicotine 
av. per cigarette. FTC 
Report Dec. 1976. 

longer jhefire 

It's wacky, 
but it works. 
Max 120'stake 
longer to smoke 
so you don't 
light up as often 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health 
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While hone\ mooning in 1941, Ken- 
neth Dale Owen, great-great-grandson of 
Robert Owen, and Jane BlafTer Owen, 
daughter of a founder of Humble Oil 
Corporation, visited New Harmony. It 
was alive with flowers and humming- 
birds, but the town was d>ing. The 
reason? People worked, shopped, and, 
sooner or later, moved to nearby Evans- 
ville. Main Street was partially boarded 
up: historic houses crumbled. 

Mrs. Owen saw through the gloom. 
"Spoiled rich girl that I was, New Har- 
mony's special aura caught me on fire. 

"It just couldn't go down the Wabash. 
People thought I was a wild woman— 
moving houses, restoring buildings that 
looked like snaggleteeth. They thought I 
was insane." she says cheerily. 

She also recruited Ralph G. Schwartz, 
who directed the United Nations's area 
development in New York City, to or- 
ganize Historic New Harmony Inc.. a 
nonprofit restoration corporation. 

■\Ve used just about every preserva- 
tion method there is." said Mr. Schwartz, 
whose plan has since won two Housing 
and Urban Development awards. To 
create a large historic district, non- 
historic buildings were either razed, or 
relocated and replaced with Harmonist 
houses. 18 of them moved by truck. 

The Harmonist house—there is only 
one design—is simplicity itself. No frills, 
not even a front door. Entrance is by way 
of a flower garden and through a six- 
panel door, symbolizing a cross over an 
open Bible. Rooms are square and.bare. 
Typically, the Harmonists bought their 
furniture from a nearby Amish com- 
munitv. whose taste for unpainted, spare 
tLirnitiirc they shared. 

Although major restoration was re- 
quired on all of the 150-year-old houses, 
structurally they were sound as new. 
thanks to the Harmonists' intricate 
method of reinforcing supports. 

Businessmen on Main Street could not 
alford to restore their turn-of-the-century 
storefronts so Historic New Harmonv 
Inc. leased or took easements on the cast- 
iron facades for restoration and perman- 
ent maintenance. 

Historic New Harmony Inc. also 
began rebuilding the town's econom> 
and reputation as a cultural center b> 
setting up—and then leasing out—a 
gourmet shop, a gallery of contemporarv 
art. and nine shops for internationalh 
known antique dealers. A television 
studio linked to a public station in 
Evansville will broadcast live concerts 
and theatre productions for Murphv 
■Auditorium. 

Three years into the four-\ear project, 
excitement and optimism course through 
New Harmony in equal measure. Four- 
teen new businesses have opened, more 
than 200 new jobs created, a small clinic 
built, town houses—designed by Evans 
Woollen—are going up, and young peo- 
ple are flocking back to the town. Ten 

Continued on page 154 
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IT'S WONDERFUL HOW EASY GOOD COOKING CAN BE 

WITH THE GE MICROWAVE COOKING CENTERS 

—Kevin McCarthy 

Everything you need 
is all together in one unit. 

The lower, regular 
oven is self-cleaning, and 
the upper oven is a 
microwave—with some- 
thing extra: theAutomatic 
Chef Temperature Sensor. 

Just stick it in roasts, 
casseroles, stews, all sorts 
of things, to cook them 
fast, easily and accurately. 
Without any guesswork. 

From com chowder 
to coconut cake, cooking 
is good and fast with the 
GE Microwave Cooking 

Center. "^^JfJ^I* 

And you get good, 
fast service, too: GE 
Customer Care - service. 
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This month: Shopper s guide to fruit and 

\ egetables • delicious vegetable ideas bv 

Maurice iMoore-Betty • news from a gourmet 

gardener • plus thirst-quenching summer wines 

Shopping adventures 

with vegetables 3y Sandra Oddo 

Please don't 

squeeze—there 

are ways to tell 

^hen vegetables 

and fruit are 

Hpe and ready 

> It's one ihing if the arti- 
hoke is frozen in butter sauce 

ind marked with a brand 
\iame. or if the green beans 
ire sealed in plastic wrap, 
rhen you rely on somebody 
Ise's expertise and on the rep- 
itation of the food packer or 
he market. 

But suppose you want to 
?e the expert. What does a 
ipe tomato look like? How 
io you pick a melon? How 
hould lettuce feel? Can you 
ell if corn will be tender? 
iere are some quick tips, the 
[esuits of personal experience 
oUected from mothers and 

\^rondmothers. from consum- 
'r-affairs people, and other 
people "i^ho ought to know. 

i/egetables 

slost fresh vegetables deteri- 
orate, some faster than oth- 
ers, from the minute they're 
kicked. But most of them, 
attletales that they are. carry 
igns to attest to the state 
hey're in. signs that are rea- 
onably simple to read. 

1 ASPARAGUS should be on 
he slim side for flavor—but 
lot pencil-skinny, the prod- 
uct of a young plant still in- 
experienced in producing the 
rue and tender stalk. The 
lead, also a bud. should be 
ight. The shaft should be 
mooth and round, without 
idges. and not in the least 
mp or dusty-colored. Fresh- 
ess probably makes more dif- 
erence to the flavors of 
isparagus and corn than to 

any other vegetables. It can 
make for such ecstatic eating 
that it's worth worrying over. 
• BEANS AND FREStH PEAS 
ought to vnap when broken. 
If they're flexible, forget them. 
• THE CABBAGE FAMILY in- 
cludes cauliflower, broccoli, 
and Brussels sprouts as well as 
cabbage. .A.11 of them should 
have nice tight heads. Cauli- 
flower and broccoli are basi- 
cally buds—and the buds 
should be tightly clenched, not 
on the edge of opening into 
flowers. No brown spots. Brus- 
sels sprouts should be green, 
with no faded, flapping edges 
to the leaves. If cabbage heads 
have green, flapping edges and 
vigorous outer leaves, on the 
other hand, it probably means 
they've come nearh' straight 
from the fields. 
e CARROTS, PARSNIPS, AND 
TURNIPS are long-lived. .As 
long as they're rigid and the 
color is good, they're usually 
okay. The tips go first. 
• CORN practicalh' puts up 
signposts to freshness. The silk 
should be brown and dry 
(that's how the farmer tells 
that it's ready to pick). but not 
in the least slimy. The outer 
leaves should be green and 
folded tightly together—ex- 
cept for the two or three on 
the ver\' outside, that explode 
from the ear around the top 
like banners (these are often 
stripped away in supermar- 
kets ). The whole ear will feel 
plump in the hand.^lnside. the 
kernels will be fat and juicy 
but with no overripe dents. If 
pressed with a thumbnail, 
they'll spun. The minute it's 
picked, com starts converting 
its natural sugar to starch, so 
the closer to the farm > ou get. 
the sweeter it's likely to be. 
• CUCUMBERS are waxed 
these da\ s to help hold mois- 
ture. Store-bought ones should 
be peeled. If the ends are at all 

withered, pass them by. 
• GREEN PEPPERS are also 
sometimes waxed in stores, to 
keep them fresh. They should 
be firm and flesh> and green. 
The stem ends start to go first. 
Fully ripened green peppers 
are red. and as full and firmly 
fleshed. 
• LETTUCE heads should feel 
firm and solid. You don't have 
to squeez, • son of heft 
each in > J. If it feels 
light and a little squishy. the 
leaves are loose inside. Color 
should be a health> green— 
most of the ^' .ire con- 
centrated on ". . Je. -Mar- 
kets sometimes stnp the wilt- 
ing outer leaves from a_- - j 
lettuce to make it look fre- - 
—but whiter. 
• MUSHROOMS should be 
firm, white, and closed around 
the stem. Once the cap sep- 
arates from the stem, it's on 
its way out. losing flavor and 
getting tough. If you've kept 
some too long in the refriger- 
ator, and they open, you car. 
use an old French trick to re- 
vive them a little: Peel them, 
grasping the skin at the edg^ 
of the cap and stripping i: 
back. The peels can be dis- 
carded—or. tossed into a stew, 
they add a little flavor. 
• ONIONS start to smell ver> 
strong just before they sprout. 
• POTATOES should have 
clear-looking skins and no 
trace of the sprouts from the 
eye that mark the beginnings 
of next year's plant. They 
should feel quite hard. If 
the>'re a uniform shape it 
helps in cooking, but has no 
bearing on flavor. Some peo- 
ple have a fondness for the 
odd-looking winter potatoes 
that in spring, when they're 
sold to clear out stock, seem 
to acquire extra sweetness. 
• SUMMER SQUASH are 
crisp, with tender skinsr^ and 
don't really keep at all. Green 

zucchini, yellow crookneck or 
straighineck. they should be 
fairly slender to avoid big 
tough seeds inside, and bright- 
ly colored. 
• SWEET POTATOES (and 
\ams) should ha\e a nice 
clear-looking skin. The shape 
doesn't matter much—they 
like to grow into exotic forms 
—unless you want to bake 
them. Then, a straightforward 
potato shape helps to do it 
evenh. They don't keep long 
and shouldn't be in the refrig- 
erator, where they'll get limp. 
• TOMATOES should be or- 

angy-red. not pinky-red (ex- 
cept for beefsteaks, the big fat 
round kind, naturally rather 
pink). Most tomatoes raised 
for winter consumption in the 
nonh are picked green and 
gassed with ethylene to turn 
them pink en route. It's a 
process that does nothing to 
alter the green-tomato flavor. 
Often a good-quality canned 
tomato, allowed to ripen on 
the vine near the cannery, will 
taste better in winter salads. 
Ethylene, by the way. is a nat- 
ural byproduct of the ripening 

Continued on page 110 



KAREN RADKAI 

Adventures with vegetables 

Creams of the crop 

Pureed, stir-fried, served 

with style —here a master 

shows how to make vegetables 

that make the meal 

■'I iikc serving 
\ cgetables as a 

iiirice Moore-Bertv separate course," 
s a > s Maurice 

Moore-Betty, who devised these 
vegetable dishes to look as good 
as they taste. The Harlequin pu- 
ree (see Wine & Food cover and 
recipe below). Cheese mousse 
with asparagus, and Cheese 
souffle-filled artichoke can stand 
on their own as a first course or a 
main lunch dish. The cauliflower 
panache makes an attractive ac- 

companiment to a meat or fowl 
entree serxed in individual oven- 
proof ramekins. Try serving a 
selection of vegetables for a large 
buffet (to accompany a country 
ham. perhaps) set out on a large 
platter (see right) to be heated 
in butter at the last moment. 

Mr. Moore-Betty, who teaches 
cooking in New York, empha- 
sizes the importance of prime- 
quality vegetables. "Make sure 
your vegetables are young and 
fresh: buv the best vou can find."" 

Vegetable harlequin 
(see Wine & Food cover) 

INGREDIENTS 

1 pound wliite turnips, 
peeled and sliced 

1-4 pound (about 2 small) 
potatoes, peeled and sliced 
2 packages frozen spinach, 

thawed and drained, 
or 2 pounds fresh 

1 small head cauliflower, chopped 

1 bunch carrots, 
peeled and sliced 

2 cups bechamel sauce 
salt, pepper 
nutmeg 
1 pound Gruyere cheese. 

coarsely grated 
V2 cup buttered bread crumbs 

METHOD 

□ Cook vegetables separately in 
boiling salted water until tender. 
Puree turnips and potatoes togeth- 
er with a small amount of becha- 
mel sauce. Puree remaining vege- 
tables separately, each with a 
little of the bechamel. Season 
mixtures with salt, pepper, and 
nutmeg to taste. 
Z Butter a 2-quart glass souffle 

dish. Spread the turnip-potato mix- 
ture on the bottom and sprinkle 
with Gruyere. Add a layer of the 
spinach; sprinkle with Gruyere and 
repeat with the cauliflower and 
carrots. 
□ Sprinkle top with bread crumbs 
and bake in a preheated 350- 
oven 25 minutes until browned 
and heated through. Serves 8. 

Bechamel sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
2 cups milk    2 tablespoons 

2 slices onion       sweet butter 
1 bay leaf    2 tablespoons 

12 peppercorns flour 

METHOD 
□ Combine the milk, onion, bay 
leaf, peppercorns in a saucepan; 
simmer gently 5-6 minutes, cov- 
ered. Strain and reserve milk. 
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Z Melt butter in a heavy pan. Add 
flour and cook gently 5 minutes, 
stirring. Do not allow to color. Add 
Vz the milk and mix thoroughly. 
Whisk in remaining milk. Cook 2 
minutes until thick. Season with 
salt to taste. Makes 2 cups. 

From left: Cheese mousse with a fence of as- 
paragus, a beautiful, molded entree for a sum- 
mer lunch. Cauliflowerets topped with a puree 
of broccoli, an elegant, individual vegetable 
course. Artichokes filled with cheese souffle 
sauce for leaf dipping. 
Inset: A parade of blanched vegetables for self- 
selection on a buffet; final sauteing on spot. 
For recipes, see page 110. ■ 
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Adventures with vegetables 

The gourmet 

gardener 

What's a Charentais melon? How do you fix 

New Zealand spinach? What's so great about 

haricots verts? For the delectable answers, read on 

As any good cook will tell you, experimenting 
adds zest to cooking. That same adventurous- 
ness makes for creative gardening. Mrs. Leon- 
ard Birnbaum ducks compliments but says, 
"Trying new things is what keeps us going. 
Being gardeners, we love to visit the country- 
side and farmers' markets when we travel. It's 
a great way to discover new vegetables. Ex- 
perimenting with them in our own garden and 
kitchen is always interesting." 

The Birnbaums grow some 40 kinds of veg- 
etables and fruits in their 150-by-65-foot gar- 
den (see House & Garden, April, 1972). in- 
cluding shallots. Chinese cabbage, snow peas, 
okra. and four kinds of melon. 

One of their favorite discoveries is a small 
fragrant melon from the Charentes province 
in France. "Charentais is a type of cantaloupe 
—a true one. What we call cantaloupe in 
America is actually a musk melon." The 
Charentais is smooth-skinned (no netting) 
and weighs only a pound or so at its round, 
sweet ripeness. Bonny Birnbaum uses scooped 
halves to hold summer soup (see recipe at 
right) or a splash of Reynac Pineau (see page 
65). She even slices and freezes Charentais 
for cooking. "Melons never thaw to a fresh 
texture, but you can use them in flans or 
pureed." Mrs. Birnbaum saves seeds to start 
each spring, wintering them cool and dry in 
covered tins. (Because the Charentais is not 
a hybrid, the seeds bear true.) Some seeds go 
into plastic eggcrates and a south window; 
others in peat pellets and the greenhouse 
until the plants can be put out in rows. The 
Birnbaums use strips of black plastic to 
keep soil moist and weed-free, setting the 
seedlings in slits 1 foot apart. From there, 
the melon takes 75 days to mature. The 
Birnbaums' first seeds came from Vilmorin- 
Andrieux, 49750 La Menitre, France ($1 for 
the catalogue). A heavier variety, Charentais 
Improved, is available from Stokes Seeds 
Inc., Box 548, Buffalo, N.Y. 14240; the cata- 
logue is free. 

Another family favorite is New Zealand 
spinach, commonly available but not well 

known—though unlike most spinach it is 
drought and heat resistant. "New Zealand 
spinach is delicious cooked, but not so good 
in salads," Mrs. Birnbaum says. "All summer 
long you can pick the leaves to puree or 
freeze. I blanch them one minute, chill, drain, 
and put them in the freezer. We use the spin- 
ach in pies,'%ith oysters, and stuffing for 
onions, mushrooms, or breast of veal. We're 
never without it." Seeds are hard and require 
soaking 24 hours before planting; 55 days 
to maturity. 
The thick, 
dark green 
leaves make 
attractive low 
summertime 
hedges. 

Haricots 
verts, French 
for green 
beans, are 
prolific bush 
beans and 
another Birn- 
baum crop. 
Triomphe de 
Farcy is the 
variety they 
brought back 
from a wine- 
buying trip 
in France. 
(Their firm is 
Peartree Im- 
ports.) The 
beans mature 
in 45 days, 
and in the 
Birnbaum 
garden are planted in double rows every 
three weeks until mid-August, "though we're 
gannbling toward fall." Some are dried each 
year as seed-crop for the next spring. Vil- 
morin sells them, as does Le Jardin du Gour- 
met, Box 106, West Danville, Vt. 05873; 
catalogue, $.25. For recipes, turn the page. 

Charentais 

melon soup 

INGREDIENTS 
6 Charentais melons 
zest of V2 lemon, grated 
3 tablespoons parsley, chopped 
3 cups raw, sieved tomato 
V2 tablespoon onion, grated 
V2 cup sour cream 
1 tablespoon sugar 
1 medium cucumber, coarsely grate^ 
6 slices prosciutto, julienned 
pepper 

METHOD 
Cut tops from melons, discard seed,] 
Sprinkle inside of the melons wi 
the zest and parsley. Combine in 
bowl the sieved tomatoes, onion, soi 
cream, and sugar. Stir until smoott 
Add cucumber. Fill melon cavitie 
with soup. Sprinkle prosciutto ovej 
the soup and grind fresh pepper ove! 
Serve chilled. Serves 6. 

Left: Mrs. Birnbaum with a bouquet of herbs 
for buffet table near the vegetable garden. 
Right: 1 Afresh-from-the-garden lunch: 
Charentais melons, spinach pie, salade Nigoise, 
herbed coeur a la creme—with potato bread 
and a bottle of Kriter Blanc de blancs. 
2 Centerpieces from the garden: a basket of 
chive blossoms cut fresh and allowed to dry. 

3 Red and green tomatoes in a Swedish basket. 
4 Gold-Pak carrots in a hollowed cedar burl. 
5 New Zealand spinach as pie filling. 
6 New Zealand spinach as onion stuffing. 
7 Charentais melons, stems tied with French 
tricolor ribbon, ready to share. 
8 Salade Nigoise featuring haricots verts, slim 
round beans that stay green after cooking, EMERICK BR 





The gourmet gardener 
continued from prccedini; pa^e 

Selina's pickling brine 

INGREDIENTS 
pickling cucumbers, iiaricots verts, 

carrots, or any vegetable, whole, sliced, i 
or julienned 

dill sprigs 
garlic cloves, peeled 
pickling spices 
1 cup vinegar 
3 cups water 
VA cup salt 

METHOD 
□ Fill pint or half-pint jars with prepared 
vegetables. Add 1 sprig dill, 1 clove garlic, 
and 1 teaspoon spices to each pint jar and 
V2 teaspoon for each half-pint, 
□ Bring vinegar, water, and salt to a boil 
and pour over the vegetables filling jars 
to the top. Seal. Any extra brine can be 
stored in the refrigerator until needed. 

New Zealand 

spinach pie 

INGREDIENTS 
about Vz pound mozzarella ciieese 
2V2 cups spinach, cooked, drained, 

then squeezed of all water 
3 tablespoons butter, room temperature 
V2 cup heavy cream 
salt, pepper 
1 8-inch prebaked pie shell 

METHOD 
□ Dice enough mozzarella to make V2 
cup. Combine the spinach, butter, cream, 
and diced cheese in a bowl. Season to 
taste with salt and pepper. 
□ Pour into the pie shell. Slice pieces of 
mozzarella and decorate the top of the pie. 
Bake in a preheated 350° oven 10 minutes 
until cheese on top begins to melt. This 
may be served hot or at room temperature. 
Serves 4 as a main course; 6 or more as 
a first course. 

Coeur du Jardin 

INGREDIENTS 
2 8-ounce packages cream cheese 
1 pound cottage cheese 
2 cups heavy cream 
1 cup fresh herbs, chopped (use dill, 

chives, parsley, or basil and chives, or 
thyme, chives, and parsley—to your 
taste) 

salt, pepper 
fresh crushed peppercorns 
bread and crackers 

METHOD 

n Combine cream cheese and cottage 
cheese in a large bowl and beat until 
smooth. Blend in cream. 
□ Line a colander with a double layer of 
cheesecloth.   Pour  in  cheese mixture. 

Place a plate underneath, and allow to 
drain for at least 8 hours in the refrigerator 
or a cool place. 
□ Mix in the chopped herbs, salt and 
pepper to taste. Line a 1-quart bowl or any 
mold of that size with cheesecloth and 
pour in cheese mixture. Leave to mellow 
and set in the refrigerator for several hours 
(or days, if that is more convenient). Un- 
mold onto a platter ar>d garnish as you 
wish. Cover the outside with freshly 
crushed peppercorns. Serve with bread 
or crackers. Serves 12 or more as an ap- 
petizer. 

Mr. Bonoff's 

potato bread 

INGREDIENTS 
1 package dry yeast 
2V2 cups warm potato cooking water 
8 cups unbleached flour 
V2 tablespoon caraway seeds 
2 tablespoons salt 
1 cup potatoes^ cooked, cooled^ 

and mashed 
oil 
butter 

METHOD 
□ Dissolve yeast in V2 cup of the warm 
potato water. Mix with 3 tablespoons flour 
in a large bowl. Allow to rise for at least 
30 minutes. 
□ Add remaining water, caraway seeds, 
and salt. Add remainder of flour and 
mashed potatoes. Mix well. Knead in an 
electric mixer for about 5 minutes or by 
hand on a floured board for about 15 
minutes until the dough is elastic. Shape 
into a ball. 
□ Oil a large bowl, place dough in it, and 
turn to oil top. Cover with a clean cloth. 
Place in an electric oven that has been 
heated for 2 minutes at a warm setting 
and turned off, or in a similar warm place. 
□ When doubled in bulk, remove and 
punch down. Knead again for about 5 
minutes. Shape into 2 small loaves or 1 
large loaf. Place in a buttered cast-iron 
skillet. Let loaves rise for 35 minutes. 
Brush with water. Make a cross incision 
with a sharp knife. Bake in a preheated 
400° oven for 1 hour, or until bread 
browns and sounds hollow when tapped. 

Onions stuffed 

with spinach 

INGREDIENTS 
6 medium or large Spanish onions 
2 cups spinach, slightly cooked, 

and drained 
4 tablespoons cream » 
salt, pepper 
nutmeg 
2 tablespoons butter 
olive oil 

METHOD ' 
n Wash onions. Remove outer skin. Poach 
in a shallow pan half filled with water for 

about 10 minutes. i 
□ Remove center of onion, leaving abou; 
V2 inch around the outside and bottoni 
Chop onion centers and spinach togethe! 
in a bowl and add cream, salt, pepper, an^ 
a dash of nutmeg. Stuff onions with mix 
ture. Top each onion with a piece of butter 
□ Place in a buttered pan, cover with foil 
and bake in a 350° oven 20 minutes' 
Onions should not lose their shape. The;: 
may be served hot, or, if cool, with a dror 
of olive oil over the top. Serves 6. 

Brine for pickling fruit 

Pickled fruits ore very UOCHI to serve witll 
cold meats, ganw, and liam. I 

INGREDIENTS 
2 cups tarragon vinegar | 
V2 cup sugar 
4 teaspoons salt 
fruit—especially blueberries and 

cherries, well washed and picked over 

METHOD 
□ Sring vinegar, sugar, salt to a boil;i 
pour over fruit packed in 4 pint jars. Fill 
remaining space with boiling water. Seal. 

Melon custard 

INGREDIENTS 
1 Charentais melon, peeled, cut 

in half, sliced into wedges 
V2 cup Reynac Pineau des Charentes 

(A cognac-based aperitif from Charen- 
tes, the Cognac region of France) 

butter 
V2 cup sugar 
1 cup milk 
1 cup cream 
3 eggs 
V4 cup flour 
pinch salt 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
sauce, optional (recipe below) 

METHOD 
□ Marinate melon sections in the Pineau 
in a bowl for at least V2 hour. Butter an 
oval P^-quart baking dish and sprinkle 
with 4 tablespoons sugar. 
□ Drain melon wedges and reserve the 
Pineau. Arrange melon wedges on the bot- 
tom of the prepared dish. Blend milk, 
cream, eggs, flour, remaining sugar, salt, 
and vanilla together in a bowl. Gently pour 
it over the melon so that the pattern is not 
disturbed. Bake in a preheated 350° oven 
45 minutes, or until it turns a golden 
brown. Serve warm. Serves 6. 

Sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
1 cup heavy cream 
2 tablespoons confectioners sugar 
V2 reserved Pineau from marinade 

METHOD 
□ Whip cream with sugar until thick. Add 
the Pineau. Serve the sauce separately. ■ 
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Merit 

Sparks 

Low Tar 

Boom! 

'Enriched Flavor! tobacco seen as major factor 

in unprecedented smoker move to low tar 

Since its introduction, 

MERIT has become one of the 

most popular new cigarettes in 

t\vent\' years. 

A popularity largely 

responsible tor a significant 

growth in low tar smoking. 

The reastMi: 'Enriched 

Flavor' tobacco. Tobacco that 

delivers extra flavor without 

the usual correspondm^ 

increase in tar 

The kind of tla\ or smokers 

can switch to —and stick with. 

Here are the taste-test result 

which show whv sniokers are 

switching to MERIT. If you 

smoke, you 11 be interested. 

© Philip Morris Inc. 1977 

Tests Prove Taste 

MERIT aiui MERIT 100 s 

were both tested against a 

number of higher tar cigarettes. 

The results pro\ ed conclusively 

that 'Enriched Fla\ or tobacco 

does boost taste without the 

usual increase in tar 

Oi crali smokers reported 

they liked the taste of both 

MERIT and MERIT 100 s as 

much as the taste of the higher 

tar cigarettes tested. 

Cigarettes ha\'ing up to 60% 

iiK^re tar! 

OnJy one cigarette has 

Enriched Ha\'or tobacco. 

And vc>u can taste it. 

LOW TAE\ R !CHED FLA\ OR 

Kings: 8 mg'.'tarl' 0.5 mg. nicotine av. per cigarRtte, FTC Report nRr,;7fi 
100's:12mg:'tar,"0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

MERIT 

Kings &100's 
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&FOOD 
By Jose Wilson 

f  Wines to 

quench a summer thirsl^ 

Wines to pique 

the appetite, 

to sip or gulp, to 

relax with and enjoy 

Certain wines might have been made for 
summer drinking. When the temperature 
soars, the fresh and youthful whites and 
roses and light-bodied reds come into 
their own. Their uncomplicated simplic- 
ity and crisp fruitiness, like biting into a 
juicy apple, refreshes and stimulates the 
palate, making them perfect aperitifs or 
accompaniments to the foods of summer 
—salads and cold stuffed vegetables, cold 
meats and poultry, seafood, aspics, and 
pates, egg dishes, cheese, and fruit. These 
are not wines to be taken seriously, 
sniffed, tasted, and mulled over, but 
wines to quench the thirst and pique the 
appetite, to sip or gulp, to relax with and 
enjoy. 

Fortunately, because they can be bot- 
tled and marketed faster than the great 
wines, and are frequently made with less 
expensive grape varieties, wines for sum- 
mer drinking fall within a reasonable 
price range, from under $3 to a top of 
around $5—less if you buy generic or jug 
wines. At such prices, you can seize the 
opportunity to try out unfamiliar ones, 
if they turn out to be less than satisfac- 
tory, there's no harm done. In summer, 
almost anything can be made palatable. 
Just mix a white with soda for a spritzer, 
add a drop of creme de cassis for a kir, 
make a punch or sangria with a white, 
rose, or red, or drop a peeled peach or 
some strawberries into the wineglass for 
dessert. Chances are, though, that you 
will enlarge your knowledge and wine list 
with some delightful and unexpected 
finds. 

Bargains for 

everyday drinking 

For excellent value, nothing can top the 
jug and generic wines that are coming 
out of California. Now that they are be- 
ing made with better grapes, you can get 
some amazing bargains. One is the 1975 
Chablis blend of Parducci Wine Cellars 
which contains 53 percent oak-aged 
Chardonnay and could, by law, be la- 
beled as a varietal and sell for much 
more than the modest price of $2.50 a 
bottle in California. Another favorite of 
mine is the White Table Wine of Robert 
in? 

Mondavi, a top Napa winery. If bought 
in magnums, this works out to around 
$2.30 a bottle, and there's a companion 
red at the same price. Many leading win- 
eries, among them Beaulieu, The Chris- 
tian Brothers, Mirassou, Simi, Sonoma 
Vineyards, and Wente sell their own 
Chablis blends by the bottle. 

Dependable jug wines include those of 
Almaden, Beringer, Concannon, Ingle- 
nook, Gallo, Paul Masson, Louis Mar- 
tini, and Sebastiani. From New York 
State there's the dry Chablis Nature of 
Gold Seal, Boordy White, Great West- 
ern's Aurora Sauterne, and, if you like 
the distinctive flavor and fragrance of 
the Eastern labrusca grapes, Taylor's 
Lake Country White, Gold Seal's Cataw- 
ba White, and Great Western's Dutchess 
Rhine. 

Wines to sip 

and savor 

with summer food 

California excels in having the widest 
range of light, eminently drinkable sum- 
mer wines. A delicately fragrant Johan- 
nisberg Riesling, a young and lively 
Chardonnay, a crisp Sauvignon Blanc, a 
clean, fresh Green Hungarian, French 
Colombard or Sylvaner, or a soft, in- 
genuous Chenin Blanc can be a delight 
to sip on a hot day. A lightly chilled 
Gamay or Gamay Beaujolais goes per- 
fectly with charcoal-broiled meats and 
poultry, and there are plenty of roses 
made from Grenache, Zinfandel, Caber- 
net Sauvignon, Petite Sirah, Gamay, and 
Pinot Noir grapes that are dry enough to 
taste as good as an aperitif as they do 
with a salade Ni§oise, or duck with a fruit 
sauce. California roses, again because 
many are being made from superior 
grapes, are among the best you can find. 
Ste. Michelle, a Washington State winery, 
has an extremely good Grenache Rose^a 
lovely crisp, clean Chenin Blanc, and a 
dry Semillon with good body and charac- 
ter, all well priced at $3 to $4. 

New wines to 

look out for 

It used to be rare to find a wine on sale 
within three or four months of the har- 
vest. That is no longer so. Robert Mon- 
davi's 1976 Chenin Blanc, bottled in No- 
vember, was in the stores by January. 
Dry Creek bottled its 1976 Chenin 
Blanc, Rose of Cabernet Sauvignon, and 

Gamay Beaujolais in December and re 
leased them early in 1977. You will prob 
ably be seeing quite a lot of 1976 Chenin 
Blanc and Johannisberg Riesling from 
various wineries such as Mondavi, Dry 
Creek, Mirassou, Parducci, Pedroncelli, 
San Martin, and Sonoma Vineyards. San 
Martin also has a very clean, crisp, and 
fruity 1976 Emerald Riesling, one of the 
best examples of this wine that I have 
tasted. These are all wines to snap up 
and drink now, while they are in the first 
flush of their exuberant youth. 

You might also put on your summer 
tryout list for a special occasion the first 
sparkling wines to be released by Do- 
maine Chandon, the Napa Valley arm of 
Moet et Chandon, Napa Valley Brut and 
Cuvee de Pinot Noir, and Almaden's 
sparkling "Eye of the Partridge," an 
orange-pink blend of Pinot Noir, Pinot 
Blanc, and Chardonnay. 

The light whites 

of Europe 

Even with the rising cost of imports, it 
is still not hard to find a good range of 
pleasant, relatively inexpensive European 
white wine. Portugal's vinho verde, well 
chilled, is a nice summer partner with 
seafood or cold stuffed vegetables. Italy's 
pale, appetizing Soave, Verdicchio, and 
Frascati are light-bodied enough to go 
well with summer antipasto, salads, a 
seafood mousse, or that gloriously tuna- 
sauced veal dish, vitello tonnato. The less 
well-known Hung.irian Riesling and 
Yugoslavian Riesling, Pinot Blanc and 
Traminec (the Traminer grape) are good 
buys at $2 to $3 a bottle. 

If you like the delicate flowery fra- 
grance of German wines, the soft, full 
Rhines, or the lighter, fresher Moselles, 
look for the lesser types, the Liebfrau- 
milch of the Rhine or the Moselblum- 
chen of the Moselle and regional village 
names such as Bernkasteler, Piesporter, 
Riidesheimer, Johannisberger. (If Ries- 
ling appears after the village name, so 
much the better, for it means that 75 per- 
cent of the wine was made from that 
noble grape, rather than from a lesser 
one such as the Sylvaner.) These 
fragrant, simple wines are perfect 
as an aperitif or with a light meal, 
perhaps poached trout with steamed 
cucumbers or cold roast pork with a 
rice salad. 

Austrian wines, similar to the German, 
are drier and less flowery. Inexpensive 

Continued on page 104 
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Summer wines 
continued fron} pof^e W2 

and low in alcohol, they are very enjoy- 
able when young. Those you are most 
likely to tind are Gumpoldskirchner. 
Nussberger. and Cirinziiier. from wine 
towns around Vienna. 

Wines that 

taste like summer 

However, tor me. the most delightful and 
appropriate for summer drinking of all 
Europe's young wines are those of Alsace. 
The Sylvaner and Riesling, while made 
with the same grapes as German wines, 
are drier, rather higher in alcohol, and 
full of flavor, with a French grace and 
style. Gewiirztraminer is a bigger wine 
with a spicy, pungent bouquet. In addition 
to these, you may occasionally find the 
Pinot Blanc, agreeable but not very dis- 
tinguished, and the Pinot Noir. which in 
Alsace makes a stylish, dark rose. These 
wines are 100 percent varietal and unlike 
other French wines, the identification on 
the label is not the place of origin, but 
the name of the grape variety and the 
vintner-shipper, such as Hugel. Beyer, 
Trimbach. Dopff. or Dopff & Irion. 

Alsatian wines and summer foods are 
soulmates. Hors d'oeuvre. quiche, ome- 
lettes, poached fish, shellfish, charcuterie, 
poultry, white meats, salads, cheese and 
fruit all respond to these wines. The very 
best are a match for the finest haute 
cuisine, as I discovered last May while on 
a wine trip conducted by Richard Olney 
that began in Alsace and whirled us, in 
two weeks, through Bordeaux, Burgun- 
dy, and Champagne. 

Alsace is a rustic, ravishingly pretty 
region with an air of having been by- 
passed by time. The 90-mile-long "wine 
road'" wanders through orchards, farm- 
land, vineyards, and befiowered little 
towns with cobbled streets, fountains, 
and half-timbered 16th-and 17th-century 
houses so perfectly preserved as to look 
slightly unreal, like a movie set. 

We tasted a wide range of wines from 
the simple Sylvaners to complex vcn- 
dangc tardive (late harvest) and special 
cuvee Rieslings and Gewiirztraminers, 
ending our visit with a sublime luncheon 
at the three-star Aubergo de Till that had 
been carefully orchestrated to demon- 
strate the affinity of the wines and chef 
Paul Haeberlin's imaginative and exquis- 
ite dishes. Etched forever in my memory 
are the marriage of an ethereal mous- 
seline of pike stufied with tiny, boned 
frogs' legs and a Riesling vendan^e tar- 
dive 1973. a Pinot Noir with medallions 
of veal and fresh morels and. .most im- 
pressive of all, a powerful, flowery 
Gewiirztraminer vendan^^e tardive 1973 
that was a perfect match for both strong 
Mtinster cheese and the rich and creamy 
havaroisc an kirsch that brought the meal 
to a close. It was a heavenly experi- 
ence. ■ 

Company in the kitchen 
continued from page 73 

COOKING CLASS 

Summer soup 

Zucchini pudding souffle 
(from Richard Olney) 

Papaya sorbet 

Summer soup 

There are endless variations on this sum- 
mer soup, for it all depends on what is 
in the garden or in season. Almost any 
kind of green vegetable can be used, 
such as zucchini, cucumber, green beans, 
broccoli, spinach, chard leaves, green 
peas, lettuce, arugula. watercress, garden 
cress, and all kinds of fresh herbs. Spin- 
ach or watercress gives a nice deep color, 
other vegetables add their own distinc- 
tive flavors. This is the kind of soup you 
can make in the morning, chill, and serve 
for lunch, or make in about half an hour 
and serve hot. It can also be frozen, 
without the yogurt, then thawed over 
low heat and the yogurt beaten in. to be 
served hot or chilled. 

INGREDIENTS 
2 cups strong, fat-free chicken stock 
6 seal I ions, peeled and sliced, or 

2 small white onions, peeled 
and sliced 

3 cucumbers, seeded and sliced (remove 
skin only if it is waxed) 

3-4 zucchini, trimmed and sliced 
2 cloves garlic, peeled 
handful parsley sprigs 
few fresh basil or tarragon leaves 
salt, freshly ground black pepper 
V2 pound spinach, well washed, or 

a bunch watercress 
1 -2 tablespoons lemon juice 
1 ripe avocado, peeled and pitted 
I-IV2 cups plain yogurt 
chopped parsley, lemon slices, 

tarragon leaves for garnish 

METHOD 
□ Put the stock, scallions or onion, cu- 
cumbers, zucchini, garlic, parsley, and 
basil or tarragon in a deep pan and season 
with salt and pepper to taste, depending 
on how well seasoned the stock is. Do not 
overseason; it is always better to taste the 
soup after cooking and decide what is 
needed. 
□ Bring to a boil, reduce the heat, cover 
the pan, and simmer until the vegetables 
are just soft, but not disintegrated. Add 
the spinach or watercress and let it just 
wilt in the hot liquid. Adjust the seasoning 
and stir in lemon juice. 
□ Put the soup in the blender with the 
avocado (you will have to do this in 2 or 
more batches) and blend until smooth. 
Remove to a bowl and chill. 
□ When ready to use, whisk in enough 
yogurt to give the soup the consistency 

you prefer, from quite thick to fairly liquid. 
Serve topped with chopped parsley, or a 
thin lemon slice, or a couple of tarragon 
leaves. Serves 6-8. 

Richard OIney's 

Zucchini pudding souffle 

There's more than one way to bake a 
souffle. In this recipe from Richard Ol- 
ney's Simple French Food, one I use 
repeatedly for summer entertaining, the 
souffle mixture is baked in a ring mold, 
unmolded. covered with a sauce, and 
popped back in the oven to gratine, 
which causes it to puff up slightly again. 

INGREDIENTS 
1 pound small, firm zucchini 
salt, freshly ground black pepper 
4 tablespoons butter 
3 tablespoons flour 
% cup milk 
3 eggs, separated 
% cup homemade tomato puree 
1 cup heavy cream 
V2 cup Parmesan cheese, freshly grated 

METHOD 
□ Coarsely shred or grate the zucchini. 
This is easiest if you use the shredding 
attachment of a food processor or the 
medium blade of a Mouli-julienne. Other- 
wise, grate on the coarse side of a grater. 
□ Layer the zucchini in a large mixing 
bowl, sprinkling each layer with salt. Leave 
for V2 hour, then squeeze with your hands 
to press out the moisture. Put into a sieve, 
press hard to get out more moisture, then 
squeeze tightly and repeatedly between 
both hands until you can no longer wring 
out any more liquid. 
□ Melt 2 tablespoons butter in a heavy 
skillet over medium heat and saute the 
zucchini for 7-8 minutes, tossing often 
and spreading out with a wooden spoon, 
until well dried jnd lightly colored. 
□ Melt the remaining butter in a sauce- 
pan, mix in the flour and cook, stirring, 
until frothy and bubbling. Mix in the milk 
and cook, stirring, until the sauce comes 
to a boil and thickens. Remove from the 
heat and cool for a minute or two, then 
add the egg yolks, one at a time, stirring 
well after each addition. Season to taste 
with salt and pepper and stir in the zuc- 
chini. Beat the egg whites until they stand 
in soft peaks, as for a souffle. Fold Vb of 
the whites into the zucchini mixture, to 
lighten it, fold in the remaining whites. 
□ Butter a 6 cup ring mold very heavily 
and pour the souffle mixture into it. 
Smooth the surface with a rubber spatula 
and tap the mold lightly on the counter- 
top to settle the contents. Put the moid in 
a roasting pan, put the pan on the center 
shelf of the oven, and then pour enough 
boiling water into the pan to come about 
2/3 up the sides of the mold. 
□ Bake in a preheated 350° oven 20-25 
minutes, until the top feels firm and 

Continued on page 106 
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Betsy Palmer 

says: 

I trust the cleaning of my 

cherished French heirloom 

carpeting only to n 

"I turned my home over to the Duraclean 
craftsmen and am now surrounded by a 
sweet freshness everywhere. The furni- 
ture and rugs have never looked brighter 
or more true of color." 

Betsy Palmer, Television, stage and 
screen star, knows that the Duraclean 
absorbent foam takes the soil OUT . . . 
doesn't simply wash it deeper as do-it- 
yourself and other methods do. That's 
why Duraclean is recommended by 
so many carpet and furniture manu- 
facturers. 

Fabrics, when Duracleaned, stay clean 
longer. They require fewer cleanings and 
last longer. That saves you money. Call 
your Duraclean craftsman. If he is not in 
the local yellow pages, mail the coupon. 

Duraclean International 
Dept. 7-28, Deerfield, Illinois 60015 
Please mail me the address of a Duraclean Craftsman 
and a booklet explaining how Duraclean revolution- 
ized carpet and upholstery cleaning. 

Nam_e .  

Address. 

City & State. 

Zip  .My Phone No- 

Betsy Palmer watches her 
furniture fabric become 
flowcr-fresh and clean 
with colors reVived. There 
is no wear from scrubbing. 

Nlips P.ilmcr ndmircs he 
thnrouRhJv clroncd cirivf. 
The soil is OUT . . . not 
washed down to seep back 
and quickly rcsoil the 
surface. It will st-ay clean 
much longer. 

PARENTS' 



Company in the kitchen 
continued from page 104 

springy to the touch. Remove the mold 
from the water and cool for 10 minutes. 
Run a thin knife around the edges of the 
mold to loosen the souffle. Put a large 
round shallow baking dish, such as a por- 
celain tart dish, on top of the mold and 
invert it, giving it a quick, sharp shake, so 
the zucchini souffle unmolds itself onto 
the dish. There should be no problem if 
the mold was heavily buttered and the 
edges loosened with a knife. 
□ Whisk together the tomato puree and 
heavy cream, season to taste and pour 
slowly and evenly over the souffle, mask- 
ing it entirely, but permitting only as much 
as is needed to coat the inner sides to run 
down into the well. Sprinkle the cheese 
over the surface and bake in a preheated 
450° oven for 20 minutes, or until the 
surface is richly colored and the sauce 
bubbling. Serve on hot plates, spooning 
the remaining sauce to the side of the 
souffle. Serves 4. Very good first course 
to serve before broiled meat or chicken. 

Papaya sorbet 

INGREDIENTS 
% cup sugar 
V2 cup water 
2 cups papaya, pureed (mango could 

be used, too) 
1 -2 tablespoons lime juice 

METHOD 
□ Put the sugar and water in a small 
saucepan and cook, stirring, until the 
sugar dissolves; boil for 5 minutes. Cool. 
□ Combine the syrup and the pureed pa- 
paya and stir in lime juice to taste. Mix 
well and pour into ice-cube trays. 
□ Freeze until solid around the edges but 
still mushy in the center. Remove to a 
bowl and beat until smooth. Return to 
freezer until solid around edges, remove 
and beat. Return to the trays again and 
freeze until solid, about 4 hours or more, 
depending on the coldness of the freezer. 
Remove to refrigerator 30 minutes before 
serving to soften. Serves 4. 

BREAKFAST IN KITCHEN 

Melon filled with frozen yogurt 

Vegetable frittata 

Vegetable frittata 

If you have small individual skillets or 
flameproof pottery baking dishes with 
handles, you can make and serve the 
frittatas in the little pans. Otherwise, use 
1 large heavy skillet, divide the frittata, 
and serve on hot plates. Frittatas are 
good breakfast dishes because you can 
use up odds and ends of leftover meat 
and vegetables, all chopped or cubed. 
Other suitable ingredients are cubed. 

cooked ham or sausage; sliced mush-, 
rooms; cooked green beans; asparagus; 
broccoli or cauliflower; artichoke hearts; 
small pieces of salami; roast pork, chick- 
en, turkey; cubed chicken livers, kid- 
neys; peeled, seeded and chopped toma-l 
toes; fresh herbs: chives, basil, tarragon, 
or oregano. Frittata can have one ingre- 
dient, or a mixture; it's up to you. j 

INGREDIENTS 

6 slices bacon 
2 small zucchini or 1 green pepper 
1 tablespoon oil 
1 medium onion, chopped 
2 cloves garlic, finely chopped 
1 cup potatoes, cooked and diced 
2 3 tablespoons parsley, chopped 
6 eggs 
1 teaspoon salt 
V2 teaspoon freshly ground 

black pepper 
dash Tabasco sauce 
3 tablespoons Parmesan cheese, 

freshly grated 

METHOD 

□ Cut the bacon into small pieces and 
cook slowly in 1 large or 4 small skillets 
until cooked, but not crisp. Remove ba- 
con, leaving the fat in the pan. 
□ Trim the zucchini or seed the green 
pepper and cut into coarse dice. Add the 
oil to the bacon fat and saute the onion, 
garlic, and zucchini or pepper until onion 
is limp and zucchini just cooked through. 
Mix in potatoes, saute lightly a minute or 
two, until heated through and mixed with 
other ingredients. Sprinkle with parsley. 
□ Beat the eggs with the salt, pepper, and 
Tabasco sauce and pour over the vege- 
table mixture. Cook over low heat and as 
the egg begins to set, lift the sides with 
a spatula to let it run underneath. When 
browned around the edges and set at the 
bottom, sprinkle with cheese, put under a 
hot broiler until top is set, browned and 
slightly puffy. Serve at once. Serves 4. 

PARTY ON DECK 

Chick pea salad 
Tabbouleh 

Green beans vinaigrette 

Chicken teriyaki 
Chicken coriander 

Fresh fruits in citrus syrup 

Chick pea salad 

INGREDIENTS 
6 ribs celery, with leaves, finely sliced 
1 large red onion, peeled and 

finely chopped 
3 1-pound cans chick peas, drained 

and rinsed with cold water 
8 radishes, grated 
1 cup olive oil, or V2 olive, Vz vegetable oil 
V4 cup red wine vinegar 
1V2 teaspoons Italian herb seasoning 
2 tablespoons parsley, chopped 
salt, freshly ground black pepper 

House & Garden 
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Before you 

spend $1P00 on 

your kitchen, 

spend50*^onouf 

newbook. 

If you're building or remodeling,you owe it to yourself to find out about 

ceramic tile. Just send 50^^ for a full-color book of tile facts and ideas. 

It could very well be one of the smartest investments you'll ever make. 

Name .  . 

Address. 

City  State Zip. 

CeramicTileldeaBook 
I  Tile Council ot America,Inc., P.O. box 2222, Room727,Princeton, Newjersey 08540  j 
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METHOD 
^ Co.T.b.ne the celery, onion, chick peas, 
and radishes '^^ a 'a^ge pottery bowl. 
iZ Mix the -    •   egar. herb seasoning, 
parsle> to taste in a 
small t - .-rgetables and 
toss we -V : ■ ■: n tne rerr geratcr to mari- 
nate fc - 1 :-'S. Serve with broried 
chicken or c-_ v : -^eats. Serves 8-10. 

Chicken teriyaki 

INGREDIENTS 
4 chicken breasts, halved, breast bones 

removed, but ribs left in 
-2 c^c teriyaki sauce, or gocd 

ry soy sauce 
3 tablespoons oil 
2 tab'espoons dry sherry or sake 
2 tablespoons fresh ginger, grated 
2-3 a e ves garlic, very finely chopped 

or crushed 
2 teasc::-s b^c, - sugar 
1 taz i;:: -  -r . :e 

METHOD 
~ Put the flat in 1 layer in a 
3-ge : ;" :: z ne me remaining ingredi- 
e':s, ~ , and pour over the chicken. 
Let marinate 1-2 hours, turning frequently. 
~ T'-;e ch'cken may be broiled in the oven 
or ever ciarccai. For oven broiling, line 
the broiler pan with heavy-duty aluminum 
'z' 3"3nge the chicken pieces in the pan, 

; de up. and broil 4-5 inches from 
t.-iS preneaied broiler for 12 minutes, 
brusning once or twice with the marinade. 
Turn tne chicken over with tongs, brus-" 
the skin s'de we .•• the marinade anc 
broil for anothe' '-I-'.- minutes, brusning 
t.'.'ce v/ith marinade. If the skin stariS to 
burn and blister, move the cnicken "anher 
a A ay from the heat. 
Z ~; i' zjer charcoal, oil the grill we 
be'ce :-::.ng the chicken on it, bore 
side down. Grill on each side for tne same 
2"":^-: of time as under the broiler, brus^i- 

■ g .'.r . with the marinade. Serves 8. 

Chicken coriander 

The delicate subtlety of fresh coriander 
leaves gives this chicken a very unusual 
flavor. Fresh coriander is sold in Chinese 
markets as Chinese parsley, in Spanish- 
American markets as cilantro. Coriander 
is ven.' easy to grow, but as it goes to 
seed quickly, successive plantings are 
needed to keep it flourishing during the 
summer and it also prefers a little shade, 
rather than full scorching sun. A few of 
the green seeds, crushed with the green 
peppercorns and garlic in the monar. 
intensify the taste. If coriander is un- 
available, fresh or dried mint may be 
substituted. 

INGREDIENTS 

'ed. bonec 

1 teaspoznsa.: 
2 teaspoons g^eer. peppercorns, drained 
1 cup yogurt 
2 tablespoons 'e^zr jjize 
2 tablespzors 'res^ zzr anoer or 

mint, zncpped. zr 2 teasp-zo^.s 
d'-ied mini, zrumb ed 

METHOD 
Z P-'t tr^:h cken c'eces In a large f'at 
bakirfg'd»sn in 1 ia>er. Crjsi the garlic, 
salt, and g^een pecce'ccns to a paste 
v.'th a morta' and cesve, t-^en rr.'X in 
about 2 tac'espcons ycgur. Combine witn 
the rest o' tie ycgj.'^. le'^cn juice, and 
coriander c Scccn tn's ever the 
chicken and mar nate 2-3 '^curs. turning 
tne chicken frequenfv 'n :-e ~3':nade. 
~ Broil tne chicken under r-e b'c'ie^ o' 
cn an d'led g'"l ever cnarcca! 8-9 m'n..:es 
a s'de, accorc'ng le tnickness. Be care'ul 
net to cverceck or tne boned meat v,'.. be 
d""^: it Should sti;! be 'a'nVy cink-tinged 

■n t"e ce.'te'. 3rus". necessary, ■•, :h 
more of tne marinade wh'ie b-c'i'ng. Le^- 
over marinade can 
sauce .viih tne not 

INGREDIENTS 

2 cups sugar 
zest of 3 oranges, finely s::^ered 
zest of 2 iimes. fme'y s.', /erea 
zest of 1 lemon, fine'/ zi.verea 
8 cups fresh fruits, cnzsen from: 

s:ra//berries, raspberries, 
b'ueber'-ies, peeieo segm^ents of 
orange anp grapefruit, s'ized bananas, 
seeaiess grapes, peeled and s zed 
peacnes, sliced nectarines, p ^-^s. 
apricots, peeled, cored and s'.zea pea's 
ana apples, pitted cherries, me/on ba- s. 
fresh or canned pineapple cubes 

whipped cream,, sour cream 

be se^/ed as a co d 
nicken. Selves 8. 

Fresh fruits in 

citrus syrup 

The trick of cooking thin slivers of citrus 
peel in the syrup to be poured over fresh 
fruits is one I learned from the late 
Dione Lucas. It tastes just as if \ou had 
used a liqueur for flavoring. 

METHOD 
Z Put tne .'.aier and sugar in a sm^all 
heavy pan and cook, stirring ,v;th a metal 
spoon, unt'l t^e sugar disso'ves. Add the 
Citrus zest and bc^l gently until the syrup 
is thick and tne zest transparent. Do not 
let tne syrup t'jm dark cr caramelize. Re- 
move frcm tne heat, pour into a ia'"ge 
m.easuring cup and chill in tne refriger- 
ator. If you wish to keep the syrup for 
•'uture use. sice in a screw-top jar. 
Z P''ecare f''uits of your choice, put in a 
la^ge glass bowl, pour syrup over them 
and chill briefly until ready to sen/e—don't 
let stand too Icng or juices will make mix- 
ture .vatery and fruit will get soggy. Serve 
plain, or with bowl of whipped cream 
m'xed with equal quantity of sour cream. 
Se^.es 8. ■ 
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Free househunter's kit! 

Get one before 

you start looking. 

Our free kit can make househunting 
easier. It can help you avoid some of 
the hassles and financial problems of 
buying a home. 

The kit answers some of your ques- 
tions and poses others you"ll want to 
ask about the home itself, the commu- 
nity, taxes, cost of li\-ing. jobs, schools, 
shopping, transportation, recreation, 
and much more. Financial questions. 

too. about 
loans, down pay- 
ments, mortgages, closing 
costs, title protection, and more. 

Ask your Realtor about us. We've 
worked uith professionals like him for 
years. With the help of your Realtor, 
and our free househunter's kit. your 
new home could be just around the 
corner. 11977 crriC 

Free househunter's kit. 
Please send me ""Helpful hints for househunters." I understand there is no charge, 
and I am under no obligation. 

Name. 

Street Address. 

City  -State. .Zip. 

.Approximate month we might buy. 

D 

Chicago Title Insurance Company' 
Department PR 

111 West Washington Street. Chicago. Illinois 60602 



Shopping information 

Prices approximate, state and local taxes additional. ' Consult your interior designer or department store 
decorating service. Stores and designer sources in New York City unless otherwise indicated. 

ON THE ( OVKR 
"Sunnner's Day" cotton and Dacroii polyes- 
ter sheets (as bedcover): Qiicon si/c. iibout 
$16.50. i'illowcases. aboiil $K a pair. Match- 
ing comforter, luxisprcati, niincti shams, 
dust ruffle, draperies. to\\els. shower cur- 
tain. Avaihibie late Seplemher. By Martex. 
West Point Pepperell. 
"Regency Kyelet" polyesler and cotton 
hand iinished shams and pillows: Standard 
shams, about $20 each. Breakfast pillow, 
about $25. Neck roll, about $25. By Carlin. 
WestPoint Pepperell. At Saks Fifth Avenue. 
Antique English mahogany and pine canopy 
double bed: c. 17X0. Antique George 11 
mahogany wing chair upholstered in white 
linen: c. 1740. Antique English mahogany 
two tier table (left of bed): c. I SIO. Antique 
Portuguese fmitwood Chippendale tilt top 
tea table with bird cage: c. 1760-17X0. All 
at H.J. Kratzer. 
Bed hangings: White cotton netting: 72" 
wide. Imported from Kngland. $6.70 a yard. 
At Dazian's. • 
Antique French faux bamboo desk with 
shelves: c. IXXO. Green leather writing sur- 
face. $I,XOO. At Jean-Paul Beaujard. 
Antique English faux bamboo arm chair 
(foreground): Loose seat cushion. $1,100 
a pair. At Stuart Greet. 
Natural maize rug: 12" squares. Sized to 
order. From Rosecore.'' 
Pink mohair afghan: 72'\53". About $200. 
Handmade to order from Robin Goss. 474 
Zena Rd.. Woodstock. N.Y. I249X. 
Shell pharmacy lamp: 38"-60" adjustable 
height.   Bright  or  antique  brass, $167. 
Chrome, $1X9. By Chapman. At Blooming- 
dale's. 
Artwork:    Antique    Chhiese guaches: 
Framed. Series of ten. From Tom Ballan 
Antiques. 
BUILD A DECK 
Pages 50-51 
"Smoke 'N Pit" charcoal/water smoker: 
27" high. 17" diam. 25 lb. capacity. Rust- 
proof steel enamel finish. Black, yellow, 
orange, brown. $50 ppd. from L.L. Bean, 
550 Cedar St., Freeport, Maine 04033. By 
Brinkmann. 
Steel grating: 1" x Vk". Type 19W4. $3.50 
sq. ft. plus shipping. From Thomas Inc., 
XI35 Forsyth Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 63105. 
Nylon netting:    " mesh square hung. Nat- 
ural color (can be dyed). 440 sq. ft. plus 
shipping. From Central Tent & Awning. 
6303 Clayton Ave., St. Louis. Mo. 63139. 
Rustproof aluminum exterior fluorescent 
fixture:   lype   FG.   $77.50. Bug-A-Way 
lamp: $4.85. Both by Westinghouse. 
AM/FM stereo cassette player/recorder: 
$1X0. By Realistic. At Radio Shack. 
Deck plans:  Michael Jantzcn.  Box 172. 
Carlvlc. III. 62231. $10. 
FAMILY MEALS A PI( NIC 
Pages 60-61 
Yellow lacquered trays (as plates): 13" 
diam. $2.49. By Asahi. At Azimia. 
Pages 62-63 
Cotton/Dacron scallop-edge napkins; IX" 
sq. $5 each. At Cache Cache. 
TABLETOP CROP 
Page 70 
Center photo: 
Ready-to-go 5-course gourmet picnic ba.s- 
ket: Individual servings for two. $9-$ 15 per 
person. F.A.T. at Henri Bendel. 

Bottom photo: 
"Maroc" cotton chintz fabric: 54" wide. 
About $1X a yd. From Quadrille." 
Pages 70-71 
"Carousel" linen and polyester napkins: 20" 
sq. $2.50 each. By Leacock. At Blooming- 
dale's; Burdines. Miami. 
Handcrafted glass plates: MWi" diam., $10. 
1" diam.. $7. By Imperial Glass. At Tif- 
fany. 
"Spatter" cotton fabric: 48" wide. 30" re- 
peat. About $19.50 a yd. From Hinson.* 
Inset: 
Glass pitcher: Holds 15 cups. $7. By West 
Virginia Glass. At The Pottery Barn. 
"Turkey Eagle" crystal glasses: 4" high. $7 
ea. By Lenox. 
"Bistro I" stainless steel flatware: Plastic 
handles. $11.25 per 5-pc. setting. By Lauf- 
fer. At Bloomingdale's. 
RUFFLE UP CHARM 
Pages 78-79 
"Smging Blos.soms" cotton and Dacron 
polyester sheets: Queen size, about $14.50. 
Ruffled shams, about $22 each. Custom 
made puff. Comforter, bedspread, dust ruf- 
fle, draperies, shower curtain, towels also. 
By Martex, WestPoint Pepperell. At Lord 
& Taylor. 
All furnishings, rice paper and bamboo fan 
light, wood chairs from Japanese mortars: 
From Michael Taylor ". San Francisco. 
Natural wicker screens: About 8' high. De- 
signed by Michael Taylor. From Wicker 
Wicker Wicker". San Francisco. 
Women's cotton sleepwear: Boxer shorts 
and shirt with insignia on pocket. Navy or 
burgundy stripes on white. $58. By Ralph 
Lauren. At Bonwit Teller. 
DESIGN VALUE 
Pages 80-83 
Furniture and fabrics designed by Angelo 
Donghia for Kroehler. Kodel polyester fab- 
rics protected with Zepel. Manufacturer's 
suggested retail prices will vary. 
Pages 80-81 
Large photo; 
"Cupid" armless chair; 33" x 36" x 28" 
high. Upholstered base. Unbleached duck 
cloth. $300. 
"Extensions" sofa: 92" x 35" x 27" high. 
Loose seal cushions. Attached back cush- 
ions (throw pillows not included). "Dia- 
monds" fabric. $800. 
"Extensions" cocktail (able: 36" x 48" x 15" 
high. Bleached maple top. Ivory enamel 
base. $350. 
"Extensions" sectional ottoman: 25'/a" x 
26'4" X 18" high. Attached cushion. Nickel 
base. ""Diamonds"' fabric. $225. 
Throw pillow fabric: "Commodore" cotton 
sailcloth. 54" wide. About $13.50 a y4. 
From Sfroheim & Romann.' 

I Onc-of-a-kind paper fan: Hand painted by 
Richard Giglio. $85. To order. From Vice 
Versa.' 
Tatami inattuig: 32" x 72". $4.49 each. 
Woven palm planter; 16" high. $7.98. Low 
straw basket (holding apples): 12" diam. 
$2.98. Palm fan: 59c. All at Azuma. 
Glass cylmder vase: 10" diam. x 10" high. 
$35. Glass ashtray: AVz" diam. $4. Both at 
Manhattan Ad Hoc. 
Metal bird sculpture: From John Rosselli. " 
"Between Coat" bonding agent: 1 qt.. $3.20. 
"Green Mint" low lu.stre latex paint: 1 gal., 

I $17.98. "Last 'n Last" polyurethane: 2 qts.. 

$8.90. All at Janovic Plaza. 
Small photos: 
"Savoy" sofa: 75" x 35" x 37" high. Loose| »> 
seat cushion. ""Rainforest" fabric. $700.    ! ' 
"Extensions" cocktail table. 
"Surfaces" tier and shelf cocktail table: 
4X" X 24" \ 15" high. Uniroyal vinyl suede- 
cloth covering, stain resistant. $350. 
"Cathay" lamp table: 28" sq. x 19" high. 
Molded of polyester resin. White enamel 
finish. Glass top. $250. 
"Olympus" armless chair: 41" x 34" x 
32V2" high. Loose seat cushion. Gray velvet 
fabric. $350. 
"Extension.s" .sofa. "Cupid" armless chair: 1 
'"Box Quilt" fabric. $400. "Extensions" 
cocktail table. 
Page 82: Large drawing: I 
"Savoy" sofa. ii 
"Porto Bello" cocktail table: 44" x 24" x I 
15" high. Bleached maple finish. $250. 
"Savoy" armchair: 37'/i" x 29'/2" x 32" 
high? Canted roll arm. Loose seat cushion. 
Gray velvet fabric. $350. | 
"Stepping Stones" Acrilan and modacrylic 1 
rug: 9'2" x 13'. Gray/white or beige/gray. 
$900. Designed by Angelo Donghia for \ 
Regal Rugs. At Dayton's, Minneapolis: Kit- j 
ties, Indianapolis. 
Small photos: I 
"Extension.s" sectional group: Unbleached I 
duck cloth. Corner: 34" x 35" x 27" high. I 
$300. Armles.s chair: 25'2" x 35" x 27" H 
high. $250. Ottoman: 25 "2" x 26^4" x IX" | 
high. $175. Upholstered cantilevered bases. I 
Loose seat cushion on armless chair and i 
corner.   Attached   cushion   on otfoman. 
"Voltage" cocktail table: 41" sq. x 15" 
high. Fretwork legs. White enamel finish. 
Black tempered glass top. $350. 
"Extensions" sectional comer: Copper base. 
$300. 
"Voltage" cocktail table. 
"Savoy" sofa; ""Box Quilt" fabric. $750. 
"Extensions" sectional armless chair: Red 
velvet fabric. $300. ' 
Page 83: Large drawing: 
"Olympus" armless chairs. 
"Olympus" tuxedo-style sofa: 87% " x 34" 
X 32'/2" high. Loose seat cushions. Tight 
back. ""Crossing" fabiic. $750. |j 
"Cathay" lamp tables. I 
Small photos: 
"Extensions" loveseat: 68" x 35" x 27" 
high. " Big Box" fabric. $650. | 
"Extensions" sofa. 
"Voltage" cocktail table. 
"Savoy" armchair. 
"Olympus" .sofa. "Cathay" cocktail table: 
48" X 28" N 16" high. Molded of polyester 
resin. While enamel finish. Glass top. $300. 
"Savoy" sofa. 
"Extensions" bunching table: 15" sq. x 15" 
high. Bleached maple top. Ivory enamel 
base. $150. 
At Bamberger's. Newark; Gimbels; The 
Hecht Co.. Washington. D.C.; Kittle's, In- 
dianapolis; Macy's. Kansas City; Rich's, 
Cumberland Mall. Atlanta; W & J Sloane: 
After Sept. 15: Dayton's. Minneapolis; En- 
glander Triangle, Detroit: Joske's, Houston; 
John M. Smyth, Chicago. 
WINE AND FOOD 
Pages 93 and 97 
"The Souffle Plus" ovenproof stackuig glass 
containers: 1 qt.. IV2 qt.. 2 qt. Set of 3, 
$18. Creative Glass by Corning. 
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1© 1977 S. C. Johnson & Sonl 

INTKRIOR OF HOI SE 
Intcriur walls and ceilings: "Goldbond" 
t;ypsuni uallhuard by National Cj\p>uni Co 
On ^tlld\-bedroom \«.alls. 4-inch-uide cy- 
press siding: in kitchen, black and white 
Mexican tiles: in bathtub alcove, white cer- 
amic tile by American Olean: in bedrooms 
and dressing areas, suede cloth and \in\l 
w allcos erin'js. 
Fnterior paints: W hite satin semi-gloss paint, 
l-'loors: In li\ing-dining room, urethane 
finish oak strip tioor: in bedrooms, uall-io- 
uall wool carpel; in kitchen and firsi-fioor 
bathroom, "Amtico'' \ iny 1 tile by American 
Biltrite, Inc. In entrance hall, black and 
white ceramic tile. 
I.iKhtins fixtures: Recessed and surface 
mounted incandescent and fluorescent light 
fixtures by Progress Lighting and Harry 
Gitlin. 
Fireplace: Prefabricated unit by Heatilator 
I)i\., Vega Industries. Inc. 
Hardware: Stanley  Hardware  Di\.. The 
Stanley Works. 
Mu.sic .system: Quadraphonic music system 
with four speakers in corners of living-din- 
ing room-kitchen by Pioneer. 
Accessories: Dining table setting—china, 
goblets, napkins, flower bowl—kitchen 
counter plastic tray and terrace glass pitcher 
from Design Research, New York. Floor 
plant baskets in living-dining room and ter- 
race pillows from LCS. Plants in living- 
dining room from Baywoods, Inc. 
Kitchen and bathroom cahinets: Wood, cus- 
tom made. 
C ahinets and countertops: Faced in plastic 
laminate by Parkwood Laminates. Inc. 

Continued on pciwc 151 

Building Facts 

Materials and equipment used in the house 
on pages 86-89 

ARCHITECTS: Harry Bates/Dale Booher 
INTERIORS AND LANDSCAPING: Harry Bates/ 
Dale Booher 
CONTRACTOR: F. William Hollrock 
SIZE OF HOUSE: 2.500 square feet 
SIZE OF LOT: 1 acre 

STRUCTURE 
Foundation:  Concrete  block foundation 
walls on poured concrete footings. 
Framing: Standard wood frame construc- 
tion of walls, floors, and roofs w ith exposed 
wood trusses. 

EXTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Exterior walls: 4-inch-wide cypress siding 
applied vertically and shiplapped. 
Decks: Spruce boards. 
Exterior finish: On walls, \^hite stain: on 
roof shingles, dark brown stain; both by 
Samuel Cabot, Inc. 
Roofs: On sloping roofs, red cedar shingles. 
On flat roof areas, built-up roofing—layers 
of tar-coated building paper topped v\ith 
gravel. 
Insulation: In all exterior walls, roofs, in 
ceiling over carport, glass fiber batts by 
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. 
Windows and exterior doors: Fixed glass 
panels; Arcadia, aluminum frame, anodized 
bronze finish sliding doors, with insulating 
glass, by Northrop Architectural Systems. 
Interior doors: Flush, hollow core. 
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Shopping adventures with vegetables 
continued from page 95 

process. If your garden has lots of green- 
tomato leftovers when the (irst frost 
threatens, you can salvage them by wrap- 
ping the big ones individually in news- 
paper (to hold the ethylene around them) 
and packing them loosely in a cardboard 
box. Put it in a cool place and check the 
tomatoes over once a week, collecting the 
ripened ones for use. Use the little green 
tomatoes to make pickles. 
• WINTER SQUASH—acorn, butternut, 
Hubbard—have hard tough rinds and 
keep a long time even at room tempera- 
ture. Knock a good one gently, and it 
will say "thunk," never "thud." The 
stems should be firmly attached. Once 
separated from this reminder of its vine, 
a winter squash seems to pine away 
quickly. 

Fruits 

If you want to pick fruits for flavor, 
small size is often better than big. Straw- 
berries, blueberries, even peaches are 
often sweeter if they are smaller. Like 
vegetables, they're creatures of habit and 
season: the closer to their true season (in 
other words, the less they've had to travel 
to get to you), the better. 
• AVOCADOS (are they fruit or vege- 
table, or just something unclassifiably de- 
licious?) are impossible if they're rock- 
hard. A ripe one should be a little soft 
on the stem end and should give you the 
impression that, if you really Aqueezed it, 
you'd leave fingermarks. It's best to buy 
them somewhere between the two states, 
and leave them a few days at room tem- 
perature to ripen. To pick one nearly 
ready to be ready, try giving the top end 
a gentle tap. If it feels a shade less than 
firm, buy it. 
• ALL CITRUS FRUITS ought to be plump 
and feel heavy for their size, a sign of 
juice. Grapefruits are sometimes sweeter 
if they're sun-freckled. Don't be put off 
by a greenish cast in an orange. It may 
merely mean that the skin hasn't been 
dyed (a common practice), so the orange 
may be even better. Tangerines should 
feel just a little loose in their skins, but 
not pulpy around the ends. 
• MELONS, like cantaloupe, should be 
just a little soft on the stem end, and you 
should just be able to smell a nice mel- 
ony odor when you sniff the end. Ripe 
honeydews in addition have a plush tex- 
ture to their skins. 
• PEACHES, PLUMS, PEARS—tree fruits 
—should have no bruises, and should 
be somewhere between rock-hard and 
soft. Most tree fruits should be pur- 
chased a little underripe, to avoid dents 
from other people's fingers. They'll ripen 
at home. Pears should have a greenish 
cast. Peaches, however, should have 
none, particularly not in blotches among 
the peach blush, when they're in this 
state. Plums should be plum-colored, 
with no brownish scalds. 

I 10 

• PINEAPPLES should smell like pine- 
apples at the bottom end, and have a sort 
of golden glow just under the skin. Some 
people give one of the leaves of the top- 
knot a tug, and consider a pineapple 
ripe if it pulls loose easily. They will 
ripen at room temperature at home, but 
you're surer of flavor if you can sniff it 
out at the store. 
• WATERMELONS are very hard to 
judge. One test: give it a thump. It ought 
to give you back a sort of hollow sound. 
Some markets will cut a core to let you 
see. Halved melons, where you can see 
the meat, ought to be bright red. A 
crack in the middle is sometimes a sign 
of absolute ripeness and extra sweetness 
—but not to be really trusted. ■ 

Creams of the crops 
continued from page 96 

Cold cheese mousse 

with 

asparagus 

INGREDIENTS FOR MOUSSE 
2 envelopes unflavored gelatin 
V2 cup strong chicken stock 
1V2 cups milk 
zest of 1 lemon, grated 
% pound Gruyere cheese, finely grated 
2 teaspoons curry powder 
V2 teaspoon dry mustard 
4 tablespoons lemon juice, chilled 
IV2 cups heavy cream 
salt, freshly ground black pepper 
4 egg whites 

INGREDIENTS TO PREPARE MOLD 
3 envelopes unflavored gelatin 
2 cups water 
2 teaspoons salt 
2 quarts water with 2 tablespoons 

salt 
2-3 pounds asparagus, washed, 

cut into uniform size 

METHOD FOR MOLD 
□ Sprinkle gelatin over the 2 cups of wa- 
ter to soften in a saucepan. Dissolve over 
low heat and set aside to cool almost to 
setting point. Stir in salt. 
□ Bring the 2 quarts salted water to the 
boil in a large pot. Add asparagus, and 
allow water to come to the boil again. 
Remove asparagus immediately and chill 
under cold running water. Dry and chill. 
□ Dip asparagus in gelatin and arrange 
on the inside of an 8-by-3-inch spring- 
form pan. Do this step in stages. Hold 5*6 
of the dipped asparagus against the side 
of the mold until set and refrigerate. Re- 
peat until mold is lined. (Chilling will help 
to make them stick.) Reserve. -* 

METHOD FOR MOUSSE 
□ Sprinkle gelatin over chicken stock to 
soften and set aside. 
□ Heat milk with the lemon zest in a 
heavy pan. Add the cheese gradually. In 
a small bowl blend the curry powder and 
mustard with a little of the milk to make 
a paste and stir into the milk and cheese 

mixture. Add softened gelatin. Do not overf ([I 
heat or the cheese will become a solid 
rubbery mass. Mixture will not be smooth '■: 
at this point, but do not worry. ! .f 
□ Blend mixture in a blender or food 
processor until it is as smooth as possible. : 
It will be slightly grainy. Chill. i j;, 
□ Stir in lemon juice. Whip cream in a -[ 
large bowl until it holds soft peaks. Fold j 
into cheese mixture and season generous- |pi 
ly with salt and pepper. Chill again until 
it has almost set. ,( 
□ Beat the egg whites in a large bowl with 
a pinch of salt and fold into the cheese ;j 
mixture. 

METHOD FOR ASSEMBLY 
□ Spoon the mousse into the prepared 
mold and chill about 3 hours. To serve, 
release the spring form very carefully and 
keep in refrigerator until ready to serve. 
The mousse makes a good first course, 
sparingly served, or a main lunch dish. 
Serves 8. 

Cauliflower 

panache 

INGREDIENTS 
2 quarts water with 2 tablespoons salt 
1 large cauliflower, washed and 

broken into flowerets 
3 tablespoons Parmesan cheese, grated 
1 large bunch broccoli, washed, 

with stalks peeled to 
the tender pith 

2 tablespoons butter 
VA cup sour cream 
salt, pepper to taste 
Va cup bread crumbs 

METHOD 
□ In a large pan bring the salted water 
to the boil. Add cauliflower, cover, and 
cook until tender, about 5 minutes. Re- 
serve cooking water. Drain cauliflower and 
place in a iy2-quart dish or divide among 
individual ovenproof bowls. Sprinkle with 
Parmesan. 
□ Bring reserved cooking water to the 
boil, add broccoli, standing up, cover with 
cheesecloth, and cook about 8 minutes. 
Do not overcook or the fresh green color 
will be lost. 
□ Chop broccoli coarsely and puree with 
butter and sour cream. Season to taste 
with salt and pepper. 

Spoon the puree over the cauliflower 
completely masking it. Sprinkle top with 
bread crumbs and bake in a preheated 
350° oven 20 minutes. Serves 6. 

Artichokes with 

cheese 

souffle sauce 

INGREDIENTS FOR COOKING 
ARTICHOKES 
6 large artichokes 
3 quarts water 
3 tablespoons salt 
1 tablespoon vegetable oil 
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minutes. They should be crisp and under 
done. Remove and drain, reserving cook 
ing water. Chill under cold running water. 
Dry and set beans aside. 
□ Bring the water to the boil again and 
cook carrots until just tender. Remnve 
from water and drain. Dry carro' 
aside. Continue cookir v •■ <• •i. .-ig 
vegetables in the sanu 
□ Arrange vegetables ' 
ter on buffet. A3 guests '   , _ 
bles they "want to eat. saute t- 1 
chafing dish in a little butter until \^'^[ not. 
Serves 8. ■ 

Captivating cacti 
continued from pa^e 32 

new quarters for a week. If you water it 
right away, the chances are the roots will 
rot. Also, while you should fertilize 
settled cacti regularly, avoid doing so for 
a month to si.x weeks after they have 
been moved. 

Apart from these points, you can care 
for your cacti the way you do your other 
house plants. As long as you provide 
good soil drainage—with e.xtra drainage 
holes—and all excess water is able to 
flow out at once, you can water them well 
once a week. Or you can forget all about 
them for a month—cacti like to go on the 
wagon every now and then. 

A handful of prickly ones 

cactus, REBUTIA KUPPERIANA. The bril- 
liant red flowers that develop in profu- 
sion in spring and summer are larger 
than the plant itself. That may not be so 
great a trick, considering the plant is a 
miniature and can spend years happily 
in a 2- or 3-inch pot. Still, the colorful 
show at bloom time is impressive. Keep 
crown cacti on the cool side, particularly 
at night. They come from the Andes and 
are used to a drop in evening tempera- 
tures. 

How much do you know 
about weight control? 
continued from page 28 

learned, step b\ slcp. uiih uit in\ol\i[^g 
willpower." 
2. Fal.sc. ""You learned to o\ercat." Or. 
.Stern says, "and you Icarn.-d it well. But 
if it's learned, it can be unlearned, and 
more appropriate responses substituted." 
3. False. ' This is what w j mean by self- 
control. You are responsible for what 
you eat—not 'if—not the food." 
4. I'alse. "Do \ou sometimes worr\ 
What is happening then? You are using 
your imagination in a negati\e way. 
We suggest you use the same skill in a 
positive way. You have the skill— 
it needs developing, to help \ou lose 
weight." 

I 5. False. ""How \ou feel about yourself 
i and what you say to yourself alfects the 

way you cat. That's why we must attack 
the way you feel about yourself, and 
change that, rather than change the food 
by putting you on a diet. That is also 
why diets so often fail. We have to 
change your mind to change your 
weight." ■ 

New in the stores 
continued from page 28 

side of plum. S2 each . . . New nail- 
polishes with a super-high gloss and an 
applicator that's separate from the 
bottle's cap are being introduced by 
Alexandra de Mark off—a first for that 
luxurious cosmetics company. Nail Color 
comes in eight shades, dries quickly, 
costs S5, and wears and wears. They've 
also made Dual Coat to increase the 
mileage and protect and seal your nails, 
too. $5 at department stores ... Fashion's 
"Fantasy Look" gets a dramatic boost 
from eight fine-milled, golden powders 
you can use as eyeshadows, highlighters, 
or rouges. Brush them on anywhere 
you'd like a hint of color—a rouge brush 
or short-haired shadow brush is best to 
work up the degree of intensity of color 
you want. Arabian Lights, S7 each, and 
a wide selection of brushes, from $3 by 
Madeleine Mono at Henri Bendel, 10 
West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 
10019. P.\UL.\ RICE JACKSON 

METHOD FOR COOKING ARTICHOKES 
□ Remove the stalk flush with the bottom 
of the artichoke so that it will stand up- 
right. With a heavy sharp knife, cut a slice 
off the top, 3 leaves down, and with a pair 
of scissors, trim spikes from remaining 
leaves. 
□ Bring water to the boil with the salt and 
oil. Add artichokes and cover them with 
a piece of cheesecloth. Cook at a low boil 
30-35 minutes, depending on size, until 
a leaf pulls off easily. Remove artichokes 
with a slotted spoon and drain upside 
down. 

INGREDIENTS FOR SOUFFLE SAUCE 

2 tablespoons butter 
2 tablespoons flour 
% cup warm milk 
salt, pepper 
3 ounces Gruyere cheese, grated 
3 egg yolks 
4 egg whites 
vegetable oil 

METHOD FOR SOUFFLE SAUCE 
□ Melt the butter in a small, heavy pan 
and stir in the flour. Cook 2-3 minutes to 
remove taste of raw flour. Remove pan 
from heat and pour in milk all at once. 
Stir until smooth. Return pan to heat and 
cook, stirring constantly, 3-4 minutes. Re- 
move pan from heat and stir in 1 teaspoon 
salt, a dusting of pepper, and the cheese. 
Cool a few minutes and beat in egg yolks, 
one at a time. Set mixture aside. 
□ In a bowl beat egg whites with a pinch 
of salt until they hold definite peaks. Stir 
1 spoonful into yolk mixture to loosen it. 
Fold in remaining whites. 

METHOD FOR ASSEMBLY 
Spread open the artichoke leaves carefully 
and lift out the soft leaves and fibrous 
choke in the center with a small spoon. 
Brush outside leaves with vegetable oil 
and wrap in foil, but do not cover top. Fill 
opening with souffle mixture to within Va 
of the top. Bake in a preheated 400° oven 
for 15 minutes. Remove the foil and 
serve. The souffle mixture should be runny 
and used as a sauce for dipping the 
leaves. Serves 6. 

Vegetable 

melange 

INGREDIENTS 
2 quarts water with 2 tablespoons salt 
¥2 pound very young fresh green beans, 

washed and ends removed 
12 small carrots, scraped 
1 small head cauliflower, washed 

and broken into bite-sized flowerets 
3 small white turnips, peeled, 

halved, quartered, then each 
piece shaped like a large olive 

butter 

METHOD 
□ In a large pot, bring salted water to a 
boil and cook beans at a rolling boil 3-4 
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weight control, coping, and insomnia. 
For more information, write, sending a 
stamped self-addressed envelope, to the 
Institute for Behavioral Awareness, 810 
South Springfield Avenue, Springfield, 
N.J. 17081. 

Answers to the 

5 important questions 

I. False. "Losing weight requires self- 
control, not willpower," says Dr. Stern. 
"Willpower is a negative concept—in the 
sense of avoidance, it simply doesn't 
work. Not everyone has willpower. Peo- 
ple without willpower, for instance, may 
have to spill water over their food or 
flush it down the toilet, so as not to eat 
it. But you can learn to lose weight 
without willpower. Self-control can be 

Astrological guide to your fragrance 
The sign: Leo 
(July 24-August 23) 
Element: Fire 

Constructive and forceful, Leos are born 
organizers. The key for the sign is "I 
will." Determination carries you through 
most life situations, along with persua- 
sive Leo charm. Generous and protective, 
you are also affectionate. Adornment is 
important to you. A fragrance that 
matches your personality is the lustrous 
perfume signature of the designer 
Halston, an ornament in itself. Ann 
Klein's Blazer (with the Lion logo) is a 
fresh, young blend. For men, Caron has 
created the new, bold, Yatagan. For both 
sexes, and all seasons, there is Guerlain's 
Imperiale. MARI.\ REACHI. ■ 
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Send Me'Free.-. 

The new 196-pagc, all color 
Miles Kimball gift catalog with 
thousands of new, unusual 
Gifts, Gadgets and Toys, many 
under $5. Available Aug. 25 

The 36-page, Miles Kimball 
special Catalog of unique, per- 
sonal Christmas card designs 
. . . Available now. 

Mail this coupon to: 
Miles Kimball, 197 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901 

Name. 

Address^ 

Zip 

ADJUSTABLE 

TV POLE 

Hold your portable 
TV right where you 
want it without ta- 

blesorstands. 
Takes any 
width, up to 
14"deep, 17" 
high. Brass 
tone finish 
pole has 
springtension 
to adjust to 
to 8V2 ft. ceil- 

ing heights. Can be 
set Hi or Low. Real 
space saver! 
Prompt Shipment 
Extension for higher 
ceiling, add $2.00. 

^3.99 
Pius $1.00 postage 
Write for FREE catalog 

Holidav Gifts 

Hand cut crystal blocks and pendants em 
hellish imported marble base and hand 
crafted Rogers gold castings to create a 
richness unbelievable at this price. Com- 
pletely electrified. 18" high. Pair, only 
$39.95. Shipping Chgs. Coll. Sorry no 
COD'S. Bank-Americard or Master Charge 
welcome. 

P.J res. i/J-f fiC- • Send 25(1 I'JT rnt,i1og 

LUIGI CRYSTAL 
7332 Frankford Ave,. G8-7. Phila,. Pa I?I36 
I 12 

TOUGH 
STUFF 

Our cool-as-a-breeze most-durable-ever but- 
terfly cover of PVC coated polyester plastic. It 
won t fade, mildew or stretch. Its open weave 
affords a cool seat in brightest sun. Triple 
stitched: reinforced pockets. White, avocado, 
grass green, orange, brown, marine blue or 
sun yellow. S17.95. Tough CANVAS covers: 
18-oz. welterweight duck in black, natural, 
brown, terra cotta. red, blue, turquoise, av- 
ocado, tangerine, marigold, citron $16.95. 

Postage: SI 50 for 1st cover; 50c ea. addi. 

Send check. BA. MC. DC or AX charge 
Charge orders can call Toll Free 

(800) 227-1464 (Cal: 800 772-3909) 
catalog ST: free with order 

550 Powell 
Dent. HG87 
San Francisco. Ca 94108 

DESIGNED-TO- 
FIT PANTS 

Special "Back- 
seaming" helps sup- 
port & slim any fig- 
ure. Has elasticized 
waist   in machine 
wash & dry poly- 
ester knit BLACK, 
BROWN, NAVY, 
WHITE, HUNTER 
GREEN, CHAM- 
OIS, BURGAN- 7 
DY & GREY 

Sizes: 6-20 ; 
$16 

or 2 for $28 j 
Sizes: 36-44 ' 

$17 / 
or 2 for $30*'-'Y'»=-=i' 

add $1.50 
postage 

& hand. 
4 

VICKI WAYNE-H8P 
600 S. Country Club, Tuscon, AZ 85716 

with Audrey Nichols 

Order merchandise by 

i writing directly to 

I shops, enclose check 

'or money order. 

Add sales tax where 

applicable. Any unused 

item (not personalized) may 

be returned by insured mail 

for refund. Allow four 

\\ eeks for delivery. 

GREAT OVERALLS 
Oshkosh B Gosh Play-O-Alls in hickory 
striped, sanforized denim, rust- 
proof grippers. strong stitching, full 
bib, roomy pockets. Long wearing. Fa- 
mous work tog manufacturer. Chil- 
dren's sizes: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. and 8. 
$10.98 the pair. ppd. Miles Kimball. 
100 Bond St.. Oshkosh, Wl 54901. 

PERFECT PRESENT 
A contented cat to curl up on a 
hearth, shelf, table or among plants. 
Hand-crafted in Parawood. stained in 
a glowing natural oak finish. 6'/2" x 6 ' 
X 3". S6.95 plus SI .25 post. Postamatic 
Co.. HG8-77. Lafayette Hill. PA 19444. 

PLANT DECOR 
Glass window shelves with 
graceful white wrought iron 
brackets. Easy to install. 
Unit hooks securely over any 
double hung window without 
screws. Ideal for glassware. 
4 ' X 22 ". S4.39 plus 500 post. 
Colonial Gardens Kitchens. 
HGHE-2, 270 W. Merrick Rd., 
Valley Stream. NY 11582. 



KE IT YOUR DREAM HOUSE 
1 booK. 230 designs, of 1" :. 2 story houses, (blueprints 
labie). Other books: 185 one story designs over 2.000 
t.; 250 under 2.000 sq. ft.: 180 multi-levels: 223 vacation 
es: Ea. S2.50 All five. S8.95 ppd. Home Planners. HGE78 
0 Grand River. Detroit. Ml 48227. 

THE WILD SIDE 
• ist giraffes de- 

: - V -: - X double old-fashion 
glasses and six beige India cotton 
cocktail napkins with rust piping 
for exotic entertaining. Per set, 
glasses. S12 r   ^     -?st. Nap- 
V'Hs S8 c''^s S' ' " . : Geno. 

Atlanta. G A 30319. 

ENTRY 
ahogany doors 
-- = = -od- 

BEAUTIFUL 
Solid 1-' X 
Choose frc 
els to fit 3' b> : 
or2'6"by6 8 
finished, hare 
color literature. Err^peror' ClOC^ 
Co   HO-21. Fairhope. AL 36532 

GROW TALL PUNTS 
New glass to ground, extra height and ligh' C=.~e" 
houses for topiary trees, large ornamentals 
kets. Aluminum, minimum upkeep. Free cc : 
Janco Greenhouses. Y-8E. 9390 Davis Ave.. Laurel 

a green- 
: bas- 

II 

m 

byGertM 

PLEASE TELL ME 
Do you know where I can buy discontinued silver patterns? 
I recently inherited sorne silver and wonder if I might add to 
the set. I do not kn^ ■        >■:"- -     my pattern. 
Jean's Silversmith's Inc. . : old and discontinued Sterling 
Patterns. Just send a snap :i-e -^-r.ng. or Xerox", with a descrip- 
tion of any identif>ing marks. Jean's can identify any pattern from any 
of the above. 
Jean's has the largest stock of old and new flat\*'are 

IF IT'S SILVER YOU WANT 

SILVERSMITHS INC. 
16 W 45th St., N.Y. 36 N.Y. - OX 7-0367 JEANS 

Jean's Abo Bnys 
Silver. Jewelr>. 

and Elstates. 

CORN PIC-UPS 
Rosewood handled stainless steel 
finger protectors do the job hand- 
somely-nice for hors d'oeuvres too. 
Now at the unbelievable price 
only $1.98 + 35e postage for a box 
of 8. Save even more with 2 boxes 
(16) for $3.50 + 70e post. & hadi 

TAYLOR GIFTS 
355 E. Conestoga Rd., G8-7. Wayne, Pa. 19087 

You are 

cordially 

invited.. 

... to discover our catalog of 
over 100 unretouched fuH color 
pagesi Unique Eifts for everyone, 
lux'e s'f'3 at su'-prising cost, 
American handcrafts, jewelry, 
decor, personalized items, 
exciting European imports—many 
ours afone in ai! the Aorid! 
Then discover the shopping time 
you save, our 25-year-o;d 
tradition of service and our 
no-strings satisfaction guarantee! 
Send yojr narre and address, 
(be good to your friends—send us 
their names and addresses tool) 
and we'll speed our Christmas 
catalog to ycu and them. 

UUIAN NEIION 
Dept. G81. Box LV, 510 S. Fulton Ave., 
Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10551 

Openly Oriental 

lavonte r^riodicals are neatly stored 
land easv to findl in ■?. rnasazir!? rack 
with bamboo sniins. Of sturdv metal. 
1 T\V.T 1 ODx! 5 "H with distinctive arched 
center divider and tote handle. Order 
SBMR-I7 . . . specify Kxb brass or Con- 
remporary nickel plate . . . only %i^J5. 
Shipped prepaid up'?n receipt of c'neck. 

SANTA CLAUS.  INDIANA    4T579  ^ ■ *-  

CHERRY CI RIO 
\\ 34 D 17 H 72 S551.0n 

A >olid cherr> 
treasure, to 
hold the col- 
lection you 
ireaNure. dis- 
play' i n g it 
btauiifuUy cn 
^!a^^ shelve> 
in the lightec 
interior. The 
Queen Anne 
base has X 
drawers, and 
is available 
without the 
hutch. Pulls 
are antiaued 
bra>>. Hurch 
back is ve- 
neered, and 
glass sides and 
doors have 
cherrv mul- 
lions. Dark or 
medium brown cherrv finishes are dis- 
tressed. Light cherry finish undis- 
tressed. Doors have a lock. Shipping 
information in catalog. No C.O.D. 
Shirpmg charges extra. 

Dept. 52S, Boi 76«, Conrord, N.C. 28025 

iramnt 

'A 



.s.,..ss.o ORIENTAL RUGS 
O.V APPROVAL. FOR 
EXAMINATION IN 
YOUR OH'.V HOME 
• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY 
• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE^ 

TO YOU 
• ONLY GENUINE HAND- 

MADE ORIENTAL RUGS 
FOR OVER 50 YEARS 

SEND FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE LISTS. COLORED PLATES, and 
KODACHROMES to help you select rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL. 

L.irgest Retail Stock 

Direct Importations Regularly 

Moderate Prices 

Small Mats to Giant Carpets 

The No Risk Way 
to Buy Oriental Rugs 

"Oriental Rues - A Complete Guide by 
Col Charles W. Jacobsen. First and most 
comprehensive Oriental rug encyclopedia 
ever published. 480 pages with 250 plates, 
38 in full color - $20.50. 

CHAS.W.JACOBSENJnc. 
401 S. SALINA ST., DEPT. B 
SYRACUSE. N.Y. 13201 
315-471-6522 

GIANHROriCAL GRASS PLUMES 
adoi^il by decorators 

nump, feathery and five feet tall. 
You may have seen these natural 
earth-tone beauties elsewhere but not 
at this price. Bundle of fifteen is $10 
plus $2 post. Custom dyeing - add $4 
& color(s). Tropical Plant Institute, 
Box21496,Ft. Lauderdale FL 33335 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Original ''6/eumeffes" Re-Usable 
No straps, bones or wires. Beautiful uplift, 
soft comfortable support. S'zes A to D cup; 
^Pbff' of'?^r»air !" ~~0~l~ T Hdl" "Kg. or   pair     ■    BLEUETTE. INC. 

$6.98 'sOS 5th Ave.. Dept. 876 8% tax to N.Y. Res.     I New York. N.Y. 10017 

GINGHAM CURTAINS 
Old fashioned, ever popular '/<" check, fresh 
& carefree 65% Dacron, 35% cotton, 72" w. 
per pr. Specify sky blue, gold, soft pink, red, 
brown or orange. 24" L $5.50, 30" $6.50, 
36" $7, 45" $8, 54" $9, 63" $10, 72" $11. 
Valance $3, Tiebacks $1. Twin Spread $24, 
Full $26. Add $1.75 post. & handling. Md. 
res. add 4% tax. 

FREE BROCHURE ON REQUEST, but 
send $1 for full catalog with 50 swatches 

MATHER'S 
31 E. Main St., G8-7, Westminster, Md. 21157 
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DANISH STYLE 
FULL SIZE LOUNGE CHAIR 

European imported solid hardwood frame, walnut finisti with authentic curved Dan- ish arm. 28I 2 " wide. 29" high. Thick 4" polyuretliane foam seat cushion. 22" x 22". -J" thick back cushion. 17" x 22". Your choice of expandable supported vi- nyl, or heavy tweed fabric. Olive Tan- sjerinc. Black. Blue or Tan. Or furnish two .vards, 54" wide, your fabric. Cush- ions zippered. fully welted reversible. Send r.5f for sample swalrhes and roiiipU-te Danish livintj room catalog. 
Shipped unassemt>led. easily set up in 10 minutes. 

Shipping rhargts collect. S39 95 Se/id check or money order. ' • *^ 
GENADA IMPORTS 

Dept. P8, P.O. Box 204, Teaneck, N.J. 07666 ne.iidcnts add r,fc tax. 

ART GALLERY 
Six different Renoir reproductions 
make a super set of non stick! 
coasters to go under drinks or bev 
erages. Each one is 4" by 4" 
painting is plastic coated for wash 
ing and wiping dry. Set of six, 
$4.95 plus 500 post. Romar Sales 
Dept. RS15D, 380 Madison Ave., 
New York, NY 10017. 

LIFETIME BIRTHDAYS 
Genuine red leather birthday book 
with gilt-edged pages is a treasure 
to keep for years. Famous quota- 
tions for each day. Purse size 2l^" 
by 3%". Hand-bound in England! 
Print initials to be printed in gold. 
$6.98 plus 500 post. Lillian Ver- 
non, Dept. G8E, 510 S. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

QUICK TRIM 
Handy hair-trimmer does the job 
professionally in minutes. Made in 
Sweden, fine quality, adjustment 
for regular trim, medium, scalp- 
close. Trims as it combs. Mom can 
do the job or Dad. $2.98 plus 350 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

PAMPER YOUR CAT 
Non-swinging hammock to make 
your cat contented. Heavy blue 
denim with red fringe; steer frame. 
Inviting, it is nice for naps, saves 
upholstery, easy to clean. Mea- 
sures: 25" by 14" by 7" high. 
$11.95 plus $1.45 post. Sleepy 
Hollow Gifts, HG8, 6651 Arlington 
Blvd., Falls Church, VA 22042, 

NATURAL COOKERY 
La Cotta steak maker of special 
porous volcanic rock draws out 
grease, bitterness and acidity 
while retaining natural juices of 
steaks, chops, fish, chicken and 
keeps them tender. $9.98; two 
$18.98. Add 500 post, each unit. 
American Consumer, LS-173, Caro- 
line Rd., Philadelphia, PA 19176. 

STAIR-GLIDE 
Perfect solution for all who can't or 
shouldn't climb stairs. It is easily 
installed without marring walls and 
special wiring is not required. 
Special rental-purchase program 
available. Write for information 
to American Stair-Glide, Dept. 
EHG087, 4001 E. 138 St., Grand- 
view, MO 64030. 

CHRISTMAS LABELS 
Pressure-sensitive, red/green on 
white. Stick to foil, plastic, paper. 
Any message, 20 letters per line, 
up to 4 lines. Plastic sleeve. Spec- 
ify "tree" or "tree with people". 
IV4" by V2". All alike: 225, $4; 
450, $6; 1000. $12. Add 350 post. 
Bruce Bolind, HG8, Bolind BIdg., 
Boulder, CO 80302. 

House & Garden 



PRETTY HOSTESSING 
Lace and cotton muslin create a 
wraparound apron, simply styled. 
Eyelet-embroidered unbleached 
muslin Sanforized to minimize 
shrinkage. Bib 10" long, waist to 
hem 32". One size for all. $32 plus 
$2 post, per order. Free catalogue. 
Country Curtains, HG8, Stock- 
bridge, MA 01262. 

FURNITURE BUYS 
Classic contoured sofa, jr630, from 
a collection of finely made uphol- 
stered pieces by National. Color 
catalogue (designer fabrics by yd. 
available) $2. Also 178-page cata- 
logue nationally-advertised furni- 
ture, $5. National Furniture and 
Fabric Sales, Inc., HG8, Box 2314, 
High Point, NC 27261. 

READING ANNEX 
An attractive bathroom accessory 
holds two rolls of toilet tissue and 
provides a handy space for maga- 
zines. Handwoven rattan in lacy 
design. 10" by 4" by 18" h. 
$11.95 plus $2 post. If painted 
white $2 extra. Catalogue is 250. 
Fran's Basket House. HG8, Route 
10, Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

PICTURE YOURSELF 
Clear photo/35mm slide (re- 
turned) of you, loved one or pet will 
be reproduced in full color on qual- 
ity T-shirt; up to 8 letters free. 
White, red or navy trim. Adult S, 
M. L, XL; child S(6-8), M, L, XL. 
$7.95 plus 75c post. Deal Enter- 
prises, HG8, 14245, N.W. 2nd Ave., 
Box 680246, Miami, FL 33168. 

SEAMSTRESS II 
Ironing-sewing aid for clothing 
care. Large steam reservoir for 
longer use between refills; 4-way 
steaming action: full, half or wide 
steam, concentrated steaming for 
sewing tasks. All fabrics. Won't 
scorch. $15.98 ppd. Boone Products 
Mart, HG8, 930 So. Bonnie Brae 
rr313, Los Angeles, CA 90006. 

FAMILY AFFAIR 
Clever clear-plastic cabinet keeps 
all toothbrushes free from dust 
and mix-ups. Holds 5 in separate 
compartments, each with its own 
door, ever ready and sanitary. 
$1.98 plus 300 post. Write to 
Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 556 
Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

POR MICROWAVE USE 
Bundt cakes, casseroles look so 
appetizing in special microwave- 
plastic utensil. Shape promotes 
even cooking and defrosting. 4-qt. 
Goes from freezer to oven to table 
to dishwasher. $8 plus $1.50 post. 
Cookware brochure is free. Micro- 
Cook Products, HG8, Box 159, 
Glencoe, IL 60022. 
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Mini Bathroom Fixtures 
A luxurious bathroom for the doll- 
house. Footed tub and pedestal sink 
are antique white porcelain with 
brass-tone faucets. Sink is 3" high; 
tub is 5" long; toilet is 5" high 
with metal pull chain. 1" to 1' scale 
3167- 6-Mini Tub  $1.69 
3166-6-Mini Sink $1.25 
3168- 6-MiniToilet  $1.59 

1 

Old-Fashioned Juicer 
A favorite with our customers. Drop 
in half an orange, lemon or grape- 
fruit and press down on the handle 
The juice comes out to the last drop, 
strained and seedless. It even wnngs 
rich vitamin D from the oils of the 
rind. Juicer is cast aluminum with 
rubber feet, 5%x5%x9y4 
7753-6-Juicer  S11.95 

Self-Stick Name-Address Labels 
Your name and address m sharp 
black on lustrous gold, silver or 
white labels. Just press into place. 
They're self-adhesive, identify books 
and albums as well as correspon- 
dence. They're %x2", have up to 
four lines of type, 26 letters and 
spaces per line. Print; state color. 
RP101-6-Pack of 225  $3.00 
RP102-6-Pack of 450  $5.00 
RP103-6-Pack of 1000 ....$10.00 

Hang-Upp Kitchen Towel 
The handiest towel ever for wet 
hands. It's thick cotton terry, 16" 
long, snaps around the handle of 
any appliance or cabinet— anywhere 
you need a quick hand towel. It 
stays in place till you toss it in the 
wash. Assorted designs. 
7508-6-Hang-Upp Towel, ea., $2.69 

Shoulder Handbag Hook 
Perch that purse on your shoulder 
and forget about it. Your hands are 
free to shop or wnte checks. Hook 
is 'ax2%" of plated jeweler's 
metal with a hidden back clasp that 
attaches securely to coat or jacket. 
0390- 6-Silvertone Hook .... $3.98 
0391- 6-Goldtone Hook $3.98 

Free Catalog ♦ ♦ ♦ 

□ Check here to receive our new full color 
Fall catalog v^^ith 196 pages of fresh and ex- 
citing gifts, toys and housewares - each one 
fairly priced and guaranteed to please! 

ITEM NO QUAN. NAME OF ITEM PRICE 

/ferns on thi% page shipped postpaid        Total Amount Enclosed 
Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

I 

Miles Kimball Company I 
I 

\     285 BOND STREET - OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 54906 / 
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GROW THE WORLD'S FINEST KONA 

COFFEE FOR ONLY PENNIES A POUND 
"Kona coffee is the world's most expensive and 
experts say it is probably the best coffee grown. 
It sells for $5 to $6 a pound in ttie stores!' 

- LOS ANGELES TIMES 

For only $3.50 (half the cost of 1 lb. of 
ordinary coffee) you can grow up to 60 
lbs. per year of the world's finest and 
most expensive coffee. These same 
coffee plants also make beautiful 
house plants and fantastic gifts. 
Please rush 1 dozen specially treated 
KONA coffee seeds plus easy care 
instructions to: 

Send $3.50 plus 50$ postage and 
handling to: 

D.L.W. & ASSOCIATES 
P.O. Box 7426 
Burbank, CA 91510 

Send your name, address and zip. 
(5918 Canyonside Rd.) Allow 3-4 weeks lor delivery. 
Money relunded il not satislied. 

Butcher 

BIOCI 

34" high work table 36"  X   34". S132.00 48"  X  24", S146.00 60"  X   30". $184.O0 or choo^^e 30" dining height talile at same prices. Locl<lne Shepherd Casters. S2 5 additional 
Two-inch thick maple butcher block 
top, durable bench-construction 
frame. Sent express collect. In Illi- 
nois, add applicable taxes. Send 
check or money order, no C.O.D.'s 
please. 
For complete catalog of exciting 
butcher block furniture, send 500 to: 

butcher block s more 
The Schoenhelt Company 

Dept. HG-87A, 1600 S. Clinton, Chicogo 60616 

'Tlouse 

BATH 
BEAUTIFUL! 

Keep up to 10 periodicals in per- 
fect order & close at hand in our 
solid pine Bath Reader. And at 
the bottom. 2 rolls of tissue on 
plunger-dowel 18"H1P/4"W 
4V2"D. Finished Antique Satin 
$12.95. (Add $2 post ) 

Dept.C78B, Box 1000 
N. Conway, N.H. 03860 

Vegetable Factory- '^"cp^ 

SOLAR 

AiNEL 

GREENHOUSE 

USES 60% 

LESS 

This practical thermal wall greenhouse 
solves the energy cost problem. Patented 
rigid double-wall construction, tested in 
Vermont. Cost about '/> as much to heat 
as ordinary greenhouses. More than pays 
tor itself in heat savings alone. Exclusive, 
factory direct only. All models and sizes, 
5 year warranty. Free Color Brochure. 

Call or Write lor 
Inlormation 

P.O.Box 2235, Dept. HG-8 
Grand Central Station 
New York. N.Y. 10017 
(212) 686-0173 

ACRYLIC 

ROLLING 

PLANT 

STAND 

Move houseplants with ease, even big 
heavy floor pots, with no straining or 
lifting. Lets you rotate them for proper 
light and growth. Clear acrylic stand has 
a generous l2Vt" diam. with a 2" high 
rim to prevent spills. Rolls easily on 
three sturdy casters which protect furni- 
ture, floors and rugs. Only $6.98 plus 
50e post. 
Prompt Dclivrry. Money Back Quarantee. New! 112 Page gourmpt/glft catalog 2S« 

COLONIE GARDEN KITCHENS 
Dept. MCH. 270 W. Mprrick Rd. 

Valley Stream. N.Y. 11582 

SHOPPING AROUND 

STOWAWAY 
Nothing like preparing now for next 
Christmas. Ornament chest holds 
92 ornaments of three sizes; space 
for eight sets of lights, tinsel and 
other tree-trimming paraphernalia. 
27" by 17" by 12". Assembles 
easily. $8.95. 950 post. Write to 
Bruce Bolind, HG8, Boulder, CO 
80302. 

WHITHER WINDS BLOW 
To know hovy the wind blows i 
necessity for country folk and 
assures city folk. Weather Va 
Catalogue shows collection of N 
England reproductions plus on 
mental garden gates and o 
items. Write for free catalogi 
Colllns-Hanna. HG8, 4227 Rai 
Rd. E.. Memphis, TN 38118. 

s 

PR IN! 

NEVER TO RETURN 
For the female who has unwanted 
hair on face, arms, legs, we pro- 
pose Perma Tweez. Battery oper- 
ated device removes hair perma- 
nently and with professional re- 
sults, does not puncture skin. 
$19.95 ppd. General Medical Co., 
HGE-70, 1935 Armacost Ave., W. 
Los Angeles, CA 90025. 

WILD, WACKY SLOGANS 
Choose any message up to 30 le 
ters—it's printed on cotton swea 
shirt or T-shirt. Machine washabit 
non-fading printing. Navy or pov 
der blue. S. M, L, XL. Sweatshirl 
$6.99. T-shirt. $4.99 ppd. $2 extr 
for printing both sides. Holida 
Gifts, Dept. 308-7B, Wheat Ridg 
CO 80036. 

BRASS INNOVAljONS 
Handsome accents in hand-crafted 
solid brass. Umbrella stand with 
lucite drip pan 28" by 11" by 
8V2". $210. Cheval mirror, 76" by 
26", $665. Shp. chg. coll. Color 
booklet with tips on use of brass in 
interiors, $3 (refundable with first 
ourchase). Joao Isabel, Inc, 120 E. 
32nd St., New York, NY 10016. 

KITCHEN BLOSSOMS 
Expanding recipe file has cheery 
multihued design, eight sections 
with index tabs. Clippings and 
cards are popped into place, and 
file tied with green grosgrain. Easy' 
clean vinyl. Boxed. 8" by 10". 
$6.98 plus 750 post. Country 
Gourmet, G8E, 512 So. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

House & Garder 



ACEFUL LAn::EC BACK 
5h seated (woven by hand) chair 
m native hardwood with lovely 
nings and elegant slats. 421/2" 
h, seat h., 17^2"■ Sanded, un- 
shed, $23.95: walnut, pine or 
pie, $27.95 matching arm chair, 
D.95, Exp. coll. Catalogue 50c- 
rion Travis. HG8. Box 292, 
tesville, NC 28677. 

(-R15 PATC'-'WCPk' 
Hand-finished crib items from 
Georgia artisans. Multi-color ging- 
ham squares, polyester batting, 
white eyelet lace tnm, machine 
washable. Quilt. $39,95: pillow, 
$8.95: matching bib, $5.95. Set 
(quilt, pillow, bib) $44.85 Ppd. 
Brochure $1, Cracraft, HG8E, Box 
27567, Atlanta, GA 30327. 

AGRANT ORCi-': 
usual orchid from Hawaii has a 
low lip against deep purple pet- 
and a rich fragrance. The plant 

»ws without special growing con- 
ions and can bloom in a glass of 
ter. $1 each: two, $1.75. Add 
C post. American Consumer, 
pt. HD-122. Caroline & Charter 
s., Philadelphia, PA 19176. 

MOST APPEALING 
Charming reproductions of toy 
Tabby cats that look like museum 
originals. Choose easy-to-sew kits 
or finished and stuffed cats. Kits 
to sew (stuffing not included) 14" 
tall cat, $5.85: 6" kitten. $3.85. 
Finished. 14", $11: 6". $6. Ppd. 
The Country Store, HG8. Washing- 
ton, VA 22747. 

|diak beach towel has stylized 
lions  of  all  the astrological 

;ns m black and white squares 
luxurious jacquard terry. Big 

by 64" to stretch out on, to 
ap yourself in, or to start a con- 

'-sation, $11.95 plus $1.35 post, 
"e Patio, HG8, 550 Powell, San 
ancisco, CA 94108. 

jgjsh 1977 

LUXURY LOVES EAT 
Unmatched comfort and elegance 
in top-grain leather that grows 
more beautiful with use and age. 
35"h. by 58"l. by 42"d. Matching 
sofa and chair available. Loveseat. 
$759.95 plus shpg. chgs. Send $1 
for new catalogue. Bryan Robeson. 
HG-192, Route 10, Box 793. Hick- 
017. NC 28601. 

IN THE 

CLEAR! 
Luxe Lucite, 
personalized 
with carved 
Initials and 
DOlished to 
a glow! Clever 
holder keeps 
them firmly 
Stacked, yet 
lets them slip 
out easily when 
you wish. Set of 8 
with raised rims, 
3" center rounds- 
holder 3V':x3y4x2y4" 
high. American-crafted by 
Robert Mamly, gift boxed. 
1457   Coaster Set   JIB.98 

PRINT inHiah, add 75c post, i hdlg. NY residents add foxes 

UlilAN \mH 

Dept. G83 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

FAN 

FOR ALL SEASONS 

Standard of Excellence $inc"» 1886 
They really move the air . . . make 
air conditioning more effective , . . 
dispel  cigarette  smoke  .   .  . repel 
bugs . . . are life savers for plants. 
All fans have o 5-year warranty. 

'      52" fan with wood blades, $239 
52" fan with exclusive Adaptair, $279 

36" fan with wood blades, $ 1 69 
Light adapter kit, $ 1 6 

Send 25e for brochure. 

The Ceiling Fan Gallery 
7 Indion Neck Lane HG-9 Peconic, N.Y. 11958 

STERLING SILVERWARE 
MATCHING SERVICE 

HUNDREDS OF PATTERNS AVAILABLE 
40-75°: off suggested retail prices. 

Active, inactive, obsolete patterns. 
Complete heirloorri sets, replace lost 
or damaged pieces. Send pattern name 
& mfr. If not known, ask for our free 
pattern identification book. Oui silver 
specialists can match hundreds of pat- 
terns. 40-75'o off mfr. suggested price 
on most pieces in our huge stock. We 
also buy sterling flatware. Send your 
pattern name today! 
WALTER DRAKE SCVER EXCHANGE 
5028 Drake Bldg., Colo. Spgs, CO 80940 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

The latest fashion in accent lighting for 
your home! Hand stained natural rust 
color bamboo weddmg basket cleverly 
transformed into a distinctive lamp. Black 
lacquered shade, brass fittings. 22" high. 
no.i2S lamp- $49.95 $5 postage 
bee other exciting styles of basket lamps 
by DONALD ROBINSON DESIGNS at 
fine stores everywhere. 
WE ACCEPT PHONE ORDERS WITH CHARGE 
CARDS  (4041 35^-4378 
Dept. HG-8 
P. 0. Box 19976 
Atlanta, Ga. 30325 baskets 

5 Cr.:<i v: ^jpF 

■IF YOU REACH THE END OF 
YOUR ROPE. TIE A KNOT AND HANG ON ". In^oirational. poignant ad- 
vice for all.  Laminated for permanence . 

8" X 8" *ood wall plaque. Colorful English scroll border. Perfect for home 
or office.  An  ideal hostess qift. 
Only $1.98 eacti plus .50< post. 

CfllDl-YN'S 
10250 N.  ISth Ave.. Phoenix. AZ «502l 



COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ball Fringe on Permanent Press 

TIERS 
20". 25" 6.50 pr. 
30", 36", 40" 7.50 pr. 

TIEBACKS 
45". 54", 63" 10.00 pr. 
72", 81 ",90" 12.00 pr. 

VALANCE 
10" X 80" . . .3.50 ea. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
Country Curtains are a tradition . . . vear.s of old-fa.shionett quality and 
conscientious sei"vice to thrifty homeinakers. Sturdy, specially-made ball 
fringe is carefully stitche<i onto our 50",', cotton/.50",', polyester blend . . . 
like real muslin but trulv carefree. Natural or white. 90" wide per pair. 
Ph-aac specily natural or white. Send cheek, money order, or use Master- 
charue or liankAmerirard. Sorrv no COD's. Postage and handling: orders 
under $10 add SI 10. $10 and over add $2.00. Mass. res. add 5% sales lax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

COUNTRY CURTAINS , 
AT Ti IF. RED LISN LNN 

Dept. 83, Slockbridge, Mass. 01262 

AN 
AMERICANA 
WELCOME 
Personalized 

Have your 
own name in- 
scribed above 
a beautiful 
hand-screened 
eagle, in 8 col- 
ors, over an- 
tiqued ivory 
backgrou nd. 
We add the 
year of your 
marriage or 

when you established your home. 
Solid pine Display inside or out- 
side. 

Size 9y2"xl8" $17.95 ppd. 
Allow three weeks for delivery. 

Moss, residents add 5% sales lax. 
This sign is an exclusive of 

The STAGE STOP 
440 Great Rd. HG8, Acton, Mass. 01720 
One of New England's most intriguing 
gift   shops.   Next   to   historic Concord. 

TWO EXTRAORDINARY CATALOGS 
of NATURAL PRODUCTS from 

THE FAR CORNERS OF THE WORLD 

A rare CL Iaction of toiletries based 
on essences of herbs, fruits & flowers. 
A catalog of foods made by 19th cen- 
tury methods in the countryside of 
England and France. 
Send $1.00 and receive both. Refund- 
able on first purchase. 

THE SOAP BOX 
Dept. HG-1503 

Box 167, Woodstock, CT. 06281 

Exclusive 
from 
World".* 
nail m 
We hav 
tique g( 
ings to I 
Wroug} 

unusual and useful tie tac. These 
nails are from our production 

line and are true reproduc- 
tions of the hand forged 

nails of the late ITOO's. 
Tic Tac       $1.98 ea. 

Mass. Res. add 5% Sales Tax 
Send  for  our New  Companv Store 

FREE CATALOGUE 
TREMONT NAIL CO 

p. O. Box 111    Dept.HG87 
V Wareham, Mass. 02571 j 

ill an heirloom trnilillon 
Old Wesfbury—FULL DINNER SIZE 
ftn exact replica ot a famous old sterling 
pattern with impressive full dinner size 
graceful pistol hollow handled Knives, 3 
tined forks and rat tailed spoons. In heavy 
weight hand forged pewter like satin or pol- 
ished stainless. Service for 8 includes 8 din- 
ner forks, 8 dinner knives. 8 salad-dessert 
forks, 8 soup spoons, 16 teaspoons, plus 
sugar spoon, butter knife and 2 servins 
spoons. 52 piece service for 8 $39.95 

78-piece service for 12 $59.95 We also have tlie competitively priced 
Luncheon siie you have seen advertised 
elsewhere. Our price is only $23.95 post- paid. 

^ C' D.pi. HG-87 

Semi iH I" 

DfPl. HG-87 GREAT BARRINCTl>>. MASS. 012.i« 

Shopping 

around 

New England 

THE NEW PEA COAT 

Meticulously tailored  chill-chaser in 
warm plush wool with rounded collar, 
cuffed slash pockets, leather but- 
tons. Fully lined, Made by New En- 
gland Mackintosh. Camel, navy or 
red in sizes 6 to 16. $80. Fisher- 
man's knit scarf by Hansen, 100% 
wool, 62" long. Natural. $10 Add 
$2 post, per order. Write for free 
color catalogue. The Talbots, 
Dept. RJ, Hingham, MA 02043. ' 

ONION LANTERN 

Lovely old design made 
with handblown glass. Sol- 
id brass or copper, for in- 
side or out. Many sizes and 
variations. Reproductions 
in 48-page catalogue $1. 
Heritage Lanterns, HG87, 
Sea Meadows Lane, Yar- 
mouth, ME 04096. 

TOTE CLASSICS 

One piece heavy canvas, double bottom, webbing 
handles. Red, navy, avocado, brown, yellow, sand, natural. 
12x9 $9.70 plus $1.35 post.; 14x12 $12.15 plus $1.45; 
18x14 $14.35 plus $1.55. (Add 900 W. of Miss.) With 6x8 
inside pocket, add $2.25. Catalogue free. 
Port Canvas, HG8, Dock Sq., Kennebunkport, ME 04046. 



SHELF PETS 

(itiens Ai Play bookends are appealing as well as functional. 
Heavy wood-grained ceramic with non-skid felt bottoms lyill 
Told books firmly in place. Size 6" by 6". S29 ppd. Johnny 
\ppleseed s HG8 Box 708. 50 Dodge St.. Beverly,.MA 01915. 

:OMING RIGHT UP 

acKyard chef seems happy 
serve. Handcrafted mouse 

as gray felt body, white 
otton apron and hat. black 
ood frying pan. 1" tall, 

ndividually created with 
riginal whimsical 
xpressions. S6 plus SI.25 
ost. Annalee s Workshop. 
GB. Box 446, Meredith, 
H 03253. 

/ERSATILE 

SAivei.ng Susan centerpiece is a handy holder for dining- 
:able condiments, a vase of flowers or a bowl of fruit. It 
-las a complete gallery rail so things will stay put. and a 
oncealed ball-bearing swivel. 3^*" h., 18" dia. Pine and 

nardwood. Unfinished S19.95: antique finish S29.95. Add 
S2.65 post. Yield House. G78Z. North Conway, NH 03860. 

FRESH STRAWBERRIES 

Embroidered bright red berries with 
green leaves on     :e ce"^anent 
press polyesier-a^:-:Pair 66" 
wide. 24", 30" and 35  long S16: 
11" by 63" valance S8.50. Add S2 post, 
per order. Catalogue free on request. 
Country Curtains, HG81. Stockbridge. 
MA 01262. 

shop our world 

America to the Eurcpeancra'i 
centers and the Fa"" Eastern 
bazaars, we present our Pali 
coiiection of exciting fash- 
ions, jeweiry and gifts. Serfd 
25c for our newest fuH 00^0' 
cataioc. and shop the world: 

shopping? 

iiiternational 

r —— — — — — — T 

Shop the 

Boston Museum 

by mail 

Men's Wide Shoes 

EE to EEEEEE • Sizes 5-13 
100 styles, top Quality, popular 
prices. <utl money-Dack warranty 
Sena for FREE 
CATALOG 

Depi 106H, 
INC. 

Hinghim  Miss 02C43 

□ Se-: 

'.'ake your next gi'^, a museur" 
z ece ... chooseTrorri TaiTh-_ 
'eDroductions o*' ancier-'T 
eweiry and Egyptian arufa::: 
ncl Jdir.g handsome ne^v 

22Kgold pieces}, cnarrrn'-.g 
•^ew tote bag and needieca" 
designs, enduring chiicre" s 
g ns and our own er^gage-^e-: 
calendar with scenes ''c^ a 
-are 12th Century Jacanese 
Scroll. Send 50Ctc oe r- 
c jded on our 1977-7S 
Ivluseum Shop Catalogue 
ma'img !'St. 

The Museum Shop. Dept. SI 
The Museum of Fine Arts, P 0. Box 3 
Boston, MA 02112 
E-:!osec .5 3Cx ==ies5e5-e-c ~e 

1977 Git- Cata ogL^e. 

PLEASE TURN PAGE .FCR '.'CPE 
SHOPPING AROUND NEW E\S^A\D 



TAB CURTAINS 
Many early American homes liacl no cur- 
tains at all. But those that did most likely 
had tab curtains. Tab curtains are found 
here in Plymouth at the windows of 
houses built as early as 1640. We love 
them and use them throughout our own 
weathered saltbox home. 
The simple elegance of tab curtains 
makes them as right for the finest Con- 
temporary homes as they are for the most 
authentic Colonial homes. They are as 
functional as they are beautiful, sliding 
easily on simple rods. They do not require expen.sive and complex drapery hard- 
ware. And they are available toth in plain natural muslin and in a variety of 
colors and fabrics to .suit your taste. Custom sizes, too. 

I'lJ.GHlM STRIPE 

Natural: Permanent press muslin. 
White: Polyester/cotton blend. 
TAB CURTAINS LENGTH 
Natural or white (no trim)  
Pilgrim Stripe (Wine, Navy. Moss Green, Soft 

About 80" wide 

Gingham (Yellow, Green. Brown, Red. Blue or 
Mei.ssen Stripe (Red. blue, green, gold). 
BALL FRINGE CURTAINS 

40" 45 ■■ 54 •■ 63" 72' 
S16 17 17 20 20 
S22 24 24 28 28 
$16 17 17 20 20 
$30 32 35 39 42 

S12 13 13 14 14 
Valance 10" bv 80" each 8:3.50 
WOODEN ROUS AND BRACKETS per set $4 Brackets only $3 
Set includes two brackets made from birch, four rjails and a 36" or 48 " (specify) 
wooden rod, diameter 
COLOR CATALOG FREE  FABRIC SAMPLES S3 .1 

VISIT OUK MAIL OKDKK SHOWROOM AT 327 COURT STREET (RTE. 3A) PLYM- 
OITH. on Tues.-.'-at fioin See tab eurtains in dozens of colors, trims   and prints 
Master Charge Tel. (617) 746-6116 Bankamerieard. For delivery in Mass. add 5% sales tax Add $2."rt lor ixistage and liandlini;. Send checli or nione.v order to: 

Go^^iAia/Kce^ QaAxU 
Dept. .58A, P.O. Box 8W. Plymouth. Massachusetts 02360 

Oi— " — J 

^ ® Jchrjiy 

FREE Catalog 
Fall and Winter Fashions 1977 

44 pages in full color, featuring 
clothing for women (and men) at 
reasonable prices. Fashions galore 
in dresses, pantsuits, separates, 
and coats (sizes 8-20: 14V2-24'2)... 
plus footwear, handbags, gifts, etc. 

JOHNNY APPLESEED'S 
Box HG8, 50 Dodge St., Beverly, MA 01915 

RUGGED CANVAS DUFFELS 

1 Hockey Bag 28.65 
34"xl5" Ship. L75 
2 Canoe Bag 25.35 
34"xir' Ship. 1.70 
3 Medium Seaman's 

Duffel 19.95 
22"xll" Ship. 1.65 
4 Small Seaman's 

Duffel 15.35 
18"x9" Ship. 1.55 
 9.85 
 Ship. 1.35 

Bags made with 2 zipper heads that 
can be locked when traveling. 

Navy - Breton Red - Avocado - 
Brown • Yellow - Sand - Natural 

West of the Mississippi add 
$.90 to shipping charge. 

PORT CANVAS COMPANY 

Box H Kennebunkport, ME 04046 
"Quality Handmade Canvas Products." 

Send for our FREE catalog. 

THE WORLD'S MOST USEFUL GIFT 

Labels of De Luxe Quality!.... 
Large legible. Print (not type- 
writer) type. Centered lines. 
Blue ink. White gummed paper. 
Any copy up to five 3 5-charac- 
ter lines. Sparkling gift box. 
300 for $2.00. Any 3 orders, 
only $5.00. .^wk. deliv'y. Post- 
free. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Send no money now! Pay for labels after they arrive and please you! 
THE WRITEWELL CO., 881 Transit BIdg.,  BOSTON, MASS. 02115 

120 House & Sarder 
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THE -THAVEL-UXT 

POST CARD 
ALBUM . 

HAPPY TIMES 
Fascinating hobby, collecting post cards. 
Album has padded leather-like vinyl cover 
80 loose leaf 8^/2" by 11" pages. Holds up 
to 200 standard size U.S.. foreign cards. 
Curved corner slots make it easy to slip 
cards in and out. S8.95 plus SI post. 
Two, $17.50 ppd. The Writewell Co.. 
882 Transit BIdg.. Boston, MA 02115 

TOPS FOR TOTS 
Handsome bentwood 
highchair. Sturdy, it is de 
tined for generation to 
generation use. Hand- 
rubbed to a rich wainu 
tone  by Spanish crafts 
men. It comes complet 
with footrest and an easy 
to lift tray. Has goodlook- 
ing   hand-caned back. 
Measures: 39" by 18" by 
22". S69.95 ppd. Add 
S2.50 West of the Miss. 
Jenifer  House HG8, 
Great Barrington. MA 
01230. 

CLAM BASKET 
Miniature New Engl 
clam basket made of 
lonial finished pine. Li 
with choice of red, b 
yellow or green g; 
ham. Use it for crack 
chips, candy, rolls, s 
ing, dried flowers or 
with homemade cook 
6" by 6" by 6" h. S: 
ppd. The Stage S 
HG8, 440 Great Rd. 
2A, Acton, MA 01720. 



{RIGHT 
s corduroy shirt- 

) wear now and 
1 fall and winter, 
bie 65°/o polyester, 
Mton fine wale cor- 
vividly striped gros 
pelt. Made by 
ook. Tomato red 

Sizes: 5 6 to 
552 plus 
ost. Send 

; catalogue. 
Reed, 

10, 610 North 
y, NH 03860. 

MING STRIPES 
rtains, as in Colonial 
jd charm and grace to 
)me. Waverly s fine 
in stripes in red. blue, 
or gold are effective, 
per pair. 45" I.. S32; 
535; 63" I., S39; 72" I., 

S49. S2 post per order 
atalogue. Constance 
HG8, Box 899, Plymouth 
360. 

JHTFUL TOTE 
id water color "Girl in 
Dress" from M. and M. 

< Collection. Boston 
m of Fine Arts, probably 
ed originally as a book 
Reproduced in navy. gold. 
Dn natural washable cotton 

Navy handles. 14" sq. 
ppd. The Museum of Fine 
G8, Box 3, Boston, MA 

A WIDE MEN'S SLIPPERS 
/oolly blanket cloth in rust and brown plaid with lightweight 

'    foam rubber soles. State shoe size. One width for EE 
through EEEEE. Sizes: 5-13. S12 plus SI 

post. Free catalogue of more than 
100 wide shoe styles. 

Hitchcock Shoes, Inc., 
Dept. 106W, 
Hingham, MA 
02043. 

ORGANIZE 

YOUR 

MAGAZINES! 

Our prdcticdl Maya<!itK' Oryani/^ers are uniquf design? m •^olid n'>rlht.'r:i 
pine f<.)r uour living room. den. office or reception room Cho'jse our 
Maqdzme Tree, "H 12 "W liVD. for up to 60 issues Finished An. 
tique Sdtm >2'> '*.') Ka^v Kit lunfin . 1-hr assemblvt ^V) 9.5 Or our 
rugged Wall Rack for 20 2.T issues. 27^ >"H2S"W4' ^"D Fin Antique 
$29.95. Ea-.v Kit $19.95 Or our Maga/ine End Table that store'- over 
100 on S roomv shelves 2;-5"Hlb''WlH"D Fm Antique >2'Mr> 
Hasv Kit >1<» <)"x <Ad(i 52 5.5 post ea i 

_ Send For Your t ree 1977 tataloq! 
Yiekj House l)ept.G7S.\, BOX lOOO. N. Conuav. N.H. 03860 

HA.M)  Illt.WVN  < OI»l>l-:i{ 
Created (ind Sold Exclusively 
by GREGORY E. HEyTZI 

One or more Old Kti;;li-li initi.iU make ihe^e hn-- 
kel* a distinctive .ind personal sill for anvone. 
Baskets mav ho oriiered with hand drawn design? 
nf w hales, pine ctme- and rhickadee-, sea suIW. 
5aiUM)al-. horsf > and siKer wheat. Perhap- the 
ph^'irian nr allnrnev w<u]ld appreciate the Ca- 
duceu' or Seals nf Justice de-isn with his initial 
under the svnibol. 

asle Baj^kel ^ /: /. S23.00pr'> 
Letter Ba?;kel   ri>       f^^oh, S12.00PP*' 

\K ALTHAM. MAS^ACHVSETTS <)2J.>1 
GREGORY E, HEMZl 

59 BRO\V > ?»TREET-HG7 Catalogue of other interesting items on request. 

4 ■ The 

SAFE 

2-Way 

PET 

DOOR 
Much safer than anu 
eolid hinged tap* panel door. Your pet 
IS completely pro- tected. He cannot be trapped or choked 
or have his tail 
sheared off. 

FlexPort 

Why bo a doorman for your pet? Flex- 
Port ends scratched doors and whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, rain. Gives you 
and pet complete freedom. Soft plastic 
triangles close gently 
and tightly. Easily in- 
stolled. Send for free 
folder. 

TUREN, INC. 
Dept. HG8 
Etna Road 

Lebanon,N.H.03766 

ANNALEE'S "little angler" from her pop- 
ular Mouse Collection will make o hit 
with boys from 8 to 80. On desk or dresser 
. . . a reminder oil year of happy sum- 
mer days. 
7" toll, handcrofted of grey felt, wearing 
bright cotton overalls ond straw (burlap) 
hat. Flexible for easy re-positioning; hop- 
py expressions created exclusively by 

ANNALEE 
$6.00 plus $1.25 Post. & Handl. 

Box 446HG8 
Meredith. N.H. 03253 *T7 (.ataloj^e of ditlls for all scasort-s avail ah !<■ on request. 

I 

Many Things, V,o\ 

COPPER SHIP'S LANTERNS 
These handsome imported antique-style 
copper ship's lanterns will add a strong 
nautical touch to your playroom or camp. 
Behind the red-for-port or green-for-star- 
board bullseye lens is a real kerosene lamp. 
Each lantern measures 11" high, comes 
complete with wall hanger. And we'll en- 
close a jar of fragrant lamp oil at no extra 
cost. This sure-to-be-appreciated gift for a 
lakeside cottage is only 514.95 for the pair, 
plus 95c shipping. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Gift catalog 25c.    Mass. residents add S^o tax 
125 H8. X(.. Easton. Mass. 02356 

PLEASE TURN PAGE FOR MORE SHOPPING 
AROUND NEW ENGLAND 



^ TheCarrollReed 

Catalogof MlA^lnter 

v^lassics. 

Our new collection of fall & winter J ashwns is a truly beautiful 
offering of formal & casual wear, sportswear, coats, sweaters, 
sleepwear & accessories-in styles & sizes for men, women & 
children. To receive your personal copy, simply send us your name 
& address, or call (603) 354-5763. P.S. It also includes our 
exciting collection of active sportswea rfor tennis & skiing. 

Ask, and ye shall receive. 

813 
<€irraU Reed 

North Conway, New Hampshire 03860 
□ Please send me your 56-page Fall-Winter Catalog. 

Name  
Address. 
City  Stale Zip. 

54 
bJ 
\ diance 
Ties(pr ) 

Check or Money Order. 
Mdsfer Charge or Bank- 
Americard Add $2 post- 
age & handling CT res- 
idents add 7% sales tax 

ColoniaJ Classic Catalog free on request 

CURTAIN CORNER • Paradise Green, Dept G8, Stratford, Conn 06497 

DISTINCTIVE CUSTOM LIGHTING 
A fine srirction of over 50 classic design*; 
for indoor and outdoor lighting (hat <>\iU 
lend warmth and charm to both the con- 
temporary and traditional decora tin;; 
scenes. Every light is of the highest quality, 

indixidually cut, assembled and hited 
in brass, copper or pewter. Your 

selection will be owned with pride 
by future generations. Send $1.00 
for 48 page catalog. 

"^EmTAGE 

Dept. HG-H7    Sea Meadows Lane Yarmouth, Maine 04093 > 

Fabulous Wildlife 
Stamp Collcction-lOC 
45 colorful animal stamps from 20 
different countries! All genuine post- 
age stamps! Jungle animals, Sika 
deer, wild boar, panda! Yours for 
10? to introduce wonderful appro- 
vals—exciting stamps to examine 
free; buy any or none, return bal- 
ance, caricel service anytime. Ani- 
mal stamps and big catalog of stamp 
bargains are yours to keep for 1 0<7. 
H.E. HARRIS,Dept.W-123, Boston, 
Massachusetts 02117 

EXCITING COLLECTION OF REAL 
FOREIGN MONEY for ONLY 10C 

Only 1 0^? for hard-to-get ban k notes 
from Austria, Hong Kong, Taiwan, 
Japan and Bulgaria. You'll receive 
other exciting bank notes on appro- 
val to examine. Buy any or none, re- 
turn balance, cancel service anytime; 
but this valuable collection is yours 
to keep for only 10?. Send TODAY! 
Harris Bank Notes, Dept. BD-45, 
Boston, Massachusetts 02117 
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New 

COPPER ART 
Waste basket and letter 
basket, handcrafted copper. 
Initials and design hand 
drawn. Copper antiqued and 
lacquered to protect sur- 
faces. Attractive desk ac- 
cessories to make desk 
duties a pleasure. Waste 
basket, 14" high, $25; letter 
basket, 5" high, $12. Ppd. 
Free cata- 
logue, other 
items. Greg- 
ory E. Hentzi, 
HG8, 59 
Brown St., 
Waltham, 
MA 02154. 

FRENCH WAY 
Graceful "Orleans" eyelet cur- 
tains, modestly priced. In egg- 
shell or white. Permanent 
press 65°/o polyester and 35% 
cotton. Curtains: 66" wide. 
24" I., $7; 30" I., $7.25; 
36", $7.50. Valance: 54" x 12", 
$4. Swag, split in center, 76" 
X 38", $8. $2 post per order. 
Free catalogue. 
Curtain Corner, HG8, Paradise 
Green, Stratford, CT 06497. 

i 



FOUL WEATHER GEAR 
Waterproof Maine moccasins are 
grand year 'round. Rigid rubber 
soles, sturdy rubber uppers, lacing, 
leather trim. Cotton knit lining, 
fleecy removable insole. Blue, 
brown, green. Size 5 to 10, M only. 
Free color catalogue. $22 plus $2 
post, per order. The Talbots, Dept. 
RF, Hingham, MA 02043. 

TEMPERATURE TELLER 
Ranges -40° to 120° F, and 
-40° to 50° C. Tells what tem- 
perature is and what it was. Press 
button to reset. Gray plastic case 
7%" by 25/8" by %"• '"or hanging, 
free standing. Use in attics, patios, 
greenhouses, anywhere. $18 ppd. 
Governors Gallery, HG8, Box433H, 
Villanova, PA 19085. 

SLEEP IN LUXURY 
Lace trimmed or plain knitted ny- 
lon-satin bedding in 13 decorator 
colors: machine washable, dryable, 
seamless. Matching shams, dust 
ruffles and comforters available. 
Complete sets, all sizes. From 
$23.75. Brenna Mills, HG8, 16168 
Beach Blvd., Suite 251, Hunting- 
ton Beach, CA 92647. 

I QUICK BRICK CLEANER 
Put an end to dull or dirty bricks 
around your fireplace, barbeque, 
or patio—the quick cleaning-action 
of Bric-Nu removes smoke, carbon, 
soot, lime, alkali, or any kind of 
stain; . . . bricks look like new! 
Pint. $3.98 plus 856 post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG-8, 556 Mission 
St., San Francisco, CA 95105. 

CEILING FAN 
Natural air cooling. Adaptair ad- 
justs angle of blades (on 52" 
only). 2 speeds. 5 yr. guarantee. 
36" fan with wood blades, $169. 
52" fan with adaptair lever $279; 
without, $239. Light Adapter kit 
$16. Send 250 for brochure. The 
Ceiling Fan Gallery, HG8. Indian 
Neck Lane, Peconic, NY 11958. 

CUSTOM CANOPY 
Hand-tied fishnet canopy. Double 
thread, preshrunk, white or cream, 
four traditional patterns. Standard 
871/2" by 561/2" tester $125; give 
exact size for queen $150 or king 
$190. Fringed cream spread, 94" 
or 82" w. $96. Ppd. Brochure 25?. 
Virginia Goodwin, HG8, Dilworth 
Sta., Charlotte, NC 28203. 

SILVERED CRYSTAL 
Exquisite stemware designed to 
add elegance to a table setting. 
The 9-ounce wine goblet is one of 
a line of hand-blown crystal with 
handout wheat motif. 61/2" h- Non- 
tarnish silver-like finish. $7.95 ppd. 
Free brochure. Crystal Galleries. 
Dept. HG8, Box 33514, Decatur, 
GA 30033. 
A.goST, 1977 

bHUPPINC^ AROUND 
LOTUS 

BOWLS 

AND 

PLATES 
Rainbow hues or 
classic white- 
fine porcelain 
in the lotus- 
blossom shape 
you love! 

bowls are 
perfect for 
everything 
from soL/p to 
nuts—rehsh, 
dips, sauces, 
desserts. S'/j" 
plates look divine 
with white or multi- 
colored bowls. Sets 
of 8. dishwasher-safe 
8698   Colored Bowls $7.98 
8158   White Bowls $6.98 
8147   White Plates $5.98 

Add 75c posfage and handling, NY residents add fa> 

c)^ The Country Gourmet 
Dept. G85 
512 S. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

YOU OR YOUR SPECIAL SOMEONE CAN 
BE A DOLL! 

• Sow YOU can crioose 'ace -^s se'Sc^a.izecJ rag floii A joy^ui. c- g?^y-coiO'ed 2 v aoii * tr ra - 'aj-oc.^ ya'"^ W^ai fjr' • intnestud;o 0' aes grer BaDy AuC^ey in S(^o i New Ycy^ s 'a—es Artisa Ouaaer, yo^r photo of soieone special 'S SK iifu y reproc.cec as tne face o' :n:s deiigntljMy unique keepsake • Sucn a marveicus gitt for kiCs. lovers relatives. Dusmess associates, and many, many others. 
ONLY $19.98 plus S2 shipping and handling each. 

(N Y. residents add sales ta^c' 
These fabric poriralU art Imsltttblar—^ age Vo ce 

TCOPDE^ \o reed :ow":ea lener j^-st p'^nr rar^e a^d access tiac^ of phorO'Si an/3 include c^eck Send srarc we -eioose^ '-en' 'ace 
c'ose-u5 c^o.'c s co'or or c4* BE A DOLL INC., Box HGA87 
I'et'^'r.ea i,ni-arnr,e<j). Pat Perd     99 Prince SI., N.Y.C. 10012 

The brand new, 

old •fashioned 

ceiling fan. 

$59.95 

Wc took $100 off the price. 
The wonderful old ceiling fan has re- 
turned. At a fraction of the cost. And 
with new innovations. The 60 RPM 
speed provides increased efficiency 
of heating in winter and cooling in sum- 
mer Plus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants, 
with the gentle 
air movement The 
result: effidencv'without 
distraction- 
Light-weight, strong 
and beautihil. 
The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable — yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and strength. You won't have to 
worry about mounting it on heavy sup- 
port beams. The rich wood-grain blades 
span a fuO 44" in diameter Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fan is 12" with lon- 
ger lengths available on request 

Add a light globe, too. 
For only $14.95 more. v,'ou can have 

v,our Georgetown Fan with a distinc- 
tive 6-inch light globe, to add even 

more function and beauty. 
Satisfaction guauranteed. 

The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is 
completely guaran- 
teed. If not satisfied, 
return for full re- 

■ --- '^^^     fund, within 14 days. 
Order by phone. 

Your fan comes to you complete and 
ready to install, as easily as any light fix- 
ture. Specify Walnut or Oak finish for 
woodgrain blades. Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow or White. Call toll-free, or 
send check or money order for S59.95 
for each fan: $74.90 with light globe. 
Add $7 shipping and handling. Or 
charge to your Master Charge or Bank- 
Americard {include account number 
and expiration date.) 

Call toll-free: 800-648-5311. Box 2128- H(,. Denver, Colorado 80201 
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Country-look coordinates — 
so right for your casual life 
Schradcr Sport s |uinper of 
cotton polyester corduroy 
wraps in back, has inverted front 
pleat Camel Sizes 6-14, S60 00 
J G. Hook s plaid shirt makes a 
great partner Cotton/polyester 
in muted terra cotta/niulti or 
blue multi Sizes 6-14. $30 00 
Add S2 00 for postage Order by 
mail, or phone 617-749-7830. 
Master Charge, BankAmericard 
and American Express accepted. 

DEPT. NE, HINGHAIVI, MA 02043 
Stores in: Acton. Duxbui7, Lenox, So. Hamilton, Ma.; Avon, Hamden, Ct. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

END BROKEN CORKS 
You'll like Ah-So cork puller's reli- 
able action. Two prongs fit either 
side of cork. Just pull and twist. 
Even recorks. Simple, compact. 
From Germany. In nickel plated 
case, $6; or gold-plated model $12 
ppd. Free catalogue. The Wooden 
Spoon. TFAS, Route 6, Mahopac, 
NY 10541. 

IT FOLDS 
Copy of a cherished Victorian 
piece. Hardwood frame with mold- 
ed components and authentic 
beige-background tapestry (as 
shown). 18" w. by 30" d. by 32" 
h. Folds to 8" d. $69.95 del'y 
chg. $8. Catalogue, swatches $1. 
Magnolia Hall, HG8, 726 Andover, 
Atlanta, GA 30327. 

PRETTY TABLE PIECE 
Charming small tureen of white j 
ceramic, with pastel roses. Holds 
about one quart, perfect for gravy, 
vegetable, chocolate sauce—even 
flowers. Goes well with other din- 
nerware. Tureen, lid, ladle $6.95 
plus 900 post. each. The Added 
Touch. 12 H Water St., Bryn 
Mawr, PA 19010. 

KISSABLY SOFT 
What a plushy soft rug for bedside 
or to step on fresh from the tub! 
Nylon pile in rosy beige with scar- 
let mouth, black lettering. 21" by 
34", it has skid-resistant back, 
goes in washer and dryer. $12.98 
plus 750 post. Lillian Vernon, G8E, 
510 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
NY 10550. 

n—0 
finn nnr r^n.-: :. w u ,.- n 
0(^}00 300 3nu iiO:i C 
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BERGDORF GOODMAN 

CHRISTMAS BOOK 

fills gift giving 

with fun, fashion, fantasy. 

Receive your copy 

plus our Spring, Summer 

and Fall Fashion Books 

for one year for $2.00. 

Mail to 754 Fifth Avenue, 

New York, N.Y. 10019 

Name 

Address 

City   

State Zip 
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BERGDORF 

GOODMAN 

FREE 

COMPLETE 80 PAGE 

CRAFT CATALOG 

FREE — SEND NOW FOR YOUR CRAFT 
CATALOG. Complete macrame, decoupage, 
art supply lines, and more . . . 2.000 
items in 28 popular crafts! Quantity 
prices on as few as 3 items at more 
than 500 stores nationwide. Convenient, 
speedy service, and professional craft 
consultation backed by 43 years experi- 
ence. Write today to: 

American Handicrafts 
V'T'AryOYCRAFTS INC. 

Dept. HGC, 2808 Shamrock 
Fort Worth, Texas 76102 

BE A MURAL ARTIST 
Wall murals you can paint your- 
self, by-the-number. Choose from 
74 designs. Kits with patterns, 
brushes, paints, from 52.95 to 
$24.95. Catalogue 350. $7.95 cer- 
tificate (with $14.95 purchase, 
$7.95 certificate free). Magic 
Murals, Dept. HG-708E, Box 8500, 
Fountain Valley, CA 92708. 

GET PERSONAL 
Have your business card etched 
on solid brass plate. Engraving is 
then mounted on 3^" Italian mar- 
ble for a unique paperweight with 
felt-padded bottom. Card is dupli- 
cated exactly (do not staple or 
clip). $5.50 plus 750 post. Bruce 
Bolind, HG-8. Bolind BIdg., Boul- 
der, CO 80302. 

MACRAME 
HANGER 
Handmade plan 
hanger is five pi 
natural jute. 1 Va' 
brass ring for ex 
tra strength, fou 
wooden beads fo 
beauty. 5'6" 
For patio, porch 
living room t 
grow vines o 
flowers. $6.9!| 
ea.; two, $13 
Ppd. (bowls 
plants, not incl. 
J.D. Imports Co. 
BIdg. ^4, Suit 
102, Santa Fi 
Springs, C> 
90670. 

House & Gord 



STRING YOUR OWN 
Necklace kits with semi precious 
stones and findings. Amethysts 
with liquid silver, $8.95: hand- 
carved cinnabar, twisted silver. 
$8.95; jade and liquid gold, $9.95; 
red garnets, twisted gold, $11.95. 
Add 800 post. Save 50% on 3 or 
more. The Bead Workshop, HG8, 
219 S. Wash., Stillwater, OK 74074. 

HUMMEL ART 
Authentic picture clocks from West 
Germany. Original art was painted 
by Sister Berta Maria Innocentia 
Hummel during her life as a nun. 
binding model, 5" by 7" complete 
^ith pendulum. Gift boxed. $19.95 
plus $1 post. Order from Josi As- 
sociates, HGE8. Box 293, New 
Castle, DE 19720. 

3REEN PLANT SHOW OFFS 
What a fun way to display growing 
olants or saucy bunches of blooms! 
Natural rattan lined with styrofoam 
for water retention. 9" by 9" by 5" 
frog; 7" by 9" by 5" elephant. Set 
of two, $7.95 plus $1 post. Send 
For catalogue. 250. Fran's Basket 
House, HG8, Rte. 10, Succasunna, 
NJ 07876. 

HANGING GARDEN 
Plant-Rail" System lir^ has 4 feet 
of white ceiling track and Ni- 
3hrome accessories; 8 swivel hooks 
for 360° plant rotation: 7 tiering 
hooks: and 3 tiering rings. Holds 
12 or more plants. $29.95 plus 
$2.50 post. 250 for catalogue. 
Tara Eden, HG8, P.O. Box 17, 
Roslyn, NY 11576. 

NET EFFECT 
Sweaters dry in a breeze on a fabu- 
lous frame that lets air circulate 
through fine net. 24" by 24": rein- 
orced corners fit over metal frame 
hat's hinged to fold flat. Ideal for 

stockings as well. $5.98 plus 950 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, OA 
94105. 

TO HAVE AND TO FOLD 
Space saving table made in Europe. 
Solid beechwood with oiled walnut 
veneer. Closed. 9" by 30"; one 
side up, 37" by 30"; fully opened, 

;|65" by 30", it seats eight. 30" h. 
$79.95. Exp. coll. Assembled. Send 
50c for Danish catalogue. Genada 
Imports, HG8, Box 204, Teaneck. 
NJ 07566. 

ON THE ROCKS TIME 
Frosty beverages stay icy cold in 
crystal clear acrylic glasses with a 
waterproof compartment that en- 
cases real rocks. Thermal qualities 
keep ice longer, the base is a built- 
in coaster. Four 12 oz. glasses, 

^i$11.95 plus 500 post. Gifts from 
P.M.. HG ED A. Box 48011, Los 

lAngeles. CA 90048. 

SHEERS & SEMI.SHEERS BEDSPRE- SC'LLAS 

During our 

between-season lull 

3 kinds of discount 

savings 

for people of 

different speeds 

DISCOUNT 
IF YOU ORDER 
BEFORESEP.30 

DISCOUNT 
IF YOU ORDER 
BEFORE 0CT.15 

DISCOUNT 1,: 

m 

20 

If 

h 

0 

IF YOU ORDER 
BEFORE 0CT.31 1 

r 

S A AGS i JADOTS 

RUFFLED ENSEMBLES 
Normally, buying direct from 
Ronnie, you'd save up to 40'vc 
on Bedspread-s ix\d Draperies. 
Right now — is our between- 
sea.«on lull and our workrooms 
are at their slowest pace. By 
acting now you can save an 
additional 33'J %. Procrastinate 
a fortnight—when we start to 
get busy — and you earn only 

Stall for a whole month 
and you pick up a mere 15Tc 
savings. Be quick, be alert. Get 
that coupon in the mail now! 

TEXTURES PATTERNS 

Send for FREE Catalog.Order before Sept.30-save a full 33^ 3% 
Ronnie Drapery Corp.. Dept. 4K-1.   14.5 Broad Ave., Fairview, X.J.07022 

" RONNFE'DRTp^RrcWp" TeljU 4KX "45 VroaTa^^^^^ 
Please rush me, absolutely FREE, 
the Ronnie Bedspread-Drapery 
Catalog that offers me additional 
discounts of 331/3%, 20%&15% 
during your between-season lull. 

NAME  

until 
SEPT. 30th 

3373% 
Discount 

until 
OCT. 15th 

20% 
Discount 

until 
OCT. 31st 

15% 
Discount 

ADDRESS. 

CITY  .STATE. .ZIP. 
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PERSONALIZED 

SUITCASE 

SUSPENDERS 

3 FOR $4.98 
The perfect personalized 
gift, terrific two ways! 
They make your luggage 
stand out in a crowd, AND 
they'll save the day if a 
latch or zip lets you down! 
American-made of rugged 
striped elastic webbing, 
set of 3 different lengths 
(about 30", 38" and 44"), 
stretch to fit any bag. 
Engraved luggage tags of 
lifetime solid brass! 
1197   Red-white-blue $4.98 
1341   Beige-brown $4.98 
Please PRINT inifials, 
add 50<t post. & hdlg., 
NY res. add faxes. 

Dept. G86. 510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

THE PEOPLE WHO MADE THF BUTCHER BLOCK | FAMOUS Brauner 

PROFESSIONAL BLOCK 
12" thick solid block complete with knife 
rack. 34" high. 18"xl8", $143. 18"x24", 
$171. 24"x24", $199. Mail or phone 
orders. Master Charge or BankAmericard. 
N.Y., N.J. and Illinois residents add tax. 
Shpg. chgs. col. 52 Page Catalog $1. 
New York: 298 Bowery. N.Y 10012 (212) 477-2830 
Chicago: 1735 No. Ashland Ave , Illinois 60622 

(312) 276-1770 

BuTCHER BLOCK 

WATER THIRSTY PLANTS WHILE ON A TRIP 

Planning a trip but worried about your thirsty plants? Amazing 
wicks feed just right amount of water up to 8 weeks. Can be 
used all year around with all plants. Will not rot or mildew. 

SET OF 4 PLANT NURSEMAIDS $2.98 + 20( Mailing Each Set. 
SET OF 2 EXTRA LONG PLANT NURSEMAIDS 

FOR LARGE PLANTS $2.98 + 20( Mailing Each Set. 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 

Anthony Enterprises 
Dept. HG-87 

556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

FAIR ISLE V-NECK 
Shetland wool sweater with V-neck 
knitted in traditional Fair Isle pat- 
tern in misty tones of green, pink, 
yellow, blue. Imported from Hong 
Kong by Aston Imports. Sizes 34 to 
40. $32 plus $2 post, per order. 
Write for free color catalogue. The 
Talbots, Dept. RG, Hingham, MA 
02043. 

NEWSPAPER GRILL 
Economical way to cook meat to 
perfection. Use newspaper as a 
starter and fat from the meat as 
fuel. No waiting for charcoal to 
heat. Compact, portable grill col- 
lapses, easy to clean. Use outdoors 
or in fireplace. $20 ppd. Doving 
Geroy, Ltd., HG8, 921 Partridge 
Lane, Winston-Salem, NC 27106. 

BACK ISSUE STORAGE 
Custom-made dust-free leathertex 
file box holds a full year of issues 
of each monthly magazine. Title is 
embossed in gold on library colored 
leathertex case. Order case by 
publication title. $5.95 each ppd. 
Write to Art Guild Enterprises, HG8, 
Box 23201, Minneapolis, MN 
55423. 

TWO BY TWO 
Socks stay together through the 
washing and drying process with 
unique plastic rings that keep them 
paired. An easy solution to that 
dull hand sorting. Enough sorters 
for 24 pairs, $1.98 plus 400 post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG8, ■ 556 
Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

GET IT TOGETHER 
For the jigsaw puzzle fan! Any 
photo, color or black and white, 
can be made into an 8" by 10" 
die-cut jigsaw photopuzzle; your 
photo is returned unharmed. Black 
and white or colored, $3.95; plus 
50?: post. Write to Cadlyn's, HG8, 
10250 N. 19th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 
85021. 

SIMPLE CHARM 
Short knotted 2" fringe outlines 
permanent-press 50-50 polyester/ 
cotton. Natural or white. 90" w. 
per pair. 30", 36" or 40" long 
$9.25; 45", 54", 63" $13.50. 72", 
81", 90" $16; valance 10" by 80" 
$5. Add $2 post, per order. Free 
catalogue. Country Curtains, HG- 
82, Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

Natural willow baskets designed in Europe to 
fit your Pyrex®   bakers. Heat resistant. 
BASKETS TO FIT   2 qt. loaf $4.50 
Shipping prepaid  3 qt. round $5.50 
Cares o d a 6 ° <, 
Send check or M O 

NOT SHOWN Boskets (o lit ROUND I qf $2 50, I' J qt $3 50 
2 qf $4 50 RECTANGULAR 1'i ql $4 00, 3 qt $7 00 
SQUARE cake $5 00      FREE CATALOG Write for it today' 

2 qt. rectangular. . . $5.50 

Basket BC22:c2afz at umtage i87o 
p. O. Box 2105, Yountville, Co. 94599 

House & Gorde 



T, TOTE OR CALENDAR 
Any color print enlarged to 8" by 
10" on a T-shirt, canvas bag, cal- 
endar. Shirts: child S, M, L; adult 
S, M, L, XL, $7.95. Tote bag, $8.45; 
calendar, $7.95. Add 650 post. ea. 

"Another quality American photo (TM) 
transfer" product " i Apt. Co. 1977" 

Richard M. Strauss, HG8, Box 
1632, Kingston, PA 18704. 

KEEP IT CLEAN 
Keep your Venetian blinds free of 
dirt with this efficient little tool. 
Double-duty design does two slats 
at a time on both sides. Dip in 
suds and foam pads do the clean- 
ing with one wipe. $2.29 plus 400 
postage. Anthony Enterprises. 
HG8, 556 Mission St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

BEAUTIFUL GEMS 
Empire's new 92 page catalogue. 
Diamond rings, bracelets, pins, ear- 
rings, necklaces: sapphires, rubies, 
emeralds, pearls set in treasured 
gold included. Ten-day inspection 
period allowed on jewelry. Free 
catalogue. Write to Empire Dia- 
mond Corp. HG8, 350 Fifth Ave., 
NY, NY 10001. 

WELCOME GIFT 
Handsome monogrammed key ring 
is all hand-tooled and stitched on 
top-grain natural tan steerhide 
leather. You'll find one a pleasure 
to own for your keys: a thoughtful 
gift. Print initial. $1.50 ppd. Send 
250 for catalogue. The Imblues 
Co., Dept. HG8, Box 211, Perkasie, 
PA 18944. 

IMPROVE POSTURE 
Stand straight with Posture Lift. 
Prevents sagging shoulders in men 
and women: improves women's 
bustline. Lightweight, washable. 
No fitting required. Men measure 
around chest, women below bust. 
$4.95 plus 750 post. Kinlen Co., 
Dept. HG-87PL, 809 Wyandotte St.. 
Kansas City, Ml 64105. 

MARINE TREASURE 
One of the most fascinating of the 
exotic shells existing for eons is 
the chambered nautilus. Few of 
the species survive now. One 
(shown) from Florida Keys is 7" 
dia. on sculptured Lucite base. 
$12.95 ppd. Free brochure. Key 
Largo House, HG8, Box 427N, Key 
Largo, FL 33037. 

- ' TUXEDO LOVE SEAT 
liable in 72", ^>'' sofas) 
jant and comfortable this 
seat is a joy to own. Seat 
back cushions zippered 

reversible; arm protectors 
uded. 
5-S538 depending on type 
ic you select: S275 each in 
r fabric—send 13 yds. 54 '. 
jpin? charges are extra. 

Box 2324, HG778, Hickory, N.C. 28601 
^UST, 1977 

.Vo. C.O.l). 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send $2 for Cata- 
logue and Request Form for free, hand- 
selected decorator fabrics. 

hop \>\ M:iil, 

Enjoy the pleasures of s^^oppmg at horr.e WITH se.ections 
of exclusive, exciting and imagmatiye gifts for ever/c e on 

your Christmas list For a year's subscription to our 
catalogues, starting with the Christmas issues, send Si ZO 

and this coupon to P O Box 34257, Dept 04657. 
Dallas. Texas 75234. 

NAME  
ADDRESS 
CiTV  STATE Zi: 

THE HORCHCW CDItEaiON 

RUGS and TAPESTRIES 
Our coUection of tint ruci »nd uprsirirs perfect with •ny decor, ror WKU or floor In eluded Are lovely OneniAli. Nivajos, Scan- dinavian Ryu ColoruiJi. and tujopean upeiinei fo. .Vtmint. wiiJ hanKing needlework, elc. 

^15t> H) \ III S5 '^5 20 V 20"     9^ Shiprnd Prcpjid 

Satisfactton 
Guaranteed 

Send $1.00 for our 
New Color CaUlog 
Vt ide rin(f of styles Mirs. and prices 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS ESTABLISHED I9)a 

3028 N. Lincoln Ave. • Chic*|o. IL 60«57 Dept HG-87 (312)4 7 2.4848 
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM-OPEM 7 DAYS A WEEK 

REMOVE 

HAIR 

FOREVER 

WITH 

PERMA TWEEZ' 
• Exclusive patented no-skin-puncture feature. 
• Safe — Most extensive clinical testing ever undertaken proves safe home 
use for permanent hair removal from arms, legs, face — anywhere on body. 
• Effective — Permanent results — it has to be — 15.000 physicians depend 
on it. U.S. Army, Navy, VA and private hospitals also use Perma Tweez 
for medical application. 
• Largest selling — One million sold to people who prefer home electrolysis 
over salon treatment for the privacy and economy. 
• Tremendous savings— Saves hundreds of dollars over the same treatment 
done professionally. 

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

$16.95—Send ctieck or money order 

Gal. residents add 6°o sales tax 

'Good Housekeeping^ 
PQOVIStS 

GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept. HG-145 
1935 Armocost Ave. 
West Los Angeles, Ca. 90025 

C/S_ 

_ COD rea^'res %i CO deposi;. Balance in- 
cludes COD cha-ges end SI 00 handling. 

□ I enclose $16.95 in full pavr^enr 
Master Charge, BanlcAmericard — 

Exp, date- 
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COLONIALcTVIAID CURTAINS 
Since 1947 

Embroidered Eyelet 
No-Iron 

3 " tailored embroidered eyelet 
border, mitered corners. 78" wide. 
White only. 65% polyester, 35% 
cotton. Washable, drip-dry. 
24", 30". 36" long 
45", 54". 63" long 
72", 81", 90" long 
Tiebacks 
Valance 11" X 72" 

13.50 pr 
18.50pr 
23.50 pr 
3.00 pr 
6.50 ea 

Add $2 00 post Please send check, 
money order, or use Master Charge or 
BankAmericard N Y residents add tax. 
No C O D s "Satisfaction uncondition- 
ally guaranteed " 

COLONIAL C^MAID CURTAINS 
Dept 28, Lawn Terrace. 
Mamaroneck Village. N Y. 10543 

Send for Free Color Catalog 

Yes, you can have a 
FULL    COLOR POSTER 
blown up from your color 

photo or slide at a frac- 
tion of the price. All 

^t-j; color posters printed 
^-^^ on Kodak paper. Great 

gift idea^  

mill 

into a FULL COLOR POSTER 
at Unbelievable low Cost! 

LOW COST FULL COLOR POSTERS 
20'x24'   only $9.50 
I4'xl7'   only S6.50 
24''x36'   only $14.50 

BLACK & WHITE BLOWUPS TOOl 
2 ft. X 3 ft. $4.50 Laminated Posters 
I ft. X 11/2 ft. S2.50 "?'°2 ft x3ft. 
11/2 ft. X 2 ft. $3.50 '■ 3 ft. X 4 ft. S8.00 Returned. 

For every color poster ordered, add S2-0O and Seta black & white same size. Black and White uplicates S0°o off. Add 50e each item, han- dling. For prompt delivery put name & address on back of photo. Send check, cash or M.O. N.Y. residents add appropriate sales tax. If you send slide or negative add *l OO for each • i>e. Shipped U.P.S. Sl.SO per item. 

Dept. HG-87, Congers, N.Y. 10920 

ROSEWOOD STANDS 
for vases, statues, and .... 

Your most hastily arranged flow- 
ers will look a? if they just 
placed f^r^t in the Garden Club 
Show. Use one for dramatizing 
a trea?ured figurine. Black rose- 
wood bases are hand-carved in 
traditional Oriental motifs. Low 
base, 4" in?ide diam.. $4.5.5. Foot- 
ed base with 4" inside diam., 
S10.55. Ppd. Other sizes avail- 
able. Send for free brochure. 

A C GIFTS New York, Inc. 
2642 CENTRAL AVE. 

YONKERS, N.Y. 10710 
KORVETTE SHOPPING CENTER 

PORT CHESTER. N.Y. 10573 Quanlilu Discount Avannhh-) 

28 

BUFFET CADDY 
Attractive woven straw caddy is 
ideal for picnics and buffets. Saves 
extra trips to kitchen. Separate 
compartments hold silverware, 
plates and napkins. Also double 
handle for easy, tip-free carrying. 
lO'/j" X 4'/2" X 6V2" great for any 
outdoor occasion, $4,98 plus 75c 
postage/handling, 

HARBOR HOUSE GIFTS 
Mt. Pleasant Avenue 

Dept. 444 
Mamaroneck, NY 10543 

"^TAILERS 

There's a new profit center 
for you in MAIL ORDER 
Many of the advertisers you 
see in SHOPPING AROUND 
are retailers like you who 
have realized that it is an easy 
stepfrom behind-the-counter 
selling to selling by mail. 

Interested'' Write to us for 
complete information on how 
you can sell profitably m 
House & Garden s^ 
SHOPPING 
AROUND 
section. 

HOUSE & GARDEN 
SHOPPING AROUND 
350 Madison Avenue —HG87 
New York, NY 10017 
orcall (212) 692-5429 

Westchestei 

ME SHIRTS 
Personalized and perfect 
for the younger set. Hand 
drawn batik T-shirts, ail 
cotton. Wash 'n' wear. 
Choice of any girls' or 
boys' name with either 
a rocking horse or heart design. Selection of colors 
is marvelous: blue, lime green, peach or pink. In siz-es to fit 
six month old through 16 years, $9.95 each plus 950 post. 
Order one for each child. The Amfalula Tree, 
HG8. 223 Katonah Ave., Katonah. NY 10536. 

INDISPENSABLE 
White ceramic mort. 
and pestle sets to b 
herbs, spices, paste 
seasoned butter, cri 
garlic. Set of three i 
sizes; VU". SVs", 4^ 
dia,, each with pest! 
S5.98 plus 950 post. 
Country Gourmet, G 

512 S, Fulton Ave 
Vernon 

10 

I 

QUICK 'N' EASY 
Delicious meals in a cup 
come in three-tasty oriental 
versions: beef, chicken or 
shrimp. Add hot water to 15 
ounce package and in just 
three minutes it is ready. 
Each package contains 
stock, noodles, dehydrated 
vegetables and egg. Good 
for lunch or supper. Six, 
$5.50, 12, $10, Ppd, A.C. 
Gifts, HG8, 2642 Central 
Ave., Yonkers, NY 10710. 
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HIFFLI EYELET 
ite or natural, washable, no-iron. 
eads: twins S45: double S55; 
en S78. Quilted sham. S12.50. 
opy; twin. S31: double S35. Ruf- 
curtains. 45". 54". 63" S27.50 pr. 

, 81", 90" S32.50 pr. Add S2 post 
order. Free color catalogue. 

onial Maid Curtains. GJ8, Lawn 
race. Mamaroneck. NY 10543. 

UlSITE NOTES 

) - ) 1 ) 

-f. ^ 
fl«   oj^ 4j 

-'-^ 
K' \<i Y 

ij   'J   -0 V 

reproductions of 
Iried flowers on 
jnery and portfolio. 
|y cover, 8V2" x 12". 
If 20 sheets, 77^" x 

, lined envelopes. 
5S. envelopes. 
) plus SI .15 post. 
I Vernon, G8E. 510 

[ton Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
h550. 

SPIRAL STAIR KIT 
Circle stairs are archi- 
tectural space savers 
as major stairways or 
as access to 
attic, loft or cellar. 
Practical for outdoors 
as well as indoors. 
Install your own stairs 
in less than two 
hours. Instructions 
included. Brochure 250. 
Mylen Industries, HG8, 
650 Washington St., 
Peekskill, NY 
10566. 

:iPES AT HAND 
olving file holds up to 500 
;x cards or recipe clippings 
ee-thru protective enve- 
!s. Inlaid wooden base, turn- 
knobs, metal frame. 3V2" x 
jnvelopes for 160 recipes. 
;oiored index cards for 
king categories. S14.95 plus 
!5, The Ferry House. G8, 
Jrcliff Manor, NY 10510. 

1977 

chef's tools every kitchen needs! 

Giant Forks li<t and turn 
heavy roasts. Fine steel, 
wood handles. 12" long. 
<^'ither hangers. Set of 2. 

8118 Forks. 1 Set 51.69 
Wooden Tools for miinng, 
♦oidmg, draining, getting 
in corners! Natural wood, 
1015-1212" lone. Set of 5. 
6077 Tools.   1 Set $1.79 
WhisKs for faDulous omeiets. 
sajces, batters. Tinned 
piano-style hoops. Set of 
3—8". 10". 12". 
8148 Whisks. 1 Set $1.29 
Earthenware Pitcher. Clas- 
sic tA'o-tone brown glaze. 
5" hich. holds 1 quart. 
9344 Pitcher. $2.98 

THE AOK^s: Ai: three tool sets plus the pitcher! Our 
own version of the traditional European bridal gift— 
charming for a shcver or for your own kitchen. 
Beat-all buy that's ours alone because we import 
them at special prices, pass the saving on to you! 
9345   The Works-everythlng shown!   1 Set $6.98 

Ad6 SI.OO posfoge A handling. hlY residents add fox^s. 

c}^ The Country Gourmet Dept. G87, 512 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10S50 

MAKE YOUR 

OWN RYA RUG 

Our imported Swedish rya kits contain 
lustrous rug wools, color gukJe, easy instruc- 
tions. One simple stitch makes colorful pre- 
started rya rugs, wallhangings, cushions. 
Send $ 1 to Dept. R for our new 40 page 
color catalog of award winning designs. 

skon 
RUG CRAFT 
53 Umbert Lane 
New Rochelie, N Y. 10804 

Also 
FULL COLOR EMBROtDERY KIT CATALOG 
Pictures, pillows, hangings, longstrtch in ex- 
quisite Swedish designs. Send $1 to Dept. E. 

BABY BIKINIS 
Perky polka-dot cotton bikinis for 
little girls in one size only (fits over 
diaper for infant) thru four years 
Handmade and custom appliqued 
in your choice of red with elephant 
blue with yellow duck, green with 
ice cream cone, yellow with bright 
red apple. 
Bikini with top, $12.95 
Mono-kini (bottom only) S8.95 

r'ljS 95 postage 
The Amfalula Tree Ltd. 

223 Kalonah Avenue 
Kalonah. New York 10536 
AJy Rcs'Oenis Add 5°o TaK 

fi/aster Charge ar:d 
BankAmericard Accepted 

If tweezing your brows and 
applying eye makeup makes 
you frantic . . . Fret no more ! ! 

Magic Focus standing mirror was developed 
by a noted eye doctor for the woman who can't sop what sh" is doing without glasses, 
and can't dn what she is seeing with glasses. 
It's really marvelous! Distortion-free, optical, 
ly perfect mirror has a flexible brass gooi-eneck 
arm for hands-free grooming: adjusts to per- 
fect focus for your eye*. Twee2e or apply 
makeup WITHOUT GLASSES, regardless of 
your prescription. 4" m.rror: white frame &. 
ha^e. SI4.M.S plus SI.50 i-ostage. 

FERRY HOUSE Oept. G-877 
Briarcliff Manor. NY 10510 

. r 

THE ETERNITY RING 
in solid sterling silver 

To renew a wedding vow, to say, "Yes— 
today more than ever!" To mark baby's 
birth or an anniversary. Perhaps richer 
than your first wedding band, for love 
grown richer with tim.e. Fiery Austrian 
crystal stones, about 2 carats in all, 
circling an exquisite openwork setting. 
American-made, velvety red gift box. 
3791   Ring. Sizes 5,6,7,8 $12.98 

Add 45c post. & hdlg. NY res. add faxes 

Dept. G82, 510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 
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COUNT COINS FAST! 

Sort, count, wrap pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters in sec- 
onds. Simply slide coins into 4 channels. Shows the totals 
as you go. No more fumbling with the wrapper. Real time- 
saver for merchants, cashiers, clubs, collectors, etc. 

COIN TRAY $3.98 Plus 600 Postage & Handling 

i^'o COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 

A nthony Enterp TtS6S 556 M 
Dept. HG-87 

ission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

HI-LO TABLE 
Our uniquely designed table ad- 
justs in height from 18" to 30" 
(diameter 40"). Perfect for cock- 
tails, games or dining! Made of 
solid oak with a real parquet 
top. Finish: a deep nut brown. 

Price: $234.95 
Shipping charges extra. No. CCD. 

Send $1 for new catalogue 

JSrj/an Koieson 
Dept. HG-167 Route 10. Box 793 Hickory. N.C. 28601 

Tooo^ 
RETURN 

ADDRESS 
LABELS 

PEAR TREE KITS 
Charming needlepoint ornaments, each with 
design on =12 canvas, Paterna Persian 
wool, stuffing, and felt backing. Size4" tall. 
Partridge in a Pear Tree, Turtle Doves, 
French Hens, Calling Birds, Golden Rings, 
Geese-A-Laying, Swans-A-Swimming, Maids- 
A-Milking, Ladies Dancing, Lords-A-Leap- 
ing. Pipers Piping, Drummers Drumming. 
E^ch Ornament Kit   $2 95 
All 12 kits $32.95 

PLUS 75c POSTAGE & HANDLING Po. Res. A.ld e^, Salfs T„x 
VICTORIA GIFTS 

12-K Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 

1000 gummed economv labels printed in black 
with any name, address and zip code up to 4 
lines. Order S717 Economy Labels, box of 1000, 
$100. Add 20C per set for 
postage & handling. or*A 

250 
TOUCH & 

STICK 
GOLD FOIL 

LABELS 

$198 

Gleaming gold foil labels stick to any clean, 
dry surface-no moistening. Handsome black 
printing and classic border. 1" x Order 
P6I28 Gold Foil Labels, Set of 250. just 
$1.98. Add 20C per set for | Satisfaction 
postage and handling.        I Guaranteed 

Walter Drake 
3028 Drake Building 

Colorado Springs, CO 80940 
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STATUS SYMBOL 
Sterling silver bracelet watch fro 
Switzerland. Incabloc 17-jewel (al 
rubies) movement in a lovely ova 
case on a slender wrist circlet 
Shock-resistant, has a one-year 
guarantee. In a genuine suede 
pouch. By Felicitas, $79.98 ppd. 
Lillian Vernon, G8E, 510 So. Ful- 
ton Ave., I^t. Vernon, NY 10550. 

iRAVEL COMPANION 
Pet carrier with rustproof screen- 
ing all around avoids that closed- 
m feeling. Inside: wall-to-wall 
carpeting! Pet carrier of pressed 
wood, three sizes: 9" x 16" x 
12", $19; medium, 12" x 18" x 
13", $28; 16" X 16" x 20", $38. 
Plus $3 post. Turen, Inc., PC8, 
Etna Rd., Lebanon, NH 03766. 

LIQUID METAL SEAL 
Spray'n Seal is said to stop all 
kinds of leaks instantly and for 
good. Use it for swimming pools, 
tin roofs, house gutters, car 
bodies, skylights, cement walls. 
Weather-resistant, does not oxi- 
dize. 15 oz., $3.98 ppd. World Co., 
Dept HGE, 606 E. State St., West- 
port, CT 06880. 

GINGHAM CHECK TABS 
Cheery accent in tab curtains, l^" 
check. Yellow, green, red, brown, 
blue or pink. Approx. 80"w. per pr 
36", 40"l, $16; 45", 54"l. $17; 
63", 72"l. $20. Add $2 post per 
order. Send for free catalogue. 
Sample swatches, $2. Constance 
Carol, HQS, Box 899, Plymouth, 
MA 02360. 

PLATING RENEWAL 
Deposit new silver on copper, brass 
or bronze where the original plat- 
ing has worn away. Use Silver Plus 
to polish sterling but it does not 
deposit new silver on sterling 
pieces. 4 oz. bottle. $5.98 plus 
650 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG8, 556 Mission St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

\t) Eijcbsfptcd fzrt) 
. . . that stays "Greenhouse" fresh 
with no light, no water and no 
maintenance. Our Enchanted Fern 
has been chemically preserved to 
remain as supple, delicate and 
green as its living counterparts. 
Fern has a 3 fdot spread and is 
"planted" in a white plastic pot 
with removable hanger. Send 
$17.95 (plus $3 post.) by Master 
Charge, BankAmericard (incl. exp. 
date), check or money-order to: 

C4SlJAiL 

325 S. Washington, Dept. HG8 
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067 

House & Gore 



Every Old Hbman 

Should Look LikeThis! 

It's true — as much as 10 to 15 years younger-looking 

than you look today, thanks to the development 

of the new ALL-DAY FACIAL MRM-UP that 

MAKES YOUR FACE GROW YOUNGER BY THE MINUTE 

— and keeps you younger-looking for the rest of your life! 

EDITOR'S NOTE:  
18 years ago, the woman you see pictured aDove . . . 
Mrs. Marie Glantz of Fairfield, Conn. . . . woke up on her 
40th birthday . . . looked in her mirror ... and DE- 
CLARED WAR on age. 

Not willing to merely sit back and let time destroy 
her natural beauty, she decided to do something atjout 
it ONCE AND FOR ALL. And what she did is the most 
sensible, logical approach to the FINAL TRIUMPH over 
the ravages of time. She consulted some of the most 
prominent dermatologists and skin specialists. Urged, 
coaxed and practically begged them to come up with a 
new solution to a woman-over-30 s greatest problem 
... an aging complexion. 

Finally, after years of intensive searching, testing 
and retesting. she was given an INCREDIBLE ANSWER 
. . . more than she had ever hoped for in her wildest 
dreams. How successful is it? 

Well, look at her picture — unretouched, unaltered — 

taken when she was 53 years, 2 morths and 17 days o'.i 
And ask yourself: ' Ho.v can a grandmother of 58 pos- 
sibly look as young and attractive as she does' Almos: 
seems impossible, doesn't if But not when you read 
hort doctors — without the use of plastic surgery — 
showed this woman a medically proven ;o iN- 
STANTLY firm and tighten facial tissues in just seconds 
— reverse years of aging appearance IN JUST MINUTES 
. . . make lines, v.T,r,«::es and COA S feet Disappear 
from sight for up to 8 hours at a time, (so that with jus! 
two of these new kind of 50-second beauty-treatments a 
day you finally rid yourself of those cruel lines and 
signs of age FOREVER actually make yourself look 
like you've grown a brand new skin! 

Now read the full facts for yourself — as described by 
leading medical doctors .how you too can actually 
MAKE YOUR FACE GROW YOUNGER BY THE MINUTE 
. . . and keep yourself looking younger EAC" A'iD 
E.ESY DAY FOR THE PEST OF YOU= I'-E 

NOW! WELCOME TO THE AGE OF 
THE ALL-DAY FACIAL FIRM-UP! 

Howwo-:,;_ -.e to take a . r :;e "es and signs 
of age that sf'iout your age to tne .'.cr.a — and in just 
a matter of minutes actually make them disappear from 
sight ... the same way professional people who de- 
pend upon their appearance for a living now shed years 
from their appearances ALMOST INSTANTLY! Yes. how 
would you like to take a wondrous tissue tightening 
extract that doctors report TIGHTENS AND FIRMS aging 
skin on contact — apply it to those lines, wrinkles, 
crow's feet and furrows that rob you of natural youth 
and beauty .. . and in just minutes see your entire face 
and neck take on a new youthful smoothness ... AC- 
TUALLY GROW YOUNGER LOOKING BEFORE YOUR 
VERY EYES ... as all those signs of age DISAPPEAR 
FROM SIGHT IN JUST MINUTES! 
THAT PERPETUAL YOUTHFUL LOOK - FINALLY YOURS! 

Yes. this is the Lifetime Youth Treatment that now 
awaits you thanks to a brilliant instant-acting formula 
that actually smoothes and tightens collapsed skin 
areas . . . draws them firm and supple once more 
. . . makes complexion problems disappear from sight 
COMPLETELY ... so that your skin literally GROWS 
YOUNGER-LOOKING before your very eyes ... in just 
minutes ... and keeps that fresh glow of youth for 
hours at a time each and every day FOR THE REST OF 
YOUR LIFE' 

A DOCTOR EXPLAINS HOW IT IS POSSIBLE TO MAKE 
YOUR FACE GROW YOUNGER BY THE MINUTE! 

" Let's be frank. Let's be honest. Nothing but plastic 
surgery can permanently lift away lines and wrinkles. 
And up to now, if you wanted to make yourself look 
10-15-20 years younger your only hope was not a cos- 
metic expert, but a surgeon! 

But suppose medical science now told you of a won- 
drous approach to that LIFETIME LOOK OF YOUTH that 
doesn't rely on permanent methods like surgery. But in- 
stead ... a series of daily treatments of an amazing 

'wonder-extract' that tightens and firms skin ON CON- 
TACT . . . draws it firm. s_-:        ■ ■      ■ - - - 
just 3 to 5 minutes . . . act- 
and crow's feet DISAPPEAR      / . 
full 8 hours at a time. That s ngnt. ; 
REST OF YOUR LIFE ... a more you!--   . .■ , 
all day, all night, in fact even while you sieep . . . 
thanks to this ALL-DAY FACIAL FIRM-UP that works so 
quickly, so effectively you can stand before your mirror 
and literally WATCH YOUR FACE GROW YOUNGER BY 
THE MINUTE!" 

SO EFFECTIVE — EVEN WITHOUT MAKEUP, EVEN IN 
BROADEST DAYLIGHT — YOUR SKIN LOOKS AND 

FEELS UP TO 10 TO 15 YEARS YOUNGER! 
Yes. this IS tne miracle that this wondrous ALL-DAY 

FACIAL FIRM-UP does for your skin. It plumps out col- 
lapsed surface tissues — the cause of ' "kles, 
crow's feet. It gives an ALL-DAY "Lr": :3m- 
plexion . . ' nes. wrinkles, S;--. 
pouches va ; ght in just minutes 
at a time. .'LY "Youthifies" the . -- : 
your skin . . . firms and smooths the crinkled areas, 
the frown marks, the furrows . . . makes your entire 
face look so young again . . . that even v^ithout a drop 
of makeup or cosmetics you look as much as 10 to 15 
years younger for up to 8 hours from each treatment. 
Meaning, just 2 applications a day ... one in the 
morning, one in the evening makes your skin look 
young, fresh, beautiful all the time. 

NOT A MAKE-UP. NOT A COVER-UP BUT AN ALL-DAY 
FACIAL FIRM-UP THAT MAKES SKIN GROW 

FIRMER, SMOOTHER INSTANTLY! 
e important ... it means that other people 
: J are up to 10 to 15 years younger than 
I'z because wrinkles, lines, deep glaring 

. . ; -.   no longer mar your beauty 
And. most important of all it mean-? ""is 

day on instead of trying to hide and r ; ;> cn 
problems beneath a layer of cosmetics a.'.: ~a-.e_p . . . 

MORE LIVING PROOF! - as demonstrated by 44-year old leading fashion model 

(7) 

8,00 A M 
EiS- is •.'1 make-up, lines and 
wrinkles still stare through 
— broadcast her true age to 
the world. 

August, 1977 

8:03 A.M. 
Just 3 minutes after new ALL- 
DAY FACIAL FIRM-UP is ap- 
plied . . . complexion problems 
start to fade from sight . . . 
it's like growing a brand new 
skin! 

Look at this photo- 
SC_^ graphic accentuation 

of the wondrous 
effects of this new 
all-day facial firm-up 
... isn't it incredible 
how in mere minutes 
all lines and signs 
of age are gently 
firmed away. 

8:05 A.M.   
Thrilling new INSTANT-YOUTH treatment Is finished . . . 
her face has actually grown up to 10 to 15 years 
younger-looking! Lines and wrinkles have disappeared 
from sight ... she has finally solved the problem of an 
aging appearance, thanks to science's wondrous new 
ALL-DAY FACIAL FIRM-UP that makes your face GROW 
YOUNGER BY THE MINUTE! 

vou FIRM THESE PROBLEMS AWAY . . . MAKE THEM 
" SAPPEAR FROM SIGHT ONCE AND FOR ALL with this 

;-edible approach to a more youthful appearance, 
r ;-e radiant beauty FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE. 

PROVE IT YOURSELF ENTIRELY AT OUR RISK! 
The name of this exciting all-day facial firm-up is 

" Nutri-Lift E/25" — an instant firm-up formula that 
actually makes your face grow younger-looking FOR 
THE REST OF YOUR LIFE! 

But to really expe' e'ce ''-e thrill of watching lines, 
wrinkles, crow's ' ^ 'ows vanish from sight 
before your very e,;. ■ . nvite you to try "Nutri- 
Lift E/25" entirely at 0^,^ riSk on this introductory 
trial offer. 

S ~:'. se-d the no-risk coupon today. When your 
' •• E 25 ' Ail-Day Facial Firm-Up arrives . . . 
Sin:: J --:: em area of your face or neck 
that no-,'. age to the world. If in just 60 
seconds .   ;t feel an INSTANT FIRM-UP 
action c lie of your skin ... if, in just 3 
minutes:   .  : not see all those lines and signs of 
age disappear ... in other words, if your entire face 
doesn't INSTANTLY look uo to 10 to 15 years younger 
. . . simply return v. • - -ays for a 'ull refund (ex- 
cept postage and ■ course). Could anything 
be possibly fairer? 

Remember . . . than-; "credible scientific 
development no woman ■. .T again look her age 
... so act now! 

© 1977 American Consumer Inc., Caroline Rd., Phila., PA 19176 

•• ••••••• MAIL NO-RISX COUPON TODAY > 
NUTRI-BIO. LAB SALES, Dept JNLM g 
Caroline Road, 
Philadelphia, PA 19176 
Please send me on the no-risk basis 
described above the "Nutri-Lift E/25" 
Cream I have checked. I understand 
that if at the end of 30 days I am not 

tnniied and delighted in every way with my new, youth- 
ful appearance. I will receive a full refund of my pur- 
chase price (except postage & handling). 

□ 30-day supply — only S5.95 (plus 35C postage 
& handling). 

□ 60-day supply — only SB.95 (plus 50c postage 
& handling). 

Total amount enclosed S  (PA. residents 
add 6% sales tax). 
Check or money order, no CODs please. 
CHARGE IT: (check one) Exp Date  
□ BankAmericard □ Master Charge 
□ American Express BANK NUMBER  

Credit 
Card    
Name. 
Address- -Apt. rr. 
City  
5502-000 

-State- 

' Oiv. of American Consumer, Inc 
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6 TRUE STORIES, 

SWORN TO AND NOTARIZED, 

DESCRIRING SOME AMAZING 

POWERS Of THE 

CROSS OF MAGNATOR 

'THE NEURITIS IS NEARLY GONE" 
File No. 4-12-6 . . . Mrs. R.V.C., 
California: "I wear my Magnator 
Cross necklace every day. I only 
take it off at night. Since I have 
been wearing the Cross my 
health has improved. Before I 
had high blood pressure, my 
legs ached, at night the soles of 
my feet would burn like fire. I 

had ternfic neuritis pain in my right arm and short- 
ness of breath. I had to take pain pills and tranquil- 
izers on a regular basis. I wear my Magnator Cross 
under my clothing next to my skin so as to get full 
advantage of the magnetic power it produces. 
"Now my blood pressure is down to normal, my feet 
and legs do not ache and burn. The neuritis in my 
right arm is nearly gone. I only feel it slightly on 
occasion. 
"Now I am not short of breath. I am 66 years old and 
have started jogging a little and doing exercises." 

LUCK IN RENO! 
File No. 3-18-6 . . . Mrs. E. B., 
California; "... 1 do love my 
Cross Magnator. I had good 
sleep and felt real good." When 

'went to Reno, of course 1 had 
my Cross Magnatic on. I had 
about 3 or 4 nickels in the ma- 
chine and I had a $7.50 jackpot, 
a few nickels more, another 

S7.50 jac-,;;;. i riad 4 on that same machine, it was 
so lucky with my Cross Magnetic, my girlfriend had 
nothing ... we went farther up and there was a feller 
who played those dollar machines. I stood next to him 
and I asked did you win anything he said so far not. 
I held his arm, I told him put in Uvo dollars, you will 
win he did it and out came 36 dollars ... He put in 2, 
got 36 dollars, he scooped it up he said I quit, but he 
put in 2 dollars more and said 'honey you pull the 
handle and what comes out is for you'. I did and out 
came 6 dollars, but I told my Cross of Magnator to 
win for me. Now Sir this is the God's truth, it does 
really work and I wear it every day and I am so happy 
with it." 

FINANCIAL PEACE-OF-MIND! 
File No. 6-18-5 . . . Miss M.E.W., 
South Carolina: "It is my pleas- 
^'8 to relate the incredible 
".ngs that began happening on 
'jesday, May 27, 1975. This is 
t'le date that the rural mail car- 
rier placed my Cross of Magna- 
tor in the mailbox. Along with 
the Cross came three checks that 

I had anticipated receiving weeks in advance. I drove 
from the mailbox to the bank and deposited the 
checks. The closed sign appeared on the window as 
I drove away. I breathed a sigh of relief to know my 
checks would not be returned because of inadequate 
funds. At this point, I realized the magnetic power of 
the Cross had attracted good fortune the day it was 
delivered. The moment I adorned my neck with the 

.elegant cross 1 experienced a precarious sensation 
that promptly subsided into a miraculous feeling of 
relaxation. 
"On Tuesday. June 10, 1975, my entire nervous sys- 
tem suffered a tremendous impact as a result of being 
stung by a Portuguese Man-O'-War. The virulent poison 
from the stinging cells produced livid welts where 
the tentacles touched my body. The excruciating pain 
was almost unbearable, but upon freeing myself from 
the vacuum-like suction of the burning tentacles, I 
went to my room .. . picked up the Cross of Magnator, 
fastened it securely about my neck where it has re- 
mained undisturbed since my encounter with the Portu- 

guese Man-O'-War. Needless to say, I had a close call 
. . . There are those who will witness that my state- 
ments are true and I have documentary evidence to 
support these facts. The moment the Cross of Magna- 
tor touched my skin, the livid welts began to diminish 
and the respiratory and nervous symptoms soon van- 
ished. By the time I reached the hospital I was much 
improved, and it was not necessary for me to remain 
in the hospital." 

FAMILY HAPPINESS RESTORED! 
File No. 2-21-6 . . . Mrs. D. H. 
Florida: "My husband and 1 were 
going to get a divorce for a long 
time ... I did not want to get 
one as 1 loved him very much. 
We had been quarreling for 5V2 
months. I decided to buy the 
Cross and hope he would change 
his mind. 

"As nothing else seemed to work, I received the Cross 
in the week of February 4, 1976. One week or so after, 
we went back together. The same day I put the Cross 
on he was so nice to me. 1 could hardly believe it. 
When he leaves he kissed me, when he comes home he 
kisses me ... we are living very happily, thanks to 
the Magnator Cross." 

HEART TROUBLE RELIEVED! 
I File No. 10-10-5 ... Ms. D. H., 
I California: "I was very sick for 
I 6 weeks. My doctor . . . tell me 
I the valve of my heart don't work 
I right any more because rhumetic 
I fever. I make my will . . . and I 
I prepared ... for the open heart 
! operation I suppose to have . . . 
■ I was in bed the Monday I re- 

ceived the cross. The following Wednesday 1 go see 
the doctor ... I pass every test and I have nothing 
anymore in my heart. Thank you." 

ALLERGIES RELIEVED! 
File No. 9-1-5 . . . Miss D.L.S., New York: My doctor 
has been treating me for hay fever and dust allergy for 
thirty years. The Cross of Magnator 1 ordered from you 
arrived on my birthday, August 24, and I put it on as 
soon as I opened the box and admired its beauty. I 
keep it on even when sleeping and have held good 
thoughts for its effectiveness. Every day I've been ex- 
pecting the onslaught of sneezing, itchy eyes, ears and 
throat but so far I've had NO SYMPTOMS! There is no 
explanation for it EXCEPT that the Cross is living up 
to its reputation. 
"After all the years of injections and I've had to take 
pills in addition, this is unbelievable and WONDERFUL! 
I didn't really expect anything to happen and 1 am 
truly grateful. I have had a painful plantar's wart on 
the bottom of my left foot that I've been trying to 
get out for years — even THAT is showing signs of 
healing. 

Thank you so VERY MUCH. I'm looking forward to 
even more benefits from this magic, magnificent 
Cross." 

HOW DOES IT WORK? 
Who can really say what causes such miracles as 
these'' Our representative journeyed to France to learn 
the secrets and then arranged to produce a limited 
quantity of the magnetic Cross you see here for dis- 
tribution in the United States. We call it the Cross of 
Magnator, and its magnetic field can acually be scien- 
tifically measured. Some believe the Cross regulates 
the biomagnetic current flowing through your body to 
relax muscles and tissues so the body can start heal- 
ing itself and so you can live more positively, joyously, 
and successfully. 

A MAGNIFICENT OBJECT OF BEAUTY, TOO! 
Of course, no one can promise that our exquisite Cross 
will produce miraculous results for you. It is some- 
thing you must find out for yourself. We can, however, 
make this assurance: You will be completely delighted 
with the Cross as a magnificent object of the jewelers' 
craft and a superb personal adornment. 

100% MONEY-BACK OFFER 
In any event, you risk absolutely nothing when you or- 
der this magnificent Cross — because, if after 15 days, 
you are not absolutely delighted with it, and all the 
resulting benefits it may bring, simply return the Cross, 
and your money will be refunded in full. Promptly. 
With no questions asked. 

Order today to qualify 
for a $100 cash gift. 

Once you have actually worn the Cross next to 
your skin, you may want to tell others about 
your experience. As an encouragement tor you 
to do so. we will send you a unique honorarium 
of SlOO in cash — if your comment and experi- 
ence is used to help us spread the word about 
the Cross. So, wear the Cross, and write us of 
your experiences. You must swear your state- 
ment is true and have it notarized by a notary 
public for It to be considered. When we receive 
your letter and decide it can be used, we will 
send you a certified check for SlOO cash. Since 
1975, over 50°'o of the testimonials submitted 
were published, and honorariums paid. In the 
future, we will continue to publish a similar 
number of meaningful testimonials. 

t 1976 AC I 
' • ORDER NOW AND SEE IF IT DOESN'T  

IMPROVE YOUR LIFE! 
AMERICAN CONSUMER, Dept MGCK-95 
Caroline Road. Philadelphia, PA 19176 
Yes. I want to see if tfie Cross of Magnator can fielp me. 
Rush my order and I will wear it next to my skin for 15 
days to judge trie results. I must be completely satis- 
fied or return it for a full refund (except postage and 
fiandling). 
Please send me (MGCK) Cross(es). gold-plated 
with 24" chain . . . only S14.95 each. 
SAVE $3.00! Order 2 for only S26.90). 

-I Please add 750 per item to cover postage and handling. 
Total amount enclosed S  PA residents add 
6% sales tax. 
Check or money order, No COOs please. 
CHARGE IT. (check one) Exp. Date  

□ BankAmericard 
n Master Charge 

BANK NUMBER 

n American Express 

Credit 
Card 

Name. 
Address- 
City  

-Apt. #. 
-State- .Zip- 

4009-007 
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EXTENDS YOU A HAND 
High or low. the lightweight alu- 
!-ninum helping-hand adds 27" to 
your reach, over two feet! Ideal for 
convalescents, aged, for removing 
cans from shelves or for hard-to- 
reach storage. Sprmg action firm- 
'^rip handle. $2.98 plus 95c post. 
Oorsay. Dept. HG-83. 240 Kinder- 
Kmack Rd., Oradell, NJ 07649. 

COLLAR OPEN SESAME 
It's almost magical what the col- 
lar-extender can do to ease any 
tight collars on his good shirts. 
Tiny hook-on gadget gives extra 
half-size comfort for a just right 
feeling! $1.29 for set of two. add 
20c post. Anthony Enterprises. 
HG8. 556 Mission St., San Fran- 
asco. CA 94105. 

HANS-UP BRACKET 
Wise old owl of open grillv/ork sits 
like a sentry over plant hanging on 
swing-out arm. At a touch, he 
swivels to face sun. Solid black 
cast iron, for use indoors or out- 
side. 514" by 2". $1 plus 50C 
post. Write to Cadlyn's. HH8, 
i0250 N. 19th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 
85021. 

POOT =A\' =E=^ER 
Treatment for tender, bent toes is 
a self orthopedic pad that rests 
underneath, held securely with 
elastic over toe. Alleviates pain, 
toe tip corns. Washable. Specify 
shoe size. Pair. $5.98. plus 40c 
postage. Write to Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG8, 556 Mission St.. San 
Francisco. CA 94105. 

^A?- OF ^'EARTS 
Sterling silver heart ring is a 
unusual shape and a bea-t 
timsnt to wear. An Is'ae 
and surprisingly easy on the fi 
Sizes 5. 6. 7. 8. Please spec 
ordenng.  $8.98  plus 45c 
Write to Lillian Vernon. G8E, 
S. Fulton Ave..  Mt. Vernon 
NY 10550. 

VEGETABLE TR:C 
Stainless steel vegetable scrubber 
coDkbook and steamer turn indif 
ferent vegetable eaters into 5" 
thusiasts. Scrubber. 11" 
folds. Fits any pan 5-/2-^" ac:;; 
prevents scorching. Steamer -e.^ 
rusts. Set. $5.98 plus 60G pes: 
Country Gourmet. G8E. 512 S 
Fulton Ave.. Mt. Vernon. NY 10550 

GOLDE>" 
OPPORTi -MTY 

istcCK „p ...n a sjppij- of ele- 
name and address labels, 

set includes 250 black DP. 
Id 1^2'"x-,2' script initial a:- 
ss labels [To 20 letters z~- 

4 lines] and 125 match 
Id initial 1x1" envelope sea ;. 

use them to personalize ev- 
'thing—stationery, checks, to 
ntir>' books. S3.50 — pes: 

1st Class. 2DC 3rd Class 
P eift catalog. 50c. Bruce 5;- 

28 Bolind BIdg.. Boulder, 
lo. 80302. (Since 1955. Thanks 
YOJ! 

We re a famous Taiwan source, 
expert in BRASSWARE. EMBROI- 
DERY PRODUCTS. IMMITATION 
IVORY CUTTINGS. & DOLLS. 
We're confident that you II be 
satisfied with our products. . .-j 

GOOD WILL ENT.CO..LTD. 
P.O.Box 59018 Taipei 
Taiwan R. O. C. 
Telex 22144 GWECL 
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Spmd INTRODUCTORY OFFER   ^        |   s asppd. 

,.r-— — 

All three black and white prints of 
these magnificent jungle cats for 
the price of one. Drawn by the I 
renowned portrait artist R. J. Martin.' 
Each print, beautifully reproduced j c'lec* or M O. NO c.o.o 
on heavy artists stock, measures Name 

WESTERN PUBLICATIONS 
P O Box 2416 

Livermore. California 94550 
Gentlemen, 
Please send _ portlolio(s) @ $5 95 ppd. Send 

16" X 20". In an attractive portfolio. I Address  
Mailed in a protective envelope, city state _^  
Please allow 4 to 6 WkS. for delivery. |        California residents add appropriate tax. 

-Zip_ 

Build Your Own 
Grandfather Clock 

starting under 

$200 
(Including West 

German Movement] 
• Do-it-Yourself 

Case Kits, parts 
pre-cut 

• Solid 3/4 ■ Black 
Walnut. Cherry, 
Mahogany. Oak 

• Solid Brass 
Movements, Dials 

• Finished Clocks 
• Direct Factory 

prices 
Write for free 
color catalog 

iEMPEROR 
CLOCK COMPANY 

Dept   213      Fairriope. Ala 36532 
WORLD S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 

OF GRANDFATHER CLOCKS 
Visit our Factory 

ABALOTsl€ 

The iridescent beauty, natural 
richness and shimmering 
excitement of real abalone 
are tastefully coordinated 
with the simple elegance and 
distinctive design of this 
quality gold finished 
fashionable length necklace 
and matching bracelet. 
Necklace $7.50 Bracelet $5.50 
Set $11.50 We Pay Postage 

Calif res add tax 
Schweitzer &* Co., inc. 

PO. Box 4382-HGH 
Durlingome, CA 94010 

BARWA 

Famous 2-position contoured chair that has 
given soothing comfort to millions indoors, 
outdoors . . . year 'round. Feet up, head back 
. , . ah-h-h; Barwa cradles your body from 
head to toe, instantly relaxes tense muscles, is 
amazingly comfortable and therapeutic! 

^ THE COMPLETE BARWA: tubular 
^    1 )   aluminum frame with canvas 

cover & springs to attach (colors 
below) SbS. (Add S10. ship) 

I THE BARWA RECOVER: heavy- 
\^ duty duck in colors listed below 
^^i^^K (specify whether you wish cover 

> '    that attaches with springs or 
laces on) S29.95 (SI.95 post.) 

CANVAS COLORS: Black, white, citron, royal 
brown, blue, orange, avocado or hunter green. 

Send check, BA, MC, DC or AX charge. 
Charge orders can call Toll Free 

(800) 227-1464 (Gal: 800 772-3909) 
^      catalog $1; free with order 
^  550 Powell 

Dept. HG87 
San Francisco, Ca 94108 

^le^eganceol'c^kit'm... 
Jhe^'tjiseofNijlon 

Brenna Mills.the original lace inmmecl and plain kmiied satin sheets are made tiomthe highest grade DuponI Antron' Hi 100% nylon (beware ol low-grade imitations) Unlike acetate satin sheets triey are seamless, machine washable&dryable anti sialic clmgandlmt tree and require no nonmgi Bienna Milts low mill direct pnces include shipping lop sheet(s). ? matching pillow cases and lilted bonomsheet(s) Specily white, blue green biege bion;e, pmli, yellow led. black apncol. burnt orange dark biown or navy Prices are tor lace trimmed Deduct 50c per set lor plain 
Tv»in Set 23.75 
Double Set....24.75 
Oueen Set.... 28.75 King Set 33.75 
Round Set 84 .44.00 96 .48.00 Waterbed Set . 48.00 

Pillow Shams standard 8 00 ea King 9 00 ea 
17 50 19 50 
22 00 
26 00 

Twin 
Dust Bullies l""^^' Oueen 

King 
Matching plush dacroh-fiiled comforters with the same easy care features are also available 
Twin   39.00     Double/Queen 49 00     King    59 00 
To order send money order (for immediate shipment) or check to 

16t6B 8e3ch Blvd Suite 251 Huntington 8eacri CA 92647 
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DIMENSIONS IN TIME 
Clock in handformed polished Vi" 
Lucite frame, 5" dia. opening in 
front. Behind is sq. Vs" thick mir- 
ror reflecting hands, decor. Black 
metal hands, red sweep-second 
hand-dip painted. 3x6'^x6". With 
"C" battery. For wall, desk. $29.95, 
$2 post. AMC Products, HG8, Box 
341249, Cotal Gables, FL 33134. 

CLASSIC IN LEATHER 
French styling for a wing chair 
with solid mahogany legs, soli 
brass nailhead trim. Available in ^ 
more than 30 colors of top-grain 
premium leather. 43"H by 32"W \^ 
by 33"D. $389.50 exp. coll. Send 
$1 for brochure. Carolina Leather "If 
House, HG-23, P.O. 
Hickory, NC 28601. 

Box 5023 

THE WATCH 
Personalization of sea invites em- 
pathy with anticipation of the 
helmsman. Lithograph is from a 
pencil-illustrations series by Rob- 
ert Winter Cato. Printed 20" by 
24", ready to frame. Perfect gift 
for the sea-minded. $12.50 ppd. 
Windward Studio, HG8, 700 Route 
46, Clifton, NJ 07013. 

STRONG STORAGE 
Willow chests make great storage 
rugged seats or end tables. Hing3d 
lid and firm handles. 24" by 16" 
by 16", $32.95 plus $2.75 post.; 
28" by 17" by 17", $39.95 plus 
$3.25; 32" by 19" by 19", $49.95 
plus $5. Catalogue, 250. Fran's 
Basket House, HG8, Rte. 10, Suc- 
casunna, NJ 07876. 

Ci- 
te 
ill 

n. 
sta 
ma 
In 

SCALED FOR ROOM PLANS 
Miniature polystyrene pieces are 
V2" to 1' scale to help plan your 
room arrangements easily, comes 
In kit with graph board, walls, 
windows, doors, and instructions. 
Furniture includes variety plus fire- 
place, piano. $9.50 ppd. Write to 
Plan-lt-KIt, HG8, Box 429, West- 
port, CT 06880. 

COUNTER-SINK BOARD 
Northern ^/^" hardwood, ideal for 
home, camper, boat. Prepare food 
on the 11" by 12" tray, finished 
with wood preservative. Non-skid 
white rubber feet. Vinyl-coated 
handles extend, will fit sinks up to 
20" w. $5.95 plus $1 post. Cad- 
lyn's, HGC8, 10250 No. 19th Ave., 
Phoenix, AZ 89021. 
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1 SEASC\ C-CCE 
ick wrap skirt in a navy poly- 
:er/cotton quilted print with mul- 
olored flowery patches. Navy 
je braid binds the edges and ties 
at the waist. S, M, L, XL (6 to 
). Washable and wearable year 
jnd. Free catalogue. $22 plus $2 
St. per order. The Talbots. Dept. 
:, Hingham, MA 02043. 

UPRIGHT MAGAZINES 
Northern pine rack finished in hand 
rubbed antique brown that is silky 
smooth to the touch. 5" by 13" by 
151/2". it hangs or stands by itself. 
Magazines are held flat and wrin- 
kle-free for all to read. $13.95 ppd. 
Write to Art Gu;ld Enterprises, HG8. 
Box 23201, Minneapolis, MN 
55423. 

personalized 

solid brass 

ornaments 
Lillian Vernon 
designs of gleamy- 
polished lifetime 
solid brass, 
American-crafted 
and custom engraved! 
$1.98 — 6 for $10.98 

ABOVE: Our newest dated heirloom with enchanting 
covered bridge scene, the shape of a nostalgic 
Yule postcard! A gift to become a lifelong memento. 
1647   Covered Bridge. ZVi" across. $1.98 
AT RIGHT: Whimsical to elegant, for a festive 
family tree tnmming. for gifts of remembrance! 
Won't tarnish or break—sizes vary, 3-4". 
1637   Two On A Sled, bringing home the Yule tree! 
Charming for any fu.n-loving couple. $1.98 
1640   Partridge-Pear Tree. New personalized 
heirloom ornament, dated "1977". $1.98 
1493   Baby in Crib, with name and birthdate! 
Adorable gift or package tie-on. $1.98 
PRINT names, add 50c post. & hdtg., NY res. add faxes 

UlilAN HIUQH 
TM LillikinsS, SLillian Vernon 1975-6-7 
Dept. G64, 510 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

,OGGY WELCOME 
cheery pair of bulging-eyed frogs 

a lily pad greets guests at your 
or. Ridged, rubber-like to catch 
St and dirt. 17" by 28". Colors 
2 dark green with pale green and 
Mow plus white letters of wel- 
me. $7.98 ppd. Write to Miles 
mball, 100 Bond St.. Oshkosh, 
I 54906. 

MARINE FANTASY 
Tigereye  1" egg $12. Subulate 
auger $1.90.   Decussate bonnet 
900. Add 750 post. each. Color 
portfolio with an illustrated cata 
logue of shells, minerals, fossils 
display stands, books is now avail 
able for $1. Dover Scientific, HG8 
Box   6011T,   Long   Island City 
NY 11106. 

OLD TIME APPLE PARER THAT 
CORES AND SLICES, TOO 

Peels any size apple, cores or 
slices it with the turn of its han- 
dle. Moveable cutting head follows 
contour of the apple, making it 
quick and easy to use for pies, 
canning or eating. Made of cast 
iron just like its century-old orig- 
inal ones. Overall length. Q'/g". 
Instructions included. 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

$14-95 
Plus SX.65 postage • X. res. £Gd       Sales Tax 

Artisan ^ Galleries 

2100 B-8 No. Haskell • Dallas, Texas 75264 

PATCHWORK CRIB QUILTS 
Handcrafted for Heirloom Quality 

All-time-favorlte patchwork crib 
sets handcrafted from squares of 
pastel blue, pink, green and yel- 
low gingham. White eyelet lace 
trim. 100°c. polyester batting. 
Gingham backing. Machine wash- 
able. Quilt, $39.95 ppd. Pillow, 
$S.95 ppd. Matching bib, $5 95 
ood Save $10 by ordering set 
fquilt, pillow, bib), $44 85 ppd. 
Color brochure, $1.00 (includes 
$2 credit slip). Send check and 
order to: 

Cracrafi 
8ox 2/567 (Dept. HG-o7) 
Atlanta. Georgia 30327 

Geo^g i res de^:i aaa S3'« :3t 

intagon-shaped greenhouse with 
)uble-strut redwood frame and 
mil polyethylene cover. 10 ft. 
a., lots of head room. Ready to 
;;semble. $149.95 exp. coll. Other 
odels $112.95 to $699.95. Free 
italogue. Peter Reimuller—the 
•eenhouseman. Dept. 11-HP, 980- 
7th Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95062. 

EASY DOES IT 
Remove all pet stains or odors, 
grease, food, beverage spots with 
fast-working Carpet Pal. Just mix, 
rub on, let dry, vacuum. No fumes. 
Leaves carpets and upholstery soft 
and bright. One $5 bag does five 
9' by 12' rugs. Add $1 post. Romar 
Sales, Dept. RS-15H, 380 Madison 
Ave., New York, NY 10017. 

I 
FLY SWATTERS 

Fun to needlepoint. Pretty solution to a 
pesky summer problem. Each kit includes 
design on =13 imported canvas. Paterna 
Persian wool, fly swatter, washable vinyl 
backing, needle, and easy instructions. 
Rest in Peace Kit $3.95 
Ouch Kit   $3.95 
Frog and Fly Kit  $3.95 
Any three kits  $10.95 

PLUS 75c POSTAGE & HANDLING 
PJ. Ret. Add S^r Salei Tat 
VICTORIA GIFTS 

12-H Water St.. Bryn Mawr. Pa. 19010 

Sterling for Sterling 
Use your old sterling silverware 
to purchase o nev/ current pat- 
tern of silver from us. We're even 
interested in incomplete sets. 
And our oHowances are very 
liberal. You may also apply 
diamonds and jewelry toward 
your purchase. 
We will also purchase diamonds, 

jewelry and silver for cash. 

Julius Goodman & Son 
113 Madison Ave • P.O. BOX 3195 

(901)526-8528 - Memphis, TN 38103 
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For Personalized Stationery 

Makes expensive looking raised letter 
impressions of any 3 line name & ad- 
dress on your PAPER & ENVELOPES 
(l eversible). No inks, service or main- 
tenance required. For home, office, 
clubs, etc. Print clearly, maximum 24 
characters per line. (For $10.95 
4 lines add $1.50.) 
Desk ModeUnot shown) $13.95 pos^talM^ 
Pa. res. add 6% • Catalog 25e    handi. Each 

POSTAMATIC CO. 
Dept.  HG-877, Lafayette Hrll, Pa. 19444 

$349.95 
Hand-Carved Solid Mahogany f: D.mi-Sofa 

$69.95 
Folding 
Victorian rocke: 

^gmantic^ictorian 
New way to save on authentic copies of 
"yesteryear" furniture. Shipped direct 
from factory to you, at cut prices. Vast 
choice of sofas, chairs, tables, cloclcs, 
dining & bedroom accessories. Also huge 
Eastlake OAK collection. Write for our 
8&-page catalog, which is TWICE the size 
of any other published. Use your bank card. 
Send SI.00 for CATALOG f;S7 and free fabrics. We will n.'fiiJiil with si' otf on vntir firsr purchase. 

MAGNOLIA HALL 726 Anuover, Atlanta, Ga. 30327 
Call (404) 256-4747 

\ , "SAVE 
* ^ YOUR 

HEART' 

RENTAL-PURCHASE Program Available 
Your STAIR GLIDE' installs easily and in less 
than 2 hours No marring walls or stairway No 
special wiring required. Shipped directly trom 
factory within 4 days STAIR GLIDE' the 
nation's largest sellingstairwaylift' UL LISTED 
USED BY THOUSANDS: CARDIAC PATIENTS, ARTHRITICS, SENIOR CITIZENS, RE 
STRICTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITES, POST 
OPERATIVES and household convenience (outdoor models available) 
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND NAME OF DEALER NEAREST YOU 
AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE* CORP. 

4001 East 138th, Dept HG87 
Giandview Missouri 64030 

r    UNUSUAL GIFT! 

STURDY ALUMINUM 

"FLOWER CENTER" 

creates a garden 

in your home! 

- HOLDS PLANTS BOTH 

FREE STANDING 
TVo po/es, brackets or screws. 

: No installation required. 

PORTABLE 
Move indoors & out with ease. 

COMPACT 
Requires only 2 ft. floor space. 

BAKED ENAMEL FINISH 
Choice of black or white. 

HOLDS 12 FLOWER POTS 
Has 4-6" diameter drip proof 
trays and 8 rotating hanging 
hooks. Rust and corrosion 
proof to assure plant health. 

FLOWER CENTER #2-66" High 
4 flower pot trays 
8 rotating hooks $29.95 

Spiecify color. Add $3.00 mailing. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG AVAILABLE 

. . ? - SEND 50* POSTAGE 
STANDS, INC. 
425 WAGARAW ROAD 
FAIR LAWN, N.J. 07410 



GREENHOUSES 
)TO-ROAST RACK 
rbecue juicier and more tender 
3Sts, up to six chickens. Meat is 
idled firmly, not punctured on a 
t. Adjusts to thickness. Heavy 
rror chrome. Fits motorized 
lis up to 27". $10.98 plus 50p 
St. Colonial Garden Kitchens, 
5HE-1, 270 W. Merrick Rd., 
Hey Stream, NY 11582. 

NAVAJO REPLICA 
Harmonious blend of ivory ground 
with rust, gold and brown accents. 
2' by 3' $19.95; 3' by 5' $34.95: 
4' by 6' $49.95: 6' by 9' $89.95 
Ppd. Other designs, also Oriental 
and Scandinavian rya rugs in full 
color catalogue $1. Peerless im- 
ported Rugs, GE-87, 3028 No. Lm- 
coln Ave., Chicago, IL 60657. 

REEL-Y HANDY 
This very practical key holder does 
away with fumbling and groping. 
Reel clips inside purse: unreels 
keys, automatically rewinds into 
case. Clip to your bag, pocket or 
belt. $2.98 plus 35c; post. Order 
from Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

WORLDLY MATCHBOOKS 
Add colorful atmosphere to your 
home with an assorted collection 
of 50 famous-place matchbooks 
from exciting faraway or near 
pleasure spots. Ideal for collectors, 
or the person who has everything. 
$4.95 plus 500 post. Match King 
Corp.. HG-8. PO Box 2503, Grand 
Central Sta., New York, NY 10017. 

POKER PLAYERS' DOGS 
CM. Coolidge's famous poker play- 
ing dogs are reproduced as 12" by 
16" full color lithographs. Here is 
"A friend in need" which is sent 
free when set of four is ordered. 
$3: 2 sets, $5. Add 25c post. 
American Consumer. Dept. PO-233. 
Caroline & Charter Rds., Philadel- 
phia, PA 19176. 

bMUKKINfc AKUUNU 

'LORENTINE 
:ESIGN 
Classic lantern in 
heavy Rogers 
gold-plated cast- 
ings on base of 
Italian marble 
with multicolor 
stained glass. It's 
291/2" tall, with 
important deco- 
rator IOQlfe*'&tClu- 
sive with Luigi. 
$49.95 exp. coll. 
250 for cata- 
logue. Luigi Crys- 
tal, Dept. HG8, 
7332 Frankford 
Ave., Philadel- 
phia, PA 19136. 

Send today for m\ FRP^K 
fact filled, informative 
COLOR CATALOG 

^ull -i/f. hi)nii- ^arfic-ner. qii.ililv 
Ciliforni.i REDWOOD prt-.-nhn,,-.- 
I l:l-;i ST.-,M)1N(, MODKLS.g 11 O * 
1     \N TO AM) IK)\IK.S' Kr„r,   I I / 

WW ' .\ \ \ \n. .1 - -.N-; 
9S0 17th .-Xve , Di pt 11-H, 
Sanl.i Crw/ Cilil '>-(ir>2 

moyi PET 

OOORS&STAINS 
Stains and odors causae by pel acci- 
dents removed completely and per- 
manently! Carpet Rescue A & B " 
combo Kit contains both solutions to 
remove all stains and odors from car- 
pets, upholstery, drapes. Or order'A' 
Kit for stains only: 'B' Kit for odors 
only. Each kit 16 ozs. Must work 
safely and completely or money back. 
J6.50 SI post, each complete kit. 
SAVE S2: Order 2 kits for $12^9 (and 
.ve pay post.!) Immediate Shipment. 
American Centurv 

135 So. LA BREA Ave.. Dept.1087* 
Box 36232. LOS ANGELES. CA. 90036 

GENUINE RUBY NECKLACE 
lis genuine 18" Ruby necklace is an in- 
stment \Nhich increases in value every 
y. This beautiful necklace is totally hand- 
ifted from the finest sterling -ilver and 
with five top quality Genuine Deep Red 

ibies with a total weight of over two 
rats. This necklace retails at $125-S150, but 

are very proud to offer a Very limited 
antity at only $19.50 each, i Limit five 
cklaces per person.! Please add $1.25 per 
?h necklace ordered for postage, packing, 
d insurance. Monev back if not satisfied. 

RARITIE.S      Oepl. HC.8 
256 S. Robertson. Beverly Hills, Ca. 90211 

gus- 1977 

Peonies from France 
Keep summer forever with these gorgeous 
life-like, life-size 5" blooms. These fobu- 
lous fakes are so real you have to touch to 
tell. 20" stems. Specify Pink, White or 
Maroon blossoms. 
4 for $8.10 8 for $14.40 

12 for $20.40 postpaid 
^ Ouo/ity Gift Catalog .     . 25t 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
6651 Arlington Blvd., G8-7 

Falls Church, Va. 22042 

m.i H 1)I-:LI-T CHKI5T.MA£ 
^ OLLECTOR S Plate, Spoon 6- Tile! T^.e 

l977 C^' st^as Dei. 5-v cep-:-; '"e r^o'tcur 
Tcwef c^ Hco'-' tji : - o32. '"e tc*<*. fcu.-ided 
in 1300, cnce was ^o^e pet sr-ips t*-.at sailed 
the seven seas Rc>a! SchocT-c-en De'ft from 
Holland .n Limited Edi-.icn. 
6h" Plate 21.00: 5 ' Spoon 10.95; 6 ' T.le 7 95 

SPOON' RACK 
r\ ISPLAY your Collection of Spooni! A deftly 

designed two curve<J sheiP recs is pretty enough 
to hang atone. Spaced tc hold 16 of ycur precious 
spoons from demitasse to table size Made of yester 
years mellow Pine &■ hand-rubbed to a satin smooth 
colonial fruitwood finish. 14 x 13" wide. $6-95 pp. 
New 24" wide ract holds 36 spoons-    $ I 3-95 pp. 

8-TRACK CARTRIDGE CASE 
SOLVES Cartridge storing problem! Custom- 

made of heavy book binders boa^d, bound in a 
Kid-Grain Leatherette with Gold embossed design, 
ndividual storage slots hold Cartridges in original 

cartons slightly tilted back to prevent spillage. Ideal 
for keeping your collection neat &■ orderly. Choosa 
Black, blue, brown, green. 5    x 13^" high. 

12-unit, $10.95 ppd.     36-un t, $16.95 ppd. 

CASSETTE CASE 
A NSWERS Cassette itoring problem! Custom 
'* made of heavy book binders board, bound in a 
Kid-Gram Leatherette with Gold embossed design. 
Individual storage slots hold 60 Cassettes slightly 
tilted back to prevent handling spillage. 13^^x5^14 
I2%" wide- Small unit holds 30 Cassettes. I3^?x 
5iix6'-2". Ideal solution for keeping a collection 
neat €r orderly. Choose: Black, b'ue, brown, green. 

30-unit, $14.95 ppd.   60-unit, $19.95 ppd. 
ART  GUILD P o Bo. 232oi-Ae. 

Minneapolis, 
enterprises        M;r,nesota 55423 
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□ 

SHOPPING AROUND 

230 1'.- & 2 ST0RY HOMES - MansjfC^. Cnmhrels. Tudors. Salt Boxes. Georqpans, Farmhouse 
dJapij*i^>ns Ais.* C.MiiP'riiorjfles 3. 4, 5, 6 bedrooms, libraries, tymilv 'ooms 

CHOOSE YOUR HOME DESIGN 
BY EXACT CATEGORY! 

— Richard B. Poltman, Designer "2 

.TO 
Blueprints 
Available 
at Low Cost 

i 

E3 
185 ONE STORY HOMES - Over 2000 
S.]      ^:      Coniempornry. TracJ'tiona 
-.inches.  L-shapes  AT-lums,  '.'ud roo"^: 

□ 
180   MULTI-LEVEL   HOMES   -  Sp ' 
Levels. Hillsides. Si-Leveis, Tr.^dittonais 
Contemporaries." E>po^ej lo'.'.er le.e ^ 
Balconies.  Te"i>^e^   - szes 

250 ONE STORY HOMES - Unaer 2000 
Sj    r*    All   STv'es.   Shapes, budgets 

'.'-f^s, e»*'- :;j'hs  3'ic- .enee' 

223  VACATION   HOMES - A-Frames, 
Chjiets,   Hexagons,   Angular Cottages, 

designs.  From 500 to 3000 
176  pages   80  in  full color. 

1 ome planners, inc. Ckjpt BK    15310 GRA-JD RIV ER A vE. DETROIT. MICHIGAN 48227 
fcHECK CATEGORIES DESIRED _ (3) 250 One Stow H 
I _ II) 230 1 . & 2-Storv Homes S2.50 Z: (41 180 Mult.-Leve - 
I :. (2M85 One-Storv Homes 32.50 ij 15) 223 Vacation h . 

IJSEND ALL 5 CATEGORIES at SB 95 
. 50 

HGM78MN VE (please pnnt)- 

HOME PLANNERS. INC. 
Dept. BK   16310 Grand River Ave. Detroit, Mid gan 48227 

Total Amount Enclosed $ 
Mi:h residents fiease add 4?b sales tax. 

Preserved Boston Fern 
Our preserved Boston ferns ere chemicall> 
treated to retain permanent lasting t>eauty 
wittiout care. No light, water or high humidity 
necessary. Ideal for dark areas where other 
plants perish. Display on table or in hanging 
rope. Its lush fronds spread 3' i ft.— planted' 
in 7" clay pot—S 19.95 (plus S2.50 postage) 
by Master Charge, BankAmericard. Check 
or Money Order. Michigan residents add 4% 
sales tax. 

BLOOMIN' ATTIC 
418 S.Washington St. 

Royal Oak, Michigan 48067 

COLLECTOR'S SPOONS 
Newly designed silverplated U.S. 
state spoons plus the District of 
Columbia are 4^4" long. Made in 
Denmark. A bas relief for each of 
the 50 states is die sunk in the 
handle. $3.95 each; set of six 
(specify states), $16.95. Ppd. Art 
Guild Enterprises, HG8, Box 23201, 
Minneapolis, MN 55423. 

HANDBAG HOLDER 
New "Hang-on" with built-in swivel 
self-adjusts to grip table, desk or 
counter. Won't slip or mar. Keeps 
handbag, any item safe and handy. 
Crest. Sunburst or Petal design; 
24K goldplated finish. Holder folds 
Into pouch. $3.50 ppd. Order from 
Efson Inc., HG8, 60 Hoffman Ave., 
Hauppauge, NY 11787. 

PAINLESS TRIMMING 
Klipette is a neat little instrument 
of fine surgical steel to trim hairs 
in nostrils and ears. Insert in nos- 
tril or ear, twist knob, hair is 
snipped off without damage to 
sensitive tissues. $3.49 plus 450 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, 
CA 94105. 

MAGNETIC ATTACHMENT 
One extra attachment converts 
vacuum cleaner into a magnet that 
swallows lint, pet hair, threads of 
any kind. Makes a super magnet 
with four times the power. $7.98 
plus $1 post. Two, $14.98 plus $2. 
American Consumer, Dept. SV22. 
Caroline Rd., Philadelphia, PA 
19176. 

HAND-PAINTED CHINA 
Porcelain pin cushion doll, tiny 
thimbles and thimble atop a tur- 
tle are enchantingly imaginative 
creations by Ellard Classics to 
grace a sewing room. Doll, about 
51/2" h., $15.95: thimble on turtle, 
$10.95; thimbles, $5.95 each Ppd. 
Liscott Co., HG8, P.O. Box 7425, 
Long Beach, CA 90807. 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afforij 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value 1/4 to higher. 
Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG. 
EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 

Empire State Bldg., New York, N.Y. 10001 
NAME   
ADDRESS   
  ZIP   

The Affordable 

Portabl 

Fire 

Escapel 

38 

Combination Shower Caddy 
Shower Curtain Holder 

Keeps shower curfoin in place 
Ends water damage to tiled 

or carpeted floors 
NO TOOLS REQUIRED • ADHESIVE AND SEALER SUPPLIED »  ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS  

Wliite  only.   Order   right   or   left.   SI*.9 $14.9.5 pair,  plus $1.00 postage. Aqua-Tainer 320 Railroad St.. Joliet, IL. 60436 

A 15 ft. emergen 
cy rope ladder 
makes escaping 
from two Story J[J 
structures   quick ^ 
& easy. 10 oaHT" 

steps, linked with 
flexible 1200 lb. test 
black poly rope, with 
a  20  ft.  weigfitec| | 
throw rope & two 6 | 
ft tie downs: S14.95. 
25 ft. (3 story) lad- 
der S24.95. Add 
32.00 for postage & 
handling. Sena 
cash, check or 
money order, Satis-| 
faction gjaranteed. 

BAKER 
Manufacturing Co. 
428N St AugustineR 
P.O. Box 1003. Dept. HGS 
Valdosta, GA 31601 

House & Garc 



FRESHEN UP 
New btitterfly<?ia(r replacement 
covers for porch, patio, family 
room. Water-repellent sturdy 15 oz. 
duck. Blue, lime, yellow, pumpkin, 
avocado, black, white. $9.95 plus 
$1 post. each. Free cataiog-e. 
Leisure House. HGS. P.O. Box 
16038. Helen & Blade Sts., Cin- 
cinnati. OH i5215. 

HA\3 \G S-ACOWBOX 
Natural wood finish display case 
for tiny collectibles has hargi'-g 
hooks for wall use. Niches frcn 
lyg" to 2^a" w.. IH" h. Overall. 
1334" by 1634" by 2". A delight 
for collectors of all ages. S9.93 
plus $1.50 post. Lillian Vemc-. 
GSE. 510 S. Fulton. Mt. Vernon. 
NY 10550. 

Answer to a golfer's prayer is the 
range finder that's sure to help 
knock off three to five st'okes. 
2VI" square, weighs 2 cz.. it fits 
in pocket. Look through rear aper- 
ture, line up the flag, scale gives 
distance. $8.95 ppd. New York's 
Gifts Unlimited. HG8. 1891 Bergen 
St.. Brooklyn. NY 11233. 

Crushed clothes and tangled hang- 
ers are a thing of the past: brass- 
piated steel harge' spaces snap 
onto closet rod to hold hangers 
separately. Set of 6 spaces 36 
hangers evenly. $2.98 plus 60e 
pest. Anthony Lnterprises. HGS. 
556 Mission St.. Sa- Fra-c s:c 
OA 94105. 

CO V P A -T rn y ; - 
Good-looking sturdy seating in 
butcher block chairs that fold flat 
to store in a small space. Wocc 
seat natural only. 4 for $60; cane 
seat, in natural or walnut finish, 
4 for $76. Shipped UPS $7.5C. 
Catalogue $1. Write to J & C 
Brauner. inc., HG8. 1735 No. A«-- 
land Ave., Chicago. IL 60622. 

'(((({ 

SHAPt  I P WITH 
HE.\LTH .11MPKR EXEKMSER 

-iccj. Stay z-ij^r-^ s^apl M'-^'^:^' j-^ a-e '. a: hc-^g. t.'n'd^ 
-rs.^' r%, z' -T'z ;rnce. A ^'S-sssro-ai axe-c-ss de-.-re . . . sc e-:ifica!!> 
cesignec <v'-n speciai . *s gntsi _nt-ea»a:'e z.zs':z iiHffS *i-.,zn do not 
r*ist^^C'^ ^-lot. f«:t -at'guirg z- —onctoncus ar.z can ce dene 'am O' snina 

HEALTH JUMPER EXERCISER -i- 65< Mailing Each 
/Nc CCDs zr 3   -g Add 65- Sa es "ax ^ California 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 

Anthon\ E/irerpnses 556y,u :- si-'^-,"1;^.cirf.94105 

, TUFTED LEATHER SOFA 

seautifudy herd n.'fred by —cs- 
5rcrafts —er, th's scf 

Deot. HG-2-t P.O. Box 5C23 
'""4-322-1-175'' 

able in over 50 colors of Premiurp 
Too Gr='-! Leather. Solid B<-cs- 
no; -ecd Tirr. Matching iovesec" 
s.'^e-- 3-CC-.-S 

H 30     W 86      D 36 
PRICE  S984.50 

jerc S r. OC ^ broc- -re 

Flattin TMT Timfr i| ti 4 indies 

**TUMMYTRIM 
;jicji'n-es     nil It 3' 

too* m; 
JUS: i.'0 an -fcur " - :  ■     . :   ■-    u j 
irom*ci s;imimfTf »«jur •autitne and jr? |!* nc T« te^T'e lucocrr *□ »Qur ow*r aacn. "le sxTn soficarr at 

szt 24 a »- $fi.35: 3S 3 U - r 3E 31IU 9K mio 
tiM^n Si3n «ais; BZI n nct«3   ^ 13 ^ t»nc V 

J9( Tusnm tm sauna jius ZZZ mar^/as 
If Oay Free Thai 
*or aramot '^'und if full sumMu s^ r* 

' HBMT Kaina Q«gL l73TD4ti.    Lintraii. N.T 'TSC 

L977 

CADDY-CANE 
l.l«HrWII«HT BALAMCIB 

• 01/ CLUB CABBIU 
» " z. Z I _ ' * Z J 

i     ~ 1 
■ -i. 

f 1 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ 

t = 

I 

Coo/ Dcvur r S'J~rr!er 

War^ -C r Airter 
-ecrrTjsre --ear Ccile.:ti3f: -esf t-e lanrc. 

5 sqe«as—11Q to 333 flPM's 
-SI -ur- •2.CCC C= V 

Cors^r^es Only 73 Aans 
3 YR. Warrarrty 

Crrerrc r'ci—cr.cr 
a   '%r—5cec:f* wrire nrccer ;r ywlcw 5*' 5 3: 

Floridian Designs, inc. 
Ccrai Scrrcs ^crca 3X65 

Bedspread caddy 
saves effort 

Easier bed-iniicing without 
nightly tugging hea\-y spread. 
Just pull hidden caddy from be- 
r-reen mattress and spnng. Legs 
crop into position. Lay spread 
onto cadd>-. accordion fashion... 
.'ead^' tor quick, easv. morning 
~ake-up. Brca-n meta! caddy 
ilides back out or sight by day. 
Ideal tor HoUvTsrcod beds or low 
tootboards. For double, king or 
queen-SLzed beds, get tw-o. 
Satisfaction or money back. 
-).S3 or 2 (same address' ror 
iS.Sr Add 1 55 shipping 

GARRETTS' 

.39 



Learn how 

ONE SIMPLE 

KNOT 

can fill your 

home with 

luxurious 

DEEP-PILE 

RUGS 

SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG' 
We'll show you how a single knot, mas- 
lered in minutes, can create luxurious 
deep-pile carpets, exquisite pillows, 
striking throw rugs—and more!—with 
famous Wool Design Kits. 

Our 80-page full-color catalog con- 
tains almost 200 magnificent exclusive 
designs by Junghans Wolle of West Ger- 
many—fabled Orientals, vibrant Ryas, 
perfect-as-a-painting wall hangings— 
dozens of enjoyatjic and economical 
home decorating ideas—all in a dazzling 
array of sizes, shapes and colors, all 
unconditionally guaranteed! 

Each catalog includes a full sampling 
of our brilliant yarns, so you can see— 
and feel—the treasures that await you! 

WOOL DESIGN, INC. Dept. 0-1 
8916 York Rd., P.O. Box 15891, 
Charlotte, N.C. 28210 
Please send me your full-color cat- 
alog and yarn samples. I enclose S1 
(refundable with first purchase). 
NAME  
ADDRESS 
CITY 

I STATE ZIP 

This iove.y lh:i,iL|ur4 is tenderly gathered 
from a lovely old Indian shawl. The 
flowers glow in rich golds, ivory, greens 
& coppery reds Dark blue or green back 
ground. Handpainted. ;rl2 (Vlono. 14X15. 
$40. Matching Persian tassel wool. 
Post $1. 

MUSEUM MASTERPIECES 

A unique collection of needlework 
spanning 2000 years of world art. 
Catalog, design & stitch tips, $1. 

JANE WHITMIRE 
235.3 S. Mcado HG8. Arlington. Va. 22202 

Shell Collage to Needlepoint 
Fascinating' collerrion to n< edlepoint. Finished fAze 10" x 10". Kit includeb design on 12-me&h Interlock canvas. Persiai^. \^ool > arn in betg:e. burnt orange, dark bro\vT(. gray, uhite. gold, needle and instructions. (Frame not included. > 

_„ plus 60« postage. (Mass. Res. S7.50      add S% tax). No. C.O.O.'s. 
Send 25< for d issues of our 32 
page Full Color Needlework 
Cotplog   with   over   500 items. 

Drpt. 85-40, Shoppers' World, Box 709 Framingham. Mass. 01701 

Low as 

$2.50 ea. 
(?3.00 ea. Or $30.00 Doz.) 

R€iiw00d Pknter Hii 
Great "summer-fun" project. 
Kit comes complete with high- 
quality, weather resistant, pre- 
cut Redwood parts plus orna- 
mental tacks. Use indoors or 
outdoors. Size about 12" long. 
Easy to assemble. 
Free Same-Day shipping. 
Free 1977 Shop-by-Mail catalog with 
all first-time orders. 

Larson Wood JVIfg. 
P=0= Box 365-Hl 

Hayward, IVIN 56043 

The Gem 
of the Orient! 
Genuine Solid 
JADE 
THIMBLE! 

Hand-sculptured by Chinese 
artisans with hand-engraved 
symbols: (FU) fortune, (LU) 
prosperity, and (SHOU) 
longevity. 
3833: $25.75 ppd. 
Collectors Catalog 2Si, 

ft The Sewing Corner 
Dept. HG87 

150-11 14th Avenue, 
Whitestone, New York 11357^ 

Shopping 

for needlecrafts 

and handicrafts 

ENTICING PICTURE 
"Apple Bucket" kit for padded applique picture includes 
all fabrics and batting, full-size pattern, inst. Red apples, 
gold bucket, blue ground. About 14" by 16" framed. Kit (no 
frame) $7, or pattern, inst. $2. Ppd. Brochure 250. The 
Patchwork Pillow, HG8, Box 52604, Atlanta, GA 30305. 

CHARMING PILLOW 
Quilting Party kit has ail 
needs (except stuffing). Tiny 
stitches go around Audubon 
bird prints handscreened 
on fine cotton. Greens, blues, 
browns, rust. Back: brown 
velveteen. 11" by 15". $9.50 
plus 800 post. Salter Path, HG8, 
Shandy La. RFD 3, Box 346B, 
Wilmington, NC 28401. 

PILLOW PERFECT 
A Masterpiece Needlework 
Collection brings you fine 
designs adapted from 2000 
years of world art. Coptic 
cupids and Persian carpets to 
woven coverlets, many 
with fancy stitches, silks, 
beads. Catalogue of designs, 
stitch tips, furniture $1. 
Jane Whitmire, HG8, 2353 So. 
Meade St., Arlington, VA 22202. 
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-.ngered 
5 (Dept. 

"tenof) Hibiscus 
i fornicus Needle- 

lOint kit: - 12 
janvas 14' sq. Pater- 
ayan yarn. Pale 
reen. blue, yellow 
ackground Num- 
lered. 
85ppc ~ ' 
iHe Elf 
iGB. 5-; 
Hvd. N .•. .'. 
gto^ I w 21Z'5 

J 

WARBLERS 
t-ianapa nted ^=14 mono canvas 
13 ■ sq. Various stitches in 
border. Kit: stitch diagrams. 
Paternayan yarn, instructions, 
needle. The birds nestle in 
floral setting of avocado ' 
or Williamsburg blue on pale 
yellow Gobelin ground. S27 
pod. Brochure S2. Peacock 
Alley. HG8. 650 Crossweli S E 
G^-and Rapids. Ml -9505 

I 

)ECORATOR STENCIL ART KIT 
■as.,     a-,, c-^e. Has 17 original designs instruction sheets 
P'e:.- --a-sra'--- ?"-^cils: pa = 

irre-       f?.' 'Cier. bits 
tuces ins;ani-Grj japan paints - 
al. S24.95 plus SI .75 post: 6 ster; 
imerican Decorative Arts. HG8. Bex 

'INE LOOM 

■■sr. ribbon border, 
es. basket weave: 

"5: stencil man- 
516 plus 51.50. 

"B. Dorset. VT 05251. 

extile art. and even 
[eginners enjoy its 
„'rent revival, 
ine-tested in 

icandinavia. kit 
idudes Speisa.. 
vool weft and "e- 
^arp for one des 

■asy to assemble, 
ortable. 34 " by 23", 
Jpright or horizon- 
al. Illustrated 
asy to follow 
nstructions. S55 
>|Xl. Color brochure 
Oc. Tapestry Tra- 
litions. HG8. 85 
-Qurth Ave.. New 
'ork. NY 10003. 
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STRETCH YOUR OWN NEEDLEWORK 
A white board on soft pine strips pro- 
vides you with a board that profession- 
als use. Instructions are included or 
send in your piece and we ll dc it. Hand- 
some black or walnut frame available. 
Send total amount with order by check 
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Each kit contains: 
• I-iv^ Bonsai yiz-'. 
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EXOTIC PLA>TS 
P.O. Box 48396. Nile^  ILL 60&48 

Needlepoint Dog Kits 
Here*? a btautiful full r-olor C»nlfi,-!i 
Retriever portrait to n«-rdlepoint. Suit- 
able fnr pillo*» or framins. kit comr> 
vith de5ie:n >L!li -rreen»-d on ~14 im- 
ported ranva*.. Paternayan Persian 
varn^. needle and in»trurii*in?-. >pe*-if> 
vonr rboire of barksround color—any- 
thine but sold. Fini?-heJ >izt- 1 4" x 14 . 
Other breed* available. Inqui^^e^ ■*»»'l- 
rome. ■*22.**5 plur SI .00 po-tair*- and 
handlins. To-n-^.  'r-'f'f-TTIJ   vhzf€ add tujr > 

pet projects 
35 Golf Lane, Dept. HG087 

Ridgefield. Conn. 06877 

PLEASE TURN PAGE FOR MORE SHCPPiNG '4i 
AROUND FOR NEEDLECRAFTS AND HANDICRAFTS 



COUNT-THREAD 
CROSS-STITCH 

Adorable bird bell- 
pull on white aida 
cloth 14 theads per 
Inch. Birds are 
shades of orange & 
blue on green 
branches. Kit also 
includes embroidery 
floss needle, hard- 
ware, bell & instruc- 
tions including 
graph. Finished size: 
2" X 16" No. 40293 
-$10.50. Plus 
$1.00 for postage & 
handling. (Wis. res. 
add tax.) Send 
$1.00 for color 
cross-stitch catalog. 
Refundable on or- 
ders of $10.00 
Retail shops wel- 
come. 

WICHELT 
Imports, Inc. 

Box 139 Dept. H 
Stoddard, Wis. 54658 
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SPECIAL HOLIDAY CRAFT OFFER! 
Make These Decorations 

For Home Or Gifts. 
TRIANGLE TREE. Pt rli'Cl ( ir d.it r or 
m.inlrl f.isy 111 make hi inc. pre- 
( lit (jnnl K solid Inangles. back & base   , •'■ V 
lahrics pompoms, nek rack, complete ^ 
instr. l-.TJ-iO". S6 05 + 7')C post, 

!i3'l-45 ' (stiown), S'i,')'"> + ?'jC post 
HOLIDAY PLACE MAT & NAPKIN 

SET (-1 place settings) lo cracc a 
**■•,   lioliday   tatilc.   Kit contains 

' 1   Lolorlast poly-cotton calico f. 
:t'-  solid squares lor 14" rnd plai r 

f    mat. solids lor lininp. and M 
sq   napkin, lull instr. fasy In 

hand sew or machine stitch, 
■■•i$>)'i -I /''iC post. 
BRAIDED WREATH KIT (18 dia 
novel, coliirlul, comes complete 
with all labiii s, polyester stul- 
Img, easy instr 59 9b f 
/bc post g>c -i-B 
PATCHWORK ORNAMENTS (set . 

1    .lib)   Nnthilli: lo sew  , , 
lusi cut & i;lue Kit includes b 
unlireakable shapes, assorted 

i.ilirics, adhesive, sealer coatinj; 
Million easy mstr "i b. Jb 95 -i 
7bC post 

FREE with each ^ 
order     pab liworl- 

quilt stibiiory K holiday ' r.iM 
• ibiloK Send 25C lor new quill 

& slilchety catalog 
Saddle Valley Shtchery.Oept S-76 
Boi 144. Saddle River. NJ 07458 
Mai cr cds honored Satis p.uaran 

PSICHUJORH- 

FASTEST  RUG  HOOKING  METHOD EVER 
Unique new ELECTRIC TUFTING NEEDLE enables you 
to make a pillow, rug or wall hanging in the shortest 
possible time: lOO's of loops per minute ($42.00). 
EGG BEATER HAND NEEDLE $13.99, Needles auto- matically advance over canvas with precision spacing: 
both are adjustable to 5 loop heights. Loops may be 
cut to make nlush shag. For starters, order OLD 
ENGLISH MONOGRAM 14"xl7" PILLOW ($12.95) or 
matching 22"x32" RUG ($29,95: both $39.95). Kits 
include: instructions, printed rug backing, non-aller- 
genic rug varn latex and edge binding. Specify alpha- 
bet letter and color choice for monogram and back- 
ground: bone, terra cotta. red lade green. Olympic 
blue Deluxe tufting frame ($14.95): with legs $21.95. 
Free brochure  Catalog 25e  Refundable with purchase. 
,S,n.; n,.',-!,- ,„. Ma„,.„ Ortirr I ,i„ T.O.D 'o. A,l<! S.I.00 shipping mid bnndliug,  ^^ J.  res. odd snlp.t tar.  and send to 

P.O. Box 715 HG-8 
IVEEDLEWORK 

Hightstown, New Jersey 08520 

MING TREE KIT 
It's (different! Give or keep a love- 
ly Ming Tree you create of tri- 
beacjs, wire, and gold leaves. It 
stancJs about 8" high and could 
add grace to your perfume tray 
or anywhere in your home. 
Choose light purple or crystal. 
Kit comes complete with instruc- 
tions, stand included. (Included 
is brochure of other items avail- 
able.) $8.00 plus $1.00 postage. 

Barbara's 
Ar(,, <£• Crafts 

P.O. Box 1071, Haverfown, PA 19083 

ELLARD CLASSICS 

Fine American Porcelain sewing no- 
tions. For everyday use, give as a 
gift. Will be collectors' treasure. Pin- 
cushion Doll (Handpainted Bisque, 
Pink S^iin Dress) $15.95 ppd. Turtle 
with thimble (White Glaze Porcelain. 
Pink Roses) $10.95 ppd. Sunbonnet 
or Kewpic Thimble (Handpainted 
Porcelain Bisque) $5.95 ppd. Other 
items available. 
California residents add 6% tax. 

LiSCOTT COMPANY 
P.O. Box 7425, Long Beach, California 90807 

NEEDLEPOINT YOUR 
FAVORITE TEAM EMBLEM 

Complete Needlepoint kits of the official 
MAJOR   LEAGUE   BASEBALL   CLUB em- 
blems in officiol teem colors. 
Emblem kits include:  100% cotton can- 
vas,   Poternayon   Persian   yarns, needle 
and complete Instructions. 
Finished   size   12" x 12"—ideal   for pil- 
lows or frame as woll hangings. 
Emblems are available for ALL the Ma- 
ior League Baseball teams—send 35« (re- 
funded with  first order)  for brochure of 
smblem designs. $19.95 p.p.d. N.Y. state 
■•es,  add  sales tax 

CREATIVE SPORTS PRODUCTS 
36 Granada Circle    Mt. Sinai, NY 11766 

Shopping 

around 

for needlecrafts 

and handicrafts 

FUN GANG 11 
Sesame Street scene Y 
Bircd, Bert and Ernie, 0. 
Cookie and Grover for^ 
enjoy embroidering. T 
crewel kit includes de; 
oyster cotton homespi 
acrylic 3-ply Persian yi 
vivid yellow, orange, fi 
browns, greens, black 
white; needle; instruct, 
Finished size 16" by 2C 
$9.95 plus 750 post. W(j 
Stitch n Knit, Dept. 85-i 
Box 709, Framingham, 
01701. 

COLOR PORTRAIT 
Scottish terrier needlepoint kit 
has design silk screened on 
#14 canvas, Paternayan Persian 
yarns, needles, instructions. 
Choice of background color (or 
send swatch). Finished 14" sq. 
Write for details of other breeds. 
$22.95 plus $1 post. 
Pet Projects, HG87, 35 Golf Lane, 
Ridgefield, CT 06877. 
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PUT ON THE CLOWNS 
Colorful Tala original ornaments for tree, child's room. Easy, 
joyful family project. Paterna wool, plastic canvas; no 
blocking; directions. Jolly clown; with cane, hoop, pig; split, 
headstand. About 4" H. each $2.75; three $6.95. Add 750 post. 
Victoria Gifts, 12 H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010. 



LONDON FAIR 
Striking pattern gives new expression to Bargello. Kits include 
charted design on =8 linen canvas: Persian yarn in muted shades 

'.. of rust, beige, lavender, taupe, gold. Square pillow 18" 
finished: oblong 15" by 23". Each S24 ppd. Catalogue, new 
supplement SI. Elsa Williams, HG8, West Townsend, fvIA 01474. 

'JFLOWER GIRL 
.-••■■Liza Doolittle's Cousin" picture 
i^rstamped on turquoise linen for 
' basic crewel embroidery. Flowers: 
■■■pink, yellow, orange, red: stand: 

red, white. 14" by 17". =8354. 
S15.95 plus SI .50 post. Color cata- 
logue SI. Skon. HG8. 55 Lambert 
Lane, New Rochelle, NY 10804. 

/////iin\N\ I 

OFFICIAL EMBLEMS 
Latch-hook cotton rug canvas, official logo of 
Major League Baseball or National 
Basketball Assn. Red. white and blue. 
MLB logo 21x34 '; NBA 16'/2x32". Canvas/ 
nstructions only, each S10.50. Kits with 

rug yarn, each S35.95. Ppd. Brochure of 
other teams. 350. Creative Sports Products, 
HG8. 36 Granada Circle, Mt. Sinai, NY 11766. 

rUFT-HOOKING KITS 
^rinted rug backing, non-allergenic yarn, latex, edge binding. 
Specify letter and color choice for monogram and ground 
any two): bone terra cotta red jade green'Olympic blue. 

How 14x17" 312.95: matching 22x32" rug S29.95: both S39.95: 
and needle S13.99: electric needle S42. Add S3 post. Brochure 
ree. Francy Needlework, HG8. Box 715. Hightstown. NJ 08520. 
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The Art of Decorative Stenciling by Adele Bishop & Cile Lord 

stencihng." Chfutian Science Monitor 
1 - "firzr rate     So t^ell inoughi out io i/^oroug^i,   ro^.ie^gear- - 
'^^L and dengni so beautiful that you Mill >va"r to ^ie r if^rrediat-r 

N.V Timej 
- 199p39es  315'50 colon illiistrat'ons   100 resoy to trace designs 

\        ^..-S-^    Index   SuDP'y sources  8 sterxiii proiects Vik.r.g Stud o Press Soo« 
—^^"^ Sook   S19 95 - SI 00 postage 

Bishop & Lord Deluxe Stencil Craft Kit 
17 Original Designs PaiSley Flower. Apple Border. A'T^erican 
^eaf. Bits & Pieces, Basket ^Veave & Ribbon Border. Borders 
5 pre cut, see thru acetate stencil sneets. 6 individual design 
instruction sheets. Bishoo & Lord illustrated stencil manual, 
2 professional stencil brushes. 6 tubes ir-stant drying Jspar 
Paints. DH 1 - S24 95 * SI 50 postage 

Book + DH 1 - S39.95 * SI 75 postage 
Also — Early American, Pennsylvania Dutcn S^ed sn American des gns and 

Ar des g"s a^'d "~ a ten as p'epared e« c^s .e' y by Bishop & Lord 
ts available 

imiCAXDSCO&ATITEA&TS DTC. Box 11; ^37, Dorset ■.er-o-t 0525' 
Senc 25c 'or broc'~-'e   Fui' 'e'und i* not delighted   \o CCD's 1 

Tapestry Kit 
True Topesfry is o /oyoos and iine art 
Weave a beautiful tapestry without 
previous experience. A time-tested 
success in Scandinavia. Kit includes 
easy-to-ossemble pine loom, superior 
wool and linen, your choice of design, 
easy to follow illustrated instructions. 
Portable loom measures 34" x 23". 
$55.00 ppd. 
Send 50c for brochure. 

Tapestry Traditions 
85 4th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003 

7^ B^efo^u; 'HcedU, ^td. 
V resents 

A New SerifS of Painted C.in% av Kit> 
"Endangered Plant Serie>" 

"Jacquemontia" (Morning Glor> ) 
second of a series of 12 numbered 
limited (100 ) editions. Hand painted 
and kitted with Paternayan yam, 13 
mesh. 14" .\ 14" design size. Back- 
ground color selection pale blue, green 
or yellow. .S85.00 each ppd. in U.S..\., 
Polaroid picture Sl.OO. 
In cooperation uith the U S. Dept. 
of Interior. 

'HccdU. ^td. 
5430 MacArt))ur Blvd., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20016 

I 

Holiday Package Pillow 
This holiday put the prettiest package 
under your tree with this creative 
needlepoint design. The red and white 
candy striped pillow is neatly tied with 
a hoUv green bow. An accent must for 
Christmas. 
Kit: desi.gn on hand painted. 14 mesh 
canvas. Patemayn yam. needle and in- 
structions. Finished size 12 x 12 . 
S2.5.00 ppd. from 

P. S. DF.SIG\S 
p. 0. Box 821, Missouri City, Texas 77459 

NEEDL€5 

& CRAFTS Catalog 
64 Pages Of Decorating Ideas In 
Stitchery, Needlepoint, String Art, 
Macrame, Weaving Kits, Materials, 
Supplies, And Much More. Write for 
FREE catalog today or for faster 
service: CALL TOLL FREE 

1 800-433-7110 (in Texas call 1 800-7 92-8 798) 
fnerriboe needleorts & crofts 

2808 S^jTTOci^, Deo- HG877 V7» 
Fort Worth. Texas 761 07 
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SHR I NK SI OMACH 

Waist Watchers will feel muscle tighten and see stomach shrink 
from first day you use the Waist Wheel. The Dual Wheel gives 
you sturdier balance. 

Single Waist Wheel   $7.98 +     800 Mailing Each 

Dual Waist Wheel     $9.98 +   $1.00 Mailing Each 

No COD's or Billing Add 6°/o sales tax in California 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back. 

Anthony Enterprises 556 M 
Dept. HG 87 

ission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

KITTIPOT 
World s BEST Enclosed Litter Box! 

1 Easy to Clean 
Smoolh Surface 

2 2 pc Non-breakabte 
Flemble Plastic 

3 Cal size 7 ' Hole too small for 
dogs & children 

4 Lots o( Private 
Room Inside  

5 Carefully Designed 
Patented Seal & Rim 

6 Large. 6 Deep Tray 
Litter stays in! 

7 Your Choice of FIVE" 

FREE!Litter Scoop 

PrettyKitti Colors —»■ Awocado, Blue, Brown, Yellow, Beige 

We Guarantee it to: 
• Confine odors • Stop litter spills 
• Keep children • Hide waste 

* dogs out     , Let your cat 
Help keep enjoy potli-time 
your home clean 

Imptovfd. smoothei fxteiior finisfi to 
CHQQR  mdlie II raMfr 10 hri'p clean Addfd 
^10 ....neg,oo.,>m,h.bot-om,.mfo, _ improved ssnilalion and odor contfoi. C»'N0. u.,p,oo„,hlo.ao,dom.s„c„t. 

60515X     Sue 22  I < 16 W « 18 H. 
/.'. • o- race /><•( /V.H*« t or,//..-/ 

HAUGEN Pet Products, Inc. 
. Oept 87 P O. Box 1986 

717 W. Huron St.   Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 

INTERIORi^' 

DECORATION 

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career 
Famous HOME STUDY course. Individual 
program prepared and supervised by pro- 
minent N.Y. designers. Lessons cover 
Textiles; Furnishings; Room Arrangement; 
Color Harmony; Period and Modern 
Furniture; Antiques; Rugs and Floor 
Coverings; Wall Treatments; Wall Papers; 
Draperies; Lighting; Pottery; Porcelain; 
Glass; Accessories. Details on how to set 
up your own business. Illustrated lessons, 
complete with samples of fabrics, colors, 
etc. Certificate awarded. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL 

OF INTERIOR DESIGN 
155 East 56th St., New York 10022 

New York School of Interior Design 
155 East 56th St., New York 10022 
Please send mc (no obligation) 
Catalog C21 

4 WAY BRACKET FOR 
MULTIPLE MOUNTING 

address 
city  

Back to School Special 
Clamps on desk for studying ... on 
headboard for late night cramming 
... on shelf or wall for reading. This 
famous design all metal lamp is made 
for the restless reader. It swings into 
action wherever it's needed, moves 3 
ft. in any direction. Comes with 4-way 
mounting bracket. Blue, yellow, white, 
brown, red, black. 25 years in busi- 
ness. 

Kody's, Dept. B 
530 W. Lancaster Ave. 

Wayne. PA. 19087 
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KEEPS IT HOT 
Good-looking six-cup teapot has 
candle-warmer base for keeping 
beverage hot. Earthenware pot is 
dishwasher safe. Has pewtertone 
finish. Metal base Is die-cast to 
give strength and durability. Can- 
dle is Included. $23 ppd. The Gift 
Express, Dept. HG8, Box 636. 
Westfield, NJ 07090. 

CRANBERRY LIMOGES 
Flower sprinkled Limoges china 
basket with outside in deep rich 
cranberry red color. Gold handle 
and rim. Perfect for nuts on a din- 
ner table or for a collection. 4" 
long. Delightful gift. $10.98 plus 
750 post. Lillian Vernon, G8E, 510 
S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 
10550. 

DECORATIVE STANDS 
Fruitwood finished hardwood with 
tops and bases of off-white cul- 
tured marble, a combination of 
marble dust, polyester resin. Re- 
sists stains, wet pot marks. As- 
sembled. 18" tall, $28.95; 28", 
$32.95; 38", $34.95. Set of 3, 
$84.95 Ppd. Americraft, HG8, Box 
746, Hildebran, NC 28637. 

GROOM THE BATH 
There is no need to have ugly 
cracks and openings around your 
tub, sink or basin. Seal them up 
with self-sticking tape. Merely 
press tape on clean, dry surface, 
11 foot roll, $2.98 plus 500 post- 
age. Order from Anthony Enter 
prises, HG8, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

Vv'EATHER FORECASTER 
Artistically hand-blown and shaped 
glass swan shows a talent for tell- 
ing the coming weather. Liquid 
creeps up and down like magic 
with changing atmospheric pres- 
sure. $1.98; two $2.99. Add 500 
post. each. Write to American Con- 
sumer, GWS-86, Caroline Rd., 
Philadelphia, PA 19176. 

Know where your keys are when at home and in 
the office. 

Hand-crafted in the U.S., all wood key is avail 
able in walnut finish,  fruitwood finish anc| 
natural (please specify). 
7"xl6"xV2" thick, Key comes complete with 
hooks and can be hung horizontally or vertically 

$9.50 plus 750 postage and handling. 

THE'KEY'KE^^^ 

Hirl^nlaa iuftltP Jurnilurr irraratnra. ICtftf 
P.O. Box 56, Ardsley, New York 10S02 

MAKE YOUR RINGS FIT RIGHT! 
Are your rings too loose once they're ovei| 
your knuckles? Do they slide around your 
fingers uncomfortably and unattractively 
RIGS (Ring-lnsert-Guard-Sizer) will hold 
your rings in place simply and effectively 
RIGS (Pat. Pdg.) are vinyl liner-guards 
which slip inside the ring once it's in 
place and stop slipping. Works for any 
size, women's or men's. RIGS even hold 
boys' rings in place on girls' fingers 
Guaranteed. $4.00 ppd. 
RIGS Dept. 18, Box 1039, Longmont, Colo. 8050 

House & Gard 



DEFENSIVE DEVICE 
Non-lethal tear-gas 8-shot gun can 
render attacker powerless at once. 
No Federal permit required (void 
where prohibited by law). Top 
breaks to load easily. Dull black 
finish. Fits in pocket or purse. 
$12.65; two $21.65. Ppd. Protec- 
tion and Security, HG8, 1206 Mark- 
et St., Wilmington, DE 19801. 

HARDY, HANDSOME 
Ideal for dining, kitchen, study or 
living room. Sturdy twin oak ped- 
estal with maple butcher block top. 
Tables come in sizes 60" by 30", 
$207; 60" by 36", $225; 72" by 
36", $246. Exp. Coll. Catalogue, 
500. Write to Butcher Block & 
More, HG8, 1600 So. Clinton, 
Chicago, IL 60616. 

if ' 

MUSCLE TONER 
Exercise with simple rubber arm 
muscle builder, firms arm and 
hand muscles, relieves aches and 
stiffness. Fits in a pocket when 
not in use. Athletes use it; exer- 
cise enthusiasts advocate it. $2.98 
plus 400 postage. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG8, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

STRIP PAINT AND RUST 
Flap wheels with aluminized abra- 
sive strips fit any drill to smooth 
and remove paint and rotting rust 
even from corners and round sur- 
faces. With coarse, medium, fine 
grits. Set with three grits, $12.95 
plus $1 post. Write to World Co.. 
Dept. HGE, 606 E. State St., West- 
port, CT 06880. 

RARE CORAL 
Stunning handmade 18" necklace 
of genuine red or white coral adds 
zing to any costume. The natural 
coral shapes are so interesting in 
texture and shape. Try it with sim- 
ple linen dresses or blouses. Spec- 
ify. $14.50 plus $1.25 post. Rari- 
ties, HG8, 256 South Robertson. 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211. 

^trpljrn Jfallcr 

Dept. HG8C 

So muckbeauty 

for $100 
Wonderful Irish Crystal portroyed in lavish colour; 
see the craft of Aran Handknit Sweaters, the 
elegance of pore Irish Linen. Admire the beauty 
and symbolism of Cloddogh Jewellery. Savour the 
finest of Bone China that England can produce. 
Delight in the figurine ranges from Spain and 
Britain. Relish the idea of having these lovely 
products for your own at our so affordable prices. 

j/l Order Division; Industrial Estate Mervue Galway Ireland Send $1.00 today 
lor our curreryl catalogue. 

DOWN COMFORTS 

Bea^^^^ec^ RE-COVERED 

. in exquisite down-proof satins, taffetas. 
VVoof comforts recovered, too. And OLD 

FEATHERBEDS converted into cloud-soft, feather- 
fluff, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret proc- 
ess. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

Mail Order Only. No salesman will calll 
ALOEN COMFORT MILLS-HGR'Box 6070»Dallas, Tx.75222 

Write pp.r samples of coverings, testimonials, and 
for.. descriptive folder today. No obligation. 

AKt lUl HAKKUKII^U A 
SWIMMING POOL WOlIT 
...A THIEF OF YOliI 
LEISURE TIME 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Send 

SAFETY l5 for KEEPS with fhe pofcnfed MEYCO»SAF£TY SWIM. 
POOL COVER. You can be ossurcd of safe protection to children 
ploying around your pool. It will support children and adults in ony 
emergency. It s on aM-yeor-round sofety swimming pool cover. 
The MEYCO'SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER automatic anchoring 
system with stainless steel tension springs that lock it in place allow 
the pool to be covered or uncovered in two minutes. Leoves and 
debris cannot get in and maintenance Is cut to a minimum. Saves 
on heat and chlorine and discourages algoe. It's custom mode to 
fit any size or shape pool and it carries a five year warranty. 

for complete information and fre« booklet on "How to Hove o Coref'ce Pool." 

SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVERS 
225 Poric Avenue, Hicksville, N.Y. I 1801 

•Potent #2.958.872 
(516) 935-0900 

CSTAILISHED 189S 
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THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ 
For more tree magic you will wont everyone's 
beloved   choracters   from   Oz.   Dorothy holding 

^QI^'^^^'^J^'' Sl^ORE "'"'""1°"' Scarecrow and the Cow- 
Washington, G8-7, Vo. 22747 

ordly Lion. Charming colorful wood figures, 4" 
to  5"  high.   All  4  for  $7.95   +   $1 shipping. 

NOW! AVAILABLE IN THE UNITED STATES! 

A "PRESCRIPTION DIET PILL" 

FROM THE DOMINION OF CANADA. .. 

WITHOUT A DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION! 

Canada: Yes! Friends It s absolutely true that for the first time, because 
of different FEDERAl REGULATIONS GOVERNING DRUGS . . . 
You can now purchase A ■DIET ' PlI L THAT IS PRx^SCRIPTIVE IN 
CANADA . . . THROUGH THIS OFFER . . . WITHOUT A DOC- 
TORS PRESCRIPTION. THIS SENSATIONAI Pill we call - AM- 
PHENOI ■. > es the ' AMPHENOI " Pll I. is onlv available to the 
people living in the I NITED STATE.S and it is ILLEGAL TO SELL 
TO CANADIANS WITHOUT A DOCTOR S PRESCRIPTION. For 
your convenience and because of the "SENSITIVE N.ATURE"' and the 
difference of "FEDER.M DRUCJ " laws from country to country, we 
prefer our customers to send their orders directly to our company 
address in the I'nited States B\ doing this the postage rates remain the 
same . . . the currenc\ is U S Currency, and most of all, we are not 
subject to CAN-XDEAN RESTRICTIONS on the ingredients of the 
•AMPHENOI ■■ Pill, l\fPORTA.\T Again we repeat - to send the 
".AMPHENOI " Pill to any Provence in the Dominion of Canada 
would be committing an ILLEG.M AC!. It doesn't matter what 
>ou've tried before. . the "AMPHENOI " Pill ma\ well help when 
all else has failed. Just think of what this may mean to \ou' ".AMPH- 
ENOI "is s.ife for any male or female th.it is in "NORNL'XL HF.M TH", 
which only your doctor can tell voii  ORDER AMAZING AMPHENOI Pill TODAY' 

(iUARANIFF ♦ 
1. Ru.ir.iPtcc i 
the - AMPHF- { 
NOL" Pill is a > 
prescriptive dnis J 
in Canada. S 
Z. You must be j 
completely satis- J 
fied when usin;; the < 
•AMPHENOL • * 

Pills within the * 
first ten days. 4 

If you are dis- > 
satisfied with your J 
purchase for ;iny 2 
reason, we will rc- s 
fund your money J 
immcdiatch. ^ 

THE AMPHENOL CORP., Dept. A-21 
P.O. Box 40-2038, Miami Beach, Fla. 33140 

(jcntlcmcn    Pltjsc send immcdi,ircl\  -.our  Diei Pill called "AM- 
PHENOL" ihai is a prescriptive pill in the Dominion of Canada 
I am enclosinj;    CT   ( heck Cash      " MonevOrder 
□ Single Order iSAMPl El       is Dav Supply       Onlv $5 99 
U Double Order . Full ''n Oav Supply . Only S9 99 (Save $2.00) 
C Triple Order   .   Full 60 Oav Supply     , Onlv $14 99 (Save $.''.00) □ Giant Order     . Full 1 :n Dav Suppiv   . . Onh $19.99 (Save $4 00) □ SPEClAl tAMIl Y SIZF f> MOSTH SI PPI Y     OSI.Y $27 00 

(Save $9.00) 
PLEASE ENCLOSE 5100 FOR HANDLINXi ANf) POSTAGE 
WITH ANY ORDER SORRY. NO C O D. s 
NAME. .  
ADDRESS^ 

CITY  -STATE- _ZIP_ 
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A Comfor-Pedic'" 

Waterbed 

Gives You Warm Flotation Comfort 

Comfortable flotation sleep cures restless nights. Has 40% less water 
than average waterbed; Ideal for 2nd floor. Soft flexible sides for easy 

entry. Blends with any head- 
board, thermostatically con- 
trolled heater. Saves money in 
fuel bills. Hospital tested for 
comfortable sleep. Ideal for 
arthritic sufferers. Doctor's Rx 
for tax deduction. 
Includes: 
• 40-mil Comfor-pedic mattress. 

Self-contained; 100% lap 
seamed with 5-year warranty. 

• Thermostatically controlled 
heater with 4-year guarantee. 

• 100% wood pedestal base. 
• Fill-and-drain kit and patch kit. 
• Easy directions with brochure. 
• Mattress pad. 

DIomond Distributing, 220 Grove StreeJ, Orange, CA 92667 
Pleose send the following waterbeds. If not fully sotlsfied I 
con return wittiin 30 days for full refund. Eoch unit $259.00 
complete. (CA. res. + 6%). X item wanted. 

king queen double Super Single 
72" r. 84" □    60" X 84" □   54" x 84" □    48" x 84" □ 

Only 

$25900 

Shipping 
Included 

Name- 

Signature- 

Address  

Stote/Zip/Phone- 

-Exp. date: Credit card     
B/O/A: □ Visa: □ Master Ctig: □ 
Money Order or Cashier's Check.   Allow 15 days for shipping 

BUY WHOLESALE 

«453 SOFA Outside: L86" D34" H32" 
Inside: LS4" D21" HIS" 
Arm Height 26" ( £452 Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
"You can get what you have 
been looking for . . . value 
durability, comfort and quality." 
Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 
catalog of all types of fine furni- 
ture at discount prices. Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

P.O. Box 2314 
National Furniture ^fvlJ/IS^HiX 
and Fabric Sales HI^VJTTU, 

_)1   IWI   I   IINW /\i\\^WINL^ 

TO $1000 FOR^ 

YOUR FAVORITE 

RECIPE 

That's how much you can earn 
simply by sending us Your Fa- 
vorite Recipe (one that you feel 
is "Special") Your recipe will 
be reviewed immediately and 
you will be sent details of our 
publishing offer by return mail. 
Remember the recipe review is 
FREE, so send your recipe 
today! 

Don't Miss Out! 
Send to: Treaaured Recipe* 

3909 Westfall, Dept. 2S 
BOX R, STUDIO CITY, CALIF. 91604 

Plaise include nime. address and lip code 

FAMILY CREST RINGS 

Ring #11. 16xl4mm top, 
solid 14k gold $195.00 
sterling silver $90.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. If you do have a coat of arms, jjst send 

us a photostat or picture of it and that 
is what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arms send 
us your name and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (see below). 

3. If you wish you may design your own 
coat of arms. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If, in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20,000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this jewelry 
is available, plus Instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
$1.00 (deductible from first order). 

Remember, this jewelry is also available 
with any coat of arms, or any other em- 
blem or design you may send us. 
HERALDICA IMPORTS, INC. Dept. HG8 
21 WEST 46th ST. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036 

'.f -f. 

RADIANT GARNET 
Faceted garnet stone in Tiffany 
setting of solid sterling silver. Per- 
fect jewel to go with fall and winter 
wardrobe. An import from Israel 
with elegant detailing. Sizes 5,5,7, 
8. $5.98 plus 450 post. Splendid 
gift idea! Write to Lillian Vernon, 
G8E, 510 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Ver- 
non, NY 10550. 

SPORTS IN THE SUN 
Adjustable green plastic visor per- 
mits sports enthusiasts who must 
wear glasses to see everything 
clearly no matter how bright the 
sun. Visor eliminates glare and is 
easy on the eyes. $2.98 plus 350 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, 
CA 94105. 

CHARMING EYELETS 
Billowy 2" eyelet ruffles with 
that lovely lace-look. A charming 
touch on cream or white polyester 
curtains. 80" wide per pair. 24", 
30",36" long. $7.50 pr. 45",54", 
63" I. $11 pr. 72".81",90" I. $14 
pr. Valance: 10"x72", $3.50 each 
plus $2 post. Free catalogue. 
Country Curtains, HG-83, Stock- 
bridge, MA 01262. 

STERLING FINDS 
Between 400 and 500 old, active, 
discontinued flatware patterns; 
many estate silver purchases. A 
collection of antique hollowware. 
Missing patterns located. Varied 
silver and pewter gifts. Details on 
request. Georgetown Silver Shoppe, 
Dept. HG8, 1261 Wisconsin Ave. 
NW, Washington, DC 20007. 

MERRY SCENE 
French tapestry depicting wine cel- 
lar merriment of days gone by. 
Pastel shades. For pillows, fram- 
ing, upholstery. 10" by 10" $5.95; 
20" by 20" $8.95. Ppd. Other 
scenes and sizes in color catalogue 
$1. Peerless Imported Rugs, 
GTE87, 3028 No. Lincoln Ave., 
Chicago, IL 60657. 

BRIGHT AS NEV/ 
Magic silver leaf goes in sink or 
dishpan when hand-washing silver- 
ware and keeps table silver and 
hollowware shining and free of tar- 
nish. Safe, odorless and non-toxic; 
It lasts a lifetime. $4.98 plus 400 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, 
CA 94105. 
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TIPPY-VON-WOLF 
Von - Wolf " A book about real life Animals, witt 

Wesi 
Bead the TRUE story of "Tippy 
pictures, poenis and maps. Follow Tippy from his birth on a fami in Northern Italy through: Austria 
Germany. France and then finally to the United States. 
Meet his Queen "Lady Marion." and his friends: "Charlie" the Squirrel. "Maxie" the 
domestic Crow, "Re^" the tiny mixed breed dog. Cotton-tail "Woolle" a home growi 
wUd Rabbit and an abandoned Taber Cat named "Merry" who teaches "Hop-e 
Sparrow with a case of paralysis how to fly. 
Order from your bookstore or mail this coupon to: 
HG ColumbUi Publications, Box 7, Collingswood, New Jersey 08108 
Send me   copies of "Tippy - Von - Wolf" BY: Bill Marion 
I am enclosing S6.95 per copy, plus 5% sales tax.      Bookstore price $7.95 
SEND BOOK(s) TO: 
Name  
Address _  
City and State  

.Allow 8-10 weeks for delivery. 

House & Gard 



WILLOW THE WALL 
For plant arrangements, hand- 
woven willow baskets with metal 
liners. In three sizes: 10" by 7" 
by eVz": 9" by 61/2" by 6"; 8" by 
6" by bYz"- Hang on terrace wall. 
$9.95 for set of three. Add $1 
post. Catalogue 250. Fran's Basket 
House, HG8, Rte. 10, Succasunna, 
NJ 07876. 

AQUARIUM ACTION 
Fascinating "creatures" add life- 
like action to any home aquarium. 
"Shark" and "scuba diver" pow- 
ered by air from filter pump to dive 
and surface along with real fish. 
"Shark," $3.59 plus 40e post. 
"Scuba diver," $3.59 plus 400 
post.; both, $6.49 plus 500 post. 
World Co., HG8, 606 E. State St., 
Westport, CI 06880. 

FOR INSTANT CURVES 
Strapless bra to pin inside your 
swimsuit, halter, formal gown, or 
other baring fashions. Seamless 
molded cup for a natural-looking 
bust line, light, cool, pliantly soft. 
Nude, white. A,B,C,D cups. State 
bra size. $4.50 ea. plus 500 post. 
Two, $9: ppd. Genie, HG8, Box 16, 
Deer Park, NY 11729. 

LOOK SLIMMER 
Slenderbelt takes inches off the 
midriff with its controlling Lycra 
and double layered front zipper 
panel that eliminates bulges and 
gives strong back support. Give 
waist size in inches. 24"-34", 
$5.95; 36"-44", $6.95 plus 600 
post. Honor House, Dept. 173SB- 
66, Lynbrook, NY 11563, 

SH-H-H PEACE 
Silence is golden, but these days 
we get precious little of it. Soft, 
pliable silencers slip into the ears, 
have an easy-to-grasp flange. Slip 
them in every night for refreshing 
sleep. $2.98 a pair plus 200 post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 556 
Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

NATURAL SPONGES PLUS 
Old fashioned is often better- 
especially if applied to genuine 
sponges and rich oatmeal soap. 
About 6V2" sponge, $6.98; 51/2" 
sponge, $4.98: both. $10.98. Three 
41/2" soaps, $2.98. Both sets, 
$12.98. Add 750 post. Lillian 
Vernon. G8E, 510 S. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

PRESS ON ADDRESS LABELS 
Identify possessions, correspon- 
dence too. Black ink on white, 
blue, pink, yellow, silver or gold 
labels. IV4" X V2". Any message 
up to 26 letters per line, up to 4 
lines. 225 for S3: 450 (alike) for 
$5; 1,000 (alike) for $10; + 
postage of 350. Please specify 
color. Useful 80-P. Gift Catalog, 
500. Bruce Bolind, 28-P Bolind 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

BATHTUB SCRUBBER 

No more cleaning the tub on your knees. Bathtub Scrubber 
takes the bending and leaning out of tub cleaning with its 
long 24-inch chrome-plated handle and sponge head. 

Bathtub Scrubber $2.98 + 500 Mailing 
Extra Sponge Head  980 + 200 Mailing 

No COD'S cr B:lnng Add 6% Sa'es Tax. r. Ca :'CT a 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 

Anthony Enterprises 556 M 
Dept. HG-87 

ission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

^   MATCH KING 
A stylish collection of 50 assorted and 
colorful matchbooks from famous prestige 
establishments. These windows of the 
world make a practical gift—ideal for col- 
lectors, decorators and the person who 
has everything. Let MATCH KING provide 
you with the romantic atmosphere of near 
and far away places. 

S4.95 plus 50c postage and handling 

MATCH KING CORP.   H.G. s 
P.O- Box 2503. Grand Central Station 

New York, New York ^0017 

f/fo/M Mcrofiy ro rou— 

m VIKING CHAIR 

Height-31" 
Seat 18"X 15" 

Height of Seat- 
1772" 

Notive 
Hardwood 

Curved Bockrest 
Fibre Rush Sect 

—V/oven by 
Hand 

Sanded Ready-»o-FInish $17.95 
Maple, Walnut, Pine $20.95 
Motching Arm Chair—Add S3.00 to 
above. Minimum order two pieces. 
Send Check or Money Order For Chairs 

Express Collect 
Catalog SOc 

MARION TRAVIS 
P O   Box 292   Statesville, N. C. 28677 

finest koife? 
The Christy slidmg- 
blade pocket knife 
may be the world's 
finest. The blade is 
quality Swedish 
steel — surgical 
sharp — so sharp it 
cuts the toughest 
paper without tear- 
ing. Slides open 
and closes easily 
with one hand. 
Locks to 3 conveni- 
ent cutting lengths. 
5\i" fully open. 
3%" closed. So 
light you can't tell 
it's in your pocket. 
Only $4.50 each. 
Deluxe Silver Plated 
knife only $7.50 
each. Replacement 
blades (ra rely 
needed) only $1.50 
each. Add 40c per knife tor postage and handling. Ohio rebidents add 4 % tax. 
THE CHRlSn COMPAm' 
911 N. Dickinson St. Fremont.  Ohio 43420 
Vualil\- ProJurt ^ ilh Ml Kdse Sinre 1891 

I 



GET RID OF UNWANTED HAIR 

Amazing Lemos Permagon destroys hair roots instantly—one by 
one. No wire connections. Uses tiny batteries (included). Same 
electrolysis system experts use to remove hair permanently from 
face, arms, legs and body. 
LEMOS PERMAGON. $14.98 Plus $1.00 Postage & Handling 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6°lo Sales Tax in California 
30 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 556 M 
Dept. HG-87 

issron. San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

ONE PERFECT ROSE 
The lovely aroma of Spring fills the air with the 
rose's first bloom. Renowned metal sculptor 
Perry Marshall has created one perfect bud atop 
this hand made copper bell. Petals and leaves 
are hand enamelled and fired to a fade proof gloss. 
Specify red, white, pink, or yellow rosebud. Exquisite 
gift for anyone who loves the delicate beauty of 
Spring's first rose. $12.00 (+ 1.50 ins. pstg.) 

THE UNICORN GALLERY 
HG87, Box 4405 

Colesville, Maryland 20904 

YOUR   FAMILY'S   HISTORICAL ROOTS 
are important. Now, you can record 
your family members birth, death, 
marriage, etc., from past generations 
to future generations in this beauti 
ful hard back elegantly printed Fam 
ily Record Book. A keep sake and an 
ideal gift for newlyweds or children 
leaving home. Only $7.95 plus 50c 
postage. Send check or money order 
to Record Book, 

AdamsHouse, Dept. 878, 
P.O. Box 9364, Memphis, Tenn. 38109. 
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1977 ROYAL COPENHAGEN 
CHRISTMAS PLATE 

$27 ppd. — Immediate delivery 
1977 BING and GRONDAHL 

CHRISTMAS PLATE 
$25.50 ppd. — immediate delivery 
Plates are shipped GIFT BOXED 

Brochures of Christmas plates 
available on request 

46 Cote de la Fabrique, Quebec, Canada 

,7- "WS^ 

HANDY HANG-DRYER 
For travel or home use, a sturdy 
dryer to hold all your washables is 
a great help. Hooks onto any show- 
erhead, notched shaft holds 11 
hangers. Steel construction, rust- 
proof vinyl finish. $2.98; two 
$5.50. Add 500 post. American 
Century. HG87. P.O. Box 36232, 
Los Angeles, CA 90036. 

FARM SCENE SAMPLER 
Fun-to-do needlepoint contaii. 
eight different stitches, to give ' 
three dimensional effect in woi 
yarns and embroidery floss. 7" t 
14" design on ti:14 canvas. $9.9 
with stitch chart and instr. Walni 
finished wood frame, $4.95 plu 
750 post. Victoria Gifts, 12H Wat€ 
St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010. 

FREE AND EASY 
Pretty paisley mandarin jacket. 
Polyester/cotton for easy wash and 
wear. Perfect as a duster; smart 
over pants or skirts for shopping, 
office, bridge club. So comfortable. 
Please give dress size. $19.95 plus 
$1.85 post. Write to Artisan Gal- 
leries, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell 
Ave., Dallas, TX 75204. 

COVER NEWS 
The total look of upholstery. "De 
signers' Choice," bench is 18" b 
18" by 221/2" I- Available variou 
grades, types of fabrics. $79 t 
$110; $69 in your fabric (3 yd? 
54"). Send $2 for catalogue an 
form for requesting fabric sampler 
Hunt Galleries. Inc., HG778, Bo 
2324, Hickory, NC 28601. 

SHOW YOUR PHOTOS 
Display stand handles 100 prints 
easily. Just slip them (up to 3'/^ 
by 5) into 50 clear plastic windows 
hanging from golden ring on sturdy 
base. Red leatherlike cover with 
gold-foil name up to 18 letters, 
spaces. $5.99 ppd. Walter Drake. 
HG31, Drake BIdg., Colorado 
Springs, CO 80940. 

BE A DOLL 
Have any photo reproduced as £ 
face on a delightful 21" sill 
screened rag doll. Colorful yarr 
hair. A fun gift to be treasured 
Send sharp, close-up photo, coloi 
or black and white (returned un 
harmed). $19.98 plus $2 post. B€ 
A Doll, Inc., HGE-87, 99 Prince St., 
New York, NY 10012. 



'ROTECTiVE 5EA jTY 
tunning silverplated butterfly from 
.aly is a handsome tnvet. It pro- 

■fjjcts table linens and fine table 
j^jps from heat of vegetable dishes, 
uilatters or casseroles. Makes dec- 
larative wall hanging. 7" by 10^2"- 
Jamish resistant. S7.95 ppd. The 
'^ift,  HG8.   9021   Melrose Ave., 
,os Angeles. CA 90069. 

bc AC SIGN CLOCK 
attery operated Plexiglas clock 

-^rsonalized with full color sign of 
^|e zodiac, name and date of birth 
^jiprinted on face. 5i/^" w.. 7" h . 
^y^" d.. to stand on bedside table. 
, ielf or dresser. $19.95 plus $1 
njjst. Write to Romar Sales. Dept. 
s3-15A. 380 Madison Ave.. New 
^rk. NY 10017. 

Now you Can Create P 
Decorative Floral Arrar ^ v 

Handcarved solid mahogany arm- 
chair IS handsomely upholstered m 
a French tapestry with beige 
ground and elegant design ir rose, 
blues, greens, burgundy. =2511. 
Size. 26V2" w.. 28" d..'41" over- 
all h. S269.95 exp. coll. Martha M. 
House. HG8. 1022 S. Decatur St.. 
Montgomery. AL 3C104. 

SROW'NS SCJL".: = t 
With clear 24" stake and two 6' 
lengths of flexible rod plus a pot 
and plants that like to twine, living 
sculptures are created. Choose 
ivies, vining peperomias. pothos. 
or jasmines and good clay pots. 
$5.95. two. $11.50 ppd. Market 
Horizons, HGl. Box 4450. West- 
bury. NY 11592. 

"TIARA" FLOWER ARRANGER 

'.Viin Our ,/ersaiiie epergne 
TIARA you II get profes- 

sional results e'jery time, 
using fresh or artificial 
flowers, foliage or fruit. The 
four interlocking bowls and 
dividers are all individual 
units that stack variably, 
make everything from a bud 
vase to a tapered or massed 
arrangement Heavy gauge 
shatterproof, crystal-clear 

olastic with footed bottom, 
so you can set it on any 
surface or place it in a dish 
or bowl. With the TIARA 
anyone can be a flower ar- 
ranging expert. 

S6 
00 INCLUDES POSTAGE 

AND i-iANDLiNG 

USE WITH: 
='esn FlSi'iers • Fresh Fruit 
Leaves ar^i h') • Branches. Buds 
Artiticial FlOivers or Fruit 
Xrnas O'nar^enis Evergreen Holly 
Tail Candles As Sho^n 

Allow 3 iVeei<s ^^or Deiiverj 

LESLIE JEFFREY 
COMPANY DEPTL 

7777 Bonhomme Avenue 
St. Louis. Mo. 63105 

1^ 0 SKA GI LL \^ ALL PLAQI E 

Unique copper hand made wall 
plaque, mounted on genuine Carib- 
bean Alabogany. 8 x 1.3. A fine art 
\sork ideal for a iiift. home or office 
decoration. Done by a Caribbean Art- 
i-t. ^ot available in any -tore. S49.95. 

THE YELLOW HOI SE 
Dept. HG-36C. 3612 Tarn Dr. Orlando. F-'a. 32808 

DONT WAIT FOR 
THE NEXT COLD WAVE! 

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL! 

\NTS DEMI-BOOT 
kid soft polyurethane on nylon 

as foot caressing lining, rubber 
ie sole. 11/2" heel. 8" H. Cara 
'^iel, brown, red, navy, bone, white 
.-eck. Full and half sizes S-SVz - 9 
.:!». $12 plus SI.50 post. Write to 

:•  Wayne. Dept. H8D. 600 So. 
--try   Club   Rd.,   Tucson, AZ 

i,.716. 

jg.;- i7"7 

Great idea —solid pine wall-hanging 
center with blackboard, tray for 
chalk, bin for mail, pads, pencils, 
drawer for keys, stamps, coupons. 
23" by 131/2" by 51/2". It can 
stand, too. Unfinished, $19.95 an- 
tique fin.. $29.95. Add S3 post, 
ea. Yield House. G78X. No. Con- 
way. NH 03860. 

Your favorite Down or Wool 
comforter recovered like new 
in luxi^rious satin or cotton 
SPECIAL AIR FLUFFING and 
Patented Chenii^al Steriliza- 
tion process GUARANTEES 
SATISFACTION. Dov.rproof 
Interlining used exclusively- 
We can even change sizes, 
add fillings, etc. Known for 
beautiful work since 1920. . . . 
Send SI.00 (deductiblei for 
complete swatcKes and de- 
tails. Write today   Deo: G-3 

J. SCHACHTER CORP. 
115 ALLEN ST., NYC 10002 

and 5av- 

JavTie's Jewelry 
Manufacturing 

Corp. 
7945 E. 51s:.. Tulsa, Ok 7414: 
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Tipoffs 

for midsummer 

By 

James 

Fannini 

?J Columbine 

erard's Herbal 

How to make tomatoes see red. How green 

is your office? Three new books. Plus a great 

way to learn environmental design 

The way it was 

In England, books about plants and gar- 
dening have been rolling off the presses 
for just about as long as there have been 

^- presses. In Shakespeare's time—a bit 
. more than 100 years after the introduc- 

.-^ ^ tion of printing—two books were pub- 
Cr- lished that remain to this day leading 

v!^ authorities on plants and their uses. First 
of these, printed in 1599. was John 

"^^^^^ Gerard's Herbal, or Natural History of 
plants. Next came A Garden of Pleasant 
Flowers, by John Parkinson, published 
in 1629. Gerard's Herbal, a scientific 
treatise, listed and categorized all of the 
plants known at that time. Although 
some of the classifications are wrong by 
modern standards. Gerard showed an 
amazing understanding of the relation- 
ships among plants and foreshadowed 
the work of Linnaeus a centun.' later. 
Parkinson, on the other hand, wrote 
about gardening without paying too 
much attention to scientific classifica- 

tion. His emphasis was on the decorative, 
culinan,". and medicinal use of plants, 
with special emphasis on how to grow 
them. For generations the two books 
have been a bibliophile's treasures, un- 
available to the everyday gardener, so it 
is a great joy to report that both are now 
in print in facsimile for anyone who 
may be interested. As summer reading, 
to be picked up at odd moments, they 
give an unparalleled view of gardening 
as it was in the 17th centur>\ with lessons 
as valuable today as they were then. 
Needless to say. the language has all the 
charm of its time, as do the lovely—and 
copious—woodcut illustrations. The fac- 
simile Herbal is priced at S50 and the 
Garden of Pleasant Flowers at S25. plus 
40 cents postage for a single volume. 75 
cents for all other orders, from Dover 
Publications. Inc.. 180 Varick St.. New 
York. N. Y. 10014. New York residents 
should add sales tax. 

Office greenery 

Plants are as much a part of today's office 
as typewriters. Mostly, the greenery gets 
attention at irregular intervals—when- 
ever somebody thinks the plants look 
dr>'. With the best of intentions, most 
people working in offices simply don't 
know enough about their plants to give 
them the care they need. So Jacqueline 
Heriteau has taken it upon herself to 
remedy the situation with a book. The 
Office Gardener (Hawthorn, S9.95; 
S5.95 paperback) describes all the places 
where plants belong in an office, the kinds 
of plants appropriate for each, and the 
care they need. Illustrations are line 
drawings, plus charts for light and tem- 
perature requirements. Included is a list 
of mail-order suppliers for plants and 
maintenance equipment. 

Blushing tomatoes 

Some gardeners clip leaves from their 
tomato plants to let sunshine reach the 
fruit. This is done in the belief that sun- 
shine falling directly on the green fruit 
will hasten its ripening. It is not really a 
wise practice, though, since tomatoes 
need the food manufactured by leaves 
and may not develop as well as they 
should if deprived of it. Also, hot sun- 
shine falling directly on the fruit may 
cause scalding and cracking, particularly 
if a period of hot weather follows one of 
heav}- rainfall. Probably the soundest 
procedure with tomatoes is to remove 
side shoots to prevent over-bearing but 
let the leaves stay on the main stem to 
feed the fruit and shade it from hottest 
sunshine. 

Victory for Crockett 

One of the most popular TV programs of 
the 1976-77 winter season was Crockett's 
Victory Garden. Originating in Boston, 
the series was carried by 103 stations of 
the Public Broadcasting Service, with 
viewers in every state of the Union. James 
Underwood Crockett, the man in front 
of the camera, is a plain dirt gardener 
who knows what he is talking about and 
has the charisma to make other people 
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listen. His answers to questions are 
simple and direct, following the Crockett 
ma.xim: "If it doesn't work. I'm not in- 
terested." As a continuing reminder of 
the Victory Gardener's instruction. Mr. 
Crockett has assembled a book that fol- 
lows garden activities through the 12 
months of the j'ear. Emphasizing vege- 
tables but giving ffowers their due as well, 
the book is as crammed with sound in- 

LEE LOC<WOOC 

Learning design 

Reston. Va., a pioneer among plann 
communities, is pioneering again, t 
time in the field of education for enviro 
mental design. Guy L. Rando, a Ian 
scape architect who had a part in 
original planning for Reston. has set 
The Reston School for Environment 
and Landscape Design in conjunctic 
with his own professional office. Tl 
school does not offer classroom cours 
of cut-and-dried instruction. It is, in e 
feet, an apprenticeship, where studen 
learn by actually doing the \\ ork involve 
in environmental design. Students wor 
on real projects, seeing them throug 
from preliminary planning to final cor 
struction. with the procedures involve 
in each stage explained by experience 
professionals. Just as there is more r, 
landscape architecture  than plantin/ 
there is more to environmental desig' 
than pollution control. Tomorrow's lane 
scape architect environmentalist is goin 
to need a careful!)' balanced training i 
all of the disciplines involved, and this i 
what the Reston School expects to pre 
vide. For full information about th' 
availability of courses, including specie 
summer programs, write Guy L. Rand' 
k Associates. Inc.. 1618 Water's Edgj, 
Lane. Reston. Va. 22090. 

formation as the T\' series itself. It i: 
illustrated with color photographs anc — 
fine drawings and has a question anc 
answer section for each month. Crock 
ett's Victory Garden (Little. Brown) i: 
Si7.50 in hardcover. S9.95 paperback 
The TV series incidentally, goes on the 
air at different times in different places 
Consult your local newspaper for wher 
it mav be seen in vour area. 
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Manufacturers of fine furniture 

^-   For a portfolio of tables and cabinets, send one dollar to 
Dept. HG 08, Gordon's. Inc., Jofnnson City, Tennessee 37601. 

One-third of your life 

could rest on BedSack.® 
Your bed life could be so much easier, more luxurious 
and comfortable and hygienic. Just wrap your mattress and 
boxspring in BedSack®*bedclothing. Protects,, 
and enhances, practically re-upholsters older t ^ 
tDedding.- Ultrasonically quilted all four , 5l* 
sides and top. Machine washable. i \ 
no-iron. White, pastels, 
patterns, with matching 
PillowSack.® At linen 
departments everywhere. 

WJm 

100%KODEL« filling 51977 Perfect Fit industi'les. inc . Monroe, N C •Patent pending 
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n book eta 

Marvelous ideas to help you plan anc 
shop are in the booklets below, anti 
they're yours for the asking. You cai 
order them directly from House 6 
Garden—send for the ones you wan 
today, .fust fill out and return the orde. 
coupon, circling the number of eaci 
booklet desired, enclose 50(t for post 
age and /umdling, plus any additiona 
charge as indicated next to the bookie 
number, and we'll see to it that youi 
booklet requests are filled as quickly a.' 
possible. Do not send stamps. Coins 
check, or money order max be used 

Building and Remodelingi 

1. "FOCUS ON FLOORS"-a practica 
guide to decorating from the floor up. Thi? 
12-page full-color booklet features dsc 
orating tips for kitcfiens, family and living 
rooms, bedrooms, foyers, and hiobb^ 
rooms. Includes entire section on do-it 
yourself installation, a flooring glossary 
plus information on cost and maintenance 
From Congoleum. 50C 

2. EXCITING NEW DIMENSION IN GLAS$| 
for residential housing . . . PPG Solarcoo 
Bronze. Booklet discusses the inheren' 
beauty of Solarcool Bronze plus its mul 
tiple home-owner benefits—perhaps mos' 
important, its ability to save on air-con 
ditioning costs. PPG Glass. 

3. STAINLESS STEEL SINKS. New book 
let gives ideas for kitchen, bath, and laun 
dry. Includes many features and models 
A must for building and remodeling. Elkay 
Mfg. Co. 

Decorating 

4. COLLECTOR'S EDITIONS. This cata 
logue is an assemblage of wall clock de- 
signs and antique reproductions for those; 
who appreciate excellence. Each clock 
must be of collectable quality in design, 
execution, and the excellence of its move- 
ment in order to be included in this group, 
Howard Miller Clocks. $1 

5. FINE FURNITURE. A colorful 16-page 
booklet illustrates dining, living, and bed- 
room designs. Many decorating ideas are 
shown and the flexibility of upholstered 
and wood furniture is discussed. Tomlin- 
son Furniture. $1 

House & Garden 



18TH-CENTUKY   PUKU-ULIU  OT tng 
ih-siy.ec '^'"^ '^'e. An exciting collection 

reproductions or adaptations of the 
ost outstanding designs of upholstery 
id cabinetry from Queen Anne to Shera 
n. Each style is made in the characteris 
; wood of the period and finished to 
jvelop the ultimate depth and beauty 
enredon Furniture Industries. SI 

". . . BECAUSE FURNITURE SHOULD 
E AGELESS." Beautiful 48-page color" 
ochure displays the complete Tiara II 
jllection of bedroom and dining-xioom 
rniture. Classic styling that mixes v/ith 

I decorating schemes is illustrated m 
cm settings. White of Mebane. $1 

OF BOOKSTACKS, CABINETS. CON- 
)LES, CREDENZAS. CURIO CABINETS, 
LSKS. Carolina Tables. Inc.. booKiei 
)eccrator's Showcase Gallery." reore- 
nts a comprehensive array of accent 
sees. Each piece is illustrated and style 
imbers. dimensions, and a variety o* 
lishes are given. SI 50 

FAMOUS DESIGNS. Series of booklets 
jst^ates r-e-:-. English. Italian, Medi- 
rranean. American traditional, and con- 
mporary furniture. Each booklet is a 
lide for selecting bedroom, dining room, 
ing room, and occasional pieces. Handy 
om-planning kit included. Drexel Furni- 
re. $1 

I. GRANDFATHER FLOOR CLOCKS. Bro- 

- " on of famous Ridgeway floor 
es and their availability in a 

oice of designs and finishes. Descrip- 
ms are informative and clocks are shown 
a range of price groupings. Gravely 

imiture Company. Inc. 

. LIGHT UP YOUR LIFE with specially 
signed gni ng fixijres from King"s 
landeiier Co. Each order is assembled 
MTi selected parts according to your 
ecifications from designs shown in the 
1? "Btalogue. $1 

:. SUNBRELLA  OUTDOOR DECORAT- 
G GUIDE. 3cok'e: *ee:.;^es r-'s::':a' 

new Ideas m av.nings made of acrylic fiber 
Maker guarantees 'abric for five years. 
Shows  cabanas,   patio  shades, beacn 
shades, w^ndo.'.' a.vnings. and c^'^e' c'e 
signs. G'en Ra/en Mills, inc. 

Eating and Entertaining 

13. MAKE THE MOST OF IT. G^^^c 
no* just b f.a'.-j -i^'^'-d'oner i.gueur 
It's a verSfl'tile n-. / r,g rgredlen- Try one 
of the .-recipes^ in T-c Gc'd Standard' 
drink an^_pdb*!^ng rec r^e bcckiet c try 
Galliano in your favc 'e :cci''a'i, main 
d^sh. or desser^. "21" Brands, 'nr 

Gardening 

14. "1977 BUYERS' GUIDE." Cc cr i js 
trated cata cg^v '^c" -c'Kv.e'l Interna- 
tional shows its v.'ide range of pc^abie and 
stationary-icols and accessories Every- 
thing frrm lawn and garden tcols to drills, 
saws. Sanders, grinders, joinTers, shape^s. 
lathes, and motors. 

Potpourri 

15. SOME HELPFUL DOS AND DON'TS 
ABOUT MOVING ^'e d scjssec - " "e ".'5, 
flower Moving Kit. from how much it v<'ill 
cost to what to do about storage. There 'S 
also a handy checklist to organize ycu' 
move out and in. 

16. PHONECENTER STORE CATALOGUE. 
Here's eve^"-~>g .z^"- e needs ic be- 
come the most modern telephcne home in 
the neighborhood. Learn about all the se-- 
vices available through your local Be 
company. See the full range of deccatc 
and sDecial-^eed ohones AT&T. 

17. BRIGHTEN    YOUR    HOME YEAR 
■ROUND. Wiin the ne.v techniques now 
ava able for drying and presen/ing T'c.vers 
in microwave ovens, you can enjoy beauti- 
ful floral arrangements year 'round. By 
following the steo-by-step methods in this 
booklet, you'll find drying flowers 'S bet"" 
easv and fun Taopan. $1 

Order coupon for booklets' 

Xuuust. 1977 

Circle the number of each booklet >ou want, and enclose check, money or- 
der, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring paxment. Add 50c 
for postage and handling. No stamps. .Allow up to four weeks for deliver). 

MAIL TO: HOUSE \ GARDEN. Dept. S 
Box 3579. Grand Central Station. New >'ork. \ .>'. 10017 

9SI in 
3 

11^1 

4^1 

12 13 1 4 1 17^' 

I enclose S 50c for postage and handling of m\ request for booklets 
S for booklets circled requiring pa\meni 
S is my total remittance 

MR. 
Name MRS  

MISS 
Address  

Citv  

I'F'eose P'''- 

..State. .Z.p = 

AndcncnWindaiidk 

7^' 
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Nantucket 
continued from page 46 

Buy a copy of The Inquirer and Mir- 
ror, the weekly newspaper. AlTectionate- 
ly called the "Inky-Mirror," it tells the 
Theatre Workshop schedule, as well as 
special autumn shows ot paintings, sculp- 
ture, and crafts held at the Kenneth 
Taylor Galleries. Every year Nantucket 
shops, restaurants, and shows come in 
and go out like the tide and the "Inky- 
Mirror," at The Hub on Main Street, 
gives you the latest local news. 
□ RESTAURANTS 
Open through mid-October, four restau- 
rants ranging from the reasonable to the 
rare are North Shore Restaurant, The 
Tavern, The Skipper, and The Opera 
House. Serving into November are The 
Boarding House with elegant fare, and 
the Company of the Cauldron, whose 
specialty is Northern Italian cuisine. 
Open all year-round is the grand hotel, 
the Jarred Coffin House, with all meals 
available. Year-round restaurants are 
the Brotherhood of Thieves, where you 
feel you're having your last beer before 
shipping out: The Club Car, once a part 
of the old railroad that ran from one end 
of the island to the other; The Dory, for 
a quick, good meal; and Cy's Green Cof- 
fee Pot, the islanders* favorite haunt. 
□ HOTELS * 
Accommodations can be made in ad- 
vance by calling Nantucket Accommo- 
dations, 617-228-9559, or write Box 
462, Nantucket, Mass. 02554. There is 
no charge for its service. You can also 
write the Nantucket Information Bu- 
reau, 25 Federal St., Nantucket, Mass. 
02554. It can't book you a room, but 
will send you a booklet of information. 
Or you might walk there once you ar- 
rive, and they can tell you the vacancies 
available. Susan King, a native, is most 
helpful, and knows everything about the 
island. 

Columbus Day signals the end of the 
season for many hoteliers. Two small, 
cozy inns open until then are the Bar- 
nacle Inn, 11 Fair St., bright and cheer- 
ful with each room named after a brave 
whaling ship such as "Fortitude," and 
the India House, 37 India St., where the 
owner has written a cookbook just on 
breakfast, so you know his are special. 
□ GETTING AROUND 
You'll need a car only to explore the 
whole island, and much of that you can 
do by bicycle. To rent a bicycle: Young's 
Steamboat Wharf, tel. 228-1151. To rent 
a car: Allen W. Holdgate, 45 Washing- 
ton St., tel 228-0135. Perhaps you would 
prefer a tour. Bertha O'Neil, a native 
who runs a taxi and carries the mail to 
and from the airport, will gjve you a 
compact tour of Wi to 2 hours, for a 
group of 4, $4 each, tel. 228-0008. 
□ HOW TO GET THERE 
Air New England flies from New York 
and Boston, on a year-round basis. 
Planes are more frequent from Boston. 
There are ferry connections to the is- 
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land from Hyannis and Woods Hole, but 
the ferry from Hyannis stops the end of 
October. Ferries continue through the 
year from Woods Hole, two sailings a 
day, midmorning and late afternoon. By 
ferry is a colorful way to arrive at Nan- 
tucket, and the trip takes about 3 hours 
from Woods Hole, 2 from Hyannis. 
Travelers can take their cars aboard, but 
reservations should be made in advance 
through the Woods Hole, Martha's Vine- 
vard and Nantucket Steamship Author- 
ity, P.O. Box 284, Woods Hole, Mass. 
02543, tel. 617-540-2022. Passenger ser- 
vice is also offered aboard Hy-Line boats 
sailing from the Ocean Street Dock in 
Hyannis, but stops the end of October, 
tel. 617-775-7185. ■  

Ruffled quilt instructions 
continued from page 79 

strips 13'/2 inches wide as shown in the 
sketch. You will need six strips. 2 each at 
44, 138, and 232 inches. Piece together 
the longer lengths by stitching corre- 
sponding letters together (as shown in 
sketch) right side to right side, leaving 
1/2-inch seams. Press open. Fold fabric 
over, right sides together lengthwise. Fin- 
ish short ends of each strips by stitching a 
V6-inch seam. Turn right side out. Gath- 
er by hand or machine % inches from 
the raw edges until each piece is half as 
long as its original length (the length of 
the corresponding diagonal slashes in the 
quilt top sketched). 

KING SIZE 5H£Er 
B'// I5fc" ij'V i5'/2" I5'4" \Vk' \^lz 

Stepl 

10 
2fi 

110 

Step 2. To make quilt top: Lay out one 
queen-size sheet flat on the floor. With 
yardstick and tailor's chalk divide it into 
the diagonal dimensions sketched. Cut 
along chalk marks. 

Step 2 

51" (g) 51" 
QUEEN SIZE 

Step 3. To insert ruffles: Pin, stitch ruffles 
into the diagonal slashes of the quilt top, 
easing gathers to fit. Starting at the upper 
left, sandwich the corresponding ruffles 
between the first two sheet sections as 

shown. The sheet sections must be right 
sides together with raw edges along raw 
edges of ruffle. Stitch leaving a %-inch 
seam. Press ruflle away from body of 
quilt. Continue in this manner until all 
ruffles are stitched. Press in place. 

Step 3 

pUCtRl'iHTSlDe. 
ROPPLE AMD SriT-H 

90'- 

H"®     51"    © 51- 
Step 4. To make the total cover: With 
right sides together, pin the ruffled sheet 
to the second queen-size sheet. Stitch 
around three sides leaving a 1-inch seam. 
Bottom sheet will be slightly larger than 
the ruffled sheet. The fourth side remains 
open. 
Step 5. To stuff the quilt: Cut 6 strips of 
Dacron batting in 110-inch lengths. 
With heavy thread baste the lengths to- 
gether using long stitches to make 2 
pieces 90 by 110 inches. Put these two 
layers one on top of another. Place on 
top of ruffled sheet (which is still inside 
out). Baste the 2 thicknesses of batting 
to the 1-inch seam allowance of the quilt, 
being careful not to close the fourth side. 
Carefully, with the aid of a friend, turn 
the quilt right sides out. Slipstitch the 
fourth edge closed. 
Step 6. To finish the quilt: Hand tack 
through all thicknesses along the seams 
of the ruffles. Use heavy-duty thread, 
doubled. A knot from time to time will 
add strength to these seams. M  

New Harmony 
continued from page 92 

universities sponsor programs that range 
from archeological digs to theatre, opera, 
dance, and music performances. Potters, 
weavers, and woodworkers seem to be 
everywhere in town, building kilns, set- 
ting up exhibits, giving and taking work- 
shops. New Harmony's long nap is over. 

For a complete schedule of events and 
description of unusual family vacation 
plans centered around theatre perform- 
ances and crafts workshops, write to 
Historic New Harmony Inc., New Har- 
mony, Ind. 47631; or call (812) 682- 
4488. For reservations for food or lodg- 
ing, write to Red Geranium Enterprises, 
New Harmony, Ind. 47631. or call (8 12) 
682-4431. ■ 
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HOW DOES 

YOGR CRYSTAL GARDEN 

GROW? 

Love in bloom? A budding 
romance between your American 
beautv roses and our Irish beauties? 
Do violets vie for a place in our 
legendarv crystal? 

Blow n b\' mouth and cut wholly 

by hand (with heart), every piece of 
Waterford captures the fire of the 
sun. To light up your life. 

How does your Waterford crystal 
garden grow? Tell us c^r show us. 
Write a letter, a poem or submit a 

photo or drawing. 
To the 100 best, we'll send 

Waterford bud vases. Mail to: 
Waterford Crystal Garden, 
P.O. Box 1159, Rancho Santa Fe, 
CA 92067. 

Contest ends 111 77 All entries become sole property of Waterford photo 



Crafted in cherry by the hands of Harden. 

The John GoJdard Chest, reproduced from the classic deMgn of a great Rhode Island cabinetmaker. 
For our 160-page Catalog and name of store near you send S3.00 to Harden Furniture, Dept. 26, McConnellsville, N.Y, 13401 

Makers of fine furniture since 1865 
September, 1977 3 



KitchenAid 

disposers. 

Whenyoii're 

tired of being 

in a jam. 

With a KitchenAid disposer, you 
don't have to use a broom handle to 
break up jams. 

The KitchenAid unjams itself. 
A touch of a button activates our 
exclusive Wham Jam Breaker which 
breaks the jam with 120 jolts a second. 

Of course, a KitchenAid disposer 
is built not to jam. It has a big 1/2 HP 
motor that grinds up all kinds of 
garbage, even tough stuff like steak 
bones and corn husks 

In fact, KitchenAid 
stainless steel disposers 
are so well built we offer 
a five year limited war- 
ranty. Stainless steel 
grind chambers and 
cast iron drain cham- 
bers fight corrosion, 
the major cause of 
disposer failure. 

See your KitchenAid dealer 
Or send us the coupon. 

KifcheiiiAid 
Disposers. 

You'll say they're the best 

KitchenAid, Dept. 7GA-9 
Hobart Corporation 
TVoy, Ohio 45374 
Send me more information. 

Name  

/\d dress. 

City  

County _ 

State  Zip. 
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Garden in stitches, page 140 

DECORATING, ARCHITECTURE, BUILDING 

Home improvement ideas for the house fixer 
Foolproof decorating 
Pattern is 
White is 
Pink is 
Green is 
Do it with color 
Solar with style 
What a way to treat a window 

MONEY-SAVING WAYS TO CONSERVE ENERGY 
Should you put your money on the sun? By Paul Gross 
Fuel-saving cars for 1978. By Richard and Jean Taylor 
Lights up, energy down. By Elizabeth A. Meehan 
Fans can help you make energy savings. By Veronica McNiff 
Reading up on energy 
How much insulation do you need? 
Solar with style 
New energy outlook for windows. By Sandra Oddo 

ANTIQUES AND RESTORATIONS 
18   Questions and answers: Antiques. By Louise Ade Boger 

CRAFTS 

140   For needlecrafters now: A garden in stitches 

FEATURES 
10   Living. Edited by Beverly Russell 

101   Color decorating energy (Editorial) 
134   New energy outlook for windows. By Sandra Oddo 

WINE & FOOD 
149 Gourmet tips for mail-order menus. By Jose Wilson 
150 Party food—fabulous and fast 
152 Hospitality on a budget 
154 Wonderful offbeat whiskey drinks. By Henry McNulty 

BEAUTY AND HEALTH 
Dreams and your health. By Thomas Beckwith 
A doctor's tips for sound and restful sleep. 

By Mary Catherine Tyson 

GARDENING 
42   Plants for night people. By Richard Langer 

142   For next year's garden: Plant ahead 
218   Gardener's notes. By James Fanning 

TRAVEL 
16   Unwind on the Rhine. By Patricia Brooks 
62   Going places, finding things in New York. By Nancy Richardso 
62   The special pleasures of renting a house of your own in St. Martin 

By William P. Rayner 
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j sloane 

interiors 

trends may come and go, 

but good design is timeless 

Sloane's Interior Design Studios are brimming with both young 
and seasoned talent . . . designers who are receptive to you. 
your needs and a comfortable environment for your home. 
Each of our design studios harbors the sources of great home 
furnishings, the talents of professionals in interior design, the 
ingenuity of creative people and the desire to truly focus on 
your lifestyle. As the fashion leaders in home furnishings, we 
are located in the major cultural centers across the country 
and conveniently available to anyone who seeks our service. 
Your first consultation will be to get acquainted and to deter- 
mine what alternatives are at hand. From there, you and our 
designer will work together to develop a grasp of your reac- 
tions to styles, colors and periods. The process always takes 
time, but the results are generally spectacular—an environ- 
ment which looks great, reflects good taste, styled in the man- 
ner you choose and capable of blending with your present and 
future possessions. No surprises either! We're not going to 
make your child sleep in a sneaker or snake your company 
around swirling leopard skin modulars. Our designers will 
translate through furnishings, all those things you've wanted 
to say but are unable or unequipped to do, or just-plain-too- 
busy to do. We know that many of our clients have creative in- 
clinations toward interiors . . . and that's the biggest compli- 
ment of all. So whenever you're in the market for good design 
in your home, we'll be here, not too far away, and ready to use 
our talents to work for you. 

W&J SLOANE FIFTH AVENUE 

new york • new jersey • Connecticut • jenkintown 
Washington d.c. • atlanta • houston • san francisco 
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The Charlie you kis; with. 

)w a lipstick makes your mouth feel is c   osi as 

important as how it makes your mou. ook. 

The creamy consister     "''e 

Extra-Extra Shine Lipstic- -sycu" 

mouth feel soft, creamy, mots: 

^^^^^  The creaminess produces a 

^^^^^^B     luscious, glistening shine. 

And the colors- 

37 lipsticks, 14 glosses- 

are as pure and distinct 

as they are special. And that's 

how it is with Charlie lipstick. 

Charhe 

Extra Extra-Shine 

Lipstick. 



Their family was expanding, 
hut Bernard and Judith Green 
didn t want to move apart- 
ments so they divided their 
dining room into two. Ar- 
chitect Etel Thea Kramer 
planned the transformation: 
one room for the doctor's 
study (it doubles as a guest 
room) and the second room 
for the new' baby. The orisi- 
nal room had three s;ish \sin- 

Dividing lin 

dows. The new dividing 
wail   leaves  two win- 
dows   in   the child's 
room, one in the study- 
guest room. The clever 
part of the scheme is where 
the   wall   meets window. 
Here Etel Kramer applied 
a fake sash window of mir- 
ror, so in both rooms there 
appears to be lots more win- 
dow than there actuailv is. 

Making more 

of marjoram 

mm Marjoram is an under- 
™ used delight, which in the 
United States rarely makes 
its appearance in anything but 
the cavities of chickens and 
turkeys. In flavor somewhere 
between thyme and oregano. 
sweeter than the first and 
milder than the last, it can be 
used with enticing results in a 
wide variety of meat dishes as 
well as in oil and vinegar sal- 
ad dressings. Best grown in 
not-too-rich potting soil, with 
a spoonful of lime added for 
sweetness, Majorana horten- 
sis, the Sweet Marjoram, likes 
plenty of sunshine, but soil 
on the dryish side. Fertiliz 
regularly with a balancet' 
solution, such as fish 
emulsion, during the 
spring and summer 
months. With the 
frostproof protec- 
tion of your kitch- 
en, it will live 
for years. Decide 
whether you want 
a tree or bush. 
Trim everything off 
evenly when you cook, 
if you like the bushy shape. 
For a mini tree ver- 
sion, cut woody 
stems back, 
leaving an 

10 open lattice 
of branches, o 
RIC HARD l ANCF.R 

O 
avoid 
boxiness, 
storage 
along dividing 
wall (closets, 
shelves, desk space) is an- 
gled into room to make an 
interesting landscape. 

Left: Double fold ciittiiiR 
for a tulip card, plus a 
snowflakc, quill pattern 
for other cards by 
Lorraine Bod>;er 

Paper game 
With not much time and 
effort. >ou can make your 
own pretty cards—birth- 
day, party, thank-you. 
Lorraine Bodgcr's new book. 
Paper Dreams (Universal 
$6.95) shows how, along 
with other paper and scissors 
ideas for boxes, books, 
and decorations. 

Not for summer only 
^■white-painted wicker, of course, is no 

longer just for summer. With it. you can 
create romantic garden rooms year-round. 
And if you buy old wicker, between 1 S50 
and 1930, it is also a handsome investment. 
Values have just about doubled during the 
past year, says Pamela McGinley Scurry, a 
long-time collector, some of whose restored 
furniture is seen on our cover. When you 
start hunting for antiques, there's hardly 
anything you can't find in wicker—flower 
troughs, chairs, tables, rockers, book- 
shelves. Mrs. .Scurry buys original pieces 
mostly in New England. She repairs and 
repaints them, and then, through her two 
shops, sees them off to adventurous new 
lives. Her Wicker Garden shops with lac- 
quered green floors and sunshine feeling 
are at 1318 Madison Avenue., New York 
and Westhampton, Long Island. 

Pamela McGinley Scurry, right,and shop, above 



...... J-IDVE 
I didn t do the usual Rorida 'bit' wth this West Palm Beach condominium. A tew ve. \ 

bm owners asked me to design a haven where they could really unwind So instead of vivic l coo^ i.) 
bold praits. 1 used soft, low-key tones, fresh touches of white and natural texaires. And the unkeep#i 
hvenaftCT several months absence, they can jast walk in-and relax" ' 

J We at Ceritim/Furniture are very pleased that Mrs. ^^^^ 
chairs. If you would like to see more Qntury fumiturc. including our through-the-home mllectioris 

^^^r^TJ^^{^''^^^P-^      V^"^ nameandailr^s to: Sntury FulJ^^i^MfB; 
OOtf, Dept. J-4, Hickory N.C 28601. (2£[\jyjJ|^ 







I uuiig   gill uciiers I 
Central Park: Elizi 
bt'th Barlow, below 

Rx for parks 

Herbalist Maida Silverman 

^ilcLpleasiiFi 

■■   In these days of food in- 
llation,   Maida Silver- 

man's book A City Herbal ^ 
(Knopf.   $10;   paperback i|5 
$5.95)  is very handy. The 
book lists frec-for-the-picking 
plants found in cities that can 
be used in delicious breads, 
salads, seasonings, teas, and 
many   other   good things. 
Among them: Queen Anne's 
lace "use the seeds like cara- 
way seeds": mclilot "delicious 
in  a cream-cheese spread": 
sorrel "good in quiche"; shep- 
herd's  purse  "adds  zest to 
salads." Says 
Maida, an artist 
and gardener. 
"Weeds are free 
food,   among our 
most neglected treasures. 
And they grow all over the 
country, particularly in cities." 
If you're turning to tea now, 
in the face of rising coffee 
prices, then pick fresh red 
clover, steep it in hot water, 

add a little honey. It has 
a very delicate 

taste. 

'The only 
way, it now 

seems apparent, that our 
parks will be saved will be 
through the efforts of people 
who care enough to do the 
work themselves," says Eliza- 
beth Barlow, author, gardener, 
and Executive Director of the 
Central Park Task Force. She 
has set up volunteer work/study 
programs with twenty city 
schools whose students plant, 
weed, and spruce up the 8^0- 
acre   park.    An innovative 

summer-student-intern prograr 
that she runs with Bob Finkel 
stein attracts high-school young 
sters, who take soil and wate 
samples, study the geology o 
the park, do streambed clean 
ing, and log-cribbing to pre 
vent erosion. Mrs. Barlow hope! 
her forthcoming Central Pari 
Book, due mid-November wil 

be a guide for any city's pari 
programs.  Write her foi 

details at The Arsenal 
830 Fifth Avenue, New 

York. N.Y. 10021 

Cooking with ci\ 

Artisan potters practice their 
to produce pieces of singular bt 
So tliere's cause to rejoice whei 
turn to everyday things like kit 

ware. Potter Karen Karnes B 
salt-glaze storage jars—a Col 

technique she's revived. The 
inch-high storage jar shown here 

$120, to order from Hadler GaO 
35 E. 20th St., New York, N.Y. 10003. 

double spout stoneware bowl with a golden chestnut luster i 
goes from the oven to the table, $16. By Lala and Jim Howard 

with their partner Doris Yokelson, run Quaker Bridge P( 
Quaker Bridge Road East, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y. II 

Unfinished furniture is inex- 
pensive and can be given the 

I  look of quality with the proper 
finish. Here's how. You need: 

fine grade sandpaper 
oil stain in desired color 
shellac 
denatured alcohol 
#0000 ste«l wool 
paste wax 
cheesecloth 
paintbrush 

STEP ONE: Preparing. Using fine 
grade sandpaper,'sand the piece 
so it's smooth and dirt free (im- 
portant if tht; stain is to take 
evenly). Dust with clean cloth. 
STEP TWO: Staining. Apply oil 
stain in desired color with a small 
piece of folded cheesecloth, fol- 
lowing the wood grain and wip- 
ing excess with another clean 
cloth as you go. Dry overnight. 

STEP THREE: Protection. To pfi 
tect the piece and give it a fou 
dation for waxing, mix a solutii 
of orange shellac and denaturi 
alcohol in equal parts, stirrii 
thoroughly. Apply an even tli 
coat of this solution with pair 
brush. Let dry overnight. Usii 
#0000 steel wool, gently n 
down piece in a back and for! 
motion following the wood grai 
Remove coarse shine, while le 
ting the foundation of sheila 
remain. Wipe with a clean c 
STEP FOUR: Waxing. Apply pasi 
wax with a small piece of cheei 
cloth covering the entire surfac 
When this is done, wipe ve 
lightly with clean folded piece 
cheesecloth. When the wax I 
gins to haze, buff with chee: 
cloth following grain. 

MICHAEL PRINCII 



Valentino at home. Your home. 

Accouterments for the well-environed 

house, at Bonwit Teller 

in this country. Hand-painted 

dinnerware, hand-blown glassware, 

flatware, decorative accessories, 

fabric by the yard, pillows, 

seating arrangements, table and 

bed linens. Here, ''Africa." 

See the entire collection imported 

from Italy in Valentino piu. 

BONWIT TELLER IS VALENTINO PIU 

m 
Distributed by; BISES r/( J)VITA 54 Via Morgutta Rome      Fifth Avenue at 56th Street, New York 

September, 1977 15 



Shaker niiiseiini/park, 
left: Bell House, 
below, restored 

Just five minutes 
  from downtown Albany. N.Y., is the site 
of the first Shaker Community built by its reli- 
gious leader Mother Anne Lee. "They" were 
planning to put a highway right through the mid- 
dle of it. Recently, planner Peter Wolf has been 
waging a clift-hanger of a campaign to save the 
Watervliet Shaker houses in the tiny town of Co- 
lonic. The houses have been used as apartment 
buildings since the 30s in an area that has little 
recollection of its cultural roots. The Shaker 

ANDREW ANKER 
Central Ministry, the National Endowment For 
the Arts, the New York State Council on the 
Arts, and the town of Colonie are collaborating 
with Mr. Wolf to determine feasible uses of the 
property. Under the sponsorship of Shaker 
Heritage, Inc., these buildings will become, it's 
planned, a museum/park for the community. 
The overall target is $ 1.5 million for completion. 
Shaker Heritage now seeks federal, state, private 
funds to support the project. Information: 
Shaker Heritage. Inc., Newtonville, N.Y. 12128. 

Castle on the Rhine 
If visions of Lorelei and Lo- 
hengrin dance through your 
head at the word "Rhine," 
they should. For around al- 
most every twist of the wind- 
ing river a towering castle 
looms, silhouetted in splendor 
on a hilltop, and along the 
river banks you'll pass town 
after storybook town, pristine, 
immaculate, almost unreal. 
The fall, in grape-picking 
time, is a good season to visit 
this southwestern part of Ger- 

Unwind on the Rhine 

many. Begin your Rhine ad- 
venture with a restorative hot 
thermal bath at the lively spa 
of Weisbaden. Then from 
neighboring Mainz cruise up- 
river in one of the German 
Rhine Line's super-smooth 
boats. It costs about $24 for 
a full day's excursion to Co- 
logne. Hop ofi" at Bacharach, 
and explore the labyrinthine 
cobbled lanes of this delight- 
ful Tudor-style village. Then 
lunch in lofty splendor above 
St. Goar, a few miles north, 
at Burg Rheinfels, one of the 
many old castles recently ren- 
ovated as hotels and restaur- 
ants. You'll feast on partridge, 
wild hare, venison, and other 
local game and sip the crys- 
talline castle-bottled Riesling. 
This is wineland, as the rows 
and rows of chartreuse vines 
stretched along every hillside 
indicate. You might spend the 

night at "Auf Schonburg," 
a thousand-year-old knight's 
castle that overlooks the 
Rhine. Only 10 guest rooms, 
so reserve ahead. For stop- 
and-go flexibility, rent a car 
and follow the river bends to 
your heart's content. Special 
jewels along the route: Rude- 
sheim Eltville, with a hand- 
some castle-hotel, Schloss 
Reinhartshausen, Kloster 
Eberbach, a magnificent 12th- 
century monastery up in the 
hills, where you can savor 
candlelight wine tastings. 
Rhineland 
tecommendations: 
Zum Schwan, Oppenheim, 
perhaps the best restaurant. 
**** Hotel Obere Linde, ro- 
mantic, half-timbered, in 
Oberkirch. PATRICIA BROOKS 

Heartening 

feedbacli 

If you find it difficult to 
follow doctor's orders 

to lose weight, stop smoking, 
cut down on fatty foods, or 
take medication when he says 
you should, to protect your 
heart, there is a new computer 
service that will help you 
change your habits: the Car 
dio-Dial system. You may ask 
your doctor to give a Cardio 
Dial operator information 
about you—age, sex, blood 
pressure, cholesterol count. 
From this data the computer 
calculates your heart disease 
risk analysis—your chances 
of having a stroke or other 
cardio-vascular problems in 
the next 8 years. The news is 
relayed back in 2 minutes. Dr. 
Marvin Moser of the Nation- 
al Heart, Lung, and Blood In- 
stitute which has assisted the 
CIBA Pharmaceuti 
Co. on this pro- 
gram, says: "It 
motivates patients. 
When they see their 
own risk factors 
most agree there is 
a strong incen- 
tive to better 
them." CIBA 
Information 
Services, 
Summit. 
N.J. 07901. 

Life aloft 

All across the country commercial 
buildings are leading second lives as 

living places. Super-spacious apartments, 
like the one here, were the result of a thun- 
derous gas explosion that woke most of 
New York City's east side early one morn- 
ing several years ago. The explosion fun- 
neled up the elevator shafts of a commer- 
cial loft building ripping off the building's 
west wall but leaving most of the building 
intact. The Rockrose Development Corpo- 
ration bought the building and recycled it 
into luxury apartments. Architects Bernard 
Rothzeid & Partners used the generous com- 
mercial proportions of the existing space 

to create a variety 
of unusual apart- 
ments. There are 
341 apartments and 
no two are exactly 
alike. In some, 11- 
foot ceilings allow 
for sleeping lofts 
with storage below 
span the entire width of the rooms. 
Setbacks on the building's upper floors 
used for terraces and greenhouses. 
This recycled building—hopefully a 
model to inspire more in other cities 
—is renamed "Turtle Bay Towers." 

Greenhouse 
windows: 
inside, below 
and out. 
right. 

Windows often 
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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merry 

Christmas 

Doesn't it have a happv oyous 
ring? Even novi/...with ■ jnd in your 
sandals and leave: itill green or 
the trees? Take o moment...se id 
for our Christn ,as catalogue, 
coming yo^r way in late October 
so you can shop at home eas-iy. 
Naturally, if you have a chaige 
account you'll receive it 
automatically 
Oh. and once again .. 
Merry Christmas! 

es 

Send nOOto Bioommgdale's-R 
P O Box 2042 FDR Station, 
New York NY 10022 

send for our 

Christmas 

Catalog for Cooks 

(if you con stand 
the temprotion) 

It's full of devilishly tempting kitchen 
equipment, marvelous recipes and 
sensational ideas for Christmas 
presents. 
To subscribe, send one dollar. We'll 
send you our Christmas issue after 
September 1, and follow it with five 
more catalogs in 1978, 

WILLIAMS-SONOMA 
GRANDE CUISINE 
Mail Order Dept. 4214 

P.O. Box 3792 
San Francisco, CA 94119 

San Francisco • Palo Alto • Beverly Hills 

m QUESTIONS 

& ANSWERS 

ANTIQUES 

Burgomaster 

chair 

I would be interested in anything you 
could tell me about the style of my un- 
usual chair. J.A.L.—Morristown, N.J. 

The style of your chair derives from a 
characteristic chair of circular plan, first 
introduced in Holland about 1700 and 
popularly called a Burgomaster chair. 
Marked features of the chair are 3 oval 
panels in the semicircular back, a caned 
compass seat, and 6 stretchered legs. 
Your chair, of more recent manufacture, 
is probably of European provenance. 

Candlestick 

classics 

I would ap- 
p r e c i a t e 
anything 
you can tell 
nie about 
the style and 
background 
of my Gor- 
ham plated 
silver can- 
dlesticks. 
K.M.-New 

York, N.Y. 
o 

9 b D 

There is a dis- 
tinctive flowing 
quality about 
your candle- 
sticks which sug- 
gest Art Nouveau influence and a date 
of manufacture about the 1890s. It is 
a classical model in which a great many 

I BY LOUISE ADE BOGER 

^—, 

English sterling silver candlesticks were 
made from about 1780 to 1820, but at 
that time the three parts—candle sock- 
et, shaft, and base—were markedly sep- 
arated. You are fortunate that the wax- 
pans have not been lost, 

American Sevres 

F r Q /'In 

The mark on our bowl has a fleur-de-lis 
and the word "Sevres" on it. Does this 
mean it is French? 

E.L.K.—Richmond, Va. 

According to the mark, your footed 
bowl was made at the Sevres China Fac- 
tory started at East Liverpool. Ohio, in 
1900. Almost the same fleur-de-lis mark 
was used at the Sevres factory in France 
in 1 830. The fleur-de-lis (lily). a heraldic 
device very widely used in the armorial 
bearings of all countries, is especially 
associated with the royal house of 
France. 

Bohemian 

plate 

mark 

Can you tell from the mark where and ^ 
when my plates were made? 

J.B.O.—Newport. R.I. 

Your plates were made at a porcelain 
factory started in 1802 at Pirkenham- 
mer, Bohemia. From about 1857, the 
firm was operated by Fischer & Mieg— 
hence the distinguishing initials F & M 
in your mark. Your plates date before 
1891. Continued on page 22 
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r HAVE TO COST A 

LIVE A LITTLE... 

PANDE CAMERON. 

If you think you can't afford a genuine Pande Cameron 
India handmade carpet —take heart. 

This one is under $1,000 * It's from our Dilfj^jr" col- 
lection—a special grouping of modestly priced beauties, 
designed to beat the budget at its own game. 

It's a marvelous Ming design with a dynasty of 
drama behind every ancient symbol. Pure wool, too —and 
every inch is hand-woven and hand-carved by India's 
master weavers. 

What a beautiful v.iy of kicking up your heels 
out kicking up a storm in yiur budget! --"^ 

See Dildar at a fine stce near you. You'll 
know it's genuine by the labei ^nd by the medal- 
lion It bears.See over 40 more n -^gnificent India 
carpets, along with exciting decor^iting ideas, 
in our all-new, full-color booklet.. .send $2 to 
I'WDi:. C\.\U RON ANDCOMP.W't (){ ^ORK 
Dopi H(;97. 295 1-iHh ,\\ciuic. Vu \oxV. Ncu York iOOir^ 



Roll out a carpet bright as dawn. 
Or powder blue. Even white. 
Now the lights are nothing to 
be afraid of. 
Because you can buy them 
with "Scotchgard" Carpet 
Protector built in. 

It helps keep dirt loose, near the 
surface, easier to vacuum. 
Helps spills come up with simple 
spot cleaning. Carpets stay cleaner 
two to three times longer than 
they would without 
"Scotchgard" Protector. 

And the protection lasts. 
Even after several steam or 
extraction cleanings. 

Carpets can live a long life 
and a cleaner one. No matter how 
the living goes on above. 

And you can brighten any 
room with carpet as light 
as you like. 

Next time, insist on carpet with 
"Scotchgard" Carpet Protector. 

There's a "Scotchgard" 

built into carpets. 

3m MIcnnMNy 

I 



Baker Furniture Collector's Edition 

The Baker Collector's 

Edition is a selection of repro- 

ductions which exemplify the 

enduring qualities of outstand- 

ing early design: proportion, 

detail, finish and material. Each 

is meticulously reproduced in 

the 18th century tradition of 

skilled hand-craftsmanship. 

For example, the swan 

neck pediment of our Geor- 

gian mahogany secretary is 

intricately pierced in the man- 

ner of the original. On each of 

the five drawer fronts of the 

William and Mary chest, 

inlays and bandings surround 

rare French walnut \eneers. 

Both the knee and foot of the 

Chippendale cabriole chair leg 

are deeply carved. 

Many more 

examples are 

a\'ailable in 

fine stores 

everywhere. 

You are in- 

\'ited to see 

the entire 

Baker collec- 

tion in anv of the showrooms 

listed below through your 

furniture retailer, interior 

designer or architect. 

Showrooms in .Atlanta. Chicago. Cleveland. [Dallas, 
Grand Rapids. High Point. Houston, Los .-Angeles. 

Miami, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco. 
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Antiques 
con finned from page J 8 

Parisian 

bebe 

Have you any in- 
formation about 
the maker and 
background of 
my old Frencii 
doll? What do 
they mean b\ the 
term bebe? 
V.S.M.-Moores- 

ville, N.C. 

French doll manu- 
facturers distin- 
guish between child 
or baby dolls 
(behcs) and lady 
dolls (poupecs). 
Your doll was made 
h\ Jules Nicholas 
Steiner. working at 
Paris 1855-1891. who received a gold 
medal for his exhibit at the 1889 Paris 
Exhibition. At the same time, Steiner 
registered as a French trademark the 
girl with the French tricolor flag and the 
words "Le Petit Parisien." He is cele- 
brated for his bebes. which are perfectly 
made and wonderfully lifelike. In 1890, 

Steiner obtained a patent for walking 
dolls with clockwork mechanism, which 
he named "'Bebe Premier Pas" (Baby 
First Step) and "Bebe Marcheur." 

Dirilyte teapot 

V 

My old teapot looks as if it is brass, but 
we're not sure. What do you think? 

H.G.—Maryland Heights, Mo. 

Your teapot is made of Dirilyte. The 
Dirilyte Company of America, Inc. was 
started in 1926 at Kokomo, Ind.. under 
the trade name "Dirigold." The wares 
(hollow and flatware) are of a gold- 
colored, solid metal developed in Swe- 
den. In 1937. the trade name was 
changed to Dirilyte. as the U.S. Patent 
Office objected to the original name be- 
cause it implied that gold was part of the 
composition, while none was in it. 

Visit 

Tiffany 

By Mail 

You can shop for the treasures of Tiffany 
in your own home when you send for 
the Tiffany Blue Book. With its 180 full-color pages, 
the Blue Book is a treasure in its own right. 
It features a unique collection of 
new jewelry creations by Tiffany designers, 
as well as a wide array of articles in sterling silver, 
from jewelry to hollowware. It's full of exciting 
china and crystal, watches, clocks and stationery. 
All this and more, in a wide range of prices. 
Available after October 15. 

TIFFANY & Co. 
NEW YORK FIFTH AVE. & 57TH ST. • ZIP: 10022 

Dear Tiffany, Please send me the Tiffany Blue Book. I enclose * 2. 

Name. 
H-23 

Address. 

L_ 
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City. .State. -Zip. 

French 

faience 

mark 

Can you iden- 
tify the mark 
on   my old 
china and give 
me information 
about  its manufac 
ture and age? 

T.L.P.—San 
Antonio, Tex. 

From February 1840 to December 
1876. Louis Lebeuf, Millet and Co. (LM 
& Cie.). were the proprietors of faience 
factories located at both Criel and Mon- 
tereau in Oise, a department in northern 
France. The pattern "Flora" was regis- 
tered Aug. 11, 1876. Your mark is far 
from common, since it was used for 
only 5 months. 

Louis XIV style table 

_j 

What information do you have on the 
style and age of this table? 

V.H.—Lincoln, Nebr. 

Your parlor table is an elaborate version 
of the Revived Louis XIV style, prob- 
ably dating about the 186()s. It could 
have been the work of a French cabinet- 
maker who had settled in America. 

Antiqueries 

Copies of Louise Ade Soger's book. 
House & Garden's Antiques: Questions 
& Answers, which contains more than 
900 fascinating items chosen from past 
columns, all conveniently arranged by 
category for easy reference, can be pur- 
chased for $10.95 a copy, plus 450 to 
cover the cost of postage and handling. 
To order a copy, please write to: Conde 
Nast Books, Post Office Box 3308, 
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 
10017, enclosing your remittance and 
correct mailing address. ■ 
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surround yourself ...with the soft life 

ROCHE BOBOIS Europe's finest store is now in America. 
Daring environments for pleasure and beauty from all over 
the continent. Come experience the Roche Bobois mystique 
...It's sheer enlightenment. Unique, high spirited and free. 
It could change your whole approach to the way you live. 

THIS IS 'PLATEAU' The new approach to the way you relax. It's 
forever re-arrangeable, on any level, on the spur of your own 
moment. Surround yourself with deep, soft, comfortable velvet. 
Even cabinets, platforms and bookcases are upholstered in full 
velvet. It's right now...in every Roche Bobois store. 

say rosh-bo-bwah'.. a very special store 

CATALOGUE 148 color pages at all stores, or 
send S3, Dept PC, 200 Madison Ave NYC 10016 ROCHE BOBOIS 

NEW YORK 
200 MADISON AVENUE 725-5513 
BEVERLY HILLS 
8S50 BEVERLY BLVO . L A 273-4886 
BOSTON 
133 LEWIS WHARF 723-2866 

FORT LAUDERDALE 
1421 E OAKLAND PARK BLVD 561-5600 
MIAMI 

PARAMUS. N.J. 
685 ROUTE 17, 652-2040 

QUEBEC 
20 MIRACLE MILE. CORAL GABLES 443-6491     16 RUE COURCELETTE 681-4101 
MONTREAL 
1265 BOULEVARD BERRI 842-8811 

ROSLYN HEIGHTS, N Y. 
300 SOUTH SERVICE RD 621-1224 

TORONTO 
900 YOUNG STREET 967-6222 
WASHINGTON-BALTIMORE 
COLUMBIA MALL, COLUMBIA, MD 750-5940 
WESTPORT. CONN. 
1620 EAST POST ROAD 255-0411 

CHICAGO OTTAWA 
908 LINDEN AVE   WINNETKA 446-4700    724 BANK STREET 233-3408 

SCARSDALE, N Y. 
678 WHITE PLAINS ROAD 472-4525 

WINNIPEG 
185 BANNATYNE AVENUE 947-1541 

PARIS • LONDON • BRUSSELS • GENEVA • ROTTERDAM • VIENNA • BARCELONA • CANADA • U.S.A. 
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Announcing the 

RECIPE FOR RICHES SWEEPSTAKES... 

and a very special chance for you to become acquainted 

with the original Betty Crocker Recipe Card Library! 

10 GREAT REASONS to let us send you this Recipe File abso- 

lutely free when you enter the Recipe For Riches Sweepstakes: 

1. The Recipe File -a $5.00 Value 
— is yours FREE when you join 
the Betty Crocker Recipe Card 
Library on 14-Day Home Trial. 

2. There are more than 1000 
recipes in the original Betty 
Crocker Recipe Card Library. 

3. We ii send your first set of recipe 
cards, Seasonal Favorites, for 
you to examine for 14 days with 
no obligation to buy when you 
send for your FREE Recipe File. 

r' 

7 ... 

4. The 24 Divider Cards -one for 
each idea-filled recipe category 
—are also yours FREE with your 
first set of recipe cards. 

5. Color photographs make menu 
planning fast, easy and fun—you 
can see how each mouthwatering 
dish will look when you present 
it at the table. 

6. Every recipe has been triple- 
tested by the Betty Crocker kit- 

chens to assure perfect results 
the very first time you try it. 

7. The 4x5-inch recipe cards fit in 
your purse for an instant, exact 
grocery list—you'll save time and 
money on every shopping trip! 

8. Each recipe card has been spe- 
cially coated to wipe clean of 
spots and spills . . . here is a per- 
manent recipe file that will last 
a lifetime! 

9. As your recipe library grows, 
we will send you a comprehensive 
Cross Index affording you greater 
ease in locating your favorites. 

10. There s no obligation to buy 
now or ever. Why not use the 
YES stamp in the color of your 
choice and enter today! 

Not available in Canada Golden Press, 175 Community Drive, Great Neck, N Y 11025 
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50 2nd PRIZES -100 3rd PRIZES 
GE Microwave Oven 
Cook meals in minutes .. . 
snacks in seconds . , . with 
revolutionary microwave 
cooking' 

Wedgwood Dinnerware 
A complete 40-piece service 
for eight in Wedgwood 
Queen's Ware ironstone. 
It s the aristocrat of 
dinnerwares! 

10,000 5th PRIZES 
Imported Crepe Pan 
Sensational French recipes 
are yours in seconds with this 
easy-to-use nonstick crepe pan! 

Mail your Grand Prize 
Certificate with the Early 
Bird Stannp by the 21st day 
of this month and you are 
eligible for a special 
drawing for a $1000 set of 
Wallace Sterling Silver 
Flatware. Send today! 

SEND NO ■ ^ ^'""^^ P"^'^^^ """^ WIN-NO PURCHASE NECESSARY! 

MONEY    " ^^^.^^ 

We ll send you your Free Recipe File and ai! 24 Divider 
Cards with your first set of Beity Crocker Recipe Cards. 
If you are not delighted in every way, simply return the 
recipe cards and owe nothing. 

If you decide to continue in the program, send just 
$1.19 plus a small charge for shipping and handling* for 
the first set of recipe cards. In the following two months, 
you will receive your second and third sets of cards— 
entirely on approval. Thereafter, you will receive 3 sets 
of cards a month for the next seven months to complete 
your 24 sets. 

You're not obligated to buy anything —now or ever. 
You may return any set of recipe cards within 14 days and 
pay nothing or keep them for the same low price of just 
$1.19 a set plus postage and handling.* You may cancel 
the entire arrangement at any time. What offer could be 
more fair? Say "YES" to your Free Home Trial today! 
•State and local taxes will be added 

(^OFFICIAL SWEEPSTAKES RULES) 

No purchase necessary-here's all you do: 
1. Complete the etitty blank Certificate Winners will 
be selected in random drawings from all entries re- 
ceived under the supen/ision of Ventura Associates, 
an independent judging organization Decisions of 
the judges are final The odds of winning will be de- 
termined by the total number of entries received. All 
prizes guaranteed to be awarded One entry per house- 
hold. 
2. Entriesmust.be received by March 31. 1978 This 
offer IS open to residents of the United States, except 
employees and their families of Western Publishing 
Company Ventura Associates, General Mills. Inc, 
and their respective agencies and affiliates. Sweep- 
stakes offer IS void in the states of Missouri and 
Florida, and wherever else prohibited or regulated by 
law. All federal, state and local regulations apply 

3. Entry in the Sweepstakes constitutes permission 
to use name and photograph in publicity if you are a 
winner. Local, state and federal taxes are the sole 
responsibility ot the winner Early Bird drawings take 
place on the 28th of each month. 
4. All prizes are non-transferable and with the excep- 
tion ot the grand prize, no cash alternate or substitu- 
tion IS offered Grand prize limited to $25,000 
5. For a list ot maior prize winners, send a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope to Golden Press Winners 
List, Ventura Associates, 40 East 49th Street. New 
York, New York 10017 
Return your Grand Prize Cettitlcate today! 

Betty Crocker is a registered trademark of General MiWs, Inc 



GOOD HEALTH 

How studying your dreams side-by-side 

Vilh daily happenings can teach you more about 

yourself and enrich your life experience 

DREAMS AND Yi 

HEALTH 

BY THOMAS BECKWITH 

Thomas Beckwitli studied at 
New York University, where he 
obtained a dejjree in Compara- 
tive Religion. Before writing this 
article, he kept a dream diary for 
a year and found it "interestiuR 
and helpful/' 

"The dream is a little hidden 
door iti the innermost and most 
secret recesses of the psyche 
..." C.G. JUNG 

While much use is made of 
modern psychology in everyday 
life, one of its fundamental 
premises remains neglected: 
Dreams are an important part 
of our lives and contain the key 
to many of our problems and 

hangups.   It's   fine for 
those  in  analysis to 
study their nonwaking 
meanderings. the pop- 
ular opinion seems to 
run. but why should 
anyone  else bother? 
One reason comes from Dr. 
Rollo   May:   "The  value of 
dreams is not that they oiler a 
specific answer but that they 
open up new areas . . . shake 
us out of customary ruts.'' Ac- 
tually   people   were learning 
from their dreams long before 
Freud ever couched his first 
patient, and psychologists gave 
dream  analysis credibility. 
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A DOCTOR'S TIPS FOR SOUND 

AND RESTFUL SLEEP 

By Mary Catherine Tyson, M.D. 
Do you feel you dream too often? Don't worry about it. 
A dreamless sleep is not a healthy one. Dreaming is an 
important side of the nocturnal cycle—without it 
sleep is not truly satisfying or restful. To ensure a 
proper good night's rest, the following tips should help. 

Do exercise during the day, but not immediately 
before retiring. 
Do have the bedroom at comfortable temperature 
and fairly dark. 
Do take a small drink of milk, as the amino acid in it 
(tryptophan, a split product of milk protein) acts as a 
natural sedative and has a soporific effect. Milk at 
t>edtime is not just an old wives' tale. 
Do establish a regular bedtime routine. This may be a 
bath or shower, a snack, music to read by, or any 
nonstimulating pleasure routine that will come to 
mean sleep will follow. 

Don't go to bed after a heavy meal. The distention 
against the diaphragm causes pressure on the heart 
which can lead to irregular breathing and palpitations. 
DojiMt go to bed hungry. You can suffer exaggerated 
peristalsis, increased churning about of the stomach, 
which when empty with nothing to do works on itself 
and will prevent you going to sleep. Hunger can also 
result in very low blood sugar, which can make you 
unconsciously uncomfortable. 
Don't start any animated discussions or attempt to 
solve serious family problems just before retiring. 
Don't drink coffee later than three hours before bed. 
Don't take sleeping pills. Aside from the obvious dan- 
gers of addiction and over-dosage, it has been found 
that after two weeks or less, the body system adapts to 
them and you sleep just as badly or as well with or with- 
out them. Also, most of them inhibit REM (rapid eye 
movement) sleep, which means they prevent dreaming. 
Don't drink more than a moderate amount of alcohol, 
because although more will put you to sleep quickly, as 
the effect wears off you may find yourself 
up and feeling very wide awake a few hours later. 

American / 
Indians, for example, 
used to take their names from 
experiences they had in drcffms: 
they also used them as inspira- 
tion for works of art. The Scnoi 
people in Malaysia hold infor- 
mal dream seminars every 
morning at breakfast, where 
each member of the household, 
including the children, recalls 
his night's dreams. Important 
images are then integrated into 
village life. 

"Dreams." confirms neuro- 
physiologist Dr. Manfred 
Clynes in his new book Sentics. 
the Touch of Emotions, "pro- 
vide us with a precise perspec- 
tive of feeling." He goes on to 
explain them as "a crucial hu- 
man factor in creating pre- 
verbal concepts." If you have 
an urge to know more about 
yourself and accept the idea 
that dreams are a valuable way 
of signaling thoughts from the 
unconscious to the conscious 
mind, then you can easily be- 
gin to unravel their messages. 

□ STEP NO. 1 

Begin by keeping 

a dream diary 

You will not only be 
making a record of 
your nonwaking ex- 
periences for study 
but you'Vill also be 
helping to discipline 
your mind in dream 
recall. , Dreams are 

elusive, if you dop't give them 
concrete form in writing they 
can be lost forever. For this 
reason, keep your diary by 
your bed, so you can jot down 
mental pictures even during the 
night. At first I kept my dreams 
in a separate book from my 
waking diary, but then I dis- 
covered it was handy to have 
dreams   alongside   reality. It 

helped me to 
see what was going ^ooo 
on in my life when, a particula 
dream occurred and to notici 
which personalities appearet 
in dream sequences and ordi 
nary facc-to-face contact. Fo 
best results, remind yourself t( 
remember dreams before yoii 
go to sleep. If you've beer 
wrestling with a problem, tr 
to direct your unconscioui 
mind into giving you a solutio 

□ STEP NO. 2 

Record dreams wliei 

they are fresh 
What you do whe 
you wake up in th 
morning is just a 
important as ho> 
you go to sleep 
Don't leap out 0 
bed with the alarn 
and rush into th 

day's activities. Wake up nat 
urally—without an alarm i 
possible—and lie still for a fev ^ 
minutes with your eyes closec % 
Try to focus on any lingerin 
dream images. Sometimes jusi 
one image will bring back i 
whole series of mental pictures 
Once you've got the dreams se 
in your mind's eye, reach fo 
your diary and write them 
down. If you postpone this un 
til after your shower or shav( 
you may find all your recollec 
tions vanished. Put them dowr 
in the order in which they oc 
curred, but if there are an) 
special images or events, writ 
them out first. A lot of dream 
will seem insignificant and yo 
may not feel like bothering 
about them. Write them down 
anyway. "Dreams reflect th 
deeper-than-conscious goal; 

Continued on page 32 



The Clinique Computer 

will see you now. It will be a revelation 

In a quick 30-second consultati^, you will learn 

your skin type, you will learn how to have 

better and better looking skin. Developed 

by a group of leading dermatologists, the 

fast, informative Clinique Computer 

Analysis is available at no charge 

at any Clinique Counter. 



Two beautiful approaches 

Go elegant with Del Mar Loomcrafted® 

Woven Woods. 

The exquisite look of fine yarns and imported 

woods instantly transforms every room setting. 

Choose from stunnnig draperies, handsome shades, 

unique folding door treatments and such special 

accent pieces as valances, canopies and wall decorations. 

Del Mar Woven Woods insulate while they 

decorate and keep your home beautifully comfortable. 

Loomcrafted Woven Woods are elegant, yet afford- 

able-functional, yet fashionable. And custom-crafted 

just for you from the largest selection of woven wood 

patterns you'llTind anywhere! 

Select stylishly slim Del Mar Classique Blinds. 

These beaiftiful dimensions in window fashions 

blend decorating drama with enduring economy 

Classique Blinds are available in a wealth of colors to 

create any feeling from understated elegance to the 

brightly vivid. ; 

Here's truly an attractive, modern way to control 

light, air flow and privacy. 



to window fashions. 

Just imagine all the possibilities throughout 

your home! 

Every window is a special decorating opportunity. 

Del Mar Window Fashions make it easy to enhance 

room settings and eliminate the expense and bother of 

extensive redecorating. Discover for yourself why 

one Del Mar Window Fashion is worth a roomful 

of redecorating. 

See our latest collection of quality window fashions 

at fine stores near you. Or send $1 for two colorful 

brochures, brimming with decorating ideas. Del Mar 

Window Fashions, Dept. DM170, 7411 Lorge Circle, 

Huntington Beach, California 92647. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii 

lllllllllllllllll 

lllllll 

DGL MAR 

WINDOW 

FASHIONS iiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii 

Quality products of Liken Home Furnishings 



THE VITABATH ESCAPE. 

Just one capful of Vitabath" on your 
sponge or wash cloth lets you escape 
from the works of the ordinary. Be- 
cause Vitabath i; a vitamin enriched, 
skin softening, c'eansing gelee that 
cascades into gentle billowing foam. 
It will leave you feeling relaxed, 
refreshed, Khilarated, like nothing 
you've ever k lown before. Escape to 
the world of Vil.ibath, - - — 
Known to Europeans        .     "M.   ■■ ■ 
asBadedas the maOatll , 

8ATM AND SHOWER GEL£C J 
^. jiai 

Vitabath escape comes in spring 
green, fresh pink and tangy lemon. To 
get 4 trial size escapes send $1.00 to: 
Vitabath, Box 869, Farmingdale, N.Y. 
11735. Offer expires December 31. 1978, 

NAME  

ADDRESS - 

CITY- 

STATE- ZIP- 
8SHG 

C'1977. Beecham Inc. 

Good looks and health 
continued \ 

that are seeking to unfold in a person's 
life," explains professor, author, psy- 
chotherapist Dr. Ira F'rogoflf, who studied 
with C, G. Jung. Your dream's meanings 
may emerge days, weeks, even months 
later, when seen as part of your total 
dream picture. They may help give you a 
clue to another, more powerful dream. 

n STEP NO. 3 

Integrate dreams into 

your waking life 

SDon't feel that your dreams 
are an isolated part of your 
life. They must be manipu- 
lated to "complete the circuit" 
in the dialogue between your 
unconscious and conscious 
minds. Treat them as mes- 
sages that need special decod- 

ing. "J"hey give guidance," Dr. ProgofT 
explains, "as to which areas of life we 
should reexamine." In order to "hear" 
what they are saying, you must use 
more than your rational mind to inter- 
pret the symbols. Don't attempt to pin 
meaning down in a logical "if A-B. then 
B-C" manner. Dreams respond to a dif- 
ferent system. They may gather signifi- 
cance when discussed with friends. Use 
your intuition and feelings in the un- 
raveling process. How do you feel about 
a certain image or dream? What does 
the action suggest to you? Sometimes it's 
easy. Some dreams produce anxiety or 
fear, others joy or even anger. Try to in- 
vestigate what caused these reactions. 
For example, an anxiety-producing 
dream I sometimes have is that I am tak- 
ing an exam that I am totally unpre- 
pared for, or one in which the questions 
don't make any sense. This fear goes 
back to my school days and has literally 
nothing to do with my life. But my un- 
conscious uses this image to communi- 
cate a feeling of helplessness and panic. 
When this "fear" dream comes up, I 
must look for a situation that produces 
this reaction now, in my life today. 

How successful your dream interpre- 
tations are depends on how you approach 
the analysis. If you expect to have all the 
answers to your questions neatly outlined 
for you, then you are going to be disap- 
pointed and the dialogue will turn into a 
useless monologue. "We do not know in 
advance where dreams are taking us," 
Dr. Progoff observes, "just as we do not 
know in advance the ultimate outcome of 
our lives. It is always a process of dis- 
covery. What we do know is that the 
dream process is moving out of the seed 
potential of our life." Consider dreams 
as a means of seeing yourself and your 
life in a new context, to unlock inner 
wisdom, and you can derive great bene- 
fit from this information in every waking 
minute of your day. ■ 
For new beauty and health products in 
the stores, turn to page 34. 
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HOW TO GET THE 

ROOM IN YOUR MIN.^ 

INTO YOUR HOUSE. 

Inside your head, there's probably a 

room that mal<es you feel good just 

to think about it. 

But. when it comes to getting that 

room out of your head and into your 

house, the going gets a little tricky. 

For one thing, your room may v'er\' 

well be ]ust a vaguely formed notion 

in the back of your mind. Nothing 

tangible, like chairs and tables. 

So. before you can put it together, 

you've got to be able to see just what 

the pieces are. 

HOW TO SEE YOUR 

NEWROOM.WHILE IT'S 

STILLYOUROLDONE. 

For starters, take a look at yourself. 

Because the kinds of things you 

like will tell you a lot about the l<ind 

of furniture you'll like. 

Take the Early American flavor of 

the Cheny Grove bedroom pieces in 

the photograph. If you're a quilts- 

and-antiques person.what could be more perfect^ 

But macrame. seashells and hanging pots of ivy 

would be much 

happier in a room 

full of sturdy oak 

furniture, such as 

Tanglewood. 

And then there's 

the next problem: 

You're also going 

to need to be able 

to see how what- 

ever furniture you 

like is going to look in the place you want to put it. 

To help you with that, we've put together the 

American Drew Furniture Fitter!" A full-color book 

September, 1977 

Try' out 40 different pieces of furniture. 
All you need are the American Drew Furniture 

Fitter and a litde imagination. 

with40 of our most popular designs, ready to cut 

out.The illustration will give you an idea of how 

it works. And well send you one. if you'll send us 

the coupon and S2.00. 

So, if that room has been inside your head for so 

long that its starting to grow cobwebs, maybe it's 

time you were getting it out of there. 

And into your house, where it really belongs. 

I 1 
To-American Dicw: ?.0. B0X489, NorthWdkeshoro, N.C 28659. 

I'm sending you my check or nroney order for S2.OO. Please send 
me the American Drew Furniture Fitter. 

Name  

Address_ 

Gty State. 

Zip  
738 

AMERICAN JL DREW 
A.TKDca.iDrr.v. inc. ASperryind Hutchinson Company 

.-J 
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( Advertisement) 

Do People Guess Your Age 

Too Easily? 

Wni don't pi cteiul to voui self that 
you still look like an untouchecl-b\- 
life t\venl\-\ear-ol(l. In tact, yon and 
those who lo\e you probably think 
\()u'ie iniinitelv nioie inteiestin^- 
looking than you used to be. Kxjje- 
1 ienee and emotion ha\e ii^hen you 
youf own \ei \ special look. But it's 
still an unpleasant surprise if some- 
one you'xe just met i>nesses NOIU" age 
loo easily. Or, worse siill. thinks 
\()u'i e older than xou ai e. 

That is deliniteh the moment ioi 
\()u to distover a secret shared by 
know ledgeable women Iromai ound 
the world, the seciet of a mysterious 
i)eauty fluid that can helj) NOU look 
youngei b\ ci eating a moist climate 
lor youi skin. This remarkable liq- 
uid is known in the L'niied States as 
Oil ofOlaN i)eaut\ lotion. 

SimpK smooth Oil ol 01a\ oxei' 
\()ui late and throat. As NOU watch, 
the precious fluid disappeais into 
\()m skin, beginning to help )()u 
look youngei by easingdi\ness. Dry- 
lu^ss, ) ()u know, ine\ itablv makes you 
.ippearolder than necessary,because 
it accents little wi inkle lines. But the 
very lirst day xou use Oil ofOlay, 
those little lines can be less notice- 
able. Peo|)le will be able to see the 
difierence... perha})s those same 
people who once found it too easy 
to guess vom age. 

The skin-|)ampering beaulx fluid 
pencil ates youi skin l emai kably 
(juickly, bringing a wealth of pure 
moistuie, tropical oil and jMccious 
emollients that woi k with natme in 
a mssterious wa\. Within moments. 

\<)u'll notice a radiance and lustre, 
^oui face takes on a fresh, dew\ 
glow...a look \<)u might not ha\e 
e\j)ected to see again. 

()il of 01a\ not onl\ helps main- 
tain \<)m skin's moistine balance. It 
is also beneficial in maintaining nat- 
ural moisture in \()ui skin, letting 
\<)ui comj)le\ion become softer, 
smoothei. \<)unger looking. 

When will sou use Oil of ()la\? 
.\n\ time that \<)ur skin feels di \ and 
\()U would like to inc rease the mois- 
ture content is an ideal time fcjr Oil 
of ()la\. But most dexoted users like 
to make the beaui\ lluici an integi al 
pail of iheii beauty ritual morning 
and night. In the moiiiing, last- 
|)enetrating, non-greasx Oilol ()la\ 
is marvelous under m.ikeup. Or if 
\()u like to let \()ur lace feel free .md 
easy, the skin-lo\ing lic]uicl lets your 
skin li\e in a mai \elousl\ irioist cli- 
mate and impai ts a natuial kind of 
glow that some women jireler to a 
made-up look. At night, at bedtime, 
to cherish \()ur skin into lo\ el\ hours 
of sleep. 

Wh\ let people guess Nour age 
too easily? Let Oil of Olay become a 
beautiful \y,\M of \our life. 

Beauty Secret 

If you're going out for the eve- 
ning after a tiring day, even a ten- 
minute .soak in the tub can be 
relaxing and refreshing. Those pri- 
vate all-to-yourself moments are 
perfect for gentling on Oil of Olay." 

Good looks and good fiealth 
continued from page 32 i 

Beauty and 

health products 

new this month j 

in the stores ^ 

Two tangy new fragrances will fielp 
usher in Fall 77 to make that "Some-I 
thing in the air" feeling even more spe-i 
cial: The first is called Cabriole, which 
means a series of steps in ballet that end 
in a graceful jump. This Cabriole is 

modern and piquant, scented with roses, 
jasmine, and slightly spiced with sandal- 
wood. It's not a perfume, but it is hz- 
ing called "More-Than-Cologne," which 
means it's great to use lavishly. Starting 
at $7.50. by Elizabeth Arden. 
Charles of the Ritz is a classic perfume 
made with tuberoses, orange blossoms, 
and amber. There's an eau de toilette in 
splash or spray, too. Charles of the Ritz 
perfume, $60 an ounce; eau de toilette, 
from $12. At Bloomingdale's. 

What's a veggy brush? It's a bath and 
body brush made with natural' luffa 
bristles (luffa is actually from the squash 
family). It's one of many delightful finds 
to order by mail from Anne Carpenter. 
The brush has a long handle that slides 
off" so that you can use the brush directly 
on heels or elbows. It's $8. Mrs. Car- 
penter has tracked down dozens of nat- 
ural and herbal beauty helpers, some of 
which are soaps. Oatmeal and Bran Com- 
plexion Soap helps especially sensitive 
skins get thorough cleansing, $2.25 a 
bar; and Clay, Honey, and Olive Oil 
Soap deep-cleans, supplies nutrients to 
the skin's surface, and still manages to 
smell like lavender! $3.25 a 5-ounce bar. 
For a fre^e catalogue, write Anne Car- 
penter. Route 100, Weston, Vt. 05161. 

Here's help to combat the effects of 
summer-in-the-city air on your face: 
Self-Defense consists of a cleanser and 
two moisturizers for quick, efficient skin 
care. All three are pH-balanced for dry- 
normal and oily-normal skin and they're 
so concentrated that the Max Factor peo- 
ple are offering a money-back guaran- 
tee if they don't simplify your cleansing 
routine. Cleanser, $2.50. moisturizers. 
$3. At supermarkets and drugstores only. 

Moisturizing "supplements" arc the 
newest development in the beauty tech- 
nology field. They're packed with light- 
weight oils, sometimes contain vitamins, 
and are almost always worn under your 
usual daily moisturizer or moisturizing 

Continued on page 222 
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Soap and water: 

Should you use it if your skin is dry? 

If you've got to get your face clean but 

you have dry skin, you can't use soap or 

it will dr\' out even further. Right? 

Think again. 

In the first place, many dermatolo- 

gists feel there's no better cleanser 

for your face than soap and water. 

And you alread\' know that no com- 

bination of creams and fresheners ever 

leave your face feeling as clean. 

In the second place, it depends on 

the soap. Ordinary soaps are made 

only to ''take": to take away dirt and 

makeup. In the process, they also take 

away some of your skin's natural 

moisture and oils, which you can't afford 

to lose now that you're no longer a rosy- 

cheeked, dewy-skinned young girl. 

You need a soap with "give" as ' 

well as "take!' Now there is one. 

New Xeutrogena®Dry Skin Soap. 

Not only does it take away surface 

dirt and makeup as mildly and 

effectively as our regular 

Neutrogena^Soap. // does more. 

It gives ver\' dr>' skin something it needs. 

Extra protection. An invisible layer of tw'o 

emollients that stays on when the dirt 

rinses off. And, as you know, emollients 

are those wonderful substances that help 

skin retain moisture and act as a barrier 

against further moisture loss. The process 

is called hydrating the skin. (Instead 

of dehydrating, which many soaps do). 

How does it work? Two special hydrat- 

ing agents* have been added to the 

original Neutrogena formula to make 

newNeutrogena Dr>'-Skin Soap. They're 

very much like the ingredients in 

moisturizers. And that's why this new- 

soap will immediately leave your 

dry skin feeling softer and smoother than 

you're used to with other soaps. 

Neutroffem 
dry-skin soap 

Give our Neutrogena 

Dry Skin Soap a try. 

You may be in for a 

great treat: the fresh, 

clean feeling of soap 

and water 3n your face, 

and none of the worries. 

Introducing 

Neutrogena Dry-Skin Soap 

•Purcelline Oil Syn. and Laneth-10 Acetate, •Kr-:roff«r-a Corp, 1977 
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(Advertisement) 

You Can Now Acquire a Private Library of Distinction 

The World's Greatest Works of Literature • Beautifully Illustrated 

Bound In Genuine Leather • Decorated With Real Gold 



veryoiic wants lo 
surrotitui himself and 
///s jamily with objects 
i>t tasting beauty, 
meaning ami value - to 
own with i>riile and 
pass on as valuable 

heirlooms to future generations. There can he tio 
better heirloom than beautifully leather bound, 

gold-decorated editions of the world's greatest books. 

Now, you can acquire this kind of private library 
from The Easton Press. 

The World's Greatest Books 

It isn't difficult to list the world's 
greatest books. Their titles spring 
instantly to everyone's mind, because 
what makes a book great is its ability to 
have a lasting impact on each new 
generation of readers. A book becomes 
great only when it is recognized as being 
great - generation after generation. 

Melville's Moby Dick, Dickens' A Tale of 
Two Cities. Chaucer's Canterbury 
Tales, Plato's Republic, Thackeray's Vanity 
Fair, Fielding's Tom jones, Hawthorne's 
Scarlet Letter, Dostoevesky's Crime and 
Punishment, Homer's Iliad, Bronte's 

Wuthering Heights, Dante's Divine Comedy, 
Swift's Gulliver's Travels, Mark Twain's 
Huckleberry Finn and Milton's Paradise Lost. 

Books like these are the greatest books 
of all time...the books of lasting value that 
each family wants on its bookshelves. 

As Beautiful as They 

Are Meaningful 

The pride that one feels in acquiring this 
edition of the world's greatest books 
comes not only from the power and 
significance of each literary master- 
piece. It comes also from the sheer 
beauty of each book. Every volume in 
this private library will exemplify the 
ultimate in the art of printing, illus- 
trating and binding. 

Each of the volumes will be printed on 
the highest quality paper. Each book is 
bound in genuine leather, and every 
volume's binding is inlaid with real gold 
in a unique design that sets it apart from 
all other volumes. 

Genuine Leather Bindings 

Today it is rare to find books bound in 
genuine leather. The cost of such 
bindings and the time required tocreate 
them has made the crafting of such 
bindings an almost vanishing art. 

But each book in this collection will be 
bound in genuine leather! The leathers 

used will be only the finest, and many 
different types of leathers will be used - 
calfskin, cowhide, suede, sheepskin - to 
give even greater distinction to the total 
collection. 

As with every detail of these books, 
luxury in binding will be the rule rather 
than the exception. Each volume will 
have the beautiful lustre, wonderful 
feel, and distinctively rich smell that is 
characteristic of only genuine leather. 

Unique Cover Designs 

of Real Gold 

To further enhance the richness and 
beauty of your books, each binding will 
be decorated with real gold. Each cover 
design will be deeply inlaid with this 
precious metal. The back cover and the 
spine of each book will be similarly 
decorated. 

Gilt-edged Pages 

Complementing the gold of the leather 
cover's design is the gilt edging of every 
page. The pages of every book will be 
gilt-edged in real gold. 

Elegant in Every Way 

As final touches of elegance, each book 
will have beautiful endsheets of the 
highest quality, contain a bound-in 
ribbon page marker and be bound with a 
"hubbed" spine that is used in only the 
finest books. 

The result of all of this careful attention 
to luxury and elegance is a collection of 
books that brings back memories of the 
great private libraries of the most 
discriminating families in days gone by. 

Distinctly Different Volumes 

Distinctiveness is the watchword of this 
private library. No two volumes are the 
same. The leather used in the bindings 
will be of many colors and grains. The 
type styles and illustrations will vary 
from volume to volume matching the 
unique character of each of the 
individual works. The design on each 
volume's leather cover will be different, 
with no two alike. Even the sizes of the 
books in the collection will vary. 

A Most Important Family Heirloom 

To acquire this distinguished edition of 
"The 100 Greatest Books Ever Written" 
is to establish a family treasure ihat will 
be enjoyed now and passed on from 
generation to generation. 

Each of the books in this collection is a 
literary masterpiece. In addition, each 
volume is a work of lasting beauty. The 
elegance of the genuine leather 
bindings, decorated with real gold and 
crafted to the highest standards of the 
bookbinder's art, makes this private 
library an expression of true apprecia- 
tion of quality. 

In today's world of impermanence, it 
has become increasingly important to 
establish in each family something of 
true heirloom quality. There is no finer 
example of such a family treasure than 
this edition of the world's greatest books. 

Available Only by 

Advance Subscription 

The Easton Press edition of "The 100 
Greatest Books Ever Written" will be 

(Continued on next page) 
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made available only by advance 
subscription. The books will not be 
available in bookstores, nor will they be 
offered through rare book dealers. 
They will be made available only to 
those who take advantage of the 
opportunity you now have before you. 

The quantity issued of each volume in 
the edition will be strictly limited to the 
advance subscriptions we have received 
and registered. The rarity that is so 
important in determining the future 
value of your heirloom possessions is 
thereby ensured with this library of 

The TOO Greatest Books E\ er Written". 

A Truly Personal Library 

When you acquire this edition of "The 
100 Greatest Books Ever Written" you 
are building a personal library that will 
be one of ycTur most prized possessions. 
To beautifully identify each book in the 
edition as part of your own private 
cc^llecticin, a unique personalized name- 
plate will acccimpany every volume. 

This plate is our certification, as the 
publisher of this edition, that each 
volume was issued expressly I'l ycurname 
to honor your registered subscription. 

Beautifully Illustrated Books 

Each volume of "The 100 Greatest 
Books Ever Written" will be beautifully 
illustrated. In many cases, authentic 
illustrations from the period of the 
literary masterpiece will be used. In 
others, specially commissioned art from 
leading illustrators will be created to 
impressively complement the specific 
book. 

Whether it be finely detailed black and 
white etchings or dramatic full color 
paintings, the illustrations used in each 
book will be carefully selected to match 
the mood and meaning of the author's 
work. The rich use of illustrations 
throughout each volume will increase 
the pleasure you and your family derive 
from "e^th book. Truly, each volume will 
be exactly what you would expect in an 
heirloom edition of "The 100 Greatest 
Books E\er Written". 

The Acquisition Plan 

Books of the quality of the volumes in 
this collection are not generally avail- 
able today, and they cannot be mass 
produced. Because of the extraordinary 
care and craftsmanship required of fine 
bindings such as these, the books in the 
collection will be issued at the rate of 
one per month 
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Subscriptions to The Easton Press 
edition of "The 100 Greatest Books 
Ever Written" will be offered only on an 
advance registration basis. Further, 
individual volumes of the edition will 
not be offered. This means that only 
subscribers to the collection can acquire 
this private library of distinction. 

Comparable books bound in genuine 
leather sell for as much as $50 to $75 
per volume. However, you will be 
pleased to learn the volumes in this 
collection will be priced at only $28.50 
each for the first two full years. Future 
volumes will be similarly priced subject 
only to minor periodic adjustment to 
reflect varying material costs. 

Thus, you can acquire The 100 
Greatest Books Ever Written" at prices 
far lower than collectors have been 
accustomed to paying for similar fine 
books in the past. 

This favorable pricing is possible 
because the efficiencies of direct mail 
selling will enable us to place a larger 
print order than is usually possible on 
fine editions of this nature. 

As a subscriber, you will never receive 
any books you do not want. A list of the 
100 books scheduled in the collection 
will be sent to you. You may indicate 

which titles on this list, if any, you do 
nc>t want to recei\e, thereby insuring 
that you acquire only the books yc>u 
wish to own. 

If you desire, you may return any 
volume within 30 days for a full refund 
of your purchase price. Moreover, you 
need purchase volumes only as long as 
you choose to do so; you may cancel 
your subscription at any time. 

R.S.V.P. 

To accept this invitation, you need only 
complete the Preferred Subscription 
Reservation and return it to us.(It is not 
necessary to send any payment at this 
time.) This simple step is all that is 
necessary for you to begin building a 
private library of your own that is sure 
to be envied by all who see it, and 
treasured bv all who use it. 

Preferred Subscription Reservation 

Tlx 100 Qmtest 'Books SwWntteiL, 

The Easton Press 
47 Richards Ave. 
Norwalk, Conn. 0D857 

No payment required. 
Simply mail this subscription reservation. 

Please send me the first volume cif "The 100 Greatest Books Ever Written" and reser\ e a 
subscription in my name. Further volumes will be sent at the rate of one book per 
month 1 will be billed $28.50* prior to shipment for each book. 
I may return any book within 30 days for a full refund, and I may cancel my subscription 
at any time. 
I understand that you will send me a list of books scheduled for future monthly 
shipment. I may then indicate which titles on this list, if any, 1 do not want to receive, 
thereby insuring that I never receive any books I do not want 
An option to charge books to Master Charge or BankAmericard will be made available 
when you are invoiced for your first volume. i:    -,r KV* f.r   rrrn,- and ^.inJ/m,- 

Name. 

Address. 

City  State. Zip 

□ 

37 HG 
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.As a convenience, i prefer to pay now tor my first volume in the collection at 
S28.50 plus Si.25 shipping and handling (total payment S20.75). Enclosed is my 
check payable to the Easton Press. Conn resident* pjv S3i S3 to include sale* t.>\ 
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■ PLANTS AROUND 

THE HOUSE 

PLANTS 

FOR NIGHT PEOPLE 

Away from the house during the day? 

Here are plants you should know about that will 

fill your rooms with fragrance in the evening 

BY RICHARD LANGER 

A sunny window full of colorful house 
plants is a true delight. But it is a de- 
light of the daylight hours. If you're 
one of those who have a chance to en- 
joy the pleasures of your greenery only 
in the evenings, take heart. Just as there 
are night people, so there are night 
plants. Plants may not wear watches, 
but in many ways they are as time- 
conscious as 20th-century man. The 

passion flower opens at noon, the evening primrose at 6. 
(Actually our primroses weren't open till 5 minutes past 7, 
which I found rather upsetting until I realized we were on 
daylight-saving time and they obviously weren't.) 

What causes flowers to open or to release their fragrance at 

Flowel 
Nicotiana al 

Nicotiana in room designed by 
Kaplan-Sandercock 

a given time of day 
is something not 
fully determined 
yet. Some plants 
are keyed to the 
length of the days, so that 
the long warm days of 
however, the telling 

they bloom only during 
summer. For other plants, 
mechanism is much more 

complex. There is even good cause to argue that plants have 
an internal sense of time. Recent horticultural research bears 
this out. Plants raised at Ihe South Pole on platforms rotating 
counter to the earth's rotation, so that they could sense neither 
it nor the globe's magnetic field—nor the sunset, since there 
isn't any down there at midsummer—still opened and closed 
the petals of their flowers at their regular time. 

PLANTS THAT CREATE NIGHT FRAGRANCE 

Here are six house 
plants that do 
their best for 
you at night, 
filling rooms 
with delicious 
perfume. Take 
Brassavola nodosa, 
the Lady of the Night, for in- 
stance. The plant is covered by 
striking yellowish-green to 
white flowers from late fall 
through early winter and be- 
yond. It is a most fragrant spe- 
cies—but only at night. In a 
natural setting, the smell is 
there to attract insects. Since 
the flowers are pollinated by 
moths, which are around only 
after dusk, there's no use wast- 
ing that fragrance on daytime 
passers-by, and the plant does- 
n't. It saves it all for night 

people. This orchid needs 
night temperatures in the high 
60s with days 10 degrees or 
so warmer. Use a humusy soil 
and let it go dryish between 
waterings. Partial sun is 
needed (during the day, of 
course). 

If you're not tempted by 
Lady of the Night, try Queen 
of the Night. Epiphyllum 
oxypetalum. Blooms range 
from 4 to 6 inches in diameter, 
white with reddish edges and 
incredible night fragrance. 
Although technically a cactus, 
this plant is of the jungly 
variety and doesn't at 
all resemble its spiny 
siblings. Of particular' 
note for night people, by 

the way. ni 
mere 

Plants by mail 
Lest night people have trouble finding these 
fragrant exotics, they are available at: 
Brassavola nodosa, 
Cestrum noctumum, 
Ervatamia coronaria 
Edelweiss Gardens 
54 Robb-Allentown 
Road, Rohbinsville, 
N.J. 08691 
catalogue 50^ 
Epiphyllum 
oxypetalum 
Greenland Flower 
Shop, Rle. 1, Box 
52, Port Matilda, Pa. 

16870. catalogue 25<f 

Nicotiana affinis 
Geo. W. Park 
Seed Co., Green- 
wood, S.C 29647 

Allophyton 
mexicanum 
John Brudy's Rare 
Plant House 
P.O. Box 1348 
Cocoa Beach, Fla. 
32931. catalogue $1 
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hybrids are available. Most of 
them, however, have been 
bred to flower during the day. 

Keep the Queen of the 
Night warm during the day 
but cool for the evening, par- 
ticularly in the wintertime: 
then next-to-the-window night 
temperatures of 55 to 60 de- 
grees will help foster bloom- 
ing. The plant does best in a 
rich, constantly moist, humusy 
soil with a fair degree of at- 
mospheric humidity surround- 
ing the greenery. Fertilize 
heavily in spring and summer. 

If one of the nu- 
merous branches of 
an Epiphyllum oxy- 

petalum breaks off, 
just stick it into the 
soil at the base of 
the mother plant; 

it will root very 
quickly. It won't 
bloom, however, 
till the second or 
thir^ year. 

It's hard to be- 
lieve that the 
tiny flowers of 
Cestrum noctur- 
num, the Night- 
Jessamine, can 
rill the air as 
completely as 
they do with 
their delightful 
fragrance. The 
creamy white 
trumpetlike 

flowers are almost insignifi- 
cant, yet they can fill several 
rooms with their evening 
scent. The plant needs as 
much sun as you can give it, 
loamy moist soil, and a moist 
atmosphere. The best place of 
all for Night-Jessamine is a 
heated sun porch, not only be- 
cause it takes a lot of daytime 
solar energy to produce that 
powerful nightime perfume, 
but because, unless you keep 
pruning, the plant will grow 
into a fair-sized bush. 

Gardenias are almost im- 
possible to grow successfully 
under the usual house condi- 
tions. But Ervatamia coro- 
naria, the Crape Jasmine, 
looks quite similar, if more 
diminutive, and is delightfully 
fragrant. Like Night-Jessa- 
mine, it grows into a fair-sized 
bush, given a warm, sunny lo- 
cation and rich, well-watered 
soil. If you live in an area 
where the mercury doesn't dip 
below 60 in the summertime, 
you can set the ersatz gardenia 
outside for the season. It will 
surround a whole moonlit 
patio with its romantic fra- 
grance. 

While on the subject of 
jasmines that aren't jasmines, 
consider Nicotiana affinis, the 
Jasmine Tobacco. Its highly 
perfumed trumpetlike flowers 
are night fragrant and almost 

Continued on page 222 
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Remember? 

Warning; The Surgeon General Has Determined 

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

alem never lets me forget. With all that full flavor and 

fresh Salem roenthol. That's smoking enjoyment. 

Salem 100 s & Salem King\i 

lOO's, KING: 18 mg. "tar", 1.2 mg. nicbtine, av. per cigarette, FTC Report DEC.76. 



MONEY 

MATTERS gi^Qyi^U yOU PUT YOUR 

MONEY ON THE SUN? 

Questions you should ask yourself before deciding to invest in solar energy, 

a report on two recent studies of solar costs in different parts 

of the country, plus tips on how to proceed if you do decide to go solar 

It's enough to make even a stoic home- 
owner shiver. But the cold, hard truth 
of the matter is that energy costs have 
nowhere to go but up—and fairly sub- 
stantially at that. What's worse, the 
weather isn't going to help us out either. 
Those nice, mild winters that helped 
ease the sting when fuel prices started to 
soar a few years ago were an aberration. 
That's not likely to reoccur any time 
soon. Quite the contrary—you can ex- 
pect steadily colder winters. According 
to meteorologists, we're now entering 
another ice age. But don't panic! Scien- 
tists calculate that it will take 10,000 
years to hit the bottom of this ice-age 
cycle. 

Besides, there are some things that 
you can do to cut your energy costs by 
40 percent or more. And as fuel prices 
keep rising, the savings from these en- 
ergy conservation measures will be even 
greater. Finally, any steps you take to 
reduce energy costs will enhance the 

market value of your house significantly. 
People are willing to pay a premium for 
energy-efficient homes—especially after 
the severity of last winter, when many 
homeowners found their monthly heat- 
ing and utility bills were higher than 
their mortgage payments. 

Solar energy 

Solar energy is hot today. It's the bright- 
est star on almost everybody's list of 
ways to cut energy costs. And that's the 
problem. While there's no doubt that 
solar energy can reduce costs substan- 
tially, some of the claims being made 
for it just don't hold up. Moreover, the 
weather and utility rates in the area in 
which you live play a large part in de- 
termining how cost efiective solar ener- 
gy will be for you. 

The higher your fuel or utility bills 
are. the more sense solar energy makes. 

Continued on p<ii,'(' 46 

BY PAUL GROSS 

"BACCHANTE" Goblet — $8.50 each 
For the Bayel brochure, kindly write to EBELING & REUSS CO, West Valley Road, Devon, PA 19333 

Buyer's check list 

for solar systems 

• Get the advice of an independent 
contractor or engineer. While this 
will cost you a little money, an engi- 
neer or contracor can tell you if your 
present system is compatible with a 
sojax system. If it isn't, you'll have 
the additional expense—which can 
be major—of replacing your current 
system. An independent expert can 
also save you money by checking out 
how much insulation your house has. 
If the house is well insulated, you can 
probably use a smaller solar energy 
unit than you thought. 
• Shop around. Compare systems, 
performance, warranties, and costs. 
Keep in mind, however, that in solar 
energy, as in most areas, you get what 
you pay for. For example, copper 
tubing is more expensive than alumi- 
num, but copper lasts far longer. By 
the same token, get an accurate fix 
on operating and maintenance costs. 
Have your independent expert verify 
them for you. 
• Ask to see independent test find- 
in^s or the National Bureau of Stand- 
ards efficiency curve for the system. 
Many have them: some are still being 
tested, if there's none, find out why. 
• Check the .solar power firm out 
with the Better Business Bureau. 
Chamber of Commerce, and any 
state authorities that might exist in 
your state. Florida, for example, has 
a state agency that now grants a seal 
of approval to solar energy units it 
has tested to its satisfaction. 
• Ask to see the manufacturer's 
product liability policy. If a manufac- 
turer can't get the policy, it probably 
means that there's something wrong 
with the system. 
• Ask your attorney to go over the 
sales contract and warranty. The war- 
ranty should cover labor and parts 
and last at least one year. 
• Make sure that all costs are cov- 
ered—and get it in writing. Also, 
lind out if your deposit will go into 
an escrow account. Demand is so 
great that it may take some time for 
the solar power unit to be installed. 
In the meantime, you want to be sure 
that vour monev will be safe. 
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Your money on the sun 
continued from paf>e 44 

However, do keep in mind that solar 
energy will not completely replace your 
current system, it only supplements it. 
One impartial expert thinks that you 
would do well to supplement half the 
conventional energy you now use with 
solar energy. 

As a rough rule of thumb, you can 
figure that the higher your current fuel 
and utility costs are. the more sense 
solar energy makes—especially since 
these costs will undoubtedly continue to 
rise for some time to come. As if they 
haven't risen enough already. Accord- 
ing to the Institute for Real Estate Man- 
agement, utility bills jumped 48 percent 
and heating fuel costs shot up by an 
astounding 98 percent between 1973 and 
1975. 

For most homeowners, a solar hot- 
water heater is a safer bet than a solar 
furnace—which is a fairly recent devel- 
opment. And with good reason. The 
technology of solar hot-water heaters, 
which have been around since the 1930s, 
is fairly well advanced. Moreover, solar 
water heaters are much simpler and less 
expensive than solar furnaces. (Solar 
hot-water heaters cost between $1,500 
and $3,000 to buy and install.) 

Even so, some of the cL.ims made for 
these units have recently been vocifer- 
ously disputed. For example, the New 
England Electric System, which tested 
units in 200 homes, found that the cost 

of the units was greater than estimated 
and that the actual savings were lower 
than the manufacturers had claimed. 
The utility found that the cost of the 
heaters ranged between $1,365 and 
$2,950 as opposed to $1,000 to $1,700 
estimated by the manufacturers. More 
importantly, the energy saved by the 
units averaged between 20 to 24 percent 
as against the 40 to 60, percent savings 
promised by the manufacturers. (By the 
way, the cost of heating water accounts 
for about 20 percent of your fuel bill if 
you use gas or oil and as much as 60 
percent of your bill if it's an electric 
heater.) 

New England Electric figures that, 
based on the results it got, solar hot- 
water heaters won't pay for themselves 
in savings for 18 to 20 years. The indus- 
try had claimed that it would take only 
6 or 7 years for the units to pay for them- 
selves in savings. However, some solar 
energy experts are quick to point out 
that the results New England Electric 
came up with are not that typical. For 
one thing, they point out that it was the 
first time most plumbers had installed a 
solar system, and there were many prob- 
lems. (Manufacturers' estimates were 
for "normal" installation costs.) For an- 
other thing, they point out that solar 
energy is just not as effective in the 
Northeast as it is in summeryer parts of 
the country. Some are a bit suspicious 
about the finding because the test was 
conducted by a utility, which might ulti- 
mately lose business if solar energy be- 

came widely used, but most feel it was a 
fair test, given the above limitations. 

However, according to the METREK 

Division of the MITRE Corporation, 
which conducted a fairly well-publicized 
study of solar energy effectiveness in I 3 
cities around the country, solar energy 
is competitive with conventional energy 
sources now. A finding that contradicts 
the experience of New England Electric 
Systems. 

MITRE found that over the 20-year 
life span of a solar water-heating system, 
solar would be cheaper than oil and gas 
if the solar panels cost $20 per square 
foot. If the panels cost $15 per square 
foot, solar would be cheaper than oil 
and electricity in 12 of the 13 cities. And 
at $10 per square foot, solar beat every- 
thing including natural gas in all of the 
cities surveyed. 

A combined solar heating and hot- 
water system at $20 per square foot of 
collector panel was cheaper over 20 
years than electric resistive heating in 
12 o|..the 13 cities. It was also cheaper 
than an electric pump and oil in 5 of the 
cities, but never cheaper than natural 
gas. At $15 per square foot, solar was 
cheaper than an electric heat pump in 
all but 3 cities, and cheaper than oil in 
every city but one. At $10 per square 
foot of collector panel and based on 
the estimated cost of fuel in 1980, solar 
heating and water systems would be 
cheaper than all of the conventional en- 
ergy systems in all of the cities except 
Seattle. Electric heat pumps would be 
cheaper in Seattle because the cost of 
eJectricity is so low there. 

Putting a solar heating system into an 
existing home is a much more compli- 
cated and expensive undertaking. It 
costs $3,500 and up to buy and install a 
solar furnace capable of heating a con- 
ventional house. Your house's roof and 
windows may face in the wrong direc- 
tion for the solar collectors to work at 
maximum efficiency. However, there is 
a free-standing solar furnace that can be 
installed in your backyard instead of on 
your roof. Called the Sungazer Solar 
Furnace, it is designed by Solar-Ther- 
mics. Inc., in Nederland, Colq. 

Now all this is well and good, but the 
question still remains: Is solar energy 
something you should consider? And 
that, unfortunately, is something you 
have to decide for yourself. What makes 
solar energy so tricky to discuss intelli- 
gently is that almost every situation is 
unique. Consider the variables: the size 
and shape of your house, the compati- 
bility of your present energy system with 
a solar system, insulation, the interest 
rate on the loan you can get to buy the 
system, the cost of the unit you're think- 
ing of buying, the cost of conventional 
energy, weather conditions in your area. 

Generally speaking, the colder and 
longer the winters, the more sense solar 
energy makes. However, there are some 
little-known kinks you should know 

Continued on page 48 
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Bad sound 

issm unnecessary evil. 

To hear music beauti- 
fully reproduced is one of 

lifes greatest pleasures. 
But its a pleasure that 

This compact nia> Ix' stereo. Hut its not lii^h fidelity, pgopfg vvho listen tO little 

radios, giant consoles or poorly designed all-in-one compacts 
never have. 

The truth is, only real high    W^j^gmmmmam^ ^^^^^H 

fidelity components give you     ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^H 
real high fidelity soimd. If 
you'd like to know more about 
hi f i send for yoiu* copy of the 
92 page Pioneer Book 
''Understanding High 
Fidelity:' 

Mail $2.00 to: Don Kobes, 
U.S. Pioneer Electronics, 
Dept. HSPl, PO. Box P76, 
Woodridge, New Jersey 07075. 

(!j>RIOI\IEeiT 
HIGH FIDELITY 
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... the ideal way 

to buy your presents from 

The Metropolitan Museum 

Every three months —four times a year—the Museum will announce 
by mail remarkable new objects —exact copies of Museum originals: 
sculpture, decorative art, tableware, and ornaments. 

7^ The variety will be extraordinary: ancient jewelry in gold and sil- 
ver; Oriental and European porcelain; early American glass in crystal 
and rare colors; bronze from Egypt, Greece, China, and the medieval 
world; silver, pewter, brass, and pottery from Colonial America. 

These copies, often produced by the same techniques used for 
the originals, are made by artist-craftsmen working under the Mu- 
seum's direct supervision. The care taken in production frequently lim- 
its the quantity, and the majority of reproductions can be bought only 
by mail or at the Museum. (Above: Hippopotamus, bright blue faience 
decorated with lotus flowers. Length 8", $19.75 P^^s $1.25 shipping.) 

To receive all of the advance announcements to be issued during 
the next year, send the coupon below with one dollar to cover mailing. 

You will receive immediately the 116-page Christmas Catalogue. The bril- 
liant array of new presents includes an Egyptian jasmine flower necklace; 
a golden Buddha; a medieval silver bowl; stained glass; jade and bronze 
horses from ancient China; an 18th-century porcelain dinner service; new 
needlework kits from the Unicorn Tapestries; snowflakes, stars, and bells in 
gold and silver; and an unparalleled selection of Christmas cards. An addi- 
tional 24-page full-color catalogue introduces the Museum's Costume Insti- 
tute "originals"—line-for-line recreations of designs from the past which 
bring unusual flair to contemporary fashion. Among these is the first copy 
ever made of the fabulous Imperial Russian "100,000 gold ruble" shawl. This 
outstanding reproduction in fine wool challis, with its bold stripes and intri- 
cate floral patterns retains the more than 50 colors of the original. It measures 
21" X 96"; the price is $35.00. 

THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OFART 

255 Gracie Station, New York 10028 ICI7 

Please send me all advance catalogues of new objects to be issued by the 
Museum during the next year. $1.00 to cover mailing is enclosed. ° 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

 ZIP 
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\ our mone\ on the sun , 
continued from page 46 ', 

about. For example, solar energy cO' 
lectors are about 80 percent effective i; 
collecting energy even on cloudy days-i 
as long as they are high, thin cloud 
However, wind-chill can reduce the e' 
fectiveness of a solar collector dramat 
call\. And most importantly of all. } 
solar sNstem makes no sense at all : 
your house is not adequately insulateci 

Fortunately, there are ways of gettinj 
the information you need. If you woul! 
like to know more about solar energ' 
and its applicability in your area, writ' 
the National Solar Heating and Coolin' 
Information Center, P.O. Box 1607i 
Rockville. Md. 20850 which was recent] 
ly established by the Department o; 
Housing and Urban Development and 
the Energy Research and Developmen* 
Administration. The center, which hal 
a computerized data bank, can tell yoi 
the location of solar homes in your area, 
tht^-names of contractors, architects, anc 
lenders who are familiar with solar ener 
g\: and the names of solar hardwan 
manufacturers. The center will also pro- 
\ ide you with the technical information 

The more information you can gather 
the better off youll be. This is a trul) 
complex field. See page 94 for a list ol 
books and articles. Also, you'd be wise 
to talk to some of the people who have 
installed solar energy systems in theii 
houses. Chances are that they'll be de- 
lighted to talk to you. They probably 
think of themselves as pioneers-with a 
wonderful new gadget. What's more, 
they'll probably be very frank with you. 
If they like their system, they'll tell you 
that and wh\. If they don't, well, you'll 
know which systems to shy away from. 

Once you have a handle on what solar 
energy can do for you in your area, talk 
to local lenders who have some familiar- 
ity with solar energy systems. They can 
give you a lead on costs and savings. 
Moreo\er. they can be used to double 
check the information you've gleaned 
from !>olar energ\' users in your area. 

Basically, there are two criteria for 
judging the cost effectiveness of a solar 
energy system: (T) years to positive 
savings, and (2) years to pay off. Years 
to positive savings simply shows when a 
solar system starts saving you money. 
Years to pay off will show when the sav- 
ings from a solar energy system pays for 
itself. For example, let's say that it will 
cost you a total of Si 3.000 to put in a 
solar heating and hot-water system. 
That includes everything—even the in- 
terest on the loan needed to buy the sys- 
tem. Now assume that the solar system 
saves you $1,200 a year in fuel bills. If 
that's the case, the system will pay for it- 
self in at least 10 years. 

A final note: If you do decide to in- 
stall a solar energy system, ask your 
agent if it will be covered under your 
homeowner's insurance policy. If it won't, 
you might consider looking for another 
homeowner's insurance policy. ■ 



Why most draperies 

look better in magazine pictures 

than they do in your home. 

These pros can make 

any draper>' look great. 

At a busy 
photo session, there 
may be a fussy photographer. styHst. 
ironer and other folks around. 

Their job is to make the drap- 
eries look like a picture before they 
take the picture. 

What do tape and paper clips 
have to do with lovely-looking 
pleats? One trick 
for getting picture- 
perfect pleats is 
to use two-sided 
tape and paper 
clips behind the 
draperies. 

Of course, this method isn"t too 
practical in your home, because pulling 
the draw cords ruins the effect. 

Besides, it looks kind of silly 
from the outside. 

If all else 
fails, there's 

always the 
retoucher. 

Our drapery looks great 

all by itself. 

With Spring Crest draperies, 
there's no trick to having lovely, 
uniform pleats. 

The Spring Crest design simply 
won't let them bans anv other way. 

You get a. 
any fuss. 

.A.nd you get expert help from 
your independent Spring Crest dealer 

• ishly trained authority on Spring 
" ^t Windoware. installation and 

;^ery fabrics. 
What's more, as members of the 

HOUSE & G.\RDEN Color Program, 
our dealers have the verv- latest color 
facts. 

Spring Crest makes your home 
more beautiful Inside and out. They 
1' -: same from the street as they 
c    - mside. 

hrautiful. 

The complete pleat. This is the 
famous pleat that stays uniform in 
all positions. 

.A. hidden design is the secret. 
And Spring Crest has it. 

No bunching ever. Open ordi- 
nar\- draperies part way and notice 
how they bunch. (You usually can't 
help noticing) 

This doesn't happen with Spring 
Crest. 

So. if you want draperies that 
hang like a picture, se^^ your local 
Spring Crest dealer 

For more details, send the 
coupon below. 

_ Please send more in.'onnstior. oa Sp.-;r.c 
Cre«t Draperies and my nearest Spring Cres: 
dealer. 
S A -M E  
ADDRESS. 
CITY  
ST.^TE. .ZIP_ 
_ Checi Here it interested in becomina a 
company-trained Spring Crest dealer Certain 
high-potential franchise territories are still 
available 
SEND TO: Sprins Crest Company. Depc 137 

50-T W Lambert Road 
Brta. California 92621 

19": SPRING CREST CO 

SPRING CREST 
r     A.   CANADA JAPAN ATSTRALIA 

Draperies that hang like a picture* 
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A 
SIMPLE, 
CLEAR 

STATEMENT 
REFLECTING 

YOUR 
TASTE 

this Is 

LAUFFER 

MAGNUM 
18/8 STAINLESS STEEL 

S PIECE PLACE SETTING $29.50 

mmK 5^<ANMA 
INTERIORS 

3191 SPORTS ARENA BLVD 
SAN DiEGO, CALIF 92110 

PHONE 225-9471 

Concord  Lib3rty House 
Dublin  Liberty House 
Fresno : Tui pin's 
Hayward  Liberty Ho 33 
Mt. View Liberty House 
Oakland  Liberty House 
Sacramento  Liberty House 
San Anselmo  Wasser's 
San Francisco  Liberty House 
San Jose Liberty House 

Colorado 
Aurora  May D & F 
Colorado Springs  May D & F 
Denver 

Bear Valley  May D & F 
North Valley  May D & F 
University Hills  May D & F 

Ft. Ceilings  May D & F 
Lakewood May D & F 
Littleton  May D & F 

Connecticut 
Enfield  G. Fox & Co. 
Hartford  G. Fox & Co. 
Meriden G. Fox & Co. 
Milford Wayside of Milford 
Waterbury G. Fox & Co. 
West Hartford  G. Fox & Co. 

Delaware 
Wilmington  Strawbridge & Clothier 

District of Columbia 
Washington  Woodward & Lothrop 

Florida 
Altamonte Springs Burdine's 

■ OFFICIAL 

HEADQUARTERS 

HOUSE & GARDEN 

Colors 

You will find here a selection of furniture, carpets, decorative 
accessories in our 1978 colors, and many products or similar 
choices in House & Garden WinterGreens as seen on page 122. 

Alabama 
Bessemer  Pizitz 
Birmingham  Pizitz 
Brookwood Rich's 
Eastwood  Pizitz 
Five Points West Pizitz 
Gadsden  Pizitz 
Huntsville  Pizitz 
Montgomery  Pizitz 
Roebuck  Pizitz 

Alaska 
Anchorage Norland's 
Fairbanks  Nerland's 

Arizona 
Phoenix  Goldwaters 

Metro Center  Goldwaters 
Prescott  Goldwaters 
Scottsdale  Goldwaters 

this is LAUFFER* 

. ARZBERG WHITE CHINA 
^    A SIMPLE. CLEAR STATEMENT 

REFLECTING YOUR TASTE 
5 PIECE PLACE SETTING $22.00 

BO DMCA 

7509 GIRARD AVENUE U\ JOLLA, CALIF. 92037 (714)454-6107 



Daytona May Cohens 
F^ Lauderdale  Burd;ne's 
Hollywood  Burdine's 
Jacksonville May Cohens 
Miami  Burdine's 
Miami Beach   Burdine's 
North Palm Beach The Pioneer Co 
Orange Park May Cohens 
Orlando Burdine's 
Pompano .-.Burdine's 
Sarasota    By/<B:ne's 
Tampa :...-^rdine's 
Westland  Burdine's 
West Palm Beach  The Pioneer Co. 

Georgia 
Atlanta  Rich's 

Lenox  Rich's 
Belvedere  Rich's 
Cobb Center Rich's 
Decatur Rich's 

North Dekalb  Rich's 
South DeKalb  Rich's 

Greenbriar  Rich's 
Perimeter  Rich's 
Smyrna Rich's 

Hawaii 
Maui  Nerland's 

Illinois 
Yorkville  Yorkville Furniture 

Indiana 
Fort Wayne  L. S. Ayres 
Indianapolis  L. S. Ayres 

DOMINO 
ARZBERG CHINA 

5 PIECE PLACE SETTING $3. 

A SIMPLE, CLEAR STATEMENT 
REFLECTING YOUR TASTE 

this is 

LAUFFER" 

^'COMPANY 

COMING 

South Coast Plaza 
Bristol at San Drego Freeway 
Costa Mesa - (714) 556-6258 

this is LAUFFER* 

PALISANDER 

A 
SIMPLE. 
CLEAR 

STATEMENT 
REFLECTING 
YOUR TASTE 

ROSEWOOD and 18/8 STAINLESS STEEL 
5 PIECE PLACE SETTING $39.50 

AVAILABLE AT FINE STORES EVERYWHERE 

BELMONT DRIVE. SOMERSET NEW JERSEY 08873 

Lafayette  L. S. Ayres 
Martinsville Cure & Son 
Muncie  L. S. Ayres 
South Bend  L. S. Ayres 

Iowa 
Cedar Rapids The Killian Co. 
Iowa City  The Killian Co. 
Spirit Lake  Carpenter Interiors 

Kansas 
Topeka C. A. Karlan Furniture 

Louisiana 
New Orleans  D. H. Holmes 

Canal Street  D. H. Holmes 
Lakeside  D. H. Holmes 
Oakwood  D. H. Holmes 

Maine 
Portland  Jordan Marsh 

Maryland 
Annapolis Woodward & Lothrop 
Baltimore  Hutzler's 
Chevy Chase  Woodward & Lothrop 
Eastpoint  Hutzler's 
Iverson Mall  Woodward & Lothrop 
Prince George's Woodward & Lothrop 
Southdale  Hutzler's 
Towson Hutzler's 
Westview  Hutzler's 
Wheaton Plaza  Woodward & Lothrop 

Massachusetts 
Boston  Jordan Marsh 
Braintree Jordan Marsh 

Continued on page 54 



MAJESTIC BACK SUPPORTER® 

Exclusive "Health Center®" gives 
more support where it counts most. 
$139.95 Twin Size, ea. pc. 



Firmer st3|l|prt 
with extra QiH^^ 
innerspring up^t 

An outstanding buy\ 
$99.95 Twin Size, ea. pel- 

SPRING-0- 
PEDIC" 

Enjoy years of 
service and comfort 

with this fine 
mattress value. 

$99.95 Twin Size, ea. pc. 

Added luxury with 
fine upholstery and 

beautiful damask cover. 
$109.95 Twin Size, ea. pc. 

GRANDEUR BACK SUPPORTER® 

Combines all of Spring Air's finest 
features with superb craftsmanship. 
$159.95 Twin Size, ea. pc. 

All prices suggested retail. 
Proportionate values on 

Full, Queen and King Sizes.^ 



Color Headquarters 
continued from page 51 

Burlington  Jordan Marsh 
Framington  Jordan Marsh 
Lynn  Saxony House 
Maiden  Jordan Marsh 
Peabody Jordan Marsh 
Worcester Jordan Marsh 

Michigan 
Dearborn Hudson's 
Detroit Hudson's 
Fairlane  Hudson's 
Flint  Hudson's 
Grand Rapids  Hudson's 
Harper Woods Hudson's 
Lansing  Bretz Shop 
Livonia  Newton Furniture 
Pontiac  Hudson's 
Saginaw  Hudson's 
Southfield  Hudson's 
Sterling Heights  Newton Furniture 
Taylor  Hudson's 
Troy  Hudson's 
Westland Hudson's 

Missouri 
Jamestown  Stix, Baer & Fuller 
Kansas City Stix, Baer & Fuller 
St. Louis  Stix, Baer & Fuller 

Crestwood  Stix, Baer & Fuller 
Riverroads Stix, Baer & Fuller 
Westroads  Stix, Baer & Fuller 

Nebraska 
Columbus J. L. Brandeis 
Grand Island Miller & Paine 
Lincoln  Miller & Paine 

Gateway  Miller & Paine 

Ullll^Wlil   V^^ML^I  J.   U. L^iailVJdO 
Omaha 

Ames Plaza  J. L. Brandeis 
Bakers Square  J. L. Brandeis 
Crossroads  J. L. Brandeis 
North Shore  J. L. Brandeis 
Southroads J. L. Brandeis 
Westgate  J. L. Brandeis 
Westroads  J. L. Brandeis 

New Hampshire 
Bedford  .-.■..Jordan Marsh 

New Jersey 
Cherry Hill  Strawbridge & Clothier 
Echelon  Strawbridge & Clothier 
Manalapan Steinbach's 
Paramus  B. Altman & Co. 
Pleasantville  Steinbach's 
Short Hills B. Altman & Co. 
Trenton  Convery's 
Woodbridge Abraham & Straus 

New Mexico 
Albuquerque  American Furniture 

New York 
Albany  Mayfair 
Babylon  Abraham & Straus 
Brooklyn  Abraham & Straus 
Eastland  Sibley's 
Elmhurst Abraham & Straus 
Garden City Abraham & Straus 
Hempstead  Abraham & Straus 
Huntington  Abraham & Straus 
Jamestown  Wellman Bros. 
Lake Grove  Abraham & Straus 
Manhasset  Abraham & Straus 
New York B. Altman & Co. 
Rochester  Sibley's 
Saratoga The Carl Co. 

Henredon 

Henredon's regard for furniture artistry 
in 17th and 18th century England and Colonial America 

is reflected in this design from the Folio Twelve Collection. 
Some pieces are faithful reproductions—others are carefully 

adapted to satisfy today's bedroom, dining and living room requirements. All 
have the handcrafted warmth of well-kept antiques and can be seen in the Folio Twelve 

brochure by sending $1.00 to Henredon, Dept. G-97, Morganton, N.C. 28655. 

o<-i ici ici-iauy  i lie \.dn '^U. 
Shoporama The Carl Co. 

Scotia The Carl Co. 
Willowbrook  The Carl Co. 

Syosset Caldwell's Interiors 
Syracuse  Sibley's 
Victor  Sibley's 
White Plains B. Altman & Co. 
North Carolina 
Fayetteville Belk's 
Wilmington Furniture City 
Winston-Salem  Belk's 
Ohio 
Chillicothe  Ebenhack & Son 
Dayton  Rike's 
Kettering  Rike's 
Salem  Strouss 
Springfield  Rike's 
Warren Strouss 
Youngstown  Strouss 

Austintown Plaza  Strouss 
Eastwood Mall  Strouss 
Liberty Plaza  Strouss 
Southern Park Mall Strouss 

Oklahoma 
Norman  Mister Robert 
Tulsa «,v Lloyd's for Living 
Oregon 
Eugene  Meier & Frank 
Portland  Meier & Frank 

Lloyd Center  Meier & Frank 
Progress  Meier & Frank 
Salem  Meier & Frank 
Pennsylvania 
Allentown  Schoen's 
Ardmore  Strawbridge & Clothier 
Bethlehem Furniture Hail 
Jenkintown  Strawbridge & Clothier 
Monroeville  Kaufmann's 
Mount Lebanon  Kaufmann's 
Neshaminy  Strawbridge & Clothier 
Philadelphia  Strawbridge & Clothier 
Pittsburgh Kaufmann's 

North Hills  Kaufmann's 
Rochester  Kaufmann's 

Plymouth Meeting ..Strawbridge & Clothier 
Sharon Strouss 
Springfield  Strawbridge & Clothier 
St. Davids B. Altman & Co. 
Williamsport  Meelan's 
Rhode Island 
Warwick Jordan Marsh 
Tennessee 
Green Hills  Cain-Sloan 
Nashville Cain-Sloan 
Rivergate  Cain-Sloan 
Texas 
Beaumont  Joske's 
Houston  Joske's 

Gulfgate  Joske's 
North Line  Joske's 
Post Oak  Joske's 
Town & Country Joske's 
Westwood Joske's 

Utah 
Cottonwood  Z.C.M.I. 
Ogden  Z.C.M.I. 
Salt Lake City  Z.C.M.I. 
Virginia 
Landmark  Woodward & Lothrop 
Seven Corners Woodward & Lotiirop 
Tysons Corners  Woodward & Lothrop 
Washington 
Tacoma  Liberty House 
Vancouver  Meier & Frank 
54 House & Garden 
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'Enriched Flavor' breakthrough ends search 

for'^low tar, good taste'cigarette. 

LOW TAR-'EN RICH ED FLAVOR' 

For years, smokers had to choose between real tobacco 

flavor or low tar. 

Until MERIT. 

Until a breakthrough in tobacco science resulted in a 

way to boost natural tobacco flavor without the xisiial 

corresponding increase in tar. 

The result was Tnriched Flavor' tobacco. 

MERIT and MERIT 100s were packed with this special 

tobacco. And taste-tested against a number of higher tar 

cigarettes. 

Overall, smokers reported they liked the taste of both 

MERIT and MERIT 100s as much as the taste of the 

higher tar cigarettes tested. 

Cigarettes having up to 60% more tar! 

Only one cigarette has 'Enriched Flavor' tobacco. And 

you can taste it. Philip Morris Inc. 1977 

Kings: 8 mg!'tar!' 0.5 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Dec!76 
100's:12 mg;'tar,"0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to YourHealth. 

MERIT 

Kings &100's 
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WOULD YOU 

BELIEVE THE BACK 

OF YOUR CARPET 

IS AS 

IMPORTANT 

AS THE TOP? 

The newest line of Viking printed carpet has a 

tough, long-wearing SoffNTuff foam backing made with 

rubber latex from Goodyear. 

This elegant luxurious carpet comes in a variety 

of printed patterns and worm, rich colors to blend with the 

decor of your living room, dining room, bedroom, den, 

kitchen or nursery. 

SoffNTuff foam backing mokes carpet soft and 

adds lift to the carpet. Ifs a tough foam with outstanding 

tuft lock. So insist on genuine Soft'NTuft made with 

rubber latex from Goodyear. Look for the label when you 

visitany of these dealers. 

GOOOfirEAR 

CHEMICALS 
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See SotfN'Tun 
foam bocKing at 
these ViKing 
Oeolers. 

ARIZONA 
BERMUDA CITY Cottmans Floor Covering 
LAKE HAVASU CITY Abbotts Interiors 
LAS VEGAS The Broadway 
Carpet Barn 
PHOENIX The Broadway 
RIVIERA Cooks Sunshine Floors 
TUCSON The Broadway 

CALIFORNIA 
Banner Carpets—All Stores 
The Broadway-All Stores 
Breuner s-AII Stores 
Corpet Town —All Stores 
Conklin Bros —All Stores 
S & G Carpet-All Stores 
ALAMEDA Island Carpet Co 
ALTAVILLE Tokoy Floors 
ALTURAS Phillip's House of Fine Furniture 
ANAHEIM Linbrook Carpets 
BAHfRSFIELD Boll Carpet 
Carpet Country 
BELMONT Kitchens N Karpets 
BISHOP Mons Furniture 
BUENA PARK D & M Carpets 
BURLINGAME Col Lino 
CAMPBELL Lamberts 
CANOGA PARK Tob 'n I 
CARMICHAEL Carmichoel Floor Covering 
CITRUS HEIGHTS C J Stewart Floor Covering 
CLEARLAKE HIGHLANDS Cleoriake Carpet Center 
CLOVERDALE Cloverdale Cabinet & Linoleum 
COLMA Serramonte Home Improvement Center 
CONCORD Concord Linoleum Service 
CRESCENT CITY Parsons Point 
DUBLIN Carpets N Colors 
McCurley Floors 
EL CERRITO House of Corpet 
EUREKA Boysens 
Fashions in Flooring 
Leo Powlus Co 
FORT BRAGG Fort Brogg Floors 
Mel's Decorator Den 
GARDEN GROVE Windo Art Inferiors 
HEALDSBURG Heoldsburg Floor Covering 
HOLLISTER Black & Cooper Furniture 
LAFAYETTE Blodgefts Linoleum 
LA MIRADA Ed Resnicks Corpet Mart 
LAGUNA HILLS CARE Carpets 
LOMPOC Lindens 
Oliveros 
LOS ALTOS V^'althers Tile & Floor Covering 
LOS ANGELES Lee Meyers 
Vl'estchester Carpets 
MARTINEZ The Rugger 
MENLO PARK Rex Floors 
MILL VALLEY Mann Floor Covering 
MONTEREY A & N Furniture 
Zeke's Carpet House 
MORGAN HILL Premium Floors 
Ml VIEW Walter A FagonCo 
NAPA Mofhis Floor Covering 
NOVATO Mann Carpet Service 
ORANGE Stephen Howord Co 
OXNARD Suttons Carpet Warehouse 
Tri County Interiors 
PETALUMA Creative Floor Covering 
Pefalumo Corpet Co 
PinSBURG BertV Davi 
Floor Fashions 
PORTERVILLE Western Floor Covering 

House & Garde 



PORTOLA General Builders Supply 
QUINCY McNutt Interiors 
REDWOOD CITY Chilton Floor Co 
RIDGECREST Mens Furniture 
ROHNERT PARK Groepel Floor Co Inc 
ROSEVILLE Millers Furniture 
SACRAMENTO Doles Carpet Service 
G&W Builder Supply 
H W RivettCo 
SALINAS Monterey Co Linoleum & Carpel 
SAN CARLOS Son Carlos Paint 
SAN FRANCISCO Apolos Carpet 
Arnnstrong Carpet 
World of Carpets 
SAN JOSE Blossom Volley Interiors 
Harry L Murphy 
SAN PABLO Pat s Floor Covering 
SANTA CLARA Priest Floor Covering 
SANTA CRUZ Hobers Furniture 
SANTA MARIA Walter Carpets 
SANTA PAULA Immonuels 
SANTA ROSA Golden West Store 
Grossman & Holly Floor Covering 
Guonello Bros Floor Covering 
Superior Home Center 
SARATOGA Reed s Carpet Inc 
SEBASTOPOL Boyd s Floor Covering 
Points Paper 
SIM! VALLEY D & A Dardsley Carpet Mori 
SONOMA Downey s Floor Covering 
SUNNYVALE Townseni Floor Co 
THOUSAND OAKS Furnishings Unlimited 
Leonard Goodman 
TORRANCE Sinbad Corpets 
TURLOCK Don s Floor Covering 
Turlock Floor Covering 
UKIAH Crovi^n Interiors 
VACAVILLE Voce Home Inferiors 
WALNUT CREEK Tile Town 
WATSONVILLE Chos Ford Co 
WILLITS Cosh Carpets 
WOODLAND Woodland Furniture 
YUBA CITY Twin Cities Floor Co 
YUCAIPA Morvins Carpets 

HAWAII 
HONOLULU Wrights Carpets 

NEW MEXICO 
ALAMAGORDO Sheffield Corpet 
ALBUQUERQUE The Broadway 
CARLSBAD Colvoni's 
CLOVIS McDaniel, Inc 
FARMINGTON Formlngton Floor Covering 
Royal Floor Co 
ROSWELL Colony House 
Roswell Home Furniture 

iKin 

■ AU/U 

FUELS A VING ^ 

CARS FOR 1978 

BY RICHAkD AND JEAN TAYLOR 

An up-to-date report on nine 

new efficiency cars 

that are also comfortable 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Richard Taylor is the 
former Managing Editor of Car and 
Driver and has been driving and testing 
new cars for six years. He is a graduate 
of Boh Bondurant's School of High Per- 
formance Driving. California, and of 
Mospori Racing School in Toronto. 
Canada. He and his wife Jean have col- 
laborated on nine aiiiomohile books and 
raced motorcycles together (she was the 
crew chief). Both are intensely interested 
in mechanics. They own four cars—two. 
a 1957 Nomad Chevrolet and a 1958 
Devin sports racer, are collector's items. 

Just because a car can deliver better 
than 20 miles per gallon doesn't mean 
it has to be small and uncomfortable. 
Already nine different manufacturers— 
Audi. BMW, Cadillac, Chr\sler. Jaguar. 
Lincoln. Mercedes-Benz. F'eugeot. and 
Volvo—have designed st\lish luxury 
cars that are conscientiously economical. 
All of these comfortable. 4-passenger 
efficiency cars are remarkably similar 
in size, weight, and performance. But. 
of course, there are differences. They 
come from five different countries, have 
prices ranging from S6.000 to SI 7.000. 
The largest engine (in the Lincoln Ver- 
sailles) is two-and-a-half times the size 
of the smallest engine (in the Audi 
5000). Each of these nine models comes 
with automatic transmission, power 
brakes and steering, air conditioning, 
and cruise control, often as standard 
equipment. In addition, the Audi. BMW. 
and Peugeot are available with a 4-speed 
manual transmission, while Volvo offers 
an overdrive 5-speed. Two—Volvo and 
Chr\sler—are available as station wag- 
ons. All have radial tires, disc brakes, 
and heavy-dut\ suspension. 

Easy to park, neat on the road, in 
their roomy interiors \ou will find re- 
clining bucket seats or "split bench" in- 
dividual seats, with real leather uphol- 
stery standard or available. Only one is 
without that extrasensuous addition, the 
sunroof—Jaguar. So much for the quali- 
ties and similarities of these well-built, 
comfortable models. When \ou"re buy- 
ing, you should be aware that each has a 
characteristic " feel." from uninhibitedly 
sporty to safe and practical. Here are 
the individual driving reports. All mile- 
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age figures are Environmental Protec- 
tion Agency ratings. (Note: next month 
the Taylors will review the economy 
baby cars.) 
AUDI 5000C 
Base price: S9,000 approx. Length: 15.8 
ft. Engine: Inline-Five, 130hp. 18 mpg 
city, 25 mpg highwa\. Warranty: 12 
months 20.000 niiles. Dealers: 424. 
Richard's comments: Smallest and light- 

Coruinued on next page 

questions you 

should ask 

before you 

buy a new car 

1. What do I need? Sedan, station 
wagon, sports car * Decide before \ou 
\ isit dealers. 
2. What's available? Car magazine 
Bu\ers Guides at the library help you 
compare. 
3. How much can I afford? Mini- 
mum price — including exerything— 
is $4,000: average, S6.000. The De- 
partment of Transportation estimates 
SI.500 annual operating expenses for 
gas. oil. maintenance, and insurance. 
4. How shall I pay? Cash costs less. 
If possible, arrange loans before you 
shop—this keeps \ou from spending 
more than you have — and finance 
pa\ments through a nonp.'ofit credit 
union or bank. 
5. What options shall I have? Man- 
ual transmission saves five mpg. over- 
drive even more. Disc brakes, heavy- 
duty suspension, radial tires are safe- 
ty necessities and cheaper in the long 
run. Air conditioning is expensive, 
wastes gasoline, overstresses small 
engines, though most people demand 
it. Skip it if you can. Also vinyl roofs, 
tape stripes, and other unnecessary 
gimmicks. 
6. What color shall 1 choose? Light 
colors are cooler in summer and 
more visible to other drivers. Safest 
are white, yellow, orange. 
7. Should I trade in my old car? You 
can usualh gel more b\ selling it 
yourself. The dealer can only afford 
to give you its depreciated wholesale 
value, or there's no profit to him. 
8. How long should I keep it? The 
Department of Transportation sug- 
gests you drive your car for at least 
100.000 miles to get your money's 
worth. 
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Bassett 

Mirror is doing! 

835O-70O party table in chromed steel wrth glass top. 
29 high X 48 rd . about J275 8270 matching chairs 
in either rust velvet or beige, about $110 each. Easy to decorate, easy to clean, 

easy to buy! That's the graceful 
Asteroid party table and chairs in bright, bold chromed steel 

From Bassett Mirror's breathtaking array of decorator mirrors, 
glass and chromed tables, chairs, etageres, tea carts, 

upholstered and conversation pieces, now on display 
at leading furniture and department stores, coast to coast. 

For "Instant Decorating Ideas" —a colorful 40-page book by 
Pat Guinan, famed decorating authority—send $1 to 

Bassett Mirror Co., inc., Bassett, Va. 24055. 

MAKE-UP YOUR BED 

AND EVfi^OVE THE COMPLEXIC8N OF YOURROGM. 

THOMASTON MILLS 

Thomaston now introduces 
a new beauty treatment for the 
bedroom. 

Coordinated pillowcases, 
sheets, quilted bedspreads and 
drapes—all blend to match your 
room's personality as well as its 
coloring. 

You'll find all your favorite 
patterns and shades, so you can 
change the look of your room 
as easily as you ★ 

From that little town in Georgia. change lipsticks.      "™"s**^^^^ 

Fuel-saving cars 
continued from preceding page 

est of all these comfortable cars, the 
Audi is also the most economical in gas 
consumption. Mechanically, it's fasci- 
nating because it contains the world's 
first production gasoline engine with five 
cylinders. This remarkable design by 
Porsche's chief engineer Ferdinand 
Piech has a very smooth feel. With 
plump, comfortable bucket seats, clean, 
squared-ofT styling, the car seems much 
larger than it is. 
Jean's comments: Richard drove the first 
Audi 5000C in America al a special pre- 
view, so I haven't actually been at the 
wheel. But this new Audi seems bigger. 
BMW 5301 
Base price: $12,495. Length: 15.8 ft. 
Engine: Inline-Six, 176 hp. 15 mpg city, 
23 mpg, highway. Warranty: 12 months 

unlimited mileage. Dealers: 297. 
Richard's comments: This model is the 
nearest thing to a sports car with four 
doors. Beneath BMW's understated se- 
dan body hides a stiff, fully independent 
suspension, four huge disc brakes, a re- 
sponsive fuel-injected engine and a slick 
4-speed transmission, all working to- 
gether in perfect balance. Point to point, 
you can cover ground over good roads 
or bad unbelievably quickly in this car, 
but still in comfort and safety. With a 
low beltline, large windows and sloping 
hood, it feels small. It's definitely yoiTr 
choice in a medium-price sedan if you 
value performance over opulence. 
Jean's comments: Driving this BMW is 
fun. The front seats adjust three ways 
and recline and the steering wheel ad- 
justs in and out. So even a 5-foot-3-inch 
person like me can find a comfortable 
position. 
CADILLAC SEVILLE 
Base price: $13,359. Length: 17 ft. En- 
gine: V-8, 180 hp. 14 mpg city, 19 mpg 
highway. Warranty: 12 months/12,000 
miles. Dealers 1610. 
Richard's comments: Stately and for- 
mal, but easygoing and fun, the Seville 
has a long, high hood, small windows 
and a boxy roof, all rather reminiscent 
of classic limousines of the 30s. But un- 
derneath, it's as up-to-date as any car, 
with four-wheel disc brakes, fuel-injec- 
tion, and a suspension that automatical- 
ly adjusts for heavy loads. 
Jean's comments: Over half of all Se- 
villes are actually ordered by women. 
By Detroit standards, this is a woman's 
car, so you get a choice of 21 exterior 
paints and 8 interior colors. And what 
attention to detail! The seat-belt warn- 
ing is a pleasant bell, electric seat-ad- 
juster buttons are on the driver's arm- 
rest. Aircraft-type reading lights for the 
back-seat passengers are standard. 
CHRYSLER LEBARON MEDALLION 
Base price: $5,594. Length: 17.2 ft. En- 
gine: V-8. 145 hp. 15 mpg city. 20 mpg 
highway. Warranty: 12 months/12,000 
miles. Dealers: 2643 

Continued on page 60 
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The mark of 

a great wine ow. 

Interesting outlook. Let in the world. Close it out 

completely. See it from a different angle—180 different angles, in fact. With a 

single turn of Graber Verticals. A turn for the better that gives you control 

over the heat, the glare, the light, the view. We craft them of aluminum, 

rigid vinyl and decorative cloth in a panorama of colors. And sign them 

with the Graber mark. The mark of a great window. Look for it. 

Jl 

raoer 
The rxxk oi a g.'ect A ^xxy^ 

£ 1977 Graber. Middleton. Wise 
A Con^lidaled Foods Company responsi\e lo consumer needs- 
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Richard's comments: Engineered from 
proven components, the l.cBaron rides 
well and, for typical American driving 
conditions, it's as capable as cars costing 
twice the price. Even when you load it 
with every conceivable extra, you'd have 
to work hard to spend more than $S,()()(). 
It offers incredible value for money. 
Jean's conmients: The LeBaron isn't as 
fancy as some cars, but it has some nice 
interior details—such as grab handles 
over each door and a digital clock. Real- 
ly, you can get anything you want on 
the LeBaron for not ver\ much money. 
JAGUAR XJ-6L 
Base price: $16,500. Length: 16.7 ft. 
Engine: Inline-Si.x. 162 hp. 13 mpg city, 
18 mpg, highway. Warranty: 12 
months/unlimited mileage. Dealers: 
2S7. 
Richard's comments: There are few cars 
in the world that have the Jaguar's in- 
credible balance. From big things like 
four-wheel disc brakes and all-indepen- 
dent suspension, to small things like a 
vanity mirror hidden in the glovebox. 
this car is thoughtfully engineered. 
Amazingly, though, it was designed over 
ten years ago. Still there are people who 
consistently rate this car above all other 
sedans. They argue that Jaguar's tradi- 
tional feel is the hallmark of elegance. 

Jean's comments: You can't help being 
impressed with the Jaguar. All equip- 
ment is standard—AM/FM radio, elec- 
tric windows and door locks, leather 
bucket seats, walnut dash panel. Each 
seat-belt shoulder strap attaches to the 
side pillar next to your shoulder, not 
next to your neck. A small dilference, 
\et an important one for comfort. 
LINCOLN VERSAILLES 
Base price: $11,500. Length: 16.7 ft. 
Engine: V-8. 135 hp. 15 mpg city. 20 
mpg highway. Warranty: 12 months/ 
12.000 miles. Dealers: 2000. 
Richard's comments: You will have a 
hard time telling a Versailles from a 
full-size Lincoln or Continental Mark V 
unless you see them side by side. There 
are the same vertical grille and long 
hood at the front, the same embossed 
spare-tire cover decorating the trunk. 
This "big car" feel is more than skin 
deep. The Versailles drives just like any 
big Lincoln—comparable to sitting in an 
overstuffed sofa with never a noise, 
biunp, or pothole to disturb the journe>. 
For luxury-car people who find it hard to 
trade down to a more economical mod- 
el, the Versailles provides the perfect 
transition. 
Jean's comments: I'm told there arc over 
100 pounds of extra sound deadener 
in this car. and even a special rub- 
ber insulator on the accelerator cable to 
keep out engine noise. The Versailles is 

is enormous, even the upholstery comes 
two-tone. blue. red. or tan with white 
trim. 
MERCEDES-BENZ 283E 
Base price: $16,161. Length: 15.9 ft. 
Engine: Inline-Six. 145 hp. 15 mpg city, 
20 mpg. highway. Warranty coverage: 
24 months/24,000 miles. Dealers: 409. 
Richard's comments: Superbly engi- 
neered, this Mercedes is one of those 
cars you feel you could drive forever 
and never stop. Function and quality of 
materials were obviously first priority to 
the designers and the attention to the 
driver's controls is fantastic. White-on- 
black instruments, for example, with 
orange needles positioned right below 
your line of vision, a separate stalk for 
the cruise control, a large padded steer- 
ing wheel. 
Jean's comments: With a short turning 
radius, this car is especially easy to park, 
and solid as a Deutschmark. The doors 
make an impressive "whumph." It 
corners easily and never leans or dips. 
PEUGEOT 604 
Base'price: $10,990. Length: 16 ft. En- 
gine: V-6, 133 hp. 15 mpg city. 20 mpg 
highway. Warranty: 12 months/1 2,000 
miles. Dealers: 285. 
Richard's comments: Designed for those 
unpredictable Routes Nationales in 
France, the Peugeot 6()4's special qual- 
ity is its smooth ride. It glides serenely 
over the roughest surfaces and, unlike 
most cars designed for a smooth ride, 
has good handling, too. With fashionable 
rectangular headlights, it's obviously 
intended to have international appeal. 
But still, it's impossible to hide its typi- 
cal French joic de vivre. 
Jean's comments: The Peugeot's plump, 
orthopedic seats are heavenly. The flat 
steering wheel seems strange at first but 
comfortable when you get used to it. Ex- 
cept for a brilliant red. all the exterior 
colors are soft and shimmery and have 
a young, lively feeling. 
VOLVO 264 GL 
Base price: $9,845. Length: 17 ft. En- 
gine: V-6. 125 hp. 14 mpg. city. 21 mpg. 
highway. Warranty: 12 months/1 2,000 
miles. Dealers: 460. 
Richard's comments: Volvo is serious 
about safety and it's evident in the car's 
design. There is an energy-absorbing 
one-piece body and frame, an immense- 
ly strong rollover cage, and a completely 
padded interior. The dual-circuit disc 
brakes are strong, the steering precise, 
the acceleration decent, and the bucket 
seat adjustable in eleven different direc- 
tions. You can get a perfect driving posi- 
tion, with a clear view in all directions 
and probably drive safer as a result. 
Jean's comments: Safety and comfort 
seem to go together in this car. I love the 
"saddle brown" leather seats—like new 
Frye boots. You can also have black 
leather, blue or light gray velour. There 
are lots of standard options including 
push buttons for rear windows between 
the front seats, a heated driver's seat, 
and electric rear-view mirror. ■ 
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and that quality never goes out of style.    intlced quiet. As for color, the selection 

DOCTORS USE 

HEALTH O METER SCALES 

because they're the finest. 

SHOULDN'T YOU? 

*130   Has a large, 
easy to read speed 
ometer dial at waist 

level, with a 300 
pound capacitv,'. 

*62QKL Shows 
your weight in kilos 

and pounds instantly. 
Available with a 

luxurious quilted vinyl 
mat Pick-up handle 

for easy carrying 
In yellow, avocado, 
black, brown, pink, 
white, gold, green, 

cane and wicker. 

130 

230 

62QKL 

*230 Beamtvpe 
doctor clinic scale 
is precision-engi- 
neered Waist height 
numbers are easy to 
read. 350 pound 
capacit\'. 
Models--^ 230 and 
•■■ 130 are available 
in white, beige, blue, 
green, black, gold "* 
and walnut. 

Now you can weigh yourself to within 1/4 pound. 
Just as your doctor does —on a professional style Health o meter scale. 

Doctors demand the best. That's why the medical profession 
has been using Health o meter scales for more than 55 years. 

Medical models for home use are made of rugged, light-weight steel. 
Finishes are baked, scuff-resistant enamel in a choice of fashion colors. 

Health o meter scales ore sold in the finest department 
sinres and bath shops thr<ni<jhout the IIniled States. 

America's 
Weight-Watcher 
since 1919 

Health o meter" 

Continental Scale Corporation 
7400 West 100th Place   Bndqeview, Illinois 60455 



1. Blankets of 
Fiberglass insulation, 
with ivassuring N AH B 
Research Fuunrlatidn label. 
(Not all insulations have the labe 
it shows yuu'i-e getting every cent of 
insulating jxjwer you pay for.) 
Insulation instalk-d to ii'c-ommeniiations 
on map. below . 
2. I)ouble-glaze<l windows, oreijuivalent 
:>. Stonn door and standani dwr used in 
eombination. or an insulate*] door jmiperly 
weather-strip[x»d. 
4. Use of vajxir barriei's (l.<i i)enn or less) in " ;ills, 
ceilings, floors, and crawl s])aces. 
-">. Perimeter insulation (slab-on-ifi-ailt-i. 

.\deijuatc vt-ntilation of air and moLftuiie. 
Window s weather-stripped. 
Caulking, sealing of doors, chimneys, etc. 
Certain air-handling ducts iiisulatetl. 
C..i rfi ;ly sizeil heating'cwlingplant. 

Show this ad to your builder. 

It could save you thousands on future 

heating and cooling costs. 

Announcing the 
energy-efficient home 

Here it is—an answer to one 
of the biggest problems of nur 
times. 

That house above is no partic- 
ular s^iz/e-. It can be a ranch, con- 
temporary, or any other design 
you might want. 

But it's a complete si/steni for 
saving energy—and fuel bills. 

The thermal experts at 
America's leading manufacturer 
of insulation. Owens-Corning 
Fiberglas. have developed it. 

Minimum insulatior. ivcommendatioiis for 
ceilings/walls'floors. 

based on e.xperiments of the 
last decade. 

Right now. such energy- 
efficient homes are being tested 
a nd metered to determine the 

exact size of savings you can 
expect. All indications are that 
homes built to Owens-Corning's 
10-point specs could save you 
from SI.000 to as much as 
SS.OOO'^ over the life of your 
mortgage, depending on where 
and how you live. 

And construction costs can be 
comparable to those of conven- 
tional housingi 

Take the first step toward an 
economical. energ>--efficient 
home now. Show this advertise- 
ment to vour builder. 

=Reg.TM.O.-C-.F. 
"In cenair. geographic areas. 
•Savings ba.-*i I on 6" i R-191 insulaiion added 

to a l.OOO-sq.-ft. uninsulated attic: year!;. r^te increase for gas heal, electric Cf I'line 

opj-rigin 1977 O.-C. F- Owens-Coming is Fiberglas 

OWENS CORNING 

FIBERGLAS 
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NDING THINGS 

NEW YORK 

Whete to shop for your 

house within walking 

distance of the hotel 

BY NANCY RICHARDSON 

The problem for most visitors with shop- 
ping on their minds is one of riches. Where 
to start and where to go after that. The 
real need is to know the sources—those 
illusive tips of know-how and know-where 
that are the stock-in-trade of decorators. 
House & Garden editors, and intelligent 
shoppers. 

Since no story could cover the city's 
total shopping potential, we have chosen 
the section of town with lots of hotels, 
which is where you're apt to be staying. 
You could visit ten shops in a morning— 
all on foot. Right in the center of this area 
(a splice of the upper east side plus mid- 
town) is Bloomingdale's. Twenty blocks 

uptown. 5 
blocks 
downtown 
to the nev\ 
Citicorp 

shopping complex on 
54th and Lexington, from Madison to 
Second—is a fertile wedge on any shop- 
per's map. This is also the uptown art 
gallery district and the location of most 
of the best antique dealers in the city. In 
it there are perfect lunch places in al 
price ranges, museum shows that docu- 
ment famous periods of decorating, hotels 
that offer special weekend rates. In the 
thirties, outside the major hotel area, is 
another whole group of large stores that 
specialize in things for the house. On Fifth 
Avenue and 39th Street is Lord & Tavlor: 
on 38th and Fifth. W & J Sloane: on '34th 
and Fifth is B. Altman & Co. On Sixth 
Avenue and 34th is Macy's. with its new 
huge Cellar for housewares, and Gimbels 
on Broadway and 33rd. (Gimbels also has 
a store at 86th and Lexington.) 

Bloomingdale's. 59th and 60th streets 

■ill H ■ ■ ■ between Lexington an 
IHHH Third. When you're shop 

ping for the house here 
start at the top. Take the elevator to thi 
Eighth Floor, a wonderful place to bu 
furniture for children's rooms: natura 
wood desks, beds, chests: chairs com^ 
plain, varnished, painted white, some evei 
come in sections. Also look for pore 
furniture, wonderful kitchen tables. Th 
Seventh Floor: How to decorate ever 
room in your house with sheets. Kitchei 
towels and napkins in every color you cai 
think of: grass, reed placemats, also goo( 
buys.  Stop at the Fountain restauran 

Appetite 
whetters in St. 
Martin. Top: 
Le Radeau. 
floating bistro. 
Right: chef 
and buffet. 
La Samanna. 
Below: baker> 
Marigot. 

THE SPECIAL PLEASURES OF RENTING A 

HOUSE OF YOUR OWN IN ST. MARTIN 

BY WILLIAM P. RAYNER 

chain   according   to   SIX RESTAURANTS 
English reckoning. A   YOU'LL LIKE 
stone hedge sepa-    The great attraction to the 
rates  the  Dutch   French side of St. Martin 
highlands with   apart from the beaches, the 
their  sheep  and   marvelous weather, zero big 
Holstein cows   developments, and the extra 
from the French   ordinarily cozy people, is the 
lowlands   with   restaurants.   There   are a 
their fine sand   number of excellent ones in 

beaches. The Dutch sport   the port of Marigot. its main 
progress, casinos, and con-   town, where the French have 

dominiums; the French claim   left a heritage of bien man- 

where the mem 

II] 

steamers from Bordeaux ger. They front onto the bay 
bearing chevre, champagne,   and each night dinner is ac 

companied by the sound of 
surf lapping the beach just 

feet away. The ^^lm Club 
is trellised to support an 

offers simp] 
lunch dishes: 

chicken salad wit 
walnuts  and pine 

apple, a cassis and 
sodawater drink. Th 

Sixth Floor: An enor 
mous selection of rug: 

and carpets. New thi' 
fall is the Kilim bou 

tique:  rugs  from Iran 
Hungary. Tunisia. Ruma 

nia. Afghanistan. Yugosla 
via. Also, gift shops, needle 

work, bath and closet acces 
sories,   and  housewares in 

abundant variety. On Five 
Beds—wicker, bamboo, brass: 

six different styles of "recliner' 

FR. W. INDIES TOURIST BOARC 

St. Martin is a small island 
37 miles around, where in 

1644 Peter Stuwesant lost 

and Bordeaux wines. 
OUR HOUSE 

We live on the French side. 
From our cottage on the 

bluff can be seen, looking   abundance of grape vines 
southward from its veranda,   which rustle gently in the 

the tiny volcanic island of   breeze  above red-cbecked 
Saba, whose granite mass   tablecloths    and candles 

rises 2,600 feet from the sea   whose flame is protected by 

and an extraordinary variety ot 
furniture of all sorts. This is the 

floor for the famous model rooms 
Have a look at them for ideas as 

well as things to buy. On the Fourth 
Floor—china   and   glass, silver, 

lamps. Then fabrics. Look for special 
collections, often imports. Near fab 

rics are blinds—Levolor, matchstick, 
and bamboo. ^ 

If you've been in the store three hours. 
his Dutch leg fighting against   like  an  anchored missile,   hurricane lanterns. It is a # it's time to leave. It's like spending too 

the Spanish. Nothing much   Overhanging the missile is   place where local fishermen / long in a museum. Lunch or early supper 
has happened since, which   a permanent cloud, whose   go to play chess or checkers, / is within a minute's walk. An old favorite 

is the reason we go to this   moisture has created on its   discuss their catch, and then / for Bloomingdale's shoppers is Gino's at 
snip of land situated amid   peak a miniature rain forest,   sample yellowtail snapper, # 780 Lexington Avenue. A simple Italian 

the Caribbean's Windward   Looking northward from the   grouper, blues, and lobsters. / restaurant that doesn't take reservations 
Islands, according to Dutch   veranda  is  the  island  of   which earlier that day they / and is always full unless you come at noon 

logic, and among a Leeward   Anguilla. had (Continued on page 66) / for   lunch   and  (Continued  on   page 64) 
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4 American Airlines. Doins what we do best. 

br the best vacations, 

go by die book. 

IGo motorbiking in Bermuda. Go see 

the stars on Broadway. Go back in 
time back East. Or forget time alto 

gether in the Caribbean. 
On championship golf courses. On 

tennis courts. Or courting Lady 
Luck in San Juan or Aruba. 

Whatever you want to do, we've 
got a place to fly you to. To find 

your personal spot, just send 
^ for the book. 

And while you're 
at it, ask for an application 
'or the American AirUnes 

credit card, and make 
your vacation even 
easier to pay for. 

For information 
call us or your 
Travel Agent 

IMail coupon to American .Airlines, P.O. Box 1000, 
-Addison. Illinois 60101. 
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•per person/ 
double occupancy 
single $130. 

At the brightest new 

beach hotel under 

the golden sun! 

Bask in the glowing fun-shine! Splash 
in pool or ocean! Play tennis! Dance! 
Dine as never before! Every room is 
a suite, each with private terrace. Besides 
deluxe accommodations, this intro- 
ductory package includes land trans- 
portation and baggage handling between 
hotel and airport, 'welcome' cocktail 
and Acapuico Bay Cruise with free 
cocktails served on board. Ole! 

CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT 
or send for color brochure: 

HOTEL LA PALAPA 
P.O. Box 48858, Los Angeles, CA 90048 

Have a \\induw-seat-\ icw of the 
world's richest wildlife panorama. 

UNDBLAD TRAVELS 

WING SAFARI 
i 'sing the latest, most comfortable 

Trilander aircraft limited to 10 
w e will \ isit far ranging wilderness 
and game rcsen cs seldom seen 

by other safari groups. 

We shall \ isit the i\'ortheri} Frontier 
District and witness e,\citing tribal 
life. We 'll occupy the best hotels, 

tented camps and lodges. 
Cost of 18 day Safari is .Si,6.90, 

airfare not included. British Ainvays 
flies vou to and from Nairobi 

in utmost comfort. 
Please wTile for our brochure or 

give us the name of your Travel Agent. 

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC. 
Dept. HGWS 

135 East 55th Street, N Y, N Y 10022 
751-2300 or toll free 800-223-9700 

Going places, finding things 
continued from page 62 

New low-cost 

adventure vacations 

The British have always, liked adven- 
ture vacations. In the 20s and 30s. 
they were called expeditions, took a 
long time, and were very expensive. 
Today, a British firm has taken an 
Explorer's Club attitude, wedded it to 
the English ability to organize charter 
travel, and come up with WRXAS, 
The World Expeditionary Associa- 
tion, a low-cost, exotic travel tour 
group whose trips will be available to 
Americans this fall. Go husky sled- 
ging in Greenland, white water raft- 
ing in Nepal, coral diving in the Red 
Sea. sailing in the Canary Islands. 
Trips originate in the States, except 
when it's cheaper to stop in London 
to take advantage of special air fares 
originating there. For further infor- 
mation call 212-697-6126, or write 
VVexas International, 420 Lexington 
Ave., Suite 354, New York, N.Y. 
10017. 

New York 
continued from page 62 

6 for dinner. Try their linguine filetto 
pomodoro or the striped bass en bro- 
detto. A newcomer is Le Coup de Fusil 
at 160 East 64th St.. where $7.50 at 
lunch buys the plate of the day. cuisine 
minceur style: Sometimes it's scallops, 
tiny carrots, asparagus tops in a hol- 
lowed cucumber—all covered over in 
nonfat herb sauce. 

THE AVENUES 

Madison Avenue: Scout boutiques for 
one-of-a-kinds 
Royal Copenhagen Porcelain. 573 Mad- 
ison. From Denmark: porcelain, glass- 
ware, silver, placemats, copper. 
Georg Jensen Inc. 601 Madison. Sev- 
eral floors of silver, china, vases, crystal, 
cookware that can be used at the table. 
The Gazebo. 666 Madison. Wicker 
chairs and sofas from 1860-1925—re- 
paired, painted white, fitted with cush- 
ions or upholstered in a fabric you bring 
in. .Sofas $600-$700. Chairs $250. Oth- 
er things that look right with wicked": 
quilts, cushions in animal shapes, linen- 
rag rugs made to order for runners, 
wider rugs if you don't mind a seam, 45 
by 72 inches for $150-$200. 
Laura Ashley. 714 Madison. From Eng- 
land and new this month to New York, 
wall coverings, fabrics by the yard, table 
linens, paint in colors that relate. (See 
cover of this issue for Laura Ashley 
cottons.) 
Sermoneta Imports. 740 Madison. A 
tiny shop full of baskets. Some are nat- 
ural, some have patterns in strong col- 

ors. Rope hammocks, $140. 
Cache-Cache. 758 Madison. This is a 
garden shop where the flowers are all in 
the china, on the tablecloths and nap- 
kins. Good bed trays and tray acces- 
sories. 
Lucidity. 775 Madison. A shop full of 
gifts, picture frames, side tables, pedes- 
tals, and tableware in clear acrylic. 
Stuart Greet. 783 Madison. New this 
fall. A shop where decorator Stuart 
Greet edits a selection of rugs, wall 
coverings, furniture, lamps, and acces- 
sories for you to choose from. Mr. Greet 
will install them for you and provide 
other decorating services. 
Ambienti. 792 Madison. Contemporary 
Italian furniture in metal, leather, light 
woods, and plastic. Lights on slim metal 
stalks topped with small metal fixture 
and bulb: chairs that stack. 
Pratesi. 829 Madison. Italian sheets, 
comforters, towels, robes, tablecloths. 
Some linen sheets, some 100 percent 
cottQfi, some a polyester blend. Many 
patterns are simple, geometric with scal- 
loped borders. Many sheets solid colors, 
others small flower or ribbon designs. 
George Kovacs Inc. 831 Madison. All 
lights: uplights, thin-stemmed standing 
lamps, lamps with clear-plexi tubing for 
the base—wiring is invisible. Ceiling 
fixtures. Catalogue to take home and 
study. 
Woolworks. 838 Madison. Custom nee- 
dlepoint designs. Bring in a fabric, a 
wallpaper, or a picture and Woolworks 
will make a design complete with wool 
for a needlepoint pillow, chair seat, wall 
hanging, or anything you want. They 
will do the needlework themselves, or 
you can do it. If you get tired doing it, 
the shop will finish it up. 
Diane Love. S51 Madison. Sleek acces- 
sories that are exclusive with Diane 
Love: silk flowers, glazed pottery in 
subtle washes of color, French porcelain 
animals (goats, bulTalo, wild boar, a 
sweet dragon). And her book Flowers 
are Fabulous. 
La Cuisinlere Inc. 867 Madison. French 
cooking and serving equipment: Meis- 
sen and other old meat platters: real 
blue and white porcelain, plus some 
copies: covered-dish centerpiece pottery. 
Mediterranean Shop. 876 Madison. 
Tiny gift shop with blank books and 
picture frames covered with Italian pa- 
pers. Desk organizers: easel with little 
pockets to slip in invitations, letter racks 
—both covered in Italian red-blue- 
green and white paper, 
ffolio 72. 888 Madison. Everything for 
your desk covered in pretty marbled— 
or feathered—bookbinding papers. Let- 
ter folders tie with grosgrain ribbons, 
pencils and pencil cup come covered in 
the same patterned English papers. All 
can be made to order. Also writing 
papers: your name on yellow legal pads, 
short khaki sheets, others. 
E.A.T. 1064 Madison, second genera- 
tion of the Broadway Zabar's. This food 

Continued on page 66 
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N(nv you can have ycuir pick of phones 

to go with all kinds of home styles and life styles. 

All kinds of telephone services and accessories, 

too. All genuine Bell. 

They're all in our free-for-the-asking 

PhoneCenter Store catalog. To ask for yours, 

just mail this coupon. 

A great new way 

to shop the System. 

Bell System 

Bell System 
PhoneCenrer Store catalog 
Dept. DK 
P.O. Box 5555 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

Please send me a tree catalog ot 
all the phcmes and services 1 can get 
through my local Bell Telephone Company. 

Name  

Address  

City State   

Your telephone number: ( ) —  

r 
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BERGDORF GOODMAN 

CHRISTMAS BOOK 

fills gift giving 

with fun, fashion, fantasy. 

Receive your copy 

plus our Spring, Summer 

and Fall Fashion Books 

for one year for S2.00. 

Mail to 754 Fifth Avenue, 

New York. N.Y. 10019 

Name 

Address 

City   

State Z.p 

BERGDORF 

GCDDMAN 

As exciting as a 
visit to one of our stores, 
shopping by mail with the 
Neiman-Marcus Christmas 
Book brings a world of gifts 
and fashion into your home. 
For your 1977 copy, send 2.00 

plus name and address for 
each book to: Neiman-Marcus, 

Dept. 07f.O. Box 2968, 
Dallas, Texas 75221. 

New York 
continued from page 64 

shop also has a corner on the first floor 
at Bendel's. Buy a picnic here and take it 
to Central Park. Most popular picnic is 
a full-course feast: stuffed mushrooms, 
stuffed chicken breasts, Persian egg- 
plant salad, cheese, wafer-thin apple 
tart glazed with unsugared apple jelly. 
Or make your own picnic menu. 

LUNCH ALONG MADISON 

As well as a picnic for Central Park, 
Madison Avenue offers a full range of 
lunch possibilities. The Carlyle Hotel, 
35 E. 76th St., has a good restaurant. 
Across the street is Les Pleaides, 20 E. 
76th St., which also gets an art gallery- 
Parke Bernet clientele. La Goulue, 28 
E. 70th St., attracts a younger crowd. 
The Polo Bar, in the Westbury Hotel, 
Madison at 69th St., is its own sort of 
American institution. Quo Vadis, 26 E. 
63rd St., has among other first-rate 
choices, an omelette filled with chicken 
hash and topped with light cream sauce. 
Mme. Romaine de Lyon, 32 E. 61st St., 
offers over 300 different kinds of ome- 
lette. Inexpensive, no reservation re- 
quired. Across the street, at 29 E. 61st., 
and also inexpensive, is La Pomme which 
serves soups and sandwiches. 

THE AVENUES CONTINUED: LEXINGTON, 
THIRD, SECOND, FIRST 

Savvy shoppers look for good design at 
reasonable prices 
Ad Hoc Housewares. 842 Lexington at 
64th St. Industrial cookware and main- 
tenance equipment—often large scale 
and heavy duty. Other items: inexpen- 
sive, simple designs. 
Jenny B. Goode. 1194 Lexington at 
81st St. Accessories and tableware with 
a sense of humor. Children will love 
"Walking China" with legs and feet. 
The Workbench. 1320 Third Ave. near 
76th St. Inexpensive sofas, tables, book- 
shelves, chairs—many sectional pieces. 
In simple designs and fabrics. 
Walter's Wicker. 991 Second Ave. at 
52nd St. Modern wicker, some sophisti- 
cated, some rustic, almost immediate 
delivery. 
Country Floors. 300 E. 61st St., corner 
Second Ave. Once you've seen the shop, 
you'll want to put tiles everywhere: in 
the kitchen, in the bathroom, on the 
floor, walls, stairs. Country Floors will 
help you choose from a selection of 
French, Mexican, Portuguese, Dutch. 
Can be installed by your local con- 
tractor. 
Incorporated. 1449 Second Ave. at 75th 
St. Crafts with whimsy. Unusual con- 
temporary art-crafts. Mixed media 
sculpture. Ceramic fruit and vegetable 
still lifes. Unglazed pottery: both sur- 
real and American-Indian-inspired. 
Janovic Plaza. 1292 First Ave. near 
69th St. Perhaps the best selection of 
paint in the city. Bring a swatch and 
they will mix a color for you. Huge se- 
lections of wallpaper, many that are nor- 
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mally found only through decorators, | 
lots of self-adhesive papers in patterns, i 
Equipment for do-it-yourself paint or 
paper projects. 

CROSS STREETS 

57th Street: Where prices and quality are 
high 
Design Re.search. 53 E. 57th St. Pottery 
and plastic table and cookware, furni- 
ture, bright-colored fabrics, dresses, and 
Marimekko sheets, heavy woven rugs. 
Baccarat. 55 E. 57th St. Though Bac- 
carat crystal is sold all over the coun- 
try, you've probably never seen all that 
they make unless you come here. Also, 
Christofle silver-plated flatware, table- 
ware, and accessories, Ceralene china. 

Continued on page 164 

St. Martin 
continued from page 62 

sold from their boats. Or then, there is 
Le Pirate, where bouillabaise and red 
snapper are taken and white wine is 
sippe'd while looking past pink coral reefs 
off to sea. 

On the quai is La Calanque, which has 
one of the finest kitchens in the Carib- 
bean featuring fish in a white cream 
sauce with tomatoes and shallots (Vivan- 
neau aux echalotes Chateaubriand and 
crepes. Overlooking the quai L'Aventure jj 
is lodged in an ancient house. Here yo- 
gurt and cucumber soup is served while 
diners watch the harbor traffic from high 
upon a wrought-iron balcony. Behind 
Marigot on Simpson Bay floats Le Ra- 
deau, a thatched houseboat, which must 
be approached over wooden planks, if 
you wish to savor its Conch Proven^ale, 
or grouper in Creole sauce, while bob- 
bing on this blue bay. And then there is 
the Buccaneer set in a stone courtyard 
draped in bougainvillaea just off from 
Marigot Harbor, where your dinner lob- 
ster crawls amid a blaze of tropical reef 
fish in a huge retaining well. The deriva- 
tion of the word "buccaneer" is inter- 
esting in that it comes from the grill, 
buccan, on which the Carib Indians once 
smoked their enemies prior to dining 
upon them. Later the French hunters on 
Hispaniola (Dominican Republic-Haiti) 
adopted this method of cooking meat 
and after lapsing into piracy they were 
awarded the name "buccaneer." 

Beyond Marigot, there is the tiny sea- 
side village of Grande Case where artists 
and hibiscus live and few tourists pass. 
At Christephenes one dines on marvelous 
Creole food and key lime pies amid old 
island furniture in a garden of tropical 
flowers. 

HOW WE LIVE 

For the most part we do our own cook- 
ing (occasionally on a buccan) and 
lunch under a giant white cedar tree that 
shades the west end of our veranda from 
the tropical sun, or dine beneath fistfuls 
of stars that crowd the heavens in this 
latitude. St. Martin being a free port we 

Continued on page 68 
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Finally...a low'tar'menthol that satisfies. 

KODL 

NEW 

D 

So low in^or.Tet so 

remarkably satisfying. 

KQOLs refreshing 

coolness delivers a 

taste you cant get 

in any other low^or' 

menthol. Only 9 mg. 

lor"in both sizes. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
9 mg. "tar," 0 .8 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette, by FTC method. 



MOVING? 

DON'T 

FORGET 

YOUR MAIL 

A month before you move, 

pick up a free Change of 

Address Kit from your Post 

i Office or letter carrier. 

' Mail the cards to 

your bank, charge 

accounts. Everyone. 

When you mev^lhb kit will help 
your moil move with you. 

REMEMBER. 
USE THE ¥RSi% 

CHANGE OF ADDRE^ KIT 
A MONTH BEFORE 

YOU MOVE. 

St. Martin 
continued from page 66 

How to tent a house 

on St. Martin 

U. S. Postal Service 

prefer champagne with lunch. Some days 
wo pack the champagne and sail to a 
neighboring island for a picnic, or visit 
one of the many sandy coves that dot 
this island's shore. 

It is easy to find fresh vegetables, 
which are sailed in each day from neigh- 
boring Saba, or snappers and lobster 
right from the sea, well-baked bread from 
the local bakery, also chevres, bries, 
wines, pates. And a surprising variety 
of meats including the common cuts as 
well as the more exotic blood sausage, ox- 
tail, honeycomb tripe, pig's feet, tongue, 
liver, and good local chicken. 

Each morning we drive to market over 
rutted dirt roads winding through a jun- 
gle of almond, tamarind, palm, guava. 
and mango trees, then up through the 
highlands, overlooking lagoons to the 
village of Marigot where the back doors 
of pensions open hard onto the harbor. 
Now suddenly you are in France (St. 
Martin is considered part of metropoli- 
tan France) with the road signs designed 
in the symbolic French code, the post- 
master with his traditional blue, flat- 
topped, visored hat trimmed in red bunt- 
ing, the patisserie, the Pont TEvcquc, the 
ccole with its students in blue togas, the 
police in shorts and havelocks a la the 
foreign legion, the tricolor over the min- 
istry, the legion d'honncur sported on 
wide lapels, the string filet bags hung on 
the arms of sturdy matrons who, squeez- 
ing for ripeness and weighing for value, 
all echo France. 

SUPER HOTEL CLOSE BY 

On those days or evenings when we feel 
restive there is La Sammana just down 
the road, perched on a bluff overlooking 
one of the most beautiful beaches in the 
Caribbean. The inn was designed by 
Robert (Happy) Ward and consists 
of twenty-four, small, Cireek-inspired, 
whitewashed mason houses with doors 
and window trim of cerulean blue, two 
tennis courts, a tiled swimming pool, and 
some t>f the finest food in the Caribbean. 
The owner, an enthusiast about French 
cuisine, has gone to the extraordinary 
length of installing a most elaborate 
sorbet machine so that he can enjoy 
Cassis Sorbet (with creme fraiche) as is 
his want when staying at the Plaza 
Athenee in Paris. It was an oversight not 
to include it on the menu so only a ft^ 
of us know his secret. But oversights are 
native to this island, a part of its heritage 
you might say, that date back to when 
Columbus thought he sailed by on No- 
vember I I, 1493 and dedicated this nCw 
land to St. Martin of Tours, who is re- 
membered for having shared his* robe 
with a beggar and later in a vision saw 
Christ wrapped in a fragment of this 
robe. Cartographers now maintain the 
island Columbus named St. Martin is 
really Nevis and that his ships never 
came near our landfall at all. 

You can rent a house like the Rayners' 
through Jeannette Rockefeller, and it's 
easy. The former first lady of Arkansas 
has 54 houses for you to choose from— 
everything from simply furnished .se- 
cluded cottages to sumptuous beachfront 
houses with pools. Many are designed so 
that two or three couples can share them 
with enough privacy to remain friends. 
Here's how Mrs. Rockefeller's St. Martin 
Rentals works. If you plan to go, reserve 
well in advance since many of the houses 
are occupied by the owners part of the 
year. In season, rentals range from .$150- 
$900 a week, or $500-$3,200 a month. 
However, rates are just about half off 
season, and the weather is just as good. 
Included in the rental is half-day maid 
service six days a week. All the maids 
are trained by Mrs. Rockefeller. For $15 

House witli pool for rent in St. Martin 
a day extra you can have a cook. When 
you arrive at the airport, St. Martin 
Rentals sends someone to drive you to 
your house. There you find a starting 
supply of breakfast food, and current 
information on everything from super- 
markets to first aid. Arrangements can 
be made with the island's many hotels to 
use their golf courses, tennis courts, and 
beaches. St. Martin Rentals will also 
make arrangements for a car rental. You 
will need one, but since the island is only 
37 square miles, you can't get lost. An 
automatic-drive car rents for $125 a 
week or $400 a month. For further in- 
formation write: 

• J. Rockefeller 
St. Martin Rentals, 
Lot 3, Terres Basses, 
Marigot, St. Martin, 
French West Indies 
Tel: 87-52-35 (via Guadaloupe) 

• Or for fast mail service: 
J. Rockefeller, 
P.O. Box 660475, Miami Springs, 
Fla. 33166 

KLM flies direct from New York in V/2 
hours. KLM also flies from Miami. From 
Chicago, take Eastern Airlines to San 
Juan and change planes to get to St. 
Martin. From Houston, Eastern con- 
nects through Atlanta and San Juan. 
American also flies to San Juan. ■ 

SUSAN ZEVON 
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"There are so many ways of entertaining 

the children. They're so well behaved 

here, and we're so relaxed!' 

Mike and Mary Lee Hurley discuss their third visit to Bermuda. 

"Tennis, golf, beautiful seascapes, 

sightseeing. Whatever 

your passion is, you 

don't have to go far in 

any direction to find it." 

"We had a panoramic 

view of the 

entire island. The 

beauty is incredible." 

"It's the people on this island. They're 

part of it. Very fine, very pleasant." 

Bermuda 

Unspoiled. Unhurried. Uncommon. 

See your travel agent or write Bermuda Dept. 334, 630 Fifth Avenue, N Y.. N.Y. 10020 .bee your travel ageni or wriie oermuoa, uepi.       DOU nun avenue, II I , JI.I. luu^u 
Suite 1422, 401 N Michigan Ave . Chicago, 111 b0611 or Suite 1010. 44 School St., Boston, Mass 02108 

Hilli 



BOOKLETS 

TO HELP YOU PLAN YOUR TRIP 

To plan better vacations, here are some 
booklets that give you information about 
where to go and how to get there. Just 
fill out the coupon below and return it. 
1. United Nations Plaza Hotel, Week- 
end Catalogue, a mini-vacation (for a 
special rate) that combines comfort with 
Big Apple attractions. 
2. Hotel Navarro on the Park. Quiet 
comfort near Central Park, with the best 
in restaurants, shops, and theatre nearby. 
3. Marriott's Essex House presents Va- 
cations in Miniature on Central Park 
South. The Escape to Luxury is $79.90 
per night, or $125 per night for the 
Millionaire's Escape. Gift certificates. 
4. The Park Lane Hotel stands 46 stories 
over Central Park offering spectacular 
views, and 640 spacious rooms. A second- 
floor dining room looks into the park. 
5. The Regency Hotel on Park Avenue 
at 61st St. is a traditional grand hotel 
with modern conveniences within walk- 
ing distance of great shopping. 
6. Loew's Drake, Park Ave. at 56th St.. 
an updated luxe hotel near 57th St. shop- 
ping. Shepheard's now ofi'ers jazz at 
noon in addition to disco dancing at 
night. 
7. The St. Regis-Sheraton, 2 E. 55th St., 
offers traditional comfort. Fifth Avenue 
shopping, three restaurants: The Oak 
Room, The King Cole Bar (redone over 
the summer), the Maisonette for dinner 
and dancing. 

Here are some store brochures to help 
you preplan shopping expeditions. 
8. Bonwit Teller Christmas Catalogue. 
Reveals the splendor of holiday dressing 
and the sparkle of special gifts. Ideas for 
everyone on your list. $2. 
9. The Fine Art of Cartier, 1977. A 74- 
page, full-color gallery of special finds. 
Art Deco pieces, gold and diamond 
jewelry, and "les musts de Cartier"—a 
collection of lighters, watches, pens, 
leather goods, and gift ideas. $3. 
10. You can also shop Tiffany's by mail 
with the Tiffany Blue Book. China, crys- 
tal, clocks, watches, stationery, and ex- 
citing new jewelry creations by its own 

innovative designers.   180 pages. $2. 
11. Sloane's Discovery Sale has 16 pages 
of homefurnishing ideas: modern and 
traditional furniture, antiques, accesso- 
ries. 
12. Bloomingdale's Home/Living Cata- 
logue allows you to shop for your house 
from home. A choice of housewares, 
cookware. table linens, furniture. $1. 
13. The Sotheby Parke Bemet Newslet- 
ter is an invaluable guide to this gallery's 
sales and auctions worldwide. Bimonth- 
ly. $3 a year. 
14. The oldest apothecary shop in Amer- 
ica, Caswell-Massey. lets you shop for 
its unique items by mail. 99-page cata- 
logue lists today's natural products and 
some 18th-century remedies. $1. 
15. Explore the French Caribbean with 
Club Med. Caravelle and Fort Royal in 
Guadeloupe (Fort Royal has a special 
Mini-Club for children) and Buccaneer's 
Creek in Martinique. Details in C.M.'s 
Trident. 
16. American Express offers one-week 
charters to Guadeloupe from $309. Price 
includes round-trip air, choice of hotel, 
breakfast, baggage handling, tips, taxes. 
Weekly New York departures. 
17. St; Lucia Discovery Package from 
Eastern Airlines offers 8 days/7 nights 
from $100 to $164 plus air fare. 
18. St. Lucia, in the West Indies, offers 
water and land sports, nightlife, shop- 
ping, and unusual excursions. How to 
get there, getting around the island, 
where to stay—all explained. 
19. A special tour included in The Best 
of American Airlines is a 2- or 3-night 
Show Tour in N.Y. Stay at the Ameri- 
cana, sit in the orchestra at a Broadway 
show each night. From $88.50. Air fare 
additional. 
20. KLM brings you Fiesta St. Maarten, 
a choice of one-week packages starting 
at $83, plus air fare. Prices vary with 
hotel and meal plans. 
21. Pink sand beaches, reef fishing, sail- 
ing, tennis. Special sights, special foods. 
Activity or tranquility, your choice in 
Bermuda. 

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money 
order, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 
50(^ for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for 
delivery. Mail to: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 9A, Box 3579, Grand 
Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017. 
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.a shiny, new fabric and 
decorating concept. 

byBlGDmcraft" 
Available at; 

Arizona DIAMONDS. Phoenix and branches ' ^ 
LEVY'S, Tucson ' ^ 
California BULLOCK S, Los Angeles and 
branches ^THE MAY COMPANY, Los Angeles 
andbranches ' ^ BULLOCK S NORTHERN CAL- 
IFORNIA, Stanford. Walnut Creek, Valico ' ^ ^ 
W & J. SLOANE INC , San Francisco and 
branches ' ^ 
Colorado THE DENVER, Denver and branch- 
es ' ^ 
Connecticut SAGE-ALLEN & COMPANY INC , 
Hartford and branches ' ^ SKYDEL S, Bridge- 
port ' 
District ot Columbia WOODWARD & LOTHROP, 
Washington and branches ' ^ 
Florida MAY-COHENS, Jacksonville and 
branches '    IVEY SOF FLORIDA, Winter Park 
and branches ' ^ ^ 
Georgia RICH S. Atlanta and branches BELK 
MATTHEWS, Macon ' ^3 
Hawaii LIBERTY HOUSE. Honolulu and branch- 
es ' ^ 
Indiana ROBERTSON BROS, South Bend, 
Elkart ' ^ 
Iowa ARMSTRONG S INC , Cedar Rapids ' ^ 
Massachusetts PAINE FURNITURE CO., Bos- 
ton and branches ' ^ R H WHITE S, Worcester 
and Leominster ' ^ ^ 
Maryland STEWART S, Baltimore and branch- 
es ' ^ 
Michigan J. L. HUDSON COMPANY. Detroit 
and branches '     JACOBSON S, Michigan ' ^ 
BED AND BATH BOUTIQUE, Traverse City ' ^ 
Minnesota DAYTON S, Minneapolis and branch- 
es ' 2 
New Jersey STERN S, Paramus, Willowbrook, 
Woodbridge. West Orange ' ^ BARRY DECO- 
RATORS. Haddonfield ' ^ BED AND BATH, 
Short Hills, Cedarhurst (NY) ' CRAIG DRY 
GOODS, Englewood and branches ' ^ QUAKER 
CURTAIN STORE, Trenton and branches ' ^ 
RIDGEWOOD DECORATORS, Ridgewood ' ^ 
New York BLOOMINGDALE S. New York and 
branches ' ^ LORD & TAYLOR, New York and 
branches ' MACY S, New York' W & J SLOANE 
INC , New York and branches ' ' FRANKEL'S, 
Garden City and branches ' ^ MAYFAIR INC., 
Albany ' 2 CURTAIN SHOP, Nanuet and branch- 
es ' MERKEL S, Plattsburgh ' ^ LUCKEY PLATT 
& COMPANY, Poughkeepsie ' 
North Carolina BELK S, Charlotte ' ^ ^ MAT- 
THEWS BELK, Gastonia ' ^ ' HUDSON BELK, 
Raleigh ' =■ ^ THALHIMER S, Winston-Salem, 
High Point, Greensboro. Raleigh, Durham ' ^ ^ 
DAVIS, Winston-Salem ' ^ ^ 
North Dakota NORBY S DEPT STORE, Grand 
Forks ' 
Ohio BLOCK BROS CO , Bedford Heights and 
branches ' ^ 
Oregon LIPMANS, Portland and branches ' ^ 
Pennsylvania JOHN WANAMAKER, Philadel- 
phia and branches ' =3 JOSEPH HORNE COM- 
PANY, Pittsburgh and branches ' 
Rhode Island THE OUTLET CO . Providence 
and branches ' ^ 
South Carolina BELK S, Columbia ' ^ ^ MEYERS 
ARNOLD CO.. Greenville, Anderson, Spartan- 
burg ' ^ 3 
Tennessee TEXTILE MILL STORES, Knoxville 
' 2 BED AND BATH LINENS. Nashville and 
branches ' " DAVID S HOME FURNISHINGS. 
Memphis ' ^ ^ 
Texas JOSKES, Hou-ston ' ^   THE WHITE 
HOUSE, El Paso and branches ' ^ 
Utah Z C M I., Salt Lake City and branches ' ^ 
Virginia MILLER & RHOADS, Richmond and 
branches ' ^ 

IDUPONT 

■ DACFOM® PCXrESTtR 

' Bedroom Ensembles 
2 Representation of 

Pillows 
^Table Treasures™ 
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QHpPPiprV'Dacron polyester and)|99l8|r-Jc^PPHI^'r^ 
ieoeptiveh strong and easy-core Quilted, trapxinto o- 

A nozen caziling cciofs to coofdir»dte. custorriize or rr.c-.e . -"e^i 
ofic choi^ges. bedspreads, shams, studios, bolsters, arcoeries 
decoroTive putloWs, bedrests, table liners and by ttie yard. Sho.-.e'- 
curtains, 'oc' 



Cook up to twice as fast 

Save up to half the gas. 

Ikppan Convectionaire! 

It sends high-speed 

hot-air currents right 

into the food. 

Here's a totally new 

way for you to cook. 

A new gas range from 

Tappan, with a new 

better taste 

kind of oven. High- 

speed hot air currents 

penetrate food im- 

mediately. You don't 

even have to preheat. 

You save up to half 

the time, up to half the 

gas. Your food even 

tastes better—browns 

beautiflilly but retains 

the flavor and juices. 

Doesn't dry out. Your 

steak tastes as though 

you grilled it outdoors. 

You can bake an oven 

full of potatoes in 30 

minutes. Biscuits in 

eight minutes. There's 

pilodess ignition, too. 

An automatic timed 

broiler at handy waist 

height. An automatic 

and self-cleaning oven. 

Ifit's time to replace " 

your old gas range, 

then it's time to see the 

Convectionairegas 

range. You can see it 

at your Tappan dealer. 

It's a product of gas 

no preheat 

industry research and 

one more way to use , 

gas wisely ACAiL^isjss^* § 

Tuppan 

Appliances 



Could you live a more comforta:. if 

your house were bigger'?^ Re-ordered^ Remodeled^ 

If it had more conveniences'?^ More w::;:;:ws^ More 

insulation"^ If it made fewer demands on time and energy"^ 

Every house has multiple possibilities, and right now is the 

perfect time to start developing the ones that will im.prove the quality of your life at 

home. Begin by looking around your house, taking stock .: y: ur family s needs, 

noting what's right —and where there's room for improvement. Then visit your 

local home center to see the quality products made by the companies listed 

below, all members of the National Hom.e Im.provement Council. And, to expe- 

dite your major remodeling jobs, remember that you can count on the Council's 

contractor members who are located throughout the United States. 

This issue of House & Garden, with its special section on home 

improvement, will give you many ideas for living up to the potential of home. 

Translate the ideas you like best into your own mc:".": :-ual projects; you'll find 

they'll pay dividends of comfort and pleasure for years to come. 

Bud & Son, Inc. 
Caradco Corporation 

Congoleum Industries 
Custom Wrought Products 

Dap, Inc. 
GAF Corporation 

General Electric 

Georgia-Paafic Corporation 
Gibson Appliance Corporation 

IncHnator Company of Amenca 
Jenn-Air Corporation 

Kelvmator Home Appliances 
Kohler Company 

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc. 

Manrungton MiUs, Inc. 
Nutone, Inc. 

Fella Windows and Doors 
St. Charles Manufactunng Co. 

The Tappan Compciny 
Tru-Test Famt/Cotter & Company 

Whirlpool Home Apphances 
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Look for the National Home Improvement Council Member in your 

community. He has pledged himself to observe a Code of Ethics for your 

protection, and is ready to assist you in making prudent decisions 

compatible with your income—no matter what kind of home improvement 

project you have in mind. 

Remember, your present home represents a big investment. One that can 

grow into a valuable asset if you keep your home properly maintained and 

improved for better living. So look for and do business with members of 

NHIC where you live. 

To help you plan your remodeling work, let us send you a copy 

of our booklet, "How To Start Your Home Improvement 

Project With The Help of a Reliable Contractor." 

Send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: 

National Home Improvement Council Inc. 

11 East 44th Street 

New York, New York 10017 
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YOU'LL FIND SOME OFTHE WORLD'S MOST 

BEAUTIFUL HOMES ALL UNDER THE SAME ROOF. 

A GAF^Timberline® Roci 

And you'll find it on these 

homes for a simple reosofi. 

Quality. Uncompromising 

quality. 
Beco-jse no other roof 

comJoines the elegant look 

of wood with the long life 

and m.aintenance-free 

performance of asph 

as beoulfuZy 

OS Tmiberlme 

shingles. 

^Nh.ai's moie. this rugged 

bea;;ty is available 

special, self-sealing 'herm.c- 

plastic —.  adhesive that 

The ranaom 

butt design and extra thickness 

create the attractively rugged 

effec-s of traditional wood 

shingles—the accented 

shadowline, irregular roof 

oottem and miassi'.'- 

m six 

distinctive 

colors. So it's 

-- ^.z hc^miOnize with 

practically z:\ .- color schem.e 

and vir:u ::lly any roofing style. 

Whether A-frame, m.ansard or 

traditional. 

And Timberline asphal: 

I 

's.zr. give your home a beauty 

■jnm.atched by conventional 

roofing materials. 

no special 

rreatm.en: 

to keep their 

natural good locks. 

In fact, they're 

practically m.aintenance- 

free. With a fire-resistant 

surracmg and waterprooimg 

asphalt construction that won't 

rot, split, crack or warp. And a 

protects against the 

worst nature has to offer. 

Ask your nearest G AF 

dealer to introduce you to the 

roofing that tops s rrr.e of the 

world's most be.lul homes. 

Timlberline" Roofina. 

YouH find hmi ir. -.r.e 

Yellow Pages under ?. c c :ing. 

Or write to: GAP, Building 

Materials, Dept. HG97, 

140 West 51 Street 1 Yrrk, 

N.Y. 10020. 

Timberline' 

Roofing 



The NuTone 

Automatic Garage 

Door Operator. 

It does everything 

it should do, 

plus... you get that famous NuTone 
quality absolutely free. NuTone's 
Garage Door Operators are built to last, 
with extra features you need. And 
should you ever need service, NuTone 
has a nationwide network of service 
centers to help you! 

Up, down, 

on, off 

and lock.., 

with one button! 
NuTone's precisely engineered multi-code 
Remote Controls open and close 
your garage door, turn on and off the 
light and securely lock the door ... all 
with the touch of a button from your car. 

Convenience, Security, 

Quality and Value... 

you get it all from NuTone . . . 
thousands of pleased owners say you 
can't buy a better Garage Door 
Operator, and we think they're right. 

For free information 

about NuTone's Automatic 

Garage Door Operator, 

mail the coupon below... 

you'll be under no 

obligation to buy. 

Please send me more information about 
NuTone Garage Door Operator Systems: 

Name  

Address. 

City  

State. .Zip. 

Phone. 

NuTone Housing Products 

Scmrill 

Dept. HG-lC-9 
Madison and Red Bank Rds. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227 
Form 3821    Printed in U.S.A. 
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■ HOME 

IMPROVEMENT 

IDEAS 

FOR THE 

HOUSE FIXER 

PREPARING 

YOUR HOUSE 

FOR PAINT 

BY DEANNE RAFFEL 

This is a good time of the year to give a 
house a colorful new coat of paint. Be- 
gin by hosing down the e.xterior from 
the base upward to the roof (working in 
the opposite direction may cause per- 
manent streaking). If the house is exces- 
sively dirt\-. scrub it with a long-handled 
brush dipped in a solution of heavy-dut\. 
all-purpose detergent and v\ater. Then 
rinse. Remember, all areas requiring 
paint must be clean or the fresh paint will 
not stay on and give any lengthy service. 
Do not forget to clean under the eaves. 
Sponge dirt from window sills, too. Do 
this from inside. 

Mildew frequentK' covers northern 
exposures that do not receive the sun's 
ra\s. To treat this problem, add fresh 
laundry bleach to the detergent and 
water solution at a ratio of 1 part bleach 
to 3 parts water. Scrub, wait a few min- 
utes, and rinse with the hose. Scrape 
blistered and peeling areas smooth. 
Countersink protruding nails, fill and 
sand holes, then prime these spots. Nails, 
which have bled rust through the old 
paint la\er. should be coated specificalh' 
with a rust-inhibiting primer. 

Scoop debris out of gutters and flush 
with water. With a steel brush, scrub off 
peeling paint and spot prime with a metal 
primer. If gutters have not been painted 
previously, the entire surface needs pro- 
tection with this primer, before being 
painted with the house or trim color. 
Caulk openings around window mold- 
ings and other trim. Sashes may need ad- 
ditional glazing compounds. 

.Aluminum storm windows require re- 
caulking periodically: Remove loose, 
dried-out material before adding ntJV 
sealer. Dark-colored pigments may fade, 
remember, in intensive sun, so try not to 
choose an intense or deep-colored paint 
if the southern and western sides of the 
house are not protected by some shade. 
If mildew has been a problem, purchase 
a paint with a mildew additive. 

When a 6-foot ladder is too short, use 
a sturdy extension ladder and always be 
sure to put it securely against the house 
and on even ground. Check for stability 
before climbing up. Cover shrubbery and 
masonry with drop cloths. But do not 
paint either on windy or rain\ days, or 
in direct sunlisht 

Upkeep-free 

siding 

A new aluminum exterior wall siding is 
molded in v\ood shingle forms and te.x- 
tures. It needs no staining or upkeep 
because it has a permanent Pollution- 
Resistant Vinyl Dualcoat finish which 
is v\-Eather resistant. The 12V2-feet-long- 
by-S-inch-high ■"Shingl-Wood" strips are 
available in a wide range of colors, in- 
cluding blue, ivory, white, red. avocado, 
bayberry. yellow, gold, and two shades 
of brown. The siding has a 30-year war- 
ranty. .Alcan Building Products. Alcan 
.Aluminum Corp.. P. O. Box 511, Dept. 
R. Warren. Ohio 444S2. 

STOVES ARE 

To cut heating costs, wood or coal-burn- 
ing metal stoves are popular again as 

' supplementary heating units. The Parlor 
Stove is cast iron, trimmed in nickel 
plate, has a grate, a spark guard, and a 
cooktop concealed under the stove top. 
It is 31% inches high with a floor spread 
of 25'2 by 23 inches. There is a 6-inch- 
diameter outlet for the back flue pipe, 
a 21' 4-by-13 "2-inch firebox. Approxi- 
mately SI99.50 to S229.50 in the West; 

;i S204.50 to S234.50 in the East. Also 
'! available are other stoves, heaters, and 

Franklin fireplaces. Radke Imports, 
Ltd.. P.O. Box 545, Emmett. Idaho 
8361 7. tContinued on page 78) 
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THEGE POTSCRUBBERn 

DISHWASHER. BELIEVE lAE, 

IT LIVES UP TO ITS NAME: 

I 

If you \\ ant a dishwasher 

that scrubs pots, beheve me, 

you want GE s Potscrubber 

II dishwasher. 

It might not do every - 

thing, like bumed-on soils, 

but i't sure cleaned this pot of 

baked-on beans. With no 

pre-scaibbing or rinsing. 

We just tipped off the large, 

hard scraps. 

And the Potscrubber II 

dishwashers are the quietest 

dishwashers GE has ever 

made. 

Plus the PemiaTuf" 

intenor won't ever chip, 

peel or rust in normal use. 

The Potscrubber II dish- 

washer e\'en comes with 

GE's ten-\"ear PermaTuf aib 

protection plan.' 

The Potscrubber 11 

dishw asher. It li\ es up to its 

name. And it s backed by 

GE Customer 

Care service. 

•In addition to the Geneml Electric dishwasher warrant), if 
the PermaTaftub or door liner >hould fail to contain w ater 
due to a manufacturing defect such a> cracking, chipping, 
peeling or ni>ting within the nine (9)->ear contract period 
lending ten \ears from purcha>e date). General Electnc 
will rep-air or replace the tub or door without charge for 
either part> or labor unle^^ failure i> due to mi>u>e or abuse. 
Thi- Service Contract applie-^ to dishwashers installed and 
-j'ained tor home use within the 4S contiguous states or 

C. Not applicable to Ala>ka. Hawaii, \lrgin Islands. 
_ -.am. American Samoa. Canal Zone or Puerto Rico. Ser- 
\ ice will he provided b\ our Customer Care Factory Service 
Organization or b\ one of the franchiscd Customer Care- 
sen, icers. 

GENERAL m ELECTRIC 
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Outlasts ordinary 

putty or caulk 

by years. 

DAP '33' Glazing 
Compound is the 
surest, easiest way to 
replace broken or 
cracked window glass. 
It sets new panes in 
either wood or metal 
sash. And, gives you 
an airtight, watertight 
seal that'll outlast or- 
dinary putty by years. 

DAP Butyl-Flex Caulk is the one 
for those really tough exterior 
sealing jobs. Lasts 5 times as 
long as ordinary caulks. So it's 
perfect for sealing around doors 
and windows, filling siding joints, 
and caulking chimney flashings. 

Home 

fix-up^ 

a snap with 

DAP 
DAP IS a trademark of DAP Inc 
DAPInc , General Offices Dayton, Ohiio 45401 
Subsidiary of Plough. Inc ' 
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SHOWER 

WATER 

SAVER 

With water rates higher by 30 to 70 per- 
cent in many areas, using less water 
saves money. This showerhead, Kohler's 
Automatic Flow Control unit, reduces 
water flow to 3 gallons per minute, 
compared to the 6 to 8 gallons of cus- 
tomary showerheads. Cutting the 
amount of water by 50 percent also re- 
duces the cost of heating it. A family of 
four, taking 5-minute showers, could 
save 15 gallons per day each or 21,900 
gallons per year saving $13.85 in water 
bills, $138 in water heating. In chrome 
finish, approximately $31 for the City 
Club showerhead. Kohler Co., Kohler, 
Wise. 53044. 

Plant and 

water pipes 

protector 

To safeguard both your indoor plants 
and your household plumbing pipes 
from freezing, use this handy "Winter 
Watchman." It is a thermostatic device 
that you plug into an electric wall out- 
let then plug a table-lamp cord into it. 
In your absence, you leave the lamp 
turned on and if the temperature ifi the 
house drops below a preset minimum 
the lamp turns off automatically. This is 
a signal to neighbors (whom you have 
alerted previously) to call your service 
man. About $10 from heating equip- 
ment and plumbing supplies dealers. 
Residential Division, Honeywell, Honey- 
well Plaza. Minneapolis, Minn. 55408. 

Handy TV 

swivel 

Pull out slides let you swivel a heavy 
TV set or stereo speakers easily for bet- 
ter sight lines or sound. Screwed to both 
sides of a movable shelf supporting the 
TV or speaker, the metal slides can ex- 
tend the shelf; a flat ball bearing under 
it will swivel it. The shelf can be turned 
to any angle in a 180-degree arc. Slides 
18 inches long, $51; 22 inches, $57; 24 
inches, $60. Slides, ball bearing at hard- 
ware stores. Grant Hardware Co., High 
St., West Nyack, N.Y. 10994. 

Help around 

the house 

Literature on how to do it yourself in 
house upkeep abounds these days. A 
leaflet with step-by-step instructions and 
illustrations on how to install a ceramic 
tile floor yourself is 25<l: (for postage 
and handling) from Tile Council of 
America, Dept. F, P. O. Box 2222, 
Princeton, N.J. 08540. A 32-page Home 
Upkeep Projects booklet covers strip- 
ping furniture, preparing walls, ceilings, 
floors for refinishing, describes tools, 
materials, methods, 25(!-, The Savogran 
Co., P.O. Box 130, Norwood, Mass. 
02062. Everything you ever wanted to 
know about roofing, siding, and resi- 
dential insulation is the catchy title of a 
31-page illustrated booklet in question 
and answer form; 25<t from Certain- 
teed Products Corp., P. O. Box 860, 
Valley Forge, Pa. 19482. The Window 
Book has 136 illustrated pages on the 
subject of windows. Specific solutions 
for leaky windows that waste energy, in- 
formation on replacement windows, 
storm windows, new thermalized win- 
dows and the history of windows in gen- 
eral are covered. $1. Season-all Indus- 
tries, HG. Indiana, Pa. 15701. ■ 



Seamless flooring: elegant, wall-to-wall 
beauty; a durable no-wax. seamless sur- 
face that's easier to keep clean. And seam- 
less installations are easier to do yourself. 
Only Congoleum offers tfiis. in widths that 
range from 6 to 15 feet. High quality, high 
fashion, seamless flooring—in a spectacu- 
lar variety of no-wax colors and patterns. 

From the company who's 
been setting flooring trends 

for cvfc.' SO years. Look at Congoleum 
first: for colorful, seamless beauty. 

A no-wax floor stays fresher looking 
longer, usually with just sponge mop- 
ping. In time a reduction in gloss will 
occur in areas of heavier use. We rec- 

Only Congoleum®gives you seamless flooring in rooms as wide as 15 feet. 

Seamless flooring that looks prettier, cleaner, newer longer. 

ommend Congoleum Vinyl Dressing to 
provide a higher shine, if preferred. 
(Complete maintenance and warranty 
information available through your local 
Congoleum retailer, in the Yellow Pages 
under "Floor Materials'*, or by writing 
Congoleum Consumer Affairs. 195 Bel- 

fit 



These kids threw a "stain party" treating 
Tru-Test E-Z Kare latex flat enamel to their 
messiest materials: motor oil, chocolate bar, 
blueberry preserves, ketchup, peanut butter 
and mud. You see the results below. 

f^Good Housekeeping'^ 
\^^^ PROMISES 

"Tru-Test E-Z Kare gives walls and woodwork 

thesoft, luxury look of latex with the 

^ scrubbability of enamel." 

Bonnie Blairc. 
Tru-Test Paint color and decorating; consultant. 

Now you can create fresh new beauty that's virtually childproof in any room, on walls 
and woodwork. Tru-Test E-Z Kare latex flat enamel keeps stains, grease and grime 
from penetrating so most stains wash right off. Even after heavy scrubbing 
or scouring there's no "shine" or need to repaint. Tru-Test E-Z Kare 
outlasts ordinary latex, yet the painting's easy, cleans up quick 
with soap 'n water. Choose white or custom colors. 

f*ir to Ckaa! Super DanUe! 

EjZKARE 

LATEX 

FLAT ENAMEL 

The Wash 'n Wear Paint. 

Over 5,000 True 
Value Hardware 
Stores own three 
modern, efficient 
Thi-Test factories 
to assure you high- 
est quality paints 
at direct-factory 
savmgs. 

HARDWARE STORES 

Tru-Test Paints are sold exclusively by True Value Hardware 
Stores who own their own paint factories. Look under "Paint 
-Tru-Test" in the Yellow Pages. 



For a washer that can still be 

washing when she's in hi^h scho6l> 

Hfs time to look at a Gibson. 

Ever heard the sound of a washer breaking 
down? It's awful. And it means either a big ex- 
pense or a lot of nights at the coin laundry. 

At Gibson, we hate that sound. Because we 
don't think it's too much to expect a washer to 
last for many years. To wash the little lady's play 
cfothes today, and keep on washing when she's 
ready for party clothes. 

And we're building that kind of reliability 
into every washer we make, with one of the 
toughest quality control programs around. So 
when a washer passes our tests, we know it's 
ready for yours. 

But with the Gibson Washmaster we also 
give you all the features you need to make 

washdays beautifully painless. 
Like our Fabriguide. to make sure you get 

the proper temperature and speed settings, 
Agi-Soak. a pre-wash soak that goes after dirt 
before the wash cycle even starts. Double-Scrub 
washing action to remove deep down dirt and 
give you sparkling bright clothes. And our Dura- 
Drive system that handles big 18-pound loads 
with nonchalant ease. 

It's all here. Like it's been with Gibson for the 
last 100 years. So before you buy a new washer, 
look at a Gibson. And while you're at it look at 
the companion Gibson dryers featunng Gibson's 
exclusive Vacu-Dry system, toe. 

They just don't know when to quit. 

Gibson Appliances. They last. 

1877-1977 



ry ELIZABETH A. MEEHA^ ' Easy-to-install 
fluorescent tube. Bright 
Stick by General Electric 

EIGHTS UP, ENERGY DOWN 

SAVE ENERGY AND STILL GET 

ALL THE LIGHT YOU NEED 

Elizabeth A. Meehan is a 
well known authority on resi- 

dential lighting. She has worked with Gen- 
eral Electric and GTE Sylvania on house 
lighting, and for a firm of consulting en- 
gineers she developed lighting for proj- 
ects as diverse as the Kennedy Cultural 
Center and N.Y.U. Medical School. She 
is currently a design consultant, lecturer, 
and writer on architectural lighting. 

Lighting that saves money and en- 
ergy can be very pleasant to live 

with. But in addition to selecting your 
light sources with an eye to their energy 
efficiency, you should know what you 
want light to do for you and use only 
what you need when you need it. 

For real energy saving, use daylight 
whenever possible. Put your desk, work 
table, or reading chair next to a win- 
dow. But not facing it, or glare will re- 
duce visibility. Let the light flow on 
your work or reading from the side or 
over your shoulder. 

A white wall opposite a window wall 
will maximize daylighting. So will mir- 
ror. Clerestories and skylights can also 
bring light into interior spaces, but you 
must weigh their effectiveness against 
possible heat loss. A technique of re- 
directing daylight by reflectors on Vene- 
tian blinds is being tested now under a 
grant from the Energy Research and 
Development Administration. If you 
have Venetian blinds, you may want to 

experiment by applying shiny metallic 
tape to the topside of the upper slats to 
bounce light across the ceiling. 

How can you tell which bulb or tube 
will give you the most light for the watts 
it uses? The basic unit of measurement 
of light is a lumen. Manufacturers are 
required to show on the package the 
lumen output of a bulb. You can com- 
pare the lumens of a given wattage and 
choose the bulb with the greater output. 
You would get more light from a 100- 
watt bulb producing 1585 lumens than 
from one producing 1490. 

Higher wattage incandescent bulbs 
are more efficient, that is. give more light 
per watt, than lower wattage bulbs. A 
150-watt bulb gives more light than two 
75*s or three 60-watt bulbs, while a 100- 
watt bulb gives nearly 50 percent more 
light than four 25-watt bulbs (and costs 
one quarter as much). 

Long-life bulbs (2500 to 3500 hours) 
are good where replacement is difficult, 
such as high-ceilinged halls or over 
stairs, but light output is sacrificed in 
favor of life. (DuroTest and Hytron 
make krypton-filled bulbs that are 10 
percent more efficient than regular long- 
life bulbs). From an energy-saving 
standpoint, a standard bulb (1,000 
hours) is a better choice, because you 
can replace a long-life bulb with the 
next lower wattage of a standard bulb 
and get approximately the same amount 
of light; for instance, a 75-watt standard 
bulb instead of a 100-watt long life. 

Three-way bulbs such as 30/70/100, 
50/100/150 or 50/200/250 watts pro- 
vide choice of lighting levels. All vou 

COMPARISON OF LIGHT AND LIFE OF 
INCANDESCENT AND FLUORESCENT: 

INCANDESCE NT""**"^;  FLUORESCENT 

Watts Lumens Life Watts Lumens Lumens Life- 
standard deluxe 
colors colors 

25W 235 2500 hrs. 14W 700 470 9000 hrs. 
40W 455 1500 15W 870 600 9000 
60W 870 1000 20W 1300 850 9000 
75W 1190 1000 30W 2360 1530 18,000 
100W 1750 1000 40W 3150 2200 20,000 
150W 2880 1000 
200W 4010 1000 

LONG LIFE CIRCLINE 

19W 825 630 12,000 

55W 775 3000-4000 
22W 1000 850 9000 
32W 1800 1350 9000 

92W 1490 3000^000 40W 2350 1780 9000 
138W 2310 3000^000 

U SHAPE 

40W 2520 1645 12,000 
;(.,     N   :   \  .,..,;,,,,/ ,..„,>r 

have to do is remember to turn the 
switch to save watts and dollars. 

Mushroom-shaped reflector or PAR 
bulbs concentrate the beam of light, 
hence, when a directional light is desired, 
use energy more efficiently. 

About 20 percent of the energy con- 
sumed by an incandescent bulb produces 
light—the other 80 percent is dissipated 
as heat. A fluorescent tube gives three to 
four times as much light per watt as an 
incandescent bulb, as the chart below 

Brightness 

overhead creates 

a brisk 

workmanlike 

atmosphere 

Bright Stick in home workshop 

notes. It also lasts longer. Lower wattage 
fluorescent tubes average 9,000 hours of 
life, while a 40-watt tube has an average 
rated life of 24.000—-four years or 
more of normal home use. Fluorescent 
represents a saving in replacement cost 
as well as energy. 

In choosing your light sources, how- 
ever, you must weigh the need to con- 
serve energy against your emotional and 
esthetic needs. Fluorescent gives high- 
level, diffuse light and, especially in De- 
luxe Color tubes, good color quality. 
Where color appearance is less critical 
—in a workshop or utility room—-stan- 
dard Cool or Warm White tubes give 
even more light for the same amount of 
energy. Without some incandescent, 
though, a room may seem flat and dull. 

An incandescent bulb is a point 
source that gives a harsh quality of light, 
but it can be controlled much better than 
fluorescent. Dimmers give you maxi- 
mum flexibility in selecting exactly the 
incandescent light level you need. You 
can also dim fluorescent, but special 
ballasts are required, so it's costly. 

Nowadays, compact dimmers that fit 
into regular wall switch boxes are solid 
state or variable transformers. They draw 
some current when on—Vz to 2 watts 
for a 100-watt bulb. The tiny loss in light 

Continued on page 86 



FASHION KITCHENS 

A St. Charles kitchen is unique in 
all the world. A custom creation 
meticulously designed to mirror an 
individual lifestyle and personality. 

Each proud owner personally is 
involved in every facet of planning 
and selection—choosing from 
many motifs and the widest array 
of exquisite furniture woods, 
textured metals and designer 
colors. All ingredients blend into a 
masterpiece of functional elegance 
and enduring beauty. 

If now is the time for you to 
become a St. Charles owner, your 
dealer-designer invites you to 
come browse in his showroom. 
Let him assist you in planning and 
creating the St. Charles Fashion 
Kitchen that is singularly you. 

Piedbe send me your new, 
colorfully-illustrated 44-page 
Kitchen Ideas Book, plus "The 
Choice is Yours' book of latest 
designs. I'm enclosing $3.00. 

St. Charles Fashion Kitchens 
St. Charles, Illinois 60174 

NAME  

ADDRESS 

CITY  .COUNTY. 

STATE -ZIP- 

PHONE. 
7S9305 

September, 1977 83 



EnjoY all your meats juic 

From Jemi-Air, the rang 

Hearty char-flavors, 

sizzling from the grill. 

The thick blocd-red sirloins and 
heavy pink chops of this world are 
at their finest when they come 
encased in a crunchy brown crust. 
It's a natural condiment that exudes 
from the meat, bakes on in high 
heat, and develops a smoky, char 
flavor that is the absolutely perfect 
seasoning for the lush meat and 
hot runny juices inside. 

The grill seasons a host of other 
meats too — spicy sausages splitting 
with juice, pink-and-black-charred 
shrimp in the shell, succulent barbe- 
qued chicken, thick pink-centered 
hamburgers spiced with smoke... 

The good taste of grilled meats 
is only one of many delightful tastes 
created in a stream of power-driven 
air by the Jenn-Air Grill-Range — the 
range that breathes. 

On the rangetop or in the oven, 
Jenn-Air's powerful Duilt-m ventila- 
tion inhales air to cook cooler and 
cleaner, whisks away smoke and 
odors, exhausts direct to outdoors to 
keep your kitchen cleaner, sweeter. 

And most important, the self- 
ventilating Jenn-Air Grill-Range 
gives you more to taste with /]ve 
Cooktop Convertible units that let 
you grill, spit-roast, griddle, 
deep-fry, and shish-kebab all on 
top of the range. 

Smoky-sweet flavors with 

whole meals on a skewer. 

It is said that shish-kebabbing got 
its start back when men who wore 
swords skewered meats and held 
them over their picket fires. 

You load skewers with tender 
bites of beef or lamb or sausage, 
plump shrimp, fat mushrooms, 
even chunks of fresh, luscious fruit. 
As the skewers turn, slather th^e 
foods with herb butters, pepper 
sauces, fruit juices, honey and oil, 
or any of 100 other seasoning?. 
You'll get drips, and smoke will 
puff up, but it will be whisked direct 
to outdoors by fenn-Air's rangetop 
ventilation. 

And as the smoke currents 
bathe the kebab morsels, you get 
something more to taste — a 
delightful smoky-sweet flavor no 
spice or seasoning can duplicate. 

Griddle-crisped flavors, 

cooked short-order quickE 

Crusty brown ham slices, rolled 
omelets, toasted sandwiches are 
just the most common ways you'll 

he! 
m 



find bursting with f lavorr. 

Iliat breathes. 

se your Jenn-Air quick-cooking 
riddle that puts a thin, delicious 
risping of flavor on everything 

I cooks. 
You'll use it as a giant chafing 

ish for flavorful Stealc Diane, 
bu'll use it for Japanese tabletop 
ookeiy—for sukiyakis and crispy 
tir-frieci vegetables. You can even 
se it for an elegant dessert of 
•ananas browned in butter, 
renched with orange syrup, and 
amed with Cognac right on 
le griddle. 

Griddle-quick cooking — it's 
,:nother way you get lots more to 
3ste, more to enjoy from your 
3nn-Air Grill-Range. 

' Savory meat flavors 

from the open-air spit. 

rue roasting began m the open 
ir, over a clear bright fire. Cooked 
lis way, meats take on a special 
3vor prized by generations of 
curmets. Ana Jenn-Air duplicates 
ue open-spit roasting, in the 
cnvenience of your kitchen. 

Fiery heat strokes the meat as 
revolves on the spit, but not quite 
nough to char it. Basting fat or 
auce rolls over the meat, keeping 
le surface tender and moist. The 
team that ordinarily forms around 
coking meat is carried away on 
5nn-Air's self-ventilating breeze. 

As a result, chicken tastes 
hicken-ier, beef tastes beefier, and 
[11 meats come to your table with a 
lich, savory, succulent flavor that 
■lings like syrup to your lips. It's 
ne flavor of true open-spit roasting, 
:™ething more for you to taste 
:r.a en^oy. 

Crusty brown flavor from 

the convection oven. 
The Jenn-Air convected Power 
Oven is actually two ovens in one. 
First It's a conventional electric 
oven and broiler. But then, just by 

and plump to bursting with flavor. 
"The Power Oven cooks cleaner, 

too, because smoke and steam are 
exhausted direct to outdoors. And it 
has two oven-cleanmg modes. It 
cleans itself continuously during 
use. If deposits accumulate during 

flicking a switch, it be 
comes a professional-type convec- 
tion oven that lets you roast meats 
in a stream of power-driven air— 
quicker, at lower temperatures! 

As m open-spit roasting, there's 
no steam to give meat a "boiled" 
taste. A rich, caramel brown crust 
quickly forms on the surface to 
trap juices within. Beef roasts cook 
hot and pink all the way through. 
Turkeys stay juicier because they 
cook in less time. Chickens, hams, 
roasts of pork cook richly brown 

heavy use, you just switch over to 
"accelerated cleaning" and the job 
is done in a fraction of the time. 

In the oven or on the rangetop, 
Jenn-Air's power-driven air brings 
you more ways to cook, more foods 
to taste, more flavors to enjoy. For 
the Jenn-Air dealer nearest you, 
see the Yellow Pages, call toll free 
800-428-1825, or write Jenn-Air 
Corporation, 3035 Shadeland Ave., 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46226. 
Also available in Cciiada. 

The Jenn-Air Grill-Range. 
- 09   \-\ Magnificent Cooking Instrument 



Ready To Build? 

You Need 

BUILDir4G 

A House&Garden 

Guide 

Decisions. Decisions. Building a 
house demands plenty of them. 
While the Building Guide can't 
make them for you, it can help by 
increasing your understanding 
of the options. Included in the 
Fall-Winter 1977-78 edition are 
ingenious thoughts on building 
on a budget...today's architectural 
directions.. .a section of tradi- 
tional and contemporary houses 
that reflect today's lifestyles... 
new products, and 16 houses, 
plans for which can be ordered 
by mail. It's packed with infor- 
mation, full of ideas. Reading the 
Guide IS almost as essential as 
setting your cornerstone. Ask for 
it now at your favorite newsstand 
or write for it at the address below. 

Fall-Wmter 1977-78 

BUILDING 

A House & Garden Guide 

$2.00 At newsstands everywhere 
H your dealer's already sold out, send a 
check or money order for $2 75 (includes 
postage and handling) payable to 
BUILDING A HOUSE & GARDEN 
GUIDE, to the following address 

HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept BG 77 
PO Box 1910, Grand Central Station 
New York, New York 10017 

Lights up, energy down 
continued from page 82 

80 percent of the energy 

an incandescent bulb 

uses produces heat, 

the other 

20 percent lights 

output is imperceptible to all but the 
most sophisticated instruments. Be sure 
the dimmer can be turned off complete- 
ly, otherwise it will draw a little current 
all the time, reducing your savings. An 
added benefit with dimmers is that they 
extend the life of a bulb, because it is 
operated at reduced voltage. 

Incandescent lighting creates high- 
lights and shadows that give depth and 
variety to a room. Its warm color qual- 
ity is flattering to skin tones and gives a 
feeling of coziness. A combination of 
the diffuse light of fluorescent and the 
highlights and modeling of incandescent 
produces a very pleasant environment. 
Deluxe Warm White and Incandescent/ 
Fluorescent blend well with incandes- 
cent bulbs. 

When you're making a lighting plan, 
think first of what light should do for 
you, then decide whether it should be 
incandescent or fluorescent, and finally 
select the fixture. You'll need light to 
read, write, sew, cook, shave, or makeup 
by—what's called task lighting. Usually 
shadow-free task lighting is preferable, 
but directional light will help you see 
wrinkles when ironing. Study desks gen- 
erally need 200 watts. Incandescent 
lamps certified by the Better Light Bet- 
ter Sight Bureau provide the right qual- 
ity and quantity of light for studying. 
Look for the BLBS tag. A fluorescent 
tube at least 36 inches long (the length 
determines the wattage) located 9 to 12 
inches from the front edge and 15 
inches above the desk will also do the 
job. A 150-watt bulb or its equivalent is 
needed for reading or handwork. Small 
directional high intensity lamps are ex- 
cellent supplements when you need ex- 
tra light for a demanding task like fine 
needlework but don't want to overlight 
the room. Most table and floor lamps 
are incandescent, but manufacturers are 
developing ones that use circular and 
U-shaped fluorescent tubes. 

You will also need general or ambient 
lighting—a soft background brightn^s 
that reduces contrast between the lighted 
task and the surrounding area and mini- 
mizes eye fatigue. It also makes a room 
seem larger by smoothing out the peaks 
and valleys of brightness. General light- 
ing can be supplied by a diffusing ceiling 
fixture—incandescent or fluorescent. 
One ceiling fixture in the center of a 
room may provide a high level of il- 
lumination throughout, but it is far less 
pleasant than a series of several light 
sources distributed through the space. 
Brightness overhead creates a brisk, 
worklike   atmosphere;   light reflected 

from walls is more flattering, because 
shadows are softer. Research indicates 
that a room with the walls lighted and 
the ceiling in darkness seems the most 
pleasant, comfortable, and relaxing. To 
light walls, you might use fluorescent 
tubes behind valances or curtains, or 
concealed in coves or cornices around 
the room. Incandescent light can be 
bounced from the walls or ceiling with a 
variety of fixtures—wall-washers on 
lighting track or recessed in the ceiling, 
low-wattage floodlights in cans on the 
floor, wall sconces. 

Accent lighting focuses attention—on 
a plant or a painting or a collection— 
and gives variety with dramatic high- 
lights and shadows. Accent lighting is 
usually directional and incandescent. 
Track lights, eyeballs, recessed down- 
lights, surface-mounted cylinders, bul- 
lets, and uplights can all be used. Light- 
olier's new miniature track for small 
fluorescent tubes or low-wattage incan- 
descent bulbs lights shelves and cabinets 
effectively, yet uses very little energy. 

A word here about low-voltage or 12- 
volt lighting. Individual 12-volt bulbs 
are more efficient than 120-volt bulbs. 
Track light attachments or fixtures with 
the transformer built in are excellent 
energy savers for highlighting art or cre- 
ating a small focal point. However, an 
overall 12-volt system is not as eflRcient 
as a 120-volt system. Transformers are 
needed to reduce standard 120-volt 
house current to 12 volts to operate the 
bulb. Voltage loss due to line resistance 
reduces the efficiency of the bulbs in 
direct proportion to their distance from 
the transformer. Having transformers at 
each light wastes both materials and the 
energy needed to manufacture them. 

ENERGY SAVING 
IN TERMS OF DOLLARS 

Replacing incandescent fixtures with 
fluorescent fixtures saves you watts and 
dollars. 

If you 
replace 
these 
incandescent 
bulbs 

with these 
fluorescent 
tubes 

you 
save 
per 
year 

two 60W 
bulbs 

one 32W 
Circline S8 

three 60W 
bulbs 

one 22W and 
one 32W 
Circline 

S10 

three 60W 
bulbs 

one 40W 
U lamp $14 

four 75W 
bulbs 

two 40W 
U lamps $23 

86 

* based on five hours of use per day at 5 
cents a kilowatt-hour. Data from 
Lightolier. 
Using the kitchen as example, here's the 
way you go about developing a lighting 
plan. Task lighting is the first considera- 
tion. You'll want a light at each working 
area, so you don't have to work in your 
own shadow. Single fluorescent tubes, 

Continued on page 222 
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Cooking is a labor of love. Cleaning up afterward is 
just a labor. 

With this thought in mind, Whirlpool dedicates this 
beautiful smooth-top range to you and to your kitchen. 

You see, at Whirlpool we believe that if we think 
of you when it's time to design a product, you'll think 

of us when it comes time to buy it. 
Notice the cooking top. It's more than beautiful. 

It's a dream. A single, smooth ceramic surface. Spill- 
overs can't flow through into the burners. It eliminates 

one of the messiest jobs in your kitchen. 
Notice the self-cleaning oven. Just set the con- 

trols. A special high-heat cycle reduces most stubborn 
splatters to a light ash which is easily removed. 

Notice the Cabinet Mate'" design. Mealtimer^" 
clocks. On conventional models, Spillguard^" tops and 
lift-up tops. All designed to make cooking more fun 
and less work. 

Good-cooking. Good-looking. Whirlpool ranges. 
Dedicated to you and your kitchen with love. 

Whirlpool 
Home M. Appliances 

We believe quality can be beautiful 



If you shouldn't 

climb 

stairs 

Install an IndineHe 

It's the safe and easy way for 
the handicapped or elderly to 
go up and down stairs with 
just a push of the button. 

Many families prefer our 
"Elevette"-the modern, home 
elevator which can be custom 
built to the size best suited 
for your needs and serve two 
or more floors of your home. 

Both tax deductible when 
recommended by a doctor. 
Send for free literature and 

lull information. Elevette' 

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA 
2284 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17105 

In bus/ness for over 50 years 

How to make your 
window treatments beautiful 

with Riviera Blinds. 
We have a brand new book for you—full 

of beautiful (and helpful) ideas on what to do 
with windows Here are dozens of examples 
in full color from the files of top decorators 
And you get a special section that tells all 

at»ut measunng. laminating, painting, etc. 

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St. 
Hoboken. N.J. 07030 

Please send me a copy of your 
idea book, "Window fvlagic." 
I enclose SI for handling and mailing 

Name  

Dept. V-9 

Address. 

City  

State Zip 

RIVIERA^" BLINDS BY LEVOLOR 

BLOWING HOT OR COLD 

Fans 

CAN HELP YOU MAKE 

ENERG Y SA VINGS 

BY 

Fans of all kinds are being rediscovered 
today as a valuable supplement to air 
conditioning and heating. One reason is 
they are energy conscious-. The smallest 
fans burn only the equivalent of two 
100-watt light bulbs per hour, and if 
your local electricity rate is 5 cents per 
kilowatt hour, this means such a fan 
costs you about 1 cent for every 60- 
minute use. In the case of attic fans, 
which consume the energy of five or six 
iOO-watt bulbs per hour, your cost might 
run to a nickel. Thus, learning to use a 
fan effectively can help \ou lower total 
household energy bills, while maintain- 
ing personal comfort levels in winter and 
summer. 

Quite simply, fans are air movers. 
rhe\ do not refrigerate air. as air condi- 
tioners do. nor can they remove humid- 
ity. There are basically two types. > en- 
tilating fans either expel air from the 
house to outdoors or vice versa. Circu- 
lating fan.s mo\e the existing air in a 
room in a pattern of currents that c\cnly 
distribute heat or cool. 

In siininjcr. by passing air currents 
over our skin, and thereh\ speeding up 
evaporation, fans cool us. This is be- 
cause our bodies throw otT heat by a 
process of evaporation—i.e.. we sweat. 
The more rapidly this skin moisture is 
removed, the more efficiently the body 
can cool itself. In winter, circulating 
fans can be used to draw hot air out of 
one space into another, to pull down 
warm air from ceiling to people level 
and to utilize hot air that otherwise 
miirht he wasted or \ented outdoors. 

Hot air 

problem solved 

Once >ou realize fans pull in air from 
behind and propel it forward at greater 
speed, there are many different ways \ou 
can utilize this technique to direct the 
air in your house. 

For instance, do >ou ha\e one room 
that gets lots of sun? A window-mounted 
ventilating fan can be used instead of 
an air conditioner in this space, it should 
be installed preferably at a strategic 
point opposite the door. When the door 
is open and the fan turned to exhaust, Tt 
will draw off hot air to outdoors while 
bringing in cool air through the <loor 
from cooler parts of the house. If you 
don't want to permanently install a win- 
dow or wall-through ventilating fan. you 
can use a portable fan in a similar way. 
Place the fan with its back to the heated 
room and open the windcw. It will draw 

VERONICA McNIFF ^^^^ 

off the heat and expel it outdoors, so " 
cooler air flows through. If the room has 
several windows and doors, open them 
to set up a cross-\entilation pattern that 
takes into account the wind direction: 
This will boost cooling. If the room has 
an independent air conditioner, you will 
get more out of the unit if you use it 
with a freestanding fan to distribute cool 
air throuah more than one room. 

Cooling off 

the attic 

In atrics and bedrooms, where heat 
buildup is very noticeable in summer, 
utilities such as Con Fdison have good 
words to say about the use of attic fans. 
It has been estimated that use of one 
mav reduce your air-ciMuliiioncr"s energy 
draw anywhere from 10 to 30 percent. 
On a 95-degree da>. attic heat may reach 
up to 150 degrees, but an attic ventilat- 
ing fan permanently installed near the 
roof peak, with air intakes in the eaves 
or in the gable sidew.ill. ma_\ at least 
keep the temperature at outdoor levels, 
while cutting down on heat transferal to 
lower floors. On a relatively dry. warm 
summer's night, an attic fan installed 
between floors to draw off heated air 
from the house into the attic may be all 
you need for cooling your bedrooms. 
Open windows before going to bed so 
that as da\ -heated air rises, it is followed 
by cooler air entering the bedroom level. 
If you have an attic ventilating fan. \ou 
can still get this cooling efTect by cp:n- 
ing the attic portal. 

Winter is 

fan time, too 

One of the most interesting aspects of 
using fans concerns winter use. Surpris- 
ing, until \ou remember that heat rises. 
This means warm air collects under the 
ceiling where it does very little good at 
all. What's needed is heat distribution. 
You might set a portable fan. faced 
slightly upward and diagonally to a w :!l. 
at low speed to produce a very gentle 
breeze, just enough to stir the air. not to 
chill. The propelled air currents will 
bounce off surfaces at an angle, shep- 
herding ceiling height warmth as the> 
go. If you've any doubts about the effi- 
cacy of this, record baseboard and ceil- 
ing height temperatures on a cold day. 
The difference, depending on room 
height, can be as much as 20 degrees. 

Ceiling fans can be installed in rooms 
Continued on page 90 
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Roofscape by Bird. 

Its more than a roof over your head. 

Just about any roof will keep the 
rain out 

But. if you're looking for some- 
thing that will add to the appearance 
and value of your home, take a 
look at Roofscape by Bird. 

Random-edged and textured to 
cast deep shadow lines, it's a natural 
in both rugged and formal settings. 

And it's just as durable as it is 
beautiful. 

Our hj.aS/'y-^^iQht Architect' 70 
shingle's are made with two lami- 
nated layers of premium asphalt that 
can't roL curl, or bum like wood. 
They'll protect your home and 
retain their beauty for years to come. 

An Architect 70 Roofscape is 
more than a roof. It's a home 
fashion accessory. And we have 
others, in a complete line of 
premium asphalt roofing shingles. 
See them and get a free estimate 
by calling your Bird Roofscaper, 
listed in the Yellow Pages. 

Bird & Son. inc.. E. Walpole. MA 02032 

Please send me your newly revised, 
idea-packed booklet. "What you should 
know about roofing and siding before 
you build or remodel. " 1 enclose 50c 
in payment. I am planning to: 
Z'. build   □ remodel. 

House & Garden-Sept. 1977 

Namg  .  

Address  

City Counn,  

State Zip  

Phone  

Picas*- include facts on: 71 Solid vinyl siding 
7' Solid vinyl gutters T Ornamental plastic shutters. 



Save enough in 

energy to buy a lot 

of extra luxury with 

Caradco 

wood windows. 

You can use Caradco windows generously to capture the 
outside view while conserving energy inside. Enjoy wood's 
natural warmth-nature's best insulator and energy saver; 
warm to the touch and pleasing in appearance. Insulating 
glass cuts heat loss through the glass in half. Vinyl gaskets 
cradle insulating glass and form leakproof, weathertight 
seal. Total-pehmeter weatherstripping provides weather- 
tight seal around entire window. And Caradco's unique 
triple glazing offers even more energy-savings. 

Meanwhile, you create the fashionable look you want. 
Traditional, contemporary, your choice entirely 

Choose from traditionally elegant double-hungs CA), 
handsome, convenient slider windows (B], efficient, 
modern casement style (C), or Caradco patio doors (D), 
for the ultimate in comfortable indoor-outdoor living. 

See your nearby Caradco dealer or builder for details. 

Energy savings with fans 
continued from page 88 

Caradco 

Saves energy naturally 

Caadco Window and Door Divis<on 

Dept. 1597 Caradco Window & Door Division, Scovill, 
P.O. Box 920, Rantoul, IL 61866 
Send me free information on Caradco's energy-saving wood windows and 
patio doors. 
Name   

Address. 

City  

with higher than 8-foot ceil- 
ings, firmly anchored to a ceil- 
ing beam or reinforcement 
bars. They are not very effi- 
cient air movers, however, due 
to their location. But they can 
be useful year-round and they 
are attractive moodmakers. 

How fans 

spread heat 

Fans can help you get the 
most out of the heating sys- 
tem you have in winter. For 
example, in an older house, a 
tiny room may have two radi- 
ators, while a larger room, 
just one. To spread the excess 
heat in the small room, place 
a portable fan, set at lo^, by 
the door to draw off the 
warmth and propel it toward 
the cooler area. This idea can 
be used with the old-fashioned 
linen cupboard, built around 
hot-water storage tanks. You 
may even decide it's worth in- 
stalling a small ventilating fan 
permanently in this location, 
if, say, the cupboard is on a 
cold hallway or room with a 
northern exposure. 

Blowing hot air in 

the basement 

-State. .Zip_ 
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When we devote so much 
thought to getting the most 
from our heating, it's disap- 
pointing to learn most fur- 
naces waste up to half their 
fuel's energy potential. Much 
is lost within the system itself, 
but a stack economizer fan 
system added to the furnace 
can help by channeling hot 
gasses from the motor into a 
duct. Here they are redirected 
back into the basement, in- 
stead of being vented out- 
doors. This helps the basement 
area stay warmer and drier, 
making it possible to dry 
clothes on a line perhaps, and 
cut down on- drier loads. In 
addition, heat may be referred 
up into the house through the 
basement ceiling. Since our 
bodies feel warm on cold sur- 
faces from 6 feet away, the 
slightly warmed flooring con- 
tributes to your general sense 
of well-being. 

Humidity 

and comfort 

control equipment—whi 
stretching it a bit—could 1 
called glorified fans. A humi( 
ifier, or its opposite number, 
dehumidifier, could be a us 
ful step towards lower fu 
bills. This is because relati\ 
humidity has such a stror 
effect on our perception c 
comfort—heat or cold. If yc 
can dehumidify heat on 
summer's day, you may con 
fortably tolerate higher ii 
house temperatures than yc 
are accustomed to. Damp a 
makes you feel hot becauj 
the air is so saturated wit 
moisture that it prevents yo 
from throwing off body moi 
ture. If, on the other hand, 
winter you put moisture int 
the air, you'll be warm enoug 
indoors at lower temperature | 
than you previously consic v. 
ered adequate, because th 
moist air is retaining bod 
heat. As long as the humidit 
ranges from 40 to 60 perce 
when the thermostat reads ( 
degrees, you'll probably fee 
perfectly comfortable. In ad 
dition, each degree lowere 
represents a decreased energ 
draw of 3 to 5 percent. A de 
humidifier may be particularl 
useful in the basement i 
summer, making this space 
more comfortable place t 
live or do chores. It can hel 
prevent mildew condition 
starting up and ensure tool 
do not become rust prone. 

How do you 

know what 

to look for when 

buying a fan? 

Two other pieces of comfort 

Fans are rated by the numbei 
of cubic feet of air they move 
per minute. To make sure 
your choice will circulate air 
within a room or ventilate it 
adequately, find the area's 
cubic footage by multiplying 
length by breadth by height. 
A room 10 by 20 by 10 would 
total 2,000 cubic feet. The fan 
should circulate or exchange 
this in about 3 minutes, so di- 
vide the cubic foot total by 
three. Thus for a 2,000-cubic- 
foot room, the fan should 
move from 600 to 700 cubic 
feet per minute. As a rule of 
thumb, a 10-inch fan moves 
800 to 1,200 cfm; a 12-inch 
fan, 1,000-1,200 cfm; a 16- 
inch fan, 1,200-1,800 cfm, 
and a 20-inch fan about 1,400- 

(Continued on page 169) 





The Most Importantli 

. $5 Investment 

You'll Ever Make 

i< 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Everything you need to simplify decorating 

decisions and save you sliopping time. 

ii¥)ur Home. 

Everything you need to give your home a 

foolproof color lift. 39 color swatch cards 

in the 1978 House & Garden Colors.The 

colors professional designers, architects 

and,builders use in their work. All con- 

tained in one handy pack. Spread them 

out. Live with them. Work with them. 

The warms, the cools, the naturals. 

Try one swatch against another And 

when you've made your choices— 

whether they're sweet chocolate, 

pompeiian red, chrome yellow or 

ming green—turn each card color- 

side down. There on the back you 

will see the name of every manufac- 

turer producing products in that color. 

Hundreds of well-designed products 

in color! Available in stores through- 

out the country. To help you coordinate 

everything from your bathroom fixtures 

to your towels.. .your kitchen appliances 

to your cook ware to your tableware.. .your 

draperies to your rugs. And there's more in 

the H&G Color Pack. An opportunity to share 

House & Garden's decorating expertise. 50 tips on 

how to use H&G Colors to personalize your home, 

's all yours for just $5 if you fill in the coupon below. 

House & Garden 

To: House & Garden, Dept. CP 78, P.O. Box 1910, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

Enclosed is my check money order  
For: House & Garden Color Pack(s) 
@ $5.00each. Each Color Pack Contains: 
• The 39 House & Garden Color Chips for 1978, Name  

each listing manufacturers who match them. 
• 50 tips on how to choose & use color in Address. 

decorating your home. 
• Directory of manufacturers and their products City  

in the 1978 House & Garden Colors. 
(Orders will be filled within 4-6 weeks.) State — .Zip 

Color 

Pack 

1978. 
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READING UP ON 

ENERGY 

FIREPLACE 

EQUIPMENT 

The beauty of any fireplace is not 
only in its design, but in the tools, 
SCTeens and accessories that set it off. 
Shown here are a few of Reich- 
man's many early American designs, 
crafted in wrought iron, and made to 
surely increase the attractiveness of 
your home. Ask to see the Reichman 
line at better fireplace equipment 
stores, or write today for the one 
nearest you. /fJSSl^^^ 

Solar book list \ 
If you're interested in putting the sun to 
work in your house, here are books to 
give you the basic principles and latest 
developments. And to help you find prod- 
ucts, technical information, and archi- j 
tects and designers experienced in the 
field. 
Solar Age magazine has just published 
one of the first comprehensive catalogs 
of solar products and solar businesses, 
architects, engineers, and consultants, 
with articles by solar experts to help pass 
on the knowledge that should go with 
the hardware. The Solar Age Catalog is 
$8.50 from SolarVision Inc.. 200 Main 
St., Port Jervis, N.Y. 12771. 

If you are thinking about solar heat, 
you probably also need The Solar Home 
Book, by Bruce Anderson with Michael 
Riordan (Cheshire Books, Harrisville, 
N.H. 03450: S7.95). 

Want to build a solar system? The 
Food and Heat Producing Solar Green- 
house by Rick Fisher and Bill Yanda 
(John Muir Press. P.O. Box 613, Santa 
Fe. N.M. 87501; S6.50) gives clear step- 
by-step directions for building your own 
greenhouse to produce fresh salad in 
December, and a little extra heat as well. 
Bruce Hilde used 1.500 beverage cans 
to build an air-heating collector against 
the south wall of his house. Then he 
wrote a Construction Manual (Northern 
Solar Power Co., 311 S. Elm St., Moor- 
head, Minn. 56560: $2) that details the 
process. 

Several national and regional direc- 
tories can help you find people to help. 
The Solar Energy Industries Assn. has a 
catalog of solar industries (1001 Con- 
necticut Ave. N.W.. Suite 632. Washing- 
ton. D.C. 20036; $8). The New England 
Solar Energy Assn. has a new Yellow 
Pages, edited by Elizabeth Shaw, for 
solar people in New England (Box 121. 
Townshend, Vt.; S5). And the Florida 
Solar Energy Center has assembled a 
very complete guide to solar activity in 
Florida (300 State Rd. 401 Cape Canav- 
eral, Fla. 32920). 

If you're interested in what other peo- 
ple have done. William Shurcliff pub- 
lished pertinent details on 300+ houses 
in the final edition, the 13th. of his Soter 
Heated Buildings: a Brief Survey this 
spring (19 Appleton St., Cambridge. 
Mass. 02138; $12 postpaid). 

Direct Use of the Sun's Energy, by 
Farrington Daniels, first published m 
1964, reissued 10 years later in a new edi- 
tion (Ballantine, $1.95), is still the basic 
text on the uses of sunlight. For more 
particular technical information, write 
for the solar list of publications by the 
National Technical Information Service, 
5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, Va. 
22161. ■ SANDRA ODDO 

House & Garden 

energy index 

Since 1974 House & Garden has been 
writing about the conservation of energy 
and the development of new energy 
sources. To help you refer to the infor- 
mation we've gathered, we've compiled 
the following list of the articles and of 
the energy-saving rooms and houses that 
we have published. 

ARTICLES ON CONSERVATION 
OF ENERGY 

January 1974 
Page 24. Eight Steps You Can Take to 
Conserve Household Energy. 
Page 70. How Soon Can Energy from 
the Sun, Earth, Oceans, and Air be Put 
to Work for You? 
AprU 1974 
Page 44. Notes of a Happy Housekeeper 
—Energy Conserving Tips. 
January 1975 
Page  26.  The  Energy  Dilemma—A 
Progress Report: New Ways to Control 
the Energy You Use. 
March 1975 
Page 36. Firewood: Is it Efficient Fuel 
Today? Is it Ecologically Sound? 
May 1975 
Page 48. Time, Energy, and Money- 
Saving Tips: 21 Remodeling Ideas from 
Experts. 
August 1975 
Page 16. Time/Energy/Money-Saving 
Tips: Getting Energy, Putting it Back. 
September 1975 
Page 38. How to Watch Your Watts: 
Controlling Your Light Bill. 
October 1975 
Page 16. Time/Energy/Money-Saving 
Tips: On Keeping Heat Inside, Where it 
Belongs. 
November 1975 
Page 14. Time/Energy/Money-Saving 
Tips:  Electric Car: Winter Warming 
Tricks. 
March 1976 
Page 42. Energy Update. 
May 1976 
Page 76. A Lighting Expert Tells You 
Electrifying News About Your Light 
Bill. 
May 1977 
Page  102.  Insulation—Making Your 
House Snug; prevent heat loss, reduce 
fuel consumption. 
July 1977 
Page 38. Give Your House an Energy 
Update; how a systems engineer can 
help. 
August 1977 
Page 76. Solar Energy and You: tax 
breaks, technology updates. 

Continued on page 219 
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What could be more natural? 

New Firelight Birch paneling. 

Turn an extra room into an 
extra-ordinary place to be 
yourself. 

Make it bright and breez\'. 
Make it honest. Make it easy 
with new Firelight' hardwood 
plywood wall paneling. 

Georgia-Pacific Corporation. 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

There's nothing artificial about 
the distinctive wood grains of 
real birch. Yet Firelight paneling 
costs only slightly more than 
printed panels that merely 
look like hardwood. 

r'CD Serenity Birch 

Put your imagination to work. 
For a fresh new look, easy-to- 
install Firelight paneling is a 
natural. 

oeorgia Facific 



HOW MUCH INSULATION 

DO YOU NEED? 

SOME NEW SERVICES 

HELP YOU FIND OUT 

New custom-made computer studies and 
a new branch of photography that uses 
infrared rays (see page 136) to reveal 
leaking heat ma\ be able to give you the 
information you need in deciding what 
energy conservation measures will work, 
best for you. 

The York division of Borg-Warner 
Corp. oilers a service it calls Y.E.S., the 
York Energy Saver computer analysis, 
to evaluate which course of energy-con- 
servation-action will save you the most. 
Local York dealers will provide ques- 
tionnaires to builders, who fill in the nec- 
essary data on specific houses. York 
adds weather, solar data, and data on 
insulating efficiency and runs the whole 
thing through its computers. The result 
will indicate to your contractor which of 
the usual options—storm windows, ceil- 
ing or wall insulation, color of roof— 
makes most money sense. 

Enercon Associates, 352 Welchs 
Point Rd., Milford. Conn. 06460, will 
also evaluate house energy-loss. For 
$25, it will send a nine-page audit form; 
you fill it out, return it, and in return get 

a detailed analysis of where your losses 
are and what you can do about them. 
The questionnaire helps—it forces you 
to give a good look at your house. 

The Johns-Manville Insulation Cen- 
ter, Drawer 17L, Denver, Colo. 80217, 
ofTers a free computer analysis, after 
you complete its comprehensive ques- 
tionnaire on the present state of your 
house, your fuel costs, etc. The company 
sends you the original print out and for- 
wards a copy to the dealer nearest you. 
THERMOGRAPHIC SERVICES 
Here is a partial listing of thermographic 
services—many of them use the AGA 
Thermovision System 750. If you don't 
see your area here, write the AGA Cor- 
poration at 550 County Avenue, Secau- 
cus, N.J. 07094 for a company near you. 

Thermotest, 1 Elizabethtown Plaza, 
Elizabeth. N.J. 07207; service begins in 
October in areas within a 75-mile radius; 
strictly night work, from $25 up, de- 
pending on number of houses to be pho- 
tographed in an area, for thermograms 
and a report. 

Infrared  Energy  Consultants, Inc., 

Pella Idea Book. 16 pages in full 
color packed with interesting ex- 
amples of how the right windows 
can add beauty and livability to 
your home. Tells how Pella Wood 
Windows make washing easier, 
cut energy costs and need no 
painting. Contains a helpful guide 
to different window types, and 
how each works. Describes the 
important things to consider in 
proper placement of windows. In 
short, it contains everything you 
need to know to make an intel- 
ligent decision about windows. 
And it's yours free! 

96 

Please send me a 
free copy of "Pella Window and Door 

Name  

deas. 

I 

Address. 
City  

I S;ate. .ZIP. 

Telephone .  
Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, Dept 
C03I7 100 Main St., Pella, Iowa 50219. 
Also available throughout Canada. 
This coupon answered within 24 hours. 

6897 Gillis Rd., Victor, N.Y. 14564: 
covers most of New York state, now 
servicing Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, 
and Binghamton within three weeks of 
call at no e.xtra charge. They begin day 
and night scanning in September, at $85 
for both interior and exterior photog- 
raphy. Homeowner receives analysis in- 
cluding explanation of the method, in- 
structions on interpretation, data sheet 
with environmental conditions on the 
day of the scan, 6 thermographs, and 
normal photographs. 

Infrared Inspections, Inc., 7985 South 
DivisjjOn, Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508; 
services all of Michigan, $70 per house, 
exterior scanning only, client receives 6 
thermographs and a report. 

Energy Conservation Consultants, 
Inc., 9001 E. Bloomington Freeway, 
Bloomington, Minn. 55420; covers en- 
tire state of Minnesota through contrac- 
tors; closer to Bloomington, 1-1'/2 hours 
for an interior scan of houses with 
metal, aluminum, brick, or stucco sid- 
ing, for $79: 30-45 minutes for exterior 
scan of houses with wood or other sid- 
ings, for $59; gives an analysis and 4 to 
8 pictures to homeowner. 

Energy Scanners, Inc., 831 W. More- 
land Blvd., Waukesha, Wise. 53186; 
covers area south to Illinois border, west 
to Madison, and as far north as Green 
Bay: expanding in 6 months to include 
all Wisconsin and northern Iowa, north- 
ern Illinois, northern Indiana, and lower 
Michigan. The cost ranges from $60 to 
$125. determined by square footage— 
the number of infrared and normal pho- 
tographs taken increases with the size of 
the house. Every scan includes a three- 
part written report: summary plus com- 
ments, documentation of photographs. 
30 pages on how to remedy problems 
yourself. 

Infrared Scanning, Inc., 8419 Quivira 
Rd., Lenexa. Kans. 66215; services all 
Kansas, parts of Missouri, Oklahoma, 
Nebraska; cost is $65 for exterior scan- 
ning, $75 for interior, for houses under 
2,000 square feet—individual rates for 
larger houses. Client gets 4 to 8 infrared 
photos with an explanation/analysis. 

Solar Solutions, Mill Village, Route 
20, Sudbury, Mass. 01776. Its range of 
operations is all of eastern Mass., parts 
of Rhode Island, almost anywhere with- 
in a one-hour radius of Sudbury. Exte- 
rior scanning only, of all available ele- 
vations, average cost $50. Homeowner 
must pay $2 additional for each infrared 
photograph, but a report is sent to him 
with an outline of any trouble area and 
general recommendations. ■ 
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"The second best thing about a 

Mannington floor is how pretty it is." 

Cljssicon Pjllef n No 5016 

Juliet Provvse 

The very best thing is how easy. Damp mop 
^[    cleanable, for instance. No stnpping. Or 

J* \   special redressing. Thanks to Mannington's 
%        exclusive JT88" wear layer, when we say 

no-wax, we mean no wax. All nght, but 
^ 'S Mannington easy on the pocket- 
■^/^^..^    book? Yes, ma'am. Our most expen- 

sive product line will pleasantly 
sury^nse you, particularly if you've 

done any companng. Lots of lovely 
colors. Patterns to please the pickiest. 
Mannington. Remember us. We're the 
people who always say . . . elegance 
comes easy. 

See An St oc on "\ Classicon" and Lustrecon® with 
the JT88 wear layer at fine flooring stores . . . or 
write for mini sample and color brochure. 

Mannington Mills, Inc Dept. 79, 
Salem, N.J. 08079 
Over 60 years of fine flooring 

Others by Welico 
Carpet Corp., 
Calhoun. Ca . 
a u.'holk' OLuned 
sub sidia ry. 

LEISURE LIVING 
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SPECIAL BOOKLET OFFER 

Wonderfully informative booklets are ready for you right now, to help you get started 
on your own exciting home improvement projects. The booklets, catalogues and 
brochures described below and opposite are offered by many of the advertisers whose 
messages appear in this special section; they'll be invaluable to you in your planning. 
Order them now, directly from House & Garden; just fill in and mail the coupon below. 
Orders will be filled as promptly as possible. 

1.   FASHION KITCHENS. 
Beautifully illustrated color 
booklet from the St. Charles 
Manufacturing Company 
offers you a preview of its 
versatile kitchens. Each kitchen, 
from color to cook tops, is 
custom treated to match the 
house and needs of the family 
living in it. $3 

4.  PLUNGE INTO THE GOOD 
LIFE ... a Gold or Silver Medal 
pool from Spartan. Elegant. 
Beautiful. Pools designed, 
manufactured, and installed to 
endure. The "good life"—it 
begins with Spartan's delightful, 
informative, color booklet. 

fixer 
products 

7.   "YOU CAN DO IT YOUR- 
SELF." A handy booklet for 
every homeowner to own. 
Paneling need restoring, 
charcoal grill rusting, windows 
need sealing, drains clogged, 
windows and door frames 
need caulking? DAP offers 
this booklet to help keep your 
house well-tended. 

2.  MAJOR HOUSEHOLD 
APPLIANCES designed for 
the way people want to live 
today: "Space-saver" laundry, 
air conditioner, refrigerator- 
freezer, dishwasher, electric 
range are all shown in this color 
brochure from Kelvinator. 
Model number information 
chart given. 

3.  CREATE YOUR OWN 
COOKING CENTER. The 
Jenn-Air portfolio offers you 
a variety of possibilities: deluxe 
ovens, grill range combinations, 
countertop grill ranges, deluxe 
char-flavor grills, cooking 
cartridges, plus many 
unstereotyped accessories. All 
with maximum flexibility and 
no overhood to worry about. 

5.  MODERN HOME LIFTS. 
The Inclinator Company of 
America's consumer literature 
illustrates a variety of types. 
Elevette—the contemporary 
home elevator, Inclinator—the 
convenient two-seat stair lift, 
and Inclinette—the economical 
single-seat stair lift. 

6.  CUSTOM WROUGHT 
FIREPLACE TOOLS & 
EQUIPMENT. Folder illustrates 
hand-forged wrought-iron 
screens, including glass, to fit 
any opening. Custom Wrought 
Products. 

4 

ORDER COUPON FOR "LIVING UP TO THE POTENTIAL OF HOME' 
BOOKLETS, SEPTEMBER 1977 

Circle the number of each booklet on this (and facing) page that you want, and enclose 
check, money order or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 
50^ for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: House & Garden, Dept. #9a, Box 3579, Grand Central Station, 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

1$3 2 

I enclose $ 
$ 
$ 

12 13l5(!!     i450«^      I550fl!     1650(^ 17 18 

Name 

Address 

50(i for postage and handling of my requests for booklets 
for booklets circled requiring payment 
my total remittance 

Offer expires 12/15/77 

(please print) 

City State Zip 

8.   BRING ANY KITCHEN 
UP-TO-DATE. The Tappan 
full line of quality-built 
appliances includes gas ranges, 
electric ranges, microwave 
ovens, dishwashers, 
refrigerators/freezers, trash 
compactors, food waste 
disposers, and range hoods. 
Model numbers and dimensions 
included in booklet. 25^ 

9.   ENERGY-SAVING WOOD 
WINDOWS AND DOORS. 
Thirty-two page booklet 
illustrates Caradco's line of 
Carclad casement, awning and 
patio doors. Detail specifica- 
tions include inforination on 
construction, weather stripping, 
screens, etc. 

10.   BRILLIANT COLORS 
burst from these 36 pages 
showing the liveliness of 
Tru-Test Paints. Paint can do 
things for your rooms—blue 
can beautify, red can drama- 
tize, green can calm them. 
Helpful hints for color 
planning. Includes popular 
House & Garden Colors. 
Cotter & Co. $1.50 

11.   CREATIVE HOME 
PLANNING GUIDE is designed 
to give unique ideas for 
remodeling or building. Well 
illustrated booklet accompanies 
a Home Security Guide to 
help you protect your family 
and property. Planning Guide 
covers all areas of the home 
including lighting recom- 
mendations. Nutone Division, 
Scovill. $1 



12.   NEWEST NO-WAX 
FLOOR PATTERNS of 
cushioned vinyl in a wide 
variety of colors and styles are 
shown in this brochure. Room 
scenes show how this top 
line of flooring actually looks 
in the home. Decorating hints 
for kitchen, bath and family 
room are included. 
Mannington Mills, Inc. 

13.   KITCHEN AND 
LAUNDRY APPLIANCES in 
nature's hues, "The New 
Naturals" from General 
Electric. Choose from almond 
or one of the five other "New 
Naturals" colors, all in high- 
gloss finish and all designed 
for maximum decorating 
versatility. 15^ 

14.  "WINDOW MAGIC." The 
newest edition of this booklet 
contains full-color photos of 
room settings, hints on 
decorating with Levolor 
blinds, and do-it-yourself 
instructions for laminating 
and painting designs on these 
custom blinds. The brochure 
is filled with pictures of 
distinctive interiors by 
well-known designers. 50^ 

15.  "FOCUS ON FLOORS" 
—a practical guide to 
decorating from the floor up. 
This 1 2-page full-color booklet 
features decorating tips for 
kitchens, family and living 
rooms, bedrooms, foyers and 
hobby rooms. Includes 
entire section on do-it-yourself 
installation, a flooring 
glossary, plus information on 
cost and maintenance. From 
Congoleum. 50^ 

16.   NEW CONSUMER 
ROOFING ANDSIDING 
BOOKLET. Information 
hungry consumers will treasure 
"What You Should Know 
About Roofing and Siding 
Before You Build or 
Remodel" —new 32-page 
booklet packed with ideas, 
advice, and illustrations. 
Bird & Son, Inc. 50^ 

17.   NEW IDEAS WITH 
WOOD WINDOWS. Pella 
Rolscreen windows and doors 
are as beautiful as they are 
easy to maintain. Colorful 
booklet illustrates how Pella 
designs add distinction to 
any house. 

18.   BATHROOM, KITCHEN, 
POWDER ROOM . . . make it 
your own special place, with a 
little help from Kohler. 
Illustrated color catalogueand 
an assortment of brochures 
are crammed with beautiful 
fixtures and exciting ideas to 
guide you. 

The recliner that 

thinks it's a chain 

ZE PELi Upholstered pieces by Berkline feature  

Wallaway by Berkline is the evolutionary ultimate in 

reclining. Wallaway's fashionable lines eliminate the ugly 

bulkiness of recliners. 

Sitting close to the wall, it never has to be pulled back and 

forth; Wallaway glides forward as you recline, without 

endangering what's behind it. 

In a variety of fabrics and vinyls, it's as 

much at home in the living room as in the 

rec room. 

Don't be afraid of recliners anymore. 

The thinking ..r ii -      r^r—r-M/i IK it—^ 
Wallaway is here.       \N3\\3Wqy by BERKLINE 

Dopt B-2, One Berkline Drive, Morristown, Tennessee 37814 
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At the POb s/)r/M</ /tulw'/. iiuui4e player Eva Schmatz thoiujht the fourth movement would ipveherthe perfect opportuwty to sneak a cigarette 

It was Beethoven's J^mth Symphony Eva's last. 

MDU'VC come a long way, baby. 

VIRGINIA 

SUMS 

Slimmer than the fat cigarettes men smoke 

VIRGINIA 
SLIMS 

16mg!'tar','0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, PTC Report Dec!76 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 



House & Garden , Sepfember, 1977 

Color has the astonishing power to change the si/e. shape, temperature, 
and feehng of a room. For instance, in a Ught room. iT you paint a low 
ceiHng dark you raise it. If you paint a dajl^^'all yellow, the room opens 

jp. A sky blue wallpaper cools the air. A rosy print will make any room 
-omantic^ Color isn tjust something to look at. but something to experfence. It 
;an lift vour spirits, warm you up. stimulate or relax vou. Color can do all these 
[hings \vith minimum effort and expense. 

IrTthis special guide-to-color issue, we show wonderful new wavs for using 
surefire white, the brightener: pink, the flatterer: and sreen. the refresher. New 
fabric and wallcovenng patterns, that work well witTFi each other so you can 
nix and match with confidence. Vou 11 see how House & Garden Colors for 
1978 are better than ever for solving problems. With so many foolproof color 
deas. vou 11 find color can be a powerful ally in making life more workable and 
ivins more attractive. 

COLOR 

DECORATING 

ENERGY 

I 

16 fresh and foolproof 

ways decorators suggest 

you use color now 

"You can use color two ways. First, you 
can fill a room with several colors and 
use them repeatedly. If you have a room 
with yellow walls and a yellow, green, 
and red patterned chintz for curtains 
and upholstered furniture, you might 
trim throw pillows in solid bands of 
yellow, green, and red. Add painted 
furniture, say a red-lacquered end 
table, a yellow desk, and a green cock- 
tail table. Second, if you want a room 
with one allover color, choose a neutral 
color and accent it with one contrasting 
color—some color you love. For exam- 
ple, in a cream-colored room with a 
creamy rug, you might want to use 
cinnamon red."        Mark Hampton 

"Use intense colors as accents 
against natural backgrounds — 
perhaps a deep blue in an off-white 
room. Use off-colors, too. Mix purple- 
reds and orange-reds to create 
excitement in an all-red room." 

Ruben de Saavedra 

"In a room with irregular beams and 
angles, try a monochromatic color 
scheme If you paint the walls and 
ceiling the same color, say beige, it will 
wash out all the architectural irregular- 
ities. For everything else in the room, 
you can use anything from white to 
chocolate brown,"        Richard Hare 

"Here's a fresh way to do a blue and 
white room. Use a high gloss white 
marine paint for the walls and ceiling, 
and fill the room with white canvas 
furniture. Then use window blinds 
that are white on one side, blue on the 
other Bleach and stain the floor blue, 
too. For a special touch, bring in blue 
and white delft porcelain. 

Joseph Braswell 

"Use areas of color instead of spots of 
color in a room. For instance, paint 
walls apricot, ceiling sky blue, and the 
floor a sand color. Or even chocolate 
brown walls, with an apricot ceilmg and 
a sand-colored floor." 

Eugene Lawrence, Trade Winds 

"Color can create an architectural 
look. To do this, use shades of one 
neutral color throughout the room. 
For instance, if you choose butter- 
scotch, use it on the walls and ceiling 
and then fill the room with furniture, 
rugs, and accessories that range in 
color from creamy white to the deep- 
est butterscotch."      Melvin Dwork 

"Some colors are surefire to use: pale 
yellow, because you can use so many 
other colors with it, and a rosy 'blush' 
background with lots of beiges and 
browns as accents throughout the 
room." John Robert Moore 

"Use color to create atmosphere For 
example, cool down a coral room witn 
accents of gray blues and whites. Or 
warm up a room with ice blue walls and 
carpeting with yellow curtains and 
upholstered furniture," 

Marta Kramer, Lord & Taylor 

"Provide color with natural materi- 
als—terra cotta, sisal, straw, camel's 
hair, ivory, parchment, stone. The 
color in each case is enhanced by the 
texture. For example, lots of pongee 
with gray flannel upholstery, a parch- 
ment table, and antique ivory lamps 
and accessories."        Robert Lewis 

"Think of color bright or pale, Pnmary 
colors—bright red with bright yellow- 
used together will create a dramatic 
effect. Or creamy colors, used to setoff 
important pieces of furniture, like a 
background of soft buttercream with 
white trim " Gary Grain 
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Now you can work wonders with the 

most potent decorating tool at your 

command: Color.Pure color, color in 

pattern, color used deliciously to mal< 

rooms come alive. Starting here, som 

foolproof ways you can use color to 

lead the eye, set a mood, and create 

the appeal you're after 

Flowers 

are foolproof.,. 

And so is white. Use them together 
and you've got a room that's a sure 
winner. In this year-round solarium 
(once a screened porch), Patino/ 
Wolf Assoc. used white for stucco 
walls, glazed tile floor, sailcloth 
:urtains. The flowers bloom on white 
vinylized fabric. Insert: Lunch on a 
table that folds out to seat 12. Up 2 
steps, a breakfast nook. Overhead, a 
12-foot-square skylight. 
Left: "Grandiflora" by Brunschwig. 







color in motion 

—instant 

comfort, instant 

coziness. You can 

do wonderful 

things with 

^ pattern: Star 

a single motif 

in a setting of 

Msolids; play a 

print only on the 

  walls; or create 

a room of many 

patterns, like this 

charming chorus 

all living happily 

^^^^ together. They 

^fl^ are designed to 

^^'^ mix in automatic 

harmony- 

all small-scale, 

all 19th-century 

documents, all in colors 

that mingle—so you 

can be the virtuoso 

it 5 :ne Dearies—12 counirj' prims in 42 zc 2i.> designeo D> Vi3rei;a 
Agneili for AbrahaThZumsteg. The fabrics—some, enchanting goose- 
berry prirts—k%e''e in5pi''ed by IBih-century Italian documents. "'To- 
day, style moves," says Mrs. Agnelli, "with lots of colors and pat- 
terns alJ working together to make rooms warm and inviting." That's 
the :power of her coiiiection: "The fabrics add romance and dimen- 
sion to an ordiioaTy room." says Robert Denning, who Designed it with 
Vjiitceot Fourcade. Furniture at Denning & Fourcade. Stark carpet. 

mix: small prints that share their colors 



instant atmosphere: 

With the stroice of a 

single small print, you 

can make any room 

cozy, unified, 

delicious to the eye. 

And see how, edged 

with borders and 

shocked with wonderful 

color like the pink 

taffeta curtains here, 

even a country berry 

pattern can be very 

polished 

HORST 

Right and above: More berries, this,.time in a sitting room wrapped 
in a red-ripened print and a wide border of two geometric bands 
sandwiching another berry print. Designer Mrs. Henry Parish II 
"wanted to show how Mrs. Agnelli's simple country cottons could 
be used with rich fabrics and ornate furniture to create a very 
elegant room." The Marella Collection is available now in America 
from Abraham-Zumsteg. Shopping information, page 166. 

Make a point with one preaominant pattern and coior 







■»\TTt:ir\ 

the young way 

to give any room 

a fresh appeal— 

^ especially when 

the pattern is 

an update of an 

English country 

garden. And 

especially when 

the price is 

right. The ones 

here are part of 

a versatile new 

collection of 

natural mixers. 

T^y a color in 

several patterns, 

or a pattern in 

companionable 

colors. Trust 

your instincts— 

they're foolproof 

H Instan: p zzazz "c a s:a'< .'■^'-.e 3"a^:'r^e^:— 
: Take country-fresh fabrics and .ragnify one 
■ pattern for a stenciled floor. Sev/ up reversible 
I curtains, a striped tablecover. Draoe. tuck, and 
I tie your own slipcovers. Cotton fabrics by Laura 

^ Ashley for Raintree Designs. Interior. Barbara 
, Deichman of Bloorringdale's. where you can 

buy it all. Shopping information, page 166 

Pattern for moderns: mini prints plus a stenciled floor 



Living room on the 
cover, 1, a valentine of 
Laura Ashley prints. 
To make the reversible 
curtains, 2, 3: For each 
window cut two green 
curtains, two yellow IVA 

times curtain-rod width 
plus 2 inches. Put 
a yellow and a green 
together, wrong side 
out. Seam on three 
sides. Turn right side 
out, finish. Fold over 
2 inches, pin, iron 
in border. Remove pins, 
baste. To change 
colors, undo basting 
and reverse border. 
Valances reverse too, 
are stapled to board. 
To make the simple 
slipcovers, 4, 5: Tape- 
measure the chair or 

HORST 
sofa to be covered, 
following its contours 
carefully, front to back 
and side to side from 
the floor. Seam to- 
gether enough lengths 
to make a "dropcloth" 
26 inches longer and 
wider than your mea- 
surements. Drape on 
chair, tuck in deeply 
around seat. Smooth, 
gather excess at cor- 
ners. Secure with cord, 
bow tied at corner. 
Trim evenly, allowing 
for hem. Mark center, 
front, and back, on 
underside. Remove, 
hem, and replace. Tre- 
foil-trimmed "Clovelly" 
rug, 6, of Anso nylon, 
here in a green bright 
as new moss. By Laura 
Ashley for Regal Rugs. 

RUTER^^ IS 

instant decorating with Laura 

Ashley's designs that you can buy 

in fabrics by the yard or already 

made up in things for the house 

Irresistible, niixable. ro- 
mantic prints at affordable 
prices—a present from 
Welsh designers Laura and 
Bernard Ashley. It all start- 
ed twenty-five years ago in 
London: She was a mother 
of two with a passion for 
color and pattern. He was 
an engineer turned busi- 
ness man. They both 
longed for the idyllic coun- 
tryside of their youth. "We 
spent our weekends living 
in antique stores and muse- 
ums. And we thought, 
'Why can't one buy these 
beautiful romantic things 
today?' Bernard built him- 
self a hand-silkscreening 
press. We were in busi- 
ness."   The   fabrics are 

printed by machine now, 
but the entire output of 
their Welsh factory is 
shepherded every step by 
the Ashleys themselves. 
"Fabrics are no different 
from flower gardens. They 
need constant tending. 
And inspiration grows all 
around us—we'll bring 
technicians a flower from 
the garden and say 'This is 
the color we're looking 
for.' " Laura Ashley shops 
in New York and San 
Francisco import her fab- 
rics (a selectMh, right) 
and wallpapers. Made-in- 
America Laura Ashley pat- 
terns by Raintree Designs 
are available in stores 
across the country. 



^ Romantic country prints to mix as you please 

Country-fresh bed- 
room, 7, with "Swan 
Sea" comforter and 
sham by Countess 
York. Tiny flowers for 
the walls and cushion, 
"Guinevere" cotton by 
Raintree Designs. "Ash- 
ley Colorwise" rug of 
Anso nylon by Regal 
Rugs. Shamrocks for 
lunch, 8: "Clovelly" 
mats, "Guinevere" nap- 
kins by Leacock. Cute- 
as-a-button sewing box, 
9. A panoply of wall- 
coverings, 10; from 
left: "Clovelly" by Rain- 
tree Designs, "Laura" 
by Kirk-Brummel, 

"Guinevere" and "Clo- 
velly" by Raintree. 
Green-shaded library— 
the Ashleys' own, 11: 
"We're always home for 
tea, and this is where, 
in London, we have our 
Earl Grey. We wrapped 
the room in one of our 
leafy prints to bring the 
garden indoors. Ber- 
nard was in India with 
the army: hence the 
antique Indian chairs. 
The shelves are fiillng 
up with books—when I 
see a beautiful go'd- 
tooled binding and 
glorious endpapers I 
can't resist." S.'iopping 
information, page 166. 





the 

■ space 

color clarifier, 

bringer of light. 

Touches of white 

enhance room 

colors like pearls 

against skin. 

In quantity, 

white can be 

pure luxury- 

just vary textures 

and hues (creamy, 

grayed, and snow 

whites). And white 

stirred into other 

pigments softens 

without stealing 

their punch. What- 

ever your room 

needs, white has 

a foolproof 

solution 

white. Here, the cG~e5 'T. t'^ee sneaes. 
White-^vhite '^vaol carpe'. en :"e fiQC. bias-banre: 
in black. ivary->Ahite ■acquer ■t cun,\ cof"e€ tab 5 = 



'.'ILLIAM P 

White furniture to temper intensely colored walls 

=or freshness, color on furniture cradled in white 

Above: White is a catalyst. Two in- 
tense colors, violet and yellow, 
splash the walls, ceiling, and floor 
of this room with a vividness that 
might be a bit too heady were it 
not for the white furniture to 
soften the punch. The result, be- 
cause white plays the peacemaker 
so charmingly, is a brilliant room 
without sting. Interior design by 
Noel Jeffrey for a designers' show- 
case for The North Shore Science 
Museum. Miro from Lillian Heiden- 
berg Gallery. Mantel sculpture by 
Fred Eversley from Crispo Gallery. 
Right: White, but not quite. When 
it's used as prodigally as it is here, 
white can U'ke a drop of cream 
(pigment type) to warm it up. 
Spread over every surface of the 
master bedroom in an old house, 
warmed white fills the room with 
light and blends out its achitec- 
tural irregularities. A cheery flower 
print, very stylized, and quilted for 
comfort, makes little islands of 
pattern. More cheer—a file of 
bright red geraniums. Interior 
design by Mark Hampton for 
David J. Mahoney. 

t» i— S# 
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Left: White as co or. Back in 
•ne nineteen th:r^ es, it took an 
■rxtraordinary decc^ator like Syrie 

■hann to break ,■. :h tradition 
, ,orove that a paieiie //hites 

can have all the variety anc 
'luance c* • ' •     this roorr, 
;esignea .rthe 
seventies, all contrast (except 
for growing thingsj is created by 
subtle differences in texture and 
weaves, and the faint, faint tints 
of the various whites—hardly 
perceptible, but they're there. 
Against this delicacy, the 
greenery has a dramatic emerald 
thrust that is pure electricity. 
Room by Michael de Santis. 
Plants, baskets by Linda Trinkle 
Wolf of Interiors That Grow. 
Below, left: Gleaming like 
marble on a flowered floor, white 
furniture, even though it is 
made of leather and plastic, can 
take on the quality of sculpture. 
The romanticizer in this white 
room is a superb Bakhtiari rug, 
as exotic with stylized flowers as 
a Persian painting. Hassocks are 
covered with Kilim rugs, and the 
garden path goes right out into 
the hall where there are two more 
Kilims. Apartment designed by 
RayandMaryann Larsenforthem- 
selves. Paints: Giorgio Cavallon, 
Lester Johnson. Plants, Peter H. 
Dunlop of Horticulture House. 

TO use whites only, blend a symphony of textures 

TOV vEP 

White to ciarify coior on fioor, on waiis 
— appliqued landscapes put needle and thread. Natural straw 

Above, right: An important facet together like collages are framed matting covers floor and window 
of white as a decorating tool is in white from celing to floor. The shutters, where the straw has 
its effectiveness as a frame. collages have a view-from-a- been cut into strips, glued to the 
Here, three walls paneled in window quality that transcends shutters, and painted white 

wonderful way to get texture. 
Interior design by Albert 
Etienne Pensis for W & J Sloane. 
Applique by Ava Bergman; 
cotton fabrics from Mnripnan, 



the color most 

flattering to any 

complexion— 

decorators say, 

a cosmetic color. 

As a background 

color, 

pink warms 

even the cool 

^ light of northern 

exposures 

and certain 

fluorescents. 

Pink is pretty- 

but don't think of it as 

a sweet (think of 

marble and old brick). 

Or think of 

it as a neutral, only 

with an extra blush of 

color. Now look again 

at your rooms. 

Couldn't they use 

a little pink appeal? 

Some of history's most livable rooms, 18th-century French drawing 
rooms, were loaded with pink, and they were beautiful. Also very 
livable, this 20th-century American living room with its Gauguin- 
pink walls—a man's room, what's more, designed by and for him- 
self. Ladies, naturally, love it: Pink is the spectrum's fountain of 
youth. With it, lots of white, a sisal rug. and an old French lit de 
repos. Interior design by Harrison Cultra of Cultra-Fairholme. 

For pure flattery, pink is a natural 
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PINK MS 

Right: Difficult to analyze, this is a warm 
pink- part peach, part salmon, part 
shrimp. The Chinese have always loved 
for porcelain; women today love it for 
its caressing flattery to hair and skin— 
makeup on or off. There's a lot of the 
color here. Walls and bed are covered 
in the same cotton print, and because 
all color gains in intensity when used in 
quantity, the necessary "cooling down" is 
done with cream-white sailcloth for 
curtains and slipcovers—plus a few ice- 
blue accents. The design of the canopied 
bed dates back to about 200 A.D.-the 
reign of the Han dynasty in Northern 
China. By day it was used as a living 
platform. Family and guests sat on it, 
talked, and took tea. At night, the 
sleeping quilts were unfolded and the 
bed became a bed again. A very useful 
piece of furniture, which probably still 
exists in China. This one, updated a 
bit and made of rattan, comes from the 
Philippines. Interior design by 
Marta Kramer for Lord & Taylor 
at the 1976 designer's showcase for the 
White Plains YWCA. 

Quiet pinks make a room easy on the eye 

Above and right: Periwinkle, a blue 
tinged with violet (the color of these 
walls), is a flower child, at its best with 
something a little more intense than 
it is, but sparingly used. Here, it is 
the sharp raspberry-sherbet pink of 
two chairs, picked up in the rug and 
painting. Interior design by Georg 
Andersen of Georg Andersen Asso:^iates 
Over one sofa, right, a painting by 
David Mauldin. Over the other, 
above, an Asoma landscape from 
the David Findlay Galleries. 

Shiarp pinics, beauti'fu/ accents for lavender-lsiues 
HOPST 



Pink on the floor, flattering as footlights 

Above and left: "ne 
. 'i a'z z ' -g rcG.Tis 

cf a rather grand, if a bit 
olc-^shionedv apartment 
'A'Gse GVf'ners wanted 
no grandeur and nothing 
that wasn't bright, 
light, gay. and young. 
Or, lac'King youth, 
am'^sing. Conseauently. 
t"e'= a'e no dark colors, 
not n-ucn furniture, and 
pinks that range fram 
muted to 'ntense—some 
pure, some sc^enea 
with beige. The living- 
room rug. for instance. 

st's.'"c A.tn tV(0 or ceige 
n a solid field sur- 
rounding a circular 
polka dot of rose—a 
giant beauty patch. In 
the same play-against- 
p'ay of co'c t'^e modem 
onaise longue. half beige, 
half gold, is heaped with 
pillows in seasnei: pink. 
Tnere are two antique 
pieces—a Chinese table 
and a Blederme^er cna'r. 
one amusing, certainly, 
the ot.her jusi p'ain 
pretty. Sreuer chairs of 
chrome are ccnte.mpo- 

shaped like abst.ract 
clouds will be. In the 
dining room. left, the 
pinks are allowed to 
realty cut loose.- A Kilim 
"ugfoats ''ke a pink 
pcol on sisal matting, 
and on one wall an old 
Indian paintingcal'ed a 
Tanth^ must once nave 
delighted a rajah. V/Itn 
its bhh ance, the soft 
touch 0* beige: skirted 
tables. 3 squashy little 
love seat, interior design 
'. and the "Cloud-" tables. 





Fresher —Lacquer Green 

A green so dark it looks like gem 
jade deepened to almost black (a 
color as old as ancient China 
where it first saw light), covers 
the walls and floors of this room 
like a beautiful and very prac- 
tical blanket, concealing all the 
ravages of time in a very old 
house. There is only one window 

in the room, hence—for gleam 
and light—the wall of mirrored 
panels and a superb contempo- 
rary stainless steel bed. Interior 
design by Stanley Jay Friedman 
(he also designed the bed for 
Brueton Industries) for design- 
ers' showcases for the Kips Bay 
Boys' Club. 

refreshment, 

pure and 

simple. In 

nature, more 

shades of green 

turn up than of 

^ any other color. 

~ Green is 

wonderful with 

_^       white, and 

friendly to the 

^^^^ whole spectrum 

as any flower 

can tell you. 

^     ■ Greens are easy 

(^^^2 *® ''^^ with— 

^^^r they're the link 

to nature we all need. 

And versatile greens 

can set moods from 

rustic to sharp modern. 

Or picture this: 

a living room full 

of whites against a 

wall papered with deep 

green ferns, 

it's foolproof romance 
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tltfcEKl^ IS flourishing on 

furniture, in tablesettings, on pretty, 

gardeny things for bed and bath. 

We've chosen seven from 

our 1978 palette and named them 

Wintergreens. They're available 

everywhere, and all guaranteed frel 

These are the greens, so fresh and 
versatile you'll want to use them 
everywhere. From darkest to palest: 
Lacquer Green, Green Mint, Ming 
Green, Persian Turquoise, Sweet 
Lime, Reef Blue, Seafoam Green. 
Here, a bumper crop of prizewinrnng 
Wintergreens. 1. Eat, drink, and 
shish kebab on a Sweet Lime grill by 
Neosho. Green Mint stacking snack 
trays by Designworks. Reef Blue and 
Persian Turquoise cotton by Carleton 
V. White tablecloth screened in 
Green Mint. Anne Klein for Robinson 
& Golluber. Lacquer Green jug and 
Green Mint cooler by Thermos. 

2. Sheet and reverse-print towel 
full of scribbled grass in Green Mint 
and white by Martex. 3. Patchwork 
of greens on a suede throw by Juan 
Behr. Pillowcase and Ming Green 
sheared towel, Martex. Sweet Lime 
basket by Rubbermaid. 4. Tropical 
leaves by the yard: Lacquer Green 
and Sweet Lime on a Reef Blue cottd 
background, 54 inches wide. By 
Carleton V. 5. Grass roots cooking: 
Brass-handled casserole, stockpot, 
and saucepan wreathed in Sweet 
Lime. Asta. Lacquer Green cookware, 
Le Creuset. 6. Portuguese 
earthenware in Persian Turquoise 
and Ming Green. Country Floors. 



7. Plush buttoned loveseat dressed 
in Lacquer Green velvet. Ethan 
Allen. 8. Blossoming sectional 
framed in Seafoam Green, by Lee. 
9. Sweet Lime philodendron climb 
ng on a sofa with white glazed 
acquer finish. Tomlinson. 10. Lac- 
quer Green love seat covered in 
shiny rayon and cotton. Hickory 
Chair. 11. Jolly Green Mint chaise 
by Airborne/Arconas with a snack 
tray on its knee (see 1). Cooler by 
Thermos. Price-Walker pillows. Lac- 
quered tray by Taitu. 12. Umbrella 
lamp coiffed in ivy by George 
Kovacs. Below it, Green Mint "loot" 
box, magnified mirror, divided or- 
ganizer. Wings Over the World. 
13. Earthenware pansy plates 
blooming in Reef Blue and Persian 
Turquoise. Villeroy & Boch. 14. 
Cotton fabrics all in a row: Green 
Mint fish on white sailcloth. Lee/ 
Jofa. Flowered chintz with a Reef 
Blue background by Stroheim & 
Romann. Panama palms on glazed 
Ming Green chintz with a Zepel 
finish. Brunschwig. 15. Tile two- 
step: Sweet Lime and Reef Blue. By 
GAF. 16. Slipper chair in Reef Blue 
cotton/ rayon. Hickory Chair. 

17. Blooming wing chair in 
Lacquer Green, Seafoam Green, 
Reef Blue, and coraL Henredon. 
18. Green Mint and white wing 
chair, latticed and flowered in 
cotton. Harden. 19. Wood and 
chrome open armchair in waf- 
fle-textured Lacquer Green. 
Founders. Shopping informa- 
tion, page 166 

lOSHUA GREENE 
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Persian 
Turquoise Geranium 

Right: When you want to give a small room the feeling of more 
space and more height, paint it white, the best **■ 
light-reflector this side of mirror. But not the ceiling. -i 
Richard Hare suggests House & Garden's Seafoam Green 
or any muted pale-cool color that pulls the eye upwafd. 
To increase the room's visual height even more, • 
the floor is covered with a Lacquer Green rug. 
Left: Introducing the House & Garden palette for 1978, some 
of which appears here, the rest on the pages that follow. 
The three brand new colors are Persian Turquoise, Dove, 
and Geranium, which, although they have special personalities 
all their own, just happen to look terrific together. You 
can send for House &. Garden Color Chips and use them just 
as professionals do. To learn how, see page 92. 

RICHARD GIGLIO 

FOOLPROOF DECORATING f  

DO IT WITH 

COLOR 

House & Garden Colors 

for 1978 and how you can use : 

them to solve your decorating ^ 

problems. Whatever your 

room needs—higher ceiling, ^ 

more space, a cozier look- 

color can create the feeling I 

Even people who work with color all the time are im- 
pressed with its power. Color gives rooms dimension and 
vitality—and designers know they can use color to lead 
the eye where they want it to go, to make walls seem 
farther away, windows larger, rooms taller. Color is a 
psychological reactor too, that can make a room feel cool, 
warm, aloof, inviting, or absolutely delicious. We asked 

designer Richard V. Hare 
to solve some of the most 
common decorating 
problems working with 
House & Garden Colors. 
Here are his solutions in 
drawings that show you 
graphically just how you 
can apply the principles 
to your own rooms. You 
might be surprised at 
how adaptable color is 
(notice, for instance, 
how cooling warm colors 
can be). Approach color 
with open eyes and an ; 
open mind; you'll see 
how it can work for you. 
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DO IT WITH COLOR 

V Right: To open up a narrow 
room, gradations of color 
lead the eye around it hori- 
zontally. Here, Creamy 
Apricot is used full-strength 
for one wall, paled with two, 
four, and six parts of white 
for the other. And, deepened 
with a touch of Sienna it 
lowers the too-tall ceiling— 
as do the contrasting mold- 
ings. Richard Hare also 
suggests that by keeping 
the furniture all in one color 
family, such as the blues 
here, you unify and anchor 
the space in a narrow room. 
Use lots of tall objects, hang 
pictures high to equalize the 
wall space behind them. 

Opposite page, top: To push 
up the ceiling, enlarge a 
small room, and bring in the 
feeling of fresh air at the 
same time: snow-white walls 
under a ceiling papered and 
bordered with a trellis pat- 
tern (here in Green Mint and 
white). You can find lots of 
trellis papers, and whether 
you prefer a color on white, 
or white against a color- 
say, blue, like sky—the 
three-dimensional quality 
takes your eye right out of 
reality. On the floor and at 
the windows, simple 
natural straw rug and 
blinds. Wicker chairs 
painted Lacquer Green. 

Right: Who says only hot 
colors can create a warm 
atmosphere? Here, dark 
hues of cool colors make a 
bedroom invitingly cozy. 
Walls and carpeting are 
deep True Blue, bed and 
curtains Lacquer Green. It 
helps to use a lot of voluptu- 
ous, deep-textured fabrics 
like cotton velvet, corduroy, 
or man-made suede to give 
tactile support to the visual 
warmth. Cornice moldings, 
painted Lacquer Green, are 
extended to hold the bed- 
curtains that form a tent to 
keep out drafts. 

House & Garden Colors 
for 1978 

\ 
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use f ive shades to broaden a rot / 

Cool colors to warm things up 

Ultrifunarine 
-"'-TiMift 



color plus pattern gives ceilings a lift 

Left: When you want to 
c gnten up a dim interior 
space, really bring it to life 
with a fireworks color !^ke 
the Bittersweet he'e. G^eat 
in small doses like halls, 
where you don't linger long 
enough to tire of it. 
Far left: In a dark hal'way 
^.cj can let a dark color lead 
you to light. Here, every- 
thing—fleer, wa'is. ceiling- 
is pa'nted dark Sv/eet 
Chocolate. Matching 
curtains are swagged 
back at the doc.vay to 
''eveai a brighter room 
beckon'Hg beyond. 127 

Brighten a small space 



Open up space with three shades 

"Darker tones in the corners frame the room, lighter ones in the center 
expand the space." Here, Richard Hare uses Sweet Chocolate for 
corner panels, lightens it with 3 parts white for walls, 6 parts white for 
ceiling. Sweet Chocolate floor is spatterdashed with paler tones and whit^. 

Make it cozy with one color ail over 
Take a small room with lots in it—windows, bookcases, fireplace, moldings— 

land plunge it all into one color you love, perhaps joyous Real Red. Paint 
I everything the same, find matching carpet, fabric for a unified, cozy room. 

Biscuit 
Creamy 
Apricot 

Sun 

use a pale ceiling to give height 
In a large room, dark Lacquer Green walls match a dark 
floor that recedes underfoot, then the ceiling soars with a pale expanse 
of cool color: Blue Sky taking your eye up . . . up. 

Dii-MAon mrtt in 



Effective if unexpect- 
ed coolers—warm 
colors in sherbety 

i shades iced with lots 
of white. Here, Pine- 
apple, Sun Yellow, 
Orange Peel used to 
make a hot southern 
room into a restful 
oasis. To increase the 
cooling, keep ^ 
furnishings simple, 
floors bare, fabrics 
crisp to the touch. 

Cool it down—but with warm colors 







u,ui with style 

Natural comfort 

Above: When you step inside 
the front door, you can see 
through to the dining and 
living areas and right out to 
the view terrace beyond. The 
slant of the ceiling on the left 
expresses internally the slope 
of the solar collector v^^al 
The 5-foot-wide staircase 
sweeps up to the roof 
terrace and the bedrooms. 
Below left: Lowered wood 
ceiling fans out from the 
column near the fireplace to 
either end of the curved 
window wall. 
Below right: The reading area 
is two steps down from the 
living area. Book shelves are 
built into the low partition. 

Biling and floor levels define areas of the house 

Close-up of solar collector wall 
esign and materials in this house work to- 
gether  for year-round  comfort. The 
active solar system provides most heat 

for the house, the domestic water, and the 
pool. Glass-faced collector panels, which cover 
the sloping outside wall of the house, contain 
black steel piping connected to a backup sheet 
of black steel. A combination of water and anti- 
freeze circulates through 900 square feet of 

solar collectors to the heat ex- 
changer in the mechanicart room. 
The heat collected is stored in a 
6,000-gallon tank in an insulated 
area under the drivew.ay. This 
active solar system added 20 per- 
cent to the initial cost of the 
house, but is expected to pay for 
itself in about 15 years. The slope 
of the collector wall is integrated 
into the design so it becomes 
part of the house's strong ge- 
ometery. Good natural ventila- 
tion is built in—windows catch 
cool air and dramatic views, and 
to admit low winter sun, block 
summer sun. 

Above: Plan of the second 
level shows the bedrooms, roof 
terrace, and solar collectors. 
From the deck off the master 
bedroom you can see the 
dramatic view of the valley 
beyond. An area below the 
slope of the solar collector 
wall is used for storage. 



rved window wall on main level 

Left: The deep recesses of 
the curved window wall 
prevent the hot rays of the 
high summer sun from entering 
the room without blocking 
the view of the sunset. 

Hrcc/.es drill down through the rool 
terrace's sliding glass doors lo the main 
level. The variety of outdoor areas lets 
you lind or lose the sun at any time ot 
day. I-or additional heat when it gets 
really cold, as it often does at this alti- 
tude, there are three fireplaces and a 
backup electric heat pump. I he stucco 
finish on the outside of the house is 
applied to S- or I 6-inch-lhick insulated 
reinfor(*:jt-; concrete masonry block— 
this helps keep the house warm in 
winter and cool in the summer. The 
!loors made of brick native to New 

Mexico absorb warmth from the low winter 
sun. Architect Antoine i^redock sa\s that he 
wanted to create a house that would be so much 
at one with the New Mexican landscape that it 
could not exist any place else. This house rises 
so naturally from the rugged terrain and is so 
well adapted to the climate that it is hard to 
imagine the land without it. 

Terraced swimming pool 

Steps up 

Laundry 

^echanicar 

Garage 

LOIMDOM 

Retractable pool covei 

Top right: The swimming 
pool juts out on a terrace just 
steps down from a deck off one 
of the guest bedrooms and up 
'from the dining court on its left. 
Above: With the press of a 
button, the black vinyl cover 
operated by an electrically 
powered pulley system extends 
over the pool to collect heat 

land prevent it from escaping 
when the pool is not in use. 
Left: Plan shows how a variety 
of outdoor spaces were 
designed right into the house, 
so no matter where you are 
inside, the outside is only 
steps away. Building facts, 
page 169. 

of house from approach 



Energy outlook 

^^^^^ ambiguous, liarly niornina su 

The latest ideas and newest ways to keep cooler in summer, Lu^|ae\o"'™] 

warmer in winter, by using your windows wisely wcLm^^^^^^ 

Windows. I lic eyes of llie 
liouse. lenses through which 
you see the world outside. 
Openings to the light, architects' 
darlings, salve to the shut-in 
.soul—and. depending on how 
they are handled, either tre- 
mendous energy thieves or able 
accomplices in energy conser- 
vation. How can you tell? And il" 
your w indows turn out to be bad 
guys. ht)w can you reform 
them? Answers to three main 

'Try a glass coating 

to bounce the 

summer sun 

back outside"  

questions can give you a clue to 
whether your windows are 
I'riend or foe: Where are they? 
What are they made of7 Hew do 
you use them'.' Once ytni know. 

you can ligure out remedies to 
problems, or start planning 
ways to help good windows 
work even better. 
Where are they? 
The best windows cooperate 
with the sun in winter and avoid 
It in summer Since no sun falls 
on the north sides of buildings, 
windows there are useful only 
for daylight and/or the view. 
Don't discount daylight: One 
unit of electric light represents 
50 units of fossil fuel necessary 
to produce it. so use of daylight 
is an easy way to conserve. But 
when the north wind slides 
across the gla.ss in winter it takes 
a lot of heat away with it. 

To find north, its easier to 
find st)uth first. On a clear 
bright day at solar noon—that 
moment exactly halfway be- 
tween sunri.se and sunset, times 
that can be found in most local 

newspapers - stand outside with 
a yardstick and a level. Hold the 
yardstick exactly vertical (check 
it with the level). The shadow it 
casts will be a north/south line. 

Windows on the south are 
winter friends. The w inter sun is 
lov\er in the sky than the sum- 
mer sun and will come further 
into the hou.se if it is invited.- 
Professor F.W. Hutchinson at 
Purdue University built two 
houses, identical except that one 
had much more double-glazed 
window area. Both were left 
unheated during the winter of 
1945-46. On a sunnv Januan 
day when the outside tempera- 
ture was 30 degrees, the house 
with less glass was 50 degrees 
inside, and the house with more 
glass was 80 degrees—but it 
plummeted when the sun set. 
From an analysis of this study. 
Hutchinson concluded that 

heat peaks, on an averagtj 
art Hind 4 P.M. I 

house's temperature ^ 

If you want to know just 
where the heat is leak- 
ing out of your house— 
and the cold in—there's 
a brand new and rela- 
tively inexpensive way to 
find.out Have its 
thermograph taken. 
Thermography, a new 
branch of photography, 
uses an infra-red-detect- 
ing camera to photo- 
graph your house. Hot 
spots, where inside heat 
IS getting out, show up 
in inflamed pink; cool 
blue shf)ws where insu- 
lation IS doing Its job. It 
can also pinpoint areas 

within walls where insu- 
lation was missed or 
installed improperly. 

Companies offering 
thermography services 
are springing up all over 
the country (see page 
96 for a list of some of 
them with the specific 
services they supply and 
the approximate costs). 

Most of them will 
make appointments 
beginning in mid-Sep- 
tember. This depends 
on the climate, since 
tlie equipment needs 
a sharp temperature 
differential between 

Thermograph, right, of house, left, shows heat 
leaks at door, windows, at foundation. Cour- 
tesy of Solar Solutions. 

indoors and out to 
perceive the leaks. If 
you have central air 
conditioning, however, 
some services will do 
summer thermographs 
of interiors. 

It takes anywhere 
from 30 minutes to an 

hour and a half to pho- 
tograph a house and 
can cost from $25 to 
$125 depending on the 
size of the house, and 
how much timeli. takes 
to get to It. A written ,, 
analysis is usually 
included in the price. 

134 

Any method that stops the sun 

before It gets through 

window glass is seven times better 

at cooling than blinds 

and curtains inside 

overall heat gain through dou- 
ble glass is j^reater than overall 
heat lo.ss—and that keeping the 
heat inside once it gets there is 
tne critical issue. In the summer, 
by the same token, south win- 
dows can turn into .solar fur- 
naces unless steps are taken. 

East and west windows are 

"Leave 

storm windows 

year-round 

on windows 

you don't need 

to open'' 

This is all \ ery well, if youV 
building a new hou.se and ca 
place your windows as yo' 
plea.se—but what about thos 
w indows you have? These twi 
problems are caused primaril 
by location: 
• Cold north-facing windows; 
lot of heat loss. 
• Oxerheating in summer 
The) have a lot of po.ssible solu 
tion.s. You can: 
• Consider blocking up north 
facing windows in the winte 
with removable insula tins 
shutters. 
• Plan an overhang calculated t( 
let the w inter sun in. hut to keef 
the summer sun out of south 
facing windows. The overhant 
can be integral w ith the house 
or it can take adxantage of tht 
\er\ helpful tendenc) of plant 
to lose their leaves in winter A 
trellis co\ered with \ines or 
deciduous tree can create a leafv 
cool summer canopv that van 
ishes auiomiiticalK w hen w intei 
comes. 
• Put up an awning. 
• Use a gla.ss coating to bounce 
the sun back outside. Scotchtint 
a 3M product now available in 
stores in the Southwest, .soon to 
be olVered through .Sears. Pen- 
ney s. and Montgomei'y Ward, is 
a film that can be applied with 
razor a straight edge, a spray 
bottle, detergent, and a squee 
gee. It reject.s up to 75 percent ot 
the sun's heat, and it operates 
like a one-way mirror During 
the day those inside can see out 
but from the outside il looks like 
a mirror At night the eflfect 
reverses. Although the film can 
be removed, it is best used on 
east or west windows, leaving 
the south clear for winter heat. 
Ten square feet cost .SIO to $16; it 
comes in sizes up to 48 by 78 
inches ($26 to $32). 



For windows By Sandra Oddo 

. ilass with ivlk'ctivc coating 
l'(is Solarax)! Bri)n/.c Rcllcc- 
\c (ilass or Libbcy-Owciis- 
JRIS Vari-Tran coating on sin- 
L- or Ihcrniopanc glass is 
tillable in a number t)rv\in- 
o\\s. Look in your Yellow 
lizes lor local distributors. 
I 'or sttuth w indows. Modern- 
iiv Sun Control Shades, irans- 
arciil roller shades in widths 
oni 22 to 85 inches ($14 to $87. 
epending on length), can re- 
uce glare and cut up lo 70 
civent of the suns heat. Avail- 
lile ihroutih Solar Usage Now. 
.o\ 306. Basconi. Ohio 44809. 
r A-Z Solar F^oducts. 200 F.. 
(itli St.. Minneapolis. Minn. 

i5404. 
' Plain roller shades will also 
'lelp stop the sun (so w ill opaque 
iirtains)-but vou can't see 

■iirough them. 

Vhat are vour windows made 
In 

^eal IS a natural wanderer It 
ikes to go from w here there is a 
ot of it to w here there is less ot" 
l-and the whole point o\' the 
nergv conservation game is lo 
nake heat (and its mirror- 
mage, coolness) hold still as 
ong as possible, insulation w ill 
lo it. Its resistance to letting heat 
no\e is measured in R-\alues. 
I'he higher the R-\ alue. the bet- 
er. A ceiling with 6 inches of 
iberglass insulation has an R- 
alue t)f about 19. A pane of 
dass. on the other hand, has a 
iitiful R-.88. hardh a barrier at 
ill to the movement of heat. 
.Vorse. the material of the frame 
if it is metal). ma\ actualK help 
0 mo\e heat. Worse \et. the 

HJse 

nsulating shutters 

ndoors or out 

:o keep heat in 

ind cold out"  

aps and cracks that are ine\ ita- 
lic around anv opening in a 
vail are in\itations to the great 
old (or hot) out-of-doors to 
ome on in. These are the prob- 
ems usually associated w ith the 
natcrials and the construction 
)f v\ indows: 
Drafts. 
A chillv feeling near w indows 
temperatures at the window 
urfaces of rooms where the 
hermostat is set at 75° F ma\ 

actually be 55° F or ctH)lei) 
• Steady heat loss; soaring heat 
loss on w indy days. 
• in summer, overheating or un- 
e\eaair conditioning. _*-^ 
And here are some possible 
solutions: 
• C\)nsider investing in doubie- 
gla/ed or insulating glass. Mam 
windows are now made that 
incorporate it, and main new 
houses are built w ith tln)se w in- 
dows. Insulating glass is a 
closed. twx>-or-three-la\er sheet 
in w hich dry gas or air pumped 
into the 's-'4-inch space be- 
tween the two layers, acts as 
dead air insulation. Insulating 
windows don't condense, ei- 
ther-insuring that \ou can see 
out. as well as keep the cold out. 
Two well-known brands are 
T h e r m o p a n e h \ L i b h e \ - 
Owens-Ford and Twindow b\ 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass. 
• Pi\)\ide storm windows, if 
\our w indow s are already dou- 
ble-glazed, add storm w indows 
any\va\. Tw o panes of glass have 
an R-value of 1.3-and triple 
glazing increases that tc^ more 
than R-2. That's not much com- 
pared to a w all: A v\ ell-insulated 
house by pre-1973 standards 
had R-ll in the walls, and manv 
energ\ experts now recommend 
R-i9. But it's more than twice as 
good as a single pane. The heat 
saved could prohahlv pav for 
the storm windows in tvyo to 
three years. (The Department of 
Housing and Llrban Develop- 
ment has a workbook entitled 
/// llw Bank or Up the Chinmcv, 
available from the Government 
Printinii Ollice. Washington. 
D.G. 2CW02. stock number''023- 
000-00-297-3 ($i.70) to help you 
decide which energy conserva- 
tion measures will save most tor 
your own house.) 
Continued on page 222 
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Should we do without windows? 

To save energy, not necessarily A Purdue University study showed that of 
two identical houses, the one witfi more windows was 30 degrees warmer 
on a sunny winter day. What's important is a way to keep the heat inside 
when the sun goes down 

For houses, 

new insulating 

window glass 

provides 

less heat loss and 

greater insulation 

than 

an 8-inch-thick 

brick wall 

Super-screens: 
New woven vinyl- 
coated Fiberglas 

screens stop 75 percent of 
the sun's heat before it 
even enters your house. 
They let in air and sun- 
light, keep out bugs, and 
give you privacy. Made 
from Owens/Corning 
Fiberglas, "Solar Shields" 
come in over 100 sizes, 
are easy to install with 
aluminum rails that attach 
to the head and sill of 
each window, and roll up 
for simple storage. Avail 
able from Vimco Corp., 
P.O. Box 212, Laurel, Va. 

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS 

Make the most of the 

ight from 

your win- 

dows—it's 

an easy 

way to con- 

serve energy 

and money. 

One unit of 

electric light 

represents fifty 

units of fossil fuel 

needed to produce it. 

For energy-saving strate- 

gies when you do need 

lighting—daylight, alas, 

IS a sometime thing- 

turn to page 82. 

Will we have to do away with windows? 

In some states controversial new regulations 
are limiting the amount ot glass you can have 
in your new house. In New York State the Pub- 
lic Service Commission has issued a regulatory 
order limiting glass area to 24 percent of wall 
area in new single detached houses and to 
33 percent in attached houses. Requirements 
for new insulation standards, increasing the 
amounts, are part of the order. If insulating 
glass and ample insulation are installed, how- 

ever, glass areas of 33 percent and more are 
permitted. Utility companies and building 
inspectors will enforce the order by denying 
electric rtieter connections to new houses not 
meeting the requirements. In California, exist- 
ing state regulations limit glass wall areas in a 
single house to 20 percent. However, inspec- 
tors will gauge by performance; that is, with 
insulating, or other heat-controlling glass and 
ample insulation, more glass will be allowed. 
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apair of ordinary apartment 
Windows, opposite page, 

turned into one la-'ge windc.v by 
mirror applied to tne wall between 
them. More mirror covers the 
reveals and brings   :'^e ew. 
Roman shades are U'rrrreo .vith 
strips that pick up rug and 'aDric 

Olive F. Watson's living 
^y Joseph Braswell and 

Ward Wilioughby. 

sailcloth curtains that glow 
with the soft 40-watt tube lighting 
hidden in the reveals. Curtains 
hang from brass rings on brass 
rods. By George Clarkson for 
Mrs. S. Joseph Tankoos Jr. 
An alcove of French doors and 
windows, 2, all made to look like 
one with a ruffled valance and a 
pair of country-swagged curtains 
trimmed in cotton and cropped 
short to accommodate working 
radiators. To further unify the 
space, decorator Nancy Brous 
leveled shirred curtains midway 
on French doors and side windows. 

awindowless bedroom, 3 and 4, 
with two window treatments 

—one at the French doors, the 
other behind the bed. For both, 
yards of ruffled-edged curtains 
hanging straight below valances 
of fabric shirred, pulled taut, and 
stuffed with Dacron fiberfill for 
added dimension. By Anne 
Tarasoff for The North Shore 
Science Museum Showhouse. 
Fabric by Marignan. 

for privacy in a city apartment, 
5, a pair of windows covered by 

nexpensive blinds made from a 
strip of translucent canvas and 
two spring rods that can be moved 
to cover different parts of the 
window. To make the folds, the 
: :ttom rod is raised until the 
rc:Dric overlaps enough to 
be drawn up from behind and 
looped over the rod. 
To replace a poor city view with a 
nicer one, designers Robert 
Denning and Vincent Fourcade 
covered a window wall, 6, in a 
trellis with cuts to let in light. 
For privacy, natural unlined silk 
curtains and a center shade; for 
softness on a wall full of 
geometries, curtains gently drawn 
back with silky tasseled cords. 

indows and wall treated like 
one, 7 and 8: in each 

window, inch-thick bamboo stalks 
in a sunburst pattern framed in 
rounded pine planks that cover 
most of the visible wall. 
Wooden shields between windows 
work like shutters. London-Marquis 
tree-trunk furniture—all in Dixie 
Marquis's living room. Shopping 
information, page 166 
SEADLE, SUSAN VVOOD, VVILLIAM P. STEELE, 



What a way to 

acity living room, 1, with 
three sets of windows cov- 

ered with matchstick bamboo 
blinds: With the turn of a wand, 
they stack to one side, over- 
lapping to create a moire pat- 
tern that distracts from an 
uninspiring view of the building 
next door. By John Saladino. 
An alcove with four windows, 
2, each treated separately 
with simple panels of woven 
beige-on-beige curtains. With- 
out special window treatments 
and with the wall-to-wall blue- 
on-brown tile-patterned rug, the 
alcove seems to unite with the 
rest of this upstairs parlor in 
designer Michael Collins's 
Savannah house. 

'indows covered in re- 
movable panels of euca- 

lyptus twigs lashed with leather 
thongs, 3 and 4. Between 
them, and covering the walls, 
old tapa cloths (made from 
mulberry bark pounded to a 
paper-like fabric and decorated 
with natural dyes). "I wanted to 
add mystery to a vintage 1937 
cottage and diffuse the glary 
white Southern California light," 
says Mimi London, whose livin 
room/study this is. On the 
shelf, a fossilized whale bone, 
an African sculpture of a 
Bombara antelope, and an iron 
cylinder vase filled with pencil 
tree and poinsettia branches. 
Polished cherry-tree chair. 
Tables are stone casts from 
ancient Roman capitals. 

two-story bay window, 5, 
softened by puffs of mohair 

shades pulled high to let in lot' 
of light. When lowered, they 
hang straight. Room by 
William Hodgins. 
Glassed-in wall, 6, covered 
by natural pine sliding 
grilles that diffuse light and let 
owners have privacy while en- 
joying their view atop San 
Francisco's Russian Hill. The 
wooden grilles work with the 
rest of the muted colors and 
natural materials to create a 
rustic look in a brand new 
apartment. By Michael Taylor. 

bedroom windows, 7, sur- 
rounded by layers of fabric 

that work together to reduce its 
size, keep the room private, and 
let owners control light: On the 
window, a pull-down shade; 
above it, a valance; beside it, 
padded walls; and, on either 
end, stationary tied-back cur- 
tains. Denning & Fourcade. 

NORMAN MCGRATH, BEADLE, 
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er. here a-c 8, 15:---centut7 
orange iree planters brimming 
with Bos::--'e-; 5-d cut 
peonies, z'zz: -^z oright 
white to ;::    e ;  : .r- r : 
In sumrre'. c a-:s 2'5 
enough to let cool air flow over I 
them. In winter, heat can flow 
from t>ehind. between t"e s'ats 
and through the bott:   : r ' 
ing. Curtains are draw- 
back at sill level to reveal sheer 
balloon shades. By Clare 
Fraser for Kips Bay Boys' 
Club Showhouse. Shopping 
information page 165 '2'-' 



For needlecrafters now 

A qarden in s 

Shadow embroiderv— 

Inman Cook's original sketch 

/laking paper patterns for each flower from sketch 

ransfer pattern to fabric Cutting out flowers 

1 

Cut out ready to baste 

Stitching shadow leaf 

Shadow embroidery' 

applique with a new twist 

you can master in a minute^ 

for fantastic fabric flowers 

that bloom all year 

A modern, bold approach to shadow em- 
broidery, an applique technique, combines 
easy-care fabrics and one embroidery stitch 
—the crewel outline. Inman Cook's first foray 
into designing applique (he spends most of 
his time designing custom needlepoint for his 
New York shop. Woolworks), resulted in big 
poppies caught on a round tablecloth to cheer 
parties  all  year-round.  Shadow applique 
works by sewing bright fabrics on the under- 
side of a sheer fabric so only the faintest col- 
or glimmers through.  Mr. Cook's design 
combines shadow work with applique on the 
topside for balance and depth. A more muted 
effect can be achieved by putting the whole 
design or more of it underneath. The table- 
cloth is cotton batiste 90 inches round: The L' 
applique fabrics are cotton poly- 
ester dress goods from a mill-end 
shop and colorfast. The finished 
cloth is hand-washable! If you 
wish to buy Mr. Cook's cloth, 
see shopping information, page 
166. To make it: 
1. What you need: Design calls 
for poppies about 30 inches in 
diameter—four each in red and 
orange, for which you need 31/2 
yards of 54-inch-wide fabric for 
each color; 1 yard each of leaf 
and apple green for the leaf shapes; '/2 yard 
lilac for shadows of red flowers: V2 yard deep 
blue for flower centers; DMC embroidery 
floss, 90-inch-round sheer cloth—batiste or 
voile would work well. 
2. To make the pattern: Draw 1 flower and 
cut 2 patterns, one in brown paper for red 

flower, one in white for orange 
to avoid confusion when layint- 
out design. Mark directionals, :i 
N-S-E-W of pattern. Draw de- 
tails on each pattern—star-burst 
and flower center ringed with 
"beauty spots." Indicate on pat- 
tern what part of star-burst will 
remain white and which filted in 
with contrasting color of other 

flower. Draw and cut leaf shape 
patterns. (Continued on page 169) 

Use a hoop 

to keep work 

taut. The 

single stitch 

used, crewel 

outline, is 

done in a 

relaxed and 

open fashion 

rawing flower Lt.iler 

40 

Crewel outline 
stitch 

Right: Toshiko Tanaka, an artist who works 
with Inman Cook on many projects, finishes 
the last few stitches on the poppy tablecloth. 
Far right: A mass of blooms in a field of green. 
The prettiest, casual lunch for two on the 
main lawn of The New York Botanical Garden. 

EDWARD OLEKSAK 





Flowers to plant right now for 

a perennial garden that can grow 

more beautiful each year 





Plant ahead 

Sometimes at summer's end you begin 
to dream of a garden you needn't re- 
plant every year. In this sunken garden 
with a reflecting pool and flowers, up, 
down, around, and over 3-foot rock 
wails, there is just such a dream: all in 
pastels and all in the small space of 50 
by 35 feet. A perennial garden, of 
course, is not perpetual. There are sea- 
sonal chores, but Mrs. John B. Leake 
says "I just can t do all the worrying 
other people do." She grows iris and 
has never had a borer, grows peonies 
and never burns the leaves or dreads 
botrytis, clips most spent blossoms 
■"but if you're too neat they can't seed, 
and I love volunteers." She does pro- 
vide what perennials like: sun, good 
drainage, and water if it doesn't rain 
for a week. ("Bend low with hose in 
hand to get just the roots.") The 
1.cakes also clean up all debris in fall, 
then spread a 3-inch mulch of cow 
manure mixed with hay in December, 
and add hemlock boughs after 
Christmas. They tidy up in 
March, composting everything. 
Spring brings pink tulips, blue 
phlox, snow-in-summer. Flow- 
ers are fertilized and iris limed 
in late April and May. From 
July on, old clumps of iris are 
divided—"John ties the rhi- 
zomes with difi"erent colored 
string for easy identification 
and placement." Iris are also 
trimmed to neat fans if they 
keel, and white impatiens are 
added to bloom till frost. The 
Leakes particularly love gray- 
leaved plants—Silver Mound 
artemisia, lavender, snow-in-summer— 
although almost all perennials have at- 
tractive foliage. More tips: To make 
peonies bloom earlier, pour warm 
water around them. Keep bird baths 
clean with steel wool, fresh water. To 
discourage chipmunks, chink rock 
walls with moth cakes. Key advice: 
"Have patience. Don't worry. If some- 
thing overgrows or is not successful.^ 
pull it out. Enjoy your garden. 

Fall is 

the time to 

plant bulbs 

for early 

spring, 

perennials 

for May 

and June 

Aquilegia 
(Columbine) 

Arabis alpina 
(Rock cress 

^rmeria maritima 
(Thrift) 

Aubretia deltoidea 
Cerastium 

tomentosum 
(Snow-in- 
summer) 

Dianthus (Pinks) 
Geranium lancas- 

triense 
Heuchera 

sanguinea 



n of perennial garden with 
>i: 1. Steps with sculpted hen, 
»w-in-summer, creeping 
me, blue veronica, varied iris, 
all bearded iris, apricot hue. 
teps with bird bath, pink col- 
bines, cascading white candy- 
, blue phlox divaricata and 
ob's ladder. 4. Steps with ruby 
ny, blue veronica, varied iris, 
candytuft. 5. White colum- 

s with pink spurs. 6. White sin- 
peony. 7. Steps with iris and 
w-in-summer; leaves on wall 
plumbago with blue flowers 

all. 8. Yellow iris. 



All the goodness in rice 

conies from nature alone. 

But it took Uncle Ben's ^ 

to bring that goodness hom^.i^    \^ :^ 

All rice starts with the goodness of 
nature. But most companies strip away 
that whole grain goodness. So, what 
you get is less than what nature put 
there in the first place. But Uncle Ben's 
found a way no one else found to take 
that goodness and seal it in. To bring 
you rice with a taste that's wholesome 
and naturally delicious. And a natural 
texture that's beautiful and separate, 
every time. 

Bring the goodness home tonight. 
Try Uncle Ben's® 

The goodness just comes naturally. 

UncleBens 

«rted 

is the world*s best 
rice. Not sticky or lu mpy. 
Ferfect every time. 

Primavera 
opposite page 

Jean Vergiies, Sirio Maccioni 

m Vegetables as a sauce for pasta is an 
old Italian idea, a delightful use of 

seasonal vegetables. Jean Vergnes, chef 
and co-owner with Sirio Maccioni of Le 
Cirque restaurant in New York, scents 
his pasta with French Provengal touches 
of butter, cream, garlic, and toasted pine 
nuts. It is a favorite of food buffs includ- 
ing three-star chefs Paul Bocuse and 
Michel Guerard who order it whenever 
they are in town. 

INGREDIENTS 
1 cup zucchini, sliced 
1V2 cups broccoli, broken 

into flowerets 
1V2 cups snow peas 
1 cup baby peas 
6 stalks asparagus, sliced 
1 pound spaghetti (preferably the Italian 

De Cecco brand) 
12 cherry tomatoes, cut in half 
3 tablespoons olive oil 
2 teaspoons garlic, minced 
Salt, freshly ground black pepper 
V4 cup Italian parsley, chopped 
V3 cup pine nuts 
10 large mushrooms, sliced 
V3 cup butter 
V2 cup Parmesan cheese, freshly grated 
1 cup heavy cream 
V3 cup fresh basil, chopped 
Vs cup chicken consomme (optional) 

METHOD 
□ Blanch zucchini, broccoli, snow peas, 
baby peas, and asparagus in boiling salted 
water for 1-2 minutes each until just crisp- 
tender. Drain and refresh under cold water. 
Set aside. This can be done ahead of time. 
□ Cook pasta in lots of boiling salted water 
until a/ dente, about 8-11 minutes. Drain. 
□ While pasta Is cooking, saute tomatoes 
in 1 tablespoon oil with 1 teaspoon garlic, 
salt, pepper, and parsley. Set aside. 
□ In another large pan with leftover oil, 
saute pine nuts until brown. Add remain- 
ing garlic and all vegetables. Simmer a 
few minutes until hot. 
□ In a pan large enough to hold pasta 
and vegetables, melt butter. Add cheese, 
cream, and basil. Stir to blend and melt 
cheese. Add pasta and toss to coat with 
sauce. If sauce gets too thick, thin with a 
little chicken consomme. Add about Va of 
the vegetables, toss again. 
n Divide pasta among 6 broad soup plates 
and top with remaining vegetables. Top 
with cherry tomatoes. Season to taste with 
salt, pepper and more grated Parmesan, 
if desired. Serves 6.   
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FOOC 

Gourmet tips 

for mail-order menus 

k If you think of mail or- 
" der primarily as a has- 
-free way to do your gift 
.-•pping, think again. You 
1 also eat extremely well 

mail. The way to find 
,">se well-cured and aged 
□ntn.' hams, tree-ripened 
i:ts. stone-ground flours, 
d handmade preserves and 
shes is to go to the source— 
smokehouse, grove, mill, 

rarmhouse kitchen that sells 
jctly to the public. That is 
.- reason why the mail-order 
-.ness is booming. Another 
son is convenience. There's 

linle you can't buy by 
. from the special ingredi- 

s for foreign cooking to 
phant garlic, a giant West 
ast variety the size of an 

e. 
During the last year, while 
rking on a book of mail- 
er food sources ( The Com- 
le Food Catalogue by Jose 
Ison and .Arthur Leaman; 

\C ar\ing a Snv.- 

blished by Holt, Rinehart 
d Winston: SI0.95 hard- 
ver. S6.95 paperback). I 
"lassed hundreds of cata- 
ues and brochures that en- 

mpass a staggering range of 
ibles—Iranian and Russian 
iviar; black and white truf- 
s. smoked fish, meats, and 
ds: prime steaks and roasts: 

lid boar and other game: live 
>feh and lobsters: tropical 
ts. organically raised vege- 

)les. fruits, and meat: every 
aginable flour, cereal, seed, 
ain. coff^ee. and tea: and all 
e best .American regional 
eeses. like the glorious May- 
g Blue of Iowa, sold only by 

il. You can have ginaer 

From elephant garlic to live crayfish. 

there's nothing you can't 

buy from a good food catalogue 

Bv Jose \Mlson 

are exceptions. ou can often 
buy herbs, spices, flours, nuts. 

shipped from .Australia, spe- 
cial tea blends from London's 
Fortnum i Mason, a side of 
smoked salmon from Scotland 
or Ireland. Stilton from a Der- 
byshire creamery. Filo and 
strudel leaves, egg roll skins, 
green peppercorns. Fauchon 
mustards, nitrite-free bacon 
and hot dogs, com husks for 
tamales—you'll find them all 
in a mail-order catalogue. Un- 
usual herbs like lovage and 
costmar\  can be bought in 

plant and seed, as well as the 
more familiar kinds. If you 
like to grow something differ- 
ent in the garden. Le Jardin 
du Gourmet in X'ermont im- 
ports the Yilmorin vegetable 
seeds from France and Tsang 
A: Ma. a California company, 
has Chinese vegetable seed->. 

With packing and shipping 
costs figured into or added on- 
to the price, mail order is. 
admittedly, not the most eco- 
nomical way to shop, but there 

at a considerable sav- 
ing over the retail 
price and share an 
order with a group of 
friends. Canned im- 
pons from Europe 
may be cheaper from 
a mail-order house 
than from a specialty 
food Store. It helps to 
keep current prices in 
>our head for com- 
parison. The main 
advantage, though, is 
not so much econom- 
ic as the pleasure you 
get from the quality and fresh- 
ness of the products and the 
deliverv" to vour door 

lad 

Menus 

\\ ith a little planning and in- 
genuity, you can build many 
meals around mail-order 
foods. The following menus 
are examples of how to use 
them in combination with the 
usual staples and fresh prod- 
uce. Mail order foods are 
marked with an asterisk (*). 
Names and addresses of sup- 
pliers, on page 163. 

SUNDAY BREAKFAST PARTY 

S-naked trout" with 
szramblsd eggs 
Sol it brai'ed quail" on toast 
Champagne 

NATURAL BREAKFAST 

-cmemade yogurt 
S^anola* 
S:eamed A 'aska black cod* 
tVhde-grain bread" with 
z^sa-'z azc'e b^::e'". ''cey" 

SATURDAY LUNCHEON 
Gazpacho 
Smoked Turkey' Divan on a 
bed of broccoli, with Mornay 
sauce 
Poached pears' stuffed with 
French tomato preserves* 

SEAFOOD LUNCHEON 

with herbed ma/arnaise 

GREEK BUFFET LUNCHEON 
Taramasala'.a" 
Hummus bi ra."'-^.' 
Stuped vine :eaves" 
Greek c^'ves" 
Pita" 
Lamb kebabs" marinated in 
yogurt, mint, lemon juice 
Tabbouleh. a salad of buigur", 
scallians. parsley, mint, 
tomatoes 
Bak'ava" 
Greek coffee* 

l ose bcned leg of 'amb for the 
kebabs. Taramasalata may be 
bougnt from, Middle Eastern 
mail-order stares, or you can 
make your own with the tarama 
—fish roe—and the hummus bi 
tahini with tahini and canned 
chick peas.) 

DINNER OUT-OF-DOORS 

-^encr b.-ead 
Zharcca: brciied sirloin 
strip steaks* 
Potatoes Anna 
Sliced to~ato and red onion 
sa'ad 
Maytag B 'ue" or Oregon B'ue* 
cheese 
Vermont Cheddar" 
Apples and water biscuits 

make ine snan butter, fill she:is. 

SOUTHERN-STYLE DINNER 
rlz'ida store crab c'S/vs' w'tn 
remoulade sauce 
Baked, glazed Ke^t^zKy ram- 
with chutney-stu^-o peach 
halves and pickled t<>ate'meian 
rind" 
Souffie of hominy grits" 
Wilted spinach sa'aa 
Georgia pecan roil '^ith 
Bourban-fiavored 'i^hippea 

DINNER FOR A LARGE GROUP 
Pacific Northwest ader-smokeo 
salmon" with lemon and capers 
Saddle of veal" with sauce 
sjubise 
Rice piiaf with lemon zest, 
toasted slivered aimords 
Salad of endive and chicory 
with diced fcie gras". ju'iennec 
black trun'^es" 
Peac^'es fi t" 'azzze"'y ouree 

CRAYFISH SUPPER 
Crayfish" a 'a Nage 
San Francisco sauraough 
bread" 
California cheese board: 
Tel erne". Monterey Jack*. 
Rouge et Noir brie", and 
Schloss' 

Continue'C cn pase 162 



Partylbod 

rips to help you plan any 

ize get-together from an 

;xpert on no-fuss feasting 

50 

Feasts Without Fuss is not only the 
catchy title of a new cookbook, but it 

is the entertaining motto of its author, 
Pamela Harlech, an American who, as wife 
of Lord Harlech, puts her theories to con- 
stant practice as she entertains in London 
and a country house in Wales. The secret for 
Lady Harlech, for whom food is a major 
personal love as well as a professional one 
(she writes a food column for British 
Vogue), is planning ahead and doing as lit- 

tle at the last moment as possible. "0 
either the first course or the dessert co 
from the freezer having been made any 1 
from a few days to a month or more in 
vance." She keeps her freezer stocked ^ 
mousses, crepes, pates, and even main- 
stews to be slotted into a menu at the 
minute. 

Organization is the golden rule if 
don't want to be tied to the kitchen. "K) 
your utensils, your capabilities, your gU( 



fabulous 

Pamela Harlech, inset left, and in her 
kitchen. Pots hang from giant rack: under 
tab-te. a shelf for heaviest potS; on top. 
jelly bag on tripod drains blackberry juice 
to be boiled for jeliy. Lunches and 
family meals take place at kitchen table. 

Inset, far left: Hazelnut crepes filled with 
strawberry butter. Above: Picnic fare, 
from top, salads of nerted omelette and 
chickpea with shrimp, avocado ramekins; 
lawn picnic set comfortably on a Turkish 
rug. Below right: 'ced cranberry souffle. 

and your kitchen.'" The Harlech's own counin' 
kitchen, above, is a magic world that hums with 
continued action, smells a treat because there's al- 
ways something bubbling, but still looks shipshape. 
"It's imperative to wash up as you go. You really 
help yourself, because that clean piece of equip- 
ment is ready to use again," says this organized 
cook, who feels that if all ingredients are prepared 
—peeled, seeded, skinned, chopped—in advance, 
with pots and pans ready, the actual cooking be- 
comes easier. Recipes, page 158. 

LAWN PICNIC FOR 6 
Cola c^a—r i:. z 
Pate 'A,:- . ,r- z 'i 

ana prosciuiio 

Herbed omelette salad 
Tne Earl of Gowrie's steak au poivre 

Mr. Briggs's avocado ramekin 
Chickpea salad 

Iced cranberry souffle 



Meals made easy 

Hospitality on a 

budgets 

A new kind of healthful, 

money-saving way to entertain — 

with Chinese country cooking from Trader Vic 

CHINESE COUNTRY MENU 

Peach Blossom rum drink 

Peking agar-agar salad 
Peanut-carrot country soup 

Triple seafood casserole soup 
with millet puffs 

Double-cooked yak bones 
(veal ribs, steamed, then deep fried) 

Fried brown rice 
Village chicken leg picnic basket 

Crisp fried monkey leaves (bok choy) 

Crispy orange puffs 

Almaden's Gewurztra miner 
coffee 

"Taste everything you 
can whenever you have 

the chance: someday that ex- 
perience will help you create 
something in food."' Trader 
Vic Bergeron, creator of 
twenty-three very successful 
Trader Vic restaurants around 
the world, and leisure-time 
sculptor, takes a break and 
cooks lunch in his studio. 
Guests sample the new Chi- 
nese country cooking menu of 
healthy, hearty peasant dishes 
he has developed for his res- 
taurants The food differs 
from familiar Chinese cooking 
both in ingredients and meth- 
od: "When a peasant fishes 
with a net, he catches many 
types of fish; so we have a 
seafood stew. When the Chi- 
nese eat a chicken, the whole 
thing gets used. So we take legs 
and wings, steam them with 
spices, coat them with water- 
chestnut powder, and deep fry 
them until crisp. We don't 
have yaks here, but we do have 
meaty veal and beef ribs to 
deep fry. which ordinarily 
you wouldn't know what to do 
with." The food takes advan- 
tage of whole grains and their 
nutrients, too: barley pilaf, 
puffed millet, and fried brown 
rice to add "food value and a 

orv nice flavor." Cook brown 

rice as you do any fried rice: 
use shredded lettuce, onion, or 
bean sprouts and stir-fry with 
the rice very quickly just be- 
fore serving to make sure the 
vegetables stay very crisp. 
He likes to be informal in his 
restaurant and in his cooking. 
T read cookbooks, not to 
copy recipes, but to get turned 
on to new ideas and com- 
binations in food." If you 
can't find the millet puffs for 
the seafood stew, use puffed 
wheat. "It adds a good taste 
and it's interesting. Use any 
kind of fish for the stew, itself. 
Local fresh fish would be best 
or use tinned clams, mussels, 
or some fillet of sole—it's the 
variety of fish that is impor- 
tant. Thinly sliced deep-fried 
vegetables are a taste treat for 
cocktail party nibbles instead 
of potato chips. Use lily or 
tare rooi or something less 
foreign like eggplant." Trader 
Vic's new country menu tastes 
delicious and exotic. Its bene- 
fits—it costs less to make at 
home and less to buy in the 
restaurant, though it's served 
with the same sense of occa- 
sion as his well-known and 
loved Polynesian food. The 
dishes are blissfully easy to 
prepare, and supermarkets 
carry most of the ingredients. 

Peking agar-agar 

salad 

INGREDIENTS 
IV2 cups reconstituted agar- 

agar, julienned (A white 
seaweed, it can be bought in 
Oriental shops. Moisten 
sheets lightly so that they 
can be cut into julienne, then 
place in a bowl with some ice 
water. Before using, squeeze 
out all the water.) 

1 cup celery, julienned 
V2 cup onions, julienned 
1 cup lettuce, shredded 
1 cup whole tiny shrimp or 

shredded crabmeat or 
chicken (optional) 

2 drops sesame oil 
Wasabi dressing (recipe below) 
Salt, pepper to taste 
Lettuce leaves 
Sliced tomatoes 
Black olives 

METHOD FOR SALAD 
□ Mix all ingredients, except 
for last 3, in a large bowl toss- 
ing well to distribute dressing. 
Divide salad among 6 plates 
and arrange on lettuce leaves. 
Garnish each with tomato and 
an olive half. Serves 6. 

Wasabi dressing 

INGREDIENTS 
1 tablespoon lemon juice 
V2 teaspoon sugar '*■ 
1 cup mayonnaise 
1 tablespoon red wine vinegar 
V4 cup wasabi powder, 

reconstituted (\/^asabi 
powder is Japanese horse- 
radish in powder form, 
available in cans in Oriental 
markets. To reconstitute for 
use, mix VA cup powder with 
cold water until consistency 
of mayonnaise. Let stand 5 
minutes to allow flavors to 
develop.) 

Salt, pepper to taste 
1 cup sour cream 

1 cup watercress, chopped 
METHOD 
□ Blend all ingredients except 
for the watercress in a bowl un- 
til smooth. Fold in the water- 
cress. Makes about 3 cups. 

Peach Blossom 

INGREDIENTS FOR EACH 
2 canned, freestone peach 

halves 
IV2 ounces Puerto Rican light 

rum 
2 dashes peach cordial 
Dash Trader Vic's coconut 

cream 
Juice of V2 lime 
V2 scoop shaved ice 
METHOD 
G Put 1 peach half, rum, peach 
cordial, coconut cream, lime 
juice, and ice in a blender and 
blend until frothy. Pour into a 
stemmed glass and garnish 
with the second peach half. 
Float it, rounded side up, on top 
of the drink secured with a 
toothpick or skewer. 

Trader Vic sauces and condi- 
ments can be purchased in his 
restaurants and selected mar- 
kets. (More recipes, page 156.) 

Right: The model's stand 
becomes buffet table spread 
with two Tahitian "pareus." 
Beginning from upper left: 
Peach blossom rum drink 
created for the occasion; 
peanut-carrot soup in a shell— 
the green lettuce-leaf plate is 
Trader Vic's own design; triple 
seafood stew; the chicken leg 
basket garnished with julienned 
daikon and carrot, rimmed with 
tempura-dipped bok choy and 
crisp-fried lily root; agar-agar 
salad; orange puffs for dessert. 
Upper right inset: The guests 
enjoy lunch. From left to right: 
Karen Taggert, the model; 
Trader Vic, Jane Armstrong- 
Walworth Schrnitt, an artist and 
the guest of honor; and the 
host's daughter Mrs. Jeanne 
Hittell, and son Lynn Bergeron. 
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How to fix Irish Fizz, Pink 

Beauty Sleep, and other 

Waxier. 

Americans and British have always 
been very tenacious and enterpris- 

ing when it comes to obtaining and 
drinl<.ing that wild northern beverage 
known as whiskey. The British have been 
known to take it with lemonade, and will 
even, as did Queen Victoria, combine it 
with red wine. Anything goes, so long as 
it goes down. 

Leave it to the French, however, to 
come up with something new—a whis- 
key drink blending the moribund idea of 
cocktails with their newest experiments 
in food, la Nouvelle Cuisine. Why not, 
say the enfants terribles of modem 
French cooking, critics Gault and 
Millau (their magazine Le Noiiveau 
Guide covers the food, wine, and travel 
scene in France and their restaurant and 
hotel guide is a competitor to the Guide 

. Michelin), mix in a shaker a measure of 
tea flavored as the Russians do with 
bergamot, half a measure of a light 

To kill a cold, squeeze a 
large lemon into a small 
enamel saucepan with 3 
or 4 lumps of sugar and 
a glass of Scotch. Get it 
as hot as you can, and 
quickly, to avoid 
evaporation. Hop into 
bed and drink it.y ^ 

Scotch, a dash of vanilla essence, and a 
drop of angostura? This you serve in a 
tall glass with ice. filled with mango or 
passion fruit juice. Or, if you find that a 
bit too Nouvelle. how about equal parts 
of iced tea, champagne, and Bourbon— 
another of their suggestions? Mr. Gault 
and Mr. Millau admit they are being a 
trifle adventurous in proposing such 
things, but they think it's time to de- 
molish some of the ancient monuments 
of cocktaildom. Imagine, for instance, a 
big glass filled in equal quantities in the 
sequence that follows, with Scotch, cold 
sweet sauterne, and Guinness stout! Are 
you boggled? 

Of course the thing that gets mixed 
most with whiskey is water, still or soda. 
The merits of this mixture have been 
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Whiskey 

known at least since Henry VIII used it 
for a tranquilizer while he beheaded a 
wife or two. In those days it was medic- 
inal, and an old British seadog taught 
me one such mix during the war. To kill 
a cold, if not yourself, squeeze the juice 
of one large lemon into a smaH enamel 
saucepan with three or four lumps of 
sugar and a tumblerful of Scotch. Get it 
as painfully hot as you can, and as 
quickly, to avoid unnecessary evapora- 
tion. Hop into bed and drink it. "Don't 
bother adding water," he used to say. 
"that causes a useless waste of good 
whiskey." 

Irish whiskey blends agreeably with 
Curasao in an Irish Fizz—2 measures of 
Irish whiskey, a teaspoon of Curasao, a 
bit of sugar if you think the Curasao not 
sweet enough, juice of half a lemon. 
Shake with ice, strain, fill glass with soda 
water. 

Probably the most mixable whiskey is 
Bourbon, distilled from corn and aged 
in charred new white oak barrels for at 
least 2 years. The main mix for Bourbon 
is branch water; a "branch" being any 
stream that is smaller than a creek (how 
small can you get?) and therefore sup- 
posedly too small for big business to 
pollute. It has its equivalent among the 
Scots in what is always referred to as 
"pure bum water." similarly a tiny 
stream and supposed to be unsullied. 

If it is sustenance you are after, a 

Mint julep 
■After water, the best known 

thing to mix with Bourbon 
is mint. If you don't know a 
Mint Julep, there is something 
missing in your life. You have 
to marinate fresh, dry mint in 
5 tablespoons of whiskey per 
serving for an hour. Crush ice 
to powder and fill a tumbler 
with it. Add 2 teaspoons simpfe 
syrup (made by mixing 2 parts 
sugar to one water, brought 
to a boil and cooked—it keeps 

forever refriger-' 
.      '"~V5,..   /// ated), and stir. • 
-v-''•'r/'""^'^   /// Add mint, fill with 
•r/'.-- :,^^^^^^ Bourbon. Stir once 

more; stick in a 
'sprig of mint. 

■'1 
Perfectionists 
make each 

glass separately. 
Some insist on a sil- 
ver mug, but I like to 
see my drinks and 
prefer a tall glass. 
D'JRELL GODFREY 

Cream Punch is nourishing. Pour a jig-j 
ger of Bourbon, V4 cup light cream, anc^ 
a dash of vanilla into a shaker with 1 
teaspoon powdered sugar, and icd 
Shake thoroughly, strain into a tumblerj 
and sprinkle the top with nutmeg. Nice^ 
and relaxing after a hard winter's day. [ 

The London Hilton concocts a Pin 

A European who uses Bourbon in mixed' 
drinks is Ricardo, the bartender at the ;' 
Pelicano Hotel in Porto Ercole, who pre : 
a Beauty Sleep: a measure of Bourbon, 
drops maraschino, a dash of orange jui 
large wineglass with ice, topped up 
with champagne. 

Elephant by mingling a jigger of Bour 
bon, the juice of a lemon, three dashes 
of grenadine, shaking them hard with 
ice and the white of an egg, served in 
Martini glass. Users of its "007 Bar" 
seem to like a Kojak, because it is tough 
and smooth. Kojak has that same jigger 
of Bourbon with 1 ounce of passion fruit 
a dash of dark rum, and half an ounce 
of pineapple juice, shaken and served 
over crushed ice in a wine glass—with a 
lollipop, of course, as a muddler. 

Whiskey has been known as an aid to 
medical treatment for centuries. Recent 
ly, in London, a tired businessman col 
lapsed in the street, and of. course i 
crowd collected and began making help 
ful suggestions. "Give him air," ona 
man said. "Give him some Scotch," said 
a little old lady. "Kiss of life," suggested 
another bystander. "Give him some rye,' 
the little old lady insisted. "Get him to a 
hospital," a man cried. "Give him a shot 
of booze," shouted the little old lady.', 
Suddenly the victim sat up and hollered.j 
"Will the rest of you please shut up and 
listen to that little old lady?" 

Rye is another healthy mixing whis- 
key and any patient should react favor-l 
ably to ministrations of the triumph of 
rye—the Old-fashioned cocktail. This, 
as medical students undoubtedly alread> 
know, is one of the basic whiskey cock- 
tails and requires melting a lump ol 
sugar in an Old-fashioned glass with a 
dash or two of angostura and a splash 
of soda water. Spread the mixture up 
the sides of the glass. Add ice and a slice 
each of orange and lemon. Pour in 2' 
ounces (about two fingers) of rye, tof 
with soda water. 

The other pillar of whiskey mixes is 
the Manhattan, which started cut as £ 

Continued on page 162 
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Fresh firom California. 

Bnuhi: La Salle Rose and California 
Strawberries. 

La Salle Rose is fromThg Christian 
Brothers, and its one rose wine that will 

brighten up lunches, picnics and dinner 
And. La Salle Rose can be ser\'ed 

chilled, iced, or mixed, which is why its 
so delicious with California's other won- 
derful fruit, strawberries. 

So, enjoy La Salle Rose and straw 
berries together Just place a straw- 
berry in a glass of chilled La Salle 
Rose, and disco\'er a taste fresh 
from California. 

Or. enjoy Frozen Strawbern.- 
La Salle for dessen. Just boil (for 3 
minutes) 1 cup of sugar and 

1/2 cup of water, stirring until dissolved. 
Add I pint of coarsely crushed California 
Strawberries, the juice and grated rind of 

a lemon, and I bottle of La Salle Rose. 
Freeze in a quart container, or as ice 
cubes. And enjoy a bright dessert. 

Then, there's the bright taste of a 
La Salle Rose/Strawberr\' Cooler A 

glass of La Salle Rose, some California 
Strawberries, ice and a splash of soda. 

Or brighten up strawberries and ice 
cream. Just pour bright La Salle 

Rose oyer each ser\'ing. 
So disco\'er what's fresh from Cali- 

fornia. It's the bright kind of rose 
wine. La Salle Rose. And enjoy 
it with California Strawberries. 

Christ'ionBtnthctJ 

From The Christian Brothers of California. 
WORLDUIDE DISTRIBLTORS FRONLM AND 5ICHEI 1^ vNC[>CO. C.\LlFORMA I 

Sep-e.~.ber, 1977 



Hospitality on a budget 
continued from pcif^e 152 

Peanut-carrot country 

soup 

INGREDIENTS 
4 ounces butter 
V2 cup onions, cliopped 
2 cups carrots, cliopped 
V2 cup celery, chopped 
3 tablespoons flour 
2 quarts chicken stock 
1 cup smooth peanut butter, 

preferably Skippy 
1 cup heavy cream 
¥4 teaspoon celery salt 
1 teaspoon salt 
Chopped peanuts 
Chopped red ginger 

METHOD 
□ Melt butter in a heavy saucepan; add 
onions, carrots, and celery. Saute until 
vegetables are soft, but have not yet begun 
to brown. 
□ Stir in flour; when it is thoroughly in- 
corporated, pour in chicken stock. Bring 
to a boil and let thicken slightly. Reduce 
heat and partially cover. Simmer 30 min- 
utes. 
□ Strain through a food mill or sieve and 
press pulp of vegetables through. Place 
peanut butter in a mixing bowl, add one 
cup of soup at a time while whisking vig- 
orously; add the heavy cream, celery 
salt, and salt to taste. Serve hot or cold. 
Sprinkle some chopped peanuts or red 
ginger on top just before serving. Serves 
10 or more. 

Triple seafood casserole 

soup with millet puffs 

INGREDIENTS 
% pound butter 
V2 medium onion, finely chopped 
1 cup green pepper, diced 
V3 cup pimientos, diced 
1 pound fish, diced. Use red snapper, cod, 

scallops, or any white, firm-fleshed fish; 
at least 2 or 3 kinds 

6 ounces baby shrimp 
V4 cup Kikkoman soy sauce 
1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce 
1 cup carrots, cooked and diced 
1 10V2-ounce can Aunt Penney's cream 

sauce or 1 VA cups bechamel 
1 cup white wine 
2 cups bean sprouts, cut in 3-4 pieces 
1 cup half and half 
Salt, pepper to taste " ' 
Chicken broth 
6 heaping tablespoons puffed millets 

(available in health food stores) 

METHOD 
□ Heat butter in a large kettle; add on- 
ions, green pepper, and pimientos and 
saute. Add fish and shrimp. Saute 1 min- 
ute more. Add soy sauce, Worcestershire, 
carrots, cream sauce or bechamel, wine, 
sprouts, and half and half. Bring to a boil 
and season with salt and pepper. Simmer 
5 minutes. If too thick, thin with chicken 
broth. When serving, top each bowl 
with 1 tablespoon puffed millets. Serves 6 
as an entree. 

Crisp fried Monkey leaves 

Monkey leaves are the Chinese cahhat^e 
hok clioy. Yon ecui also use any other ve;^'- 
elahle. 

INGREDIENTS 
1 package tempura mix (available in 

Japanese grocery stores) 
Mushrooms, trimmed 
Zucchini, sliced 
Parsley, separated into sprigs 
Bok choy, cut into strips % by 4 inches 
Cauliflower, separated into flowerets, 

then parboiled 2 minutes 
Oil for deep frying 
Seasoned salt 

METHOD 
□ Make tempura paste according to di- 
rections on the package. Dip vegetables 
into batter and deep fry a few at a time. 
Place on paper towel to drain and sprinkle 

Trader Vic Bergeron cooks Chinese country style lunch for friends 

with seasoned salt. One package tempura 
mix will serve about 6 persons. 

Chinese country-style 

chicken 

INGREDIENTS 
V4 teaspoon ground star anise 
V4 teaspoon ground fresh ginger 
1 tablespoon soy sauce 
1 tablespoon Bourbon 
¥2 teaspoon brown or raw sugar 
6 chicken legs 
Cornstarch or water chestnut powder 

(available in Chinese markets) 
Chutney-plum sauce (recipe below) 

METHOD 
□ Mix anise, ginger, soy sauce, Bourbon, 
and sugar in a bowl, add the chicken 
pieces, and marinate V2 hour. 
□ Place a dish on a rack in a steamer 
and put chicken and marinade on it. 
Stea'fn over boiling water 15 minutes. Re- 
move chicken and spinkle with cornstarch 
or water chestnut powder. Put back in the 
pot and steam 3 more minutes. Can be 
made a day ahead to this point and re- 
frigerated until ready to fry. Fry until gold- 
en brown and serve smeared with chutney- 
plum sauce. Serves 3 as an entree. 

Chutney-plum sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
1 can (IOV2 ounces) brown sauce . 

or homemade brown sauce or veal glaze 
1 can (8% ounces) purple plums in syrup 
2 tablespoons Major Grey's chutney 
Salt, pepper to taste 

METHOD 
□ Place gravy, plums including their 
syrup, and chutney in a blender, being 
sure to remove seeds from plums first. 
Blend for 30 seconds at high speed. Place 
in a saucepan, bring to a boil, and simmer 
10 minutes. It should reduce by V^. Season 
to taste with salt and pepper. Makes about 
1% cups sauce. Enough for 6-10 servings 

Crispy orange puffs 

INGREDIENTS 
1 package won ton noodle skins, 

each 3 inches square (available at 
Chinese markets or make your own) 

1 jar orange marmalade 
1 egg, lightly beaten 
011 for deep frying 

METHOD 
□ Spread out each square of dough and 
drop a teaspoon of marmalade in the cen- 
ter of each one. Moisten edges with egg 
and fold the dough just as you would a 
paper hat. 
□ Drop into hot oil to crisp and become 
slightly brown. Drain and serve immedi- 



Select Cheddar. 

But you don't have to select between them. 

Enjoy the select flavor of spreadable 
Cracker Bairel, regular and smoked 
flavors, and the select flavor of Cracker 
BaiTel Cheddar cheese in the stick. Add a 
few crackers and garnishes and you've turned 
a select group into a lot of fun. Cracker 
Barrel offers two more reasons America 
spells cheese KRApT. 

Cracker Barrel. Our pride. Your joy. 
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Fabulous, fast party food 
continued from page 151 

FAMILY LUNCH FOR 6 

Eggplant with ginger and 
sesame seeds 

Baked cinnamon chicken 
Broccoli with pine nuts 

and capers 

Hazelnut crepes with 
strawberry butter 

Eggplant with ginger 

and sesame seeds 

INGREDIENTS 
1 2-pound eggplant, peeled and cut 

into V2-inch cubes 
Vs cup sesame seeds 
4 scallions, sliced thin 
1 tablespoon fresh ginger, peeled and 

grated 
V2 teaspoon salt 
3 tablespoons sesame oil 
2 teaspoons lime juice 

METHOD 
□ Preheat oven to 350°. 
□ Drop the eggplant cubes into a large 
saucepan filled with boiling salted water, 
cook them 3-4 minutes or until they are 
barely tender, and drain well. 
□ Spread sesame seeds on a baking sheet 
and toast in preheated oven until lightly 
browned. Grind the seeds in a blender 
until they are almost a paste. Combine 
them with the scallions, ginger, and salt 
in a bowl. 
□ Saute the eggplant in a frying pan in 
the sesame oil over moderately high heat, 
tossing frequently, for 5 minutes. Add the 
sesame-seed mixture and saute the egg- 
plant for 2-3 minutes more, or until the 
mixture is heated through. Stir in the lime 
juice. This dish may be served hot or cold 
and may also be used as a vegetable with 
roast lamb. Serves 6. 
Preparation and cooking time: about 1 
hour. 

Baked cinnamon chicken 

INGREDIENTS 
3 frying chickens, each 3-3V2 

pounds, cut into quarters 
1 cup dry sherry 
% cup clear honey 
VA cup lemon juice 
4 teaspoons cinnamon 
2V4 teaspoons garlic salt 
1 % teaspoons curry powder 

METHOD 
□ Arrange the chicken pieces in a single 
layer in a large shallow roasting pan, or, 

Feasts Without Fuss (Atheneum, $12.95) 
Copyrigtit © 1977 by Pamela Harlech 

if you prefer, in 2 smaller pans. Mix to- 
gether the sherry, honey, lemon juice, cin- 
namon, garlic salt, and curry powder in a 
bowl. Pour the marinade over the chicken 
and chill for 12 hours, basting the chicken 
several times. 
Q Bake the chicken in its marinade in 
a preheated 375° oven, basting every 
15 minutes, for hours, or until tender. 
(If the pan juices evaporate, add a little 
water.) Remove the chicken to a heated 
dish and keep it hot. If the juices are not 
lightly syrupy, reduce them over direct 
heat, stirring constantly. Adjust the sea- 
sonings and pour the sauce over the 
chicken. Serves 8-10. 
n The cooked chicken may be frozen in 
a baking pan large enough to accommo- 
date all the pieces in a single layer with 
the pan juices poured over it. After the 
chicken has frozen solid, remove the 
frozen block from the dish, wrap it in 
freezer-weight foil or in a freezer bag, and 
store. To serve, return it to the dish in 
which it was frozen. Cover the dish and 
heat in a preheated 375° oven 30 min- 
utes. Remove the cover and continue to 
bake 20 minutes longer, or until hot. If 
necessary, reduce the pan juices as de- 
scribed above. 
Marinating time: 12 hours; cooking time: 
about 2 hours 

Broccoli with pine nuts 

and capers 

INGREDIENTS 
3 pounds fresh broccoli 
Vs cup pine nuts 
Va cup olive oil or vegetable oil 
2 cloves garlic, minced 
¥2 cup water 
3 tablespoons capers, drained 
salt, pepper to taste 

METHOD 
□ Remove and separate the flowerets 
from the broccoli stems. Peel the stems, 
halve them lengthwise if they are thick, 
and cut them crosswise into y2-inch slices. 
There should be 8 cups flowerets and 
stems. 
□ Plunge the broccoli into a large sauce- 
pan filled with boil'ng salted water and 
cook 4 minutes. Drain, refresh under cold 
running water, and spread on paper towels 
to dry. 
Q Lightly brown the pine nuts in the oil 
in a large frying pan. Add the garlfc-^nd 
saute 30 seconds, then transfer the mix- 
ture with a slotted spoon to a small dish. 
Add the broccoli to the pan and toss it 
gently over moderate heat 2 minutes'. Add 
the V2 cup water and continue to cooPfthe 
broccoli over high heat for 6 minutes, or 
until just tender. Add the sauteed pine 
nuts and garlic, the capers, salt and 
pepper to taste, and cook, uncovered, 
over high heat 1 minute. Serve hot. Serves 
6-8. 
Preparation and cooking time: about 30 
minutes. 

Hazelnut crepes with 

strawberry butter 

INGREDIENTS 
2 eggs 
% cup milk 
V4 cup flour       . j 
Pinch salt ' 
3 tablespoons hazelnuts, lightly 

toasted and ground 
Clarified butter 
¥3 cup butter 
3 tablespoons superfine sugar 
¥4 cup strawberries 
¥2 teaspoon lemon juice 
1 cup heavy cream, whipped; 

12 strawberries, sliced and dusted 
with sugar; handful slivered, 
lightly toasted hazelnuts 

METHOD 
□ Put the eggs in the container of a 
blender with the milk, flour, salt, and 
grdtind hazelnuts and blend at high speed 
for a few seconds. With a rubber spatula 
push down any flour that may be clinging 
to the sides of the container. Blend the 
batter for a few seconds more, then pour 
it into a mixing bowl and allow it to stand 
for 1 hour. 
□ Brush a 6-inch crepe pan with clarified 
butter. Heat the pan until it is hot and 
pour in 2 tablespoons batter. Quickly tilt 
and rotate the pan so that the batter cov- 
ers the bottom in a thin layer, and return 
any excess to the bowl. Cook the crepe 
until it is lightly browned on the bottom, 
turn it and cook it until the other side is 
browned. Slip the crepe onto a plate. Con- 
tinue making crepes in this manner until 
all the batter is used. Keep crepes warm, 
covered lightly with foil, in a 300° oven. 
The crepes may be made in advance and 
heated just before using, or they may be 
frozen. 
□ Cream together the butter and sugar 
in a bowl. In another bowl mash the straw-j 
berries with the lemon juice. Incorporate 
the mashed strawberries into the butterir 
mixture, a portion at a time, until they are! 
well blended. 
□ Spread each crepe with 1 tablespoon 
strawberry butter and fold in half. Serve 
on heated plates with whipped cream, 
sliced sweetened strawberries, and hazel- 
nuts. Serves 6. 
Preparation time for crepes: about 1 hour 
40 minutes; added preparation time: 
about 45 minutes 

Herbed 
omelette salad 

INGREDIENTS FOR OMELETTE 
4 eggs 
Salt, pepper to taste 
2 tablespoons butter, softened 
4 teaspoons fresh dill, minced 
4 tablespoons fresh parsley, minced 
4 tablespoons fresh chives, minced 

Continued on page 160 
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Making a Milk-Made is almost as easy as sipping! 
one. Here's how you do it: just shake two parts of your: 
favorite Arrow flavor with one part milk, then pour it 
over ice—and       voila! Somewhere between milk \ 
and a martini        something scrumptious happens. 

Presents 

The Milk-Mades. 



Fabulous, fast party food 
continued from page /58 

INGREDIENTS FOR THE DRESSING 
' cup cucumber, peeled, seeded, 

and coarsely grated 
Salt, pepper 
VJ cup radishes, chopped 
'A} cup sour cream 
2 teaspoons yogurt      ' ' • 
1 beet, cooked and sliced • 
1 large tomato, sliced '"^ 
Watercress 

METHOD FOR OMELETTE 
[Z Lightly beat the eggs in a bowl with 
salt and pepper to taste. Heat an 8- to 
9-inch omelette pan over moderately high 
heat, add the butter and heat it until the 
foam subsides, tilting the pan to coat it 
with butter. Pour the eggs into the pan, 
allow them to set for a few seconds, then 
stir with a fork, shaking the pan gently. 
Move the set eggs towards the center of 
the pan, tilting the pan to let any un- 
cooked egg run to the bottom and the 
edge. Shake the pan again to loosen the 
eggs and remove it from the heat. Slide 
the omelette onto a plate, sprinkle it with 
the dill, parsley, and chives and roll it up 
tightly. Chill the omelette. 

METHOD FOR DRESSING AND 
ASSEMBLY 
□ In a colander, toss the cucumber with 
Vs teaspoon salt and let it drain for 30 
minutes. Transfer the cucumber to a bowl 
and combine it with the radishes, sour 
cream, yogurt, and salt and pepper to 
taste. Arrange beet and tomato slices al- 
ternately on plates lined with watercress. 
Slice the omelette into V2-inch rounds and 
arrange on the beet and tomato slices. Put 
1 teaspoon of the dressing on each round 
of omelette. Serves 6 as part of picnic 
menu; 2 as a main luncheon dish. 
Preparation time: about 1 hour, 15 min- 
utes; chilling time: 1 hour 

Cold orange and 

carrot soup 

INGREDIENTS 
V2 cup onion, chopped 
3 tablespoons butter or margarine 
1V2 pounds small carrots, 

sliced thin 
2 cups water 
1V2 cups orange juice, or more 
salt, pepper 
1 cup light cream 
Dash nutmeg 
Chives, snipped fine 

METHOD 
□ Saute the onion in the butter or mar- 
garine in a deep skillet. Add the carrots, 
water, orange juice and salt and pepper to 
taste. Cook the carrots until they are 
tender. 
n Puree the soup in a blender or food 
processor. If it is too thick, thin with 
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orange juice to the desired consistency 
Cool, then chill. 
□ Stir in the light cream and season wit,, 
nutmeg just before serving. Sprinkle eaci 
serving with the snipped chives. Serves 6 
Preparation and cooking time: about 3I 
minutes; chilling time: 2 hours ■ 

Mr. Briggs's avocado 
ramekin 

"This recipe was given to me by Pete 
Coats." 
INGREDIENTS 
3 ripe avocados 
1 15-ounce can Crosse & Blackwell 

clear consomme madrilene 
V2 lemon 
2 tablespoons heavy cream 
V2 cup walnuts, chopped 
8 slices lean bacon, cooked until 

crisp, crumbled 

METHOD 
□ Put the avocados in a blender or fooi 
processor with % of the consomme, 
good squeeze of lemon (to keep avocadd 
from turning brown), and the cream! 
Blend until smooth, I 
□ Half fill 8 individual ramekins witi 
about half the avocado mixture and al'ov 
it to set in the refrigerator. When set, ad^ 
the walnuts and allow to set again. 
n Add the remaining avocado mixture ti 
almost fill the ramekins and set again 
then pour on a very thin layer of con 
somme. Let set, then sprinkle bacon ot 
top and keep in the refrigerator until 
ready to serve. Serves 8. 1 
Preparation time: 15 minutes; chillin}! 
time on and off: about 2 hours 

Pate with olives, pine nuts 

and prosciutto 

INGREDIENTS 
1 pound pork 
V2 pound veal 
VA pound pork fat ' 
V3 cup black olives, pitted and 

chopped 
V4 cup pine nuts, lightly toasted, 

chopped 
VA cup prosciutto, diced 
VA cup fresh white bread crumbs 
2 tablespoons dry vermouth 
IV2 teaspoons fresh basil 
V2 teaspoon dried thyme 
VA teaspoon pepper 
1 very small garlic clove, peeled 
V2 teaspoon salt 
1 egg, lightly beaten 
V2 pound bacon, sliced thin 

METHOD 
□ Preheat oven to 350°. 
□ Grind together the pork, veal, and fat 
In a large bowl, combine the ground mea 
with the olives, pine nuts, prosciutto 
bread crumbs moistened in the vermouth 
basil, thyme, and pepper. 

House & Gardei 



n a mortar crush the garlic with the 
• Add it to the meat mixture and blend 
'oughly. Add egg and mix again. 
_ine the bottom of a 10-inch loaf oa^ 

. -1 half the bacon. Turn the meat • 
ure into the pan and press it down fi^-: , 

bover the top of the mixture v.'ith the re 
ning bacon. Bake the pate in the pre- 

::ed oven V.z hours. Weight the pate, 
; o.v it to cool, and chill 12 hours. Un 

'i onto a serving dish and remove 
bacon. Serje at room temperature 

- -.es 6. 
Preparation and cooking time: 2 hours; 
chilling time: 12 hours 

Blackberry jam with 

orange 

INGREDIENTS 
2 c:jr:as blackberries 
- z jp water 

1 cup orange juice 
3 tablespoons lemon juice 
: 'Dlespoon orange zest, grated 

cups superfine granulated or 
preserving sugar 

METHOD 
Z Cook the blackberries in % cup water 

I in a large saucepan until heated through. 
Put half the fruit through a sieve and 
add the puree to the blackberries remain 

(ing in the pan. 
~ Add the orange and lemon juices and 
grated orange zest, and stir over high heat 
until it comes to a rolling boil. Stir in 
sugar, bring back to a rolling boii. and 
boW, stirring constantly for 1 
~ Remove from heat and s: ' .era 
minutes to prevent the fruit from floating 
Pour into sterilized jars and cover with a 
Vs-inch layer of melted paraffin or a rounc 
of waxed paper and screw on the lids. 
Makes about five 1-pound jars. 

Tomato ginger jam 

INGREDIENTS 
2V2 pounds ripe tomatoes, peeled 

and quartered 
IV2 cups firmly packed brown sugar 
2 lemons, chopped fine 
1 onion, grated 
1 teaspoon sweet Hungarian paprika 
1 teaspoon ground ginger 
Vi teaspoon turmeric 
% teaspoon pepper 
3-4 tablespoons crystallized ginger, 

minced, or to taste. 

METHOD 
H Combine the tomatoes, brown sugar, 
lemons, grated onion, paprika, ground 
ginger, turmeric, and pepper 'r ' 
ming pan. Cook over moderate 'r. 
slightly reduced and add the ginger. Sim- 
mer, stirring frequently, until the mixture 
is thick. Spoon the jam into sterilized 
jars and seal with their lids. Makes four 
to six 1-pound jars. 

Continued on next page 

Yiikky. YummyL 

Peaches prcscr\ cd in ordinary canning s_\Tup for 12 nours. 

Fruit-Fresh.Y»u need it for 

canning, freezing, and fresh fruit. 

If you want all the fruit you ser\'e to look and taste its freshest, 
what you really need is Fruit-Fresh. Because Fruit-Fresh contains 
a special ingredient that locks in the natural, "just-picked" color 
and flavor. Which means no more brown, mushy-looking peaches. 

Fruit-Fresh is economical, too. A 5-oz. can will preserve up to 
75 lbs. of peaches. Here's how: For Canning: simply add Fruit-Fresh 
to the regular syrup. For Freezing: add miiii 
Fruit-Fresh to the s\Tup or dry sugar. For Sv.____,-> 
Fresh Fruit: sprinkle Fruit-Fresh on your 
just-sliced fruit before 
refrigerating. Sound good? 

It tastes delicious. J^K^^^ \\ 

Keeps fruit looking 

and tasting freslier. 

Free Offer: For free Fruit-Fresh dessen recipe booklet, send self-addressed stamped envelope to: 
Fruit-Fresh Recipe Offer, Dept. FF475. Box 14-67, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. 

The one to buy in th^ 

first place.^ 

★ 
•^Good Housekeepirvg • ?y 

r-iav Sis 
'''''•ftros ntuio 

5-YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE 
OVER ?5-M/LL/OW IN USE 

AMERICAS =1 SELLER 

THE ONE USED ABOARD SKYLAB 

The quality un-electric. 
•Manufacturer's sjggessed retail P"ce SWING-A-SVAV ST LOUIS 63116 

16! 



Fabulous, fast party food 
continued from preceding page 

Chickpea salad 

INGREDIENTS 
1 1-pound 4-ounce can chick peas, 

well drained 
1 cup frozen shrimp, defrosted 
VA cup mayonnaise 
2 tablespoons parsley, chopped 
2 scallions, chopped 
Salt to taste 

METHOD 
□ in a bowl combine all the ingredients, 
toss well, and serve immediately. Serves 
6. 
Preparation time: about 10 minutes 

Iced cranberry souffle 

INGREDIENTS 
%■ pound cranberries 
IV2 cups superfine sugar 
3 tablespoons orange-flavored liqueur 
IV2 cups heavy cream, whipped until stiff 
3 egg whites 
Pinch salt 
Orange zest, grated 

Add the liqueur and allow the mixture to 
cool. Fold in the whipped cream. 
□ Beat the egg whites in a bowl with a 
pinch of salt until stiff, and fold them 
into the mixture. Pour into an 8-inch 
souffle dish, cover with foil, and freeze 
until firm. Sprinkle orange zest on top 
just before serving. Serves 6. 
Preparation time: about 45 minutes, 
chilling time: 6 hours 

The Earl of Cowrie's 

steak au poivre 

INGREDIENTS 
6 tablespoons black peppercorns 
3 tablespoons juniper berries 
IV2 pounds well-aged rump steak 
Dijon mustard 
2 tablespoons clarified butter 
2 tablespoons vegetable oil 
Brandy 

METHOD 
□ Combine the cranberries with the sugar 
In a saucepan, cover, and cook over low 
heat for 10 minutes, stirring once or twice. 
Remove lid and cook 5 minutes more. 

METHOD 
□ In a coffee grinder or a mortar, grind 
the peppercorns and juniper berries to- 
gether. Coat 1 side of the steak with 
mustard and press the spices onto it so 
that the mustard holds them. Repeat the 
process on the other side and around the 
edges. Let stand 1 hour or more. 
□ Heat the clarified butter and oil in a 
heavy frying pan until it is very hot. Sear 
the steak for about 6 minutes on each side 
so that the meat forms a good brown 
springy crust and seals in the spices, but 
the inside remains rare. If some of the 

4u 

spice crust comes away in the cooking, tr '-^ 
a little more of the mixture and press i' 
into the meat. ; 
□ When cooked, place the meat on 
large cold dish, set it aside until cool, thei 
refrigerate. Slice very thick before servlm 
While the meat is cooling, deglaze the pa? 
juices with brandy, then set aside for rau. 
heating before serving. *' 
□ This dish is delicious served with leek 
and   potatoes.   Saute   the thorough! 
cleaned and sliced leeks in butter fo; 
about 15 minutes or until they are qui 
soggy. Mix them with a runny puree 
potatoes. Serves 6. 
Preparation and cooking time: about 3( 
minutes; cooling time: about 1 hour | 

■0 
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Offbeat whiskey drinks 
continued from page 154 

m 

sweet drink invented at the old Man! 
hattan Club in New York. This use(f| 
three parts of a blended whiskey t^'-" 
oae part sweet red vermouth, a dash o; 
bitters and a maraschino cherry, mixec 
in a glass with ice. In cocktails, as with .. 
other beverage tastes, a dry version haiijf'fii!- 
become more popular, using white ver , 
mouth instead of red, and a twist 0^ ^ 
lemon peel, or even a green olive, re 
placing the cherry. The version of thi: 
using Scotch is called a Rob Roy.       j -ti 

Whiskey is a precious liquid, as a^i.Rl 
least one  American president knewiVr 
Calvin Coolidge, when he was cam. 
paigning for the governorship of Mas! 
sachusetts after the first World War, kep' 
a bottle of it in his desk drawer for Vllj 
visitors. One of his assistants brought ir iiu; 
such a VIP and Cal opened the bottle: 'kt 
poured out two drinks, and buried thf 
bottle again among his papers. Late 
that day, the same aide came back wit! 
another VIP. Coolidge got out the whis' 
key again, but only poured one drink 
"What about me, Cal," the aide asked, 1 
Cal kept his cool, and his whiskey. "YOL^'_Z 
had yours this morning," said he. ' 

As a precious liquid, whiskey need* 
proper handling Some of the more agec 
versions are like liqueurs and wortfj 
splurging on for Christmas and birthday 
treats. 

Having lived for some years in Eng^j[3(j 
land, I am inclined to approve of the \; 
British idea of drinking whiskey anc 
cocktails and mi.xes made therefrom ou 
of wineglasses. The stem makes it easie: 
not to warm up the drink with you 
hand, and the size of the bowl—9 or 
ounces, which you do not fill to the briiT'l^^ 
—holds just the right amount for i 
serving. I like using a wineglass for winu^j^i 
and cocktails, too! |i 

In Scotland they will mix Scotch witl 
almost anything—with fizzy bottlec 
lemonade, for example. In Englant 
whiskey is often mixed with ginger wine' 
or in a thing called Jittersauce—one par 
each whiskey and gin and 2 parts cham 
pagne. Well, that is one way of using u{ 
leftovers! ■ 

62 House & Gardei 
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It's a very good year for flavor. 
Grey Poupon"' is made in the original French style, 

,^  with aged wine and ageless pride. 



Ill-order menus 
fitiniied from page 149 

JCKTAIL BUFFET 
vegetables with bagna cauda dip 

■h thinly sliced white truffles" 
■:erry tomatoes stuffed with ground, 
naked salmon'' mixed with sour cream 
dper-thin slices of dried beef* wrapped 
ound celery or cucumber sticks 
latters of smoked sturgeon* and trout* 
iced, smoked turkey* or pheasant*_^ 
oached Italian Cotechino* sausage, 
]iced 
\umpernickel and French breads 
selection of mustards 

\R\ED AND FRESH FRUITS, NUTS 

UOrganics. Inc.. 15870 S\V 216th St. 
[iamC Fla. 33170 
hganically grown mangoes and avo- 
ados. 

larrv and David. P.O. Box 712. 
ledford. Oreg. 97501 
oyal Riviera pears, citrus fruits, 
vocados, dried fruits. 
ruit-of-the-Month Club. 

innacle Orchards. 416 Fir St., 
Bedford. Oreg. 97501 
'omice pears. 

ittman & Davis, Inc.. 823 N. E.xpress- 
'ay. Harlingen. Tex. 78550 
""Atrus fruits, pecans, honey. 

iunnyland Farms. Inc., P.O. Box 785, 
loute 1. Albany. Ga. 31705 
^ecans and other nuts. 

unrav Orchards. Route 1, Box 299, 
dyrtle Creek. Oreg. 97457 
Organic prunes 

tillage Orange Crate. 121 Harrison St. 
:ocoa Village. Fla. 32922 
litrus fruit, avocados, mangoes 

HEATS, FISH, FOWL 
,  

ikB Food Products, Route 1B. 
adiz, Ky. 42211 

\t fuucky hams, strip sirloin steaks, 
pickled watermelon rind and 

niier pickles, 

ra\iarteria Inc.. 870 Madison .A.ve., 
New York. N.Y. 10021 
' u sh and vacuum-packed Iranian and 
Russian caviar. Smoked salmon, 
• iitrgeon. foie gras. 

Delta Crayfish. 608 Highwav 12. P.O. 
Box 566. Rio Vista. Cahf. 94571 
Live crayfish, shipped by air. 

3arrapata Trout Farm. Doud Arcade. 
;P.O. Box 3178. Carmel. Calif. 93921 
! Smoked trout 

I Harrington's in \'ermont. Inc.. 
I Main Street. Richmond. Vt. 05477 
I Vermont hams, dried beef. Canadian- 
f ityle bacon, smoked turkey and pheasant. 
Vermont Cheddar and maple syrup. 

Port Angeles. Wash. 9X362 
Pacific Northwest aldcr-snu>ked saltnon, 
canned Pacific shrimp, clams. 

Imperial Wild Boar Compan\. 
Palo Corona Ranch. P.O. Box AQ. 
Carmel. Calit'. 93921 
Young wild boar, whole: hams, 
shoujders, loins, fresh and smoked. 

Landmark. Carrbridge. Inverness-shire 
PH23 3 A J. Scotland^ 
Sides of smok^salmon 

Manchester Farms. P.O. Box 97. 
Highvvav 521 N. Dalzell. S.C. 29040 
Quail. 

Manganaro's Foods. Inc., 488 Ninth 
Ave.. New York. N.Y. 10018 
Cotechino sausage. Arhorio rice, 
aged Parmesan, roast peppers, 
other Italian foods. 

Mc.Arthur's Smokehouse, 
Millerton. N.Y. 12546 
Ham. bacon, sausage, smoked meats, 
fowl, game, trout. 

Murrav's Sturgeon Shop. 2429 
Broadway. New York. N.Y. 10024 
Smoked fish (salmon, sturgeon, trout, 
Alaska black cod. etc.). 

Nodine's Smokehouse. 
Goshen. Conn. 06756 
Ham. smoked fowl, eel, nitrite-free 
bacon and hot dogs, other meats. 

Omaha Steaks International. 4400 South 
96th St.. Omaha. Nebr. 68127 

/ nizcn nwuis 'sirloin strip steaks, 
/toneless leg of lamb, saddle of veal, 
etc.). also pheasant, quail, smoked 
turkey, Florida stone crab claws, 
lobster tails. Irish smoked salmon. 

Ritchie Brothers. 37 Watergate. 
Rothesay PA2() 9AD. Scotland 
Sides of bland-cured smoked salmon, 
shipped by air. 

Saltwater Farm. Inc.. Varrell Lane. 
York Harbor. .Maine 0391 1 
Maine lobsters and clams, Florida stone 
crab claws, frozen strip steaks. 

' Weaver's Lebanon Bologna. Inc.. P.O. 
Box 525. Lebanon. Pa. r7042 
Lebanon bologna, hams, bacon, dried 
beef. 

CANNED, PACKAGED, IMPORTED FOODS 

Anzen Japanese Foods and Imports, 
736 NE Union. .Ave.. 
Portland. Ore. 97232 
Foods for all kinds of Far Eastern 
cooking—Japanese. Chinese, Thai, 
Korean. Vietnamese, etc. 

Buderim Ginger Growers" Co-op 
Association. Ltd.. P.O. Box 114. 
Buderim. Queensland 4556. .Australia 
Ginger—crystallized, in syrup, 
marmalade, toppings, spreads. 

Casa Moneo. 210 West 14th St.. 
New York. N.Y. 10011 

Continued on ne.xt page 

GaUiano and Ireshilhut. 

Pour 1 ounce of 
Liquore Galliano'over 
an assortment of 
freshly-cut fruit. 

UlftUOilE 

6AbhlAN0'C^ 
/ AUQL'El-it f ! 



Mail-order menus 
continued from preceding page 

Foods for (dl lypcs of Latin-American 
and Spanish cooking, including dried 
corn husks, chiles, tortillas, chorizos. 
beans. 

Fauchon. 26 I*lace de la Madeleine, 
75008 Paris, France 
Special Fauchon lines of flavored 
mustards, preserves, honeys, herbs, etc. 

Fortnum & Mason, 181 Piccadilly, 
London WIA 1 ER, England 
Gift boxes and containers of 
Fortnum & Mason teas, preserves, 
honeys, Christmas puddings, cakes, 
mincemeat. 

l,e Jardin du Gourmet, 
West Danville, Vt. 05873 
Canned escargots, foie gras, truffles, 
turtle soup, many other imported foods. 

Paprikas Weiss Importer, 1 546 Second 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10028 
European imported foods, including 
strudel leaves. Hungarian paprika, dried 
and canned wild mushrooms, special 
spices, baking supplies. 

Sahadi Importing Co., Inc., 1 87 Atlantic 
Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. I 1201 
All Middle Eastern foods—tarama, 
taramasalata, tahini. pita, stuffed vine 
leaves, olives, baklava, pulverized 
coffee, filo dough, etc. 

Paul A. Urbani, P.O. Box 2054, 
Trenton, N.J. 08607 
Canned—and fresh, in season—white 
and black truffles. 

Williams-Sonoma, 576 Sutter St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 94102 
French tomato and rhubarb preserves, 
canned green peppercorns. 

CHEESE, BREAD, GRAINS, CEREALS 

Cheese of All Nations, 153 Chambers 
St., New York, N.Y. 10007 
Every kind of cheese, including Teleme, 
Monterey Jack 

The Birkett Mills, P.O. Box 440-A, 
Penn Yan, N.Y. 14527 
Kasha (buckwheat groats) and other 
stone-ground grains. 

D. M. Enterprises, P.O. Box 2452, 
San Francisco. Calif. 941 26 
Sourdough loaves, shipped by air; 
Monterey Jack cheese. 

Harwood Hill Orchard and Gift Shop, 
Business Route 7, 
Bennington, Vt. 0520! 
Vermont maple syrup, apple syrup, 
Vermont cheddar. 

Marin French Cheese Company, 
P.O. Box 99, Petaluma, Calif. 94952 
Rouge et Noir cheeses. 

Maytag Dairy Farms, Box 806, 
Newton, Iowa 50208 
Blue cheese. 

J.M. Nuttall & Co., Dove Dairy, 
Hartington, Buxton, Derbyshire, 
England 

Stilton cheese in wheels, half-wheels, 
5-pound pieces. 

Rogue River Valley Creamery. 
31 r North Front St., Central Point, 
Oreg. 97502 
Oregon blue cheese. 

The Swiss Colony, 1112 vSeventh Ave., 
Monroe, Wise. 53566 
American cheeses, smoked and un- 
smoked, sntoked hams. etc. 

Vermont Country Store, 
Weston, Vt. 05161 
Freshly baked whole-grain bread, grits, 
homemade granola. cornmeal, 
Vermont Cheddar. 

Walnut Acres, 
Penns Creek. Pa. 17862 
Freshly baked whole-grain breads, 
all cereals and grains, organic apple 
butter, honey. 

CAKES, PRESERVES, CANDY 

Astor Chocolate Corporation, 
48-25 Metropolitan Ave., 
Brooklyn. N.Y. 1 1237 
Chocolate dessert specialties. 

Collin Street Bakery, Box 104, 
Corsicana. Tex. 751 10 
Fruitcake. 

Creole Delicacies Co.. Inc. 
533-H Saint Ann St., 
New Orleans, La. 70116 
Fruitcake, pralines, preserves. 

Hotel Sacher, 
Philharmonikerstrasse 4, 
A-lOlO Vienna, Austria 
Sacher torte. 

HERB PLANTS AND SEEDS 

S & H Organic Acres, P.O. Box 27, 
Montgomery Creek, Calif. 96065 
Elephant garlic, Italian purple garlic, 
shallots, Egyptian onions, 
horseradish roots. 

Tsang & Ma International, 
P.O. Box 294, Belmont, Calif. 94002 
Chinese vegetable seeds. 

White Flower Farm, 
Litchfield, Conn. 06759 
Herb plants, including lovage, costmary, 
bay. sweet cicely. French tarragon, 
thyme, winter savory, also Tellicherry 
black peppercorns by the pound. ■ 

New York 
(ontinued from page 66 ^ 

D". Porthault. 57 E!"57th St. VeryJ^eau- 
tiful and very expensive sheets, towels, 
tablecloths in linen, cotton, and also a 
new cotton blend that is 35 percent poly- 
ester. Now for sale in the shop itself: 
two Porthault patterns made by Wam- 
sutta in 50 percent polyester. The newest 
print is a blue and white paisley. A 
queen-sized sheet costs $16. 
Sherle Wagner International Inc. 60 E. 
57th St. Special fittings for the bath: 
handpainted basins in delft, Ming, and 

floral   patterns;   wallcoverings, fauc 
sets, towel bars, lighting. ' 
Carole Stupcll Ltd. 6! E. 57th St. TaM 
settings. China and glass. Dining accq 
sories. 1 ^ 
Continenfal Quilt Shoppc. 129 E. 571 
St. An unmade bed: down quilts j 
large sheeting cases become top she 
and blanket in one—quilt is thrown ovi 
bed and isn't tucked in. The shop maki \ 
the quilts, you bring the fabric for tl 
cover and they make that, too. Tw 
size around $150, queen around $17 
king size, $210. 
Hammacher Schlenimer. 147 E. 57l 
St. A famous store with a wonderf 
catalogue available as you walk in. Tl 
third floor has a super closet-bath sho 
Look for special shower and bath spray 
portable hanging racks, tilt-top breal 
fast trays. 
William Hunrath Co., Inc. 153 E. 57l 
St. Literally hardware: faucets, spigot 
doorknobs, towel racks, casters, rod 
dtawer pulls, French-door handles—i j 
solid brass or chrome. I 

THE CROSS STREETS CONTINUED: 
FROM 54TH STREET TO 72ND 

Fabrics, quilts, tile, paint, accessorii | 
Habitat. 54th and Lexington in the ne 
ground-level Citicorp complex of shop i 
Inexpensive   contemporary    furnitui I 
with good design. New in the U.S. th | 
fall,  this shop comes  from Englan 
where it is a chain. 
Fabrications. 146 E. 56th St. A big sho| " 
full of fabrics that come in odd sha™ 
and widths: There's a section of b 
prints in primary colors, some vinyl ■ 
lots of ducks and denims, tiny EnglisI " 
Liberty prints, which will work for sliJ 
covers but aren't strong enough (unlel ^ 
quilted) for upholstery, lots of batik! i, 
French cottons. Downstairs the Man s 
mekko of Germany, called Intair, coil j 
sists of a line of panel fabrics, 65 inchJ i 
wide, $20 a yard. On the way out, piq „ 
up a kimono pattern free. | j 
Silk Surplus Inc. 223 E. 58th St. Loil 'i 
narrow shop filled with bolts of velve ,| 
brocade, moire, damask, taflfeta, crew i 
fabrics from Scalamandre. Some aJ 
overruns or discontinued patterns, otli 
ers may be flawed. One-half to two-thirc||l , 
off retail price. | ' 
Groundworks. 231 E. 58th St. Ope; 
both to the trade and to the public. T J 
the trade, it's a little fabric house thii 
deals mostly in cotton free-floral pa 
terns, some from 40s and 50s design 
You can choose fabrics but make tf 
purchase through a decorator at hom«! 
What to buy on the spot: huge cushion! 
smaller pillows, napkins, tablecloth 
and placemats from their patterns. Co 
or range is mostly soft, on white an 
beige grounds. j 
The Pottery Barn. 117 E. 59th St. Han(j 
some, inexpensive pottery and kitchei j 
ware from all over the world. Five-pieci 
place settings from $7-$35. Cuisina 
and parts, things that stack, trays, staiij 
less steel bowls, straw mats. Very tid' 
well-organized. Three other locations ii 
Manhattan.     (Continued on page 22^, 



33/3^° off onTowle Sterling 

CROUP CilUM T II C,RO\.T III 

SET GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III 
Reg. 33ii% Off Reg. 3 3'1% Off Reg. 33'.% Off 
Price Price Price Price Price Price 

32-Pc. Set $1080.00 ST 10.00 $1240.00 $826.67 $1400.00 $93 3.3 3 

PLACE PIECES GROUP I GROUP 11 GROUP 111 
Reg. 11'1% Off Reg- }3W% Off Reg. 3 3'/i% Off 
Price Price Price Price Price Price 

Teaspoon 2 3.00 15.33 28.00 18.66 3 3.00 22.00 
Place Fork 40.00 26.66 46.00 30.66 5 2.00 34.66 
Place Knife 37.00 24.66 4 1.00 27.33 45.00 30.00 
Salad Fork 35.00 23.3} 40.00 26.66 45.00 30.00 
Place Spoon 35.00 23.3} 40.00 26.66 45.00 30.00 
Spreader 24.00 16.00 28.00 18.66 32.00 21.33 
Iced Bev. Spoon 31.50 21.00 36.50 24.33 41.50 27.66 
Place Fork, Large 48.00 32.00 56.00 37.33 64.00 42.66 
Place Knife, Large 42.00 28.00 48.00 32.00 54.00 36.00 
SERVING PIECES 
*Buiter Serving 

Knife (H.H.) 29.50 19.66 3 3.00 22.00 36.50 24.35 
Cold Meat or 
Buffet Fork 72.00 48.00 80.00 53.33 88.00 58.66 
Gravy Ladle 72.00 48.00 80.00 53.33 88.00 58.66 
Pie or Cake 
Serving Knife 3 5.00 23.33 40.00 26.66 45.00 30.00 

'Sugar Spoon 36.00 24.00 40.00 26.66 45.00 30.00 
Tablespoon 66.00 44.00 75.00 50.00 85.00 56.66 
Tablespcwn. Pierc ed 66.00 44.00 75.00 50.00 85.00 56.66 
Hostess Set 6-Pc 341.50 227.66 383.00 255.32 427.50 284.97 

Towlc sterling is the ultimate, unmistakinjily the finest. Carter's is i>ne of America's 
largest and most respected silver dealers. Carder direct during this special offer and save! 
Your money returned if you are not completely satisfied. All sets and open stock are 
3 ) ' <"c> off. We pay all shipping costs. Free chest «ith$250 order. NO SALhS TAX unless 
Mississippi resident. 

FREE ENGRAVING. One initial engraved free on each piece if desired. 

24 MONTHS TO PAY Without finance charges. 

You can buy your Towle Sterling on our SiK er Cluh Plan. Nothing down. 24-equal monthly 
payments ($5 niin.). The deferred payment is the same as the c.ish price. Thi' cost of credit is 
included in the price quoted for the goi>ds and ser\ ices. 

(Hostess set includes all of the pieces 
Partial listing only above. Complete sa 

shown above with an asterisk (*) ) 
le price list available upon request. 

FREE 
SILVER CHEST! 
• With purcli.ise ot $250 or more 
• Tarnish prin>t 
• Holds 76-piece ser\'ice 
MEMBHR. NATIONAL BRIDAL SERVICE. 

DIRECT 

MARKETING 

711 High Street |ackson. MS 39202        Phone 601/354-3549 

DIRECT MARKETING 
Attn: Ms. Jane Lee      P. O. Box 125 
711 High Street (ackson. MS 3920.'> Phone 601/354-3549 
Please ship me the following TOWLE STERLING using the payment plan indicated. 

No. of Pc s.          Name of Piece 
of                                    @ $_ 

Unit Price Total Price 
each .$ 

-of                                  @ $ each .$ 
of                                  @ $ each $ 
of Hostess Set                 @ $ . I'arb .$ 

Name 
Address s 
City State ^Zip 
□ Check enclosed for the full amount, (Miss, residents add S"'o sales las) or choose one of 

the following methods of payment. 
□ Charge my account number  
□ Master Charge No.   
□ VISA No  
□ American Express No. 

  Inill.il to he eni 
Check Style 
Engraving Desired 

Script Hlixk □ I wish to pay on the Silver Club Plan 
(Fill in the following information only if you are using Silver Club Plan) 
Credit References_____ ,  

Offer giK>d through September 30, 1977. 
We pay shipping costs (No sales tax, unless a Miss, resident.) 
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money returned. 

September, 1977 65 



SHOPPING INFORM A TION 

Prices approximate, state and local taxes additional. ^Consult your interior designer or department store 
decorating service. Stores and designer sources in New York Citj unless otherwise indicated. 

ON THE COVER and page 110: 
Painted wicker furniture: c. 1850-1930. 
Couch: 66" x 24" \ ?0" high. S2.100 in- 
cludes matching table. rcx;ker. and (page 
110) armchair! 31" x 22" x 30" high. 
Oval table: 36'/2" x 241/2" x 30-^4" high. 
Crossed stretcher base. $295. High back 
armchair: 30" x 32" x 40" high. Rolled 
arms. S350. Chaise: 39" x 23" x 37" high. 
S600. Corner chair: 22" x 22" x 27" high. 
Scroll detailing. Rolled arms. S450. Mus- 
lin covered fiberfiU seat cushions. Pillows 
not included. At The Wicker Garden. 
Cotton fabric by Laura .\shley: Curtains 
and walls: Pattern R143. Color 2133. 
8';" repeat. High back armchair cushion: 
B1623 1032. 2" repeat. Chaise cushion: 
R189 2732. IVi" repeat. All. 48" wide. 
S4.75 a yd. S5.05 a yd. ppd. Coordinate 
wallpaper: 21" wide. 11 \d. roll. S9.95. 
SI0.95 a roll ppd. Comer chair cushion: 
R197 white and raspberry. Floor pillows: 
S65 white and strawberry. Both 36" wide. 
$3.75 a yd. S4.05 a yd. ppd. At Laura Ash- 
ley. New York and San Francisco. Mail 
order from Laura Ashley. 735 Montgomery 
St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94111. 
Cotton fabric on couch cushion and pil- 
lows: "Guinevere": 54" wide. 2514" repeat. 
Canterbur\ red. S15 a yd. By Laura Ashley 
for Raintree Designs. Write Raintree De- 
signs. 979 Third Ave.. New York. N.Y. 
10022 for nearest store. 
White lacquered cocktail table: 55" x 26" 
X 151/2" high. Beveled edge and legs. S800. 
From Philip Daniel.* 
French oak carved oval mirror: 43" x 37". 
White lacquer finish. 19th c. S460. At Stu- 
art Greet. 
Red lacquered table: 15/2 " sq. x 17" high. 
S690. From Paul M. Jones. 
Wooden mantel: S575. At William H. Jack- 
son. 
.\ntique Staffordshire ceramic dogs: 13" 
high. S85 each. Black lacquered tea table: 
24" diam. x 15" high. Ginko wood. From 
Korea. S275. Both at Lord & Taylor. 
.\ntique glazed ceramic ginger jars: 9" 
high. S750 a pair. On wicker table: .Antique 
thinoiserie black lacquered box: 9" x 6" x 
5" high. 18ih c. S270. On tea table: Japa- 
nese inlaid wood box: 4" sq. x 4" high. 
$525. Tin footbath: 25" x 20" x 10" high. 
Enameled interior. $240. Green ceramic 
leaf dishes: 6/2" diam. S75 each. All at J. 
Garvin Mecking. 
Antique French glazed ceramic lamp: 24" 
high. On cocktail table: .Antique ivorv and 
ebony candlesticks. .Antique quill basket: 
10" X 8" X 4" high. Lacquered tray: Mon- 
key design. 11" x 9/2". On tea table: Black 
lacquered bowl: 9" diam. 19th c. Japanese. 
All at John Rosselli Antiques.'^' 
"Modillon Block" cornice molding: 4" high. 
5" projection. I'ln" repeat. Of lightweight 
polymers. From Focal Point. 4870 S. At- 
lanta Rd.. Smvrna. Ga. 30080. 
PATTERN LS 
Pages 104-105: 
Fabric: On walls: ■ Prunelles." color 14. 
Curtains and wall border: "Sorbiers. " color 
14. Trunk cushion and inside of upholstered 
armchair:" Perosa. ■ color I. Outside of up- 
holstered  armchair:  "Sorbiers. " color 5. 

Quilt and pillows: "Sorbiers." color 15. All. 
lightly glazed Swiss cotton. About 50/2" 
wide. From the Marella Collection for 
Abraham-Zumsteg. 
Victorian painted slipper chair: Needle- 
point seat and back. $450. Oil lamp: Pink 
silk shade. $1,400 a pr. English mahogany 
library stairs: S2.000. Bamboo and wood 
diamond shaped table (left of bed): Painted 
wood top. S350. Primitive .American paint- 
ing: Garden scene. S950. Faux bamboo 
double bed: Burled wood panels. S 1.200. 
Cane and bamboo trunk: S400. Uphol- 
stered N ictorian armchair: Tufted back. 
S600. Faux bamboo painted bench: Needle- 
point seat. S500. \ ictorian marble top 
drop-front desk: SI.250. "Les Pompiers" 
painted lead sculptures with clock: S700. 
English porcelain jardiniere: Floral design. 
$600. All from Robert Denning & Vincent 
Fourcade. Antique Oushak Oriental rug: 
From Stark Carpet.* 
PATTERN IS 
Pages 106-107: 
Fabric: On chairs and chaise: "Cassis," 
color 21. Bordering chairs and walls: "Al- 
legra," color 21. Both, lightly glazed Swiss 
cotton. About 5OV2" wide. From the Mar- 
ella Collection for Abraham-Zumsteg.* 
Louis XV daybed: Antique finish. Loose 
seat cushion (back pillows not included). 
Two round bolsters. Black lacquered Por- 
tuguese desk: Tooled leather top. 9 drawers. 
Early 19th c. Both at Stuart Greet. 
Mantel: Wood and cut glass. S750. At Wil- 
liam H. Jackson. 
Antique English book panel doors: 18th 
century. Ax Florian Papp. 
Antique Empire chandelier: Crystal, rare 
ruby, and brass, c. 1800. A: Stiegler. 
Double-hung wood windows: Double pane 
insulating glass. Weather stripped. Remov- 
able grilles. .About S70 ea. By Caradco. 
At buildina suppliers and lumberyards. 
PATTERN IS 
Pages 108-109: 
Sofa: 85" x 35" x 30" high. S965 COM. 
Slipper chairs: 28" x 32" x 30" high. S480 
COM. Split chestnut dining chair: 2512" x 
21" X 37'2" high. From France. S45. Rat- 
tan cocktail table: 36" sq. x 30" high. Glass 
top. S295. Left of sofa: Two rattan stack- 
ing trays (as table): 2I/2" x I5/2" x 11" 
high. $135 ea. Fan wall lamps: 22" diam. 
X 29/2" high. S75 ea. Shell pharmacy 
lamp: 38-60" adjustable height. Chrome. 
SI89. Oval celadon china plates: 9^4" 
diam.. S6. 6^4" diam.. S3. By Fitz & Floyd. 
"Picasso" stainless steel flatware: 5 pc."*set- 
ting, $10.50. By Dalia. Wineglasses: 16 oz. 
each. Four for SI8. "Alta Sphere" glass 
vase: S35. By Atelier Vitreon. On ledge: 
Basket (with geraniums): SI7.50. Wooden 
fish: S200. Under ledge: Antique basket: 
S225. On cocktail table: Basket: S65. Coral: 
$15-537.50. Handmade stoneware bowl: 
7/2" diam. S30. All at Bloomingdale's. 
Cotton fabrics: On sofa: "Bonny Dundee": 
Kensington Green (10 yds.). On slipper 
chairs: "Bonny Dundee": Hastings Yellow 
(5 yds. ea.). Curtains: "Brignall": Ken- 
sington Green. Tablecloth: "Bonny Dun- 
dee": Kensington Green and "Brignall": 
Hastings Yellow. All. 54" wide. 251,4" re- 

peat. $15 a yd. Coordinate wallpaper: S15j 
a roll. By Laura Ashley for Raintree De- 
signs. At Bloomingdale's. or write Raintree! 
Designs. 979 Third Ave.. New York. N.Y.f 
10022 for nearest store. I 
"Ukiyo-E" silkscreen and lithograph: By! 
Jack '^'oungerman. 1976. Edition of 150.f 
5250 unframed. .At Pace Editions. 
PATTERN IS 
Pages 110-111: 
Rugs: By fireplace: "Clovelly": 4' x 6'.I 
Shown in green. About SI90. In bedroom:! 
"Ashley Colorwise": 5'6" x 8'. Shown in! 
heather. About $375. Both of Anso nylon.f 
Other sizes and 54 custom colors available.! 
Both by Laura Ashley for Regal Rugs. Atl 
Frank Bros.. Long Beach: Higbee's. Cleve-| 
land. 
Fabjics, lower left and center: Part of full! 
sample selection of Laura Ashley fabrics] 
and wallpapers: $3 ppd. from Laura Ash- 
ley. 735 ^Iontgomerv St.. San Francisco.] 
Calif. 94111. 
"Swan Sea" quilted comforter: Filled with! 
Dacron fiberfill II. Shown in Wedgewood.l 
Tw in, about $75. "Swan Sea" ruffled pillow 
sham: About S20. Both of cotton. By L^ural 
Ashley for Countess York. At Dayton's, 
Minneapolis. 
"Clovelly" quilted placemat: 19" x 13". 
"Guinevere" pattern on back. About S3.50. 
"Guinevere" napkin: 20" sq. About S2.50. 
Both, cotton and polyester. Designed by 
Laura Ashley. From the Table Topping 
collection by Frank Mcintosh for Leacock.f 
At Henri Bendel; Rich's. Atlanta. 
Sewing box: 12" x 8" x 344" high. Coveredl 
in a variety of Laura Ashley prints. Divided! 
lift-out tray. S20 at Laura Ashley. New 
York and San Francisco. $22 ppd. from 
Laura Ashley. 735 Montgomery St.. San 
Francisco. Calif. 94111. 
Pleated crownless straw hat: Flower trim. 
At Narcissa. 
Fabric on bedroom walls and chair cush- 
ion: "Guinevere" cotton: Bristol blue on 
white. 54" wide. 25i4" repeat. About $15 
a yard. 
Vinyl wallpapers (in basket): Left: "Clo- 
velly": Canterbury Red. Third from left 
"Guinevere": Canterbury Red. Right: "Clo- 
velly": Kensington Green. .AH 28" wide. 
18" repeat. Fabric and wallpapers above byj 
Laura Ashley for Raintree Designs. Writel 
Raintree Designs. 979 Third Ave.. New| 
York. N.Y. 10022 for nearest store. 
Vinyl wallpaper (in basket): Second froiii| 
left: "Laura": Ashley blue on white. 27" 
wide.  28"   repeat.  Custom  colors also.j 
About $27 a roll. Coordinate fabric avail-l 
able. By Laura Ashley for Kirk-Brummel.*[ 
Flowers and containers: (bedroom, table! 
setting, by fireplace): Linda Trinkle Wolf.l 
Interiors That Grow, New Rochelle. N.Y.j 
WHITE IS 
Page 114: 
In room designed by Noel Jeffrey: Lac- 
quered linen-covered coffee table: Designed! 
to order from Noel Jeffrey. 
Upholstery and window shades: By Celia 
Roth. 
Dracaena "Janet Craig": .At The Grass 
Roots Garden. 

Continued on page 168 
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Shopping information 
coniimied from poge 766 

In room designed by Mark Hampton: 
Geraniums: At I hc B;iyvvootls, Wiitermill. 
N.Y. 
Page 115: 
In  Larsen  apartment:   Plants:   By Peter 
Diinlop. Horticulture House. 
In room designed by Albert Pensis: Sofa: 
90" X 35" X 31" high. $2,039 as shown. 
By Baker. Laminated toffee table: 54" x 
30" X 16" high. S149. By DIA. Both at 
W & J Sloane. 
Appliqucd wall collage: Crafted hy Ava 
Bergman. l o order through W & J Sloane. 
Fabric on sofa, and fabric used for wall 
collage: F-rom Marignan.'-' 
Pages 116-117: 
In  room  designed  by   Harrison Cultra: 
"Blue Shadow" oil on canvas: 54" x 40". 
By Kenzo Okada. 1970. $12,000 framed as 
shown. At Betty Parsons Gallery. 
Page 118: 
In room designed bj Marta Kramer: All 
furnishings: At I.ord &. Taylor. 
Pages 120-121: 
In room designed by Stanley Friedman: 
"Radiator" bed: 98" x 64". Tubular stain- 
less steel frame. Two bolsters. Four pil- 
lows. $3,700 COM. Designed by Stanley 
Jay Friedman for Brueton Industries.'' 
Draperies and bed pillows: By Carlott Dec- 
orators. Englevsood. N.J. 
"Simplicity" mirror panels: At American 
Custom Mirrors. Bohemia. N.Y. 
"Majestic" carpet: Acrylic and polyamidc. 
From Stark Carpel. ■ 
Lacquered wood pedestals: 22" sq. \ 42" 
high. S540 each. At P. Suhacchi. ' 
GRKKN IS 
Pages 122-123: 
"Buddy L Grillmaster": 27)4" diam. x 28" 
high. Tubular folding tripod legs. Slide and 
snap assembly. $9.59. By Neosho. At Wool- 
co and large F.W. Woolworth stores. 
"One Hand Party Tray": Disposable 9 oz. 
plastic tumbler in built-in well. 1" x 5yn" 
X Wi" high. Dishwasher-safe acrylic. Set 
of 12. $10. By Designworks. At Jenny B. 
Goode. N. Theobald. Indianapolis. 
"Running Wild" striped cotton: 48" wide. 
About $28.50 a yd. From Carleton V.- 
"Brookside" cotton tablecloth: 52" x 70". 
$14. Matching napkin: 17" sq. S2. By Anne 
Klein for Robinson & Golluber. At Hud- 
son's, Detroit. 
Two-gallon jug: About $12. Insulated cool- 
er: 35 qt. capacity. About $22. Both by 
Thermos, div. of King-Seeley. 
'"Green Grass" cotton and Dacron poly- 
ester sheets: Queen size, about $16. Pillow- 
ca.ses. about $8. Bath towel, about $8. De- 
signed by Cindi Mufson for Martex. West 
Point Peppereli. 
Suede throw: $12-S16 per sq. ft. Handmade 

to order by Juan S. Behr Design. From 
lapestry Associates. 
"V\ave Lengths" sheared jacquard towel: 
Cotton and Dacron polyester. Bath size, 
about $8.75. By Martex, West Point Pcp- 
jierell. 
Laundry basket: 20" diam. x WVi" high. 
Molded" plastic. About $3.98. By Rubber- 
maid. 
"South of the Border" cotton: 54" wide. 
About $25.25 a yd. From Carleton V.- 
"Green Leaves" enameled stee! cookware: 
Brass handles. Gold-plated rims. Dish- 
washer- and ovenproof. 2'/2 qt. covered 
stockpot. $37. 11/2 qt. casserole. $35. l'/2 
qt. covered saucepan, $36. By Asta. At 
Hammacher Schlemmer. 
Enameled cast iron cookware: Teak han- 
dles. 10" frying pan, $29.95. 1 qt. sauce- 
pan. $20.95. By Le Creuset. 
Hand painted earthenware: Octagonal plat- 
ter: 12" \ 10". $30. Platter: 17" x 12", 
$77. Tureen, ladle, and platter: Special or- 
der. From Portugal. At Country Floors. 
N.Y. and Westport. 
Velvet loveseat: 64" x 38" x 27'/2" high. 
Tufted seat and back. Upholstered legs. 
Loose seat cushion. $949.50. By Ethan Al- 
len. Write Ethan Allen. Box 1066. Dan- 
bury, Conn. 06810 for nearest store. 
Loose-cushioned sectional: Corner: 35" x 
35" X 30" high, $360. Armless: 25" x 35" 
X 30" high. $287. Bloomcraft fabrics: 
frame. "Tiny Leaves." cushions. "Parfait." 
By Lee. At Lord & Taylor. 
Loose-cushioned sofa: 76" \ 32" x 29" 
high. Glazed lacquer fmish. Pecan trim. 
Upholstered in "Vine Mint" cotton. $1,290. 
By fomlinson. At John M. Smyth. Chicago. 
Loose-cushioned loveseat: 58" x 34" \ 28" 
high. Rayon and cotton upholstery. Two 
throw pillows. S937. By Hickory Chair. At 
Lord & Taylor. 
"Bouloum" chaise: 26" x 57" x 27" high. 
"Avignon" nylon stretch knit upholstery. 
Designed by Olivier Morgue. $370. From 
Airborne/Arconas." 
"Six Packer" cooler: 12 qt. About $15. By 
Thermos, div. of King-Seeley. 
Pillows: 20" sq. Acetate satin. Filled with 
kapok. By Price-Walker. $52.50 ppd. from 
The Uncommon Market, Box 1 1788, Lex- 
ington, Ky. 405 1 1. 
Lacquer and cane tray: 22" x 18". $72. By 
TAITUus through Keith Smith. At Nessa 
Gaulois. Miami. 
"Green Vine" table lamp: 21" diam. x 28" 
high. Bail base. Chrome stem. Closes for 
storage. $39. By Bob Van Allen for George 
Kovacs. At George Kovacs. 
Hinged plastic box: 6" x II", Blue, yellow, 
brown, white, red, green. $6 ppd. from 
Wilburt. 194 Third Ave.. New York. N.Y. 
10003. Hinged mirror: 4%" x 3%". One 
side magnifying. $5. At Design Research. 
Divided tray: 15'/2" x 1 1 ■/!" x li/2"_high. 

The strongest anti-itch drug 

you can buy without prescription 

The Itching of external vaginal, 
rectal, and other skin conditions 
can worsen, lead to infection. 

Doctors find even severe itching 
can be treated with a special anti- 
itch drug. This sanne drug is now 
available without prescription as 
an ingredient in BiCOZENE, the 

modern stainless, greaseless Itch- 
relief creme. Use only as directed. 

No other advertised product has 
this same exclusive BiCOZENE® 
formula. For sample, send 25C to 
Dept. HG9,     423 Atlantic Ave.. 

R?°n^2i7 BiCOZEIVE 

quilt, 
a yd. 
a yd. 

repeat. $24.75 a yd. 

Movable partitions. $7. At Hess's, Allen- 
town. Pa. All by Wings Over the World. 
Earthenware pansy plates: 12" diam., $21 
ea. 7" diam.. $7 ca. 3" diam., $3 ea. By 
Ernestine. Imported by Villeroy & Boch. 
At .lacobson"s Yankee Traveler, Sarasota: 
The Lemon free. El Paso: Mayhew. 
"Oriental Fishes" cotton sailcloth: 54" 
wide. 24" repeat. From Lee/Jofa." 
"Gwendolyn" cotton chintz: 54" wide. 
24V2" repeat. From Stroheim & Romann.* 
"Panama" glazed cotton chintz: 52" wide. 
21" repeat. Zepel finish. From Brunschwig.* 
"Color Fling" mineral reinforced fiber 
Hoor tiles: 12" x 12". Self adhesive. 890 
per sq. ft. By GAF. 
Loo.se-cushioned slipper chair:  21V2" x 
26'/2" x ZWA" high. Cotton/rayon uphol- 
stery. $325. From the Collector's Mix col- 
lection by Hickory Chair. At Lord & Tay- 
lor. 
Wing chair: 3()'/2" x 32" x 44" high. Ma- 
hogany frame. Madeira finish. $618. By 
Henredon. At Marshall Field, Chicago. 
Wing chair: 35" x 34'/2" x 43" high. Cher- 
ry frame. Schumacher fabric. $400. COM. 
By Harden. At W & J Sloane. 
Open arm chair: 35" x 31" x 31" high. 
Pecan frame. Cotton upholstery. $345. By 
Founders. At Hudson's, Detroit. 
TREAT A WINDOAN 
Page 137: 
In room designed by Anne TarasofF: 
Cotton fabrics: 51" wide. On walls, 
pillows: r:5693/ll. 19" repeat. $30 
Dust ruflle: #5708/1. 1" repeat. $18 
Chaise: #5668/1. 20' 
From Marignan." 
"Susanne" desk: 351/2" x l4'/2" x 30" high. 
Burled walnut. Kidney shape. Four drawers 
with wallpapered interior. $680. From 
Trouvailles.' 
Antique brass headboard: Brass carvings. 
From Barnette Shure Antiques", Valley 
Stream. N.Y. 
"Tibet" wool durrie rug: 8' x 10', $1,069. 
6' x 9'. $719.82. From Saxony Carpet.* 
Pages 138-139: 
In room designed by Michael Taylor: 
"Parisi" table: 61" x 54" x 15" high. Ash 
burl. Center panel of bronze. $4,500. From 
Karl Springer.^ Chairs and stone-topped 
tables: By Michael Taylor", San Francisco. 
In room designed by Clare Eraser: 
"Tulip Mania" cotton: 48 " wide. 2714" 
repeat. From Brunschwig." 
Antique  Louis \VI painted double bed 
with canopy. Lacquered Japanese food box 
with cover (holding magazines). Both at 
Matthew Schutz. 
Lacquered oval night table: 20" x 16'/2" x 
24" high. Two drawers. $1,280. Designed 
by Ron SefT. From RES." 
"Pande" wool Berber rug: From Stark Car- 
pet." 
GARDEN IN STITCHES 
Pages 140-141: 
"Poppies" cotton batiste  tablecloth: 90" 
round. Cotton polyester appliques. Hand- 
embroidered to order. $750. Designed by 
Inman Cook. Crafted by Toshiko Tanaka. 
At Woolworks. 
French Park Folding Chair: 17" x 14" x 
31'4" high. Wood and steel frame. $35, 
At Jenny B. Goode. 
"Wedgwood White" bone china dinner 
plate: $35 per 5 pc. place setting. By Wedg- 
wood. "Faneuil" sterling flatware: $113.25 
per 5 pc. setting. "Polaris" crystal wine- 
glass: 12 oz. $2.50 ea. Crystal carafe: 26 
oz. $12.75. Sterling frog salt and pepper 
shakers: 2" high. $225 a pair. All at Tif- 
fany. 
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iM &. FOOD C ONFR 
lute rimmed soup plate: y''2" diam. Chip 
i-iant f^roceram. By Corning. $38.50 a 

!i. 4 do/en niininuim. Wine glass: 6' : 
^5.85 a dozen. ?• dozen minimum. 

i;n at The Professional Kitchen. 

BUILDING 

FACTS 

aterials and tqiiipnitnt used in the house 
on paizes 130-133 

iTtCT: .Anioine Predock 
. IRACTOR: Homes by Maril\nn 

'1 OF HOLSE: 4.500 square feet 

Rl CTl RK 
)undation: Concrete footings with con- 
.;c masonry unit stem wall, 
•lining: In living room, laminated wood 

:    and deck b> Boise Cascade Products, 
(i   other   framing.   con\entional uood 
jisLs. 

CTERIOR OF HOLSE 
[terior nails: Concrete masonr> units by 
"edo Block. 
cterior finish: All exposed surfaces inte- 
ally colored stLicco or sandblasted con- 
ete. 
>ofs: Sprayed pohurethane insulation b\ 
)Iy-Cap. 
solation: Polyurethane-spra\ed roofing 
id vermicuiite fill in concrete masonr> 
lit; batt insulation in ceiling, 
indows: Operable wood casement win- 
»ws by Pella Windows: fixed frame u in- 
>ws by Kawneer. 
Bors: Flush ash veneer doors from Dcn- 
son Doors. 
arage doors: Automatic overhead garage 
)Or with rough sawn cedar phwood facing 
■ Overhead Door. 

JTERIOR OF HOUSE 
tenor walls: Sprayed silica sand finish on 
ywall b\ U.S. Gypsum Co. 
terior finishes: In major rooms, latex 
lint: in baths, enamel paint, by Wellborn 
lints. 
eilings: In living room, spruce decking 
■er fir glue laminated beams by Boise 
iscade Products: in all other rooms 
rayed silica sand finish on drywall by U.S. 
ypsum Co. 
oors: In major rooms and kitchen, brick 
)or by Kinney Brick Co.: in baths. V'ene- 

■an glass tile by Latco: in all other rooms 
ik floors b\ Bruce. 
'replace: Custom built by contractor. 
itchen and bathroom cabinets: .Ash full 

ay cabinets custom built b\ contractor. 
Itchen and bathroom countertops: In 

- len. Nevamar plastic laminate counters: 
■ ihs. V enetian glass tile counters. 

KCHAMCAL EQUIPMENT AND 
PPLFANCES 
ppliances:   Dishwasher   by Kitchen.Aid 

Hobart Mfg. Co.: food waste disposer 
I hermador Waste King: oven b\ \\ hirl- 

Corp: cooktop b\ Jenn-Air Corp. 
eating System: Solar assisted heat pump 

"em including heat pump units by .-^mer- 
Air Filter: controls by Hone\Avell and 
Pack: electrical back-up heating b\ 

onal: heat exchangers by Patterson- 
.■..e\. 
ooling system: Evaporative water coolers 

Baltimore Air coil with heat pumps by 
merican Filter. ■ 

liD-ember, 1977 

Needlepoint tablecloth 
continued from pcr^c 140 

3. Planning design: La\ patterns for 
llowcrs and kM\es on cloth and pin in 
place. Outline with pencil or washable 
ink. n -^ccth on cloth small shad- 
ows i Mtlcs of red flowers. Make 
sure lines arc clear. .Mark each element 
with s\mbol for its color. 
4. C utting the parts: La\ flower patterns 
on colored ^f^Tics. outline, cut out all 
pieces \ou"Il need. Trace star-burst de- 
sign c>nto tracing paper, turn over and 
retrace lines in chalk or soft pencil. Turn 
paper right-side-up on cut-out flowers 
and redraw lines so they mark fabric. 
Darken them if necessar> and cut out 
starhursts. Do the same for flower cen- 
ters, cutting them out of dark blue. Trace 
shadows from cloth itself, transfer to 
lilac, and cut out. 
5. Basting: Baste flowers and shadows in 
place. .Mark on star-burst tracing which 
parts are to be filled in in which color: 
transfer to appropriate fabric—orange or 
red—and cut out pieces. Fit into design 
on cloth and baste in place. Basle some 
bright green leaves to wrong side of fab- 
ric, the rest on top. 
6. Sewing: Using crewel outline stitch, 
start sewing with poppies. Use either a 
matching thread or a contrasting one—- 
Ms. Tanaka embroidered with either 
orange or red on flowers, sometimes 
matching, sometimes contrasting. W hen 
two pieces of applique come together. 

use only one line of stitching to fasten 
both to cloth. Sew down flower centei^ 
and beaut\ spots. Use a contrasting col- 
or for them like the bright, emerald green 
Ms. Tanaka chose. Embroider lilac in 
matching floss: \ar\ greens for lea\es, 
.Stitch shadow lea\es from right side of 
fabric in white to keep subtle effect ■ 

Fans 
( ontiniicd from pa'^'c 90 

2.000 cfm. Thus, for a 2.000-cubic-foot 
space, a 10-inch fan should be sufficient. 

Other factors affect the fan's perfor- 
mance. In terms of noise, plastic hlades 
are quieter, but it"s well to test \our po- 
tential bu\ for loudness first. The pitch 
of the blades, that is. the angle of their 
setting is important. The deeper the\ are 
angled, the better the\ will propel air 
forward: unfortunateh. the\"ll be nois- 
ier, too. Speed settings are essential for 
aii-\ear-round use: \ou need a mere 
zeph>r for winter heat distribution, a 
brisk current for summer cooling. 

The Home \entilating Institute tests 
and rates member companies" fans. Its 
sticker assures \ou claims for the prod- 
uct ha\e been proven. It also gives a 
sones figure. The sone is a unit of loud- 
ness, about equal to that of a quiet re- 
frigerator. The Institute has useful book- 
lets to help you purchase. Flush Out At- 
tic Heat is free. The HI'/ Guide to Basic 
I'an Types is 50^. H\ I. 230 N. Michi- 
gan Ave. Chicago. 111. 60(S0|. ■ 
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Maximum Strength Allerest. 
Strong relief from The Allergy Specialist. 

You can't get a stronger allergy formulation 
without a prescription. 

This means reformulated AUerest dehvers 
relief better than ever before for hay fever 
and allergy symptoms. If it doesn't do the 

trick for you, better see your doctor. 

Stroog ffdief from The AUcfgy Specialist 

Phamiacraft Consuner Products ©i977«l 'Corporation 



RUGS and TAPESTRIES 
Our  collection of fine im- 
ported rugs are perfect with 
any decor, for floor or wall. 
Included    are lovely 
Orientals, Navajos, 
Scandinavian Ryas, 
and more!!! 

French Garden Scene No. 7)56 10" x 
10" $5.95 20" X 20" $8.95 Shipped 
Prepaid. 
Add a lovely decorating touch to your home 
with fine woven tapestries from France, Italy 
and Belgium—perfect for wall hangings, 
framing, pillows, upholstery, etc. 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS 
ESTABLISHED 1938 

Send $1.00 for 
New Color Catalog 
Wide rangf "( styles, 

sues, and prices 

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
for over 39 years 

Order Direct bv Mai) 
Dept. HG 97 • 3028 N. LINCOLN AVE. • CHICAGO. IL 60657 • (312) 472 4848 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM-OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 

For Personalized Stationery 

Makes expensive looking raised letter 
impressions of any 3 line name & ad- 
dress on your PAPER & ENVELOPES 
(reversible). No inks, service or main- 
tenance required. For home, office, 
clubs, etc. Print clearly, maximum 24 
characters per line. (For $10-95 
4 lines add $1.50.) — 
Desk Model (notshown) $13.95 pos'tall"" 
Pa. res. add 6% • Catalog 25e    handi. Each 

POSTAMATIC CO. 
Dept. HG 977, Lafayette Hill. Pa. 19444 

salt 

shaker 

pepper 

mill 
The Perfect Holiday 

« Gift!   Clear acr.vlic 
combination salt 
shaker   and jiepper 
mill ...  a lovely 
way   to   spruce up 

your table as you spice up foods. Pre- 
cision stainless steel grinding mech- 
anism lets you choo.se fine, medium or 
coarse settings.  (Salt and pepper not 
iiid.) r-n' H. Only S7.98 phis .500 postage. 
Prompt Delivery. Money Back Guar- antee.  New!  104 Page Gifts Gourmet 
Catalog 25c. 

Dept.  HGI. 270 W. Merrick Rd. valley Stream.  N.Y. 11582 

Chinese Brass Trivets 
Four   footed   trivets   of polished 
brass   Chinese   characters, 472" 
square, representing "Good Luck", 
"Prosperity", Long Life", "Double 
Happiness". Tuck fhenn under cas- 
seroles or plants, or hong on rings 
for  interesting  wall   decor. Gift 
boxed set of four, $7 ppd. Send 
for free brochure. 
^'TN     A C GIFTS New York, Inc. 

1       2642 CENTRAL AVE., 
YONKERS, N Y. 10710 

KORVEHE SHOPPING CENTER 
PORT CHESTER. N.Y. 10573 
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DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE FURNITURE KITS 

• Heirloom quality 
• Solid 3/4" fiardwoods 
• Easy to assemble 
• Many models 
• Money back 

guarantee 
• Factory direct prices 
• Prompt stiipment 

Send sot for color catalog. 
Retund on first purchase. 

EMPEROR® 
CLOCK COMPANY 

WORLD S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 
OF GRANDFATHER CLOCKS 

Dept. F-17 Emperor Industrial Park 
Fairhope. Alabama 36532 

with Audrey Nichols j 

rder merchandise by writing directly to sh 
enclose check or money order. Add sales 
where applicable. Any unused item (not 
sonalized) may be returned by insured m 
for refund. Allow four weeks for deliverj 

A PAIR OF FOXES 
The look of now. His and her furs. North American 
gray fox (not an endangered species) paired off in 
almost identical styling with semi-fitted lines, 
complete with suede belt. About $4,200 ea. Send 
$1 for full color catalogue of furs (specify for men or 
woThen). Grosvenor Canada, HG9, 183 Madison 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. 

CREWEL BY THE YARD 
Imported from India. Natural 
handwoven cotton embroidered 
with multi-colored flowers. Richly 
textured fabric for upholstery, 
slipcovers, draperies, long skirts. 
50" w. One yard, $14 ppd. Swatch, 
color catalogue, 500. Gurian's, 
G97, 276 Fifth Ave., New York, 
New York 10001. 



FARMER'S FRIEND 
Happy scarecrow de- 
signed to take a number 
of lively poses. Denim or 
brown patch cotton, 
bandana, burlap hat. yarn 
trim. Felt head, hands 
and feet. Sizes: 10" h. S6. 
18" h. S13.50: 42' h. S62: 
plus SI .50 post ea. 
Exclusive with Annaiee s 
Workshop. HG9, 
MeiedWh. NH 03253. 

PRETTY PATCHWORK 
Handcrafted crib set in 
multi-color gingham squares with 
white eyelet lace trim. Polyester 
batting. Machine washable. Quilt. 
S3S.95: pillow. S8.95. matching bib 
S5.95. Set (quilt, pillow, bib) S44.85 
Ppd. Brochure. SI. Cracraft. HG9E. 
Box 27567. Atlanta. GA 30327, 

BENTWOOD BEAUTY 
Copy of a cherished Victorian antique. 
The hall tree, neat haven for outdoor 
gear, holds six hats, scarves, over- 
coats, plus canes and umbrellas, in 
ring circling the base. Hat section 
revolves. Assembles easily. Walnut 
brown finish. 74" h. S69.95 plus S8 
del'y. Catalogue. SI. Magnolia Hall. 
HG9. 726 Andover. Atlanta. GA 30327. 

RACQUET IDENTITY 
A sterling silver nameplate by Towle. 
Chic way to label a tennis racquet un- 
mistakably yours. Easily applied to tip 
of handle. Measures 1 13 64" by 1". 
310. Add SI .50 for engraving. (Specify 
two initials.) In pewter. S5 Ppd. 1690 
House. HGE9. 268 Merrimac St., 
Newburyport. MA 01950. 

'^e Interchangeables 

o 

You can have an entire wardrobe of 
je/^eiry for the price of one set! Gold tone 
cellar and pierced earring design can 
be interchanged with three different 
colored inserts. Colors are jet black, 
malachite green and mandarin red Collar: 
N2203-with three inserts, only S15.00V 

Pierced earnngs: EP1413-with three 
inserts and 14kt. gold filled posts. 
S7.50'. Send your check or money order 
to Bijou House, Dept. H92. P.O. Box 333, 
Caristadt. N.J. 07072. 'Please add 
SI,00 for shipping and handling charges, 
N J Res. add 5°= sales tax. 

Bijou HOUSE 
We design jewelry for clothes. 

/ '!.• t.mloh Oii'ucr - F:, Id Bai ■Or«-c I s.'/ ■ 
1 luslcjiil rcminctci ■_>/ lHlh C^rlury HnL.-h 

11.       r Hand craflt^d oj niahni^any - bccut. 
fiii^ihrd .1 wmcrhablf offer fruf: u< c! 

i :9 00   'Sliippiitg   Included' /Jimrrrs.vjr:, 
" i'.i«h T'V-   IH" \ JO" Coilapn'tlf /; « 

!uii-!y Send Checl: u, Charge MC BA Ire: 
e'>p dale Send $1 lor >_nir color catalogue. 

The Bombay Company 
/■ () Box Depf III; 

Needieooint o flying horse from o rare i 
beoutiful 9th C. Byiontine silk. Hond- 
pointed, 15 X 16, S40., Post SI. Choice of: 

1. Chorcoal & gold on paprika 
2. Black & naturol on copper 
3. Gold & red on dork blue 

MUSEUM MASTERPIECES 
A unique collection of neetJIework 
spanning 2000 years of world art. 

Catolog, design & stitch tips, SI. 

JANE WHITMIRE 
2353 S. M&ade HG9. Arlington. Va. 22202 

All Your Cookbooks. 

...fit on the top 
shelf of our Cookbook Recipe 
Rack, & recipes in the divided 
drawer below. 17H13'U'8^.T). 
Easy Kit S19.95 (add S2 
post.). Finished Antique 
S24.95 (add S2 50 post.). 

Dcpt G79B. Box 1000 
N Conway. N H. 03S60 

Send For Your Free Catalog' 

HARDHMRE&CEIERALSnRE 

iox 320, LynchDjrg. Tenr, 37352 

Authentic Jack Daniel's 
Low-Ball Glasses 

Four different -^storic distillery designs 
are enameled on the sides of these hefty 
rock glasses. Boxed in sets o' four, each 
glass holds a full 8 ounces. Perfect for any 
Jack Daniel's fan. S7.00 gets all four glasses, 
and includes postage and handling. 

Send check, money order, or use American 
Express. BankAmericard or Master Ctiarge. 

including all numbers and signature. I 
(Tennessee residents add 6% sales tax.) ! 

For a CD 0' ca!3log cf o d Te^ressee J Ife^   :er.s,se-c£:0C-g^eaDc.eaca-e;. J 
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Child's Big Name Stationery 
Set has 25 quality 8V2XII" sheets 
with name across the top, plus 25 
plain envelopes and ten pencils with 
the same name in gold. Print it; one 
full name only on twenty-pencil set. 
RP003-6-Stationery Set . . $3.49 
RP002-6-Stationery Only . . . $2.59 
XK779-6-Ten-Pencil Set 89c 
XK778-6-Twenty-Pencil Set, $1.59 

Early American Match Holder 
Grandma's wood stove and match 
holder were as inseparable as love 
and marriage. Now you can have a 
cast iron copy to lend nostalgia and 
country charm to your own kitchen 
It's 2\xAxlV» " and designed to hold 
a full box of wooden matches. A 
handy fireplace accessory. 
8525-6 - Match Holder $2 .59 

Giant Chocolate Candy Kiss 
Present your one-and-only with a 
giant kiss —a chocolate one, that is. 
Our giant kiss is 4x4", a generous 12 
ounces of delicious milk chocolate. 
It's wrapped in silver foil and has a 
pull paper that says, "Super Kiss... 
because you deserve the biggest!" 
6575-6-Candy Kiss $3.98 

Hummel Ornament for 1977 
A pleasure to give, a treasure to 
receive...a limited edition ornament 
featuring one of Berta Hummel's 
heretofore unpublished works. It's 
entitled "Herald Angel," features a 
shy haloed cherub and "Christmas, 
1977" I Schmid Brothers, 1976. 
8913-6 — Hummel Ornament . . $4.98 

Tub Toy Rack 
It straddles all modern tubs and 
takes charge of Junior's armada of 
bathtub toys. Rack is 6'72x25", made 
of sturdy steel, coated with scratch- 
proof, rustproof vinyl, drains toys 
dry in a hurry, keeps them out from 
underfoot between baths 
N6935-6-Tub Toy Rack  .... $2.98 

The Cricket 
Revered by the Chinese as a symbol 
of good luck, the cricket has been 
welcomed into American homes for 
the same purpose: "A cricket on the 
hearth for good luck and good 
health." He is black metal, 2V2" 
long. Housewarming gift supreme. 
8293-6-The Cricket  $1.98 

Overdoor Shoe Racks 
Keep your closet neat and organ- 
ized, free floor space. They slip over 
door and hold 12, 18, or 21 pairs of 
shoes. If closet has sliding doors, 
they can be wall-mounted. They're 
cadmium-plated metal with no-mar 
plastic tips. Crossbars fold back to 
make shelves. 23" wide x6" deep. 
XL200-6-12-Pair, 36"long . .$9.98 
XL156-6-18-Pair, 66" long, $12.19 
XL319-6-21-Pair, 66" long, $14.39 

Miles Kimball Company 

302 BOND STREET - OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 54906 

Shopping 

Gorham Silverware 
Drawer Pads keep flatware 
in dividers of soft Pacific 
Silvercloth that absorbs 
tarnish continually, saves 
tedious hand polishing. 
Standard, for 108 pieces is 
2V2XII y4x15", $11.50. 
Jumbo, for 120 pieces is 
2^8x13%xl7\", $13.50 
Miles Kimball, 302 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wl54906 
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Gold Tees ip a Nugget 
Pouch personalized with 
your initials in'gold. Ten 24K 
gold-flashed tees in a green 
suede flannel pouch that's 
chemically treated to prevent 
tarnish. Personalized pouch 
with tees, $3.29; plain $2.98. 
Miles Kimball, 302 Bond St., 
Oshkosh,Wl54906 

Adv er tisement 

House & 



Patchwork Hippo and Turtle to thrill 
tots and teens alike. Multicolor calico 
prints, stuffed with shredded cellulose and 
olefin. Wide-eyed happy hippo and shy, 
sedate turtle are approx. 22" long. Perfect 
as a TV pillow, bed-topper or just to hug. 
Hippo, $5.98; Turtle, $5.98. Miles Kimball, 
302 Bond St , Oshkosh Wl 54906 

Picture Frame Chains to display favorite 
photos elegantly in aispace-saving wall 
arrangment. Rich, black background is 
3 Vi " sq., holds a 2   " goldtone metal 
frame. Plastic covers keep photos dust- 
free. 13" long, 3-frame chain, $4 98; 17'/2 ", 
4-frame chain, $5.79; 21 Vi ", 5-frame chain, 
$6.49; 26", 6-frame chain, $7.19. Miles 
Kimball 302 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 54906 

me Notes & Informals are some 
ost unique we've seen. A Southern 
;irt with your favorite miss's name 
on a rich blue background, white 
3.48 notes, 3x6%, $2.98; 
lals, 3'72 x4 72 ", $2.39. 
♦ weeks. Miles Kimball, 

St., Oshkosh, Wl 54906 

vay Brush for safely scrubbing high 
nobile home, or boat. Rugged light- 
luminum poles can be used sepa- 
together for long reach. Handle 
tergent and water control. GIANT, 
rling, scratchless horsehair brush, 
e, 14 ft. reach, $23.98; SUPER has 

I scrubbing brush, high-pressure 
5ft. reach, $27.98. Miles Kimball, 
d St., Oshkosh, Wl 54906 

'ement 

mmm 

Name-Address Labels 
Your name and address on white or 
gold labels Use them on letters and 
parcels, to identify books and al- 
bums The gummed labels are \\" 
long, carry up to four lines of type. 
White are in packs of 1000; gold in 
packs of 500 Print personalization. 
RR201-6-White Labels, 1 pk , $125 
RR212-6-Gold Labels,  1 pk , $2.00 

Kolor Kindlers 
Their story is on the box they come 
in: "No more bother, no more fuss, 
leave the kindling up to us. Light my 
wick and start me quick and place 
me under the middle stick. I'll start 
your fire and make it glow in rain- 
bow colors that come and go." Box 
contains nine Kolor Kindlers. 
8944-6 -Kolor Kindlers, 1 box, $2 75 

Furry Johnny Set 
The last word in luxury for your 
bathroom. Two-piece Johnny set is 
made of warm, furry acrilan and cot- 
ton, cut and elasticized to fit stan- 
dard-size seat and lid. It's machine 
washable, comes in a variety of col- 
ors   to   compliment   any decor. 
Johnny Set  $6.69 
6897-6 —Moss Green; 6903-6-Gold 
6905-6-White; 6916-6 —Royal Blue 
6910-6-Hot Pink .   .. 6908-6-Red 

Frisbee Horseshoes 
The hottest game to hit the back- 
yard since croquet. It's absolutely 
safe, has no sharp projections. Set 
includes two yellow Frisbees, two 
red ones, two 12" bull's-eye loops 
on wooden stakes, plus two measur- 
ing cords and instructions. Take aim 
and let 'er fly. For 2 to 4 players. 
4572-6 — Frisbee Horseshoes, $7.98 

Tinkertoy Toy Makers 
One of the finest toys you can give. 
Pieces are smooth birch and tough 
plastic that snap together to create a 
host of rugged little toys. When a tot 
tires of one, he just takes it apart and 
builds another For ages 2-8 
2662- 6 - Small Set (46 Piecas) $3.49 
2663- 6-Medium Set (92)   . $5.98 
2664- 6-Large Set (119) $8.59 

Free Catalog .. ♦ 

□ Check here to receive our new full color 
Fail catalog with 196 pages of fresh and ex- 
citing gifts, toys and housewares - each one 
fairly priced and guaranteed to please! 

ITEM NO QUAN. NAME OF ITEM PRICE 

Items on these 2 pages shipped postpaid       Total Amount Enclosed 
Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Miles Kimball Company 

\       302 BOND STREET   OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 54906 j 
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ORIENTAL RUGS 
ON APPROVAL FOR 
EXAMINATION IN 
YOUR OWN HOME 
• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY 
• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE^ 

TO YOU 
• ONLY GENUINE HAND- MADE ORIENTAL RUGS 

FOR OVER 50 YEARS 

SEND FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE LISTS. COLORED PLATES, and 
KODACHROMES to help you select rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL. 

Largest Retail Stock 

Direct Importations Rejularly 

Moderate Prices 

Sm til Mats to Giant Carpets 

' The No Risit Way 
to liuT Oriental Rofs 

"Oriental Rugs - A Complete Guide" by 
Col Charles W. Jacobsen. First and most 
comprehensive Oriental rug encyclonedia 
ever published. 480 pages with 250 plates. 
38 in full color - $20.50. 

CHAS.W.JACOBSENJnc.; 
401 S. SALINA ST.. DEPT. B 
SYRACUSE. N.Y. 13201 
315-471-6522 

Work Free Patchwork Christmas and Wreath Ornaments 
Simply cut around each design (printed front and back) and seam to- 
gether by hand or machine. Easy enough for a child to do. 

Kit for Quilted Wreath 
Pre-prlnted patchwork in colorful calicos, 
bonded polyester for stuffing; red and white 
striped fabric for the bow, complete instruc- 
tions. Finished size. 17". 

Kit for 6 Stuffed Ornaments 
Pre printed fabric in bright calicos, bonded 
polyester for stuffing; red embroidery thread 
to make braided loops, complete instruc- 
tions. Finished size, 7" each. 
Wreath $4.95 each—2 for $8.95 
6 Ornaments     $3.95 each—2 for $6.95 

Add 7St postage & handling for each kit. 

'PhoeS* 
135 Soundview Drive 

Lake Success, N.Y. 11020 

*'BenffUl 1^f#|#»f*** An original design by Jay Lewis 

Hand painted on 
Calif. Pondero.sa 
Pine 

We pay shipping! 

Color (latalog 
of florals, animals, 

landscapes, etc. 
$1.00; free with 

order 

This large 31"x41" wooii [).iiniiii};     n ud) lo liaiij;, iict ils no framing. 
Tiger colors are white, black and yellow on a warm brown background. 
A hand.some addition for your living room, den or office. 
Please send check or money order. B.A. or Master chg. accepted. 
Include # and expiration date. 

Please allow three weeks for delivery. 
Our policy: full refund if not completely satisfied. 

M.%l.ini' <iiTrDIOS 604 Hampton Drive, Venice, Calif. 90291 
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IJlilAN VETION 

OOD TASTE AT AFFORDABLE PRICES 

i)lid brass on solid oak! 

"tic working replica of an antique 
- letter scale, every detail identical 

1860 original. Elegant for his 
desk, or a collector's shelf, 

■'teed accurate—tested 
.•-eights of 1-oz,, . 

2    and two 1/2-02. 
-   :: ished solid 

n a richly 
: and varnished 

L ■meticulously 
c :ed with non-mar 
i and lined niches 
■the weights. 
■%x3V2" 
B, our own 
P^lsh import. 
9 9 Letter 
< le $19.98 

extension 

mirror 
(les to you—easy on the back! 

}reat for makeup and shaving, 
great for hair styling— 

3 Sack view with both hands 
ee' Two-faced 8x6 " wide-view 

-irror extends to 30". flips 
^      from plain to magnifying. 
Il    swivels for best angle and 
f        light, folds flat to wall. 
' Polished chror^e-piated meta' 

3672   Wide Mirror $15.98 

SALE! OVAL (small view) 
i:- 3:cve. but face-framing 

:■■ shape, was $14.98' 
4723    Oval Mirror $10.98 

cipital idea! 
If :|-am your wall— 
D  nitial, two, 
Le, a whole name! 
Id carved wood, 
■-dried, handsome 
lit grain. 6^4" 
f. PRINT letters. 
9 4   Each $1.98 

3 for $5.75 

unique gifts 

by mail! 

Shakespeare shelf 

Delightful gift, a treasury that's ours alone 
Six mini-volumes in a luxe glossy-papered 
slipcase, all handmade and hand-bound 
by English country craftsmen 
in a centuries-old workshop. 
Five best-loved plays (the one 
you can't see is "Romeo 
and Juliet"), all his known 
poems and sonnets, plus actuai 
replicas of dedications 
and title pages. Gilt-edged 
books 3^ix2W, the case 
3>^x23'4x4V2" high, with 
a pull-out ribbon on its shelf. 
All gloriously designed, 
charming in blue and white. 
9548   Set as shown $24.98 
9325   Poetry Book only. 
A gift of love! $3.98 

genuine UlilKINS' 

The first name, the best name in personalized 
ornaments—for festive family tree-trimming, 
for heirloom gifts. Originals by Lillian 
Vernon.■^'^ artist-designed, American-crafted 
of lifetime solid brass that won't tarnish 
or break, richly detailed, custom engraved. 
Partridge in pear tree is dated 1977— 
precious baby in crib is a first-Christmas gift 
to be cherished for life. Pick our Santa 
carousel for anyone of any age. our sledders 
for every loving couple. Sizes vary, 3-4". 
PRINT names, add birthdate for baby in crib. 

1493 Baby in Crib 
1637    Pair on Sled 

mini-tools 
Natural beechwood by famed 
Sevi of Italy! Gourmet needs 

in enchanting miniature— 
the coffee pot just IV'2" high. 

Unique gift for a doilhouse 
or collector's shelf—18-piece 

set includes removable lids 
on coffee pot and teapot. 

And the coffee-grinder handle 
really turns! Our own import. 

4769   Mini-Tool Set $5.98 

storage 

on wheels! 
Rolling cart of endless uses! 
Goes everywhere with cleaning 
needs, fits a narrow space 
for extra roii-out storage, 
goes outside with all you need 
to grill and serve a meal. 
Great also for stationery 
or hobby supplies. V/hite 
vinyl-clad metal assembles 
without tools—baskets slip in 
side slots to form a rigid 
frame, slip out again any time 
to store away. Our own Italian 
import with 113.4x14%" 
lift-off tray of orange plastic, 
three 10xl4V2x2V2" basket-bins, 
and free-wheeling casters 
of finest quality. 31V'2" high. 
4630    Rolling Cart $18.98 

td 75c for postage and handling—NY residents add taxes 
f INT all personalization. Satisfaction always guaranteed. 
I close check or money order. Sorry, no cash, no C.O.D.'s. 

the gift... 

... for designers, 
artists, draftsmen, 
students! Genuine 
black leather case 
has twin zips, lies 
flat when opened. 

Inside, all this: fine pencils, 
12 rainbow-hued, 4 soft-to-hard lead; 
7 color pens; ruler (inches and cm.), 

45° calibrated triangle and architect's 
protractor of clear acrylic; pen holder; 
eraser; sharpener. All secured in loops 

and pockets—extra loop for 3 prized 
personal pen. All fame-name professional 

quality—A.G. Farber-Castelli, Edding, 
Kulbel—so fine it's guaranteed. Our own 

West German import, sturdily stitched 
71/2x434x11/2" case personalized with 

solid brass letters. PRINT initials. 
2250   Designer Set $19.98 

ULilAN NETION 

Dept. G91 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 
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Match- Tortoise 
24"x72" 
3fi"x72" t2"x72" 
lH"x72" 
fi0"x72" 
72"x72" 
«4"x72' 

stick 
S -t.50 

5.50 
fi.50 
8.50 
>).50 

11.50 
1,3.50 
16.50 

BAMBOO SHADES 
Bamboo roll up shades in natural 
Matchstick or Tor- toise shell {burned 
' 2" wide Bamboo slats). Perennially 
popular: handmade in 
Taiwan with heavy 
duty cord locking de- 

Add $1.00 postage per 
BATH READER \ 

An    important    and        jiC^ \ pretty   accessory   for ^^^^ the bathroom, oon- 
veniiMit   space for 
magazines and 
two    rolls of 
toilet tissue. 
Made of hand- 
woven rattan in 
lacy design. 
10' X 4" x 18" 
high. Sll.<)5 
plus $2.00 postage . 
Painted white 
add $2.00. 

Shell 
$ 7.50 

8.50 
10.50 
11.50 
13.50 
16.50 
19.50 
23.50 

shade 

M. 

WICKER 
J        BED TRAY 
! S16.9543'.oo X    .7 postage Breakfast in  Bed! Compart- 

^•nted. lightweight handwov- 
I "     natural rattan. 23' x 13' 

RATTAN SWAG 
LAMP !(.in.lwovi-a (ull.v t it-ctrilieM   with etirii- iiK-i    switch. ;Mliusl- ;il)U' h.'lu'lu rn)m (■ell- iUK.   t -I"  spread   1 1" hifrh with  18 ft. lat- tan    r lia i II .-mil hooks   for hantr-* iiiif iitcUKtoil r .1 i n I <■ I 

low   Of U j,        a     •! rl & .■*:).()<) Use u .     to     1 .•>() 
Iiull) t 1 

VISIT OUR WAREHOUSE SHOWROOM 

'^rnn. BASKET HOUSC 
Route 10, Dept. HG9, Succosunno, N.J. 07876 

FAMILY CREST RINGS 

Ring +fll, 16xl4mm top. 
solid 14k gold $195.00 
sterling silver $90.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. If you do have a coat of arms, just send 

us a photostat or picture of it and that 
is what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arms send 
us your name and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (see below). 

3. If you wish you may design your own 
coat of arms. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If, in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20.000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this jewelry 
is available, plus instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
$1.00 (deductible from first order). 

Remember, this jewelry is also available 
with any coat of arms, or any other eiti- 
blem or design you may send us 
HERALDICA IMPORTS. INC. Dept. HG9 
21 WEST 46th ST. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036 

I 
\HYJHiHO 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Custom printed shirts 
We'll print your slogan up to 
30 letters on a quality t-shirt or 
sweatshirt. All machiine wasfi- 
able. Navy or powder blue. S-M- 
L-XL. Specify color and size. 
Add $2 extra for printing on 
botfi sides. 100% cotton. 

T-shirt  $4.99 
Sweatshirt $6.99 

Dept. 309-7B, Wheat Ridge, CO 80036 

MINI FURNITURE 

...makes it easy to be your 

own Interior Decorator! 
AVOID COSTLY DECORATING MISTAKES. Create 
miniature settings for every room in your 
house before spending a cent for a piece of 
furniture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wall- 
paper, or a bucket of paint. Think how much 
you can save if you really plan before you 
buy. Over 150 different furniture combina- 
tions for every room. Sofas, chairs, sec- 
tionals, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, 
etc. Decorate furniture, walls, w indows, with 
your own fabric and paint samples. Includes: 
3-D miniature furniture of solid styrene. 
Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to 
exact V2" scale. Design and instruction book 
included. Created by Adele E. Behar, ASID. 
Guaranteed. Only $9.50 (we pay postage). 

Plan-It-Kit. Inc. 
Dept. HG-9 Box 429, Westport, Ct. 06880 
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NEW OLD-TIMER 
Ceiling fan that cools in summer, 
moves warm air in winter built of 
durable, but light resin materials 
with blades in walnut or oak finish, 
yellow or white. 44" dia., 12" 
drop. $59.95; with light globe, 
$74.90. Add $7 post. Georgetown 
Fan Co., HG9, Box 2128, Denver, 
CO 80201. 

WORLDLY MATCHBOOKS 
Add colorful atmosphere to your 
home with an assorted collection 
of 50 famous-place matchbooks 
from exciting faraway or near 
pleasure spots. Ideal for collectors, 
or the person who has everything. 
$4.95 plus 500 post. Match King 
Corp.. HG-9, PO Box 2503, Grand 
Central Sta., New York, NY 10017. 

0 

petiil 

5Jf 

ill 

DETER BURGLARS 
Protect your home with an AMS 
Burglar Deterrent System" without 
costly installation of total alarm 
system. Key-operated light switch 
mounted on outside of house indi- 
cates activated alarm. Installed 
easily; low voltage. $29.95 ppd. 
American Manufacturing Services, 
Inc., HG9, 11 Midrocks Rd., Ridge- 
field, CT 06877. 

(OlJf 
31!. 

MUSCLE TONER ] 
Exercise with simple rubber arm | 
muscle builder, firms arm and 
hand muscles, relieves aches and ff" 
stiffness. Fits in a pocket when 
not in use. Athletes use it; exer- 
cise enthusiasts advocate it. $2.98 
plus 400 postage. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG9, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

CLOSE TIES 
For grandfather (or father), the 
children's names (up to 10) are 
silk-screened in black or white 
(depending on tie color). For uni- 
versity, send name and copy of 
seal. Polyester. Dry clean. Navy, 
black, brown, green, royal blue, 
$14.50 plus 500 post. Bruce Bo- 
lind, HG9, Boulder, CO 80302. 

SLEEP IN LUXURY 
Lace trimmed or plain knitted ny- 
lon-satin bedding in 13 decorator 
colors: machine washable, dryable, 
seamless. Matching shams, dust 
ruffles and comforters available. 
Complete sets, all sizes. From 
$23.75. Brenna Mills, HG9, 16168 \ 
Beach Blvd., Suite 251, Hunting- 
ton Beach, CA 92647. 

DYNAMIC ARTISTRY 
A new kind of three-dimensional 
wall sculpture. It's an original 
from the handcrafted collection 
of award-winning Max Levine, in 
limited editions. Of heavy gauge 
burnished steel, brass accents. 
All details in free brochure. B. 
Levine, HG9, 19-18 Saddle River 
Rd., Fair Lawn, NJ 07410. 

House & Garden 
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personalized UlilKINS ornament 

16^7 ' Cotered"Br;die" i-I'''p=:\- -Vme^ ' ' " SlSS.'i fo- S10.98 

• • _ 
" '     :e;t. S92. 

ULilAN HIUQH 
;"D S. ra;ton Ave.. 
W:. Vemr, KY 1S550 

()\E PERFECT RO>E 

i._,~r-- z!T-\ M<H-im. RT-nr'-uTit-d ■T.rni -.-uljilor 
P-:0 M-r-ha]] ha- .-r^3i-: ..n- :.rrfr.;! bud 
aio; ihi- hartd-mad-- •■->T';-=-r i'rl^. Pr-ul^ and 
]'-a^r- j-r hand rnamrlj-^d and nr-^d 10 a fade- 
i'loid ii^:—. >}.'i^<:-iiy r^d. ^^h]!'. :'ink or yelloi* 
rct-rir,;d. S12.00 <—in-. V':z.< 

-ez".   r-,js   oOv —L'~ 
111 Hs-^Dshire .A,.e 

ERAMIC TILES 

jfejg irisltraan b never drunk 
as lotioi Or he caa Kofd on to 
c*nc bloif of jra~. and not fal! 
off thv face of the earth. 

av vou JD-C in 

Kcavcn 

»a halF hour before 

the Hani 

knou'<: vou rc dcjvl. 

fPrSH TIPPLER IRISH TOAST 

<U4 
l|jiav tbc roads nse^ 

>A'ith vcu. 

•y^ nd the \xind be atuxrvs^- 
^     at vour back; 

mav'the Ixcrd hoU.- 

Jvcu in tk: hollcw cF l^is' 
L hand. 

GAELIC ROAD WISE OWL 

-cc' 5-- Saiss Tax /n California 

Dap;.. HG-97    >5S Mission. San Francisco. Calrf. 94105 



PATCHWORK 

CRIB QUILTS 

Handcrafted for 

Heirloom Quality 

Timeless beauty for all decors. Handquiited from 
squares of blue, pink, green and yellow gingham. White 
eyelet lace trim. 100% polyester batting. Gingham 
backing. Machine washable. Quilt, $39.95. Pillow, 
$8.95. Bib, $5.95. Save $10 on set (quilt, pillow, bib), 
$44.85. Color brochure, $1 (includes $2 credit slip). 
All prices ppd. Check, M.O.. Mastercharge or Visa 
accepted. Unconditionally guaranteed. 

Cracraft 

3649 Cochise Dr. (G97) 

Atlanta, GA 30339 
Georgia residents add sales tax. 

*FREE! REG^7.95 
WALL MURAL 

TANNENBAUM 

PAINT-BY NUMBER KITS ASSURE 
YOU OF PROFESSIONAL RESULTS! 

« Send 35c for 32 page full color catalog 
with hundreds of dramatic patterns... 

♦ And a free Certificate for your choice 
of a Zodiac mural (Reg. S7.95) when 
you order any S14.95 value mural . . . 

« Or, use Certificate for a S5.00 Discount 
on any S14.95 (or more) "Magic Mural" 
kit of your choice. 

Ill a few liours anyotie who has a blank 
wall can convert it Into a prime showpiece. 
Subjects include: Tropical, Oriental, Afri- 
can, Spanish and Western scenes, wide 
panoramas, race cars, animals,Zodiacs, etc. 
Kits are complete: pattern, brushes, paints, 
instructions, and Money-Back Guarantee. 

c*jMa^ic f *j\Iurals 
DEPT. HG-709  P.O. BOX 8500 

FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CALIF. 92708 

This white satin 
ball boasts a 

decorated 
emerald 
green tree 
on each 
side, red 
candles, 
pearl pop- 
corn gar 
land, stun- 
ning 
braids. 

Klt-$ 4.95 ppd 
(Two for $9.25) 

6" Klt-$12.98 ppd. 
Pa. residentsadd6 % tax. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

# 

Our AWARD WINNING CATALOG 
Ha< fni r 250 oiiiihi.il ile-i;;ii kits. 

THE CRACKER BOX 
Dept. HG14 

Pt. Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

REMOVE HAIR FOREVER 
Perma Tweez electrolysis safely and per- 
manently rernoves all unwanted hair from 
face, arms, legs and body. No-puncture 
safety feature—clinically tested and recom- 
mended by dermatologists. 
14 DAY MONEY x^^^^^^^T^^^^^ 
BACK GUAR.      f^Good HoMekeeping^^^ 
$19.95-send check/ ,„„,„jji^ 
money order 
Cal. residents add 6% sales tax 

□ I enclose $4.00 deposit and will pay 
balance COD plus extra COD charges. 

□ I enclose full payment of $19.95. 
□ BankAmericard/Master Charge 

# . Exp. Dote  
GENERAL MEDICAL CO., DepL HG-146 
1935 Armacost Ave., W. Los Angeles, CA 90025 
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DAINISH STYLE 
FOLDING ROPE CHAIR Kuropean iniportfd solid Imrrtwar*.'. wal- nut fini.sh. foUJiilir chair. Heavy woven rope -seat and back. Full size chair for use as .ilnlnn room chair, as bridge chair, or for extra seating in any room. Folds ■;tor,a>rp.  .3:1" hiKh.   17 I T" Idth. 
95 $29 

.Will. orrf .S/i/K/. rhO" con's. 

1 7 1 
each 

seat heittht. 
I for 159 .95 

Send 50c for com- plete Danish furni- ture catalog 
GENADA IMPORTS 

Dept. P9, P.O. Box 204, Teaneck, NJ 07666 
v../. .laiflnitf: mill flairs tn.r 

RACK 'EM UP 
Contemporary towel rack hangs 
from standard flush door or is 
permanently attached to door or 
wall. Easily installed without tools. 
Brass or nickel plate. Rack holds 
five towel rods in space 33V2" h., 
17" w., 3" deep. $18.75 ppd. St. 
Nicholas Boutiques, HG9, Santa 
Claus, IN 47579. 

PERSONALLY YOURS 
Silky polyester scarf comes in i 
colors, machine washable. Lett'! 
in black or white (first 5 lett; 
free);   more.   200   each. Wh 
black,  navy,  brown, yellow, rj 
green, pink, beige. It. blue, oran; 
$4.50 each; 2. $8. Add 500 
In Stock Retail Stores Ltd., W 
28 W. 23 St., NY. NY 10010 

THE TUXEDO CHAIR 
Well padded for superb comfort. 
Seat, back cushions zippered and 
reversible. With arm protectors. 
Fully lined skirt. 31"H by 35"W. 
Seat 211/2"D. $222 to $363; your 
54" fabric (81/2 yards) $178. Exp. 
coll. Catalogue and swatches $2. 
Hunt Galleries, HG9, Box 2324, 
Hickory, NC 28601. 

IT'S A HUMMEL YEAR 
Plan to spend 1978 with thirt 
of Sister Hummel's darling ti 
Enjoy their precious expressic 
old-fashioned dress and over: 
shoes. Lithographed in full c( 
in W. Germany; assembled in 8 
by 11 VA" calendar. Nice to fra 
$3.50 ppd. Miles Kimball, 
Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 54906 * 

SCULPTERED SILVER 
A flower for her finger, with an 
adjustable sterling silver dogwood 
ring . . . hand-wrought by Appala- 
chian silversmiths. A traditional 
treasure from the collection of 
Stuart Nye originals; also copper 
jewelry. Ring $8. Free brochure. 
The Drummer Boy, Dept. D, 522 
East Main, Morehead, KY 40351. 

GEODESIC DOME 
Hinged double door, Califo 
redwood frame, 15' dia. Fact 
assembled triangles, clear ac 
fiberglas panels locked in pi 
Just bolt units together. $695 
exp. coll. Catalogue is f 
Peter Reimuller—the Greenhoi 
man, Dept. IIJP, 980 17th / 
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. 
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'.' WELCOME 
, eath of ruby red peppers for 
•0 holiday guests. Reserve now 
01 Christmas while it ripens in 
;o nwestern sun: check is held 
in shed until shipment time. Free 
0 book included. Wreath 18" 
li; or 4' garland, each $14.50 
ic Old Mexico Shop, HG9, Patio 
IJ Santa Fe, NM 87501. 

ER-STEAMER 
le qt. deep fat fryer is cast iron 

iri non stick, non-rust coating on 
«./ and lid. Inner basket is spun 
il iinum with hardwood handle 
if knob. Removable carrying han- 
U Seven lbs. Fits any stove. 
; 95 plus $2 post. The Gift. 
\ 9021 Melrose Ave., Los An- 
" s, CA 90069. 

RRECTS MISTAKES 
at ballpoint pen has eradicator 
Dn other end of pen. You make 
error, eradicator wipes it out 
antly. Capped, protects pocket 
Jurse. 5 for $4.98; 12, $9.98. 
1 $1 post, per order. Write to 
Jrican Consumer, Dept. SRP 18, 
oline Road, Philadelphia, PA 
76. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

A ,.- 

illiliUJiiil 

CONTEMPORARY CANE 
Natural rattan headboard, triple 
pole frame, 3" peel border. Sin 
gle size, 39" by 53", $39.95 
double, 54" by 53", $49.95 
Queen, 60" by 53", $59.95; 
King, 78" by 53", $84.95. Exp 
coll. Catalogue 25c. Fran's Bas 
ket House, HG9, Route 10, Sue 
casunna, NJ 07876. 

PIONEER MILK STOOL 
Handmade stool reproduced from 
an original found in West Va., is 
sturdy and has an unevenly worn 
look. 12" dia. it has three splayed 
legs. Kids love to sit on it to hear 
grannie stories, dad likes it for his 
feet. $17 ppd. Americana cata- 
logue. 500. Daniel I. Hadley. HG9. 
Box 1456, Wilmington, DE 19899. 

WARM WELCOME 
Colorful sign, hand-screened in 5 
colors over antiqued subdued blue 
background. Attractice way to iden- 
tify your home, greet guests. 13" 
by 181/2"- Order now as Christmas 
gift. Print names to be used. 
$17.95 ppd. The Stage Shop, Dept. 
HG9, 440 Great Rd., Acton, MA 
01720. 

Country Curtains 

or years Country Curtains have been a charming 
tradition they have lent their extra warmth and cnspness to 
American homes all over the country Thrifty homemakers rely 
on Country Curtains for old-fashioned quality and conscien- 
tious service 

BALL FRINGE sturdy, 
specially-made fringe is carefully 
stitched on by homesewers in 
the village Pure unbleached or 
white cotton muslin or perma- 
nent press in natural or white 
90" wide per pair 20", 25" long, 
$6.50 pr; 30", 36", 40" long, $7 50 
pr; 45", 54", 63" long, $10 pr, 
72", 81", 90" long, $12 pr; 
Valance, 10" x 80", $3 50 ea 
Specify color and fabric choice 

RUFFLED PERMA- 
NENT PRESS... crisp 
and carefree...looks 
just like muslin but in 
easy care cotton and 
polyester   Eggshell or 
white. 78" wide per pair 
with 2" ruffles 25", 
30", 36", 40" long, 
$8 pr; 45", 54", 63" 
long, $11.50 pr; 72", 
81",  90" long, $13.50 
pr; Valance, $3.75 ea. 

Send for free 
catalog showing 
many curtains, 
bed ensembles 
tablecloths... 

STOCKBRIDGE TAB simple 
tab styling and a charming but 
uncomplicated design makes 
this little print work almost 
anywhere. You'll love the colors! 
Earthy brown, green, gold or 
brick red on off-white permanent 
press cotton and polyester. 80" 
wide per pair 25", 30" long, $12 
pr; 36", 40" long, $13 pr; 45", 
54" long, $14 pr; 63", 72" long, 
$17 pr; 81", 90" long, $20 pr. 
Valance, $4 ea. VQ^Q^S^Q 

000   o _ Q    Q    O    O O 

JI^OUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ai TH h RKD LION LNN 

Dept 93, Stinkbridge. Massachusetts 0 I 262 
Please specify color, length and fabric choice Send check, money 

order or use Mastercharge or BankAmericard Postage/handling: 
under $10 add $1.10, over $10 add $2. Mass res. add 5% tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 
□ PLEASE SEND FREE CATALOG 
□ My order totaling $ is enclosed. 

Name  

Address 

State 
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Our luscious cowl-collared 
sweater from Marisa Christina 
tn lightweight nubbly acrylic 
boucle is softly alluring in Paris 
red, black, ecru, peach or 
white. Sizes S,fVl,L. $26.00. 
Add $2.00 for postage. Order 
by mail, or phone 617-749-7830. 
Master Charge, BankAmericard 
or American Express. 

-rw. 

DEPT PF, HINGHAM. MA 02043 
Stores in, Acton, Duxbury, Lenox. So, Hamilton. Ma,; Avon. Hamden, Ct 

® Johnny Appleseed's 

K Tartan 
Slacks 

Authentic Scotcti 
tartan Polyester/ 
Wool slacks Belt 
loops, side and 
hip pockets. Tar- 
tan choice. Dress Campbell (Navy/ 
White), Black Watch (Blue/Green), 
Royal Stewart (Red/Green), Gordon 
(Navy/Green). Cunningham (Red/ 
Black) Sizes 32-42, $30.00 ppd. 
(Specify inseam measurement, with or 
without cults, if you wish stacks fin- 
ished Not returnable if cuffed.) 
Johnny Appleseed's  FREE CATALOG 
Box 709, 50 Dodge St . Beverly. Ma, 01915 

INDIAN HANDCRAFTED STERLING SILVER 
SUN FACE RING 

REPRESENTS THE 
SPIRIT OF THE SUN GOD 

FOR HIM OR HER       $tS ppd, 
PLEASE SPECIFY RING SIZE 

We  accept   Mastercharge, Bank 
Americard,  American Express. 

WRITE FOR FREE COLOR CATA- 
LOG. Send check or money order 
to 

BIEN MUR INDIAN 
MARKET CENTER 

Dept. HG9, Box 10367 
Albuquerque, NM 87114 

U.S. Licensed & Bonded Trader 
Located on Sandia Reservation 

Personalized 

Neck/Head 

SCARF 

Only $4.50 
(2 for $8) 

Feels just like silk but it's a machine 
washable, 100% polyester, 22" square 
scarf—great for all occasions. Personalize 
it with name or Initials in beautiful black 
or white decorative sewn letters. First 5 
letters free, 200 for each additional letter. 
A fantastic gift at only $4.50—or 2 for 
$8. 11 lively colors: white, black, navy, 
brown, yellow, red, green, orange, ligfit 
blue, beige, and pink. Take advantage of 
this special by ordering 2 or more colors 
today. Specify initials or name in white 
or black letters as well as scarf color. At 
this modest price payment MUST be en- 
closed with order. Money-back guarantee. 
Add 500 for postage/handling. N.Y. resi- 
dents, add sales tax. 

IN STOCK RETAIL STORES LTD. 
28 West 23rd St., N,Y. N.Y. 10010 

For the woman tired of carrying a hand- 
baj: with someone else*s initials, create 
an < le-ant NEEDLEPOINT SATCHEL. 
Handpainted in your choice of multi- 
patterned summery pastels or earth 
tones (specify), satchel is personalized 
w;th three initial monogram or name 
and birth sign (specify). 
Kif includes three itl4 canvasses and 

Pnternayan yarn. 
$75.00 plus $2.00 postage 

N.Y. res. add 8% sales tax 
Mounting additional 

Send 50i for catalogue 
NEEDLEPOINT FOR TODAY 

1316 Auerback Avenue 
Hewlett Harbor, NY 11557 

in style for 

BUFFALO MOTIF 
HancJsome accessories 
immortalize the noble 
American bison. Silk 
and polyester tie, $8.50; 
bow tie, $6.50: sport 
belts, $12.95: wallets,.,; 
$12.50; keycase, $8.50; 
watchban(ds $5. 20 color 
combos including navy 
with red Buffalo; navy, 
maroon, green with 
silver, brown or green 
with tan. $1 post. Free 
catalogue. The Squire 
Shop, HG9, 4548 Main 
St., Snyder, NY 14226. 

SILVER IS IN 
Smart Siamese sterling silver 
jewelry with a chased design is 
perfect with casual wear and for 
dress-up occasions. Great for 
silver anniversaries and other 
special occasions. Cuff bracelet, 
$30; bangle bracelet, $33; puffed 
heart on 18" box chain, $33, Add 
$1.75 post. Bijou House, HG9, 
Box 333, Carlstadt, NJ 07072. 

WISE CHTOICE 
Point of View turtleneck, 70% 
acrylic, 30% wool blend; cream, 
black, camel, brown, mint, navy, 
green, powder blue, wine, SML 
(6-16) $18.'Wrap skirt, oyster, 
or camel polyester/rayon 
gabardine. Owls hand-painted 
acrylics. By de'Lanthe. One size 
fits 6-14, $30. Plus $1.50 post per 
order. All washable. Free fall- 
winter catalogue. Carroll Reed, 
Dept. 830, North Conway, 
NH 03860. 
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LEATHER CLUTCH 
Superbly crafted bag, made 
from fine soft leather with 
latest European styling. 
Fastens with beautiful gold- 
plated clasp. 9" by 13". 
Camel, black, burgundy. 
Good fashion buy. Salerno 
Handbags, $24.95 ppd. 
Renaissance Imports, HG9, 
320 Fifth Ave., Rm 408, New 
York, NY 10016. 

ASANT DREAMS 
ery hearts-and-flow- 

f stripes in soft cotton 
Eiel from Lanz. The 
Tiny-gown top buttons 
1 ont, covers elastic 
/i-.t of pull-on pants, 

idnight blue/multi- 
r. P,S,M,L for sizes 
13/14. $22 plus $2 
. per order. New free 
r catalogue. The 
ots, Dept. RB, 
]ham, MA 02043. 

ICELANDIC HANDKNITS 
Cardigan sweater in homespun 
wool yarn. No two alike. 
White: black/brown/light 
gray geometric pattern. Light 
gray: black brown white. 
Charcoal brown: black graf! 
white. Ladies: SML. Men's: 
SML. XL $54.75, ppd. Free 
catalogue. L.L. Bean, HG9, 560 
Cedar St., Freeport, ME 04033. 

JUMP INTO FALL 
Snug top wrap jumper in soft 
cotton pinwale corduroy, 
graceful flare skirt. 8-16. 
Leather brown or green. $32.95. 
Sissy blouse, brown or green 
spriggy print on soft natural 
cotton-avril cloth. 8-18, $24.95. 
Ppd. Washable. Free catalogue. 
J. Jill, Ltd., HG9, Great 
Barrington, MA 01230. 

GRDSV€NOR CANADA 
fall Winter 1977-78 
FUR COLLECTION 

A handsome presentation of 
furs—sportif to sumptuous— 
from internationally famed 
Grosvenor Canada. 

SEND $L FOR CATALOG IN FULL COLOR 
GROSVENOR CANADA 

183 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

Peanuts, all you can wear! 
Another ongindl design by The Squire Shop. 

F%dnul lies in Bappetizing colors, 
taslefully created for fashionable peanut lo\ ers 

everywhere. Get a bag of Peanut ties todav! 
navy, mdroon, green, brown, black, 

with tan peanuts, navy with silver peanuts 
One peanut lii' i'l 00 a ban .Six Peanut ties S50 a bag Peanut bows [clip or to-lie| $6 .iO 

\ gre.it sift foreveryoni-    , including yourself! 
mat! & phone orders aaa SI per tie S3 lor 4-6 f'es, plus lax 

Masler Charge. Bank Amencard. Am Exp 

THE SQUIRE SHOP 
4548 IMAIN ST . BUFFALO. N.Y. 14226 

Phone 17161839-4242 ; 

ANTIQUED BOTTLK 

Beautiful Reproduction of the 
18th century antiqued ivory, 
hand carved snuff bottles, on 
silk cord. Both sides of bottle 
have lovely Chinese scene. Var- 
ied shapes and scenes available. 
Top is removable and powdered 
perfume may be placed inside. 
Approx. size 3"x2". Unique gift 
item for him or her is a guran- 
teed conversation piece each 
time it is worn. 

«lav Foiifaino 
421 Brown Street 

HG 9 
East Alton, IL 62024 

InMead 

(tf slacks. 
The perfect casual combi- 

nation. Pre-ivashcd blue denim 
backivrapjumper by M. Setlow 
& Son. Buttondown oxford 
shirt by Ms. Sero. Haller-style 
jumper. Half moon pockets, 
attached self-belt. Green accent 
stilching. Sizes 5/6 to 15/16. 
Prudently priced at $28.00. 
Softly striped shirt with tai- 
lored, stay-put shirttaih. Wash- 
able 60":i) cotton, 40'!'i poly- 
ester. Blue/white, grey/white 
or red/white. Sizes 6-18. 
S22.00. B an kAm erica rd. 
Master Charge & Am. E.xp. 
Include expiration date. Si.50 
postage & handling. 

Selected for you from 
the Carroll Reed Catalog. 
Send for your free copy. 

<arroli Reed 
North Conway, 

New Hampshire 03860 
823   Tel (603) 356-3121 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

100% PURE 

COPPER BRACELETS 

Women's Bracelets Men's Bracelets 
71/4' 

8 " 
81/2' 

$2.98 
$3.29 
$3.49 
$3.69 

81/4" 
9" 
91/2" 
10" . 

$3.98 
$4.49 
$4.69 
$4.98 

Add 600 Postage & Handling Each 
No COD'S or B;///ng Add 6% Sales Tax /n California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises ssew 
Dept. HG-97 

ssion, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

PRESS ON ADDRESS LABELS 
Identify possessions, correspon- 
dence too. Black ink on white, 
blue, pink, yellow, silver or gold 
labels. W*" x V2". Any message 
up to 26 letters per line, up to 4 
lines. 225 for $3; 450 (alike) for 
$5; 1,000 (alike) for $10; + 
postage of 350. Please specify 
color. Useful 80-P. Gift Catalog, 
500. Bruce Bolind, 29-P Bolind 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

Bedspread caddy 
saves effort 

Easier bed-making without 
nightly tugging heavy spread. 
Just pull hidden caddy from be- 
tween mattress and spring. Legs 
drop into position. Lay spread 
onto caddy, accordion fashion ... 
ready for quick, easy, morning 
make-up. Brown metal caddy 
glides back out of sight by day. 
Ideal for Hollywood beds or low 
footboards. For double, king or 
queen-sized beds, get two. 
Satisfaction or money back. 
9.83 or 2 (same address) for 
18.83 Add 1.55 shipping 

GARRETT'S 
Box 12274 53     Dallas. Te.x 7^225 

CHERRY BLOCKFRONT CHEST 
In your living room, dining room, or hall- 
way, this solid cherry reproduction will be 
your pride and joy. It is a true blockfront, 
with Queen Anne base, four dovetailed 
drawers with beaded edges, and locks. All have antiqued brass pulls and escut- 
cheons. Lightlv distressed cherry finish. 
W 30>? D 17 H 28'2". $294. Ship. chgs. extra, (Allow 3-6 mos.) No CCD. Match- 
ing mirror shown in catalog, plus details on shipoing. 

Send $1.00 for catalog of reproductions. 
Dept. 530, Box 266. Concord, N. C. 28025 

tphiraim Marsh 
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KING-SIZE HOLDER 
Know exactly where your keys are 
at home or office. Hand crafted 
wood key with hooks Is 7" by 16" 
by 1/2" thick. Hangs horizontally 
or vertically. Specify fruitwood fin- 
ish, walnut finish or natural. $9.50 
plus 750 post. Nicholas Dufine 
Furniture Decorators, HG9, Box 56, 
Ardsley, NY 10502. 

FUN COVERUPS 
Choose a hairy hobo or a net and 
roller bedecked dame as a cover 
for square boutique tissue box 
cover. Hobo in brown or orange; 
netted dame in pink or yellow. 
Handpainted, box tissue included, 
$9.95 each plus $2 post. AMC 
Products, HG9, Box 341249, Coral 
Gables, FL 33134. 

FARM'S FORUM 
Clear plastic dome lets you see i 
nature's way of opening quail eggs 
to produce babies. Incubator op- 
erates on 110 volt electricity, is 
6" h., 7" dia. $6,98 with five eggs; 
without eggs, $5,25, Ppd, Cata- 
logue, 250. Write to G, Q. F. Mfg. 
Co., HG9, Box 8152, Savannah, 
GA 31402. 

LOOK SLIMMER 
Slenderbelt takes inches off the 
midriff with its controlling Lycra 
and double layered front zipper 
panel that eliminates bulges and 
gives strong back suppo'rt. Give 
waist size in inches, 24"-34", 
$5.95; 36"-44", $6,95 plus 600 
post. Honor House, Dept. 173SB- 
67, Lynbrook, NY 11563. 

INITIALLY I4K GOLD 
Three letter monogram or first 
name (up to six letters) with single 
initial. Monogram in high polish 
finish, $30; name plus single initial 
in Florentine finish, $60. Add $1.50 
each post. Lovely 14K gold chains 
available Write to Rings 'n Things, 
HG9, Box 7964, Louisville, KY 
40207. 

POT PRETTIER 
Brush-on cleaner for aluminum, 
chrome, porcelain cookware, rotis- 
serie and grills, 7 oz. can with 
brush. Dissolves carbonized grease 
encrusted buildup. Does not dark- 
en or pit. $3.98 plus 600 post. 
Write to Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

PENSIVE HOUND DOG 
Handcrafted dog in parawood 
stained in glowing oak finish to de- 
light young and old with his droopy 
ears and woebegone look. 7'/a" by 
31/2". He's a natural for bookshelf, 
mantel to cheer everyone. $7.95 
plus $1.25 post. Postamatic Co., 
Inc., HG977, Lafayette Hill, PA 
19444. 
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Plant Now... Step Back... and Watch Out! 

Imagine! A Magnificent 

Sliade Tree Tliat Soars 

Up to 2 Stories High 

IN JUST ONE YEAR! 

— and keeps on zooming to a towering 
30. 40, 50 — even 60 FEET OR MORE 
in less time than most trees even nudge 
themselves a few feet off the ground! 

Government Lanascapers . . . Botanical Garcens . . . 
and University Plant Scientists on what is undoubt- 
edly the most fantastic shade tree ever introduced 
in America ... the incredibly beautiful Uimus Pumila 
. . . perhaps the most spectacular super-hardy, 
super-growing, shade tree in all of nature! 

A ROOF-HIGH TOWER OF BEAUTY 
IN JUST ONE SINGLE YEAR! 

Yes, one of the most exciting introductions by U.S. 
Plant Science — this sensational super-growing 
shade tree actually grows higher than even a full- 
grown English Hawthorne IN JUST ONE SINGLE 
SEASON! Actually grows higher than even a full- 
grown Star Magnolia IN JUST ONE SINGLE YEAR! 
In fact, it grows so fast, so quick, you can literally 
measure the difference in height from week to week! 

PLANT NOW — REACH OUT AND TOUCH ITS 
LUSH GREEN BRANCHES FROM YOUR SECOND 

STORY BEDROOM WINDOW — BY NEXT SUMMER! 
Who sa.5 .:- "i.e !: s:e''d a small fortune for a 

be — BuT 'iC7 • .Z'.iE- 'i;: s T . - ■ ; , 
tracked down the one single tree in all :■ T - r 
hoists itself so high, so fast you can Lte-; ., -eas- 
ure its incredible rate of growth week by week . . . 
or for even mere dramatic proof take a yardst'ck and 

GROWS MORE IN JUST ONE MONTH THAN MOST 
OTHER TREES GROW IN AN ENTIRE YEAR! 

'es "t'e s a :'ea~ :;~e ;"-5 - e.e',;" '3 yoLi''.e 
ever hoped for or w.shed for in a tree. Here is a mir- 
acle of nature that hoists itse'f higher than even the 
most treasured v.rr: -: . that reaches out 
wider than even '-i - :■■ : i:-. . Enghsh maple . . . 
that lifts its symrre;- ;a :-a-;-e3 over your grounds 
and gardens with a splendor, and beauty that few 
trees can match' 
SPECTACULAR BEAUTY ALL 4 SEASONS OFTHE YEAR! 
Yes. here is one of those rare gifts c' -a'-'r :-a" 
not only thrusts itself to towering he:g""s " -..z-z 
time . . . that not only drapes itself - .5" g'ee- 
foliage from Easter time to way past Labor Day . . . 
but for a real "magazine cover effect" lavishes its 
branches with delicate clusters of beautiful flowers 
starting in spring . . . a"d t'-ei ii fall and early 
winter transforn^s :: :': a-" - the dead of 
winter its grace', z z-; -., -z-z z startling con- 
trast against a $":••.•:;.;■=: ,a":5:a?e! Meaning: 
you get a spectacular show of changing beauty 
ALL - SEiSO'iS     ^'^E YEA^' 

GROWS IN VIRTUALLY ANY SOIL — REQUIRES NO 
SPECIAL CARE — SOARS INTO A MASTERPIECE 

OF LUSH. GREEN BEAUTY IN JUST A 
MAHER OF MONTHS! 

Best of all, un'ike most trees that demand constant 
pampering ... the only thing you do when you plant 
this super-growing wonder-tree is water it and enjoy 
it. That's why leading botanical gardens . . . land- 
scape artists . . . garden editors . . . can t stop rav- 
ing about its indescribable beauty ... its delicate 
flowers ... its trouble-free care. Is it any wonder 
that leading experts have hailed it in the most glob- 
ing terms . . . recommended it again and again for 
home-owners who want a stunning display of both 
beauty and shade . . . and with practically no more 
work than a couple of sprinkles a week; or return 
within 90 days for full refund (less postage & han- 
dling) ... on iron-clad guarantee of full satisfaction. 

to wait haif a lifetine :ro-*ing - 
matched aair of s^OApieces. 
strong and sturdy yoiJ can actu 
sling a ham-nock be?*5en ihe^^ 

frajrant bsajt"/ of nis S'ICH.- 
stopping miracle-tree from ear:, 
sr'ina to the first SHOAS of wi"te' 

-ZM'% this for a natural a-chway 
f'ont of your driveway — t*in twe 
cf beauty in less time than you e. 
r-ea-^ei possible. 

'•■ ■ • 'MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY •  
AMERICANA NURSERY SALES. Ziz: JE'C-47. Ciroline Rojd. Philadelplsia. PA 19176 
Piease n.sf^ ~.i t^ie S-pe'-G-CA.rig Snade T-eeis) in:>a;:d 
belo'*: 
□ 1 for only S3 95 plus 35c postage & ha-i:ing 
□ 2 for cn;y S6 90 (SAVE SI CO) pl>js Mc postage I 

handling 
□ i for only SIC (SAVE $3-80) plus 75« postage 4 

handling 
□ 10 for only S20 iSAVE So-9C) plus S1.50 postage i 

handling 
If after receiving my order I'm not delighted, I may retu'* 
it within 90 da-ys aid ycj wiil refund the full p.-:^asr 
price (except postage S ha-i;ing). 
Amount enclosed S PA residents add 6'= sa 55 
tax. Check or money order, no (XIDs please. 
5-1CC-5-00    ''0^ ava^'at'e " Ca ' A'::. 

:-:r-s z.z- Sc. >:. ~a, CHARGE IT' 
(check onei Exp- Date  
□ BanWnerica-:       □ ET- 
□ Master C-a-ge 

eiv< '..v=E=  

Na-5_ 

City. 
Division of American Consumer, ITC 
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INCREDIBLE HAN FOR AUTOMATIC WEIGHT-LOSSI 

^reedoiri^roni^at 

WITH DOCTOR'S AMAZING "COFFEE-OFF" PROGRAM 

FOR CUP-TO-CUP WEIGHT-LOSS! 

Think of It' You actually sip your appetite to sleep for hours 
at a time — sip yourself slimmer cupful to cupful — take 
your FINAL STEP TO LIFETIME SLIMNESS with the new 

■ Coffee-Off" way to a brand new body! 
So effective, you LOSE up to 6 pounds the very first weekend 

— LOSE up to 12 pounds of both fluid and fat in just 14 days 
— LOSE as much as 20 — 30 — 40 POUNDS OR EVEN MORE . . . 
(and never gain it back for the rest of your life), as medical sci- 
ence shows you how to turn ordinary coffee or tea into the most 
"DYNAMITE'  FAT-MELTING aid you've ever seen in your life. 

LIKE TURNING UP AN INNER FURNACE THAT SHRINKS YOUR 
BODY'S FAT CELLS — STARTING THE VERY FIRST DAY! 

Just 60 seconds from nov/ you are going to discover how to 
take your morning cup of coffee . . . drop in what appears to be 
an ordinary sugar-cube . .   and launch yourself on the most in- 
credible FAT-BURNING SPREE you've ever heard of. Yes. a 
journey to lifetime slimness' so fantastic, that just a few short 
weeks after using this doctor's amazing "Coffee-off" weight- 
loss program you'll suddenly find yourself 5 — 10 — 15 pounds 
lighter . .   your belt size 1—2 — 3 notches tighter! Because 
for the first time in your life you are going to win INSTANT 
CONTROL over your appetite . . . become its master instead of 
its slave . . . actually SWITCH OFF that maddening urge for 
food for hours at a time   .   as you watch your waistline shrink 
itself down by as much as a full size In just a single week! 

24 HOURS — up to 2 POUNDS GONE! 
48 HOURS — up to 6 POUNDS GONE! 
AND THAT'S JUST THE BEGINNING! 

Just think of it! Ordinary coffee or tea suddenly transformed 
into a fantastic body-slimming aid that not only helps you melt 
away as much as 12 pounds the first 2 weeks — but even more 
amazing, helps you: 

LOSE up to 4 to 6 inches off your waistline 
LOSE up to 2 to S inches off your hips 
LOSE up to 3 Inches off your thighs 
LOSE up to 4 Inchss off your buttocks 
LOSE up to 4 inches off your stomach 

all without a moment of torturous diet — without a moment of 
brutal, punishing exercise — without battling your willpower 
or fighting off gnawing hunger! 

LIKE 4 HOURS OF WILL- 
POWER IN ONE TINY. 

TASTELESS CUBE 
AMAZING ■ WILLPOWERIN- 
A-CUBE " makes you master 
of your appetite instead of its 
slave . . gives you INSTANT CONTROL OF HUNGER- 
LIFETIME VICTORY OVER FAT' 

Most significant of all, as long as you follow this medically 
proven "Coffee-Off" lifetime slimne«s program, you actually be- 
come totally immune to fat builil-up for the rest of your life — 
even if you've been hopelessly overweight for all your adult life. 

NOW A LIFETIME OF SLIMNESS 
WITHOUT A MOMENT OF GNAWING HUNGER! 

How can medical science make this lifetime dream come true? 
It's simple. Because one of America's leading weight-loss spe- 
cialists has finally found a way to take ordinary coffee or tea 
. . . and convert it into a wondrous new kind of fat-fighting aid 
that SHUTS OFF EVEN A RUNAWAY APPETITE ON COMMAND! 
Yes, medical science has finally found a way to take ordinary 
coffee or tea and actually force hunger to STOP on the spot 
. . . make excess pounds and inches disappear from sight so 
fast . . . that in just 10 days time you will simply refuse to 
believe your bathroom scale — and in just a matter of weeks 
you may actually need a brand new wardrobe! 

VITAL NOTICE: 
Before starting this program, consult with your physician to 
be sure you are in normal health and your only problem is 
obesity. Individuals with high blood pressure, heart disease, 
diabetes, or thyroid disease should use only as directed by 
a physician. As a matter of fact, we ure you to show this en- 
tire program to your own family physician and see if he 
doesn't agree that this Lifetime Road To Slimness including 
the few minutes of nightly toneup the doctor highly recom- 
mends is by far one of the most medically sound, fully sen- 
sible approaches to the problem of obesity. 
'ALSO NOTE: People who dislike coffee or tea may use 
"FULL-STOP" slim-cubes in clear bouillon for the same 
LIFETIME SLIMNESS results. 

BEST OF ALL — NO CRAVING, NO SLIOE-BACK — YOU STAY 
SLIM FOR GOOD ON THIS LIFETIME SLIMNESS PROGRAM! 

The secret is a medically-proven formula, (that to the eye looks 
just like an ordinary sugar-cube) . . . BUT. when activated in 
coffee or tea , . . enters your system and automatically SHUTS 
OFF YOUR APPETITE — SHUTS OFF THAT DRIVING URGE FOR 
FOOD — SHUTS OFF GNAWING HUNGER for hours at a time! 
Actually kills your desire, your craving, your appetite for food 
from meal to meal! So much so in (act, you aren't lured or 
tempted by even the most mouth-watering food. Not by ice- 
cream ... not by cake ... not even by the most luscious 
steak. In a nutshell . . . 

YOU'RE SIMPLY TURNED OFF FOOD FOR HOURS AT A TIME 
The name of this doctor s wondrous   Coffee-Off" way to Life- 

TURNS A CUPFUL 
OF COFFEE (or lea) 

INTO HOURS OF 
-LIQUID 

WILLPOWER" 
(completely  flavorless — 
affects only your appetite 
— not your taste.) 

time Slimness is "FULL-STOP", because thats just what this 
medically-proven slim-cube formula does — brings gnawing, run- 
away appetite to a dead FULL STOP right in its tracks! Yes, ac- 
cording to medical experts just one "FULL-STOP" slim-cube in 
a cup of coffee or tea turns off your appetite INSTANTLY as if it 
suddenly went to sleep. You simply have no desire to eat for hours 
on end . . . even if all your life you've been cursed with a non- 
stop appetite. In fact, so effective is this "wilipower-in-a-cube" 
you may actually have to consciously remind yourself to eat — 
which the doctor insists on — in order to prevent TOO MUCH 
WEIGHT-LOSS, TOO FAST! 

Now, just think what this great new development means, if all 
your life you've had to battle your appetite and struggle with 
your willpower! 

Doctor's   LIQUID-WILLPOWER" DEVELOPMENT 
Ends Torturous Diet! 

It means that instead of battling those mealtime pangs of 
hunger . . . fighting that maddening urge for food ... you sim- 
ply reach for a "FULL STOP" slim-cube instead of fattening food 
and "sip your appetite to sleep" with this doctors amazing 3- 
cups-a-day 'Coffee-Off" way to AUTOMATIC WEIGHT-LOSS. Be- 
cause just like water turns off thirst, incredible "FULL-STOP " 
slim-cubes switch off hunger AUTOMATICALLY all day long! 
Down goes your appetite — down go the calories — and down 
goes your weight   . . with a rush' 

LIFETIME CONTROL OF YOUR APPETITE FINALLY YOURS — 
MEANING YOU ARE NOW JUST DAYS AWAY FROM YOUR 

FIRST STEP TO LIFETIME SLIMNESS! 
So if you want to SIP YOURSELF SLIM with this doctor s 

amazing coffee development ... if you want to melt away 
pounds and inches STARTING THE VERY FIRST DAY . . . if you 
want to try this exciting medically-proven concept that combines 
both a doctor's scientific development and his full-satisfaction 
eating program that makes lifetime immunity to fat not a hope 
but a living reality . . . then take advantage of the no-risk offer 
described below! Yes, act now on guarantee of full satisfaction 
or money refunded in full (except postage & handling). Simply 
return within 10 days. 

Remember — this is the last ad for a reducing product you 
will ever need to read in your life. If you drink coffee ... or if 
you drink tea . . . then there is simply not a reastft in the world 
to ever again be embarrassed by a single pound of overweight 
fat. So why not take the FINAL STEP and get rid of all those 
excess pounds and inches FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE. 
Act now! 

JUST 3 CUPS 
A DAY HELPS MELT 

FAT AWAY as you sip 
yourself thin cupful to cupful 

with Doctor's LIFETIME SLIMNESS 
program lor AUTOMATIC WEIGHT-LOSS! 

([■' 1977 Amencan Co'irumer Inc , Caroline M , Ptiila PA 19176 
 MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY  
Mead-Wilson Pharmacal, Dept. JCU- 36 
Caroline Road, Philadelphia, PA 19176 
Yes, I want to lose weight fast and per- 
manently with this doctor's amazing program 
featuring "FULL-STOP" Slim-Cubes. Please 
rush the offer I have checked below. If not 
delighted, I may return it in 10 days and you 
will refund the full purchase price (except 
postage & handling). 
□ (^019) Full 21-day Supply only S6.95 plus 

35c postage & handling. 
□ (^027) Full 42-day Supply only $11.95 

(Save S2.00) plus 500 postage & handling. 
□ (^035) Full 63-day Supply only $14.95 

(Save $4.00) plus 65c postage & handling. 
Total amount enclosed S PA resi- 
dents add 6% sales tax. Check or money 
order, no CODs please. 
CHARGE IT: (check one Exp. Date  
□ BankAmericard       □ American Express 
□ Master Charge 

BANK NUMBER   
Credit 
Card #  
Name. 

Address- -Apt. #. 
City- 
5530 

-State- -Zip- 
' Div. of American Consumer, Inc. 
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The brand new, 

old-fashioned 

fan. 

$59.95 

We took $ 100 off the price. 
The w-ondenul old ceiling fen has re 
turned- .At a traction of the cost. .And 
aiih neu- Lnno^3*:on5. The 60 RPM 
speed proudes increased efficenc,' 
of heating in i-vinter. and cooling in sum 
mer. Rus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants, 
w,ith the gentle 
air movement The 
result effider-o.- without 

Light-ueight. strong 
and beautiful. 
The Ceor3,ezo.m Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable — yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and strength. You won't ha\,^ to 
w-orry about mounting it on heaw sup- 
port beams The rich a-ood-grain blades 
span a full 44" in diameter. Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fen is 12" uith lon- 
ger lengths available on request. 

Add a light globe, too. 
For only S 14.95 more. (,ou can have 

v,our Georgetoun Fan \A.ith a distinc- 
tive 6-inch light globe, to add even 

m^ore functon and beaur>' 
Satisfection guaranteed. 

T-.5 GeorgetOA- Ce:'.:r.g Fan is 
completely guaran- 
teed. If not 5at:sf:ed. 
return for full re- 

fund, aithin 14 days. 
Ordcr by phone. 

Your fan comes to >ou com.piete and 
ready to Lnstali. as. easily as any light fix- 
ture. Spedfv Walnut or Oak finish for 
aoodgrain blades. Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow.- or White. Call toll-free, or 
send check or money order for $59.95 
for each fen: $74.90 w-ith light globe. 
.Add $7 shipping and handling. Or 
cha.'ge to your Master Charge or Bank- 
.Americard (include account number 
and e:^iration date.) 

Call toll-free: 800-64«-53l 1. Box 2128- HG,Denver, Colorado 80201 

CLEANS SILVER FAST 

Magic Silver Leaf goes m the dishpan, or sink, and safely cleans 
silver as you wash dishes. No rubbing, no boiling. Keeps silver 
shining bright and tarnish-free. Safe for finest silverplate and 
sterlmg. Odorless and non-toxic. Lasts a lifetime, never wears out. 

$ H AO Plus 40c 
SILVER LEAF . '4.98 Postage & Handling 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Aiitho)!)' Ejiterprises sse 
D«pt. HG-97 

Mission, San Fnndsco, dlif. 94105 
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JOHN SIMMONS' 
SPAIR CHAIR IS THE MOST 
CREATIVE INNOVATION (N 
SEATING SINCE THE FLAT ROCKi 

The SPAIR CHAIR convert, from a 
ciishv lounge chjir to an upright dining chair 
lust hv lurning il over! Outdoors, tha SPAIR CHAIR 
15 the greatest item of the season for the deck. Indoors, 
:or any room — any decor 

3 a natural 
The SPAIR CHAIR is constructed of tubular white PVC and the 

'i-movable sling and pillows are machine washable duck in brown, green, yellow or natural. 
Not only good lookiny.    IT'S COMFORTABLE! 

John Simmons 
540 Suner Street    San Francisco 94102   415 -433 5558 
Pleas-' inr iuiie S3 50 L^PS   VVrne -O' ouf cawio-j 

Cuff 

Bracelets 

REDWOOD BL'RL 

Highly polished solid coppeT, 
golden brass G nickel silver 
artfully intertwined G subtly 
accented with antique black 
make strikingly fashionable 
tri-color bracelets, 
style A $5.95. style B $6.95 

Both for $10.75 
C.-^/i/ TPS ride/ rax 
We Pay Postage 

Sch'weitzer &• Go., ir»< 
PO Box 4382-HGI 

Durlingome. CA 94010 

Uniquely handcrafted by Natural Art 
from nature's oldest and largest liv- 
ing thing. No two exactly alike. 
Beautiful Hand-rubbed Satin finish. 
Quality W. German battery move- 
ment. Approx. 20" by 12" by 2V2" 
?;79.50. Pend'ilum clock $99.50 
Add $5.00 postage. Choice of bars 
Classic or Roman numerals. Bro 
chure of gift items, 500. Check 
M.O. Master Charge and Bank 
Americard accepted. Calif, res. add 
6% tax). Satisfaction guaranteed. 

NakirBl Art bu Jurl products 
HG9,   138 W.  7th Street 

Eureka, CA 95501 

Natural willow baskets designed in Europe to 
fit your Pyreic^   bakers. Heat resistant. 
BASKETS TO FIT   2 qt. loaf $4.50 
Shipping prepai d   3 qt. round $5.50 

yd 6',   2 qt. rectangular ... $5.50 Co res odd 6'^ 
Send check or M O 

NOT SHOWN Soskels (o ln ROUND I ql $2 50, I ' 2 ql S3 50 
2 qf $4 50 RECTANGULAR I'i qf S4 00 3 q' $7 00 
SQUARE coke S5 00      FREE CATALOG Write for il today' 

Basket Bozaarz at: u\nt:age i870 
p. O. Box 2105, Yountville, Ca. 94599 

You're special 

And so is House & Garden's Shopping Around. Each month we bring you 
fabulous finds from the finest shops in the country. And we highlight special 
areas of interest such as Handicrafts and Needlecrafts and Collectors. 
Watch House & Garden's Shopping Around special sections for the who, 
what, when and where to buy by mail. Need more information? Write House 
& Garden Shopping Around, 350 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. 
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San Francisco 

KING TUT TREASURES 

Hermes of Paris, commissioned by the Metropolitan Museum 
of New York, designs exquisite pure silk scarf depicting 
objects from Egyptian exhibit on tour in U.S. Generous 36" sq. 
Green, blue, black or wine background. $60 plus $1.25 post; 
in chrome frame, $150 plus $5.25 post. I. Magnin & Co., HG9, 
135 Stockton St., San Francisco, CA 94108. 

SUPER SERVICE 

Clearly a most handsome 
acrylic all-purpose stand- 
ing server. Ideal for 
salads, as a champagne 
cooler, seafood icer, or 
planter. Double bowl 
forms globe top. Com- 
plete with shelf. 33" h., 
shelf, 14" dia., bowls, 12" 
dia. $65 plus $3.50 post. 
John Simmons, HG9, 
540 Sutter St., San 
Francisco, CA 94102. 



REDWOOD BURL 

Clocks handcrafted from 
one of nature s marvels 

No two alike. Hand- 
rubbed satin finish 
Battery movements. 

Bars or Roman numer- 
als. Approx. 20" by 12' 

by 2' 2". S79.50: pendulum 
model. S99.50. Add S5 post. 
Brochure, 50c. Natural Art 
HG9E. 138 W. 7th St.. 
Eureka. CA 95501 - 

P 

PRESS 
tter way to make your 
ne or cider. Sturdy 
1 press. 18" h., metal 
I. Within 9" dia. 
sides, central screw 
pressure on movable 
n plate. No metal 
s the juice. S59.95 
).95 post. Catalogue, 
ues. SI. Williams- 
a.HG9. P.O. Box3792. 

■ancisco. CA 94119. 

SIMPLE ELEGANCE 

Geometric designs to strike a chic 
fashion note in jewelry accents. Simu- 
lated diamond sparkles in the center of 
a graceful round - -t" W. or angular 1" '=" 

. pendant on a gold-filled 15" chain. 
Specify style) S6.50 ea: two for S11. 

Ppd. Schweitzer & Co.. Inc., HGE. P.O. 
Box 4382. Burlingame CA 94010 

SAN FRANCISCO GAME 

You purchase, trade and sell certifi- 
cates and stock shares for city land- 
marks in an attempt to crash" your 
opponent. Stock Block''"'^ board. 20" 
S11.95 plus SI.75 post. Other cities: 
Los Angeles. Chicago. New York. 
Dallas. Ft. Worth. Seattle. 
The Patio. HG9, 550 Powell. 
San Francisco. CA 94108. 

sq. 

L 

Elegance. California style! 

Receive five exciting 

Issues of Reflections, the 

I. Magnin full color catalog! 

Eacn viDrant page is 
crammed full of the newest and 

best from near and far for 
, j. and your hore. Everytnmg 

(Vith that aura of tomor- 
row that is California! Five oS^e 

;.:s:nption starts with 
'     and Christmas, goes 

ir.'ough Fall 78. Just 
send 2.00 and your name and 

address to I. Magnin. 
Dept. HG. P.O. Box 7657. 

San Francisco Ca. 94120 

\m\m 

CREATIVE CANING 
KITS OF PRE-WOVEN CANE 

Sc»e money—do if yourself—~"rr -c-ural 
cane for grooveii choir sects, screens, 
stereo speakers, door oanels, headboards, 
lampshodes, room dividers. Decorotive 
cone kits include easy instructions and 

materials. Cane in 3 siies: 
S8.0O; 18"xl8" 511.50; 

SI 6.75; :=d. i Cal reside--; 
tax .    State   size,   and send 

necessary 
12"xl2" 
24"x24" 
odd 6% 
check/m.o 

T. I. E., g 
P.O. Box  1 121, 
2615 El Camino 

Sen Mateo, Calif. 9440^ 
Se-d 25t 'o' CATALOGUE. Lorger 
sheets of cane, hand-caning kit, and 
other  cane  materials available. 

PERFECT  GIFT   FOR PETS 

l ets love PET-N'EJ>TS. :he natural way for pecs to >Ie€-p- Special CIRCULAR ae.-Um e nab I es y o ur pet co curl i nto a draft - free iioUow, wirh e^g'e of ne^ formin-^^ a natu- ral pillow. Made of polye-^tor. a material pec^ do N'i>T like to chew. Fille-i w^itii stjTene pellet.<. which retain just rhe rig:ht airoimt of bo<^y heat to make the nest warm and comfort a hie. Entire ne-^t wa^ihe-i ea>ilv. Ideal for travel. '\IoDey- back .marantee. Price & Shipping 17~ dia.  I for -mall cat.* rin:.* do-r-   9.88 & 1.50 24* dia.   ' larre cats.  S-M 'io-z-   15.88 & 2.0O 31' dia. . Ur^rer do-^s , . ... 24.00 & 2.50 Colors: Blue, brown red 
'C'll'kf, rt'.'Tiiif^t.i. ntid 'ijrplirtihl-' .I'llfn tax pif^n-t''' 

\ ■ ttA   irork   h-'tti'r  to*}   iartjf  rather  tiuta too 'inttU. If i.'i d'yvht. or'itfr thf btri^rr si-i*. 
PET NESTS, Suite D-3S 

2224 Old Middiefeld 
Mountoin View, Calif. 94043 
Tele: (415) 969-419S 

Oivsssi 7' t«9a »n csfla ateftf ttfte* 

COOKIES VICTORIAN! 
Q.' San Francisco Victorian 
-:-S5 cookie lar is created in 
ceramic, then carefully hand 
painted by Serrano of California. 
Note ttie detail in the tiny 
stained-glass windows, lacy cur 
tains and Victorian bnc a brac' 
The lar is lM/2" high. 5-l'2 ' 
wide and 5-L2 ' deep. Availa: T 
in white, avocado, blue, ye' ;* 
3-i dusty rose. $29.95 PPC 
L i.' Masterchg or BAC ac 
cep:;l Canf. resid. please add 
5^ sales tai. 

miMneins 
550 Powell 
Dept. HG97 
San Francisco. Ca 94108 
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SHAPE  IIP WITH 

lOO'^o more effective than jogging. The easy, fun way to firm and slim 
your body. Stay in beautiful shape wherever you are . . at home, while 
trpveling, or in the office. A professional exercise device . . . scientifically 
designed with specially weighted unbreakable plastic links which do not 
twist or knot. Not fatiguing or monotonous and can be done rain or shine. 
For Men and Women  Exercise instructions included. 

HEALTH JUMPER EXERCISER $4.98 + 65« Mailing Each 
No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterpri ses 556 Mission, 
Dept. HG-97 

San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Kriiiii the licart iif the iiiotlier lorlc. tlie 
i-iiiiiitiv ut Calitornia. we iilTiT this 

set ol seven unusual lithd^raphs inaile 
tidin rale anil iiiiKiiial 1M.")2 ilatjiK'irn- 
tyiies. The ('a litcirilia Ki)!<l l usli lias al- 
ways heen a faseinatinu period nf .\ineri- 
i-an hisl(n'\. and these pictures, shDwin.i; 
exactly huw the ;^(tid initieis dii'sscd. 
liveil and \\<n'ked arc sure tn he a t"o<-aI 
IKiint (It' intcre.st in your oltiec or home. 
Printed on the lii;^liest ijuality paper, 
they eoine rcaily to traine. Ill" .\ lin", 
shipped in an art iiiailini; tube. $.'l.'i.iiii 
Pp(l. (Calitornia residents add {'<'', sales 
tax). Send cln'civ or nioney order. Mas- 
tereharj;e and Hankaiiierieard (with 
riuiiiher anil e.xiiiration date) also ac- 
cepted,   sorry  no  COD'.s. to: 
OLDE TOWNE ORIGINALS. 1218 ■ 41st. Avenue. P.O. Box 22794. Sacramento. California 
95822. Orders will be maile'l out promptly! 

Press-Not Priscillas 
These lovely full cut curtains (available up 
to 240" wide) v/ith deep 5" ruffles give 
that real Country Look. Sparkling fresh of 
permanent press 50% polyester, 50% cot- 
ton broadcloth, white or eggshell, tie 
bocks incl. 86" wide per pair. 45" L $13 
54" $14, 63" $15, 72" $16, 84" $17. 90" 
$17.50. Volance $2.50. Add $1.75 post. & 
hondl. Md. res. odd 4% lax. 
FREE BROCHURE ON REQUEST, BUT SEND 
$1 FOR FULL CATALOG WITH 50 SWATCHES 

Quality and Satisfacfion Since 1890 
MATHER'S 

31 E. Main St.. G9-7. Westminster. Md. 21157 
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Norelco^ Shaver Sharpener 

Get added years of use from your 
rotary shaver. Fast, safe and easy 
to use—just slip over shaving 
head and switch on. In seconds 
you can sharpen your Noreico? 
shaver . . . and keep it sharp! 
Makes worn heads give smoother, 
comfortable shaves. No more 
costly replacement blades to buy! 
Fits all rotary shavers $2.99 plus 
50ct hdlg. 

Holhlay Gifts 
Dept. 309-7C Wheat Ridge. Co. 80036 

STYLE TIAAE 
Talbot's color catalogue for fall '77 
comes just In time to peruse for 
classics for ladies including shoes 
and also sportswear for men. 
Contains designs from Givenchy, 
Diane Von Furstenberg, Matti of 
Lynne, Austin Hill and many more. 
Free. The Talbots, Dept. RP, Hing- 
ham, MA 02043. 

COFFEE PLANTATION 
It is possible to grow up to 60 lbs. 
a year from one dozen specially 
treated Kona coffee beans. The 
beans make handsome house 
plants, too. Think of the wonderful 
opportunity to grow your own 
morning cup. $2.98 plus 500 post. 
D.L.W. & Associates, HG9, Box 
7426, Burbank. CA 91510. 

/ 

TO HAVE AND TO FOLD 
Space saving table made in Europe. 
Solid beechwood with oiled walnut 
veneer. Closed, 9" by 30"; one 
side up, 37" by 30": fully opened, 
65" by 30", it seats eight. 30" h. 
$79.95. Exp. coll. Assembled. Send 
500 for Danish catalogue. Genada 
Imports, HG9, Box 204, Teaneck, 
NJ 07666. 

HEART OF FORTUNE 
Deep green Oriental jade heart is i 
beautifully sculpted pendant hang 
ing from 24" gold-toned chain' 
Heart is 1" long. Wear it with fal 
and winter costumes or with infer 
mal sweaters. $9.95 ppd. Write t 
Shopping International. Inc., 3! 
Shopping Int. BIdg., Norwich 
05055. 

PLAYS MANY ROLES 
Curio table dresses up corner 
wall, acts as plant or serving tabli 
Shelves come off legs to invert, usj 
as trays. Easty-care plastic. Whej 
assembled: 11" by 18" by 38". A 
white or yellow $19.95: black anj 
chrome $21.95. Ppd. Miles 
ball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, 
54906. 

FRESH FINGERTIPS 
Acetate satin fingertip towels Iff ''"it 
ished with lacy hems and a singi 'i 
initial. Choose white, black, blui 
bronze, gold, mint, tangerine, o pcoii 
chid pale or hot pink, red, silve 
$1.25: three, $3.50: one-letter li 
itial, $1 each Ppd. Scintilla Sati 
Shop, Inc., G, 4802 N. Broadwa' 
Chicago, IL 60640. 

House & Garde '■it 



SHOPPING AROUND 

D OAK FLIP-TOP 
H with top that flips up, down 
"lied out flat for dining, is per- 
cfor many households. 72" I., 
) w, closed; 40" w. fully open, 
) h. Two drawers. Nut brown 
lii. $379.95 Exp. coil. Cata- 
g. $1. Bryan Robeson, Dept. 
J 34, Route 10. Box 793, 
C)ry, NC 28601. 

PLUMP PIG 
One of "Country Friends" pillows 
in calico prints with polyester fiber- 
fill/shredded foam. About 12" 
by 15". Red/blue/green/yellow/ 
cream (give 2nd color choice). 
$7 plus $1.50 post. Other animals 
in color brochure 500. "Hiney- 
Ho!", Inc.. HG9, Box 4186, Auburn 
Heights, Ml 48057. 

C '^^LE MAGNA-LITE 
i;3art of 5" white enamel-on- 
e globe clings to 2^/2" chrome- 
a1 magnet base. Place it on 
:h bases. Takes plant or reflec- 
■r lib up to 60 w. (not included). 
3! 60" cord, switch. $12.98; 
*i bases $3.98. Add $1.15 post. 
II 1 Vernon, G9E, 510 So. Ful- 

ve., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

OPEN COLLAR ANSWER 
What better than an ascot cravat 
that shapes to the neck and stays 
in place with Velcro? Solids in 
navy, wine, brown, beige, green 
yellow, rust, white, black polyester. 
Paisley or dots in navy, wine, 
brown, green estron. $6.95 plus 
750 post. Write to Ost Cravates. 
HG9, Champlain, NY 12919. 

I EFFECT 
Kters dry in a breeze on a fabu- 
j; frame that lets air circulate 
n gh fine net. 24" by 24"; rein- 
n ^ corners fit over metal frame 
a, hinged to fold flat. Ideal for 
3 ings as well. $5.98 plus 950 
'J Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 
i( Mission St., San Francisco. CA 

I 
ember, 1977 

LOONY TUNE CAROLERS 
First edition 1977 Christmas orna- 
ment 31/4" dia. depicts Porky Pig, 
Bugs Bunny and Daffy caroling 
amid bright holly. Ready to hang. 
$3.50 each plus 500 post. Send 
for free "Platter Chatter" with 
price list. Hickory House Collector, 
HG9, 823 N Court, Ottumwa, lA 
52501. 

British Sherlock Holn^sSryle 

SOFT PLUSH WQOLC^PE 
in fashion faJI colors 

IGH FASHION 

Classically Tailored Collar 
and Piacquet 

Matching Horn Buttons 
Colors CAMEL RUST 

HUNTER. BROWN BLACK 
Sizes 

SMALL (5-9) 
MEDIUM (10-13) 
LARGE (14-18) 

Price $77 00 plus 3 00 
postage and handling 

Send check or monev order to, 
POSTIQUE - H-G 

216 West 89th St. 
New York, N Y 10024 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Master Charge & American 
Express Cards Accepted 

Midi Length 

POTBELLY  SUGAR AND 
CREAMER—The most stun- 
ning sugar and creamer set 
we've ever seen! Made of 
Armetale", a special fusion 
of 10 metals that produces 
the grace and beauty of fine 
pewter. They've been hand- 
cast, hand-polished and bear 
the famous Armetaie'^ hall- 
mark. Will not break or chip 
under ordinary use. Each 
stands 3%" high and has an 
8 oz. capacity. They also 
make beautiful containers 
for fresh flower arrange- 
ments. $19.95. 

DAVID BUR8ANK 
Depti HG-9A, 910 Hampstead Ave.. 

Richmond. Va. 23226. 

HARDWARES GENERAL STORE; 

Box 320, Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352. 

LOVEt 
HAPPY RAG DOLLS 
OF YOVR LOVED ONES 
• YOU choose the face on this personalized 
rag doll, A loyful, brightly-colored 22" doll 
with silk-screened body, rainbow yarn hair. 
• What fun! • Your photo is skillfully repro- 
duced as the face of this delightfully unique 
keepsake, • Such a marvelous gift' • As 

featured on 
ABC-TV's GOOD 

MORNING 
AlvlERICA, • "Wew 

craze that's 
slightly terrific!" 

HOUSE 
BEAUTIFUL. 

ONLY $19.98 plus $2 shipping, handling ea (N Y 
residents add sales ta») 

10 ORDER Noneedtownle 
a letter Just print name and 
address on back ol photo(s) 

and include check. Send 
sharp, well-exposed, Iront 

lace, close-up photo(s|, 
with face     or larger, 
color or bSw (relumed 

unharmed). 
ti A DOll, KiC. 

Box HGA97 
19 Prince St , NYC 10012 

Authentic Acid-Etched 
SALOON MIRROR 

From the all-wood frame to the hand- 
crafted mirror itself, this is the real article' 
The letters and gold medals are acid- 
etched m glass. The background has an 
antique mirror finish and the corner 
filigree IS etched silver At a full 17" x 30!' 
It's beautiful and I'm proud to offer it at 
S38.50, includes postage and handling. 
Send check, money order, or use Amer- 
ican Express, Visa or Master Charge, in- 
cluding all numbers and signature. 
(Tennessee residents add 6% sales tax ) 
For a color catalog full of old Tennessee 

items, send SI 00 to above address y 

JOSEPH 

W. 33", H 35" 
Tills Joseph, too. can have a ■•coat" ol many colois! Handsomely designed 
with solt buttoned back, reversible 
and zippered seat cushion. $222—$363 depending on fabric you se- 
lect: $178 In your fai)ric—send I'.'z yds. 
54". Shipping Charges Extra. No C.O.D, Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Send .$2 lor Catalogue and Request Form for tree, hand-selected decora- 
tor fabrics. 

P.O. Box 2324, HG779, Hickory, N.C. 28601 
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230 r.  8. 2 STORY HOMES 
,iil,n>l.il II >ns   A K, . , . . n t etiip..(.i 

CHOOSE YOUR HOME DESIGN 
BY EXACT CATEGORY! 

— Richard B. Pollman, Designer 2 

Blueprints 
Available 
At Low Cost 

iSTORY HOMES     Over 2000 
ConiPfTipot.ir V. Tradition.li 

L shapes, Atnunis. Mud rooms, 
Sep.irjre- iliniilij rooms 

180   MULTI LEVEL    HOMES >pliT 
Lt»vels. HiMsides Bi Levels Trjdiilonjis 
Cnnrernporar les E xposec) lower levels 
~ .iltcjnies.   Terr.jces,   All sizes 

NAME fplease print)_ 

250 ONE STORY HOMES     Under 2000 
Ft     AM    Styles,   shapes. t)udgets 

F.imily rooms, e^Tra liaths. Brick veneer. 
ttjme  Fl.i! .inn slMpmo roofs 

223 VACATION HOMES A Frame-.. 
Chdiets, Hexagons, Angular Cottages, 
"Cluster' designs. From 500 to 3000 
Sq.   Ft.   176   pages,   80   in   full color. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

ome planners, inc. 16310 GRAND RIVER AVE DETROIT MICHIGAN 48227 
fcHECK CATEGORIES DESIRED ,1 (3) 250 Ont; Story Homes S2.50 

(11230 1   & 2 Stotv Hnni.-, S2 50 □ (4) 180 Multi-Level Homes 52 50 
I (21 185 One Stoiy Homes S2,50 □ (51 223 Vacation Home Plans S2 50 

□ SEND ALL 5 CATEGORIES at S8 95 HGM79MN 

HOME PLANNERS. INC. Dept. BK   16310 Grand Rn Detroit, Michigan 48227 
Total Amount Enclosed $ 

Mich residents please add 4% sales tax. 

You're invited to a 

QUILTING PARTY 
Here's an enchanting accent for your antiques 
and fine reproductions! Your tiny stitches quilt 
authentic Audubon bird prints, handscreened in 
England on finest cotton. Colors are mossy 
greens, soft blues, browns, touches of rust. 
Backing is soft velveteen. Everything to make 
this charming pillow (except stuffing) included 
in QUILTING PARTY kit. A special gift, or treat 
yourself to a lovely pair! U"xl5". Only $9.50 
+ 80« postage. 

SALTER PATH 
Shandy Lane, Rt. 3, Box 346B-G 

Wilmington, North Carolina 28401 

/  
Vienna 

CafeChair 

Updated 

With mirror 
chrome frame in 
your choice of 6 

upholstered vinyl 
seatcolors. 

(Yellow, 
lime, orange, 
black, white, 

chocolate) 

m. 
per chair 

We pay U.P.S. anywhere in the 
Continental U.S.A.' 
Send order with check or money order. 
Residents of N YS. add applicable tax. 

OUR OTHER STORE. INC. 
P08o«315^NormWhlt^^ 
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STUDY 

INTERIOR 

DESIGN 
• B.F.A. Degree Program 
• 3 Vr. Diploma Course 
• 4 Mo. Certificate Course 
• 6 Wk. Summer Session 

Classes start Sept., Feb. and July 
Approved by Bd. of Regents of the Univ. 
of the State of N.Y. Send for Catalog RH 

HOME STUDY COURSE STARTS NOW. 
Catalog Cll 

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF 
INTERIOR DESIGN 

155 East 56th St.. N.Y. 10022 

NAME DROPPING 
Hand-cut necklaces in gleaming 
sterling silver. Three initials form 
a graceful drop vertically from a 
dainty 18" chain. Or have your 
name (up to seven letters) spelled 
out across. $10.50 plus 350 post., 
extra letters (over three) $1 each. 
Bruce Bolind, HG-9, Boulder, CO 
80302. 

CUBES TO BUILD WITH 
Genuine butcher block cubes have 
myriad uses. Use singly, stack as 
book case, make bench or table. 
15" by 15" by 15". $21.50; 30" 
by 15" by 15", $31.50. U.P.S. 
chgs. add $5. Shipped knocked 
down. Catalogue, $1. J & D Braun- 
er. Inc., HG9. 1735 N. Ashland 
Ave., Chicago, IL 60622. 

NON-SKID PROTECTION 
These foam rubber pads adhere to 
glass frames. Sawy solution to 
glasses that slide down on the 
nose. The pads also relieve pres 
sure of frames on sensitive skin 
$1.98 for 12 pads plus 200 post 
Write to Anthony Enterprises 
HG9, 556 Mission St., San Fran 
Cisco, OA 94105. 

TARNISH-FREE FOREVER 
Three   quart   tureen   in cl 
footed style has cast handle! 
with traditional finial. Best 
it is aluminum, tarnish-free, 
mirror polished to grace an ele 
table. 91/4" h., 12" dia. $lj| 
plus $1.15 post. Country Gouji 
G9E, 512 S. Fulton Ave., Mt.#«< 
non, NY 10550. 

A STEP UP 
Better than the average step-! 
Kik-Step rolls at the touch of 
yet grips the floor securely 
someone stands on it. Coloi 
ver, blue, white, olive, red, y( 
black, sage and copper-glo. $1 
plus $2 post. A. C. Gifts, I 
2642 Central 
NY 10710. 

Park Ave., Yor] ,51 
ills. 

GET IT TOGETHER 
For the jigsaw puzzle fanll 
photo, color or black and f| 
can be made into an 8" bj| 
die-cut jigsaw photopuzzle; ( 
photo is returned unharmed.] 
and white or colored, $3.95)J 
500 post. Write to Cadlyn's, [ 
10250 N. 19th Ave., Phoenill 
85021. 

Me te 

Com 
oline 
W 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

HERITAGE 
lal Chippendale chair hand- 
ed of fine materials. Legs and 

1 ;her of solid mahogany, solid 
I nailhead trim. Over 50 colors 
jp-grain   leather.   41"h. by 

by 36"d.  $469.50. Ship, 
extra.  Brochure $1. Caro- 

: Leather House,  HG25, Box 
, Hickory, NC 28601. 

CURTAIN CHARM 
Pretty window fashions and bed 
spread ensembles akin to those 
used in the 18th and 19th century 
homes. Catalogue with a wide 
selection of swatches to bring col- 
ors and materials right into the 
room you're decorating. Send $1. 
Mather's, HG9, 31 E. Main St.. 
Westminster, MD 21157. 

Z : FAVORITE 
o you can have your worn com- 
ir' remade like new. Even the 
z;an be changed. Filling is add- 
J nd down-proof interlining is 
>i exclusively. Careful workman- 
ii Send $1 (refundable with 
"c ) for catalogue complete with 
Whes. Schachter's, HG9, 115 
li St.. New York, N.Y. 10002. 

KEEP IT CLEAN 
Keep your Venetian blinds free of 
dirt with this efficient little tool. 
Double-duty design does two slats 
at a time on both sides. Dip in 
suds and foam pads do the clean- 
ing with one wipe. $2.29 plus 40^ 
postage. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG9, 556 Mission St., San Fran- 
cisco, OA 94105. 

^T DUST 'MAGNET- 
IC" brush has million tiny 

letic fibers to attract, hold 
oy electrostatic action. Gently 

ft dust, dirt, pet hairs, lint. Long 
I le reaches where dustcloths 
II . $4.99 plus 950 post. Ameri- 
II Consumer, Dept. DUS-44, 
a line Rd., Philadelphia, PA 
9 '6. 

YOUR FAMILY CREST 
Handsome hand-engraved rings. 
Choice of sterling silver, $90. 14kt. 
gold. $195. Ppd. Send coat-of-arms 
or have it researched. A splendid 
gift idea bound to become a prized 
keepsake. Free color catalogue. Or- 
der from Heraldica Imports, Inc., 
HG9. 21 W. 46th St.. New York. 
NY 10036. 

Add antique charm to your home with the 

■   TOWLE SILVERPLATED 

HURRICANE C HAMBERSTJCK 

From 1690 House. 
ONLY $35.00 postpaid. 

Every detail of this exquisite 
hamberstick. from the delicately 
tched glass chimney to the bead- 

' ■ '-avy silverplate, reflects the 
f the master craftsmen of 

■ j/.ie. Their beautiful silverplated 
^intiqup stylf hurricane chamber- 
stick, :        ■ in pairs, will add an 

:    •  •   •.uLJCh of elegance to 

idlisfaction IS Guaranteed 
Or Your Money Refunded. 
Send your check or money order 
for $35.00 (Mass. residents add 
5°o sales tax) to: 1690 House 
Dept. HG9. 268Merrimac Street 
Newburyport. Mass. 01950 1690 House 

Personalized 

Purse 

Your name 
in 4 colors! 

Sturdy British Tan canvas bag has 
snap top fastening and your name 
(up to 8 letters) stenciled on it in 
4 different colors. 12 V long x lOVi" 
high X 4'/;" wide. Leather handles 
for easy shoulder or hand carrying. 
Scrubs clean with mild soap and 
water. S22.50 plus SI .50 shpg./hndlg. 
Check, m.o.. MasterCharge or Visa. 
Toorder call collect 216/831 • 4035 
or send to . 

WHALES TALE 
23945 Mercantile Rd 

Cleveland, Ohio 441 22 
■ ..d. <-■.. uld 51 2b i, T 

LADIES COACHMAN BOOT 
Tailored in soft glove genuine 
leather with adjustable buckled 
back strap for comfortable fit. Has 
non-skid sole and 1V4" heel. 
COLORS: Black, Brown, Navy, 
Caramel, White. Full & Half sizes: 
5-10', . M. 

$22 plus $1.50 post. 

VICKI WAYNE-H9C 
600 S. Country Club, Tucson, AZ 
85716 

LIGHT UP A CHILD'S LIFE 
Snoopy In Love Lamp 
Snoopy and Woodstock can now be pels to youi 
child  Stands 15'! tall 
t18 includes postage and handling Copyngrit © 19S8 1965 United Feature Syndicate inc 

Personalized Mother Goose Lamp 
Send us the tirst name ot yout child and we'll 
hand pamt it right on to the shade Lamp has a 
nighllight, too Stands 18'j tall 
S25 includes postage and handling 

Send your check or money order to 
(^eKZ^<'Ux£e^ ^^CA/yrux/t^ GIFTS 

P 0 Bo« AW.DepI HGl Palerson.N I 07509 

PEAR TREE KITS 
Charming needlepoint ornaments, each with 
design on ~\2 canvas. Paterna Persian 
wool, stuffing, and felt backing. Size4" tall. 
Partridge in a Pear Tree, Turtle Dowes, 
French Hens, Calling Birds, Golden Rings, 
Geese-A Laylng, Swans-A-Swimming, Malds- 
A-Milking, Ladies Dancing, Lords-A-Leap- 
ing. Pipers Piping, Drummers Drumming. 
Each Ornament Kit %2 95 
All 12 kits $32;95 

PLUS 75C POSTAGE & HANDLING r<i. Rfs-. Add S<-} SOIPS Tnr 
VICTORIA GIFTS 

12-H Water St.. Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 
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Clever and Fashionable 
"A WOMAN'S PLACE 

IS IN THE HOUSE 
AND THE SENATE." ' 

Printed on a T-ShIrt or Tote 
T-Shin - French Cijl 100% CoIIO" Price $n 00 Sizes S M L Colors White, Navy Red, Brown. Black 

Tote Bag - 1« 16 Cotton Canva;. Baq Price S9 00 Color OH While 
Add i 1 00 tor postage and handlinQ 
To order Sendc^ecfc or money order lo 

Postlqu* - 5 H G 216 W 89ih St N Y__ N Y. 10024 

^ NEEDLEPOINT^ 
COAT OF ARMS 

Send your 
name and 
country of 

origin. 
Individu- 
ally re- 
searched 
and meti- 

;  ,       c u 10 u s I y 
• hand painted 

in full color on 12 point mono can- 
vas ready to stitch. Suitable for fram- 
ing, pillows, or tapestry. Kit includes 
13" X 16" canvas, instructions. Coat 
of Arms Report, documentation, re- 
ference source, definition of heraldry 
and ready to fill in Family Tree His- 
tory Chart. Frame and yarn not in- 
cluded so that you can select the 
wood and colors to best accent your 
decor. Order Item irCN 251. 

Only $8.95 plus $1 pp. hdlg. 
Saligfaclion Guaranlreit or Monni Buck 

GflDLYIfS Dept. HG9 
0250 N. 19th Avenue. Phoenix. AZ 85021 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PLASTIC TWIST TIES 
Now you can cut your own twist ties off. A 
handy 100 ft. dispenser, no more loose ties. 
Keep food fresh inside plastic bags, tying 
plants in the garden, great for tying orna- 
ments on Christmas Trees, secure loose un- 
manageable articles neatly. Ideal for use in 
the garden, garage, kitchen, shop or com- 
mercially. A useful inexpensive gift. Postpaid 
in USA." 100 ft. roll, $1.79. Green or white. 
Prompt shipment. 

MELISSA LYN PRODUCTS 
P.O. Box 49, Dept. 977       Scotch Plains, N.J. 07076 

Protect your silver witti genuine 
Tarnisti-Proof Pacific Silvercloth 
Drawer Pads by 

IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 

GORHAM 
AMERICA'S LEADING 

SILVERSMITHS 

Holds over 
125 pieces, (large size ;,>;G..n; 
Pad converts your drawer space Into a silver 
chest. Prevents tarnish and scratching; silver 
is always ready to use. 
SIZE: 11%" wide X 15" deep x 
2V2" high. Holds over 100 pieces. $10.75 
SIZE: 17V2" wide x 13%" deep x 
2V2" high. Holds over 125 pieces. $12.75 

ADD S1.25 FOR PACKING & POSTAGE 
FOR EACH UNIT ORDERED 

BARRINGTON SPECIALTIES 
P.O. Box 154-G, Barrington, R.I. 02806 

CONVO-PAD MAKES YOUR^ 

BED MORE COMFORTABLE 
Make your hard mattress 

softer, with a hospital 
approved, Convo-Pad. 

You'll sleep better 
while you ben- 
efit from firm 
support. Con- 

vo-Pad adds 
a cushion of 

soft "General 
Tire" polyure- 
thane foam to 
your mattress 

— so you'll sleep better 
— night after night after night' 

SIZE REG. SUPER-THICK 

36' X 74 twin    $  9.95 $19.95 
52" X 74 full    $11.95 $23.95 
60 - X 8a queen $14.95 $29.95 
72" X 84 "king   $19.95 $39.95 
All prices include shipping and sales 
tax to points within continental U S 
only. No C O D, 
Send check or money order Attn:  
CONVO PAD. DEPT.E21IP.0. BOX 1454. 

.   GAROENA. CALIF. 90249 

J&D Brauner 
BUTCHER BLOCK WINE CART 

Stores 18 bottles of wine. Handy 30" x 12" 
bar top doubles as cheese board. Rolls 
on casters. 29V'2"H. Assembles easily. $79 
Mail or phone orders. American Express, 
Master Charge, BankAmericard. N.Y., 
N.J., Illinois residents add tax. Shpd. 
U.P.S.. add $7.50. Complete Catalog, $1 

New York: 298 Bowery. N Y 10012 (212) 477-2830 
ChicafO: 1735 No  Ashland Ave.. Illinois 60622 

(312) 276-1770 

BliTCHER BLOCK. 

92 

SWIVEL ON HIGH 
Counter stool with vinyl upholstery 
swivels at a touch. Perfect for home 
bar or workbench, too. Vinyl in 
black, re(j, dark or pastel green, 
yellow. Unfinished 24", $18.50; 
30", $18.95. Add $3 for walnut, 
pine or maple finish. Exp. coll. 
Marion Travis, HG9, Statesville, 
NC 28677. 

CAST IRON HANG-UP 
Reproduction from Victorian days 
has five swing-away arms with 
three hooks on each to hold hats, 
scarves, coats. Extends IVz" ^""om 
wall, measures 14" wide. Matte 
black for hall, bath, kitchen. $3.99 
plus 750 post. Write to Holiday 
Gifts, Dept. 309-70, Wheat Ridge, 
CO 80036. 

PEANUTS PEOPLE 
Looking as if they stepped from 
the color comic page: Woodstock, 
Snoopy, Charlie Brown and Lucy. 
Bright-painted ceramics about 4" 
h. Nodding heads move at touch. 
Each $2.25 plus 750 post.; all 
four $8.50 plus $1.35. Artisan 
Galleries, HG9, 2100 No. Haskell 
Ave., Dallas, TX 75204. 

DISTINCTIVE SERVER 
Lustrous imported tile in w?!^ 
earth tones blended with hjj 
wrought iron by expert artisa 
The tile for hors d'oeuvres ia 
ample 8". Two woven caddies, 
crackers, nuts, mints, wine j 
eluded. $17.95 each plus $1 p, 
Gifts from P. M., HG-ED-S, 
48011, Los Angeles. CA 9004i| 

PLECTRONIC 

ALARM SYSTEM 

WHO S TO KNOW 
Burglars or other would-be 
factors will bypass premises 
mg a warning decal advertisinjj 
alarm system. Self-adhesive 
stickers  are   bright yellow 
green. Set of four, $1.98 plusi 
post. Anthony Enterprises, 
556 Mission  St..  San Franc^ 
CA 94105. 

NOSTALGIC BOOKENDS 
Copies of oldtime desks. Caslj 
bases, under-top shelf, "carvi 
inkwell, apple, pencil. Name: 
plate. Two books at each er 
gilt-gleamed wood. 4" by 
by   51/2"   h.   Pair $9.98 
$1.40 post. Lillian Vernon, 
510 So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Ve 
NY 10550. 
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KING TUT'S AMULET! 

Skillfully crafted replica of the 
"Priceless Original" found in King 
Tutankhamun's tomb. This 3000 
year old protective amulet Is a 
copy of the original. Gift Boxed 
with 24" rope chain and descrip- 
tive certificate. ... a treasured 
gift for those you love! 

Actual size 2" X 3" 
Antiqued Gold Plated or Silver 

Toned Pewter $15. 
Sterling $49.50 
14 K Gold $686.50 

Add $1.50 Insured Postage 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

SVSATCHiVaAKERS 
P.O. Box 307, Feeding Hills. Mass. 01030 

Ap Epcljaptcd Vert} 
. . . that stays "Greenhouse" fresh 
with no light, no water and no 
maintenance. Our Enchanted Fern 
has been chemically preserved to 
remain as supple, delicate and 
green as Its living counterparts. 
Fern has a 3 foot spread and is 
"planted" in a white plastic pot 
with removable hanger. Send 
$17.95 (plus $3 post.) by Master 
Charge. BankAmericard (incl. exp. 
date), check or money-order to: 

325 S. Washington. Dept. HG9 
Royal Oak. Michigan 48067 

Gold Touch Presents 

A legacy in the art of custom gold leaf- 
ing. Turn a hobby into a profitable busi- 
ness. Learn the secret of successful tech- 
niques, with guaranteed results. Send 
$2.00 for an illustrated brochure: 

GOLD  TOUCH, P O Box 921 
Westminster, Ca. 92683 

SPECIAL PURCHASE 

Only $5 (2 for $9) 
Perfect. I iphtwriKlit. comfortable, 100% aco'lif sweater for that fashionable layered look. Prac- tical. .-Jtyl ish, fireat for work, play, casual dress. Washable. Long-sleeved either with popu- lar, modern triple-fold turtlciieck or with skivvy crew neck . . . whichever you prefer. Turtleneck ideal under a shirt. Crew neck perfect over a blouse. COLORS:  creaniv white,  black, rust. SIZES:   small   ((5-8);  med   (10-12);   large (1^-16) STYLE:  Turtleneck.  Crew neck. Only      each. 2 for $9. Mix-and-match! Order one or  more of  e:ieh!  Add 75? for postaKe/handlinp. NY   residents,   add   sales   tax.   .Since   this   is a SPECIAL   ONE  TIME   OFFER,   payment MUST aceonipciMV <.[<!. 1.  i;ni-(iid monev-t.ack guar if not Satisfir,',   l>..   -,ne   to   indir:H.-   eolor.   size. <stvle. 

DOROTHY DEAN 
P.O. BoK 45, Scarsdale. N.Y. 10583 

y4e SCe^<^*tt 'Heedee. ^td. 
Presents 

Its  New  Scries of Painted Canvas Kits *' Kndantioreri or Ttireatenod Plants'• 
In Cooperation With U.S. Dept. of Interior and The Smithsonian Institution 

Numbered Limited   ( 100) Lditions 

Handpainted and Kitted With Pater- navaii Yarn, 13 Mesh. 14" X 14" Siz«-.$8S.O0ppd., rolaroid Picture Sl.OO each. 

List of 12 Endangered Plants 
S t e m I e s s \A\ d ,\''s ■ Slipper 
Yellow Lady's- .s Upper 
Pt. Reys Meadow Foam 
Cochlosperma ae 

Beaverlail Cactus 
Lemhi Beard- Tonnue 

Crested Coral- Root 
Hibiscus Call* fornicus 

■Jacquemontia Mornintc Glory 
Conta-Costa W'all Flower 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Siex^t 'HcedU. ^teC. 
5430 MacArthur Blvd.. N.W.. Dept. 9 

Washington, D. C. 20O16 

REWAED! The Strongit 

IMPOSTER' DIAMOND 
At Only $8.00 Per Carat 

Priced to invite comparison anywhere in Ttie 
Strongite Country. 10-days to prove it or your 
money-back. The Strongite Impcster Diamond is 
the hardest, most dazzling imitation jewel ever 58 
facets, pure white, flawless Unconditional lifetime 

The Strongite Coi 

guarantee FREE 1977 Color catalog. 
Dept. 19J, 2 West 47th St 

New York, N Y 10036 

PRETTY TABLE PIECE 
Charming small tureen of white 
ceramic, with pastel roses. Holds 
about one quart, perfect for gravy, 
vegetable, chocolate sauce—even 
flowers. Goes well with other din- 
nerware. Tureen, lid, ladle $6.95 
plus 900 post. each. The Added 
Touch, 12 H Water St., Bryn 
Mawr, PA 19010. 

GROOM THE BATH 
There is no need to have ugly 
cracks and openings around your 
tub, sink or basin. Seal them up 
with self-sticking tape. Merely 
press tape on clean, dry surface, 
11 foot roll, $2.98 plus 500 post- 
age. Order from Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG9, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

u 

HOLD IT! 
Keep rings in place on finger with 
Ring lnsert-Guard-Sizer. Will hold 
rings in place simply, effectively. 
Vinyl liner slides inside ring after 
it's on. Works for any size ring, 
any finger. Woman's, man's. Holds 
boys' rings in place on girls' fin- 
gers, $4 ppd. Rigs. HG19, Box 
1039, Longmont, CO 80501. 

iN^'iMREStUE KIT| 

CLEAN UP FOR PETS 
New scientific chemicals rem 
stains,   odors—even   urine—fi 
carpets,   draperies. Non-aen 
applicators.  16 ozs. "A" kit 
stains, "B" for odors or combi 
tion kit of "A and B" $7.50 
kit; two $12.99 Ppd. American 
tury, Dept. HG97, Box 36232, 
Angeles, CA 90036. 

STOWAWAY 
Nothing like preparing now for 
Christmas. Ornament chest h 
92 ornaments of three sizes; sf 
for eight sets of lights, tinsel 
other tree-trimming paraphern 
27" by 17" by 12". Assem 
easily. $8.95, 950 post. Writ4 
Bruce Bolind, HG9, Boulder,' 
80302. 

ZODIAC SIGN CLOCK 
Battery operated Plexiglas 
personalized with full color sig 
the zodiac, name and date of I 
imprinted on face. 5'^" w., 7 
21/2" d., to stand on bedside t; 
shelf or dresser. $19.95 plus 
post. Write to Romar Sales, C 
RS-15A, 380 Madison Ave 
York, NY 10017. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

ITURE BUYS 
: sleeper i:475, from a col- 
i ot finely made upholstered 
by National. Color catalogue 

b s by yd. available) $2. Also 
B ige catalogue of prestigious 
n re, $5, refundable. National 
T jre and Fabric Sales, Inc., 
S Box 2314, High Point, NC 

CLOSET ORGANIZERS 
A six-section knitwear case holds 
sweaters and such in roomy com- 
partments, $11.98. Twelve section 
case holds eight pairs of shoes 
purses, $12.98. Ppd. Quilted vinyl 
sturdy cardboard, front zippers 
Both size 17" by 24" by ll'/a" 
Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St. 
Oshkosh, Wl 54906. 

Y MEMO CENTER 
idea —solid pine wall-hanging 

with blackboard, tray for 
bin for mail, pads, pencils, 

r for keys, stamps, coupons. 
»y 131/2" by dVz". It can 
too. Unfinished, $19.95 an- 

fin., $29.95. Add $3 post, 
eld House, G79T. No. Con- 
m 03860. 

COLONIAL LOOK 
Knotted 4" bedspread fringe on 
cotton-polyester (50-50) perma- 
press. Natural or white. 90" w. 
pair. 30", 36", 40" $11.25: 45". 
54", 63" $16.50; 72". 81", 90" 
$19.50; 10" by 80" val. $6.25. 
Add $2 post, per order. Free cata- 
logue. Country Curtains, HG92, 
Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

-^TER-SINK BOARD 
2rn 34" hardwood, ideal for 

camper, boat. Prepare food 
te 11" by 12" tray, finished 
Wood preservative. Non-skid 

rubber feet. Vinyl-coated 
5s extend, will fit sinks up to 
^. $5.95 plus $1 post. Cad- 
HGC9, 10250 No. 19th Ave., 

iix, AZ 85021. 

SH-H-H PEACE 
Silence is golden, but these days 
we get precious little of it. Soft, 
pliable silencers slip into the ears, 
have an easy-to-grasp flange. Slip 
them in every night for refreshing 
sleep. $2.98 a pair plus 200 post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 556 
Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

HOW TO DUY 

A S40 

LEATHER HANDDAG 

FOR 

S24.95 

ORDER DIREO FROM PRESTIGIOUS MANUFAQURER 
Notionolly odvertised— 

This elegont clutch is selling for over S40 00 m finer srores 
You save over 40% when you order direct from us 
This superbly crofted bog fashioned from the finest soft 

leather feotures the lotest European styling and is high- 
lighted with o beoutiful gold-ploted clasp 

This fabulous fashion volue will become your fovonte bog. 
Please specify comel block or burgondy. 
Serid chec'^ of rnoney O'der for S24 95 to 

Renaissance Imports 320 Fifth Ave NYC 10001 Rm 408 

$349.95 
Uand-Carved Solid Mahogany 

r 

$69.95 
Victorian rocker 

J^mantic^ctorian 
New way to save on authentic copies of 
"yesteryear" furniture. Shipped direct 
from factory to you, at cut prices. Vost 
choice of sotos, chairs, tables, clocks, 
dining & bedroom accessories. Also huge 
Eastlake OAK collection. Write for our 
80-page catalog, which is TWICE the size 
of ony other published. Use your bank card. 
Send .51.IK) for C.4T.AL0G G97  and  free fabrics. We will  r.-fiUMl u ifh 

MAGNOLIA HALL 726 Andovcr. Atlanta, Ga. 30327 
Call (404) 256-4747 

THE FRENCH MAILBOX is a faithful cast 
aluminum reproduction of a European antique, 
hand finished in white, black or verde green 
(specify)^ 14"x23" high, latch front has 
classic nymph & child in bas relief. Rear wood 
mail container is 12"x8"x4"deep. with 
hangers ready to mount proudly at your door 

S49.95 (add S2 80 postage-insurance) 
Send check. BA, MC. DC or AX charge. 

Charge orders can call Toll Free: Outside Cal. 
(800) 227-1464. In Cal. (800) 772-3909 
^    catalog $1.; free with order 

**   550 Powell 
Dept. HG97 
San Francisco, Ca 94108 

DOllY DOLl HOUSES 

turn them 

into profits!! 

and have fun doing it... 
If you love flowers, you can create 
gorgeous arrangements and gain 
profits in your home! Learn the 
delicate art of corsages, bridal 
flowers, table arrangements or 
sprays. As a hobby, career, home- 
business, part or full time ... or 
start a shop of your own! Free 
color brochure shows you how to 
learn professional flower arrang- 
ing, plus FREE 3 months subscrip- 
tion to FLOWER TALK publication 
for home flower arranfjers Write 

Floral Art Center 
(A Home Study School) 
Deot. 7NF 

. 1628 E. McDowell Rd. 
V Phoenix, Ariz. 85006 

Handcrafted, fully assembled, sturdy all wood 
and hardwood constrjction with luan mahogany 
doors. All houses are lifelike, authentically 
scaled one inch to the foot. 14 tilodels to 
choose from and all brightly painted. Also. 
I'ghted houses and some with s.x large rooms, 
individually wallpapered and red carpeted 
staircase. Furniture available for all rooms in 
scale. Prices range from $40.00 to $100. 
shipped F.O 8. factory For complete illustrated 
brochure and famous SASHA DOLL CATALOG, 
please send $1.00. 

DOLLY DOLL HOUSES 
BOX 65 GLENVILLE STATION 
GREENWICH. CONN. 06830 

(Colonial style house as shown, S90.00) 
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Sakowitz' store away from stores is the 

1977 Christmas Book: joyously different 

gifts from extravagant luxuries to little 

indulgences. Send 1.00, to be applied 

toward your first purchase. Sakowitz, 

P.O. Box 1 431 C. Houston. TX 7 7001. 

/ 

When you insist 
on the best, 

there's only one name in 
solid brass beds: 

Joao Isabel 

RUSH 
FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

Lnclosed is '-.•'S \o\ your Cdl.-ilog 
(jn tlif? undorst.inding it's refund.:iblc 

with my purchase. 
Joao Isabel. Inc. 

Designers & Craftsmen in Brass 
120 East 32nd Street, DepI H 

New York, tsl Y, 10016 
_J 

TlK I 

PORTFOLIO 

Distinctive collectior\ 
Gourmet 
Home 
Personal accessories 

Catalog: 
S1.00 plus name and address 
to Box 345 
Sugar Loaf, New York 10981 

Enjoy the pleasures of shopping at home with selections 
of exclusive, exciting and imaginative gifts for everyone on 

your Christmas list. For a year's subscription to our 
catalogues, starting with the Christmas issues, send $1.00 

and this coupon to P.O. Box 34257, Dept. 04704, 
Dollas, Texas 75234. 

NAME , 
ADDRESS- 
CITY  -STATE/ZIP_ 

THE HORCHCW (DItECTION 

for catalogues 

TIFFANY TREASURES 
The Blue Book of Tiffany's 
with 180 full color pages 
holds the answer to your 
quest for really exquisite gifts. 
Jewelry creations by Tiffany 
designers, beautiful table top 
accessories in sterling silver, 
china, and crystal plus 
watches, clocks and sta- 
tionery. Catalogue, $2 (avail- 
able after Oct. 15). Tiffany & 
Co., 727 Fifth Ave., New York, I 
NY 10022. 

98 

CAFE1?OYALE SPOONS 
For preparing famous New Orleans after- 
dinner drink, Cafe Royale (brandy and 
coffee). Over lump of sugar in silverplated 
spoon pour brandy and ignite. When flame 
burns out, pour contents into black coffee. 
$3.50 ea.; four, $14, six, $21, eight, $28, 
twelve, $42. Add 750 post. Christmas 
catalogue (ready late Oct.) $1. Adier's, HG9, 
722 Canal St., New Orleans, LA 70130. 
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PERSONAL TOUCH 
Crane's nctepaper with 
lithographed reproduction 
of your hOuSe or favorite 
photo. Sepia on ecruwhite. 
Send clear, sharp photo". 
50 Notes, envelopes. 536;^*:; 
100. S44: with address on 
flap. 50. S49: 100. S59 
plus SI.50 post, per box. 
Christmas catalogue, 
(available late Oct.) SI. 
Shreve. Crump & Low. HG9. 
330 Boylston St.. Boston. 
MA 02116. 

:ARS' SCHOO 
liature school- 
m for stuffed 
irs. Six 3" pupils, 
I 4V2" teacher. 
1 movable arms 
I legs, six wood- 
desks and chairs 
1V2 by 7V2" 
den base, 

Cher's desk. 
:kboard. S17.50 
s 31.95 post, 
ir s subscription 
analogues, SI. 
Horchow Col- 

ion. HG9, P.O. 
34257, Dallas. 

75234. 

HE WRITTEN WORD 
e pen in hand, a smart 

ok and white Zebra- 
ped ballpoint designed 
Raoul Calabro of 
y. Comfortable to hold, 

it a generous 1 ' dia. 
5 I. 85 plus SI.10 post. 
Ce of the unusual items 
irl;hristmas Collection. 
C alogue. SI. Bonwit 
T :er. HG9, 721 Fifth Ave., 
N.v York. NY 10022. 

PRIZED STEER 
A truly fabulous 
present in silver- 
plate crafted in 
Italy. The magnifi- 
cent creature "overs 
serving board and 
tray, measures 8" 
by 10 " by 22" I. A 
blue ribbon winner 
on your Christmas 
list. Exclusive with 
Sakowitz in U.S. 
S2.000 ppd. Send 
SI for Christmas 
catalogue (available 
about Oct. 1). 
Sakowitz, HG9, P.O. 
Box 1431, Houston, 
TX 77001. 

I. 

Decorate your home with 

Williamsburg^s new catalog. 
Discover 28o pages of tlie tuiest furniture ami fabrics, silver 
and peicter, brass afui glass, gift and souvetiir items. Plus, 

special features and actual paint swatches in our oivn 
authentic colors. This beautiful guide is yours for S4.95 

postpaid. Order i/ours today. 
'C|w" 1 M«'/ your check or money order to: Craft House, Box CH, g 

JgColoninl WilliaDisburg, W'illianisburg, Va. 23185 

Our most versatile skirt reverses 
to solid grey. A beautiful wool 
and nylon wraparound from 
Meadowbank in grey with 
cream black red. S.M.L.XL 
to fit sizes 6-18 S48 00 
Add our luxuriously soft lamb s 
wool, angora and nylon cowl- 
collared pullover Choose either 
cream, grey or red to match the 
skirt. Also available in oatmeal. 
Sizes S.M.L S28.00. 
Add S2.00 for postage. Order by 
mail or phone 617-749-7830. 
Master Charge. BankAmericard 
or American Express. 

DEPT PB. HINGHAM. MA 02043 
i>;ores in Acton. Duxbury. Lenox. So. Hamilton. Ma.; Avon. Hamden. Ct 

PLEASE TURN PAGE FOR 
MORE SHOPPING AROUND FOR CATALOGUES 



1,073 GIFTS & 

NECESSARIES 

FOR YOU AND 

YOUR HOME 

SEND 50<^ FOR 
STURBRIDGE YANKEE 
WORKSHOP CATALOG 

NEW ENLARGED version of 
famous catalog includes vast & 

unusual selection of gifts and decorat- 
ing items: Handcrafted furniture, rare prints, 

lamps, gourmet needs, linens, glassw^are. 
clocks, pewter collector's pieces, figurines, china, 

jewelry, crafts. Early American reproductions. One Thousand Seventy- 
Three Choices. All items finest quality, well priced, distinctive — most 
not available elsewhere. Absolute guarantee. tVlajor credit cards accep- 
ted Send 50c, Name, Address, Zip Code. Catalog sent by return mail. 

the nation's center Jar Early American 

500 Brimfield Turnpike, Sturbridge, Mass. 01566 
Our 24th \ ear 

eqchanted doll Ijpuse 

1977-78 DOUBLE DELIGHT 
Surprise! We combine our General 
and Miniature Catalogs into a 128 
page Edition, 80+ in color. More 
Dolls, Dollhouses, Miniatures; Toys, 
Books, Games, Crafts. Send $2.00. 
Be On Our Mailing List. 

The Enchanted Doll House 
Dept. HG097 

Manchester Center, Vt. 05255 

Shop for Fabulous 

European 

bargains... 

right in your own home 
Our new Fall catalogue lists treasure 
trove from the far corners of the world 

at dream-come-true prices 
Waterford Irish Crystal. Cashmeres 
from Scotland, English Fine Bone 
China. Italian wood carvings , . , |ust 
some of the wonderful things waiting 
for you when you come Shannon 
Freeport Shopping 
We accept Diners' Club, 
Bankamericard, Mastercharge. 
American Express and Barclaycard 
credit charges Money back guarantee 
The Shannon Catalogue will be 
airmailed for Sl deductible 
Shannon Mail Order \12 
Shannon Airport, Ireland 

Name 
Address 
City 
Stale Zip -V2 

BETTER FOOD FOR BABY 

With the Happy Baby Portable Food 
Grinder, no more messy jars. Your own 
fresh vegetables, meat & fruit ground 
easily & quickly. Developed for doctors- 
slips into your purse for travel. The ideal 
baby gift. 

$5.95 & $1.25 postage 
The Amfalula Tree Ltd. 

223 Kalonali Avenue 
Kaloriati, New York 10536 

Residents Add 5% Tax 
Master Charge and 

BankAmericard Accepted 

THE WORLD IN 

STITCHES 

Names you've never heard 
Designs you've never seen. 

Fibers, threads 
and colors you've never 

even imagined Over 4 years 
in the making, the greatest 

international 
selection is now 

partially described 
in the first World 

in Stitches color 
catalog Top quality 

only Send $1 to 

THE 

/ JsT«tCH€S 

the 
needlework 

Royal Ridge Mall 
BOX G Nastiua. New Hampshire 03060, 

for catalogues 

0 ^0,^ 

Plate design represents Spirit 
of the Sun God, the presiding God 
of the Seasons, bringing in the 
crops which sustain life. Sunface 
plate is 9V4" diameter. $18 ppd. 
Free color catalogue has wide se- 
lection of handmade Indian jewelry 
Bien Mur Indian Market Center, 
HG9, Box 10367, Albuquerque, NM 
87114. 

KITCH 
Browse through 104 pages, many in 
color, of finest cookware, hard-to- 
find utensils, gourmet foods, house- 
hold accessories, garden helpers, 
items for your own home, for gifts. 
Catalogue 250. Colonial Garden 
Kitchens, HGMC, 270 W. t\^errick 
Rd., Valley Stream, NY 11582. 

MASTERPIECE NEEDLEWORK 
Rare museum designs include William the 
Conqueror's boat adapted from Bayeux tap- 
estry. Natural dark linen, 16" by 20", with 
English crewel wool in rich antique colors. 
For picture or pillow. Kit $35 ppd. Many other 
adaptations from 2000 years of world art in 
needlepoint and crewel, in a variety of intrigu- 
ing items. Catalogue also has stitch, design 
tips. $1. Jane Whitmire, HG9. 2353 So. Meade 
St., Arlington, VA 22202. 
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COLONIAL cTVIAID CURTAINS 

GIFTS FOR ALL 
Johnny Appleseed's new holiday col- 
lection has a wide selection to please 
family and friends. Warm things to 
wear, lots of decorative pieces for the 
home. Full-color catalogue of 44 
pages includes over 400 items. For 
your free copy, write Johnny Apple- 
seed's. HG9. 50 Dodge St., Beverly; 
MA 01915. * 

:ATIVE SUPPLIES 
3ad selection of small beads for jewelry making includes 
^ne. wood, glass, porcelain, other natural materials. A 

of larger beads for macrame. Linen, cotton, nylon, 
^lic and jute cords in several weights. Many macrame 

tern books. Free wholesale/retail catalogue. Northeast 
lad Trading Co.. HG9. 12 Depot St.. Kennebunk. ME 04043. 

RUGS PLUS 
A wide assortment of 
contemporary designs 
and traditional patterns 
from the Far East, from 
India, from the Orient, 
from the American 
Southwest. Rugs in many 
sizes and shapes, includ- 
ing rounds and octagon- 
als. Full-color catalogue 
also has a large section 
on European woven 
tapestries. SI. Peerless 
Imported Rugs. GE97. 
3028 No. Lincoln Ave.. 
Chicago. IL 60657. 

ETTY WRAP 
;e wool scarf 
England woven 

)ftest mohair into 
itricate. delicate 
5rn. Wear as a 
i or head cover- 
Long 56'by 18" 
i. White, black. 
, beige or copen 
.S5.98: two 
98. Add 75c post, 
logue of clothing, 
and collectibles, 

ages. 25C. The 
y House. HG9. 
rcliff Manor, NY 
0. 

ember. 1977 

Embroidered Eyelet 
.No-Iron 

Since 1947 

.1.1 

■i  tailored embroidered eyelet 
-      ~)tered corners 78" aide 

V 65polyester. 35'^-. 
•'.ashable, dnp-dr\.' 

24". 30" 36 - long i;i..>(i 
I 8..-)0 
25m 

3.00 
6..50 . Valance 11" x 72" 

Add 52 00 post Please send check, 
money order, or use .Master Charge or 
BankAmencard N Y residents add tax 
,No C O D s ■■Satisfaction uncondition- 
ally guaranteed" 

COLONIALc>MAID CURTAINS 
Dep: 29, Lawn Terrace, 
Marr.aroneck Village, NY 10543 

Send for Free Color Catalog 

IP 

ADJUSTABLE 

TV POLE 

Hold your portable 
TV right where you 
want it without ta- 

blesorstands. 
Takes any 
width, up to 
14" deep. 17" 
high. Brass 
tone finish 
pole has 
spring tension 

rod to adjust to 
71/2 to 81/2 ft. ceil- 
ing heights. Can be 
set Hi or Low. Real 
space saver! 
Prompt Shipment 
Extension for higher 
ceiling, add S2.00. 

^13.99 
Plus 51.00 postage 
Writ* for FREE catalog 

Holiflav Uiits ft 
Dept. 309-7A, Wheat Ridge. CO 80036 

The Old 
SchooLbouse 

Clock 
S98.00 

THE FIRST CATALOG 
OF GENUINE 

ANTiaUE CLOCKS 
Not repticas, but genuine circa 1900 antiquev 
Catalog offers many styles of increasingly rare 
antique clocks at incredibly 'ow pr.ces-at pnces 
far lo«ver than you would pay at antique shop 
or auction Fully restored and m running order 
Hurry—these clocks are antiques and when 
they're gone, they're gone forever 

Catalog: SI00(refundable) 

P(>-N EXi^<ESS SYSTE.M 
" Dept. G95 

^S»-s„ 2986 Navajo Street 
Yorktown, N.Y, -10598 

Catalog 

of comfy, 

cozy, cuddly 

DOWN QUILTS 
• European style prime quality 
• Duck or goose down 
• Filled to your specifications 
• Unique baffle construction 
• Cotton or cotton blend fabrics 
• Decorator sheetcase covers 

and puffy pillows 
Please send your name and 
address or call 

QVARM 

THINGS 

SAN RAFAEL CA 94901 453-4262 
4C       SE^'.'CE — V*C 4 BA ACCE^"^^"" 

Fascinating Illustrated Gatalogue 
of Shells, Fossils, Minerals, 
Display Stands and Books. Quality 
Specimens for the serious collector 
or for purely decorative use. 
Plus Beautiful Color Portfolio $2.00 

Dover Scientific 
BOX6011T Long Island City N.Y. 11106 

PLEASE TURN PAGE FOR 201 
MORE SHOPPING AROUND FOR CATALOGUES 



Picture . . . COUNTRY CHARM 

Early American Appliances . . . and You! 

AUTOMATIC 
ELECTRIC RANGE . . . 

authentic CAST IRON repro- 
duction from original patterns. 
Combined with the Early Ameri- 
can charm of this handsome 
antique is the convenience of 
fully automatic oven and burner 
controls, and an easy-care por- 
celam top. Coffee mill uniquely 
houses clocK. oven timer and 
minute minder. Fits modern 
range space. Prices start at 
$595.00, plus freight charges. 
CAST IRON WALL OVEN 

Front IS CAST IRON with 
handsome scroll design. The 
18" oven is fully insulated and 
porcelain lined. Hearth door 
conceals all controls, clock and 
timer. Available in right or left 
hand door models. Price 
{345.00. plus freight charges. 

Made and Sold Only by 

THE HOUSE OF WEBSTER 
"Old Fashioned Gifts" 

BOX HG97       ROGERS, ARK. 72756 

Quality Backed 
by 35 Years 
of Skilled 

Craftsmanship. 

Send 25C for your 
•COUNTRY CHARM" 

Appliance Folder 
and Gift Catalog. 

PANEL THISTLE GLASS BOWL 
Our lovely glass bowl, with its exquis- 
ite panel thistle pattern, wos originally 
designed over 100 years ago. An exact 
copy of the original, our bowl is so ou- 
thentic it carries the famous "Bee" 
mark used by the original moker. You'll 
use it for salads, desserts, vegetables or 
for a special flower orrangement. Cer- 
tainly it is a prized find for your collec- 
tor's shelf. 4" high, 8" top diameter. 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

S7.95 
Plus $1.35 postage 

Artisan ^ Galleries 

2100 B-9 Ho. Haskell • Dollas, Teias 75204 

Butcher 

BlocK 

34 '  higti work table 36"  X   34". S132.00 48"  X  24". S146.00 60"  X   30". S184.00 or choose :iO" dining height table at same price.s. Locking Shepherd Caster.s. additional 
Two-inch thick maple butcher block 
top, durable bench-constructi in 
frame. Sent express collect. In lli. 
nois. add applicable taxes. Send 
check or money order, no C.O.D.'s 
please. 
For complete catalog of exciting 
butcher block furniture, send 500 to: 

butcher block ft mora 
Th* Scho«nh«lt Company 

Dept. HG-97A, 1600 S. Clinton, Chicogo 60«16 

Berta Hummel 1977 Herald Angel 
Her familiar soft colors reproduced 
on 3" silvery glass ball, and 8" lovely 
porcelain plate. Charming additions 
to this jwpular limited edition series. 
(Inquire fibout earlier editions.) 
#1193 Orn't. .. S4.50 plus 25« post. 
#811 Plate ... S27.50 plus 75« post. 
Send 50c for DOWNS' catalog . .. 
a wonderland for the discerning collector. 

^(>U/HS COLLECTORS SHOWCASE 
DEPT. 1409 A • EVANSTON, ILL. 60204 / 
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for catalogues 

MORE LIGHT FOR PLANTS 
Plant Pyramid solves growing problem, gives best light with 
fluid grace. Adjusts 3' to 4' W., 2' H.; 12 leakproof trays. 
Baked enamel on sturdy metal frame (assembled): black or 
white. $29.95 plus S4 post. Free brochure. Stands, inc., 
HG99. 425 Wagaraw Rd., Fair Lawn. NJ 07410. 

MARBLE ROLLER •. 
Family fun in rolling, watching, 
listening. See how many marbles 
can be juggled. Start one. when 
it's halfway, start another. Catch 
the first, restart it. Sanded, oiled. 
S14.50 ppd. Catalogue 50^. The 
Toy Factory, Dept. GA1. 88878 
Highway 101, Florence, OR 97439 

LEGEr 
Beautiful new book has 48 pat- 
terns for stained-glass windows; 
35 in full color, finished. Pull-out 
with full-size pattern, 12 smaller 
b/w. Basic techniques, lists for 
each project. Book 11" by 8V2" 
has 50 pages S3. Whittemore- 
Durgin Glass Co.. HG9, Box 
2065-24, Hanover, MA 02339. 

to F*atterns for 
STAINED GLASS 



FOR PET LOVERS 

Everything for Pampered Pels 
IS a 32-page catalogue and hand- 
book in full color. Latest in wear- 
ing apparel, toys, treats, fancy 
collars, grooming accessories. ' 
tips on training. Section just for 
cats. 25c. Ou-Say s. Dept. 3101.' - 
Box 8850. IVIetaine LA 70011. 

The Sewing Camr 

RACEFUL SHOWCAS. 
ass dome displays up to 16 thimbles on branches of 
rylic tree: walnut base. 5"2"W by 11 "H. S29 ppd. Pat- 
ns. accessories, books, thimbles, collectibles in 
-page catalogue 25c. The Sewing Corner. HGE97 
3-11 14th Ave.. Box 420 Whitestone. NY 11357. 

URALS MADE EASY 
St place, trace, paint by numbers. To 74 designs, up 
12'wide. Complete kits S2.95 to S24.95. Free S7.95 
iral with S14.95 mural order. Color catalogue with free 
3Cial-offer certificate 350. Magic Murals. HG-709E. 
X 8500. Fountain Valley. CA 92708. 

Just send for Aldens new 
704-page Fall and Winter 
Catalog and we'll include a 
S5 Merchandise Discount 
Certificate. 

Clip coupon, and see our 
large selection of brand-name 
items . . . the latest Fall 
fashions . . . exciting home 
furnishings and more' You M 
also get a S5 Merchandise 
Discount Certificate (good 
with your first order of S20 or 
more). Enclose S2 for postage 
and handling costs. 

^       55 MERCHANDISE  ^ • 
DISCOUNT CERTIFICATE 

ACT NOW! 
Quantities are limited. 

Offer good for new 
customers only. Offer 
ends October 15. 1977. 

t 9163 1 A 2ers 3oxci€7 Chicago, in 6C66C | 
enc osec S2 :o cover ccstage anc f^anc '^c : :s'; _ 

Name | 

Address 

City 1 

^  
State                                            Zip / 

So much beauty for $1.00 
.'Kj^C-r'--   I' i" 'w^.STc. centra,e 
i«e      C'"3*T c* Aran HandWn't S-A^cTers. me 
^legarce of ou'e I' Sfi Linen Ad^ 'e twaut, 
f-nesT o* 3ci^e C^ira that EncianO csn Droduce 
Delight m ttie '.qur-ne ranees ''om Spa^i and 
Sr-x.3.n. Pel s^ th.? id-ea     r-av-nq rtiese lo-i-eS 
j'oducts 'c vcu'' CTA" 3'. Our so 3**a''daD"; c ces 
Se-c Si 00 :ocr. 'O' 

Stephen Faller (Exports) Ltd 
DEPT HG9CINDUSTRIAL ESTATE MERVUE. GALWAY IRELAND 

3HIFFLI EYELET 

ibroldered dust ruffle of 
:lyester/avril looks and 
inders like a dream, 
eds no Ironing. Shirred on 
itform with split corners. 

lOp lengths of 14". 18" or 
I '. Natural or white. Twin 
full S30: queen S35: king 
3. Add S2 post. Free color 
talogue. Colonial Maid 
rtains. GJ9. Lawn Ter- 
;e. Mamaroneck. NY 
543. 

jtember. 1977 

' YOUR I 

ANTIQUES- 

SEND FOR 

I 

Send for recanlng 
handbook and learn 
how you can restore 
your antique furniture. 
Perkins has supplied 
for a half century, 
quality-guaranteed ma- 
terials — rush. cane, 
splint, etc. Take ad- 
vantage of our experi- 
ence. Send 25c and 
we'll mai! your Illus- 
trated handbook and 
price list. 

The H. H. PERKINS, CO. 
P.O. Box 1601 — D«|lL HJkG. 

HMT HavMi, CoiMi. 06506 

Save 50% on 

Wallcoverings 
Why keep paying high prices and 
settling (or limited selections' 
Choose from 84 patterns — 47 
samples we send to your home! 
-ig -e ■Vi "" T :5 5:v 5 si'^g c ■: 'z-fi eaci' • 

5' 95 "or p-e-D3s:ec ji,s: S5 6C Icr suDerscoiaoaC •= 
ana sT'iocas'e viiyis LesstfianSS 00arG.:(o'f*oc«eC ■'Gu save ap 50°: 0'^ s!np€S sciifis satre-r^s s-:e-r; 
anc fiara: aesig-^s Aii Bfe-rn~i-n»<3 ai: fi^s'sua.'. 
ca~iB'<'^e"; a-^i seccanng style 
GET OUR NEW CATALOG 

swatcn H gian: 
:co«   ot act^a 
::venn5s you ca 
anc  tcucJi   No* n- 
c u3es •^atcfiing laBncs 
(c seiecea vmyis Se^: 
5Cc 'c Catalog "o 

o;  
CD \ Robinsons Wallcoverings 

Depi 9-i2 Tctusviile Pa '535^ 
Husfi your ne* Catalog Encicsec c 50< ic postage anfl handling 

PLEASE TURN PAGE FOR 
MORE SHOPPING AROUND FOR CATALOGUES 
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WRITE  or CALL 

NORTHEAST BEAD 

TRADING COMPANY 
Box HG-9 

12 Depot Street 
Kennebunk, Maine 04043 

Telephone 207-985-3546 

free 
retail luhole/Qle 

catalog 

9*^^ Y,o\ "^^^ Send for free 
color booklet today: 

KENYA Division. 
Day & Frick, Inc. 
1760 N. Howard Street 
Philadelphia. PA 19122 

' Trademark of Day & Krii l, Ini   list IBbb 

for catalogues 

Made in 
America 

MI TIE HANGER 
Solid walnut with bratilifiil liand riil)hf(l 
linisli, coiiiplcmcnteil with l)rass hiicik anil 
cross bar. PlaHtic rt'niovahlr ridi-rs for iiicli 
vitlnal hanciris. 6" 2.S tic size »8.10. 10" i: 
tic size .«10.10 16" 75 tic size .*12.7.'; ppd 
(less capacity with heavy ties). .Send checl 
or dm. to Master Charge or BankAmcricaril 
.Sciiil No. & exp. date. 
» (Jaiilir^  Gijl ( ,ilnl„x. j:,f 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFS 
6651 Arlington Blvd. G9-7 

"-^ Falls Church. Va. 22042 

EnSY-LlFT 

■i 

LIKE A HELPING HAND. 
Many people-senior citizens, arthnlics 
jnd those suftermg from Multiple Sclerosis, 
Muscular Dystrophy or Parkinson's disease - 
need help getting in and out of a chair The 
EASY-LIFT power cushion recliner gently 
litis you forward as well as up to a semi- 
standing position The lifting angle adiusts 
to fit your needs, controls are easy to 
reach, and il runs on household current 
BASY-LIFT-hke a helping hand 

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE 
AND NAME OF DEALER NEAREST YOU 

>4MERIC>4N STXIR-GLIDE CORP. 
4001 East 138tti Street, Dept HGE-97 

Grandview, Missouri 64030 

GIFT IDEAS 
Full-color catalogue tias 
2000 items in its 196 
pages. Toys, decorationsv 
tiousewares, ufiusual 
ttiings to intrigue every- 
one on your list. Known 
all over the country for 
unique gifts since 1934. 
Shop in comfort from 
your armchair: write for 
the free catalogue. Miles 
Kimball, 227 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wl 54901. 

GRACEFUL GEESE 
"Flight" by John Marin is hand painted on California 
Ponderosa pine. Painting is ready to hang, no framing 
necessary. White 
geese on a warm 
brown background. 
An impressive 31" 
by 41". $79.95 ppd. 
Catalogue in color 
is $1, free with 
order. Malibu 
Studios, Dept. HG9, 
604 Hampton Drive. 
Venice, CA 90291. 

IT'S   YOUR ROOM 

Why not do things your own way? 

NDW you can have your room arrangement custom designed to your own 
needs by prof essionalinterior designers. n -  i;v 

Our staff of professional interior designers will help you create the room 
setting you've always dreamed of owning. Look around your room— 
tell us what you want to happen in it. Specify style of furniture you like, 
what pieces you now have and what you want to add. Send us exact 
measurements of your room, showing doors, window sizes, radiators, 
furniture you are keeping and other details you think will help us help you 

We will rush you two custom designed floor plans of your room, drawn 
to scale, with explanations of all pieces Take your very own floor plan 
with you and save many shopping hours and pressure from salespeople 
by knowing exactly what sizes and pieces you need, before you buy 

"1 *^ ^ ONE ROOM 
Send cfieck or money order to 

fl plan 

507 Fifth Ave ,New York, N.Y. 10017i State. 
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RUGS , 
' ous rugs at 

- one single 
-. ogue in fuH 
,'.s how. fea- 
i'ly 200 de- 
- small throws 
; ze deep-pile 
:'ientals. ryas 

■^ore. Many 
sizes, colors. 

Wool Design 
A   9816 York 
559' C^a^'ctte 

5 x;^ 

9 

MAKE THEM NOW 
Start with Christmas ku for 
'eve'.   Tannenbaum orna- 

E~erald green tree on 
e;.; ZT     ••• - :e satin oalT 
■e: ;a":       rz and gold trim, 
'.s'./.e ga.'.anc. 5  s:ze 54.95: 
two S9.25; 6 ■ size S'2.98. Ppd. 
A.sa'C-.'.     "c -C-cage cata- 
cg^e 2~Z    z "£ cesign kits 

SV95. "-18 Crac-^er 3OX."HGV 
Pt. Pleasant. PA T8950. 

WORLD OF WICKER 
■ : ^ r " vited to explore one 
:"       a-gest collections o' 
rattan and wiCKer furniture 
accessories. Hand-woven m 
exotic places, and imported 
c 'e:' •  Many unusual and 

;_r :ens in catalogue. 25c. 
Fran s Basket House. HG9. 
Rte. 10. Succasun'^a NIJ 07876. 

■>  0U> PUEBLO T(«D€RS 

: FASHIONS 
through 40 pages of 

. shoes, gifts that can 
ght to your door. Cata- 
eatures top-name 
, designer fashions, 
xclusive imports. Send 
inded with your first 
Old Pueblo Traders. 
I9B. 600 So. Country 
1. Tucson. AZ 85716. 

oer 1977 

L.L.Bean 

ns Spcaalties 

FREE Fall Catalog 

l.i8tuii> illustratec fni^ci leiituring nur.; 
ing vnnter sports and camping equip- 
ment Outdocif apparel and ioot^*ear for 
men and women Many items of our o"* ri 
manufacture Our 65th year of proMd;r.j: 
dependable, high-grade sporting spe- 
aalties .Ail guaranteed to be I'XO satis- 
factory or vour money back 

Z Send Free Catalog 

L.L. Bean. Inc. 551 Cedar St.. Freeport. ME 04033 

CATALOG 
UJ 
o   I'M RIDIN' HIGH 

Oi.r see oar. c;re*ec*ec 

T^e 12" I 12' Base 'sec ror T-.JS' S'-C 
:«T5. Fobrk end .-loion'-e i>v.a— e^:s'!> -e- 
^.eved for louPder"^;. Fo^ds cor;3cc" >. F'-; 
c'' be-ch Type cc- sec's. So*'s-cr'o- o;- 
iLred! Lo-cef s'le; c-d oucke's-e-c —»se s 
:.c' C3!e.; S14.9S 

NEWEST THINGS fOD PUP AND KITTY! Hunareas of ror=.-o-T.,K, „erni - 
•- ■       '-CC 5-  ::-c c:.   0-'.   2ic.   'res   •'iff' o^cer' 
DEPT. 2193   P C   BOX 8850   METAIRIE   LOUISIANA 70011 

TALL GIRL&HARDTOFIND 

I 
AAAAA   to   .A.AAA 5 to "3 

AAA to C 9^2 to 14 
D to EE 5 to 12 

MODE oy Station Wagons 
In bi'ack or tan leaf^e- 

AA AAA-AAAA  3 'O 2 
AA-3   1 0"; to '2 

S30.95 

rveod^epotnt 

THE ONLY CATALOG 
OF ITS KIND 

AVAILABLE TODAY 

over 200 nand-paintec 
designs.. latest 

"eedlepoint accessories 
= U^^ COLOR CATALOG Sc 

decLC'ifc'e with '^i's: orCe' 

FRAGRANT POMANDER JAR 

a-time are yours m this Deauiifuliy har.c- 
;'afted covered pomarder jar from t~e 
•'amous potteries of Staf'ordshlre. Engianc. 
-illed with a specia! Dlend of flowers and 
"erbs to bring back mefnories of Grand- 
mother's !;rre- Four inches high, decorated 

delicate pasteis. i:'s a sure-to-please cif; 
■or hostess or ho ;cay. Send S11.95 plus 7Cc 
snipping for each — satisfaction fully gua''- 
an:eed. Illustrated gift catalog 25c. 

P_EASE "URN PAGE RDR 
;RE S^CFPiNG AROUND FOR CATALOGUES 
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Shopping 

around 

PHOTO-GO-ROUND 
Display treasured snapshots in this revolv- 
ing file. Photos up to 3V3">'5Vt" slip into 
see-thru windows. Lovely wooden base. 
Envelopes for 160 photos included. $14.95 
-f- $1.25 post. Deluxe model (not shown) 
has round wooden base & knobs, plexiglas 
frame, envelopes for 240 photos. $19.95 + 
$1.50 post. All Plexiglas Photo-Go-Round 
is $35.00. All models hold up to 600 
photos. Envelopes for 32 extra photos are 
$1.50. 

FERRY HOUSE 
Dept. G-9, Briarcliff Manor, N.Y. 10510 

NAME PUZZLE 
What is tnore appealing to a child than 
his or her own name? NAME PUZZLES 
are custom made for each child with 
unique, stylized, upper case letters. 
Puzzles are about 2V2" higti and made 
of fresh smelling, well sanded and 
oiled pine. 
To order send the child's name, ship- 
ping address, and $1.10 per letter (ex. 
"ERROL" would be $5.50) post paid. 

THE TOY FACTORY 
Dept. G9. 88878 Hwy 101 

Florence, Or. 97439 
Our catalog of toys, games and books is included witti orders. Please send SOC for catalog alone. 

REGULATOR CLOCK 
Bring ttie grace and beauty of Early America into your 
fiome. This stunning wall clock is a replica of thie regu 
iator calendar clocks made in the mid-1800's. It shows 
both the hour and day of the month. Powered by the 
highest quality 8-day spring wound pendulum move- 
ment. Case is hand-crafted from solid northern pine and 
finished in "olde antique" regular finish or "olde an- 
tique" dark finish. 29" high x 15V2" wide x 6V4" deep 
Fully guaranteed! We're certain that this heirloom piece 
will truly delight you. It will quickly become one of your 
most cherished and admired possessions. A treasured 
gift for a friend or loved-one. SATISFACTION GUARAN 
TEED. No. 048 Clock (regular finish) $159.95; No. 049 
Clock (dark finish) $159.95. $200 postage and insurance 
Exclusively Yours, Pelham Rd. HG-9, Box 143, Kendall 
Park, N.J., 08824. (N.J. residents add 5% sales tax). 
Free! Gift catalog with your order. 

NATIONAL 
HOBBY 

.GREENHOUSE 
Enjoy year round every day 
pleasure with a quality designed 
hobby house featuring life long alu- 
nninum frames, comnnercial quality 
glass, and prefabricated for easy 
installation. They are practical and 
beautiful in a style and size that's 
right for you. Write for literature. 

GREENHOUSE 
, COMPANY 

P O BOX 100 • DEPT H • PANA, IL 62557 

The 

SAFE 

2-Way 

PET 

DOOR 
Mucli sa/er than any 
solid hinged typt panel door. Your vet 
is completely pro- tected. He cannot ie trapped or choked or have his tail 
sheared off. 

NATIONAL 

FlexPort 

Why bo a doorman for your pot? Flex- 
Port onds scratched doors and whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, rain. Gives you 
and pet complete freedom. Soft plastic 
triongles close gently ^..^ 
ond tightly. Easily In- y^^^^.. 
stalled. Send for free / 
folder. I 

TUREN,INC. 
Dept. HG9 
Etna Road 

Lebanon,N.H.03766 

THE CLADDAGH RING 
Symbol of enduring Friendship and Peace 

Interesting history supplied with order 
Send $1.00 for our col- our catalogue of Irish 
crystal, linen, arans: 
Top U.K. tahleware and 
figurine manufacturers: 
Many continental items. 
All at big savings. 

18ct Gold 
14ct Gold 
9ct Gold 

Sterling Silver 

Lady's 
$64.00 
$44.00 
$27.70 
$ 6.80 

Prices include insured Aii- 
Mail Delivery. Important: 
Please include Size Required. 
Allow  21   days  for delivery. 

Stephen Faller (Exports) Ltd. 
Dept.   HG9R,   Industrial  Estate,  Mervue,  Galway, Ireland 

for catalogues 

OUT OF THE PAST: 

Nostalgic reproductions ME 
recollections of earlier d; 
(Shown) the Salem Brack> 
Lantern, available in bras| 

copper, 19" h. by 9V4" 
It's just one of the light- 
fixtures in a 48-page c;' 

logue of hand-craftec; 
lanterns, post ligh^ 
chandeliers and 

sconces. Send $1. Hi 1 
tage Lanterns, HG97 

Sea Meadow Lane, 
Yarmouth, ME 04096. 

YOUR OWN 
Enjoy the refreshing 
luxury of a prebuilt 
sauna at home, each 
constructed to your 
exact needs. Sizes 
start at 4' by 3'. Red- 
wood construction 
with compact Helo 
heater of rustproof porcelainized steel, ready for electrical hoo|L 
Write for free catalogue which includes whirlpool, steam, exe'*' 
equipment. Baths International/Erik Sauna, Dept. HG9, 101 
Ave., New York, NY 10017. 

CHARMER KIT 
Authentic copy of original 13" 
antique  English  peddler doll, 
1830. Dressed in blue calico, red 
cape, black pleated-brim hat. Mak- 
ings for ovor^25 miniatures for 
peddler pockets: rug beater, 
washboard, spools of thread 
etc. Made on plastic deter- 
gent bottle, contains 
pattern, fabrics, all 
parts. $9.95 plus 500 
post.; two $18.95 plus 
750. Catalogue 500, 
free with order. 
Judianna, HG-7, Box 
268, Paoli, PA 19301. 
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ART 

SHOW 

OR I ALL GRut'i.,io 
ee-standing greenhouse provides extra height, extra lighi. 
2w glass-to-ground Camellia models are ideal for topiar/ 
»es, large ornamentals, and hanging baskets. All-aluminun^ 
instruction needs minimum maintenance, fits any site. Price 
nge for all budgets. Free 48-page full-color catalogue. 
;nco Greenhouses. Y-9E. 9390 Davis Ave.. Laurel MD 208""G 

SY SHOPPING 
3 for :over L " : - 

ryone. = r ; 
IS, America- 
ly excit: : 
elry. de:: ■ I e - ' TC 
color pazei z = z<.ec z, 
ears of service. Cata- 

''*es      - -   -' - — 

.. Mt Vernon. \Y 1Q55T. 

'ay Country 

Vocklcrafts 

DECOY CARVINGS 
An original American folk art. 
Different wildfowl ^/pe3 in solid 
wood, finished or in easy-to- 

assemble kits. 
Various dec- 

orative pieces, 
-ecoy paints, tools, 

books, and gifts. 
Color catalogue 
with descriptions 
of many species 

50c. Bay Country 
, Woodcrafts. HG9 Oak 

Hall. VA 23415. 

[RICANA 
'Grid charm of 
md 19tfi century 
'can furniture and 
sscries is cap- 

n skillful re- 
ictions. They 
finished or in 

to-assemble 
Many gift its'": 
"2-page 
:a:alogue 
~3use. 
North 

ay. NH 

-'ber, 1977 

I 

Shop our world 
:~e --res z' So^-f" A'-e"ca 

'z 're E-"cea-- ca*: certers arc 
r~ rar Easter- zazaars. ive prg- 
se'^t Qu." Fai cdect 0" cf ax- 

'■g fash.ors. ^e^e'^f arc gifts. 
Se^'C 25c fc^ z-^r re^vsst CO'C 
catalog, arc sroc tne ^vcid: 
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complete -A t*^ 
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Collectors 
Catalog 25«. 

^ The Sewing Corner 
Dept. HG97 

150-11 14th Arenae 
/(h'testone, \e'<v York 1 1357 J 

ra-ip «n cumoK STQKS 
SiCK of sea.'crirc 'or /ci.r 
s;ze. cnry X ''nc ast ,*ear s 
sf/'es at tris years :rces 

ana tfiey still ccr t It" 
Steo into a ■clothing store' 
t^at specializes in /ci,- vv>-ef e 
ever^'mrc s n yoi^r -arc-tc- 
'■rc* 3i;e arc s orcccmcrec 
-.c fit yoi- -cr-':r3c^'. arc 
:crT5ctlv Of <0'-''~C'-e- :ac» 
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ike T^-e K,NG-5 ZE 
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Extra "Tall aiG 3:0 Me^ 
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t-e 3:zei you need, we 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
My TeiepAone Numder . 
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leor. !557 '5c \'aGiocr - ,e-ue 
\e-v YcfV. ^ie.^ '''Qfk lOC'lc 

^lyippcoLiale 

---- '.-{OLOBOIJ^ 

Handcrafted m 

HondouTQS Mahogany 
30' high—\1' wide—21-- deep 

S«~5.00 plus S30.00 crating 
FOB Sev\icklev 

or send 52.00 for catalog to: 
The Sewickley Collection 
Dept. HG-9. 511 Hegner Wav. 

Sewickiev. Pa. 15143 
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Send For 
Your Free 

1977 
Catalog! 

Our historical doli kit includes 
delicately-colored bisque china 
head, arms & legs, basic pat- 
terns for bonnet & clothing. 
17' "H. $7.95 (Add $1 post.). 

^ieH^ouse' 
Dept. G79A, Box 1000 
N. Conway, N.H. 03860 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE GRANDFATHER CLOCK KITS 

STARTING UNDER 

^200 
(including West 
German movement) 

• Heirloom quality 
• Solid V/- hard- 

woods black wal- 
nut, cherry, ma- 
hogany, oak 

• Easy to assemble, 
parts pre-cut 

• Solid brass West 
German chiming 
movements 

• Money back 
guarantee 

• Factory direct 
prices 

• Prompt shipment 
MASTCR CHARGE tnd BANKAMERICARD "VISA 

Write lor FREE color catalog ACCEPTED 

EMPEROR 
CIXXTK COMPANY WORLD'S LARCeST MANUFACTURER 

Of GRANDFATHER CLOCKS 
Dept. 214 Emperor Industrial Park 

Fairhope. Alabama 36532 

ARTHRITIS? 
Rheumatism? Backache? Bursitis? 

You Can Make This 

STAINED GLASS SHADE 
and hundreds of other 

Beautiful Stained 
Glass Creations 

Send 500 for "Getting Started 
in Stained Glass" plus our big 
catalog. 
Visit our Stained Glass Super- 
markets at: 
82S Market St. (Rt. 139) Honover, Mass. 02339 
107 Trumbull St., Eliiabeth, N.J. 07206 

Men.  FrI. 8:30-4:30—Sat. 8:30-12:00 
179 Boston Post Road, East Lyme, Conn. 06333 

(8:30-4:30 Mon. Sot.) 

Whittemore-Durgin 
Box 2065EL Hanower, Mass. 02339 

I 

for catalog"*^*^ 

DlSTINCmVE CUSTOM LIGHTING 
A fine sfleccion of over 50 classic dcsijjn": 
for indoor and outdoor li^^htine that will 
lend warmth and charm to both the con- 
temporary a/id traditional decorating 
jccnfs. Every light is of the highest quality, 

individually cut, assembled and fitted 
in brass, copper or pe^vtc^. Your 

selection will be owned \^i^h pride 
by fuiure leencrations. Send $1.00 
for 48 page catalog. 

"HERITAGE 
'^^I^ITERNS 

Dept. HG-97     Sc» Meadow* I.ane Yarmoutli. Maine 04096 y 

ELEGANT CHAINS 
Delicate 14 kt. gold chains 
with synthetic diamond-like 
stones of 10 pt. Strongites 
sparkle day or night. Three 
Strongites, 16" chain. S39: 
four. 18" chain, S46. Ppd. 
Free color catalogue, 16 
pages: rings and things for 
men and women. The 
Strongite Co., HG9. 2 West 
47th St.. NY. NY 10036 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

WHIRLPOOL •^JBATH 

Baths International, Inc. 
101 Park Ave., Mezzanine 

New York, N.Y. 10017 
Please send for FREE literature 

or call collect 212-421-4727 
Name  
Address  
City_ 
State. -Zip 

HG-9 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value Vi to V2 higher. 
Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG. 
EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 

Empire State BIdg., New York, N.Y. 10001 
NAME .... 
ADDRESS 

. ZIP 

ORIGINAL DESIGNS 
Needlepoint stocking kits: 

Noel", and "The Gang's All 
Here", include rr14 hand- 
painted canvas, (child's 
name on cuff). Paternayan 
yarns, needles. 7" by 20" , 
Ea., S55 plus SI.75 post. 

color catalogue, S3. Papll 
Ion, HG9, 56 East Andrews [ 
N.W., Atlanta. GA 30305. 

GRACIOUS LIVING 
Six silverplated cups with 
famous Jena glass liners are 
perfect for serving tea. Irish 
coffee, chilled soup and punch' 
Liners are heatproof. Replace- 
ments available. Set comes , 
complete with silver tray S130 
plus S2 post. Catalogue, Si. 

The Portfolio. HG9, Box 345 
Sugar Loaf. NY 10981. 
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FAMILY PORTRAITS 
True works of art in oil. 
handpainted on fine canvas 
from new or old photographs 
Choose from 12 outstanding 
artists. Canvas sizes: 12" by 
16" to 30" by 40". Prices frorr 
S125 to S1250. Catalogue 50C 
Van Dyke Oil Portraits. Ltd. 
HG9, 153 East 57th St.. 
New York. NY 10022. 



AROUND 

■'<NIFE 
blade of 

•1 steel will 
through 

01 ^est paper. 
K t tear. Open 

with one 
,3   Locks to 3 

lengths 
Den "■ 
.".$4.50: 
-plated 
Add 40c 

-3Ch. Extra 
il.50. The 

, Co., HG9 
ij   -iO. Dickin- 
.0 it . Fremont 
)( 3420. 

FILIGREE 
GOLDEN LA//P 
Five-sided, multi- 
colored glass 
panels and Rog- 
ers gold plated 
filigree castings 
plus a touch of 
Italian marble 
combine to make 
a magnificent ta- 
ble lamp 33" H. 
An elegant accent 
in any traditional 
setting. $69.95 
Ship. chgs. coll. 
Luigi Crystal, HG 
9. 7332 Frank- 
ford Ave.. Phila- 
d eIp h i a , PA 
19136. 

i 

CEILING FAN 
Natural air cooling. Adaptair ad- 
justs angle of blades (on 52" 
only). 2 speeds. 5 yr. guarantee. 
36" fan with wood blades. $169. 
52" fan with adaptair lever $279: 
without. $239. Light Adapter kit 
S16. Send 25e for brochure. The 

=: ing Fan Gallery, HG9. Indian 
f:k Lane, Peconic, NY 11958. 

EE:_EPOINT ADVICE 
little pig to work in needle- 

- : nt is a bright note for a diet- 
- 5 kitchen. Kit includes design 

canvas, wool yarns, needle, 
backing and magnets. IVz" by 
9", $5.95 plus 75c post. Walnut 
■ shed frame. 8" by 10", $2.50. 
..ctoria Gifts, 12H Water St., 
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010. 

TAB CURTAINS 
Permanent press natural color 
muslin or white polyester, cotton. 
Grosgrain trim in wine, moss green, 
navy, gold or brown. 80" w. pr.: 
45". 54". $24: 63", 72", $28: 
84". 90". $33 plus $2 post. Free 
color catalogue, write to Constance 
Carol. HG9, Box 899. Plymouth, 
MA 02360. 

RARE CORAL 
Stunning handmade 18" necklace 
of genuine red or white coral adds 
zing to any costume. The natural 
coral shapes are so interesting in 
texture and shape. Try it with sim- 
ple linen dresses or blouses. Spec- 
ify. $14.50 plus $1.25 post. Rari- 
ties, HG9. 256 South Robertson, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211. 

COLLAR OPEN SESAVE 
It's almost magical what the col- 
lar-extender can do to ease any 
tight collars on his good shirts. 
Tiny hook-on gadget gives extra 
half-size comfort for a just right 
feeling! $1.29 for set of two, add 
20e post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG9. 556 Mission St.. San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

SAFETY Is for KEEPS -;th ♦he patented MEYCO'SAFETY SWIM- 
POOL COVER. You can be assured of safe protection to children 
playing around your pool. It will support children and adults in any 
emergency. It's on oll-vecr-round safety swimming pool cover. 
The MEYCO'SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER automatic anchoring 
system with stainless steel tension springs that loci if in place allow 
the pool to be covered or uncovered in two minutes. Leoves and 
debris cannot get in and maintenance is cut to a minimum. Saves 
on heat ond chlorine ond discouroges algae. It's custom made to 
fit any siie or shape pool  ond It corrles  o five year warranty. 

Send for complete information and fret booklet on "How to Ha»« a Carefree Pool." 

SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVERS 
225 Park Avenue, Hicltsvllie, N.Y, II801 (516) 935-0900 

•Potent #J.n8.872 isT«iLi$Hto ia»t 
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FROM FACTORY TO YOU- 

JENNY'S 

LADDER BACK 

Native 
Hardwood 

Fibre Rush Seats —Wo- 
ven by hand. Decorotive 
Turnings —To odd ele- 
gance. 

Weight-10 lbs. 
Height-42y2 in. 
Seat height- 
171/2 in. 

Unfinished—Sanded S23.95 
Walnut—Moole—Pine S27.95 

Motching Arm Choir—Add S4.00 
to obove 

Send Check or Money Order 
Shipped—Express Collect 

5C c -O' Co':: '03-,e 
MARION TRAVIS 

p. C. Box. 292      S-G'esv I e, N. C. 2o377 

> AN 
j ;\ AMERICANA 

y    >    \ WELCOME 
SULLI\A\i Personalized 

Have your 
own name in- 
scribed above 
a beautiful 
hand-screened 
eagle, in 8 col- 
ors, over an- 
tiqued ivory 
background. 
We add the 
year of your 
marriage or 

when you established your home. 
Solid pine. Display inside or out- 
side. Size 9-: "xl8" 
Send 25c for full 

color cofo/og. 
Allow three weeks for delivery. 

Moss, residertts add 5% sales tax 
This sign is an exclusive of 

The STAGE STOP 
440 Greot Rd. HG9, Acton, Moss 01720 

O.ne of New fng/ond'j mosf intriguing 
gift   shops.   Next   to   historic Concord. 

$17.95 ppd. 

Custom Made Fireplace 
Door Screen 

Custom made for any size 
or shape fireplace 

a 

^□□QQOQQQOQd 
Avail. Finishes: Hammered Swedish. 
Hammered "Black. Hammered Brass 

Exact template repaired 
2 Week Deliverv-Ffeight CoHeci 

Motal Craft 

Mfg. Corp. 
3821 Boston Rd., Bronx, N.Y. 10466 

Free brochure available 
Send stamped self addressed env. 

The latest fashion m accent lighting for 
your home' Hand lacquered black and 
natural bamboo basket cleverly trans- 
formed into a distinctive lamp Black 
lacquered shade brass fittings 3-way 
sv^itch 20 " high 
ro.KS lamp- S39 95 - S4 postage 
See other exciting styles of basket lamps 
by DONALD ROBINSON DESIGNS at 
fine stores everywhere 

V/E ACCEPT PHONE ORDERS s CHARGE CARDS 
C-i-aog cOC -0^   35-.6378. 
DEPT HG-9 
P O BOX 19976 
ATLANTA. GA 

baskets© 
30325 
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If you can iron you can make a 
Gloria Shade. The GLORIA SHADE 
KIT enables you to make decora- 
tive folding shades at a fraction of 
the cost of custom made ROMAN 
SHADES. You can use any fabric 
to match your decor Hang the 
shade you make alone or with 
draperies in various arrangements. 

Single Shade Kit 
up to 48 width SI 4.95 

Double Shade Kit 
to 96 wide or two shades 25.95 

Triple Shade Kit 
to 144 wide or three Shades 32.95 

Add SI 00 per kit shipping & handling 
N Y S residents add sales tax 
Send check or money order to 

now  you can make 

ROMAN SHADES 
without    sewing ! 

SHOPPING AROUND 

dept 351. p o box 162 while plains, n y 10602 

YOURS FREE! THE MOST E"(CITING 
GIFT FOOD CATALOG EVER SEEN! 

I lif nf\s Swiss (Colony Holiday Gift 
Food Catalog consists of over 100 
iK'autifuIly illustrated, full color 
pages with 500 different, unique gift 
food ideas ... at unbeiicvahly low 
jirices. Included in the free catalog 
are S14.00 in money saving coupons 
and extra savings on many Early 
Bird super-bargain items. There's 
something special and perfect for 
exeryone on anyone's gift list in lhi> 
lavishly illustrated, wonderfully ap- 
petite pleasing catalog. All gifts are 
handsomely wrapped for impres'^ive 
giving. A cofiy of the Free Catalog 
plus .S14.00 in money-saving coupons 
can be obtained bv writing to The 
Swiss Colony. Dept. W N. 1112 7th 
-Ave. Monioe. \X I 5-S5A7. 

Size 8 
LIVING MEMORIES 

100 Year Family Diary 
Preserve your famiiy memoirs for 
many generations m this magnifi- 
cent genuine leather bound, gilt- 
edged, 100 year diary Also con- 
tains charts for family tree and rec- 
ords for many different occasions 
Truly a priceless family treasure 
Publishers price is S29.95 per 
book However, you may take ad- 
vantage of a pre-publisher's offer 
Order before Oct 15 77. you pay 
only S19 95 per book plus S2.50 
for handling and shipping. Diary 
shipped between Nov 1 and Dec 
15, 77 
Complete satisfaction guarantee. 

TIME DIARY 
5022 Hidden Branches Dr. 

Atlanta. Ga 30338 HG 

For the person who has everything bjt a 
GREEN THUMB 

THE gift for anyone who has and loves 
plants but occasionally (or frequently) 
loses one. 
This kit has been devised to supply you 
with all needed materials and instruc- 
tion for correct and loving care of a 
plant that has passed on. 

Included are these fun items: 
Distinctive brick headstone, a certificate 
of past liveliness to be filled out during 
service, and a comical booklet on plant 
funeral etiquette. 
Money back guarantee $3.95 ea plus 
50c postage & handling. Three or more 
$3.25 ea plus 40c ea postage & han- 
dling. Send today—check or money 
order to: 

CAROL COX 
Box 649 Falls City, Nebraska 68355. 

INSTANT SPACE 
Over-door rod uncramps closets, 
helps avoid wrinkles. Brackets 
hook over standard door, won't 
hinder door action. Rod adjusts 
from 19" to 26", makes clothes 
easy to find. Tubular steel rod 
easily assembled. $5.49 ppd. 
Walter Drake, HG36 Drake BIdg.. 
Colorado Springs, CO 80940. 

RIDING COMFORT 
Orthopedic car cushion provides 
support for problem backs. Rigid 
frame of strong plywood, a layer 
of soft foam padding, and heavy- 
gauge grained vinyl cover. Two 16" 
sq. sections come apart for use 
separately. Blue or black. $9.69 
ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wl 54906. 

C--^E COMFORT 
Caressingly soft nylon stretch lace 
makes a bra to wear for natural 
ease and control. It's ideal for 
sleeping as well as daytime activi- 
ties. Snap front. In white; sizes A-B 
or C-D. $4.98 plus 400 post. Write 
to Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 556 
r^ission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

DIMENSIONS IN TIME 
Clock in handformed polished ; 
Luclte frame, 5" dia. opening 
front. Behind is sq. Va" thick 
ror reflecting hands, decor. B 
metal   hands,   red sweep-sec 
hand-dip painted. 3x61/4x6". \ 
"C" battery. For wall, desk. $29 
$2 post. AMC Products. HG9. 
341249. Coral Gables. PL 331 

PAINLESS TRIMMING 
Klipette is a neat little instrurr 
of fine surgical steel to trim h 
in nostrils and ears. Insert in 
tril or ear, twist knob, hair 
snipped off without damage 
sensitive tissues. $3.49 plus 
post. Anthony Enterprises. H 
556 Mission St., San Franci 
CA 94105. 

STRONG STORAGE 
Willow chests make great stor 
rugged seats or end tables. Hin 
lid and firm handles. 24" by 
by 16", $32.95 plus $2.75 pc 
28" by 17" by 17", $39.95 ( 
$3.25; 32" by 19" by 19", $49 
plus $5. Catalogue, 250. Fr; 
Basket House, HG9, Rte. 10. J 
casunna, NJ 07876. 

House & Gar 



SHOPPING AROUND 

EN BLOSSOMS 
: ng recipe file has cheery 
.ed design, eight sections 
-dex  tabs.  Clippings and 
are popped into place, and 

I'-jed with green grosgrain. Easy- 
vinyl. Boxed. 8"  by 10". 

^8  plus  75c   post. Country 
rmet, G9E. 512 So. Fulton Ave.. 
IVemon, NY 10550. 

hair-trimmer does the job 
p essionally In minutes. Made in 
S :en, fine quality, adjustment 
f< regular trim, medium, scalp- 
c >e. Trims as it combs. Mom can 

the job or Dad. $2.98 plus 356 
t. Anthony 

Mission St- 
■L05. 

Enterprises. HG9. 
San Francisco. CA 

^CE OF HONOR 
ndcarved solid mahogany arm- 
air is handsomely upholstered in 
French tapestry with beige 

)und and elegant design in rose, 
les, greens, burgundy. =2511. 
e. 261/2" w.. 28" d., 41" over- 
h. $269.95 exp. coll. Martha M. 
use. HG9, 1022 S. Decatur St., 
mtgomery, AL 36104. 

FIX-IT KIT 
Oh, those miserable moments 
when eyeglass frames part com- 
pany! To cope, a clever kit that 
helps get it all together: profes- 
sional optical screwdriver and an 
assortment of tiny frame screws. 
$2.29 plus 300 post. Anthony En- 
terprises, HG9, 556 Mission St., 
San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Kini-POTT! 
This litter enclosure confines 
odors, hides wastes and stops 
litter spills. The top removes. 
Made of molded plastic. Size 22" 
I., 16" w., 18" d., $18.95 Ppd. 
Colors available: blue, beige, yel- 
low, avocado or brown. Order from 
Haugen Products, HG9, 717 W. 
Huron. Ann Arbor, Ml 48106. 

C_EARL> CORREC 
Luxury Lucite lends a new look to 
the magazine rack. Attaches to 
wall, blends in quietly with any 
decor. Holds all sizes and solves 
limited-space problems. llVz" by 
IOVA" by 3". With screws. $11.98 
plus 95c post. Lillian Vernon, G9E. 
510 So. Fulton Ave.. Mt. Vernon. 
NY 10550. 

Shetlands 

from BROWN'S 

VVaterrr.i.o'; C'-i-^.o' 
\K'.r.ier^ree-' \e..r,^ P 

or Camell.a S27 E>C' 
".tars.a Pullover *tepa: 

3.je u::~ \^''::e 'y. Narura. 
A::h-jLh::i $-45 '.K' .Aid 
Si 25 for pc/itage a"d 

niurance S^es 34. 3b, 3S aid 4C) 
'\orceri AeicorTie - 

3ho-e 603:237^311 

-■ 12 Cjr.t. S;.:ci SLZ* Colour 
"13 ln:ar>.j Pul.C'ver ?.:ji> Colour 

Ma->ter CJiarge _ .Amenca^' Express 

Card N^~be: 
Dau- 

ChecK -lere .       ; 0u  L*. 3>-iC 1 Ke our free riew 
:oloun'u. Fall Winter catalogue 

NAME   
ADDRESS   

^TATE TP 

F ne O.i- 40 Ysars 
BROWN S OF BERMUDA INC. 

Colebrook, Neu Hampshire 03575 

■'l^^   H. I Monroe 
■'T* Beach Avenue 
Bueno, California 

*>lrr . haloh L). naj-.e 
T^3 Taylor .Avenue 
Chicago. Ill'.no:.- 

ADDRESS LABELS 
WITH NICE DESIGNS 

An\ Inl-'ai > O c Er>g Ish or 
Script, Pine, U.S. Flog. Gull. 
Palm, Rose, Soguaro. Any Zo- 
dloc Sign, Happy Foce or 
Horse, Roodrunner, Polette. 
Spruce, Treble Clef. To 20 
letters per line, 4 lines. Print- 
ed in block ink on 500 white 
or 250 gold gummed lobels. 
Two sizes . . . IVj" X Vj" for 
S2.50 or Deluxe size l^/i" x 
= 6" tor S3..10 — 35c post, via 
Is' or 25c v.o 3rd doss. Spe- 
cify design, size ond color. 
Useful 80-P. Gift Cotolog, 
50c. Bruce Bolind, 29-L Bolind 
Bidg,. Boulder, CO 80302. 
(Since   '956,  Ihonks to you!) 

fembe 1977 

LEATHER WING CHAIR 
Imairine the p'iea-ure of havins t.iis chair in your home: The laU bacK and sprins down cushion assure the utmost in com- fort. Beautifully carv ed le?s and nai; head trim add to the ele^rance of thi- reproduciiOn. H 43 w 34. t» 34. Fin- ish: Walnut.  Maho^an;.   o:  Ft. woo-i 

Price: Imperial leather $489.95 
5)iipp!ni7 fharcce ejtra. .Vo CO./). 

Send      fr^r new cataloiJue 

Bryan Kdbeson 

Dept. HG-169 
Route 10. Box 793 

Hickory, N.C. 2860: 

adorei Iqr riecorators 
#. IwdMy imk fiM fMt trfi. 

«tfeii prie*. BMrffe af tflM is $!• 
piB $2 p«t talM iyM| - aM St 
a colons). TrapU PlHt lastitarti. 
Box 21496. FLLaiM* FL 33335 

9 1 



UPSTAIRS, 
DOWNSTAIRS! 

Protect & beautify your stair- 
case with our rough 'n tough, 
braided nylon stairtreads, 
each 9"x27"L. Specify your 
choice of green or chestnut 
brown. Each $3.95 (Add $1 
post ). Set of 13 — $39.95 
(Add $3 post.). 

Dept. G79C, Box 1000 
N. Conway, N.H. 03860 

Send For Your FREE Catalog! 

I 
FLY SWATTERS 

Fun to needlepoint. Pretty solution to a 
pesky summer problem. Each kit includes 
design on =13 imported canvas. Paterna 
Persian wool, fly swatter, washable vinyl 
backing, needle, and easy instructions. 
Rest in Peace Kit  $3.95 
Ouch Kit   $3.95 
Frog and Fly Kit  $3.95 
Any three kits   $10.95 

PLUS 75c POSTAGE & HANDLING 
P.!. /ffs. Add 6'%- !^alei Tax 
VICTORIA GIFTS 

12-H Water St.. Bryn Mawr. Pa. 19010 

SHOPPING AROUND 

B'enna ViHs the origins! lace Inmrnea and plain kniTiefl saimsheets 3ie "^ai^e ^r:^, ttte Itigttest grade DuponI Anlron' III lOOSnfion (De>vare :nD*p 5-aCe -iiiattons) Unhke acetate-satm sheets Ihei are seamless "^acfime cashable Sdryable anti-static.cimg and lint free and fequi'e no nomngi Srenna Mills low mill direct prices include stiipping top stieei(s) 2 matc^1ng pillow cases and'ilted bottom street{s) Speci'ir white, blue green biege bfon;e. pmk yellow red. biach apricot burnt orange dark brown ornav> Prices are lor lace trimmed Deduct 50c per set tor plain 
Twin Sel 23.75 
Double Set      24 75 Pillow Shams 5'"""" S " 
Queen Sel       28 75 King Sel 33.75 
Round Sel 84 .44 00 

96 .48.00 Wateibed Sel . 48.00 

King 
Twin 

Dusinullles S"""" Queen 
Kino 

9 00 ea 
17 50 
19 50 
22 00 
26 00 

.t/<i/(/ii»i/ '.ontfortt f s u tth Iht same t usy-furt Jtaturts art  iitsu availablt 
Twin   39 00     Double/Queen 49.00     Xing 59.00 
To order send rTx)ney order (for immediate shipment) or check to 

16168 Beach BNd Suite 251 Huntington Beach CA 92647 

Yes,  you can have a 
FULL    COLOR POSTER 
blown up from your color 

photo or slide at a frac- 
tion of the price. All 

|4J^ color posters printed 
on Kodak paper. Great 
gift idea!  

Wlii'"""''' 

into a FULL COLOR POSTER 
at Unbelievable low Cost! 

LOW COST FULL COLOR POSTERS 
20'x24'   only S9.50 
I4"xl7'   only S6.50 
24"x36''   only $14.50 

BLACK & WHITE BLOWUPS TOO! 
2 ft. X 3 ft.       S4.50  Laminated Posters 
I ft. X I "2 ft.    S2.50 iVnnUh-V*- 11/2 ft. X 2 ft. S3.50 3 ft. X 4 ft.       S8.00  Photo Returned. 

For every color poster ordered, add S2.00 and geta black & wtiite same size. Black and White Duplicates SOOQ off. Add 50c eacti item, han> dling. For prompt delivery put name & address on back of ptioto. Send chieck, cash or M.O. N.y. residents add appropriate sales tax. If you send slide or negative add $1 OO for each size. Shipped  U.P.S. SI.50 per item. 

^n^eu 
Dept. HG-97,  Congers, N.Y. 10920 

NEW SLEEP COMFORT 
Raise the full wicJth of your mattress for 
more healthful, restful sleep. Just place 
NU-SLANT under your mattress at either 
head or foot of bed. 7-adjustable posi- 
tions allow you to predetermine the height 
from 5 to 14". Better than extra pillows. 
Folds invisibly flat when bed is made. 
Customer approved for 15 years. Plywood 
construction. Head Elevation comforts 
diaphragm hernia, hypertension, acid re- 
gurgitation, bronchial, breathing and heart 
ailments. Leg Elevation eases varicose, 
circulatory and swelling leg discomforts. 
Twin Bed Size $23.98, Double Bed Size 
S25.98. Order from this ad, we'll pay 
postage, ship promptly. NJ residents add 
5% tax. 
Send Checi. or Money Order to — 

Box GA New Providence, NJ 07974 

i  MONEY BACK GUABANTEE 
QUAim PRODUCTS 
SINCE 1951 

CONSERVE ENERGY—SAVE MONEY YEAR ROUNO' 
>S Cool Down in Summer 

Lower Skin Temperaiuie as mucn as Seven Degrees' 
Warm up in Winter 

Recirculate Heat Collected near the ceilmg 
5 speeds—110 to 330 RPM's 

maximum 12.000 CF M 
^ Consumes Only 75 Watts 

3 YR. Warranty 
OrcJenng Information 

48" Fan -Specify white, copper, or yellow$119.9S Optional Light Adapter Kit with Globe 14.95 Accessory Wood Blades: White or Brown 24.95 
Prices include shipping charges Check With order only — No C.O.O.'s 

Floridian Designs, Inc. 
12550 N W 39tti St. 

Coral Springs. Florida 33065 
305-752-0751 

Fia Residenis add 4»o Sales Tax 

HEATING GUIDE 
Want to know how to determine 
the heating cost of a greenhouse? 
Invaluable, scientific formula is set 
forth in heating guide with infor- 
mation on a unique solar-panel, 
double-wall greenhouse. 500. From 
Vegetable Factory, Inc. HGE9, 
Box 2235, Grand Central Station, 
NY 10017. 

KNIT VALET 
Handy little comb strokes out 
mats, pills and balls from napped 
fabrics in seconds. Use it on 
sweaters, shawls, any knit. May be 
used on fabrics of man-made 
fibers, $1.98 plus 250 post. Order 
D-Fuzz-lt from Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG9, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

ETERNAL LINK 
Bride and groom's coat of arms, 
linked by helmet and mantle, hand- 
engraved on a wedding band of 
14K gold. 10mm wide. Send draw- 
ings for both names or request 
coat-of-arms research. $155 ppd. 
Write for free color catalogue. Her- 
aldica Imports, HG9, 21 W. 46th 
St., New York, NY 10036. 

TRAVEL COMPANION 
Pet carrier with rustproof screen- 
ing all around avoids that closed- 
in feeling. Inside: wall-to-wall 
carpeting! Pet carrier of pressed 
wood, three sizes: 9" x 16" x 
12", $19; medium, 12" x 18" x 
13", $28: 16" X 16" x 20", $38. 
Plus $3 post. Turen, Inc., PC9, 
Etna Rd., Lebanon, NH 03766. 

LOVE TREE 
Send your love message in style. 
Elegant pen-and-ink lithograph of 
oak-shaped tree integrates "love" 
in the design. Framed in a clear 
14" by 17" by 1" plexiglas art box 
for any dscor. $20 plus $2 post. 
Matching 10 notes/envelopes $3. 
Eve Originals, Inc., HG9, Box 203, 
Cold Spring Harbor,  NY 11724. 

SPARKLING CRYSTAL 
Exquisite carving of turtle in solid 
crystal brings out every shell 
marking. Signed by Tyko, its 

^ Swedish artist-designer. A lovely 
addition to your coffee table or 
curio cabinet. Length 3^4" head 
to tail. $14.98 plus 950 post. 
Ferry House, HG9, Briarcliff 
Manor, NY 10510. 

STRAP CLIPS 
Gold-finished metal lingerie clips 
keep bra and slip straps secure 
in handsome fashion. A smart way 
to be sure that straps won't tum- 
ble down when wearing a low cut 
gown. 2 clips for $1.98 plus 200 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, 
CA 94105. 
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Stimmcr Sf>ccial! 

Baby^s 

First Shoes 

Bronze-Plated 

in Solid Metal 

only 'iiiii: 

Limited time only! 
Baby s precious shoes ^ 
gorgeously plated in 
SOUD METAL, only 
S3.99 pr. Don t confuse 
this offer of genuine lifetime 
BRONZE-PLATING with pamtea -utat.ons Orae- 
complete confidence with our full 25-year Warranty. Also 
Portrait Stands (illustrated.) ashtrays, txioicends TV lamps 
at great savings. Ideal Gift for Dad or Grandparents. 
SEND NO MONEY! Rush name & address for full details, 
morey-savng certficate a"d "a^dy Trailing sack to: 
AMERICAN BRONZING CO. 
Box 6504-J5, Bexley, Ohio 43209 

a FRANKLIN STOVE that 

HEATS the WHOLE HOUSE 

This Franklin stove burns wood to 
supplement your own heating sys- 
tem. Unique water absorbtion re- 
covery system that transfers heat 
usually lost up the chimney to your 
existing system instead. The cost is 
surprisingly low for the comfort and 
savings you will enjoy. Free infor- 
mation. Fireplace unit also available. 

» HYDRO-TEMP CO. 
  Box 2S7, RDl. Dept. G9. 

O Narvon. PA 17SSS 

The Tool Organizer 

Keeps 
Tools 
Ahnys 

(Handy - 

Makes a 
Welcome 

i Gift 

This hardwood plaque, 10V4"xl3y3" 
and equipped for hanging, comes 
with these quality tools: hammer: 
insulated-handle regular screwdriver: 
Phillips screwdriver: pliers: and 3 
plastic containers (for thumbtacks, 
nails, screws, etc. — not included). 
Sanded, ready for painting $12.50 
Light maple stain 

(blends in anywhere) $13.25 
Add S2 for mailing and handling. 
Mo   residents add 3°b Sales Tax 

PILLAR. Inc. 
P 0. Box 27468 • St. Louis, Mo. 63141 

CARPETS RUINED 
BY PET STAINS? 

NO LONGER! T-o chemical miracles 
PERMANENTLY REMOVE pet stains 
OR odors from carpets safely . . . for 
pennies compared fo carpet re- 
placement. ORDER: (=1. URINE- 
OUT . . . removes even years old oxi- 
dized pet stains ONLY $6.95). OR: 
for odors only, (-2. KILODR, also 
ONLY $6.95) Add $1.50 for handling. 
SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK. 
SHIPPED BY UNITED PARCEL. 

CLEANCRAFT. Cept. K 7 
127 Church St. Peru. Hi. 41354 

HAND-EMBROIDERED C.RErtEL FABRIC 3Y 
THE YARD FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
That fabulous fabric from India you've 
always yearned for, sensationally priced, 
direct from the Importer! Multi-color 
wool flowers hand-embroidered on nat- 
ural handwoven cotton for draperies, 
upholstery, slipcovers! 
50" wide     $14.00     yard ppd. 
Ready-made 
Bedsnreads Twin S70 • Full SSO 

Queen SSO • King SlOO 
Table- TO' round $50 
cloths    90* round S60 

A:: 

GURIAN'S 2"6 pTfth Ave..'Dept.'G97 UUIMHII O York- N.Y. 10901 
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RETURN 
ADDRESS 

LABELS 

1000 gummed economy labels printed in black 
with any name, address and zip code up to 4 
lines Older S717 Economy Labels, box of 1000, 
SI.00. Add 20e per set foi 
postage & handlinn 250 

SELF 
STICK 

GOLD FOIL 
LABELS 

$198 

Gleaming gold foil labels stick to any clean, 
dry surface-no moistening. Handsome black 
printing and classic border. 1" x iM". Order 
P6128 Gold Foil Labels, Set of 250, just 
$1.98. Add 20C per set for I Satisfaction 
postage and handling. i Guaranteed 

Walter Drake 
3029 Drake Building 

Colorado Springs, CO 8094Q 

World's Largest Selection 

FURNITURE 
Hand carved of 
solid Honduras 
mahogany. Table 
lops of Italian 
marble Shipped 
frt collect from 
Montgomery. 
Large choice ol 
covers & finishes 
Master Charge 
BankAmericard 

e $199.95 _ _ 

°$7l.9r' Tabolrette Tabourette 
$34.95 

Send $1 for catalog and certificate 
worth $2 on your first order. 

1022 SO. DECATUR ST. DEPT. G9-77 
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36104 

Telephone (205) 264-3558 

TRUE MEANING OF NAME 
With Poem In A Frame 

A unique, personal gift! Tendrr. hear*-warming poem g.ves TRUE MEANING of your child's name. Blue- design for boys, pn-k for girls- Framed under glass m an 8" K 10" white frame with hanger. Perfect for child's room or nursery. If nickname desired, stale given name too. Limit number of  letters to nme. 
$6.95 each 

Add $1.00 for postage and handling. 
PERSONALIZED CHILDREN'S POEMS Dept. G97 rg. New Yo 

CONTEMPORARY DRAWINGS* 
READY TO EMBROIDER 

A. Face Brown or navy 

B. Nude Brown or navy 

Kit for 14"xl4" 
pillow 
includes: 
Hand screened 
drawings for A. 
Face B. Nude, 
pre-cut ex- 
quisite print 
fabric for 
frencfi style 
pillow back, 
pre-cut poly- 
ester lining for 
new. pufiy 
embroidery, 
yarn, needle 

^ and easy illus- 
. ' trated instruc- 

. ' tions. 

ONLY 
$5.95 

2 for $10.95 
postpaid 

specify style 
and color 

'adapted from 
Botticelli and 

Modigliani 
dview Drive 

ess, N.Y. 11020 

SWISS MUSIC BOXES 

Memories are 
made from fh/s. 

A pleasing gift for a loved one, a 
friend or yourself. In spite of all 
the modern stereo equipment, 
nothing is more effective than 
the gentle tones of a music box 
for carrying a message to the 
heart. 

Send $1. for catalog (refundable) 

SHOPPING AROUND 

412 Main St. Dept. HG 
Avon, New Jersey 07717 

HAND CARVED 
BLACK WALNUT 

"FLYING/PENDULUM" 
CLOCK 

In order to span time and 
imagination, we now of- 
fer a dramatic 6 foot fly- 
ing pendulum clock. This 
marriage of an ancient 
Swiss movement and rus- 
tic American design Is 
destined to become tfie 
treasured antique of the 
future. Tfie swing move- 
ment of tfie flying ball, 
audibly clicking away tfie 
flours, is sure to fasci- 
nate and captivate you 
and your guests. Tfiis is 
tfie first design in a se- 
ries of limited edition ar- 
tistic time pieces. Eacti 
clock will be signed and 
numbered by tfie de- 
signer. 
Tfie Flying Pendulum I $285.00 
Sfiipped express collect. 
Send cfieck or money or- 
der. No C.O.D.'s please. 
Wisconsin residents add 
4% sales tax. 

LA MANCHA DESIGNS 

iL'nr m. m. Milwaukee, Wl 53211 

COOKERY CLASSIC 
In France its called a bain marie, 
a water bath to keep sauces from 
burning and melt butter or choco- 
late, as it holds, without curdling. 
Aluminum pot and lid, 3-cup stone- 
ware insert, pouring lip. $17.99 
plus $1.50 post. The Connoisseur, 
Dept. 101, 19 Church St., Little 
Silver. NJ 07739. 

NEVER TO RETURN 
For the female who has unwa' 
hair on face, arms, legs, we 
pose Perma Tweez. Battery o 
ated device removes hair per 
nently and with professional 
suits,   does   not   puncture s 
$19.95 ppd. General Medical 
HGE-71, 1935 Armacost Ave.,' 
Los Angeles, OA 90025. 

SPORTS IN THE SUN 
Adjustable green plastic visor per- 
mits sports enthusiasts who must 
wear glasses to see everything 
clearly no matter how bright the 
sun. Visor eliminates glare and is 
easy on the eyes. $2.98 plus 350 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 
556 tVlission St., San Francisco, 
CA 94105. 

BATIK PRINTS 
Four butterflies, wings spread 
glorious colors, sip nectar of 
abundant flowers. Finely grai' 
9" by 12" art paper, to mount* 
is, frame or decoupage. Ideal 
any room, little gift. AM four in 
$1 plus 500 post. Cadlyn's, f- 
10250 No. 19th Ave., Phoenix 
85021 

FITNESS JUMP ROPE 
Executive jump rope with digital 
counter in handle keeps count for 
a stay-in-shape health program. Ad- 
justable tough-core cotton rope, 
molded acrylic handles. Plastic 
snap-flap case. 81/2' length. $7.98 
plus 750 post. Write to Lillian Ver- 
non, G9E, 510 S. Fulton Ave., m. 
Vernon, NY 10550. 

POLE FOR BATHROOM 
Goes from vanity top to ceiling, I 
spring tension to fit space 4'10' 
5'8". Arms 8". Two for tow 
and/or hanging plants, a th 
holds 7" dia. mirror with regul 
magnifying sides. Brasstone me 
$10.79; 2 extra arms $1.39. P 
Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., 0 
kosh, Wl 54906. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

e   :lear-plastic cabinet keeps 
^othbrushes free from dust 
Bnix-ups. Holds 5 in separate 
jT-artments. each with its own 
X   ever  ready  and sanitary. 

: us 30c  post.  Write to 
Enterprises.   HG9. 556 

St..  San   Francisco. CA 

PRETTY TOUC- 
Cotton-and-polyester oe'-ma-press 
pillow s" =     IT '    with 6" 
eyelet      i  •■ il2 plus 
$2 post, per c-cer. t'.r:e for free 
illustrated catalogue: includes 
matching curtains, bedspreads, 
canopy covers, dust ruffles. Coun- 
try Curtains. HG91. Stockbridge. 
MA 01252. 

POSTURE 
women can be helped to 

ct slouch  and slump. Pos- 
Maker aids in holding body 
;ht,   shoulders   back, head 
Automatically corrects posi- 
One size fits all. $3.98 plus 
post.   American Consumer, 

94,  Caroline   Rd.. Philadel- 
PA 19176. 

3 A R 3 E^'. 
Tender, tasty addition for your 
favorite foods. The 8" diameter 
terra cotta planter comes with 
spawn, special soil mixture, and 
instructions. Just water, keep in 
dark place. In 6 to 8 weeks heads 
should t)egin to poke LC S6.98 
ppd. Miles Kimball. II' S : : St.. 
Oshkosh. Wl 54906. 

Burglabar 
-e a^e ^ecujnry for locking slid:-.£: 
s doors, windows and doable hur-:^ 
dows. Burglabar is made of transpar- 
and, unbreakable Lexamg and staia- 
steel. Easy to install no tools re- ■e<i. When unlocked,  lies flat allo'sr. 

openins of door or window. Bursla- 
adds security and peace of rr.ir.'i tha: 
eowners    and apartment 

d. Each package contains  _     . . 
i which  protects   1 sliding: 
dow or 2  double hung windo^-s. I 
Itaee—$7.95 plus S.60 postage han- 

2  package  S13.9 S   p !us  S 1. 0 Cage han'l!:-^ 
iFETY SECURITY SYSTEMS 

HG9. Boi 332 
Cfcari«ston, W«st Virfinia 25322 

TM. G.E. Co 

anita beck cards 

Eeiniieer l&otise 
3409 W. 44th St- Dept.HGS 
Minneapolis. Minn. 55410 

Send this note, 1 thank-you note, 1 
recipe card, and gift enclosure card 
with color catalog including Chnstmas 
cards and gift wrappings to me. I en- 
close 25«. (Please Print) 

Name- 

Street- 

City  -State- -Zip- 

How to get rich 

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS RIGHT FROM YOUR 
HOME—AND MAKE A FORTUNE IN MAIL ORDER! 

Mail Order Beginners 

Get Cash by Mail! 

Have vou ever thought of operating a little 
mail order business of >our o»-n? Some- 
thing you could start on a shoestring right 
from home in your spare ii.T.e. its a 
fabulous business! 

Bob Carter of Newark. NJ. ran his first 
small mail order ad in House Beautiful 
magazine—offering an auto clothes rack. 
Business Week reported that his ad brought 
in $5,000 in orders. By the end of his first 
year in Mail Order, he had grossed over 
Sia\oco: 

.Another begin.ner—a lawyer from the 
midwest, sold a mail order item to fisher- 
men. Specialty Sales—an magazine reveals, 
"he made JTO.OOO the first three months!" 

There is no other business where you 
can mal^e a fortune so fast. Came up with 
a "hot" new item ... and 'W'H.AVl! 

It strikes like a bol: of lightning! 

suddenly, you are swarr.p^ii -.rh cash 
orders from aJI over the ;ou-:r. MORE 
.MONEY in 60 is..- t-a.-. c..;.: oa.-. 
in a lifetimie! 

Like Lhe V'enr.ont deaier vthc .-a.-. ;-.4 ad 
in Sporj .^.''ield magazine. H i ai -u.lc-; 
22.000 orders—over A HALF .M:L1[0S 
DOLLARS IN CASH! 

Yes, Mail Order is the fastest-growing, 
most profitable business in .America! .And 
now with t.he pcpuiaticn eip'ios^on . . the 
huge teenage market . . . a-id mere peop!i 
moving to the suburbs—we are on the verge 
of the BIGGEST BOOM ;- Ma:! Order 
history! 

Free 
If you are si.-cer-;> .-::res:ed in starting 
a lucrative business of your OWTI .ACT 
NOW! We can help you get rich in .Mail 
Order just as we've helped others. .Vlail 
the coupon or send a postcard. Well send 
you a free book, catalog, ads and complete 
facts about our offer. No salesman will 
call. No obligation. You dcn't reed previ- 
ous experi.ence but you must be over 21. 
W.-ite to: 
.Mail Order Associates. Inc , Dept. 452 
.Vlontvale. New Jersey 0'&45 

I   Monf^sI«. Ne» Jerje^ 07M5 

1 C-.- 
I 

GENUINE RUBY NECKLACE 
This genuine 18" Ruby necklace is an in- 
vestment vvhich increases in value even, 
day. Thi- beautiful necklace is totally hand- 
crafted from the Hne?t sterling -iher and 
?et vvith live top quality Genuine Deep Red 
Rubies vvith a total weight of over two 
carats. This necklace retail- at S12,5-S150. but 
we are very proud to offer a \ ery limited 
quantity at only 519.50 each. ' Limit live 
necklaces per person./ Please add $1.25 per 
each necklace ordered for postage, packing, 
and in-urance. Monev back if not satisfied, 

RARITIES    Dept. HG-9 
256 S. Robertion. Beverly HiJli. Ca. 90211 

CADDV-CANE 
LI«HrWII«HT BALANCIO 

• OLF CLUB CABRIH 
• rtOlOS UP TO 

10 au8s 

•AVA/LASif IS 
7 COiO« 

NE".v yCRK'5 GIFTS UNL:.V" 
1391 BERGEN STREET 

3S :C<'_-'N. NT;' ZJ3 

NOW YOUR INDOOR PLANTS 
AND BACKYARD GARDEN 

CAN FLOURISH 
WITHOUT HARM TO 

ENVIRONMENT OR PETS 

^ Vita-I Vita-Kelp v^>> 

A "Complete" Plant Care Product 
NON-POLLUTANT • NON-TOXIC 

• Feeds and Protects Organically ^> 
• Repels Diseases & Insects 

—Spider mites etc. 
• Retards Insect Reproduction 
• Stimulates Plant Growlh 

PLEASE SEND ME 
-8oz. bottles S S2.99 
PLUS S.50 Postage and 
(approx. 6 mo. supply) 

-Total Enclosed 

LUCKY S VITA-KELP 
P. O. Box 90908 
East Point, GA 30364 
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CORDLESS MASSAGER 
Battery-operated massager brings satisfying relaxation. Deep gentle pene- 
trating vibrations soothe neck, shoulder muscles, arms, legs and tired 
feet. Operate on standard batteries (not included). 4 sizes. 
Mini Massager, ^Vz"  $3.98 + 300 Mailing Each 
Regular Massager, 7"  $4.98 + 450 Mailing Each 
Deluxe Massager. 10"  $7.98 + 500 Mailing Each 
Super Massager. 12"  $9.98 + 550 Mailing Each 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises sseMission.sSraS.can,.94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 

MATCH KING 
MATCH KING 

A stylish collection of 50 assorted and 
colorful matchbooks from famous prestige 
establishments. These windows of the 
world make a practical gift—ideal for col- 
lectors, decorators and the person who 
has everything. Let MATCH KING provide 
you with the romantic atmosphere of near 
and far away places. 

$4.95 plus 500 postage and handling 

MATCH KING CORP.  H.G. 9 
P.O. Box 2503, Grand Central Station 

New York, New York 10017 

PtlOOORS 

AND STAINS 
Removed Forever! 

Completely remove pet odor and stain 
from carpets, drapes, upholstery. For 
all pet accidents! Two 8 oz. spray 
bottles per kit (16 ozs. total). Specify 
A' Kit (stains): 'B' Kit (odor); or 
A & B' combo Kit. Must work to your 

complete satisfaction or money back! 
$6.50 ea. Kit -I- $1 post. 2/$12.99 ppd. 
American Century 

135 So. LA BREA Ave., Dept. 1097 
Box 36232. LOS ANGELES, CA. 90036 

i 

Now sink into cusliioned luxury! 
Amazing new padded bathroom 
seat.s, electronically sealed for 
matchless comfort, beauty and dur- 
ability. Fits all standard com- 
modes and is easy to install. Fully 
guaranteed. Choose from gorgeous 
decorator .shades of sable brown, 
navy, sky blue, avocado, copper, 
nastel yellow or white. 
Now available also with personal- 
ized monogram (limit 3 letters). 
To order, specify seat color and 
monogrammed letter if desired. 

Without monogram. . 14.99 
With monogram 17.99 

Add $1.50 to cover postage & han- 
dling. Fla. residents add sales tax. 

Susan Roberts Gallery 
Dept. HG 61 

9367 W. Sample Road 
Coral Springs, FL 33065 
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SASH AND TAB 
Sash curtain to mix, match or go 
solo. In polyester/cotton, six col- 
ors. Teamed here in beige with tab 
curtain in tangerine Stevens Plains 
print by Waverly. 54", $55; 63", 
$61; 72". $63; 84", $72 plus $2 
post. Free catalogue. Constance 
Carol, HG9, Box 899, .Plymouth, 
MA 02360. 

SPACE RACE 
Crushed clothes and tangled hang- 
ers are a thing of the past: brass- 
plated steel hanger spaces snap 
onto closet rod to hold hangers 
separately. Set of 6 spaces 36 
hangers evenly. $2.98 plus 600 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 
556 Mission St.. San Francisco. 
CA 94105. 

BE A DOLL 
Have any photo reproduced 
face on a delightful 22" 
screened rag doll. Colorful 
hair. A fun gift to be treas 
Send sharp, close-up photo, 
or black and white (returnet 
harmed). $19.98 plus $2 pos 
A Doll, Inc., HGE-97. 99 Princ 
New York, NY 10012. 

STOP STOOPIIVG-Amaii 
new Pi Peer® Shoulder Brace (patenj 
corrects posture instantly, comfortJ 
Provides even, distributed support for| 
ging shoulders. No fitting. Made ol 
tilated-for-comfort 3-ply material, 
bands softly padded. Lightweight, <|| 
Can't be detected under light clotkl 
Give measurement around chest. For r| 
women. $6.95 + 75c postage. Piper Brl 
Dept. HG-97SH. 811 Wyandotte, Ka| 
City, Mo. 64105. 

READ SMALL PRINT EASILY 
With Fashionable Half Frame 

Reading Glasses From France 

New vision power is yours v 
these French fashion magr 
ing glasses that aid the nati 
powers of your eyes. Have i| 
mal distance sight without 
moving them. In french torto 
duotone    smoke    & blue, 
smoke & cognac. Specify mel 
or women's.  Not  for astigrl 
tism or eye diseases. Free a 
Personalized   with   2 gold 
tials. $1.00 add'l. 

$095   Add 500 
Q Handling 

No orders for N.Y. del'y. 
JOY OPTICAL    Dept. 608, 73 Fifth Ave.. New York. N.Y. 100( 
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SHOPPING A;- 

I.. 
TAGING 
lear plastic pedestals form 
:ic setting for your favorite 
'Separate clear waterproof 
^ith raised rims for drain- 
,", 43/4" and 23/4" high. 
4" at base (not incl.)- Set 
us $1 post. Lillian Vernon, 
D So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Ver- 
10550. 

SILVER PROTECTION 
Tarnish-proof Pacific Cloth drawer 
pads made by Gorham. Prevent 
tarnish and scratching! liy^" by 
15" by 21/2" holds 100 pieces, 
$10.75: 171/2" by 13%" by 21/2" 
holds 125 pieces, $12.75. Add 
$1.25 post. each. Barrington Spe- 
cialties, HG9, Box 154-G, Barring- 
ton, Rl02806. 

JSHIONS 
d to relax nerve/muscle 
, to relieve arthritis/rheu- 
after mastectomy. Slight 

ease shoulder while elbow/ 
igers are cradled. Adjust- 
!.89: pair $7.59; white zip- 
e $2.98, pair $5.59. Ppd. 
Sleep, HG9, New Provi- 

'>)J 07974. 

SPARKLING SPRAY MIST 
Crystal chandeliers, sconces and 
candelabra come bright and clear 
after a spray shower of silicone 
mist from an easy-to-handle 7 oz. 
can. No need to wipe: just let dry 
naturally. $3.98 plus 750 post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 556 
Mission St.. San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

PROTECTION 
JSt and spills from your din- 
Ti set with covers 19" sq. 
)f soft flexible transparent 
with bound edges. Rein- 
ties at each corner. Ideal for 
30int, velvet, other fabric 
Set of six $1.98 ppd. Miles 
I, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, 
106. 

iber, 1977 

UPRIGHT MAGAZINES 
Northern pine rack finished in hand 
rubbed antique brown that is silky 
smooth to the touch. 5" by 13" by 
151/2". it hangs or stands by itself. 
Magazines are held flat and wrin- 
kle-free for all to read. $13.95 ppd. 
Write to Art Guild Enterprises, HG9. 
Box 23201, Minneapolis, MN 
55423. 

PROTECT 

TOUR EftMILT& HOME 
ke^bu^lars on the ooUkle where yon want them! 

The visual preserce 
of a key-ocfivotea 

light Switch on a 
burglar aiart-n systerr 

esiabiisi^es your home 
OS no easy mork tcx a 

wOuld-t>e Durglor 
An A fvl S Burglar 

Deterrer^t Syster^' 'he 
ofigirxj; burglar 

aeterrent syster^ is 
simply this - a 

key-octivateO light 
switch which installs 

easily or the outside 
of your home arx3 

achieves the sarne 
initial effect as the 
activator switch on 

burglar aiartr systems 
costing thousar<5s C* 

dollars but 
costs less 

/;hier. trie iigr" :r 
t^ere IS virtuo 
way a burgiar cc- 
'ell wr«tr>e' t^e 
cx;tivatof switch or 
tf^e outride ct your 
■xxTe IS ''"ot Qf an 
expensive Durgiar 
aiar^ SySter^ or on 
A V S Burglor 
Deterrent System'- 
'he A M S Burglor 
[deterrent S/s'em' 
operates on ^en, 
^o'toge IS easy 'c 
mstai- anrd corner 
complete with 
octivatc keys 
warning sttckers ana 
easyto-fonow 
instructions A.i par's 
ana materials ore 
guaranteed 

Send for yours today It s thousands ot dollars worth of protection for on . S29.96 

NAME 
I ADDRESS 
■ CITY. 
I SIGNATURE 

I 

.STATE. ^iP CODE 

CHECK Z   MONEY OPDE'<_ 
PAYABLE TO AMEi?ICAN MANUFACTUWNG SE'7VICES 
MASTER CHARGE [ 
EXO|I<AT|ON DATE 

M0I?0CKS 7 _ UNITS @ S29 95 

VISA BANKAMEWCARC 

TOTAL ENCLOSED. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

^^^RIDGEFlELD CT 06877 □ PLEASE SEND BROCHURE FOR MORE INFORMATlON^^^ 

BUY WHOLESALE 

S4S3 SOFA Outside: L86" D34" H32" 
Inside: L64" D21" HIS" 
Arm Height 26" (-452 Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
"You can get what you have 
been looking for . . . value 
durability, comfort and quality." 
Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 
catalog of all types of fine furni- 
ture at discount prices. Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction G jaranteed. 

P.O. Box 2314 
National Furniture So^!"Hieh 
and Fabric Sales 

Flatten Your Tummy up to 4 inches 

TUMMY TRIM 
Concentrates Slimminf Action 

•n Tumny iid Waitt 
FMULOUS FUTURU Supports Tired Achint BKk 
• 0(( or on in a jitty • Ellri Strength, eitra tiretch. all elastic wonder wtb • FeatAer hiht. completely waihable 
• Special "no roll" const/uction • Eitra (Ktlerini eitra llatteninf » Ujuttt to etrery mo¥e 

BUY 

WHOLESALE 

N SAVE!!! 

only 

$6 
95 

LOOK TAum AND SNMMfft 
jUSt slip on your - TufrTy Tr -n 8r,pt irtf Jcel Uke i whole set of new young muicles ' *fe (ijttenmg your stomach, slimming your waistlme are giving firm gentle support to your lower back The eitra support of diagonal stretch fabric remtofced with super flexible stays concentrates pressure tust where it i$ needed for the most comfortable siimmmg support you have ever eiperienced 

Waist size 24 to 34 - S6.95 : 36 to 44 - S7 95 plus 60c ship 
Ding charges iState waist size in inches' If COD send S1 
deposit, pay postman the balance plus COO charges. 
10 Day Free Trial order Tummy Tnm enef todJj 
Wear tt fcr 10      days if n_ot 100% delighted return 
for prompt refund of futt purchase C'"r» 

Honor House Dept. I73TD67.    Lynbrook. N J11663 Y State -s.dents please add appropriate Sales Tai"" 

AiiOfierYou 

Can't Reftisel 

Manufacturer 
Di recti 

((SAVE   $30.00-$155.00)) 
# Large Selection # Solid WOOD 
• 31-day keyniound pendulum movement 
9 Rich-Sounding Chimes 
Se-a 50C today fo> Ccxrip^ Deio Is & .loior Brodxre 

American Family Heirlooms DepI A7    M116 Onnge Avg-porgmcxrit CA 90723 

2(7 



TREES & SHRUBS 

EVERGREEN TREES 
3 year, select trees; 8"-14". 25 
5 each; Scotcti Pme, Nor- FOR ONLY 
way Spruce, Austrian Pine, tllQIi 
Colorado    Blue Spruce, 
White Pine. 

CANADIAN HEMLOCK 
These are heavy, well- 
rooted. 4-yr. transplants 
8-16" . Ideal screen in 
sun or shade. Trim to de- 
sired height. 

15 For $^^95 

30 For $2295 
60 For $4395 

COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE 
Select 3-yr. 8"-14", bound- 
ary markers, windbreaks, 
individual specimens. 
Densely pyramidal. Bluish- 
green to shining blue. Pre- 
fer sun. 

30 
FOR ONLY 

$1195 

6 RHODODENDRON & 
strong l-yr. trans- ft A7A| FAC 
plants 4"  to 8" V 
tall. Mass of roots, large 12 PLANTS 
leaves. Rhododendron from   FOR ONLY 
red flowering stock. Aza- (lOQi; 
leas, hardy, mixed colors. 

RED BARBERRY 

Heavy branched. 12"-18"plants. 25 for $9^^ 
Perfect screen or barrier. Pruned 
to desired height. Red leaves 50 for $17^^ 
spring through fall, bright red «OiQK 
berries, winter. Plant 1 ft. apart. 100 for *34 

IVY, MYRTLE & 100 FOR 

PACHYSANDRA ^^9" 
Prices refer to any one. 
English Ivy, Pachysandra 
or Wilson Ivy — 1 yr. heavy 
cuttings. Myrtle — 6-12 runners per 
clump. Space all items on 6"-8" squares. 

500 FOR 
$83"" 

Postpaid. No C.O.D. Pa. destinations add 6% 

□ Send me the items circled above 
□ Send me FREE Catalog 
Name  
Address, 
City  
State _ 
Area Code , 

 Zip. 
Phone No  

MUSSER BOX 
9-J 

INDIANA 
PA. 15701 

'AIR 

POLLUTION 

ATTACKS US ALL' 

AMERICAN 

LUNG 

ASSOCIATION 
The "Christmas Seal" People 
GPO Box 596, NY NY 10001 

Space contributed Dy the publislier as a public service 

REX BULB FARMS 

LILIES 
HUNDREDS OF WORLD 

FAMOUS GARDEN 
VARIETIES. 

Send 10c for 68 Page 
Catalog. 

Box 14S-B Newbere. Oreeon 97132 
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■ GARDENERS 

NOTES BY JAMES FANNINI 

SUMMER'S END m 

How to replant peonies; new books about 

soilless gardening, and a not-to-be-missed 

Japanese landscape in St. Louis 

Paean for peonies 

September is peony planting time. Un- 
derground, the buds for next year's 
growth are fully formed and, as long as 
these are not damaged, roots may be dug 
up. separated, and replanted. The oper- 
ation is simplified by cutting off the 
leaves an inch or two above the soil. This 
does no harm to the plant, which has al- 
ready stored enough food in its roots to 
last through the winter. A point to keep 
in mind is that the buds growing near 
the leaf bases should be barely covered 
by soil—1'/2 inches—when replanted. 
Planting too deep will mean no flowers 
ne.xt year, or ever again in succeeding 
years. Once a peony is planted, you can, 
to all intents and purposes, forget about 
it. However, a sprinkle of fertilizer in the 
spring will help the leaves stay green and 
healthy through the summer. One of the 
peony's great advantages lies in the fact 
that, after the great, flaunting, display of 
flowers that marks the change from 
spring to summer, the plants don't grow 
any bigger. This makes them an ideal 
background for low-growing annuals or 
perennials that flower later in the season. 
Less familiar than the common herba- 
ceous peony is the so-called tree peony. 
This is really a shrub, with woody stems 
that may grow as much as 6 or 8 feet 
high. The leaves are a distinctive blue- 
green color and the flowers—mostly 
single—are even more spectacular than 

Tree pe( 
Howersri t 
be as in|]j 
as 6 or I 
across, i 
ferny, bl; 
leaves 

the herbaceous ones. Both types of pec, 
like a deep, rich, well-drained soil a' 
sunshine for at least half of every day 
leading supplier of peonies, both tree i 
herbaceous, is Louis Smirnow. Mr. Srr 
now ships plants all over the country £ 
issues a catalogue that is really a hai 
book of peony growing. It is priced 
$1, from Louis Smirnow, 85 Line 
Lane, Brookville, N.Y. 11545. 

Pure harmony in St. Louis 

One of the world's great botanical gar- 
dens has a new feather in its cap. Seiwo- 
En, largest Japanese garden on the North 
American continent, was dedicated last 
May as part of the Missouri Botanical 
Garden—often called Shaw's Garden, 

JAPANESE GARDEN 

m 
»( 

for its founder, Henry Shaw—in [,j 
Louis. The name means "garden of pu ,^|, 
clear harmony and peace" and is appl 
here to a masterful assemblage of all 
elements that go into Japanese garc ^ 
art. A far cry from the tiny patch of sa 

Continued on next pi 

1. Iris garden 
2. Teahouse 
3. Rangui posts 
4. Rhododendron 
5. Path 

Rock garden 
Pine woods 
Loop road 
Mound 
Waterfall overic 
Garden shelter 
Woodland stre; 
Azaleas 

14. Plum tree fores 
15. Sand and stone 

Federated GarC 
Clubs headqua 

17. Rocky array 

'9i 



Vnother 

hining tradition! 

('right's anti-tarnish 
liver Cream.* 
l)ateiito<l unique liquid 

irmula that extends the 
irnish-f ree heauty of your silver. 

I I ill 

Wright's. 

tdHomkaepi 
noaists 

^9«te—ynniitrtimi 

3. A. WRIGHT & CO.. KEENE, N.H. 03431 

irgy index 
itiniied from page 94 

hergy saving rooms 

iid houses 

liuary 1974 
?e 67. Super Kitchen—How to Con- 
ve the Energ\ You Have; Energy- 
ing Appliances. 

?£' 72. A Breakawa\   House that's 
ated bv the Sun. 
ril 1975 
'^e 112. Powered by the Sun and 
nd: A Vacation House that Makes 
■ Most of Nature, 
ly 1975 
qe 70. New House Designed to Make 

Most of Solar Energy, 
igust 1975 
ge 70. New Solar House Draws 
irmth from Sun into One Big Room, 
tober 1975 

134. V acation House. Greenhouse. 
Sauna Warmed bv Sun Power. 

niar> 1976 
ge 78. A Living Room Garden with 

^itch-on Sunlight. 
: »ril 1976 
nge 122. Computer Architecture: 
!i)use in the Earth, Natural Insulation. 

otember 1977 

and rock that so often goes by the name 
of Japanese garden, Seiwu-tn is a 13' 2- 
acre landscape. Designed by I'rofessor 
Koichi Kawana. of the L'niversit\ of C al- 
ifornia at I.os Angeles, the new garden 
includes specimen trees, a teahouse, 
streams with bridges and waterfalls, and 
encircles a lake complete with islands. It 
Joins the world-famous Climatron as one 
of the prime attriivt'^Jns of Henry Shaw's 
remarkable-7y~€^res. and the Gatevva\ 
.Arch as a focus for tourists from all over 
the nation. The .Missouri Botanical Gar- 
den is open daily, 9 to 6. S 1.50 for adults. 
50 cents for children. 

No soil—no toil 

Growing plants without mess\ soil is an 
ancient dream of gardeners. RecentK. 
with more and more of us growing things 
on rooftops and other places far remo\ed 
from Mother Earth, the dream has be- 
come a clamorous demand. Fortunatel\. 
plastic containers, electric pumps and 
timers can now be put to use in growing 
plants. In fact, a whole new science has 
developed concerned with soilless grow- 
ing. It's called h\droponics. and there is 
now enough literature available on the 
subject so that anyone interested can 
plunge in without fear of going astra\. 
James Sholto Douglas has written a Be- 
ginner's Guide to Hydroponics ( Drake. 
S6.95: S3.95 paperback), with enough 
information for the novice to get started 
in soilless gardening. Mr. Douglas's Ad- 
vanced Guide to Hydroponics ( Drake. 
SI2.95) carries the subject to a profes- 

This Moduleponic growing unit, 2' i feet 
long, would be just rigbt for growing salad 
greens by a dining-room w indow 
sional level. Simplified but highly prac- 
tical is Home Hydroponics and How to 
Do It! (Ward Ritchie Press, Pasadena, 
paperback, 55.95) by Lem Jones. Both 
authors give most of their attention to 
growing food crops hydroponically. but. 
of course, the same methods appl\ just 
as well to ornamentals. When it comes to 
hydroponic equipment, most of the big 
seed houses sell the necessary compo- 
nents. A self-contained unit consisting of 
plastic growing tray, nutrient solution 
tank. pump, and timer is available from 
Homeland Industries. Inc., 271 Devoe 
St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211. Called Mod- 
uleponic. it comes in several sizes, in- 
cluding one with a self-contained light 
fixture for indoor use. The simplest Mod- 
uleponic unit is 212 feet long and priced 
at S65, plus 10 percent for shipping. 
Larger units are priced accordingly. For 
complete information and a price list— 
write to the Brooklvn address. 

Keep the tradition. 

Just like family silver. 
Wright's Silver Cream^ passes 
down through the generations. 
A shining tradition^ ^ 
since 1873. 

. ■ ■ -A- ^Good Housekeeping 

Wrights 

J. A. WRIGHT & CO.. KEENE. N.H. 03431 

Send your love overseas! You can become a 
Foster Forent to a little boy or girl tor SI 9 o 
month — and leorn the child's name, receive a pho- 
tograph, a detailed cose history, and exchange 
letters. For information write: Foster Parents Pion. 
1S8-F Plan Way, Warwick, R.I., 02887 or call 
toll free 800-327-8912. 

CHOICE MARBLE TABLE TOPS, GIFTS. Fac- 
tory prices. Famous Vermont Marble Exhibit. 
Proctor,    Vt.    near    Rutland.    No catalog. 

FOLI.AGE PLANT SEEDS 
Nfw selection of seetls from tropical Hawaii. 
Write t(xlay for your free catalog. Want vour 
catalog in a hurry? Send .S2.f)0 to cover air- 
mail charges. Includes manv flowers and 
shrub seeds. Dow Seeds Hawaii Ltd. 
Dept. HG. Box .30144. Honolulu. Hawaii 96820. 

Stark Bro s Fruit Trees and 
Garden Catalog FREE! 

Dwarf Fruit Trees, shade and nut trees, 
shrubs, berries, vines, bulbs, award- 
winning roses, and ornamentals 
Stark Bros Nurseries & Orctiards Co 
Box A26397 
Louisiana Missouri 63353 
l^tark Bros. Box AZci-Z Louisiana Mo 63353 T 
IRus^ Color Catalog FREE' ■ 

(Please Printi I 
I Mr 
I Mrs ' MISS  

i Address- 
|c.ty  
JS^tate  Zip- 

?I9 



Beneath all this glamour lies a plain 

old window. 

It doesn't look plain now 

because it got some ten- 

der loving aire from a 

Nomian's" specialist. 

Which is all it takes to 

transfomi any window 

into a thing of iDeauty. 

With hundi'eds of fabrics 

and styles to ch(X)se from, 

a Nomian's specialist am 

help you a*eate an indi- 

vidual look that will add 

a touch of glamour to 

yoiu' windows. Write for 

the name of your nearest 

Norman's di'apeiy and 

bedspread specialist. RO. 

Drawer 799, Salisbuiy, 

North Carolina 28144. 

Gorman's of Salisbury^ 

A Carolina Miiror can enlarge or ( ipcn up your dining room. Hang one to double <i IXMLIIIUII 
table setting. And get a true reflection of your culinary abilities. For nioi e ideas, send us 
$1.50. We'll send you our new 36-page color catalog of 130 mirror styles. And the name of 
your nearest Carolina MiiTor dealer Together we can wr)rk decoi'ating wonders. 

CAROLINA MIRROR CORPORATION 
North WilkesborcN.C. 28659 

•Marvelous ideas to help you p| 
and shop are in the booklets | 

low, and they're yours for the askiii 
You can order them directly /nj 
House & Garden—send for the o/|; 
you want today. Just fill out and 
turn the order coupon, circling 
number of each booklet desired, 
close 50c for postage and handlil 
plus any additional charge as in 
cated next to the booklet numb 
and we'll see to it that your book 
requests are filled as quickly as pi 
sible. Do not send stamps; coii 
check, or money order may be us( 

building and Remodelin 

1. EXCITING NEW DIMENSION IN GLA 
for residential housing . . . PPG Solarcc, 
Bronze. Booklet discusses the inhere 
beauty of Solarcool Bronze plus its mu 
pie home-owner benefits—perhaps mc 
important, its ability to save on air-cq 
ditioning costs. PPG Glass. 

2. KITCHEN IDEAS. Deluxe book tells hd 
stainless steel sinks give a smart conte 
porary look that flatters any interit 
blends with every color scheme. New woi 
saving accessories in many models a 
sizes. Advantages of easy cleaning . 
longer wear! It's all here in this fai 
packed booklet on the style-setting line 
Elkay stainless steel sinks. 25C 

3| 

220 

3. . . BEAUTIFUL BY NATURE." 2 
page booklet illustrating every availat 
type of easy care, decorative, hardwo( 
floor. From unusual plank and parqu 
patterns to old-time favorites such as o. 
strip and block—many of the floors m 
be applied directly over concrete. Brui 
Hardwood Floors. 75C 

4. FIREPLACE IDEA KIT illustrates a cor 
plete line of wood or gas fireplace sy 
terns. Choose contemporary or tradition 
built-in, wall-hung, or freestanding mode 
with standard or multi-side hearth ope 
ings. Heatilator Fireplace Div., Vega 
dustries. 25C 

5. "DkSCOVER THE POWER PAINTER 
the electric airless spray painter. Deligf 
ful color booklet gives guidelines to he 
the do-it-yourselfer get professional-loo 
ing results using this ideal power toe 
Sprays many different materials fro 
paints to fertilizers. Models and acce 
series shown. Spray Tech Corporation. 

Decorating 

6. WINDOWS BEAUTIFUL-VOLUME V 
Just published. A complete and author 
tative book on window treatments. 14 
pages of decorating advice. Room-settin 
photos in color, examples of most popul£ 
types of treatments, styles suitable fc 
various rooms, ideas for common an 
problem windows, how-to for measurin 
and sewing basic treatments. Kirsch Corr 
pany. $1.95 

House & Gorde 



iMOUS DESIGNS. Senes of booklets 
--e-;"  E-g'ish. Italian. Me&- 

: American tradit'onai. EaC^ 
,      :3e for selecting bedroom. 

z roomi, lu'ving room, and occas'onai 
-andy room-planm'ng kit is 'n- 
-eritage Furniture. Drexel Heri- 

■ shings S1 

3TH-CENTURY FURNITURE, jst-a:- 
■abgue o'esenis more than ISC rj'- 

r styTes, including the famous James 
■ Cc"e-t*:'an inspired b,. hejrtaoms 

-• plantation nouses of V'r- 
C^S'r Cc^ca^. S3 

9 COLLECTOR'S EDITIONS.      s :a:a- 
•~ asseTO age cf ^an clock de- 

: antique reccduct'ons for those 
appreciate excellence. Each clock 

-       :: 'actable quality in design, ex- 
:ne excellence of ^-.s mcve- 

'ic' to be irciuded in this group. 
' ier Clocks. SI 

3   ARE YOU CHOOSY? _=-= g .5S ..cu 

"'umiture varying in size, s'^ape. 
with color photos anc 

; I'rsent a wide range of coilec- 
_   e quality wi[l p'ease you. too. 5Cc 

:. BEDROOM AND DINING ROOM FUR- 
ITURE, ai .'.e  as a .a' e:..     ces-s a-: 

: :" 3 items are snown in tnis 47-page 
catalogue from National Mt. 

\ " :ure manu'acturers for over 75 
leicriptions and co.molete dime-- 

;' rBch c'ece given. 

,ating and Entertaining 

MAKE THE MOST OF IT, Ga^ arc ,3 
_i: a :r ;a:a a'te'-cinner liqueur. 

:- .ersathe miXing -ngredient. Try one 
'"a "cipes in "The Gold Standard" 

■ cooking recipe bcokiet or try 
-~:   1 your favorite cccktaii. main 

:  :a3sert. "21" Brands. Inc. 

otpourri 

PHONECENTER STORE CATALOGUE. 

most jc-tc-oa'.e le'ecore "cme  n c^e 
neig^bo'"ccd. Learn about a : fe sendees 
av3 iabie tn'cugr ycu^ 'oca   5e Te 
pncne Cornea".* See :"e fu'i 'ange :* c^a 
orator o'cnes as ''«e   as sceC'a^ c'ces 

14. YOU CAN SHOP FOR TREASURES ' 

^ its 130 f-ii-coi 
s a t'easj'r n ■ 

■       1^- "C ' ;<=cri' 

Tiffany Blue -6COK. 
oages. the B:UQ_^: 
Oivn rig"-. tt--f^tu' 
of new je-ve'O' ceatons z, ~'^Bnj ce- 
signers, as fie'.' as a <'<'de 5"a.. atic'es 
"n ster'ing S'.-e^, from je-'ie.'.. to "c Civ- 
(vare Tne book c^e^s a -vnc'e a"a,. 
chma and cysta:. .vatc'es, c ccks a'o 
stationery. Ai. ti's and ~C'e. 'n a .'-■ce 
'ange of cices. S2 

15. 'THE CARE OF THE CHILD WITH A 
COLD." sccc- et £ -t5"-5c tc :e 
.<c^ <v'tT'neip-ji ""nts 'n ca^'ng -c t"5 
child with a cold, and to acquaint you with 
some c' ''e s'g-s a.'d 3,.~otoms tc ock 
'C e'er "0 ccnsu *ing yc-' ooctc. Tnis 'n- 
■'o^maticn may enabie .'G'_ tc ask mce 
Caesticns o" you' doctor a"d to unce'- 
stand his answe.'s more eas'l... St.-Jcse:' 
C-' dre-'s P'cduct 

16. THIS CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE '6- 

■'or your Christ~as a ca—■'^cm bC".t 
Teller. You are sure tc find nere gifts anc 
exc'ting ideas for everyone en your i'st 
h-cliday dress'ng. exciting fines t"e 
house. -■ome-ur";sh";''gs  c'ct-'-g, acces- 

17. BRIGHTEN   YOUR   HOME YEAR 
■ROUND. A t- t-e -e.'. te:--:3^es 
avanao.e crying ana preserving ficv-e'S 
n microwave ovens, you can enjoy beauti- 

ful arrangements year Vound. By following 
the step-by-step methods -n this booklet, 
you'll find drying flowers is botn easy and 

18. SOME HELPFUL DOS AND DON'TS 
ABOUT MOVING a'e d scussec in the May- 

= ' ^'c. ng Kit. from ho<v much it v/iil 
cost to vvnat to do about storage. There is 
a:so a nandv checklist tc cga" ze .-cu' 

Order coupon for booklets 

September, iv7 

Circ' - ■ - - e::'- "~^oklet you want, and enelo-se check, money or- 
der. ... . - r.dicated for those requiring payment. .Add 50c 
for postage ana nariaimg. No stamps. .-Mlow up to four weeks for delivery. 

M.\IL TO: HOUSE i GARDEN. Dept. 9 
Box 35~9. Grand Central Station. New \ ork. N.W 10017 

2-' 3"-' -i-*^ '5 6^^--'^- 
V-    9s:     io50<    n     12     13     14s:    if     16^-    H*'- 18 

'. , . . -   S f : :or postage and handling of m.\ request for booklets 

S for booklets circled requiring payment 

is mv total remittance 
MR. 

Name MRS.. 

MISS 

Lit-.. -State 

IMPROVE 

THE WAY 

YOU 

MOt/E. 

.Vsk for your copy of the 

.^Ia>'flo\vcr .^Io\ing Kit. 

It helps you get organized 
With checklists. 
Inventory sheets. Packing labels. 
.\nd change-of-address cards. 
EN erything you need. 

\\c \ c drawn upon 50 years of 
moving e.xperience to help you do 
it right. Because once you get 
your move organized, the e.'^ens 
will do the rest. Ma>-fl()wer Fmm 
where you are—to where you're 
aoing. Worldwide. I.C.C. .NO. MC-2934 

r^nipro\e ti;.. i:;' \v 
Send for your copy of the 
Ma>'flowcr Moving Kit. It's 
free. .^lail this coupon to: 
:»layflowcr. Bov 1()7B 
Indiana|>ulis. ln<1. 4820H 

AQDSESS   

THE X.VME ME.\NS MOVING. 
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Energy outlook tor windows 
continued from page J35 

• Plug the leaks. Cold air leaking in can 
account for 30 percent of the load on a 
heating system. Caulk around window 
frames and weatherstrip with a ven- 
geance, wherever frame surfaces meet. 
It can cut that load in half. 
• Once emergency measures are taken, 
perhaps it is time to give philosophical 
consideration to the whole question of 
windows. Rex Roberts, in his book Your 
Engineered House, says that we expect 
far too much of them. They must let light 
in and keep cold out. They must open 
and close. They must ventilate and yet 
be airtight. He suggests assigning single 
specific functions to each window. In 
other words, consider converting some 
opening windows to fixed glass that's 
sealed against air movement. 
• Insulated vents, low on the north side 
of the house and high on the south side, 
would insure a summer breeze through 
the house, and could be closed in winter. 
• Metal frames might be replaced with 
wooden frames that conduct less heat. 
One company. Alcoa, is already making 
double-glazed windows in metal frames 
sealed and buffered against conducting 
heat. 
• Insulating shutters, either inside or out, 
ofier wide possibilities both for saving 
heat (and cool), and for interior design. 
They can be simple homemade affairs of 
rigid insulation enclosed in fire-retardant 
material (a safety precaution) that swing 
on hinges or are cut to fit into window 
openings at night and stack by day, or 
they can be designed into the house, per- 
haps sliding into pockets in the wall. 
Goose Brook, a solar-heated house in 
New Hampshire, has a long exterior in- 
sulating shutter that slides like a barn 
door across its south-facing glass front at 
night, and by day forms a partition in a 
two-car garage. Sunega Associates makes 
Thermal Shutter Blinds, and the Pease 
Co. makes the Ever-Strait Rolling Shut- 
ter. Both shutters slide down a track out- 
side a window to provide a wind shield 
that can reduce heat loss 20 to 40 percent 
by holding an insulating layer of dead 
air against the window. They roll up into 
a box mounted over the window when 
not in use. The Shutter Blind is vinyl; the 
Rolling Shutter, metal, wood, or plastic; 
both can be controlled from inside the 
house. 
• Insulating shades or curtains help. Any 
curtain, drawn across a window, will 
help—but its performance is increased if 
it has an insulating lining, if it has a 
valance closed at the top to prevent the 
warm air near the ceiling from falling 
down behind the curtain to be chilled by 
the cold window, or if the curtain is as 
close as possible to the window, to keep 
an insulating layer of dead air against 
the glass. Sunshine Designs, Box f3, 
Ludlow, Vt. 05149 makes an insulating 
roller shade that fastens tight against the 
window frame with Velcro strips. It will 
make it to your measurement, and even 
use your material, if you like.  

• Watch for new developments in win- 
dow materials. One interesting project 
being conducted at Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory is a study of a coating that is 
transparent until the room reaches a 
temperature of about 85° F. Then it 
turns opaque to block out more sun. It 
could conceivably be on the market in a 
year. 

How do you use them? 

In a way. windows are like faucets, gad- 
gets that can be turned on and off" to pro- 
vide needs and comforts as desired. En- 
ergy and comfort can be saved and in- 
creased by simple decisions and habits of 
use. For instance: 
• Consider leaving storm windows year- 
round on those windows that are rarely 
or never opened. 
• Draw the curtains at sundown; if you 
have insulating shutters, use them. 
• Make sure the southern sun has a clear 
path in winter—and an obstacle course 
in summer. 
• Think about your windows—and enjoy 
the view. ■ 

Plants for night people 
continued from page 42 

as addicting as its smoking counterpart. 
Grow the plant in full sun while you're 
away during the days. And don't pick 
the flowers if you don't want tacky fin- 
gers; the plant's stem and leaves are 
sticky. 

For the real hard-core stay-up-all- 
night person, no flower could be better 
than AUophyton mexicanum, the Mexi- 
can Foxglove. Its lovely violet minute 
bell-shaped flowers are a sweet-smelling 
delight—just at sunrise. Very soon after, 
they lose their magic touch and the Mex- 
ican Foxglove becomes simply another 
attractive potted plant to have around 
the house during the day. B  

Lights up. energy down 
continued from page 86 

because of their long narrow shape and 
high efficiency, are ideal for under-cab- 
inet lighting. General Electric's Bright- 
Stik. a 25-inch fixtureless tube that does 
not require electrical work, is simple to 
install. Two 30-w;itt (36 inches long) 
fluorescent tubes are recommended for a 
sink under a window. 

You will need general lighting as well, 
so you can see into cabinets and draw- 
ers. One solution is a ceiling fi;rture, 
fluorescent or incandescent. Locate it as 
nearly as possible an equal distance from 
all cabinets. In larger kitchens that may 
mean an off-center position with a sep- 
arate fixture for an eating area. Because 
recessed incandescent fixtures confine 
light, four fixtures are usually needed to 
do the job of a surface mounted one that 
diffuses light across the ceiling. Another 
possibility is built-in perimeter lighting 
above the cabinets that puts light where 
it is most needed. Fluorescent tubes in 
an extended soffit or a valance light the 
face of the cabinets which then reflect 
the light into the room and also the in- 
terior of cabinets when door is open. 

Next consider whether you want 2 
accent lighting—a small spotlight or 
collection, separate lighting for bo. 
shelves, special plant lights. And, a fi 
note: It's easier to remember to turn 
lights if there's a switch by each do 
You, in the final analysis, are the m 
important energy saver. ■ 

New York 
continued from page 164 

Ltd. Editions. 253 E. 72nd St. Acces 
ries. Specialty: shell and sea urc' 
lights wired to a small plexiglass ba 

LUNCH BETS EAST OF LEXINGTON 

One Chinese restaurant, two Italian, a 
one health food are only a few of t 
variety in this area. Uncle Tai's Hun 
Yuan, 1059 Third Ave. near 62nd 
has an unpretentious atmosphere a, 
wonderful Hunan food; Isle of Cap 
1028 Third Ave. at 61st St. has an e 
closed sidewalk section that's cool l 
with a nice view; II Vagabondo, 351 
62nd St. has a bocce court in the bac 

! Healthworks, 148 E. 57th St. offers s 
ads, whole-grained breads, fresh fri 
sublime fruit yogurt. ■ 
See the House & Garden travel bookl 
(page 70) for other shops and hotels. 

New in the stores 
continued from page 34 
makeup. They're concentrated, so a lit 
goes a long way. Golden Mellow Lot! 
from Shiseido is the newest, and lem 
lovers should take right to it. The fr 
grance is just tinged with lemon and t' 
color is pale-yellow pretty. $6 or $8 
you prefer to use a light, whipped crea 
version. 

Here's a bargain: a whole new groi 
of nail colors from Maybelline for on 
$1 each. The nail-strengthening base 
included right in the formula, so ther 
another extra you won't need to bu 
Choose from 15 cream shades, 8 frostei 
and a perfectly clear for extra gloss. Hin 
Swish newly lacquered nails around i 
very cold water to make them dry vei 
quickly. The cold "sets" the lacquer a 
most immediately, PAULA RICE JACKSO 

Astrological guide to your fragrance 
The sign: Virgo 
(circa August 24-September 23) 
The element: Earth 

The key phrase for Virgo is "I anahze. 
Virgos aim for logic and precision, ar 
perceptive and critical, and are capabl 
of intense absorption in their work i 
scientific, literary, or educational fields 
Cultivating the earth is rewarding Oi 
many levels for Virgos and they ofte: 
have an active interest in health, nutri 
tion, and hygiene. Their emotions ar 
not often conspicuous. In fragrances fo 
Virgo, we look for clean, uncluttered es 
sences close to nature; radiant Calech 
by Hermes is a perfect example. Revilloi 
makes the unusual Detchema, engagini 
aura. For the ever-youthful Virgo man 
Jess Bell's Colorado Sage is a match. I 

MARIA REAC H, 
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Henredon's Artefacts. An Expression of Uncommon Taste. 

i 



Much is unique about Henredon s Artetacts. The design, reflecting cultures and civilizations of old. 
e execution, rich in handcrafted warmth of the past. The look, utterly contemporary in mood and function. 

Henredon sts led and scaled Artefacts with tasteful regard for toda\' s bedroom, dining 
and living room environments. Designs for compact as well as spacious settings, relaxed or refined.    "" T 

Henredon's concern for modern living is also evident in upholstered selections which can be made 
specific lengths to meet specific needs, covered in your choice of the choicest fabrics.        ' "^ T ' 1 i q™" 

Discover how Henredon satisfied uncommon interior and taste requirements b\ sending S2.00 
for .Artefacts and Upholstered Furniture brochures to 

Henredon, Dept.G-107,\^organton, N.C. 28655 

Henredon 

Oc.ober. 1977 I 



WHENITPOGRSy 

IT REIGrSS. 

The ruling class. 
Legendary Waterford crystal. 

Born in fire, blown by mouth & cut 
wholly by hand, with heart. 

Can you think of a more civilized 
way to pour spirits, liqueurs, wines, 
whatever? 

Man lives not by water alone. 

So here's an invitation to win a 
Waterford decanter. 

A contest for poets, pundits & 
punsters. 

Can you play with words as well 
as Waterfora plays with light? 

Such as: 
You can lead a horse to water, but 

man will canter to his decanter. 
To the five most inspired poems 

or plays-on-words that arrive before 
Nov. 1,1977, we'll send Waterford 
crystal decanters. Write to: 
Waterford Wordplays, 
P.O. Drawer 1159, Rancho Santa Fe, 
CA 92067. Crystal spirits rising. 
All entries become the sole property of Waterford.   pfioto Pesi 





KitchenAid 

disposers. 

Whenyou^re 

tired of being 

in a jam. 

With a KitchenAid disposer, you 
don't have to use a broom handle to 
break up jams. 

The KitchenAid unjams itself. 
A touch of a button activates our 
exclusive Wham Jam Breaker which 
breaks the jam with 120 jolts a second. 

Of course, a KitchenAid disposer 
is built not to jam. It has a big 1/2 HP 
motor that grinds up all kinds of 
garbage, even tough stuff like steak 
bones and corn husks. 

In fact, KitchenAid 
stainless steel disposers 
are so well built we offer 
a five year limited war- 
ranty. Stainless steel 
grind chambers and 
cast iron drain cham- 
bers fight corrosion, 
the major cause of 
disposer failure. 

See your KitchenAid dealer. 
Or send us the coupon. 

KifcheiiiAid 
Disposers. 

You'll say they're the best 

KitchenAid, Dept. 7GA-10 
Hobart Corporation 
TYoy Ohio 45374 
Send nw more information. 

Name  

Address. 

City  

County — 
State  . Zip_ 

Incorporating LIVING for young homemakers 
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124 Great ideas from apartment living 
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There are signs that tell you where to go 

and how to go. 

V 

This sign tells you that youVe arrived. 

Seagrams V.O. 

Bottled in Canada. Preferred throughout the w 

CANADIAN WHISKY. A BLENO OF CANADA'S FINEST WHISKIES. 6 YEARS OLD. 8&8 PROOF. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO.. N.Y.C. 



INTRODUCING JEWELRY FOR YOUR HOME. 

The sparkle and hre ot fine jewelry have been captured in semi-precious 
metals to bring you these new lamps and planters. 

Each is sculptured to lend elegance to your home, and to reflect your 
good taste in whatever setting you select for it. 

Each is crafted of flawless solid brass, lustrous solid pewter, or exquisite 
silverplate, and finished by the skilled hands of the world's finest metalsmiths. 

And each is treated so it will never tamish, and*you need never polish it. 
Only International Silver could bring you Lamps 'n Plants, this unique 

collection for your home that will prove a 
legacy in the timeless manner of fine jewelry. 

INTERNATIONAL 

SILVER COMPANY 

t 1077 Inrem.iriiinal Silver Cimpanv, McrlJen, Connecticur 064^0 

6 House & Garden 



The Clinique Computer 

will see you now. It will be a revelation. 

In a quick 30-secbncl consultation^ you will learn 

your skin type, you will learn how to have 

better and better looking skjn. Developed    ^ ^ p ^ 

by a group of leading dermatologists, the    / ' 1 1 I. 

fast, informative Clinique Computer / . liBRARV 

Analysis is available at no charge 

at any Clinique Counter. 

Tie Clinique Computer is the heart of the Clinique system of skin care and the reason 
-Unique products work so weU. Photographed for Clinique by Irving Penn. 
-Iinique Laboratories, Inc., 767 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 
5 1977 Clinique Laboratories, Inc. 



"Regulateurs" was 
the name given to 
long case clocks in 
18th century Austria. 
With their long pen- 
dulums, they were 
extremely accurate. A 
standard ot accuracy 
for other clocks. Our 
Vienna Regulator is 
an authentic interpre- 
tation of a popular 
Austrian clock of the 
1800's. Note its fired 
porcelain enamel and 
brass dial. The solid 
oak case has glass side 
panels and a carved 
pediment. 

Striking 

examples of our 

wail and mantel 

clocks. They strike on the hour . . . play the 
beautiful chimes of Westminster every 15 minutes. Their high 
quality West German key-wind movements were made in the 
Black Forest, where clocks have been made since the 1600's. You'll 
find these and many other striking wall, mantel and grandfather 
clocks at your Howard Miller dealer. Start a family tradition with 
a Howard Miller clock. 

Howard Miller 

Clock Co. 

In the early 17th 
entury, Thomas 

Tompion was the 
most celebrated of 
English clock makers. 
This elegant timepiece 
was inspired by his 
work and we have 
named it after him. 
The rare Carpathian 
Elm burl facing on 
the door is skillfully 
accented with gold 
decoration. The mir- 
rored back and glass 
inserts show off the 
excellent West 

German move- 
ment. Tompion 

. ould be proud. 
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The Milue of Gorham Sterling 

is ai)parent the moment you see it. 

But years from now youll really know its true worth. 

Every Gorham Original is a true work of art in solid 
sterling silver, a treasured metal that's becoming 
scarcer. So the Gorham Original you choose now will 
probably grow more valuable over the years. 

But its value to you can also be measured by other 
qualities...by timelessness and craftsmanship. Every 
Gorham Original is a timeless design whose beauty will 
endure both time and change. This timeless quality is 
why some of Gorham's oldest designs are even more 
popular today than when they were first introduced. 

This timeless beauty is combined with Gorham's in- 

comparable craftsmanship to give each Original a 
total design concept you'll find in no other sterling. A 
concept with perfect balance between ornamentation, 
shape, and function. A total design that gives every 
Gorham Original a classic beauty and elegance. 

The Gorham Hallmark has represented the pride of 
the silversmith's art since 1831. It says your Sterling 
is the ultimate in beauty, craftsmanship, and value. 
And it tells the world you would not settle for anything 
less than perfection. 

Isn't it time you owned a Gorham Original? 

193b) 

mmm 

ORIGINALS 
INSTERUNG, 
CH1NA,CRYSTAI. 
AND PF:WTER 
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Cardin branches out 

There's no end to Pierre Card- 
in's talents. Probably one of the 
most involved designers in the 
world, with interests in theatre, 
fragrance, fashion, and art, he 
is now designing homefurnishings for the American 
market. His new collection of seating, tables, lights, 
and rugs is uninhibitedly modern but purposefully 

designed to mix unobtrusively with antiques. Born in Venice, Cardin has never 
lost his love for beautiful, old, decorative things, though he projects an image as 
modern and streamlined as the Concorde. "We must not be bogged down with 
the past," he says, "but use the traditional principles of design to reflect the day 
in which we live." A timeless feeling of luxury and quality runs through the clean, 
uncluttered lines of this furniture. Modular seating is upholstered in velvet or 
Ultrasuede. Glitter is there in polished chrome, steel, and aluminum used for 
tables and storage pieces, and lamps topped with Mylar shades. Cardin hopes to initial chair and 
come to the U.S. to launch collection (furniture by Dillingham, lamps by Laurel, rug. Modular 

rugs by Ege) at Altman's, New York this month. More, page 154.  seating, far left 

Pierre Card 
above, and his 

Leaf-taking in Vermont 

Fall in South Woodbury, Vl 

The favorite fall spectator sport 
in Vermont is foliage viewing. 
The "sport" is to drive through 
the twisting roads of the Green 
Mountains as slowly as possible, 
so that you won't miss the next 
panorama around the curve 
ahead. There's no speed traffic 
on October weekends—just a 
steady procession of cars tur- 
ning along behind one another, 
occasionally pulling off the road 
to photograph the natural 
beauty. The colorscape is so 
vivid it sometimes looks painted. 
For a feast of viewing, you 
can choose any num- 
ber ^^^j^-Ji>_ of scenic 

All dilled up 

The one problem with dill is 
that you cannot really grow 
enough of it indoors—unless 
there's room for a dozen pots 
or so. Still, oven one pot of it 
is worth keeping to accent that 
occasional fish or sour cream 
dish. Plant the dill seed directly 
into the growing pot. Dill's root 
structure is rather delicate, 
and it's not worth the cod- 
dling involved in transplanting, 
particularly considering that a 
crop lasts four months or so 
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drives. Route 9 between Brattle- 
boro and Bennington is a 
mountain road of incredible 
beauty. Route 1 1 between Lon- 
donderry and Manchester is 
shorter, less curvy but still hilly. 
Route 17 between Middlesex 
and Bristol, through the Appala- 
chian Gap, is a zinger. From 
Woodstock, one of Vermont's 
prettiest towns with clusters of 
old houses and an inviting inn, 
drive along Route 4 to Rutland. 
Part of the pleasure of a Ver- 
mont weekend is "inn-ing." The 
state is thick with comfortable 
historic old inns, snuggled into 
lush countryside, offering per- 
sonalized service, delicious 
home cooking and an ambiance 

of I 8th- or 19th-century chai 
You might stop at the ( 
Tavern at Grafton, a delight 
old mill town on the Saxt( 
river, which is being lovingly 
stored house by house. 
Vermont values 
Shelburne museum, Burlingt 
probably the greatest comp 
hensive American folk art c 
lection in the country ** 
Antiques trail along Route 
country stores stocked w 
simple fancies Four C 
umns Inn, Newfane, for dinn 
where French chef-owner Re 
Chardian changes his me 
with the season. In fall, yo 
be treated to game. 

PATRICIA BROO 

Gar 

before it goes to seed. That 
same short growing period also 
means, of coursS, that dill pro- 
duces a fast crop. No year-long 
wait with this one. Use about 
a dozen seeds to an 8-inch pot, 
barely covering them with a 
thin layer of spaghnum moss. 
Put a plastic wrap over the pot 
top to retain moisture until you 
can see the first plantlet above 
soil, usually in a week to 10 
days. Remove cover and give it 
full sun and water as needed to 
keep it firm and healthy. 

SHEILA CAMERA 

When the plants reach 
inches in height, you can bej 
harvesting, first by thinning c 
the weaker plants, then by trii 
ming leaves off the remaini 
ones. Always leave at least 
inches of old plants from whi 
new growths can develop. If t 
stem begins to turn woody, 
productive days are past. Tha| 
why it's always a good idea 
start a new pot every 3 montj 
so you can pick dill fresh whe] 
ever you need it. 

RICHARD LANG 

House & GordJ 



How do French WDmen get 

that looked after look? 

Shadow Francais. 

f 

(The hi-^h shm^i 
here i.« creoj^d uith 
A<Tiz hiohlighei 
uiih u^ire Perle— 
msi 2 ci CUT 12 iieu' 
colors that A mericj 
is alrea3-t- so exdiei 
abouti 

Our high gleam, frosted shadow colors that 

look after vour tender eye area beautifully. 

You won't beneve your eyes. Our exciting, non-dr)"ing snadow 

cx)iors give you such subtle shades tor creative expression. The idea 

(as you'd expect) was created in France: An exclusive w-ay of bonding 

color pigment to high pearl firost, so you never lose that exciting ''true 

color': Ir's a creamy powder with an emollient base that keeps your eye 

area soft and smooth. Come get the look that's always looked after 

Helena Rubinstein 

he Science of Beauty 







How to refurbish 

' furniture 

;zrr - - y.^ step' 
Step Quite often 

furniture simply needs re- 
furbishing instead of refinishing. 
Perhaps a piece needs cleaning 
and rewaxing, or a scratch has 
marred an otherwise unflawed 
finish. Here are techniques to 
use at home. 

1. Remove hardware. 2. To 
clean surface, dip #0000 steel 
wool into a solution of benzine 
and crude oil in equal parts. Ap- 
ply with the grain of the wood in 
a back-and-forth motion, doing 
one section at a time. 3. Rub dry 
with a piece of clean cheese- 
cloth, keeping cloth folded even- 

ly and taking care to remove all 
possible oil on piece. 4. To repair 
scratches and small holes, use a 
blending stick in light or dark 
mahogany, walnut, or natural 
available at most paint or hard- 
ware stores. Carefully run blend 
stick over scratch causing 
scratch to "disappear." For holes, 
use a harder wax stick in the 
shade closest to your piece 
(available at most paint and 
hardware stores). Put a small 
chunk of this tinted wax on a 
wedge, such as tapered dowel or 
orangewood stick, and force it 
into the crevice. Remove ex- 
cess wax with wedge and buff 

with dry cheese- 
cloth until excess 
wax is totally removed from the 
smooth surface. Note:'**'Do not 
buff so hard that the wax comes 
out of the crevice. 

To wax furniture, use a mix- 
ture of paste wax and turpentine 
in equal parts. Wipe on with the 
grain of the wood using a folded 
cheesecloth, doing one section 
at a time. Let dry for 5 minutes. 
When waxed section becomes 
hazy, rub well with a clean cloth 
in a back-and-forth motion with 
the grain of the wood, and buff 
with another clean cloth the 
same way.       MICHAEL PRINCIPE 

Tray chic 

■From France, the ultimate, reusable party 
six-pack. The  break-apart plate, cup, 

knife, fork, and spoon come in colorful 
plastic (six different shades in a pack). For 
indoors or out, great for a buffet, picnic, 
boat, backyard. $12. Cache-Cache, 758 
Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021 

Make your p< 
Why not show off your 
point skills to the world ii 
keeping them at home oi 
cushions and chair seats?| 
Murray has designed drc 
cummerbunds, and the aj 
wears here, which comes] 
a design of a frog or stra\ 
on its panel. Kit includesl 
needle, yarn instructions! 
Points of Interest, 30 Bee 
Place, New York; N.Y. 

White sheets 
trimmed 
with stripes 



An mspLred col]ec::on of screen printed fabrics with 
rampanion wailccver:ngs styled by the giamorous house 

of Pierre Frey in Paris exclusively for Schumacher. 
There are I" ^ •' 

Hit? 

• er?;::5d patterns in 83 exciting coioradons 
CiT.p.e.nent contemporar>- interiors. 

St, . 

W9Thffd Av«.. New York, N.Y 

Available through interior designers. 
Lord Sc Ta>!cr and ai: branches, 

i. J " San Fra.icisco 
aiic other fiiie stores- *3 
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KAYLEA BAKKER . _ 

"Qie look at the rich architectural detailing, aiid you know tbat this San Francisco mansion 
dates back to the 1890 s.\\^en I designed the interior, I had to consider the ornate molding. Fumisliings 
had to be beautiMy restrained in desiffn.Then, of course, I wanted the personality^ of the owTiers to come 
through. So I incorporated many of their favorite mementos. Finally—ex^erything works together And 
that's 3ways my goal." 

We at Centura' Furniture are \'ery pleased tliat Mrs. Bakker chose a sofa and nvo chairs ivom our 
upholstery collection. If you would like to see more Century fiimiture, including our through-the-home 
groupings, send for our magazine. Enclose $3.00 with name and address to: Century Rimiaire Co., P.O. Box 

342/, Dept. K-4,Hickory, NC 28601.        CZENTURY^ * Furniture of Distinction. 



'.37 CONDOMINIUM 
V JOHN D 

jlACDOALD 
Pub price SIOi 
32 THE WEST 
OIMT FITNESS 
NO DIET BOOK 
ha World's Bail 
ondittonmg Program 
If Man and Women by 
■JLONEL JAMES L. 
•.DERSOS and 
ARTIN COHEN 

'ho(ographs 
;Pub price S10.95i 

127 THE POETRY OF 
ROBERT FROST Edited 
by EDWARD COSSERY 
LATHEM. ( F*ub 
price 512.95i 
289 ILLUSIONS 
The Adventures of a 
Reluctant Messiah 
by RICHARD BACH 
(Pub price $5.95' 
288 THE LAST BEST 
HOPE by 
PETER TAI BER 
(Pub price S10.95' 

Outstanding books. 

Significant savings. 

BOOK OF THE MONTH CLUB 

371 Pub 
price S12.95 

644 Pub 
price SI 2.95 

273 Pub 
price SI2.95 

301 Pub 
price S10 95 

— 

299 Pub 
price S12 95 

554 Pub 
price S9.95 

128 Pu- 
price SI 4.95 

!5e THE BOOK OF 
Horn 

•i-.'tTi Can Overcome 
}epression by HELEN A 
JEROSIS. M.D. and 
■ ICTORIA Y. 
'ELLEGRINO 
Pub price S9.95i 
109 VOYAGE: A 
tovel of 1896 by 
;TERLI.NG HAYDEN 
Pub price SI 2.95' 

319 THE AGE 
]F UNCERTAINTY by 
OHS KENNETH 
;ALBRAITH Ulus. 
Pub price $17.95> 

^^^^ 

590 Pub 
price S8.95 

654 CHANGING 
by LIV LLLMANN 
Pub price 58.95) 

648 THE NEEDLEPOINT 
BOOK; 303 Stitches With 
Patterns and Proiecls 
by JO IPPOLITO 
CHR1STE.NSEN. lUus. 
I Pub price 517.95' 
312 FALCONER 
bv JOHN CHEE% ER 
(Pub price $7.95) 

525 Pub 
price 510.95 

220 EAST WISD. RAIN 
bv N. RICHARD NASH 
iPub price 59.95' 
395 THE FINAL DAYS 
bv BOB WOODWARD 
tmd CARL BERNSTEIN 
Photographs 
(Pub price 512.95' 
307 ALL THE 
PRESIDENT'S MEN 
by CARL BERNSTEIN 
and BOB wooDw ARD 
Photographs 
(Pub price 510.95 ' 
244 THE NEW YORK 
TIMES COOK BOOK 
by CRAIG CLAIBORNE 
Illustrated 
I F*ub price 5151 
655 MAJESn 
Elizabeth II and 
the House of Windsor 
bv ROBERT LACEY 
Photographs 
'Pub price 512.95' 
274 AN AMERICAN 
ROMANCE bv 
JOH.N CASEY 
(Pub price 59.951 
588 AMERICAN 
HUNGER bv 
RICHAJID WRIGHT 
I Pub price 58.95* 

197 Pub 
price 59.95 

540 THE CAMERA 
NEVER BLINKS 
Adventures of a TV 
Journalist by 
DAN RATHER with 
MICKEY HERSK0WIT2 
(F>ub price S10' 

675 STONEWALL 
The Real Stonr of 
the Watergate 
Prosecution bv RICHARD 
BE.N-VENISTE and 
GEORGE FRA.MPTON. JR. 
(Pub price 511.95) 

543 TALKING TO MYSELF 
A Memoir of My Times 
bv STUDS TERKEL 
' Pub price SIOi 
610 A RUMOR OF WAR 
by PHILIP CAPITO 
'Pvb price SIOi 
239 DYNASTY bv 
ROBERT S. ELEGANT 
'Pub price S10.95i 

461 Pub 
price SI 2.95 

579 YOUR TICKET IS 
NO LONGER VALID 
by ROMAIN GARY 
Translated by 
SOPHIE WILKINS 
I Pub price 58.95 ■ 
294 COMRADE 
CHIANG CH1NG 
by ROXANE V.1TKE 
Photos & Maps 
iPub price S"l5i 

You're invited to choose 

of these books 

THE SUGGESTED TRIAL You simply agree to buy four Club choices 
within a year at substantial savings on most books you choose 

HWE YOU EVER experienced the great good 
fortune of finding the ven,- book you're 

shopping for "on sale"" ? That"s the kind of pleasure 
you'll enjoy again and again when you shop in 
America's Bookstore—the Book-of-the-Month Club. 
You start by choosing four books you're eager 
to read—all for only S1. Then, as a member. you"ll 
regularly be offered a choice of the best books 
published, almost always at substantial savings. If 
you continue your membership past the trial period, 
you'll be eligible for our unique Book-Dividend® 
plan—a delightful way to save e\ en more, at least 
107c of bookstore prices. 

449 THE DEEP 
bvPETER BENCHLEY 
(Pub price 57.951 
334 FROM JULIA 
CHILD'S KITCHEN bv 
JtHA CHILD 
Illustrated 
(Pub price 515) 
460 THE SECRET 
-OVERS by 
CHARLES MCCARRY 
Pub price S8.95t 

629 BLIND AMBITION 
'"e White House 
Years by JOHN DEA.N 
Photoeraphs 
'Pub price 511.95' 

117 Pub 
price 510 

281 EROICA 
by MARA ROSTOV 
I Pub price S8.95i 

Prices shown are publishers' U.S. 
prices. Outside the U.S.. prices are 

senerallv somewhat hisher. 

SOME OF THE 
BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP 

• In addition to getting four books for $1 when 
you join, you keep saving substantially on most 
of the books VDU buy. 

• .And these are true savings because every book 
offered is identical to the publisher's edition in 
content, format, size and quality. 

• YouHl learn about the coming Selection and 
Alternates in the Book-of-the-Monih Club 
Nev.s,^ a literary magazine sent to you fifteen 
times a year (approximately even-- three and a 
half vveeks). 

• If you want the Selection, you need do noth- 
ing—it will be shipped to you automatically. 

• If you do not w ant the Selection — or you"d like 
orie of the .Alternates or no book at all — simply 
indicate your decision on the reply form 
enclosed with the Sews and mail it so well 
receive it by the date specified. 

• If. because of late mail deliver) of the Sews. 
you should receive a Selection without iisving 
had 10 days to decide whether you w ant it. that 
Selection may be returned at Club e.xpense 

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, INC. 
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 17012 7-A71-ie 
Please enroll me as a member of the Bookof-the-Month 
Qub and send me the four volumes whose numbers I 
have indicated in boxes belov,-. billing me SI.00 for all 
four volumes. I agree to purchase at least four additional 
Selections or Alternates during the first year I am a mem- 
ber, paying in most cases special members' prices. My 
membership is cancelable any time after I buy these four 
books. A shipping charge is added to all shipments. 

INDICATE BY NUMBER THE FOUR BOOKS YOU WANT 

MS. 
MBS. MISS (Please print plaiiUr) 

Address „ Avt.. 

Citv.. 

State.. .2:r 
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■Instead of restoring individu- 
al houses, Historic Charles- 

ton Foundation has undertaken 
to rehabilitate a whole area. 
The Foundation's director, Mrs. 
Frances Edmunds, says the strat- 
egy is to restore a house in a 
historic, but rundown neighbor- 
hood, influencing nearby proper- 
ties that might otherwise remain 
neglected. The house in Chapel 

Restoration on 
Chapel Street; far 
right, rice-carved 

fourposter by Baker 

Street, above, used for our story 
in Historic Charleston Reproduc- 
tions (page 146) is an example. 
The Foundation has made a 
study of Chapel Street and hopes 
its pilot operation will encourage 
people to buy other houses to 
help complete restoration of the 
district. Each house bought will 
be kept in use as a private home, 
office, or restaurant, and the pro- 

Site saving 

ceeds made by the sales rein- 
vested back into the community. 
As Mrs. Edmunds says: "These 
true examples of Charleston 
architecture are national trea- 
sures and must be saved." For 
more information about the proj- 
ect and house tours, write to the 
Historic Charleston Foundation 
51, Meeting St., Charleston, S.C. 
29401. 

Finding a Penn 

Positively a hit show this fall: the major exhibi- 
tion of work by photographer Irving Penn at the 
Marlborough Gallery, opening September 9 and 
running through October 11. The 125 pictures trace the major phases 
of his work, from portraits to the more recent "Street Material. ' In 
this group, cigarette packs, disposable cups, and other "potentially 
sinister refuse," in the words of Henry Geldzahler (who, with 
Alexander Liberman and John Szarkowski, has contributed to the 
catalogue), are "ennobled." All the photographs will be available to 
collectors, including the portraits of Albert Giacometti, Cecil Beaton, 
Jean Cocteau, Colette, Picasso, and Marcel Duchamp. Prints are 
made through a platinum process, which Penn has adapted. 

Cocteau by Penn 

Exercising power 

An authority on beauty and health for 
over thirty-five years, Deborah Mazzanti, founder of 

the fabulous Golden Door health spa, has now put her 
system and philosophy down on paper. In Secrets of the 
Golden Door, (Morrow, $12.50), she gives food, menus, and 
exercise programs so you can create your own "Door" ex- 
perience—"movement, relaxation, nutrition, joy"—at home. 
If you follow her regime, though, she cautions, "don't hurry 
your body. Imagine that 
you're a gardener. Like a 
plant, your body is a living 
organism with certain natu- 
ral cycles which cannot be 
speeded up." Another firm no- 
no: Don't be a physical fitness 
fiend out of sheer fear of being 
ill. "If you exercise while hat- 
ing it, tension, rigidity and anger 
make every movement tiring." 

Side bends at the Door 
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THE SEAGRAM'S GIN 

AND TONIC SECRET. 





, The way the flowers smelled 

and the senses rejoiced when 

the world was one day old. 



MOVING? 

DONT 

FORGET 

YOUR MAIL. 

A month before you move, 

pick up a free Change of 

Address Kit from your Post 

k Office or letter carrier. 

I Mail the cards to 

your bank, charge 

accounts. Everyone. 

When you movCthis kit vyill help 
your moii move with you. 

DEAR 

HOUSE 

& GARDEN 

Answers to your questions 

Here we share some interesting 

letters from our readers 

Color matching 

I love the color—a kind of Wedgwood 
blue—used on (he woodwork of Mrs. 
Stewart's living room [June 1977 issue]. 
Could you please tell me how to repro- 
duce it? —P.S., Bettendorf, Iowa 
Your best bet is to take the magazine 
page to your paint store and ask an ex- 
pert for "swatches" of several closely 
related colors, then take them home and 
look at them in the room under day and 
electric light, especially under the light- 
ing conditions during which you plan to 
spend most of your time in the room. 
Neil Janovic of Janovic/Plaza, a paint 
and wallpaper store in New York City, 
adds, "Southern or western sunlight will 
redden a color slightly. Eastern daylight 
will intensify a color slightly. Northern 
daylight is the most neutral light of all. 
The more coats you apply, the truer the 
color will look." He recommends at least 
two coats of any color—and three coats 
for yellows and for pastel pinks. 

Cooking witti wood 

We'll be building a house soon and 
would like a wood-burning cookstove 
along with our electric stove. Can you 
help us?     —E.W., East Tawas, Mich. 
Here are some mail-order retailers who 
carry wood-burning cookstoves and who 
ship anywhere in the U.S. Investigate 
right away, as there may be a two to 
four months' wait. 
1. Bow & Arrow Stove Co. 

14 Arrow St. 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138 
Catalogue $ 1 

2. Pioneer Lamps and Stoves Co. 
71 Yesler Way 
Pioneer Square Station 
Seattle, Wash. 98104 
Catalogue $4.95 (refundable with 

purchase) 
3. Portland Stove Foundry 

57 Kennebec St. 
Portland, Maine 04104 
Catalogue $1 

4. The Merry Music Box *^ 
20 McKown 
Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538 
Catalogue $ I 

Green ttiougtits 

Please tell us where we can get copies of 
Russell Page's book. The Education of a 
Gardener, published in England and 
mentioned in the July 1977 issue. 

—S.B., New Canaan, Conn. 
You don't have to go to England to get 
it. The Madison Avenue Bookshop (833 

Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10021) 
will ship a copy anywhere in the U.S. for 
$10 plus $2.40 U.P.S. shipping. 

Designing floors 

I would like to use the stencil design that 
Mrs. Stewart used in her living room for 
my country house kitchen floor. It wiD 
save me hours of work if I can get a 
drawing of it. 

—H. deS., New York, N.Y.j 
Mrs. Stewart designed and cut her own ' 
stencils, so drawings aren't available. But 
you can find similar designs in JoAnne 
C,<^Days Early American Cut & Use 
Stencils ($2.50 plus 50<l: postage from! 
Dover Publications, 180 Varick St., New 
York, N.Y. 10014), which has 54 ready-! 
to-cut oaktag stencils, many suitable for 
floors. Or send 25^^ for a catalogue of 
kits and supplies to American Decorative 
Arts, Box 117, Dorset, Vt. 05251. Being 
brave and making your own stencils? 
Expert Adele Bishop recommends .005 
inch frosted Mylar slieets, available from 
any good art supply store. Mrs. Stewart's 
last word: "Have patience!" 

All folded up 

Could you please help me find a booklet 
on folding napkins in different ways? 

—R.G., Annapolis, Md. 
"The Candle," "Buffet Server," and "Di- 
agonal Stripe" (with a place to tuck in a 
place card or flower), and seven other 
folds are illustrated in the "Guide to 
Napkin Folding," available for 25«' from 
The Belgian Linen Association, Dept. 
N, 280 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10016. 

Finding the light 

I have made lovely lampshades, dccou- 
paged and with wallpaper cutouts 
pierced to let the light through, similar 
to Mrs. Henry Parish's in her "Sister 
Parish" shop in Maine [May 1973 issue]. 
I need washer top rings, large rolls of 
paper, etc. The order sent to my old sup- 
plier was returned stamped "No For- 
warding Address." Can you put me in 
touch with a supplier? 

—H.D., Marianna, Pa. 
We were able to track down the new 
mailorder address of your supplier. It is: 

Unique Creations Inc. 
Hobbi-Art 
4713 Kirkwood Highway 
Wilmington, Del. 19808 

Its sculptured lampshade craft catalogue 
is 25^, or free with Ruth M. Dorsman's 
how-to booklet, which is $1.75 ppd. I 

I 

USE THE FREE 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS KIT 

A MONTH BEFORE 
YOU MOVE. 

U.S.Postal Service 



Put your plants to work for you with 

Foliage 

House 

Plants 

your introduction to 

THE TIME-LIFE 

ENCYCLOPEDIA 

OF GARDENING 

iwf, » . r-i     Book size 8V2" X IT; each 
I I IMcl     volume 160-176 pages, 40,000 
Uwords, over 100 full-color 

photographs, plus dozens of 
BOOKS     line drawings, charts, diagrams. 

The plant boom is on 
All across the country—in suburban split-levels and 
big-city apartments—people are discovering the chal- 
lenge, the pleasure, the satisfaction of doing some- 
thing new and exciting with plants. In Foliage House 
Plants, your introductory volume to THE TiME-LrFE 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GARDENING, you'll discover hun- 
dreds of ingenious ways to work with plants. Special 
illustrations show you how to make a bottle terrarium, 
a window greenhouse. And you'll find solid, no-non- 
sense advice on how to keep your plants healthy and 
happy. Here are some of the exciting things you'll 
discover in Foliage House Plants. 

Hang It, Trail It, Train It, Bottle It... 
Foliage House Plants will show you how to use scale, 
emphasis and repetition to solve key decorating prob- 
lems. You'll learn how to divide a laige room into 
intimate areas with plants; how to shorten a long, 
narrow room with plants; how to round out trouble- 
some corners with plants. We've included full-color 
photographs and how-to drawings to show you exactly 
what we're talking about. 

One Man's Cactus Is Another Man's Schefflera 
The tremendous variety of house plants available 
today allows you to create the exact decorating effect 
you want. TTiere are foliage house plants to suit every 
taste, every budget. Bui how can you tell what they 
look like from a lot of Latin names? That's why Foli- 
age House Plants includes full-color paintings of 103 
genera house plants. You'll also find a six-page chart 
listing the characteristics and special uses of 239 
varieties of house plants. 

Getting The Most Out Of Your Green Thumb 
Unlike flowering plants, whose blooms last only a 
week or two, foliage house plants provide pleasure and 
beauty year round, year after year. Provided they re- 
ceive the proper attention. Foliage House Plants offers 
you advice from an expert—James Underwood 
Crockett, the eminent horticulturist. He'll show you 
how to start plants from stem cuttings, how to provide 
the proper light, how to use fertilizer properly. 

Try Foliage House Plants FREE For 10 Full Days 
Enjoy Foliage House Plants for 10 days as the guest of 
TIME-LIFE BOOKS. Try some of the decorating 

October, 1977 

ideas. Look over the spectacular illustrations. If you 
decide to keep it, you pay just $6.95 plus shipping and 
handling. We'll then enter your subscription to THE 

Massed foliage, like that of bird's-nest 
ferns, gives an empty fireplace an ele- 
gant look in summer, especially when 
framed by a pair of stately paradise 
palms. 

TIME-LIFE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GARDENING, and other 
volumes will be shipped to you one volume at a time, 
approximately every other month. If you wish to re- 
turn any volume, you may do so within 10 days with- 
out any obligation whatsoever. 

Each volume in THE TIME-LIFE ENCYCLOPEDIA OK 
GARDENING offers the same unique qualities as Foliage 
House Plants. Solid information. How-to illustrations. 
Easy-to-follow directions. In Vegetables and Fruits, 
for example, you'll learn how to get maximum use out 
of a small vegetable garden. In Annuals we'll help you 
to plan a garden that will bloom from ''urly spring up 
to the first frost. 

Why not begin your horticultural adventure today 
with Foliage House Plants? Use the coupon below or 
write to TIME-LIFE BOOKS, Time-Lit.? Building, 
Chicago, Illinois 60611. 

TIME-LIFE BOOKS 
541 NORTH FAIRBANKS COURT 
CHICAGO. ILL. 60611 

BQCEJ5 

Plant boxes set on casters can be ar- 
ra.''ged In a variety of ways to divide a 
long room or create an entrance hall 
where none exists. 

I      Yes.  I would like to examine Foliage House 
IPlants. Please send it to me for 10 days' free 

examinalion and enter my subscription to The 
I      TIME-LIFE  ENCYCLOPEDIA  OF GARDENING. 
IIf 1 decide to keep Foliage House Plants, I will 

pay $6 95 plus shipping and handling, I then will 
I      receive future volumes in The TIME-LIFE EN- 
ICYCLOPEDIA OF GARDENING series, shipped 

a volume at a lime approximately every other 
I month. Each is $6 95 plus shipping and handling 
I and comes on a 10-day free examination basis 
I There is no minimum number of books that I 
I must buy, and 1 may cancel my subscription at 
j      any time simply by notifying you. 
I If I do not choose to keep Foliage House 
I Plants, I will return the book within 10 days, my 
(subscription for future volumes will be canceled, 

and I will not be under any further obligation. 
I 
I Name  
I (please print) 
I     Address Apt  

j City  

I     State Zip  
I  
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GOi 

TRADITIONAL'^ 

YOU NEED 

AMERICAN 

TRADITION 

A HOUSE 8c GARDEN 

GUIDE 

The going is great when you 
go with the *1 Guide to tradi- 
tional living. It's full of ideas on 
Annerica's time-honored styles 
and customs and how to 
make them work bedutifully 
today Whether you're buying, 
building, restoring, or dec- 
orating, you'll find this 
Collector's Item annual a 
treasury of vital information 
and expert direction—with 
case histories, how-tos, in- 
spiring photos, even plans 
you can order by mail for 
houses inspired by our coun- 
try's favorite designs. 

American Tradition is a for- 
ward look at America's past. 
Look for it at your favorite 
newsstands, or write for it now 
at the address below. 

1977 
AMERICAN TRADITION 
A HOUSE & GARDEN GUIDE 

$2.00 at newsstands everywhere 

If your dealer's already sold out. send a 
check or rroney order for 52 75 (includes 
postage and handling) payable to 
Af^EPlCAN TRADITION. A House & Garden 
Guide, to the following address 
House & Garden. Depi AT 77 
PO Box 1910 Grand Central Station 
New York. NY 10017 

■ QUESTIONS 

& ANSWERS 

ANTIQUES 

By LOL//SE ADE BOGEl 

Victorian jewel 

box 

Do you have any idea who made my 
jewel box and how old it might be? 

S.N.—Edmonds, Wash. 

The well-known Reed & Barton, Silver- 
smiths, founded at Taunton, Mass., in 
1824 made your late Victorian plated 
silver jewel box about 1885. It sold then 
for $25. It is a fine quality of plated silver 
over pewter. 

Brewster 

carriage 

lamp 

I would appreciate 
information about 
the Brewster Com- 
pany that made my 
lamps. E.R.A.— 

Andover, Mass. 

For most of the 19th and 
the early years of the 20th 
century, Brewster vnd Co., 
the fabricators of your car- 
riage lamps, made the 
finest carriages in America 
—perhaps in the world. No one with 
ambitious social aspirations could-*af- 
ford not to have some sort of a Brewster 
carriage or sleigh. The founder, James 
Brewster, opened his first shop at New 
Haven in 1810. Later, under the rgan- 
agement of his son Henry, the principal 
headquarters of the firm was established 
in New York. At the Paris Universal 
Exposition of 1878, Brewster carriages 
in competition with carriage builders to 
the Queen of England and the Czar of 
Russia received the highest award. In the 
early 20th century, Henry Brewster's 

son William undertook to supply custom- 
made automobile bodies of fiawlessi 
quality. In 1925, Rolls-Royce acquired 
the company. 

Dutch 

vase 

Where was my vase made and can yo| 
tell me anything else about it? 

M.W.S.—Wichita Falls, Te^ 

Your vase was made at Rozenburg, 
factory established in the last quarter i 
the 19th century at The Hague, Holland 
The factory developed a striking Art! 
Nouveau style. The vivid blue on yourj 
pictured vase is an unusual and interest^ 
ing feature. 

Colonial Revival settee 

LVi, 

i 

28 

Can you tell me what period my very 
sofa represents and something about i 
style? J.R.P.—Palmyra, Va. 

Your settee, dating about 1876-1885, i 
an example of the Colonial Reviv 
movement. This furniture is not always 
faithful reproduction, as very often po 
ular features from several styles a 
combined, sometimes with extraordinar 
results. Your settee combines a "Wind 
sor" back, a seat of oval form (a favorit 
Adam form), and straight legs remini 
cent of Sheraton. 

Continued on page 3. 

House & Gard 



WAVERLY FABRICS 

« «M«^. An ancient Chinese motif 

was the inspiration for the "Blue Fluted" 
design originally crafted in porcelain 
by Royal Copenhagen in 1775. Today its 
unique beauty continues to make 
it a collector's item the world over. 

Now Waverly has translated it into 
a decorating fabric with equal distinction. 
(Shown here with co-related upholstery . 
design "Christianshavn'.') Available 
by the yard, and in Waverly's famous 
custom draperies and bedspreads. 
Decorative pillows too. (All Scotchgard® 
protected.) Companion wallcoverings 
also available for the total 
decorating look. See the entire 
collection at fine stores everywhere. 



Sears says buy a mattress 

like you would a car*** 

find out what's underneath 

the hood* 

The Sears-O-Pedic Imperial 

Innerspring Model 

Individually pocketed coils engineered   ✓^T^^^ ^v^W) 
to carefully cushion every inch of your body  
weight with the proper degree of support. 

Sears Exclusive 
Mattress-Within-A-Mattress Construction. 
Surrounding the bed of individually 
pocketed coils are heavy-gauge steel 
border coils supported by double 
wire edge construction. No 
matter how much abuse the 
edge of your mattress gets, 
it resists sagging. 

Six plush layers of 
comfort. Each luxurious 
layer specially designed 
to give you sleeping 
comfort on top of 
firm support. 

Lustrous, 
deeply quilted 
cover. The 
elegant floral 
design is woven 
in for optimum 
luxury 

Reinforced cord handles 
backed by tempered steel plates for durability. 
Makes turning smooth and easy 

Air freshener vents. Eight vents to help prevent 

dust, mildew and odors. 

Built-to-match boxspring designed expressly to enhance the firm support 
and comfort of your Sears-O-Pedic Imperial Mattiess. $139 

95* 

Twin size mattress or boxspring. 
(Queen size shown.) 

•Prices higher in Alaska and Hawaii. 



When it comes to firmness and comfort 
features, no mattresses in the world are built quite 
like the Sears-O-Pedic Imperials. 

Prove it to yourself. Inspect the Innerspring and the 
Polymeric Foam Models, feature by feature. Each offers 
y/ou just about the smoothest, most comfortable sleep 
possible. First-class luxury. Plus the durability and mileage 
y/ou'd expect from a Sears Best —backed by Sears warranty. 

Is innerspring or foam rjght for you? To finii^^t, 
ome to Sears and take The Mattress Test. Lie down with 

i/our eyes closed and turn as you would in your sleep. 
Your body will tell you in no uncertain terms which 
model feels best. 

The extraordinary Sears-O-Pedic Imperial Mattresses. 
Available in twin, full, queen or king sizes at most Sears 
larger stores and through the catalog. 

V\,AKHA.\Pr 
The w<uriinty sidleiinini below ;b printtrd on a label tiiiacried to 
Sears O Pedic bedding (Mattress or boxspring) 

I DLL ONE-YBAK WAKF^ANTY ON SEL/XKS-O-PCDIC 
ADULT BEDDING 

[ or one year from the date of purcfiase. Sears will, at our option, 
repair or replace this bedding, free of charge, if defective in material 
or workmanship 

LIMITED WARRANTY 
After one year from tfie date of purchase until 15 years from date of 
purchase, if this bedding is defective in material or workmanship. 
Sears will, at our option, replace or repair this bedding, charging you 
1, 15 of your purcha.se price times the total number of years owned 
Contact your nearest U.S. Sears store for warranty service. 
if bedding is queen <ii/.e (60 inch width), these warranties only apply 
when the bedding is used with center support frame or bed rails that 
provide rigid center support 

The Sears-O-Pedic Imperial 

Polymeric Foam Model 

0^ 

$139 
95' 

Twin size mattress or boxspring. 
(Queen size shown.) 

•Prices higher in Alaska and Hawaii, 

Sears Exclusive Contour Support 
Construction.Hundreds of firm support 

cushions cradle every square inch of your body 
while Sears exclusive "posturized" foam 

provides extra support wherever your body 
weight requires it most. 

100% Polymeric foam 
designed with space-age 

technology. 6V2 inches deep 
• virtually indestructible 

• retains shape indefinitely 
• lightweight • resists odors, 

dust, mildew, bacteria 
• resists sagging and 

crumbling • self- 
ventilating • never 

needs turning. 
\ 

Five plush 
layers of 

,   comfort. Each 
luxurious layer 

specially designed 
to give you sleeping 

comfort on top of 
firm support. 

Lustrous, deeply quilted cover. The elegant 
floral damask design is woven in for optimum luxury. 

Built-to-match boxspring. Uniquely designed for your Sears-O-Pedic 
Imperial Foam Mattress. Inside, one heavy-gauge continuous co/7 gives you 

more comfort and uniform support than conventional foam boxsprings. 

The place to shop 

for mattresses 
©Sears, Roebuck and Co 1977 



Antiques 
continued from pa^e 28 

American sleigh bells 

Can you tell ine anything about the ori- 
gin of my sleigh bells and their manu- 
facture?       V.W.B.—New York, N.Y. 

Your popular globular sleigh bells were 
made in 20 numbered sizes (largest No. 
18 and smallest No. 00). Prior to 1700, 
sleigh bells were cast in two parts and 
then soldered together after a pellet was 
inserted. In 1808, William Barton of 
East Hampton introduced core casting. 

which permitted the bells to be cast in 
one piece and thereby accelerated their 
production. The line around your bell is 
the draw line from the impression of the 
pattern. Before the Civil War, practically 
all sleigh bells bore the initials of the 
maker, the majority of whom were active 
in the Connecticut Valley. This area, and 
East Hampton in particular, soon earned 
the reputation of the sleigh ^>c!l capital 
of the world. Two initials in your mark 
may belong to Golf and Watrous of East 
Hampton. 

Waterbury 

clock 

On the back of our clock is a label read- 
ing "Catalena" manufactured by Water- 
bury Clock Co., Conn. U.S.A. What can 
you tell me about it? 

F.B.B.—Alexandria, Va. 

Your Waterbury "Catalena," dating 
around the early 1880s, with an arched 
top and gilt metal mounts was much in 
demand because of its unusual size and 
shape. 

Chesapeake pottery mark 

From the mark I've sketched, can you 
tell me anything about the maker of my 
dish? I 

S.A.O. Jr.—Indialantic, Fla. 
Your dish was made at the Chesapeake 
Pottery, started in 1880-1881 at Balti- 
more, Md. In 1890, it became Haynes, 
Bennett & Co., and in 1895, D. P. Haynes 
& Son. So your mark was of brief dura- 
tion, which enhances the value of your 
dish. 

Child's 

combination 

chair 

Have you any in- 
formation at all 
about this type of 
child's chair? 

R.H.—Merced, 
Calif. 

I'm 

1770. A masterpiece 

of American craftsmanship. 

1977. A masterpiece 

of American craftsmanship. 

Made entirely by hand. One at a time. 
The only difference is 200 years. 

Williumihur^' Furniture Reproductions 
by Kittinger offer faithful reproductions 
of priceless antiques from The Colonial 
Williamsburg collection. 

KITTINGER Send $6 for Library of 18th-Century English and American Furniture. 
1897 A Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, New York 14207 

«/;/«) traJemarks of The Ciiltinial Williamshurf, FounJalion. Re^. U.S. Pal. Off. 
BOSTON. NEW YORK, ATLANTA. BUFFALO, CHICAGO. DALLAS, DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES 
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Your type of very convenient child's 
combination chair with four positions, 
dating about the 1870s, is a relatively 
sophisticated product, which spawned 
large numbers of cheap, mass-produced 
versions of it around 1900. 

Antiques 

show 

The twenty-fifth an- 
nual Theta Charity 
Antiques Show, spon- 
sored by the Houston 
Alumnae Chapter of 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
will be held Oct. 12- 
16. In celebration of 
its Silver Jubilee, the 
show will feature an important loan ex- 
hibit from a private collection. Entitled 
"A Century of English Silver, 1660- 
1760," it will include this George II 
antique English silver ewer, made by 
Paul de Lamerie about 1735. The show 
will be held at the Albert Thomas Con- 
vention Center, West Hall, Capitol at 
Bagley, Houston, Tex. 

House & Garden 



LOOKOUT FOR THE LOOK-ALIKES! 

THEY CANT EQUALGENUINE AGRIPPA. 

Here's an ancient Tabriz design with all the beauty of a 
magnificent mosaic! 

But the great look is really just the beginning. 
Because this is genuine Agrippa^^'by Pande Camerofi" 
It's handmade —by India's master weavers. It's real 
wool —lush and luxurious and moth-resistant. It's over 
17,000 hand-knotted knots per square foot! Which is why 

Agrippa looks new-born long after the imitations are 
floor-worn. Demand Agrippa, the one with the 

medallion to prove it's genuine. See over 40 more 
designs, along with exciting decorating ideas, in 

our new, full-color booklet.. .send $2 (U.S. funds) to 
i'ANDH, CAMEiRON AND COMPA.X^' OF NEW YORK 
Dept. HGIOV, 295 Fifth Avenue. Ne\^ York. Ne\^ York 10016 



■ GUOU LUUK6 & 

GOOD HEALTH 

relax HOW TO 

WHEN YOU THINK YOU CAN'T 

Tips, strategies, and foods to help you unwind and feel serene. By Elin Schoen 

Relaxation is right up there 
with love: Everybody wants it. 
And where there's public de- 
mand, there are products. 
Books like The TM Program, 
The Relaxation Response, The 
Relaxation Controversy offer 
wonderful programs to "get it 
together" (as certain meditative 
types would put it). But they 
require time and commitment 

and therefore are not for every- 
body. As for pills, among other 
negative things they treat only 
the symptoms of nervousness or 
stress. When the illusion of re- 
lief wears off. you're still up- 
tight. 

Achieving relaxation is above 
all an individual process: The 
means of combating stress are 
as varied as its sources. As Dr. 

There must be action to generate relaxation, says 
Nicholas Kounovsky, fitness expert and author of 

four health and exercise books. "Tension is 
stagnation. Movement helps to distribute 

circulation." There's no need for 
,complicated preparation for exer- 

cising, he adds. Use what is at 
hand—a chair for example—to stretch 

and contract, flex and bend. "Positive relaxa- 
is hugging and releasing, doing what a cat or 
Animals know and feel tension, and respond 

automatically." For best results, exercises should be done with the 
eyes closed—"it makes you stop for a little while"—and with a 
floating, gliding rhythm. Body Stretcher and Body Twister, loosen 
up the antagonistic muscles—those not generally activated in normal 
sedentary daily living. These muscles have tensed due to nonuse 
and need to be used in order for you to be relaxed. 

tion 
dog does. 

Body twister —to limber the spine 
1. Sit in a chair, hands behind your neck, slowly bend torso 
forward, lowering head and elbows down. Exhale. 
2. Slowly straightening your spine, stretch left arm forward and up, 
your right elbow back. Gently twist your spine. 
Bend and spread knees. Inhale. 
3. Back to first position. Straighten up and twist to the other side. 

Body stretcher —to counteract gravity 
1. Sit in a chair, bend knees and hug them tight. 
2. Slowly put your right hand on the side of chair to aid balance, 
then elongate left leg forward and down and left arm backward and 
up, stretching the whole left side. Move head up and down 
for a few seconds. Inhale. 
3. Come back to first position and then repeat, 
stretching the other side. 

Hans Selye, Professor and Di- 
rector of the Institute of Experi- 
mental Medicine & Surgery, 
University of Montreal has 
pointed out, stress can even re- 
sult from the shock of great 
happiness! 1 asked nine men 
and women in high-pressure 
fields to give me their personal 
remedies for tension (see be- 
low). Each seemed to have 
found the answer, for them- 
selves at least. 

Relaxation, of course, came 
naturally when we were chil- 
dren. A normal child has no 

■ "The essence of successful relaxation 
is never letting your head get higher than 
your feet." 

■ "Read a book or watch bad television. 
Conversely, read a bad book or watch 
good television." 

■ "Driving is very relaxing, but not on a 
highway. Stick to back roads, very scenic 
areas with lots of greenery." 

■ "When I'm in a deadline situation, I 
relax by concentrating on how nice it 
will be when the job is completed." 

■ "Reading cookbooks. Just reading 
them." 

■ "Cooking." 

■ "Crossword puzzles." 

■ "Anythingthat doesn't requirethouglit. 

■ "Housecleaning, refinishing furniture, 
weeding the garden." 

■ "Consciously instructing my 
to relax when lying in bed." 

trouble sleeping, for which lack 
of tension is essential. But later 
in life, as we develop other ac- 
tivities, the art^of relaxation is 
lost partly because of the com- 
petition and risks involved in 
using those other skills. 

Something else adults lose 
touch with is the ability to play. 
If you have a problem, playing 
—anything from tennis to 
building sand castles or day- 
dreaming—allows you to han- 
dle the problem on a subcon- 
scious level. Aside from being 
a diversionary tactic, play also 
represents change, swinging 
from  responsible  pursuits to 

carefree activity. And chang 
in itself a great relaxer. D 
the polar opposite of what 
you do involves a whole di 
ent set of preceptions. For 
stance, a photographer mi 
relax by writing letters. A wr 
might relax by taking pictu 
A change of place is as effect 
as a busy editor told me. 
going to our house in the co 
try for the weekend is a w 
different lifestyle. I've com 
associate the place with rela 
tion. so even when I work th 
my attitude is more relaxed 

Some environm 
stir up stress, oth 
are low-keyed 
calm us down. If 
cannot get away fr 
your house on a re 
lar basis, you may 
it helpful to create 
atmosphere in 
room that you 
particularly relaxi 
Pressures that 
bring home with 
inevitably, or wh 
arise from family li 
also inevitably, can 
helped by the 
fact of a relaxi 
physical environme 

And there are c 
tain foods that 
associate with bei 
relaxed that have 
come symbols of co 
forts—security foo 
mainstays of chi 

hood, which are soothing. I 
me, these are graham cracke 
Postum, hot chocolate, Breye 
mint chocolate-chip ice crea 
saltines, Lipton's chicken nc 
die soup, home-made chocok 
chip cookies. Cracker Jack, a 
mal crackers (in the circus b 
with the little handle), and Ov 
tine. One thing that all tht 
foods have in common, besic 
nostalgia value, carrying i 
back to problemless days, 
blandness, which has a calmi 
effect. But there are other n 
sons why some of them are i 
laxing. Chicken soup, hot chc 
olate, (Continued on page i 

muscles 





Caramel I \^illa 

A golden merger of two dl^ature's richest flavors. 

We've blended the taste of luscious 
vanilla with creamy caramel and now 
have a deliciously mellow cordial with 
a rich flavor that's niore than equal to 
its parts. Sip it straight, blend it half 

arul half with fresh cold milk, or be cre- 
ative and experiment. It's delicious fun,, 
And its name, Caramella, is as soft 
and mellow as its taste. L(K)k for the 
distinctive white bottle from Arrow;' 

54 Proof Liqueur.© 1977 Arrow Liquors Company. Allen Park, Michigan. 



How ID ichi\ 
coiifiniicd from fHif^e 34 

Postum, and Ovaltine arc warm liquids. 
Warmth is soothing. These warm drinks 
dilate the blood vessels in the stomach 

[and viscera and the increased blood 
i supply raises the temperature locally and 
i on the surface of the body. The evidence 
of body warmth associated with comjilete 

" relaxation is seen in infants wtio regu- 
larly perspire lightly and feel very warm 
to the touch during sleep. And anything 
with milk in it relieves jangled nerves be- 

l! cause of the calcium content. Milk con- 
tains an amino-acid that is relaxing and 
mildly sedative.   This  amino-acid (a 

I breakdown product of milk protein pro- 
, duced by digestion) is called tryptofan. 

![ It acts as a sedative even in animals and 
is marketed in the British Isles as a harm- 
less sleep inducer. So. ice cream, a milk 
product, is soothing and especially so if 
it contains mint. Mint is relaxing but no- 
body seems to know why. 

Since relaxing over a cup of coffee is 
a contradiction in terms and also pretty 
expensive nowadays, I've added mint 
tea to my list of security foods. Also 
yogurt, a less fattening source of calci- 

lum than ice cream. Not that calories are 
I any consideration in the choice of secu- 
rity foods. In fact, dieting, trying to lose 
weight, can be as stress-producing as 
anything else—the strain of resisting 

[tempting desserts, the pressure to get 
that extra pound off before the weekend. 
Security foods are not for every day. But 
given basic, good eating habits, the oc- 
casional box of Cracker Jack does lots 

; of good for the psyche and no harm to 
the body. A break in the Spartan regime 
is extremely relaxing. Besides, excess 
calories can be worked off through exer- 
cise—another great relaxer. Any form of 
exercise will help loosen tense muscles 
and increase your oxygen intake. Yoga, 
because of the deep breathing, is es- 
pecially helpful for the latter. And swim- 
ming is extra-relaxing because it takes 
place in water. Immersion in water is 
calming because the extraordinary buoy- 
ancy of water gives a feeling of weight- 

j lessness and lightness and enables you to 
move about or float or jump with no real 
effort. The water supports the weight of 
the limbs, negates to a large extent the 

; effect of gravity, and makes you feel free 
—like you were walking or jumping on 

I the moon. If you do not have a pool or 
seeishore anywhere near you, you can 

I always try a hot bath combined with 
1 whatever you may consider relaxing mu- 

. sic. (Music is an easy way to turn your 
' environment from keyed-up to relaxed, 
!j to effect a mood change.) 
I    There is no mystery about the con- 

,| nection between exercise and relaxation. 
I First of all, you can physically exhaust 

your nervous self into submission—to 
sleep or just lie around. Secondly, after 

• you have exercised, jogged, played ten- 
nis, or whatever, your mind, which prob- 

ably had trouble reading or concentrat- 
ing because of tension, functions better. 
Explains Dr. Jean Buchin, assistant pro- 
fessor of psychology at Baruch College. 
New York University: "Improved circu- 
lation and increased oxygen intake exhil- 
arates the brain as well as the muscles." 

Dr. Buchin and Sandy Berwald. a 
former pFofessional dancer, have started 
a unique |a«ilth program. Dance "n 
Shape, asTt^s called, involves an hour of 
dance-based exercises done to music, 
and then an hour-long rap session. The 
idea is that body awareness and mental 
awareness add up to total self-awareness. 
And it works. All that muscle-loosening 
liberates the thought processes, so the rap 
sessions are much more productive than 
they woul^d be if you sat down to talk 
immediately after you have finished a 
day's work. 

A final word about relaxation. With 
all the hoopla about the disastrous effects 
of stress on the human body, we tend to 
overlook the fact that some tension is a 
motivating factor. Dr. Hans Seiye writes 
in Stress Without Distress "Complete 
freedom from stress is death." In other 
words, even after the hot milk and ten- 
nis games and reading lightweight 
novels, there is still going to be a certain 
amount of stress in your life. But if you 
are a dynamic, ambitious, productive 
person, just adopting that positive self- 
image should help to do a lot to make 
you relax. ■ 

Beauty and health 

products new this month 

in the stores 

The leaves are turning. The rusts and 
reds and golds are all around us and 
Lstee Lauder captures them in her new- 
est collection of makeups. Called the 
Spice Market Colors, they include Cheek 
Coloriii}; Sticks, Automatic Lipshine, 
and Tender Lip Tint for lips than can 
also be outlined with Perfect-Line Lip 
Pencils, and, of course, there are eye and 
nail colors to complete the look. And the 
colors sound good enough to eat—Date- 
nut Red. Gingersnap. Mulled Claret, 
Apple Cordial. It really is like being 
transported right into a faraway bazaar 
of luscious colors and scents. Cheek Col- 
oring Sticks, S5; Automatic Lipshine. 
$4; Tender Lip Tints, S3.75; Perfect- 
Line Lip Pencils, $3.50. 

And this month the men really have 
something to enjoy as well. Devin—a 
clean and spicy, fresh-as-a-meadow, 
country fragrance for men by Arciniis. 
The collection includes Country Co- 
logne, After Shave, a pale green gel- 
cream skin Soother, and a good-looking, 
square, hard-milled soap, plus other fra- 
grant packages, all handsomely wrapped. 
Country Cologne. 4 ounces, $15: After 
Shave, 4 ounces, $10; After Shave 
Soother, 4 ounces, $8.50: soap (3 cakes). 
$10. (Continued on page 42) 

YJIT success is showing 

Sterling puts you in a class by yourself. 
A subtle touch of elegance that says 
you've arrived. Because nothing compares 
to the splendor of sterling, you'll never 
settle for less. 

You've paid your dues and you 
deserve it. Make sterling part of 
your life and revel in it. 

Sterling Silversmiths Guild of Americo 
Riverside, Connecticut 06878 

says it all. 
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Stiifel, pure and simple. 

What makes a Stiffel so unmistak- 
ably StifFel? Design, pure and simple. 
Ageless and timeless. Craftsmanship, 
proud and dedicated. An aura of ele- 
gance that warms any room in your 
home. 

Three current examples: 
Center: White china with gold 

hand decoration. Antique gold fin- 
ished mountings. Off-white hand- 
pleated fabric shade, 31'/a inches high. 
About $200. 

Left: Bright distressed old brass 
finish with beige pleated linen over 
translucent vinyl shade. 34 inches 
high. About SI46. 

Right: Antique old brass finish with 
ivory textured fabric over translucent 
vinyl shade. 35 inches high. About 
$129. 

Prices may be slightly higher in the 
West and South. 

For brochure send 50^ to The Stiffel Company, Dept. G, 700 N. Kingsbury, Chicago, 111. 60610. 
Stiffel 



presents the well-dressed bed and bath. 

"My designs are for the woman who believes 
her bed and bath should be as well-dressed as 
she is. The woman who foregoes fads in favor 
of classic simplicity that is both restful and easy 
to live with. For this woman, I offer Garland, a 
soft-spoken pastel in pink shell or frosty blue** 

—Oscar de la Renta 

Just one pattern from the Oscar de la Renta collection. 



Surprisingly alibrdaliie. 

The Silverwood Maple 

Gorham introduces the tree that grows in silver. Shimmering in reflec- 
tive light. Captured for all time. Signed and dated by the noted artist 
and naturalist Randy Adams. Each tree is exquisitely sculptured from 
silverplated copper wire, mounted on a Vermont slate base and lac- 
quered to preserve the lustrous original finish. A unique collectible. 
15" high $160; 12" $120; 9" $70; 8" $54. poRHAML 
By Gorham, Providence, R.I. 02907. GoTJ^J^oJ^Jfr^^S^ 
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Beauty and health products 
cotitinticcl from p(if>e 37 

Speaking of packaging, not only dod 
Christian Dior make wonderful produc| 
to make you look prettier, it also alwayi 
manages to put them in good-looki 
packages. One example is Ombrette 
mini eyeshadow compacts hardly bigg 
than a postage stamp. The tiny navy bl 
plastic compact contains pressed powd 
eyeshadow and a mirror—all you ne 
is your fingertip, or treat yourself 
Dior's new Contoured Eyeshadow Bru 
in a slim, crystal Lucite wand. Colo 
run the gamut of the prettiest mis 
shades of blue, green, peach, and other 
The same compact in its daddy-bear si 
holds Dior Blush, a new group of so 
powder blushes for the fall, and there a 
new additions to the famous Christia 
Dior nail enamels and lipsticks. Di 
Ombrette, $4.50; Dior Eyeshadow Brus 
$2^50; Dior Blush, $8.50. 

Everybody should be able to take ca 
of her skin at home. Glemby Intern 
tional has just brought out a fragra 
green liquid in a frosted bottle calle 
Herbal Concentrate. All you do is add 
capful to a big bowl of hot, steamy w 
ter, throw a towel over your head, an 
let the invigorating moist heat give yoi 
skin a delicious workout. Its aromati 
and herbal extracts might well help yo 
sinuses, too. 4 ounces, $7.50. 

Leslie Blanchard, the magician of ha 
coloring and hair care, has now put t 
gether some very special products to, 
he says; ". . . keep a beautiful head o 
your shoulders." There are Shampoo 
Conditioners, Setting Lotions, and a no 
aerosol, metered Finishing Spray. Ther 
is also Revitalizing Lotion, a conce 
trated liquid that instantly condition 
color-treated hair.  And for dry an 
color-treated hair, there is Moisturizin 
Hair Creme to give hair a healthy shee 
Shampoo, 8 ounces, $6; Conditioner, 
ounces. $6; Setting Lotion, 4 ounces, $ 
Finishing Spray, 8 ounces, $5; Revitali 
ing Lotion, 6-/3-ounce ampules, $18.5 
Moisturizing Hair Creme, 5 ounces, $6 

NADINE BERTir 

Astrological guide to your fragrance 

The sign; Libra 
(September 23-October 22) 
Element: Air 

Tactful, accommodating, and sympatheti 
ic, Libras are ideal mediators, seein; 
both sides of the question. A flair for de 
sign and appreciation for art and beaut; 
are characteristics of this sign. Chanei 
No. 19 is a classic fragrance that distill 
pure flattery for Libra. The gracefu 
L'Air du Temps from Nina Ricci radi 
ates fields of flowers. For all three versa 
tile air signs—Gemini, Libra, and Aquar 
ius—a splendid fragrance is Revlon'. 
Charlie. Libra males could decide upoi, 
Zizanie by Fragonard, distributed b)! 
Faherge. ■ MARIA REACH 
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EVEN IF YOU WERE BORN WITH THIN HAIR, 

YOU DON'T HAVE TO LIVE WITH IT 

Now there's Bodimer + ™ It's a 
unique acid-balanced body builder 
from Redken. 

Bodimer+ gives thin, fine hair 
natural-feeling body and shine 
instantly. Just apply Bodimer+ to 
towel-dry hair. Hair appears 
thicker, shinier yet still maintains 
its bounce. 

Bociimer + builds body without 
leaving any build-up, thanks to 
an invisible network of five flexible 
polymers (including Redken's 
exclusive protein ingredient — CPP 
Catipeptide™).This network 
actually surrounds and supports 
each strand. Without leaving a 

dull film or dry coating that flakes. 
Unlike body builders in the 

past, Bodimer+ doesn't swell the 
hair. It actually helps the hair's 
cuticle (the outermost layer of hair) 
lie flat and compact and that 
nTaximizes your natural hair shine. 

More body. More shine. 
And natural bounce. That's what 
new Bodimer+ can give your 
hair. And if you shampoo or 
blow-dry your hair frequently, 
Bodiiner+ will give you the 
added support and cuticle 
maintenance you need, too. 

We feel that scientific products 
like ours can best be recommended 

by a licensed hairstylist. You'll 
find Bodimer+ in the hands of 
professionals. Look for it in select 
beauty salons that use and 
sell Redken products. If you don't 
already know such a salon, 
check your Yellow Pages Telephone 
Directory. Then, try Bodimer + . 
And enjoy body so natural you'd 
swear you were born with it. 

REDKEN^ AT KNOWLEDGEABLE HAIBSTYLINC SALONS 



LIFE INSURANCE 

FOR YOUR mRDROBE 

Step-by-step revival for wool sweaters, 

how to pack a wrinkle-free suitcase, plus other 

tips for keeping your clothes in shape BY PENELOPE W. LINCK 

Mrs. Aiinee Miisich 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The best of a vanishing 
tradition of experts, Mrs. Aiinee Miisich. 
a Frenchwoman of great charm and 
energy, continues to work though she 
could well rest and let her successful 
New York restaurateur husband support 
her. She can wash, iron, sew, and pack 
suitcases like no one you've ever known; 
and she is a storehouse of tips to make 
work easier, the results better. Mrs. 
Musich has cared for Barbara Mutton 
and the Duke atjd Duchess of Windsor 
among others, and her clients grow to 
depend on her deft way with their 
clothes. "They will never have a crease in 
their sleeves. You and I. yes. but theirs 
must be perfect." says Mrs. Musich, 
who learned to sew and do millinery in a 
convent when she was 7'/2. In Paris one 
of her employers sent her to a profes- 
sional school in the Place Venddme to 

learn the intricacies of perfect pressing. 
Later in Scotland, she watched the wom- 
en and learned their methods with the 
famous wool produced there. Mrs. 
Aimee Musich takes you step-by-step to 
perfectly washed and ironed woolens, 
then tells you how to keep them that way. 
All it takes is a bit more care, some or- 
ganization, lots of water, towels, tissue 
paper, and a well-padded ironing board. 

Step-by-step to 

a perfect sweater 

Dissolve soap flakes in hot water. Use 
pure soap like Lux or Ivory Flakes. Add 
cold water until the temperature is just 
tepid. Check sweater for spots—they are 
hard to see once the sweater is wet—and 
push under water until soaked. For very 
pale colored sweaters, add a drop of am- 

NAPOLEON" Goblet — $8.50 each 
For the Bayel brochure, kindly write to EBELING & REUSS CO., West Valley Road, Devon, PA 19333 

monia to the wash water. It brings backj 
the luster to pale colors, makes whites 
look whiter. 

Wash the sweater very gently, squeez- 
ing suds through fibers, never rubbing 
except very lightly on a spot. Rubbing 
will fray the yarn. The motion for wash- 
ing is somewhat like turning sink faucets 
on and off. Gather the sweater into a 
balfand squeeze out excess water. 

Rinse well in lots of tepid water until 
all traces of soap have disappeared. Fill 
sink again and add a little white vinegar 
—"not much, just VA cup or so. You can 
feel how the vinegar softens the water." 
Rinse sweater lightly, then rinse again in '< 
clear water. The vinegar sets the color as 
well as brings out the shine and restores' 
life to the fibers and colors. Squeeze the ! 
water out of the sweater; do not twist. 

A great big table would be helpful for 
drying, but the floor is a good substitute. 
Spread sweater flat on a big. clean towel. 
Press and smooth it out with your hands, 
blocking it into its proper shape. Roll up 
the towel. Now that the sweater is pro- 
tected by the towel, you can twist it—or i 
put it on the floor and walk on it—to re- j 
move the moisture. Repeat with fresh, 

Squeezing .suds through the sweater 

Rinsing with white vinegar and clear water 
Continued on page 47 
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nsuranc-c tor \ our wardrobe 
•onmiied from pof^e 44 

\ry, thirsty towels until the sweater is 
'just humid." This is very important be- 
;ause the sweater is to be ironed, and if 
t is still too wet, it will burn. 

Ironing prevents shrinking. The heat 
.oftens the fibers: the sweater will stiffen 
f not pressed. Turn the sweater inside 
)Ut. Press with a just-warm iron, "not 
00 warm, not too cool" carefulK. A 
iressing cloth is not necessary. Block the 
'.'.eater as you go. Turn right side out. 
ion again, this time with a moist press- 

^ cloth ( muslin or voile is good). which 
MII prevent the fabric from taking on a 
.hine from the iron. Pick off the lint as 

^^u progress. 
A Weaver Pres-Mit (Pres-Kloth Co.. 

)maha. Neb.: about 51.79) will make 
-ining the shoulders and other tough- 
-get-at spots easier. It's a small, mitt- 

haped pad. sturdih stuffed, and covered 
\ith muslin. You can slip it on your 
und and so place it where needed and 
iress against it with the iron. Or just lay 
t on the board. To iron sleeves without 

1 crease, roll up a towel and stuff the 
leeve. Press. You can make a perma- 
lent sleeve roll by slipcovering a rolled- 
ip towel with several layers of muslin. 

Once ironed, lay sweater out fiat on 
mother dry towel. Cover with yet an- 
nher towel and leave to dry overnight, 
sweaters (and other washable woolens) 
Jo not shrink when washed this way and 
vill keep their freshness. Even tired- 
ooking sweaters will revive. 

Blocking sweater into shape on a towel 

Rolling sweater into an absorbent towel 

Iron with a pressinji; cloth on riyht side 

Then cover with one or more la\ers of 
cotton flannel. Sew together underneath 
so they fit smoothly. .Make a muslin cov- 
er to fit over the flannel, two layers thick: 
Lay fabric on board and fit around nose 
by taking darts: pin. Make another dart 
at each shoulder. Cut off excess fabric. 
Sew darts (Mrs. .Musich does it all by 
hand), then sew hem all the way around 
leaving a sleeve to thread a string around 
the border. Attach two or three sets of 
lacings across from each other on the 
lonsj sides for c\ira tautnes^. 

Folding tissue paper into sweater 

To cover the 

ironing board 

"The thicker the padding, the better you 
press." claims Mrs. Musich. She covered 
her own wooden ironing board this way 
when she first married and still uses it 
today. 30 years later. 

Pad your ironing board with an old 
blanket folded in half or thirds so it 
covers the sides but doesn't hang down. 

Fittinu iinsL of ironing board 

I nderside shows all the la>ers of padding 
Continued on next page 

Twisting water out ot sneater into towel 

Pacific Silvercloth! 

It's like having a butler 

to polish the silver. 

Your silver stays bright and shining between uses when you 
store it in Pacific Silvercloth material. 

Unlike any other silver storage cloth you have ever used Pacific 
Silvercloth material has invisible silver particles that trap tarnish- 
producing gases before they reach your silver. Buy Pacific Silvercloth 
material by the yard, to wrap your silver pieces . 
in, to line your silver drawers and chests, or to 
sew your own storage contai 
Silverpouch^"'containers 
in six convenient sizes to fit 
all your flatware, serving pieces 
and jewelry. At fine stores. 

ILVCRCLOTH 

For illustrated guide to many uses of Pacific Silverclotfi, send 25C for postage and handling to: 
Wannsutta Specialty Products Group, 1430 Broadway, Dept. H. New York 10018. 



Ready 

To Remodel? 

You Need 

REiVK)DEUNG 

A House&Garden 

Guide 

REMODEUNG 
\H(n SI &(.\R|)| N(,l IDK 
lOOMOISOF 
FOWMIf 

Want to branch out, close in, 
add a feature, subtract, con- 
vert, rearrange? First step; 
read the Remodeling Guide. 
You'll see imaginative trans- 
formations others have made 
...learn how to solve specific 
problems, .get practical ideas 
for getting your ov^n project 
going, whether you're redo- 
ing an entire house or simply 
remodeling one small area. 

Remodeling, A House 8c 
Garden Guide. It's inspira- 
tional with down-to-earth 
guidelines. Get inspired now 
by asking for it at your favorite 
newsstand, or write for it at 
the address below. 

Fall-Winter 1977-78 

REMODEUNG 

A HOUSE&GARDEN 

GUIDE 

$2.00 at newsstands everywhere 

If your dealer's already sold out, send a 
check or money order for $2 75 (includes 
postage and handling) payable to 
REMODELING, A House & Garden Guide, 
to the following address 
House & Garden, Dept f?G 77-78 
PO, Box 1910, Grand Central Station 
New Yor1<, N.Y 10017 

Insurance for your wardrobe 
continued from preceding page 

To speed ironing 

An iron that slips easily over fabric 
makes the work easier. Make a bougie 
(candle in French) to keep with your 
ironing supplies. The iron must have an 
absolutely clean "face": Scrub iron light- 
ly with steel wool, rinse and dry. Make 
your bougie by cutting a short stubby 
candle in two and stitch it inside a pock- 
et of muslin. Run a warm iron over it 
(like waxing skis) and run over paper 
towels to absorb excess wax. Use the 
bougie any time the iron seems to move 
slowly. 

TITO BAPBERIS 

Cut fat candle in half to make bougie 

Pass warm iron across bougie. Put paper 
towel between bougie iuid board 

The more layets 

of padding on 

the ironing board, 

the better 

the pressing 

Storing and hanging 

sweaters 

The best way to put sweaters away is to 
pad them well around the shoulders and 
body, fold (putting one sheet of tissue 
paper in the fold), and put them injndi- 
vidual plastic bags. However. Mrs. 
Musich says "it is easier to hang sweaters 
in the closet, easy to see, ready to be 
pulled out in the morning, than having 
to search through to the bottom of a 
pile." There is no need to rush out and 
buy loads of padded hangers. Mrs. 
Musich points out, but pad the hangers 
you have with tissue paper. 

Continued on page 54 

See 

the Baker 

Charleston 

Collection 

att 

fine 

lese 

dealers. 

ALABAMA 
Oxford Galleries, 
Birmingham 
ARKANSAS 
Strawn's Fine 
Furniture, 
Little Rock 
CALIFORNIA 
Cannell & Chattin, 
Los Angeles 

, Jiflacy's, 
^an Francisco 
COLORADO 
Howard Lorton 
Galleries, Denver 
CONNECTICUT 
William K. English, 
Mt Carmel 
J. H. Harvey, 
Stamford 
DELAWARE 
J. Conn Scott. Inc., 
Selbyville 
DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA 
W & J Sloane, 
Washington 
Woodward & Lothrop, 
Washington 
GEORGIA 
R. B. Zachry 
Furniture Co., 
Waycross 
Rich's, 
Atlanta 
ILLINOIS 
Ackemann's, Elgin 
Colby's, Chicago 
Marshall Field & Co., 
Chicago 
Underwood 
Furniture Galleries, 
Peoria 
INDIANA 
L. S. Ayres & Co., 
Indianapolis 
Graham's Furnitiiie, 
Inc., Indianapolis 
Ries Furniture Co., 
South Bend 
KENTUCKY 
Stewart Dry Goods, 
Louisville 
LOUISIANA 
Choate's, 
Natchitoches 
Gerard's, 
Baton Rouge 
Hurwitz-Mintz 
Furniture Co., 
New Orleans 
Shagwood Galleries, 
Lafayette 
MARYLAND 
Innerspace, Inc., 
Baltimore 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Paine Furniture, 
Boston. Natick 
MINNESOTA 
Gabbert's, 
fViinneapolis 

MISSISSIPPI 
F. A. Hulett, Meridiari 
MISSOURI 
Stix, Baer & Fuller, 
Westroads 
NEBRASKA 
Swan's Furniture, 
Grand Island 
NEW JERSEY 
Bambergers 
Greenbaum Bros., 
Mornstown. Palersor\ 
Nassau Interiors, 
Princeton 
NEW YORK 
B. AKman, New York 
Caldwell's Interiors, 
Syosset 
J. H. Harvey, 
Peekskill, White Plain:. 
W & J Sloane, 
New York 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Beverly's, Kinston 
Messena, Salisbury 
OHIO 
A. B. Closson, 
Jr. Co., Cincinnati 
Elder-Beerman 
Stores Corp., 
Dayton 
Halle Brothers, 
Cleveland 
Johnson's Fine 
Furniture, Toledo 
H. S. Pogue Co., 
Cincinnati 
OKLAHOMA 
Cathey's, Tulsa 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Joseph Horne Co., 
Pittsburgh 
O'Neill & Bishop, 
Ardmore 
Wanamaker's, 
Philadelphia 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Historic Charleston 
Reproductions, 
Charleston 
Stuckey Bros. 
& Hart, Spartanburg 
Them Furniture, 
Charleston 
TENNESSEE 
Bradford's Showroorr 
Memphis 
Wellington Galleries, 
Knoxvtlle 
TEXAS 
Browning Brothers, 
Corpus Chrisli 
Gabbert's, Dallas 
Joske's of Houston, 
Houston 
WISCONSIN 
P. A. Chapman Co., 
Ivlilwaukee 
Porter's of Racine, 
Racine 
CANADA 
Simpson's Avon 
GaMenes [Downtown] 
Toronto. Ontario 

A North American Philips Company 
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Baker Furniture Historic Charleston Reproductions 

Baker Furniture, 

commissioned by 

the Historic 

'^^^^^ Charleston Foun- 

dation, has reproduced rare 

antiques found in centuries- 

old Charleston homes and 

museums. 

The secretary-bookcase in 

mahogany solids and figured 

veneers is a documented re- 

production of a Thomas Fife 

original, c. 1770. It is distin- 

guished by the hand carved 

fret on the pediment and in- 

cised carving of the ogee feet. 

The 18th century English 

original from which this 

Queen Anne Butler's Chest 

was copied is in a distin- 

guished Charleston house. It 

is hand crafted in French 

Walnut and burl veneer with 

inlaid feathering on the fold- 

out top. 

The "fancy" chair, repro- 

duced from one of a set 

brought to Charleston from 

October, 1977 

Europe in the 1; 

18tK centui 

is charac- 

terized by 

a hand 

painted 

scene on 

the back 

rail. 

The 

complete Charleston Collec- 

tion of over 40 distinctive 

designs may be seen m fme 

furniture and department 

stores. You are inxited to 

write for their location and 

catalogue. $4.00. 

J 

A North AmL-rican l-'hilips Company 

Dept. 909, 10 Milling Rd., Holland. Ml 49423 
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FRANCIS I. PATTERN OF PATTERNS 

Francis I: solid silver forks, spoons and knives in an abundance of fruits and flowers. 

Francis 1: majestic in weight, balance and design, Francis I: the most celebrated of all sterhng patterns. 

The complete collection is available at fine stores everywhere. 

BA]R.TOI^ 

50 

SILVERMASTERS SINCE I824 . TAUNTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
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rophics for the 
rmuttQ brings yCw 

iogic McHjnfQin,' by Ockc 
inirofrs.This is rhe briliiont 
today 

Yef Q lor of yesterdoy wenfi 
sebeouttful becJdorhes. 130 
ors of '^msutto expertise 
Dts how long we've been 
3king bed linens with the 
nost core for rhe nnost 
quisite quoiity. ' 

Speokng of core 
^se sheets require little 
?y're nnode of o rK>iron, 
lisper-soft blend of Fortrel* 
iyesfer ord cotton. 

Tonight ^MD^^sutto. 

Sfemsutta' VomsUtoM«sr. CXv M Lcyv^enffem 6 Sons. 1 \\ W Mj^ N.1 

\ X 



^  Aqualia challenged 

e pt>blem crfdi^ng skin. And woi 

Without AQUALIA 
a moisture loss of up to 56%* 

Far more than your skin can afford. 

With AQUALIA 
moisture loss is redu<»d 

to less than 5%.* 
Dryness is effectively prevented. I 

*From laboratory te 
skin, conducted ur, 
a gelatin'petri-^lisk 

numidity usingj 



Now Aqualia challenges 

your moisturizer 

to a very fair 14'day comparison. 

Ifyouwantsoft,smooth,young4ookingskin, 

you really can't afford not to take us up on this offer. 

As vou know, the more moist vour skin—the softer, the smoothei". the 

younger it looks. So nothing is more vital than maintaining your skin's OWTL 

natural moisture. And that's what L'Oreal's unique Aqualia^ is all about. 

We're so sure you'll fmd Aqualia retains more moisture than the 

moisturizer you're using now we'll send you a 2-weeks' supply—so you can 

make the comparison yourself. 

We're so sure—because of the results of laboratory tests! They've 

shown that with no protection, as much as 56^f of natural moisture is 

lost during 24 hours. But Aqualia's patented formula reduces moisture 

loss to a minimum—less than 5^^-. That means 

95'^ of the natural moisture is effectively 

maintained. 

Another remarkable fact: Aqualia 

is designed to let your skin breathe. 

There is never a problem with 

clogging pores. Yet. it's so concentrated, 

all you apply is a precious tiny drop. 

So see for yourself Feel for yourself. 

If you want soft, smooth, young- 

looking skin, you really can't 

afford not to take us up on this 

verv fair offer. 

L'OREAL'SkinLogitf Free Offer! 
/        (With 25' for postage and handling.) 

Simply fill in this coupon, enclose 25'^ to 
y     cover postage and handling, and we'll send you 

a 2-\veeks" supplv of Aqualia. free. Mail to: LOreal/ 
Aqualia. P.O. Box #9806. St. Paul. Minnesota 5.5198. 

(The moisturizer I am currently using) 
Name 

Address  City. State_ Zip  
< must be included) 

Aqualia—The Natural Moisture Maintainer discovered by EOreal 
Oier expires April 30,1978. Um - 
order form Good on^ in U S A. h:--. 

d- Sorry, we can- r - . - requests from in; . :.; : : .bs or organizations, or requests submitted wittwut this 
■ stores: dealers       \ : - l~z- void if certificate is or >;-=■- ::- rted. taxed :■      :?: by law. 



Insurance for your wardrobe 
continued from page 48 

Take two large sheets of tissue, make 
a hole in the center of them, and pass the 
head of the hanger through. Arrange 
tissue on hanger on a diagonal—one cor- 
ner mid-front, second mid-back, one 
corner each out from the shoulders. Lay 
hanger down and fold paper to fit hang- 
er's shape, folding paper under hanger, 
then over shoulders, fitting as you go. 
Fold in the long ends toward the center; 
fasten each side with rubber bands. More 
tissue paper stuffed into each sleeve will 
keep garments just-ironed perfect—a 
great way to put clothes away for sum- 
mer storage. n ,n PAPPFPI^. \ 

Kuhhtr bunds hold tissue padding' on hanger 

Tips for wrinkle-free 

packing 

"The first rule is not to overload the suit- 
case. If you have to sit on it to close it, 

it's too full. It's bad for the luggage as 
well as bad for clothes." 

Begin with a large suitcase and a stack 
of tissue paper. Line case with paper— 
four sheets to overhang each edge. Shoes 
go on the bottom, but preferably in a 
second case. Sweaters are next—pack 
the length of the suitcase, not the width 
—lay each out in the bottom, arms hang- 
ing over the front and lid; pad body with 
tissue, fold in sleeves. Put a sheet of tis- 
sue between each garment, lo pack an 
evening dress, for example, crumple two 
or three sheets along their length and 
wrap inside another sheet to make a long 
sausage roll. Slip rolls into sleeves mak- 
ing sure the rolls are longer than the 
sleeves to leave pads for the shoulders. 
(The dress looks just like a big doll.) 
When unpacking, slip hangers under the 
tissue pads. The sleeve rolls can be 
slipped out and reused. Lay the dress in 
the case lengthwise aligning the hem with 
the narrow end. If the fabric is delicate, 
crumple another two sheets along their 
length and place on the skirt along the 
sides. Fold the skirt edges over them. 
When fabric is easy-care, a sheet of tissue 
laid flat on the skirt, then the edges fold- 
ed in over the tissue, will suffice. For a 
pleated skirt—"the best is to baste pleats 
closed, but you don't have time for that" 
—put a sheet underneath, one inside the 
skirt, and one on top. Arrange pleats with 
great care—"it's time consuming, but 
necessary." The three sheets of tissue 
will keep pleats in place once you get 

Send for our catalog today! 

^-7Q       IT CONTAINS 

1 /U DIFFERENT GREENHOUSES 

(ONE JUST RIGHT FOR YOU) , 

...and all 

the things 

you should 

know before 

you buy 

any greenhouse 

• How to select the size 
g^^^^^^ • How to select the site 
ll             I              • Greenhouse as an extra room 

• Costs 
• Why Glass A 

• Heating and Cooling 
• Equipment and Accessories 
• Installation 

Send for your FREE copy today. 

1^       Be sure to study it before you buy Any Greenhouse. ^ 
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LORD & BURNHAM 
Division Burnham Corporation 
IRVINGTON, N Y. 10533 Dept. 6 

them right. Coats and suit jackets get an 
ascot of rolled tissue under the collar or 
pin the ends under the lapels. 

The second rule of packing is not to 
pack too loosely—the clothes will slide 
around. Choose the right size suitcase 
for the amount you want to take and fill 
it to the top knowing that if you follow 
Mrs. Musich's methods, the clothes will 
keep their shape, and there will be no 
last-minute ironing to do on arrival. 

Making a tis.suc paper roll for .sleeves 

Stuffing tlie sleeve with the roll 

I'adding the body of the dress with paper 

Folding skirt oi tin; dress into case 

Put a layer of tissue between each garment 
Continued on page 56 
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"MIXING STYLES 

S MY STYLE, 

• SO / LIKE A STORE WHERE I CAN FIND 

OTS OF DIFFERENT LOOKS, ALL IN ONE PLACE." 

Meet Linda and Mike and Erica 
uss. Fourth in a series of stories 
!>oaf the kind of people who fur- 
sh their house, their way, at 
than Allen. 
"Even when Mike and I started out. 

5 didn't stick to one style of furni- 
re because we had very different 
stes, and a crazy mixture of 

i\nd-me-downs we couldn't afford 
■  io use. Our first apartment was 
• rly eclectic! 
By the time we moved into the 

1 »use we 're in now, we'd discovered 
J 'xing styles could be done with real 
i/le. First, you have to buy good 

I tings, and second only buy things 
Hat you like. Then everything will 
'\ork together successfully. My 
han Allen interior designer agrees. 
' at's one of the reasons I like shop- 
/ig at Ethan Allen. They 're flexible. 
han Allen makes styles as contem- 
yrary as this modular sofa, as well 
i the classics, all at d'rfferent prices. 
> d their interior designers aren 't 
i aid to help you combine different 
i 'les so you get the look you want at 
ii price you want to pay." 

Einan Anen s furniture is made for famines iir^e :. 
price, and tfiat's what we've always found a: E'ra 

. e want 

.en. 
:•   ngs at a gooo 

Ethan 

, Allen 

'lalleries 
E ON OVER TO OUR HOUSE 
=URNISH YOUR HOUSE YOUR WAY. 

"zLLot'i PAZ 

\t)/hen I visited 
the Gallery I got 
the idea of 
mixing the 
modern style of 
this Ethan Allen 

' glass and brass 
table with the 
classic charm of 
our Georgian 
house. 



The Schick Super II Classic 
with Pewter Pistol Grip Handle 

by International Silver 

For the holidays, birthdays, or anniversaries, here's the 
answer in a unique gift, superbly styled by International 
Silver. This is a man's razor, no doubt about it... from 
the rugged Pewter Pistol Grip to the silky smooth 
Schick shave. Every Schick Super II Classic comes com- 
plete with four Super II Teflon-coated twin blade adjust- 
able cartridges, and is handsomely boxed for giving. 
At SI2.95, merely the finest gift of the season^^^^^y^-^ 
Order now for rapid delivery. If^] 
    

American Archives, 141 Charles St., Meriden, CT 06450 

YES, I want the remarkable Schick Super II Classic by 
International Silver. Rush me by First Class mail  
Razors (fp $12.95 ea. (incl. 95r postage and handling 
ea.) for a total of S ■ Conn, residents add 
7 % state sales tax. 
□ My check or money order is enclosed. 

Name  

Address 

City State Zip 

Please charge my credit card. □ American Express 
□ Diners Club    □ BankAmericard    Q Master Charge 
Account 
No. 

Exp. 
date 

Interbank Number 
(Master Charge Only) Signature 
For Rapid Charge Service call toll free at (800) 243-3755. 

Conn, residents call  ^^i^j 235-6383. Phone today. 

© INTEU.NATIO.NAL SILVER CO. 1977 SR-26 

Tie ti$.sue ascot under collars 

Always pack the 

suitcase 

lengthwise^ 

first lining it 

with four 

sheets of tissue 

Caring for shoes 

Mrs. Musich advises applying 
Kiwi clear wax with a soft 
cloth, very thinly. Do not use 
a brush—eventually the wax 
will build up and the shoes will 
not take a shine. Use only 
clear wax; not the colored 
ones. Buff with another soft 
cloth. Wash fabric sandals in 
a little water with soap and a 
firm brush. Do not put shoe in 
water—the glue might loosen. 
Stuff with paper to dry. For 
touch-ups, use liquid wax to 
make sandals look whiter. 

In the closet 

at last 

"You must have space so the 
clothes are not hung like sar- 
dines!" They should be hung 
loosely on the rack to pre- 

Sweaters go in flat 

vent unwanted creases. ' 
Musich   keeps   her clo 
covered—from the top 
bottom. Make long gan 
bags of plastic or cloth 
put a few garments in e 
Tie closed at the bottom 
the dirt doesn't go up." I 
Musich washes and waxes 
closet floors to keep the 
down.  Shoes  may alsol 
covered with plastic to l| 
them free of dust. She k| 
hers in two drawers of a cl! 
In the summer months es{| 
ally, moth crystals are a ml 
sity. Put them inside v| 
socks not in use, a little inl 
corners of the closets, a spri 
ling inside the clothing bj 
"They dry the air as well [ 
have a nice odor of t| 
own." ■ 

TIP FOR QUICK 

CLEANUPS 

Use white distilled vinegar for spot 
' cleaning between launderings. Often 
dirt is just on the surface and will eas- 
ily lift off when wiped with a cloth 
soaked in a mild vinegar-water solu- 
tion. Use on upholstery as well as 
clothes. 
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■ MONEY 

AAATTERS 

HOW TO 

SHOP FOR MONEY 

WHEN YOU'RE SHOPPING FOR A HOUSE  BY PAUL GROSt 

In addition to conventional 

financing, here are 

ways to find funds to 

buy a house or apartment 

One of the many ironies of life is that 
while owning your own home is con- 
sidered the American dream, actually 
buying one often turns into a nightmare. 
The pity of it all is that buying a home, 
whether it's a house, condominium, or a 
cooperative, needn't be as complicated 
or costly as many people make it. 

Part of the problem is that many of 
us have misdirected priorities. Almost 
everybody has heard the shopworn 
phrase: "Buying a house is probably the 
biggest and best investment you'll ever 
make." And like most cliches, there's 
much truth to it. However, it leaves out 
the other side of the equation: Costs. 
And that's where most people run into 
trouble. 

Most people would be well advised to 
spend as much time looking at the 
financial aspects of home ownership as 
they do looking for a house. Property 
taxes, utility costs, moving expenses, in- 
surance premiums, mortgage terms, clos- 
ing costs, and legal fees can have a very 
real impact on how you feel about your 
home. If you get soaked at the time you 
buy your house or condominium, you 
probably won't have enough money to 
fix it up the way you'd like to. And if 
the monthly payments are a heavy bur- 
den, chances are that you'll start resent- 
ing your home. 

Property taxes and 

utility costs 

As anyone who has ever gone through 
the exercise knows, the first step in U)ok- 
ing for a new home is scouting around 
for the right area. Generally, most of us 
look for a pretty area, convenience, good 
neighborhoods, and efficient services 
such as police, fire departments, and 
good schools. The problem, however, is 
that we pay only cursory attention to 
what all of this will cost us. Oh, sure, we 
inquire about property taxes and utility 
costs to see if we can truly afi"ord to live 
in that area. But that's only half of the 
question that should be asked. You 
should also find out how fast utility bills 
and property taxes have been rising over 
the past 5 or 10 years. It turns out that 
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these two basic expenses of home owner- 
ship have been rising faster than any 
other costs. In fact, in some areas people 
have been precluded from buying a 
house not because of high prices, but 
because of skyrocketing utility bills and 
property taxes. 

Moreover, there are things you can do 
to avoid these problems. Property taxes 
often vary dramatically from one place 
to another. If you find that a town you 
like has painfully high property taxes, 
check out the towns near it. Chances are 
that you'll find a few that have substan- 
tially lower property taxes. Granted, 
there may be a reason for that—which 
also warrants checking out. Sometimes 
it's simply a matter of less exclusive 

zoning codes and lower property tax as 
sessments. That's nothing to be coni 
cerned about. In other cases, it may bt 
the result of a less costly school system 
However, if your children won't be at 
tending that school system, it shouldn" 
concern you. 

Mortgages 

Shopping for the right mortgage is ever; 
bit ^s important as shopping for the righ 
place to live. After all, you'll have tc 
live with your mortgage for as long a 
you live in your home. The trick is t( 
spend a little time and effort looking fo 
the right kind of mortgage financing 

Continued on page 6. 

HOW TO SHOP 

FOR A MORTGAGE 

When you shop for a mortgage, find 
out about the following items: 
% How much of a down payment 
will you have to come up with? The 
less you have to put down, the better 
off you'll be. After all, why tie up 
money that could be earning a hand- 
some return for you? What's more, 
the interest rate you'll be charged is 
tax deductible. Do note, however, 
that the more you put down, the 
lower your interest rate will be—with- 
in fairly tight limits. A big down pay- 
ment might lower the interest rate by 
Vi of 1 percent. 
0 Do shop around for the lowest in- 
terest rate you can find without hav- 
ing to tie up a lot of money in a heavy 
down payment. Just V2 of 1 percent 
can add up to thousands of dollars 
over the length of the mortgage. 
0 Find out how long you can take to 
pay oft' the mortgage. The longer the 
mortgage is, the lower your monthly 
payments will be. Getting the longest 
possible mortgage makes the most 
sense if you do not plan to own that 
home for a long time. Reason: Long- 
term mortgages are very costly be- 
cause you pay interest for a longer 
period of time. However, if you sell 
within ten years or so, the additional 
interest costs won't amount to very 
much. 

Compare closing costs. Closing 
costs cover items such as title search 
fees, title insurance (title searches are 

designed to make sure the property is 
free and clear of all legal claims'such 
as incidents of ownership of liens), 
attorneys' fees, appraisal fees, points, 
escrow fees, recording costs, survey 
fees, credit reports on you, termite 
and damage inspections, notary fees, 
adjustments for items that have been 
prepaid such as taxes, document 
preparation fees, and bond costs. 
Some banks will charge a straight 1 
percent of the mortgage, which would 
work out to a sizable sum if you take 
out a big mortgage. Other banks will 
charge a set fee of as little as $150 or 
$200. Also shop around for an attor- 
ney to represent your interests at the 
closing. Sure the bank has an attorney 
for closing items. However, its attor- 
ney represents only the bank's inter- 
ests—even though you have to pay 
his fees. You need an attorney to rep- 
resent your needs when negotiating 
with the seller's attorney. Otherwise, 
the seller will get all the breaks and 
you may well be left with few, if any, 
rights of your own. Attorneys are just 
like banks: Some charge a straight 1 
percent to handle closings, while oth- 
ers will charge a flat fee of as little as 
$200 or so. Above all else, have the 
attorney read the mortgage contract 
and explain everything to you in clear, 
understandable English. 
^ Watch out for points. Some banks 
will add points to their basic mortgage 

Continued on page 82 
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The exclusive Kenniore Dual-Action Agitator 

gets big loads uniformly clean from top to bottom 

Ever tn washing a :  load in a 
large-capacin washer with a standard agitator? 

It so. the chances are you didn't get a 
uniformly clean wash. Some clothes got 

trapped on top. never getting down to the 
^Jj>^ 1^"^**^ i/^^/V<7/c»rpaddles where the cleaning 

^v**^ aaion is most intense. 
'"^=== ^       This large-capacity Kenmore with 

exclusive Dual-Aaion^'* Agitator lets you really fill er up. 
The bottom half of the agitator has the familiar paddles ( l.) 
which slosh back and forth to lift out din. The unique, 
spiral-shaped top half ( 2 i moves independently with a 
rh\Thmic. twisting aaion which draus clothes down 

NkxJd =26936 .-Mso a\ailable in catalog. 

to where the paddles help slosh them clean. The Dual- 
AcT:ion™ Agitator combines t\\ isting and sloshing 
aaions which work together to circulufe i our <. >ilire 
Uusbloiu/. Clothes are drawn down, sloshed clean and 
sent back up. .\ot just once, but over and o\ er again. 

Ask for a demonstration of a big-capacity Kenmore 
with e.xclusive E>ual-.-\aion™ Agitator at most lariier 
Sears stores. See how \ou can fill er up and still get a 
wash that's \ran from top to bottom. Youll 
also find a ^_   : :on of hard-working stan- 
dard capacity Kenmore washers. 

Kenmore. Solid as Sears 
C Se 



See Drexei Heritage Furniture at these and other fine stores. 

ALABAMA 
Cu//man, Allred's House ol Quality 
Mobile. Gulf Furniture 
ALASKA 
Anchorage. Nerland's Home Furnishings 
Fairbanks. Nerland's Home Furnishings 
ARIZONA 
Phoenix, Barrows Furniture Company 
Phoenix. Breuners 
Scottsdale. Breuners 
Tucson, Barrows Furniture Company 
Yuma, Imperial Furniture Center 
ARKANSAS 
Fort Smith, Grand Rapids Furniture Co. 
CALIFORNIA 
Bakersfield, Wm. H. Davies Interiors 
Bellflower Thompson's 
Brawley, Imperial Hardware 
Bythe. Imperial Hardware 
Calexico. Imperial Hardware 
Campbell. Brueners 
Costa Mesa, Ted von Hemerl, Inc. 
Cupertino, Suburban House 
Daly City Brueners 
Daly City Suburban House 
El Centre, Imperial Furniture Ce.iter 
Fresno, Berg Drexei Heritage Furniture 
Fresno, Breuners 
Fullerton, Thompson s 
Glendale, Allen Furniture Company 
Indio, Imperial Furniture Center 
Laguna Beach, Ted von Hemert, Inc. 
Long Beach, Lloyd s of Long Beach 
Los Angeles, San Fernando Furniture 
Newport Beach, Ted von Hemert, inc. 
North Sacramento, Breuners 
Oakland, Ber man's 
Pasadena, J. H. Biggar 
Pleasant Hill. Breuners 
Pomona, J. H. Biggar 
Richmond. Breuners 
Redlands, IVIcEwen's 
San Bernardino. San Bernardino Furniture Co. 
San Carlos, Breuners 
San Diego, Edwards Interiors 
San Diego, V.J. Lloyd 
Santa Ana, J. H. Biggar 
Santa Ana, Chandler's Drexei Heritage Gallery 
Santa Rosa, Breuners 
South Sacramento, Breuners 
Stockton, Breuners 
Torrance, Ted von Hemert, Inc. 
Upland, Hottel s Upland Furniture Co. 
Valleio, Breuners 
Whittier, Fowler-Lehmer, Inc. 
COLORADO 
Boulder. Homestead House 
Colorado Springs, Homestead House 
Denver Homestead House 
Ft. Collins, Homestead House 
Greeley Homestead House 
Lakewood, Homestead House 
CONNECTICUT 
Milford, Interiors by Alexander's 
Southbury, Classic House 
DELAWARE 
New Castle. Millers Furniture Company 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Washington. DC. William E. Miller Furniture 
FLORIDA 
Clearwater Maas Bros.. Inc. 
Crystal River Koontz Co 
Fort Myers. Maas Bros., Inc. 
Fort Myers. Robb & Stucky 
Gainesville, Maas Bros.. Inc. 
Jacksonville. R. C. Jones Furniture Co. 
Lakeland, Maas Bros., Inc. 
Miami, Interiors by Binder's 
Ocala, Koontz Co. ^ 
St. Petersburg, Maas Bros., Inc. 
Sarasota. Maas Bros.. Inc. 
Tampa, Maas Bros., Inc 
West Palm Beach, Curtis Field 
GEORGIA 
Brunswick, Zachry's of Brunswick, Inc. 
Waycross, R. B. Zachry Furniture Co.. Inc. 
HAWAII 
Honolulu. C.S. Wo and Sons, Ltd. 

ILLINOIS 
Arlington Heights, Plunkett Drexei Heritage Showcase 
Arlington Heights, John M. Smyth 
Carbondale, Renfro Furniture Co. 
Champaign, Carter Furniture Company 
C/7a/-/es/o/i, Carter Furniture Company ••'^^ _ 
Chicago. John M. Smyth 
Danville, Carter Furniture Company - 
Decafur, Carter Furniture Company ' :-. 
Ford C/fy, John M. Smyth 
Hawthorn Center, John M. Smyth 
Jo//e^ Turk Furniture Co. ^ - 
Lomfia/'c/, Plunkett Furniture Co, _   '"v- - 
M/. Ca/'me/, The Cowling Co. ■■■*,," 
Oakbrook, John M. Smyth 
Old Orchard, John M. Smyth * 
Park Forest Plaza, John M. Smyth ^ ^ 
Peoria, Cohen Furniture Company 
River Forest, Plunkett Furniture Co. 
River Oaks, John M. Smyth 
Springfield, Tisckos Furniture Co 
Urbana. Carter Furniture Company 
INDIANA 
Evansville, Wayside Furniture 
Fort Wayne. Adams & Walda Furniture Company 
Greentown. Mast Furniture & Gifts, Inc. 
Indianapolis. Kensington House 
IOWA 
Davenport, Huebotter's, Inc 
Dubuque, Kahle's 
KENTUCKY 
Louisville, Heleringer's 
LOUISIANA 
Alexandria. Clark-Dunbar Inc. 
Baton Rouge. Kornmeyers 
New Orleans. Hurwitz-Mintz Furniture Co. 
New Orleans. Mintz & Mintz, Inc. 
New Orleans. Units, A Division of Hurwitz-Mintz 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Burlington, Cabot House 
Danvers, F. J. Leone Company 
Haverhill, Boston Furniture Company 
Methuen, F J. Leone Company 
West Springfield, Sam Salem, Inc. 
MICHIGAN 
Alma, Tartan House of Furniture 
Dearborn, Towne & Country Interiors 
Farmington, Ray Interiors 
Grand Rapids, Breton Pines Drexei Heritage Showcase 
Lansing, J.W. Knapp Department Stores 
Owosso, Robbins Furniture Co. 
Saginaw, Henry Feige & Son 
Traverse City Wilson Furniture Company 
Troy, Gorman s-Troy 
MINNESOTA 
Edina, R. J Brandon Galleries, Inc, 
MISSISSIPPI 
Hattiesburg, Pioneer Furniture Company 
MISSOURI 
Bridgeton. Carafiol s 
Cape Girardeau, Rust & Martin, Inc, 
Columbia, Rust & Martin, Inc. 
South County Carafiol s 
Springfield, Wheeler Home Furnishings. Inc. 
Warson Woods. Carafiol's 
Westroads, Carafiol's 
MONTANA 
Billings, Elliots Inc. , 
NEBRASKA 
Grand Island, Swan's Furniture 
Kearney Swan's Furniture 
North Platte, Swan's Furniture 
NEVADA 
Las Vegas. Edwards Interiors 
Reno, Breuners 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Portsmouth, Margeson's 
NEW JERSEY 
Montclair, Hampton House 
Paterson, Bograd's 
Plainfield, Thomas Furniture 
Wayne, Dover Furniture Co ^ 
NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque, Homestead House ♦ 
NEW YORK 
Albany Mayfair 

Albany A. Swire 
DeWitl, D A. Daniels 
Farmingdale, Interiors by Atlantic 
Hartsdale. V. Caiati & Sons, Inc. 
Huntington, Lyons Furniture Co. , 
Jamaica, Simons Furniture Co. 
Newburgh, Kreisel Showrooms 
New York City G. Cardarelli, Inc. 
Rochester Bayles Furniture Co., Inc. 
Schenectady Robinson Furniture Co., Inc. 
Witliamsville, Country Manor Galleries 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Durham. Style Craft Interiors 
Fayetteville, Bloom Furniture Company 
High Point, Boyles Furniture Sales, Inc 
High Point, Country Furniture Company 
High Point, Rose Furniture Company 
High Point, Wayside Interiors, Inc. 
Rocky Mount, Bulluck Furniture Co, 
NORTH DAKOTA 
Fargo. Elises 
OHIO 
Canfon, R & J Furniture Company 
Cleveland, Leopold Brothers Furniture 
OKLAHOMA 
Oklahoma CrfV^■Housley Bros., Inc. 
Oklahoma City John Thomas Furniture Studios 
OREGON 
Portland, Director s 
Portland-Tualatin, Showplace 
Salem. Hogg Brothers Furniture 
Springfield. M. Jacobs Interiors 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Allentown, Schoen's 
Beaver J. T. Anderson Company 
Greensburg. Mountain View Interiors 
Galeton. Lush Brothers, Inc. 
Indiana. Country Manor 
Pittsburgh. Today's Home 
Springfield. Drexei Hill Furniture Company 
Uwchland. Moore's Fine Furniture 
RHODE ISLAND 
East Providence. Liberty Furniture 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Charleston, Southeastern Galleries 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
SIOUX Falls, Baer's House of Quality 
TENNESSEE 
A/asftw//e, Payne's Furniture Co. 
TEXAS 
Austin, Louis Shanks of Austin 
Corpus Christi, Craine's Drexei Heritage 
Dallas, Housley Bros. 
Dallas, Housley-Hansen. Inc. 
Dallas, Adele Hunt, Inc, 
Dallas, Weir's Furniture Village 
El Paso, Homestead House 
Midland, Knorr Furniture Co. 
Odessa. Knorr Furniture Co. 
San Antonio. Leonard's Furniture 
Ty/e/; Pope & Turner Furniture, Inc. 
UTAH 
Ogden. Tribes, Inc. 
Salt Lake City H. Dinwoodey Furniture 
Salt Lake City. Eldredge Furniture 
WASHINGTON 
Bellingham. Levin s Home Furnishings 
Bremerton. Arnold s Home Furnishings 

^ Lynnwood. Ken Schoenfeld Drexei Heritage Furniture 
l^hland. Interiors by Thompson 
Seattle. Masm Furniture 
Tacoma. Ken Schoenfeld Drexei Heritage Furniture 
Wenatchee. Dore Interiors 

"WEST VIRGINIA 
Q/iarleston. Woodrums' 
Morgantown. Royal Furniture Company 

WISCONSIN 
La Crosse, Wm. Doerflinger Co. 
La Crosse. Ross of La Crosse 
Milwaukee, Stelnhafels 
CANADA 
Halifax, Offman Furniture 
Montreal, Eraser Brothers 
Quebec, La Galerie du Meuble. Inc. 
Toronto, The Art Shoppe 

For your nearest dealer, call toll free 800-243-6000 (In Conn, 1-800-882-6500), 
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Is your home no longer compatible with your 
lifestyle? If you've any doubts, you 
owe it to yourself to read this 
eye-opening new book from 
Drexel Heritage. 

Lifestyles is not a furniture 
catalogue. Not a re-hash of pedan- 
tic "how to" articles. It is a compen- 
dium of smart, practical ideas to help 
you create a home environment that will 
reflect and enrich the way you live now. 

Six chapters portray the lifestyles of 
Americans today: Formal Elegance, New Part- 
ners, New Lease On Life, Live-A-Loners, Casual 
Living, Young Worlds. Each contains a brief, imagi- 
native essay by a trend-setting designer in the field. 
And outlines common-sense goals you can achieve. 

The book is packed with many more useful, entertain- 
ing features, including a complete glossary and a revealing 
quiz for you. 

If you order Lifestyles by mail, the cost is $7.50. But if 
take the coupon to your Drexel Heritage dealer, he'll give 
copy at a terrific "get acquainted" reduction. 

you 
you a 

This book could change 

the way youl* 

Drexel 

Heritage 

Distinctive Home Furnishings 

Name_ 

Street/Apt. No.. 

City. 

Take this 
✓ ^     coupon to your 

dealer (see listing) 
for your copy of Lifestyles. 

Or send it, with $7.50 to: 
Drexel Heritage, Drexel, N.C. 28619. 

.Phone. 

_Zip_ .State. 

Available from your Drexel Heritage Dealer 
©1977 Drexel Heritage Furnishings. HG-07 



How to shop for money 
continued from page 58 

There is a plethora of choices: Commerj 
cial banks, savings and loan associations 
savings banks, and the Federal Lane 
Bank mortgage companies can give yoi^ 
a conventional mortgage. (Credit Union^ 
plan to offer mortgages in the neai; 
future.) And if you can't quite swing i\ 
conventional mortgage because of th4 
heavy down payments required, you carlj 
get some help from the Veterans Admin' 
istration, the Federal Housing Adminis 
tration, mortgage insurance companies 
the person whose home you want to buy 
and possibly even the company you work 
for. 

With a conventional mortgage, you 
can generally get a 25- or 30-year mort- 
gage for 70 to 85 percent of a housed 
price. Of the three types of financial in-' 
stit^tions writing mortgages today, sav- 
ings and loan associations will probabh 
give you the best deal. They tend to re- 
quire the lowest down payment, charge 
a lower interest rate, and give you more 
time to pay off the mortgage. Savings 
banks are your next best bet. However, 
savings banks, which exist in fewer than 
half the states in the union, are primarih 
located in the Northeast. Commercial 
banks usually require the biggest down 
payment, charge the most interest, and 
write the shortest mortgages. When 
credit unions start offering mortgages, 
they may well give you an even better 
break than savings and loan associations. 

However, as with all rules of thumb, 
the exception proves the rule. In some 
areas, a commercial bank may well write 
a more attractive mortgage than a sav- 
ings and loan association. That's why 
shopping around for a mortgage is so 
vitally important. A difference of just V2 
of 1 percent can amount to thousands of 
dollars over the life of a mortgage. Since 
banks tend to give their own customers 
the best terms, you'd be wise to start 
with the bank you now use. Then com- 
pare the mortgage it will give you to what 
you could get elsewhere. The real-estate 
brokers you're using to find a new home 
will probably be able to steer you to 
banks that offer good mortgages. And be 
prepared to do some serious negotiating 
—after all, you'll be paying them interest 
for their mortgage. So don't be shy about 
getting your money's worth. Tell them 
the terms you can get from other banks. 
What's more, you may even be able to 
get a bank interested in softening its 
terms by telling it that you'll do your 
banking there—if you get the right kind 
of mortgage. 

If you're thinking of buying rural 
property, consider tapping the Federal 
Land Bank. While it was set up to pro- 
vide financing to farmers, it will write 
mortgages on rural properties—even if 
they're not farms or ranches. And the 

Continued on page 66 
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IX>r6al Nail Care 

Your nails may look like they've been through 

everything.Think about what you put thenn through! 

Tough detergents. Housework. Typing. Everyday 

activities that you take for granted—but that your 

nails really can't take without a little extra help. 

That's why L'Ore'al created its Complete Noil Care 

collection.To give your noils everything from a 

Conditioning Noil Enamel Remover to a Miracle 

Nail® Protective Acrylic Hardener that "toughens 

up" your nails. Everything to keep your nails the 

way you want them... 



Send for your 

complimentary copy 

of Architecfural Digest 

Discover the world's most creative magazine on decorating, 

collecting, fine arts, antiques, gardens and interior design. 

If you're tired of articles on "How To" and know you 
can't change the look of a room with a packet of dye, 
Architectural Digest is the magazine true to your 

heart. With Architectural Digest you'll un- 
cover the uncommon in decorating and 

interior design. 

%  You'll discover it's America's most 
beautiful and informative publi- 

cation. A unique magazine 
to help you make your 

home morecompelling, 
more comfortable, more 

convenient... a creative ex- 
pression of warmth for the 

pleasure of family and friends. 

You'll find every article on the 
upbeat level of that small group 

of people with extraordinary taste. 

You'll discover what's "in" before it arrives. You'll 
follow the coming trends that change the world of 
interior design, color, shapes, textures. 

You'll understand the antiques scene—what's best 
for investment. The art scene—what's new and 
valuable. The "Collectables" scene—what is and 
isn't worth collecting. 

International in scope, you'll treasure Architectural 
Digest as you would an art book. You'll refer to us 
as you would a reference book. You'll read and re- 
read us for ideas and inspiration. You'll keep us 
out because we speak of your values on beauty and 
how you feel about your home and the people 
around you. 

Send for your complimentary copy (a $2.95 value) 
today. Discover how your home can be the most 
creative, most rewarding of all art forms. 

Beautiful homes in previous issues featured interior 
designs the public seldom sees ■ The Virginia 

home of Senator and Mrs. Edward M. Kennedy 
■ The New York apartment of Pablo, 

Elizabeth Arden's famous make-up man 
■ Coco Chanel's Paris apartment 

■ Dinah Shore's house in Beverly Hills 

Over 100 pages of ideas for creative living, 
superbly photographed in magnificent color. I 

ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST 
Amenta''. Magazine for Beautiful Living 
WO. Box 2418 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 

/      YES! 
Please send 

me a compli- 
mentary  copy of 

Architectural Digest and 
enter my special introduc- 

^^■^^     tory subscription. If I find it is 
»^    everything you say it is, bill me 
$16.95 for 7 issues. That's 6 issues plus 

my complimentary issue. I understand that 
my first issue will be mailed within eight weeks. 

If I don't wish to subscribe, I will write "Cancel" 
across your bill, return it and that will end the matter. 

In either case, the complimentary copy (a $2.95 value) is 
mine to keep. 

Name 
6051 

Address 

State .Zip. 
Architectural Digest Magazine ■ P.O. Box 2418 ■ Boulder, Colorado 80302 
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In a world full 

of synthetic everything, 

weVe kept 

one thing natural. 

Rare scotch. 

\ 

»«ODUCT Of SCOTl*M0 

iided 

RARE 

SCOTCH* 

^ A li p N V. 
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terms beat anything around. It will len(| 
as much as $50,000 for up to 33 years a 
an interest rate that's slightly lower thai 
that of a conventional lender. 

Mortgage companies should be looke* 
at as a last resort. While they tend to bi 
more flexible and more willing to taki 
risks than conventional lenders, the pric 
is fairly high. For one thing, the up-fron| 
costs can be astronomical when you star 
adding them up. For another, the interes 
rates they charge tend to be relativel 
high. 

And chances are that you don't evei 
really need to use a mortgage com pan 
if you plan everything carefully an( 
spend some time and efiort looking for . 
good mortgage that you can live with 
Furthermore, the only situation tha 
mi-fht require a fast move is if your com 
pany transfers you to another place. Ani 
even then, it will probably give you plen. 
ty of advance notice. But let's assume if 
doesn't. Let's say this is an emergency 
and it needs you somewhere else quickly 
Assume further that you're having trou 
ble finding a good, affordable mortgage 
If that's the case, ask your company ei 
ther to help you out directly with a low 
interest loan or to pull some strings witH 
the bank it normally does business witH 
in that area. Many companies will dd 
things for you without even having to bd 
asked. 

What's more, you can get help frorr 
the Federal Housing Administration, thi 
Veterans Administration, and private 
mortgage insurance companies if yoi 
have trouble coming up with enough 
money to make a down payment. (Tc 
see if you qualify for mortgage assistanct 
from these two agencies, contact you 
local FHA or VA office.) They'll guari 
antee all or part of the mortgage. Sinct 
the bank then faces a lower risk, it will le| 
you get a mortgage with a much lowe 
down payment than it would normall; 
require. The Veterans Administration^ 
will back up to 100 percent of the mort 
gage, which in theory, at least, means 
that you could buy a house without hav 
ing to put any money down. The Federa 
Housing Administration, which uses a 
formula based on appraised values, wil 
guarantee up to $33,000. Moreover, both 
federal agencies set limits on the interes 
rates you can be charged. And finally 
both allow you to take out a mortgage 
for a longer period of time. 

However, there are some drawbacks 
For one thing, many banks are not toe 
eager to write this kind of mortgage be 
cause of all the red tape that's involved 
For another, many banks that do write 
VA or FHA mortgages get around the 
limits on interest rates by charging yoi 
points. A point is 1 percent of the amoun 
of the mortgage. So, five points on d 

Continued on page 6a 
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How to shop for money 
continued from page 66 

$50,000 mortgage would come to $2,500 
and that's a front-end cost. For exam- 
ple, if you took out a $50,000 mortgage 
and were charged five points, you would 
get $47,500. But you'd have to pay for 
a $50,000 mortgage. 

Because VA and FHA mortgages can 
take as long as six weeks to get—when 
a bank is willing to write one—many peo- 

ple turn to private mortgage insurance 
companies like Mortgage Guarantee In- 
surance Corp.—the biggest and best- 
known company in the field. In fact, 
MGIC is so well-known that this type of 
arrangement has come to be known as 
"magic money," regardless of which in- 
surance company is involved. And magic 
it is, because you can use the insurance 
to get a mortgage of between 90 and 95 
percent of the home's appraised value. 

The insurance company guarantees 

'Leti/s make this mmmt 'm time 

that u share—a thingofbeauty. 

Let lis fill our finest cups with wine 

andcekhateoiirloreof life!' 

You can afford to celebrate everything ivith Cristal d'Arqms. 

The Cristal dArques Collection. 

Fine French crystal Affordahly priced. 

cristal d'Arques 
H I 6 Durarul 

Genuine lead crystal (24%) with the clarity and weight that marks true quality. , 
Shown.- Pompadour. $5 a stem. Other patterns from $4 to $7 a stem..In all better gift and department stores. 

Imported hy }.G. Durand International, Dept. /,, Millville. N.J. 08332. Catalogue on request. 
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what the bank would normally require 
as a down payment—which allows you 
to put down much less. And the cost is 
very reasonable. With MGIC, for exam- 
ple, you'd pay an amount equal to I per- 
cent of the mortgage at the closing and 
V4 of I percent of the outstanding bal- 
ance each year. That doesn't add up to 
very much, especially when you consid- 
er that the insurance is usually carried 
for just 10 years or so. The total cost of 
MGIC money for an $80,000 mortgage 
would come to around $2,800—$800 of 
which is payable at the closing with the 
rest paid off in installments of around 
$200 a year. 

There has to be a catch, right? I mean, 
how on earth can they afford to let you 
get by with such a low down payment if 
there wasn't a catch? Well, there isn't a 
catch. You get exactly what you're pay- 
ing for. Here's how it all works out. Let's 
say you want to buy a $100,000 house 
(it".§-^.a nice round figure) and all the 
banks you've gone to insist on a 25 per- 
cent down payment. Assume further that 
you don't have $25,000 to put down and 
so you turn to magic money. They go 
along with it because you seem to be a 
good credit risk, so all you have to put 
down is 5 percent of the purchase price 
—which comes to a mere $5,000. The 
cost to you is $1,000 right away and 
about $250 a year for the next ten years. 

Now let's look at it from the mort- 
gage insurance company's point of view. 
What's their risk? Well, it's not r&ally all 
that great. After all, you have a good 
credit rating and you've put $5,000 of 
your own money down. But let's say that 
something drastic happens and the mort- 
gage goes into default during the first 
year. How much would the mortgage 
company be liable for? As it turns out, 
just $20,000—the part of the down pay- 
ment requirement it's insured. And each 
year you pay down the mortgage, the 
insurance company's potential liability 
falls accordingly. 

If you don't like the kind of mortgages 
that are available, consider trying to ar- 
range a purchase money mortgage or 
even an installment sale. A purchase 
money mortgage is one that's written by 
the seller of the home—instead of a 
bank. Your chances of getting a pur- 
chase money mortgage are better than 
average if the house you want to buy is 
being sold by people who are about to 
retire. They will be interested in this kind 
of deal because it will give them a steady 
stream of income—just like an annuity. 

A purchase money mortgage is one of 
the most flexible ways of financing a 
home. All of the terms (amount of down 
payment, interest rate, and length of 
mortgage) are negotiable. In a typical 
purchase money mortgage, you might 
make a down payment of as little as 10 
or 15 percent of the purchase price. The 
mortgage itself might run for ten years 

Continued on page 82 
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Dennis Jalnes speaks for Kelvinator. 
"Before I tell you what Kelvinator ranges do, I'll tell you what they don't. 

They don't keep woman in her place. 
Let me give you a for-instance. Suppose you decide to serve a nice, 

big, tender roast for dinner, OK? Nothing to it. Just set the automatic 
timer and clock, and go away somewhere to do the things you'd rather do. 
The oven will turn on, cook, and turn off all by itself. 

And if that sounds good—well, listen to this. The oven gets clean all by 
itself, too. Just set a diaU that's all. It does away with the spatters and 
spills. You do away with the elbow grease. 

It's a luxury, sure. But not one that ends up costing you money to use. 
Because Kelvinatot self-cleaning ovens are wrapped in an extra-thick 
layer of very dense, viery efficient insulation. 

So they actually consume less energy than ovens that aren't self- 
cleaning—even when you add in the electricity used for the cleaning. 

Surprised? Don't be. Becaiise Kelvinator ranges are designed for the 
way you want to live toda^. So drop over to your Kelvinator dealer, 
and turn one on. 

It'll do the same for you. OK? OK! " 

KELVINAFQR EN01GY SAVERS 

Your money's worth! 
REFRIGERATORS » LAUNOR* EQUIPMENT - ELECTRIC S GAS BANGES''>',MjCROWAVE OVENS • DISHWASHERS ROOM AIR CONDITJONERS ■ FREEHEBS • TRASH COMPACTORS; GARBAGE [JISPOSERS • HUMIDIFIERS" DEHUMIDlFIEftS 

One of iheMiJe Cansoliiatetl Industries 



The Most Important 

$5 Investment 

Yotf II Ever Make 

In\bur Home. 

Everything you need to give your home a 

foolproof color lift. 39 color swatch cards 

in the 1978 House & Garden Colors.The 

colors professional designers, architects 

and builders use in their work. All con- 

tained in one handy pack. Spread them 
out. Live with them. Work with them. 

The warms. the cools, the naturals. 

Tr\' one svv atch against another And 

when you've made your choices— 

whether they're sweet chocolate, 

pompeiian red. chrome yellow or 

ming green—turn each card color- 

side dow n. There on the back you 

w ill see the name of every manufac- 

turer producing products in that colon 

Hundreds of well-designed products 

in color! Available in stores through- 

out the country. To help you coordinate 

ever>'thing from your bathroom fixtures 

to your towels.. .your kitchen appliances 

to your cookware to your tableware.. .your 

draperies to your rugs. And there's more in 

the H&G Color Pack. An opportunity to share 

House & Garden's decorating expertise. 50 tips on 

how to use H&G Colors to personalize your home. 

It's all yours for just S5 if you fill in the coupon below. 

Everything you need to simplify decorating 

decisions and save you shopping time. 

To: House & Garden, Dept. CP 78, P.O. Box 1910, Grand Central Sta«on, New York, N.Y. 10017 

Enclosed is my check money order  
For: House & Garden Color Pack(s) 
@ S5.00 each. Each Color Pack Contains: 
• The 39 House & Garden Color Chips for 1978, Name  

each listing manufacturers who match them. 
• 50 tips on how to choose & use color in Address  

decorating your home. 
• Directory of manufacturers and their products Q\\y  

in the 1978 House & Garden Colors. 
(Orders w ill be filled within 4-6 weeks.) State  

House & Garden 

Color 

Pack 

1978. .Zip 
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PSYCHOLOGY 

ENCOURAGING HINTS TO HELP YOU 

FEEL UP 

WHEN YOU'RE DOWN 

What is the newest treatment for high cholesterol? 

Is weight gain usual in older women? 

How lovemaking patterns can be changed        " - 

By DR. MARY CATHERINE 

TYSOh 

W Is there a psychological strategy for 
beating feelings of discouragement? 

A Moods run in up-and-down swings. 
One encouraging point is that down 
swings are usually limited, and tend to 
improve of their own accord in a few 
days. But avoid two "treatments" that 
only make matters worse. Don't go away 
for a "change" or a "rest," even if you 
can manage it. You'll simply take your 
mood with you. Don't let anyone try to 
"jolly" you out of it. These approaches 
don't work because they deny the reality. 
Here are eight psychological principles 
that pay off. 
7. The show must go on, so play the role. 
Until you recover your usual confidence 
pretend that you are on stage. Visualize 
yourself cheerfully carrying on with 
your  "part."  The   stimulating effect 

of this idea will be a surprise to you. 
2. Lift your voice. Discouragement 
makes most people speak in a low, mon- 
otonous tone. With a little effort you can 
animate your conversation and speak 
more quickly. 
3. Move a little faster. Discouragement 
makes you walk and move sluggishly. 
Try using your hands more energetically, 
speed up whatever you're doing. 
4. Smile at yourself in the mirror. An- 
other easy addition to the growing image 
of cheerfulness. 
5. Dress up. Revive your face and hair. 
Like the other hints just mentioned, this 
gives you something attractive with 
which to identify. It was William James, 
the brilliant psychologist, who noticed 
how the way you look and act affects 
your mood. 
6. Let helping help you. Is there some- 
one you should write to? Send a card or 

Solid maple 

Solid value. 

Always in style, this Old Colony 
dining room is made of solid 
hard rock maple, which means 
the beauty will last and last. To 
find out more about it, look on 
page41 of our 140 page catalog. 
This colorful, 150th anniversary 
volume of early American 
furniture is yours for $1.50. For 
your copy and the name of 
your nearest dealer, write 
Heywood-Wakefield, 

Gardner,Mass. 
- 01440. Dept. 104 

The Early American Company 

HEYWOOD- 
WAKEFIELD 
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note, a clipping or a paperbook? Alfret 
Adler the noted psychiatrist realized how 
encouraging it is to help others. 
7. Count your blessings. You know yoi 
should do this, but do you? The simple 
pleasures of seeing, hearing, feeling 
walking, and speaking, just the absence 
of pain, are among life's greatest satisfac- 
tions. Let your mind dwell on them for a 
f&\^4-Tninutes each day. 
8. Be good to yourself. Don't be stoppe 
by that little feeling that it's not reall 
right to pamper yourself. Give your 
self something new to wear or a book 
you hesitated to buy, something tempt 
ing but a little expensive in the super 
market. It's hard to believe, perhaps, but 
many a person discourages himself by 
being his own strictest, most demanding 
boss. 

Q What's the newest treatment for 
high cholesterol? 

A It's interesting to note that the 
American Heart Association attributes 
the reduction of heart attacks in the past 
10 years to the increased emphasis and 
knowledge of the appropriate diet to 
lower blood cholesterol, i.e. consuming 
less meat fats, cream, butter, eggs, and 
alcohol. Cholesterol is a fatty substance 
present in the blood that in excess can 
lead to arteriosclerosis, hypertension, 
heart attacks, and strokes. Aside from 
dieting, several substances are known to 
reduce it. Estrogen is one, but little used 
because of its side effects of feminization 
and impotence in men. Thyroid has also 
been found to lower blood cholesterol 
but unfortunately causes an increase in 
heart rate and more strain on the heart. 
Several other medications including 
nicotinic acid, clofibrate, and cholestyra- 
nine, have all been found to have side ef- 
fects that limit their use. But there is 
good news about a new cholesterol- 
reducing agent: Lorelco, which has been 
passed by the FDA after 12 years of in- 
tensive research by Dow Pharmaceutical 
Company. Its use is not limited by side 
effects and it reduces all types of high 
cholesterol blood patterns, some more 
than others. The chemical name for this 
agent is probucol. You may want to dis- 
cuss the use of Lorelco with your doctor 
if you tend toward being a high-choles- 
terol type. It will reduce cholesterol usu- 
ally by 14 to 20 percent. It must be taken 
continuously to be effective. 

Continued on page 76 
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The secret behind beautiful draperies: 

a beautifully-designed drapery rod. 

. Sears Whisper Glides 

Basic traverse rod. 
Curtain rod s<")cket at rear. 

3-in-one rod. for traverse 
drapery, stationary curtain and valance. 

Double traverse rod. 

Double traverse uith valance rod. 

Basic traverse rod 
uith stationary curtain rod. 

One-aay draw traverse rod. 

I 

Sears Exclusive Non-Tilt Carriers 

Sears non-tilt plastic carriers are exclusively de- 
signed with a long back to keep both draperies and 
pins hanging straight down. 

Sears Exclusive 
"Draw From Both Ends" Feature 

Ah. the convenience of being able to draw your 
draperies from either side! What s more, your drap 
eries draw on separate tracks so they can't ever 
jam or catch —and still meet perfectly. 

Sears Exclusive 
5-Step Protective Finish 

To prevent rusting, chipping and peeling, even in 
the dampest of climates. Also, both inside edges of 
the tracks are rolled over and Teflon-S" coated, so 
the carriers always ride smoothly. 

Strong Enough to Hold Up the 
Heaviest Drapery Treatment 

Size for size, Sears Whisper Glides are built with 
more strong-tempered steel than competitively 
priced rods. No sagging. Adjustable. Lengths to 26 
feet. Now at most Sears larger stores and through 
the catalog. 

Whisper Glide Drapery Rods. 

Only at 

Sears 

CSean Roeb-XK andCo 197' 



THE RHYME AND REASONS 

FOR CHOOSING A BEAUTIFU 

NEW KIND OF FLOOR TILE 

GALLED GAF BRITE-BOND: 

Call Toll-Free Anytime 800-243-6100 (in Connecticut 1-800-882-6500) for the name of your nearby participating GAF dealer. 
Or write: GAF Floor Products. Dept. Z46,   Box 1121. Radio City Station. N. Y., N.Y. 10019 

a   new GAf pro 
inition that's noth 

ular. Patterns are clearer. Colc«rs are cleaner. 
6Choose from a whole variety 

of styles in a brilliant palette of 
decorator colors., 

■ BEAUTIFUL PATTERN PICKS. 

ry a little solid creativity, Brite-Bond tiles also 
come in a variety of rich solid colors. Mix and mc 
to create exciting geometric designs. Or cover th 

floor with one overall vibrant color 

IT'S TIME TO CREATE. 



3-Bond tile is versatile. Dazzling in the den. 
ect in the kitchen or hall. Ideal for kids' roomsj 
brighten up every room in the house. Family- \ 

room? Sunporch? Bathroom? 
Whynot? 

lUjp IN THE KITCHEN OR DEN. \ 

Li " J 

I our oeauiuui nnie-Dona nie wiii Keep lis gooa 
looks for years to come. And you'll find the only 
thing more attractive is the price. 

So sit back and enjoy. ^ 

^ ENJOYYOURSaVES. 
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Fabrics to go! 

There's no wuiim at 

CAJUco Comers (xomscy 

ourdrapenj, sUpcv\re^ 

19- L4pin^sfmj Mbnc<, 

^ de^i^nCiT seconds... 

but bcmiiMil "krv 

also \rt^ cuifm Idbcr. 

Acton, Mass. 
Arlington, Va. 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Aurora, Ohio 
Bellevuc, Wash. 
Bloomficid hfills, Mich. 
Boca Raton, Fla. 
Qncinnati, Ohio 
Giral Gables, Fla. 
Denver, Colo. 
Downers Grove, HI. 
Hanover, N.J. 
Houston, Texas 
Humble, Texas 
Lake Forest, Dl. 

Mamaroneck, N.Y. 
Mi. Kisco, N.Y. 
Orlando, Ra. 
Pasadena, Calif. 
Pleasant Hill, Calif. 
Portland, Ore. 
Redwood Qty, Calif. 
Sarasota, Ha. 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 
St. Qair Shores, Mich 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Strafford-Wayne, Pa. 
Tulsa, Okla. 
Wikon, Conn. 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 
ZionsviUe, Ind. 

Otico 

CORNERS 
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Health/Sex/Psychology 
continued from page 72 

Q Is weight gain normal in 
women as they grow older? 

^ Not so many years ago, 
weight charts all showed that 
peopL' got heavier as they 
grew older. And to many, this 
was entirely normal and to be 
expected. In The Menopause 
Book (Hawthorn Books, $10) 
I have said that our outlook 
has changed with the realiza- 
tion that "normal" is by no 
means the same as "desirable." 
By about age forty-five, a 
woman's rate of metabolism 
has slowed down. She now 
needs only about two-thirds as 
many calories as previously to 
maintain her weight.^,.When 
she reaches menopause she 
will experience a further de- 
crease in caloric needs: the 10 
to 15 percent her body used 
to maintain an active repro- 
ductive system. There is abso- 
lutely no mystery here as to 
why a woman gains weight at 
this time. She must readjust 
her appetite to a new level and 
that is sometimes difficult— 
though absolutely vital. Statis- 
tics show a direct relationship 
between obesity and pelvic 
cancer. As part of a general 
physical examination, diet 
should be discussed with your 
doctor. The overabundance of 
salt in the average diet can 
create problems. A moderate- 
ly low-salt diet contains half a 
gram of sodium a day. If a diet 
contains more than two grams 
of salt (sodium chloride), it is 
too high. Sodium causes re- 
tention of extra fluid in all of 
the body tissues and it in- 
creases the blood volume, 
thereby also increasing blood 
pressure. Hormone therapy 
can aflfect one's weight, and 
women on estrogen replace- 
ment treatment (recommend- 
ed for osteoporosis, calcium 
deficiency in the bones com- 
mon after rilfenopause) may 
overeat in the same way that 
pregnant women do. In addi- 
tion, estrogen increases water 
retention anji thus increases 
body weight. You may need 
to count calories more care- 
fully if you are taking estro- 
gens. 

Q Is it true that most c< - 
pics are dissatisfied with tlijr 
lovemaking activities? I f I 
there is room for impro ■■ 
ment in my own life but do t 
know where to begin. 

A You are  not alone, i 
recent survey by Dr. Artir 
Foster of the Phoenix InJ- 
tute   in   Los  Catos, Calf, 
showed   that   most couf^ji 
would like to change thj- 
lovemaking patterns, and t 
seem   afraid   to   make i; 
changes they want. Althoui 
73 percent of women and 
percent of men wanted i 
initiation of sexual activity > 
be shared equally, in only ' 
percent of marriages did t 
occur. Over 80 percent of t 
men and women wanted to 
told that they were loved, I 
a  much smaller percent;) 
actually told their spouses t 
quently that they loved the 

A much more striking s 
tistic revealed that while 
percent   of   people want 
much hugging and kissing, or 
about 30 percent reported c 
ing it. The strange dispar 
between what married coup 
would like to do about lo 
and what they do, seems to 
caused by fear of deviati 
from a learned role or ha| 
and also fear of damaging t 
partner's self-esteem by si^ 
gesting   alternative activi 
which might make the partn 
feel he or she had been a po 
lover. Lovemaking is a subje 
one enters into without knov 
edge. It is supposed to cor 
natuially, but often does m 
and people may settle into 
routine that few know how 
change. Dr. Foster's surv 
disclosed misconceptions as 
what is right and proper 
usual. For example, one mi 
reported that the things 
daydreamed about were t( 
•'far out," yet the activities 1 
felt were "far out" were e 
gaged in by 93 percent 
American couples! A belt 
communication between 1 
couple must be established 
set up changed patterns 
lovemaking. The only coun 
is really to discuss desin 
openly with your partner 

Manuscripts 
House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited 
manuscripts, photographs, drawings, house plans. Material 

submitted must be accompanied by return postage or a 
self-addressed stamped envelope. 



Please loolCctFtei- 

Poor Paddington. 

Orphaned from his home in 

darkest Peru —he stowed away 

to London on a life raft. When a 

loving family named Brown 

found him huddled in London's 

Paddington Station, it was 

love at first sight. From then 

on, Paddington's adventures 

were most intriguing. 

Paddington Bear has long been 

loved by children in England. 

Each piece shows an episode 

m Paddington's exciting life, 

with charming hand-pamted 

detail. Figurines, $27.50 each. 

3-piece place setting, $27.50. 

Other pieces are 

also available. 

Adopt a v/msome 

Paddington for 

the bear lover 

of your choice.^ 

You're sure * 

to get a hug! 

I 

PADDINGTON IN THE SNOW 
PADDINGTON & THE MARMALADE 

Now he comes to America in 

11 beautiful Bone China figurines I D^^DT 

and tableware by Coalport. V^^^iT^Li Vn^lX I 
Fine Bone China 

PADDINGTON WAITS FOR HIS TRAIN » a a 
41 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 1(X)10 

V    « r- * t  c : 

© Paddington and Company (Films) Ltd 1974 



Room Air Conditioners Disposers and Trasin Mastier* Compactors Dishwashers 



The longer 

you own them, 

the more beautiful 

they seem. 

Buying a new appliance is a little like 

having a baby. It s a great experience, 

out It s only the beginning. 

At Whirlpool we believe that once 

you buy one of our appliances, that, 

:oo, IS just the beginning. 

That s why we start out by building 

appliances that will last. 

And then we offer a little more. 

A warranty that s not only easy to 

|jnderstand, but just as easy to use. 

A toll free telephone service that's 

iiways there to help. Our Cool-Line- 

ervice.Try it; You'll see. 800-253-1301. 

In Michigan: 800-632-2243. 

Or our Tech-Care^° service. A. 

nationwide service organization people 

can depend on...it's listed in the 

Yellow Pages. 

A random Call-Back service 

where we call you to make sure a 

warranty call or service call has been 

satisfactory. 

We do these things, and we're 

doing more, because at Whirlpool we 

believe a company has to think quality 

before it can ever start to sell it. 

And even then, it's only the beginning. 

Whirlpool 
riome A Appliances 

We believe quality can be beautiful. 



Canyou find the 

recliner in this room? 

Uphcilstered pieces by Berklinc te.iturc ?^.?.^.f!T 

If you're sharp, maybe you can find more than one recliner. Maybe you know 

about Wallaway. 

Wallaw ay is the original, patented Feather-GUderecliner that sits just a thumb's dis- 

tance from your wall—or your lamp, or your anything—and thinks it's a chair. 

It never has to be dragged, like a recliner. 

It comes in a variety of fabrics and vinyls. 

Wallaway is the fashionable recliner as much at home in the 

liv 'ing room as anywhere else in the house. By now you have proba- 

bly identified the two chairs by the wall as Walkways. 

So you'll have to look twice to find them in furniture show- 

rooms. But do It. See Wallaway, the 

recUner .hat th.nks ,c s a cha..       Wall JtV^" by BERKLINE 

Dept. Bl , One Berklinc Dri\c, Morristoun, Tennessee 37814 

® 
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IDEAS F 

A handy man to have around the house 

More home fix-up 

tips from the pro. 

Fill the tub before you caulk. (Get 
in if you can, too.) Then, when the 
tub IS empty, it'll rise slightly and 
squeeze the caulk Even a good 
flexible caulk [like Red Devil s) will 
serve you longer when the 
filled weight is not 
stretching it between 
the tub and wal 

Caulk is caulk is caulk? Wrong! 
Latex or acrylic latex caulk provide 
excellent durability {especially when 
painted) and easy clean-up for most 
uses, but you II need butyl caulk for 
the water resistance required at or 
below ground level Different caulks 
for different |obs, that's why Red 
Devil offers different kinds 

Bargain paint rollers can cost 
you more. Those cheap one 
piece roller and cover com- 
binations often don't put 
enough paint on the wall or 
put It on unevenly. The re- 
sults? You'll have to buy 
more paint to apply an extra 
coat Better roller covers 
(like Red Devil's] will help 
you get the 
most mileage' ^ \\ 
out of your ._if O 
paint. ^ 

A putty knife is not a scraper. And 
vice versa. Putty knives (for spack- 
ling walls and puttying windows) 
have flexible blades to smooth-on 
the material Scraper blades are stiff, 
to keep the edge against the 
coating being removed To 
do these jobs right, you 
need both tools (both 
from Red Devil, 
of course). 

Bag your paint brush. 
Don t throw away the 
plastic cover when you 
buy a new paint brush. 
It'll keep the brush 
dust-free and in perfect 
shape between uses. 
Red Devil brushes 
come with re-sealable 
covers for just that reaso 

Stud finders are un-hoiey. When 
hanging pictureson a freshly painted 
or papered wall, don't 
fill It with holes before 
you find the wood be- 
hind It Use a Red 
Devil Stud Finder. It 
points out where nails 
are-and where there 
are nails, there are 
studs. 

Red Devil has hundreds of things to make your home fix-up easier. 
Look for them wherever you shop for home-care products And for best 

results, always follow directions on the package. 

RetlOeifil 

How to shop for money 
continued from page 68 

or so. However, the payments you make 
each month would probably be geared 
to a 20- or 25-year amortization sched- 
ule. That means your payments will be 
as low as those you would make on a 20- 
or 25-year mortgage. At the end of ten 
years, you would either have to renego- 
tiate the mortgage with the seller or come 
up with another financing scheme. Find- 
ing a good mortgage at that point should 
he fairly easy because you will have 
built up a lot of equity in your home and 
hence probably won't have to come up 
with a down payment. 

Alternatively, you might try arranging 
an installment purchase. As its name im- 
plies you buy the house in installments. 
Your odds of getting an installment pur- 
chase are pretty good if the seller is in- 
terested in spreading the gain and hence 
the<,iaxes on the sale over a number of 
years. 

An installment purchase is almost as 
negotiable as a purchase money mort- 
gage. Generally you can count on getting 
a fairly low interest rate. Someone who's 
selling on the installment plan for tax 
reasons will probably shy away from a 
high, taxable interest rate. 'What's more, 
if the seller is primarily concerned with 
spreading his or her taxable gain on the 
sale over a number of years, you may get 
as much as ten or fifteen years in which 
to pay off the purchase. You do, how- 
ever, have to follow some Internal Reve- 
nue Service guidelines. For example, 
payments in the first year of the purchase 
cannot exceed 30 percent of the purchase 
price. You have to pay an interest rate 
of at least 6 percent. And everything has 
to be spelled out in writing. 

How to shop for a mortgage 
continued from page 58 

charge because they are prohibited from 
charging you a higher interest rate. Most 
states have interest rate ceilings. And the 
Veterans Administration as well as the 
Federal Housing Administration limits 
the amount of interest you can be 
charged on mortgages that they guaran- 
tee. To get around this, banks often 
charge you points. 
% If interest rates are high when you 
take out your mortgage, check into 
whether there are any prepayment pen- 
alties—which would penalize you if you 
tried to refinance your mortgage when 
interest rates fall. 
0 Also find out whether or not you 
have to buy title insurance, homeown- 
er's insurance, and mortgage insurance 
through the bank that writes the mort- 
gage. If you are locked into this type of 
arrangement, you will not be able to shop 
around for possibly less costly insurance 
plans. ■ 
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Our best salesman shows up 

in your mail once a month. 

A high utility bill is one-of your best reasons to check out 
today s new, energy-efficient gas appliances. They use up to 
50% less gas than the ones offered just five years ago, saving 
you money.   and precious energy. Gas has always been the 
most efficient energy for the big household jobs of home heating, 
cooking, heating water and drying clothes. And, with utility bills „V f. ''^ '-^4 
going higher, gas and new gas appliances are a better choice 
today than ever before. 

Does the cost of staying warm give you chills? 
A new, energy-efficient gas heating system can heat the same amount 

of space as older systems with up to 20% less gas... enough, in fact, to take 
care of your total energy needs for cooking and drying clothes They're quiet, 
clean, compact, long-lasting and have pilotless ignition. 

Now there's really 
something to sing 
about in the shower. 

Did you know the average 
family uses 26,000 gallons of 
hot water a year ^ That s a lot of 
water. . also, a lot of money 
and energy. You can save both 
with a new, energy-efficient 
gas water heater Compared 
to older models, these new 
heaters heat the same amount 
of water with up to a third 
less gas. 

Only sunshine 
is more efficient. 

Today's new energy-efficient 
gas dryers can cut your use of 
gas for drying clothes by 25%. 
They have pilotless ignition, 
automatic shut-off when 
clothes are dry, and multiple 
temperature settings for all 
types of fabrics. 

The pilot light 

went out...for good! 
Pilotless ignition is just one 

reason many new gas ranges 
use up to one-half less gas than 
older models and cost on 
average far less to operate. 
They also feature instant on 
and off, super fast heat control, 
multiple temperature settings, 
ovens that clean themselves 
and smokeless closed-door 
broiling. 

Conserving energy is a 
national concern... saving 
money, a personal one. New 
gas appliances do both, and 
that's why we say: 

New Gas Appliances are good for y 

lama 
GAS APPLIANCE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 
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1. Blankets of 
P^iberglasi insulation, 
with reassurinjr N AHB 
Research P'oundation label. 
(Not all insulations have the label; 
it shows you're getting every cent of 
insulating power you pay for.) 
Insulation installed to recommendations 
on map, below. 
2. Double-glazed windows, or equivalent.t 
?>. StoiTn door and standard door used in 
combination, or an insulated door properly 
weather-stripped. 
4. Use of vapor banners (1.0 perm or less) in walls, 
ceilings, floors, and crawl spaces. 
.'>. Peiimeter insulation (slab-on-gi'ade). 

(). Adec|uate ventilation of air and moisture. 
7. Windows weathei-stripped. 
8. Caulking, sealing of doors, chimneys, etc. 
;t. Certain air-handling ducts insulated. 

HI. Correctly sized heating/cooling plant. 

Show this ad to your builder. 

It could save you thouscinds on future 

heating and cooling costs. 

Announcing the 
energy-efficient home 

Here it is—an answer to one 
of the biggest problems of our 
times. 

That house above is no partic- 
ular  ///«'. It can be a ranch, con- 
temporary, or any other design 
you might want. 

But it's a complete system for 
saving energy—and fuel bills. 

The thermal experts at 
America's leading manufacturer 
of insulation, Owens-Corning 
Fiberglas, have developed it, 

Minimum insulation recommendations fin- 
ceilings/walls/floors. 

based on experiments of the 
last decade. 

Right now, such energy- 
efficient hom.es are being tested 
a)id metered to determine the 

exact size of savings you can 
expect. All indications are that 
homes built to Owens-Corning's 
10-point specs could save you 
from $1,000 to as much as 

,000* over the life of your 
mortgage, depending on where 
and how you live. 

And construction costs can be 
comparable to those of conven- 
tional housing! 

Tkke the fii'st step toward an 
economical, energy-efficient 
home now. Show this advertise- 
ment to vour builder. 

tReg.T.M.O.-C.F. 
+ In certain geographic area.*. 
* Saving.* ba.-ed on (j" (R-IM) insulation adiied to a l.OOO-sq.-ft. uninsulated attic: 7*> yearly rate increase for gas heat, electric cooling. 

£( opyright 1977 0.-C.F. Owens-Coming is Fiberglas 

OWENS CORNING 

FIBERGLAS 
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Weve just built a better bed. 

XCLUSIVE^ 
BRTAUNER 
BANDS N 

Never before has Serta 
ut so much comfort in- 

to so firm a mattress 
nd foundation. 

ow you'll find just the 
ight number of our fa- 

ous Synchroflex coils 
hat add to our finely- 
uned support system, 

ilhe result—your back 
ets the firm support it 
eeds. 

e've put in more of our ^  

xclusive Sertaliner bands for better weight distri- 
ution. They create more structural integrity in the 
attress, and yet permit each coil to respond 

eparately as a coil. 

Me extended our TwinEdge® design border-to- 
)order, edge-to-edge. Our reinforced, interlocking 

WM system delivers up to 20% 
^^^^^^sn^D4M>,s.        n^ore sleeping space. 

^^^^^^^^^^^^s^^ We designed a new 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ SertaLock foundation, 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^  too.  It  features our 

newly-developed Omni- 

^^^^       secured to the 
^^^^^P^^^^J'^""^,^  exclusive  new Serta 

i^^^^^^'^^^      jHSpanLock top. These 
r^^^^^^_ SEHTALOCK elements of the new 
^'^^ SertaLock foundation 

combine to lock together 
BMMMiiMilt and bring a new degree 
of firmness and support that perfectly complements 
our new Perfect Sleeper mattress. 

The final touch —a rich, quilted damask over luxu- 
rious upholstery gives that extra "touch of com- 
fort." It makes buying your new Perfect Sleeper a 
very comfortable decision indeed. 

SERTALOCK 
-FOUNDATION 

Now you can sleep a better sleep. 

(Sertaj 

TheNewLj^sr 

Perfect ^eep 

WeVe just buik a better bed 



BY LIZA WICK 

CLEANUPS AND CHECKUPS 

THAT HELP YOU 

SAVE HOUSEHOLD ENERGY 

Keeping the big energy users— 
heating and cooling systems and 

ovens, refrigerators, washers, driers—in 
tiptop operating condition may be the 
easiest way to save both energy and 
money. How do you go about it? Here 
are some tips and recommendations from 
the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, the Fed- 
eral Energy Administration. Edison Elec- 
tric Institute, and the Dept. of Housing 
and Urban Development, among others. 

In energy saving, maintenance mat- 
ters. For example, even the thinnest lay- 
er of dust on lampshades and bulbs 
absorbs enough light to cut energy effi- 
ciency by 50 percent. Much of the clean- 
ing and checking you can do yourself. 
But heating and cooling systems espe- 
cially should be checked periodically by 
a serviceman. The manufacturer of your 
appliance or system may recommend a 
particular company—if not. consult your 
Yellow Pages. 

Ovens, refrigerators, washers and 
driers use 20 to 30 percent of the energy 
in the home all year. Here are check- 
points to add to your regular cleaning 

schedule—and things to consider if 
you're shopping for new appliances. 

Periodically check and clean the gas- 
ket around your oven door—if it's worn 
or spongy, heat escapes. Dirt and grease 
buildup wastes heat, too, and can cause 
a smoking oven—try to clean once a 
month, and don't forget the gas holes in 
your range burner. The Association of 
Home Appliance Manufacturers recom- 
mends a piece of stiff wire to unclog 
them. In a self-cleaning oven, the extra 
insulation required can mean energy ef- 
ficiency, if you use the feature sparingly. 
An oven pilot light accounts for 50 per- 
cent of the gas used by the appliance, so 
look for new models with an "electric 
igniter" to eliminate fuel waste. 

To keep the motor on your refrigera- 
tor from running too long, you should 
vacuum the motor housing, grill, and 
coils every 3 months, or wipe them with 
an ammonia-soaked cloth, according to 
the Edison Electric Institute. Remember 
to leave air circulation space around the 
condenser. 

Keep the seal around your refrigerator 

Budget-wise hardwood flooring? 

It makes sense. 

For 50C, we'll send you colorful facts about Bruce, the 
hardwood flooring with beauty and brains. 

It's no secret^ Bruce's easy-care hardwood flooring is not only beautiful, 
It's sensible. Color and wax are baked in at the factory for a rugged 
finish that'll last the life of your home. And since it's glue-down, you 
can install it yourself. See how the spectrum of Bruce shades and 
patterns will complement your home. Mail this coupon and SOC for our 
color brochure. It'll floor you! 

Bruce Hardwood Floors 

Bruce Hardwood Floors 
4255 LBJ Freeway, Suite 265 
Dallas, Texas 75234 

Enclosed is 50< for Bruce's color brochure on today's 
hardwood flooring. _ 

HG/10-77^1 
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door clean. If you can easily pull a dol- 
lar bill out from the edge of the closed 
door, the seal is worn and should be re- 
placed by a repairman. 

Although self-defrosting models are 
energy-expensive (they use 55 to 60 per- 
cent more than a manual; cycle-defrost 
require 17 percent more), if you let 
frost build up more than V4 inch on a 
manual model, the appliance runs less 
efficiently and may use just as much en- 
ergy. Also investigate models with sep- 
arate "anti-condensation" switches; you 
canjturn them oft" in less humid weathe 
to save a considerable amount of energ 
and rest the refrigerator. 

If your dishwasher has an energy 
saving switch, use it whenever possible, 
or simply let dishes air dry—you'll sav 
20 to 40 percent of the energy normall 
used. Regularly clean the filter scree 
and pump, and check the water hos 
from time to time to make sure it's no 
twisted. 

The lint screens in both washer an 
drier need cleaning after every load, an 
the outside drier vent monthly. Vacuun 
lint from the motor housing 3 to 4 time 
per year. EEI suggests placing the drie 
in a warm area of the house to reduc 
"heating up" time. 

The Federal Energy Administration 
and U.S. Dept. of Agriculture attribute 
15 percent of your total home-energ) 
bill to your hot-water heater. Carefu 
attention will keep it running conserva 
tively. Twice a year, or monthly if yet- 
live in an area with heavy mineral de;' 
posits in the water, drain one bucket 0 
water from the storage tank to removt 
any sediment. Insulating your tank anc 
pipes is a good idea, too, and there aw 
kits available (about $20) with complet( 
materials and instructions for the job^ 
which may vary according to climate. 

To pare costs and prolong the life 01 
your tank, reduce the water temperatun 
from 150° to 120° if you don't have ; 
dishwasher—this step could save 9 per 
cent, or S5 to $45 annually. A flow re 
strictor, available at plumbing-supplv 
stores, is easy to install in the pipe at ; 
showerhead or faucet and cuts watc 
flow—and the amount you need to hea 
—from the average 7 to 10 gallons pe 
minute to a frugal 4, adequate for nios 
needs. Once a year, call a servicemai 
to de-lime the tank (more often if then 
are heavy mineral deposits). He shouk 
also adjust the damper (for gas and oi 
systems), adjust the burner and clear 
burner surfaces (oil), and check elec 
trodes i electric) .(Continued on pa^e 88\ 
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You get juicier, tastier meats 

n an oven that cooks with fresh air. 

The Jenn-Air Convection Oven. 

tio« 
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Now an open-fire, open-air taste comes to oven-roasted meats 
Meats with a caramel brown coating that traps rich juices 
inside. Meats that are juicier, tastier, because they're cooked 
in a whirl of hot, fresh air. Only Jenn-Air gives you the oven 
that is actually two ovens in one. Just flick a switch and the 
conventional oven becomes a professional-type convection 
oven that cooks meats quicker, at lower temperatures. 

The Jenn-Air Convection Oven cooks cleaner, too. 
Smoke and steam are exhausted direct to outdoors. 
And, in addition to cleaning during regular use, 
Jenn-Air has an exclusive "ACCELERATED 
CLEANING" cycle that cleans many times faster. 

The self-ventilating Jenn-Air Grill-Range gives you 
lots more ways to cook, too. You can grill, griddle, 
spit-roast, shish-kebab, and deep-fry all on top of the 
range. For the Jenn-Air dealer nearest you, see the 
Yellow Pages, call toll free 800-428-1825, or write the 
Jenn-Air Corporation, 3035 Shadeland Avenue, 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46226. Also available in Canada. 

The Jenn-Air Grill-Range. 
naanSA Magnificent Cooking Instrument ^ 
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Before you 

spend $1,000on 

yourbathixx)m, 

spend 50*^onour 

newbook. 

If you're building or remodeling, you owe it to yourself to find out about 

ceramic tile. Just send 50*^ for a full-color book of tile facts and ideas. 

It could very well be one of the smartest investments you'll ever make. 

Name. 

Address. 

City  State. Zip. 

CeramicTileldeaBook 
Tile Council ot America, Inc., P.O. Box 2222, Room 728.Pnnceton, Newjersey 08540 

Window 

and Door 

Idea 

Book 

For tradKional 

and contemporary 

» .—homes. —. 

Pella Idea Book. 16 pages in tull 
color packed with interesting ex- 
amples of how the right windows 
can add beauty and livability to 
your home. Tells how Pella Wood 
Windows make washing easier, 
cut energy costs and need no 
painting. Contains a helpful guide 
to different window types, and 
how each works. Describes the 
important things to consider in 
proper placement of windows. In 
short, it contains everything you 
need to know to make an intel- 
ligent decision about windows. 
And it's yours free! 

Please send me a 
free copy of "Pella Window and Door Ideas. 

Name. 
Address. 
City. 
State. .ZIP. 

Telephone.  
Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, Dept. 
C03J7 100 Main St., Pella, Iowa 50219. 
Also available throughout Canada. 
This coupon answered within 24 hours. 

Save household energy 
continued from page 86 

No matter what type of heat distribu- 
tion system you have, there are simple 
steps you can take to keep it working 
cdiciently. 

To keep water circulating smoothly 
in a hot-water heating system, once or 
twice a year hold a cup or bucket under 
the radiator outlet, turn the valve or key, 
and bleed air from the system—but don't 
drain the water! A lining of foil behind 
the radiator or register reflects heat into 
a room, and aluminum paint can in- 
crease heat transfer by 25 percent over 
regular paint. Vacuum the radiators and 
registers regularly—a layer of dust acts 
as an insulator, making the system work 
harder with poorer results. 

For a forced hot-air heating system, 
the registers need vacuuming every two 
weeks, and a professional will demon- 
strate how to check the fan blade once a 
yeaPV'also how to clean or replace the 
inexpensive filters—do this every 30 to 
60 days for peak performance. You 
should check for duct leaks each fall— 
if you see a split in the duct or feel air 
escaping, repair the leak with quality 
duct tape, available at hardware stores. 

If you rely on steam heat, every three 
weeks drain a bucket of water from the 
boiler to avoid sediment buildup—it in- 
sulates the water from the source of heat, 
making the system sluggish and ineffi- 
cient. Surging or rumbling water in the 
boiler gauge—you'll be able to bear it 
clearly—means a quick call to the spe- 
cialist, who should, in any case, come by 
each year, fall or spring, to check the 
burner and water system in the boiler. 
He will recommend that you insulate 
steam pipes running through spaces you 
don't want to heat, (attic, crawl spaces, 
garage), an easy operation calling for 
2-inch-thick duct wrap or ordinary min- 
eral fiber batts and duct tape. Precut sec- 
tions of pipe insulation are also available. 

Now is the time to consider a service 
contract with a company for annual in- 
spection of your heating and cooling 
systems and insurance against repairs 
of most components. In northern U.S. 
homes, space heating accounts for 75 
percent of all energy used, and an aver- 
age checkup fee of $25 could reduce 
your home's fuel consumption by 10 per- 
cent—a possible $25 to $65 saving. Re- 
member that turning your thermostat 
back 6° all day saves 1 5 to 20 percent, 
and 3° is a 10 percent cut in your fuel 
bill. Many clock-timers on the market 
now are easy to install and will do this 
for you automatically. 

Each fall, for an oil burner, a heating 
specialist should adjust and clean the 
burner unit (heating elements and sur- 
face); check and clean electrical con- 
nections, especially safety devices; check 
oil (circulator) pump, inspect for oil 
leaks, change oil and air filters, and oil 
burner nozzle; adjust fuel-to-air ratio 
(dampers and draft regulator); check 

Continued on page 90 
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WithKitchenAid; 

the dishes come out clean 

no matter who loads them. 

Save household energy 
continued from page 8t 

The KitchenAid* Load'As-You'Like Dishwasher. 

Loading a KitchenAid dishwasher 
is so easy anyone can do it. 
W     Aw    ^fh'  '    That's because 

J^^^^P^ there are wash 
■J^*' arms above and 

1 below both racks. 
/ Which means you 

WA can put pots and 
SftC^Biii- ^ pans in either 
rack and know they" 11 come out 
thoroughly clean because of the up 
and down, all-around scrubbing 
action. 

The top rack on the KitchenAid 
Superba adjusts to 16 different posi- 
tions so there's plenty of room for 
big things above and below. 

A built-in Soft Waste Disposer 
means you don't have to pre-rinse. 

And the KitchenAid Superba has a 
Soak n Scrub™ pot cleaning cycle 
that gets dirty pans and casseroles 
really clean. 

With all this, the KitchenAid 
dishwasher is the most energy effi- 
cient we've ever built. 

People who own dishwashers 
say KitchenAic^ is 
the best. So, for 
quiet, dependable 
dishwashers, see 
your Kitcheny^iid 
dealer. He's listed 
in the Yellow Pages 
under "Dishsvash- 
ing Machines. " 

KitchenAid 
People say it's the best. 
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flue outlet; clean and adjust house ther- 
mostat contacts—remove dust, check ac- 
curacy—if it's off even 1°, that can af 
feet your fuel bill by 3 percent. 

Before he leaves, make sure he admin- 
isters a Draft Test, to see if heat is being 
lost up the chimney, or if draft is enough 
to properly burn the oil; a Smoke Test, 
to see if oil is being burned cleanly and 
completely; a CO, Test, to see if fuel is 
being burned completely; a Stack Tem- 
perature Test, to see if stack gases are 
too hot—or not hot enough. 

If you have a gas furnace (LP, bottled, 
or natural), check the pilot light reg- 
ularly for a clean, blue flame—if you 
suspect trouble, call a serviceman im 
mediately. Once a year, have your spe 
cialist clean the sensing unit and clean 
and adjust thermostat contacts, so the 
system won't have to work overtime. 
Every three years, a professional should 
check operation of the main gas valve, 
pressure regulator, safety control valve; 
adjust primary air supply nozzle for 
proper combustion, and give Draft and 
Stack Temperature tests. 

For those of you with coal furnaces, 
have a specialist adjust and clean the 
stoker, clean burner of all coal ash and 
clinkers, oil the inside of coal screw and 
hopper to prevent rust—at the end of 
each heating season. 

An electric furnace requires very little 
maintenance, but follow the manufac- 
turer's recommendations and specifica 
tions for your particular model. 

Whether you install central air con 
ditioning or room units, your coolin}; 
system calls for just as much care 
heating, from both you and your pro- 
fessional. Keep the condenser (outside 
portion) of your room air conditioner 
shaded and clean, and attend to monthly 
filter washing or replacement, depending 
on the unit. Every other year, have it 
completely serviced, for about $20. 

Clean or replace air filters in your cen- 
tral system every 30 to 60 days, cleai' 
dust, vines, and grass clippings from the, 
condenser coils, and check regularly for 
dirt around vents and ducts—call a spe-! 
cialist if you suspect a problem. Setting| 
the temperature at 78° rather than 72° 
can cut costs 30 to 47 percent—have the 
professional verify thermostat accuracy 
when he arrives each spring to check 
pulley belt tension, check electrical con 
nections, and measure electrical current 
drawn by the compressor. Your service 
man should also oil bearings on fan and 
compressor (if not sealed), readjust 
dampers—(different settings are usually 
required if a/c uses the same ducts as 
heating system)—check for refrigerating 
fluid leaks, add fluid if necessary, flush 
evaporator drain line. The cost might be 
about $35 for a high return on fuel econ- 
omy and lowered summer bills. Every 
five years, a specialist should run throug 
a more thorough inspection and tune-up 
to insure long life for your system. ■ 



We're ChamjDion Building Products. And 
we want you to know more about paneling. 

Whether it's our own famous Weldwood" 
paneling—or anybody else's for that matter. 

Sunrise 

October. 1977 

We want you to know that paneling has 
a personality all its own. (Notice how we 
achieved the rustic look of a ski lodge, by 
using our new Pineview'" paneling in the 
nxMvi shown here.) 

We want you to laiow that some paneling 
is faced with real wood and others with not 
so real wood. (Weldwood comes in a complete 
range of authentic hardwood veneers, or 
amazingly faithful simulated woodgrains 
such as Pineview. With a veritable forest 
of styles, textures and prices to choose from.) 

We want you to know that good paneling 
provides long-lasting beaut\' with a minimum 
of care. 

But most of all, we want \ ()u to know 
that i)aneling is neither wallpajx-r nor i)aint. It 
has warmth and presence in a room, in much 
the same way a fine piece of furniture does. 

We make Weldwood paneling. And we 
make all kinds of other building products like 
lumber, sheathing and Weldwood" sidings. 
(Wood has been a way of life for us for nearly 
(iO years.) 

If you'd like to know more about paneling 
or any other building products, contact \ ()ur 
1 lead(|uarlers/Champion I)uilding Products 
Dealer (foi nierly U.S. Ph wood). He's listed in 
the Yellow Pages under "Paneling." 

Or send for our full-color booklet, ".All 
.About Wall Paneling." It's filled with decora- 
ting hints, and it's yours when you send your 
name, address and oik to Chamjiion Building 
Products. Box 61. New York. N.Y. 10046. 

IliK'li N'oim HIFKKIO 

Weldvuoocl 
PANELING 

Champion Building Products 
Champion International Corporation ©ChniTipion International Cotporation. 197 T 
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■ PLANTS AROUND 

THE HOUSE 

HOW TO BRIGHTEN UP YOUR HOUSE WITH Aif 

INDOOR BULB GARDEN 
\ 

Planting bulbs is simplicity itself and a great way 

to have color and fragrance indoors in winter 

By RICHARD LANGER i 

n  this pre- 
Hi packaged and 
disposable age of 
ours, bulbs may be 
considered th 
closest match nalu 
has to our lifestyl 
and the closest thir 
sure-lire, low-care 
ers available. The reason 
is that each flower bulb is    \ \ 
actually a package containing 
a complete miniaturized flower 
and plant inside, just waiting to 
be opened. All you need to un- 

wrap it is some warmth, 
light, and water—in 
many cases not even soil 
or a pot. 

The   most popular 
forcing bulbs by far are 
the   traditional paper- 
white narcissus, its 
kissing  cousin  the yellow 
soleil (for. and the fragrant 

^CHir jz 

ma 
of 

hyacinth.   But to 
limit your indoor bulb 

garden to these, no 
matter how striking 
they may be, is like 

having a vegetable 
with just corn and 

tomatoes—the potential 
has barely been scratched. 

Still, like tomatoes and 
corn, these tender bulbs are 

the   basics   around which 
grander gardens are grown. 

Planting is simplicity itself. 
You don't need any special pots 

or bulb pans. Any container, 
preferably one as pleasant to 

look at as the flowers themselves, 
will do as long as it will hold water. 
The   preferred   dimensions are 
something like a width twice that 
of the height. But this is as much 
an esthetic choice as anything else. 
So suit yourself. 

Fill the container with about a 
3-inch layer of pebbles. Rounded 
or smooth pebbles are best. Sharp- 
edged ones, such as marble chips, 

y injure the bulbs. Set the bulbs on top 
the gravel, bulb plate down. (The 

plate is the bottom, flat part of the bulb, 
the part that always gives you trouble 
when slicing an onion.) Now add water 
till it barely touches the bulb plate. The 
bulb itself should never really sit in water 
or it will rot. Fill in some more gravel 
around the bulbs until they are two- 
thirds covered. This will keep them 
steady until the roots have developed a 
firm*,-grasp on things. Keep bulbs in a 
cool (around 60 degrees) dark place. If 
you don't have a basement, putting the 
planter next to a north window will usu- 
ally keep things at close to the proper 
temperature. Cover the pot to keep the 
bulbs in the dark. Another solution is to 
put the pot, covered by a plastic bag 
punched full of air holes, in the vegetable 
crisper of your refrigerator for the 2 to 
3 weeks it takes for the roots to develop. 
The light going on when you open the 
refrigerator door will not throw ofl' the 
bulbs' development. 

Once roots have formed, take the pot, 
gradually step by step, to warmer, bright- 
er climes. Evaporation will be much more 
rapid once the plants are in that sunny 
location, so check the water daily. But 
when you refill, keep the bulbs them- 
selves above the water level. 

TROPICAL FLOWERS TO GIVE 

SUNSHINE FEELING WHEN IT 
Most tropical 
bulbs, unlike their 

temperate counterparts, are 
grown one to a pot. The reason 
is their size. As with so many 
tropical growing ^ things, they 
are large. This, however, 
doesn't mean their pots should 
be large, too. Things are pret- 
ty crowded in the jungle, and 
most of these plants flower 
best when potbound. As a 
standard rule of thumb, the 
maximum space between the 
edge of the bulb and the edge 

Above; Caladiums add zest to 0^ the pot should not exceed 
Alan Boehmer'.s collection.      2 inches. 
Above left: Blood lily in bloont     The blood lily (Haemanthus 

katharinae) has the unusual 
quality— a most favorable one 
for a bulb—of keeping its green 
foliage all year-round. Flower- 
ing usually from spring into Au- 
gust, it bears a spectacular 
compound head of up to fifty 
small starlike salmon flowers 
with protruding red stamens. 
Growing in soil, Haemathus 
needs more 6"r-<less the same 
care as your other house plants, 
including a regular routine of 
fertilizing. After the plant has 
flowered, you should use a fer- 
tilizer low in nifl-ogen and high 
in potash and phosphorus to 
strengthen the bulb for the next 

you A 

S COLD OUTSIDE 

year's flowering. By early win- 
ter the plant will be dormant, 
with no new growth developing 
At this stage it likes things cool, 
50 to 60 degrees at night, so 
place it close to a window. Cut 
back your watering to the point 
where the soil is just not quite 
dry. Come spring, start the reg- 
ular water-and-fertilizer routine 
once more. 

The calla lily (Zantedeschia 
aethiopica) is not really a bulb, 
but rather a tuber. For most 
horticultural purposes, how- 
ever, bulbs and tubers can be 
treated alike, and the calla lily 
has a (Continued on page 94) \ 

The 

classic 

The amaryllis, with its trumpet-like flowers, is a stunning 
masterpiece in every respect but understatement—and 

oerhaps price, since it is one ot the dearer bulbs to 
buy. Actually, due to the usual mixup in pop- 

ular versus proper plant names, your ama- 
ryllis won't be an amaryllis at all, but a 

Hippeastrum. The true amaryllis, 
Amaryllis belladonna, has a solid 

flower sta!k; the misnamed flori.st's amaryllis, a hollow one 
Cut the stalk on yours sometime to check—if you dare. 

Names aside, the plant is easy to care for and it flower 
eagerly, as long as its environs are consistently warm. Thi 
bulbs are usually rested from August to October, the latte 
month also being the right time to plant them for Christma 
blooms. To force an amaryllis bulb for the holidays, plant i 
in a good rich soil mix to which half (Continued on page 94 



IT'S WONDERFUL HOW EASY GOOD COOKING CAN BE 

WITH THE GE MICROWAVE COOKING CENTER: 

—Kevin McCarthy 

Everything you need 
is all together in one unit. 

The lower, regular 
oven is self-cleaning, and 
the upper oven is a 
microwave—with some- 
thing extra: theAutomatic 
Chef Temperature Sensor. 

Just stick it in roasts, 
casseroles, stews, all sorts 
of things, to cook them 
fast, easily and accurately. 
Without any guesswork. 

From corn chowder 
to coconut cake, cooking 
is good and fast with the 
GE Microwave Cooking 
Center. -MAmr^-^^ 

And it shacked by GE 
Customer Care' service. 

GENERALBELECTRIC 



Tropical flowers 
continued from page 92 

real plus, lor it's one of the few house- 
plants that is impossible to overwater. 
Being a member of the family that also 
includes the illustrious northern heralcler 
of spring, the skunk cabbage, the calla 
lily likes things positively swampy. Be- 
sides a copious supply of water, the plant 
needs good sunlight, warmth, and a reg- 
ular supply of fertilizer to produce the 
familiar white flowers. (Actually the 
flowers are the tiny yellow things that 
grow on the long pencil-like spadix ris- 

ing from the bloom's center, but most of 
us call the whole affair "the flower.") 

The plant blooms in winter and spring 
when the greenery is 2 to 4 feet tall. 
Z. Elliollicina. the golden calla lily, 
shows in summer and Z. Rc/iiiKinnii: 
the rose calla lily, in late summer to fall. 
Between the three of them, you'll always 
have something to go on in your pots. 

Like the calla lily, caladiums arc 
grown from tubers. a"d they take much 
the same care though their swamp need 
is for less water. Their ahiiost translu- 
cent leaves scorch easily in direct sun. 
and air conditioning or drafts will put 

Howtodraw 

amatchingpair. 

ithRITDyc. 

You love your drapes, but you're getting bored with the color. As 
long as they're a washable fabric (such as cotton, rayon, nylon) why 
not change them? With RIT Dye and the RIT tips below, you can give 
your set of draw drapes a new and vibrant color that will match- 
panel for panel. 

1. Separate the items into two or three equal washing machine 
loads. 

2. Use the same amount of dye in each load. 
3. Each of the drapery panels must start out the same color. 
4. Use the same amount of hot water, at the same temperature, 

for each load. 
5. Agitate each load for the same length of time. 

Wait between dye loads to allow the hot water to reach tfW^ 
the same temperature as your first load. Remember, B fjl J 
for terrific matching results, the water in one load p™"^ 
must be exactly the same temperature as i I 
the water in the next load. IQIT / I I 

For a free booklet or answers to questions ^^sSJL \4^m \ 
on dyeing, write RIT, Dept. Wl, 1437 West     J BntAi>y«» V 
Morris St., Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.      " Y__^|||m|p 

Rit. \bu're going to love the results! 
Best Foods, a Division of CPC International Inc .*?<Si 
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them into a palpitating frenzy. Othc 
than that, they are pretty durable despiti 
their fragile look. Plant the tubers fron 
February to April in 5-inch pots, cover, 
ing them with an inch-thick blanket o 
standard potting mix to which has beei 
added an extra handful of peat moss 
Keep the soil barely moist until th( 
plants have leafed out, then give then 
plenty of water. 

Caladiums will die down for the win 
ter during which time they can be lef 
simply dried out and neglected. Com( 
spring and a bit of water again, th{ 
shunned pots will be graced with yet an 
other round of the caladium's strikinglj 
marvelous foliage. 

Classic amaryllis 
continued from page 92 

a tablespoonful of steamed bone me 
has been added. Use a clay pot whe 
possible (I've seen the bulbs split a pla 
tic pot as they grew), letting the uppe 
third of the bulb peep out of the soil 
Dcpnch with tepid water after plantini 
by submerging in a sinkful or a bowl o 
water for 2 minutes. This will settle in 
the bulb well without the kind of bruis 
ing that may occur if you try to pack the 
soil down by hand. 

Keep the pot in a dimly lit place with 
temperatures around 70 degrees. And 
don't let the soil dry out. Once a flower 
scape reaches a height of 4 to 6 inches, 
move the plant gradually into brighter 
light, begin fertilizing, and water more 
often—but make sure the pot doesn't 
stand in leftover water. When an amaryl-' 
lis flower has faded, pinch off the plant's 
top. A couple of days later, cut the cap| 
off at the base, leaving only the leaves to 
grow. Continue to water. The greener 
will wilt back during the summer, havin 
served its purpose of energizing the bull 
for next year's growth. ■ 

Bulb sources 

De Ja^er Bulbs, Inc. 
IH8 Ashiiry Street 
South Hamilton, Mass. 01982 

Jolin Scheepers, Inc. 
63 Wall Street 
New York, N.Y. 10005 

I 'an Boiu i^'ondien Bros. 
P.O. Box A 
245 Farniingdale Road 
Babylon. N.Y. 11702 

Geo. W. Park Seed Co., Inc. 
Greenwood, S.C. 29647 

C.A. Criiicksliaiik 
1015 Mount Pleasant Road 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4P 2MI, Canada 
catalogue $1, refuiulidde 

International 
Growers Exchange 
Box 397 
Farmington, Mich. 48024 
c(Ualogue $3, refundable 

House & Garden 



(Unsolicited Testimonial) 

'^My hand became 

so rough and 

iraw. •. I was about 

to call a doctor?. • 

BILLIE WILLIAMS —Sharon, Mass. 

I am not an Arctic fisherman nor a Japanese pottery maker.    I am 
a Massachusetts housewife whose right hand was paralyzed by a virus the 
end of last summer.    Needless to say, over the past seven months I have 
been forced to use my left hand almost exclusively.    My hand became so 
rough and raw with cracks, bleeding, etc., that I was about to call a 
skin doctor last week when I decided to give your product a try.    I fig- 
ured I'd be conned by a good advertising campaign one more time. Now 

-- HERE COMES MY FIRST UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL -- TA DA -- AND A DRUM 
ROLL! 

Last Thursday night I purchased Neutrogena Hand Cream at my local 
drug store.    I used it that night, each night since as well as during 
the day, with a cotton glove and one of my husband's white terrycloth 
socks over that to keep in the warmth.    We noticed an improvement in 
one day and_ by Saturday the cracks had started to heal.    Today is just 
one week.    I can touch double knits without my skin snagging them -•- 
the dark discoloration which was imbedded in every crack is disappear- 
ing as new, soft skin takes its place; my hand doesn't hurt any more; 
my husband and kids will hold it without saying yuk and gross, respec- 
tively and I'm not ashamed to have anyone see it. 

I've always had dry, sensitive skin on my hands especially during 

the winter months and I have tried Just about every product on the mar- 
ket with limited success.    (But I can heartily recommend your product 
and will because it does exactly as it advertises.) 

Sincerely, 

Originally developed for Arctic fishermen, Neutrogena Hand Cream is a 
heavy-duty formula which literally shields your hands, helps them heal 
Medical tests show it helped clear up acute skin conditions within 14 days 
Your satisfaction guaranteed, or money back. $3. 

NEUTROGENA® HAND CREAM 

Gentlemen : 

October, 1977 95 



NuTone 

Home Security... 

Maximum Protection 

at a Price\bu Can Afford. 

Scare intruders Away 
Could a burglar be trying to break in 
your home right now? You would know 
with a NuTone Security System. 

24-hour Security... 
NuTone Security Systems olFer perimeter 
detection for doors and windows, plus 
interior detection to scare away intruders 
who may get in your home. . 

Most Fatal Fires 

Start at Night! 
NuTone's highly sensitive €*i^. 
Smoke and Heat Detectors give all-day, 
all-night warning . . . and the precious 
seconds to escape fire. 

Security 

That's Felt, 

Not Seen... 

NuTone Security Systems give peace 
of mind because they are reliable. 
They're easy to live with, easy to operate. 

Free Information... 
Simply mail the coupon below for 
complete information about NuTone's 
revolutionary Home Security Systems . . 
you'll be under no obligation. 

Nulbne Home Security Systems, 

the sensible alternative to worry 
■ i^B       M       wmmm mm^       mmm wmm mam mmm wmm ■ 
Please send me more information about 
NuTone Home Security Systems: 

Name  

Address. 

City  

State. .Zip. 

Phone. 

Mail to: NuTone Housing Products 

Scovill 

Dept. HG-IC- 10 
Madison and Red Bank Roads 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227 
Form   3822     Printed m U S A 
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■ HUA^fc 

IMPROVEMENT 

IDEAS 

FOR THE 

HOUSE FIXER 

Stopping drafts 

saving energy 

BY DEANNE RAFFEL 

Since the energy crunch took its toll last 
year in the form of shortages and hefty 
heating bills, try to keep a few steps 
ahead of the oilman and the utilities this 
fall by doing some preventive mainte- 
nance. Working with most kinds of in- 
sulation is a messy, dusty, and itchy job. 
Always wear protective clothing over 
your entire body when coming into con- 
tact with it. Remember to add a hat or 
scarf, goggles, and a mask when securing 
it lying down, in a confined space. 

If your house has a crawl space under 
it, it should be insulated to ensure that 
the floor above will stay warm. Staple in- 
sulation between the joists. Lay plastic 
sheeting over the dirt floor and place 
insulation well up into the space between 
the wall studs. Many people are not 
aware that crawl spaces have some type 
of ventilation openings. During the cold- 
er days of the year, they should be sealed 
tight. Installing small adjustable vents 
that can be controlled from the exterior 
will keep the winds out. 

Basement windows can be areas of 
heat loss, since most of them are only 
primary windows. Use wide tape to at- 
tach sheet plastic over the glass and ad- 
jacent areas. While you are down in the 
basement, look at places where there are 
openings in the foundation or walls— 
around the dryer vent, water pipes lead- 
ing to outside faucets, etc. It is a good 
idea to caulk the small space around 
them. Not only can the cold come in but 
in the summertime, they are an invita- 
tion for bugs to enter. 

The basement door is another breezy 
spot. Any type of weatherstripping ap- 
plied to either the jamb or door should 
stop the cold from seeping in. Do not 
forget the space beneath the door, too— 
a felt strip nailed near the bottom on tl«i 
inside will bridge the gap. Examine all of 
the doors to the house, also—they may 
require weather-stripping. 

Prior to the beginning of the heating 
season, clean the radiators (including 
baseboard radiation). Use the crevice 
tool of the vacuum to suck up the lust, 
next reverse the hose connection and 
blow air into areas that the tool could 
not reach, then replace the hose and 
revacuum. Slip a sheet of tin behind 
cast-iron radiators (the size should be 
almost as large as -he radiator dimen- 

sions). Heat will bounce off the metal 
surface and give added warmth. If you 
have a fireplace, check the damper. See 
that it closes tightly when a fire is not 
burning. If there is a hole in it, have it 
replaced. 

Finally, don't forget an attic ceiling, 
too. needs protection from drafts. Use 
batts or blankets, rigid insulation board, 
or loose fill, granulated insulation. 

Speak easy 

The Sculptural, a telephone in white, 
yellow, brown, is one model in the B^l' 
System "s new Design Line. New Custom 
Calling Services are available also. Call 
Forwarding lets you program your 
phone to transfer automatically an in- 
coming call to a phone where you will 
be. Call Waiting lets you know another 
call is coming in while you are using 
the phone: it sounds a soft beep. You can 
hold the first call, acknowledge the sec- 
ond, or switch back and forth. With 
Speed Calling you need only dial a few 
programmed digits to reach 8 to 30 fre- 
quently dialed numbers and with Touch- 
a-matic 16 you just touch a button to 
reach police, hospital, fire department, or 
13 other vital numbers. For Touch-Tone 
or Rotary Dial phones, American Tele- 
phone & Telegraph Co. 

Push-button sealer 

No caulking gun is needed to apply this 
new sealing compound to cracks around 
tubs, sinks, moldings, window or door 
frames, or to insert tile grouting. It 
comes in a pressurized can with a plastic 
nozzle you press to use. Compressed air 
forces the sealer out evenly, but, unlike 
spray cans, it doesn't mix with the air. 
For indoors or outdoors, it is said not to 
dry out or crack, won't yellow or bleed 
through paint, won't dissolve in water. 
White UM Vinyl Latex Caulk, 8-ounce 
can $2.25 including shipping. Ultra- 
motive Corp., P.O. Box 291, Bethel, Vt. 
05032. (Continued on pof^e 100) 



CTiCAL>aars 

SKATER. 

TOILETS THAT FLUSH 
WITH 36% LESS WATER. 
Conventional toilets use 5V2 H 
gallons per flush. Kohler Water- H 
Guard toilets are designed to 
flush with 3V2 gallons and engi- 
neered to use less water, yet provide 
positive, thorough flushing action. 
Less water means less sewage. 
They're beautiful, and cost no more 
to install. In 10 colors, plus white. 

If 

FAUCETS THAT REDUCE 
WATER USE. With Kohler 
Automatic Flow Control 

^^^F faucets, water conserva 
tion is built in, not added on. 

They're siinple, effective and 
trouble-free. They save water and 
water heating cost and can reduce 
sewer service charges. Kohler 
Automatic Flow Control faucets 
come in four beautiful styles. 

SHOWERHEADS THAT 
USE 50% LESS WATER. ttPM 
Kohler Automatic Flow Con-^^F 
trol showerheads limit 
water flow to just three 
gallons a minute, as opposed to the 
conventional six gallons or more. 
Water use is reduced by 50%. 
Energy is saved. Water heating bills 
go down and sewage service charges 
could be lowered. 

I SAVE 36,500 GALLONS 
OF WATER EVERY YEAR. 

^^^L  That's how much water 
the average family of four 

can save with Kohler Water 
Guard products. In fact, savings are 
so substantial, they'll pay for them 
selves. Send for our free brochure. 
And learn how to calculate your 
own savings. Write Department CH, 
KOHLER CO. KOHLER, WISCONSIN 53044 

THE 

DIDOK 

KOHLER 



Today *s 

natural 

look 

begins 

with KirschI 

The look of wood. 

Qreaimg an Early 

American decor^ 

Going informal ? 

Kirsch Sheru ood® 

traverse rods are a 

natural. . . ivith the 

look of wood and the 

strength of steel. 



A touch ot gold. 

\n e/eganc lyaAmorxal se.mng desefves 

the touch of our Vintage^ 

In antique gold. Or peu ter. Or brass. 

Carefree Kirsch 

Woven Woods. 

Dramatic neu 

treatments . . . patterns 

. . . colors ... fresh, 

natural Kirsch Woven 

Woods can transform 

any room into a 

stunning shou case 

for your home 

li 

It. 

1^, 

Sheer simplicity. 

Light n airy, bright n cheery. . 

sheers are simply perfect u ith 

Kirsch curtain rods. 

Beautiful basics, 

Kirsch Superfine^ 

IS the world s best- 

selling traverse 

rod. Many Kirsch 

traverse rods 

feature Teflon-S^ 

coating. 

Ki rscK 

It's all in the book. 

And It s an all-neu' 

"Windous Beautiful. 

Only $1.95 at your 

Kirsch Dealer. Or 

send check or money 

order to Kirsch Co.. 

Dept. K'1077. 

Stursis. Wich. 49091. 

KWTC 

wrfiows 



One coat 

primes and protects 

against rust. 

De 0 
ImUTEnNISMSWi' 
' "STOPS 

Derusto Minute Finish 
Spray has a special 
rust-inhibitive primer 
built into every 
attractive gloss color 
for one-step rust 
prevention. Contains 
no fluorocarbons. 
Makes rusted lawn 
furniture, bikes, and 
mowers look like new. 
And stay that way. 

Derusto 
Galv-A-Grip" 
primes and 
protects all 
galvanized 
metal in one 
coat. Won't 
check, crack 
or peel like 
ordinary paints, 
so it's ideal for use on gutters and 
downspouts. Dries in 3 to 4 hours. 

Home 

paint-up^ 

a snap with 

DAPInc , General Offices Dayton, Ohio 45401 
Subsidiary of Plougfi, Inc 

House fixer 
continued from page 96 

l o tell how cold it really is, this ther- 
mometer helps gauge the eflect of chill 
winds on the temperature. An indicator 
scale, at right on the Fahrenheit ther- 
mometer, lists wind velocity speeds. To 
figure the chill wind factor you learn the 
wind speed (5, 10, or 20 miles per hour) 
and read across the temperature scale, 
if the mercury level is 40 degrees F, and 
the wind speed 20 miles, the true tem- 
perature is 21 degrees F including the 
wind factor. The metal thermometer 
with a luminescent finish is listed at 
$2.98. Cooper Thermometer Co., Reeds 
Gap Rd., Middlefield, Conn. 06455. 

Figuring the 

chill factor 

Auto- 

matic 

fuel saving 

To save fuel in houses heated by hot- 
water systems, here's a new electronic 
computer device. Instead of maintaining 
constant water temperature of 170 to 
190 degrees in the boiler, the Fuel$aver 
continuously checks and adjusts temffer 
atures in the heating system by means of 
electronic sensors. They monitor out- 
door temperatures, the thermostat set- 
ting, water temperature in boiler and cir- 
culating system, and "tell" computer. It 
correlates this data to determine con- 
stantly what the system temperature 
should be and to effect it. This continual 
adjustment saves fuel whether oil, coal, 
gas, or electric. $595 installed. Energy 
.Service Industries, Inc., 30 Rockefeller 
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020. 

Lots of hot air 

For maximum benefit from a woodburn 
ing fire, this new prefabricated fireplacs 
unit directs more heat into the room 
less up the chimney. The all-metal unit 
58*ri(i inches wide, 27Vi inches deep 
35 inches high, is built in the wall, 

■corrugated stainless steel heat exchangei 
at the back of the hearth, stainless stee 
plates at the sides, radiate heat out into 
the room. The fireplace also has four 
front grilles, which are outlets and intake 
openings for circulation of warmed air. 
A circulating electric fan can be added 
as an optional feature. $475. The 
Majestic Co., 245 Erie St., Huntington, 
Ind. 46750. 

Lay it on thick 

Extra-thick fiber glass bafts have been 
introduced to meet new insulation stan- 
dards. Primarily for attic installation, 
they are 9V2 to 10 inches thick with an 
R-30 rating. (The R value indicates the 
material's resistance to heat flow—how . 'i 
well it keeps in heat in winter, out in!i 
summer. A high R value has greater re- i 
sistance.) You can install these thicker? 
batts—15 inches wide, 4 feet long—in| 
one step rather than have to apply two 
thinner layers in two stages. Packaged in 
bundles with step-by-step installation 
diagrams.  CertainTeed Corp., Valley 
Forge, Pa. 19482. ■ 

ICQ 



EXCELLENCE 

We have achieved excellence by creating a 

modern self-cleaning cooking system 

incorporating five (5) basic cooking methods: 

microwave, conventional, microwave and 

conventional simultaneously, broiling and 

microwave broiling. The whole system is neatly 

designed into one contemporary kitchen 

appliance to save your space and time. 

The Thermador CMT-20 MicroThermal Cooking System 

This is not just an 
oven. It's a self- 
contained full size 
cooking system. A 
Micro-Thermal oven 
above and conven- 
tional oven below 
that are both self- 
cleaning. 

Three microwave 
power levels for flex- 
ibility depending on 
the type of job the 
upper oven is doing. 
Defrosting is made 
easy. 

Micro-Thermal upper 
oven can be operated 
with microwave and 
conventional cooking 
modes simulta- 
neously even while 
the lower conven- 
tional oven is in op- 
eration, adding up to 
three simultaneous 
cooking methods. 

• 1 ■ a 1 I i 1 i i I lit 1 

t t : 

All control and tempera- 
ture dials, including 

digital clock are located 
on one easy- to-read 

lighted control panel. 

Ceramic insert to 
hold small dishes in 

the center rack of the 
roomy porcelain 

Micro-Thermal oven. 

The CMT-20 patented 
built-in exhaust sys- 

tem ventilates the 
ovens automatically 
during the cleaning 

process. May also be 
operated indepen- 
dently during con- 
ventional cooking. 

For information and 
complete warranty 

details see the CMT-20 
warranty package 

at your dealer or write 
Thermador, 

5119 District 
Boulevard, ^( m| 

Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90040 «R5* 

Thermador 

The elegant difference 



' / think you 
forgol 
the slave 

ITS YOUR HOUSE, 

YOUR KITCHEN, 

YOUR SINK. 

INVOLVED. 

INSIST ON ELK AYf 

LCMR 3322-C with 
LK2301 Faucet. 

Independent studies show that 
approximately 70% of a homemaker's kitchen time 
is spent at the sink... chopping, peeling, washing, 
rinsing and cleaning up. 

An Elkay Sink, like the two-compartment 
Cuisine Centre featured above, 
can change your entire cooking     \ '^^g|yf| 
operation by providing almost        VSpPB * 

space-age convenience. LR 

So whether you're remodeling or building a 
new home, and you want the finest stainless steel 
sink money can buy, insist on Eikay. 

You'll be glad you did. 

3322 

The Elkay 250 + Sink provides 
one extra-size compartment to accommodate jj 

arge roasting and broiling pans, and one 
regular-size compartment. 

Elkay Cuisine Centre (LCR 4322-C) can 
change your entire cooking operation by 

providing three separate compartments. High 
quality Elkay Sinks are available in many models j 

and sizes, and at three price levels. (LR 3322 Sink I 
illustrated at left with LK2201 Faucet.) 

Insist on an Elkay Faucet. 
It's the onjy faucet   « ^ "'^ 

good enough for your ^ 
Elkay Sink. 

Send 25< for our Deluxe Booklet 

showing features and applications, or 
write for free literature. 

LK2200 

Elkay versus the ordinary. 

There's no comparison. 
e 

® 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
2700 South Seventeenth Avenue 
Broadview, Illinois 60153 

i 



TTiere's an invisible 

extra value built into every one... 

Look for it! 

It s like having an invisible furniture , p 
cover. Because it resists soiling. Resists / ^^^Ct^rj 

stains. Keeps the fabric "like new" / 
longer. And makes it easier to clean. / 

You'll find "Scotchgard" Brand ' 
Fabric Protector on fine furniture Look for : 

you"re ac; 
such an easy wa . _ 

for yoi :-.ey. 
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AUTO 

SUGGESTIONS 

SPECIAL REPORT ON 

ICIENCY AUTOMOBILES 

VING 

BABY CARS 
BY RICHARD AND' 

JEAN TAYLOR 

There are now len difTcicai cars avail- 
able in this country that can return better 
than 40 miles per gallon on the highway, 
and three ihat will break 50 miles per 
gallon. I'his astonishing economy was at- 
tainable only by motorcycles in America 
not lOO many years ago, though it has 
been experienced for some while by 
drivers in Europe and Japan, where high 
prices of gasoline and penalty taxes on 
big cars have encouraged baby car pro- 
duction. But now even Ford and General 
Motors have gone to Europe for baby 
car designs and they've come up with 
true automobiles, not toys. For example, 
the Ford Fiesta, styled in America, 
designed in Germany, engineered in 
England, and built in .Spain is truly an 
international car. And it comes to the 
U.S. already well-tested in European 
markets, where it's been the most suc- 
cessful car ever in its first year of sales. 

With sophisticated suspensions and 

high-performance engines, all the new 
mini, efficiency cars are capable of cruis- 
ing at up to 70 miles per hour with com- 
fort and safety. They handle well and 
have good brakes, snappy transmissions, 
and many of the conveniences—auto- 
matic transmission, power disc brakes, 
and air conditioning—that used to be- 
long only to big cars. There are compro- 
mises, of course. A tiny car simply can- 
not be engineered to have the luxurious 
ride of a larger car. And color is usually 
limited to just a few primaries for the ex- 
terior and black inside. But nevertheless, 
these economical cars are practical, fun 
to drive, easy to park, and, best of all, 
also the least expensive cars you can buy 
—priced at well under $4,000. They'll 
not only save on gas, but on maintenance, 
tires, brakes, and all the other hidden 
costs of operating a car. Small and light, 
they don't wear out tires so fast because 
they don't put so much pressure on the 

Free househunter's kit! 

Get one before 

you start looking. 

Our free kit can make househunting 
easier. It can help you avoid some of 
the hassles and financial problems of 
buying a home. 

The kit answers some of your ques- 
tions and poses others you'll want to 
ask about the home itself, the commu- 
nity, taxes, cost of living, jobs, schools, 
shopping, transportation, recreation, 
and much more. Financial questions. 

too, about 
loans, down pay- 
ments, mortgages, closing 
costs, title protection, and more. 

Ask your Realtor about us. We've 
worked with professionals like him for 
years. With the help of your Realtor, 
and our free househunter's kit, your 
new home could be just around the 
corner. © 1977 CTIC 

Please send me "Helpful hints for househunters." I understand there is no charge, 
and I am under no obligation. 

j Free househunter's kit. 

I 
I 
I Name. 

I 
I 

Street Address. 

City  .State„ .Zip_ 

Approximate month we might buy. 

L  

Chicago Title Ini^ irance Company 
Depart.ac j'; PR 

111 West Washington Street. Chicago, Illinois 60602 o 
X 

 r«j 

ground. Individual parts are less expen- 
sive, simple and easy to work on. These 
cars have space advantages, too. Clever 
hatchback or station-wagon styling opens 
up the rear compartment for cargo, 
easily accessible from both inside and 
out. 

One point about saving gas—you are 
better of\ with a manual transmission. 
Although these baby cars are available 
with automatics, you'll save at least 5 
mil'^ per gallon with a manual shift. If 
you haven't driven a shift car for some 
time, you have a surprise coming. Trans- 
missions are all synchromesh now, which 
means you can roll into first gear with- 
out crunching. And the engines are flexi- 
ble, so you can drop to 20 mph without 
shifting gear. 

A final word about engines. You'll find 
some run on regular gas rather than un- 
leaded, which is a point worth noting. 

Continued on page 106 

10 WAYS 

TO SAVE GASOLINE 

• Plan ahead when driving. Avoid 
sudden stops and jack-rabhit accelera- 
tion. 
• Make use of "right on red" turns 
whenever possible. Sitting at traffic 
lights wastes gas. 
• Maintain a steady speed on open 
freeways, but do back off the throttle 
going downhill to let gravity do some 
of the work. 
• Learn to do frequent tune-ups 
yourself. They're easy, take only an 
hour, and will make both you and 
your car feel better. 
• A void long warm-ups or prolonged 
idling particularly in winter. 
• Use air conditioning only when 
necessary. 
• Buy radial tires. They last longer, 
ride better, give more tnileage. 
• Maintain 30 pounds of air in tires. 
It will give you another 1V2 miles per 
gallon. Your car will handle better, 
tires last longer. 
• Automatic transmission, particu- 
larly on baby cars, is a gas waster. 
Overdrive 5-speed is most economical 
of all. 
• Shift at moderate revs per minute. 
Pushing the engine in every gear 
wastes fuel and wears out engines. 
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l^de open beauty for 

carenee living. 

Andersen Perma-Shield' Case- 
ment Windows are a beautiful 
way to make the most of a free- 
spirited lifestyle. 

Their low maintenance makes 
them easy to enjoy. 

For over their wood core lies 
an exterior sheath of 
long-life rigid vinyl. 
One that doesn't j 
rust, pit or corrode. 
Doesn't chip, crack. 
peel or blister. 

Perma-Shield Casement 
Windows are also easy on heat- 
ing and cooling bills. 

Because nc.r.c ir,e leal^jr-* 
drafty kind, they're two times 
more weathertight than recog- 
nized air-infiltration standards. 

It's this snug-fitting design 
and Andersen's use of a wood 
core la natural insulatori that 
makes double-pane insulating 
glass practical. 

There's beauty in color, too. 
Your choice of our deep, rich 
Terratone hue or classic white. 

Want to know more? See your 
Andersen dealer today. He's in 
the Yellow Pages under '"Windows!' 
Or send this coupon. 

Pif-a'<e send rat: f^.i'^^ -: _ rmat!«ii db<jui 
Andersen Vimdii*rs -dnd GlidiiK Doors. 
I plan 10 □ BuM   G Remodel 

Z:p 
The beautiful v,a\ to save fueL" 

j\ndersen \\/indowalls 

003-lOT 
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Gas-saving baby cars 
continued from page 104 
These engines function etliciently (that 
means they meet the Environmental Pro- 
tection Agency pollution standards) 
without unleaded fuel. And in terms of 
economical driving, this represents a 
saving of 3 or 4 cents per gallon. 

In the listing below. Buick, Dodge, 
and Volkswagen Rabbit are included, al- 
though their highway !"PA figtues fall 
short of the 40 mpg. They arc not signifi- 
cantly less economical: all are good buys 
in this class. All warranties are for 12 
months and I ?..()()() miles, except the 
Volkswagen, which is guaranteed for 12 
months and 2(),()()() miles. Incidentally, 
the Volkswagen Rabbit, because of its 
unique 'passive" .seat belts, is the only 
car \ou can buy that already meets the 
1982 Federal safety standards. 

Your guide to 

14 baby cars 

7 points 

to handle a 

on how 

stick shift 

!. Try to keep the engine at a happy 
speed all the time, not too fast, not too 
slow. Select the appropriate gear for the 
condition, i.e. don't drive up a hill in top. 
2. Don't sit with your foot on the clutch 
at lights; it's not good for the clutch and 
it's also dangerous. Shift into neutral and 
release clutch, so the car is stationary. 
3. Don't ride with your foot on the clutch 
or slip the clutch while accelerating. 
Think of the clutch as an "on-off" switch 
and make smooth transitions between 
the two positions. 
4. Use your hand brake to hold the car 
on hills until you're ready to drive away. 

Then release the clutch and hand brake 
simultaneously. 
5. When coming to a stop, don't coast in 
gear with your foot on the clutch. Shift 
into neutral and release the clutch. 
6. Remember, it's better to downshift 
before slow corners than to coast around 
in too high a gear, or worse, with your 
foot on the clutch. 
7. Be sympathetic to your car. Listen to 
the engine. Your car will soon tell you if 
you're doing the right thing. Treat it 
gently but firmly, but never force it to 
do something it doesn't want to. Cars 
have rights, too. 

BUICK OPEL, inpK 25 city. 38 liinliway 
Price: .$.^.595. Styling: 2- or 4-door se- 
dan. Length: 14.2 ft. Engine: Inline/4 
80 hp. Transmission: 4-speed/5-speed/ 
auto. Driven wheels: rear. Unleaded gas. 
CHEVROLET 
CHEVETTE, iiipg 31 city. 43 highway 
Price: $3,225. Styling: 2-door hatch- 
back. Length: 13.6 ft. Engine: Inline/4 
63 hp. Transmission: 4-speed/auto. 
Driven wheels: rear. Unleaded gas. 
DATSUN B210-I-, mpg 37 city. 50 highway 
Price: $3,694. Styling: 2- or 4-door se- 

dan or hatchback. Length: 13.6 ft. En- 
gine:   Inline/4  70 hp. Transmission: 
4- speed/5-speed/auto. Driven wheels: 
rear. Unleaded gas. 
DODGE COLT, mpg 32 city. 37 highway 
Price: $2,984. Styling: 2- or 4-door se- 
dan or wagon. Length: 14.3 ft. Engine: 
Inline/4 96 hp. Transmission: 4-speed/ 
5- speed/auto. Driven wheels: rear. Un- 
leaded gas. 
FORD FIESTA, mpg over 40 (not certified) 
Price: $3,500 approx. Styling: 2-door 
hatchback. Length: 12.2 ft. Engine: In- 
line/4 66 hp. Transmission: 4-speed/ 
auto. Driven wheels: front. Unleaded 
gas. 
HONDA ACCORD, mpg 38 city. 48 highway 

. for appliances and housewares! 

Shop at the store 

with the Sentry 

on the door! 

Your neighborhood Sentry hardware dealer is 
one of over 4,500 in the United States. He stocks 
all the "do-it-yourself" tools and materials you 
need to modernize, repair and improve your 
home. Plus hundreds of easy-living appliances. 
Products like toasters, deep fryers, can openers, 
mixers, blenders, steam and dry irons, electric peelers, food 
processors, slicing knives, grills, coffee makers, hair dryers . . . 
and corn poppers! 

Drop in and look them over. Browse. Have fun when you shop! 

pO^ /TA -iC;, 

imbeam 

SELF-BUTTERING 

POPCORN MACHINE 
You've never tasted better popcorn. The 
Great American Popcorn Machine pops 4 
quarts electrically. And, automatically 
butters while popping. Teflon surface elimi- 
nates sticking. Clear-view cover flips over, 
doubles as serving bowl. You'll love it. So 
will the kids—and your guests. 

Merchandise, shown in this advertisement, is available from participating Sentry dealers only. Offer expires 
October 22, 1977. The 4,500 Sentry dealers own their stores. They select their merchandise and set their own 
prices. There may be variations in products, available quantities and prices in Individual stores . . . Sentry Hard-  ^^^^ 

Price: $4,195. Styling: 2-door hatch- 
back. Length: 13.5 ft. Engine: Inline/4 
68 hp. Transmission: 5-speed/auto 
Driven wheels: front. Regular gas. 
HQI^DA CIVIC CVCC, mpg 41 city, 54 high 
way 
Price: $3,052. Styling: 2- or 4-door se- 
dan, wagon, or hatchback. Length: 12.3 
ft. Engine: Inline/4 60 hp. Transmis- 
sion: 4-speed. Driven wheels: rear. 
Regular gas. 
MAZDA GLC, mpg 35 city. 45 highway 
Price: $2,914. Styling: 2-door hatch- 
back. Length: 12.8 ft. Engine: Inline/4 
52 hp. Transmission: 4-speed/5-speed/ 
auto. Driven wheels: rear. Unleaded gas. 
PLYMOUTH ARROW, mpg 26 city, 39 high- 
way 
Price: $3,379. Styling: 2-door hatch- 
back. Length: 13.6 ft. Engine: Inline/4 
96 hp. Transmission: 4-speed/5-speed/ 
auto. Driven wheels: rear. Unleaded gas. 
RENAULT LE CAR, mpg 25 city. 41 highway 
Price: $3,345. Styling: 2-door hatch- 
back. Length: 11.7 ft. Engine: Inline/4 
60 hp. Transmission: 4-speed. Driven 
wheels: front. Regular gas. 
SUBARU DL, mpg 28 city. 41 highway 
Price: $3,338. Styling: 2- or 4-door se- 
dan or wagon. Length: 13.7 ft. Engine: 
Flat/4 67 hp. Transmission: 4-speed/ 
5-speed/auto. Driven wheels: front. Reg- 
ular gas. 
TOYOTA COROLLA, mpg 36 city, 49 high- 
way 
Price: $3,318. Styling: 2- or 4-door se- 
dan or wagon. Length: 13.9 ft. Engine: 
Inline/4 58 hp. Transmission: 4-speed/ 
5-speed/auto. Driven wheels: rear. Un- 
leaded gas. 
VOLKSWAGEN 
RABBIT, mpg 24 city, 37 highway 
Price: $3,599. Styling: 2- or 4-door 
hatchback. Length: 12.9 ft. Engine: In- 
line/4 78 hp. Transmission: 4-speed/ 
auto. Driven wheels: front. Unleaded 
gas. 
VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT 
DIESEL, mpg 39 city, 52 highway 
Price: $3,769. Styling: as above. Length: 
as above. Engine: Inline/4 48 hp. Trans- 
mission: 4-speed. Driven wheels: front. 
Diesel fuel. ■ 
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it's the onb and only PairChair. The loveseat everyone loves. 
Because it doesn't just sit there. Each side reclines independently 
toany position, including full bedrest—think of the possibilities! 

Each legrest operates independently, too. And no matter what position 
you get into, the PairChair stays one inch from the wall. 
Which makes it ideal tor today's smaller living quarters. 

Available in a wide choice of styles and beautiful fabrics, 
there's nothing like the PairChair for comfort and convenience. 

. Pick out yours soon. 

Send 50C for color folder and 
Furniture Environmental Booklet to: 

Ua-Z'Boy. Depl. HG-AL, Monroe, Mich. 48161. 



Also 

bake, broil 

and use up to 30% less gas. 

Pilotless Magic Chef gas range. Keeps roast beef rare for hours. 
The automatic pilotless ignition A continuous or self-cleaning 
does away with constant-burning oven. Your choice. A continuous ^ 
pilot lights.The gas is on only cleaning oven cleans while you 
while you're cooking—so you'll cook. Self-cleaning oven has a 
use up to 30% less. separate cleaning cycle. 
Cook-and-keep-warm oven Lift-up removabletop. Glass ckx>r. 
control. It cooks to order, holds Cook-top lifts off for easy cleaning, 
dinner at serving temperature, One-piece Uniburners" lift out for 

washing. Sparl<ling glass door in 
black, harvest gold or avocado. 
Waist-level radiant broiler. No 
stooping. And reflected heat seals 
in juices fast. See this new Magic 
Chef at your dealer It's the modern 
replacement for your old gas 
range. And one more way to A 
use gas wisely    ACASS;;^''If 



Mos\ blinds are made for k^indoM^s... 

Decor blinds are made for rooms. 

-SK any gccG cecc'cc 
No other wrac.v cc.e' 

coTibines a!i ire De^^efits of 
0 one inch bimd. 

Open—they becc^e virtu- 
2 / invisible. 

Cosed—they allow you 
cc^piete privacy. 

And mber.veen, you're 
coie TO seiec any degree of 
scftlv-diffusea sunlight. 

But we thi^K a v.'-^dc.v 
covering sno^ c cc "^c^e 
-"C" cover tne gicss ""C's 
A.-^y vve n^.oke Flexoiu,'^- 
Decor Blinas—not just wi^^ 
\Cor windows in mine—c^* 
witn your walls, and fiocrs, 
c-^d furniture, cd carpeting 
c^d even/tning eise that 
r^CKes you' -^c^e your per- 
sonal creaTiC^. 

Decor B ^ds cc^e r 50 
0' tne nncs' pcpo.ar colors. 
According to House & Gar- 
aen, manv of these co:c"s 
a^e tr^e ones you''i be aeco- 
rc" '^g v. ith this .ec 

-nd Flexalum Terc 
B^.-^cs are tne on,, c "cs v.ith 
G c^e inch headraii—leaving 
.: - -^ce 'cc^ *cr CL.^a;"s 

^ust c^ecK *'"e ^e c.*. 
^cges for your ccc ^ec^e- 
sentative of tne siinn.mesT 
Oiinds in the world 

Or ask us for a ccpy of 
.". " zov/ Moods. [Please 
enciose cCc to cover post- 
age cna '^andling.) It's a 
complete guide on decorat- 
--g A    c^e inch blinds, 

cecpie v.no 

'"■e ''i' olunninum blind. 
'.'2 'o: Hunter Douglas Inc. 
II Cam.pus Rd., 
'C-CAG, N.J. 075^2. 

/ 
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THE SPECIAL PLEASURES OF A 

CRUISE 

AND HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE FOR YOU 
QE2 sailing out of New York hi| 

Cruises toda\ arc dilTorent than they 
were ten years ago. And they arc the 
same. The pleasures, scrviee. and ex- 
traordinary comforts remain, only the 
variety is greater. New ships are smaller 
and geared to shorter itineraries. They 
carry more young people and often 
young families and they offer them more 
things to do hoth on board ship and on 
shore. What remains constant is the fact 
that the modern cruise ship is still a huge, 
luxurious, floating resort that wends its 
way from one exotic port to the next, al- 

lowing the curious trav- 
eler to see the world or 
a corner of it while 
packing and unpacking 
only once. 

In helping you choose 
a cruise this year, we 
wanted first to convey 
the atmosphere of a 
shipboard vacation. 
Jane O'Reilly, a fre- 
quent contributor to 
House & Garden, has 
sailed often on ships of 
the Royal Viking Line: 
the Star, the Sea, the 
Sky. Her story gives the 

idea of the comforts offered on board a 
ship designed for a small passenger list. 
David Butwin, who writes often for 
Travel and Leisure, tells of a trans- 
atlantic crossing on the QE2. where first 
class offers the seagoing pleasures typical 
of the Empire, plus the more contempo- 
rary fun of tourist class. Antoinette De- 
Land, the cruise editor of Travel Week- 
ly, has given us some ideas from her 
new book for Fodor. Cruises Every- 
where 1978 (McKay, $9.98). Read the 
articles, the book, check your newspaper 
for cruise ads. poll friends, find a good 
travel agent and ask his advice—then 
book passage on a ship you like.—N.R. 

Royal Caribbean's 
Song of Norway 

The glorious self-indulgence of the cruise life 

The point is: on a 
cruise ship, daily life 

does not apply. Daily life is 
an office full of deadlines, 
a house full of laundry, and 
a winter full of responsi- 
bilities. Cruise life is maca- 
roons for tea and caviar for 
dinner, a massage in the 
morning, an excursion in 
the afternoon, and an eve- 
ning spent dancing and 
leaning over the rail watch- 
ing the ship's wake in the 
moonlight. 

A cruise ship exists to 
provide its passengers with 
total,  permissible, outra- 

geous self-indulgence. 
Some ships are better at it 
than others. The ships that 
do it best never I6's€ their 
passengers. The first cruise 
becomes a lifelong love af- 
fair. People come back 
again and again, no matter 
where the ship is going or 
what international celebri- 
ty has been cajoled aboard. 
These regulars—and they 
are legion—are welcomed 
aboard as old friends, 
shown to their favorite cab- 
ins, made comfortable in 
their favorite corners. They 
are all but wrapped in cot- 

BY JANE O'REILLY 
ton wool, and the experi- 
ence is delicious. 

For some reason, cruise 
lines do not stress, as a sell- 
ing point, the fact that pas- 
sengers will be waited on 
hand and foot. Perhaps 
Americans do not like to 
admit that they are buying 
a chance to gratify any 
pleasurable whim that 
comes into their heads. 

If the cruise brochures 
are any indication, Ameri- 
cans like to feel they are 
choosing a cruise for rea- 
sons other than its syba- 

(Conrinued on page 114) 

'^/-day mini cruise: a crossing on the QE2 

5/2, . ' ^ If you ve 
ever tried some- 
thing once and 

liked it so much 
you were almost afraid 
to try it again, then you 
know how I feel about the 
Queen Elizabeth 2. She is 
always a marvel, whether 
cruising in the Mediterra- 
nean. Caribbean, or the 
Pacific. But in this cas'? I 
am talking about her in her 
role as the Queen of the 
North Atlantic, the 66-ton, 
963-foot liner that crosses 
28 times from April to 
October in the very lanes 

that brought the Norman- 
die, Bremen, Mauretania, 
and the two earlier Queens 
back and forth between the 
old world and new. A cross- 
ing is the ideal way to 
sample the pleasures of 
cruising with the Queen. 

You will find, however, 
that a QE2 crossing is 
much more than a 5'/i-day 
joy ride. From the moment 
the ship backs out of her 
berth at 48th Street and 
starts to nudge down the 
Hudson, you realize she is 
going soraewhere, she is 
welding together a 2,570- 

Royal Viking's cruise ship, the Sea. leaving port 

BY DAVID BUTWIN 
mile bridge between conti- 
nents and cultures and not 
merely ferrying 1,600 peo- 
ple for fun. 

The great transatlantic 
ocean liners—and the QE2, 
launched in 1969, is the 
last of the lot—have not 
been in the business of 
pure transportation for 
decades. Cunard means for 
you to have fun aboard, so 
much so that at times you 
may feel a killjoy for want- 
ing to crack the piles of 
books you've brought along 
or for merely sitting in a 
(Continued on page 112) 

m 

cruisc'/^ou might 



I   American Airlines. Doins what we do best. 

or the best vacations, 

p by the book 

Go motorbiking in Bermuda. Go see 
the stars on Broadway. Go back in 

time back East. Or forget time alto- 
gether in the Caribbean 

On championship golf courses. On 
tennis courts. Or courting Lady 

Luck in San Juan or Aruba 
Whatever you want to do, we've 
got a place to fly you to. To find 

your personal spot, just send 
for the book 

And while you're 
at it. ask for an application 
for the American AirHnes 

credit card, and make 
your vacation even 
easier to pay for. 

For information, 
call us or your 
Travel Agent. 

IMail coupon to American Airlines, P.O. Box 1000, 
Addison, Illinois 60101. 

I 



5 '/2 -day mini cruise 
con tinned from page 110 

deck chair and doing nothing, in the 
grand tradition of ocean voyages past. 

It was the jet that did in the transat- 
lantic steamer, cutting the annual ebb 
and flow from 800,000 to a trickle. Oth- 
er than the Baltic Shipping Company's 
Mikhail l.ermontov, a Russian liner that 
does four summer sailings out of Mon- 
treal and New York, a handful of ships 
which use the crossings to position 
cruises abroad, and a smattering of 
freighter berths, the QU2 is alone today 
on the western ocean. 
How much: There arc ways to save 
Though Cunard advertises a number of 
fare reductions and bargains, the QE2 is 
not for the traveler who wants to save 
time or money. Consider that in the most 
expensive sailing season (castbound in 
July, westbound in August) two persons 
in a tourist-class double room with out- 
side exposure pay about $850 each—one 
way. Meanwhile, you can fly to London 
and back for as little as $350. Cunard's 
air/sea packages do trim the fares some- 
what: First-class passengers get a reduc- 
tion that amounts to the cost of a plane 
ticket home from London, while tourist- 
class passengers pay half the air fare 
home. Still, cost comparisons are point- 
less. Your $850 will buy five full days of 
uncommon room and board, all those 
resortlike amenities, and one of the great 
(certainly one of the vanishing) travel 

experiences that are left on earth. 
Weather: Expect all kinds 
i can think of just two things that can 
possibly undermine a QE2 crossing: bad 
weather and the wrong dining compan- 
ions. Two summers ago when I sailed to 
England, I heard talk of a nasty storm 
that had dogged the Queen on her west- 
bound crossing a few days earlier, a 
storm that was still hovering in the 
North Atlantic. I am not the stablest of 
sailors, and I felt my stomach begin to 
pitch and roll. Yet for five days we sailed 
as if on a millpond. Officers I spoke to 
seemed almost disconcerted by the lack 
of motion. For two days fog obscured 
all but a few passing freighters and tag- 
along porpoises. Only the hardiest pas- 
sengers sat out on deck, huddling be- 
neath blue Cunard blankets. Seldom, 
though, did I hear a complaint. There 
was enough to do indoors, and 1 think 
more than a few of us welcomed the non- 
turbulent, pea-soup conditions. 
□ RESTAURANTS: 
Freeform cheer in tourist class; 
soothing excellence in first class: 
Considering the time spent at table, find- 
ing the right dining companions is cru- 
cial. Something at breakfast the first 
morning—I think it was the incessant, 
whining voice of the woman on my left 
—^told me that I had better look for a 
new table. So I joined a long line of mal- 
contents outside the tourist-class Britan- 
nia Room waiting to see the dining room 
captain who was poised above a large 

seating chart juggling table numbers and 
names. Some were to move and move 
again. My single switch was magical. 

I began to look forward to mealtime 
more for the company at my six-seat 
table than for the food. We had a Chica- 
go grain broker in his 40s who was tak- 
ing six months off for travel; a widowed 
school teacher from Queens who, bless 
her, tried to be mother to us all; a young 
California lawyer who seemed to fall in 
and out of love twice a day on ship; a 
Park Avenue woman who described her- 
self as a professional fund-raiser; and a 
handsome, bearded English artist and art 
instructor on his way home from sabbat- 
ical in South America. We laughed, 
talked, and quarreled our way through 
each meal without much regard to what 
was placed on our plates. 

If you expect dining on the QE2 to be 
a regal experience, you might be disap- 
pointed in the 830-seat Britannia Room, 
where democracy (sometimes even an- 
archy) reigns. There is no particular 
dress**code, people arrive in dark suits or 
jeans, and every night is like TGIF. The 
waiters, young and carefree, help key 
this infectious glee. If it's your birthday 
they will bake a cake and stand around 
to serenade you; if you're young and 
pretty and it isn't your birthday, they will 
bake you a cake anyway. 

Life is not as loose one deck below in 
the 600-seat first-class Columbia Room, 
where the menu is larger and people pay 
more attention to what they wear and the 
kinds of wine they choose. The 186 pas- 
sengers who pay the highest fares may 
eat (in two sittings) in the exclusive 
Queen's Grill. Lately Cunard has re- 
opened a fourth restaurant, the 96-seat 
Princess Grill. When I toured the QE2 
on a recent decking, a headwaiter con- 
fided to me that the Princess Grill, 
though not as expensive or exclusive as 
the Queen's Grill, is the best restaurant 
on the ship. It is a pretty package of a 
room, with lots of window space, velvet 
walls, crystal lamps at each table, and 
substantial banquette seating. For a sin- 
gle evening, it's $20 extra in the Princess 
Grill. $30 in the Queen's Grill. 

Whatever you think of the food, and 
it may vary from memorable to forget- 
table, the basics are never in question. 
Says John Bainbridge, Cunard's execu- 
tive chef: "We have the best of three 
markets for our supplies—New York for 
meats and fresh vegetables: Cherbourg 
for French wines, snails and other spe- 
cialities; and Southampton for caviar 
shipped from Russia, for partridge, 
grouse, and pheasant." 
□ WHAT TO DO FOR 51/2 DAYS: 
Day and night, I found so much to do on 
the Queen that I never unpacked the 
books I had brought along for those va- 
cant afternoons. Vacant, indeed. Cunard 
lays on so many games and events it 
takes a special initiative to sample every- 
thing once. You can start the day with a 
jog around the decks with Eric Mason, 

Continned on page 114 
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Only ss Monarch Star offers you 

deluxe 14-day cruises from Miami 

to 9 ports in the Caribbean 

including 2 in South America. 

Sailing alternate Sundays starting 
November 20.1977. Visiting 
Port-au-Prince, Montego Bay, 
Cartagena, Curaf ao, Aruba, 
Caracas, Grenada. Martinique, 
St. Thomas. 

It's the ultimate two-week cruise va- 
cation. You'll cruise in deluxe style and 
comfort to 9 fascinating ports. And 
enjoy yourself every minute you're 
away. 

King-size staterooms. 
Because ss Monarch Star was de- 

signed for long ocean voyages, she's 
larger than most Miami-based cruise- 

ships. The staterooms are roomier. 
And over 85% of them have outside 
ocean views. There are fewer passen- 
gers, more personal service. 

Superb cuisine and service. 
The menus on ss Monarch Star are 

as varied as they are delicious. Dining is 
truly an experience to remember 

Fun and activities galore. 
Deck games and a wide variety of 

amusements by day. By night, gala 
floor shows, Night Club entertain- 
ment. Dancing. Game rooms. First- 
run movies. You name it. 

It's an exciting vacation bargain. 
$990-$1740* 

23,500-tons 

Ship's registry: Panama. 

*Per person, double occupancy 
and subject to availability. 
Sec your travel agent 
UJA HOLLAND = AMERICA COMPANY 

ntejriorlch 

Monarch Cruise Lines, Inc., 1428 Brickell Avenue, Miami, Pa. 33131 
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NEW 

D 

Never before has there 

been a low^^tar" 

menthol like this one 

So refreshing. 

So satisfying. Yet 

so low in ^tor" Only 

9 mg.^^tar" in both 

sizes. 

LONGS 

\ mg.'tar' 

in both sizes 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
C e4w T CO. 9 mg. "lar," 0 .8 mg. nicoiine. av. per cigarette, by FTC method. 



The largest and most spacious cruiseship 
sailing to the Bahamas from Miami. 

'/'EMERALD 

OCFAO Oross Tons 
3 NIGHT CRUiSE TO NASSAU 
On Season $165 to $310 
on Season $150 to $295 
4 NIGHT CRUISE TO 
NASSAU/FREEPORT 
On Season $200 to $375 
Off Season $180 to $355 

Sailing 3 :4b PM every Friday anti Monday. 
Rates based on per person double occupancy 

and availability plus port lax/services. 
UND/SEA TOURS 

& DRIVE N CRUISE TOURS available 

. , %, We honor 
^ American Express, 

A\ Master Charge, 
BankAmericard 
and Diners Club 

Registry Panatna 

See your Travel Agent or 

EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINESm 
General Sales Agents and Operators 

P.O. Box 010882. Miami. Fla. 33101 • (305) 373-7501 

Have a nifidow-sent-viewofthe 
w orld's richest wUdlife panorama. 

UNDBLAD TRAVELS 

WING SAFARI 
Using the latest, most comfortable 

Trilander aircraft limited to 10 
we will visit far ranging wilderness 
and game resen es seldoin seen 

by other safari groups. 

We shall visit the Northern Frontier 
District and witness e\citing tribal 
life. We 11 occupy the best hotels, 

tented camps and lodges. 
Cost of 18 day Safari is $1,690, 

airfare not included. British Airways 
, flies you to and from Nairobi 

in utmost comfort. 
Please write for our brochure or 

give us the name of your Travel Agent. 

UNDBLAD TRAVEL, INC. 
Dept. HGWS 

135 East 55th Street, N.Y, N.Y 10022 
751-2300 or toll free 800-223-9700 
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5'/2 -day mini cruise 
continued from page J12 

the fitness pro, who is to England and 
English Keliogg's what Bob Richards 
used to be to the U.S. and Wheaties. 
Thereafter the QE2's so-called "Festival 
of Life" practically takes you by the hand 
and leads you thiough an unbroken 
string of physical, cultural, and social 
events. You can learn yoga and martial 
arts, cooking, bridge and golf; you can 
shop in the red-carpeted arcade for 
clothing, jewelry, perfume, liquor, and 
souvenirs; you can send the kids to arts- 
and-crafts class; you can take tea at 4 
with all the trimmings. Each crossing 
features a special guest or two, around 
whom seminars, lectures, and informal 
chats are planned. This past season you 
could have sat at the feet of Isaac Asi- 
mov, Shere Hite, Milton Friedman, 
Betty Friedan, Lynn Redgrave. George 
Gallup, John Dean, Nora Ephron, 
George Plimpton. 

Before dinner, there are cocktail par- 
ties given by fellow passengers and ship's 
otLicers. Later, you can ramble between 
eight bars, four nightclubs, a casino, and 
a 530-seat cinema. The QE2's nocturnal 
nerve center is the smallest of the four 
nightclubs, the lOO-capacity but always 
SRO, Theatre Bar. That is tourist-class 
turf, but the bar, with its cozy dance 
floor and surrounding lounge, is also 
favored by first-class passengers who 
change out of dinner jackets and dresses 
to mix with the masses. Somehow the 
Theatre Bar combines all the best quali- 
ties of a block party, a singles bar, and a 
corner pub. People arrive alone and 
leave in twos, fathers dance with daugh- 
ters, Frenchmen toast Americans, and 
the place doesn't close until no one is left 
to order a drink. 

I can't see how the QE2 can be as good 
a second time across, but if the day 
comes. I want to sail to America from 
England. I have heard that westbound 
crossings, carrying passengers home 
from their travels in Europe, are quieter, 
more contemplative journeys than east- 
bound crossings, when everyone is fresh, 
alive, and full of expectations of the 
summer ahead. It is hard for me to imag- 
ine the Britannia Room or Theatre Bar 
quiet or contemplative. I must see that. 

Self-indulgence of a cruise 
continued from page 110 ^ 

ritic splendors. There are cruises for 
every taste and hobby and every pocket- 
book, to any part of the globe, for any 
length of time. Lessons on bridge and 
yoga, golf and marine biology are of- 
fered. Some cruises tempt with visits to 
ancient ruins and chamber music, others 
promise gaiety and tangos. 

I think all those extra-added attrac- 
tions are simply incidental pleasures, 
adding a touch of piquancy to the dream 
life at sea. The only really important 

lairs 
Ik 

ih 

Am 
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thing is the ship. 
Cruise brochures, wonderfully mi 

colored and filled with hypnotizing d 
charts, olTer some clues on choosini 
ship. Somewhere there will be listed si 
details as the size of the ship, the numl 
of passengers in relation to the nunii 
of the crew, and perhaps the nationai 
of the crew. But there is no universil 
recognizable, four-star-to-no-star rar 
system for cruises. Potential passeng 
must rely on the recommendations; 
friends and of trusted travel agents 

My own travel agent tells me tha 
good rule in picking a cruise is: 
get what you pay for." 

The ship I love best would seemf 
prove that rule. The Royal Viking Se\ 
very expensive, and as close to my if] 
of perfection as Norwegian skill 
make her. I have spent weeks on boi 
the Sea in a condition somewhere bey 
bliss. That I also happened to be, 
various times, in the Caribbean, 
<Greek Islands, and the Black Sea, v 
exciting but not essential. I think I wo' 
be as happy on board the Sea if she ne 
left Ft. Lauderdale. The ship, as 1 
before, is the important element. 

Perhaps I will amend my statement ^^^[ 
indifference to destination just a litth 
think some passengers carry oblivio 
ness too far. There was once, for exa 
pie, a man on board the Sea who sp 
thirty-six days in the sauna and \ 
astonished one day to find the si 
docked in Tahiti. They still speak 
him, and of the woman whd obligii 
ly filled out a questionnaire about 
cruise by answering the query "wl 
cruise did you take?" with "Greek Isle 
although she had just been to the No 
Cape. 

In fact, there is no better way to 
the Norwegian fjords or the Alask 
coast than from a ship. And some of 
remoter or more difficult parts of 
world are infinitely pleasanter when 
the comforts of home (and more) w 
peacefully in the harbor. I would love 
be aboard the Sea this winter, sail 
through the  Panama Canal, maki 
quick visits to such ports as Balb( 
Acapulco, and Mazatlan. 

But, during lunch in Puerto Valla 
I would be thinking of macaroons 
tea back on board. 

I had not expected to be so beguil 
by a ship. I thought I would be bon 
Instead. I found the possibilities for se 
indulgence on the scale the Sea offer 
to be absolutely fascinating. It is, fi 
thermore. impossible for everyone 
board a ship to be boring. Some cruisj 
during normal vacation times, for < 
ample, or to certain very popular pla(| 
such as the North Cape, are livelier th 
others. If, by some miscalculation, y 
should find yourself surrounded by p; 
sengers who seem interested only in th 
health and the jigsaw puzzle in the 
brary, you should turn to the officers f 
help. They are, by training and inclir 
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.">n, prcpaftM to entertain—^nd be en- 
rtained by—the passengers. They are 

Iso verv good advisors on shore e.\cur- 
|ons; which places are better seen with 
group and which are more interesting 
plored alone or with one of the taxi- 

aides who vvait at every pon. 
My notions of cruising were somew hat 

Hrewar. I had visions of not being able 
cope, of spending my time at the 

ijrong table during the wrong seating, 
f retiring to a badly placed deck chair, 
ind of compounding my ignorance by 
wkwardly tipping the wrong amounts, 

jjt turns out that these days it is very hard 
p go wrong. The newer, smaller cruise 
lips like the Sea include everyone in 
ne seating, and they do not assign deck 
lhairs at all. 

The matter of the table assignment 
ill makes for nervous moments. The 

(est way to deal with the problem is to 
rmly state your preferences w hen book- 

ing, tip the maitre d"h6tel SIO the first 
Ininute you can after boarding, give 

le table a chance, and then ask for a 
[hange if you need to. Do not spend a 
lecond worrying about the boring peo- 
ple you have left abandoned. The maitre 
'hotel will find them some nice new 

iriends—he knows people better than 
lyone else on the ship. 
And don't, by the way. e.xpect the food 

|o be as wonderful as it is supposed to 
There will be a lot of it. but delicate 

:uisine is rarely achieved by a kitchen 
•king for great numbers. Sometimes, 

^ith a bit of e.xtra tipping to your head- 
'aiter. the kitchen can be persuaded to 

rook special things just for you. 
The simplest way to resolve the ncc.c 

»f tipping is to ask the purser, who will 
:ive you a general range. It is a good 

idea to spring for an amount slightly 
lore lavish than the general range, and 

it is an even better idea to tip something 
|at the beginning of the cruise as well as 
ithe end. 

-A cabin steward should receive about 
S3 a day per couple, or S2.25 a day per 
[Single. In the dining room, the waiters at 
your table get SI.50 a day for the group. 

AV ine stewards and bartenders should get 
15 percent of the daily, or total, bill. 
Deck boys welcome an occasional dollar 
or fifty cents. On long cruises, tip every 
two weeks instead of at the end. and 
don"t forget special people such as the 
masseur or the night steward. 

Ships do move—to the surprise of 
some passengers—and the best \va> to 
avoid seasickness is to book a cabin as 
close to midship as you can. A modern 
cruise ship is a self-contained climate, so 
the clothes you plan to wear inside should 
be the ones you wear to ward off air- 
conditioning chill at home. But. don't 
forget, if you plan to make excursions, 
sturdy shoes, bug repellent, and rain- 
coats—an>-thing that makes you com- 
fortable in the real world. 

For the most complete enjoyment of 
Continued on the next page 

SEARS BEST 

GLASS DOOR 

FIRESCREEN, 

NOW JUST 59999 

Save S20 
and help 
save heat with 
this elegant, 
exceptional value. 

Energy-efficient, shatter- 
resista'": te-^cered glass 
doors -e :      nouse heat 
loss afte' '"e ■ 'e is out. 
Optiora -es" screen 
available (pictured). 
onlyS11.99. 

Wood basket 
on sa'e "^cv 
justS12.99. 

Extra-thick insulated 
frame in two finishes: 
antique brass (pictured) or 
polished brass. Comes in 
seven sizes, fully 
assembled and easy to 
install. Measure me he<ght 
and widtn of fireplace 
opening before shopping. 

SALE RUNS SEPT 4-0CT15. 
AT SEARS RETAIL STORES. 

Save S6. 
Tool set 
on sale. now. 
Just S33.99. 

Sears 

October, 1977 



As exciting as a 
visit to one of our stores, 
shopping by mail with the 
Neiman-Marcus Christmas 
Book brings a world of gifts 
and fashion into your home. 
For your 1977 copy, send 2.00 

plus name and address for 
each book to: Neiman-Marcus, 

Dept. 08,P.O. Box 2968, 
Dallas, Texas 75221. 

•per person/ 
double occupancy 
single $130. 

At the brightest new 

beach hotel under 

the golden sun! 

Bask in the glowing fun-shine! Splash 
in pool or ocean! Play tennis! Dance! 
Dine as never before! Every room is 
a suite, each with private terrace. Besides 
deluxe accommodations, this intro- 
ductory package includes land trans- 
portation and baggage handling between 
hotel and airport, 'welcome' cocktail 
and Acapuico Bay Cruise with free 
cocktails served on board. Ole! 

CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT 
or send for color brochure: 

HOTEL LA PALAPA 
P.O. Box 48858, Los Angeles, CA 90048 

Self-indulgence of a cruise 
continued from preceding page 

the dream world on the ship it is neces- 
sary to spend a very busy first day. Thor- 
oughly test every possibility; explore 
every nook and cranny, read everything 
in your cabin, make appointments with 
the gym and the hairdresser, go and see 
if you like the people who join the Ping- 
Pong tournament or the dance classes. 
After that, you may retire to your chair 
by the pool and dissolve. 

And try, just try, to remember what 
daily life was like. ■ 

Ideas on 

choosing a cruise 

from Antoinette DeLand, editor of 
Fodor's Cruises Everywhere 1978 
□ HOW MUCH TIME CAN YOU SPEND? 
1. One-to-two-week cruises are the most 
popular today. These are often cruises 
with a theme: an old movie festival, a 
famous chef cruise, where one can go to 
the galley after dinner and be taught how 
to make what was had for dinner. Short- 
er cruises, and ships equipped to accom- 
modate more than 500 passengers, gen- 
erally attract younger people. Longer 
itineraries and a smaller passenger list 
sometimes mean a more expensive cruise, 
and a smaller, older passenger list. 
2. If you are attracted to the out-of-the- 
way ports of call offered by world cruises, 
but can't manage the 80-plus days to 
make the circuit, book a segment of the 
cruise. A cruise ship will provide the 
perfect means by which to see exotic 
sights with all the comforts of home-ship 
waiting for vou in the harbor. 
Z ARE YOU INTERESTED IN 
SHORE EXCURSIONS 
OR THE GOOD CRUISE LIFE? 
1. If particular ports of call interest you, 
make sure you choose a cruise that stops 
in those places for more than a few 
hours. 
2. If you are primarily interested in the 
relaxing effects of shipboard routine, 
choose a cruise where there are many 
days spent at sea. 
□ DOES IT MATTER IF THE CRUISE 
YOU LIKE LEAVES FROM MIAMI 
AND YOU LIVE IN CHICAGO? 
Don't worry about the port of embarka- 
tion. In the U.S., one can leave from San 
Francisco, Los Angeles, Galveston, New 
Orleans, Miami, Port Everglades, Nor- 
folk, New York, plus others. Speciarfly/ 
sail packages have the effect of free air- 
fare to the port of departure. 
□ DECK PLANS GIVE A BLUEPRINT 
OF A SHIP'S LIFE 
Your travel agent will have deck plans 
from many ships. Study them carefully 
when choosing a cabin or a ship. (Rule 
of thumb says the higher the cabin, the 
more windows and the more expensive. 
It is, however, the middle-level cabins 
that offer the smoothest ride in a storm.) 
Plans show whether or not a cabin has a 

J 1 
tub or a shower, the bed configuratioi i 
the closet space. Also check out ho ! 
close you are to stairs, elevators, dinir 
rooms, game rooms, lounges, and si 
decks. 
□ HOW TO COMBINE A CRUISE WITH 
AN ACTIVE SPORTS LIFE 
Golf and tennis fans should choose ' 
cruise where land arrangements can b 
made to play golf or tennis while in por 
Your travel agent will know the lin< 
that do this. 
□ PLAY FAVORITES 
Some people choose a ship by its crev 
If you love Italian vitality, find an Italiaj 
ship. If you relax supervised by Swede 
or Norwegians, look for a Scandinavia 
ship. 
□ DOES GOOD FOOD MEAN EVERY- 
THING TO YOU? 
Most ships' food, though plentiful, is nc' 
what it used to be. Still, certain nationali 
ties are known for their cuisine and otii 
ers aren't. If the quality of the cookerj 
is a big factor in your choice of a ship 
cKoose according to the flag of its che( 
Travel newsletters, a travel agent, ani 
the advice of cruise-going friends wil 
also help steer vou right. 
□ YOUNG FAMILIES >IND NONSTOP 
ACTIVITY ON A CRUISE 
Some lines make a point of catering t( 
families. If a particular ship has two sit 
tings for dinner, the children can go t( 
the first and the cabin steward will babyi 
sit while you go to the second. Som( 
cruise ship lines offer daylong children" 
activities so that you only see offsprin; 
at night. 
□ OTHER CRUISE ADVANTAGES: 
1. Except for tips and shore excursions 
a cruise offers a single-price vacation 
paid in advance, with no surprises at thi 
end. 
2. To check the price of a cruise againi 
a resort vacation, divide the cost of th( 
cruise by the number of days at se; 
Then compare that per-diem figure wit!' 
the combined cost of transportation|] 
taxis, hotel rooms, and meals divided bj 
the same number of days. With risinj 
costs of transportation and resorts 
cruises are no longer a routinely expem 
sive alternative. 

20-plus cruises you 

might like to take in the 

next three months: 

There are cruises leaving all year long 
from ports in the Atlantic, Pacific, Carib- 
bean, and Mediterranean. Below, to giv 
you an idea of the riches available, we'vi 
made a listing of 16 steamship compa^ 
nies offering over 25 different cruises 
the next three months. If you would like 
to get the whole picture—what cruises 
leave where, when—buy Ford's Internal 
tional Cruise Guide. A twice-yearly pub 
lication, the new edition is out this! 
month. Write Ford's International Cruise| 
Guide, P.O. Box 505, 22151 Clarendon 

Continued on page 118 
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The mark of 

a great window. 

High style. Attention to detail. It makes a great window. It makes a 

great room. It makes Graber drapery rods stand out from the rest. We keep the 

style as high as the quality. To give you a view from the top that's 

tremendous. There's a complete collection of designs in fashion-colors, 

gleaming metals and wood tones. All fine enough to wear the Graber 

mark. The mark of a great window. Look for it. 

Ok, 

drober 

c 1977 Graber Middleton, Wise 
T^jUQaied Fxxis Company responsive to consumer needs 
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SEENQKTHCARQUNA 

ggpQpx^v JGETHERE. 

To see all the good things 

North Carolina has to 

offer, you need to do some 

looldng ahead of time. 

So you'll l<now where 

to go. How to hnd it. And 

(what's thcre.once you do. 

Send the coupon, for 

your free North Carolina 

Liavel paci<age. And get the facts, not just another sales pitch. 

After all, if you take a good look at North Carolina before 

you come, you're going to enjoy it a lot more while you're here. 

One (if nil re full-color booKs. in llic Notlli Carolina travel package. 

Name 

Address 

Sua- Zip Codf 

NORTH CAROLINATRAVEL PACKAGE 
^  North CarolinaTravel, Department 768. Raleigh. N.C, 27699  ^ 

DISCOVER AMERICA'S 

BEST PRESERVED SECRET 

Walk down any street in 
Charleston's 789-acre historic 
district and history surrounds 
you. Over 300 years of it. 
House museums, churches, 
even forts. Stunning planta- 
tions and gardens are always in 
bloom. There's antique shop- 
ping and dining on famous 
Lowcountry recipes. And 20th- 
century pleasures too, like ten- 
nis, golf, beaches and resorts, 

j Charleston offers enough for 
^ many vacations, so plan yours 
i« now. Write for the new Charles- 

ton Trip Planner, and our secret 
will be your secret, too. 

CHARLESTON SX. 
Write for your new FREE Charleston, S.C. Trip Planner! 

Mail to: America's Best Preserved Secret 
P.O. Box 975 Dept. 43, Charleston, S.C. 29402 

Name. 

Address. 

City  State. Zip. 

Choosing a cruise 
continued from page J16 

Street. Woodland Hills, Calif. 91365. 
$4.75 with third-class postage or add an 
additional 75^ for first class. 
1. Ciinard: Queen Elizabeth 2 
• 6-day Transatlantic cruise, leaves 
N.Y.C. Oct. 22 for Europe, leaves Eu- 
rope Oct. 29 for N.Y.C. "Festival of 
Life" on board includes writers, journal- 
ists, comedians, politicians, playwrights. 
Oct. 22: Gucci Fashion Show. 
• 9-day    Caribbean    cruise, leaves 
N.Y.C.   Nov.   17.   "Ship Enthusiasts 
Cruise" will stop at St. Thomas, Marti-" 
nique, Barbados, St. Lucia. 
2. Royal Viking Line 
• 32-day Mexico / Tahiti / Hawaii 
cruise, leaves San Francisco Dec. 16, 
L.A. Dec. 17, stops at Mazatlan, Aca- 
pulco, Nukuhiva, Bora Bora, Papeete, 
Moorea, Honolulu, Lahaina. Christmas 
and New Year's Eve at sea. The Royal 
Viking Sea. 
3. ^rras 
• 16-day "Crown and Crescent 11" 
leaves Venice Oct. 22, returns to Athens 
after visiting Tunisia, Israel. Egypt, 
Crete. The Danae. 
4. Commodore Cruise Line 
• 7-day Caribbean cruises, weekly 
from Miami. "Oktoberfest Afloat" fea- 
turing oom-pa-pa music, German dishes, 
daily beer-fest. Stops at Puerto Plata, 
Dominican Republic; St. Thomas, Vir- 
gin Islands: San Juan. Puerto Rico; and 
Cap Haitian. Haiti. The Boheme. 
5. Eastern Steamship Lines 
• 4-nights to Nassau and Freeport, 
Monday to Friday, from Miami. Snorkel- 
ing and tennis available on land, ar- 
ranged by ship's captain. The Emerald 
Seas. 
6. Holland America Cruises 
• 18-day Caribbean and South Ameri- 
can cruise, leaves N.Y.C. Nov. 19. Port 
Everglades, Nov. 21. On board. Omar 
Sharif, a film festival of his films, plus a 
bridge tournament. (Omar Sharif is a 
tournament bridge player and will play 
in the ship's tournament.) Free economy 
airfare from many U.S. cities to N.Y.C. 
or Florida (one way). The Rotterdam. 
• 7-day Bermuda cruise, weekly on 
Saturdays, until Nov. 12 from N.Y.C. 
The Statendam. 
7. Lauro Lines 
• 14-day Mediterranean cruise, leaves 
Genoa, Dec. 24, stops in Naples, Alex- 
andria, Port Said, Haifa, Izmir. Istanbul. 
Piraeus, Capri. The Achille Lauro. 
8. Lindblad Cruising Expeditions 
• One-month cruise through the South 
Pacific begins Oct. 19 with a flight from 
San Francisco to the Fiji Islands to meet 
the Lindblad Explorer and visit: Tonga, 
Pitcairn Islands. Easter Island, Juan 
Fernandez. Return flight from Chile, 
November 20. Airfare to and from port 
of embarkation/debarkation not in- 
cluded. GIT rates sometimes available. 
9. Monarch Cruises 
• 7-day Caribbean cruise leaves Miami 

Continued on page J20 



Allied Van Linesf 

THE WORLD'S 

LARGEST 

AND MOST 

TRUSTED 

MOVER 

Last year 175,813 families trusted 

Allied-.thafs 61,510 more families 

than any other mover. 

Call your Allied agent. He's listed 

in the Yellow Pages. 

Source: 1976 Carriers Performance Report. 
Total of 3 shipment types (National Account, 
COD/Prepaid and Department of Defense). 
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Choosing a cruise 
continued from page 118 

Nov. 27. "Return to Nostalgia" with Art 
Mooney and Big Band Parade, the Ink 
Spots, and Corbett Monica. The Aiun- 
arch Sun. 
• 7-day Caribbean cruisc leaves Miami 
Dec. 4 with Buck Ow ens and the Bucka- 
roos from television's Hee Haw, plus 
singer Susan Raye. The Monarch Sun. 
10. Norwegiam America Line 
• 14-day Caribbean cruise from Port 
Everglades. Nov. 5. "Oktoberfest at Sea" 
makes stops in Venezuela, Colombia, 
Jamaica, Cayman Islands, Mexico. The 
I'ista/jorcl. 
• 14-day Caribbean cruise from Port 
Everglades, Nov. 19. "Backgammon 
Cruise." world championship backgam- 
mon tournament, plus lessons from 
experts, and other tournaments at sea; 
stops at Haiti, Curasao. Venezuela, St. 
Vincent. Barbados. St. Lucia. Guade- 
loupe, Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico. The 
Vistafjord. 
• 14-day Caribbean cruise from Port 
Everglades, Dec. 3. "Through the Lens 
for Camera Buffs."" Top photographers 
on board give lessons on camera use. 
Stops at Colombia, Aruba, Martinique, 
St. Barts, St. Maarten, others. The 
Vistafjord. 
11. Norwegian Caribbean Lines 
• 7-day Mexico and Caribbean cruises 
leave Saturdays year-round, from Miami. 
Visit Cozumel, Georgetown, Grand Cay- 
man Island, Ocho Rios, Jamaica. The 
Southward. 
12. Pacific Far East Line 
• 43-day South Seas cruise to New 
Zealand and Australia. Leaves from San 
Francisco and Los Angeles Nov. 1 and 
Dec. 7, stops in Honolulu, Moorea, 
Papeete, Rarotonga, Auckland, Bay of 
Islands, Sydney, Suva, Niuafo'ou, Pago 
Pago. Nov. 1, The Mariposa; Dec. 7, The 
Monterey. 
• 5-day California to Honolulu cruises 
departing from both San Francisco and 
Los Angeles Nov. 1, Dec. 15, The Mari- 
posa; Nov. 18, Dec. 7, The Monterey. 
• 18-day Hawaiian Island Cruises from 
San Francisco and Los Angeles, visits 
Honolulu, Hilo, Kahului, Nawiliwili. 
Nov. 18, The Monterey; Dec. 15, The 
Mariposa. 
13. Paquet Cruises 
• 14-day Caribbean cruise from Port 
Everglades, Jan. 8. "'Musical Cruise" 
with visiting artists, dancers, soloists and 
ensembles, lecturers, musical highlights 
every day; on shore days, the concerts 
are on shore. Stops at St. Croix, Guade- 
loupe, St. Lucia, Venezuela, Dominican 
Republic, Haiti. The Renais.sance. 
14. Princess Cruises 
• 7-day Mexico cruise from • os 
Angeles, Dec. 2, 9, and 12 for "Pr - 
Christmas Shopping Cruises". Spend one 
full day in Puerto Vallarta and Mazatlan. 
Dec. 2 and 9 The Sun Princess; Dec. 12, 
The Pacific Princess. 
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15. Prudential Cruises 
• 52-day South American Cruise, de- 
parts Los Angeles Oct. 28 (earlier depar- 
tures from Vancouver. Tacoma. San 
Francisco), visits 10 countries in S.A. 
Many air/sea possibilities available as 
well as bookings for segments of the 
cruise. The Santa Magdalena. 

16. Royal Caribbean Line 
• 14-day Caribbean cruises froir 
Miami, every other week, year-round 
Visit 8 ports: San Juan. St. Thoma' 
Guadeloupe, Granada, Barbados, 
Guaira, Curasao, and Port-au-Prince 
The Nordic Prince and The Sun Vikin 
on alternate trips. ■ 

BOOKLETS 

TO HELP YOU PLAN YOUR TRIP 

To plan better vacations, here are some 
booklets that give you information about 
where to go and how to get there. Just 
fill out the coupon below and return it. 
1. Flagship Cruises' West Africa/South 
America Cruise sails Oct. 22 from 
N.Y.C. then to Fla., on to Casablanca, 
and then around the West African coast 
and back to South America—45 days. 
The Kungshobn. 
2. Caribbean Winterludes from Holland 
America describes 8-12-day cruises from 
Nov. '77-Mar. "78. A big plus: H.A. has 
arranged for passengers to get Vi round- 
trip airfare to Miami free for cruises on 
the Statendam. 
3. Pacific Far East Line offers Free 
Round-Trip Flights from West Coast 
cities to Hawaii. Pick up 31-day South 
Seas Cruise. $268 free air travel allow- 
ance from all other cities. 
4. Cruise Alaska! 1978 on Canadian 
Pacific's Princess Patricia. 7-day excur- 
sions all summer long from Vancouver. 
wSee glaciers, the sight of the Gold Rush, 
Alaska's capital, and more. 
5. The Eastern Steamship Lines' Emer- 
ald Seas is your hotel in the Bahamas. 
3- and 4-night cruises. Dining, dancing, 
swimming, cinema, casino on board. 
Year-round from Miami. 
6. Pacific Coastal Cruises 1977/78 from 
Prudential Lines. Cruises every 2 weeks 
year-round from L.A. or S.F., then up to 
Vancouver and back. Only 100 passen- 
gers. One-way also available. 
7. Royal Viking Line's 1978 Trans- 
Canal Cruises offer variety. 16-days 1- 
way, 33-days roundtrip. From S.F., Flor- 
ida, or N.Y.C. Ail offer the daylight 
transit of the Panama Canal, plus Mex- 
ico and the Caribbean. One-way sailings 
available. 

8. Norwegian America's Caribbea 
M.S. Vistafjord offers the "Barbados 
Connection." Leaves from N.Y.C. or 
Miami. Seven nights on board, plus one 
night at Marriott's resort in Barbados. 
Free tennis. Golf and sailing for a small' 
charge. 
9. Spend Christmas and New Year's on 
QE2 for a two-week cruise in the Carib-i 
beam. One-week fly/cruise also availablej 
Details in 10 Classic Winter Cruises 
from Cunard. 
10. Monarch Cruises. Visit the Carib- 
bean, Mexico, and Central America in 
one week aboard the Monarch Star. Oi 
board, Frank Sinatra Jr. and Mart 
Storm. Leaves Miami Nov. 13. 
11. Cruising Expeditions Aboard thi 
M.S. Lindblad Explorer offers Antarctic 
cruises Nov. 24 or Dec. 19 from N.Y.C 
Stops: Chile. Falkland Islands, Antarcti •. 
ca, Tierra Del Fuego. Returns Dec. 24, 
Jan. 19. 
12. Norwegian Caribbean Line, Firs 
Fleet of the Caribbean, takes you t 
many ports on its ships: the Starward 
the Skyward, and the Southward. A 
leave year-round from Miami, Satur 
days. 
13. Sitniar Cruises: schedules for the 
Fairwind and the Fairsea for 1978. You 
choose an itinerary that offers several 
ports in Mexican waters, the Caribbean, 
or the Panama Canal. For winter and 
spring sailings. Canada and Alaska in 
summer. Mostly 10- and 14-day cruises. 
Extensive fly-sail information. Most air- 
fare to port of embarkation is dis- 
counted. 
14. Qantas South Pacific Tours lets 
you fly three ways: independent, hosted, 
or escorted. 87 tours to choose from. 
Length varies from 10-36 days. 

Circle the number of each booklet you want. Add 50^ for postage and han- 
dling. Do not send stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. Mail to: 
HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. lOA, Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New 
York, N.Y. 10017. 

1       2      3.     4      5      6 7 
8      9       10      11       12       13 14 

Name. 

Address. 

City  .State. -Zip #. 
..^ J 
Offer expires 1/15/78 
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\Vh.y just call Long Distance when people expect it^ Little things come as 

surprises, and the telephone is a convenient, inexpensive way to share them. Pick up 

your phone the next time you have some news, and bring someone you love 

into vour lite again. Long Distance is the next best thing to being there. 

Bell System 



In 1903, while walking her dog, Collette McNitt stepped into the hedge to smoke a cigarette. Her dog stepped in to prove once agaif 
that dog is man's best friend. 

16 mgl'tar!'0.9 mg. nicotine av. 
per cigarette, FTC Report Dec!76 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to-Your Health. 

Vbu've come a long way, baby. 

VIRGINIA 

SUMS 
Slimmer than the fat cigarettes men smoke. 

VIRGINIA 
SUMS 
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at first glance, it might 
seem strange that 
House & Garden this 
month should be so 

prominently concerned with 
apartments. After all. don't 
houses and apartments share 
many of the same decorating 
problems? Isn't everyone in- 
terested in having more space, 
better light, higher ceilings, pret- 
tier views, more charm, and a lit- 
tle peace and quiet? 

Yes, and that's just the point. 
You might find the same needs in 
houses and apartments. But, un- 
like houses, apartments have 
certain limitations. They can't, for 
instance, be expanded — there's 
a neighbor, or a 40-foot-drop, on 
the other side of that wall. If there 
are only a few windows, or a scar- 
city of closet space, that's just the 
way life is. Along with the view — 
which can be anything from a 
spectacular city skyline to the fire 
escape next door — you're often 
presented with rules that say 80 
percent of your floors must be 
carpeted, and sometimes, no 
remodeling allowed. All of which 
make apartments very good 
laboratories for real-life decorat- 
ing ingenuity. 

For instance: 

•IF YOUR ROOMS 
ARE TOO SMALL 

Use double or triple-duty furni- 
ture (see some of the newest on 
page 154). 

Don't have all your furniture hug 
the walls — freestanding things 
make the room more expansive. 

Mirror a lengthwise wall to 
broaden the room visually. 

•IF YOU NEED 
MORE STORAGE SPACE 

Fill a blank wall with open 
shelves. What you don't want in 
plain sight can be hidden in 
good-looking baskets. 

Storage cabinets or cubes built 
on casters can roll where you 
need them, are easy to rearrange. 

•IF YOU NEED 
A BETTER VIEW 

Mirror window reveals and sills to 
catch prettier scenery. 

If you view sky above, buildings 
below, have blinds that pull up 
from the bottom. 

Block a hopeless view altogether 
with trellis or louvered shutters. 
Hang plants in front, instaii lights 
in the window frame behind, for 
the illusion of a sunny day. 

•IF YOUR ROOMS 
NEED CHARACTER 

You can use screens to define 
seating areas, create entrance- 
ways, reshape space. 

Use plants to soften angles and 
juts left by the builders. Or use 
mirror to make them disappear. 

Light can create texture and 
nuance, for instance: uplights on 
dimmers in floor containers, to 
cast soft patterns on the wall. 

For do-it-yourself architecture, 
you can use painted, stenciled, or 
paper borders around doorways 
and windows. 

•IF YOU WANT 
TO RAISE THE CEILING 

Paint it a shade darker than light 
walls, or, with dark walls, paint it a 
pale color rather than white. 

Hang curtains above window 
tops — the longer the line of cur- 
tain, the higher the ceiling seems. 

Hang pictures in vertical groups 
that nearly reach the ceiling. Use 
vertical furniture to break long 
horizontal walls. 

ou'll find lots of other 
ideas on the pages that 

follow. If you live in a house, 
you can use or adapt the 

ones that fill your needs. If 
you live in an apartment, they're 
all right up your elevator. 

THE ELEVATOR PANEL AT 
OLYMPIC TOWER CONDOMINIUM, 

NEW YORK CITY S DAZZLING 
NEW FIFTH AVENUE SKY RISE 

SUSAN WOOD 





Starting here, 

practical beautiful 

decorating ideas 

to help you 

make your house 

or apartment 

live better, 

look terrific 

What appears here to be an infinite, airy, plant- 
filled space is actually a 4-by-8-foot diagonal 
passageway created between a dark entrance 
and a tile-staged plant conservatory. The illu- 
sion of space was achieved with mirror—floor- 
to-ceiling along both sides of the passage, 
whose walls were reangled to bounce light and 
view to the apartment center. Designed by My- 
ron Goldfinger. For more ideas, turn the page. 



In apartments, or wherever you can't increase 

actual space, it pays to make each room really count 

by using it several ways. Case in point, 

acrylic tables can bask in.-*       1/^1        ^ r-   C        j 1 
light Architect Myron Gold thc lU-Dy-25-ioot room hcrc, 
finger enlarged existing win- ^ 

:r which serves as plant room, family den, 
rior walls. Floor paved with ^ J m/ 

rr'^ndoor ^rdl^inr'"" stucly, ancl comfortable guest room 



f ore light and nature 
Bedroom 

Left: Plan 
of apartment, 
with new 
passage 
between 

"jom 

At one end, an African violet collection thrives near 

the terrace. In the center, a study wall of bookshelves 

and a built-in desk. At the other end, 

a shaggy, loungy landscape of rug and 

pillows that conceals a low bed—for 

the owners to relax, for guests to sleep ,2 

Above: At the other end of the 
conservatory, more plants and 
an inviting rug-and-pillow- 
covered bed kept low to keep 
out of the way of the view. A 
sliding panel can close the 
area off from the living room 
—privacy for guests. Across 
from the desk, more glass 
doors lead to the terrace. 



More light and nature 

NORMAN MCGRA 

One way to improve small or awkwardly shaped 

rooms is to rethink furniture arrangement. In the 

Above: The wall between din- 
ing and living rooms was re- 
moved to make the two 
spaces feel like one. But they 
retain their identities—and 
their functions—with the ad- 
dition of a marble-topped cab- 
inet-divider that serves both 
rooms. Above it, strip lighting 
reflected in window. 

dining room here, for instance, a square, 

tinted-glass-topped table placed on the 

diagonal gives new dynamics to the once 

conventional small square room 

T 

ft 

% 
roof 
ill 
ste[ 
k 



To make the narrow living room wider, the only 

furniture—two sofas conversing across a coffee table 

is placed away from walls; 

tiled plant steps run the room's width. 

At the end of the room, tall, wide, 

curtain-free windows add visual miles 

Above: The narrow living 
room was given visual breadth 
with a wall of glass doors 
stepped up to the terrace, the 
large cut-out to the dining 
room, and a 12-foot-wide bar- 
rel-vaulted skylight that spans 
the room. For more width-illu- 
sion, an island of rug on a 
brown-stained oak floor. 
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Great ideas from apartment living 

PROBLEM: What Cdfi you do 

to give a boxy modem apartment 

the appeal of a countn/ house:' 

SOLUTION: 

w 

hy not create cozy sitting areas, use 

country fabrics and the things you love 



rl.? ? 

living room, cozy, inviting, full of wonderful 
fabrics and an atmosphere you can't help but 
relax in. It's the result of a transformation that 
began with a problem you might recognize: a 
brand new apartment building that offered 
plenty of open space, but, as owners Richard 
and Betty Dorso put it, "with all the charm of 
a ball park." Their solution was to build walls 
to divide the original huge (30 by 40 feet) liv- 
ing room into a living room, dining room, 
and library. Then they made each space 
cozier still, by screening off sections, group- 
ing furniture by conversation areas, and hang- 
ing their vast art collection floor to ceiling on 
every wall. For more of the charming trans 
formation, please turn the oage^ 



ent with the appeal of a country house 

132 

When you want to 

warm space up and 

make it livable, fill 

it with a chorus of 

colorful fabrics 

in wonderful prints 

Above and right: The li- 
brary ("this is where we 
live") houses some of the 
Dorsos' art along with 
their books. With the 
exception of some an- 
tique linen in the living 
and dining rooms (used 
both right and wrong side 
out) the fabrics—all by 
Soule'ado at Pierre Deux 
—are pure Provence in 
inspiration, and used for 
upholstery and curtains. 



Ill 

1^: 

No matter how large and spare a space you begin with, 
you can use fabric to create instant atmosphere. Here, 
country fabrics—antique and modern—are used in 
every room, differently but consistently, for furniture, 
curtains, and in the dining room, above, on a stretch 
of wall. The rest of the walls are patterned with pic- 
tures, hung straight up to the ceiling to raise it visual- 
ly—they lift the eye. Underfoot, the original floor was 
poured concrete, so every room but the kitchen has 
been carpeted in dark beige sisal—soft, warm color, 
a wonderful flow that unifies and defines all the activ- 
ity above it. Because the Dorsos are inveterate travel- 
ers and collectors, they had enough paintings, objects, 
and French furniture to not only fill their high-rise 
country house, but also to stock their shop in Beverly 
Hills, where they also sell marvelous clothes. 

Above: The dining room 
with new false beams, 
very shallow so as not to 
lower the ceiling, and 
painted a country-sky 
blue. Two tables expand 
to 12—"and that's all. 
Any more and you'd have 
totalkwith megaphones." 
Left: The living-dining ter- 
race, a combination of 
hanging garden and 
open-air Turkish corner, 
lit at night by candles 
plus the local fireflies. 



UFIRSTYEAR btart With a beautiful floor, 

furniture on sale or from the attic 

4i£ 

I 

This is the way 

the living room 

developed 

FIRST YEAR 
$799 Sofa on sale 

176 2 wicker arm- 
chairs 

15 Rush table 
Hand-me-down 
desk, chair 

60 2 bamboo 
blinds 

25 Floor pillow 
100 Tree 
35 Basket for tree 

250 Floor, 
bleached, 
sanded, 
polyurethaned 

35 Lamp 
28 2 throw pil- 

lows for sofa 

MTHIRD YEAR Add Comfortable chairs, 

slipcovers, curtains, and art 

THIRD YEAR 
$320 

150 

753 

300 
152 

18 
35 

35 
425 

67 
12 

Upholstery 
fabric 
To have slip- 
cover made 
Upholstered 
chairs (with 
fabric above) 
Coffee table 
Curtains 
Sofa pillow 
Hanging 
shelves 
Lamp 
Cricket table 
Painted chair 
Chair cushion 

FIFTH YEAR 
$ 60 Wall paint 
1,200 Rug 

500 Mirror 
(installed) 

275 Graphic, 
framed 

825 Corner cup- 
board 

60 Afghan 
42 Needlepoint 
• pillow (do- 

it-yourself 
supplies) 

To learn 

how it all works, 

turn the page ^ 



PROBLEM: We kfiow just whdt we want- 

but we can't afford it now 

OLUTION: 

ere's how to plan your decorating 

right now, and create your rooms in stages 

tFlipH YEAR Give it mora c/iarrp with cob 

tinirftn; a rug, and personal treMures 



Plan now, decorate later 
1 

Top: The starting living room- 
new sofa, desk, two wicker arm- 
chairs, rush table. Cost: 
$1,582.95. 
Below: Five years later with the 
addition of two upholstered 
chairs, coffee table, and end 
tables, the seating group is cen- 
tered on the fireplace (see 
plan, above). To balance the 
desk on the righthand side of 
the fireplace, a cupboard on 
its left: Cost: $6,811.95. Kay- 
Lyn chairs with fabric by Jay 
Yang for P. Kaufmann, Scotch- 
gard finish. Charles Hinman 
graphic, Galerie Denise Rene. 
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Start now, finish later—a deco- 
rating plan that's as much fun as 
it is practical. Whether you're 
starting from scratch in an 
empty apartment with just a 

few hand-me-downs, or updating an 
apartment you're already living in, you 
can let your rooms evolve with your 
taste and budget. To show you what we 
mean, we asked designer William Hodg- 
ins to help us plan and decorate a whole 
apartment—living room, dining room, 
and bedroom—in stages. "To do this 
most efficiently, it's important to con- 
sider how you live now, and how you 
think you'll be living in a few years." 
says Mr. Hodgins. "That way you're al- 
ways working towards the plan that ac- 
cents the room's best features and makes 
the most of the furniture you've chosen. 
This is not to say that this optimum plan 
is the only answer. There are many hap- 
py solutions en route." Take this apart- 
ment's living room (below left and on 
preceding pages). Although the ideal 
arrangement is the final one "because it 
lets people see the windows, the fireplace, 
and through to the dining room all in one 
glance," the placement of the sofa on a 
diagonal in the first year is the best so- 
lution for a scarcity of furniture. It 
makes the room look fuller than it really 
is, and it's a balanced, workable arrange- 
ment with the sofa on one side of the 
room, the desk and chair on the other. 
It was during the third year, when the 
owners replaced the living room's wicker 
armchairs with upholstered ones (wicker 
chairs went to the dining room) and 
brought in the dining room's (opposite 
page) botanical print and red pine table, 
that the living room moved towards its 
finished plan. "Furniture swapping be- 
tween rooms lets you make the most of 
your furniture for years on end," says 
Mr. Hodgins. Even the octagonal dining 
table—"a wonderful shape for a skirted 
table since it makes natural folds"— 

was bought with the idea that someday 
ii could work elsewhere—perhaps as a 
night table in a bedroom or an extra 
table in a living room or den. "The im- 
portant thing to remember, whether 
you're decorating in stages or not, is that 
rooms are never finished. They grow as 
long as you grow." In 
this apartment, less than 
$10,000 was spent for all 
three rooms—about $3,- 
500 the first year, $2^790 
by the third, and an add- 
ed $3,667 by the end of 
year five. Of that amount, 
nearly $7,000 went into 
the living room, since 
that's where most people 
spend their time. Costs 
are based on do-it-your- 
self painting, refinishing, 
and some sewing. Profes- 
sional labor increases 
prices. 

DO-IT-YOURSELF MIRROR FRAME, opposite page: 
Take an old wood-framed mirror, scrape clean of old 
paint, sand lightly. Apply primer-sealer and give frame 
a coat of fast-drying off-white acrylic paint. Dip the end 
of a twisted piece of cheesecloth into taupe-colored 
acrylic paint and gently sponge on. Let dry overnight. 
TO CREATE A HANDSOME SIDEBOARD, below, from a 
hopelessly decrepit desk ($8, as is): Nail down warped 
top, scrape off old paint (leave just a hint of paint 
around center scroll, to accent it). Prime, seal, 
lacquer the top black, and just polish the rest. 

J 

Opposite page, top left: The dining room began with a small red pine 
table, two wicker armchairs and a botanical print—the start of a col- 
lection continued in thel^edroom later. Poster Originals. 
This page, top right: Breakfast in the start of a great dining room. 
Rosenthal china, flat- are, and glasses were wedding presents. 
Opposite page, top right: In the second stage, paint: a splash of 24- 
hour sunshine to brighten up the windowless dining room. The table is 
an octagon of plywood laid on a card-table base. 
Opposite page, bottom: For charm by the fifth year: seat cushions, 
China Seas' sarong, draped over the felt skirt, desk-turned-sideboard, 
found at a flea market, mirror. Total cost: $536. 

MICHAEL DUNNE 



FTH YEAR 

FiRbJ rtAK 
$ 35 Rea piTie 

table 
176 2 wicker 

armchairs 
150 Botanical 

pr'Ht. fraTied 

THIRD YEAR_ 
$15 

15 

25 

/^ail paint 
Octagonal 
table (ply- 
wood and base) 
Table skirt 

FIFTH YEAR 

$8 Old desk 
to refinish 

42 Mirror you 
paint yourself 

60 Seat cushions 
10 



Plan now, decorate later 

Litishinc and flowers— 
that's all the inspiration it 
look to make this bedroom 
grow. The look begins with 
a whole wardrobe ot cheer- 

ily printed sheets and pillowcases 
used lavishly. Since sheet patterns 
arc frequently discontinued after a 
year or so, all of them were bought 
at once—but put to use in stages. 
During the first year, the bed was 
dressed with sheets, matching com- 
forter, dust ruffle, and armfuls of 
pillows. More sheets were used to 
cover the headboard and window 
shades. Two years later, sheets be- 
came shirred curtains, and, finally, 
panels of floor-to-ceiling curtains, 
valances, and covers for a junk- 
shop screen. In the second stage, 
two botanical prints were hung to 
either side of the bed. and the room 
was painted sun yellow above the 
chair rail. (The wall below the rail 
was kept white to accent the mold- 
ings and add architectural dimen- 
sion to the square room.) More 
sunshine was added during the 
fifth year: yellow slipcover for the 
armchair; more flowers in the gar- 
lands handpainted on the white 
armoire, below. Sisal rug was re- 
placed by grass green wall-to-wall 
carpeting, bought with the inten- 
tion of binding it for possible use 
as an area rug in a future apart- 
ment. The sisal might have been 
moved to the living room until the 
budget could allow for the pur- 
chase of the final $1,200 durrie. 

HOW TO DRESS A WINDOW, right: Begin with shades to give 
privacy and filter light. They were made with iron-on shade- 
cloth kits using a white background bottom sheet with 
scalloped border from the top sheet (the bed's dust ruffle was 
made the same way). The third year brought 34-height curtains 
—shirred on rods top and bottom—of the same sheeting. They 
make windows look ♦aller, allow more versatile light control. 
In the fifth year, windows were finished with floor-to-ceiling 
curtains and valances, made from strips of bottom sheet 
trimmed with 3-inch-wide pink grosgrain ribbon, and hung on 
double rods. To make the bedroom feel taller, valances were 
hung under ceiling molding. Cannon's "Scented Garden" sheets. 
Opposite page, top: Hanging the valance on a rod of its own. 

MICHAEL DUNN 

TO TRANSFORM A FOLD- 
ING SCREEN, above, cut 
section of sheet for each 
panel, stretch and staple 
to screen's edge. Trim 
away excess with a razor. 
Press double-faced tape 
around the edges, and 
cover tape with contrast- 
ing grosgrain ribbon. 

FIRST YEAR 
$311 Bed on sale 

75 Custom head- 
board 

68 Chest 
56 Mirror 

Hand-me-down 
chair 

52 Window shades 

FIRST Y^AR 

Above, right: The bedroom filled up 
the first year with an on-sale bed, 
chest, mirror, armoire, and hand-me- 
down chair with neutral upholstery. 
Cannon's "Scented Garden" sheets 
by Oscar de la Renta. 
Right: Armoire, first painted white, 
later trimmed with painted garlands. 
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(2 do-it- 
yourself kits) 

220 Sisal rug 
224 2 bedside 

tables 
110 2 brass lamps 

on sale 
250 Armoire 

192 Sheets, 
pillow cover 
ings, com- 
forter, 
plus some 
received 
as wedding 
presents 

i i 

THIRD YEAR 

THIRDJTEAR 
$30 Wall painl 

Shirred cur- 
tains (made 
from sheets) 

400 2 botanical 
prints, framed 

35 Plant stand 



FIFTH YEAR 
$360 car- 

100 -e :.v slip- 
cover 
for chair 

34 Old screen 
Do-it-yourself 
armnirp 

decoration 
40 Eyelet pillow 

shams 
Do-it-yourself 
curtains, 
valances from 
sheets 

30 Ribbon trim 
22 Hardware 

Opposite page, bottom: 3y the third year. t;vo botanical or'nts appsared above bed tab'es, 
a wire planter picked up at a garage sale for $35 was • " --rk into shape, and shirred 
curtains were hung at the windows. 
Above: Fifth year's finishing touches: wail-to-wall carpeting, sheet-covered screen to hide 
old-fashioned radiator, and curtains and valance of more sheets trimmed with 7"—'-- n. 
On the bed, eyelet pillow shams bought at a January white sale. Comforter is - '.s 
white side to accent the white in the room. Total cost of the room: S2.607.63. G^^szan 
carpeting of Anso nylon. ShopD'ng ■'-•'o''^3tion. page 188, 



Great ideas from apartment living 

PROBLEM: How Can you 

make a tiny kitchen 

look and funct'on like a big one?^ 

SOLUTION # ?; 

Keep the eye moving 

with bold color, 

mirror, and 

flowing graphics 

140 

This kitchen used to be a narrow hall 
with a tiny excuse for a kitchen on its 
right-hand wall. But look at it now: a 
full-size refrigerator-freezer, range, 
dishwasher, stack washer/dryer, and 
a built-in toaster, electric can opener, 
paper-towel dispenser plus a break- 
fast counter and lots of working and 
storage space—all in a 6V4 -by-12-foot 
area, see plan. Yet the kitchen seems 
generous. To visually open up the 
space, designer Michael de Santis 
faced a door with mirror, use3 more 
mirror, in diagonal panels, on the wall 
above eating counter. Graphics paint- 
ed on the ceiling draw attention up- 
ward, move it from one end of the 
room to the other—instead of across 
the narrow 3-foot aisle. The ceiling it- 
self is enlarged by a wide band of 
stainless steel above the cabinets by 
St. Charles. 

Above: Looking down the kitchen 
aisle from the mirrored door 
swung inward to reflect the veg- 
etables on the back counter. 
Ceiling graphic is repeated on 
the pillar at the far end of the 
eating counter. To the right of the 
stove, built-in towel dispenser. 



SOLUTION = 2: 

pen it up with white 

^) and the shimmer of steel, 

stack appliances and storage 

rwice its size. Thai's because even- ioch of a\ aii- 
iblt space is put to good use. Sze plan above. The 
cook-top has a dishwasher beneath, an oven 
above, and an adjoinina wail of storage shelves. 

- space, a mim-rein^rsior went 
The 'reezer aN?ve :T D??-r"er 

Above: Tneres no: 2" rci lo SDa^'e 
\n ihree "waiis CT a Sia'n:6£s-=nci- 
W'tj:le kiicr«n packed w if", siD3ge 
spa^e and anrranees. On trie tack 

cen iV'i'"^ ex^ajst s>Siem. On tne 
MacQ.1 

doBe in white Formica and 

•ce the 
V IS. 

Top right; - Dlenk WBW A3S ncJ- 
iowed out TO 3ccGni;nx>claie ad- 

•       - ""--^ ."_s:3d'e. 4-ioc'h steel s^€'lves. 
Left: Slee'l-lined couniers. back- 
SDasnes ""it byunrisr-cabiret ligtits. 

r pf bui^ltiiiris, facts for ix>th of tr>sse ^r'tcoe-s. see os^ 29C. 



Great ideas from apartment living 

PROBLEM: How cBf) we bring a small, 

outmoded bathroom up to date? 

SOLUTION: 

By expanding to the room 

next door you can create a big, 

^ comfortable bath-beauty room 

Not just a bathroom, but a room for the 
bath—it's a luxury you can enjoy even 
if you live in an apartment. One way is 
to merge a typical little bathroom with 
an extra bedroom, as designer Luis Rey 
of McMillen Inc. did in this New York 
apartment. The result: a big refreshing 
room for beauty and the bath that you 
can't help but feel relaxed in. The bath- 
room-sitting room, see plans above, in- 
cludes a 3V2-by-7-foot marble tub, walk- 
through shower, a private toilet-and-sink 
area, wall-hung hair dryer, mirrored 
dressing area, and its own built-in music 
system. To join old and new, Mr. Rey 
replaced tub with shower, borrowed 
walking space from closet. 

Right: The bathtub is cen- 
tered on the window end 
of what used to be a bed- 
room. For practicality and 
good looks, it is surround- 
ed by a blue-and-white 
country tiled floor, and 
walls covered in matching 
blue vinyl. The remaining 
bedroom space became a 
white-carpeted room with 
a comfortable armchair 
slipcovered in Porthault 
toweling by-the-yard (to 
match the zebra towels) 
and three mirrored walls of 

^ y closets. Except for the 
^^v^ reading light beside the 

chair, the room is lit en- 

tirely by incandescent rods 
hidden beneath a dropped 
ceiling above the tub area. 
Large collage by Nancy 
Grossman. 
Lfeft: Marble bathtub, with 
slanted back and hand 
shower, seems to float on 

-its tiled base. Faucets are 
^sy to reach near the 
back of the tub. Windows 
are covered with blinds- 
blue to blend into the 
walls, perforated to let in 
light even when they're 
closed for privacy. 
Above: The shower, tiled 
ceiling and all in blue and 
white, is an extra pass- 
through to the sink area. 





70 MAKE 

Why making the change is good for you. 

The do's and don te of intelligent moving 

MOVING- 

THE GREAT ESCAPE 

I BY CAROLINE SEEBOHM 

It's hard work, physically 

and mentally. But moving can 

liberate you in a most 

surprising and wonderful way 

-■■if- 

Remember when you last 
moved into a new house or 
;ipartment — that feeling of 
litter relief and liberation as 
\ou sorted out things you no 
Kinger needed or wanted? And 
landing in the new rooms 

nefore the furniture arrives: 
Do you recall the delicious 
feeling of emptiness, of space 
and air? You have experienced 
the bliss of virgin territory, the 
clean slate, starting fresh, mak- 
ing everything count. At such 
times you are controlling your 
things, instead of letting your 
things control you. It's an 
exhilarating feeling. 

But if you re like most 
people, within a year things are 
piling up again. It seems we 
can't help accumulating clutter. 
We live in a product-oriented 
^t)ciety that urges us to buy, to 
n)llect. We also live in confus- 
ing times, and possessions can 
he a camouflage, something to 
hide behind if we feel unsure of 
xurselves or our lives. "Our 
\\hole security lies in the fact of 
iiaving; and since we're in- 
secure, we want to have more 
and more," says psychoanalyst 
Erich Fromm. 

Many of today's designers 
are calling for more freedom 
from things in our homes. "Our 
lives are complex enough. Why 
not have a simple home life?" 
asks Arthur Smith, one of the 
designers who work with the 
minimal look. His first room 
that appeared in House & Gar- 
den (September, 1971) was as 
minimal as you could get — no 

rugs, no curtains, no table 
lamps, no pictures. Then, it 
almost looked unfinished. Now 
it looks wonderfully simple. 
"Today life is more confusing 
than ever," he says. "Surely we 
must try to simplify." 

"Decoration can mean the 
absence or deletion of things," 
designer Jay Spectre agrees. 
"Space and energy are on 
everybody's minds. Today we 
are beginning to realize that 
people, art, sculpture, and 
objects need room to breathe. 
The world is shrinking, we need 
space. And after all, it is what's 
happening in the world that 
dictates fashion." 

"We are overwhelmed by too 
much food," declares fashion 
designer Bill Blass, "too many 
gadgets, too many plants, too 
many layered clothes. Go to 
Nantucket and see how the 
simplicity on that island pleases 
tpe eye — a polished floor, a 
small rug, one piece of furni- 
ture." (This is exactly the look 
of Billy Baldwin's Nantucket 
house — House & Garden, 
January, 1977). Oq^ of the re- 
sults of editing a room is that 
what stays counts. All you need 
are a few good pieces, and they 
will stand out like'treasures in a 
pared-down room. • 

So instead of regarding your 
next move with dread, think of it 
with anticipation. The act of 
moving is giving you the chance 
to get rid of things you never 
thought you'd bring yourself to 
say good-bye to — the decrepit 

Continued on page 192 
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)WR BESTMO/E 

f/0 W TO MAKE YOUR MOVE 

as CAREFREE AS POSSIBLE 

A^dvice, case histories, and tips 

from experts to make moving easier 

I here are three basic aspects of 
noving — getting an estimate, 
tacking,   and   making ar- 
angenients at your destination. 
Getting an estimate works two 
Aays, both to help you choose a 
inover and to give you an idea of 

ow much \our mos e is going to 
ost. Packing is the part people 

iprobably dread most, although 
here arc wa\s of making it 
asier. As for arrangements at 
he other end. you will have to 
hink of how \our goods will 
rri\e, hou \ou unpack them, 
nd how \ou pa\ the bill for the 

total mo\e. 
Getting an estimate. You 
can get hold of the names of 
movers by using the Yellow 
Pages or. (ideally), by word of 
mouth from friends whose 
judgment \ou trust. Call the 
companies \ou choose and the\ 
will send an estimator to look at 
your possessions and give you a 
price for your move. (Some 
local movers will give an esti- 
mate over the phone, but it will 
obviousK be less accurate.) 

Estimates for an interstate 
move should not vary very 
much — usually not more than 
li) percent of each other. That 
IS because interstate movers 
are governed by the Interstate 
Commerce Commission, a 
Federal body set up to police 
the moving industry. The ICC 
has issued a standard price list, 
based on weight, so that all 
movers use the same table of 
measurements. If one movers 
estimate is much lower, 
ask more questions: Are the 
costs going to appear from 
elsewhere? (Extra costs, for 
instance, come from walk-up 
buildings, extra help such as a 
hoist for a piano, or other 
special shipments.) Beware of 
an estimate that is more than 10 
percent out of line with the 
others you receive. 

The ICC requires that mov- 
ers give you two documents 

that are very helpful; the .S////J- 
niary of Inforination for Shippers 
of Household Goods, which 
contains details of estimating, 
weighing procedures, inven- 
tories, and movers liabilit\: and 
the movers performance record 
for the past \ear. which includes 
percentage of shipments where 
the estimate was 10 percent over 
or under the final charge: per- 
centage of late pick-ups or de- 
liveries: and percentage of claims 
settled for loss or damage during 
the \ear. This is a very useful 
document, since it is a quick wa\ 
of comparison sht)pping for \ our 
mover. 

Local movers charge by the 
hour, not by weight. When the\ 
give you an estimate, they will 
quote b\ the hour and number 
of men. When estimating the 
time \our move will take, take 
into account how much you 
have to move; how much time 
traffic problems will eat up; 
how easy it will be for the men 
to transfer things (e.g. is there 
an elevator;" How far must they 
walk to the house or apart- 
ment?). Most interstate movers 
(such as the Big 6: Allied, 
Atlas. Bekins. Mayflower, 
North American, and United) 
also do local moves, but if you 
want to check the reputation 
of a lesser-known mover, you 
can call the Better Business 
Bureau, which keeps a list of 
moving complaints. Again, 
word of mouth is invaluable. 

When the estimator comes, 
show him everything you wish 
to move. He may advise you 
about some doubtful things, 
such as chairs you may not 
want, by telling you how much 
it would cost to transport them. 
At this time, you should also 
decide whether you want to 
pack and/or unpack yourself, 
or whether you want the mov- 
ers to do it for you. 

The most useful guideline 
here is: Let the professional 

pack breakables. Packers arc 
trained to pack safelv the most 
delicate of treasures, in wrap- 
ping and cartons specialK de- 
signed for the job. such as 
double corrugated cardboard, 
bubble packs, ruffled foam 
paper, and speciallv divided 
cartons. All cartons are care- 
fullv sealed and insured (see 
Money Matters). The es- 
timatt)r will look at your goods 
and estimate how manv cartons 
thev will need. You pav tor all 
cartons the mover supplies, no 
matter who packs them. The 
packing estimate is then in- 
cluded in your ti>tal estimate. 

If vou want them to unpack 
vour gtiods at the other end. tell 
vour estimator, as that means 
aiu)lher charge. (For more on 
packing and unpacking, see 
below.) 

When choosing vour mover, 
it is worth checking the mate- 
rials he uses to pack. The best 
movers pack everything in new. 
disposable wrappings, such as 
plastic or cellophane ct>vers. 
Some movers will use quilted 
padding for larger t>bjects. 
which, although eftective. gets 
used over and over and is there- 
fore not so clean. ■"Cleanliness 
of materials is vitallv impor- 
tant." savs Emil Beauseigneur 
of Beauseigneur Moving & 
Storage. " Recvcled wrapping 
can soil vour fine things." 

On the basis of all this infor- 
mation, vou can compare esti- 
mates and make your decision. 
Packing. Once you have cho- 
sen your mover, you will ar- 
range with him the dates for 
packing, pick-up. and delivery. 
Remember that the busiest mov- 
ing months are June. July, and 
August, with five "criticar" 
weeks. June 26-July 2. July 3-9, 
July 31-August 6. August 28- 
September 3. and September 
4-10. TTiis means that if you must 
move then, you may have to be 
flexible. Interstate movers have 
schedules-which indicate how 
long the move will take, accord- 
ing to date, weight, and distance. 
"Check with your mover so you 
will know how many days you 
may have to wait for pick-up or 
delivery," advises a Bekins 
expert. 

Continued on page 168 
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FURNITURE NOW 

For rooms with the chaniri' ^ 

of real tradition, a new 

furniture collection inspired 

by a town with a history 

of great craftsmanship. 



war 

"•"••Ill, 

= grand oic -c^se. oeautifully restored, and 
A\th wonderful reproductions you can buy for your rooms 

- .e: In the curtain-hung dining room, each piece of furniture 
- "ahogany sideboard. Sheraton-style table, and chinoiserie- 
corated chairs—has been faithfully reproduced or adapted 
)m an original. Fabrics, china, sterling, and paint are 
larleston-inspired: everything is available across the 
untry. Furniture, Historic Charleston Reproductions by 
jker. Floor designed and painted by Luis Molina. Fabrics de- 
nned by Jay Yang, treated with Scotchgard. Mottahedeh 
lina; Gorham sterling. June Klensch painting from Noho Galle- 
!ft: The house, restored by the Historic Charleston Foundatior 
chard Neas designed interior. Restoration story, page 20. 

HO: 





/ 

Furniture with a history, 

scaled comfortably 

for today's living 

- :-e •^rniture—'jp''.c.stereo, chests, and 
;hairs—comes to you out of Charleston's past. 
Left: The original of the living room's 
mahogany secretary-bookcase, for instance^ is 
attributed to the famous Charleston cabinetmaker 
Thomas Elfe, and is on public view in the Nathaniei 
Russell House. Mottahedeh china; Gorham cups. 
Above: " the fresh, romantic bedroom, a handsome 

es-.on "rice bed" (so called for the carvings 
of rice plants in its posts), a copy of the bed 
olantation owners gave their eldest daughters as 
.vedding presents. In summer, chest-on-chest 
.vent from town to plantation. All furniture. 
Baker's Historic Charleston Reproductions. 
- = z-'>cs designed by Jay Yang, treated with 
5:::chgard. Durrie rug by Coury. Martex sheets. 
=^c39rt Natkin painting from Andre Emmerich 
Gallery. For shopping information, see page 188. 





pie life 

Cushion furniture, low tables, and 

dowel-and-canvas dividers, for 

comfort with remarkable flexibility 

Take a trebh look at the way we 
live today, and you can see a 
promising future for this inno- 
vative furniture idea. Its inspi- 
ration is economy—of time, 
space, and money. Yet there's 
nothing hard-edge about it: It's 
all done with pile-as-you-wish 
pillows and wood platforms 
that roll around on casters—or 
stack for storage. Every piece 
does double or triple duty: Re- 
move cushions, and the chaise 
turns into a bed. Lift ottoman 
seats—there's storage beneath. 
An ottoman divides into two 
floor pillows and a low table: 

freeing up the home front.' 
Giorgio Sant'.\ngelo (whose 
apartment you see here) is a de- 
signer who ten years ago got 
women out of "boxes with zip- 
pers" and into flowing gypsy 
skirts. "The apartment was old- 
fashioned, small, without 
enough closets—and since I was 
renting, major changes were 
out. So I had to invent furni- 
ture that would make big 
changes for me." He remem- 
bered ancient furnishings from 
the Incas. Orientals. American 
Indians. "These people knew 
how to build some of the most 

tables enlarge and change shape functional furniture ever—very 
with built-in leaves. And an as- 
sortment of interlocking or 
tie-together canvas-and-dowel 
screens can make new walls, 
hallways, comer closets, and 
folding, swinging doors. Or use 
them singly as airy translucent 
doors, radiator screens, or— 
Japanese style—as decorative 
focal points against a wall. 
They're assemble-it-yourself ar- 
chitecture. 

Who's responsible for this 

simple, very sensual—things 
that left room for imagination." 

The furniture Giorgio Sant- 
"Angelo designed for himself 
proved so functional that the 
Venture Furniture division of 
The Lane Company asked him 
to design some for them. The 
result—"Venture Project 1"— 
about 70 pieces in all (includ- 
ing most of those on these four 
pages) will be available at 
Macy's. New York, in February. 

Above, left: Space strategies in the living 
room—low furniture makes the ceiling 
seem higher; unbleached cotton canvas 
visually enlarges space by merging the 
furniture with the eggshell-white walls. 
In the right foreground is an antique 
Incan bench in the shape of an iguana— 
a gift from designer Giorgio Sant'Angelo's 
grandfather, who took him on archeo- 
logical tours as a boy. To the upper left, 
a glimpse of the foyer-dining area, with 
shelves of blue and white porcelain. 
"Every apartment needs 
small havens of organized clutter to 
add warmth and humanity." 
Left: At the living room windows, simple 
muslin curtains diffuse light. Two 
lacquered wooden screens, framed like 
paintings, hide radiators and air condi- 
tioner (canvas version will be available 
next year). Two of his own "painted 
sketches" lean against them. A tall 
canvas screen adds architectural interest 
near a low table stacked with storage 
boxes. Beyond, the designer's work area. 

Designer Giorgio SanfAngel( 
in his workroom. 
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Above, left: To nidke an invioiDie guest room in the living room, Sant'Angelo snortens the chaise/bed with pillows, surrounds it with 
comfortable pillow seating and a landscape of screens and plants. Under the bed's own mattress hides an extra mini-mattress—a 
quilted exercise mat. Above center: To soften geometry, canvas and vinyl suede cushions are all different sizes. Scroll on table displays 
sketches. Opposite page, above right: Cocktail table enlarges to become a low dining table. Here, one leaf extended for a buffet. 

Systernforthe simple life 

Multipurpose 

furniture is 

designed to 

make rooms 

look bigger 

This furniture is for people who 
want a clean sweep of space— 
natural, subtle textures, simple 
lines, beautiful proportions. 
"My furniture is the unfinished 
canvas against which people 
and art provide the vitality and 
variety," says Mr. Sant'Angelo. 
His favorite art?—a collection 
of baskets and lacquer boxes 
—"art that stores." 

"And how much easier the 
'undecorated' look is to live 

with—very little dusting—just 
zipperless pillow covers, made 
like envelopes, that go right in 
the washing machine. Just put 
your feet up: Sitting low, you 
can relax, stretch out." 

And he has other designs for 
storage, too—freestanding 
wocd-dowel closets on casters, 
canvas screens with pocket- 
backs, duffle pillows, duffle-and- 
dowel hampers. Plus assemble- 
it-yourself etageres, with adjust- 
able shelves. "Open storage is 
easy—you just grab and go." 
Instead of built-in bookshelves, 
he designed individual stacking 
shelves, drawers, and cabinets 
you can arrange in various 
ways, with or without his 
etagere frame—for wall units, 
room  dividers,  or furniture. 

Shelf units are so portable you 
don't even have to unpack your 
books to move (an idea Thomas 
Jefferson made frequent use of 
200 years ago). More versatility 
—nesting cubes lined in bronze, 
for planters, ice-buckets or (as 
above, {op center) end tables; 
taller versions can*be planters, 
pedestals, or umbrella stands. 

What else does Sant'Angelo 
have up his sleeve? At the 
moment, he's designing a new 
collection of bed linens for 
Wamsutta. And he has ideas 
about appliances, too—"Why 
shouldn't a refrigerator be good- 
looking enough to go in the 
living room? I'd love to do 
everything for the house—to 
reshape the way we live." Shop- 
ping information, page 188. 

Fold-back canvas-and-dowel 
screen door can swing across 
dining area for privacy. 



Opposite page, below left: Handso-^e soijtion to Hving without a dining roo:Tn—stsckabie :ray tables. In vase, a c jster o^ "seed pods' 
made from small lacquered casters, do.'.e's. Below, center: With pillows removed.an ottoman turns table. Below, right: For after-dinner 
coffee, boxes move from lacquered crystal tab e to f'oor. Chest holds silver. Gourd ba.sket came from a Kenyan t'^p—"I had to stay 
two more days so the craftsman could finish it." For soft, warm lighting, candles and unobtrusive white upiights 'n corners. 

!reens join at 
r ht angles with 
sede thongs. 

Canvas screens reshape rooms, 

make instant doors, closets 

Behind screen, a music 
shelf. Bedroom dooi is 
also a screen. 

Canvas wraps around 
dowel frame, ties with 
nautical lacing. 

In foyer, two screens 
create a hallway closet 
to guest bath. For closet, canvas door, 

pull-down shelf shade. 
14th-century chair. 



JOSHUA GREll 

1 Slatted love seat, weathered finish. Camath. 2 Chunky cocktail table of pecky cedar. Ide of California. 3 Park bench 
for one, wood and cast aluminum. Stanley. 4 Pecky cedar love seat with salmon canvas cushions. Ide of California. 
5 Pine cocktail table with tile-designed top. Mammary. 6 Sweet Limp linen chair,,and ottoman in rattan grids. Lane. 

14 15 

17 18 

13 Oriental bamboo love seat. Baker. 14 Fretwork under glass: champagne-finished coffee table by Tomlinson. 15 Trop- 
ical-looking rattan club chair. Directional. 16 Striped "fainting couch" trimmed with nailheads. Chatsworth Chair. 
17 Glass-topped coffee table, garden-seat base. Henredon. 18 Lounge chair and ottoman of natural wicker. Ficks-Reed. 

26 27 

28 29 30 

25 Navaho-striped chaise. Drexel. 26 Slinky dowel-base cocktail table. Thayer Coggin. 27 Quilted canvas and 
leather chair unfolds into a bed. Moreddi. 28 Checkerboard chair that converts to a bed. Weiman/Warren Lloyd. 
29 Steel cocktail table with plant recess. Pierre Cardin for Dillingham. 30 Suede-cushioned chair on a steel frame. Flair. 



9 10 

8 11 12 

7 Roil-top ash wood chest by Stanley. 8 Stacking oak shelves. Hibriten. 9 Pine sawhorse desk with 5-foot chipboard top. Babcock 
Phillips. 10 Barnboard sofa of knotty pine cushioned in white with paprika pillows. Babcock Phillips. 11 Barrel base dining table, 54 
inches across, with brass trimmed pedestal. Hibriten. 12 Paintbox sofa brushed with green, brown, khaki, and rust. Flair. 

X 

21 22 

i 

i 

23 24 

19 Leather chinoisene trunks on a lacquered base. Baker. 20 Romantic mix: mahogany and rattan highboy by Hickory Chair. 21 Glass 
dining table on pagoda-like frame. Thomasville. 22 Plump lemon love seat covered in linen. Harden. 23 Four-foot serving table with 
mahogany top. rattan base. Hickory Chair. 24 Dove-soft, dove-colored suede love seat edged with nailheads. Heritage. 

31 

1- 

33 34" 
t 

j 

32 35 36 
i 

31 Split rattan highboy by DIA. 32 Glass etagere, steel jointed. Contemporary Shells. 33 Smoked glass dining table on a base of folded 
aluminum. Flair. 34 Herringbone-quilted sectional chairs and ottoman in eggshell canvas. Directional. 35 Arched console table of 
plastic laminate. DIA. 36 Channel-quilted armless chair and ottoman by Flair. Shopping information, page 188. 
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It all began with the site, an 
exceptional one on a dune 
promontory with a panoramic 
scan of the blue Atlantic. It 
surveys sunrise to the east, 
sunset to the west, a sandy 
beach with swirling surf be- 
low and adjoins never-to-be- 
built-on national park land. 
To the owners, and to archi- 
tect Norman Jaffc. it was evi- 
dent that the house built here 
must be integral with the land, 
must not disturb the ecology. 

Shaping the house to merge 
into the coastal bluffs, Jaffe 
created a dominating roof like 
the wingspread of a great bird. 
Spread wide and high, it en- 
velops the four levels of the 
house, while a triangular deck 
thrusts oceanward like the 
prow of a boat. All walls and 
roof are sheathed in red cedar 
wood shingles, now weathered 
to a silvery driftwood gray. 
The house is anchored in the 
bluff with concrete pilings. 

Right: The interior of the all- 
wood house centers on the 24- 
foot-high living-dining room, 
like a great central hall under 
the peaked roof. Three steps go 
down to a snug fireplace nook, 
a stair rises to the balconied 
master bedroom (note mush- 
room lights on balustrade). 
Below: Glass wall opens to 
deck. Cedar walls, ceilings, 
make room part of the outdoors. 
Painting, Cecil Casebier. 

A rustic house by the sea, 

inspired by the dunes and wind, and filled 

with freedom-loving naturals 

1b live with naE 





■MARIS-SEMEL 

"lb live with nature 
The modest look of the house nestled into 
the hind (view from shore, ahovc) doesn't 
prepare you for the surprise of the interior. 
Coming up the entrance stair from below you 
suddenly emerge into a glorious explosion of 
space—the two-story living-dining room 
soars up to the roof and opens wide to superb 
vistas of sky and sea through the entire front 
wall. The room has great variety, too. The 
fireplace conversation center, like an ingle- 
nook, is a cozy change of pace from the view- 
catching wicker-chair sitting area and the 
dining corner. Overhead, the balcony study, 
with built-in desk and cabinets, is a work 
area adjoining the master bedroom. 

The owners, a couple who weekend at the 
house year-round, find their greatest joy is the 
prodigious spaciousness of the living area 
and the ocean deck beyond. And they've also 
learned, to their delight, that it is an easy 
house to run. The wood interior walls need 
no upkeep, wood floors have a hard-wearing 
gym-like urethane finish, much furniture is 
built in. The fireplace has banquettes on two 

sides, a buffet for china, linen, and silver is 
hung along one dining area wall, and the 
white oak dining table is anchored to the fioor 
with a pedestal. Above it, the light fixture, a 
cedar box with low-wattage bulbs in a chrome 
panel, was designed by architect Jaflfe. The 
table is by his son Miles. In the wood-ceil- 

One great room—all 

wood, all maintenance 

free, has a natural 

kinship with outdoors 
inged kitchen, opposite page, lower right, a 
breakfast bar looks out through a sea-view 
window. 

Not only is the house a pleasure to live in, 
but its design has also been honored by the 
New York Chapter of the prestigious Ameri- 
can Institute of Architects as one of the 
two best houses of the ^^^^\^ past four 
years. 

Plan, right: Rooms built on 
four floor levels leave 
natural grade of the land 
undisturbed. Entrance to the 
house is a glass-walled gallery 
(level 1). To the right you 
descend to a self-contained 
private wing with two 
bedrooms and bath for the 
owners' two grown daughters 
or for guests (level 2). From 
the entrance gallery you 
go right, up a stair. Here is 
the seven-sided living-dining 
room and adjoining kitchen 
(level 3). Ascending to the 
top of the house (level 4), the 
master bedroom can be 
opened or closed to 
living room below. 
Right: Fireplace nook, 
living-dining area beyond. 
Opposite page, bottom: 
Kitchen with sea view. 
Above: House in dunes. 
Building facts: page 190. 
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How U) create beautiful address books, 

notebooks, datebooks. and albums— 

for yourself or as year-round presents 

Books may not be on most people's lists of things to make them- 
selves—yet the centuries-old craft of bookbinding lets ycu do 
exactly that. The advantages are obvious: You choose the fabric, 
the paper, the colors, the size—and create a book for the exact 
purpose you have in mind. You might try a manuscript book in 
a muted geometric of tiny flowers, or a set of address and note- 
books covered to match your bedroom curtains. Or perhaps the 
favorite fabric of a friend—for books make terrific presents t^r 
Christmas and all year-round. Deborah Evetts. who has been 
making books since she was 14 years old. here shows ycu her 
method for the professional flat spine case binding. With a lit'.le 
ingenuity, you can adapt her techniques to making new covers for 
old books. As an 18th-century French printer wrote: "'After the 
basic necessities of life, nothing is more precious th n books." 

Step-by-step to your own fabric-bound manuscript book. 
Materials: 1. Writing paper—good quality, easily folded, any col- 
or. You can find prefolded notepaper in sizes that make nice 
books, or choose larger sheets to be folded and trimmed to size. 
Remember that the paper must be at least twice as wide as the 
finished width of your book. For large books, such as albums, you 
may want to scout art-supply stores for paper. 2. Artist's Bain- 
Itridge Board or sturdy cardboard for the cover. 3. Fabric—any 
with a weave tight enough to prevent glue from seeping through, 
such as chintz or polished cotton. Ultrasuede makes beautiful 
books. 4. Bookbinding cloth—ask for it at art-supply stores. 
5. Handkerchief linen for spine lining. 6. Linen or silk buttonhole 
twist and heavy needle. 7. Scissors, matte knife, steel ruler, metal 
or plastic triangle, masking tape, artist's -*4-inch paintbrush, 
white household glue, wax paper. 8. Bone paper folder (if your 
art-supply store does not have this special bookbinding tool, you 
can substitute a blunt wooden ruler or the dull edge 
of a table knife. 9. Large scrap paper for patterns 
and to glue on (newsprint pages work well). 

Method: 1. Folding paper to book size: Depending 
on the size you want \our book, some paper will 
have to be folded only once, others two or three 
times. Each time you fold, crease the folded edge 
hard with the bone tool or ruler, then slit to within 

1 Vi inches of the opposite edge. The paper's grain 
should run parallel to the final fold. When the paper 
is double the width you want your book, fold once 
more but do not slit. Never mind if the cut edges 
are slightly uneven—you'll trim them later. Con- 
tinue folding and slitting more sheets of paper until 
you have enough for your book. Separate the sheets 
(cut slitted edges through) and reassemble into 
sections for instance, 7 sections of 3 sheets each, Deborah Evetts 
or any number \ou like. (Continued on page 186) at her worktable. 

Above left: Some of the books you can make yourself, with or with- 
out contrasting spine bindings. 
Left: Some of the steps in the making of a book—1. Cover boards 
cut. 2 and 3. Spine stitched. 4. Completed spine. 
5. Spine spacer removed, replaced with permanent spine strip. 
6. Binding cloth smoothed on outside, and, 7, on inside of covers. 
8. Cover cloth edges glued on inside of book. 
EDWARD OLEKSAK 



Great ideas from apartment living 

How to grow plants 

where you never could 

grow them before 

TOV -EE 

. <s I - ■3 - 

1 \»i ^ 

IA big glass box 

you can build in the corner of any room 

to create a controlled environment for plants 

Here's an ingenious idea to keep plants 
flourishing despite dry apartment air and a 
mere half-day's sun, and to provide even a 
city apartment with a nook like a country 
porch. It's decorator Sandra Weinstein's 
greenhouse in reverse—a big glass box set 
indoors around a living-room window—to 
boost humidity, reflect light, and double as 
a leafy retreat for studying and dining. To 

_i2  

create this room-within-a-room, Mrs. Wein- 
stein used 4-foot-wide ceiling-high stock 
windows, with French doors for access and 
ventilation. .A waterproof polyurethane fin- 
ish protects the wood floor. "We've had 
wonderful success with our plants," she 
says. "Partly because the glass keeps mois- 
ture in, and partly because we've learned to 
choose plants that need minimum care [see 

list]." More tips: The Weinsteins keep their 
apartment cool, about 68 degrees. Watering 
is done once a week in winter, twice a week 
in summer, with twice-weekly misting. Fish 
emulsion is added to the watering can once 
a month, a teaspoon to a gallon. No pesti- 
cides: "The plants stay so healthy, there's 
no need." Cymbidium orchids thrive from 
January to October, then are sent to a really 
cool greenhouse to set buds. Other flowers 
come and go in season—poinsett'as plus 
cyclamen, amaryllis, gloxinias—"and the 
house smells heavenly with paperwhite nar- 
cissus all winter. We buy dozens and dozens 
of bulbs, keep them in an extra refrigera- 
tor, and plant some in gravel every three 
weeks for continuous bloom." 

House & Garden 



Opposite page: "A 
::'::en room 

unked in a living 
;om," is how 

Sandra Weinstein 
describes the 12-by- 
12-foot conservatory 
she created by en- 
closing a large east 
window with French 
doors and windows. 
Above: The plant 
corner, used as a 
study. 
Left: Dining in the 

freestanding box. 
Structure is set 18 
inches from far wall 
for the look of a real 
glass greenhouse. 
All-around greenery 
comes with hanging 
plants suspended 
from ceiling hooks 
and wall rings. Their 
glass pots were sal- 
vaged from a huge 
Victorianchandelier. 
with holes corked 
except for 
occasional drainage. 

:ASY-TO-GROVV PLANTS 

LARGE TO MEDIUM 
Dieffenbachia (Dumbcane) 
Dracaena fragrans massangeana (corn plant) 
Ficus benjamina 
Howea forsteriana (Kentia palm) 
Philodendron selloum 
Spathiphyllum 
HANGING 
Chlorophytum comosum (Spider plant) 
Cissus antarctica (Kangaroo vine) 
Cissus rhombifolia (Grape ivy) 



Jacqueline Heriteau, author 
of garden books. Latest: The 
Office Gardener (Hawthorn). 

LIVE-IMPLANTS 

IRadiator 

gardens 

What to do if your 

brightest windowsill 

is above a heat source 

If your rooms, like this city office, have 
window radiators under the only sources 
of fresh air and light—a little ingenuity 
can still turn the windows into lush gar- 
dens. Garden writer Jacqueline Heriteau 
created one window garden with a clear 
plastic baffle to deflect heat into the room. 
In the other, she buffered the heat with a 
trayful of moist pebbles to create the 
healthy humidity her plants love. Now she 
can work surrounded by her own tiny 
woodland corner with 7 kinds of ferns 
plus African violets, ivy, and wax bego- 
nias. "Ferns like a bit of a cool breeze, but 
violets do not, so I tuck them low among 
the ferns. T mist several times a day.'' 

Clear shield 

to deflect 

warm air 
Left and above: 
A see-through 
shield solved the 
dilemma of how to 
grow plants on a 
windowsill that is also 
a hot-air vent. A 
Lucite panel set on 
three wedge-shaped 
pieces attached with 
epoxy glue creates a 
baffle, deflecting the 
heat out into the room 
instead of up into 

the plants. Now the 
windowsill is cool 
enough for wax be- 
gonias and a collec- 

''tion of ivy. Above 
them, Boston and 
Polypodium ferns 
thrive in plastic 

, hemispheres—"These 
are wonderfully prac- 
tical because you 
can see just when and 
how much to water." 
They hang from a 
curtain rod on almost 
invisible 40-pound 
test nylon fishing line; 
holes are poked with 
hot knitting needle. 

CITY 

WOODLAND 

Adiantum caudatum 
(Maidenhair fern) 

Asplenium 
bulbiferum 

(Mother fern) 
Blechnum gibbum 

(Rib fern) 
Pellaea 

rotundifolia 
(Button fern) 

Polypodium aureum 
(Hare's foot fern) 

plus 
Begonia semperflorens 

(Wax begonia) 
Hedera helix 

(English ivy) 
Saintpaijiia 

(African violet) 



Elevated tray 

to hold 

moist pebbles 
Above and right: 
Propped on wood 
blocks, a pebble-filled 
tray on a windowsill 
vent insulates ferns 
and other plants from 
the heat. The most 
delicate of the ferns, 
maidenhair, is set 
even higher on an up- 
ended flowerpot. 
Miss Heriteau 
keeps the pebbles 
moist with 3 
quarts of water 

every 2 days. The 
galvanized tin tray 
was made to fit 
the windowsill and 
hold about an inch 
of moist pebbles, 
a cooling base for 
African violets, ivy, 
and five ferns. Front 
row: Blechnum 
gibbum, Pellaea 
rotundifolia, and 
Polypodium 
aureum. Back row: 
Adiantum caudatum 
(the maidenhair set 
high on up-ended 
pot), and Asplenium 
bulbiferum (mother 
fern). _ 

"Growing ferns indoors is not so dif- 
ficult." Miss Heriteau says, "if >ou 
can keep the temperature belwjcn 55- 
70 degrees, with a relatively high hu- 
midity." Cooler air holds the moisture 
more efficiently. "Good drainage is 
also a must for ferns, and the root 
area must never dry out completels."" 
She uses potting soil ( Hyponex). ver- 
miculite, and sand in about equal pro- 
portions, and feeds with Hyponex 
fertilizer at half strength every 10 
days or so. More tips: "Watering 
should be a plant's happy hour, so 
take time to do it'intelligently. Over- 
watering is the greatest weakness of 
beginning gardeners, but if you do 
happen to overdo, a kitchen baster is 
useful in drawing off excess water 
from the top of a pot or saucer." She 
also has a trick for keeping clay 
saucers from seeping and staining 
wooden sills, desks, and floors. "Wa- 
terproof them with several coats of 
clear nail polish painted on the bot- 
tom. You can stick a piece of felt on 
with the last coat—that makes the 
saucer scratchproof, too." Fresh air 
and misting, she finds, discourage red 
spider mite (a common problem with 
ivy), "but a spraying with Isotox 
takes care of them. Scale can trouble 
ferns, ficus, and palms. Malathion 
helps, and also fights mealy bugs and 
aphids." A good way to spray infested 
plants is to cover them with clear 
plastic tents (tape cleaners' bags to- 
gether for big plants), make an open- 
ing, and "spray the plant rather than 
the room. Leave the tent on for at 
least an hour." To clean plants, she 
uses a wet paper towel; "for palms I 
use a feather duster." 
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decorate vyitb. pla^it; 

where yot| v H 

sure y(|u G<buld 

Linda Trinkle Wolf, designer and 
head of New York horticultural 
design firm, Interiors That Grow. 

("Plants are living things, not mere 
ornaments, but they can be part of 
effective decorating," says Linda 
Trinkle Wolf, plant expert. "Choos- 

ing them is like choosing furniture or 
acce^ories—think of proportion and 
style. Even in dark rooms and with 
lovk'-maintenance plants [see list], you 
can get exciting variations in shape, tex- 
ture, and color." She often combines 
round with ribbony foliage, or leathery 
with feathery, and may light plants in 
a dark corner with artificial light or 
add the surprise of a white-striped or 
dappled plant. Her approach is that of 
an interior designer and her what- 
where-and-how plant advice is sought 
by decorators and architects. She also 
offers personal consultations. She feels 
the right plant deserves the right con- 
tainer—"and they must be practical. 
When I design one, it is waterproof and 
can glide to where the sun is." Baskets 
are compatible with most plants, she 
finds, and with most styles in decorat- 
ing. Tip: When you buy a basket, allow 
space inside for air, easy lifting, and a 
waterproof saucer. Measure the height 
and outside diameter of the pot and 
allow about 2 inches all around; to 
conceal the rim, allow at least 1 inch 
above the top of the pot. TOM 

Planters that suit 

the plant, the room, 

and the light 

Above and right: For a 
desert-beige room with 
south and east light, Mrs. 
Wolf chose desert plants 
and covered the containers 
with washable Ultrasuede. 
Far right: Glittering hexag- 
onal planters bounce light 
and view, make small 
plants important as trees. 
Opposite page: White 
pedestal-planter lifts wide 
Philodendron selloum. 
Rooms by Michael de Santis. 



LARGE 
Chamaedorea erumpens 

(Bamboo palm) 
Disffenbachia (Dumbcane) 
Dracaana marginata 
Euphorbia tirucalli (Pencil tree) 
MEDIUM TO SMALL 
Agleonema (Chinese evergreen) 
Chamaedorea elegans 'bella' 

(Dwarf parlor palm) 
Chlorophytum comosum 

(Spider plant) 
Cissus antarctica 

(Kangaroo vine) 
Cissus rhombifolia (Grape ivy) 
Dracaena deremensis 
'Warneckei' and 'Janet Craig' 
Euphorbia lactea cristata 

(Elkhorn cactus) 
Echinocactus sp. 

(Barrel cactus) 
Howea orsteriana (Kentia palm) 
Philodendron sslloum 
Sansevieria (Snake plant) 
Spathiphyllum 
Tolmiea menziesii (Piggyback) 

Mirrors and plant 

lights for gardens 

without sun 

Above and right: With all the 
ndoor gardening know-how 

available today, you can 
have gardens even in rooms 
so dim you thought nothing 
would grow. In a second- 
floor apartment with win- 
dows that open to the wall of 
another building, for in- 
stance, mirrored shutters 
bounce around all available 
light. "I love to garden but 
couldn't get anything to 
grow here," says Joan T. 
Julius, "before Linda Wolf 
gave us indoor sunshine." 
All it took was a swiveling 
200-watt ceiling floodlight 
plus two 150-watt Durolite 
Plant Lites on dimmers for 
softer effects at night. The 
mirrored shutters, which can 
open for ventilation were 
made by Mr. Julius. 
By reflecting the plants and 
the lights that maintain 
them, they give the illusion 
of a leafy view. Some plants 
are in floor planters Mrs. 
Wolf designed, others in glit- 
tering chrome or macrame 
hanging baskets. Mrs. Julius 

EDWARD OLEKSAK 

keeps plants happy by 
misting daily, watering as 
needed, and using solu- 
ble Peter's Special plant 
food (15-30-15) every 
other week. Her pet is a 
billowing asparagus fern 
that she treats to a good 
soak in the bathub three 
times a week. 

Below: For another dining room 
with dark curtains and walls 
and limited space, the problem 
was how to choose and group a 
few plants for maximum effect. 
A mirrored wall makes the few 
like many. All are raised on 

small stools or upended baskets 
to free the traffic lane behind 
the table and chairs. Mrs. Wolf 
added variety with pink-and- 
white caladiums, striped sanse- 
vieria, and white-flowering 
spathiphyllum. 



r r sweet. 

There is a wine ta enjoy after the 

dinner is over J// 

The Christian Brojiers California Cream 

Sherry. 

Creamy. Smooth. Rich. This is a 

wine to serve with fruit and cheese, 

dessert or to offer with    MB H 

coriee. 

Of course, many 

people enjoy its delicious 

flavor on other occasions 

as well. Whenever you 

serve it, you will always 

find the quality and care 

that is there in each bottle 

from The Christian 

Brothers cellars. 

«uito7-^ JSC. 
Cellaiinaster 
The Ghristia#Brothers 

Oirist'ionBratlieiJ 
VINTNERS SINCE 18M 

-ALIFORNIA 

CREAM 

SHERRY 
NUWII [IH)m IHl CHRISTIAN WG"^ 

From The Christian Broters of California^ 
WORtDWIDE OlSTBIBUTOHS. FROM.K4 AND SICHEL, INC*AN HIANCTSCO, C AU! OUNi \. V^.\. 
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Carefree move 
continued from page 146 

Decide before the packers come what 
you want them to pack and what you will 
pack yourself. They will bring cartons 
and packing materials (with refunds for 
what you don't use). When they pack, 
they seal and label the carton for easier 
unloading at the other end. It can be 
helpful to photograph and list what is 
packed, so you know what and where 
everything is. (This is particularly help- 
ful if you plan to store some of your be- 
longings for a period of time.) 

If you pack yourself, your mover will 
supply cartons and packing materials at 
cost. Movers are not necessarily insured 
for what you pack, so think twice about 
packing treasured items, unless you are 
an expert. You may save money packing 
yourself, but if your things get damaged, 
the money saved is wasted. 

When all the packing is completed, 
count the cartons before they are loaded 
on the truck so you know how many to 
expect at your new place. 
What happens at the other end. On 
an interstate move, the driver is not au- 
thorized to unload your shipment until 
he is paid—by cash, traveler's check, 
money order, or certified check. Twenty- 
four hours before the driver arrives, he 
will call to tell you when he's coming and 
how much money to have ready. You 
must be prepared to pay the estimate plus 
10 percent, prior to unloading. If the bill 
comes to more than that, you have 15 
days to pay; if less, the originating-office 
will reimburse you. (The final cost of the 
move is established by the driver's weigh- 
ing the shipment at a weighing station, 
after he has loaded the truck with your 
goods.) 

If you want professional unpacking, 
the driver must find helpers. (Only the 
driver travels the whole interstate move 
from A to B; he picks up his help locally.) 
One great advantage of professional un- 
packing is that the unpackers take away 
all the wrapping and cartons, so you 
don't have to worry about disposing of 
them. When the driver arrives, count the 
cartons as they are unloaded, and check 
for damage or loss. If anything is missing, 
or broken, or damaged in any way, mark 
it down on the inventory before you sign, 
then file a claim. 

The mover will send a claims inspector 
to check the loss or damage, and bring in 
a repairman. If something is lost, you 
will receive a cash refund. Settlement of 
claims should be quite speedy: The May- 
flower record in recent years, for in- 
stance, is that claims are settled within 
30 days. 

All these rules are governed by the 
Interstate Commerce Commission, and 
do not apply to local moves. Since local 
moves are charged by the hour, you will 
be billed at the end, when they have 
worked out how long it took. As with an 
interstate move, you can pay a deposit 
before the move takes place, if you wish. 

Continued on page 191 
SUSAN WOOD 





Flatteryourfilet! 

Dramatize your dessert! 

Glorify your gouiasli! 

Compliment everything you cook, with the new 
Pyrex Fireside Collection. It does everything Pyrex 
ware does. But looks a lot better doing it. 

Like regular Pyrex ware, the Fireside Collection 
will stand up to heat and cold. It'll cook to perfection 
every time, even in microwave ovens. 

And it'll never lose its warm smoky tint—the tint 
makes your pies picturesque. Your rice regal. 

Your noodles noteworthy 
New Pyrex Fireside ovenware. It looks as good 

as ,t cooks CORWING 

Pyrex® ware. We make a better dish so you can. 

introducing Pyrex Hreslde 
Ovenware 

PYREX is a Registered Trs 
Corning Giass ^Msrks. Cofr 



month: Quick apple tips, plus delicious recipes. Calorie-shy French 

:ing from a new restaurant cooking school. Cook-ahead parties b\' a 

working couple. Zingy drinks with white spirits 

We love apples 

WINE& 

FOOD 

rooked, baked, or eaten out of hand, apples 

re one of the most seductive of fruits. Here 

re some new cmd dehcious ideas for servina 

apples—from an apple tart in a new, paper- 

thin guise to apples cooked with onions to 

accompany pork.   By Jane Ellis 

luick tips For calorie counters 
who crave a treat, re- 

iiember a medium apple {IVz inches in 
iameter) is only 90 calories. 
I Count on about 3 medium apples to a 

~ound. One pound of unpeeled apples 
ields about 3 cups of peeled, sliced, or 
iced fruit. 

I To keep apples from discoloring, 
lace slices in a pan of cold w ater with a 
inch of salt for each whole apple used, 
r sprinkle generously with fresh lemon 

uice. 
I Use apple peelings to remove discol- 
)ration from aluminum utensils by boil- 
fig peels in utensils for 15 minutes. 

Combine two or three apple varieties 
or a quick, uncooked applesauce. Pare, 
ore. and cut coarsely, and put in a 
'lender or food processor with a little 
pple juice to moisten. 
I Spread apple slices with peanut butter 
or a children's snack or dip Granny 
Imith slices in honey and roll in granola 
ir chopped nuts. 
I Use apples as candleholders: remove 
ore from stem end leaving a little fruit 

It base. Insert candle and surround with 
eaves. 

Use thin slices of apple between po- 
ato slices to add a new taste to scalloped 
Dotatoes. 

Fold homemade applesauce plus a 
touch of cinnamon into egg mixture for 
an omelette. 

Have a cold, poached apple for break- 
fast. Poach it in cider and season it with 
cinnamon. 

Puree equal parts grated apple and 
plain yogurt in blender for a quick soup. 

Stir pared apple cubes into cornbread 
or gingerbread batter before baking. 

Use apples for a fruit mousse. Substi- 
tute a fine apple puree in a mousse recipe 
that is made with a custard base and 
w^hipped heavy cream. Refrigerate for 
4-5 hours to be sure it unmolds success- 
fully. Joe Famularo. author of "The Fes- 
tive Famularo Kitchen" IAtheneum). 
■ Banana, persimmon, and apple des- 
sert; Peel. core, cut 2 small apples in 
sixths: bake in buttered dish at 350' '2 
hour. Add sliced banana. 2 tablespoons 
rum. pulp of 1 ripe persimmon. Sprin- 
kle w^ith brown sugar, bake 30 minutes 
at 300". Jose Wilson, food and wine 
writer. 

■ Ser\e grated raw apple with lemon 
juice or add 1 part horseradish to 4 
parts applesauce with pork roast. Emer- 
ick Branson, photographer. 
■ Apples and onions: Saute ver\ slowly 
Mcintosh or Granny Smith apples cut in 
rounds with an equal amount of thinl\ 
sliced purple onions in butter until very 
soft and caramely. Serve with pork chops 
or duck. Fayal Greene, food 
writer. 
■ To give a perfume to the 
house, boil apples in water, says 
Mrs. Paul Mellon, who uses the 
trick to give a fresh scent to a 
newly opened, musty house. 

■ For a delicious apple-egg dessert, fry 
apple slices in butter and brown sugar in 
an iron skillet until they are a little brown 
and caramelized. Beat eggs with nutmeg 
until froth\. .Add a handful of raisins and 
pour over apples. Cover and cook on 
top of the stove until set. .Serve warm 
with cream. Jane Jackson, artist. 

Continued on page 176 

Thin apple tart 

From Le Coup de Fusil 
rt suiuranl 
INGREDIENTS 
•2 pouna puff pastry (you 

can buy it in good pastry 
shops or make it yourself) 
or use Pepperidge 
Farms Patty Shells 

6 Golden Delicious apples 
f 1 per serving) 

Sugar 
S,veet butter 

METHOD 
Take the puff pastry and 
roll out on a floured board 
as thin as possible. Put a 
plate, about 5- or 6-inch di- 
ameter, upside c"   
dough and cut a--;- 
the dough  with  a sharp 
knife. Repeat u^" 
dough is used. T . 
plenty I'or 6 tans. Piace 
each on a baking sheet. 

Peel apples leaving them 
v/hole. Core, then cut in 2. 
Lay V2 the apple flat on a 
board and cut into very, very 
thin slices. Repeat with sec- 
ond V2. Then lay all slices of 
each apple, one by one, in a 
circular pattern on the 
dough circles. 

Sprinkle generously with 
sugar, dot with butter, and 
bake in a preheated 450° 
oven 10 minutes. Serves 5. 

Carrot and 
apple puree 

From Ahby Mandel, a Clii- 
vau'O cooking school teacher 

INGREDIENTS 
";s carrots, peeled, 

2-inch lengths 
cup parsley leaves 

1 large tart apple, peeled, 
cored, quartered 

3 tablespoons butter, soft- 
ened (optional) 

->2 teaspoon freshly grated 
nutmeg 

Salt 
Freshly ground black pepper 

METHOD 
Cock carrots unf 
tender in a pot of bo 
ter.  Drain well on 
towels. 

paper 

Mince parsley with steel 
knife in a food processor. 
Set aside for garnish. 

Chop apple quarters un- 
til minced. Add carrots in 
2 batches, processing each 
with 2 quick on/off turns, 
then let ma- - - .- 
mixture is c 
seconds. Add ouiier, season- 
ings to taste: process 1 sec- 
ond. Place in buttered oven- 
proof dish. This can be pre- 
pared in advance. 

Place dish in a pan of wa- 
ter; bring to a boil on top of 
the stove. Bake in 350' 
oven 40 minutes, covered 
v/ith buttered parchment 
paoer or microwave on high 
"■ ' " ~ nutes, covered with 

.vrap. Sprinkle with 
pars.ey before serv'-g 
Serves 8. | 71 





Artichoke salad 

1 artichoke per person 
Lemon juice 
Boston lettuce leaves 
1 tomato per person, peeled, 

sliced thin, seeded, and diced 
Basil, parsley, or chives, finely 

chopped 
Julienned truffle (optional) 
Vinaigrette 

Boil the artichokes in 
salted water for 20 

minutes. Drain and cool. Re- 
move leaves, take out choke, 
and trim the bottoms. Dip in 
lemon juice to prevent dis- 
coloration. 

On a plate or platter, ar- 
range a few lettuce leaves. 
Slice artichoke bottoms very 
thinly and spread out on 1 
side of the lettuce. Place 
cubed tomato on the other 
side. Sprinkle with herbs, ju- 
lienned truffle, and some vin- 
aigrette. 150 calories per 

serving. (More recipes, page 184) 

A restaurant that features both cuisine 
minceitr and la noiivelle cuisine on its 
menu? A cooking school that teaches 
the dishes of both? Is there any difference 
between the two? "Oh, yes, a great difTer- 
entn:," st^^UiS Marina de Brantes, owner 
of Le €QlIp de Fusil (the New York res- 
taurant in question), and caterer-teacher 
of her catering service-cooking school. 
B.A.C.I., just upstairs from the restau- 
rant. .She is also wife of Count Guy de 
Brantes, sister-in-law to Valery Giscard 
d'Estaing. the French president, mother 
of three children (one of whom assisted 
the chef, Patrick Clark, at lunch as a su.m- 
mer j6b), and a Frenchwoman in the 
front ranks of the new cooking revolu- 
tion. "The cooking methods for the slim 
cuisine (niinceur) and the new French 
food (noiivelle) are the same, but in slim 
cooking there are no additions—no but- 
ter, no cream—only the meat. fish, vege- 
tables, and herbs." For nouvelle cuisine 
everything is undercooked, so all the 
flavors of the food come to the surface: 
vegetables are boiled with lots of salt in 
the water to turn them very green and 
immediately refreshed in ice water to 
hold the color and stop the cooking. 
Nothing is actually cooked with butter 
or cream. Flour is never used to thicken 
a sauce, only vegetable purees, and then 
butter or cream stirred in at the last 
moment for a smooth richness without 
being heavy. '"In France, anything un- 
cooked is considered light." A sauce goes 
on the plate first, under the food. It mois- 
tens the food from underneath, yet the 
dish remains crisp-looking and fresh. The 
presentation of a dish is as important as 
the taste. "Tt must first look pretty so that 
you want to taste it, and when you taste 
it, it is also very good." Marina de Bran- 
tes experiments with food combinations 
and tries out arrangements of food on her 
restaurant's plates (by Villeroy & Boch. 
they have a green and white lattice bor- 
der and a basket of fruit in the center). 
For the fall, Le Coup de Fusil has a dish 
of tiny, tiny partridges and quail sur- 
rounded by fall fruits—apples and pears 

—all turned (a cooking lerm meaning 
pieces of fruit or vegetable that have been 
carved into olive shapes). "It's delightful 
to look at and it"s delicious, but it's the 
look that's important. " .\ pretty plate 
helps, too: "Color on plates will pick up 
the color of the food. On all white, it will 
be pretty, too, but you will have to work 
harder on the presentation." Countess de 
Brantes first learned to cook from her fa- 
ther, a dedicated amateur who cooked 
with all the great French chefs. Now, 
she teaches her students the new French 
cooking with great success. ".Some that 
couldn't cook at all now do dinners for 
12 or 20 by themselves." Women who 
come to the 10 A.NI. and 2 P.M. classes 
want to learn dishes for entertaining they 
can do totalis' ahead of time. The dessert 
the da\ before, appetizer in the morning, 
and main course in the afternoon. "Men 
and working women who come to my 
6 p..\i. class want to prepare all the in- 
gredients the day before to store in the 
refrigerator, and whip up the dish at the 
last minute." Marina de Brantes also 
holds children's classes. "They have no 
bad habits and learn quickl\'. Teaching 
children is what I really like to do. I 
taught my own three, and whenever they 
are home from school, they help with the 
catering." 

Opposite page top, left to right: Artichoke 
salad (see recipe, left). Lemon galette: 
a circle of pate brisee, a coating of tart 
lemon custard. Asparagus and quail egg 
salad: shredded lettuce as nest for eggs. 
This page, top: Patrick Clark, chef of Le 
Coup de Fusil and assistant teacher, with 
Marina de Brantes explaining a technique. 
Below: The restaurant has a bistro 
atmosphere: Etched glass and service 
plates show crossed dueling pistols 
alluding to the name, Le Coup de Fusil, 
which means gun shot. 
Opposite page, left: Countess de Brantes 
shows finished dish for class. "Romantic" 
sea scallops up close: a springtime 
fantasy of asparagus standing in a basket 
of cucumber with turned vegetables. 

Calorie-shy salads, main dishes, pretty desserts. 

from a restaurant cooking school 

that specializes in modern French recipes 

the light side 
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A kitchen buffet of make-ahead food for 

organized entertaining that's easy on the budget 

T^ady set, party. 

74 

Planning ahead and shar- 
ing the work is the secret 
for making party-giving a 
pleasure for a couple with 
two jobs and two houses. 
"I always plan menus so 
that at least two out of 
three courses can be made 
ahead of time, and even 
the salad and any necessary 
chopping is done the night 
before," says Clorinda 
Gorman (she's Clorinda 
Whitcomb. the interior de- 
signer), who is in charge 
of cooking on weekdays in 
the Gormans' streamhned 

' j' a city   apartment. When 
* j| they're planning a party in 

their country kitchen, on 
these pages. Edward Gor- 
man, a retail marketing ex- 
ecutive, is at the stove. But 
whoever skims the pots, the 
party strategy is the same: 

to cook ahead—one or two days at least. 
For the kitchen buffet, opposite page, 
only the cake was made and iced on the 
same day by Edward, using a favorite 
recipe of his mother, and the fish assem- 
bled and poached at the last minute. 

Great aid to party giving in the Gor- 
mans' country house is their renovated 
kitchen. Each detail from the zigzag 
counter to the open storage was designed 
by Clorinda so two can work side by side 
without getting in each other's way. 
When he cooks, she serves, sets the table, 
and clears up and vice versa for com- 

panionable enter- 
taining. "I find that 
if I wash the salad 
greens the night be- 
fore and put them 
in a salad bowl cov- 
ered with wax pa- 
per that has been 
moistened on the 
underside, the salad 

keeps perfectly, too. Bring it to room 
temperature before tossing with dressing 
—tastes as good to me as a just-made 
salad." They like to start with a fish 
course, a mousse or fillets, done in all 
manner of ways. The main course is usu- 
ally one that doesn't require a side dish 
of vegetables, but includes them, as in 
Edward's Le Stew, with potatoes, car- 
rots, onions, and beans. 

Eyerytjiing in the kitchen is planned 

Hove o main 

dish lil<e 

Le Sfew that 

doesn't need 

vegetables 

on the side 

for easy maintenance. The Mexican 
clay tile floor can be easily swept and 
vacuumed. The satiny countertops made 
from old oak stair treads just need a 
wipe. Dishwasher, stove, garbage con- 
tainers are all within easy reach of each 
other. Storage is tailored to contents 
with no wasted space. Shelves are exactly 
plate or glass width, with everything 
stacked by pattern and size. They are 
open on the kitchen side, and have doors 
on the dining room side. Each cupboard 
is below waist height: "no up-top cup- 
boards—they're depressing and block 
light." says Mrs. Gorman, who picks 
bright, sunshine colors for 
her kitchen as she does for 
her own clothes and most 
of her decorating projects. 
For the Gormans" recipes, 
turn to page 179. 

Plan menus so 

that two or 

three courses can 

be cooked ahead 

Kitchen Buffet 

Poached Long Island Flounder 
with Mill Hill House sauce 

Le Stew 

Salad 

Bessie Gorman's 
1-2-3-4 cake 

Clorinda Gorman, 
seen in her study, 
top left, and be- 
low, Edward Gor- 
man, mixing up a 
batch of Three 
Mile Harbor 
punch    in the 
kitchen, see reci- 
pe,   page 179, 
wanted warmth 
and cheerfulness 
in their kitchen. 
Bright yellow 
walls show off 
the beams, and 
white pine floor- 
board, used for 
cabinets. Kitchen 
eye-level storage, 
above, is on open 
shelves. On the dining room 
side of kitchen, left, bar 
storage is open, but china 

, cupboards have doors, right. 
I Zigzag 40-inch-high counter 
i holds easy-to-reach cooking 
\ equipment,   bottom right, 
: and also provides a perfect, 
accessible setup for a party buffet, op- 
posite page. On sunny days, lunch is 
served on the deck, inset opposite, 
where lettuces and herbs grow in boxes 

Vegetables chopped 

the night before 

keep well refrigerated -i 

in sealed plastic ba^s^^ 





pplcs 
cununued from page 171 

■ Make applesauce with white wine in- 
stead of water. It gives an extra, lovely 
flavor for fruit tarts. Enuilee Chapinun, 
who reaches cooking in San Francisco. 
■ Poach apple slices in orange juice— 
add some grating of orange zest and a 
handful of raisins to puif up in the juice. 
Use for pies or as they are with a little 
sprinkle of sugar. Jackie Mallorca of 
Williams-Sononia in San Francisco. 
■ Crabapple jelly: Mix ripe and unripe 
crabapples, half and half. Ripe ones give 
color, green add pectin. Cut in hunks, 
barely cover with water. Simmer V2 
hour. Strain through jelly bag overnight. 
Cook equal parts sugar and juice until 
jelly sheets otY a spoon. If jelly doesn't 
take, add 1 tablespoon lemon juice to 
each cup jelly, recook. Add rosemary 
twig or a rose geranium leaf, pour hot 
jelly over. Seal. Emerick Bronson. 
■ For a delicious apple-egg dessert, fry 
apple slices in butter and brown sugar in 
an iron skillet until they are a little brown 
and caramelized. Beat eggs with nutmeg 
until frothy. Add a handful of raisins and 
pour over apples. Cover and cook on 
top of the stove until set. Serve warm 
with cream. Jane Jackson. 
■ Apples freeze well, keeping flavor 
and color, are good to have for off'-sea- 
son applesauce and pies. Wash apples, 
peel, cut in 4 pieces. Cut out core, slice 
each quarter into 3 slices. Pack in a clean, 
2-quart milk carton, leaving room to 
close carton. Fold over top and tape or 
tie closed. Freeze at coldest temperature 
your freezer will reach. Edna Lewis, au- 
thor of "/I Taste of Country Cooking" 
(Knopf) 

German Apfelkuchen 

From Bunny Dell, who reaches interna- 
tional cookins in Teaneck, iX.J. 

INGREDIENTS 
2 pounds tart apples, peeled, cored, and 

cut into thick slices 
Va cup Calvados (apple brandy) 
Juice of V2 lemon 
% cup flour 
¥2 cup sugar 
V2 cup brown sugar 
V2 teaspoon ground nutmeg 
¥2 teaspoon ground cinnamon 
VA teaspoon salt 
¥2 cup (1 stick) sweet butter 

METHOD 
□ Prepare apples and marinate in Cal- 
vados and lemon juice ¥2 hour. 
□ In a large bowl, blend the remaining in- 
gredients with fingertips until fnixture is 
in large crumbs. 
□ Arrange apple slices in an ove- 
dish, adding brandy marinade. 
□ Sprinkle crumb mixture over; bake, 
covered, in preheated 350° oven 30 min- 
utes. Uncover, bake 30 minutes. 

Fried Chinese apples 

From Miiiirire \1 nnre-Retrv 

INGREDIENTS 
3 hard, svjeet, and juicy apples, 

unblemished (about V/2-IV4 pounds) 
Lemon juice 
1 cup cornstarch, sifted 
Vegetable oil for deep frying 
1 ¥2 cups granulated sugar 
2V2 cups hot water 
1 teaspoon red wine vinegar 

METHOD C?^-: 
□ Peel, core apples. Quarter, cut each 
piece in half, making 8 pieces. Sprinkle 
with lemon juice to prevent discoloration. 
□ Sift cornstarch into a bowl and coat 
each piece of apple thoroughly with it. 
Pour oil into a heavy pan to a depth of 
4 inches and heat to 375°. While it's 
heating, coat a serving dish lightly with oil. 
□ In a second pan, dissolve sugar in wa- 
ter over low heat. Bring to a boil and cook 
till 280° is reached on a candy thermom- 
eter. Add vinegar. 
□ Meanwhile, drop apple pieces into hot 
oil and cook 7-8 minutes. Drop apple slices 
into syrup, coat thoroughly. Lift out with 
tongs, arrange on oiled serving dish. 
□ To serve: Drop each candy-coated ap- 
ple slice into a bowl of iced water before 
eating. Serves 6-8. 

Apples baked in a crust 

From Einalee Cliapman 

INGREDIENTS 
6 apples, peeled, and cored 
Butter, softened 
Pastry dough, made with butter and sugar 
Brown sugar 
White Sugar 
Orange juice 

METHOD 
□ Rub apples generously with butter. Roll 
out pastry and cut in long, 1-inch-wide 
strips. Wrap around apples on a diagonal 
covering whole apple except core. 
□ Fill core with butter and half brown/ 
half white sugar. Add a little orange juice 
to moisten. Cook in a preheated 375°- 
400° oven 20 minutes to start crust 
browning, lower heat to 325° and bake 
until apples are cooked through. Baste 
with orange juice and sugary mixture to 
make a browned, glazed crust. Serves 6. 

Apple cake 

(Gateau Zeezine) From Maybelle Iribe, au- 
thor with Barbara Wilder of Pates for 
Kings and Commoners (Hawthorn) 

INGREDIENTS 
¥2 cup cornstarch 
%■ cup flour 
% cup sugar 
2 teaspoons vanilla sugar or 1 teaspoon • 

vanilla extract 
1 teaspoon baking powder 
Pinch salt 
3 eggs, beaten as for an omelette 
3-4 tablespoons milk 
1 stick plus 1 tablespoon butter, melted, 

then cooled 
4 apples, peeled, cored, and cut into 

¥2-inch-thick slices 

□ Mix all dry ingredients in a bowl thor- 
oughly. Add eggs and vanilla extract if 
that's what you're using, and blend, then' 
add milk and melted butter. Work into a 
smooth batter. Pour into a mold—such as 
a 9-inch souffle dish. Poke apple slices 
into batter, making a circle of them 1 inch 
inside rim of dish, then fill in the center. 
Bake in a preheated 350° oven 35-40 
minutes or until cake tester comes out 
clean. Serves 8-10. 

Upside-down apple tart 

(Tarte Tatin) From Isabel Marique, wlio 
reaches cooking in Xew York 

INGREDIENTS 
5-6 medium Golden Delicious apples 
8 tablespoons butter, softened 
1 cup sugar 
2 tablespoons rum 
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
¥2 pound short pastry, rolled out into 

a 10-inch circle ¥8-inch thick 
Cc^cipe below) 

METHOD 
n Core, peel, and slice apples in circles. 
Press butter in the bottom of an 8-inch- 
round, 3- to 4-inch-high copper or cast- 
iron saucepan. 
n Sprinkle sugar over the butter, then 
arrange sliced apples vertically (standing 
on end) in a circle, keeping them very 
close together. Place the ends of the ap- 
ples in the middle. 
□ Pour rum and vanilla over apples. 
Cook on very low heat until butter and 
sugar have melted. 
□ Increase heat to medium high and 
boil until syrup starts to caramelize light- 
ly, about 45-50 minutes. 
□ Place dough over the apples, and ar- 
range its edges to stand against the sides 
of the saucepan for about 1 inch. Prick 
dough with a fork. 
□ Bake about 20-25 minutes in a pre- 
heated 425° oven. Unmold the tart onto a 
serving dish. Serve warm. Serves 6. 

Short pastry for tart 

(Pate Brise) 

INGREDIENTS 
2-3 tablespoons cold water 
¥4 teaspoon salt 
1 egg 
6 tablespoons butter, chilled and softened 

with a rolling pin 
3 tablespoons white shortening 
1 ¥3 cups all-purpose flour 

METHOD 
□ Place 2 tablespoons of the water, salt, 
egg, butter, shortening in mixing bowl. 
□ Add flour and gather the dough by 
making a circular motion in the bowl with 
the fingertips open and straight. Use cau- 
tion with the .'eserved water: Sprinkle it 
on a bit at a time if dough is too dry, un- 
til it holds together in a mass and the 
dough cleans the sides of the bowl. 
□ Lightly flour a board and form dough 
into a ball. Wrap in plastic wrap and let 
rest for 1-2 hours in the refrigerator or 
overnight. Makes enough pastry for the 
upside-down tart, j 



The be^inni^pf an 

American 

The taste of Boggs is as unique as America ^ 
itself. Because Boggs begins with American 
cranberries. Lush, delicate cranberries with a 
savory tartness that grow only in America. 

And because American cranberries are so 
filled with flavor and so rich, Boggs is smooth 
and inviting. 

Sip it straight or on the rocks. 
Boggs Cranberry Liqueur. Tart but sweet. 

New but familiar. Very much like 
itself. Surprising. 

*^wr jj %in:6'xcellam 

Crystal by Baccarat 



fMADISE FOUND 

The essence of pineapple and coconut swirled with sweet lisht rum. You just open, pour and that's it 

We put a tropical paradise in a bottle. 

^HE HEUBLEIN PINA COLADA 
Heublein Piha Colada 30 PrcxDt ic 1977 Heublein, Inc Hartford, Connecticut 



cady, set, parly 
mtinued from page 174 

'hree Mile 

larbor punch 

INGREDIENTS 
ounces light rum 
ounces golden rum 
ounces Myers's dark rum 
small can Orange Plus, prepared 
according to package directions 

ounces pineapple juice 
uice of 1 lemon 
lint sprigs 

1ETH0D 
J Mix together the 3 rums in a pitcher. 
1 another pitcher add the Orange Plus, 
lineapple juice, and lemon juice. 
2 Pour rum mixture into a tall glass, add 
:e cubes and juice mixture. Stir, garnish 
/ith mint sprigs. Makes 4 drinks. 

^oached Long Island 

flounder 

NGREDIENTS 
? flounder fillets 
3ay leaf 
^eppercorns, kosher salt 
I carrot, chopped 
I celery stalk, chopped 
I small onion, chopped 
5 cloves 
VA cup white wine 
' j cup water 
Mill Hill House sauce 

METHOD 
Z. Arrange fillets in an ovenproof dish. 
Season with bay leaf, peppercorns, and 
kosher salt. Scatter over the carrot, celery, 
and onion. Add cloves. Pour over the wine 
and water. Cover with buttered wax paper. 
□ Poach in a 350° oven for 15 minutes. 
Arrange on hot serving dish. Serve with 
Mill Hill House sauce. Serves 4. 

Mill Hill House sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
1 cup milk 
1 cup vegetable cooking liquid from 

"Le Stew" vegetables 
V2 small onion, finely minced 
4 tablespoons butter 
3 tablespoons flour 
1 teaspoon dry mustard combined 

with 1 tablespoon water 

METHOD 
□ In a saucepan combine milk and cook- 
ing liquid. Bring to a boil. 
□ In a large skillet, saute the onion in the 
butter. Do not brown. Stir in flour, add hot 
milk mixture gradually, stir until smooth. 
Simmer 15 minutes, stirring occasionally. 
Strain. 
□ Stir mustard mixture into sauce. Serve 
with flounder fillets. Makes about 2 cups. 

Le stew 

For best results, start 2 days ahead of 
serving. Or the stew can be prepared 
all at once and is delicious. In that case 
you do no storing, just work your way 
through the recipe. 

INGREDIENTS 
2V2 pounds stew beef (chuck) 
8 shallots, miriQi'd 
Kosher salt,-pepper 
4 ounces cognac 
Italian parsley, chopped 
4 cups beef bouillon 
2 good handfuls green beans 
6 average sized carrots 
14 white onions, slightly smaller 

than Ping-Pong balls 
4 fair-sized potatoes 
V2 teaspoon dry mustard 
1V2 cups red wine 
12 large mushrooms 

METHOD 
□ Remove gristle and suet from beef and 
cut into large bite-size chunks. Render 
suet portions in a heavy enameled or iron 
pot on top of the stove. Add shallots and 
saute a few minutes until wilted. Add beef 
chunks and brown on all sides. Season to 
taste with salt and pepper. When beef is 
brown, turn off heat, add cognac, flame. 
After flaming, add a small handful of 
chopped Italian parsley. Add bouillon, 
cover, and put pot in a preheated 300° 
oven. Cook 1 hour. 
□ While beef cooks, prepare the vege- 
tables. First, clean, trim, and cut the 
beans into 2y4-inch lengths. Drop into a 
small pot of salted boiling water (not much 
water) and cook until almost done. Re- 
move, drain, and hold the beans. Reserve 
the cooking water for the carrots, which 
have been cleaned, scraped, and sliced 
into Vs inch thick discs. 
□ Add carrots to the boiling reserved 
cooking water, add a little more salt and 
water if needed, and again cook until 
slight'y less than done. Next, cook onions 
in the same water while the carrots cool. 
Last the potatoes, peeled and chunked to 
good bite size. For the potatoes, add dry 
mustard to the cooking water. Again, cook 
potatoes less than all the way. Reserve 
vegetable cooking water. When vegetables 
are cool, store in individual containers or 
plastic bags for use 2 days later, or longer 
(within reason). 
□ When beef has cooked 1 hour, add red 
wine arid cook another 20 minutes. Add 
the reserved cooking water from vege- 
tables, about 1 cup. If you end up with 
more than a cup, reduce it by boiling or 
use it in Mill Hill House sauce. Altogether 
the beef should cook some 2 hours. Cool 
and refrigerate for 48 hours or more. 
□ The evening of serving, heat the beef 
in a 300° oven in a table-going dish. While 
the beef is heating, slice and salt the 
mushrooms. Place the vegetables and 
mushrooms in clusters on top of the beef, 
in a circle, potatoes in the center. 

J] Replace casserole m the oven for about 
15 minutes. No more. That will be enough 
to cook the mushrooms and still keep 
them firm and complete the cooking of the 
other vegetables. 
□ Place the dish steaming on your table 
and serve proudly. It handles 4 really hun- 
gry, very hearty eaters, and is probably 
about right for 6. 

Bessie Corman^s 

1-2-3-4 cake 

INGREDIENTS 
3 cups cake flour 
3 teaspoons baking powder 
¥2 teaspoon salt 
1 cup butter, softened 
2 cups sugar 
4 eggs 
1 cup milk 
1 teaspoon vanilla 

METHOD 
□ Measure all ingredients ahead to make 
it very simple. Butter and flour three 9- 
inch cake pans. Sift flour with baking 
powder and salt. 
□ Cream butter with an electric beater 
gradually adding sugar until mixture is 
light and fluffy. 
□ Add the four eggs, one at a time, to 
creamed mixture beating well after each 
addition. 
□ Add the flour mixture alternating with 
milk and beating after each addition until 
smooth. Add the vanilla and beat mixture 
again. 
□ Pour batter into cake and pans, mak- 
ing sure it is divided evenly and that it 
is smooth on top. Bake in a preheated 
350° oven for 25-30 minutes. Cool in 
pans for 10 minutes then carefully turn 
out to cool on racks. Top with your fa- 
vorite frosting. (Mr. Gorman uses a choc- 
olate frosting with walnuts nestling with- 
in. See the following recipe.) 

Bessie Gorman^s 

chocolate frosting 

INGREDIENTS 
1 pound confectioners sugar 
% cup cocoa 
VA pound butter, room temperature 
VA teaspoon salt 
1V2 teaspoons vanilla 
V3 cup cream or milk 
Walnut halves 

METHOD 
□ Cream the confectioners sugar, cocoa, 
butter, salt and vanilla in a bowl with an 
electric beater until it becomes very light 
and fluffy. 
□ Add cream or milk a little at a time, 
beating by hand. Beat vigorously until you 
have a smooth frosting, if too thick, thin 
out with a little cream. 
□ Frost cake on top and sides with a 
wide spatula and garnish top with walnut 
halves. 
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./ho taught      how to bake, Grandmir?" 

i.ly mother." 

"And wlio taught her?" 

"Her mother" 

"And who taught liei ?" 

"Heavens, dear, don't 3'ou e\ er get tired of asking 
([uestions?" 

"What are you making, Grandma?" 

"My red ras[)herry cookiesl' 

"What's liuU?" 

"Cookies with i-ed raspberry preserves on top'.' 

"Mmmmm. Tliey sound good'.' 

"Tliey are g(M^(l because I always use Smuckers 
Preserves on top of each cookie'.' 

"Was Smucker's there when you were a little girl?" 

"Of course'.' 

"Why is Smucker's so old?" 

^'Because, my dear, in America the only way a 
company can get old is to be good. And Smucker's 
is g:ood!' 

Smucker^s takes the best in 

American life and preserves it. 

— Grandmother s Red Raspberry Cookies  
1 cup butter or margarine, ' 2 cups all-punK)se flour, stirred 
softened before measuring 

1'2 cups sugar 1 teaspoon salt 
1 f 8g ' 2 to 3/4 cup Smucker's Red 
1' 2 teaspoons vanilla extract Raspberry Preserves 
in a large bowl, cream together butter and sugar until light and fluffy. 
Add egg and vanilla: beat u'ell. Stir in flour and salt: mix well. Stir (if 
batter gets too hard to handle, mix with hands) to make a smooth 
dough. Refrigerate about 2 hours. Preheat oven to 375° F. Lightly 
grea.se baking sheets. On a lightly floured board, roil out half of dough 
to about a ' s-inch thickness. Cut with a 2V2 -inch cookie cutter Roll out 
remaining dough: but cut with a 2V2 inch cutter with a hole in the 
middle. Place on baking sheets. Bake 8 to 10 minutes, or until lightly 
browned. Cool about 30 minutes. To serve, spread preserves on plain 
cookie: top with a cookie with a hole. 

Want to get all the Smucker's family secrets? Just send $2 for the Smucker's 
Cookbook to Smucker's Family Secrets, Strawberry Lane, Orrville. Ohio 44667. 

With a name like Smucker^s* 

it has to be good* 
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great white spirits 

New garnishes for traditional cocktails 

plus delicious new recipes to try By Doris Tobias 

There may be some significance for our 
times in the fact that white spirits— 
vodka, white rum. tequila, and aquavit, 
are increasingly popular while gin is 
holding its own. Perhaps it has some- 
thing to do with the current passion for 
things that are natural and pure. But, it 

may be that this trend is mainly due to a 
change in people's taste preferences. 
Whatever the rationale, a white drink is 
right—whether it's the time-honored 
Martini or Collins or a zingy new drink 
that embraces both the spirit of the day 
and our taste buds. 

5 basics for mixed drinks 

VODKA 
There is no question that the Russians' 
favorite drink, vodka, has infiltrated the 
United States and Europe. Distilled from 
grain or potatoes, vodka is totally clear 
and. unless specially flavored with herbs 
and spices, its taste is almost nonexistent, 
which makes it an ideal mixer. 
RUM 
Rum is distilled from fermented sugar 
cane and, of all the spirits, retains the 
natural taste of the ingredients from 
which it is made. Rich flavor and full 
body were once most valued in rum, but 
the greater demand now is for the lighter 
rums with more delicate flavors, such as 
those of Puerto Rico, Cuba, and some of 
the lighter rums of Jamaica. The desig- 
nation "white label," is the clue that 
you're getting a white, light-bodied rum. 
AQUAVIT 
Aquavit, as it is spelled in Sweden and 
Norway, or akavit in Denmark, is a col- 
orless spirit distilled from potatoes or 
grain and flavored with spices, usually 
caraway seeds. Drunk straight, chilled, 
it is a warming draught. Blended with 
other cocktail concomitants, it adds zest 
and aromatic essences to the drink. 
TEQUILA 
Tequila is a clear drink distilled in Mex- 
ico from the fermented juice of the agave 
cactus, sometimes called the century 
plant. Drunk neat, in the Mexican style, 
after a bite of lemon and a lick of salt 
from the back of your hand, it tastes like 
white lightning. Its punch is tamed when 
mixed with other cocktail mixers. 
GIN 
It is juniper berries that give gin both its 
characteristic flavor and its name—from 
genever, the Dutch form of the Latin 
name, juniperus. Distilled from grain, 
gin comes in many types and flavors. 
Best for most cocktails is the London 
Dry type, whether English or American 
in origin. 
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New white drinks 

White Lightning. Stir in a pitcher over 
ice 1 Vi ounces gin, 1 ounce dry white 
wine, preferably a tart wine such as Mus- 
cadet. Add one to two dashes of Pernod. 
Pour into chilled Martini glass. Garnish: 
a slender curl of grapefruit zest. 
White Heat. Add 1' i ounces tequila to a 
double Old-fashioned glass. Add 3 to 4 
ice cubes, V^ cup unsweetened grape- 
fruit juice, frozen or canned, and stir. 
Garnish: a slice of unpeeled avocado. 
The White Knight. Pour 1 Vi ounces 
white rum into a tall highball glass. Add 
3 to 4 ice cubes and V2 cup unsweetened 
pineapple juice. Fill the glass with Per- 
rier water or other sparkling water. Gar- 
nish: a spear of thin, peeled asparagus. 
White Goddess. Stir in a pitcher over ice 
1 ^ 2 ounces vodka, 2 ounces dry white 
wine, and a dash or two of framboise 
(raspberry eau-de-vie or brandy). Pour 
into a stemmed wineglass and garnish 
with a trio of white grapes. 
Cloud Nine. Pour into a shaker, with 
plenty of cracked ice, 1 Vi ounces white 
rum, the white of one egg, 2 tablespoons 
heavy cream, and 1 to 2 dashes of Cu- 
rasao or other orange-flavored liqueur. 
Shake furiously and stram into a Martini 
glass. Dust top with grated coconut. 
Danish Halfmoon. Stir over cracked ice 
in a glass or small pitcher IV2 ounces 
aquavit and the juice of half a lemon. 
Strain into chilled Martini glass and gar- 
nish with a trio of fresh red raspberries. 
White Icicle. Pour 1V2 ounces of gin into 
a tall, thin highball glass. Add 1 table- 
spoon lemon juice, ice cubes, and fill the . 
glass with coconut milk. Garnish: a spear 
of white icicle radish. 
Crystal Creme. Pour 1V2 ounces of white 
rum into a shaker over ice. Add th'e 
white of an egg, a dash or two of clear 
creme de menthe, and shake furiously. 
Strain into a chilled cocktail glass. Gar- 
nish: a leaf of white endive. 
White Matador. Mix in a pitcher or glass 
1 ounce tequila, V4 cup dry fino sherry 

TETSU OKUHARA 
Aquavit "glass by Holmegaard. Hexagon tum- 
bler, highball glass, Old-fashioned by \ enini. 
Shopping information, page 190. 

—to give a Spanish bite—and a squirt of 
lemon juice. Pour into a chilled cocktail 
glass. Serve with plate of toasted al- 
monds. 
Folle Blanche. Stir into a tall glass P/2 
ounces vodka, 4 ounces dry white wine, 
and Vi teaspoon Cassis—black currant 
liqueur. Add ice and fill glass with Per- 
rier water. Garnish: one strawberry. 
Margarita Bianca. Stir into a double Old- 
fashioned glass 1 Vi ounces tequila. 2 
tablespoons grapefruit juice, and V2 tea- 
spoon Triple Sec. Add ice and fill the 
glass with club soda. Garnish: a twist of 
grapefruit zest. 

Traditional white drinks 

.Martini. Stir in a pitcher containing sev- 
eral ice cubes, IV2 ounces gin and V2 
ounce dry vermouth. Pour into pre- 
chilled Martini glasses. Garnish: one or 
two green olives. New garnish: 3 dry 
roasted peanuts. 

For a Dry Martini, use V4 ounce dry 
vermouth. 

For a very dry Martini, use Vs ounce 
dry vermouth. 
Gibson. As above. Garnish: several 
pearl cocktail onions. New garnish: a 2- 
inch piece of scallion. green edges ruf- 
fled with a sharp knife. 

''Gimlet. Stir in a pitcher over several ice 
cubes: IV2 ounces gin, and 2 table- 
spoons lime juice. Pour into prechilled 
coupe champagne glass. Garnish: slice 
of fresh lime. New garnish: two pis- 
tachio nuts with shells on. 
Collins. Pour l'/2 ounces of gin into a 
highball glass. Add 2 tablespoons lemon 
juice. 1 teaspoon superfine sugar, ice 
cubes, and fill the glass with club soda. 
Garnish: slice of orange and a mara- 
schino cherry. New garnish: finger-length 
wedges of fresh pineapple and two large 

Continued on page 184 
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Introduce your family 

to the 10-second soups 

with home-style stock. 

The secret of great tasting homemade soup? 
3ood stock. 

The secret of great tasting Nes+'e Scjofime? 
Our unique home-stvie stock:   '       -   : all the 
natural flavors of the meat ano vegeiao^e ingredients. 

Nestle Souptime- instant soups. 
Look for our faces on the shelf. 



Cool, on light side 
c,:!:! in lied from page 173 

Asparagus and 

quail egg salad 

INGREDIENTS 
8 asparagus per person 
3 quail eggs per person, fresh or 

you can buy them alreaay cookea 
in tins in gourmet food shops 

Boston lettuce leaves 
Vinaigrette (made with mustard, lemon 

juice, wine vinegar, ■'2 olive oil and 
V2 salad oil—so it's not too heavy) 

METHOD 
"~' Trim the ??r3ragus reserving the 4- 

le salad, and the cen- 
rs for another use in a 

asparagus in boiling salted 
water untii tender but crisp, about 3 min- 
utes. Plunge immediately into ice water. 
Drain and cool. 
□ Boil the eggs 1 minute, rinse under 
cold water, and peel. Cool. 
□ On a plate arrange some lettuce leaves. 
Shred a few and make a "nest" in the cen- 
ter for the eggs. Add the eggs and the 
asparagus spoke-fashion with the tips to 
the outside. Add about 2 tablespoons 
vinaigrette and serve. 150 calories per 
person. 

Romantic sea scallops 

with herb and 

vegetable sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
5 big carrots, peeled 
4 turnips, peeled 
2 large cucumbers 
Salt 
16 fresh, green asparagus 
5 fresh mint leaves 
1 onion, peeled and coarsely chopped 
4 artichoke bottoms, coarsely chopped 
2 cups chicken broth 
2 pounds sea scallops 
1 bay leaf 
1 head Boston lettuce 
Fresh, chopped chives 

METHOD 
^ Cut 2 of the carrots in 2-inch lengths. 
Cut each piece in half then in half again. 
Carve each into a long olive shape. Cut 2 
turnips in quarters, then each quarter in 
half. Form each into an olive shape. You 
should have about 10 turned carrots and 
16 turned turnips. 
□ Make baskets of the cucumbers by cut- 
ting each into four 3-inch pieces and 
emptying the inside pulp. With a stripper, 
peel off strips of skin to give a fluted 
effect. 
□ Cook turned turnips, carrots, and cu- 
cumber baskets separately in boiling, salt- 
ed water until tender, but still very crisp. 
□ Trim asparagus into the tender 4-inch 
tips, the center stalk, and discard woody 
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ends. Cook the tips until tender (about 3 
minutes) in boiling salted water and keep 
stalks to use in the sauce, 
n Coarsely chop remaining carrots, tur- 
nips, and asparagus stalks and put in a 
large pot with the mint leaves, onion, and 
artichoke bottoms. Add chicken broth to 
cover, bring to a boil, and cook until all 
vegetables are tender—about 20 minutes. 
Drain, reserving cooking liquid. Puree 
vegetables in a blender or food processor 
using just enough of the reserved liquid 
to give the consistency of heavy cream. 
Reserve. 
~ Bring a pot of salted water to a boil and 
add sea scallops and bay lea^. Do not al- 
low it to return to a boil, but simmer 3 
minutes. They should resist just a bit 
when pierced. Drain. 
□ Blanch lettuce leaves in boiling salted 
water for 10 seconds to turn them bright 
green. Immediately plunge them in ice 
water and leave in coid water until ready 
to serve or they will turn brown. 
□ Spread the lettuce out on the plates 
covering the entire bottom. Add the vege- 
table sauce and the cucumber baskets in 
the middle. Fill with 4 asparagus tips in 
each basket, standing up. Put scallops 
around baskets and turned carrots and 
turnips as a border. Sprinkle with chives 
and serve. Serves 4. 350 calories per 
serving. 

Lemon galette 

INGREDIENTS FOR PASTRY 
10 ounces sweet butter 
10 ounces confectioners sugar 
2 egg yolks 
2 pounds flour 
INGREDIENTS FOR LEMON CREAM 
8 lemons 
12 ounces sweet butter 
12 ounces granulated sugar 
8 whole eggs, beaten 
4 pints strawberries 
Fresh mint leaves 

METHOD FOR PASTRY 
□ Cream the butter and sugar in a bowl 
until well mixed and fluffy. Beat in the 
egg yolks. Stir in the flour and gather into 
a ball with your hands. Wrap in wax paper 
and refrigerate 30-60 minutes. 
□ Roll out pastry about %-inch thick. 
Mark circles with a 5-inch-round plate and 
cut them out. Place on a cookie sheet. 
Bake in a preheated 400° oven 10 min- 
utes. Cool. Take care in removing the 
pastry crusts from the pans; they ara 
fragile and break easily. Makes at least 
12 circles. 

METHOD FOR LEMON CREAM 
AND ASSEMBLY • 
Z Grate zest of lemons and squeeze the 
juice. Strain. Add zest and juice to a large 
pot with the butter, sugar, and eggs. Bring 
just to a boil, stirring. Take off heat im- 
mediately and cool. Refrigerate until cold. 
(Both the pastry crusts and the lemon 
cream can be made ahead.) 

□ Put strawberries in a blender, reserving 
12 whole ones for a garnish, and blend 
until smooth. Sieve to remove seeds. 

Spread lemon cream on each circle and 
smooth it out well. Put some of the straw- 
berry sauce on a large plate, center the 
galette on the plate. Garnish with a whole 
berry and a mint leaf. Serve cold. Makes 
12 galettes or more. ■ 

Great white spirits 
continued from page 182 

purple table grapes. 
Highball. Stir 1 V2 ounces of white rum 
over ice cubes in a highball glass. Fill 
glass with ginger ale or club soda. 
Garnish: twist of lemon peel. New 
garnish: wedge of peeled cantaloupe. 
Sour. Shake in a cocktail shaker with 
lots of ice: 1V2 ounces white rum, 3 
tablespoons lemon juice, and 1 teaspoon 
superfine sugar. Strain into stemmed 
glass. Garnish: orange slice and mara- 
schino cherry. New garnish: slice of un- 
peele<J Bosc pear. ir- 

Goblet and stemmed wine glass by Holme- 
gaard. Champagne glass and Martini glass 
both at Tiffany. Shoppuig. page 190. 

Bloody Mary. Pour into cocktail shaker: 
11/2 ounces vodka, 3 ounces tomato 
juice, IV2 tablespoons lemon juice, salt 
and freshly ground pepper to taste, and 
a dash or two of Worcestershire and 
Tabasco sauces. Shake wildly and pour 
into highball glass. Add ice cubes. 
Garnish: thin slice of lemon. New 
garnish: thin wedge of crisp raw fennel. 
Note: Some like to add a bit of grated 
horseradish for additional zip. 
Screwdriver. In a double Old-fashioned 
glass, stir together IVi ounces vodka. 
3 to 4 ounces orange juice, and plenty 
of ice. 
Daiquiri. Stir together over ice 1 Vi 
ounces white label rum, juice of half a 
lime, and V2 teaspoon superfine sugar. 
Pour into chilled cocktail glass. No 
garnish. 

Note: Most spirits come in 80-proof 
or 100-proof: recipes here are for 80- 
proof. If you use 100-proof spirits with 
more kick, figure on about 20 percent 
less of the spirit used—or step up the 
amounts of nonalcoholic mi.xers in that 
proportion. Each drink mentions a spe- 
cific spirit, but you can substitute one of 
the other white spirits. Mix and match to 
suit mood and occasion. ■ 
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While I'm doing 

the things I like. 

i f '-'^ 

my Kenmore dishwasher 

is doing the 

dirty work for me. 

Portable 
On Sale Now 

$21995 

Reg. S269.95 
Color Portables Extra 

Built-in 

On Sale Now 

$19995 

Reg. S249.95 

INSTALLATION WARRANTY 

• Kenmore has a pot and pan cycle. 
• Two washing systems, one for each rack. 

No pre-rinsing. 
• Forced-air drying circulates through the porcelain 

enamel interior to dry your dishes. 
• Power-Miser switch gives you a choice of hot, or 

cool drying. Cool drying helps conserve electricity 
• Built-in is standard size, so it s easy to 

install yourself. And it can replace most other 
built-in dishwashers. 

• Portable can be converted to a built-in. 

KENMORE. SOLID AS 
Sears. Roebuck and Co. 1977 

Sears 

E»eho'these advertiseo items is readily ava.ia&.e fc saie as ac>     sed. Ava. aeie a! rnos! Sears retail stores. 
ModeJ No. 76441 Portabte "5.^2 B- it-in. Prices higher in Alaska ar>d Hawaii. 



c\!,.iiuiiLU i I out page 161   
To make a pattern for stitching, lay 

sLiap paper along fold of one section, 
having edges together. Marl< height of 
book. Fold scrap in half, ihen in half 
again, creasing sharply. Unfold and 
mark each crease with pencil. Now 
make two additional marks equally 
spaced from each of the three central 
marks. These two marks define the 
length of your stitches; for a 7-inch book 
they should be about '2 inch apart. 
Make an additional mark ' 2 inch in from 
each edge. This is where stitching will 
begin and end. Transfer all markings to 
folded edue of book section 3. To stitch, 

■ 

cut a length of buttonhole twist long 
enough to sew the entire book spine. To 
determine this length, multiply the num- 
ber of sections by the finished height of 
the book, and add several inches. Thread 
needle, but do not knot thread. Lay spine 
of first section along the edge of a table, 
and hold it with one hand in the fold. 
With the other hand, insert the needle 
through the first mark from the outside, 
straight through the middle of the fold. 
Pull thread through, leaving a 2-inch 
tail. Bring needle out through the first of 
the first double marks, and in again 
through the second; make similar stitches 
at the second and third sets of double 
marks, and bring the needle out at the 
last single mark. Pull thread tight. Con- 
tinuing from this end, add the second 
section of pages by making stitches to 
correspond to those of the first section. 
However, to attach sections together, 
each time the needle emerges on the out- 
side of the fold, bring it through the 
stitch on the previous section, forming a 
little twist, before inserting it back into 
the section you're adding. When youVe 

pulled the thread tight at the original 
starting edge of the book, tie the thread 
to the tail you left, and continue attach- 
ing more sections. When the last section 
has been added, insert needle through 
the tiny single stitch in the next-to-last 
section, then through its own thread 
loop, to form a knot. Knot again. Trim 
off ends. (See photos #2, 3, 4, page 
160.) 4. To seal spine, press pieces of 
scrap cardboard firmly on each side of 
stitched spine, and brush spine with glue, 
being careful not to glue cardboard. All 
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gaps should be filled. Smooth glue with 
finger and weight book until it dries. 
5. To trim the pages, lay the end of a 
piece of scrap paper at spine, and, using 
matte knife, make a small impression into 
scrap and book pages, slightly in from 
the fore edge of the book. Slide this mark 
down the fore edge and make another 
impression near the bottom. Remove 
scrap, place steel ruler a'ong marks, and 
carefully trim book edge, cutting gradu- 
ally down through all thicknesses. Hold 
the ruler steady—this will take many 
smooth cuts to accomplish. To trim the 
top and bottom of book, turn the edge 
of the first page back to the spine and, 
with the matte knife, mark fore edge and 
spine at top and bottom edges. Replace 
first page, lay metal ruler along marks, 
and trim as before. Flip book over to 
mark and trim other end. Always cut 
from spine to fore edge. 
6. To line spine, cut a piece of handker- 
chief linen the length of the spine, and 
about %-inch wider. Brush spine with 
glue and apply lining, centering on spine. 
Leave extra fabric at sides free. Cut a 
strip of book-page paper the exact size 
of the spine, glue over linen lining. 
7. With masking tape, tape together two 
sheets of artist's board slightly larger 
than the finished book. Using a metal 
ruler and matte knife, cut one straight 
edge. (See photo #l,page 160.) Retape. 
Lay triangle along cut edge; mark and 
cut a right angle. Mark corner clearly. 
Place book on cardboard so that spine 
extends 14 inch from the first cut edge, 
and edge of book is Vs inch in from ad- 
joining cardboard edge. Mark Vs inch 
from each of the other edges. Remove 
book, cut other two edges. Finished 
covers will be Vs inch larger than book 
on three cut edges, and 14 inch smaller 
on the spine edge. Separate covers. 

1 

8. To make the spine strip, cut a piece of 
cover board the width of the book plus 
one thickness of cover board, and the 
same height as the book cover. 
9. To make spine spacer, position covers 
on front and back of book, being suTfe 
covers' spine edges are V4 inch in from 
book's spine. Wrap a piece of scrap 
paper around spine, pinching at all con- 
tours, and mark paper at back outsi(je 
edges of covers. Use marked scrap paper 

as a pattern for a cardboard spine spacer 

somewhat longer than the height of the 
book. Mark its lengthwise center. (You 
can use this spacer to make more books 
the same thickness.) Cut a sheet of book- 
binding cloth wide enough to cover spine 
spacer plus Vs the width of each cover, 
and % inch longer than the book spine. 
Mark its lengthwise center. On wrong 
side, coat binding cloth with glue and 
lay the spine spacer on it, centering 
lengthwise. Butt the two covers against 
spacer, press against binding cloth. 
Quickly peel off spacer and position the 
prepared cardboard spine strip, center- 
ing by eye (photo #5, page 161). Now 
turn top and bottom edges of the glued 
binding paper to the inside of cover, 
smoothing them over the cover boards 
and spine (photo #7, page 161). Turn 
cover over, smooth outside, pressing 
along contours (photo #6, page 161). 
10. To make fabric covering, first mea- 
sure with scrap paper the distance from 
the edge of each cover to the edge of the 
spine binding, plus a ^/i-inch overlap. 
Cut |abric from selvage edge, allowing 
%-inch extra on non-selvage sides for 
folding over. Plan to use the fabric selv- 
age as spine-binding overlap, for a clean, 
non-raveling edge. On outside, lay a piece 
of scrap paper 14 inch from edge of 
binding cloth (measure outward from 
cloth to be sure this measurement is 
straight). Glue from protected edge to 
outside edge of one cover (do not glue 
fabric). Allow to become tacky, lay 
fabric in position, and smooth down with 
the bone tool or wood ruler. Turn book 
over. At each corner, cut off a triangle of 
fabric about 1V2 board thicknesses from 
corner of board. Glue loose edges of 
fabric; when tacky, fold and smooth 
fabric to inside of cover, top and bottom 
first, then fore edge (See photo #8, page 
161.) Repeat for back cover. 
11. To attach cover to book and form 
end papers, slip a piece of scrap paper 
between first and second pages of book. 
Brush glue on first page. Press loose edge 
of linen spine liner into position against 
glued page. Glue top of liner, remove 
scrap paper, and close front cover. Do 
not open until book has been pressed, or 
you will get uncorrectable wrinkles. Re- 
peat for back cover. Carefully slip sheets 
of wax paper just inside covers, without 
opening book. On outside, lay narrow 
strips of scrap cover board into grooves 
at bookspine. Press finished book be- 
tween Masonite sheets in a C-clamp, or 
between heavy weights on the floor, for 
several days before using. 
Note: You may prefer to make an all- 
fabric cover, omitting the special bind- 
ing-cloth spine. To cut fabric, place the 
two cover boards plus spacer on fabric, 
and cut, allowing an extra % inch all 
around. Glue covers, position on each 
side of spacer centered on wrong side of 
fabric. Remove spacer, glue cardboard 
spine strip between covers. Glue fabric 
edges and turn to inside as in binding- 
cloth method. Smooth with bone tool. 
Continue book as in other method. ■ 
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Spanish Gives. 

Hmtolentlieorkilnal 

from the fepixxkJcHon. 

The olive on the left is a true blue 
Spanish Green Olive. The olive on the right 
just looks like one. 

The olive on the left was grown in Spain, 
where the dry climate and mineral rich soil help 
an olive ripen to its tangiest best There's no 
tellii^ where the olive on the right was grown. 

The olive on the left was treated with 
meticulous care. By people who learned long 
ago that a bruised olive hurts business. As for 

the olive on the right, you really can't be sure 
how it was treated. 

How do you tell them iq;>art? Simple. Just 
read tiie label. 

Hie olive on the left comes in ajar with 
the Spanish Olive Man symbol on it The o^e 
on the right doesn4. 

So now you can be sure of the green <dive 
you're getting, before you lay down your hard 
earned green for it 

LOOK FOR JH\< -SYMBOL. 

Spanish Olives. 

The best olives In the v\^orld. 
ACEMESA "He SPANISH OLIVE COWWlSSfO-N 



SHOPPING IN FORM A TION 

Prices approximate, state and local taxes additional. ' Consult your interior designer or department store 
decorating service. Stores and designer sources in New York City unless otherwise indicated. 

APARTMENT LIVING 
Pages 124-129 
Terrace furaitiire: At Bailt'y-Hiiebncr. New 
York and South Hampton. 
5-YKAR PLAN 
Pa«'"s 134-135 
I'pholstered swivel rocker: 30'2" x 33" x 
30" high. Tufted back, l oose seat cushion. 
About^ $376.50 COM. By KayLyn. At 
House of Menna, IJncolnwood, 111.: George 

t'abric on .sofa and chairs: "Rain Flower" 
cotton: 54" wide. 27" repeat. Scotchgard 
finish. About $8 a yd. By Jay Yang for 
P. Kaufmann. At Bloomingdale's: Macy's, 
Sa^ F aicisco: S i\, Baer & Fulie'-. St. Louis. 
Bamboo valances and roll-up blinds: About 
$5 per sq. ft. Custom made by Crown 
Shade & Screen, Bos:on. 
Botan'cal "tir'nt: (dining room also) 36" x 
26". $!5() framed. At Poster Originals. 
"Number 7" relief ssrigraph: 34'/2 " x 25 V2 ". 
From album # I by Charles Hinman. $275 
framed. At Galerie Denise Rene. 
"Vienna" wool durrce ricg: 8'3" x II'6". 
$1,200. At Bloomingdale's. 
Curtain trim: Polyester grosgrain ribbon. 
2'4" wide. 90^ a yd. By C. M. Offray. 
•••»^£S ^35-137 
"Suomi Concept One" china: 5 pc. place 
setting, $40. "Plus" water glass: 5'/2" high. 
$12. "Plas" wine gla.ss: 4\4" high. $ ll. 
"Titan" stainless steel flatware: 5 pc. place 
setting, $29. By Rosenthal Studio-Linie. All 
at Rosenthal Studio Haus. 
Table cover and underskirt: Wool/rayon 
f -I 72" \ id \ By C?ntral Shippee. 
Batik sarong (as tablecloth): 72" x 40". 
From China Seas.* 
Cotton on chair cushions: Rose color ha 1 1 
block print #1401. 50" wide. 4'/2" repeat. 
$:8 a yd. By Souleiado at Pierre Deux. 
P'jf'ef IS''-139 
"Scented  Garden"  cotton  and polyester 
.shetts: Queen flat and fitted, about $15 ea. 
Ruffled shams, about $16 ea. Pillowcases, 
about $7 a pair. Queen comforter, about 
$60. By Oscar de la Renta for Cannon. 
"Prasad" reversible sisal floor matting: 
9 V 12'. $220. By Import Specialists. At 
Th: Wickery. 
Botanical poppy and bachelor's-button 
prints: 42" x 33". $200 framed. At Poster 
Originals. 
"Luxury Living" festive green carpet: 12' 
or 15' widths. Made of Allied Chemical's 
Anso nylon. $18.95 a sq. yd. By Gulistan 
Carpet, div. J. P. Stevens. 
"Lam-Eze" laminated shade kit: 46' 4" x 6' 
pressure  sensi:ive  room-darkening shade 
cloth. About $26. By Joanna Western. 
Needlepoint canvas and yarns: At Thread- 
needle Street, Boston. 
CHARLESTON WAY 
Royalties from the sale of Historic Charles- 
ton Reproductions will further the preserva- 
tion projects of the Historic Charleston 
Foundation. 
Pages 146-147 
Mahogany dining table: 54" x 46" x 29'/2" 
high. Two 20" leaves. Pedestal base. Fluted 
carved legs. Brass casters. About $1,277. 
Mahogany sideboard with inlaid borders: 
66" X 23" X 37" high. Brass hardware. 

About $1,721. Upholstered rolled arm- 
chair: 34" X 28" X 44" high. Nailhead trim. 
About $499 COM. Mahogany lowboy: 34" 
X IQVA" X 27%" high. Carved apron. Brass 
hardware. About $433. Mahogany tilt-top 
tea table: 33" diam. x 29" high. Pie crust 
edge. Carved pedestal. Ball and claw foot. 
About $375. Lacquered armchair: 21" x 
21" X 34" high. Chinoiserie-decorated. Vel- 
vet seat pad. About $777. Mahogany book- 
stand: 19M" X ll'/2" X 321/4" high. Four 
shelves. Carved fretwork sides. About $331. 
All, Historic Charleston Reproductions by 
Baker. 
"Sacred Butterfly" china: 5 pc. place setting, 
$75. Historic Charleston Reproductions by 
Vista Alegre for Mottahedeh. 
"King Charles" sterling flatware: 5 pc. place 
setting, $204. Historic Charleston Repro- 
ductions by Gorham. 
On mantel: China basket-dish: Scalloped 
lattice edge. $1 15 ea. Brass candlesticks: 9" 
high, $35 ea. 19" high, $90 ea. All. Historic 
Charleston Reproductions by Mottahedeh. 
"Oom (as in zoom)" acrylic on canvas: 50" 
X 60". By June Klensch. At Noho Gallery. 
Fabric shirred on walls: "Coromandel" cot- 
ton: 54" wide. 27" repeat. Scotchgard fin- 
ish. Curtain fabric: "Charleston Quilt" cot- 
ton: 54" wide. 4'/2" repeat. Scotchgard fin- 
ish. Both, about $9 a yd. Jay Yang for 
Historic Charleston Reproductions. 
COVER, and page 148 
Camelback sofa: 78" x 30" x 38" high. 
Loose seat cushion. Mahogany stretcher. 
About $1,221 COM. Queen Anne wing 
chair: 35" x 30" x 44" high. Mahogany 
foot. About $666 COM. Mahogany side 
chair: 20" x 20" x 36% " high. Carved back. 
About $433 COM. Chippendale open arm- 
chair: 27" X 28" x 40" high. Mahogany 
frame. About $655 COM. Mahogany bench: 
203/4" X 16'/2" X 17" high. About $322 
COM. Lacquered armchair: 21" x 21" x 
33" high. Cane seat. Chinoiserie decoration. 
Aljput $655. Flame mahogany secretary: 
40" X 24'/2" X 95" high. Brass hardware. 
Locked desk section. About $3,774. Mahog- 
any Chippendale kettle stand: 1 I ' 4" x 
III4" X 271/2" high. About $244. Mahog- 
any drop-leaf breakfast table: 42" x 26" x 
28% " high. Fretwork apron. Mahogany oc- 
tagonal platter stand: 18" x 15" x 18" high. 
About $353. Mahogany tilt-top tea table 
(dining room also). Inset: Mahogany plant 
stand: 14" diam. x 36'/8" high. About $322. 
All, Historic Charleston Reproductions by 
Baker. 
Upholstered love seat: 61" x 33'/2" x 30" 
high. Rolled arms. Loose seat cushion. 
Tufted back. About $860. By Baker. 
Rope mirror: 36" x 48". $950. From LCS*. 
"Canton" china: Cachepots (on mantel): 
$65 ea. Relish tray (on trunk and tea table): 
$12.50. Scalloped bowl (on breakfast table): 
$55. Leaf ashtray (on tea table): $14. Cof- 
feepot (with zinnias): $65. Historic Charles- 
ton Reproductions by Vista Alegre for 
Mottahedeh. 
"Birds in Air" antique quilt (on sofa): $300. 
At Thomas K. Woodard. Antique china (in 
secretary and on mantel). Vases (on wall 
sconces). Both from John Rosselli An- 

I tiques'\ 

Watercolor (on breakfa.st table): By June' 
Klensch. At Noho Gallery. 
Rattan trunk: 32" x 16" x 17" high. $1 14.98 
Baskets. Both at Azuma. | 
Steri ng nrnt jirbp cups (on trunk): 3y8' ' 
high.  Beaded top and  bottom. Historic 
Charles'on Reproductions by Gorham. 
Natural sisal matting: From Rosecore Car 
pet.'' 
Ceramic bean-pot lamp: 25" high. (Shade 1 
not included.) By Fotia Stone, Edwardj 
Krumpe Division.* \ 
Fabric for upholstered furniture and cur- 
tains: "Towne House" cotton: 54" wide 
Scotchgard finish. About $9 a yd. Jay Yang, 
for Historic Charleston Reproductions. 
Pace 147: Mahogany foirrpostsr bed:' 
64" X 87%" X 91%" high. About $2,666. 
Mahogany chest: 43" x 22%" x 75%" high. 
Brass hard ware. About $3,333. Both, His-' 
tor.i^. Charleston Reproductions by Baker. 
"Ros:alie" Dacron polyest r and cotton! 
sheets: Queen flat, about $16.50. Pillow-' 
cases, about $8 a pr. Ruflied shams, about 
$22 ea. By Martex. WestPoint Pepperell. | 
Antique quilts: "Zig Zag", $495. "Carolina; 
Lily", $485. Both at Thomas K. Woodard. 
Rattan trunk: 36" x 20" x 2114" high. 
$134.98. Square tray basket: $8.98. Both at 
Azuma. 
"Bath Apollo" acrylic on canvas: 34" x 47".| 
By Robert Natkin, 1976. $4,500 At Andre, 
Emmerich Gallery. 
Two-tier chinoLserie table: IWi" x 12" x 
9" high. 19th c. Japanese. Carltonware leaf 

j dish. Yellow ceramic teapot. All at John 
Rosselli Antiques.* 
Durrie .striped carpet: From Coury Rugs.* 
Stores carrying a selection of Historic 
Charleston Reproductions: Altman's: L. S. 
Ayres, Indianapolis; Cannell & Chaffin, 
L.A.; Gabbert's, Dallas and Minneapolis; 
Halle's, Cleveland; The Joseph Home Co., 
Pittsburgh; Howard Lorton Galleries, Den- 
ver; Joske's, Houston; Macy's, San Fran- 
cisco; Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, 
D.C.; O'Neill & Bishop, Ardmore, Pa.; 
Paine Furniture, Boston; The Guild House, 
Greensboro. N.C.; Porters, Racine, Wis.; 
Rich's, Atlanta; The Robert Simpson Co., 
Toronto; Stewart's, Louisville; Stix, Baer & 
Fuller, St. Louis; Strawn Furniture, Little 
Rock; John Wanamaker, Philadelphia. 
Fabrics also available from Decorative Fab- 
rics*. Lussky, White & Coolidge*, Chicago; 
S. Harris & Co.*, El Segundo. Calif.; West- 
pate Fabrics*. Grand Prairie, Tex. 
SYSTEM FOR THE SIMPLE LIFE 
Pages 150-153 
Three-seater sofa. Ottomans. Twin-size 
chaise-bed with adjustable back, recessed 
casters; optional quilted exercise mat. 
Coffee table with two leaves. Work desk 
that converts from rectangle to larger L 
shape, has two drawer units on casters 
beneath. Low crystal table, lacquered in 
red, black, bronze beneath, in 28" sq. 
and 14" sq. size. Stacking tray tables and 
fondue tables: in black, red, or "ivory" 
lacquer. Individual stacking .shelves. Can- 
vas-and-dowel screens: 80" high (in 30", 
60", 90" widths). 36" x 60" size can be 
stood on either end. Wood and screw door 

Continued on page 190 
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The Ultimate 

Cooking Center: Microwave. 

Self-cleaning. Smoothtop. 

Now with V'ari-Cook- oven control for 
even greater cooking versatility. 
The Litton MicromaticS double-oven 
microwave range, now with Vari-Cook 
oven control, makes it easier to bring 
out the best in microwave cooked 
foods. Simply change cooking speeds 
as you change foods: High, reheat, 
roast, simmer, warm, defrost or any 
speed in between. Set different speeds 
for different foods to bring out old- 
fashioned slow-cooked goodness, but 
at time and energy-saving microwave 
speeds. 

Cooks four ways. 
The ultimate cooking center gives you 
all the best ways to cook. Cook with 
microwave speed in the upper oven. Bake 
or broil in the lower conventional oven. 
Stir up something saucy on the smooth 
top. Or prepare one dish or a complete 
meal using both ovens for a combination 
of conventional browning and microwave speed, 

Self-cleaning ease. 
Save clean-up time. too. Litton Micromatics 

have a self-cleaning oven system that 
removes even the toughest baked-on stains. 

And a one-piece smoothtop that keeps 
spills from dripping away. 
Completely convenient. 

Everything about the Micromatic double- 
oven range is designed for your 

convenience. Vari-Cook oven control. 
Micro-Timer^ digital control. Automatic 
oven timer. Special 8-inch "quick-heat" 
cooktop element. One-piece smoothtop. 

Safe push-to-turn infinite heat controls. 
Black glass see-thru oven doors. And 

closed door smokeless broiling. 
I ^ — You'd expect it from Litton. 

^ Because at Litton, innovation means 
S^^^^^i^^^^^i^        better microwave cooking. You'll find it 

throughout our full line of energy-saving 
countertop microwave ovens, combination and double-oven micro- 
wave ranges. Your Litton dealer can demonstrate how to save time 

and energy with all of them. For 
his name and address, call us right 

now. toll-free (800) 328-7777. 

^ '6 • 

m LITTON 
Microwave Cooking 

Litton.,, changing 

the wayAmcricaCboks. 

© 1976. Unon S^siems Inc. 
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Slmpping coniinuL'il fioni pa}>e /<S'(S' 

iiai Jw:i(e. suede ties available. Wood fin- 
ishes: Ihrec standard ("sand", "'acoin", or 
" ivory"), four custom lacquered (""chony." 
"C hinesc red," "lemon," "meadow green"). 
I'pholstery choices: Four plain colora- 
tions—unbleached cotton canvas, with 
vinyl suede accents on some pieces (as 
shown); neutrals; bright clear colors; C'hi- 
nese-inspired accent colors. Six print fabrics 
designed by Giorgio Sant'Angclo. Available 
in February at Macy's, New York. 
FLRMTI RE NOW Pajies 154-S55 
Write manufacturer for nearest store. 
1. Hardwood \o\c seat: .^0" x 22 " x 35" 
high. Weatherproof finish. Gray, white, or 
natural. $100 unassembled. By Camath. 2. 
I'ecky cedar cocktail table: 42" sq. x 17" 
high." $250. By .lohn Hutton for Ide of 
California. 3. Slatted park bench chair: 22" 
x 21" X 2S" high. $125. Cameo collection 
by Stanley. 4. Pecky cedar love .seat: 54" x 
33" X 28" high. $555. By John Hutton for 
Ide of California. 5, Pine cocktail table: 38" 
sq. X 16" high. Marbelon tile top. $219.95. 
Pine Glen collection by Hammary. 6. Rat- 
tan clia:r: 32" x 34" x 27" 2" high. $500. 
Ottoman: 28" sq. x 16" high. $250. Islands 
collection by Lane. 7. Tambour top chest: 
24" X 19" X 55" high. Ash wood. $340. 
Timbermist collection by Stanley. 8. Stack- 
ing oak shelves: 40" x 1 1" x 15" high, 44" 
X 12" X 16" high, 48" x 13" x 17" high, 
52" X 14" X 18" high. $137 ea. American 
Craftsmen collection by Hibriten. 9. Pine 
sawhorse table-de.sk: 60" x 30" x 29" high. 
Chipboard top. $79.95 unassembled. By 
Babcock F^hiilips. 10. Pine barnboard sofa: 
69" X 28" X 30" high. Canvas-covered cush- 
ions. $199 unassembled. Denver group by 
Babcock Phillips. 11. Oak barrel-base dining 
table: 54" diam. x 29%" high. Two 18" 
leaves. Brass scuff plates on base. $725. By 
Hibriten. 12. Upholstered sofa. By Flair. 13. 
Bamboo love seat: 43" x 22" x 41" high. 
Carved back. Camphor wood seat. Moire 
seat pad. $1,998. By Baker-Knapp & 
Tubbs." 14. Pecan cocktail table: 42" sq. x 
16" high. Champagne finish. Glass top over 
fretwork frame. $650. Contempo East col- 
lection by Tomlinson. 15. Rattan club 
cha'r: 40" x 32'/2" x 29'/2 " high. Loose seat 
cushion, cofon-covered. $513 com. By Di- 
rectional. 16. Poplar "faulting couch": 32" 
X 72" X 3 1" high. Tufted seat. Nailhead trim. 
$750. By Jim Peed for Chatsworth Chair. 
17. Glass cocktail table: 40" diam. x 16'4" 
high. Garden seat base. Cinnabar red finish. 
$700. Pan Asian group by Henredon. 18. 
Natural wicker chair: 291/2" x 29'/2" x 27" 
high. Loose cushion. $516. Ottoman: 25" 
sq. X 16" high. Attached cushion. $301. By 
John Wisner for Ficks Reed. 19. Leather 
chinoiserie trunks: 30'2" x 20Vi" x 46'/2" 
overall. Set of 4. $2,000. By Baker-Knapp 
& Tubbs. ' 20. Mahogany and rattan high- 
boy: 32" X 19" x 87" high. Brass hardware. 
$879. Collector's Mix by Hickory Chair. 
21. Glass dining table: 74" x 44" x 29" 
high. Oriental base. Cinnabar red finish. 
$620. San Sei collection by Thomasville. 
22. Upholstered love seat: 63" x 41" x 
2SV2" high. Loose cushions. Three throw 
pillows. $850 COM. By Harden. 23. Ma- 
hogany and rattan console table: 48" x 14" 
X 29'/2" high. Slatted rattan shelf. $395. 
Collector's Mix by Hickory Chair. 24. 
Suede love seat: 65" x 36" x 26" high. 
Rolled arms and back. Nailhead trim. $ ! .298. 
By Heritage. 25. Sectional denim chaise: 
72" X 32" X 33" high. $572. By Drexel. 26. 
Glass cocktail table: 60" x 34" x 15'2 " 

high. Maple dowel base. Natural or dark 
finish. $613. By Thayer Coggin. 27. "Clam" 
chair/bed: 30'4" x 100" long unfolded. 
Quilted cotton canvas cushion. Leather 
trim. Clamps together. $299. By Moreddi. 
28. Armless chair/bed: 36" x 34" x 33" 
high. Cotton duck. Embroidered graph de- 
sign. Loose back pillows. $376. By Wei- 
man/Warren Lloyd. 29. Brushed .steel cock- 
tail table with reces.s: 48" sq. x 13" high. 
$695. By Pierre Cardin for Dillingham. 30. 
Armless chair: 36" x 33" x 34'/2" H. Chan- 
nel stitched cushion. Polished steel base. 
$396 COM. By Flair. 31. Split rattan high- 
boy: 26"xl3"x65" high. Chrome base and 
hardware. $978. By DIA. 32. Glass ttagere: 
31" X 12" X 81" high. Chrome plated steel 
connectors. $501. By Contemporary Shells. 
33. Glass dining table: 76" x 39" x 29" H. 
Polished aluminum Z-base. $1,100. By Flair. 
34. Upholstered sectional group: Chair: 
34'/2" X 34'/2" X 29'/2" H. $380 com. Otto- 
man: 31 "sq.x l6'/2 "high. $174 com. By Direc- 
tional. 35. Arched console table: 60"x20"x 
26" high. Biscuit plastic laminate finish. $242. 
By DIA. 36. Sectional group: Chair: 37" x 
35" x 29". $242, Ottoman: 35" x 36" x 16". 
$154. Channel stitched upholstery. Flair. 
Manufacturer's addres.ses: Babcock Phillips 
Division. Dart Industries, 1500 Commerce 
Rd., Richmond, Va. 23216. Camath, 530 W. 
John St., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801. Chats- 
worth Chair, Box 3044, Hickory, N.C. 
28601. Contemporary Shells, 637 Stewart 
Ave.. Garden City, N.Y. 11530. DIA, 1677 
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III. 60654. 
Dillingham, Box D, Leiand, Miss. 38756. 
DirectionaL 979 3rd Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10022. Drexel Heritage Home Furnishings, 
Drexel, N.C. 28619. Ficks Reed, 4900 Char- 
lemar Dr., Cincinnati, Ohio 45230. Flair by 
Bernhardt, Box 740, Lenoir, N.C. 28645. 
Hammary Division, Delwood Mfg., Box 
760, Lenoir, N.C. 28645. Harden, McCon- 
nellsville, N.Y. 13401. Henredon, Box 70, 
Morganton, N.C. 28655. Heritage (see 
Drexel). Hibriten by Bernhardt, Box 740, 
Lenoir, N.C. 28645. Hickory Chair, Box 
2147, Hickory, N.C. 28601. Ide of Califor- 
nia, 4384 Bechelli Lane, Redding, Calif. 
96001. The Lane Co., Altavista, Va. 24517. 
Moreddi, 734 Grand Ave., Ridgefield. N.J. 
07657. Stanley Furniture Co., Stanleytown, 
Va. 24168. Thayer Coggin, Box 5867, High 
Point, N.C. 27262. Thomasville Furniture, 
Box 339, Thomasville, N.C. 27360. Tomlin- 
son, 305 High Ave. W., High Point, N.C. 
27261, Weiman Warren Lloyd, Box 217, 
Ramseur, N.C. 27316. 
LIVE-IN PLANTS Pages 162-167 
Incandescent plant light: 150-watt, #R40. 
By Duro-Lite. $6.50 rpd. from Mellinger's, 
2310 West South Range Rd., North Lima. 
Ohio 44452. 
Peter's Special Soluble Fertilizer: House 
Plant Mix (15-30-15). 1 lb., $3 ppd. from 
The House Plant Corner, Box 5000, Cam- 
bridge, Md. 21613. 
WINE AND FOOD COVER Page 169 
Cookie sheet: 17'/4" x IIV2". Silicone-coat- 
ed. $2.79. Baker's Secret Bakeware by Ekco. 
WHITE SPIRITS Pages 182 and 184 
Stemmed glasses, from left: "Picnic" gQb- 
let: $5.50. "President" claret: $20. Both by 
Holmegaard. At Royal Copenhagen. 
"Connoisseur" champagne, martini: $9.75 
ea. Tiffany. 
Flat glasses, from left: "No. 5" cordial: $7. By 
Holmegaard. At Royal Copenhagen. "Hexa- 
gon" gla.ss: Coral Color rim. Set of 6, $285. 
Glass with 24-kt. gold inlaid ba.se: 6" high. 
$36. "Old-fashioned" gla.ss: Amber color 
ring. 4'/2" high. $33. All at Venini. ■ 

BUILDING FACn 

Materials in the house on page 156 

AKCHITIICT: Norman Jaffe 
INTI.RIOR DESIGN CONSULTANT: I 

Mrs. Marynell Eisenberg I 
CONTRACTOR: David Webb | 
SIZE OF HOUSE: 2,100 square feet 
SIZE OF LOT: 1 acre | 
STRUCTURE 
Foundation:  Concrete   block foundation! 
walls on poured concrete footings. 
Framing: Standard wood frame construe* 
tion of walls, floors, and roofs. 
EXTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Exterior walls and roofs: Red cedar wood 
shingles on wood sheathing. ! 
Insulation: In walls and roofs, fiberglass! 
batts by Johns-Manville Corp. 
Windows:   Fixed  glass  panels  in wood 
frames; "Arcadia" aluininum frame, bronze 
finish, sliding glass sash by Northrop Archi- 
tectural Systems; upstairs, aluminum frame 
awning type sash. 
Skylight: Wasco Products, Inc. 
Doors: "Arcadia" aluminum frame, bronze 
finisit,  sliding glass doors by Northrop 
Architectural Systems. Front door, glass 
panel in wood frame. 
INTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Interior   walls:   In   living-dining room, 
rough-sawn cedar siding laid diagonally; in 
master bedroom, rough-sawn cedar siding 
laid horizontally; in kitchen, rough-sawn 
vertical boards; in master bathroom, 4-inch 
ceramic tile by American-Olean Tile Co. 
Interior finishes: White paint on wallboard 
by Benjamin Moore & Co. 
Ceilings: In living-dining room and kitchen, 
rough-sawn cedar boards laid horizontally; 
in   master  bedroom   and balcony-study 
"Sheetrock" wallboard by U.S. Gypsum 
Co.; in master bathroom, 4-inch blue tile 
by American Olean Tile Co. 
Floors: In living-dining room, oak strip 
flooring; in fireplace area, balcony-study 
and master bedroom, wall-to-wall carpet; 
in entrance hall, brick ashlars; in kitchen, 
vinyl tile in brick pattern. 
Furnishings: White fireplace sofa. Atelier 
International, Ltd.; Wicker chairs, ottoman, 
large baskets, sofa pillows; L.C.S.; Coffee 
table, Selig Mfg. Co.; Deck chairs. Bailey 
Huebner, Inc.; Dining table china, goblets, 
place mats, napkins, wine baskets, kitchen 
cooking utensils. Heller trays, dishes, mugs, 
cutlery, straw baskets. The Pottery Barn; 
table silver, Lauffer; deck pillows. Design 
Research,  New York; plants and plant 
holders, Baywoods, Inc.; paintings, "Blue 
Suspension" by Helen Hoie and "Man Re- 
signed" by Cecil Casebier, courtesy of Guild 
Hall, East Hampton, N.Y. 
Lighting fixtures: Ceiling recessed cylindri- 
cal fixtures and wall washers by Atlas Elec- 
trical  Products Co.  Over  dining table, 
custom  design   wood  fixture  with low- 
voltage bulbs in chrome panel by Light- 
olier. Inc. 
Hardware: Brushed aluminum by Sargent. 
Kitchen  and  bathroom  cabinets: Wood, 
custom made, faced in white Formica. 
Kitchen  and  bathroom   countertops: In 
kitchen, black Formica with white "counter 
saver" insert by Salton Mfg. Co. In bath- 
room, white Formica. 
Plumbing Fixtures: White fixtures, "Blue- 
berry" blue lavatory and stainless steel sink 
by American-Standard, Inc. 
EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCES 
Appliances: 4-biuner gas range with oven 
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,m,c and below by ( rown Stove Works, 
dspot" refrigerator by Sears, Roebuck 
o., "KitchenAid" food waste disposer 
lobarl, kitchen exhaust fan and master 
room ceiling light-fan by Hroan. 

HI linn .system: heat with circuhit- 
jwater in baseboard grids. Two zones, 

upstairs,  one   down,  controlled by 
mostats. 
ting controls: Thermostats by White- 
gers Div., Emerson Flectric Co. 
Bquipment in the kitchen, page 140 
GNER: Michael de Santis 
igerator-freezer, portable washer" and 
r by General Electric. Stainless steel 
by Elkay. Dishwasher and hot-water 

enser by KitchenAid. Built-in electric 
opener by Thermador. Glass-ceramic 

_ nterange by Amana. Ventilating hood, 
fa filters by Broan. 
F ir: 12-inch strips of lizard-finish vinyl 
til between 2-inch strips of silver Mylar. 
C ntertops: "Black Suede" by Formica 
C p. Steel cabinets by St. Charles. Cabi- 
n< and appliances custom painted by St. 
Cirles. 

^Equipment in the kitchen, page 141 
DIIC.NER: William Machado 
Rige/oven and Vent-Pak exhaust system 
b;Modern Maid. Freezer and refrigerator 
b; Sub-Zero. Dishwasher by KitchenAid. 
For: white oak with polyurethane finish. 
Vlls, ceiling, and custom-made cabinets; 
fj :d with Formica plastic laminate. Coun- 
teops and backsplashes: stainless steel. ■ 

HOUSE & GARDEN AT SLOANE'S 
f>-week course complete willi lexl, 

oiise & Garden Color Chips, and 
oane's designers, to help yon in eacli 
cp of your decorating projects, fjcgins 
ion in New York. Paratniis, Manlias- 
■I. Wliite Plains, Stamford, Jenken- 
>wn. For complete information ami 
■servations call: W & J Sloane Pnhlic 
elations, 212-840-1000, ext. 446. New 
ark store only, October 3, 6, and 8, 
le latest color directions from a House 
(larden editor. 

( ref ree move 
c ttiniied from page 168 

. The cost of moving, of course, varies 
e irmously, according to size of family, 
j ount of furniture and other objects, 
c tance covered, and type of building at 
e:h end. According to a Mayflower 
tpcrt, the average cost of a move from 
I \v York to California for a 5-room 
1 use and small family is $3,000, includ- 
i: packing and unpacking. "Tf you pack 
uirself, you may save between $300- 
00." he adds. This can only be a rough 

lure, since moving is such a personal 
isiness, and individual experiences 
t for considerably. According to the In- 
1 state Commerce Commission, one 
. nerican family out of five moves every 
ar—so however you look at it, you will 

i doubt have your own experience to 
aw on one day, if you haven't already. 
ise History No. 1: Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
emner, 3 children. Move: from Con- 
cticiit to Washington, D.C. 
icy Bremner: "I had saved the records 
3m an earlier move 3 years ago, enab- 

ling us to compute esliinatcs wc received 
this lime with actual costs in l^>74. We 
chose the company with the most accu- 
rate estimate. I was even able to reuse my 
old file folders: Moving Costs, Address 
Changes, New House Measurements and 
Decorating, Contract/ Mortgage, Moving 
Company Papers. 

"I used graph paper for accurate Woor 
plans and win<Jow measurements of our 
new house, a great help in determining 
where furniturtS*nd curtains would go. 
We saved money by packing our books in 
liquor-bottle cartons with lids. We filled 
the back of the station wagon with all of 
our paintings and prints, using extra 
bedding for padding. This was a great 
cost saver. We put the good china and 

crystal, in quilted plastic dust co\ers. on 
the front seal. Photo albums, important 
papers, jewelry, and other irreplaceables 
were stuffed into nooks and crannies. 
The kids and treasured plants went in the 
other car. 

"The appraisal we had commissioned 
independently for home-ov\ner's insur- 
ance was attached to the household in- 
ventory the day of the move, and helped 
greatly in encouraging the driver to be 
careful when packing. We learned the 
hard way. in 1974, we lost the backs of 
two antique chairs. This year we insisted 
ahead of time that if we incurred dam- 
age, we, not the mover, would select the 
repairman, so that we could get someone 

Continued on next page 

ctober, 1977 

We made it first. 

We keep making it better. 

REMOVABLE seR^'EB 

STONEWARE SLOW COOKER 

Our "new generation" Crock-Pot 
slow cookers are more convenient 
than ever. They have removable 
stoneware bowls. And they come 
in more sizes and smart colors. 

One thing that hasn't changed 
is Rival's true slow cooking 

principle: low, even heat from the 
sides. So you'll cook great meals 
with no worry of sticking or 
burning. For pennies a day. 

You couldn't ask for more. You 
shouldn't settle for less. 

makes things better \oxyou 

Rival Manufacturing Company, Kansas City, Missouri 64129. In Canada: IVIontreal, Toronto 



MoN ing—the great escape 
/.< liniu'd from page 144   
i^lJ chair \ou never got around to re- 
i^ainng. the piles of books > ou were never 
iveen on in the first place, the old >hirts 
\oii'd saved "in case \ ou did some paint- 
ing." What about those glass \ ases \ ou'd 
al\va\s promised to give to \our mother- 
in-law. and the children's clothes >our 
sister could use? The mover will pack and 
dispatch them for \'OU. at a price included 
in the estimate. And think of the gifts 
vou can make to a need\ cause—charit\ 
donations are tax deductible, and what's 
more, most of the organizations will 
come and pick up your goods from your 
door. 

.And what ha\e \ou got left when 
\ou"ve taken ;he clutter awa\.A feeling 
of lightness, of weight being shed. "The 
more \ou can subtract, the more you can 
breathe." sa\s Michael Kalil. space engi- 
neer at the Parsons School of Design. 
■"So many things we surround ourselves 
with belong to a style or a cultural at- 
titude or to history, and not to us. now-, 
as individuals. If we subtract these ex- 
ternal things, we can reach down into 
our own individualit\." 

That's why working on a new. empty 
room is so exciting. You are free to ex- 
ercise your personal feelings in sa\ing 
where something should go. how some- 
thing should look. Nothing's crowding in 
on you. You can breathe. You are in 
control of your things. 

Moving makes demands on every- 
body's time, patience, and emotional 
strength. But if you can look at it as an 
opportunitN for escaping from a cluttered 
past to a new. freer life, then you can 
turn the move into a trul\ pleasurable 
achievement. .As one who has been 
through it said with delight. "It is like 
cleaning a closet on the grand scale. And 
think how \ou feel after that!" ■ 

Carefree move 
continued from preceding page 
whose reputation we knew." 
Case History No. 2: Mr. and Mrs. Alex- 
ander Singer. 1 child. Move: 15 times in 
27 years, from New York. California, 
and England to Spain and hack to Cali- 
fornia. 
Judy Singer: "To go abroad you must use 
an international carrier. The\ know- 
about customs and are very professional 
packers. Insurance is also important 
when going overseas. We experienced a 
theft in the hold of the ship, when binoc- 
ulars and cameras were taken. Check 
\our insurance for such coverage. 

"After so many moves. I learned to 
give away as many books as possible, and 
send the rest 4th-class mail. I also learned 
to give up photographs that weighed 
heavy, outgrown toys. They must be 
reckoned in dollars or tens of dollars. 

"But the major lesson I learned in all 
these moves is not to try to create a per- 
manent atmosphere immediately at the 
other end. Do not try to match school 
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terms.  Do not hope to start a daily i 
routine as though you have lived there 
always. It takes a lot of time to learn 
about an area. Take temporariness as an 
asset, and start from there." 
Special handling 
Pets: Mo\ers will arrange for pets to be 
shipped, with a veterinarian in attend- 
ance, for an extra charge. 
House Plant.s: "If you want to ship plants, 
find an air-conditioned truck in summer, 
and a heated one in winter." advises Peter 
Dunlop of Horticulture House. "For 
short hauls, it is often better to carr\' 
them yourself, wrapped in newspaper 
and then in plastic (such as cleaning 
bags). perforated at the top. Small plants, 
such as African violets. ma>- be put in 
boxes. The onl\ plants I would think of 
mailing, with special handling, are cac- 
tuses."" 
Frozen food: Movers do not carry frozen 
food. You can get it packed and air 
freighted in dry ice. but it usually turns 
out to be more expensive than the price 
of the food. 
Pianos: Pianos, especially grand pianos, 
often need special care, and people with 
\aluable instruments are recommended 
to go to professional piano movers. Call 
your local piano dealer and ask who they 
use. (For instance. Steinway in New 
York uses Leichtman Brothers.) Such 
movers handle only pianos and organs, 
using special equipment such as canvas 
covers and wrapping. They take lids, 
legs, and hinges off. hoist through win- 
dows if necessary, and generally take 
the best care of \'Our instruments. 

13 MOVING HINTS 
FROM FAMILIES WHO'VE 
BEEN THROUGH IT AND 

SURVIVED 

1. Pack nonbreakables yourself—such 
as books and records—in boxes small 
enough to lift when full. Leave \our 
valuable, fragile things to the profession- 
als. 
2. Follow the movers around as they 
label cartons "living room. " etc.. and add 
the details, such as "■pillows."" It helps at 
the other end. (When you do the pack- 
ing, the same rule applies.) 
3. Give away or throw out ever\thing 
you feel \ou can do without. You pay for 
every handkerchief you take. Most char- 
ities will pick up from \our door. 
4. Consider mailing books. The cheapest 
postal rate ma\ be cheaper than the 
moving rate. •*. 
5. Get your carpets and slipcovers 
cleaned before you move. The\ will come 
back to you neath rolled in paper, ready 
for moving. If you're moving locally, the 
cleaner w ill deliver to \our new address. 
6. Take photographs of all the rooms in 
the new house or apartment. This will 
help children, who sometimes find it hard 
adjusting, to plan where their furniture 
will go and how their new' room will look. 
7. Remember to send change-of-address 
cards to friends, stores, newspapers, and 

magazines ahead of time. 
8. Have the new home as ready as possi- 
ble before you arrive—walls painted, 
floors prepared, shelves lined, and so 
forth. 
9. Pack and label a separate carton of the 
things \ou will need immediately on 
arrival in the new home, so you aren't 
desperately hunting for the kettle in a sea 
of cartons. (Idealh. \ ou should take that 
carton with you.) Also pack a suitcase of 
clothes \'ou"ll need for about 2 days. 
10. If you are moving with pets, see that 
their equipment is unpacked at once in 
the new home, since pets often find it 
hard to adjust. 
11. Listen to the moving van driver. He 
is in charge of the move, and can help 
make the experience infinitely more 
agreeable. 
12. Gather family, friends, or local peo- 
ple around when the goods arrive. They 
can help enormously in unpacking and 
getting things in the right place. 
13. On the very first day. get the bed- 
rooiTi, ready, and set up an area w here 
you can relax in a comfortable chair, 
rather than sit on boxes when you take a 
break. 

7 TIPS FROM 
PROFESSIONAL MOVING 

COMPANIES 
1. Start packing well in advance if you 
mean to do it \ourself. Many people 
plunge in enthusiastically, but then start 
reminiscing or simply getting tired, and 
the job is not done when the movers 
arrive. 

j 2. Estimate the cost of taking certain 
things, if you are worried about whether 
they are worth transporting. Using the 
mo\ers standard estimating form, you 
can work out how much taking an arm- 
chair will cost quite accurately, if it is an 
interstate move. (For a local move, you 
must ask. how long will it take to mo\e 
this armchair? 
3. Move, if you can. between October 
and May. remembering that August and 
September are the busiest months. 
4. If something goes wrong or worries 
you at the start of the move, call the 
mover's central office number at once. 
Do not W'-ait until the truck is halfway 
across the country and no longer within 
the local office's jurisdiction. 
5. Go around with the mover when he 
makes the inventor)', noting down 
scratches, and other damage. He may 
point out marks you never noticed; estab- 
lishing the condition of your things right 
at the start saves argument later. 
6. When your goods are unloaded, stay 
at the front door and check the items off 
the inventory. This way you won't miss 
something much later when the driver 
has gone. 
7. Try to relax. .All dri\ers will tell you 
that their work never goes as smoothly if 
there are anxious owners hovering about. 
Most of these are first-time movers: the 
more experienced ones learn to trust their 

i drivers, and let them get on with it. ■ 
House & Gorden 



THE MOST ASTOUNDING waist and Tummy Reducer OF ALL TIME' 

Astro-Trimmei: 

IS PRODUCING FANTASTIC TRANSFORMATIONS LIKE THESE 
IN JUST 3 DAYS... WITHOUT DIETING... IN JUST MINUTES A DAY! 

GUARANTEED TO REDUCE YOUR WAIST AND ABDOMEN 

A TOTAL OF 4 TO 8 INCHES IN JUST 3 DAYS 

OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 

Fred Masters— A/o matter what I tried—dieting, exercise —I was never able 
to get rid of the roll of excess inches around my midsection. Then Astro- 

Trimmer came along and reduced my waistline 6 full inches — from 38' i to 
32 : inches —in just 3 days without dieting. This has to tye. without a doubt. 

^ ^ i    the world's greatest inch reducer!" 

Laurie Jensen — T/ie Astro-Trimmer totally solved my figure problem in just 
3 days. That's all the time it took to reduce my waist over 3'2 inches —from 28\ 
to 24' 2: my tummy 5 inches —from 33', to 28',. I loved the program, it was fun. it 
was easy —and I didn't have to diet:' 

HERE IS HOW IT WORKv«^- 

D^eieiy arour^s he' .vaisriine Defore hooding T>e Ast^o-Banos :o a ccr-jeryier: zcx^rttzy Sne is 
•ne^ -eaC/ :o oerfcxrr one of me 
pleasant —ar-.eicjsiy efiec- rr^e AsJ'c-Tn'-me*' rx: .^<ne''*s— 

NKNS L2L.i^e Simoiy reia;i6s i 'e.'. rTx:fT-^:s rtitn her Astro-Bei: i" 
siace He^ Ast^c-TnrYT^ef r^-.«- ^rents rrigge'ed the Ast-o- 
Beiis increci&le iich-'e- OuCihg effect Ahich goes o". .%c^:ic e-.^ as sf^e 'e'a^es 

Afte!" her per oc c -e^a^a- 
-■CT- Laurie remo'.«s ne' Asn-o- Beii A:-eacry he- figure has taker- 
or'- a kDok—aireaoy her watst arc t jrrrry are tighter a/xi incf-^s 
tnrproer Laune lost Over 3"; 
ihcfies frcr^ her ^-a/sT and 5 f'j'i inciTes fram her rjTY^ th j'jst 3 

5EF0RE 

AFTER 
Fred Masters 

.6 off waistline in 
just 3 days. 

Startling discovery —thousanas of users are finding the Astro-Tnmmer to be the most 
se-^sationaiiy effective and the most fun to use slendenzer of all time. It is a marvel of ease, 
comfort and efficiency —and a pure joy to use. The Astro-Tnmmer s totally unique design 
consists of a double layered t^elt: a soft nonporous inner thermal liner which wraps com- 
pletely around your mid-section producing a marvelous feeling of warmth and support — 
and a sturdy outer belt that attaches you to the super duo-stretch Astro-Bands which you 
hook to any convenient doorway. These duo-stretch bands enhance your slightest move- 
ments and transmit their effect —greatly magnified—directly to the inner thermal liner of 
the belt to produce an absolutely unequaled mch-reducmg effect. In fact, for sheer inch 
loss, the Astro-Tnmmer is supreme. Try it for yourself —at our risk —just slip on the belt, 
hook it up. stretch and perform one of the easy-to-do movements in the instruction booklet 
and watch the inches roll off. Men and women from 17 to 70 are achieving sensational 
results ffom this ultimate inch-reducer Results like ttiese 

Cheryl Long - Unt>elievable! Totally fantastic, yet it really Happened—in /ust 3 days the 
Astro-Tnmmer trimmed 3' 2 inches from my wa/sf and 6'< inches from my tummy. I lust love 
my sl^m. new Shaped' 
Jim Morgan—VV/r^7 the Astro-Tnmmer I actually reduced, firmed and tightened my waist- 
line 5 inches—from 33'i to 28Vi—in just 3 days—without dieting. Remarkable results from 
a remarkable product. 
Debbi Brandon — 'Th/s is truly instant reducing. What a thrill to see 3 inches disappear 
from my wa St and 4 inches from my tummy m just 3 short days!" 

How many excess inches can I lose with the Astro-Trimmer? How many excess inches do you have'' Look wfiat Fred and 
Laurie did in just 3 days Many users lose 2 or more inches from their v/aists and 2 or more inches from their atxiomens 
the very first day. Not everyone will do this. The degree of inch loss will vary wth individual txxjy response However, 
this matchless IxxJy shaper meits excess inches off the waist, abdomen, hips and thighs with such amazing speed        / " 
that if your waist and atJdomen aren t a total of 4 to 8 inches tnrnmer after using your Astro-Trimmer for just 3 
days and if you dont lose these inches without dieting and in only 5 to 10 minutes a day you may simply       ^ ^ 

AFTER 

Laurie Jensen... her 
incredible results ^ 
in just 3 days. / 

retu'^n you'" As:"-T" "'~€" 3"'C yc. be refunded- 
No risk —no obligation — money tack guarantee. So-called waist trimmers and reducers are 
now be - ; . 'or from S 19.95 to S49.95 Yet the sensational new Astro- 
Tri'—6'     :- ; -5 excess inches far faster, far more effectively than any- 
tt' -: ■■■ e - i. - -.   seen — is being offered for only $9 95 with a complete money l^ack 
goa'a"'eT  • ,;. a-e not satisfied that the Astro-Tnmmer is the fastest, the most 
ef^ec: .e .vais: reducer you have ever used, it will not cost you a penny. So 
if you want a trimmer, more ideally proportioned txxiy —right now —send 
for your Astro-T"~'"e' today 

ftp- 

AO 

ORDER NOW FOR A SLIMMER, 
TRIMMER WAISTLINE THIS WEEK! 

n gnway i ano CaSnoar Roao. Arrojo Granoe CA 9>;2C 
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Sculpture 

& Jewelry 

Repjicas 

fronti Authentic 

Museum 

Our sumptuous full-color catalog spans 5000 
years of art with somethlhg for every taste at 
surprisingly modest cost. Choose from hundreds 
of hand-crafted authorized reproductions of art 
from the world's great museums. Send $1 to: 

MUSEUM COLLECTIONS 
Dept. HG.140 Greenwi^ Ave.. Greenwich. Conn. 06830 

» Egyptian Cat — Louvre, Paris 

\ 

TEA CADDY 
ON 

STAND 

The pretty tea 
caddy has a 
tiny lock and 
key, and the 
lid lifts onto a 
compartment 
with a red felt 
liner. Use it 
anywhere, to 
store cards, 

jewelry, silver ladles —even tea! It 
is made of African mahogany 
solids and veneers, in a brown 
tone finish. W 15V4 D 11 H 24 
inches. Shipped by UPS. 

Allow 8-20 wks. 
S95.00 Eath, Shipping chgs. extra. 

Send $1.00 for catalog 
of reproductions. 

Dept. 540 
Box 266, Concord, N.C. 28025 

tphiraim Marsh 

We Make 
These 
Cookie Molds 
As If They 
Were A 
Bedroom 
Set. 

Our manufactory combines fine natural woods 
with superb craftsmanstiip — whether it s a live- 
piece bedroom set. or the solid cherry cookie 
molds shown above. They are carved on both 
sides and iust S14 50 ior the small size, SI6 50 
lor the large, or S30 00 tor both, prepaid A quick 
glance at our catalog shows you why every piece 
large or small, has timeless elegance 

$2.00 
Send (or our 100-page cat- 
alog, price refundable with 

■i  first purchase 

Cajrl Forelvinci 
(Father and Three Sons) 

250 Pearl St  Grand Rapids Mich 49502 
Dept HG-iO 

appalactian OTreatfjs 
Decorate   your   home   this Christmas 
with wreaths made of pine and hem- 
lock cones, hickory nuts and various 
seed pods gathered from the Appala- 
chian Mountains. Each is individually 
wired to a frame. These beautiful cir- 
cles  in  muted  browns  will  last for years and make wonderful gifts. 

Size Price 
25" S2S.0O 
18" SIO.OO 
12" S 5.00 Kentucky rc^^idents add        syU? r:i\, ifi.-ik  ..r  mnf),':.- order 

APPALACHIAN  FIRESIDE CRAFTS 
Dept.  HB77.  Box 276 

Booneville. Kentucky 41314 ' PU-a>e   add   sl..>i   per   wreath   for shippini;. paekayinff   and   insurance rdarge.l Appalachian Craft Catalog—SI.00 ■■-4 S'Kf  thf ChildrtH f,lf-htlp projecf 

MICROWAVE 
COOKING MADE BETTER 
Now available new cook-and-serve ware ae 
Signed and tested to give you the best poss 
bie '^•C'owave cookmg 'esuHs 

_ ^OF-PROOF 
*" OMELETTES! 

You can - gr wrong with this pan "lade 0' 
plastic des c-ed for microwave use Perfect 
omelettes ^ onos ideal tor 2 vegetables 
hot ce'pais ■>: 

OM169 S4 95 : ..s     s &r 
Sens tor FREE BROCHURE o: exc tmg 

C'owave . KKA^'fe ano accesso'es 

micro cook PRODUCTS 
-   _    CwX -DM 

-Ot  ,L,..NOiS 60022 

Shopping 

around 

with Audrey Nichols 

rder merchandise by writing directly to shoj 
enclose check or money order. Add sales t5 
where applicable. Any unused item (notp 
sonalized) may be returned by insured mai 
for refund. .Allow four weeks for delivery. 

QUILT RACK 
A charming way to 
keep your pretty quilt, 
spread or afghan tidy 
and on display. The 
Martha Ann quilt rack 
is an authentic copy 
of an antique from a 
mid 19th century north 
country homestead. 
Constructed of pine 
and hardwood. 30"h. 
by23\'2"w. by15V2"d. 
Kit, S24.95. Antique 
finish. S34.95. Add 
S3 post ea. Yield 
House, G70S, 
North Conway 
NH 03860, 
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ANIMAL KINGDOM 
Striking montage of jungle creatures distinguishes an 88 L 
Tuxedo sofa. Reversible, zippered cushions. Pure cotton print 
earth tones. Scotchgarded. Unquilted, S615: quilted. S692 plus 
shpg. chg. Other fabrics S537 to S872 (your fabric, 19 yds. 54". 
S418). Send S2 for catalogue and request form for free swatches. 
Hunt Galleries, Inc., HG7710, Box 2324, Hickory. NC 28601. 

House & Gcc 



PLANS TO ORDER 

jf 185 designs in plan book on multi-level homes. 
include 230 designs for V 2 and 2-story homes: 

©signs for 1-story homes over 2.000 sq. ft.: 250 of 
under 2.000 sq. ft.: 223 vacation homes. Each 

all five books, S8.95 Ppd. Blueprints available. 
Planners, HGE7X. 16310 Grand River Detroit, Ml 48227. 

ART AT HAND 
ngs by famous European 

including Toulouse- 
5C, Monet, Renoir. 

0. Buffet, Klee are 
uced in color on 

ated plastic non-stick 
3rs. Sets of six (six 
jnt paintings by same 
in each). S5.85 ppd. 
In House. HGlO. Box 
Grand Central Station. 
YorK NY 10017. 

LAMPE BERGER 
French perfume burner 
in porcelain (6' 2" h.) dispels 
houseriolq odors, gives off 
;_:*'e scents. Delft blue 
: .-.--.ernf left). $45: Fragonard 
5robalt blue (right) 
55: - -5 S3 post ea. Vapor- 
zing compounds: fern, 
parfum 40, rose, chypre, 
lavendar, citron, S6 bottle 
z .5 75c post. Caswell- 
'.'issey Ltd.. Catalogue Div.. 
320 W. 13th St.. NY 10014. 

Y'S TREASURES 
de to Colonial Wiiiiams- 

-eoroductions of furnishings, 
settings, vi'indow treatments, 

ps. Bicentennial collection 
m 286-page catalogue, 

ppd. Craft House, HGIO, 
H, Colonial Williamsburg, 
-sburg, VA 23185 

COLONL\L CJMAID CURT.\IXS 

I 

No Iron Muslin 

frorTi Prey, .nee:OA-. C=pc C 
Extra      i  F'^-" 'lioz^z 
ruffies L'.tri ^--.zi •^'} :: 
pair -A-tn ar.ac.nec -c.irici 
\b\ cottor. oS'^ zyz-wiii'-iz " 

Tiers 
_ - ■     :      7 50 pr 
With Tiebacks Extra VaJ 
43 54 :' o-> 11.50 pr. 
72 T •^i   c   14.00 pr. 

1:    "2 4.00 
^a::st2>Gici^ j-iccj'dni:r.ij|i. j^irwaz 

■Vac S.2PC'S "idi; Si-c M C 

•  ''J~ 331 li* 
Send for Free Color Catalog 

coliec'ion OT rartan 
and ivicker furnrture 
and sccesso-ies, ^ 
handwDven 
^ rxotic places   all 'round' ihs world, 

■^s direct importers, we offer unuSLBl 
and unique items ot the highest Quality 
at the "lowest price ticket" anywhere 
m the U.S.A. 
Send 25e for New 72 page Cata log 

PEWTER THIMBLES 
" the Colonlol trodition by New 

:"3lond pewterers. Americon Sogle 
- -ible hos Greoi Seol of USA in 

■ ch relief, while Classic thimble is 
- ond-molded, stomped "pewter." 
They will become cherished heir- 
looms. Specify choice. Eoch onK 
S5.75 plus -tSc postoge hdlg. 5oth 
for   SI 1.50   postpoid! Money-botr 

rmfTy c/fry 
516 Kinderkamack Ra 
River Edge  N.J 0766" 

I 

Snovs flake 
Jacket 

,d\-' 

Send ttw tree 
color booklet todav: 

<^*^f>i. KESYA Division, 
Day & Fnck. lac 
-760 N". K: S 
Piiiladel^.- ; 

..-eet 
: rl22 

I>ept.HG 
f—.t-i CI! Va\- ML fndL. In 



H T » // ./. SE \D ORIENTAL RUGS 

SEND FOR [REE DESCRII'TIX 
KODACHROMES to help >oii -..1.. 

0\ APPROi AL FOR 
hXAMI.\ATlO\ IS 
)Ol R on V HOME 
• .N'O OBLIGATION TO BUY 
• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE*, 

;0 YOU 
• ONLY GENUINE HAND- MADE ORIENTAL RUGS 

70r. OVER 50 Y'EARS 
I ISTS. (OEOREO in AXES. ;uij 

ru s      , NM.h vcnl on APPRON'AL. 

U4r^e^l KfUil Slock 

Direct Importitions Rerul.irly 

Modcratf Pricts 

Sm3ill Mats to Giant Carpets 

Thf No Risk Way 
10 Buy Oriental Kar« 

"Oriental Rues - A Complete Guide" by 
Col. Charles \V. Jacobsen. First and most 
comprehensi\e Oriental rue encvclonedia 
e\er published. 4S0 oases with 250 plates, 

in lull color - 520.5?). 

CH AS. W. JACOBSEN, Inc.; 
401 S. SALINA ST.. DEPT. B 
SYRACUSE. N.Y. I.-5:oi 
.-15-471-6522 0 

BREAD & ALL PURPOSE BASKET 
Basket of natural rattan with 
removable bow-tied liner of 
perm press gingham and nap- 
kins to match. Colors: red, 
blue, brown — Basket with lin- 
er: 6" X 14", $6.50-Nap- 
kins: perm press, 17" sq. 
$1.00 ea. (plus SI.50 p&h) 

DINING-IN f.VMl-,, 

ANCIENT   YET   MODERN TIMBRELITES 
This unique lighting fixture created frcxn five 
clay drums transforms an ordinary dinirtg area 
into a warm aaistic experience. Quality crafted 
from handthrown unglazed pottery m shadings 
of natural earth tones, the drums range in height 
from 7" to 13". Sent directly to you with full 
price refunded if not delighted. S 75 DDO. Air 
mail request for brochure. 
Available only from: EP ISRAEL 
18 Henriena Saold Street, Haifa 34721 ISRAEL 
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FAN 

FOR ALL SEASONS 

Standard of Excellence Since 1886 
They really move the air . . . make 
air conditioning more effective . . . 
dispel cigarette smoke . . . repel 
bugs . . . are life savers for plants. 
All fans have a 5-year warranty. 

52" fan with wood blodes, S239 
52" fan with exclusive Adaptair, $279 

36" fan with wood blodes, $ 1 69 
Light adopter kit, S 1 6 

Send 25e for brochure. 

The Ceiling Fan Gallery 
7 Indian Neck LORE  HG-IC  Peconit, N.Y. 11958 

When you insist 
on the best, 

there's only one name in 
solid brass beds: 

Joao Isabel 

!  

RUSH 
FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

on The undersiard --c ' ; reiuT^ci.=ibie 

Joao Isabel. Inc. 
Designers & Craftsmen in Brass 
120 East 32nd Street Dept. H 

New York. N Y. 10016 

FUNJ N; EASY TO MAKE 

Six patchwork quilt Christmas or- 
naments kit. Pre-printed bright call- 
cos, a bonded polyester for stuf- 
fing, red embroidery thread, in- 
structions. Finished size: 7" each. 
Kit, $3.95; two kits. $6.95. Add 
750 post. ea. kit. Phoebe. Dept. 
107, 135 Soundview Drive, Lake 
Success. NY 11020. 

BUTCHER BLOCK CELLAR 
Storage for 18 bottles of wine an 
30" by 12" top bar, rolls on cast 
ers wherever it is needed in thi 
ho-jse. Assembles easily. Use to; 
as cheese board as well as tray to 
glasses, 291/2" h. $79: plus $7.50i 
UPS chg. Catalogue, $1 
Brauner. HGIO, 1735 N. 
Ave.. Chicago, IL 60622. 
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SIFT OF TASTE 
A delicious fruitcake confection 
that combines rich whole pecans 
with golden pineapple nuggets and 
luscious cherries. Most welcome 
treat for a family. Satiny red gift 
box. Sizes: 11/2 lb. $8.95: 2 lb. 
$9.95: and l^/i lb. $11.95 Ppd. 
Free catalogue. Harry and David, 
Box 501T. Medford. OR 97501. 

WASTE NOT WANT NOT 
Seed-Saver Feeder feeds birds. 
rodents. Birds can only get a see: 
at a time through one of four por 
hole openings, so food does rc" 
scatter on ground. Holds about fi.-: 
lbs. 13" tall redwood and glass 
Metal eyelets for hanging. $7.9- 
ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond S: 
Oshkosh. Wl 54906. 

KEEP IT CLEAN • 
Keep your Venetian blinds free of 
dirt with this efficient little tool. 
Double-duty c^esign does two slats 
at a time on both sides. Dip in 
suds and foam pads do the clean- 
ing with one wipe. $2.29 plus 400 
postage. Anthony Enterprises. 
HGIO, 556 Mission St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

SEA LIFE STITCHERY 
Hermit crab by Howard Price is the 
first needlepoint kit from the Sea 1 
Island   Collection.   Finished   size I 
14" by 14": tones of blue anc 
brown  on  navy  or  rust ground 
(specify). =10 mono canvas. Kit 
$24.95 plus 75C post. Hilton Hea: 
Designs. HGIO, Box 5037. Hiltc 
Head, SC 29928. 

Hojse & Gord-' 



KlilAN HVAQH unique gift values! 

SCALE—3 .'.a/s 3::.-3'.e and handy, 
c:-nter space, fo:ds LP djst-free. 

-~t scale for lifelong predsicn (no 
•^z'zts from Vi oz. to 6 lbs. 10 

- :: g-'ans to 3 kilos. Danish de- 
;■: rafted, praised by James Beard, 

■.eed. Tougfi white ABS resin, easy to 
:i wall or door—screws and instruc- 
■:'.ded. 6'~7" pan T'ts off for ^3^d 

G't tcxed. D eter's essential! 
Precision Wall Scale 522.50 

0''S TOOLS—^cjr own imports, Super buys! 
WJen Tools for nixing, folding, draining. 
» -3  .s::d        Ita'y, 8-15". Set of 5. 
97   Wooden Tools  1 Set $1.79 
St Forks   ift heavy roasts. Hefty stee , 
• 3 -3-; es, hang-thongs. 12". Set of 2. 

Giant Forks  1 Set $1.69 
• ks 'cr iig*-t and airy vihipping. T'nned 
iilc-5;..'e -:cp3. Set cf 3—S", 10". 12". 
Ki   Whisks  1 Set $1.29 
S-4   All 3 sets above . . . . 1 Set S4.50 
bienware Pitcher. B':v.n g'aied. 5 ' ^'z'-. 
ti   One-quart Pitcher only $2.98 
n Wc'kjl i I t-ree tool sets p'-s :    = ■ 

.- :.e and useful gc-'-et i ':. 
The Works  1 Set $6.98 

WIDE-VIEW MIRROR comes to you 
'cr - =        3~a.lng, hair styling— 
gi.es baCK -.leA' v.lth hands free. 
Trtc-fa:ed 5x5" rrlrrcr extends 30", 
f ips frcn plain to magnifying, 
SAiveis for best angle and light. 
Fc"s-ed chrcne-plated retal. 
8672   Extension Mirror $15.98 
SALE! OVAL is-all        . As 
a::.e. bjt 5x9" c.a\ v.as $14.SS. 
4723   Oval Mirror $10.98 

CRYSTAL JIGGER PITCHER for his bar- 
easy m=3s.' .-g. sel l-free pouring! 

Classic design in 3" mini-replica—heavy 
solid crystal base. 1-cz. and 2-oz. levels 

marked. Ka^'dy k't:-en he'per. tco. 
5949   Pitcher $2.98; 3 for $8.50 

BLOSSOM-BRICHT re: pe ti:e 
keeps 'em randy—no mere 

fra,ed pages, no more pasting. 
Expanding file has 8 sections 

with index tabs—Just pep in 
card cr clipping, close it 

with the grosgrain tie! 
American-made, easy-clean vinyl 

In charming multihue design. 
8x10", takes little counter 

space. N re y gi't bcrefl. 
9446   Recipe File $6.98 

GENUINE VENETIAN GLASS! 
from Ita'y's fab ed Murano 
island. Our own exquisite 
angel of solid 'jss, solid!) 
hand-shaped glass. Mosaic 
multihje radiance for 
her gown—crystal-clear, 
gold-glinted, for her head, 
halo, wings and arms. 
About SVs"—size varies 
as each is hand-crafted. 
Gift boxed, takes standard 
candle (net included'. 
4727   Angel $13.98 

THE SHAVING BRUSH IS BACK! 
Luxury lather ar.d s-per sa.Ing— 

soap outlasts ccst'y aerosc's 
and no pollution worry! 

Pure bristle, handmade by famed 
Victoria of (Vest Germany, superbly 

tapered—easy-grip Piexigias 
handle. Clear holder stands alone 

cr wall-mounts with screw or 
3M tape (included), i'^:." h'gh. 

9196   Shaving Brush $8.98 

LiLilKiNS T,-e first na.-.e, the best 
name in personalized ornaments! Originals by 
Lillian Vernon, custom engraved, American- 
made of lifetime solid brass that won't break 
or tarnish. Pear tree and twosome bells dated 
1977—all three are heirlooms-tc-be! Sizes 3-4". 

: Lillian Vernon 1977 
PRINT name (2 for bells) 
1640   Partridge-Pear Tree 
1645   Santa Carousel 
1665   Twosome Bells 
Each $1.98 6 for $10.98 

BE ADAPTABLE—enjoy 
hot cj.'iers cr shaver 
wherever you travel! 
You'll never be caught 
short, or shorted cut, 
with 4 adaptors for 
different outlets around 
the iworld. Super gift 
for globetrotter friends! 
Black leather-look case 
3^x278x1^3", 
engraved solid brass 
oval. Our English import 
PRINT inlt'a's. 
1606 Adaptor 
Kit $8.98 

Add 75c postage & handling; NY residents add taxes 
PRINT names or initials for personalized items 
Enclose check or money order; satisfaction guaranteed 

UL^IAN WAOH 
Dept. G03 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 



Announcing 

the exclusive 

1977 

Lenox Christmas 

Plate 

• Decorated in full color and 24-karat 
gold, depicting a magnificent Scotch 
I*ine Christmas tree. 
• Available only to American Express 
(^ardmembers or approved applicants. 
• Free 15-da> examination—no down 
payment—no finance charge. 

'□□□9 To order or apply 
by toll-free phone 
Call 800-528-8000 

In Arizona call 800-352-3000 

American Express Company 
P.O. Box 2713 
Church Street Station 
New York, N.Y. 10003 

\'KS—I wish i(>,i<((iiii(' IIR CM luMVf liiiiiliil 
(■(lilioii I'lTT l.t nox ( Ju iMm.is I'l.ilc 

Please Check The Appropriate Box. 
□ I am an American Express Cardmember. 
I'liMsc M ild iiK- llif I!I77 lx rio\ isliii.is 
Pl.ilc loi .1 trci- I5-<I,1\ C N.iiniii.iiion (sul)|i'< I 
ti)i K-dii .ippnu.il). .Alit i th< t \.iiiiiii.iii()ii 
pti i(Kl, \()inn,i\ bill iiit- in ilic in.iniu i I 
ti.tvc indicalid U ldw 

□ I wish (o apply for an American 
Express Card. 

I'lc.is<- M-nd nil- .111 ,i;>|>li( .iiioii .ind i < si i \<- 
iii\ I'177 Ix nos Clii isiiii.is I'l.uc 1 In' pl.m- 
will IK- sen I lo nie liir .i ti t-e I "> (l.i% ('s.niini.i. 
lion u\x>n .ippro\.il ot nn .ipplii .iiiiiii Aln-i 
ihct'xaiiiiiiatioii period. I will Ix-hillt-d in 
ihe manner 1 liavt- indi<ated IK IHU 

Please Indicate 
Payment Plan Desired 

The 1977 Lenox Christmas Plate 
LJ Sinxlt" P.iMiK-ni %•>((■!■ 
□ ^ .MonlliK Pavnieiusol Sl.'>t i-,u li. 
+ PlusS3..'>()shippingand handlint; pins 
\ourappli(ablt-sales tax 11 tlu- dclci i <-d 
pavmcnt plan ist host-n.theseili.iinis will 
IK-added to the lii st p.i\ iiit ni 

Please Fill In All The Information 
Requested: 

Your Full American Express Card 
Account Number 

Date, .(..lid h spiii-'.t )ii / 
Signature  
Please Pun I: 
Name  
Address. 
CMS  

Slaie. ./,p. 
Please allow 4-6 weeks lordcllver\. (.i-2:M-()) 
©.American ExpressCotiipam. 1977. 
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BETTER THAN WOOD 
Protect your counter top with this 
100cast acrylic cutting boards. 
Sanitary. Easily cleaned. Won't ab- 
sorb odors, oils or allow dangerous 
bacteria to grow. Can not sliver or 
splinter or dull your kitchen knives. 
Non-skid rubber feet prevent your 
cutting board from slipping when in 
use. Two sizes available. 
FREE BONUS Two acrylic hot pads 
with each order. Does not hide the 
beauty of your table. Allows pots to 
go to the table direct from stove or o ven. 
II X 15 Cutting Board $7.95 plus $1.00 postage and handling 
15 X 20 Cutting Board $11.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling 

SUNSHINE HOUSE GIFTS 
Dept. HG 

P.O. Box 5566 Ft. Lauderdale. Fla. 33310 

ARTIFACTS 

Fascinating Illustrated Catalogue 
of Shells, Fossils, Minerals, 
Display Stands and Books. Quality 
Specimens for the serious collector 
or for purely decorative use. 
Plus Beautiful Color Portfolio $2.00 

Dover Scientific 
Box 6011T Long Island City N.Y. 11106 

SHOPPING AROUND 

YANKEE CATALOGUE 
Catalogue of more than 1000 gifts 
and accessories, most of them 
made by hand, are presented in 
Sturbridge Workshop's latest offer- 
ing. American furniture, china, 
prints, glass are designs from the 
past. 500. Sturbridge Yankee Work- 
shop, HGIO, 509 Brimfield T'pike, 
Sturbridge, MA 01566. 

SILVER CHEST 
Lovely Queen Anne, solid cherr- 
brown cherry finish. Red silvej 
cloth lines top two drawers. Threi 
wooden dividers. Deep botto 
drawer lined. 221/2" by 14" b\' 
36". Antiqued brass pulls. $2li 
plus shpg. chgs. Catalogue, $1 
Ephraim Marsh Co., Dept. 541 
Box 266, Concord, NC 28025. 

^^^^^ 

INVITATION TO BATHE 
Off white thick nylon plush mat 
with colorfast painted design of 
the seal family is a soft touch to 
lure little seals to take a bath with 
pleasure. 1/2" Pi'e. 36" by 24" 
and burlap-backed. $30 ppd. Write 
for free catalogue. Johnny Apple- 
seed's, HGIO, 50 Dodge St., Bev- 
erly, MA 01915. 

KNOTTED 4" FRINGE CURTAINS 
Homespun Oznaburg textured unl 
bleached 100% perma-press cotj 
ton, 70" w. pr. fit 40" w. windows! 
24", $6; 30", $6.50; 36", $7.50j 
45", $8.50. Val., $4.50. 90" x 38'l 
split swag, $9. Add $2 post. Catal 
logue, swatches, free. Curtain Cori 
ner at Paradise Green, EGIO, StratJ 
ford, CI 06497. 

So much beauty for $1.00 
Wondefful Irish Crysl^l porTfayed in lavish colour, 
see the craft ot Aran Handkmt Sweaters, the 
elegance of pure Irish Linen Admire the beauty 
and symbolism of Claddagh Jewellery Savour the 
finest of Bone China that England can produce 
Delight in the figunne ranges from Spam and 
Britain. Relish the idea of having these lovely 
products for your own at our so affordable prices. 
Send $1.00 today for our current catalogue 

Stephen Faller (Exports) Ltd 
DEP^tHGlOC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MERVUE, GALV^AY IRELAND 

SECRETS OF NAPKIN FOLDING" 

Now, in just minutes, you 
will be able to fold nap- 
kins for almost any dining 
occasion. Fold your nap- 
kins into elegant conver- 
sation pieces, certain to 
add that special flare to 
your dining settings. Fully 
illustrated booklet, just 
$2.95 f .350 postage. 
Save! Two or more $2.75 
each postpaid. 

WHITEHAWK 
Dept. HG-15, 390 Old Wyman St., Waltham, Mass. 02154 

House & Garderl 



\0"r Sriov\s 

ULY OF THE VALLEY 

sierimg jjiiver 

Pattern Matching Service 

HUNDREQS^OF PATTERNS IN STOCK 
• Replace lost or damaged pieces 

• Add serving pieces 
• Complete your starter set 

40-75S OFF SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICES 
We ha\e hundreds oi pauernb available-acii\e. inactive, and obsolete. 
Man\ eannot be bouchi in retail siores at an> price. Get a sin^ile piece, 
a place setting, a set of coffee spoons—whatever \ou need to make thai 
]o\el_\ set complete. Save 4(i-~5'   on everv purchase. 

EASY TO ORDER 
Just tell us the pattern name and manufacturer. If \ou are not sure of 
your pattern name, ask for our free pattern identification booklet. \\e 
will prepare a list of pieces in stock in >our pattern and the price for 
each. Then \ou order iusi uhai vou want. li\ fast and easy. 30day return 
privilege on anv silver \t^u buv irow. \\aher Drake .Silver Exchange. 

FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW-TODAY! 
Just send us your pattern name and manufacturer. We will prepare your 
personal list and mail it to you promptly, so you can choose the pieces 
you want to add first lo vour set. Then, you can add a few pieces from 
time to time and before long. vou"ll have a complete set of beautiful 
sterling flatware. We will put your name and your pattern name in our 
free notification service so we can let you know when we have additional 
pieces you might w.mi. No obligation of course. 

HUNDREDS MORE PATTERNS THAN THOSE SHOWN 
Listed below are lusi a few more of ihc nian_v. nianv patterns we have 
in stock. Even if vour pattern is not shown or listed, write lodav. We 
answer everv inquirv prompilv. Walter Drake Silv er Exchange is the place 
to get those hard-io-find pieces, those unusual patterns. 

BUTTERCUP 

WASHINGTON 

Aiterglow 
Bridal Veil 
Cascade 
Castle Rose 
Chateau 
Chateau Rose 
Chased Roraniique 
Colfax 

Debussy 
Eloquence 
Foniana 
Francis I 
Grande Baroque 
Hepplevvhite 
Horizon 
Inaucura! 

Lady Hilton 
Lancaster 
Lark 
La Scala 
Louis XV 
Margaret Rose 
Meadow Song 
^ccIu^ne 

Old Colonial 
Old Mirror 
Orchid 
Overture 
Plymouth 
Rose 
Rose Point 

Silver Rhythm 
Silver Wheat 
Saan Lake 
Sweetheart Rose 
Wild Flower 
Wild Rose 
William & Mary 

and many more not listed 
MAIL THE INQUIRY FORM RIGHT NOW! 

We also pa\ immediate cash lor sterling flatware. If vou are inieresied 
in selling, send list of pieces you have—todav. We bu> all patterns, but 
those listed below are in particular demand— sell yours now for cash. 
Autumn Leaves Dancing Flowers King Richard Normandie Royal Windsor 
Chaniilly English Gadroon Lancaster Old French        Spring Glory 
Chippendale French Provincial Lync Rambler Rose Strasbourg 
Classic Rose Horizon Me''Ose and nany mere not listed 

Walter Drake Silver Exchange 
E::: :•^^e 3„       C:'c-ac: S:-'-cs Co'cadc 809-: 

WALTER DRAKE SILVER EXCHANGE 
}020 Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80940 

Accress- 
: :y & State  
I an interested m Z Buying 
Manufacturer's Name  
Pattern Name  

-Zip 
Selling 

_ if you do not know the manufacturer and pattern names, check this box to receive 
*^ee oaitsrr identification booklet 

WILD FLOWER 

RAMBLER ROSE 
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I'KinDiilh   M,iss.i<huscils oiK.cr 

TAB (^URTAINS 
Tht» simple elegance of tab l ur- 
tains makes them as right for the 
finest Contemporary homes as 
they are for the most authentic 
Colonial homes. They are as 
func tional as they are beautiful, 
sliding easily on simple rods. 
Thev do not recjuire expensive 
and complex drapery hardware. And they are available both in 
plain natural muslin and in a variety of colors and fabrics to 
suit vour taste. Custom sizes, too. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

i'll.(;Kli\l STRIPK 

Natural: Preshrunk muslin. 
White: Polyester/cot ton blend. 
EsHshell: Polvester/cotton hlend. About 80" wide 
TAB C:UKrAliNS LENG TH 
Natural or white or eggshell (no trimi 
I'ilgrim Stripe (Wine, Navy, Mo.s^ Green. Soft 

Gold or Brown on natural or white or eggshell 
Gingham (Yellow, Green, Brown, Red, Blue or 

Pink)  
Meis.sen Stripe (Red. blue green, gold)  
BAIJ, FRINGE CURTAINS 
Natural or white  
Valance 10" bv 80" each S3..50 
WOODEN RODS AND BRACKETS per set .$4 Brackets only $3 
Set includes two brackets made from birch, four nails and a -'16 ' or 48" (specify) 
tvooden rod, diameter ^,4". 
COLOR CATALOG FREE FABRIC SAMPLES $3 

40 ■ 45" 54" 63" 72" 
SKi 17 17 20 20 

$22 24 24 28 28 
S16 17 17 20 20 
S:50 ;i2 35 39 42 

.S12 l.i 13 14 14 

VISIT OUR MAIL OKDER SHOWKOOM AT 327 COUIIT STUKKT (UTK. 3A). PLYM- 
OL'TH. on Tues.-Sat from !i-3. See tab curtains iii dozens of colors, trims, and jnlnts. 
Master Cliarge Tel. (617) 746-61IG liankamericard. For delivers- in Mass, ad<l 5% sales tax. 
Add $2.(10 for postage and liandlina. Send cliecl; or money order to: 

Dept. 510A, P.O. Box8;)9. Plymouth. Massachusetts (J2360 

Aimo»\ too pittXi to 
t>* so practical. 

THE WINDOW BOX 
A sparkling glass t>OK with invisible hinges has been delicately screen printed with a magnificent butterfly—your choice of the brilliant orange and black Monarch or the carefree yellow and black Swallowtail Comes filled with 24 notes and envelopes printed to match When empty, it t>ecomes a decorative storage place lor all sons ot odds and ends 7" X l" X 2" $15 00($i 50 ins pstg & hdig i 

GIG 
15111 New Hampshire Ave \^ Colesville, M d 20904 

$^95 
^   "WEach For 

Chair Kits 

Assemble in 30 
minutes, use only 
a screwdriver, 
holes pre-bored 
cane seat pre- 
assembled Paint 
stain, distress 1900 
classic in solid American Oak deep- 
embossed back 

Chairs assembled- unfinished. S59 95 
each. Finished in medium dark oak, hand- 
rubbed S74 95 each. Kits chairs packed 
2 to carton: add S3 00 each for single 
item packing Solid seats available at 
same prices, kit or chairs. 

10-day full-refund inspection period for 
kits and chairs Checks, major credit 
cards accepted Freight collect 

Full color catalog contains many 
matching kits and assembled pieces: 
just S1 00 refundable with first order 

P O Drawer G-102 Falrhope AL 36532 

You Can Make This 

STAINED GLASS SHADE 
and hundreds of other 

Beautiful Stained 
Glass Creations 

Send 500 for "Getting Started 
in Stained Glass" plus our big 
catalog. 
Visit our Stained Glass Super- 
markets at: 
825 Market St. (Rt. 139) Hanover, Moss. 02339 
107 Trumbull St., Eliiabeth, N.J. 07206 

Mon.  Fri. 8:30-4:30—Sat. 8:30-12:00 
179 Boston Post Road, East Lyme, Conn. 06333 

(8:30-4:30 Mon./Sat.) 

Whittemore-Durgin 
Box 2065EL Hanover, Mass. 02339 

BUCKET LUNCHES 
Decorated covered buckets with 
copper handles are perfect for 
school lunches or sandwich mak- 
ings for picnics. Brightly colored 
designs. Tiny Tins\ regular, 4^/^" 
h., 6" dia., $6: maxi, 53^" h., 
71/2" dia-. $7. Add $1 post. Bro- 
chure 250. Jamar Inc., HGIO, Box 
15081, Winston-Salem, NC 27103. 

PET TRIBUTE 
Your pet may not be A.K.C., 
can be A.O.K. That's a spe 
kennel club and registry for ; 
pet. Certificate has pet's name 
elegant hand with A.O.K. s( 
Send name (print), species (c 
dog, etc.), sex, color. $3.50 p 
A.O.K. Kennel Club, HGIO, E 
586, Big Pine Key, FL 33043. 

HARD-TO-FIND 
"Taper" smart open-toe shoe in 
hard-to-find sizes. Graceful 2'/2" 
stacked heel. Choose rust or black 
calf. Sizes: N-M 10 to 12 or W-XW 
6 to 12. $32.95 plus $1.75 post- 
age. Send for free new Fall/Winter 
JN catalogue. Nierman's, HGIO, 
17 North State St., Chicago, IL 
60602. 

SPEED SEWING 
Dexter hand machine can bas 
tack, zigzag, sew on buttons a 
zippers. Blind-stitches hem wh 
wearing. Does draperies and c 
tains while they're hanging. V* 
needle threader, booklet. $7 
plus 80(£ post. Anthony En 
prises, HGIO, 556 Mission St.. ^ 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

TIME THIEF 
Is your pool robbing you of time? 
Average size Meyco safety pool 
cover takes two minutes to put on 
or remove. Keeps out dirt, leaves; 
children and pets are safe when 
you're away. Discourages algae. 
Custom made, any size. Write to 
Meyco, HGIO, 225 Park Ave., 
Hicksville, NY 11801. 
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IT'S A FOOT LONG 
Thai-inspired fine woven cott 
fabric covered telephone book 
rich traditional colors. Gilt edg 
pages, index tabs, big and easy 
read. Ample space: names, £ 
dresses, numbers. $5.50, two 1 
$9.98. Add 750 postage. Lilli 
Vernon, Dept. GOE, 510 S. Fult 
Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

House & Gair: 



^5 MINUTE TUMMY FIRMER 

iSALE! ONLY^Iloo 

Thousands have tried this fabulous new way 

to shape up without dieting! Now get 2 - 

one for him — one for her and save! 

CREDIT CARDS 

ACCEPTED 

It's sweeping the country! Last year we sold thousands at S19.95 
the machine you use only minutes a day to shape up your waist — 

3 mply by toning up slack stomach muscles! And now it's yours at a 
price-shattering savings! Tummy Firmer is specially designed to exer- 
cise those muscles at your waistline that get flabby and let your 
stomach bulge out. And you do it just as slowly or as fast as you like! 
Simply move the padded carriage back and forth on the track. You 
can feel it working the very first time you use it. You'll be amazed at 
how soon you start to shape up . . . how quickly your muscles tone to 
hold you in naturally like a living girdle! 

This same simple exercise works wonders for flabby thighs, legs, and 
calves. Helps trim and tone up your 
whole body while you watch the morn- 
ing TV news. Helps men correct pot 
belly, builds powerful shoulders, legs, 
and thighs. 

Made of strong tubular steel, com- 
pletely portable, stores easily under a 
bed or in a closet. And now you can 
own this fabulous machine at a fab- 
ulous saving. Aren't you glad you 
waited? But don't wait another min- 
ute — mail coupon now with your 
check or use your credit card. 

TONE TUMMY. 

ARMS, WAIST 

HIPS. THIGHS. 

BUTTOCKS 

TOO' 

A trimmer waist, a more beautiful 
you in 14 days, or your money 
back, (except postage and handling) 
Yes, our no-risk offer means just what 
it says. You're the judge! 

 • MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY  
AMERICAN CONSUMER, Dept TTRN- 32 
Caroline Road. Philadelphia, PA 19176 

Please rush vTTRNi TU.VMY FiRMER(S) at the fan- 
tastic price of only Si 1.88. plus S3 postage & handling, for 
each unit ordered. 
SAVE — Order 2 for only S20.88 plus S6 postage & handling 

'n than 2 to an address at this price, please!) I may 
:" your no-risk offer for 14 days ... if not delighted, I 

-a. -rjrn it and you will refund the full purchase price 
-.'-.rz' Dostage & handling). 

3ed S PA residents add 6°a Tota, a~' 
sales ta^ 
CHARGE IT: 

□ 

Credit 
Card =. 

Name . 

money order no CODs please 
icneck one) Exp. Date  

BankAmericard/Visa □ American Express 
Master Charge 
BANK NUMBER  

Address. 

City  .State. 

-Apt. —. 

 Zip. 
5289-004 

October. 1977 201 



NowlAmazIng Plan'Actually LIQUIFIES/mY Pounds. 

And FLOWS It Right Out Of Your Body-FOREVER! 
It s true! Now — without risking a single penny — IN 

ONE WEEKEND you lose up to 6 pounds of ugly fat and 
fluid! IN 14 SHORT DAYS ~ up to 12 pounds of excess 
weight flows eight out of your thighs, hips, stomach, 
shoulders, face and neck — yes, all over your body! IN 
EXACTLY THOSE SAME 2 ASTOUNDING WEEKS — Inches 
Of flab that you wn actually feel and measure — gallop 
right off your waiiiiine! 

But this is iusi the beginning! Because then — thanks 
to this amazing rjTIVE reducing agent that actually helps 
your body oxidi;« fat . . burn it up . . . liquify fat and 
flow it right out of your life by automatically and almost 
instantly WATER-LOCKING ravenous hunger pangs right 
out of your body — you will effortlessly eat less and go 
on to lose 20 ... 30 ... 40 pounds of ugly fat from 
every corner of your body — AND KEEP THAT FAT OFF 
YOUR BODY — FOREVER! 

Yes! And best of all, as long as you faithfully and 
happily follow this road, you will accomplish all this 
without starvation diets, without a single ravenously 
hungry moment, without even giving up reasonable and 
enjoyable portions of the foods you love! 

Of course it sounds too good to be true! But the prin- 
ciples behind this thrilling PERMANENT REDUCING PLAN 
have been confirmed by doctors all over the world. And 
now the very same method reported in medical journal 
after medical journal — is released to you through this 
announcement — to help you get rid of ugly excess fat 
faster, easier, and safer than you have ever dreamed 
possible! 

You MUST be happy with the fantastic results — OR 
IT DOESN'T COST YOU A PENNY! You have nothing to lose 
but ugly fat. Read these thrilling facts! Prove it yourself 
— in 14 astounding days — OR PAY NOTHING! 

Stop Punishing Yourself! 
Here's Why Those Pounds Never Stayed Off! 

Let's start this way. You probably tried time and again 
to accomplish the job of reducing — BY YOURSELF! You 
spent week after week of torture. You pushed away the 
foods you love. And finally, if you could bear the punish- 
ment, you squeezed off 3, 5, or even 10 stubborn pounds 

And then your willpower snapped! You stopped your 
brutal diet. Your fat dripped back — heavier, and uglier, 
and more dangerous than ever before! 

AN ENTIRELY NEW KIND OF REDUCING AGENT WAS 
NEEDED BY YOU! An ACTIVE agent that would help con- 
quer ugly lat at its source — OVEREATING! What simply 
had to be found was a Natural ingredient that would help 
YOUR BODY'S OWN NATURAL PROCESSES burn up and 
liquify that faf — quickly, easily, and safely, A Natural 
ingredient synthesized and automatically tied to a Perma- 
nent Plan that would once and forever hurdle the Final 
Two Barriers to Lifetime Slimness: firstly, by shielding 
the human body against the root cause of your present 
fat buildup — OVEREATING — and secondly, by LOCKING 
OUT future lat buildup — THE RETURN OF THAT RUN- 
AWAY APPETITE — for the rest of your entire adult life! 
Actually keep those 20 ... 30 ... 40 pounds of extra 
fat from ever piling up on your body again — EVER! 

Now! Nature Succeeds 
Where You Have Always Failed! 

Researchers hunted for such a reducing agent for years. 
Then it was found — innocently hiding in the cell walls 
of ALL PRECIOUS PLANT LIFE! An amazing Natural in- 
gredient called Cellulose — that actually possessed 
astounding WATER-BINDING qualities! Immediately, doc- 
tors know that a whole new world had opened up to reduc- 
ing science. Because here at last was the magic ingredient 
that would — by automatically eliminating the desire to 
overeat — inevitably let your body NATURALLY turn ugly 
fat into harmless water — and then FLOW THAT LIQUID 
FAT RIGHT OUT OF YOUR BODY! Now for the first time in 

VITAL ANNOUNCEMENT! 
Read this notice — clip it out — don't lose it! 

It probably is the most thrilling vote of confidence 
for a Reducing Breakthrough that you will ever read! 

It reminds you — no, it actually INSISTS — that 
you do not let your happiness run away with your 
common-sense! Even though PRP automatically, 
safely, and easily WATER-LOCKS runaway appetite 
right out of your life — you must not stop eating at 
least two nutritious meals a day. That's why you 
get a beautifully balanced and calorically nutritious 
Plan with this thrilling product. 

Remember. We confidently invite you to discuss 
PRP "Pill-ln-A-Plan" with your very own doctor. See 
if he doesn't agree that here, at last, is the amazingly 
foolproof way to turn ugly fat into harmless water — 
AND FLOW IT RIGHT OUT OF YOUR BODY, FOREVER! 

Prove it yourself — in 14 amazing days. Mail the 
No-Risk Coupon, nowl 

your life, you could watch inch after inch and pound after 
pound of fluid fat drip right out of your body like water 
dripping out of a tap — WITHOUT TORTURE — WITHOUT 
SLIDING BACK! 

Let me explain. Your own doctor will tell you that the 
fat inside your body is distributed, in massive globs, in 
FAT STORAGE POCKETS underneath your skin. You can 
touch these pockets yourself — at your waistline, on 
your stomach, your thighs, behind your hips, on your 
shoulders, chest and chin — disfiguring your entire body! 

And if you honestly want to reduce all over your body, 
then you have to attack all of these fat pockets at the 
same lime! You have to drain the ugly fat out of those 
pockets . . . into your blood stream ... so it can be 
burned up and LIQUIFIED Inside your body. 

And — now — this is exactly what WATER-BINDING 
Cellulose helps your body do! It actually helps LIQUIFY 
that fat every minute of the day. While you sleep While 
you eat. While you play. It helps turn that solid fat into 
liquid inside your body it helps your body melt down 
ugly fat into harmless water and then it helps flow 
that water right out of your body — FOREVER! 

Think of it! Because of its natural WATER-BINDING 
qualities, this Wonder Worker duplicated from Nature's 
Plant Garden — when taken with a glass of water just as 
naturally as washing down your daily vitamin pill with 
water — actually BINDS AND BLENDS with that water to 
give your stomach a feeling of almost impossible-to- 
believe satisfaction! That's why WATER-BINDING Cellulose 
now is used wherever the special need exists to provide 
overweight men and women with APPETITE SATISFACTION 
WITHOUT CALORIES . . wherever the special need exists 
to CONQUER RUNAWAY HUNGER — FOREVER! 

Yes! No wonder WATER-BINDING Cellulose is now used 
by the Diet Drinks Industry to add the "feeling" of body 
to those drinks WITHOUT ADDING CALORIES! By the Diet 
Foods Industry because it binds with the moisture in those 
foods to give you an incomparable "feeling" of FULLNESS 
AND SATISFACTION — WITHOUT CALORIES! By the Bread 
Industry because it binds with the moisture in those 
loaves to increase the "feeling" of volume in those 
breads — WITHOUT ADDING MORE FATTENING DOUGH 
— WITHOUT ADDING CALORIES' 

Lose Up to 20, 30, 
Even 40 Pounds — FOREVER! 

It's true! Reducing results should be fantastic. You will 
NOT give up on the foods you love — you will only have 
that amazing satisfied feeling that lets you simply and 
naturally cut down on them. You will NOT be on a starva- 
tion diet — and obviously, you will never experience a 
single moment of ravenous hunger! 

While you are feasting on perfectly reasonable portions 
of mouth-watering steaks, thick juicy slices of roast beef, 
potatoes, butter and bread — you should lose inch after 
inch of fat from your waist, thighs, hips — all over your 
body! Clothes you had given up on forever, should begin to 
come out of closets again! 

Yes! IN ONE WEEKEND you will lose up to 6 pounds of 
ugly fat and fluid! IN 14 SHORT DAYS — up to 12 pounds 
of excess weight flows right out of your thighs, hips, 
stomach, shoulders, face and neck — yes, all over your 
body! IN EXACTLY THOSE SAME 2 ASTOUNDING WEEKS 
— inches of flab that you can actually leel and measure 
— gallop right off your waistline! And then you will go on 
from there to lose 20 ... 30 ... 40 pounds of extra 
fat from every corner of you- body — AND KEEP THAT 
FAT OFF FOREVER! Because fnm now on, for as long as 
you faithfully and happily follo// this road, you have an 
active, natural, fat-fighter automatically tied to a fool- 
proof Lifetime Plan that, together, will actually help keep 
that ugly fat from forming on your body ever again! Actu- 
ally keep it off — FOR THE REST OF YOUR ENTIRE ADULT 
LIFE! 

Prove It Yourself For 14 Amazing Days 
— Entirely At Our Risk! ' „ 

Yes! Now this same proven PERMANENT REDUCING PLAN 
is yours to try. in your own home, without risking a penny! 
It must flow ugly excess fat right out of your body, before 
your very own eyes, in the first 14 days alone — OR 
EVERY PENNY OF YOUR PURCHASE PRICE BACK (less 
postage & nandling)! < 

Remember, this is not guesswork, conjecture, or exag- 
geration. IT IS REPORTED MEDICAL OPINION! The prlfl- 
ciples behind thrilling PRP have been praised by doctors 
in leading medical journals all over the world. 

The price is only $6.95 for 75 tablets, or a full two- 
weeks supply. Or, if you wish, you may order the wonder- 
working 100-tablet or 150-tablet supply — and save sur- 
prising amounts of money! With the same money-back 
guarantee, of course. 

You have nothing to lose — but ugly weight. The first 
14 days alone MUST give you the reducing results you 
have prayed for, for years, or your money back Mail the 
No-Risk Coupon. TODAY! 

IN 14 SHORT DAYS ALL YOU LOSE IS 
WEIGHT . . . WEIGHT . . . WEIGHT! 

Yes! Read this section carefully. If you are 
perfectly honest, you will admit to yourself 
that this simply has to be the most thrilling 
reducing guarantee you have ever read! 

(1) : IN ONE WEEKEND — you must lose up 
to 6 pounds of ugly fat and fluid , . , 

(2) : IN 14 SHORT DAYS — you must lose up 
to 12 pounds of excess weight from every part 
of your body — thighs, hips, stomach, shoul- 
ders, face and neck , , 

(3) : IN THOSE SAME 2 WEEKS — inches of 
flab must gallop right off your waistline . . . 

— OR you simply return the unused portion 
of PRP for YOUR FULL PURCHASE PRICE BACK! 

Do you really want to flow ugly fat right out 
of your body — forever? Now you have the way 
to do it Mail No-Risk Coupon, TODAY! 

© 1977 American Consumer Inc., Caroline Rd., Phila. PA 19176 
 MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY •■• 
PERMANENT REDUCING PLAN. Dept. PRP- 109 
Caroline Road. Philadelphia, PA 19176 

Yes! Please rush me this amazing PRP "Pill-in-a- 
Plan " to help me flow excess fat right out of my body 
faster and easier than I ever dreamed possible. I want 
the offer checked below. If not delighted. I may re- 
turn it within 14 days for my full purchase price back 
(except postage & handling). 
 (#200) Full 75-Tablet Supply only $6,95 plus 350 

postage & handling. 
 (#218) Full 100-Tablet Supply only $8.95 (Save 

$1.50) plus 50* postage & handling. 
 (#226) Full 150-Tablet Supply only $11.95 (Save 

$2.00) plus 65$ postage & handling. 
Amount enclosed $ PA residents add 6% 
sales tax. Check or money order, no CCDs please. 
CHARGE IT: (check one) Exp. Date  
□ BankAmericard 
□ American Express 
□ Master Charge 

BANK NUMBER   
Credit 
Card # . - 
Name. 
Address Apt. #- 
City State Zip- 
5563 •••••••••• Div of American Consumer. Inc. • 
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Introducing 

The International Silver 

1977 Christmas Spoon 

SHOPPING AROUND 

:ROWAVE COOKWARE 
corners to overcook on roast 

c casserole in oval Pyrex dish 
t t goes from freezer to oven to 
t le. 131/2" by 9" by 21/4"- For 
c ventlonal cooking as well. $7 
fs $1.50 post. Free brochure 
rv microwave ware. Micro-Cook 
fiducts, Inc.. HGIO, Box 159, 

ncoe, IL 60022. 

REEL-Y HANDY 
This very practical key holder does 
away with fumbling and groping. 
Reel clips inside purse; unreels 
keys, automatically rewinds into 
case. Clip to your bag, pocket or 
belt. $2.98 plus 350 post. Order 
from Anthony Enterprises, HGIO, 
555 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

1'''i^l H *iri 

;RIOD CHARM 
lotted brush 2" fringe on 65% 
>lyester/35% cotton. Natural or 
lite. Wash/dry; no-iron. 90"W 
nr. 24", 30", 36", 40" $8.50; 
i", 54", 63" $11; 72", 81", 90" 
.4; valance $4; tiebacks $1, Add 
' post. Free catalogue. Colonial 
aid Curtains, GIOF, Lawn Ter- 
ce, Marmaroneck, NY 10543. 

COLLECTOR S ITEM 
First in an annual limited edition 
series, 1978 Goebel Easter Egg, 
from the makers of famous Hum- 
mel figurines. Bright little chick 
in bas-relief looks out from smooth 
white ceramic egg. Attached brass 
stand. 3" h. $8 plus 750 post. 
Downs, Dept. 1410-Z, Evanston, 
IL 60204. 

turn them 

into profits!! 

and have fun doing it... 
If you love flowers, you can create 
gorgeous arrangements and gain 
profits in your home! Learn the 
delicate art of corsages, bridal 
flowers, table arrangements or 
sprays. As a hobby, career, home- 
Pusiness, part or full time ... or 
start a shop of your own! Free 
color brochure shows you how to 
learn professional flower arrang- 
ng, plus FREE 3 months subscrip- 

tion to FLOWER TALK publication 
for home flower arrangers Write 
'°^^>" Floral Art Center 

(A Home Study School) 
Dept. 7NJ 
1628 E. McDowell Rd. 
Phoenix, Ariz. 85006 

DOUBLE-HANDLESPOON HOLDER 
Our elegant spoon holder, in pressed glass, 
is an exact copy of those produced over 100 
years ago, with the same exquisite panel 
thistle design. In the old days it held spoons, 
today it acts as an uncommonly handsome 
celery holder or unusual flower vase. Cer- 
tainly, it's a prized collector's find and an 
antique lover's delight! 5'2" tall. 

59.95 
Plus $1.35 postage 

Tex. Res. odd 
5% Soles Tox 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

Artisan 

B-10 N" 

The Greatest Stocking Stuffer 

of the year at a remarkable $2.95! 

International Silver wants you to welcome in the season with the finest 
stocking stuffer of all. . .their 1977 Christmas Spoon. This exquisite 
demitasse size handcrafted spoon, in heav>' silverplate, is guaranteed to 
set a gleam in the eye of all who receive it. And each 1977 Christmas 
Spoon comes nestled in its own hand stitched red and white felt stocking! 
There's absolutely no finer way to provide a more thoughtful gift, as well 
as continue the International Silver Christmas Spoon tradition. 

At $2.95, order as many as you have stockings to fill! 

International Collector's Guild, Ltd. Dept. ClO 
9000 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 

YES, 1 want the remarkable 1977 Christmas Sp>oon by International Silver 
Company. 1 have stockings to fill at $2.95 ea. -•- .50 for postage and 
handling, for a total of $ . Calif, residents please add 6% sales tax. 

G My check or money order is enclosed 
Name 

Address 

Citv State Zip 

Please charge my credit card. (Minimum order: 2 spoons.) 
□ Master Charge □ BankAmericard/VISA 
Acc't* !   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   ! I 

Exp. 
date 

Interbank Number 
(Master Charge Only) 

Signature 

For Rapid Charge Service please call toll free (800) 325-6400 
All orders shipp)ed within 48 hours unless notified otherwise. 
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PAGE SIZE MAGNIFIER 

Page Magnifier is handy for looking up telephone or map direc- 
tory listings, stock market reports, etc. The whole page is mag- 
nified at one time. Wafer thin and measures 7" x 10". 

PAGE MAGNIFIER $3.98 Plus 400 Postage and Handling 
NG COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 556 M 
Dept. HG-107 

ission,San Francisco,Calif.94105 

Handcrafted letters 
2Y2" deep 

walnut 

NAMEPLATE 
An unforgettable gift. Rich hand rubbed 

Quality Gift Catalog. 25( fi"'sh puts the finishing touch to this 
unique desk accessory. Up to 11 letters, 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS $27.50; up to is letters, $31.50. Add 
6651 Arlington Blvd. GlO-7 $2.50 for each letter over 15. Please add 
Falls Church, Va. 22042      $1.50 shipping. 

Genuine Jade Bracelet 
Exotic oriental jade bracelet 
exquisitely fashioned from four 
matching curved jade bars, and 
linked together with golden 
Chinese symbols. Safety catch 
chain enhances this beautiful 
gift of fine quality. $14.95 

Add $1.00 postage & handling. 
III. residents add 5% tax. 

Regina's 
P.O. Box 39106 

Chicago, III. 60639 

CUSTOM BEDSPREADS THAT FIT! 
That's what you get when we quilt and 
design your fabric to your bed's dimen 
sions. Beautifully tailored from your 
fabric and superbly constructed All 
qualities you need for the ultimate in 
decorating Let us match or contrast 
pillows, ualances, drapes and head 
boards from your fabric Write today 
for Color Brochure for 
only '1.00. We've been 
experts in custom spreads 
for over 25 years. 

Box 191 - Dept. HG 107 
Southern Pines, N. C. 28387 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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JACK FROST, HIMSELF 
Handcrafted felt pixie has winning 
ways, an impish grin and can be 
easily moved into many antic posi- 
tions. White body, pinkish head, 
red, dark green or mint green muf 
fler, green stitching. 22", $12; 
10", $6. Add $1.25 post. Anna 
lee's Workshop, HGIO, Box 446, 
Meredith, NH 03253. 

PRETTY TABLE PIECE 
Charming small tureen of \ 
ceramic, with pastel roses, h 
about one quart, perfect for g 
vegetable, chocolate sauce- 
flowers. Goes well with other 
nerware. Tureen, lid, ladle $i 
plus 900 post. each. The A(! 
Touch, 12 H Water St., l' 
Mawr, PA 19010. 

QUICK TRIM 
Handy hair-trimmer does the job 
professionally in minutes. Made in 
Sweden, fine quality, adjustment 
for regular trim, medium, scalp- 
close. Trims as it combs. Mom can 
do the job or Dad. $2.98 plus 350 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HGIO, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

CHRISTMAS TRAVELLER 
Second edition of Krystal E 
1977 series of ornaments ere. 
by West German artisans. H, 
cut crystal accented with ra 
brass stars encircles the che 
354" dia. Limited to 5000 
Gift boxed. $5.95 plus 250 p 
Hickory House Collector, HC 
823 N. Court, Ottumwa, lA 52f 

MONOGRAM PILLOW 
Any single initial. Ivory EmbroideH||(| 
and Trimmed on fine Cotton Velvet, 1 
sq., lush dacron fiberfill, zippered. (I 
Q,I,U,X,Y,Z.) Your choice of colors Ru 
Sand Beige, Wedgwood Blue, Eai 
Brown, Gold . . . $22.50 plus $1.' 
pst. & hdlg. (Calif, add $1.35 sal 
tax), satisf. guart'd. Send check or M. 
(no C.O.D.'s or Canada orders). Allt 
60 days (or sooner). 

THE PILLOW STORE 
P.O. Box 66134 

Los Angeles, Calif. 90066 

J&D-w-Brauner 

PROFESSIONAL BLOCK 
12 ' thick solid block complete with knife 
rack. 34 " high. 18"xl8", $143. 18"x24", 
$171. 24"x24", $199. Mail or phone 
orders. Master Charge or BankAmericard. 
N.Y., N.J. and Illinois residents add tax. 
Shpg. chgs, col. 52 Page Catalog %\. 
New York: 298 Bowerv. N.Y 10012 (212) 477-2830 
Chicago: 1735 No. Ashland Ave , Illinois 60622 

(312) 276-1770 

BuTCHER BLOCK 

St 

all 
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SPORTY CARDIGAN 
From Scotland. Slimming 
wide-ribbed waist, avant 
garde inside twist design 
tracing neck and front. 
Natural, white, citron, scar- 
let. State 1, 2, 3rd choice. 
Sizes 34 to 40. $50 plus $3 
post. Continental. HG10, Box 
842. St. Thomas, VI 00801. 

ELY LINENS 
.'icately hand-embroidered table cloth that's truly a work of 
he floral patterns will compliment any decor. Polyester 
;otton, 72" by 108" with 12 napkins, $27.50 ppd. 
chand s, HG10, Box 3559, St. Thomas, VI 00801. 

NITY CHAIN 
xquisite necklace of 
in origin features 
;ate filigree design 
spersing a narrow 
n. 14K gold. In 15" 
th, $33 ppd. Order from 
e Vendome, HG10, Box 
St. Thomas. VI 00801. 

EAT CHRISTMAS PRESENT 
nd living in sunny St. Croix. Waterfront condominium, hilltop 
ise or homesite, you'll find wide choice at reasonable prices, 
tfolio of detailed information, all price ranges, $1. 
ar Real Estate, 54 King St., Christiansted. St. Croix. VI 00820. 

HAND EMBROIDERED 
PILLOW CASES 

22" by 34"   $4.95 ppd. 

HAND EMBROIDERED LI NENS 
TABLE CLOTHS 72" by 90" 
with 8 napkins 523.50 ppd. 

SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE 

^—/^oolcAandy 

P.O. BOX 3559 ST. THOMAS 
U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS 00801 

NECKTIES FROM THE ISLANDS 
Let the tradewinds blow through his closet 
this season with a hand blocked silk- 
screened necktie from the Caribbean in 
cotton blend machine wash and dry—no 
ironing needed. Choose from four West 
Indion designs: Banana leaf Print, as 
shown (navy-on-white), Bamboo Print, as 
shown (brown and black-on-white). Mari- 
juana Print (blue and green-on-white), Is- 
land Shell Print (choco!ate-on-white) $9.95. 
Also available in authentic island patch- 
work (5) $12.95 (Please specify). Postage 
paid. Duty free for U S A. 

The Grand Closet 
P.O. Box 1339. St. Thomas. U.S.V.I. 00801 

Butter-soft Camel Hair 
Import from Scotland 

Made by perhaps the best- 
known designer-maker in 
Scotland.   More than just 
another cardigan, this hand- 
detailed sweater is fashion 
that completes the ensem- 
ble.    The longer length 
complements dresses,skirts 
and slacks.   One inch rib 
on bottom and sleeve. 
Gold metal buttons. Camel 
color only in sizes 34 to 
40. Our price is a mini- 
mum 25% less than state- 
side for the identical sweat- 
er. Only $45 including post- 
age and handling. Write 
Dept. HG P.O. Box 842 
St.Thomas,U.S.V.I. 00801 

INC. 

St. Thomas - St. Croix 

LUXURIOUS TROPICAL HOME 
On five hilltop acres in St. Croix 
with magnificent harbour view, this 
gracious house has three bed- 
rooms, two baths, swimming pool 
with spacious informal entertain- 
ment area. Handsome stonework, 
beautiful flowering trees. Com- 
pletely furnished. $225,000. 

54 King Street, Christiansted 
St. Croix, U.S.V.I. 00820 

809-773-0595 

ORBIT WATCH 
Today timing ■ Panorama orbit w/atch 
has 17-Jewel Navarre Swiss move 
ment and one year guarantee. Trick 
here is the sparkling, twinkling effect 
around the face. Looks as if it's set 
with precious stones. Second hand is 
a floating red orbit. The band? Any 
color you choose. The price? Just 
$13.95 air postpaid. 

PLACE VENDOME 

5-\ 

P.O.  Box 386 
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands OOSOt 
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<>iIIAPE LP WITH 
IIKALTH .11 MPElt EXERiT.SKK 

100% more effective than jogging. The easy, fun way to firm and slim 
your body. Stay in beautiful shape wherever you are ... at home, while 
traveling, or in the office. A professional exercise device . . . scientifically 
designed with specially weighted unbreakable plastic links which do not 
twist or knot. Not fatiguing or monotonous and can be done rain or shine. 
For Men and Women. Exercise instructions included. 

HEALTH JUMPER EXERCISER        $4.98 + 650 Mailing Each 
No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 556 M 
Dept. HG-107 

isslon, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

REWARD! The Strongite 

'INPOSTER' DIAMOND 

At Only $S.0« Per Carat Unmounted 
Priced to invite comparison anywhere in The 
Strongite Country. 10-days to prove it or your 
money-back. The Strongite Imposter Diamond is 
ttie hardest, most dazzling imitation lewel ever 58 
facets, pure white, flawless Unconditional lifetime 
guarantee FREE 1977 Color catalog. 

Dept 19J. 2 West 47th St 
New York. N Y 10036 The Strongite Co." 

SEND YOUR NEGATIVE 
FOR A 

FREE 
SAMPLE 

Photo 

Christmas 
Card 
Color or B & W 

Add 2O0 
 ^        for Handling 

0^950 

liapp) holida.NS 

TRIM COLOR 
(Square Photo) 
Includes envelopes 
Made from your square 

25 only Handlg. 
Addtnl cards 16t ea. 

neg. From slide 
add 50C. from color photo add $1.50 Only 
SLIM CARDS can be made from 110 neg. 

SLIM 
COLOR 
O'/i X 7) 

Includes envelopes. Addin 
25 "'"'^ 4 

50 Add 50« tor Handlg. 
ca.-ds 20C ea 

BLACK » WHITE    «c    fOr »1 QO        Add 5W 
(3Vi X 5) only '       lor Handlg. 

With envelopes. Addtnl. cards 5C ea Made 
from your square neg. From photo add $1.00 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. No C.O.D.'s. Send check, casti or M.O. SAMPLE otter eipires November 19. 
PHILIPS FOTO CO. l.!jil!liHjl.i.yjtl:.il!HI!iil 

BOOK & BAW 
■ The Tadciies' is an original and delight- 
ful beautifully illustrated fairy tale. 
I The Yorkies'. another fairy tale is soon to be released, i 
BAW is the newest cuddly nursery toy 
replacing the security blanket. Hand- 
crafted puppet enables BAW to be worn 
on hand of child or parent. 
Machine wash and dry—approx. S^b" X 
15" Blue yellow, or white (State sec- 
ond choice I .ST .50 includes postage Sc handling 

BOOK & BAW 
470 Mayfair Avenue 

Ottawa. Ont. Canada KlY OK6 

SHOPPING AROUND 

CHRISTMAS WREATH KIT 
Nostalgic patchwork quilted wreath 
is easy to seam by hand or ma- 
chine. Kit contains: pre-printed 
patchwork in colorful calico, bond- 
ed polyester for stuffing, red/white 
bow fabric, instructions. Size 17". 
$4.95, two, $8.95. Post. 750 each. 
Phoebe, HG107, 135 Soundview 
Dr., Lake Success, NY 11020. 

FIVE INCH RUFFLES 
No-iron polyester/cotton broa 
cloth curtains. 86" w; tieback 
45", $13; 54", $14; 63", $1! 
72", $16; 84", $17; 90", $17.5( 
White or eggshell. Valance $2.5( 
Add $1.75 post. Catalogue 
swatches, $1. Mathers, HGIO, 3 
E. Main St.. V^estminster, W' 
21157. 

QUICK BRICK CLEANER 
Put an end to dull or dirty bricks 
around your fireplace, barbecue, 
or patio—the quick cleaning-action 
of Bric-Nu removes smoke, carbon, 
soot, lime, alkali, or any kind of 
stain; . . . bricks look like new! 
Pint, $3.98 plus 850 post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HGIO, 556 Mission 
St., San Francisco, CA 94105. 

AT THE READY 
Handsome chrome plated towe 
rack hooks over the bath or pow 
der room door, but won't interfer 
with its closing. Five 17" rods holi 
towels and four hooks are read; 
for washcloths. Rack is 19" high 
$5.98 ppd. A real convenience 
Miles Kimball, 100 Bond Street 
Oshkosh, Wl 54906. 
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THE OLD SCHOOL CLOCK 
A charming version of the old claseic with antique 
ivory dial, hinged glass door, dark stained solid pine 
base. Brass bezel and swinging pendulum. 11" by 16". 
Battery (not included) operated. Choice of Arabic or 
Roman numerals. Guaranteed one year. 
Only $35.95 plus $2.00 postage and handling. 

Whaler House Box 456-HG 
Cold Spring Harbor, New York 11724 

SAVE $$$ 

Build your own waterbed frame 
(vKith bookcase headboard) with 
our complete, easy-to-follow 
instructions. Only S3.95 ppd. 
Specify King (72" x 84") or Queen 
(60" X 84") when ordering from: 

Waterbed Creations 
Box 867-A. Van Nuys, CA 91408 

House & Garden 
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FEMAIL 

A Club for women who never join clubs 

We're the people who started the Generation Gap- 
one of the most exciting \\ omeTi's fashion boul tquT's 
on the West Coast. Only one problem. You 
had to come to San Francisco to shop at our 
store. So we decided. wh\ not send out catalogs 
that u ould let you order the same fashions 
we were selling in our store by mail! 
That w ay, w e could pass on to you the 
money we'd sa\ e on rent, salaries, lights, 
etc. Nice, eh? A Club that saves you 
up to 30^ and more on all the best clothes, 
cosmetics, jex^elry and gift items. 

The response was overwhelming 

So many, many of you responded — e 
w^ere not only gratified — but actually 
overwhelmed! Totally. So we asked 
some of the top experts in .America 
to help. The result? A completely 
new organization that includes 
not just San Francisco, but 
all the fashion capitals: \eu York. 
Los Angeles, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, 
etc. And most important. some of the 
most talented people in America (wait 
till you meet themi). all dedicated 
to making sure that the Club will 
be one of the most w onderful and 
exciting experiences of your life. 

We've arranged 
some "adventures for you 

Even at 30<~c off, there's bound to be 
a limit to your clothing budget. So 
we've arranged for card-carrying menv 
bers to receive special rates on \ acation 
travel packages to places all o\ er 
the world. We even ha\ e a Special 
Events coordinator at your disposal 
— she'll give you terrific ideas you 
may never have thought of. So if you're 
ever wondering w hat to do once you '\ e 
got all those great new threads on 
your back — this one feature of Femail 
will make the whole thing worthwhile. 

The old Free Gift Ploy 

We'll not mince \Kords. It costs $5 for a year's 
membership in our Club. BUT HANG OX — 
even that we can make palatable. If you 
join Femail now . we'll send you a hand-cut. 
hand-polished and hand-set teardrop pendant 
of genuine Oriental Jade. Created by a famed 
Fifth .Avenue jew eler, this beautiful pendant is 
now sellina for SIO. And if that isn't enouah ... 

Plus S5.00 in free "offs ". 

our membership u e re also going to gi\ e \ ou 
S5.00 in gift certificates. So you can choose 
items from an\ of your catalogs (and > ou 11 

find a lot to lust after), and you'll 
get a total of SS.OOoff their already 

la\ ishl\ discounted prices. Notice how 
the paragraphs are getting shorter? 

We must be near the end. 

It cost us a bundle to run this 
ad. So... 

We think Femail is the best money-sa\ ing, 
fashion-buying, fun-having idea anyone's 

e\ er come up with. And there's a few 
things about our Club that \^ e ha\ en't 

e\ en mentioned (like \ our personal panel 
of renow ned experts ready to give you 

personal and indix idualized help on 
every thing from makeup to hair 

care to phy'sical fitness to in- 
terior design ... and there's 

our Super Specials: 
sa\ ings up to 60% 

in each catalog). 
But we can't 

afford to hound 
\ou. You either join 
now (and enjoy) or 
you turn the page. 

Later on. \\ hen you 
meet a slither>- 

Femail w inging 
off to the Med. 

wearing a devas- 
tating dress she 

paid hea\ en knows 
how absurdly little 

for .. .well, don't 
sa\ we didn't 

tell vou. 

Or-cb = 1977 

''You re not, so just 
sii siill andwaiifor 

our package to arrive. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

0\£ PERFECT ROSE 

riie lovely aroma of Sprinjr fills the air the 
rose's first bloom. Renowned metal -culptor 
Perr> Marshall ha< created one perfect bud 
atop this iiand-made copper bell. Petals and 
leaves are hand enamelled and fired to a fade- 
proof iilo-s. Specify red. white, pink or yellow 
ro-ebud. -^12.00 I-4-S1..50 ins. pstg. • 

Dept. HGIO. Box 4405 
15111 New Hampshire Ave. 
Colesville. Maryland 20904 

Md. res/dents add tax 

CO 

CO 

o 

TUFTED TAPESTRY 
Wouldn't a timeless heirloom 
tapestry enrich your home 
atmosphere? Your family 
crest sculptured of wool, 
hand made for you. will 
last many generations, 
call us: 15171 349-5586 
or write tor our tapestry idea 
brochure. 

PO box 252 
Okemos. Ml 48864 

FROM fAcro/?y ro roi/ 

?m^v^r\ Ladder Back 

This is the big one with a seot measur- 
ing 13'/2" X I5V2". Constructed from 
srr.oothly sonded native hordwood, this 
everlasting styled choir also feotures a 
handwoven cord seot. 

READY to finish. $29.95 
Finished in walnut, maple, or pine, $33.95 
Matching Armchair  Minimum Order 
Add S4.00 to Above Prices    2 Pieces 

MARION TRAVIS 
P.O. Boi 292. HGIO 

Statesvilla. North Carolina 

5TAND-INI GREEN THUMB 
Rain Pot is capillary system to 
water, feed plants when you're 
away. Refill every 2 weeks. Acrylic 
inner pot in white, orange, yellow, 
green. Clear 6" styrene outer pot. 
glass fiber wick. $4.99 plus 50c 
post. Catalogue 25c. Plantcraft. 
HGIO. 79 Wall St., Suite 501, New 
York. NY 10005. 

THREE YEAR DIARY 
The three year calendar has a page 
for every month of '78, '79 and 
'80. Backs of the pages are blank 
for diary notes. Spiral binding with 
81/2" by 11" pages. May be per- 
sonalized with full name in silver 
for $2.59. Plain. $2. Ppd. Miles 
Kimball, 100 Bond St.. Oshkosh. 
Wl 54906. 

NEW CANDLE DECOR 
Jumbo candle and holder. Real 
jute rope holder, intriguing endless 
knot. A paraffin burgundy candle, 
7" tall. Hand-dipped in pairs. Each 
burns at least 23 hours. Holder 
two candles. $7.98: two extra can 
dies set $3.98 plus 75c post 
Lillian Vernon, GOE, 510 So. Ful 
ton Ave., Mt. Vernon. NY 10550 

= EWTER CORDIALS 
Gracefully shaped cordials ha- 
crafted   by   American p>ewter- 
have a timeless beauty. Each 
3" tall to hold one ounce of yc 
favorite cordial. Set of four in v. 
vet lined gift box, $26.98 plus 1 jt 
post. L. B. & R. Enterprises, H^: 
10,   Box   1913, Rochester, 
03867. 

ASSERTIVE PAIR i 
Meaningful remark. "A womam = 
place is in the house and in tt. :: 
Senate." Navy letters on natur. - 
canvas tote 15" by 16". $1( -i 
French cut T-Shirt, pure cottoi 
S/M/L. White, black, brown, rei : 
navy. $11. Add $1 post, eac* - 
Postique, HGIO, 216 W. 89th S 
New York, NY 10024. 

WARNING 
PROTECTED BY 

ELEC^NIC 

ALARM'SYSTEM 

V^HO S TO KNOW 
Burglars or other would-be male 
factors will bypass premises ha^ 
ing a warning decal advertising a 
alarm system. Self-adhesive vin^ 
stickers are bright yellow an' 
green. Set of four. $1.98 plus 20^ 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HGIC 
556 Mission St., San Franciscc 
CA 94105. 

House & Gorcf 



SHOPPING AROUND 

LS OF JADE 
balls of Oriental jade set in 

_;old filled chain 15" long 
beautifully with Vi" jade ball 
earrings to shimmer through 

v evenings this fall and the 
Iiys. Post earrings. $6: neck- 

>9.50: set $13.50. Ppd. Alisan 
-jons. Dept. HG107. 1 Leth- 

Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07430. 

A YEAR OF FLOV^ERS 
Twelve months caught beautifully 
in full color by an 18th century 
artist, Robert Furber. Print on 
neutral beige mat. under glass, 
gold-leafed frame. Overall 9" by 
10". For small area, grouping. 
Specify month(s). Each $12.99 
plus $1.50 post. Waters' Mill, G-8. 
Box 958. Morganton, NO 28655. 

:lear-plastic cabinet keeps 
:hbrushes free from dust 
■ ups. Holds 5 in separate 
:ments. each with its own 
ever ready and sanitary. 
3lus 30c post. Write to 

. Enterprises. HGIO, 556 
St..   San   Francisco, CA 

The familiar cafe chair of the gay 
'90's is updated in sparkling mir- 
ror chrome of today. The seat is 
covered in vinyl in yellow, lime 
orange, black, white or chocolate 
$47 each; four or more, $43. Ppd 
Write to Our Other Store, Inc. 
HGIO, Box 315. N. White Plains 
NY 10603. 

Mrs   Rciph M. Harr.i 
7213 Ook Circle Dnve 

B-jer-^   CaM^orr.ia 937C8 

PRESS ON ADDRESS LABELS 
Identify possessions, correspon- 
dence too. Black ink on white, 
blue, pink, yellow, silver or gold 
labels, l^^" X V2"■ Any message 
up to 26 letters per line, up to 4 
lines. 225 for $3; 450 (alike) for 
S5: 1,000 (alike) for S10: - post- 
age of 350. Please specify color. 
Useful 80-P. Gift Catalog, 500. 
Bruce Bolind. 210-P Bolind BIdg.. 
Boulder. CO 80302. 

Preserved Bosfon Fern 
Our preser^'ed Boston fems are chemi- cally treated to retain permanent last- ing beauty without care. No Hg^ht, water or hish himiiditj- necessary. Ideal for dark areas where other plant? perish. Display on table or in hanging roi>e. Its lush fronds spread 3X2 ft.—"planted" in 7" clay pot— SI7.95 < plus S3.00 postage) by Master Charge. Bank.Amerirard * In- clude E^xpiration Date). Check or Money Order. Michigan residents add 4 c\  sales tax. 

BLOOMIN' ATTIC 
HG 10. 418 S. Washington St. 

Royal Oak. Michigan 48067 

Country CuJ^tains 

i^^^2.y^OT years Country Curtams have been a charming 
tradition they have lent their extra warmth and cnspness to 
American homes all over the country Thrifty homemakers rely 
on Country Curtams for old-fashioned quality and conscien- 
tious service 

Send for free 
catalog showing 
many curtains, 
bed ensembles, 
tablecloths... 

BALL FRINGE sturdy, 
specially-made fringe is caret„,.. 
stitched on by homesewers in 
the village Pure unbleached or 
white cotton muslin or perma- 
nent press in natural or white 
90" wide per pair 20", 25" long, 
$6 50 pr; 30", 36", 40" long, $7 50 
pr; 45", 54", 63' long, $10 pr, 
72", 81", 90" long, S12 pr. 
Valance. 10" x 80", $3 50 ea 
Specify color and fabric choice 

RUFFLED PERM A- 
N'ENT PRESS crisp 
and carefree looks 
just like muslin but in 
easy care cotton and 
polyester   Eggshell or 
white 78" wide per pair 
with 2" ruffles 25", 
30", 36", 40" long, 
$8 pr; 45", 54", 63" 
long, $11 50 pr; 72", 
81",  90" long, $13 50 
pr; \'alance, $3 75 ea. 

STOCKBRIDGE TAB simple 
tab styling and a charming but 
uncomplicated design makes 
this little print work almost 
anywhere You'll love the colors! 
Earthy brown, green, gold or 
brick red on off-white permanent 
press cotton and polyester 80" 
wide per pair 25", 30" long, $12 
pr; 36", 40" long, $13 pr; 45", 
54" long, $14 pr; 63", 72" long, 
$17 pr; 81", 90" long, $20 pr. 
Valance, $4 ea .^'o^o^o 

00c    O _ i 00000 

#^fftOUNTRY CURTAINS 

St(H kbridge  Massdchusetts C 1 262 
Please specify color, length and fabric choice. Send check, money 

order or use Mastercharge or BankAmericard Postage/handling: 
under $10 add $1 10, over $10 add $2. Mass res. add 5% tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed 
□ PLEASE SEND FREE CATALOG 
□ My orcier totaling $ is enclosed. 

Name  

Address 

State 

ptober, 1977 209 



Crafts *n Things 

shows you how! 
Over 40 creative projects in each colorful issue. 
Miicramo. tolc, crocheting, wood art, quilling, 
needlepoint; plus unusual crafts like Rya rugs, 
china painting, calligraphy, stained glass, copper- 
work. AH have step-by-step illustrated directions. 

"/ think it's the host craft magazine published 
and I take quite a feu\ " M.B., Sublette, III. 

FREE Book for subscribing 
now to Crofts 'n Things. 
// you Vc iiDl ilftif^lilcJ. your 

money will /»<■ rcfitiitJcJ 

""crafts 11 Things, Dept. 302. Park Ridge, III. 60068 
Please enter my subscription to Crafts 'n Ttiings 
and send my FREE book. 
□ $5 for 1 Year   □ $9 for 2 Years 

(6 hm issuesl ISA VL SI 00) 
I   I Payment enclosed |   I Bill me —' (we'll add 1 issue FREE) —' 

City. State, Zip 

YOUR NAME in 3/4" antiqued pine 5-1/2" high. $2 per letter. 
DANIEL I. HADLEY, Box 1456, Wilmington, Delaware 19899. 
(Send 50 cents for catalog of over 50 other items.) 

YOUR   FAMILY'S   HISTORICAL ROOTS 
are important. Now, you can record 
your family members birth, death, 
marriage, etc., from past generations 
to future generations in this beauti- 
ful hard back elegantly printed Fam- 
ily Record Book. A keep sake and an 
ideal gift for newlyweds or children 
leaving home. Only $7.95 plus 50c 
postage. Send check or money order 
to Record Book, 

AdamsHouse, Dept. 878, 
P.O. Box 9364, Memphis, Tenn. 38109 

SWING-AWAY vanity wall mir- 
ror lets you see what you've 
been missing. It adjusts and 
holds at convenient positions 
for all around viewing. Glass 
is of high quality, distortion 
free, float/plate mirror, with 
gold anodized or chrome-like 
aluminum frame. Installs in 
minutes and stays flat against 
wall when not in use. 14" x 
22". Ideal for both men and 
women. M50-1D Gold $49.50. 
M50-2D CHROME $49.50. 
Add $2.50 for P&H. III. Res. 
add 5% Tax. Gift catalog 
$1.00. 
HOUSE   OF MINNEL 
S30 Lark St., Dept. 5107, Geneva, IL 60134 

mmm LOVE SEAT 

iDf" ^ . ..j 

Quality,   comfort   and  style are 
skillfully combined in this hand- 
made Love Seat. Only the finest 
construction and Top Grain leath- 
ers used. 

II28   L68 D34 

i           Shipping charges extra. 
No C.O.D. 

Send SI for catalogue 

1 1 / mtm m^rj/an /lo3eson\ 
Xlijlliiii' ai»                                                     pgp^ HG-I7I 
•                                                         Route 10, Box 793. Hickory. N.C. 28601 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

DELICIOUS GIFTS 
Food catalogue of over 100 full- 
color pages with 500 gift ideas. 
More than 60 are priced under $5 
and 250 items are less than $10. 
All impressively gift wrapped. Easy 
way to shop for your list. Cata- 
logue, with $14 in discount cou- 
pons, free. The Swiss Colony, Dept. 
WP, Monroe, Wl 53566. 

DANIEL WEBSTER STAND 
Attractive, all purpose stand ma 
of solid cherry is perfect to ho 
sheet music, family dictionary 
bible. Top 25" by 18". Dark Foi 
lund cherry or Buckwheat hon 
finish. $159.95 ppd. Catalogue $ 
Carl Forslund, Pearl St., at the Ri 
er. Grand Rapids, Ml 49503. 

HOME BAKERS' BAGS 
Double waxed bags with a person- 
al touch are a joy for proud home 
bakers. Bags come in packs of 12; 
print name. 41/2" by 7" by ISy^" 
bread bags, $2.95 a pack. 3 34" 
by 6" by 11" bakery bag, $2.75. 
Use bags for freezer storage, too. 
Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Osh- 
kosh, Wl 54906. 

QUESTIONS WOMEN ASK 
Menopause, tumors; rectal, vagin^i 
and sexual problems are amon 
the 152 subjects thoughtfully di; 
cussed   in  easy-to-read  questio n 
and answer form. "From a Gyne 
cologist's Notebook" by Dr. Shei 1 
win  Kaufman.  Hard  cover, 16' 
pages. $6,95 ppd. Ferry House 
HGIO, Briarcliff Manor, NY 1051C 

fSULLIYAN 

AN 
AMERICANA 

WELCOME 
Personalized 

Have your 
own name in- 
scribed above 
a beautiful 
hand-screened 
eagle, in 8 col- 
ors, over an- 
tiqued ivory 
backgrou nd. 
We add the 
year of your 
marriage or 

when you established your home. 
Solid pine. Display inside or out- 
side. Size 91/2 "xl8". 
Send 25< for full     CI 7 QC  „ . 

color catalog.        ^±/-^0 PPd- 
Allow three weeks for delivery. 

Mass. residents add 5% sales tax. 
This sign is an exclusive of 

The STAGE STOP 
440 Great Rd. HGIO, Acton, IVloss. 01720 

One of New England's most intriguing 
gift   shops.   Next   to   historic Concord. 

Perpeutal 

Vinegar Maker 

Just pour wine leavings into our beautl- 
lul brass-tiooped Red Wine Vinegar Barrel 
"Mottier" enzymes inside convert wine 
into an endless supply of pure natural vine- 
gar. (No additives or preservatives.) Hand- 
some 6" X 8" oak cask comes witti tialf- 
gallon starter supply of most mellow vine- 
gar you've ever tasted, aged for minimum 
of 3 monttis. Makes incomparably zesty 
sauces, salad dressings, marinades. Per- 
fect fioliday gift tor friends wtio love good 
food, good cooking. And a stunning "con- 
versation piece" on kitctien table, shelf 
or workspace. Acclaimed by gourmets 
Craig Claiborne, IVIimi Sfieraton, Burton 
Wolfe, etc. Only $39.95 {+ 5>3 pstg., 
tidlg ) Money-back guar. Write for free 
details, or call toll free (800) 344-3221 
(outside Cal ) in Cal call collect (209) 
477-0343. 

FRANJOH CELLARS, Dept HG-1 
P.O. Box 7462. Stockton, CA 95207 
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OUT WITH FAT 
gravy mate draws the fat up 
eaves the flavor in the lower 
liner for gravies, soups and 
. Molded of clear Lexan that 
ahwasher safe, easily stored, 
cup capacity. $13.50 plus $1 

Zeller Specialties, HGIO, 
Rudolph Rd., Eau Claire, 

4701. 

CHOO-CHOO 
Hartiwood pull toy train engine is 
sturdily built for toddlers to learn 
how old fashioned locomotives 
went before Diesels and electrified 
railroads came into service. Natu- 
ral color. $7 ppd. Write for cata 
logue of games and toys, 500. The 
Toy Factory, Dept. GE, 88878 
Coast Hwy. 101. Florence, OR 
97439. 

ELY COMPLEMENT 
ect the beauty of your home 

a distinctive oval mirror. It's 
n a handsome frame of hand- 

en white wicker, adds to the 
jr of any room. 17" wide by 

high. $34.95 plus $4 post, 
e for catalogue 250. Fran's 
ket House, Dept. HGIO, Route 
Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

SPACE RACE 
Crushed clothes and tangled hang- 
ers are a thing of the past: brass- 
plated steel hanger spaces snap 
onto closet rod to hold hangers 
separately. Set of 6 spaces 36 
hangers evenly. $2.98 plus 600 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HGIO, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, 
CA 94105. 

AT SAVING 
ubie-layer design uses up to 
% less energy! All-bolted Cali- 
nia Redwood and Fiberglass 
;enhouses. Portable. Six models 
m $88.95 with Dutch door and 
ge screened vents. Free bro- 
ure. McGregor Greenhouses, Box 
-lODD, Santa Cruz, CA 95063. 
one; 408 476-5390. 
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HONEYCOMB FRINGED 
Charming tie-back curtains, 50% 
cotton, 50% polyester in natural 
or white with 2" fringe. 90" wide 
per pair. 30", 36", 40", $9.25 
pair; 45", 54", 63". $13.50; 72" 
81", 90", $16. Valance, 10" by 
80", $5. Add $2 post per order. 
Free catalogue. Country Curtains, 
HGIO, Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

SOFT COMFORT! 

Pampering comfort, great styling, 
superb fit. fine quality! You get it all 

with these fashionable softies . . 
at surprisingly reasonable prices. 

Order with confidence. 

GAIL-$24.95 
Handsome zipper boots of supple 

glove leather with soft, padded 
insoles. Overall height: 7I2 inches. 

1 inch stacked heels. 
COLORS: BLACK, CAMEL, NAVY. BROWN 

OR WHITE 
NARROW — 6 through 12 
MEDIUM — 4 through 12 

WIDE — 5 through 12 
(WHOLE SIZES ONLY — 

NO HALF SIZES) 

NANCY-$13.95 
Sporty pumps for dash- 
ing about town or coun- 

try. Soft, leather-like 
uppers and padded insojes. 

1 inch stacked heels. 
COLORS: BLACK, 

SIZES: 
NARROW — 61/2 through 11 
MEDIUM —4    through 11 

WIDE — 6    through 11 
(NO HALF SIZES OVER 9) 

CAMEL, NAVY, 
BONE OR RED 

FAYE-$13.95 
Pretty, go-with-all 

leather-like pumps 
with adjustable 

backstraps. Padded insoles. 
1 inch stacked heels. 

COLORS: BLACK CAMEL, BROWN, 
NAVY, BONE OR WHITE 

SIZES: 
NARROW — 51/2 through 12 
MEDIUM — 4    through 12 

WIDE — 5    through 12 
(NO HALF SIZES OVER 10) 

GEM -$16.95 
Casual elegance! 

Beautifully grained 
pumps with multicolored "jewels" 

and sparkling metallic braid. 
Matching 1 inch heels. 

COLORS: GOLD, SILVER, BLACK 
SIZES: OR WHITE 

NARROW — 51/2 through 12 
MEDIUM — 4    through 12 

WIDE —5    through 12 
(NO HALF SIZES OVER 10) 

SHERRY - $13.95 
Versatile, soft, leather-like pumps 

with padded insoles and super 

COLORS: BLACK, CAMEL, RED, 
NAVY OR WHITE. 

TO ORDER 
USE COUPON OR SEND LETTER 

SIZES: 
NARROW — 51/2 through 12 
MEDIUM — 4    through 12 

WIDE — 5    through 12 
(NO HALF SIZES OVER 10) 

• Add $1.50 for postage and handling 
• $1.00 extra for all sizes over 10 

• Sorry, no C.O.D.'s 
• REFUND IF NOT DELIGHTED 

Send orders tO: 
SOFWEAR SHOES 
(Please Print) 
NAME 

 ORDER FORM  
1811 San Jacinto • Dept. GF-1 • Houston, Texas 77002 

ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 

NAME OF SHOE SIZE WIDTH COLOR PRICE 

Add $1.50 for postage and handling- 

Texas residents add 5% sales tax. TOTAL $_ 

1811 SAN JACINTO 
HOUSTON. 
TEXAS 77002 
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A great gift idea to give or receive' Our full-length granny gown and matcfiing quilted 
robe are cuddly soft and warm, in white brushed polyester, dotted with a tiny red 
floral print. From Lanz, P.S,VI.Lforsizes5/6-13/14 Robe S38 Granny S23 
Add S2 for postage Order by mail, or phone 617-749-7830 Master Charge 
BankAmericard or American Express Prompt shipment Satisfaction guaranteed 
Free gift wrap on request. /^h^AT^*^^ 

DEPT QD. HINGHAtVl. IVIA, 02043 
Stores in: Acton, Duxbury. Lenox. So. Hamilton. MA; Avon. Hamden. Ct. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

AKE A LOG 

Change old newspapers to logs for the fire in seconds! Just roll up 
newspapers using LOG ROLLER. Roll papers into a tight bundle, tie 
them with special binders and pop them into the fire. Four logs will 
burn up to 11/2 hours. 

LOG ROLLER KIT with 112 Binders $3.98 + 5Sc Mailing Each 
100 Extra Binders $1.49 + 20< Mailing Each 100 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Dept. HG-107 
556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 Anthony Enterprises 

212 

VICTORIAN STYLE 
Fully assembled all-wood doll 
house, realistic in detail and col 
or. Ceiling lights on first floor, 3 
floor lamps on second. Wallpaper, 
carpeted stairs. 1" to 1' scale. 
One of 14 models. From $40. Doll 
catalogue $1. Dolly Doll Houses, 
HGIO, Box 65, Glenville St., Green- 
wich, CT 06830. 

BELL FLOWER ENSEMBLE 
Brown, red, blue or green, natural 
background. Permanent press cot- 
ton, polyester bedspread with 
quilted top: Twin bed $45; dou- 
ble $52; queen $62; canopy: twin 
$27; double $32; queen $42; pil- 
low sham $8.50. Add $2 post. Free 
catalogue, swatches. Country Cur- 
tains, HG-101, Stockbridge, MA 
01262. 

LATCH-HOOKITJG KITS 
DuPont non-allergenic rug yarn, 
Specify monogram, two colors per 
kit: bone, red, terra cotta, green, 
blue. Specify latch-hook or speed 
punch-hook(supplies available). Pil- 
low 14x17", $12.95; rug 22x32", 
$29.95. Add $3 post. Brochure, 
250. Francy Needlework, HGIO, 
Box 715, Hightstown, NJ 08520. 

mi 

WATERING GUIDE 
Moisture computer for hou^ 
plants indicates moisture status i 
each individual plant and protec 
from overwatering. Kit includfl 
computer, 9 volt power sour 
guide for 200 plants, flower pd 
$9.98 plus $2 UPS chg. Gromant' 
Gardens of Florida, HGIO, Br 
6234, Pompano Beach, FL 3306 

PLATING RENEWAL 
Deposit new silver on copper, brasi ^ 
or bronze where the original plat 
ing has worn away. Use Silver Plu; 
to polish sterling but it does nolfci 
deposit  new  silver  on sterlinf 
pieces. 4 oz. bottle. $5.98 plU! 
650   post.   Anthony Enterprises 
HGIO, 556 Mission St., San Fran 
Cisco, CA 94105. 

House & Garder 



tICANA 
■^and-quilted pillows in popular traditional motifs, the 
ro Plate and Pierced Star. Background colors are 
ue. gold, moss green or rust with matching prints (specify 

and pattern). Dacron-filled. 16" sq. S11 each ppd. 
for catalogue of handcrafts. Appalachian Fireside 

HG10. Box 276. Boonesville. KY 41314. 

ELEGANCE 

A prized pitcher in 
heavy sterling silver is 

a copy of the Keene- 
land Racecourse gold 
trophy. Beading on top 

and bottom and 
Presidential markings. A 

handsome companion to the 
Wakefield-Scearce julep cup. 

2\/2 qt. cap. S385 ppd. New 
Catalogue. S3. Order from 

Wakefield-Scearce Galleries. 
HG10, Shelbyville. KY 40065. 

:ATIVE IDEAS 

!xceptionally wide 
3ty of exclusive and 
inal needlepoint de- 
s by Maud Hundley, 
estry pillows, 
stmas ornaments, a 
t of Arms or anything 
sual in catalogue 
;reative Needlepoint 
is. Send SI.50 to 
id Hundley Studio. 
10. Box 23264. 
horage, KY 40223. 

AND NOW THERE ARE FOUR! 
Kentucky's only AUTHENTIC julep cup, our famous handmade 
STERLING SILVER cup now has three matching companions! All 
four items are heairy gauge silver and have hand beading at top 
and bottom. All bear our traditional presidential markings, which 
date them for posterity. Start a set TODAY ... and pass them 
on to future generations with great pride! Use them for water, 
milk, cokes ... or whatever you wish! They make excellent busi- 
ness or presentation awards. 

From lefT: 
Nip Cup S27.00 
Boby Julep S4&.50 
Reg. Julep S&9.50 
Dbl. Jlgqer S36.50 

Add S2 postage 
Anywhere in U.S.A. 

W'.KKHI-IHI.D-SCEARCE GALLERIES 
pi th* lorn-ft Edit,on Porr.u 

Dept. H.G., Shelbyville, Kentucky 40065 .''friyj/u' O' f-nc/u*/, Auti<jU'- f nr'iiturt   1i\d Silrrr arid Li" 

Tg Shown Actual Size' 
Sterling Silver 

Adjustable 
S8.00 ea. Ppd. 

Romvnibvr thv nplieate 
Sili er Itoffirood King that 
.Xiint Sallif uMPd to trear'/ 

Now Qvoiiable —the original Stuort Nye, 
hand wrought Sterling Silver and copper 
jewelry! Made by traditional silversmiths 
from the southern Appalachians. Sotisfac- 
tion always guaranteed! 

• SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG! 

:DEPT. F, 
THE ttRl MMEH BOY 
522 EAST MAIN,  MOREHEAD,  KENTUCKY 40351: 

COUNTRY 

Ham • Bacon 

Sausage • Cheese 
Aged — Federally Inspected 

— Guaranteed 
Home Made 

Jams — Jellies — Preserves 
Cafalog available free upon request      0""^ Products 

B & B FOOD PRODUCTS, INC. VJo"nS 
Route No. IE, Cadli, Ky. 4221 1—Phone (502) 235-5294 

COL-NTITi- HAM SZJ 

HAVE A REAL 

FAMILY HEIRLOOM! 

YOUR OWN 

HOME 

IN 

NEEDLEPOINT 

From your own photo and description, let weii-known authority, Maud 
Hundley, help you create a needlepoint portrait for framing of your own 
home. Or you may prefer it as a tapestry or a sofa pillow. Here is not 
only an accent piece of subtle elegance, but a cherished memory for gen- 
erations to come. 
Send photo and complete description of all colors and details for esti- 
mate-Remember, the more complete the description, the more faithful 
the reproduction. 

MAUD HUNDLEY STUDIO 
p. O. Box 23264, Anchorage, Ky. 40223 

Send SI.50 for catalog of creative needlepoint ideas. 
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Magazine Or- 
ganizers in sol- 
id northern pine 
for living room, 
office or recep- 
tion room: 
Below, A- Wall 
Rack for 20—25 
issues. 27V4"H 
25"W4'/2"D. Fin. 
Antique $29.95*. 
Easy Kit $19.95*. 
Use Order #704. 

Above, B—Mag- 
azine Tree, for 
up to 60 issues. 
30"H12"W13"D. 
Finished Antique 
$29.95*. Easy Kit 
$19.95*. Use 
Order #272. 

Send For Your 
FREE Catalog! 

Above, C—Magazine 
End Table, stores 100 
periodicals on 8 shelves. 
23"H16"W21"D. Fin. 
Antique $29.95*. Easy 
Kit $19.95*. Use Order 
#355. 
*Add $3 post. ea. item. 

<=Yield=House® 
Dept. G70A, Box 1000 
N. Conway, N.H. 03860 

Bmld this life-Size 

Colonial 

RATCHET 

LAMP Kit 

Solid . 

Pine r 

Easy-to-assembleKit 
features pre-cut pine 
parts, all materials 
needed to wire and 
electrify, including 3- 
way twist on/off 
switch at socket, 
plug, harp, finial, 8 
foot cord, plus all 
finishing materials for 
wood parts. A unique, 
easy-to-make. Colo- 
nial Classic! Shade 
not included. Per- 
fect for living 
room, bed- 
room or den. 

Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 

WOODCRAFT COLLECTION 
1400 North Fruitridge Ave., Box 1174 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47811    ^ , , , LLM/ 

LKH 
Please send me. Ratchet Lamp 
Kit(s) at only $19.95 each postage- 
paid. Enclosed is my check, money 
order or Master Charge/Bank- 
Americard Number (please include 
expiration date) for $  

700740W 

Mr./Ms. 

Address- 

City_ 

_Zip_ 

L_ 

214 

state  
□ Please send my FREE Woodcraft 

Collection Catalog only. 

Personalized 

Purse 

Your name 
in 4 colors! 

Sturdy British Tan canvas bag has 
snap top fastening and your name 
(up to 8 letters) stenciled on it in 
4 different colors. MV2" longx lOVi" 
high X 4V2" wide. Leather handles 
for easy shoulder or hand carrying. 
Scrubs clean with mild soap and 
water. $22.50 plus $1.50 shpg./hndlg. 
Check, m.c, MasterCharge or Visa. 
To order call collect 216/831 • 4035 
or send to 1 

WHALES TALE 
23945 Mercantile Rd. 

Cleveland. Ohio 44122 
Ol'io r...iicJcnts ,idd St 25 S.iles T,]« 

BEAUTIFUL 70" LONG 
MACRAME HANGER 

Handmade at- 
tractive plant 
hanger that will 
enhance any 
room in your 
home or office. 
Made of 5-ply 
jute with two 
metal rings and 
heavily beaded 
for extra beau- 
ty. (Plant and 
container not in- 
cluded) Avail- 
able in natural, 
gold, yellow, 
green, orange 
and brown. An 
appreciated gift. 

ONLY $7.95 
plus 950 postage 

2 for $15.00. Specify 1st and 2nd 
color choice. 

Send check or money order to: 

Tara Enterprises 
P.O. Box 5688 Dept. HG 
So. Lake Tahoe, Ca 95729 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PRECIOUS MEMORIES 
Baby's shoes bronze(J in soli(j met- 
al to preserve happy memories of 
his first steps. $3.99 ppd. Mounted 
on portrait stand for desk, dressing 
table. Ashtrays, bookends, also. 
Send no money. Write for free 
details, mailing sack. American 
Bronzing, Box 6504-K5, Bexley, 
OH 43209. »-«r 

NON-SKID PROTECTION 
These foam rubber pads adhere to 
glass frames. Savvy solution to 
glasses that slide down on the 
nose. The pads also relieve pres 
sure of frames on sensitive skin 
$1.98 for 12 pads plus 200 post 
Write   to   Anthony Enterprises 
HGIO, 556 Mission St., San Fran 
Cisco, CA 94105. 

COCKTAIL NAPKINS 
Multi-color flowers right out of an 
English garden to blend with or 
brighten any color scheme. Fine 
woven polyester and cotton, pops 
out of washer, no ironing. Ea. 8" 
by 8". By Audrey. Set of six, $3.98, 
two, $7.50. Add 600 post. Lillian 
Vernon, GOE, 510 S. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

WOVEN STRAV/ CADDY 
Ideal for picnics and buffets 
has separate compartments to I 
silverware, plates and napk 
Neat double handle for easy, 
free use. 10'/2" by 41/2" by 6, 
$4.98 plus 750 post. Great for 
outdoor occasion. Harbour Ho 
Gifts, Dept. 444, Mt. Pleas 
Ave., Mamaroneck, NY 10543, 

THE BEST IN BRASS 
Deluxe handcrafted brass bed w 
unique rounded top, white cerar 
knob trim reflects late 19th c 
tury French influence. Heavy v 
brass tubing, castings. Gust 
frame system available. Send 
for catalogue (refundable with 
der). Joao Isabel, HGIO, 120 E 
32nd St., New York, NY 10016 

RAGGEDY TIME 
Beloved Raggedy Ann and Ar| 
are colorful inspiration for n 
electric wall clocks to delii 
youngsters in their sleeping qu 
ters or to add bright note in 1 
kitchen. Each is about 11" by i; 
$14.95 each plus 750 post. Gi 
from P.M., HG-ED-0, Box 480: 
Los Angeles, CA 90048. 

House & Gara 



,fCEFUL GEESE 
[iht" by John Marin is hand 
lied on California Ponderosa 

Painting is ready to hang, 
[laming necessary. 31" by 41". 

geese on a warm brown 
iround.   $79.95   ppd. Cata 

In color is $1, free with or 
iMallbu Studios, Dept. HGIO, 

Hampton   Dr.,   Venice, CA 
)0»1. 

)T PAMPERER 
tment for tender, bent toes is 
■If orthopedic pad that rests 
jrneath,   held   securely with 

;:ic over toe. Alleviates pain, 
tip corns. Washable. Specify 

size. Pair, $5.98, plus 400 
: age. Write to Anthony Enter- 
iS. HGIO, 556 Mission St., San 
Cisco, CA 94105. 

GRACEFUL LADDER BACK 
Rush seated (woven by hand) chair 
is In native hardwood with lovely 
turnings and elegant slats. 42'/2" 
high, seat h., 171/2"- Sanded, un- 
finished, $23.95; walnut, pine or 
maple, $27.95 matching arm chair, 
$30.95. Exp. coll. Catalogue 500. 
Marlon Travis, HGIO, Box 292, 
Statesvllle, NC 28677. 

GREENHOUSE 

CLEANS SILVER FAST 

Magic Silver Leaf goes in the dishpan, or sink, and safely cleans 
silver as you wash dishes. No rubbing, no boiling. Keeps silver 
shining bright and tarnish-free. Safe for finest silverplate and 
sterling. Odorless and non-toxic. Lasts a lifetime, never wears out. 

Plus 400 
Postage & Handling SILVER LEAF '4.98 

No COD'S or B(7//ng Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

Big Enough For A Child 

PLAY INSIDE       To Get Inside And Play 

ELECTRIC  

DOLL HOUSE 

with Flower Seeds 
And PoU 

Plus 
WORKING 

IODAY FREETRIAL 
if youngster is not happier and more thrilled than ever been before, simply return the Magic Doll 
e for full refund of your purchase price 

• POTS • GREENHOUSE • 33 PC FURNITURE SET 
• STURDY 200 LB TEST MATERIAL • "PLAY INSIDE" 

This Is your little girl's dream a giant doll house which she can decorate 
with 33 pieces of attractive, colored plastic doll furniture, people with a five 
piece doll fannlly. play inside with its easy entry swing-open feature, and 
grow live flowers from seeds in the working greenhouse. 
This 8 room, two story Colonial Doll House is fully 30" x 34" x 36" large 
enough to fill her imagination and sturdy enough for many delightful hours 
of play. Safely lit by two battery powered lights to add comfort and reality. 
The Greenhouse provides the thrilling experience of seeing her own plants 
grow Make her the proud owner of this beautiful house the envy of her 
friends for the low price of $9.98 (Batteries not included) plus $1.75 ship- 
ping charges. 

MONfY BACK GUARANTff 
HONOR HOUSE PROD CORP DEPT 173DM68 LyntKOOh   Hrm Voih 1 ISSS 

Please  rusM   Ihe   loHowmg   on   your   money t)ack-if-not- 
^Plighted guaraniee Play Insifle Electric Doll House $9 96 Complete 5 piece Dressed Del! Family 99 
— Full Assortment (33 pc) Furniture Sets 1 19 — Working Greenhouse with 2 Flower Pots ana Seeds    1 00 

I I enclose $_ 
I shipping charges in lull payment including$ 1, 7< lor 

balance plus COD and MO (ees 
NAME  
ADDRESS   
CITY   STATE 

NY Stale residents add sales tax  — • » _ ai 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

f 91 

« N 4 

GPDSV€NOR 
GENTLEMAN 
fall winter 1977-78 
FUR COLLECTION 

Pamper your fashion whims 
with an uninhibited choice 

from world-famous Grosvenor's 
superb men's collection. 

FABULOUS FULL-COLOR CATALOG, SI 
GROSVENOR CANADA 

183 Madison Avenue 
New York. N.Y. 10016 

WICKER WONDERLAND 
America's Largest Collection of Willow &. 
Rattan Furmture directl> imported to 
Pass the Savings on to >ou. 

CHILD S BENTWOOD ROCKER' 
Traditional design is a 
"forever" favorite to a 

child. Fruitwood fin.! 
ish  frame  with su- 
perbly handcaned 

seat 
and back.' 
2<i'x 14' 

I X 2 6" 
high. 
S44.95 D   I   11 5 

!.W postage. Paint..v! wh:t'^ 
VISIT  OUR  WAREHOUSE SHOWROOM 

Route 10, Dept. HG10, Succosunno, N.J. 07876 ; 

1977   HICKORY   HOUSE EXCLUSIVE 
F'.-st 'i a series of Limited Edition 
Neediepoint ornaments. "Stained 
Glass" look angel kit. Includes hand- 
lainted outline on imported white 
race bouses canvas, 3-ply wool yarn 
In b ues and lavenders, needle, felt, 
c-n 'r-s^ruc^'Ons foT finishing. ^" high. 

<;5 50 -I- 25*   postage & 53.50 + 23< handling 
2 for SI 1.00 ppD. 

Send fo' free "Plafier Chatter" with 
price list of limited editions Collector 
iterns. 

■lickory House 
coLLector E.''-e--s, 

823 N. Court. Ottumwa. Iowa 52501 
ph-toll free-1-800-247-1075 Dept. HG 

Master Charge & BankAmericard 

-^4 ;.^A- ^ 

~AB CURTAINS 
Permanent press natural color 
muslin or white polyester cotton. 
Grosgrain trim in wine, moss green, 
navy, gold or brown. 80" w. pr.: 
45", 54". $24i 63". 72". $28; 
84". 90", $33 plus $2 post. Free 
color catalogue, write to Constance 
Carol. HGIO. Box 899. Plymouth. 
MA 02360. 

E\E-3 • -i - . NS NEV, 3 
Metal log roller rolls any newspap^ 
into clean-burning "logs" that gi'. 
off as much heat as natural woe 
logs,   but without flying ashes 
smoldering or popping. Bums Ion: 
and safely. 1734" I. Roller, $11.9:" 
Log ties in packs of 100. $1. Pp: 
Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Osh 
kosh. Wl 54906. 

SWISS MUSIC BOXES 

Memories are 
made from this. 

A pleasing gift for a loved one, a 
friend or yourself. In spite of all 
the modern stereo equipment, 
nothing is more effective than 
the gentle tones of a music box 
for carrying a message to the 
heart. 

Send SI. for catalog refundable) 

412 Main St. Dept. HG 
Avon, New Jersey 07717 

S_EE=S A\r EATS GOLF? 
Framed and ready to hang, a taste- 
ful joke for the serious golfer. If he 
doesn't put it up. his "widow " 
will. 61/2" by 5Vs" with lettuce 
green backing, replica golf ball. 
$2.98 plus 50c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HGIO. 556 Mission 
St., San Francisco, CA 94105. 

A dramatic piece for collectors.i 
Large 10" diameter reveals the, 
lovely design effectively with "bee" 
mark in the center. Use it for 
sandwiches, cake or cookies, hors 
d'oeuvres; or just display. $14.50 
plus $1.65 post. Artisan Galleries, ^ 
HGIO. 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dal-f" 
las. TX 75204. 

ELEGANCE 

YOU CAN AFFORD 
Direct from us. the designe-; '-': 
makers. SI.00 for 96-page ca:; 
of our crystal chandeliers, etc. Vic- 
torian and genuine Strass—also brass 
Colonial. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Shioped preoaid. 
KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY 
Ce::. G85 Ece-        Tr: ; 

Many Things 

GIANT CHRISTMAS MUG 
As a mantel decoration, to display tradi- 
tional greens, or for serving holiday cheer, 
this giant mug will add color and charm to 
Christmas for years to come. Hand-crafted 
in England's Staffordshire potteries deco- 
rated in the delicate colors of poinsettia 
and holly and pine, with gold accent stripes 
on rim and handle. Holds a full 16 ounces. 
Send only S6.95 plus 65c shipping. Save! 
Order two and we pay shipping. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Illustrated gift catalog 250. 

Mass. residents ada 5°o tax 
125H10.No. Easton. Mass. 0235G 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

IRYATID PEDESTAL 
jnt version of a classic Greek 

Fablature makes a graceful sup- 
for a plant, small sculpture 

smart wall accents. Cast stone 
5" d., 121/2" h. Beauti- 

in pairs on a wall. too. $29 
E:h plus $3.85 post. Wnte to The 
lio,   HGIO.   550   Powell. San 
ncisco, CA 94108. 

ratchbook catalogue offers a 
de variety of today's wail papers, 
lyls. pre-pasted papers and 

>cked designs at up to 50sav- 
gs. Prices start at 95c a roll. Op- 
iftunity to see. touch and match, 
atalogue. 50c. Write to Robin- 
>ns. Inc., Dept. 943. Trtusville. 
A 16354. 

DJUSTABLE TV POLES 
"V poles hold any width portable 
"V up to 14" deep. 17" high in 
ow or high position. Brass tone 
nished pole has spnng tension 
od, which adjusts to 71/2' to 8V2' 
eiling heights. $13.99 plus $1 
X3st. Add $2 for higher ceiling, 
-ree catalogue. Holiday Gifts. 310- 
'C, Wheat Ridge. CO SD036. 
Or+ober. 1977 

Newest trend, the eye-catching 
small pendant you wear or a deli- 
cate chain. Handcrafted with finely 
sculptured detail in 14k £o!d: 
heart, %"h.. FOXY. l-''fi.: ~=1. 
1/2 "h-- teddy bear. 
%"h. $27 each ppd. Order f-om 
Harmony Products. HGIO. 15 SSf^ 
Place. Long Beach. CA 90SC3. 

Unbreakable Yorkmetal alloy din- 
ner set for children features three 
separate food compartments on 
the train, a "chew chew" mug and 
spoon with shovel shaped bowl- 
Dishwasher safe. $15 plus $1.50 
post. Unicorn Gallenes. Dept. 
GIOB. 15111 New Hampshire Ave. 
Colesville. MD 20904. 

CCLLAR C=EN SESAVE 
It's almost magical what the col- 
lar-extender can do to ease any 
tight collars on his good shirts. 
Tiny hook-on gadget gives extra 
half-size comfort for a just right 
feeling! $1.29 for set of two. add 
20c post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HGIO. 555 Mission St.. Ss" Fran- 
cisco. CA 94105. 

TOWLE SILX'ERPLATED 

MARTINI MIXER 

lapac     ~a".^ -^-le'.   .tr it; 

crafisrre'"! 'J Tc^.'/e. t~.ea.'. 
S''.'er::'iaTe. i: lei yo- st ' a--c 
pour_,c^'r'"".•<; ^ z ass : 

Or Vou' f.'ore,, Refur.red, 
Send yc-u' -'".ecr :r "^"ne* z^'Z-' 
S30.00 "/ass. 'es de-^:s acd sa 

j ta/:tc; :690H:^se. Z-oz. HQ 10. 
I 268 Ve" n-a: Sz'~z       - ^VP:-^. 

S1690 House ^ 

S270-S-i39  depending  on type 
fabric .ou sele-ct: S2CS in your 
fab-ic-senc 9--; .as. 5-i": Shi:>- 
Ding charges are extra. Satisfac- 
tion guarsnte-ed; no C.O.D. 

Stainless Steel 

Railroader's Lantern 

Yau can depend on it 

with your life. 

Trainmen have for over 

^ years! 

MAKES A 
LOVELY 
DECORATOR 
ACCESSORY 
TOO. FOR LIVING 
ROOM. PATIO. Superbly En.gin.e«red' Not A Pretend'erl 

Crafted in Fine Slainle-ss Ste«l: Heavy 
ChrO'me-Plated Reflectors. Thick Black 
Rubber Han^dle To Gi've It Flair an^j 
Authenticity! 
  £A7 S?*C" 

CCuhTsv rOtSE- Desi, ACS 
?.C. 5ll " Sot-thporL CT. D&t9: 

I 

191D. Conger ".as t-e- msnu-acturing 
tnesg mcredir'y 'i;c:ed 'fine lanterns 
ss if men's lives depended on inem— 
and ihey ha\e- Up u-.iii recency they 
were available only :o rsilrcads and in- 
dustry... but nowyOL can owntniscs- 
tinctive portab'e. dependable lantern. 

Two light sources ma»ie tne Conner 
the perfect 'anterp for homeowners, 
campers, sportsmen and sjch. A gen- 
eral purpose down light for walking 
and hiking and a concentrated beam 
flash'ighl for distant spot illumination, 
highway emergencies. 

Each lantern is bjiH with the same 
craftsmanship and attention to detail 
that ha^e made Conger the railroader's 
choice for over 65 years. The Conger 
will last through y ea's and years of use 
and abuse. Takes a standard 6-voil 
lantern battery (not incl.). 1-year man- 
ufacturer's guarantee- S29.95 a pair. 
S15.95 for one. 

£■ 'JZ' S- ?:--C r,= 

~ SA VE  C-5T^- = r.= 

:-ic r-5r-C s S 

Z BsrinA.mt- :. 

■> zz>\: 5-r 5£ : 

c,T>i - 

 J 
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N I' 

Twelve , ! 

wonderful ways ' '; 

to say , 

Merry Christmas! , 

When you give a Christmas 
gift of House & Garden, you 
give a gift of pleasure every 
month. Wonderful decorating 
ideas for every room, 
any budget. Glorious gardens. 
The best in architecture, 
antiques, crafts. The latest 
in furniture, fabrics, colors, 
and accessories. Ideas for 
living, to make life more fun. 
A nd the best recipes and 
entertaining ideas 
you can find anywhere. 

You can fill in the form 
across the page right now. 
Just before Christmas 
we'll send you special 
greeting cards to sign 
as you wish and send 
to your friends. 
Give a subscription of <• 
House & Garden—it's like 
12 months of Christmas. 9 A. 

218 House & Garden 



SHOPPING 

The brand new, 

old-fashioned 

ceiling fan. 

$59.95 
4 

m 

T DISCOVERY 
some authentic reproduction 
American barn lamp in solid 
r. It may be had as an oil 

er or wired for electricity. This 
ly one example of many to be 

in a 48 pg. catalogue for $1. 
age   Lanterns.   HG107, Sea 

dows   Lane,   Yarmouth, ME 
Vie. 

,SCLE TONER 
ercise with simple rubber arm 
sole builder, firms arm and 

nd muscles, relieves aches and 
'ness. Fits in a pocket when 

t in use. Athletes use it: exer- 
-e enthusiasts advocate it. $2.98 
s 40c postage. Anthony Enter- 
ses, HGIO, 556 Mission St.. San 
ncisco, CA 94105. 

A wreath of ruby red peppers for 
your holiday guests. Reserve now 
for Christmas while it ripens In 
Southwestern sun: check is held 
uncashed until shipment time. Free 
cookbook included. Wreath 18" 
dia. or 4' garland, each $14.50 
ppd. Old Mexico Shop. HGIO. Patio 
21, Santa Fe, NM 87501. 

We took $ 100 off the price. 
The wonderful old ceiling fan has re- 
turned. At a fraction of the cost And 
vwth ney.' innovations. The 60 RPM 
speed provides increased efficiencv' 
of heating in winter and cooling in sum- 
mer. Plus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants. 
w.ith the gentle 
air movement The 
result efficiency wt-hout 
distraction. 
Light-weight, strong 
cind beautiful. 
The Georgetov'.Ti Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable — yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and siength. You won"t have to 
worn,' about mounting it on heavy sup- 
port beams. The rich wcxxl-grain blades 
span a full 44" in diameter. Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fan is 12" with lon- 
ger lengths available on request 

Add a light globe, too. 
For only S14.95 more. ave 

your Georgetown Far. . . .:;nc- 
tive 6-inch light globe, to aad even 

more function and beauty. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

T^.e Georgetown Ceiling Fan is 
completely guaran- 
teed. If not satisfied, 
return for full re- 

' ' "^^^^     fund, within 14 days. 
Order by phone. 

Your fan comes to you complete and 
ready to install as. easily as any light fix- 
ture. Specify Walnut or Oak finish for 
woodgrain blades. Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow or VvTiite Call toll-free, or 
send check or money order for $59.95 
for each fan: $74.90 with light globe. 
Add $7 shipping and handling. Or 
charge to your Master Charge or Bank- 
Americard (include account number 
and expiration date.) 

CalltoU-frcc:800-648-5311. Box2128-HCDenver,Colorado80201 

I Plant 

Pyramid 
Elegantly designed plant 
stand solves a major prob- 
lem of plant growing-avail- 
ability of light. By placing 
up to twelve plants on the 
Plant Pyramid, you allow 
each plant to receive max- 
imum light. Plant Pyramid 
masses your flowing greerv 
ery for glorious indoor / out- 
door display in a minimum 
of space. Its fluid lines, 
wtiich Mend easily with any 
decor, will add to the grace 
and beauty of your tH>me. 
Excellent gift for any occa- 
sion. 
size: 3 ft - 4 ft. adjustat>le 
in width; 2 feet high. 
Baked enamel finish on 
sturdy metal frame; frame 
shipped assembled. 

Black or white. 

$29.95 
plus 4.00 shipping. 

specify color 
Free catalog. 

Money back guarantee. 

425 WAGARAW ROAD 
FAIR LAWN. N.J. 07410 J/jglj/^ 

:+ober, 197" 

Made in U.S.A Flower pots not 

included. 
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DOES 

.OUR 

PET 

Please send: 
Owner's name, Pel's name, 
Pet's species (dog, cat, etc.)^ 
Pet's sex, Pet's color(s). 
Print clearly and send $3.50 
cash, check, or money order 
to: 
A.O.K. Kennel Club Inc. 
P.O. Box 586 
Big Pine Key, FL 33043 
Allow 3 weeks for delivery 

$69.95 
Folding 

Victorian rocker 

ligmantic'^ctorian 
New way to save on authentic copies of 
"yesteryear" furniture. Shipped direct 
from factory to you, at cut prices. Vast 
choice of sofas, choirs, tables, clocks, 
dining & bedroom accessories. Also huge 
Eastlake OAK collection. Write for our 
8C-page cotalog, which is TWICE the size 
of any other published. Use your bonk cord. 
Send Sl.no for CATALOG C-IOT aiirt free fatjrics. We will refund n Ith *2 iifT nn v.,iir first piircliasi-. 

MAGNOLIA HALL 726 Anuover, AtlanU, Ca. 30327 
Call (404) 256-4747 
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THE ELEPHANT & HYPOCAMPUS. a 
winged lion, were M id - Eastern symbols 
of royalty. Now strikingly modern in 
needlepoint they are in black on ivory 
with touches of copper & brass or in 
black on red with blue & gold. Hand- 
p'td. SI2. Paterna wool. l6Xlfi. $40. Ea. A matehing Ih. tassel wool. $6.. 
Post. $1. 

MUSEUM MASTERPIECES 
A unique collection of needlework 
spanning 2000 years of world art. 

Catalog, design & stitch tips, $1. 

JANE WHITMIRE 
2353 S. Meade HGIO. Arlington, Va.22202 

SHOPPING AROUND 

HITCHHIKER 
Delight in watching this 
graceful plant sprout tiny 
plantlings that "bloom" on 
silky leaves. Plantlings de- 
velop roots, then they are 
ready to be potted and start 
another plant. Fun for kids 
to grow. 

Two plants. $3.98 ppd. 

A»IK 
P.O. box 411 

OIney. Md. 20832 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE GRANDFATHER CLOCK KITS 

STARTING UNDER 

$200 
(including West 
German movement) 

• Heirloom quality 
• Solid V4" hard- 

woods: black wal- 
nut, ctierry. ma- 
tiogany, oak 

• Easy to assemble, 
parts pre-cut 

• Solid brass West 
German chiiming 
movements 

• Money back 
guarantee 

• Factory direct 
prices 

• Prompt shipment 
MASTER CHARGE and BANKAMERICAROA/ISA 

Write for FREE color catalog ACCEPTED 

EMPEROR 
C'lXK'K COMPANY WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 

OF GRANDFATHER CLOCKS 
DepI 309 Emperor Industrial Park 

Fairhope, Alabama 36532 

BRAND OF CHOICE 
Branding iron for meats has an 
oak handle, stainless steel shaft. 
Heat the iron and "brand" for 
rare, medium or well done. An 
added attraction for home barbe- 
cues. $7.99 each plus $1 post. 
Susan Roberts Gallery, Dept. HG- 
815, 9367 W. Sample Rd., Coral 
Springs, FL 33065. 

FASHION NEWS 
Talbots color catalogue is ji 
timed for fall and winter's bi 
schedule of spectator sports a 
entertaining. And here's gn 
news. The 56 pages include ti 
less fashions for guys as well 
gals. Free holiday '77 catalogi 
The Talbots, Dept. RV, Hinghai 
MA 02043. 

EMBROIDERED CIRCLE 
Hand-worked crewel from India 
imparts color and elegance to a 
natural cotton hand-loomed round 
tablecloth. A beauty for a spring 
tea table or dinner table. 70" dia., 
$50.; 90", $60. Send 500 for cata- 
logue and swatch. Gurian's G117, 
276 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 
10001. 

JOGGER'S SPORTS BELT 
Lightweight, ideal for cycling, tej 
nis, golf, jogging. Holds keys, mo 
ey, identification, watch, and mor 
Pockets button down, move alo 
belt. Rich brown. One size fits a 
$9.95; with fluorescent safety trii 
$14.95 plus $1 post. Romar Sale 
RS-15S, 380 Madison Ave., N<| 
York, NY 10017. 

Vegetable Factory 

SOLAR 

GREENHOUSE 

USES 60% 

LESS 

HEAT. 

This practical thermal wall greenhouse 
solves the energy cost problem. Patented 
rigid double-wall c«nstruction. tested in 
Vermont. Cost about '/> as much to heat 
as ordinary greenhouses. More than pays 
for itself in heat savings alone. Exclusive, 
factory direct only. All models and sizes, 
5 year warranty. Free Color Brochure. 

Call or Write lor 
InlormaUon 

P.O.Box 2235, Dept. HG-10 
Grand Central Station 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
(212) 686-0173 

PAINT YOUR OWN WOOD FLOOf{ 
An inexpensive alternative to cost 
carpeting. This simple method create 
by a professional designer will enab 
you to customize your home. 
Complete and easy-to-follow stencil 

(Paint not included) 
$21.95 ppd. 4% Tax Va, residen 

JACKIE AND JOHN DESIGNS 
Dept HG 1 - Box 71 

McLean, Virginia 22101 



SHOPPING AROUND 

FRENCH VAILSOX 
Copy, reproduced in cast alumi- 
num. Hand-finished in white, black, 
verdigris, goldspun white, pewter. 
Latched door, hinged knob: figures 
in bas relief. 14" w., 23" h., 4". 
Mail container 12" x 8". $49.95. 
plus $2.80 post. The Patio. HGIO. 
550 Powell. San Francisco. CA 
94108. 

LOV'NG GlrT 
Any grandfather or dad would love 
a tie with the names of his children 
hand painted on polyester. Up to 
15! White on navy, bottle green, 
brown or wine. 2 wee"ks delivery. 
Print. $10 (3 names); additional 
names 50c each. Ppd. Butch 
Hoffer's. HGIO, P.O. Box 7219, 
Beaumont, TX 77706. 

FIX-IT KIT 
Oh, those miserable moments 
when eyeglass frames part com- 
pany! To cope, a clever kit that 
helps get it all together: profes- 
sional optical screwdriver and an 
assortment of tiny frame screws. 
$2.29 plus 300 post. Anthony En- 
terprises. HGIO. 556 Mission St., 
San Francisco. CA 94105, 

=CRTA5LE DESKLET 
Woven rattan frame with smooth 
slanted writing surface to use right 
on your lap. The hinged lid ofjens 
and keeps stationery items handy 
anywhere you write. 12" by 14" by 
5". $12.95 plus $2 post. Catalogue 
25c. Write to Fran's Basket House. 
HGIO. Route 10. Succasunna. NJ 
07876. 

Elegant crystal wax-catchers to slip 
over candle, watch radiant crystal 
glitter from the fiash of flame 
above. Each bobeche 3" dia., 1" 
candle opening. Order design by 
letter. Six in set $7.95 ppd. Crystal 
Classics. HG107. 17 Orchard Farm 
Rd.. Port Washington, NY 11050. 

PiPeer shoulder brace: lightweight, 
puts posture on the straight and 
narrow. Three-ply ventilated mate- 
rial: padded invisible arm bands. 
Men measure around chest: women 
below bust. $6.95 plus 750 post. 
Write to Piper Brace, Dept. HG- 
107PL, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas 
City. MO 64105. 

CHATEAU     WILL-O'WISP    LOUISIANA APPLIQUE 

Sample teaspoon 50c 

Oneida Silversmiths 
P.O. Box 1. Oneida. N.Y. 13421 

Great beginnings start with Oneida stainless. 
Please send me a sample stainless teaspoon in the patterns 

I have checked. I am enclosing 50<^ for each spoon. ( Limit 
of one spoon per pattern.) 

1     ~ .American Colonial 
1     Z Applique 
1     Z Capistrano 
1     Z Chateau 
1     Z Cherbourg 

Z Cherie                   Z Mozart 
Z Dover                     Z Paul Revere 
Z Frostfire                 Z Satinique 
Z Louisiana               Z Shelley 
Z Michelanaelo          Z Will 'O' Wisp 

HGIO- 

1 Name 

1 Address 
(Please print) 

1 City 

1 State Zip 
,  1      .Add sales tax for N.Y. 

Expires 2 :S 78. 
& Calif. Offer valid only in U.S.A. & P.R. 

□ONEIDA 
The siN CTCube Our silwrsmiths' mark of excellence. 
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FAMILY CREST RINGS 

Ring ffU, 16xl4mm top. 
solid 14k gold .. $195.00 
sterling silver $90.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. If you do have a coat of arms, just send 

us a photostat or picture of it and that 
Is what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arms send 
us your name and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (see below). 

3. If you wish you may design your own 
coat of arms. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If, in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20.000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this jewelry 
is available, plus instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
$1.00 (deductible from first order). 

Remember, this jewelry is also available 
with any coat of arms, or any other em- 
blem or design you may send us. 
HERALDICA IMPORTS, INC., Dept. HG10 
21 WEST 46th ST. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10036 

SUSAN 
Another exclusive, each different, one of- 
a kind. Hand finished, cut out of beautiful 
Vermont pine and put onto a ball bearing 
base tor smooth turning. It measures 1" 
thick and 14" to 16" in diameter. Fin- 
ished in walnut stain and lacquer. 

$14.95 ppd. 

"YANKEE INGENUITY SPREADER" 
The most used single item in hundreds of 
New England kitchens. You'll love using 
it. A spatula-like stainless steel blade 
quickly spreads—then, turn the knife & a 
serrated blade trims and cuts. Ideal for 
sandwiches, icings & party snacks. $1.95; 
2 for $3.75; 5 for $8.50 ppd. 

Write for Catalog, 25«. Free with order. 
Yankee Craft Products 

P.O. Box 244 (HG107) 
West Simsbury, Ct. 06092 

SHOPPING AROUND 

STOP DRAFTS AT DOORS AND WINDOWS 
Draft Stopper keeps out unhealthy drafts; 
saves on heating costs. Filled with dense 
Cape Cod sand and thermal insulation; 
covered with sturdy, attractive fabric. 
Hangs over door to store. Specify "Reg- 
ular Draft Stopper " for open spaces up 
to 1". $3.98 each; 2/$7.75; 4/$15. 
"Whopper Draft Stopper" for spaces 
over 1", $5.98 each; 2/$10.98. "Saddle 
Draft Stopper" for any door with a floor 
saddle. $6.98 each. All adjust to areas 
from 18" to 40". Add $1.25 postage for 
any size order. 

FERRY HOUSE, INC. 
Dept. G.107 Briarclift Manor,  N.Y. lOSlO 

DAVEWILLIAM5 ^- 
4545AME5CT 

V DENVER, COLa 

PET IDENTIFICATION TAG 
Don't worry about your dog or 
cat getting lost. This stainless 
steel lifetime identification tag 
displays all necessary informa- 
tion for his safe return—pet's 
name, your name, address, 
phone number—all engraved 
free. Hook for easy attachment 
to collar. $1.25 

Holiday Uiits 
Dept. 3I0-7A. Wheat Ridge. Colo. 800,S6 

ALMATEX "ORIGINAL' 
UNI-FILTER NOW IN 
STOCK AGAIN!!!!! 

Improves your 
water. Removes: 
added chemi 
cals, chlorine, 
impurities, grit, 
odors and other 
u nde s i r a bl es. 
Put mountain 
freshness and 
good taste into 
your drinking 
water for: cof- 
fee tea 'soups 

ice cubes for 
mothers who 
mix baby for- 
mula to water 
house plants. 
etc. Completely change after approx. 
4 mos. Fits any faucet with a thread- 
ed tip (attaches in seconds) 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
Send Check or Money Orders: 

$5.99 ea plus $1.00 post. 
(Ca. res. add sales tax) 

ALMATEX INTERNATIONAL 
OF PA. INC. 

3820 Adams Ave., San Diego, Ca. 92116 

Mrs. R. I Monroe 
MTM He.ich .Avenue 
Bucno, ( nlifurrua 
'J 41 :n 

Mrs. Ralph D. Baker 
783 Taylor Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
G 0 6 1 2 

ADDRESS LABELS 
WITH NICE DESIGNS 

Any initial in Old English or 
Script, Pine, U.S. Flog, Gull, 
Palm, Rose, Soguoro, Any Zo- 
dioc Sign, Happy Face or 
Horse, Roadrunner, Palette, 
Spruce, Treble Clef. To 20 
letters per line, 4 lines. Print- 
ed in block ink on 500 white 
or 250 gold gummed labels. 
Two sizes . . . 11/2" x V2" for 
$2.50 or Deluxe size IV4" x 
Vs" for $3.50 + 35< post, via 
1st or 25< vio 3rd class. Spe- 
cify design, size and color. 
Useful 80-P. Gift Catalog, 
50<. Bruce Bolind, 210-L Bolind 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 
(Since  1956, thanks to you!) 
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STATUS SYMBOLS 
You'll want to flaunt your key ring 
when it looks like a "steal" from a 
world-famous spot. Maxim's W. C. 
Paris, Maxim's Paris, Savoy Gri7/ 
London, George V Paris or Casino 
Monte Carlo. In solid brass, 21/2"! 
A clever gift idea. $3.95 ea. ppd. 
The Gift, HGIO, 8797 Beverly 
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048. 

EASY CANING 
Everything you need to replace th 
worn out caning in grooved ch; 
seats, benches, room dividers. Tl 
cane kit includes sheets of car 
and complete instructions. Squa 
cane sheets in three sizes: 12 
$6.75; 18", $10.95: 24", $14.7 
Ppd. Catalogue, 250, T.I.E., HG]< 
Box 1121, San Mateo, CA 9440 

SCALED FOR ROOM PLANS 
Miniature polystyrene pieces are 
'/2" to r scale to help plan your 
room arrangements easily, comes 
In kit with graph board, walls, 
windows, doors, and instructions. 
Furniture includes variety plus fire- 
place, piano. $9.50 ppd. Write to 
Plan-lt-Kit, HGIO, Box 429, West- 
port, CT 06880. 

PEARL MIST GREENHOUSES 
Sloping sides give  up to  26^ tt 
more growrth-producing light. Re ti 
wood frame, corrugated clear acr^ IKI 
ic cover. 8' by 8' model, $254.S lot 
F.O.B. Santa Cruz. Also 12' and 1 gd 
models. Others from $112.95. Fr* ^ 
catalogue. Peter Reimuller-Gree jj; 
houseman, 980-17th Ave., Def jji 
IIKP, Santa Cruz, CA 95062. _ 

TUMMY TRIM BRIEF 
Has a special diagonal stretch ma- 
terial reinforced with unique criss- 
cross support. It feels as if muscles 
are concentrating a slimming ac- 
tion on tummy and waist with 
gentle lower-back support. Waist 
24 34 $6.95; 36-44 $7.95. Add 
600 post. Honor House Products. 
173TD68, Lynbrook, NY 11563. 

SH-H-H PEACE 
Silence is golden, but these da) 
we get precious little of it. Sof 
pliable silencers slip into the ear 
have an easy-to-grasp flange. Sli 
them in every night for refreshir 
sleep. $2.98 a pair plus 200 pos 
Anthony Enterprises, HGIO, 55 
Mission St., San Francisco, C 
94105. 

House & Gorde 



SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS TO 

ANTIQUES 

The authoritative magazine 

■||BB|p^^^for perceptive 

^^^^^ j^'^^^ M^ollectors 

SHOPPING AROUND 

MELY CUBES 
ittery operated clock hand-fin- 
led in natural walnut is a great 
loice for today's homes. Portable 
th a choice of faces. 8" sides, 
}5; 16". $47; 24". $70. Ppd. 
ee catalogue of handcrafted ac- 
issories. Chumleys, HGIO, 422 

Milpas St., Santa Barbara, CA 
no3. 

VERSATILE ARRANGER 
Epergne "Tiara" holds fresh or 
artificial flowers, fruit, foliage, can- 
dle. Interlocking bowls stack vari- 
ably, make a bud vase or a massed 
arrangement. Clear heavy-gauge 
shatterproof plastic with footed 
bottom. $6 ppd. Leslie Jeffrey Co., 
HGIO, 7777 Bonhomme Ave., St. 
Louis, MO 63105. 

FREE BOOK 
when you enter your 
subscription NOW. 

Check must accompany order. 

ANTIQUES Dept. HG 
551 Fifth Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10017 
Yes, enter my subscription for 12 months 
at S24.00  and send me a free copy of 
.ANTIQUES by Frank Davis and others. 
My payment of S24 is enclosed. 

Add S3.50 for mailing outside the U.S.A. 
Name 

Regular rate: 
12 single 

issues 
are S36. 

(please print) 
Addrcs 

Cilv State Zip 

■ET IT TOGETHER 
or the jigsaw puzzle fan! Any 
hoto, color or black and white, 
an be made into an 8" by 10" 
le-cut jigsaw photopuzzle; your 
hoto is returned unharmed. Black 
nd white or colored, $3.95: plus 
Oc post. Write to Cadlyn's, JIO, 
0250 N. 19th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 
5021. 

LOOK, IT'S SUPERMAN 
A super way to transfer your young- 
ster's bedroom door into a red. 
white, blue and yellow flash of 
excitement. Life-sized Superman 
photo door poster is a sturdy, easy- 
to-apply prepasted paper. 36" by 
84". Easily trimmed to fit any door. 
$15.95 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 
Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 54906. 

RAJASTAN RUGS ~~ alluring designs from the 
romantic past that blend so perfectly with present-doy 
decor. Transform any drab oreo in your home, office or 
showroom into a prestigious setting of refined elegance. 
Also as dromatic accent rugs over carpeting. Natural yarns 
only, painstakingly woven through to the bock of each 
rug by our time-honored, old-world techniques to assure 
many years of rugged weor. Guaranteed imported. THE 
LAST GREAT HOME-DECORATING BUY OF OUR DAY— 
NEVER AGAIN AT THESE INCREDIBLE PRICES: approx. 
3'x5' $14.95; 4'x6' S29.95; 6'x9' $59.95; 9'xl2' S99.95. 
Order now, and we even pay the freight. Specify red. 
Ivory, avocado, gold or blue background. Our rugs have been 
copied but never reproduced. Our 42nd year of proven re- 
liability. MasterChorge, VISA and Am.  Express accepted. 

INTERNATIONAL RUG CO. 
360 Amsterdam  Avenue New York, N.Y. 10024 

Our first Sea island 

Designers Edition. 
The Kland Hermit Crab - exquisitely designed 

by Howard Pnce and the first cf our Sea Island 
Needlepoint Collection. 

Hand assembled kit includes pure Persian yarns 
(in shades of blue and brown), *^I0 mono canvas, 
needle and instructions. Finished size 14" x 14" 
(please specify navy or rust background color.) 

Supply limited. S. C. residents add 4 "i tax, 
$24.95 plus 75c postage. 

Hilton Head Designs 
P O Box 5037 
Hilton Head Island. S, C, 29928 

Bfenna Mills Itie oriQinjI lace inmined a^d piam hnitied satm sheets are made liom ttte higltest gride Ouppni Antron' III 100' > nylon (bewareotlow-gradeimitations) Unlilie aceiaie saim stieeis ttiej are seamless mac^i^le *astiable &ar>3ble anti static cimgandimt tree and fetjuiie no uoningi Brenna Mills low mill dnecl onces include shipping lop sheel(s) 2 malcfiing pillow cases ind titled bottom sneet{s) Specity wfiile, blue g'een Siege bronze pink yellow led, black apncol burnt oiange darkbiown oina^ Puces aie loi lace tnmmed Deduct 50c per set lor plain 
Twin Set 23.75 
Double Set . . . 24.75 
Queen Set....28 75 King Set 33.75 Round Set 84 .44.00 

96 .48.00 Witerbed Set . 48.00 

Pillow Shan» S'""''" S """ King 
Twin 

DustRultles S"""'* Queen 
King 

9 00 ea 
17 50 
19 50 22 00 
26 00 

Twin   39.00     Double/Queen 49 00     King    59 00 
To Older send rrxjney order ((or immediate sTiipmeni) or check to 

BeKh BNd Suite ?51 Huniington Beacn CA 92647 

ctober, 1977 

Twin Bed Bridge 
FOR ROOMY TOGETHERNESS 
Original Twin Bed Bridge with patented 
square rib transforms twin beds into one luxurious king size bed instantly. Hid- den bridge of soft polvurethane foam (rives custom-made king size appear- ance. No ridge, no lump no gap. Saves money—uses standard size flat sheets. 
Saves space between beds—makes room seem bigger. 6' long bv 14" wide. $7.95 
Order from this ad. we'll pay postage, 
ship promptly. NJ residents add 5 '~c tax. 
Send Check or Money Order to - 

Box GE New Providence, NJ 07974 

MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

QUALITY 
PRODUCTS 
SINCE 1951 

Superb wall 
decor in- 
doors or 
outside; 
7x7" nat- 
ural stone 
placques, 
designed 
for us by 
California 
artists 
John & 
Paula 
Napier. 
Each is a 
spectacular 
example of 
bas relief, 
to hang 
alone or in 
multiple 
groups. 

add $1.80 
eoch postage 

Set of Three: $27.95 $3.50 postage 
Send check, BA, MC, DC or AX charge. 
catalog $1.: free with order 

Each: $9-95 

IFJD 

550 Powell Dept. HGI07 
San Francisco 
CA 94108 
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Tiny tins 
rh<? Show Off Bucket For All Ages" 
nique covered bucket with handle is 

. diomelv decorated on all sides and 
lacquered to a shiny, Non Toxic, 

scratch resistant finish. 
size 4 3/4'H 6' Dia. 

■ Dia. 
R102 M-202 Strawberries on white. Keeps cookies and crackers smackin' fresh 

R-I17 M-177 ChretmasMoiif Ideal lor Nuts, Caridy or tnut 

Regular size only   6.00 
Maxi   7.00 
Postage & handling add $1.00 lor 1 or 2 buckets We pay postage lor order of 3 or more. 

Sorry, no stamps or C.O-D.'s Brochure showing dozeru of different designs enck)sed with alfordcrs. For Brochure only, send .25 cents. 
Jamar, Inc. 
Dept. HG 107, Box 15081 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27103 

WONDERFUL 
WOODEN TRAIN 

A beautiful toy you'll save for 
your grandchildren after years 
of eager play is lovingly made 
of hand finished natural wood 
especially for us by a real-life 
grandfather. Four cars 6" high 
and 3' long. 

$32.95 + 2.00 postage 

The Amfalula Tree Ltd. 
223 Katonah Avenue 

Katotiah, New York 10536 
Wy Residents Add 5% T'ax 

Master Charge and 
BankAmericard Accepted 

JUST OFF THE PRESS! 
THf. yy^y^f CONCORD 

1977-78 
Catalog of 

Doll Houses 
Furniture and 

Accessories 

A brand new "MUST SEE" cata- 
log for collectors of all ages. 
Contains over 100 pages in color 
of Doll Houses in kit forms or as- 
sembled. Miniatures, furniture 
and all accessories. Electrifica- 
tion kits, lamps, doors, windows, 
floors, stairs, lumber, hardware 
and more. Also a full line of toys 
all at the lowest discount prices. 
To receive catalog and be part 
of our mailing list send $1.50 to: 

MANHATTAN DOLL 
HOSPITAL AND TOY SHOP 

176 9th. AVE., DEPT. HGIO 
NEW YORK, NY 10011 

Come see our shops at 176 9lh. Ave. 
and 4245 Broadway. NYC 989-5220 

Blue Chip Diaper Pin - The Pin That's In! 

Dress up your scarf, hats, shirts, or tie. 
Perfect for wrap-around skirts. 

iper Pin Set with   Be the first to use this Unique Item! 
Real Turquoise!   Keep several on hand tor personal use. 

Perfect gift for that stylish baby! 

Only $2.50-includes shipping and handling. 
Tobe Turpen Indian Trading Co. 

1710 S. State Rd. 32 A 
Gallup, New Mexico 87301 

riu-ro arc cW pilois S boU pilots, 
hut IK' M IvU i'ik-:~ 

High-Flying Pilot Plaques 
For folks with their heads in the 
clouds. Solid brass plaques declare: 
"I'd much rather be flying," or "There 
are old pilots and bold pilots, but no 
old, bold pilots." 2%x5y2", adhesive- 
backed, guaranteed grin-makers. 
8429-6-"I'd Rather Be Flying", $2.98 
8451-6-"Old, Bold Pilots" .... $2.98 

Write For New Free Gift Catalog! 

Miles Kimball 
294 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 54906 

arouna 

for the young 

EARLY AMERICAN 
Delightful, authentic rep'roductic 
of 200 year old rocking horse. Fc 
fully carved with worn spots. 
Fun to ride. 31" I.; 12" high seat 
S40 plus $2.50 post. Catalogue, 
500. Daniel I. Hadley, HGIO, 
Box 1456, Wilmington, DE 19899. 

ELLARD CLASSICS 
Beautiful, American made antiqL 
doll replicas. Porcelain Steiner 
(French) $80; small (German) $4\ 
Cloth body Bylon Baby: L., $65; 
$50; S.. $40. Ppd. Catalogue of 
others, 500. Liscott Company, H( 
Box 7425, Long Beach. CA 90807| 
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ICE CREAM PARLOR SET 
Fun for youngsters in turn-of-the-century style. Padded 
red/white vinyl seats. 24" dia. table top, red/white silk 
screen on wood. Heavy gauge steel, $44 ppd. Tree House 
Collection, HGIO, Box 547, High Point. NC 27261. 

House & Gorden 
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>ES TO NEEDLEPOINT 
.vs. toys, zippered pouches. Each kit: silk screened canvas 

:i mesh), wool, velveteen backing, zipper. 9" by 12" finished. 
i; 5 each ppd. Color catalogue. S1. Market Street, 
io2845-H2. Van Nuys. CA 91401. 

}()K AND BAW 
\ft '. new toy replaces se- 
u / blanket. Child's friend. 
7JI 'n' dry. 5V2" by 15". Yellow, 
li white. Taddies, original, illus- 
a d fairly tale. Both S8.50. ppd. 

& BAW. HG10. 470 Mayfair 
Ottawa, Ont. Canada KIY 

BRITISH ACCENT 
Luxurious soft plush wool cape 

■. th a Sherlock Holmes look. 
Classically tailored collar and 

plaquet. matching horn buttons. 
Midi length, camel, rust, 

hunter, brown, navy, black. 
\^ gray. S (5-9), M (10-13). 

L (14-18). S77 plus S3 post. 
Postique. HG10. Studio 5A. 216 

89th St.. New York, NY 10024. 

AMUSING IDEAS 
■ Come for a bite in- 
vitations. A "bite" 

off corners. Lime 
green. 10 with 

>   5^/3" by A'^li" en- 
velopes, S2.98. 

Fold, seal A 
zillion" Thank-yous. 

Brown and white. 15 
'oTded. 5" by 5". S2.98. Both. $5.75. 
Add eOC post. Lillian Vernon. GOE. 510 
S. Fultc-^ Ave.. Mt. Vernon. NY 10550. 

YOU 
can build this 

SHIP BUNK BED 
for under SIOO. 

This unique Ship Bunk Bed Design with standard twin size 
mattress can be built with a minimum number of tools and 
completed in your spare time. Designed for even the novice 
craftsman and made from 4x8 plywood, all parts are bolted 
with right angle construction. Necessary tools are a sabre 
saw, drill and sander. You can provide your child an imag- 
inative enviroment with the form and function of bunk beds. 
Write tor complete set of plans today. Allow 3-4 weeks. 
Send $3.95 plus 25C postage and handling to: 

tNC - PLAN DIVISION 
P. O Box 1381 

Englewood. Colorado 80150 

LOVE! 
HAPPY RAG DOLLS 
OF YOUR LOVED ONES 

• YOU cnoose the face on ir.is persora, ;ed rag dcJ. 
A jcyful, brightly-colored 22" doll with siik-screened 
jody, rainbow yarn hair. What fun! • Your photo is 
;killfully reproduced as the face of this delightfully 
-nique keepsake • Such a mar.'e'ous gift! • As fea- 
:.rsj cn ABC-TVs GOOD f.'CRNiNG AVER:CA. • "New 
craze thatsjiightly terrific!" tiCUSE BEAUTIFUL 

ONLY S19.98 plus S2 shipping, 
^3rdi ea. (N.Y. residents 
i:d sales tax.) TO ORDER: No 
leed to write a letter. Just 
;r nf name and address on 
tack of ptioto(s) and include 
check. Send sharp, well-ex- 
pcsed. front face, clos^up 
Chotols). with face IVi" or 
larger, color or bSw {returned 
Lnharined} 
Want to give BE A DCLLS 
and don't have the phctcs' 
Order our Gift Certificates 
(mailed the very day we get 
your order) and let the re- 
cipients provide their fa- 
vorite photos. 

BE A DOLL. INC. 
Dept. HGA107 

99 Prince St., NYC 10012 

eqchanted doll l]puse 

1977-78 DOUBLE DELIGHT 
Surprise! V/e combine our General 
and Miniature Catalogs Into a 128 
page Edition, 80— in color. More 
Dolls. Dollhouses. Miniatures; Toys, 
Books, Games, Crafts. Send $2.00. 
Be On Our Mailing List. 

The Enchanted Doll House 
Dept. HG-107 

Manchester Center, Vt. 05255 

FUN RIDE 
There is fun for all ages with this dur- 
able trolley unit. Included is 35 feet of 
heavy.duty steel cable easily connected 
between two trees or other upright sup- 
ports. The 8" ridged handle provides a 
secure grip for a safe "blast-off" 
through any yard. Includes hardware to 
attach the cable. 

Send check or monev order to 
THE TREEHOUSE COLLECTION 

p. O. Box 547 
High Point, N. C. 27261 

$1 
Postpaid 

N.C. Residents add 4% tax 

THE CLADDAGH RING 
Symbol of enduring Friendship and Peace 

Interesting history supplied with order 
SeiH) SI.00 tor our col- our catalogue of Irish crystal, linen, arans: 
Top U.K. tableware and 
figurine manufacturers: 
Many continental items. 
All at big savings. 

18ct Gold 
14ct Gold 
9ct Gold 

Sterling Silver 

Lady's 
$64.00 
$44.00 
$27.70 
$ 6.80 

Prices include   insured Air Mail Delivery. Important: 
Please include Size Required. 
Allow 21   days  for delivery. 

Stephen Faller (Exports) Ltd. 
Dept.  HGIOR,  Industrial  Estate,  Mervue,  Galway. Ireland 

PLEASE TURN PAGE FOR MORE SHOPPING 
AROUND FOR THE YOUNG AT HEART. 
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T04^T1I  FAlltV PILLOW 

SOOTHE THE "OUCH" WITH MO>(EY 
IN THE POUCH! 

\itcntion I'arcnl--. (Iiaiuliuas & Grandpas: Gift 
Miiir favorilf lot \utli tlicir very own Tooth Fairy 
Pillow. Available in assorlod fabrics of pink or 
blue only sd.OO lr>c jiosiafro and liandlini;. 

I*iiik l*oiiy iiift Shop 
Koval Palm Plaza, Boca Haton, Fla. 33432 

I ia. residents add sales tax 

ALPHABET 

BINGO 
1      2     3 4 

A a B b 

26 C D 

E e F f 

G g H h 

LETTERS—PHONICS 

\e\v, easy game for children to learn 
while playing and they'll love it. Capital 
and case letters on eight 732" x 11" qual- 
it\' Bingo cards, 101 child-safe tabs, 
markers. Pla\' at home, kindergarten, 
school, parties. Great gift idea. $5.75 ppd. 

DANIEL'S 
Box 4, Easley, S.C. 29640 

NAME PUZZLE 
What is more appealing to a child than 
his or her own name? NAME PUZZLES 
are custom made for each child with 
unique, stylized, upper case letters. 
Puzzles are about 2V2" high and made 
of fresh smelling, well sanded and 
oiled pine. 
To order send the child's name, ship 
ping address, and $1.10 per letter (ex. 
"ERROL" would be $5.50) post paid 

THE TOY FACTORY 
Dept. GA, 88878 Hwy 101 

Florence, Or. 97439 
Our catalog of toys, games and books is included with orders. Please send 50C for catalog alone. 

LIGHT UP A CHILD'S LIFE 
Snoopy In Love Lamp 
Snoopy and Woodstock can no* be pels to your 
child  Stands 15'; tall 
J18 includes postage and handling Copyr-gh! © 1958 196S Un 'eb Feature SynOicate Inc 

Personalized Mother Goose Lamp 
Send us the first name ol your child and we'll 
hand paint it right on to the shade I. amp has 2 
nighthght. too Stands 18>> tall 
J25 includes postage and handling 

Send your check or money order to 
(^eM2^tux£e^ ^e/t/y>va/*^ GIFTS 

P 0 Box AW.DepI HG2 Paterson,N J 07509 

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT! 
THE GLORIOUS GOOBER COOKBOOK 

by 
MRS. CORNELIUS VANDERBILT WHITNEY 

Give the most popular peanut cookbook of 
all—now in its third printing! Even children 
can make these delicious, nutritious recipes, 
from "Plains and Simple Chicken" to "Miss- 
issippi Macaroons". Perfect recipes for holi- 
day giving—make your own presents this year. 

MAPLE HILL PRESS, Box 890 
Lexington. Kentucky 40.501 

Please add 350 postage & tiandling. 

You're Special 

And so is House & Garden's Shopping Around. Eoch month we bring you 
fabulous finds from the finest shops in the country. And we highlight special 
areas of interest such as Handicrafts ond Needlecrafts and Collectors. 
Watch House & Garden's Shopping Around special sections for the who, 
what, when and where to buy by mail. Need more information? Write house 
& Garden Shopping Around, 350 Madison Ave., New York, N.V. 10017. 

for the young 

at heart 

GOLDILOCKS 
Made to hang on the wall, 
she'll capture your heart with her 
warm, loving charm. The wide- 
eyed Miss (22"I.) you create from a 
kit complete with raffia and 
colored calico in brown, blue, 
black, yellow or green (specify) 
and illustrated instructions. 
S8.75 each; two. S16 Ppd. Cata- 
logue, 250 (free with order). 
North Shore Farmhouse, 
Dept. H2, Greenhurst, NY 
14742. 
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COLLECTORS' DELIGHT 
A miniature world of doll houses and 
stores, all that goes in them. Kit form 
or assembled. Catalogue series in- 
cluding toys and games at savings, 
SI.50. Manhattan Doll Hospital & 
Discount Toy Shop, HG10, 176 Ninth 
Ave.. NYC, NY 10011. 

SOMEONE SPECIAL 
Have any photo reproduced as the fa 
on a delightful 22"1. silk screened rag 
doll. Rainbow yarn hair. Send sharp, 
close-up photo, color or black and 
white (returned unharmed). S19.98 pi 
S2 post. Gift certificate available imm 
diately. Be A Doll, Inc., HGE-107, 99 
Prince St., New York. NY 10012. 



MINIATURE BOOKS 
Tnree repdcas of F.ora G:ii 
Jacobs books one-inch-to- 
:he foot (autcgrapi^ed but no 
onnting inside) S3 ea. Dolls' 
Houses in America (full size. 
330): History of Dolls Houses 
full size D3?erbacK_ sa.95i 

The Doll House Mystery 
'full size S3.5Gi Ppd 
Museum S!>op. V/ash^ngtc." 
Dolls' House & Toy Muscum. 
HG10.5236, 44rh St.. N.W. 
^'B^'^'^'^ztz- DC2CC-5.' ' '"^ 

BABAR AND CELESTE 
Huggaole stuffed elephants 
i5"l. 311.25 ea. -Bacar -.he 
King" book. 32.75, Baca's 

JTruHK  (four lirtle books m slipcasei 
S4.25 Ppd. Catalogue. 32. The 
Enchanted Doll House. Dept. HG iG~E- 
Ma'ic'~e3:e' Ce":e' '25255. 

' ll *\N(,K . . . 

DKK KN(,KL . . 

TRAIN YOU NAME 
lalized playmate or desk-top ramepiate. Handcraftea wooden 

three cars with letters, caboose. Name Tram"" 21 '1. by 
ve-pc set. S19.9S plus S2 post: extra letter and car. 54 

post. The Connoisseur. Dept. '02 '9 Church St.. 
il'.er NJ Q—39. 

US FAVORITES 
sndknits. those stnking pure wool ca.'digans and 
ck pullovers adored by the college crowd, are 
c in color catalogue of Irish products at savir^gs. 
1 to Stephen Falier Ltd.. HGiOE. Indust'a' Estate 

Galwa'. ''e'a-i 

- Z-- .:-9^c9e A.ss.A.::; :-c-- -9 

■       :        ■-"> C.-i.- jr^ci 
• •    " 'Si,    c-1    iZ"    "- 'i 

ANNA LEE 

=  i - 

Merecith   N.H 032i3 
C:-c'ogue cvi' c=:e zr -see.'- 

-'^ Vrsaih 

""^^'.^^"^     will OUT 5C1CS in your life 
K.t includes (uncle dates 

'firrei st:ck cjnnarrcn arc -^crg 

C;-ar-^inq. smetis }cc<3, :oo'  6' K T  SS "S 
3 -  S6 75 Bc-r  S-Si  i:' ccc 

11- 
3oc' 'acruaflv He wcr r - V 

scare anyone   He i tao Mcracle    Vlake-ir- 
sjt is sncwn, or i^arq, crcc scairsT a cuncKm ^or 

5 ctTarming cenrercieca   cay* to dc 
CamoleiB l<:T   S5.2SZS1C ~A zee 

NORTH _ 
SHORE  r-arm ricuse 

□«cr. GREENHURST N Y -i-il 
<Ve accsqt Oecks MasterOarge SankAniericarc 

FC-;E_i S DOLL OF BYGONE DAYS 
\\j ri~-i .i «aL-i,-'.re a .~a~cer af t-e 
Pally Poppets Fa.Tiil'y. cesigned & hand- 
made in ttie aid fashioned way. My 
head arms & legs are of bisque, genu- 
ine porcglair;. my soft body is staffed. 
My dress, pantaloons & bonnet are of 
cotton & lace. I'm the perfect gift for 
doll enthusiasts, coiicctors. youns & 
old. 
3" tall S1Q.80. Wrtft handcrafted ratian- 
:-a- S12.S0 — SI. pstg. dt. or M.O 

S=rs-a:t c- g^-ararrteec/ 
INTERIA. INC. 

5015 Crtelton Dr.. Oakland. Ca. 9-tSii 
Cal res add S'li ta^ 

Witty 

animal letters 

-delightful gift. 

mmt 

Let us speu an-, -^rr.e for ^.ou •*rx-. 
our chaimng anirp.al «r:ers Eacr. 
perso^^iIzec na.m€-picture n-^akes 
a highiv onginai gif: 

EspeaaJ, appropr^re ror 
ans 5peeai persor, a c.-ic, new. 
'::abi€s Tnevl a/'.xavs STJOV 'he 
coior~i. 'nu.rrorous ammais 
5peil our 'her OW.TI names or tr.cs-i 
ot a favonte sporr. hocbv". a prof<Es 
son. e\€n a aogar.. 

Fuil-cotor 
animal characters 
each y hi^.! spe- 

ar.v word Each 
name-pKUire E rrattec. reacs,- tc 
hang or to frame—anc s pncec a: 
S5.95 for up to 8 letters. .AccitKinal 
ieners. onk "5^ each, nnat sze en- 
larged accorcir.giv 

Please pm: the word c- 
name you'd lice -Jlustrated. 

Also available, for making 
yOur cv,rL entire ammai alphabet 
plus e.xtra vouels. Seif-sr.ckir.c. 
S9 05. set. 

Include SI shippr.g arc ,~ar- 
cjng ror up to 3 pictures to same ac- 
— ess. t you fi^e m Ne^. York Stare. 
acc 5aies tax. 

Satisfaction guaranteed 
Send check or monev order to: 

Names bv 

CARRE 
rbzT:^.c A.e-.-e 3.-x H-Z^f 

.   Oa.-La.nc Gardens. N'l' 11364 > 

FUN 

WORLD 
OF 
MINIATURES! 

WE THINK IT'S THE BES" 
CATALOG OF DOLL HOUSES 
AND DOLL HOUSE MINI- 
ATURES. SEND M.OO FOR 
YOUR 68 PAGE. LAVISHLY 
ILLUSTRATED COPY AND 
SEE IF YOU DON'T AGREE. 

MAGNIFICENT DOLLS TOO! 

/A 

111 
DOLL S HOLSE 

OP WE5TCHSTM 
Dept. HG1 , 2A Main Street 

Has:ings-cr-HL/dson. N.Y. 10706 

1977 



Sakowitz' store away from stores is the 

197 7 Christmas Book; joyously different 

gifts from extravagant luxuries to little 

indulgences. Send 1.00, to be applied 

^ - ' ird your first purchase. Sakowitz, 
,   , Box 1431C, Houston. TX 77001. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

ACRYLIC 

ROLLING 

PLANT 

STAND 

Move houseplants with ease, even big 
heavy floor pots, v^ith no straining or 
lifting. Lets you rotate them for proper 
light and growth. Clear acrylic stand has 
a generous \2Vn" diam. with a 2" high 
rim to prevent spills. Rolls easily on 
three sturdy casters which protect furni- 
ture, floors and rugs. Only $6.98 plus 
sot post. 
Prompt Delivery. Money Back Guarantee. Now! 104 Page gourmet/Kift catalog 25c 

COLONIAL GARDEN KITCHENS 
Dept.  HGJ. 270 W. Merrick Rrt. 

Valley Stream. N.Y. 11582 

Superior. 

Mason &r Sullivan 
Handcrafted Clocks. 

The linesl woods 
and imported 
movements 
distinguish Mason 
tTSulii\an's 19 
different styles of 
floor, wall, and 
mantel elocks—all 
replieas of classic 
antiques—also 
available in ready- 
to-build kits. Send 
$1 for catalog and 
plans to build 
grandfather clock 
shown, or 50c for 
catalog alone to: 

MASON dV'SULLIVAN CO. 
Dept.HG08;'39 Blossom Ave. 

Osterville, Mass. 02ti55. 

J Zhing of Beauty 

This graceful butterfly pin with its 
finely carved Jade wings is o joy fo 
own or to give, of a price you con 
afford. Highly polished, genuine Chi- 
nese Jade has a delicate translucence 
and will make an impressive gift. 

only   $7.50 ppd. 
Alisan Creations, Dept. HGIOT 

One Lethbridge Plaza. Mahwah, N.J. 07430 
Orders shipped within 24 hrs. 

228 

Next Best Thing 

To a Maid 
Elegant metal hostess cart with stunning 
bamboo styling, 2 smoked grey glass 
shelves. Rolls along over carpet, tile, etc. 
on hooded ball casters. 27LxI9Wx32"H. 
SBTW-4 specify finish - Koch brass 
or Contemporary nickel plate. . .$129.75. 
Shipped prepaid upon receipt of check. 

SANTA CLAUS. INDIANA 47579 7.^73 ^ 

FOR GROW AND SHOW 
Extra high, light, easy-to-maintain 
greenhouses of aluminum-framed 
all-glass ... for tall-growing to- 
piary trees, large ornamentals or 
hanging baskets. Send for free 
color catalogue: greenhouses to fit 
any site, every budget. Janco Green- 
houses, Dept. Y-lOE, 9390 Davis 
Ave., Laurel, MD 20810. 

COB-SMOKED DELIGHTS 
From Vermont come great ha 
and bacon smoked leisurely ov( 
corncobs and maple. Harrington 
is a century old with a devote! 
following. Sampler of a 6 lb. hai 
and 1 lb. bacon (one to a custon 
er), $15.95 ppd. Free catalogu 
Harrington's, HGIO, 532A-7 Mai 
St., Richmond, VT 05477. 

GREAT SOUP BOWLS 
"Of Soop and Love, the First is the 
Best". A 1732 quotation by Thom- 
as Fuller on Coalport bone china. 
For soup, chowder, chili; unique 
Christmas gift. Size 41/2" diameter 
by 2V2" high. Each $12.50 plus 
$1.50 post. each. Send $1 for 
Christmas catalogue. Shreve, 
Crump & Low Co.. HGIO, 330 
Boylston St., Boston, MA 02116. 

for «»5 
CALICO AND LACE 
Lace print matched to tab 
custom look. 84"W pr. PolyesterJI 
cotton; machine wash/dry. Browr 
copper or blue. 30", 36" $12.50 
40", 45" $15.50; 54", 63", 72' 
$18.50; val. $7.50. Add $2 post 
Free catalogue. Colonial Maid Cur " 
tains, GIO, Lawn Terr., Mamaro 
neck, NY 10543. 

GROOM THE BATH 
There is no need to have ugly 
cracks and openings around your 
tub, sink or basin. Seal them up 
with self-sticking tape. Merely 
press tape on clean, dry surface, 
11 foot roll, $2.98 plus 500 post- 
age. Order from Anthony Enter- 
prises, HGIO, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

CARDS AND SUCH 
Unusual designs in notes for alli 
year, to send or give. Everyday andl 
Christmas gift enclosu'-es, eye- 
catching gift wrap, calendar, memo 
pads and many more useful items 
to help you at Christmas. Free 
colorful 36-page catalogue. Anita 
Beck, HGIO, 3409 W. 44th St.,i 
Minneapolis, MN 55410. 

House & Garden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

Itens twinWe ornamsr^i TO cne'- 
■or lifetime. Made of pol'shed 
r^'ass. won't tarnish or break. 

American made. It's per- 
zed   with   name (specify). 

: ea.. 5 for S7.98; 12 fo-- 
-5. Add 50c post eac^. L - 
• emon. GOE. 510 So. F_':o- 
W. Vernon, NY 10550. 

Sle.nderbeft takes 'rentes 
mid-'ff l^"tn "IS co^t 
a-d do-ubie ayereo ^rc-i 
oa-e: that eiirpi^ates b^ , 
gves strong back s-ppo 
is^^st S'zs ir -c-es. 2 
S5.95: 36"-4i" S6-95 z 
cos:. Hc"0' f-io_s=. Dept. 
€^  ^>~t'ZCK. NY 115-53 

off f-e 
g Lyca 

: 2 pper 
ges 3-0 
t. G'r.e 

LS S-Zc 

e ifin of li-e mciiiri- loaf- tir 
KHintzT ci Caffiomia. we ciSar 1- 

seren ■Qi.iisiiRl liiiiCi£TSxii5 
Tbt CaJi!cj!:ia gcia rush iJis fil- 

_S".oi7. aad lisese lacmrrs. fic'oiLf 
- rriid are sort la be » jociil ■-.•^si in yerar offieie or iiOHir, 

hiiitsi iTialiTT j>ii;irir. 
r-atiiv Til traiDe.  1?' 12i'". 

n azi an Eiai3ii:.r Tiibi-. 
OaBlcsmia readexsi a.dd e'V saJrs 
Seiid cieti or nt'itrT- ccd-a. Ma>- 

imd   Baiiaii!sricua-d    ' -aiiL ber rxj.iraac.ii .iaj^, ii^,;. « 

TOWNE OBIGINAU$. 1218 - .lift. A. 
Often will be TZJIP;! Dit p-Tupttj! 

PROTECT 

TOUR EAMILY& HOME 

keepbm"giaj^ on the omside wbere yoii wanl them' 

I.J— r«'"c* o 
C'j-S'Or 01.3— r.Ti6<- 

•5-rac i s'e-! •C'j- -C"~* 
-C'jC-r-e Dj-p'or 
- - i ".' £ r.j-3'Or 

zr.pro C'J-po- 
3=-,=,-=,-- r.'P<5<— i 

si-o'. -li - z 
• e.-DC-.c-.S'O I'sr- 

i-'rr «-ic-" rsz)i 
•=«os '. ri—e D.'S'Ds 

r-" .C'-r -o—16 ore 
ziz'i>~'-'Si ~e sar-.r 
■ "O 5<^r' OS ~>r 

z<j'g<zr 3'Zr- :.r>='—i 
ODETi; "ojs-OTios 

z>z< izn Z:- 

I 

I 

I 

I ^SermcesSktc 

L 

I 

I 

I 

I 

J 

Butcher 

Bloci 

TANNENBAUM 

III 

Z5 Sr5£t:rct2j 
T>»o-fnch th =« —sp.e "o„^o.her block 
top. d_'eole benoh-o=.-;s:rijot:ori 
frame. Sent exp.'ess ccV:=-zi- in liii- 
rtois. add aooiicaole taxes. Send 
check o- —cde-   -c CO.D. s 
For comipJete catalog of excrt;in.g 
butcher block f'jmit'J-e. send SOe to: 

birtctier block & more 
*. '■ 

„■ i * i p ; « s s s : 

THE CF?ACKER 
-•eot. HG-S 

=t- Peasant, Pa. 

BOX 

iSSSC, 
229 

—ByJiCTCt —11 naty— 
XATURE'S MOST FLATTERING JEWEL 

■tarcCnrshlagly »odcst price 
BRnXIAXT S*mm CULTURED PEARL EARRIBCGS. 

Rfina tfcablc Instre nd size 
al4KSQUDG(MJ> POSTS ^H|^HH ALSOOK14KG(NLDupleRcd 

LFLEASEADDSljaO        ^^^^^H sc<c«tads-SMLPk»e«M 
mmtmmr Cattforata naUcate— ^^^^^^H 81:80 postage. CaUfonla 
iddSLaOtax. I^^I^S K9idcats-«dd8S.40tax. 

Check or tatmcy order toe 

P.O. Box 49014/Los AufSeles. CA90019 



Versatile—Beautiful 
These uniquely designed stackeis 
are easily assembled and are ex- 
Iremely strong The numbei of 
uses are limited only by your im- 
agination Use as a table, plant 
stand or stack two or more units 
to create a pedestal lor plants, 
lamps or statues Available in 
four colors - clear, smoked, 
yellow or white made of tough 
lexan 

Si;e each H "x11 "x1 5" high 
1-210 (1 unit) S10 95 
1-211 (2 unit) 20 9B 
I 212 (3 unit) 29 95 
Add   S2 00   for   postage and 

handling 
Invesco Distributing 

P 0 Box 143 
Morgantown. Indiana 46160 

CREWEL BEDSPREAD 
Fabulous CREWEL from exotic India. Multi color designs, hand-embroidered 
in wool on liand-loomed cotton. A trea- sured Quality look—Uke no otiier fabric! 

TWIN $70 QUEEN $90 
FULL $80 KING $100 

CREWEL TABLECLOTHS 
70" ROUND $50 90" ROUND $60 

CREWEL FABRIC BY THE YD. 
50" wide $14.00 yard ppd. 

Marvelous tor drapes. uDfiolstery. etc. 
DIRECT-F ROM-! IMPORTER 

LOW PRICES! Immediate delivery. 
Send SOc in stomps for color catalog & swotcfi 
miQIAM'C 276 Fiftll Ave.. Dept. G107 laUKIAIN 5>      fj.Y.. N.Y. 10001 

Authentic collectible of haiid-ca^l iron. Use 
with oiled wick or >ceiited candle, indoors or 
out. Qtianlily very liiiiile<). Order now. Size 
1 lxir> inche>. 
Priop $89.OO Shipping SS.OO 

Ca/n/o; >;.«() I rvjundable) 

WALTHER'S EXOTIC HOUSE PLANTS 
R.D.#3, Box 30-HG    Catsklll, N.Y. 12414 

SHOPPING AROUND 

HAND PAINTED SHOJI SCREENS 
Direct from Taiwan— $Q.OO FA 
Delicately fiand painted In CrA. 
the ancifint Chinese tradition on trans- 
lucent, sfilmmering silk. Collector's Item. 
Perfect accent for art objects or as wall 
flanging. These exquisite 4-panel 11'A" 
H. X 16'/2" W. screens blend with any 
decor. Used to diffuse light, their colors 
glow, creating an enchanting oriental 
mood. Mailed direct from Nationalist For- 
mosa, only $9.00 each. Choice of 3 
scenes: Birds & Flowers (shown), Palace 
Girls, or Mountain Scenery. Send cash, 
check or M.O. MONEY BACK IF NOT 
DELIGHTED. 

PETER LANE, 417 E. Seaside 
Dept. HG-IO. Long Beach, Calif. 90802 

SOLID BRASS HARDWARE 

10" BRASS COAT HOOK 
Faithfully recreated Victorian design. 
Gleaming solid brass coat hook en- 
honces any wall. Adds a distinctive dec- 
orator touch to home or office. Also 
available, 24" solid bross towel bar. 
Feotures some high craftsmanship and 
authentic styling. 

$26.95 each ppd. 
Co\oraclo residents add applicable 

sales tax. 
Send check or money order to: 

R. J. Moore 
1524 ISth Street, Denver, Colorado 80202 
Illustrated brochure of other solid 
brass bathroom fixtures available 
for one dollar. 
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MUSEUM QUALITY BOX 
Nermal lacquered box from the 
Orient Is painted by hand and each 
is absolutely unique with hard- 
wood frame, beautifully footed 
and hinged. Nermal means pure 
and each box is a pure delight. 
$12.50 ppd. 4" by 7" by 1". Or- 
namental Boxes, HGIO, 11789 W. 
Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90064. 

SPARKLING SPRAY MIST 
Crystal chandeliers, sconces and 
candelabra come bright and clear 
after a spray shower of silicone 
mist from an easy-to-handle 7 oz. 
can. No need to wipe; just let dry 
naturally. $3.98 plus 750 post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HGIO, 556 
Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

BRIGHT FORECAST 
Authentic hand-blown replica of 
Captain's Weather Glass actually 
predicts weather changes eight to 
twelve hours in advance. 11V^" h. 
Black metal mounting bracket and 
directions incl. $8.95 plus $1 post. 
Catalogue, 250. Huntleigh Galler- 
ies, HGIO, 3612 Huntleigh Dr., 
Raleigh, NC 27604. 

CRYSTAL SHOWERS 
Pair of lamps with gold-pl 
twins playing under a showe 
reflecting crystal drops. Bases 
Italian marble. Each is 17V2'I 
9" w. Metal castings are delicajl 
detailed. $34.95 a pair. Ship c 
coll. Catalogue, 250. Luigi Cry: 
HGIO, 7332 Frankford Ave., I 
adelphia, PA 19136. 

sr 
FELINE'S DELIGHT m 
Carpeted post is 18" high to sa ^ 
fy a cat's scratching needs. P *f 
reduces damage to fine furnit ^ 
as well as valued rugs. Base > 
sturdy; catnip bag included. PI 
base, $8; de luxe carpeted baf"; 
$10.25 plus $2.50 post. Tur 

CUFFED IN PEWTER 
Wide solid pewter cuff bracelet 
handsomely engraved with grace 
script initials to make a drama 
fashion statement with shir 
or sweaters. Cuff one inch. Gi 
three initials, underlining last oi 
$6.98 ppd. Color catalogue, 2f 
The Stage Stop, HGIO, 440 Gr<4, 
Rd., Acton, MA 01720. 
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li-USE CHESTS 
voven of golden rattan with 
corner braces, handles and 

I For sturdy seating, lamp or 
table, storage. Cube 15" 

^5 plus $4 post.; the treasure 
116" by 17" by 32" $79.95 
I $5   post.   Catalogue 250. 

Basket House, HGIO, Route 
[jccasunna, NJ 07876. 

INITIALLY DRAMATIC 
Graceful single initial is embroi- 
dered in ivory on a 15" cotton 
velvet pillow. Filling is Dacron fi- 
berfill; pillow is zippered. No Q, I. 
U, X, Y, Z. Choose rust, sand beige. 
Wedgwood blue, brown or gold. 
$21.50 plus $1.75 post. The Pil- 
low Store, HGIO, PO Box 66134, 
Los Angeles. CA 90066. 

Shetlands 

rom BROWN'S 
- 12 Cablt? biilch. \,'-n«;ck 

classic :n Kelly Green 
White. Skye Blue. 

Watermelon. Cinnamon 
W'lntergreen. Yeilou. Pink 
or Camellia $27 50 -"13 

ntarsia Pullover mth repeat 
diamond design in Skye 

Blue with white or Natural 
with white S45 00 Add 

SI 25 for postage and 
insurance Sizes 34. 3b. 38 and 40 

Telephone orders welcome 
phone 1603)237 8311 

Please bend me 
° 12 Cable Stitch Sl^e Colour 

Intarsia Pullover Si2e Colour. 
Enclosed is my 

Check     Bank Americard     Diners . 
.Master Charge     Amer.c-?n Fxpress _ 

Card Number   
Expiry Date 

Check here _ it you u.ould like our free 
colourful Fall Winter catalogue 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

STATE ZIP 

Fine British Products For Ov er 40 Years 
BROWN S OF BERMUDA INC. 

Colcbrook, New Hampshire 03576 HC107 

.^T KEEPERS 
3c shapers are designed to fit 
illsshion boots and help prevent 
T,<.s and creases in the leather 

■ -^yl and stay shapely. Press 
: forms together and set in 

K s. Built to stay upright in 
ic;ers. 121/2"• $4 ppd. Miles 
\i oall, 100 Bond St.. Oshkosh, 
V 4906. 

SWINGING PLANTS 
Garden gate aluminum plant racks 
holds 10 favorites on sturdy swing- 
ing racks. Fluted trays. Accents 
windows. Hardware requires 1" 
mounting space. Black or white. 
40" by 13", $49.95; 24" by 13" 
perfect for kitchen window, $44.95. 
Ppd. Grassi's. HGIO, Kempton. PA 
19529. 

HN A CORDLESS 
For home 
or office 

)u II en|0\ the stvie and convenience ot this smart decora- 
clock Its distinctive classic design and hand-rubbed 

ilnut sheen will enhance anv area Saves energv too Pre 
>ion movement runs more than 1 vr on same batterv Fullv 
laranteed tor i \rs Choice of 3 heights All sides 8" wide 
leck, MO BA MC 

'fjumlep's 
ept 277. 422 N Milpas 
anta Barbara CA9nO( 

H high S35.00 postpaid 
16 high S47.00 postpaid 
24 high $70.00 postpaid 
Calit res add 6% sales tax 

Catalog 25C 

ESTING BIRD WREATH 
^NDSOME FALL-WINTER DECORATOR 
REATH. IDEAL GIFT. ASSEMBLES EAS- 
Y. 12" DIAMETER WITH AUTUMN COL- 
RED BOW AND FLOWERS HIGHLIGHTING 
NESTING BIRD. KIT INCLUDES PRE-CUT 

■ iBBON, BOUND WREATH WITH HANGER, 
liRD, NEST AND FLOWERS. EASY TO FOL- 
JpW INSTRUCTIONS. 
■I $12.50 PLUS $1.50 POSTAGE 
' AND HANDLING. 

NATURE CRAFTS 
P.O. BOX 415 

PARKER, COLORADO 80134 

saGUGO crbuKcb spoons 

Ornate Antique silverplate decorates brass spoons from 
Jerusalem. On left, the Church of Nativity in Beth- 
lehem; right, the Church o' Holy Sepulchre in 
Jerusalem. 4'4" long. 

. S5.25 + 25e post. 
S5.25 u.<^ 

1140 Bethlehem Spoon 
1142 Jerusalem Spoon 
* 25it post 

Send 50c for your 
DOWNS' catalog . 
a wonderland for 
the discerning 
collector. 

Collectors Showcase 
DEPT 1410-A 

EVAN3T0N. IL 60204 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value I^ to '72 higher. 
Over 5.000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG. 
EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 

Empire State BIdg., New York, N.Y. 10001 
NAME   
ADDRESS   
  ZIP   

CRAB 
Nearly a pound of solid brass! Great 
as a paperweight, buf lift the shell 
and —voilal —a handsome ashtray or 
handy container for buttons, jewelry, 
toothpicks, paper clips, etc. JVi" 
claw-to-claw. Fine Christmas & 
Zodiac gift. Only S10.50 plus 90c 
postage/hdlg. Two for S21 postpaid! 
Money-back guarantee. 

rmfry eim 
516 Kinderkamack Rd. 
River Edge, N.J. 07661 
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GET RID OF UNWANTED HAIR 

Amazing Lemos Permagon destroys hair roots instantly—one by 
one. No wire connections. Uses tiny batteries (included). Same 
electrolysis system experts use to remove hair permanently from 
face, arms, legs and body. 
LEMOS PERMAGON. $14.98 Plus $1.00 Postage & Handling 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6°/o Sales Tax in California 
14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

A)ithojiy Enterprises 556 Mission, 
Dept. HG107 
San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 

7y2-FOOT TV PICTURE! 
ENJOY THEATER SIZE HOf/E 
TV in color or B & W. See your 
favorite shows, movies or team 
lifesize on wall or screen up to 
5 by 6 ft OVi' diagonal). Sharp, 
brilliant enlargements compa- 
rable to commercial systems 
costing $1,500 or more. Use 
with any portable TV. Shipped 
in kit form. You supply card- 
board and small mirror. Sim- 
ple assembly. No special hook- 
ups. Guaranteed to work Rush 
$14.95 ppd. 

SNOWHILL'S, HG-10 
Colonial Drive, Dept. B 

Christmas, Florida 32709 

Catalog 

of comfy, 

cozy, cuddly 

DOWN QUILTS 
• European style, prime quality 
• Duck or goose down 
• Filled to your specifications 
• Unique battle construction 
• Cotton or cotton blend fabrics 
• Decorator sheetcase covers 

and putfy pillows 
Please send your name and 
address, or call 

nVARM 

THINGS 

DEPTHG    36 FRONT STREET 
SAN RAFAEL CA 94901 i415 453-4262 
48 HR SERVICE -MC & BA ACCEPTED 

Sterling and Stone 

Heirloom type sterling silver 
ring v^ith a genuine tur- 
quoise or coral stone. One 
size fits all. Turquoise, 
$12.99; Coral, $13.99. Both 
for $25.00 
Add 75« for postage and hondling. 
R.I. residents add 6% sales tax. 
Please send check or money order or 
use your BonkAmerlcard or Master- 
Charge   , expiration 
date  , Bank #  
No C.O.D.'s. Signature   
RO>BA Borriiii E 
P.O. Box 145, Manviile, R.I. 02838 

SEW-SWEET DOLLS 
Start making dolls for Christmas 
now. Full-size patterns for sewing 
adorable angels 181/2" h- Girl or 
boy, with detachable wings, halo. 
$2.25 per doll pattern with instruc- 
tions. Send 600 for illustrated cat- 
alogue of over 80 dolls. Carolee 
Creations, HGIO, 144 Clinton, Elm- 
hurst, IL 60126. 

HOLIDAY TP [•'- "• . 
Colorful catalogue filled with irr 
sistible gift ideas sure to plea 
everyone on your list, to make yc 
want some for yourself. The f 
mous Royal Riviera pears, baskei 
of crunchy nuts, plants, preserve! 
various combinations. Free. Har| 
and David, Box 501-P, Medfor| 
OR 97501. 

TOPS FOR PANTS 
The Ravi shirt made of marvelous 
textured cotton crepe is as com- 
fortable as it Is good-looking. Bold- 
ly striped in white and lavender. 
Comes in sizes: 5 to 16. Imported 
from Pakistan, $18.95 ppd. Shop- 
ping International, Inc., 61 Shop- 
ping International BIdg., Norwich, 
VT 05055. 

1 HANDY EXTINGUISHER 
Put out incipient fires six feet awa 
with the touch of a button on 
16-oz. aerosol container. Conven 
ent for home, car, boat, garage c 
cabin in the mountains. 8" higt 'P' 
Tested and approved. New hand 
size $4.98 plus 500 post. G.A.hj! 
Enterprises,  Inc.,  HGll,  11 Hiff 
Road, Seekonk, MA 02771. 

LUCK OF THE IRISH" 
ST. BRiDGID'S CROSS 

Imported from Ireland. Hand woven of river 
rush; traditionally hung above the door to wel 
come visitors and bring good luck. Makes a 
unique Christmas ornament, stocking stuffer, 
house warming gift. Bridge prize. Discriptive tag 
included. 10" X lOVi". Product of the Irish Cot 
tage Industry. 

$3.50; 25c Postage 
THE DISCOVERY SHOP 

p.  0. BOX 121A CLARKSBURG, W. VA. 2«301| 

I 

■it, 

Tapestries from France, Belgium & Italy 

LARGEST SELECTION OF 
MACHINE LOOMED TAPESTRIES 

IN THE UNITED STATES! 

oi'lO.V OUIE.XTAL 
20" .\ 20'—.$8.50 

Add $1.50 for postage & Insurance 

Tlioi- Ijcautilul. \vo\eii lepioductioii.s ale available in .-iize; 
ircim 10 inches up to 21 feet, in either 100% cotton or 
wool. All solfl with a •'MONKV BACK GUARAXTKK" 
Size-. & scenes to fit anv decor. 

I  Send $] .00 for full color brochure | 
LOVELIA ENTERPRISES, INC. 

Box 1845 HG, Grand Central Station 
New York, N Y. 10017 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

- \ 

(Hi S 

•|C ACCENTS 
ional country baskets of 
e. Woven of dark unpeeled 

V,   charming   and versatile. 
in kitchen, bath, garden, pa- 

14" by 7" $6.95: 16" by 8" 
5; 17" by 81/2" $8.95. Add 
)Ost. Free catalogue. Basket 
ar of Vintage 1870, HGIO, 
2105, Yountville, CA 94599. 

FABULOUS COLLECT _ 
You'll find everything you could 
want for stitchery projects in 
"World in Stitches" catalogue of 
quality products. One-of a-kind de- 
signs, international materiais. un- 
usual tools, equipment. Yarns, em- 
broidery threads, over 5000 fab- 
rics, patterns. $1. The Needlework 
Shop. G-E. Nashua, NH 03060. 

S 3W BIRD MOCCASINS 
m and woolly lambskin mocca- 

si . Made of finest reverse shear- 
li with natural fleecy wool inside. 
S: padded soles and heel tab to 
S on easily. Beige with suede 
til and handlaced stitching. In 
s s: 5-10. $14 plus $1.50 post. 
V<i Wayne. HOM, 600 S. Country 
C b. Tucson, AZ 85716. 

C: ENTAL BROCADE 
An exquisite little travel case to 
hold your jewelry, cosmetics or 
hosiery. The three-piece set in- 
cludes pouches for rings and ear- 
rings. Available in red, pink, or 
blue. Measures six inches in di- 
ameter. $5.95 pi'js 500 post. 
C & E Imports, Dept. 77, P.O. Box 
2485, Sarasota, FL 33578. 

A MJRAL ARTIST 
II murals you can paint your- 

If, by-the-number. Choose from 
r designs. Kits with patterns, 
ushes, paints, from $2.95 to 
!4.95. Catalogue 350 plus $7.95 
rtificate free with $14.95 pur- 
lase. Write to Magic Murals. Dept. 
3-710E, Box 8500. Fountain Val- 
y. CA 92708. 

NET EFFECT 
Sweaters dry in a breeze on a fabu- 
lous frame that lets air circulate 
through fine net. 24" by 24": rein- 
forced corners fit over metal frame 
that's hinged to fold flat. Ideal for 
stockings as well. $5.98 plus 950 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HGIO, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

FREE 
Catalog 

Clip and mail today. 

Build this heirloom quality 

Lifetime 

MQSIE 

Cabinet Kit in your 
choice of Walnut, 

Cherry or Pine 

^■rf postage-pajd 
Save . . . complete with Swiss 

movement and discs from S89.9S 
Build a family heirloom that 

can last for generations. This 
handsome, solid wood Cabinet 
Kit features pre-cut, mitred, 

parts.  Cabinet  Kit  also includes 
easy-to-follow assembly guides. Purchase Kit com- 
plete with "Lifetime 31 Note" Thorens-Swiss Move- 
ment and 5 Swiss starter discs of 5 lovely melodies— 
a great value at only S89.95 in solid pine. Or choose 
solid walnut for only S99.95. cherry at S94.95. Move- 
ment al'O available separately if sou wish to order 
later. All items postage-paid with this order. 

easy-to-assemble 

LMN/ 
LMP 

WOODCRAFT COLLECTION 
1400 North Fruitridge .Ave.. Box 1174 
Terre Haute. Indiana 47811 
Please send me postage-paid   
Thorens Music Box Kit(s). 
Enclosed is my check, money order or 
Master Charge BankAmericard Number (in- 
clude expiration date) for S  

.Mr./Ms.. 
Address_ 
City  _State_ -Zip- 
□ Please send my FREE Woodcraft Collec- 

tion Catalog only. QA 

Cabinet Kit w ith movement: 
□ Solid Walnut S99.95 

□ Solid Cherry S94.95 
70064IW 

n Solid Pine S89.95 
700658W 

Cabinent Kit alone: 
□ Solid Walnut S39.95 

70059IW 
□ Solid Cherry 534.95 

700609\V 
□ Solid Pine $29.95 

700617W 
Movement onlv: 
□ S70.00 700625W 

GENUINE RUBY NECKLACE 
This genuine 18" Ruby necklace i? an in- 
vestment which increases in value every- 
day. This beautiful necklace is totally hand- 
crafted from the finest sterling silver and 
set with five top (jualiu Genuine Deep Red 
Rubies with a total \Neight of over two 
carats. This necklace retails at S125-S150, but 
we are very proud to offer a \ ery limited 
([uantity at only S19.50 each. 'Limit five 
necklaces per person. 1 Please add $1.25 per 
each necklace ordered for postage, packing, 
and insurance. Money back if not satisfied. 

RARITIE^t    u.|.>. HG-io 
256 S. Robertson. Beverly HilLs, Ca. 90211 

World's Largest Selection 

FURNITURE 
Hand carved ol 
solid Honduras 
mahogany Table 
lops ol Italian 
marble. Shipped 
In collect Irom 
Montgofnery 
Large choice ot 
covers & finishes 
Master Charge 
BankAmericard 

• $199.95 _ 

Gout Rest 
$79.95 ^^^Pi'^fc'® Tabourette 

$34.95 
Send $1 for catalog and certificate 
worth $2 on your first order. 
(J^Af^THA c^yi- '^OUSE 
1022 SO. DECATUR ST. DEPT. GlO 7? 
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36104 

Telephone (205) 264-3558 

Delicate fishnet camopv. hand-tied 
double thread, custom-made. Pure or 
Creamv-white in four traditional de- 
signs. Pre-shrunk. Standard tester 
8712 X 5614, S12.5: Queen-size i furnish 
meeisure) S150: King-size (furnish 
measure) .S190. The covetetl charm of 
a bv-Kone dav is faithfully reproduced 
bv master craftsmen to retain for vou 
the loveliness of a genuine "Honey- 
comb" heirloom spread. Woven in 
Creamv-white. Double 94 x 112, 
.Single 82 x 112. including fringe. .?96. 
Ck. or M.O. Ppd. Satisfaction Guar- 
anteed.  Literature. 2.5c. 

Dilworth   Station.   Charlotte,   N.C. 28203 
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PLEASE TELL ME 
Do you know where I can buy discontinued silver patterns? 
I recently inherited some silver and wonder if I might add to 
the set. I do not know the name of my pattern. 
Jean's Silversmith's Inc. carries hundreds of old and discontinued Sterling 
Patterns. Just send a snap shot, tissue rubbing, or Xerox?, with a descrip- 
tion of any identifying marks. Jean's can identify any pattern from any 
of the above. 
Jean's has the largest stock of old and new flatware 

IF IT'S SILVER YOU WANT 

'-^ SILVERSMITHS INC. 
16 W 45th St., N.Y. 36 N.Y. - OX 7-0367 JEAN'S 

Jean's Abo Bays 
Silver, Jewelry, 

and Estates. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

1000 
RETURN 

ADDRESS 
LABELS 

3^00 

I oui, guTTec ecar^ony na^e ard address laaeis 
Drmted in black with AWY narre. address, ZID 
code Uo ro i 'nes Order S717 Set of 1000 
Economy Labels (boxed> S1 00 

LABELS 
$198 

Gleaming gold fdii laaels sties to any ciean. dry 
surface-need no noisiemng Rich b^ack print- 
ing, classic border Order P4010 Set of 250 
Gold Foil Labels Iboiedl 31.98 

250 
Self-Stick 

Vv'HITE 
GLOSS 
LABELS 
$^98 

Glossv white self-stick labe's cling to any smooth 
surface —no noistening Sharp black printing up 
to 4 lines Order P6030 Set of 250 White Gloss 
Labels (boxed) SI 98 

r Walter Drake 
3020 Drake Building 

Colorado Springs. CO 80940 

ADORESS. 

CITY 

STATE 
*: Lahels'SSl each S_ 

 -1 ;     d Foil LabelsSSl.98 eachS_ 
 P6030 White Gloss LabelsgSI 98 eaS ■ 
Add 20C per set for postage & handling  S j 

|SA"!SFACTION GUARANTEED       Total S j 
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14 KARAT GOLD 

GENUINE OPALS 

' .'1 

^ 3i 

YOUR CHOICE OF RINGS 

29" ONLY PPD 
Available in !4 KT. yellow or white gold in 
sizes 4-8. To order at this unbelievably low 
price send check or M,0. together with size, 
color ond style nurnber to 

RINGS GALORE 
DEPT. HG1 0, P.O. Box 381578, 

Miami, Flo. 33138 
Fla Residents add -i', tax 

GINGHAM CURTAINS 
Old fashioned, ever popular Vi" check, fresh 
& carefree 65% Dacron. 35% cotton. 72" w. 
per pr. Specify sky blue, gold, soft pink. red. 
brown or orange. 24" L $5.50. 30" $6.50, 
36" $7. 45" $8. 54" $9. 63" $10. 72" $11. 
Valance $3, Tiebacks $1. Twin Spread $24. 
Full $26. Add $1.75 post. & handling. Md. 
res. add 4% tax. 

FREE   BROCHURE   ON   REQUEST, but 
send $! for full catalog with 50 swatches 

MATHER'S 
31 E. Main St., G10-7, Westminster, Md. 21157 

HAND-SCREENED PILLOW 
King Tut canopic coffin, 1325 B.C. 
Authentic details front and back. 
Gold silk or cotton muslin. 22"L. 
Designed by Jane Herzenberg," 
JH. Also in kit form with complete 
sewing instructions. Pillow $25 
plus $2.50 post.: kit $7.50 plus 
$1. Performer's Outlet, HGIO, 222 
E. 85th St., New York, NY 10028. 

Handmade wooden honeycomb 
windows, deeply stained, antiqL 
with golden highlights. Angels, 1^ 
than an inch tall, painstakingly 
tailed,   handpainted  wings, ha 
gowns. Bell on top. Hanging 
534" overall. $6.98 plus 600 , 
Lillian Vernon, GOE, 510 So. 
ton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.1 

New England craftsmen are mak- 
ing handsome belt buckles in ovals 
with script name or rectangles 
with three initials (underline last 
name initial). Buckles fit up to 
IVi" wide belt. Specify style, 
name or initials. $10 plus $1 post. 
Postamatic Co.. Inc.. HG1077, La- 
fayette Hill, PA 19444. 

ALL-WEATHER FUN FORT 
Sturdy real Cedar Wood fort, th 
will last for generations —used 01 
doors. It's a big 5' by 6' by 5' wr ' 
swinging   gate,   firing platforr 
blockhouse and ladder. Also ide ^ 
as a tree house. $68.95 F.O.I 
Camden. NJ. Write to Cedar Pro 
ucts. HGIO, Box 84. No. Baldwi s, 
NY 11510. » 
 I !5 

BUY WHOLESALE 

= 453 SOFA Outside: L86" D34" H32 ' 
Inside: L64 ' D21' HIS" Ai-TTi Heigtit 26" (-452 Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
"Ycu can get what you havf 
been looking for . . . valu- 
durability, comfort and quality 
Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 
catalog of all types of fine furni- 
ture at discount prices. Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

National Furniture 
and Fabric Sales 

P.O. Box 2314 Manufacturing Division, Higt) Point, North Carolina 27261 

YOFR CAT DESERVES A TATSLE 

The Catsle is a proven 
cat toy that will give 
your pet many hours 
of enjoyment. Just 
leave it accessible to 
\ our cat who will play 
m and around it when 
desired. Sit back and 
v\atch the fun. S4.95 
Ppd. 

CATSLE   P.O. Box 159, Main Street. Barnstable, MA 02630 

& Gc 



SHOPPING AROUND 

EAM ATTIRE 
Hops, embroidery and flowers 

ippliqued satin give elegance to 
loor length nightgown of brushed 

n/acetate. Choose snow white 
pale pink in P, S, M, L for sizes 
hrough 16. $20 plus $2 post, 

[id for free catalogue. The Tal- 
is, Dept. SD, Hingham, MA 
i043. 

RAP CLIPS 
)ld-finished metal lingerie clips 
ep bra and slip straps secure 
handsome fashion. A smart way 
be sure that straps won't tum- 

e down when wearing a low cut 
)wn. 2 clips for $1.98 plus 200 
)St. Anthony Enterprises, HGIO, 
55 Mission St., San Francisco, 
^ 94105. 

4ANDY HANG-DRYER 
or travel or home use, a sturdy 
ryer to hold all your washabtes is 
great help. Hooks onto any show- 

rhead, notched shaft holds 11 
langers. Steel construction, rust- 
roof vinyl finish. $3.25: two $6. 

^dd 500 post. American Century. 
1G107, P.O. Box 36232. Los An- 
gles, CA 90036. 

SNUFF BOTTLES 
Lovely reproductions of 18th cen- 
tury antiqued ivory, hand-carved 
bottles on silk cords. Chinese 
scenes both sides. Varied shapes 
and scenes available. Can be filled 
with powdered perfume. Ea. 3" by 
2", $12.50 ea.. pair, $19.95 plus 
600 post. Jay Fontaine. HGIO, 421 
Brown St.. East Alton. IL 62024. 

FIREPLACE SCREENS 
Custom made screens for fire- 
places are in heavy Vi" wrought 
iron and brass with welded con- 
struction. Finished in hammered 
Swedish, black or brass. Free cata- 
logue of patio furniture, log hold- 
ers, tools, screens. Metal Craft 
Mfg. Corp., HGIO, 3825 Boston 
Rd,, Bronx, NY 10466. 

1,000 DIFFERENT STAMPS 
Old, new issues from 55 countries. 
Guaranteed worth over $30 at 
standard catalogue prices, only 
$2.95 ppd. To introduce Stamp-on- 
approval service. Money back if not 
delighted. Buy any or none, return 
balance, cancel service any time. 
Kenmore Stamp Co.. FM-947, Mil- 
ford, NH 03055. 

Would VOL' like to try our MPW^. 

VERMONT 

Smoked Ham & Bacon? 

Hamiigton's Hams and Batons sirKjke lei- 
surely over corncobs and maplevsood. We 
(ion'l use hickorv Never have Our s>av 
tastes so much better I rv this VERMOM SAMPLER, aiui see' Ur II stnd 
Nou. on approval, our Vermont cob-smoked ham \Neighmg 6 \i>s and 1 lb of 
our delicious cot>-smoked bacon Shipped Ppd for 5 1.5 95 a special one-to- 
a-customer introductor\ price We can t v,dn f(jr vou to tr\ them! Ham feeds 
6-8 Kith leftovers Satisfaction guaranteed or full refund without quibble 
from lOO-vear-old Harrington's. 

FREE CATALOG tells \ou all abo ut our Hams. Bacon, Sausage. 
rurke\. Pheasant, (.heeses. Maple Svrup and many other uonderful Ver- 
mont treasures. C)r-visit anv of our stores in Vermont, No. Conwav. NH. or 
(Ireenuuh, (^onn 

531A-7 Main Street Richmond. Vt 05477 
Send Ham & Bacon Sampler 
□ Enclosed is $15 95 :j Charge my 
( ) Master Charge l ) BankAmencard 
( ) Amencan Eipress account (include 
card no and expiration dale with order) 7005 

Zip 
Z Stnd FREE CAT.\LOG 6007 ~ Stnd informauon on your BUSINESS GIFTING 
PROGRAM 

Phorx; Orders: (802 4.^4-214 11 

mOVE. PET 

OOORS&STAm 
Stains and odors caused by pet acci- 
dents removed completely and per- 
manently! Carpet Rescue A & B " 
combo Kit contains both solutions to 
remove all stains and odors from car- 
pets, upholstery, drapes. Or order A' 
Kit for stains only: 8' Kit for odors 
only. Each kit 16 ozs. Must work 
safely and completely or money back. 
J6.50 -r SI post, each complete kit. 
SAVE S2: Order 2 kits for $12.99 (and 
we pay post,!) Immediate Shipment. 
American Century 

135 So. LA BREA Ave.. Dept.1107 
Box 36232. LOS ANGELES. CA. 90036 

Stitch a pair of 

Butterflies... 

DEERSKIN MOCCASINS 

-anciful Blue 
Butterflv 

These bright, colorful butterflies 
are quick-to-stitch and absolutely 
charming as a pair or on their own. 
Hoop-frames hold fabric as you 
stitch, convert to frames perfect for 
hanging. Each kit includes stamped 
polyester blend fabr'c, needle, yarn, 
golden screw-ring hanger, 4Vix9" 
wood-toned hoop frames, complete 
instruction. 

FREE 
\ eedlecrafier's 
Showcase Catalog 
with over 200 
stitchery kits, 
crafts and books. 
Exciting new 
needlecraft ideas 
throughout. 

rseedieciafter's Showcase 

WOMEN'S THUNDERBIRD CREPE SOLE 
S zii 4-10 iFuM Sizes Onlvl .  1-5 95 
Color   76 - Njluril Deersk.o Qni, 

SOFTSOLE 
Color 56 - \v.^-a' Deeisk -   12 95 

LEATHER 
Sizes 4 10 1 ; S.zes Inclodedl 
Colors:   654 - White 

656 - Natural   12 95 
Add SI 50 for postage and handling. 

For vour Catalog, send only SI 00. v/hich 
will be credit to your first order 

C'>Kk        Master Ca-w 503-466 3330 
Bai-v of Am.r.c 

E«D Date Acc ; * 
S.g^at.re 
Please senu s.ie * 
Name 
Address 

YELLOW LANTERN GIFT SHOP 

Needlecraffer's Showcase LHY/' 

162 LA.'.CiS'r£9 RD   - G"*'- 

Box 84, 1400 No. Fruitridge Ave., 
I Terre Haute. Indiana 47811 
I Please send me the following kit(s) 
I   "Fanciful Blue Butterfly" 
I « $6.25 792796C 
I   "Monarch Butterfly" 
I @ $6.25 792788C 
 SAVE: Order both kits for only 

$11.95. 760868C 
I        Add 50c shipping for each kit. 
I Payment enclosed $  
j □ Please send me my free Needle- 
I crofter's Showcase Catalog only. No 
I obligation. 
I Print 
, Name  
I Address. 
I City . 
I State.  

_Apt.. 

.Zip_ 
OA 
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f 
FLY SWATTERS 

Fun to needlepoint. Pretty solution to a 
pesky summer problem. Each kit includes 
design on -13 imported canvas. Paterna 
Persian wool, fly swatter, washable vinyl 
backing, needle, and easy instructions. 
Rest in Peace Kit $3.95 
Ouch Kit  $3.95 
Frog and Fly Kit $3.95 
Any three kits $10.95 

PLUS 75e POSTAGE &. HANDLING 
Pa. Ret. .idd 6% Sale$ Tat 
VICTORIA GIFTS 

12-H Water St., Bryn Mawr. Pa. 19010 

Ml SIZES 
and SHAPES 

Window Bubble 
BUILT TO YOUR MEASUREMENTS 

Insulate and protect cellar windows 
from leaves, rain. etc. Clear rigid Plexi- 
glas® is durable and almost invisible. 
Model shown covers semicircular wells 
up to 40" L. 12" H with 16" projec- 
tion. $16.9.T ea. + $4 shipping; $6 W 
of Miss. R. (for 1 to 6 units). No CODs please. For any special size or rectangu- 
lar bubble send rough sketch with well 
measurements Write for information or 
phone: 717-.'i.54-8956. WE ALONE 
MAKE CUSTOM SIZED WINDOW BUB- 
BLES 

PILWORTH MANUFACTURING 
Box 158. HGlO-7, Honey Brook, Pa. 19344 

ELEUiliW LAMPS 
Hand cut crystal blocks and pendants em- 
bellish imported marble base and hand 
crafted Rogers gold castings to create a 
richness unbelievable at this price. Com- 
pletely electrified. 18" high. Pair, only 
$39.95. Shipping Chgs. Coll. Sorry no 
COD'S. BankAmericard or Master Charge 
welcome. 

Pa. res. add 6% % Send 25(t lor catalog 

LUIGI CRYSTAL 
7332 Frankford Ave., GIO-7, Phila.. Pa. 19136 
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ELEPHANT 

TUSK 
Enjoy a taste of the Or- 
ient with this unusual 
decorative accessory. 
Art Creations has cop- 
ied the real thing in off- 
white hand cast durable 
gypsum, with hand an- 
tiqued finish. A Chinese 
fable winds its way up 
the tusk in bas relief. 
Felt protective base. 17" 
high. Not shown. Rhino 
Tusk 11" high. $7.95 
each -)- $1.50 shipping. 
Any two for $14.95 ' 
$1.50 shipping. Both al- 
so available in an- 
tiqued red or green, 
trimmed in gold. 
Brochure. Pa. rps. 
add 6%. No CCD's 
Please. 

ART CREATIONS 
2000 N. 10th St., 

GIO 
Phila.. PA 19122 

TENSION RELIEVER 
Have >ou e\er felt ?o anf:ry lhal vou want- 

ed to throw something or punch .voniebody; 
hut were afraid to clean up the me-*? Don't 
hold in this (ension anymore. Our tension 
reliever will tool >ou down and make life 
more hearahle. 

Tension Reliever i« a foam rubber red 
brick which -its upon a beautiful hand 
carved wooden stand. It sils and waits for 
you to lo-^e your temper. Simply squeeze, 
throw, tear, or punch your tension reliever. 
There are a million uses for it. Also avail- 
able is our Stack of Relief (3 bricks) for 
additional fire power. Instructions are in- 
rluded. Great eifl for the person who has 
everythins. 
Tension Reliever and wooden stand — 
S4.93 npd. Stack of Relief (3 addition- 
al bricks)—.S3.50 ppd. Both for only 
$7.95 ppd. 

P 1 rrs/den/s add 6^r ^ales tax 
T.R. Enterprises 

P.O. Box 27,3 
McrhanicsvilU-. PA 18934 

CLEARLY Beautiful 
Ideas for the Bath! 

The look of floating on air! Crystal 
clear acrylic creations add elegance 
and dash. Our 2-tier Towel Caddy 
(5" X 6" X 51/2") and Free Form Soap 
Dish (51/2" X 2V2") are handcrafted in 
the U.S., hand polished, too, for an 
ultra smooth finish. Greatest gifts! 
TOWEL  CADDY—$16.  SOAP  DISH—$6. 

(SAVE! Both for only $19.) 
Add 75c ship. Pa. res. add tax. 

EXCITING GIFT-FILLED CATALOG 25j! 
ILLTOPH-107, 102 Gertrude Dr. 

Shopping 

around 

Pennsylvania 

GREAT CLASSICS 
Made in Scotland, 100% Shet- 
land wool crew neck sweaters, 
favorites for men and wofnen. 
Lightly brushed, heathery 
colors: powder blue, navy, 
mint, seaspray, keliy, oatmeal, 
camel, yellow, salmon. 
Women's: 34-40; men's: 
S,M,L,XL. For mono- 
gram, specify initials, 
color, block or 
script letters. Sweat- 
er, $22; monogram, 
$5 plus $2 post. 
Burch, Ltd., HG10, 
107 West Lancaster 
Ave., Wayne, PA 
19087. 

GOLD THIMBLE 
Famous maker of quality 
thimbles since 1839, Simons 
Bros, reissues a 14K gold thirr 
ble popular from 1913 to 1929. 
Intricate holly and bells mark' 
Yule season. Write for catalog 
name of store in your area. 
Simons Bros., Co., HG10, 
1024 Filbert St., Philadelphia, 
PA 19107. 

OUSE     CHALFONT, PA. 18914 

LIFE-LIKE DOGS 
Replicas look real. Hand-craft- 
ed durable gypsum. True-to- 
life colors. Felt based, approx. 
10". German Shepherd Collie 
Terrier, Basset Hound 
Cocker, $9.95 ea. $2 
post. Art Creations, 
HG10, 2000 N. 10th 
St., Philadelphia, 
PA 19122. 



FUN TO MAKE 
Lovely Cnns'mas tree omarrer: K:ts. 
Emerald green tree on bath sides c' luhi 
satin ball, red candles red gold tr:-i, 
white garland  Tannenbaun   3 ' 3:ze 

^.j-. S4.9-5. t^/vo 59.25 6 ' =pc ■^■Z 
^   page catalogLie, 240 des.gns S' 55 

--^ct. The Cracker Sox. HGC P:. P'eas: 
'    PA 18950. 

HEIRLOOM QUALITY 
So :d Ho^O-'as ^a-'ogan-, linen 
:nest. QraoLated d^a'^ers. ^-'nes 

hoHy inlay outline drawers, 
^ront legs. 41 ' h. by 36 ' A. by '3 ' 
d. S77Q f^reight F.O.B. the 
Sewickley Collection, inc. H3'r 
511 Hegner Way. Sev/ickley. ==A 
15143. " 

FRANKLIN STOVE 
Cut fuel costs and oe ivarrr;; Stove 

burns wood to SuOplerrient yoji 
own heating SySte.Ti. Speciai 
water absorption recover/ 

system gives comfort and 
savings. Fireplace unit aiso 
available. Now is the time 
to plan for winter. Free 
information. Write to: Hyd^c- 

Temp Co.. HG10. Box 257. 
RD1. IMarvon. PA 17555. 

I 

SPARKLERS 
Pendant and earrings 
set with brilliant 
Kenya* gems, true 
rivals to diamonds 
Blue-white-gems se: 
in 14K soffd yellow 
or white gold. Perec: 
gift to give for any 
occasion. See them 
on T.V."s Hollywood 
Souares. Wheel of 
-zr:^^..Q. The Price s 

ght- it's Anybody s 
3ue3S. Priced from 
S4o carat. Write for 
free color catalogue- 
Kenya. HG1Q. 1760 N. 
Howard St. Phila- 
delphia. PA 19122. 

iinii 

tMlillVSttl 

-5 ' x67-2" x24 ' oeep ••< t" 
cai'ie'S C-" C"e see arc 
c cse: space cn ti'-e other. 
F^n.s-ed " curexc'usive ■'Oid 
A eg-e-'v"' -a-o 'ubbed vn- 
s- $1050. F.O.B. Sewickley 

0.' se-d %2 '.'Z •0' csta og to: 
The Sewicklev Collection 
Dept. HG-10. 511 Hesner VVav. 

Sewicklev. Pa. 15143 

For  Personalized Stationery 

M3<ss s-'pe's .s rcc'g sac !et:e- 

("-='.=■=      . No -"3 %z', '.iz—a 

era rarrsrs      I: r.^ (Fc -    S1Q-1£ ^ 

' POSTAMATIC CO. 

¥cc' sr^—'.-J 5-1:'a  :a :;4 -i S rj-t' :3 . 
Parfridf* iff J P«ar T-ta. Tirt!« DC'I'K. 
Fr«ni:it H«nis.. C4       Binis  ^-. 'i>i- Rj-rp 
Se«sa-A-U'rT|. S«aT3-A-S« TTITT -5 .Wj :s- 
A-M.M»:^|, L2>r«s DaT.::-|. Ui--3-A-L*3:- 
Eacft 0'-aT«r-; H -; S2.S5 
Ail 12 ki-ts S32-S5 

PLUS -i< P05T.*GE i HiiMOLIse 

VICTORIA GIFTS 
12-H W2:v 5!    3-r Ws*-'-. .PJ. 13010 

t£j.fi-,-i     o^e''   1 wf::!!   free   5*= ." 

THE SPICE CORNER, '-nr.. s:-:ir 

MR. & MRS, SANTA CLAUS 
DOLL KJTS 

cr- 

3.i fiJts. Our *cp q-T.-if'y ta"s costg i.~ 

-aa rLeei_'u tfce bottle. W-« thread-   S . - 9 3   each   pod.    ■ specLfy 
llr   or Mrs.     2 lir 514- 9-? ci3G 4 
:;r 52 5 ?r "d  CATALOGUE ?Cr ~T 
FR€E Ti^.-i rrder 

JUDIANNA 
D«:t- HG-ID 

Box 263, Paoli. PA 1330: 

...and still making 

the best thimbles! 

"•re rest   - :-3 ri wcri.— 
■<er. IC i-C iW fdc sre 

L- Settsr stnrss srriss ts* 
rcurrrv. 'WrtB      rtcss icrur 

SIWONS BR€S. C0WP*N1 



COUNTRY CHARM 4„„ii 
THE ELEGANCE AND MOOD OF 

F:ARLY AMERICAN ... THE MODERN 
CONVENIENCE OF TODAY 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC RANGE.. 
. . . authentic CAST IRON reproduction 
from orif^inal patterns. Combined with 
ttie Early American charm of this hand- 
some antique is the convenience of 
fully automatic oven and burner con- 
trols, and an easy-care porcelain top. 
Coffee mill uniquely houses clock, oven 
timer and minute minder. Fits modern 
range space. Prices start at $595.00, 
plus freight charges. 
CAST IRON WALL OVEN . . . 
. . . Front IS CAST IRON with handsome 
scroll design. The 18" oven is fully in- 
sulated and porcelain lined. Hearth 
door conceals all controls, clock and 
timer. Available in right or left hand 
door models. Price $345.00, plus freight 
charges. 
Quality Backed by 35 Years of Skilled Craftsmanship 

Made and Sold Only by 

THE HOUSE OF WEBSTER 
"Old Fashioned Gifts" 

BOX HG107    ROGERS, ARK. 72756 

ances 

Send 25C for your 
"COUNTRY CHARM" 

Appliance Folder 
and Gift Catalog. 

E\t0 

SHOWER 

CLUTTER 

A NEW way to keep bath 
essentials close at hand. 
This beautiful molded 
acrylic 8"x20" bathroom 
accessory fits all stand- 
ard shower piping and 
installs in seconds. 
Roomy holders for soap, 
shampoos, etc. Our price 
is just $9.95 which in- 
cludes shipping and 
handling. Order the 
SHOWER MATE in white 
or gold. 

Rockford Industries 
P.O. Box 608 

Hudson, Ohio 44236 

PATCHWORK CRIB QUILTS 
Handcrafted for Heirloom Quality 

Tinneless beauty for all decors. 
Handquilted from squares of blue, 
pink, green and yellow gingham. 
White eyelet lace trim. 100% 
polyester batting. Gingham back- 
ing. Machine washable. Quilt 
$39.95. Pillow, $8.95. Bib, $5.95. 
Save $10 on set (quilt, pillow, 
bib), $44.85. Color brochure, 250 
(includes $2 credit slip). All prices 
ppd. Check, M.O., Mastercharge 
or Visa accepted. 

Cnmfi 
Box 27.567 (HGin7( Atlanta, GA 30327 

Georgia residents add sales lax 

Mm 

cRcmcm^cr 

ilori help me to 
remember that nothing 

is going to happen 
to me today 

that you and I 
together can't handle. 

Help me to remember that nothing is 
going to happen to me today that you and 
I together can't handle. Inspirational, 
and lovely words on a 8" x 6" wooden 
plaque. Artfull full color English garden 
scroll border, enhances the quiet serene 
message. Laminated for permanence, 
ready to hang on a favorite wall at home 
or office Ideal hostess gift. 

Only $1.98 each plus .500 pp. hdig 

Dept. HGIO 
^ 10250 N. 19th Ave. Phoenix. AZ 85021^ 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

IJ 

PATCHWORK QUILT 
Four inch squares, old-fashioned 
muted autumn leaf color prints. 
Reverses to border print. Washable 
cotton, polyester. Double thickness 
polyester fill. Crib size: $50; twin 
$95; double $105; queen $115. $2 
post per order. Free Catalogue. 
Country Curtains, HG102, Stock- 
bridge, MA 01262. 

CARIBBEAN CHARM 
Tent dress in West Indian n 
hand-blocked, silk-screened. |j" 
ton blend, machine wash, no i| 
Back-cross straps, back slit, p| 
pockets. Banana leaf: navy, gl 
or red on white. Dress sizes. Afl 
length, $49.50; knee, $45 
Duty-free. The Grand Closet, 
Box 1339, St. Thomas, VI 008 

I 

A STEP UP 
Better than the average step-stool, 
Kik-Step rolls at the touch of a toe, 
yet grips the floor securely when 
someone stands on it. Colors: Sil- 
ver, blue, white, olive, red, yellow, 
black, sage and copper glo. $17.95 
plus $2 post. A. C. Gifts, HGIO, 
2642 Central Park Ave., Yonkers, 
NY 10710. 

SINGLE BLOSSOM VASE 
Blown glass tear drop vase 6| 
high attaches to a window, m 
or non-porous surface with a i| 
suction cup. Charming greetini 
visitors to see in a window 
single rose or dried arrangem| 
$4.95 plus 500 post. SunsI 
House, HGIO, P.O. Box 5566, 
Lauderdale, FL 33310. 

RARE CORAt 
Stunning handmade 18" necklace 
of genuine red or white coral adds 
zing to any costume. The natural 
coral shapes are so interesting in 
texture and shape. Try it with sim- 
ple linen dresses or blouses. Spec- 
ify. $14.50 plus $1.25 post. Rari- 
ties, HGIO, 256 South Robertson, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211. 

Sink into the sumptuous softn 
of luxe quality top grain leal 
pub chair and you relax in subl 
comfort. Choice of over 50 cohi 
$434.50. Shpg. chg. extra. Mai 
ing sofa available. Send for I 
chure $1. Carolina Leather Hoi 
Inc., HG27, Box 780, Hickory, 
28601. 

House & Gar< 



SHOPPING AROUND 

ANGEL BELL 
el handcrafted crystal that is 

•d by collectors. Angel's hands 
id in prayer, detailed cherubic 

wings, star strewn skirt. Ap 
tng sounding bell: faceted crys 
all on silver-color chain. 5" h 
98. 75C post. Lillian Vernon 

510 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Ver 
NY 10550. 

HOME FIRE-SAFE 
Store important papers in a home 
deposit box with fire-resistant 
walls that are equal to two feet of 
concrete. Box has been fire tested 
up to 1700° F for one hour. It 
takes little room and gives peace 
of mind. $49.95 ppd. Sentry, 
HGIO, 127 Sentry BIdg., Roches- 
ter, NY 14625. 

^TiFUL GEMS 
t pire's new 92-page catalogue, 

mond rings, bracelets, pins, ear- 
gs, necklaces: sapphires, rubies, 
eralds, pearls set in treasured 
d included. Ten-day inspection 
iod allowed on jewelry. Free 
alogue. Write to Empire Dia- 
>nd Corp., HGIO, 350 Fifth Ave., 
. NY 10001. 

EMBROIDERY KIT 
Contemporary drawings hand 
screened pillow kits. Included: pre- 
cut print fabric for French style 
pillow back, pre cut polyester lin- 
ing, yarn, needle, instructions. Face 
and Nude in brown or navy. Each, 
$5.95; two for $10.95. Ppd. 
Phoebe, Dept. HG107, 135 Sound- 
view Dr., Lake Success, NY 11020. 

THLL-^BICniEn 
FED-UPWITH CLOTHING STORES 

Personalized Key Holder 
Never lose keys again. Large, 
lear lucite holder (5"xlV2") 

with any name. Attached to 
sturdy spring-action key 

ring, Only $2.98 + 500 ship- 
ping and handling. Smaller 
initialed holder (2y2"xli/2"), 
Only $1.98 + SOC shipping 
and handling. Dove, Cross, or 
Star of David engraved at no 
extra cost. Please specify 
order and send check or M.O. 
to 

G.A.H. Enterprises, Inc. 
Dept. HG-l 

02771 
11 Hill Rd. 

Seekonk, Mass. 

Sick of searching lor your 
size, only to find last year's 
styles at this years prices 
. . . and they still don t fif 
Step into a "clothing store" 
that specializes in you. Where 
everything is in your hard-to- 
find size and is proportioned v 
to fit you comfortably and 
correctly or your money back 
You've never seen anything 
like The KING-SIZE Co 
catalog . . . brand name 
clothing and shoes for Tall. 
Extra Tall and Big Men 
exclusively Send for your 
Free Copy Today to look your 
best in the styles you want and 
the sizes you need. We 
guarantee to fit you. even in 
Suits - . or your money back 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
My Telephone Number. 
Height Weighl- .Shoe Size- 
Name. 
Address. 
City. .State. -Zip- 
ML|i|-|r-.ei7f3c 2257 Kmg-SizeBKJg. el^llUa  Jl^Co  Brockton. MA 02402 

Dctober. 1977 

WATER THIRSTY PLANTS WHILE ON A TRIP 

Planning a trip but worried about your thirsty plants? Amazing 
wicks feed just right amount of water up to 8 weeks. Can be 
used all year around with all plants. Will not rot or mildew. 

SET OF 4 PLANT NURSEMAIDS $2.98 + 20< Mailing Each Set. 
SET OF 2 EXTRA LONG PLANT NURSEMAIDS 

FOR LARGE PLANTS $2.98 + 20^ Mailing Each Set. 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 

A^ithony Eiiterprises 556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

/^^C^y^FRVlJ & VEGETABLE NEEDLEPOINT! 

Pick a fruit or vegetable pincushion 
from rJMarketStreet's fall harvest. 
Textured stitching of Persian wool 
makes the 5"-6" pincushions look 
real. Each kit includes a 12 mesh 
printed canvas, yarn, felt, needle & 
easy instructions. Each kit is $5.95 
plus .50 postage & handling. Calif 
residents add 6% sales tax. We pay 
postage on orders for all six kits. 
Send check or money order to 

^arketStreer- 
P.O.Box 2845; Van Nuys,CA91401 
^        Color Catalog Si.00  

Carrot Pineapple 

Co rn 

Strawberry 
Watermelo n     Great gift idea! 

WATERFORO PENDANT 
Elegant heart pendant on sterling 
silver chain. Hidden away on the 
hand-cut crystal pendant is the 
insignia that identifies Waterford 
elegance. $32 plus $1 postage. 
The Jones Store Co., 1201 Main 
Kansas City, Mo. 64105. 

Special for Christmas 
Huiricaii Cunipote. clear 
iTvstal. Lseil for CaiiiUe 
holder. Cliri.stiiias ileeora- 
tious, shells, flower arrange- 
ments, or just plain l elehra- 
tions for any occasion. Over- 
all H l'2\2", diameter of base 
and cup 5". depth of cup .'5". 
Price 514.95. Candles S4.00 
—.lO hour burning. Colors : 
Christmas Red—pot pourri 
scent. Christmas (;reen—pin<' 
scent. 

GIFTS FROM THE SEA 
L'nbelievablv  wliitf.   Use e'on;;ealeil or 

GIANT CLAM SHELL        '"sswl salad.s. hoi's il'oeuvres. 
nuts, dips— 
lovely tor fniit 
and Honer ar- ra 11 ^ e in e n ts. 
Shell relished, 
not coated. Surlace is re- 
.^istant to foofl. alcohol, and 
cigaretteMain^. 
Wash with soap 

rx.5'x.r. S8.00 Snowy «hite. 
no eacli. 

and   water. Appro.xiraately 
each.  CORAL   (not shown) 
.\ppro,\. 4" X      X ?" H. .57 

AW items prepaid 

THE CANE PATCH 
2203 Kings Highway North Dept. HGIO 

P.O. Box 1382. Myrtle Beach. S.C. 29577 
239 



FIREPLACE SET 

A traditional set \OLJ will 
be proud to own a gift to 
be appreciated 
HeavA hand crafted iron 
base and handles — 
Includes poker,brush 
shovel, and tongs $47.00 
Height 31" v.eightlSlbs   P^eca c 

For The Hearth Of Your Home. 

Assure effective use of your fire- 
place with an adjustable grate fea- 
turing a self-feeding cradle design. 
Front fingers prevent log roll out. 
Heat-resistant cast iron, 23"w. by 
12"d. $22; 30"w. by 12"d. $30 

RicHford 

Mouse 
P.O Box 40. Dept HB37 

Richford, Vt, 05476 
SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG! 

INTERIORS 

^DECORATION 

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career 
Famous HOME STUDY course. Inaividual 
program prepared and supervised Dy pro- 
minent N.Y. designers. Lessons cover 
Textiles;Furnishings; Room Arrangement; Color Harmony; Period and Modern 
Furniture; Antiques; Rugs and Floor 
Coverings; Wall Treatments; Wall Papers; 
Draperies; Lighting; Pottery; Porcelain; 
Glass; Accessories. Details on how to set 
up your own business. Illustrated lessons, 
complete with samples of fabrics, colors, 
etc. Certificate awarded. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL 

OF INTERIOR DESIGN 
155 East 56th St., New York 10022 

New York School of Interior Design 
155 East 56th St., New York 10022 
Please send me (no obligation) 
Catalog C21 

SHOPPING AROUND 

VICTORINOX Swiss Cutlery 
by Forschner proudly introduces 

The "PRO" set 
Forschner's imported VicTorinox Swiss cut- 
lery is the ultimate In quality craftsman- 
ship, durability and performance. Partic- 
ular professionals have turned to Forsch- 
ner since 1855. At last, you con hove 
"the preference of professionals" in your 
own kitchen. Our exclusive "Pro" set, 
forged of highest obtainable grade stain, 
less steel, nickel silver rivets, and ottroc- 
live, sure-grip rosewood hondles, in- 
cludes: 10" blade French cook's knife, 
3Vi" blade poring knife, 11" stoiniess 
steel fork, 6" blade boning knife, 7" 
blade cook's knife and sllcer, ond 10" 
blade cimeter knife. The ideal giffi 
S49.95 + SI.00 P i H., Md. Res. add 5% tox 
Sorry no CCD's. B.A.C.'M.C. cords welcome 
(acct. — exp. date ) 
Send check or money order 

today to: 
M.C.I.A., Inc., P.O. Box 2487 
Hyattsville, Md. 20784 

DBTINCnvE CLSTOM LIGHTING 
A ftTK selection of over 50 cUisic dcsi?n« 
for indoor and outdoor lighting that will 
lend warmth and charm to both the con- 
temporary a/id traditional decorating 
jcents- Every light is of the highest quality, 

individually cut. assembled and Bttetl 
in brass, copper or pewter. Your 

selection will be owned with pride 
by future generations. Send jl.OO 
for 48 page catalog. 

'HERITAGE 
'Wl^ERNS 

Dect. HG- iu7   Se« Meado-.ri Li Yarmouth. Maine 04095 

address 
city  :ip. 

BEHER FOR BUHER 
Crystal-clear Lucite server locks in 
flavor, looks elegant. Slides open 
to expose just what's needed, 
closes tightly. A glance shows how 
much is left. 5%" by 2%" by 
2Vi" high, fits all quarter pound 
sticks. $6.98 plus 60e post. Coun- 
try Gourmet, Dept. GOE, 512 S. 
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

FRESH FINGERTIPS 
Acetate satin fingertip towels lav- 
ished with lacy hems and a single 
initial. Choose white, black, blue, 
bronze, gold, mint, tangerine, or- 
chid pale or hot pink, red, silver. 
$1.25; three, $3.50; one-letter In- 
itial, $1 each Ppd. Scintilla Satin 
Shop, Inc., G, 4802 N. Broadway, 
Chicago, IL 60640. 

STAGING 
Trio of clear plastic pedestals form 
a dramatic setting for your favorite 
plants. Separate clear waterproof 
saucers with raised rims for drain- 
age. 63^", 43/4" and 2Vi" high. 
For pots 4" at base (not incl.). Set 
$7.98 plus $1 post. Lillian Vernon, 
GlOE, 510 So. Fulton Ave., Mt. 
Vernon, NY 10550. 

V 

00 

SOLID BRASS 
Included are a soup ladle, sp S' 
skimmer and fork with wall mc 
ing unit. Jumbo size: approx. 
wall  bracket,  18"  long utefjl'' 
$27.50. Regular size: 15" br 
12" utensils. $14.50. Add $ 
post, for each set. The Uni 
Gallery, HGIO. 15111 New Hs « 
shire Ave., Colesville, MD 20 

PLACE OF HONOR 
Handcarved solid mahogany i 
chair is handsomely upholstere ^ 
a   French   tapestry   with   b ^ 
ground and elegant design in ri 
blues, greens, burgundy. =2! 
Size, 26I/2" w., 28" d.. 41" c'* 
all h. $269.95 exp. coll. Martb 
House, HGIO, 1022 S. Decatur 
Montgomery, AL 36104. 

J r- 

F'ERY ODAL NECKLACES 
Stunning contemporary necklj 
with genuine opals rich in f 
color. The stones are set in g 
fill with 18" gold filled chain. St 
ing with fall fashions and opa 
October's birthstone. Ea., $8. 
both, $15. Ppd. Schweitzer & C 
Inc. HG9, Box 4382-HGZ, Bur 
game. OA 94010. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

r 9 female who has unwanted 
• IT n face, arms, legs, we pro- 

=erma Tweez. Battery oper- 
:^ ievice removes hair perma- 

and with professional re- 
does   not   puncture skin, 
ppd. General Medical Co., 

("2, 1935 Armacost Ave., W. 
igeles. CA 90025. 

HELP IN SIGHT 
Popular half-frame magnifying 
glasses are designed for seeing 
fine print clearly, instantly. Just 
look over top for normal vision. 
Impact-resistant lenses precision- 
ground, polished. Give age. sex. 
$8.97 plus 75c post. Precision 
Optical Co., 161-T, Rochelle, IL 
61068. 

a»'ite photographs for friends to 
icie with Xmas greeting or job 

ations. For color, send color 
.6. photo or slide. 20 for 

32 for $2.98. Black and 
send any photo or nega- 

:6 for $1; 76 for $2. Add 
ost. Philips Foto Co., lOHG, 

II ^ord. NY 10523. 

iLfTANKHAMUN 

MUSICAL NOTE 
Replace a worn piano bench cover 
with machine-loomed needlepoint 
that looks handmade. Pattern of 
florals, antique instruments set off 
on choice of background colors: 
black, light beige, deep green. 20" 
by 36" (allow overlap). $11.95 
ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wl 54906. 

To commemo- 
rate the land- 
mark exhibi- 
tions in this 
ountry, the 

famous gold 
mask of the 
legendar%' king 
of the 18th 
Dynasty who 
reigned about 
1325 B.C. in 
ancient Egypt 
is recreated in 
exquisite de- 
tail. 
The 7 ' high 
handmade 
sculpture 
comes in a 
choice of two 
beautiful fin- 

- antique bronze or white 
e (specify). S17.00 postpaid, 
state res. add tax. Catalogue 

APOLLON ARTS 
34-55 11th Street 

Long Island City, NY 11106 
l-ober, 1977 

m 

"-I Wit 

• NEK-LACE TREE - 16" for your longer beads, 
pendonts and chains. 

• NEK-LACE TREE - 12" for petites - also great for bracelets, rings. 
• EAR-ING TREE - EASIER than any you've seen. 

Holds up to 24 pr. pierced. 
End jewelry tongles forever. Hond-crofted in USA, these unique patented designs are set in 
beautiful two-tone acrylic bose studded with genuine obalone. Hove fovorites at your finger- tips w these decorative displays for dresser or vanity.   Real volue, great gift! 

Please sent me: 
□ A - EAR-ING   TREE -   8" high @ $ 9.95 
□ B - NEK-LACE TREE - 12" high @ % 9.50 
□ C - NEK-LACE TREE - 16" high @ $ 9.95 
□ 0 - SAVE - Set of three (3) @ $26.95 

Add SI post. (S2 for set] 25c jewelry catalog free V. order.  BankAmer^cord, V.asterChorge welcome. 
ZEUES SPECIALTY. 2710 Rudolph Sd. 
Dept HG-IO Eau   Claire,   Wl 54701 

HOLIDAY GINGHAM 

An attractive and thoughtful 
holiday gift idea! 

Ptnoaalizttf liRfkan dKcfc staioMnr: nme 
Mi aMrtss friMi i* Mien tatmi M 

nek diMi (5«-1 -nk-). Si umn piw 
50 matdiing envelopes 

ONLYSg^SJSa 
^^^^^ hSRtf IRf • 

Specify blue or pink. 50 eitra skeeis 
(not printed) $1.00 adiitionl. New 

Yorli resdeols aid sales tai. 
Orders totaling S10 or more 

may be charged to Visa (Baak- 
americard) or Master Charge. 
Include cardholder name and 

account number. Master Charge 
Bank No. and expiration date. 

Many other styles available. Send 
for FREE color catalog and actual 

samples to: 

6^ 

M 

the Letter Son 
Dept. HG 107—P.O. Box 371, Woodbury. N.Y. 11797 

PINEAPPLE CORER 
Now en|oy fresh pineapples quick- 
ly and easily with this new pine- 
apple corer. Cuts and cores a whole 
fresh pineapple with one downward 
stroke. Make rings, wedges, chunks 
or crushed pineapple and use the 
whole shell for fruit salads or 
drinks. Also perfect for coring ap- 
ples and pears and for chopping 
and mincing all kinds of fruits and 
vegetables. Stainless steel blades. 

$3.95 each postpaid 
SUNSHINE   HOUSE GIFTS 

dept. HG P.O. Box 5566 
Ft. Lauderdale. Fla. 33310 

ARTHRITIS? 
Rheumatism? Backache? Bursitis? 

yyirbl, with n&lural burlap5»iaie,$25; 
prepau UPS- f^^a, Rt«.35,'^tlreiJsbaryj 

07701. Shell lamp catalog,^2. 

Baths International, Inc. 
101 Park Ave., Mezzanine 

New York, N.Y. 10017 
Please send for FREE literature 

or call collect 212-421-4727 
Name. 
Address. 
City_ 
State -Zip 

HG-10 

(plates- - 

Extra cool and comfonable. So-Lite feels like walking 
barefoot on a rug. Made for the woman on the go. 

Genuine leather upper, cushion crepe 
edge. So light they float. Black, Navy. 

Brown, Tan, White. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Send for our free catalog 

Sizes 5- 
In N M W   
(5-12 XW) Whole or half sTziT 

Send check or money order to LENOX TRADING 1491 Dorchester Ave., Boston, MA 02122 
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N£WH'f£eD£RS 
COMPARE these features ~~ 
and prices with others you v,y' 
have seen advertised: [ 

• Metal   baffles j 
and   reinforcing ^ 
prevent waste or 
spilling (as squir- 

'• rel proof a feeder 
^1    as we can make). 

j     • Use sunflower, 
! wild bird seed, 

H gl corn or any mix. 
• Metal cap-cap- 
tive (can't be 
lost). 
75e   postage  & han- dlin^ per order. 
FREE — Catalogue showinir   the   six K- ~ Feeders    plus acces- s  on request. 

Model   K-6. A|. most   twice   the V^'i capacity   of K-S (approx. 4 lbs. I 
Model K-S Model K-e 

K-5 With seed tray  $12.95 
K-5 Without seed tray $ 9.95 
K-6 Without seed tray  $14.95 
K-6 With seed tray  $17.95 

ADELEN CO. 
P.O. Box 266, East Greenwich, Rl, 02818 

"BIG JOHN" 

COAL FIGURINE 

"Big John", the coal miner. 
H-ith coal pick in hand and 
lunch pail at his side, i« ready 
for another day's work in the 
mines ... or ready to pace the 
curio shelf in your home or 
office.   This charming;, hfe- 
like figurine is handcast from 
specially treated, non-smear 
W. Va. coal. Kn interest 
ing conversation piece & 
ideal gift. tl'A inches tall. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Immediate Delivers. 

# ^ Q C P'"' ^1 postage ^ /, z J and handling 

Gift Catalog 25^ - 
FREE With Order 

.nt HP. in ^ ■if. 19 Miinti^isi, n,-; Dept. HG 10 ^ 3612 Huntleigh Drive 
Ralei^, .North Carolina 27604 

26 FANTASTIC NAPKIN FOLDS 

Photographs and step by step diagrams 
show you how to put that extra creative 
touch into your table settings. FOLDING 
TABLE NAPKINS. A New Look At A 
Traditional Craft, also mves you photos 
of place setting ideas and a history of the 
craft. Fabric & paper napkins. You'll 
love to dress up your table with these 
easy to fold conversation pieces. Book 
just S4.95 plus 50 cents postage. 

ADD THAT EXTRA TOUCH OF ELEGANCE TO YOUR TABLE SETTING 

Brighton Publications Boxl2706H«   New Brighton, MN 55112 

The Tool Organizer 

Keeps 
Tools 
Always 
Handy - 

Makes a 
Welcome 
Gift 

This hardwood plaque, 10y4"xl3y3" 
and equipped for hanging, comes 
with these quality tools: hammer; 
insulated-handle regular screwdriver: 
Phillips screwdriver; pliers; and 3 
plastic containers (for thumbtacks, 
nails, screws, etc. — not included). 
Sanded, ready for painting $12.50 
Light maple stain 

(blends in anywhere) $13.25 
Add $2 for mailing and handling, 
Mo. residents add 3% Sales Tax 

PILLAR. Inc. 
P.O. Box 27468 • St. Louis, Mo. 63141 

BUY 

WHOLESALE 

N SAVE!!! 

An OtilerYou 

CanTt Reftisel 

Manufacturer 
Direct) 

((SAVE  $30.00-$155.00)) 
# Large Selection # Solid WOOD 
^ 31-day keywound pendulum movement 
9 Rich-Sounding Chimes 
Send 50c loda> for Compete De>aiIs & Cokx BrocKre 

American Family Heirlooms Dept.A?   U116 Oiorxje Ave, potomajnt, CA 90723 

DOWN COMFORTS 

'^e^^.yMJ^ RE-COVERED 

. in exquisite down-proof satins, laRetas. 
tVool comferls recoveied, loo. And OLD 

FEATHERBEDS converted into cloud-soft, feather- 
fluff, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret proc- 
ess. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

Mail Order Only. No salesman will coll! 
ALDEN COMFORT MILLS-HGR'Box 6070«Dalla$, Tx.75222 

, fomples of coverings, testimonials, and 
' descriptive folder today. No obligation. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

GET ORGANIZED 
Tidi-Files keep current papers at 
your fingertips in office or home, 
avoiding loss of records. One holds 
to 12 full file folders. Walnut grain 
finish on corrugated tough tiber- 
board. 12" by 93/4" by 5". Six $9: 
12 $15; 25 $25.25. Ppd. Frank 
Eastern Co., Dept. X102, 625 
Broadway, NY 10012. 

NAME DROPPING 
Hand-cut necklaces in gleaming 
sterling silver. Three initials form 
a graceful drop vertically from a 
dainty 18" chain. Or have your 
name (up to seven letters) spelled 
out across. $10.50 plus 350 post., 
extra letters (over three) $1 each. 
Bruce Bolind, HG-10, Boulder, CO 
80302. 

GIANT DUST *MAGNET" 
Soft 10" brush has million tiny 
synthetic fibers to attract, hold 
dirt by electrostatic action. Gently 
lifts dust, dirt, pet hairs, lint. Long 
handle reaches where dustcloths 
can't. $4.99 plus 950 post. Ameri- 
can Consumer, Dept. DUS-72, 
Caroline Rd., Philadelphia, PA 
19176. 

PEANUTS PEOPLE 
Looking as if they stepped f 
the color comic page: Woodst 
Snoopy, Charlie Brown and L 
Bright-painted ceramics about 
h. Nodding heads move at toi 
Each $2.25 plus 750 post.; 
four $8.50 plus $1.35. Arti 
Galleries, HGlO, 2100 No. Has 
Ave., Dallas, TX 75204. 

PRETTY TOUCH 
Cottonand-polyester permapr 
pillow sham, 20" by 26", witt 
eyelet ruffle. White only. $12 p 
$2 post, per order. Write for • 
illustrated catalogue: inclu 
matching curtains, bedspre? 
canopy covers, dust ruffles. Cc 
try Curtains 
MA 01262. 

HGlOl, Stockbrid.i 

CULINARY MUST 
"Cutfix." Three blade panels int 
change for slices,  dices, stri| 
chips, French-fry cuts. Food in tc 
slide handle back, forth, food drc 
into container.  Plastic, staink 
steel.    White orange, 9V2" 
$12.98 plus $1.15 postage. Coi 
try Gourmet, Dept. GOE. 512 
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 105f 

House & Gc'c 



SHOPPING AROUND 

WEVO CENTER 
|i-eat idea —solid pine wall-hanging 
Inter with blackboard, tray for 
lialk, bin for mail. pads, pencils, 
jawer for keys, stamps, coupons. 
[3" by 131/2" by 51/2"- It can 
land, too. Unfinished, $19.95 an- 
|que fin., $29.95. Add $3 post. 
Pi. Yield House, G711T, No. Con- 
[ay. NH 03860. 

Is.-; 

ME SHIRTS 
Personalized for the younger set 
hand-drawn batik T-shirts, all cot- 
ton. Wash 'n' wear. Any girls' or 
boys' name, a rocking horse or 
heart. Blue, lime green, peach, 
pink. 6 months through 16 years. 
$9.95 plus 950 post. The Amfalula 
Tree, HGIO, 223 Katonah Ave., 
Katonah, NY 10536. 

:ONTEMPORARY CANE 
Natural  rattan  headboard, triple 
)le frame, 3" peel border. Sin- 

size,  39"  by 53", $39.95; 
Jouble,   54"   by   53", $49.95: 
Jueen,   60"   by   53", $59.95; 

King, 78" by 53", $84.95. Exp. 
boll. Catalogue 25c. Fran's Bas- 
ket House, HGIO, Route 10, Sue- 

sunna, NJ 07876. 

BEAUTY PI LLC . . 
"Magic Arc" patented facial pil- 
low helps prevent wrinkles, double 
chins. Great for sleeping with roll- 
ers. The secret: balance of air and 
foam: ingenious arc shape. Small: 
17" by 9". two super-tight pink 
satin zipper covers. $7.98. ppd. 
Better Sleep, HGIO, New Provi- 
dence, NJ 07974. 

FANTASTIC INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 
These attractive wall sconces are crafted from 
the finest pine woods available. Hand rubbed 
in a beautiful dark pine country finish with 
real glass chimneys. 4" w x 14" high. 

INTRODUCTORY     /  Reg. $29.95 
OFFER: \  SALE 514.95 pair 

(candles not included) 
Add S2.00 postage. Mich. res. add 4% sales tax 

BRIC-A-BRAC SHOP 
305S2 Woodstream Dr., 

Farmington Hills, Ml 43018 

RUGS and TAPESTRrF^S 
Our   collection  of   line im- 
ported rugs are perfect with 
any decor, for floor or wall. 
Included    are lovely 
Orientals, .Navajos, 
Scandinavian Ryas, 
and more '. I! 

French Garden bcenc No. 7156 10" .x 
10" S5.95 20" X 20" S)i.95 Shipped 
Prepaid. 
Add a lovely decorating touch to your home 
with fine woven tapestries from France, Italy 
and Belgium—perfect for wall hangings, 
framing, pillows, upholstery, etc. 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS 
EST.^BLISHLD 1938 

Send $1.00 for our 
.New Color Catalog 
Wide ran>;i "f s'.s li-s 

si/PS. and prirei 

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
for over 39 years 

Order Direct bv Mail 
Dept HG 107* 3028 N LINCOLN AVE. • CHICAGO, IL 60657 • (3121 472 4848 

. SIT OV= ,v:=OCV-0=E'. 7 DAYS A '.■.EE- 

LEATHER CHAIR AND OTTOMAN 
From mastercraftsmen who make only 
leather furniture, this beautiful Queen 
Anne charr and ottoman are of the finest 
quality. Solid Mahogany legs and Solid 
Brass nail head trim. Available in over 
50 colors of Premium Leather. 
CHAIR: H 43 W 31 D 34 $434.50 
OnOMAN: H 18 W 26 D 21 $154.50 

Shipping charges extra. No C.O.D. 
Send Sl.OO for brochure 

Dept. HG-28, P.O. Box 5023 
Hickory, N.C. 28601 (704-322-4478) 

WOMAN'S CAVALIER II BOOT 
Handsomely crafted in genuine 
glove soft leather, smooth no seam 
vamp with adjustable buckle strap. 
New 2" covered heel and platform 
sole. COLORS: Brown, Black, Cam- 
el, Bone. Full & half sizes: 6-10 
AAA.AA. 5-10 A.B.C. 

plus 
$1.50 P&H 

Vicki Wayne—HOA 
600 S. Country Club, Tucson. AZ 85716 
Send for our new fashion catalog 

$1 refundable 

$24 

We use only the finest acetate satin with 
225x78 threads per sq. inch. That's soft! 
The difference is in the satin and worlt- 
manship. You'll feel it—and see it. 
COMPLETELY MACHINE WASHABLE. Hot 
Pink, Taneerine, Gold, Red, Black, 
Broiue. Blue, Silver, Pale Pink, White, 
Mint or Orchid. 

EACH SET INCLUDES 
2 Straight sheets, 2 cases, OR 1 straight, 
1 fitted sheet, 2 cases. Please specify. 
Double Set $34.98     Queen Set $37.98 
Twin Set     33.98      King Set 50.98 

Duo Twin Set (78x80) $50.98 
Round Sets—Bottom Sheets Are Fitted. 
84" Round Set $52.98 96" Round Set $54.98 

3-letter monogram on 2 cases—$3.00 
Seid check or ■.«. 5«% deposit oi CO D.'s. 
SCIHTILU®. m.^.X*mJ 

HANG'UM UP 
Solid pine 6 peg coat rack, rich 
dark pine finish, 36" x 31/2" x 
3V2" also available in 24" 4 peg 
model. 6 peg $9.95, 4 peg $7.95 
— $1.50 post, and handling each. 
Send check or money order to: 

The Woodworks, Inc. 
31000 Emery Rd. 

Orange Village, Ohio 44022 

October, 1977 



SILVERWARE DRAWER PAD 
Silverware drawer you 
use and enjoy yo^ - s :ver 
more. Lining of Pacific Silver cloth 
with fold-over flap absorbs tarnish. 
Saves on polishing, keeps out dust 
and silver slays clean. Stondard 
size (11 3,i"xl5"x2y4") holds 108 
pes., jumbo size (17'/; "x 1 3 ^'3 "x 
274") Ho'ds 120 pes. 
Standard Size $10.99 
Jumbo Size $12.99 

p'-^s 9:: Dosrage each 

Dept. 310-7B. Wheat Ridge, CO 80036 

The 

SAFE 

2-Way 

PET 

DOOR 
ilu^-k laiet then iny 
fjlid hinsed ryp< pcnel docT. 5 (;».■• pe! 
U ccimplettly pro- 
tected. He ccnnci te trapped or (Koted fir   ia'ce   \ii toil 

FlexPort 

Why b« c doorman for your pet? Flex- 
Port ends scratched doors and whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, rain. Gives you 
and pet complete freedom. Soft plastic 
trict^gles   close ge-'ly 
and tightly. Eos' 
stalled, 
folder. 

Send for 

TUREN,INC. 
Dept. HGl 0 
Etna Road 

Lebanon,N.H.03766 

FINE QUALITY 

OSLY^ 
$035,' 

tul fine        ■• T: :   ^ ■ - 
Pr>otos 3* = 
$2S=   Se-. :: 

wtirte o«iy $l.5C 5-=-: 
lire w p*T«to. F°E£ 
in plastic- They r- =«e ;. e ■ 
grfts for friends, cfassmates. 
reLatrres. Original returned 
unharmed. GUARANTEED! 
Add 50c per order for postage 
& handling. 

ROXANNE STUDIOS 
Box 1012. L.I.C. 
Dept C-35 

SHOPPING AROUND 

GRANDFATHER CHIME 
Ar authertic reprodiiCtion of a 
classic design in mantel, table, 
or shelf size. Realistically molded 
In Arnerican walnut grain and 
parquet. Gold tone pendulum 
s.virgs in be=- •■• a pleasant 
t:ck—even t' :k is elec- 
tric. Chimes - .- hour and 
half-hour. 20' x 6^/4" x S^a"- 
Send check or money order to: 
L. B. & R ENTERPRISES. Box 
1913. Rochester. NH C3867 for 
519.95 pl'-s S2.03 postage a"d 
handling 

Unique DUAL Protection Alert 
24-Hour Burglar Fire Protection 
7.-.e   ■■DOUBLE-DUTY   ALERT"   has 2 

and -ire danger. Scares oH intruders 
-■-riih a penetrating siren-Iike alarm 
that also er.ipts v.-hen the heat sensor ^hlch is ai-s-ays on guard . 

Compact, battery-po'sered. vrireiess. 
Installs in seconds. 5-idebracket allo-a-s permanent or portable installations at 
top oi inward and out-s-ard opening 
doors. Can t be detected or deactivated 
from outside. Patentee Coil Arm al- I0V.-S occupant choice o: activating 
alarm vrhen desired. Idea! tor homes. 
aDartments. omces. warehouses, etc. 
and to carr>- along for use in motels 
and hotels when tra-.-eling'. Just .Slo.95 
each and., w batteries. READY-TO- 
OPERATE.  DUAL PROTECTION ruar- 

DON'S ENTERPRISES, INC. 
F.0.Boi 403C, Dept. 10, Baltimore, MD 21222 

N.Y. 11101 

* $5 Freight      w   \ W^^^ 

24~ double elbow action plus swivel 
base alkmsTV to be tucked into wall. etc. 
Will support color table models. British 
designed and engineered 
Order fmm: 

CIRCLE 4 COMPANY 
12905 S.W. 68th Ave.. Miami. FL 33157 
Enclose chack. m.o. or Uastar Charge No. 
No C.O.O.'s please. 

C ■ z "EWESSEE 
Tin recipe box filled with old fam- 
ily recipes. Hinged top. decoration 
in full color. Holds hundreds of 3" 
by 5" cards. Starter set of 125 
recipes by generations of Tennes- 
see cooks. $9.95 ppd. Color cata- 
logue. $1. Lynchburg Hardware & 
General Store, HGIO, Box 320, 
Lynchburg. TN 37352. 

Grab bags from coin vaults a 
from 35 to 100 years old! Collec 
tions may include Indian or Lincol 
pennies. 2t. 30, silver dollars 
gold. 1 lb.. $16.50: 2 lbs.. $30; 
lbs.. $72: 10 lbs. plus 2 gold pes 
$115. Add $1.50 post. Centre Coi 
Co., HGIO, Box 1. Sherman Oaks 
CA 91413. 

C-CSE" EX=A\:ER 
Make closets do double duty with 
closet space expanders. Hang an 
expand-a-bar from existing rod (no 
installation, no tools). It expands 
from 16" to 28". adjusts to de- 
sired length. $4.95: two. $9.50. 
Add 75c post. each. Write to Bruce 
Bolind. HGIO. Bolind BIdg., Boul- 
der, CO 80302. 

Kit has simple method. Finished 
shades raise and lower easily to 
control light and heat. Install on 
cafe rods alone, or with draperies. 
Use any fabric. Single to 48"W. 
$14.95; to 96"W. $25.95: to 144" 
W. $32.95. Add $1 post. ea. The 
Gloria Co., Dept. 351A. Box 162. 
White Plains, NY 10602. 

Authentic barrel decanters in solid 
oak with walnyt finish. Assembled 
individually into liquid-tight unit. 
Round decanters, solid wood cra- 
dles: qt. $19.95: 2-qt. $29.95: gal. 
S39.95. Ppd. Name plates (inci. 
wording) $3.25 ea. Cooperage 
Products. HGIO, Box 382, Ran- 
dolph, fvIA 02368. 

C- C =RCTEC" 
Headscarf keeps su" and wind off 
hair and adjusts to size with velcro. 
Choose red. navy, kelly, denim bli-e 
or khaki polyester cotton broad- 
cloth or red, blue, green calico. 
$4.95 plus 50c post.: with more 
gram, add $2. Free brochure. Ur ■ 
corn Gallery. HGIO. 15111 N.H. 
Ave., Colesviile, MD 20904. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

carpeCEd p/atfar- nrs 5r.< 
to let a pet lack cut or 

Fn tfre sun. InstaJIs easily 
td can &e ra^cved - ar i rrstarrt 

in ga(d. aa.''* gr^en ar ray- 

plus    S:     CCSt- K:Tr.# 
|lirr-ci7.-^ HGIC, cSfe Ncr- :3 

Scctt3£ia*e ^2 =5252 

W« just spert hoi.-s —arjgi -s 
aver Ccicriai Carder Kit^rers' 
l^J- page catalogue :f cccx«a-= 
k:t:^e^'*a^e. gifts, gc'r^et feces 
3-G 'iGiTie accesscrres. ~^ere s 
scr^eC^ing frjr ever/cre. 25-c. Cc- 
lOriai Garner K.tcrers. Cept. 
-GJC 27Q W. ,Vfe'-'-"cj< Rd.. Vai.'ey 

Suddenly!— You solve the .Ascotproblem 

it yC'-r :a5SCr 'Cr ioCCtS s 
•^i-strsrec r'* :.~eir -e<er sta-/- 
irg p pace — r/ ;ur Ocer 
0:'ia.-"^es "^a-ic^z's: sraoe 
r yC'-r •'ecf . rev adjLsr no 
Size =rc 5t=>/ -earv P*3C8 
(w '^e c'z c cs-'e. Tne 
Sciic Si" aces are r ■'CC% 
PC'V-srer re -=rc:es r Es- 

5iue • ('('re • : 
Pnikz Dots: 

So is Shaise^: 

:-LSt • ''5!lew • 

"I'M' 

S6.95 ea. 

OSTCRAWTES-rePTj 
c>-A.MP'->.N. s. • • a- 5 

SCHACHTER"S   115.\UenSt. Dept - NTC looo: 

Verrcn .axdusve cr^acsd ay E^g- 
ic'i 5.-san Keily. £«:;uisjt=iy 

arccra-TrC. "-^e -ic«je-^'!ec eyeiec 
petfcccar" ^..-Ger Lberr/ of Lcr- 
an pn,~t dress adds '^ea'^er.y 

.t: t;-e C^-st—as ree. S3.3S: 
rer $1238 pi us 5C« acst. Ui- 
Verrcr. Dept. GOE 512 Sc. 

ultDrrA>ie. >'ft. ^'=—r.- N^-.Tfr'T 

King TLt perdant wit^ sapp^jre 
e<es. are of a "acudi_s jeweir/ 
g.-ci_3 ir st=ni-g s.ive."- b'y J. &. C. 

4dc(-t tcf-es  tr 2C" 
rrain. S72 pn-s 52 acst. Sard 51 
'or CJinst.'^as cataicg-e, Si--=>/e, 
C.i_r^C i Lc»v Cc. HG12, 33Q 
So/'st-r St. Scstar,. MA 02116. 

FINE CARPETS 
,., .- 

CARPET GUARD 

ne 3acM;rc —*cr LSC ;r 1-e s;.rf2c& 
-;G>-ic ariifs sasiv :ictrac ^ wir-^o-t 
•"sr rtcr - s-rr(«. "isce Ta--^ prcs- 
sss carrsts ac 3ref-tas> 5st;sfacrcr 
0.gr3~T6gG 

rc Sc. P'- ^-rr- 

W€MO j 

1 

fact filled, informative 
COLOR CATALOG 

0:;:;ni-a REDWOOD irejnh.iu--.- 

_z     ~ ■"■-11'- 
•rocE 

-e.. DeptL ll-k 
^ C.-.' 

QUILTS BEAUTIFULLY RECOVERED 

" r 0 r m a L10 n. 

DESK ELE(^A>'(:E 

\ 

.\n exceUgnt zift idea 
for home and offiee. 

riiit beauiufiii -M-i.-tiiaaLe-i ie-4 r«! it GE>- 
LTVE:  rr>_LL>>   FOLiiHtD <;a-u:>£D 
O.^T:! m.;a.ie-   DOUBLE PE>-HOLI>ER 

PER 'SEIC-HT.  LETTER  r.PE.>TR and 
«ELF-.U>ffEitI>«; 5<JLID B&A<r« .\AXE 
PLATE Tuiijijirf for »inirav.ii:;. 
r^cr^iihitf   -lifer   a^ad-ibtH   ror   54^1.15 phis 

ARBB International 
9«) We^t "Street 

N-w York- NT 1<XM)6 

CHINESE BROCADE 

JEWELRY BOX 

Sr ~ —e,-:-g 5. «e' a-.z gala 
brccade with rich red velvet 
lining and full mirrcr. AJso 
comes With music box with 
tunes "Rase Garden" or 
"Wedding iVfarch." 6-2" = 
6V2" X 2-2". 
Nan-niusicai—SIQ.35 I'us 5Q< aasni; 

Wus^cai—Sii-95 ijlus 50* aoszag'; 

C i E IMPORTS, Dept 77 
P.O.  3cx 243S—Sansata   F^a. 335^; 

Butterfly Trivet 
<5ecs -cc ~ircs "-:r- sccrrrirc -acie 
:r icurcsr :ccs src "arcs ceccrsc:'*?-. 
;r 5 *5il- Esaut.*.! ■< :g"a ec s. •<="- 
:iat=c  r  tav   arc :ar-isr -ssstar-: 
^•aK^s = grsst zifn -~:r-ct rei'<er-( 
~cr6'< rscx ;i-3-3-:s5 S~5£ 
:cst3ce raic Sere rrecx ci—ere* 

~-E S-:^ Deot. T-HG-I3 

LIS Ang^ses. Califamia 
90043 

laiirrr—la -?=^cgrc3 arc 

the 
Gift 



REMOVE HAIR FOREVER 
Perma Tweez electrolysis safely and per- 
manently removes all unwanted hair from 
face, arms, legs and body. No-puncture 
safety feature—clinically tested and recom- 
mended by dermatologists. 
14 DAY MONEY 
BACK GUAR. 
$19.95—send check/ 
money order 
Cat. residents add 6% sales tax 
□ I enclose $4.00 deposit ond will pay 

balance COD plus extro COD charges. 
□ I enclose full paymenf of $19.95. 
□ BankAmericard/Master Charge 

r Exp. Date  
GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept. HG147 
1935 Armacost Ave., W. Los Angeles, CA 90025 

<1'1 <)77 QlNtSAi MEDiCAl CQ 

PERSONALIZED 

MIRRORS 

Beautifully crafted mirror 
to enhance bar or kitchen 

Makes a super gift! 

KITCHEN OR BAR (specify) Size: 
13'/2" X 16'/2" S$35.95 

BAR ONLY (Size) ISVi" x 23'/2" 
....S49.95 

STYLE (Bar or Kitchen). 
SIZE  
AMOUNT $  
NAME (imprinted)  
.Send check, inoncv order, or major 
credit cardlBA. MC, AEi number to 
UNIQUE PERSONAL PRODUCTS, INC 
1306 Wiliowbrook Mall, Wayne. N.J. 07470 

N.J. residents add 5% sales tax. 
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. 

^ SAVE 
YOUR 
HEART' 

RENTAL-PURCHASE Program Available 
Your STAIR GLIDE" installs, easily and in less 
thdn 2 tiours No marring walls or stairway No 
special wiring required Shipped directly from 
factory within 4 days STAIR GLIDE" the nation s largest selling stairway lilt' Ul LISTED 
USED BY THOUSANDS CARDIAC PATIENTS, 
ARTHRITICS. SENIOR CITIZENS, RE 
STRICTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITES, POST 
OPERATIVES and household convenience 
(outdoor models available) 
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND NAME OF DEALER NEAREST YOU 
AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE* CORP. 

4001 East i38ih, Depi HG107 
Grandview Missouri 64030 J 

SHOPPING AROUND 

DAMSH STYLE 
I LLL SIZE LOtNGE CHAIR 

Euiopean imported >olid hariiuood frame, walnut tinish with authentic curved Dan- ish arm. 28I2" wide. 29" hijrh. Thick 4" polyurethane  foam  .^^eat  cushioji,   2 2" x 22".  :i" thick back cusliion.   1 1" N 22". Your choice of expandable supported vi- nyl, or heavy tweed fabric.  Olive. Tan- irerine.  Black.   Blue or Tan.  Or furnish two yardi"^. 5i" wide, your fabric. Cush- ions zippered. fully welted reversible. 
Sfnd T5r for s<J>»pl€ swatches and ro'tiplet^ Dntiisk tii'int/ room cntatoo- 

Shipped unassembled, easily set up in 10 minutes. 
Sh iI'pinn r/ifjf O/'« roll f r St itit rh/rk ni   iliOn* U iWfi- 

GENADA IMPORTS 
Dept. P10, P.O. Box 204, Teaneck, N.J. 07666 .V../. R.^.d'ntf od,! ',n la:r 

$49.95 

BEAUTY-GLO ROSE LAMP 

4 * * 

Unique accent piece as night-lite or 
a TV lamp. 

Art'stic display of eight vari colored 
roses in a wire basket, aglow with soft 
light. 

Complete with long-life bulbs, ready 
to plug in and enjoy. 
Shipped postpaid in USA at only $14.95 

M .Uif. re-^idents add 90e sale.s tax) 
Mone.v liack Kuarantee. 

Kcinit cliectt or money order to; 

THE VOELCKEL CO. 
16038 Chella Drive 

P.O. Box 5623 
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745 
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FEEDING TIME 
Small birds are attracted by these 
designs. Reservoir fills through roof 
to release as needed; five lb. capac- 
ity. Openings are pre set, but may 
be enlarged. Hanging, 12" dia., 
$13.95 plus $2.65 post.; on post. 
$21.95 plus $3.10 post. The Patio. 
HGIO, 550 Powell, San Francisco, 
CA 94108. 

r 

SNOWFLAKE JACKET 
Lightweight, warm as toast a 
comfortable 34" topper. Two I 
ers of nylon with 5 oz. polyes 
fiberfill between. Wind and cc 
proof. Washable. Sizes: S (lO-K 
M (1416); L (18); XL (20-2; 
Red, navy, oyster, green. $37.' 
ppd. Johnny Appleseed's, HGl 
50 Dodge St., Beverly, MA 01911 

NEW MEXICAN JEWELRY 
Indians on the Sandia reservation 
fashion these sterling silver ear- 
rings after the squash blossom so 
familiar to them. The earrings 
(pierced or screw) are 1 " long. 
$10 ppd. Send for free color cata- 
logue. Bien Mur Indian Market Cen- 
ter, HGIO, Box 10367, Albuquer- 
que, NM 87114. 

3, Ji 
BREATHE EASY 
The Radiator Humidifier puts coH 
fortable, healthful humidity ba^ 
in the air. Contoured back snug ''^ 
fits into place. Just hang on radi 
tor and fill with water. Made 
heavy gauge plastic, leak and ru *" 
proof. Cannot rust. 8" by 12" I 
13^" d. $2.49 ppd. Miles Kimba 'SI 
100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 5490 

BAROQUE BEAUTY 
Pewter alloy makes a delightful 
frame for a favorite 3V2" photo 
to put on a dresser, desk or bu- 
reau. The frame is 51/2" overall, 
a perfect size for gifting at any 
season of the year. $18 plus $1.25 
post. The Unicorn Gallery, Dept. 
GlOA, 15111 New Hampshire Ave., 
Colesville, MD 20904. 

ELEGANT TUREEN 
Sculptured handles, feet and fini 
add great distinction to the Grar 
Duchess silverplated tureen t 
Towie Silversmiths. Holds 31/2 qts 
is 171/4 "w. by 9"h. When not i 
use, a graceful ornament for sidi 
board. $125 ppd. 1690 Housi 
HGEIO, 268 Merrimac St., Nev 
buryport, MA 01950. 

House & Garde 



SHOPPING AROUND 

It little pig to work in needle- 
]fint is a bright note for a dieter's 

Chen.  Kit includes design on 
Invas. wool yarns, needle, back- 
|g and magnets. 71/2" by 9". 
^.95 plus 75c post. Walnut fin- 
led frame. 8" by 10", $2.50. 
toria Gifts. 12H Water St.. Bryn 

awr. PA 19010. 

Copy of Victorian whatnot stand 
to hold small treasures. All fin 
ished wood, five shelves. Top gal 
lery carved, turned posts. Assem 
bles in minutes. 60" h., by 21" w 
$69.95 plus $6 post. 80 page cata 
logue with fabric samples. $1 
Magnolia Hall, HGIO. 726 Andover 
Atlanta, GA 3 "2" 

URNITURE 5'JYS 
lassie sleeper =475, from a col- 
jction of finely made upholstered 
feces by National. Color catalogue 
fabrics by yd. available) $2. Also 
78-page catalogue of prestigious 
rniture, $5. refundable. National 

umiture and Fabric Sales. Inc.. 
HGIO. Box 2314. High Point, NC 
7261. 

Handsome hand-engraved rings. 
Choice of sterling silver. $90. 14K 
gold. $195. Ppd. Send coat-of-arms 
or have it researched. A splendid 
gift idea bound to become a prized 
keepsake. Free color catalogue. Or- 
der from Heraldica Imports. Inc., 
HGIO. 21 W. 46th St., New York, 
NY 10036. 

TIRED OF LOOKING FOR A 
PEN AND PAPER FOR YOUR 
PHONE MESSAGES? ... 

THEN TRY THE 
LINDSEY SCRIBBLER 

-•sr. 

ALL WOOD ^vith a beautiful 
.•.a'''J: * r'sh. Measures 5x9 
X 4 in. high. Great to"" ohone 
messages or hang on kitchen 
wail and use for shopping lists, 
features pen on chain mount- 
ea to base (pen can't leave pad!), 
2'i" /.ide paper roll and paper 
cjtter. HANDMADE in the 
_     rSE^' WORKSHOP for only 
9 r5 - .= 1.50 shipping. SATIS- 
'~C~ C \ GUARANTEED. 

219 King Arthur Dr. 
La-.', rencevllle, Ga. 30245 

ORGANIZE YOUR Papers, 
Magazines, Journals, Tax 
Records Reports etc. 
STOP PAPER CLUTTER 
with New Walnut Gram 

tidi'files 

'Qi' easy wcy to 
orgarize or store Do- 
pe^  Owrncis C'C 
HofXi.iy '^C^S oil COD- 
ckjr S'Ze rr^ogczines 
Pe<-fec^ ■nhor>e 
dorm, 6en or offrce 

gra oea Wolnot Firwsh ,/ 
e^-=-<es any decor. ( 
Cc-;-^-c^ec o* ^*cvy 
C-r CC^r^.jgo'ed 
fiberboord iri^de dmefts.-ons 
ir 2x3'J X 9 W>»<teTdent;- 
*<G^ on spoce    *^ori* ar>6 
bock -   
PR CE5 6 ior W.95. 12 for S17.95. 25 for 
S29.95 AdoSl OOfor deii^rery. N Y. re5.K*erts 
odd soi<s 'cx  W'te *x>r Free      ce P^od-cn 

FRANK EASTERN CO., Dept HG107 
625 Broo<i>*oy NewYori, N.Y. 10O12 
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THOUSANDS sc.i 
FOR S9 95 

Now! Water 

And Mist 

Every Plant ^ ''^ r; ,/i^' 

In Your Home i[ f 

Without Ever Liftings,^^^ 

A Watering Can ^ 

For Just ^55 

as tu^nirg       a ia^ce;   New FLO'.V B c e!e A    ^aie---g "'■st-^g arac'- 
S^C. °'" "as a5>" "-ose "c eas , "-e" '•^•.-'cc "Die a'l a^acte'S ;o • ■ 
'eac- every plant in your home  A'"0^1 nr„a y any sts'ca'c "a-ce:  a   'c a' 

Positive Lock On Ofl Control 
At Your Fingertips 

Scec a-     r-c'oc'      0" cc'.'o oc^s 

?'-an c 

Flexible Watering Wand 
'ss 3' exclusive 

FREE MISTING ATTACHMENT LETS 
YOU MIST PLANTS FOR HEALTHY. 

VERDANT GROWTH! 

TARA EDEN. INC 
P.O- Box 17 HG-IO? 
Roslyn. N Y. 11576 

-. FLOWP SMOWB • -: 

SAVE' 
SAVE MORE' 

C«1- 

Ovenproof porcelain m heat-resistant rich 
brown willow baskets rriocje for us exclu- 
sively. The Fren-ch high-fired white casseroles 
are dishwasher freezer and microwave oven 

1 qt. Souffles Basket SIO.00 
r 2 qt. Souffle & Basket S12.50 

2qt. Souffles Basket $15.00 
::se r'>ec.(     M O 

Basket BazooR at ofntage ism 
P.O. Box 2105, YountviUe   Co. 94599 

G'amourizc v.irh 
PRISM AND BOBECHE SET 

An all-iinportaot crrsial set tiiat adds 2 radi- sh: loveliness to candles, sconces, chandeliers. Ba!:<^he 1*113 31-2' diameter and 1" hole slips Go«T3 over candle to catch -a-ax crip. Dancle? S fris-Ts that eiiuer as they catci tiie Sash end £re of ti;e candleliglit above. Send ct:*c»; or n>?a?y  order.  Satisfaction gTiaranteed. 
B.>beche 

$650 
each. ppd. 

S 12.50 the set. 
CRYSTAL CLASSICS  Dept. G.I07 

17 Orchard Farm Road 
Port Washincton. N.Y. 11050 

I Bofaeche arx: f T'z' prisms. 
$600 

each. ppd. 
SI 1.50 the set. 

J 

Bedspread caddy 
saves effort 

Easier   bed-makmg without 
nightly  tugging hea\-\- spread. 
Just pull hidden cadd>- from be- 
tween mattress and spring. Legs 
drop into position. Lay spread 
onto caddy, accordion fashion .. 
ready for quick, easy, morning 
make-up.  Brown  metal cadd\ 
glides back out of sight by day 
Ideal for Hollywood beds or low 
footboards. For double, king or 
queen-sized beds, get two. 
Satisfaction or money back. 
9.83 or 2 isame address) ror 
18.83 Add 155 shipping 

G.\RRETT*S 
Box i::- Dallas Te.\ "^22! 
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CORDLESS MASSAGER 
Battery-operated massager brings satisfying relaxation. Deep gentle pene- 
trating vibrations soothe neck, shoulder muscles, arms, legs and tired 
feet. Operate on standard batteries (not included). 4 sizes 
Mini Massager. 4V,"  $3.98 + 300 Mailing Each 
Regular Massager, 7"   $4.98 + 450 Mailing Each 
Deluxe Massager, 10"  $7.98 + 500 Mailing Each 
Super Massager, 12"  $9.98 + 55< Mailing Each 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

j\.Ut hOJiy  Eut 6rp } 1S€S   555 Mission °s'a'nFrands/o, Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 

NATURAL SEAGRASS 
BASKETS-favorites for storage 
serving, or pure decoration. 
Fill them with home-baked 
cookies or candies and give 
them as gifts this Christmas! 
Set of 5 nested ovals or hex- 
agons, all with fitted covers, 
ranging from 4',^" to IM." dia. 
Set of 5 S9.95 postpaid. 
3 sets S24.95 postpaid. 
Shipment in 48 hours. 
DEPT. HG-10 Cataloa 50C P.O. BOX 19976 "-a'^'oa sue 
ATLANTA. GA. 30325^^ 

baskets O Charge Card Orders ^^^W 
Phone 404-351-6378 > 

Yes. you  can have a 
FULL    COLOR POSTER 
blown up from your color 

photo or slide at a frac- 
tion of the price. All 

|ij color posters printed 
on Kodak paper. Great 
gift idea!  

wiiiiiir"'"'* 
into a FULL COLOR POSTER^ 

at Unbelievable low Cost! 
LOW CO.<;T FULL COLOR POSTERS 

2a'x24'   only $9.50 
I4'xl7'   only $6.50 
24'x36'   only $14.50 

BLACK & WHITE BLOWUPS TOO! 
2 ft. X 3 ft.        $4.50  Laminated Posters 
I ft. X I", ft.    S2.50 ifL''-,M ^ l'/2 ft. X 2 ft.    $3.50  «.00addt \. 
3 ft X 4 ft.       $8.00 PlxX" Returned. 

For every color poster ordered, add and getablac^ & white sarne size. Black and White Duplicates SO^o of?. Add SOc each item. han. dling. For prompt delivery put name & address on bach of photo. Send check, cash or M.O. N.Y. residents add appropriate sales tax. If you send slide or negative acd $1 OO for each sixe. Shipped U.P.S. SI.SO per item. 

Dept. HG-107. Congers, N.Y. 10920 

MINI FURNITURE 

...makes it easy to be your 

own Interior Decorator! 
AVOID COSTLY DECORATING MISTAKES. Create 
miniature settings for every room in your 
house before spending a cent for a piece of 
furniture, a yard of fabric, a roil of wall- 
paper, or a bucket of paint. Think how much 
>ou can save if you really plan before you 
buy. Over 150 different furniture combina- 
tions for every room. Sofas, chairs, sec- 
tionals, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, 
etc. Decorate furniture, walls, windows, with 
y:j- c.'.n fabric and paint samples. Includes: 
3-D miniature furniture of solid styrene. 
Graph Board, Wails, Windows, Doors, all to 
exact Vj" scale. Design and instruction book 
included. Created by Adele E. Behar, ASID. 
Guaranteed. Only $9.50 (we pay postage). 

Plan-lt-Kit,|gc. 
Dept. HG-10 Box 429, V.'estport, Cf. 06880 

SCHOOLHOUSE CLOCK 
Reconditioned keywind 8-day move- 
ment, witti classic dial, signal 
arms, winding key, brass pendu- 
lum. Polished and restored hard- 
wood case, about 22" h. by 13" w. 
by 41/2" d. Certificate of age. own- 
ership. $98 plus $6 post. Pony 
Express System, GlOl, 2986 Nava- 
jo St., Yorktown, NY 10598. 

MINI TREE ORNAMENT 
Mini kitchen utensils on a mini 
rack. It is a tradition in Europe for 
a couple's first tree. Handmade 
of solid natural birch, handpainted 
with red highlights. 2V4" by 2" 
with loops for your cord. $2.98, 
two for $5.50. 50c post. Lillian 
Vernon, GOE, 512 S. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 
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PORTABLE PET NEST 
Six double-knit polyester panels 
(non-chew) on inner circle. Cozy 
hollow formed by styrene-oellet 
filling. Brown, blue, red. Wash in 
tub or front-loading machine. 
.About 17" dia. $11.48: 24" $17.88: 
33" $27.38. Ppd. Pet-Nests. D50. 
Suite D, 2224 Old Middlefield, 
Mountain View. CA 94043. 

NAVAJO REPLICA 
Harmonious blend of ivory gro! 
with rust, gold and brown acc 
2' by 3' $19.95: 3' by 5' $34| 
4' by 6' $49.95: 6' by 9' 
Ppd. Other designs, also Orie 
and Scandinavian rya rugs in 
color catalogue $1. Peerless 
ported  Rugs,  GE107, 3028 
Lincoln Ave.. Chicago, IL 606 

DISAPPEARING ACT 
Now you see it, now you dor 
Vanish hides furniture or wo 
paneling scratches instantly. Ji 
rub on and wipe off. Works on lig 
or dark wood finishes. Easy-" 
apply felt tip tube, .29 fl. oz. 
mess, no drips, no spills. $1 
ppd. Walter Drake. HG37 Dra | 
BIdg., Colorado Springs, CO 809 j 

House & Qjz'z * 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

Christmas card is 414" by 
a 2" fuzzy koala DT syn- 

fur. Squeazs his sides, his 
in to clip Dn 2 Doilar. purse 

lil. Card says "you arc 
on the frort blank ins.de fc>r 

o*-  r-^essage.  S2-9E ppz 
- -z-a''i. IJZ SZ'-Z 5-. Cteh- 
t'> 54905- 

ffs ^Li; size 
25" cs-ry nj 
Or r k' 9 ' bs- D 
stro":g w'as'e 
GrSr;"   I'S ir>K» 
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SU5AS COSE 
5811 Vercedes 

Dallas. Texas 75206 

OR^S IN 'H£ SUTs! 
'jjustsbte gr-e;*- p^astc viSDr pe^- 
ts spots errth^siaSiS who mijst 
ar glasses to see everyth -'g 
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-1. Visor eliminates g;=^ and is 
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sL Anthony Erte-prises. HGID. 
«6 Mission St., San Francisco, 
k941D5. 
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Catalog 
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BATHTUB SCRUBBER 

No more cleaning the tub on your knees. Bathtub Scrubber 
takes the bending and leaning out of tub cleaning with its 
long 24-inch chrome-plated handle and sponge head. 

Bathtub Scrubber $2.98 -f 500 Mailing 
Extra Sponge Head $1.29 + 200 Mailing 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

A)ithony Enterprises 556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

KITTIPOT 
World s BEST Enclosed Litter Box 

Easy to Clean 
SmoolhSurface 
2 pc- Non-breakable 
Fleiible Plastic 
Cat-si^e 7 ' Hole 
too small tor dogs & children 
Lots of Private 
Room Inside  
Carefully Designed 
Patented SealARim 

6 Large. 6" Deep Tray 
Litter stays m' 

7 

FREE'utler Scoop 

Your Choice of FIVE 
PrettyKitti Colors    Avocado, Blue, Brown, Yellow. Beige 

We Guarantee it to: 
• Confifie odors • Stop litter spills 
• Keep children • Hide waste 

&d°gso^<      . Let your cat 
• Help keep enjoy potti-time 

your home clean 
iTipiovtd (moolhli e.ttrior Im.ih Ig 

V^CSQ^  mjke il ea^iti 10 keep ciein Added 
^  lO unne gioovei in ihe bonom fim fgf .     jj, improved vanita'.ion and odor con«ol. 

^ Large enough foi any dom«tic Ml. 60515X     iie 22  I . IB W« 1! H. 

HAUGEN Pet Products, Inc. 
,Dept HG-l07       P C. Box 1986 

717 W Huron St.   Ann Arbor. Mt 48106 

easy way fo light a blazing fire: 

KINDLIN' KEG 

$6.95 plus $1.95 postage .? for SI'.50. prrpiiil 
This sturdy keg is chock-full of dry 
pine splints (167 of theml) Starting a 
blaze in your fireplace is simpler than 
e>er before: Place a few of the splints 
among logs; touch a match . . . then 
settle back and enjov! (Makes a great 
sift) 

PINEY WOODS PRODUCTS 
(Dept. G-107) P.O. Box 7219 / Beaumont Texas 77709 
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-DAMASC I S BOX" 
Hardwood, carefully inlaid iiith ivory and 

contrastirij! uoodx. 4".>6".v5"—SIO.OOM 
Choose from the world's largest 
selection of imported decorative 
bo.xes. ^'e have something to 
please everyone. 
Handcrafted in wood, brass, onyx, 
alabaster, silver, tin. tortoise, and 
other materials. Carved, chaste, 
embossed, inlaid, burned, etc. Tra- 
ditional and contemporary . 

Siris* music icorks arailable. 
Send 50c, double refundable, for 
24 page, .SOO illustrations. Box- 
Collector's Bible and gift bonanza. 
ORXAMEXTAL BOXKS 

11789 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025 

SHOPPING AROUND 

DOWN WITH WINTER 
Enjoy the luxury of an authentic 
Scandinavian down comforter for 
sleeping comfort, and eliminate 
need for energy-wasting electric 
blankets. In blue, rose, natural or 
gold. Single $119.50: double 
$169.50; queen/king $198.50. 
Ppd. Cuddledown. HG107, 87 
Pleasant St., Yarmouth, ME 04096. 

BLOCK-ON-BLOCK 
Butcher block in a circular t 
30" dining height. With lam 
ed maple hardwood top, bas; 
laminated oak. 36" dia. $156 
42" dia. $200; 48" dia. $234 
54" dia. $350: 60" dia. S- 
Exp. coll. Catalogue 500. But 
Block & More, HGIO, 1600 
Clinton, Chicago, IL 60616. 

SASH AND TAB 
Sash curtain to mix, match or go 
solo. In polyester/cotton, six col- 
ors. Teamed here in beige with tab 
curtain in tangerine Stevens Plains 
print by Waverly. 54", $55: 63", 
$61; 72", $63: 84", $72 plus $2 
post. Free catalogue. Constance 
Carol, HGIO, Box 899, Plymouth, 
MA 02360. 

CURVE COMFORT 
Caressingly soft nylon stretch I 
makes a bra to wear for nat; 
ease and control.  It's ideal 
sleeping as well as daytime ac 
ties. Snap front. In white: sizes 
or C-D. $4.98 plus 400 post. W 
to Anthony Enterprises. HGIO, ' 
Mission  St.,   San Francisco, 
94105. 

BEAUTIFUL UNIQUE HOUSE 
PLANT DECORATORS 

A. Hanging adjustable 
flower pot platform (Pat. 
Pending). 
Automatically 
adjusts to-, 
your flower 
pot. Small- 
Fits pots 5"- 
10", $6.50. 
Large-Fits pots 9"-15". $7.50. B. 
Adjustable flower pot platform or 
(Fruit Bowl) on pedestal. $14.95. 
C. (Plant Stand) fCnd Table) 'Stool) 
(Magazine Rack), etc. $14.95. 
State color. Driftwood, Fruitwood 
or Natural Pine. Add Si^'voslagt' each item. Aln. Res. add 6<> I'H. Send check or m.o. So C.O.D. s. 
These items are all made of pine and 
sealed with Tung oil for use indoors or 
outdoors. (Plants not included.) 

Cj^    SUNBURST INDUSTRIES 

Gordo, Alabama 35466 

There's a new,' profit centj «! 
for you in MAIL ORDE| 

Many of the advertisers yoil 
see in SHOPPING AROUNP 
are retailers like you wh( 
have realize(j that it is an eas' 
stepfrom behin(j-the-counte 
selling to selling by mail 

Interested'^ Write to us for 
complete information on hov 
you can sell profitably m 
House & Garden 
SHOPPING 
AROUND 
section. 

HOUSE & GARDEN 
SHOPPING AROUNll 
350 .V'acison Avenue—HGl07 
New York, NY 10017 
or call (212) 692-5429 

House & Gore' 



F iDEAS 
l)lor catalogue has about 

items in 196 pages. Toys, 
ations, housewares, unusual 

to intrigue everyone. Known 
jr the country for unique gifts 
tl934. Shop in comfort from 
armchair: write for free cata- 

Miles Kimball, 98 Bond St., 
bsh, Wl 54901. 

rh 

PROWLER SAFE 
Burglabar space age lock protects 
windows and sliding glass doors 
from forced entry. Installs without 
tools or need for alignment. Re- 
sists up to 900 lbs. pressure. One 
set, $7.95 plus 60C post.; two sets. 
$13.95 plus $1. Safety Security 
Systems Corp.. HGIO, Box 332, 
Charleston, WV 25322. 

n 

PROTEIN 
ii anail builds up nails naturally 

natural protein and A, E & D 
lins. It brushes on and is ab- 
56. Not a hardener, not a lac- 

contains no formaldehyde. 
Jits in 7 days or less. $5.95 

550 post. From: Nutra Nail, 
ft. RS-15T. 380 Madison Ave., 

York, NY 10017. 

HOLD IT! 
Keep rings in place on finger with 
Ring-lnsert-Guard-Sizer. Will hold 
rings in place simply, effectively. 
Vinyl liner slides inside ring after 
it's on. Works for any size ring, 
any finger, woman's, man's. Holds 
boys' rings in place on girls' fin- 
gers, $4 ppd. Rigs, HGllO, Box 
1039, Longmont, CO 80501. 

lANDY ATTRACTIVE 

HELP FILES 
Keep Magazines, Brochures 

|Patterns, Shopping Catalogs 
Household Bills & Papers 

NEAT . . . ORGANIZED 

I 

liminates the 
lutter of loose 
lagazine?. brochures, 
ippings. etc Find what you want, when -you 
ant it by utilizing these handy shelf or desk 
)p files Available in 6 sizes from Reader s 
igest to newspaoer size Constructed of heavy 
uty fiberboard Attractive front panel. Adhesive 
dentification labels included 

Popular letter size: II': x 9 x 3^4 
Other sizes available — Request Catalog 

ict of 4 $7.95 Shipped pre paid 
iet of 8 $12.75 Canada, add $1 00 
'HOFESSIONAL AIDS CO. 

S. V.'ACKER DR , SUITE GIO 
CHICAGO. ILL. 60606 

October, 1977 

sihep 

L*rieeiiJ says this ancient symhiti nf 
the Thuniler Spirit pmviJes a 

skieU aaaiia/ eriL 

Authent c Zz: :   -   . ■• " ;--: 
Sliver finish eiegantiv accented '.*.ith 
contrasting gold finished strand 
around it- Pendant on 18"chain. 
Matching pierced earrings have hypo- 
allergenic posts. Pendant S7.95 

Earrings S4.95 
Set S11.50 

BankAmericard    Master Charge 

We Pay Postage 

Schweitzer &* Go-, inc. 
PO Box 4382- HGJ 

Burlngame CA9401Q 

inis rear uive M mt uin 

PROTECT AGAINST FIRE LOSS 

WHEN YOU give a Sentry safe, you give a la-sting 
reminder of your care that could be the most valuable 
present you have ever given  Every minute another 
home i.s hit by fire  Important records, taxes, wilLs 
deeds, insurance policies, an inventory of your 
furnishings and valuables could be lost. Sentry- 
safes with fire resLstance equal to 3 feet of con- 
crete keep papers unharmed. Tested by Under 
writers' Laboratory up to ITOO'F for one hour. 
Sentry has a complete line of fire safes, files 
and storage cases starting as \ov. as S49.9.5 
shippe<l prepairi   Money fiack guarantee 

SEND TODAY FOR i Asenbry 
r Q r r P ^ X Q I I : : 3 Se-:-/ eidg . Rochester. NY 14625 

|||^[|j3IalUi|   | - """^^      ^^"^'^ Catalog to 

ilUVsendrii 

113 Sentry BIdg . Rochester, NY 14625U'^ 

Aodress 

ZIP 

Bridge for 4 
a Bridge for 4 

NEW! 
Challenges, 
Tesfs Skill, 

Improves Came 
CHALLENGE 
THE EXPERTS 
AND IMPROVE 
YOUR BRIDGE 
WHEN YOU PLAY 
YOUR NEXT 
GAME! With this unique concept you 
deal, bid and play a hand in the regu- 
lar way. Tfien read an expert's analysis 
of the bidding, contract, play and score. 
The secret is dealing pre-determined 
hands by a fast, easy-to-learn method. 
Cards as dealt are unknown to all play- 
ers. Uses ycur own cards. 
3 TYPES OF DIFFERENT HANDS. Each 
set contains 48 separate hands. Choose: 
Intermediate, Ad.anced. or Random. 

EACH SET only S3.45 ppd. 
All 3 Sets, S9.35 ppd. (Save S1.00) 

N.J. res add 5 = o 
SATISFACTION ASSURED 

< ARDI.> AL C «. 
DEPT. H. P. 0. Box 9, 

 MOORESTOWN, N.J. 08057  

SMOKE ALARM 

The PROTECTOR early warning SiVO^£ DE- 
IECTOR sets off an instant alarm when 
smoke is detected and emits a warning sig- 
nal (red light and horn buzzer) when pow- 
er fails or if alarm is out of order. Detec- 
tor uses 110/220 volts AC hou^e current 
and employs a light smoke detection scat- 
tering principle, calibrated for detection 
of few percent smoke obscuration. 
Ivory 6'/:" X SVi" X 2" unit installs eas- 
ily—mounts with screws on wall or ceiling. 
Complete unit with cord for the low price 
of $18.95. 
ROLAND INTERNATIONAL 

114-37 114th Street 
South Ozone Park, NY 11420 

I 

Sew-It-Yourself 
You can make this feather- 

light, fashion-righi dov^n-filled 
vest for a fraction cf the read;,- 
made cost. It's a complete kit 
that you can whip together on an 
ordinarv' home seM,ing machine. 

Step-by-step instructions en- 
sure that even a novice sewer 
can make this vest! We guaran- 
tee it. or sour money back. 

Over 100 sewing kits to choose 
from! 
□FREE CATALOG 

over 100 kits to chos« from! 
Phone Orders Call 303-451-5600 
(Please No Collect CalU) 

Master Charge and Visa Accepted 
Name   
Address   
City   State _ Zip   

CIRCLE SIZE & COLOR 
.Men's X-Sm. Sm. .Med. Lg. X-Lg. 
Ladies' Sm. Med. Lg. X-Lg. 
Navy. Med. Blue. Denim Blue, Kelly 
Green, Forest Green, Bright Yellow, 
or Red. 
Price 17.95 plus 2.00 postage & handling 

Residents of CO. CA. MN. LT, VV.A. 
.MA. Ml. NY, add state sales ta.x 

mMs 
Dept. HGIO 

Frostline Circle 
Denver. Colorado S0241 

J 
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IIIIT TILE! 
Cherry, full color, old tinir 
Chrisfrniis tree design fused to tt 
()" porcelain tile. Unharmed by 
oven casseroles or hot dishes. 
Brass plated frame, white kruft 
hanger back. A beautiful, useful 
gift. Limited offer. $4.^>5 each 
plus 50<l: to ship. Get five for 
S24.50 and ive .ship prepaid. MY 
residents add sales tax. Send 
check or money order. Color cat- 
alog of fine porcelain gifts & 
accessories, 
<'oloiiial MorrhaiitK, Ltd. 

Box 253 (HGO) Rye. NY 10580 

Own this decorative 

voodoo 

good luck charm 

Used in Haiti—land of voodoo—to 
• Bring money, love, health 
• Protect and watch over 

home, family 
As evening darkens the hills of 

Haiti, drums begin to throb in the 
night air. Houngan priests conduct 
ceremonies for people requesting 
favors from Damballah and other 
Gods. Often the Houngan will use a 
magic "Wanga" to communicate with 
the gods. 

We have obtained a small number of 
these Wangas from Haiti. When you see 
their beauty you'll agree the crafts- 
women who made them had magic in 
their fingers. Each is lovingly sewn in 
vibrant colors and crowned with a sym- 
bolic feather. 
Printed instructions on how Wangas 
are used in Haiti are included, j// 
Beautiful decoration for your tiome 

An unusual gift for a 
superstitious   friend ... an 
original decoration for 
home or din- 
i n g room 
where 
w a f c h e 
over y o 
health during      Use them to hold name 
thefamllydin-     cards at your next din- 
ner hour. ner parly. 
Only $3.95 plus 550 post. Or 3 for $10.95 
ppd. Dinner table set of 8 $28.50 ppd. 
VOODOO WANGA CO. Dept. HG 
Box 1605 Grand Central Station 
New York, NY 10017 

252 

from 
ITALY 

Glamorous Trunk Handbag 
Available for the first time by 
mail. This luxurious bag is car- 
ried by movie stars and social- 
ites... now direct to you! 
Queen (8" x 5" x 6"). White/Bone/ 
Navy / Black / Camel / Gold / Silver/ Red/ 
Brown/Green/Yellow $37.75 
Empress (9V2" x 5" x 6") White/Bone/ 
Navy/Black/Camel $39.75 
Princess (8"x4"x4") Gold/Silver $38.75 

We Pay Postage. 4-6 week delivery. 
Check-Money Order-Master Charge-VISA 

Florida Residents add 4% 
Send your order with your name, 
address, city, state and ZIP to: 

VALLAUR IMPORT FASHIONS 
PO. Box 450574 IVIiami, Florida 33145 

At) Epcbaptcd pert) 
. . . that stays "Greenhouse" fresh 
with no light, no water and no 
maintenance. Our Enchanted Fern 
has been chemically preserved to 
remain as supple, delicate and 
green as its living counterparts. 
Fern has a 3 foot spread and is 
"planted" in a white plastic pot 
with removable hanger. Send 
$17.95 (plus $3 post.) by toaster 
Charge, BankAmericard (incl. exp. 
date), check or money-order to: 

C4*IUAiL 

325 S. Washington, Dept. HGIO 
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067 

3409 W. 44th St. Dept. HGO 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55410 

Send this note, 1 thank-you note, 1 
recipe card, and gift enclosure card 
with color catalog including Christmas 
cards and gift wrappings to me. I en- 
close 25<. (Please Print) 

Name- 

Street- 

City  -State- -Zip. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

DETER BURGLARS 
Protect your home with an AMS 
Burglar Deterrent System® without 
costly installation of total alarm 
system. Key-operated light switch 
on outside of house indicates acti- 
vated alarm. Low voltage, $29.95 
ppd. American Manufacturing Ser- 
vices, inc., HGIO, 11 Midrocks 
Rd., Ridgefield, CT 06877. 

GINGHAM CHECK TABS 
Cheery accent in tab curtains, l^" 
check. Yellow, green, red, brown, 
blue or pink. Approx. 80"w. per pr. 
36", 40"l, $16; 45", 54"!. $17; 
63", 72"l. $20. Add $2 post per 
order. Send for free catalogue. 
Sample swatches, $3. Constance 
Carol, HGIO, Box 899, Plymouth, 
MA 02360. 

()®  fti.-! 'H^ . ■ 

COMPLETE PLANT CARE 
Vita-Kelp is one of few non-poison- 
ous, completely organic insect re- 
pellent and plant fertilizers all in 
one. Rids houseplants, gardens of 
insects while giving nutritional fer- 
tilizer. $2.99 plus 500 post. 
Lucky's Vita-Kelp, HGIO, Box 
90908, E. Point, GA 30364. 

BURMA MEMORIES 
A trip down yesterday's higti 
with Burma shave signs that l| 
roads and turnpikes in the 
and  before WW  II. Includetj 
"Verse by the side of the rd 
are all 605 memory joggers. $^ 
plus 650 post. Sleepy Hollow 
HGIO, 6651 Arlington Blvd., 
Church, VA 22042. 

TO HAVE AND TO FOLD 
Space saving table made in Eun 
Solid beechwood with oiled walj 
veneer. Closed, 9" by 30"; 
side up, 37" by 30"; fully opei 
65" by 30", it seats eight. 30" 
$79.95. Exp. coll. Assembled. S( ,5 
500 for Danish catalogue. Gens ^| 
Imports, HGIO, Box 204, Teane|_ 
NJ 07666. 

LOVE TO NEEDLEPOINT 
The God of Love is design adapt( 
from a 7th century Egyptian tape 
try-masterpiece. Rich blues ar 
greens on brown handpainted 12 
by 15" canvas, $35; plus $1 po9 
Catalogue with designs, stitch tip 
$1. Write to Jane Whitmire, HGH 
2353 S. Meade St., Arlington, 
22202. 

House & Garde 



ToErr ^ 

b Human 

To Rrgivc 

Is Not 

HT ON 
could be more "now" than 

lessages in these plaques silk 
ned in gold on walnut finished 

)? Choose "Be Patient, God 
finished with me yet" or "To 

s human, to forgive is not my 
:y." $1.98 each plus 50C post, 
yn's, HGPIO, 10250 N. 19th 

Phoenix, AZ 85021. 

DECOR LUXURY 
Hand-embroidered wool crewel on 
natural cotton, made in Kashmir 
by skilled native weavers. Multi- 
tone designs are inspiring for up- 
holstering furniture, making dra- 
peries and bedspreads. 54"W. Yard 
$13 ppd. Brochure and swatch 
500. Gill Imports, HG107, Box 631, 
Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520. 

PRINT 

VTHING 

V:D V/ACKY SLOGANS 
Cjose any message up to 30 let- 
t;—it's printed on cotton sweat- 
srt or T-shirt. Machine washable: 
n-fading printing. Navy or pow- 
(• blue. S, M, L, XL. Sweatshirt, 
J 99, T-shirt, $4.99 ppd. $2 extra 
f printing both sides. Free cata- 
' je. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 310-7C, 

3t Ridge, CO 80036. 

FRENCH ELEGANCE 
Replica of the semaniere French 
women used originally to hold lin- 
gerie. Delicate carving. Top 2 draw- 
ers lined. 52" h. by 16" w. by 12" 
d. Fruitwood $279.95. Add $10 for 
white with yellow trim. Exp. colL 
Catalogue $1. Write to Bryan Robe- 
son, HG196. Rte. 10, Box 793, 
Hickory, NO 28601. 

ALL WEATHER 
COLLAPSIBLE HAT 

autiful    dot    or    flower print, 
terproof nylon in matching bag 
th   shoulder   strap   and handy 
cket, unfolds when taken out of 
e bag. a finger twist folds it back 

a 7" circle to slip in the bag for 
sy carrying, chin strap can tuck 
side the hat on non-windy days, 
'otects you  from  sun,  rain and 
ind.    Introductory    price only 
.95   plus 5 0(Z postage, order by 
mber: multi-size dots; »20 blue 
white, »19 red on white. Flower 

tterns; w53 blue pink gray white, 
27 2 blues on black, »31 yellow 

:cJ green pink on white. Return in 
) days for full refund if not satis- 
ed.    Send    check    or    M.O to 
USTIN    CO.    Dept.   401P, 424 
atricia, Ejmhurst. II. 6 0 1 26. 

CHRISTMAS CARD FILE 
solves holiday addressing 
problems 

Keep all important inforrqation regarding 
addresses, phone, cards received, per- 
sonal notes, etc. for everyone on your 
Xmas card list. Save time looking 
through notes or phone book for mis- 
placed addresses. This handsome sturdy 
file, (size 8'x6"x4") contains 100 spe- 
cially printed cards to keep you up-to- 
date, helps prevent embarrassing "over- 
looks" and mistakes. Colorful Mylar tab 
indexes and special tilt construction 
makes cards easy to locate. Choice of 
red. green or walnut leatherette, t/iqc 
Brasstone hinges and lock 
More cards a'v.ays available. Postpaid 

CREATIVE FILING SYSTEMS 
P.O. BOX 963    DEPT. H IO 

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60005 

Amazing 

PLUSH 

BRUSH 

Grabs pet hairs like * • • 
a magnet...leaves carpets 
and upholstery fresh as new! 

At last! The solution to pesky cat (or dog) hairs on carpets a c ^r-i .^re 
hairs that stick and stick no matter how hard you push and pull your vacuum 
cleaner' PLUSH BRUSH has over a million-and-a-haif tough fingers that 
grab hairs like magnets //^f them out Aio/dthem tight for easy disposal In 
minutes, carpets look fresh as new' Works under beds on stairs along base- 
boards — great for bare floors and tile, too Unscrew the l2-inch-wide brush 
head, and use it as a hand brush to clean furniture, bedspreads, clothing In 
fact, the only place it doesn't do a miracle )0b is on really deep pile carpets 
Order today Use your brush for 10 days Money back if not delighted Send 
only $10 95 (plus Si 00 for shipping) to KITTY PURR-CH, 5958 N 83rd St , 
Dept HG1. Scottsdale. Arizona 85252 

ANTIQUE SLIDE 
STICKPIN BRACELET 

Exquisite jeweled bracelet in an 
antique gold look setting. Repro- 
ductions of 14 stickpins with a 
variety of replica gems—garnet, 
amethyst, diamond, coral, emer- 
ald, pearl, turquoise, lapis lazuJi. 
Antique bracelet, 

Style lOOB $10.00 
Send 2S( for new Antique Jewelry Catalog 

Dept. HG 77, P.O. Box 253 
Oceanside, New York 11572 

TRYABURKE 

ELEVATING CHAIR 

FREE FOR A WEEK. 
The Burke Chair helps you all 
the way to a standing position— 
safely and gently. Send for a 
free catalog. Then, if you desire, 
select the recliner, rocker 
or contempo- 
rary of <^ 
your choice. " 
And try it 
free for a 
week in your 
own home. 

.\SK .\B01T 
MEDICARE 
COVERAGE: 

P.O. Box 1064, Dept. HG IOTT 
Mission, Kansas 66202 

C.\LL TOLL-FREE 
1-800-255-4147 

USE 

THE BEAUTY SECRET 
OF GLAMOROUS WOMEN 

Hollywood Wings is the beauty secret of 
many  glamorous  gals! tMicknamed 
"Smoothies," they're flesh textured fabric 
treated to adhere to the skin. Moisten and 
press over furrows. Warm water removes 'em. 

50 Wings 52.50 
250 Wings 56.00 

500 Wings $10.00 

Wings, Inc. 
Box 413. Z. Trenton. N.J. 08608 

'ctober, 1977 

at last... a 
key ring 

with safety 
insurance 
pinned on & 
personalized 

ONLY 

*8 
To own or to give 
in "gold", silver" 
or copper tones. 

Sefxl check or money order to: 
"Hangaround", P.O. Box 332, 
Larchmont, New York 10538 

goWtone □ 
silveftone □ 

coppertone □ 
indfcarte 

initial 
desired Q 



Spoil 

yourself 

Add a Rinse-Quik 
Sure, It's a you-can-live-without-it 

luxury item. 
But rinsing dishes, drainboards, 

vegetables—and shampooing, 
too—has never been so simple, 
easy, quick. The cost? About $10 
when purchased with any major 
brand faucet. 

Treat yourself; insist on it. 

Rinse-Quik 
(Dish-Quik—with brush and de 
tergent dispenser—a little extra lux 
ury, for about $15 more.) 

MODERN FAUCET MFC 
1700 East 58th Place 
Los Angeles, CA 90001 

CLEAN UP AND 

SAVE A BUCK. 

CLEAN 
YOUR CARPETS 
with the Trewax 
UP & OUT 
system. It's 
the same 
method that 
professionals 
use...but now 
you can rent the 
equipment, do it 
yourself, and 
save! On specially marked packages you 
get a $1. refund direct from Trewax when 
you buy any size Solution #1 Cleaner and 
Solution #4 Deodorizer. ^4 

CLEAN ^ _ 
YOUR FLOORS 
and save, too! 
Use Trewax 
Instant Stripper 
to remove 
built-up wax and 
grime. Then 
finish with 
Trewax Gold 
Label Wax 
for a deep, 
long-lasting shine. On specially marked 
packages, buy one container of each and 
get a $1. refund direct from Trewax! 

fVlANUFACTUREDBY 
TREWAX COMPANY, 
CULVER CITY. CA. 
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■ GARDENER'S 

NOTES 

FALL IN THE AIR 

How to save water. Growing crops 

in the city. Spring bulb planting now 

Plus decorating with grasses 

BY JAMES FANNING 

Spring 

There is still time to order bulbs for 
spring flowering. Early buyers got the 
best selection, to be sure, but there is 
plenty of high quality material available. 
Some of the finest spring bloomers are 
relatively unpopular because they are 
small in size. Being mostly natural spe- 
cies, they are not as spectacular as the 
splashy hybrids, but more than make up 
for it in hardiness, adaptability, and nat- 
ural charm. The species tulips and daf- 
fodils, snowdrops and crocuses, all lend 
themselves to planting in rock crevices 

ahead 

that become so dry in the summer littl 
else will grow there. Most bulb deale 
stock the natural species in limited quan 
tities. Among mail-order firms. Wayside} 
Gardens has an excellent selection ot 
species bulbs. Those of us who cut out 
gardening teeth on the Wayside Gardens 
catalogue will be happy to know that the 
cftt€ for Fall, 1977 is as lavishly illustrat- 
ed as ever. $1, from the The Wayside 
Gardens Co., Hodges, S.C. 29695. 
Above: Tiny daffodil February Gold blooms 
early, grows in pockets of soil among rocks. 

City harvest record 

] 977 will go down as the year of the 
city vegetable garden. The crops 

are now being harvested from countless 
lots that would otherwise have produced 
nothing but ragweed and dust. A lot of 
people said it couldn't be done, citing 
bad soil as an insuperable handicap. But 
horticulturists of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and state universities, which 
undertook the guidance of city garden- 
ers, knew better, and proved that they 

were right. Making infertile, rubbish- 
laden soil bear crops is not easy, to be 
sure, but it can be done. How to do it iSj 
explained in a booklet issued by the Na 
tional Park Service. Planting in Urban 
Soils costs 65 cents, from the Consumer 
Information Center, Dept. 79E, Pueb 
lo, Colo. 81009. It gives detailed in- 
structions on soil analysis, plus all the 
information you may need to turn the 
worst urban dirt into productive soil. 

Grass is for more than just lawns. 
Clumps of various kinds of grass, al- 
lowed to grow naturally, can be a hand- 
some addition to a perennial border. 
The dry seed heads make fine winter 
bouquets, and many grass species are 
long-lived, easy-to-care-for pot plants. 
H. Peter Loewer has spent a lot of time 
and energy studying—and drawing— 
decorative grasses. The result is a partic- 
ularly handsome and informative book. 
Growing and Decorating with Grasses 
(Walker, $12.95). Mr. Loewer covers 
the field of grasses for wet, dry, sunny, 
and shady locations, plus those that are 
good for indoor growing. For good mea- 
sure, he includes a few grasslike plants, 
such as cattails and sweet flag. Tlie^ine 
drawings are a delight, as they are in all 
of Loewer"s books. 

Decorate | 

with grasses fr^ 

Perennial bounty 

One problem in planning a peren- 
nial border is an embarrassment of 

riches. There are so many worthwhile 
plants available for the purpose that it is 
difficult to choose among them. A good 
way of selecting perennials is by season 
of flowering—a carefully planned bor- 
der can have blooming plants for as 

H. PETER LOEWER, 
FROM ■GROWING 
AND DECORATING 
WITH GRASSES ' 

Dangling seed heads \ // 
of quaking grass move 
with every breeze 



manv as len munmb oi me >ear. now lu 
choose the right plants for various loca- 
tions as well as flowering periods is the 
theme of Joseph Hudak's Gardenirf^ 
with Perennials Month by Month (Quad- 
rangle The New York Times Book Co.. 

Jsi2.50). Mr. Hudak. a distinguished 
llandscape architect, has compiled an en- 
Icyclopedic list of perennials, arranged 
according to month of flowering, with 
concise descriptions of each, and what- 
ever cultural instructions may be appro- 
priate. There is also a section on Jfems. 

I plus lists of plants for special effects such 
I as evergreen foliage and tolerance of 
particularly dry or wet locations. 

Water savers 

I Newly seeded lawns need water right to 
freeze-up time. Since water will probably 
be in short supply practically every- 
where after the long, dry summer, you 
will want to distribute the precious liquid 
as carefully as possible. Sprinklers that 
cover precise areas, rather than splash- 
ing water all over the landscape, are a 

Lawn sprinklers that 
distribute w ater in a 
precise pattern to 
prevent waste, 
make sure no part 
of the lawn 
goes dr^ 

help. The Rain Bird people are offering 
three sprinklers with shaped patterns of 
spray—round, square, and rectangular. 
Exact size of the area covered depends 
on your water pressure, of course, but 
the Roto sprinklers are inexpensive 
enough so that you can buy as many as 
needed for any given area. In hardware 
and garden shops everywhere. Roto- 
Circle. Roio-Square. and Roto-Rectangle 
are S3 each. Rain Bird also makes a va- 
rietv" of other sprinklers, includ " : 
pop-up type for permanent Lnstu 
Ask your dealer about them. 

Rating nitrates 

The hard-headed scientists at the 
Connecticut Agriculture Experi- 

ment Station began to suspect, months 
ago. that the energy crunch might be hav- 
ing its effect on the nitrogen content of 
commercial fertilizers. So a special sam- 
pling of 46 fertilizer mixes was made in 
the spring of 1977. This showed that the 
hunch had been right: 37 percent of the 
samples tested had less nitrogen than 
claimed on the label. However, the de- 
ficiencies were mostly very shght. so no 
one who bought fertilizer during the past 
spring and summer need feel cheated. 
Remarkably, the Connecticut scientists 
reponed that tests in previous years had 
shown most fertilizer mixes to have 
more nitrogen than their labels called 
for, so it seems we've been getting an 
unsuspected bargain all along. ■ 

Stains, 

Cabot's STAIN WAX 

Time was when woo-d finishing was a iong, arduous losk. Today, Cabot s Stoin 
Wax does the job in o single application This unique "three-in-one finish 
(suitcbie for ail interior paneling, beoms, etc.) brings out the best in wood, 
enhancing the groin and producing a sort, satin finish in your choice of sixteen 
coic's. When a f?af finish is desired, use Ccbor s Inferior Stains. 

Samuel Cabot Inc. 

_  Send ccier card on Ccbot's S:G'-I WC» c-d li-rer or Src>s. I _ aerc cc or cara on (.cc 
j      ~  E"!:'ese 25< for full-co 

TREES 25 
3 >ear. select trees; S"-l- \   for onhy 
5 each: Scotch Pine. Nor»va.\c4 4 QC] 
Sc'_:r   -_st-3- Pine. Cc-l^l 
:-3::   5       5: --ce, VVh;te »   * * ' 

CANADIAN HEMLOCK 
These sturdy, well rooteo -i-/' 
transplants 10 '-15 ' a's idea; "c 
background or hedge m sun C'' 
Shade. Trim to desired height. 

PostcaiC Nc C C 0 
Wnte for FR£I 

lUUSTTWTlD CATW.06- 

MUSSER Box 9-K Indiaaa. Pa. 15701 

DOG STAINS 

• Refrc'(<s Spcts • Sans R-ls 
• Restores Co'o's • Ciea-ses 
Othtt Floor A-'eas • Aids "Hci-ie- 
br«akin|" • Moneybaca Guara/ntee 
s:: s: :: =: SI.5:     s: "£ 

'«::LiOATED CHE-MlCiL CQM'iv 
S. Halstsci. Chicago, l.'. 6Z-.:. 

GUI 

We wani fo 
wipe out cancer 
in your lifefime. 

Give fo 

American Cancer Society 

FOLLAGE PLANT SEEDS 
New selection of seeds from tropical Hawaii. 
Write today for yoar free catalog. Want your 
catalog in a hurry? Send -S2-0O to cover air- 
mail charses. Includes many dowers and 
shrub seeds. Dow Seeds Hawaii Ltd. 
Dept. HG. Bo3 ;301-M. Honolulu. Hawaii 96S-20. 

The strongest anti-itch drug 

you can buy without prescription 

The itchi'^g c' exte'^a '.ag ^ai, 
rectal, and other s- " :-3 
can worsen, lead tc '"f:' 

Doctors find even se.ere itcnmg 
can be treated with a special anti- 
itch drug. This same drug is now 
available without prescription as 
an ingredient in BiCOZENE, the 

;er. 1977 

rSS 
as z -ected. 
:'cc-,:t ^as 

r^ocis'"'^ sta;' 
re e' ce-^e 

Nc ct-e-a 
this same exclusive B CCZENE* 
formula. For sample, se'^c 25c to 
Dept. HG10.   423 Atlantic Ave., 

^'?°r:^i7 BiCOZEAT 
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Manufacturers of fine furniture 

For a portfolio of tables and cabinets, send one dollar to 
Dept.HG-10, Gordon's, Inc., Johnson City, Tennessee 37601. 

CLASSIC 

SIMPLICITY 

The Sherbrooke collection from Picks 
Reed ... for a gracious lifestyle in any 
environment, including the smaller 
room scale of today. Designed 
by Jonn B. Wisner F.A.S.I.D. 
21 distinctive and functional pieces. 
Write for the name of your 
nearest dealer. 

LLi 

FICKS 

REED 
4900 Che 
Cincinna 

BEST N 

BOOKLEJi 

•Marvelous ideas to help you plan ana 
shop are in the booklets below, and 

they're yours for the asking. You can 
order them directly from House & Garden 
—send for the ones you want today. Just 
fill out and return the order coupon, cir- 
cling the number of each booklet desired, 
enclose 50C for postage and handling, 
plus any additional charge as indicated 
next to the booklet number, and we'll see 
to it that your booklet requests are filled as 
quickly as possible. Do not send stamps 
Coins, check, or money order may be used. 

Building and Remodeling 

1. NEW IDEAS WITH WOOD WINDOWS. 
PeTfe' Roiscreen windows and doors are as 
beautiful as they are easy to maintain. 
Colorful booklet illustrates how Pella de- 
signs add distinction to any house. 

2. FIREPLACE IDEA KIT illustrates a com- 
plete I'.ne cf wood or gas fireplace sys- 
tems. Choose contemporary or traditional 
built-in, wall-hung, or freestanding models 
with standard or multiside hearth open- 
ings. Heatilator Fireplace Div., Vega In- 
dustries. 250 

3. EXCITING NEW DIMENSION IN GLASS 
for residential housing . . . PPG Solarcool 
Bronze. Booklet discusses the inherent 
beauty of Solarcool Bronze plus its multi- 
ple homeowner benefits—perhaps most 
important, its ability to save on air-con- 
ditioning costs. PPG Glass. 

1 JC 

Decorating 

4. "FOCUS ON FLOORS"-a practical 
guide to decorating from the floor up. 
This 12-page, full-color booklet features 
decorating tips for kitchens, family and 
living rooms, bedrooms, foyers, and hobby 
rooms. Includes entire section on do-it- 
yourself installation, a flooring glossary, 
plus information on cost and maintenance. 
From Congoleum. 50C 

5. COLLECTOR'S EDITIONS. This cata- 
logue is an assemblage of wall clock de- 
signs and antique reproductions for those 
who appreciate excellence. Each clock 
must be of collectable quality in design, 
execution, and the excellence of its move- 
ment in order to be included in this group. 
Howard Miller Clocks. $1 

6. FURNITURE EXECUTED IN HONDU- 
RAS MAHOGANY-the American Master- 
piece Collection. Authentic American and 
English antique reproductions in bedroom, 
dining room, and living room groups. 
Hickory Manufacturing Company. $3 

7. WINDOWS BEAUTIFUL — Volume VI. 
Just published. A complete and authorita- 
tive book on window treatments. 140 
pages of decorating advice. Room-setting 

13. 
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: -, EKarriptes of most popu tar 
;-riiTTienis., styies surtafcie ^OT 

in'ri3Dwi'S, riDi»i'-lD "^O*" TrieaS-'"irig 
irc 5.r'i''' 'iE' t.2£»c tresir-i&nT5. K'rscn CDTI- 
[sr.  S: r~: 

-•CRA.FT HO'U'SE." Brand new csiaiogue 
jO_' £- D=      CDionial iVii'ian-isDjrg's 

tic recfTDd-iciiDns of tum!S^'^!g^ arid 
tfi€ acDessones ■?TO7T tfie 17in 

and 15^1:^ centuries.. Tris nanasoTne, ' 
alB-CDtor. 2B6-pagr DDD*^ TC JD&S roo"' 

tfin^,, (irinciDw tTr:5irrie''ts. Enp &z 
ttie WilliamsDijrg coders, r: 

J. FURNrrURE GUIDE. Nei^ -i-B-oaje CD- 
lir to;"_'r ^ iC'.r.i'S Tne CDr"ipiet£ ^sra II 
l-oiliiectron of tedroom and dining-roDTT, 

rTiifXui.T£.. Ctsssc styling ina: ~ii.>s5 wiin 
(ttecorstTig scne-nes is illust'Bted in 

settiTigs,. iV'n'ie D'^ Wesane. SI 

to. "...FOR THE CRLATTVE WOMAN." 

iB Ti-'TTi on eikery room m your nouse. 
fmm B^setl Wlirror Conipanv' n-,£-ij-3c- 

TTS nr miTTDTs, gl^s-topoed laDies ^'z 
prod-"= S: 

.1. CUSTO'M-CR.i.rri.D   Rw'G.S. "eKtJ-3' 
iliesg" —-,—     - -_zc_' 'iizC'S - one 

liong anc TiDw,~!g A'Si'SS     ZJZ ysrri in 
3r*"er. Tfie r_;g designer treed trr.r-, 
-J, macninery ^in-'itaTiors can boTTD('k 

snerrs ■TT'TT  rrsnv eras and places 
^nd t^e wor\z  CaP^n C^ra-ns Cannets 

fw. ©t W^Poini Pepoere! i' £2 5C 

Tfffany Blue Book. Wjih its 180 full-cob'" 
pages tne Eije Boor ts a feasur* ^n ts 

'a' V oe- 
SfgTiers. as we as a »^ oe e"'3> c £'".':'es 
'n sterling si'i'e' "z-" jei^'e *■» iz "o lC^^- 
rt'sre. ti'stj i c^c^ 'ne a*"': c^'/sta'. watcne? 

14. A CHRISTWAS CATALOGUE 
I'eais tne sps^'ie sr^e'c:'' 'ese-^'ec 
■'or j'our C'rr?i—a= S'One—Br'^^o : 
~e ier. Giji^-ihr; -g oeas 'c e^'et-'i'ie 
on yo_' "'s:. -C'lO:.* c-ess ng ej;: :-g 
finds ■'^O' me nojse n:i~ie*_" .s- '.gs 
ciotning a;-cessc-''ie£ e~c r'ne* oe- 
'■g^rf_ "r-e.-.e-'-s SI 

15. "THE CARE OF THE Cri.LD rtiTH A 
CO'LD."   - s pookie: ;s ^"enoec :: 
»''de y~<^ i** 'in ne'Cji *" "^ts    c£'" "it "^ir ine 
child win £ CO'C, and TC accje ""i >'0.^ wi'":' 

~cr prior tc cons-'t'ng yOw.'oo::c' ^"is 
■^■rmation "n£_> enacie yoj tc as*': ~ic~e 
puesiions c* yo^'' doctc anc :c jnoe'- 
stanc n:s answe" ~C'e eas •  E" .cset'" 

16. PHONECEKTER STORE CATALOGoE. 

~i05i uP-tc-c£te no~te leiepnones ~ tne 
neigtibomood. ^e£'~i apo-t a i tne se'vces 
£kai.abi£ f'.TOjgn your locei 5e ~rie- 
onone Co'^^'pa-v. See tne ^- ■ "a-nge t" oe:- 
t'^Etc pnones. as we   as spet.£ pnc'ies 

I- ci..._.e5-:5-'''ies neei £ >'Z 

L2. £".£ = _,TE GREENHOUSES AND AC- 
^E5.S0R ES. _a. s"_> _:st"£:rC " ctc' 

pac-k-end-wtiire, tns cateiogue con- 
aiirs Dompiete d'irnensiona; data on a 

3Cfel5, iifclDcf'ng fresstanding and ear-t: 
snnouses.. Price iisi and tianc^' orde' 

)lari*; a^ inducted. Aiumlnun-i £-ee'- 
ses. Inc.. 25c 

*otpourri 

■0^ Ci.S SHOP FO'R TRE.ASURES in 
~ "ic le mne" ''0_ 5e~iC 'Z'' t"ie 

17. HOiH TO PROTECT YOUR BEDDING 
INVESTMENT: _&£~ no,.. SedSacK. £ ^t- 

cf I'OJ' ma—'ess and bospr^n^ -e-'ei' 

18.. BRI'GHTEN    YOUR    HOME YEAR- 
RO'UND. t'l'tn -ne "e,-! :e;"icjes no*^ 
£»ai.aC'i£ "Or Drying anc p'"e3erv'ng *owe''S 
in nnicoi'i'av'e ovens, you can erjcy Peaut- 
■^ui £^'ange~tents yea'-'"ound. By ■'o!iov,'ing 
tne stec^c_j'-5tec n'letnods in t*ii5 Pookiet. 
you'ii find that drying flowers is botf- eas.v 
and fun. Tappan. SI 

 Order coupon for booklets  

October. 19" 
Circie ihe niimber of each booiJei ^ ou ^-aHu and encjos^ check, money or- 
der. cnrreDcy in aroO'imi iBiiica.ied for those requirrna pa>TDeni. .\dd 50' 
for postage and hitDdlina. No siamps. .\Uo"Sf up i.o loirr "a-eeks for deLiver\\ 

>L\ILTO: HOUSED G.AJUDEN. Dept. 10 
Box 3579. Grand Centra] Stiticn. New York. N-Y. 10017 

1        2-^'       3        4^-"^       5^-        6^-'        7^1 S5 
9Sn     jj^si     i]SCiiC) i2~'<^     13*--     145^,-   15 16 

I esaciase S  

S  

17 18^5 

-50f for postage and handling of my request for booklets 

-for hookleis circled req-mnng pa>tmeni 

-is mv loiEajl reminance 

Name MRS. 

MISS 
-•Vddress  

CIlT State Zip - 

I J 

IMPROVE 

IHE WAY 

YOU 

MOVE. 

.\sk for your copy of the 
Ma%-flowcr MoMns Kit. 

It helps you get organized. 
With checklists.. 
In\cnior> sheets. Packing labels. 
.\nd change<'f-address cards. 
E-v ervihing vr u need 

Weve dra-RT. -p.r. -50 years of 
moving experience to help you do 
it right. Because once you get 
yO'ur rnove organized, ihe cjcperts 
will do the rcsu .^Ia^-flo'R cr. Fn:im 
where you arc—to w here you're 
going. Worldwide. 

' t: Vi:-CB.-.i 

^^mpro%e the mo%e- ^1 
Send for your copy of the 
.^Ia%-flowcr Moving Kit. Its 
free  Mail tirs coup— :; 
Mavilowcr. Box 107B 
Indianapolis. Lrad. 4-6206 

0» Mav^-:*1% 

-■rtoxner., II*?.'/// 257 



^ dei^igning women 

have more fun? 

These designing women think so. They're among LaSalle's more 

successful graduates. Today they're putting their talents to 

practical use — for pleasure or profit — and loving it. All because 

they learned interior decorating in their spare time at home. 

by Dorothea Barth 

There are few other fields today that offer 
more pleasure or personal rewards to a wom- 
an than that of interior decorating. So it's no 
wonder that women ask . . . 

"How can I become a designing woman?" 
Susan Wilson, a 21-year-old former clerk 

at J.C. Penney's in Florence, Alabama, did it 
by studying interior decorating in her spare 
time at home with LaSalle Extension Univer- 
sity, a correspondence institution. Today 
Susan earns twice her former salary because 
she traded her cash register for a decorator's 
tape measure. 

"The course gave me a confidence I never 
had," Miss Wilson said. "Now I've met some 
of the top builders and construction company 
executives and have learned how to relate to 
them," she said. 

The young Alabama decorator said one of 
the first contracts she landed upon graduating 
from the school was to re-decorate the may- 
or's house. 

"Now I almost have more decorating jobs 
than I can handle after being with the com- 
pany only a year." 

An exceptional case, of course, but it does 
show how well some creative women can do 
when they develop their talents. 

While most students enroll in LaSalle's in- 
terior decorating course to beautify their own 
homes, some of the talented ones have en- 
joyed a variety of other rewards as a result of 
their training. 

Sunny Nass Hay went from bookkeeper to 
interior decorator. The LaSalle course taken 
by the Dearborn Heights, Michigan woman 
led to her starting her own interior decorating 
business. 

From clerk 
to decorator 
Susan Wilson 
Florence, Alabama 
(2/25/77) 

"I'm now able to work at a job I find inter- 
esting, creatively satisfying, and I can make 
my own hours. It also gives me time to be 
with my three children." (6/20/76) 

We could go on and on with examples of 
how decorating has brought new joys to wom- 
en. But first — what about you? 

You undoubtedly have good taste. A sense 
of "style." And a creative urge that must be 
fulfilled. Why don't you learn interior deco- 
rating with LaSalle? 

The joys of decorating. 
Decorating is such an ideal way to put your 
love of beauty to practical use. In so many 
rewarding ways. 

It could help you turn your home into a 
showcase of your talents. Win you the praise 

of friends, as you help them solve their deco- 
rating problems. 

Shirley Mears of Delmar, Delaware, re- 
ports, "After finishing LaSalle's course, I 
redecorated my entire home. My friends say 
it looks as professional as the rooms shown 
in decorating books." 

And it could even lead you to a career in 
decorating. Full or part time. It has happened 
to other talented LaSalle graduates. 

Marilyn Perekovich of Racine, Wisconsin 
describes how her LaSalle training has changed 
her life. 

"After a few lessons, I began practicing on 
my friends and relatives. Later I worked on a 
commission basis with a few local retail stores. 
Then, in January, 1977, my husband and I 
started a small interior decorating operation 

Friends 
praise 
her home 

Shirley Mears 
Delmar, Delaware 
(4/15/77) 

from our residence. I thank you, LaSalle, for 
my training." (3/22/77) 

So what are you waiting for? All it takes is 
only a little of your spare time at home to 
learn interior decorating with LaSalle. No 
previous skills or experience are required. 

How you learn at home. 
The practical up-to-date LaSalle Course in 
Interior Decorating was specifically designed 
to help you achieve the professional deco- 
rating results you want. Your lessons come to 
you by mail, so you study in the convenience 
of your own home. In hours that you choose. 
At the pace you set. You are a class of one. 

Fulfilled 
her dream 
Eneida B. Medina 
Vega Baja, 
Puerto Rico 
(6/20/74) 

Step by step, you are shown how to develop 
youj decorating ability. You work with tem- 
plates to create room plans. You learn to use 
fine quality sketching equipment, color charts, 
and other decorator "tools of the trade" that 
are included with the course. 

You are taught the principles of color and 
design. The selection and use of furniture, 
fabrics, accessories, lighting, floor coverings, 
wallpapers. You learn the art of blending tra- 
ditional and contemporary styles. How to 
skillfully decorate all types of rooms — big or 
small — for dramatic beauty. And so much 
more. 

Plus ... at each stage of your training you 
are given practical assignments to check your 
progress. Each one is carefully reviewed and 
graded by experienced instructors, and re- 
turned to you with their helpful comments. 
You'll be delighted with your progress., 

"I have fulfilled one of my life's dreams," 
writes Eneida B. Medina of Vega Baja, Puerto 
Rico, ". . . to learn interior decorating. I 
started out by decorating my own home, and 
now I'm planning to do my husband's office." 

The LaSalle decorating course is backed by 
more than sixty years of leadership in the 
field of home education. More than 2,000,000 
people have enrolled in LaSalle's home study 
programs. So you know that your training is 
in qualified hands. 

Send for FREE booklet. 
If you are seriously interested in devoting 

some of your spare time to improving your 
skills in interior decorating, LaSalle will send 
you a colorful, illustrated booklet describing 
the program. It also introduces you to out- 
standing students who are engaged in various 
decorating endeavors as a result of their stud- 
ies with LaSalle. The booklet is free. And 
there's no obligation. Mail the coupon below 
for your copy. 

// you're serious about Decorating . . . send for free booklet. 
© 1977 LaSalle E«lensi( rrsity • A Correspondence Institution 

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY 
A Coireiponilence Insiiluiion • 417 S. Dearborn Street, Dept. 94-031, Chicago, Illinois 60605 

Send for 
FREE 
BOOKLET 

Your future in \ 
Interior 
Decorating 

Please send me your free illustrated booklet describing LaSalle's 
Interior Decorating home study course. 

Print 
Name * Age. 

Address Apt. No. 

. Zip. 
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i'he Uncompromising Quality of Henredo 



Henredon spares nothing in the creation ot 
Fourteen. Ever\ st\ le in this bedroom. 

dining and occasional collection reflects 
[he crafting master\' and enduring spirit 

of The Golden .Age of English Cahinetmakin*^ 
•n furniture artistry reached a pinnacle 

I of perfection. However, Henredon s concern 
for the practical needs of contemporarx living 

-lear in such items    r'^'nn cabinets 
with intend-   ^      4 that are 

[ally impressive in the ..v     room — 
and richU detailed dining t.-b'e- 

spacious or concise, which e\te :ea\ es 
ommon qualits is also e\ ident 

in a handsome loose pillow sofa 
)ined by revolving chairs with faceted 

lowbackst\    - \eredin\our 

Iference of the most preu  ■ . abrics. 
If vou refuse to compromise ; 

on qualitv, send S2.00 for Up- i Furniture 
|j Folio Fourteen brochures to H.        n. _ 

Dept-C-11^ Worganton N.C 28655. 

Henredon 



t K'Idc rest,60\Vest40tf)St., \e\v>ork.\Y 10018 

"FESTIVE SPIRIT" BY MISSDNI 

A new kind of sunshine for the bed and bath. 

Milan's leading design team brings a warm and Festive Feeling 

to their newest collection For Fieldcrest. 

2 
House & Garden 



la mode de CARDIN 

SUPERB AODi"'C-.S TO YOUR ELEGANT WARDROBE. 

UndouDtediy ^ 

Pierre CARDIN 

Pierre Cardin men's and women's jewe ^^-J personal leather goods are distributed exclusively in the U.S.A. by SWANK, Inc. 



iKitchenAidi 

the dishes 

come out clean 

no matter 

who loads them* 

Loading a KitchenAid dishwasher 
is so easy nearly anyone can do it. 

That's because the KitchenAid 
has Load-As-You-Like Washing, a 
system that lets you load pots, pans 
and dishes anywhere in the washer, 
and still get them thoroughly clean. 

There are wash arms above and 
below both racks for better cleaning. 
Fold-down prongs and adjustable 
racks for easy loading. A Soft Waste 
Disposer that eliminates pre-rinsing. 
And Soak n ScrubTM cleaning action 
that gets pots and pans really clean. 

People who own 
dishwashers say 
KitchenAid is 
the best it's 
quiet, dependable, 
and energy- 
efYicient. [% 

KitchenAid' 
People say it's the best. 

KitchenAid. Dept 7DA-11 
Hobart Corporation 
Troy, Ohio 45374 

Send me more information. 

Name  

Address- 

City  

County- 

State— -Zip- 

NOVEMBER 
1977 

DECORATING, ARCHITECTURE, BUILDING 

Romantic jooms, page 156 

Bridge to nature, page 174 

Festive tables, page If 

^0 Home improvement ideas for the house fixer 
155 The lively romantic—a house full of young ideas 
16C A farmhouse for moderns 
174 A bridge to nature—living with a 3-level view 

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS 

78 Children's exchange: Super presents designed to last 
98 House presents for the well-tempered cook 

128 House gifts 
146 For a marvelous make-ahead Christmas 
154 The wrapping is the present 
162 Orchids as art and as wonderful Christmas presents 
178 Great giving: Presents for the hostess, gardener, cook 
184 For all-out glamour;.£xtravagant presents to remember 
188 For festive tables: As Christmas presents or for your parties 
200 Bake-ahead presents in giveaway containers 

ANTIQUE^AND RESTORATIONS 

26 Questions & answers: Antiques. By Louise Ade Boger 

CRAFTS 
104 How to make your own fried-egg apron 
150 Stitch a potted needlepoint plant 
152 Do-it-yourself stenciled planters 
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Year-end tax planning. By Paul Gross 
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WINE & FOOD 

How to give a great party 
Bake-ahead presents in giveaway containers 
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Exercising around the house. By Pamela Markham 
Health/Sex/Psychology. By Dr. Mary Catherine Tyson 

GARDENING 

Orcnids as art, page 162 

82   How to grow pot of tomatoes in your windowsill garden 
By Sharon K. Graham 

84   The fern craze. By Richard Langer 
162   Orchids as art 
288   Gardener's notes. By James Fanning 

TRAVEL 

Gifts by Halston, page 185 

10   Catch up with Costa Rica. By Dee Hardie 
108   Going places, finding things Edited by Nancy Richardson. 

The Dominican Republic. By Dee Hardie; New international 
luggage regulations; Winter sports m Bermuda; Winter 
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OH, WHAT 

LOVELY EARS 

YOU HAVE. 

Enjoy a Waterford jug. Or mug. 
When it pours, you reign. 
Born in fire, blown bv mouth & 

cut wholly by hand, w\[}^ heart. 
Shaping the ears and lips is an art 

in itself. Time and time again, the 

master blower thrusts the jug into 
the white hot fires of the "glory 
hole". Relentlessly, he works 
the m(,)lten lead crystal until it 
surrenders to his will. 

In the ancient Irish city of 

Waterford, each masterwork is 
faintly etched with the one & 
only signature that identifies it as 
authentic. 

A timely inyestment in a 
timeless art. Hear. Hear. 



nteriors 

trends may come and go, 

but good design is timeless 

Sloane's Interior Design Studios are brimming with both young 
and seasoned talent . . . designers who are receptive to you, 
your needs and a comfortable environment for your home. 
Each of our design studios harbors the sources of great home 
furnishings, the talents of professionals in interior design, the 
ingenuity of creative people and the desire to truly focus on 
your lifestyle. As the fashion leaders in home furnishings, we 
are located in the major cultural centers across the country 
and conveniently available to anyone who seeks our service. 
Your first consultation will be to get acquainted and to deter- 
mine what alternatives are at hand. From there, you and our 
designer will work together to develop a grasp of your reac- 
tions to styles, colors and periods. The process always takes 
time, but the results are generally spectacular—an environ- 
ment which looks great, reflects good taste, styled in the man- 
ner you choose and capable of blending with your present and 
future possessions. No surprises either! We're not going to 
make your child sleep in a sneaker or snake your company 
around swirling leopard skin modulars. Our designers will 
translate through furnishings, all those things you've wanted 
to say but are unable or unequipped to do, or just-plain-too- 
busy to do. We know that many of our clients have creative in- 
clinations toward interiors . . . and that's the biggest compli- 
ment of all. So whenever you're in the market for good design 
in your home, we'll be here, not too far away, and ready to use 
our talents to work for you. 

W&J SLOANE FIFTH AVENUE 

new york • new jersey • Connecticut»jenkintown 
Washington d.c. • atlanta • houston • san fr,3ncisco 
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On the cover: One up-beat 
green on walls and ceiling 
and in the Matisse-like 
upholstery fabric makes this 
living room an envelope of 
comfort. To anchor the 
all-over color, the floor was 
painted in great big putty- 
colored hexagons. To give 
it a spicy snap, a few 
flourishes of reds and pinks- 
quilts, flowers, chair pads. 
You can see the whole room, 
designed by Claus Mahnken, 
at Woodward & Lothrop in 
Washington, D.C. Baker furni- 
ture. Woodson fabric. Quilts, 
America Hurrah Antiques. 
Gene Davis silkscreen from 
Pace Editions. Shopping 
information, page 216. 
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These classic Gorham Sterling Originals 

are the latest thin^ in dining. 

Many people don't know they were introdtieed over 60 years ago. 

Many things have changed in the last 60 years. But 
one thing hasn't. An investment in a true work of art 
will always endure...like Gorham Sterling Originals. 

These are some of Gorham's oldest and most famous 
designs. They are true works of art in sterling whose 
timeless beauty has made them even more popular 
today than when they were first introduced. 

But timeless beauty is only one of the distinct qual- 
ities that will safeguard your investment in Gorham 
Sterling. Incomparable craftsmanship is another. Each 
Original is made of solid sterling silver, a precious 

metal that's becoming scarcer. Gorham uses this trea- 
sured silver to create a total design concept for each 
of its Originals. A concept with perfect balance be- 
tween ornamentation, shape, and function. Each curve, 
line, or flower of every Gorham Original is executed 
with the same painstaking attention to detail on the 
back as it is on the front. 

The Gorham Hallmark has represented the pride of 
the silversmith's art since 1831 It says your Sterling 
is the ultimate in beauty, craftsmanship, and value. 

Isn't it time you owned a Gorham Original? 



when you invest in carpeting? Don't be... 



Sears 

Enduring Beauty 

Carpetin 

13 

Sears wants you to be able to 
buv beautiful new carpeting and 
be able to feel confident that it will 
stay new-looking for a long time. 
We are most proud to offer you 
Enduring Beauty Aiid here is why 
we think it s such a sound inxestment. 

100% nylon pile, the most durable carpet fiber 
No other carpet fiber lasts so long Sears Enduring 
Beauty is 15-denier IOO'^J nylon pile to stand up to 
heaxA traffic.hea\y dirt and heavy cleaning Better 
yet. the nylon in Sears Enduring Beauty is 2-ply 
and heat-set to retain its resiliencv 

48 ounces of nylon packed into every yard 
The more nylon per square yard, the longer the life 
of your carp)et. But e\en more important is the 
quality of the raw material and the careful treat- 
ment it gets through all stages of production Seaj s 
Enduring Beauty is examined 120 
times during its manufacturing pro- 
cess. Because we wanted it to be designated a 
Sears Best, we had to set the standards high. 

The advantage of Sears "Label of Confidence" 
Tucked under the corner of every Sears carpet 
sample, you'll find Sears " Label of Confidence^ It 
tells you everything you ll ever need to know about 
the make-up of any carpet you buy at Sears. .\nd 
it s the most informative label offered in the car- 
pet industry toda\ 

Scotchgard  Brand carj>et protector 
Seal's Endurins Beauu is ffeaied with Scotchgard* 

99 

sq. yd. 

carp>et protector to help keep soil 
loose on the stirface so it can be 
easily vacuumed away That's why 
it won't need shampooing as often 
as unprotected carpet Plus there's 
a durable static control treatment 

to help keep it soft and comfortable. 

Fashionable, versatile, elegant styling 
Sears chose a new style for Enduring Beaun that s 
more practical than a shag, more elegant than a 
conventional plush Its subde. tone-on-tone. cut- 
and-loop style goes in any room, with any decor 

The 20 colors |>eople want most 
W'e did months of rescirch to find out what colors 
people really want when they re creating or match- 
ing a decor Some are soft, some bold, some vibrant, 
all versatile 

Free House Calls. Conxenieni Credit Plans 
Our sales people are experts. We train them. Feel 
free to ask them any questions .A call will bring 
one to your home—no obligation—for a leisurely, 
reassuring discussion of what's right for you. 

-And once you decide, you don t have to pay 
all at once. Sears has a credit plan to suit most any 
need. 

Enduring Beauty. Enduring \ alue. Find it now 
at most Sears larger stores 

Only at Sears 

c Scars. Roebuck and Co , 

Part of Sears Soft Shadows car{>eting line. 

1 

m J 

1 

the label 
of 

confidefx:e 

"Priced higher in .Alaska and Hawaii. 
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San Jose's Na- 
tional Theatre. 
Below: Costa 
Rican painted 
oxcart 

warm trip 
this winter, 

^For a 
south 

try Costa Rica which is 
Spain in microcosm. Small and im- 

maculate with more schoolteachers than 
policemen, its cosmopolitan capital, San 
Jose, is a lily in the valley of Costa Rica. 
Aside from orchids for 50 cents a bunch, 
and the especially beautiful women, its star 
is the palace that coffee built—the National 
Theatre, now a national monument. In 
1890, coffee planters decided their city 
needed an opera house. Seven years later, 
an authentic yet miniature Paris Opera 
House was completed. Recently restored, it 
sparkles with the best of turn-of-the century 
elegance. You certainly won't want to miss 
its charming cafe with a long Toulouse- 
Lautrec bar and fuchsia velvet. Stay at the 
Gran Hotel Costa Rica, dine at Chalet 
Suizo. A breathtaking ride in the country is 
a 30-minute drive south to Orosi through 
mountains of deep green coffee trees dotted 
with bright orange blooms of the poro tree. 
From Miami fly to San Jose by LACSA, 
and remember you need a tourist card. 

Costa Rican color 
At the National Theatre cafe, try a tortilla 
filled with melted cheese and peppers and a 
leche agria batido de banana, a special milk- 
shake On the Pacific Coast, a 30-minute 
flight S7 round trip. El Coco Beach in north- 
east Guanacaste At Orosi. the oldest 
Franciscan mission, 1699 West of San 
Jose, Jaco Beach where the plane lands on 
the sand.—DEE HARDIE 

!n search of old- 
fashioned flavor in home- 
baked bread "moist on 
the inside, crusty out- 
side," Linda Wasserstein 
experimented by baking 
loaves in clay flowerpots. 
The taste and texture 
were right, so she took 
her flowerpot idea to 
William B. Crandall. Di- 
rector of Alfred Univer- 
sity Research Foundation, 
who asked students in the 
ceramics department to 
come up with convention- 
al rectangular loaf pans. 
Engineers worked on the 
project, using a unique 
clay froni local sources 
in upstate New York. 

Now Linda Wasserstein's 
invention is a reality. The 
bread pans are the only 
clay bakeware in the 
world manufactured in a 
university, with a modi- 
fied version of an ancient 
Greek coating. "The 
gloomiest days are bright- 
ened by aromas of fresh 
breads and chocolate 
cake," says Linda, who 
has written a looseleaf 
book Home Baked Is 
Best. The Brick Oven 
Bread Pan, $8.50. Bloom- 
ingdale's. Book, S2.75: 
Linda Wasserstein, P.O. 
Box 275, RVC. New 
York, N.Y. 11571. Her 
breads, page 146. 

Slice of life 

Baker Linda Wasserstein 

^-■-^^    ShElLA CA* 

Below: Halston. Nelson Ferlita. and Elizabeth 
Tajlor at Wolf Trap. Party tables with red 
roses from Gray Matter Flower Shoppe, McLean. Va. 

0 & Garden 

Party tent has guy ropes at each con 
White-painted wood framework of 
2-by-4s, braced at each corner. Vert 
supports 9 ft. higli. Tent is 12 ft. sqiii 
supports for pyramid roof, W/a ft. 
Sheeting stapled to roof framework 
Curtains stapled in loose folds to coi 
corner bracks. Fabric valance 1 ft. d 
stapled all the way around. 

■ Coming up roses 
There's nothing to stop up 
you re-creating your own 
version of the great gala 
benefit party that took 
place at Wolf Trap Farm 
Park for the Performing 
Arts in Virginia earlier 
this year, for your own 
charity organization or a 

future family wed- 
ding. Nine hundred 
celebrities including 
Elizabeth Taylor, 
chairwoman of the 
evening,  dmed at 
party tables special- 
ly created by de- 
signer Halston with 
interior decorator 
Nelson Ferlita. The 
dinner and subse- 
quent performance 
raised over SIOO.- 
000 for the Wolf 
Trap Foundation. 
The buffet was set 

under tents coverec 
with  "Halston Rose 
sheets. The same sheet 

or were used as cloths 
long tables, with white 
painted chairs. Then nap-, 
kins were made to matchJ 
Bouquets of full-blowD 
roses and lemon leaves in 
Chinese wicker baskets 
completed the decoration. 
Overhead swung a cluster 
of Japanese paper lan- 
terns to light the scene. 
You can assemble your 
own tent structure very 
easily from 2-by-4s (see 
diagram). - 

For further tips from 
Halston write for "Field- 
crest Entertains" — rec- 
ipes, parties, how-tos 
with sheets, $2, from 
Publicitv Department, 
Fieldcrest. 60 W. 40th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10018. 

BEADLE 



How' do French wDiiien get 

that looked after look? 

Shadow Frangais. 

(Th£ lookshouni 
here is creaied uith 
AzuT. hiohliohted 
with u-hitePerle— 
just 2 of cur 12 neu' 
colors that A merica 
:s already so excited 
.-.bout.) 

Our high gleam, frosted shadow colors that 

look after your tender eye area beautifully. 

You \von"r believe vour eves. Our exciting. non-dr\-mg shadow 

colors give you such subtle shades for creative expression. The idea 

(as you'd expect) was created in France: An exclusive way of bonding 

color pigment to high pearl frost, so you never lose that exciting "tru 

color". Its a creamy powder with an emoUient base that keeps your e'v 

area soft and smooth. Come get the look that's always looked afren 

Helena Rubinstein 

The Science of Beauty 
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Conran in the kitchen Venturing vintners 

■Sakonnet is the 
Indian word for 

"place-to-get-away-from- 
it-all." It is indicative of 
Lolly and Jim Mitchell's 
dedication that they un- 
covered this semantic 
gem while researching 
the wine business. After 
intensive investigation, 
this New England couple 
found and bought 120 
acres in Rhode Island in 
1974 and started Sakon- 
net Vineyards. Now in 
their third growing sea- 
son in Little Compton, 
they have released two 
estate-grown and bottled 

C hikofiHct ^ 
J 

WHITE TABLE VWJE 
A J-, .mf '.fUbAlannduhiUutnikltTidtimiTtl) 

tnm l-'tti,khfbnjgrapti Prcdkiidamibotilid 
hy iHinntl! 'inriaiii. Unit Ompi^, R/wit bUnJ 

AJi^M 1by volume 

wines, "Rhode 
Island Red ' 
and Amer- 
icas's Cup White." Life in 
Sakonnet, in Lolly Mitch- 
ell's words, is "wild. 
This year we've had five 
local helpers plus my 
brother and two nuns on 
sabbatical." Last year 
they produced 100 cases 
of vintage wine from 2 
tons of grapes. This year 
they expect 30 tons. To 
the Mitchells, the vine- 
yard offers a new shared 
career—inspiration for 
others indeed looking for 
an alternative life. 

Two events bring British designer Ter- 
ence Conran into the news. His new The 
Kitchen Book (Crown, $30) is out, 
charting the development of the kitchen 
"from cave to microwave" and the first 
of his shops called Conran's (everything 
from furniture to teaspoons) is now open 
in New York City. As in the successful 
The House Book, which sold 60,000 
copies, the kitchen encyclopedia concen- 

Cuisine heart 

trates on problem solving, tips for stor- 
age, lighting, plans, plus real-life kitch- 
ens belonging to experienced cooks. 
Food is close to Conran's heart; he owns 
a London restaurant called Neal's and is 
married to a British cookbook author 
Caroline Conran. Both prefer the 
live-in kitchen—*'the space where 
you can cook, sit around the fire- 
place, and eat at the same time." 

Building support 

Some people say it 
all began with the 

great show of Beaux Arts 
drawings at the Modern 
Museum. Others believe 
it has to do with increas- 
ing environment aware- 
ness. Whatever the rea- 
son, architectural draw- 
ing shows are attracting 
crowds to the galleries. 
Castelli gallery has draw- 
ings and models from sev- 

David Macaulay's L'Arc de defeat 

en architects—including, 
Emilio Ambasz, Richard 
Meier, Robert Venturi, 
and the celebrated Brit- 
ish architect, James Stir- 
ling—Oct. 22 through 
Nov.    12. Exhibition 
curator, Pierre Apraxine 
has no doubt about their 
appeal. "They are recog- 
nizable  art works and 
people   are   looking at 
them with great excite- 

ment after see- 
ing   so much 
modem abstract 
and minimal 
art." Meanwhile 
at  Soho's The 
Drawing Center, 
Columbia Uni- 
versity's Profes- 
sor of Architec- 
ture, Robert 
Stern, presents 
his   show of 

works by 1 7 architec- 
tural notables, illus- 
trating the conflicts 
between Modernists 
and Post-Modernists. 
There is a related show at 
the Cooper-Hewitt Muse- 
um and a joint catalogue. 
Both run through Nov. 6. 
Judith Newman's Spaced 
Gallery offers less contro- 
versy with a show, New 
York: Past, Present and 
Proposed—also levity, 
since she represents David 
Macaulay, architect- 
turned-artist, who likes, 
among other things, to 
depict "sacred buildings 
in embarrassing circum- 
stances." Chicago's fling 
is upcoming: Drawings 
by the Chicago 8 organ- 
ized by Stanley Tigerman 
opening Dec. 10, at 
Walter Kelly's Gallery. 

Beach plums 

Miami Design Preservation] 
League is taking a new look at 
Old Miami Beach. It has record-1 
ed 150 hotels built in the 20s and 
30s and Barbara Baer Capitman, 
president and driving force be- 
hind the recently launched resto- 
ration program, has enlisted ar-j 
chitects, designers, engineers, and| 
art historians to get the area de- 
clared a historic district by the 

National Trust. Many of the buildings, in-' 
fluenced by the French luxury liner Nor-| 
mandie in the 30s, are very special archi-' 
tectural souvenirs, notes Carl Weinhardt 
Jr., director of Miami's Vizcaya, who was 
instrumental in saving Beacon Hill, Boston, 
and worked on the restoration of Newport, 
R.I. "They look like ships with decks in- 
stead of floors and rows of portholes for 
wind6\^s." The League wants to authenti- 
cally restore one small hotel, the 1939 
Plymouth, with a distinctive rocket tower. 
Once, its lobby was upholstered from floor 
to ceiling in ivory leather tufted with gold 
metal stars. The League's proposal to the 
City of Miami Beach resulted in $10,000 
start-up money. "Why wait until the build- 
ings are crumbling?" asks Weinhardt. 
If you want to help, contact Miami 
Design Preservation League, 
4420 Adams Ave., 
Miami 
Beach, 
Fla. 
33140. 

Miami heritage 
Top: Art Deco 
in Cinema The- 
atre. Above: 
New Yorker 
hotel. Left: 
The Plymouth 



A rouch of Orienrol mysriqueThomosville Tokoido in exoric woods. 

That Thomasville Touch is extra care that makes 
Thomasville extra special. It starts with the finest 
woods. Selectmg just the right veneers, like primavera, 
from the tropical forests of Central America, 
used for tops, fronts, sides. And European olive ash 
burl on overlays of mirrors and door 
panels. All hand-rubbed to bring out 
the richness of gram. 

That Thomasville Look combines ven- 
erable designs of the past and adapts them 

FURNITURE 

FPOM THE INDOOR WORLD* 

to today. With Tokaido, the look is imported from the 
Orient and expressed in two distinctive finishes. 

For the Tokaido dealer nearest you, call toll-free 
anytime: 800-243-6061 (in Conn., 1-800-882-6500). 

Write for the 230-page idea-packed decorator's 
dream; "Homemaker's Guide." Send $3 

to Thomasville Furniture, Dept. HG-177, 
Thomasville, N.C. 27360. 

The luxurious Dreamspun carpet is also 
from The Indoor WDrld® of Armstrong. 

^mstrong OF 
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Matters of course 
Is there more to jogging than lov- 

ing it? Sure is. It's an exercise course that 
your town or city can set up using natural 
materials at very little cost. The Fit-Trail 
is a jogging course with twenty way-sta- 
tions. The jogger pauses at each one to 
work at a carefully thought-out drill before 
going off again to the next station. The 
concept of the jogger's exercise course 
originated in Switzerland about 10 years 
ago and there arc now many parcours, as 
they're called, scattered throughout Eu- 
rope. The exercises have been planned by 
physical fitness experts to give the entire 
body a thorough workout by the time a 
jogger has completed the course. The re- 

sult: increased en- 
durance, stamina, 
coordination and 
flexibility. Write: 
Fit-Trail, Recre- 
ational Develop- 

ment Corp., 932 
Ideal Way, Char- 

lotte, N.C. 28203. 

A new twist for fit- 
ness; jog and jump- 
ing jacks 

■dm (Mf\^ oAl, ^net v<MMij <MC fiidt and 

ret peeves 

A renowned 
authority on 
animals for 
over 50 years, 
Virginia Bel- 
mont has para- 
keets that are 
23 years old, 

iand has had 
two dogs who 

Virginia Belmoiit'.s bird album ''^^.^ ' ^ y^^^^ 
each (equiva- 

lent to 117 human years). 
The secret of such longev- 
ity, she says, and her own 

's a 71-year-old who 
takes 2-3 hours' sleep 

ight), is correct diet, 
deals with pets' diets as 
does her own. Every- 

ig as pure and natural 
possible (she's primarily 

a vegetarian), nothing 
that may have been 

)sprayedv«'and only 

Mountain   Valley v 
"For instance, it's betij 
give a bird a dime-si/j 
of watercress than le 
exposed to pesticides, 
may be fun to have! 
bird in the room for c 
tail parties, better fo 
pet if you don't. "Like' 
pie they can very e! 
overindulge and it ! 
years off their lives." ( 
common problems 
colds and asthma, caj 
by air conditioning; 
drafts, says Mrs. Belnj 
who has made the onl! 
cording of its kind, Vir; 
Belmont's Famous Sii,. 
and Talking Birds, $' 
For information abou 
domestic animals: Beir 
Bird & Kennel Shop. 
Rockefeller   Plaza, ] 
York, N.Y. 10020. 

don't know 
are delicious, 
he seeds can 
pickled like 

even the flowers) 
liven up winter salads. Nasturtiums do 
well on a sun porch or in a roomy win- 
dow where the greenery can either climb 
or hang. Sunlight is essential, although 

Nutritious nasturtiums 
rtiums, if the plants need less water than n 

herbs do. Plant a new potful evei 
months for a continuous crop; na; 
tiums are annuals and have a relati 
short season even indoors. By the \ 

capers. The plant's aphids enjoy munching on nasturt 
spicy leaves (and leaves too. Make sure you don't usil 

insecticide to pursue these pests. D 
the plant tops in a soap (not deterg 
solution once a week if they become 
fested. Rinse them off well before tos! 
the salad. RICHARD LAN( 

•~12  ^~~-^^\ 
>vcu£j wvL on- ftKK- HAC \Hid^ 

Hot number 

Springtime blossoms 
in midwinter are not 

just wishful thinking. If you 
love plants and don't mind 
putting in a few hours of 
work, you can have straw- 
berries,  radishes, lettuce, 

Supplies 
4 pieces 34-inch plywood 

back: 32 by 18 inches 
front: 32 by 12 inches 
sides: 22V^ inches by 

sloping angle 18 to 12 
inches (small hole 
drilled on one side for 
heating cable) 

window sash (32 by 24 
inches with or without 
muntins) 

screwdriver, hammer 
box of 2-inch nails 
2 strong hinges 
iatch 
•:.on of regular varnish and 

thinner 
paintbrush 
heat cable, 36 feet 

pansies, marigolds, daisies 
—almost anything you like 
all winter long with a hot- 
bed. Construct your own 
frame and you will definite- 
ly save money. A 32-by-24- 
inch hotbed frame with 
heating cable and thermo- 
stat can be made for under 
$40. Before you start, be 
sure you^have a sunny ex- 
posure where the frame 
may rest protected from 
winds and adjacent to a 
safe electrical outlet. Check 
carefully«that the lumber- 
yard or carpenter has cut 
each piece of plywood to 
specification. Hammer sides 
on level ground. Then top 
with the window, hinging it 
on the 18-inch back and 
sash and latching on the 12- 
inch front. Varnish the wood 

for insulation. Lay the ele( 
trie cable 3 inches from th 
edge of the frame and loo 
in parallel lines making sur 
they never overlap. Plac 
the thermostat on the sami 
level so that the temperd 
ture count is accurate. Pt, 
pebbles or sand down fo: 
drainage and lastly the soi 
which should be turner 
over several times. Then a 
is ready for planting seed 
and cuttings either directl;; 
in soil or in clay pots. B( 
sure the bed is ventilateci 
properly by keeping it slight 
ly ajar on sunny days anc 
do not overwater or use 
cold water. When it is bittei 
cold, wrap the sides with c 
straw mat, plastic, or an ok 
blanket. Cover the top witf: 
same for bitter nights. 



THE SEAGRAM'S GIN 

AND JUICE SECRET? 

Seagram's Extra Dry. The Perfect Martini Gin. Perfect all ways. 

Seagram EKstiMers Co., N.Y-C- SO Prooj. E&ialjed Dry Cm. C&Ml&d from Graim. 
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Twice a day 

Clinique is the skin care system 

women believe in 

because it works. 

Clinique's dermatologists 

worked it out this way. 

3 products, 3 steps, 3 minutes, 

each morning and night. 

Clean with Clinique's great soap. 

Clear away with a clarifier 

for your skin type. 

Replenish with moisturizer. 

That's it. That's all. 

For skin that just gets 

better and better looking. 

Every day of your life. 

All Clinique products 

are 100% fragrance free! 

CUrilQUE 

\ /inn 

-4 

Photographed for Cliniqae by Irving Penn. Cliniqne Laboratories, Inc., 767 Fifth Avenne, New York, N.Y, 10022. © 1977 Clinique Laboratories, Inc. 



/miTERS 

YEAR-END 

TA X PL A NNING   BY PAUL GROS< 

CHANGES YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT 

The Carter Administration is pushing 
tax-reform legislation that is more sweep- 
ing than anything we've ever seen before. 
According to a partner in a major, na- 
tionwide accounting firm that has good 
contacts in Washington, many of the tax 
breaks you now get will be reduced sig- 
nificantly or discarded altogether. Hence, 
he and many other tax experts suggest 
that you start working on your ta.xes 
right away—while \ ou still have a chance 
of taking some good deductions. Even if 
the tax reforms aren't passed immedi- 
ately, the sooner you start working on 
your tax return, the better you'll be able 
to boost the amount you can deduct. 

The wise way to be 

healthy and wealthy 

Sometimes it seems we spend enough 
money on our health to fund a chair at 
Harvard Medical School, and yet we 
often find that not one red cent is de- 

ductible because of the so-called 3 per- 
cent and 1 p)ercent rules. Basically, these 
rules state that you can deduct only out- 
of-pocket medical and dental costs that 
exceed 3 percent of your adjusted gross 
income. And you can deduct only those 
pharmaceutical costs that exceed 1 per- 
cent of your adjusted gross income. 

That may seem like a small percentage 
at first glance, but consider this: If you 
have an adjusted gross income of 
S30.000. the first 5900 of medical bills 
is not deductible. .And there is some talk 
in Washington of raising the percentage 
to 5 percent or more. But don't despair, 
there are some good, legal ways of in- 
creasing the amount you can deduct 
right now. Your first step is to figure out 
what your adjusted gross income for the 
year will come to—which should be fair- 
ly easy. Now add up your medical bills 
for the year so far, to find out how much 
you can deduct or if you will have a de- 
duction at all. For example, let's sa\- you 
ha\e an adjusted gross income of 

S20.000 and medical bills of S600 se 
far—which is exactly 3 percent of youi 
adjusted gross income. If you don't have 
any more medical bills, not one cent ot 
what you've spent will be deductible. To 
come up with some more deductible 
medical expenses, there are two major, 
possibilities: Reviewing all your past ex- 
penditures to find out if you've over- 
looked any deductible expenses, and, if 
that fails, spending more on your health. 

Overlooking a deductible medical ex- 
pense is more common than you maj 
realize. Most people just aren't aware of 
all the things that are in fact deductible, 
Simply put. you can deduct the cost ol 
anything that \ our doctor, dentist, or op- 
tometrist prescribes. And that includes 
host of things. For example, if you or 
member of your famil\ has asthma, yo 
doctor may have recommended that 
buy an air conditioner. If that's the case, 
ask your doctor to put it in writing si 
that you can deduct the cost of the aii 
conditioner. One woman was able to de- 

y oui ^ 
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:   prescribed  swimming  for her 
rt condition. One family was able to 
luct the cost of a clarinet and lessons 
their son because his orthodontist 

scribed it. Wigs, face lifts, bic\cles. 
jomobiles, and even magic lessons to 
rease manual dcxterits for a person 
"ering from arthritis, have been de- 
nted because the\ were prescribed by 
octor. ,Alternati\el\'. \ou might con- 
r including medical expenses >ou had 

eduled for next year into this >eaF. 
r example, you might have \our'l97S 

a lual physical in December of this year. 
C vou might ha\e that dental work that 
\ I've been putting otT done now. 

-inall). if you're planning on filing a 
It tax return with \our spouse, you'd 
wise to figure out what \our taxes 
aid be if \ou filed separately. For ex- 
ple. assume that both you and your 
use make S20.000 a year. If you filed 
tly. you w ould have to come up with 

200 of medical expenses before \ ou'd 
n be able to deduct a cent. However, 

■jone of you racked up the lion's share 
: those medical bills, it might pay to 
I separate returns, because anything 
er S600 will he deductible. 

apitalize on your gains 

hile you can 

11^     11 lU L 

lere's a very good chance that the new 
LX-reform proposals will end the prefer- 

iia>   iiui uiiiii   I :7 I y 
or SO. you should keep in mind that 
starting in 197S. you will have to hold 
on to an asset for a full \ear or more to 
get long-term capital gains treatment. 
(At present. \ou ha\e to hold on to an 
asset for onl\ ^) months to get long-term 
capital gains treatment.) Hence. \ou 
should consider nailing capital gains on 
investments that >ou don't think will do 

-well over thtf long term. B\ the same 
token, if ycru have stock options from 
your companv*4J5u might consider exer- 
cising thern as soon as \ou can. 

In any case, the end of the year is a 
logical time to review your investment 
portfolio. Cull the losers by selling them 
for a loss, and take whatever gains you 
can in those assets you're no longer that 
sure of. However, do keep in mind that 
timing is important. The sooner you act. 
the better ott you'll be. The stock market 
tends to slump towards the end of the 
year as in\estors actively sell off some 
of their securities for tax reasons. So, if 
you don't move quickly enough, a small 
loss could become a much larger loss. 
You ha\e to figure that some other peo- 
ple have also taken a loss in the same 
securities you've taken a beating with. 
As they sell off their holdings, the price 
of the security will start falling. 

Here's how the math on gains and 
losses works out. .Short-term gains are 
fully taxable. The first SSO-OOO^of long- 
term gains is taxed at up to a 25 percent 

you have losses, which seems likely con- 
sidering the way the slock market has 

.acted. >ou ha\e to balance long-term 
losses against long-term gains, and short- 
term losses agamst short-term gains. 

For example, assume that you have 
S3.000 of long-term gains. s'l.OOO of 
short-term gains. S2.000 of long-term 
losses, and $4.0.')0 of short-term losses. 
You could otTset \our long-term gains b> 
using \our long-term losses and SI.000 
of \our short-term losses. Then you 
could offset your short-term gains with 
SI.000 of short-term losses. That would 
leave you with S2.000 of shon-term 
losses—which can be applied against 
your regular income, dollar for dollar. 
You can use up to S3.000 of short-term 
losses this way with anything over that 
carried over into the future. If you had 
long-term instead of short-term losses 
left over, you could also use them to re- 
duce your ordinary income. However, 
you wniild only be able to reduce Si of 
income for e\ ery S2 of long-term losses. 

An interest in deductions 

There is some talk that President Carter 
and Congress may severely limit the in- 
terest you can deduct. Hence, make sure 
that you don't overlook a cent of the in- 
terest you're now paying on your charge 
cards, department store accounts, late 

Continued on page 220 

The trimmer, sportier, mid-size 

LTD at a trimmer price. 

The quality and luxury LTD is famous for is the whole 
idea behind LTD II. You get room for six. and a long list 
of standard features not found in most mid-size cars. 
Automatic transmission, power steering, power front 
disc brakes, V-8 engine, steel-belted radials. 

Test drive LTD II at your local Ford Dealer It's the 
LTD of mid-size cars. 

FORD 

When America needs 
a better idea. 

Ford puts It on wheels 

November, 1977 



friOppm Collectibles to treasure from the Gift World of Gorhair 

Look for them at all these fine stores. 
ALABAMA 

Auburn yVare Jewelers 
Birmingham Chats Cards and Candy 
Hunfsville The Book Shop 
Huntsville Village Emporium 

ARKANSAS 
DeWitt Gallery ■G" Antiques 
W. Memphis Manning Jewelers 

CONNECTICUT 
Bridgeport Lafayette Jewelers 
Glastonbury Mahogany Shoppe 
Hamden ~ jhe Gallery 
New Haven Savitt Jewelers 
Waterbury Jay-Mar Party Shop 

DELAWARE 
Wilmington Carl A. Doubet Jr 
Wilmington A F Gallaghen. Inc. 

FLORIDA 
Eustis Long s Gift Shop 
Orlando Iveys 
Tarpon Springs The Lil Store 

GEORGIi 
Atlanta Citizer , 
Dalton rs 

IDAHO 
Moscow Oodsons 

ILLINOIS 
A^JfOfa Gift Forum 
Berwyn The Card Place, Inc 
Bradley The Sentiment Shop 
Carbondale The Apple Tree 
Chicago 

Brautigam Internationale Gift Shop 
Chicago The Flower Cottage 
Chicago Laboitea Musique. Ltd 
Danville Shifnn Willens 
DesPlaines Ramada O Hare Art Gallery 
Pol'on The Casual Shop 
Elgin Perlman Fine Jewelry 
Evanston Downs 
Galesburg Doyle-s Gift Shop 
Gray s Lake The Glass Impression 
LaSalle OLearys 
Lombard   The Plum Tree 
Mt Vernorv Clark Jewelers 
Northbrook Laboite a Musique. Ltd 
North Riverside Flowerama Inc 
Oak Lawn Forget Me Not Shop 
Oak Park Gabriell s 
0"owa Jacobs 
"^"■'a   .    Sherman's Place 
Peru   Kunkel Drugs 
Rock Island Center Stage 
Spnnglield Bridge Jewelers 
Springfield Myers Brothers 

INDIANA 
Angola Howards 
Columbus Shifrin Willens 
Elkhart Carson, Pine. Scott & Co 
Evansville Drostes 
Evansville Kruckmeyer & Cohn 
Ft Wayne Howards 
^'g^i'and   Lamprect 
Indianapolis Berus 
Indianapolis Card N All, Inc 
Indianapolis Forget Me Not Gifts 
Indianapolis Home of the 500 Gift 
Kalamazoo Howards 
Lafayette Lynn s Gifts 
Lafayette Lynn's Hallmark Shop 
Lafayette ShifrmWillens 
Lebanon The Gift Barn 
Lowell Hitzelmans Country Haus 
MerrillviJIe Osterman's 
Middlebury Smucker Drugs 
^^""C'e Stanots Jewelry 
Newcastle McCormick Hammer 
Richmond Hoppe Jewelers 
South Bend Shifrin Willens 

IOWA 
Davenport Tabletop Fashions 

Des Moines Giftique 
*^noxville Rhymes & Reasons 

LOUISIANA 
Alexandria Gem Jewelry Co 
Lake Charles Gem Jewelry Co 
New Orleans Stage Left Inc 
Shreveport Rubenstein s (all stores) 

MAINE 
Portland G M Pollock 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore Richards Card Shop 
Gaithersburg Cardwright 
Kensington Expressions 
Landover Hills Curiosity Shoppe 
Silver Spnng Gift Fair 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston Laboite a Musique, Ltd. 
Boston Long's Jewelers 
Falmouth Cape Cod Candle Shop 
Lawrence Rosebud 
Waltham Frederick Brasco 
Worcester Diamond Jewelers 

MICHIGAN 
^'^'''an Osterman's 
Ann Arbor Shifrin Willens 
Bay City Shifrin Willens 
Bloomfield Hills Fishers of Bloomfield 
Dearborn Laboite a Musique Ltd 
Detroit Shifrin Willens Frankenmuth 

Brouner's Christmas Decorations 
Frankenmuth Zehnders Gift Shoppe 
GrossePoinfe Squirrels Nest 
Jonesville Arthur M. Fiebig Jeweler 
Kalamazoo Shifrin-Willens 
Jackson Shifnn-Willens 
Lincoln Park December's Special Place 
Livonia Artisans Limited Edition 
Monroe Osterman's 
Mt. Clemens Kubiac & Son Jewelers 
Rochester Fishers of Rochester 
Royal Oak Dobie Jewelers 
Saginaw Osterman's 
Saginaw _ Wiechmann's 
St Joseph Meskimens Gifts 
Southfield   The Gift Gallery 
Soufhgate The Olde Attic 
T^i'enton Mulias & Ellias 
Warren Genna's Fine Gifts 
Westland Gift Gallery 

MINNESOTA 
Edina Mabry Pink Pony 
Fergus Falls Bergen Flower Center 
Minneapolis Bee Hive Gift Shop 
White Bear Lake The Quirk of Fate 

MISSISSIPPI 
Hattiesburg     Cham Lighting & Appliance 

MISSOURI 
Gower Platte Purchase Antiques 
Kansas City The Gift Gallery 
St. Charles First Capital Trading Post 

NEVADA 
^eno R.Herz&Bros. 
Sparks ideal Drug Store 

NEW JERSEY 
Atlantic City Jay Jay Imports 
Cherry Hill Douglas F Merrill 
Cifton Lacki 
Clinon Rowe Manse Emporium 
Colonia Marcy's Hallmark Cottage 
Depttord The Heritage Shoppe 
East Hanover Hanover Floral Co 
Elmwood Park Molk Brothers Card Store 
Flemington Christmas Carol 
Flemington Notes A Plenty 
freehold stuart Crane 
Hackensack Laboite a Musique Ltd 
Hackettstown Fifth Ave. Card Shop 
Hammonton AIOI Jewelers 
Holmdel   Old Wagon Gifts 
•Kearny   House of Drugs 

Lin wood 
Manville 
McAfee 
Midland Park 
Millburn 
Northfield 
Old Bndge 
Paramus 
Paramus 
Paramus 
Parsippany 
Passaic 
Pnnceton 

H Prosser Jewelers 
Gifts N' Cards 

Gift Fair Inc 
Chandel Jewelers 

S. Marsh & Sons 
Sugar Pine Work Shop 

Helene's at Browntown 
The Copper Shop 

MarGlo Gifts 
.    The ^fellow Ribbon 

Jerals Gift Shop 
— Moore Lyons 

Expressions 

Laurenburg 
Rockingham 
Salisbury 
Willow Springs 
Winston Salem 
Winston Salem 

1, 
Belk Harry,. 

Willow Florist 

Fargo 
Grand Forks 

Accents 
Allied Office Supply 

Rancocas Woods 
Rutherford 
Succasunna 

Thoughtfulness Card & Gift Shop Toms River Rgnd s 
.yenton Liberty Gifts 
Vincentown Modica's Card & Gift Shop 
Woorhees Township Douglas F Merrill 
West Orange Walter Bauman Jewelers 
Westwood Parly Tyme 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Portsmouth House of Schwartz 

NEW YORK 
Albany Frank Adams Jewelers 
Bayshore Luanne's 
Bayshore Tiny Treasures 
Buffalo Adam, Meldrum & Anderson 
Dewitt The Gift House 
Eishkill Country Manor 
Farmingdale Irene's House of Gifts 
Franklin Square Lilyans Collectiques 
Garden City Stardust Gifts 
Glen Cove Precious'aftS Few, Ltd 
Gloversville Gem Jewelers 
Greenlawn Alcar Card & Gift 
Jackson Heights Newman Jewelers 
Jamaica B Gertz Inc 
Latham   The Linen Chest 
Latham The Linen Closet 
Locust Valley Chez Cadeaux 
Massapequa Luanne's 
Middletown Sullivan's Dept Store 
Mt. Kisco Mt. Kisco Party Tyme 
Nanuet R E. Neil 
Newburgh Card Carrousel 
Newburgh Galindo & Mills 
Newburgh . Jeanne's 
New City Card Carrousel 
New Hyde Park Abe Peltz, Inc 
^lew York Bianca Commerce 
New York   Card Emporium I 
New York   Card and Gift Gallery 
New York DeNatale Brothers 
New York Granny's Bag Inc 
New York Hallmark Card & Gift Shop 
New York Plaza Jewelry & Gifts 
New York 1359 Card Shop 
New York Thoughtfulness Gallery 
Olean Adam, Meldrum & Anderson 
Pleasant Valley Heritage Gift Shoppe 
Poughkeepsie Happy House Gifts 
Rochester 

The Canal Town Country Store Ltd, 
Rockville Centre Imperial China 
Rotterdam Fowler's Card & Gift Shop 
Schenectady The Linen Chest 
Schenectady The Linen Closet 
Scotia Mayfair Jewelers 
Staten Island Grant Card Shop 
Vails Gate Ann's Gift Shop 
Warsaw Village Department Store 
Westbury M Fortunoff, Inc. 
White Plains Colony Jewelers 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Burlington     Belk Belk Co. 
Dunn Belk 
Durham Osterman's 
Fayetteville Belk 
Greensboro Belk 

OsterrruL 
NORTH DAKOTA I 

Shctwell Fl(j. 
Why Not a 

OHIO 
The Enchanted Cotl 

Hit 
Ol 

Arts Je 
Beth'sl 

Smith's Hallmark! 
Arts Jevi 

O'Nd 
Central Hallmark C 

E. M. Smith Jew 
The Frank Hersche._ 

The Wilhs Musid 
Higbeel 

©   You re My Kind of People          Retoil Prices 
(Musical Moppets Ploys 

Weve Only Just Begun )  $20 

Here Comes the Bride" SI6 
(3) Tennis Anyone?  $12 

(4)   Merry Wanderer 
(Musical Moppets Ploys 

The Merry Wonderer )  SI7 50 

(D Tender Loving Core $12. 

® A Helpi ng Hond.. .A Worm Heart . ...$12. 

®   Reoding, Riting & Rithmatic $12 

(D   Square Shooter  •. ... .Si 2. 

(9)   A Good Skate  $12. 
Moppets Figunnes ore approximately 6" tall 

Akron 
Akron 
Akron 
Alliance 
Athens 
Bowling Green 
Canton 
Canton 
Chillicothe 
Chillicothe 
Cincinnati 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbus 

Hallmark Crown Shops (all storj 
Dover Arts JeweL 
East Liverpool James Locke Jewd 
Elyria H,gbee( 
f^'"dlay Ostermai.] 
Freemont Osterma 
Lima Osterma 
Mansfield O'Nd 
Marion Carroll's Jem 
Newark Haynes Bros. Jevi 
Piqua Hallmark Card & Gift! 
Salem Arts Jew 
Sandusky Ostermarj 
Tallmadge        Bumpas Drug & Emponu 
Tiffin Os'' 
Toledo 0s't'~.-| 
Warren FredH.M. 
Waterville House 
Wooster Wooster Gi*- 
Youngstown Jerpy Lees Jf 

OKLAHOMA 
Ettas Gift Gaile 

Stebb- 
PENNSY.VANIA 

Osterman 
Jerry Land Jewefc 

House of Bek-(' 
Osterman 

Laboita a Musique, Ltq 
CardlarL 

St. Mary's Gift Cent^ 
RHODE ISLAND 

James Kaplan Jewe 
RossSin 

Wood Jewe. 
Pumpkin Patch. 1^ 

Ross-Sin 
Ross SimJ 

Piette Jewele 

Oklahoma City 
Tulsa 

Erie 
Honesdale 
Lahaska 
Monaca 
Philadelphia 
Plymouth 
St Mary's 

Cranston 
Barrington 
East Greenwich 
East Providence 
Providence 
Warwick 
Woonsockef 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Greenville Belk Simpson ( 

TENNESSEE 
Donelson Drug Ma. 
Sparkman Jeweler 

Crift Center lnc| 

Donelson 
Franklin 
Gatlinburg 
Gatlinburg 

Gatlinburg Furniture & Craft Cenfi 
Jackson      Forrest Heights Pharmacy I 
Jackson 
Memphis 

Austin 
Baytown 
Beaumont 
Brownfield 
Corpus Christi 
Dallas 
Fort Worth 
Houston 
Houston 

Arlington 
Burlington 

Spokane 
TriCitles 

Clarksburg 
Dunbar 
Logan 
Madison 
Wheeling 
Wheeling 
Willlamstown 

Greendale 
Janesville 
LaCrosse 
Southgate 
Wauwatosa 

San Juan 

John E. Parker Co.. I 
Goldsmith's (all stoi 

TEXAS 
Carl M . 

Gray Pharmai 
Gem Jewel 

Sears-Copelani 
Town & Country Pharm 

Daniel 
The Wishing W 

Foley's (all stores 
LatK)ite a Musique Ltd 

VERMONT 
Christmas Dove 

F J Preston & 
WASHINGTON 

Dodson'i 
Dodson'sl 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Logue's Jewelers 

Lily's Crown Jewelersi 
Lily's Crown Jewelers 

Treasure House 
Upton G fts 

Fenton Gift Shop 
WISCONSIN 

Ashby's (Southbndge) 
Martin J, Kennedy (all stores) 

Edward's China Shop 
Tivoli Imports 

Bailey Banks & BiOdle 
PUERTO RICO 

Jewels of the Worl 

I 



^^^i^o^Very special little people for very special'big^peoprf 

The Gift World of Gcrham presents tne most won- 
derful family of l/foppets ever . a group of cap- 
tivating colfectibtes that express vour feelings of 
iove or friendship m the nicest of ways Somre are 
musical. Some ackj their whimsy to p'-ofessions. 
Some even spoof sports. Heartwarming and 

Charming, their trresfstibie expressions are cap- 
tured in hand-painted porcelain for a gift that will 
be cherished forever by children of a!! ages, isn't 
there someone you'd like to see srm'e'' 

GORHAMI TEXTRON •5" -9-1 i»rs -    ^ -V 
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From cover to cover it's a feast of 
ideas on cooking and entertain- 
ing; on how to buy, prepare and 
serve memorable meals and 
spirited drinks to family and 
guests. In WINE & FOOD, the 
Guide that grew out of House & 
Garden's hugely popular monthly 
Wine & Food section, the empha- 
sis IS on hospitality. Day-to-day 
and special occasion hospitality 
that IS headquartered in the 
kitchen and expressed creatively 
in wonderful recipes and gala 
menus through the yean Ask for 
a copy of the first exciting issue of 
WINE & FOOD at your favorite 
newsstand. Or write for it at the 
address below. 

1978 

WINE&FOOD 
A HOUSE8cGARDEN GUIDE 

$2.00 at newsstands everywhere 

If your dealer's already sold out, send 
a check or money order for $2.75 
(includes postage and harndling) pay 
able to WINE & FOOD. A HOUSE & 
GARDEN GUIDE, to the following 
address: 

HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. WFG 78 
P.O. Box 1910, Grand Central Station 
New York, New York 10017 

ANTIQUES 

BY LOUISE ADE BOGl 

Syracuse pottery 

From my rough drawing of my saucer's 
design and its mark, can you tell me any- 
thing about it? J.C.A.—Richmond. Va. 

Your saucer was made at the Onondaga 
Pottery Co., started at Syracuse, N.Y. in 
1871. After 1897, it became the still- 
existing Syracuse China Co., and the 
mark was changed to Syracuse China. 
Your saucer, with an Egyptian-like 
motif, probably dates about the 1880s. 

"Home to 

Thanksgiving" 

platter 

Can you give me information about my 
large platter? The mark on the back is: 
Home to Thanksgiving/Colored Engrav- 
ings/For the People/Published by N. 
Currier Lithographer/2 Spruce Street/ 
New York/For Sale Here. I've also 
drawn a maker's mark. 

L. T. Hoyt—Rosendale, Wis. 

The still-existing Staflfordshire potters 
William Adams & Sons used your mark 
from about 1914 to 1940. Your transfer- 
printed scene, published by Currier & 
Ives, was drawn on stone by Jno. 
Schulter, whose signature it bears," after 
a work by the American painter George 
Henry Durrie (1820-1863), born and 
working in Connecticut. At first a»por- 
trait painter, Durrie turned about 1^50 
to rural genre and winter landscapes for 
which he is remembered mainly through 
Currier & Ives prints of the 1 866s. The 
catalogue of the George Henry Durrie 
Exhibition held at the Wadsworth Athe- 

neum, Hartford, Conn., in 1947 not 
"The print Home to Thanksgiving is p\ 
haps the most popular 19th-century p! 
ture of American life. . . . Since t 
original painting has not been found,; 
we have is Schulter's interpretation 
Durrie plus the title, one of the best ev 
originated by the great lithographet 
Currier & Ives. 

Arrow- 

back 

highchair 

Can you tell me if this old highchair 1 
European or American and about hoi 
old it is? A.W.S.—FrancQnia, Va 

Your delightful arrow-back highchair i 
of American manufacture dating prob 
ably about 1 830 to 1 840. 

''Black" mantel clock 

26 

My clock's model is "Adrian" by Ingra- 
ham. What else can you tell me about it? 

^ F.G.—Pt. Reyes, Calif. 

Your clock belongs to the general classH 
of   mantel   clocks   currently called| 
"blacks." a popular American favorite" 
for almost 40 years after 1880. They 
were made in a legion of styles. The ma-il 
terials were three kinds: marble, black!) 
iron, and black-enameled wood. The |! 
movements were well built, chiefly 8-day, 
some with alarms and with half-hour 
and hour strike, pendulum controlled. 

Continued on page 30 
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WUdOata 

let 'em vMe they^e hot 

Wild Oats is our answer to the back-to-nature 
lenomenon. Rugged, yet civilized, this 
^en-to-tablevvare goes happily into oven, 
shwasher and freezer. (Safe for microv^ave 
-'ens. too.) 45-pc. service for 8. $185 
)-pc. service for 4. $80: 5-pc. place 
tting. $25.75. (Buying by the c2_i^ 
i gives you substantial Jpf ^ 
ivings.) Wild Oats can be ^ft^t^ 
£un or fancy It's all in how   ^^i-^ * 
>u slice it. 

Wild Oat 'n Orange Bread 
2 cups flour 1V2 cups rolled oats 
^4 cup sugar 
4^2 tsp. baking powder 

V2 tsp. baking soda 
i ^2 tsp. salt 

1 orange, rind &. sections 
2 eggs, beaten 
2 tbsp. melted buner 
1 cup water 

Midwinter 

Stir together first six items. Mix 1 tbsp. 
sugar with grated orange rind and diced 

sections. To eggs, add butter orange mixture 
and water Combine with flour mixture and 
pour into P2 qt. greased casserole. Let rest 
10 minutes. Bake 55 min. in preheated 350° 
oven. Serve hot or cold. 

A member of the Wedgwood' Group        Wedgwood. 41 Madison Ave . New York. N Y 10010. 



A gift givers' guid 

Service for eight. Complete services in beautiful Oneida stainless   Five-piece place setting. It's always nice to have extra 
are available in a wide range of prices and patterns at fine place settings when company comes to call. The Oneida 
stores everywhere. The pattern shown below is Michelangelo.      stainless pattern pictured below is Paul Revere. 

Carving set. Whether it's a large sirloin steak or a roast chicken Five-piece hostess set. This handsome hostess set includes a 
dinner, every man should have a beautifully matched carving gravy ladle, serving fork, pierced tablespoon, butter knife, and 
set. The set shown above is in our American Colonial pattern. a sugar spoon. The pattern shown here is our Cherbourg. 

r 

©Oneida Ltd., 1977 



0 Oneida stainless. 

k knives. Here's the perfect gift for hungr>' eaters.     " Butter spreaders. Here's an elegant touch for those special 
jtiful and useful steak knives with sharp, serrated blades^^ dinners. A gift of butter spreaders perfectly matched to her 

n knives shown below are in Chateau. beautiful Oneida serv ice. Shown below is Frostfire. 

rving pieces in open stock. Individual serving pieces, place 
ngs and replacement pieces are available in all the popular 

leida patterns. Modem Antique shov. n above. 

Fruit spoons. Here are serrated fruit spoons to make grapefruit 
even more delicious. Shown here in Louisiana. 
Oneida has hundreds of gifts from under SIO to over S300. 

□ONEIDA 
The siKe: cuDe Our si;>erjmi[r.s' mark of excei;ence. 
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n coffeepot 

i^onnecifcui 

silver 

From the picture and the copy of what's 
marked on it, can you identify my silver 
coffeepot and date it? 

E.A.B.—Bedford, Mass. 

The Toronto Silver Plate Company, 
founded in Toronto. 1882, was a manu- 
facturer of sterling silver and plated 
silver hollowware and flatware. Its 
marks were used until 1929. The design 
of your cofi"eepot. which is of classical 
derivation, suggests that it was made 
around the turn of the century, perhaps 
the Edwardian period (1901-1910). 

My tea service 
mark indicates 
it was made by , 
Forbes    Silver.     \ Q 
Can you tell me \^ 
about the company, 
and  what quadrupl;: 
indicates? C.L.—Jefferson, N.C. 

The Forbes Silver Co. of Meriden, 
Conn., established in 1894. merged with 
International Silver in 1899. The Forbes 
mark was used until about 1938. Your 
tea service is plated silver, quadruple be- 
ing A-1 quality in America. 

American snuffers 

Can you tell me what our scissors-like 
piece is and how and when it was used? 

V.W.—Torrence, Calif. 

You have a pair of brass snuffers, prob- 
ably of 20th-century American manu- 

Elegant nni.sic*. 

'^•prisiiigly affordable. 

This distin- 
guished piece of 
furniture houses an 
advanced stereo system, to 
deliver music the way it s sup- 
posed to sound: clear, rich, natural 
And the price of the model shown 
here is surprisingly modest. There's a 
whole line of elegant Zenith consoles 
at your Zenith dealer   

The 
Dartmoor 

Model J902P 
Country-style 

console of sim- 
ulated wood in 

beautiful grained 
pecan finish 

Trie quality goes cn before ttie name goes on* 

iav,iuic   111   tally   iiuii;:),   iiiL vviLKS 
candles were thick and made of soft 
terial, and before the invention in 
19th century of a hard candlewici 
which was completely consumed by f 
flame of the candle, the constant tri 
ming or snufling of candles was a necei 
sity. A pair of snutTers of some kind we 
an almost indispensable accompanimei 
Commonly they consisted of a pair 
scissors with a closed box forming 
receptacle for the charred wick after if 
was cut off. Generally they had thre 
small feet and were furnished with 
separate tray or stand in which they wer^ 
placed when not in use. The earliesj 
known snuffers in English silver wen 
made about 1510. 

Cinnabar vase 

I recently inherited this 
carved lacquer cinna- 
bar vase. I w ish to know 
just what cinnabar is 
and if there is any- 
thing about the vase 
that can enable you to 
date it for me. S.C.— 
New York, N.Y. 

The name cinnabar is given to red mer-j 
curie sulphide, or native vermilion, the! 
ordinary ore of mercury. The ancientsi 
believed that cinnabar was made from a 
mixture of dragon's blood and elephant's 
blood. The proportions of your quad- 
rangular vase—the markedly large ear- 
type handles and the extra long neck— 
indicate that it was made in China no 
earlier than the 19th centurv. 

Antiqueries 

llDiN'.vlhinln 

ANnQUK 

4 ^■'''"""'^ 

Copies of Louise Ade Roger's book, 
House & Garden's Antiques: Questions 
& Answers, which contains more than 
900 fascinating items chosen from past 
columns, all conveniently arranged by 
category for easy reference, can be pur- 
chased for $10.95 a copy, plus 45c to 
cover the cost of postage and handling. 
To order a copy, please write to: Conde 
Nast Books. Post Office Box 3308. Grand 
Central Station. New York. N.Y. 10017. 
enclosing your remittance and correct 
mailing address. ■ 
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Choose from the widestti 

I- 

L(K)SK 
(:iiA\(;i: 

Siini l)u\kjsiNi 

0943 $12.50 

F^sdbJQfrscnMdfylfen 

2956 $15.00 

ERICH SEGAL 

3343 $12.50 

7625 S9.50 I 7351 S7.95 

BIACK <—— 

DIUION 

A Book of 

Robert i Ringer 

4341 S9.95 

4028 $8.95 

.1 

AIIThin^ 
Wise ami 

Wondertul 

9290 S8.95 

Discidsiirc 
\ \o\ i I 

tllLLLyi 

mm 

6130 S10.95 

4887 SIO.OO 

iimiN 

siivw 

' hiiin 

4044 $9.95 

Philip toh 

The Professor 
of Desire 

ThekicKArcDiactw 

► ifowATCH 

8870 $11.50 

^FEElfflG 

3764 $8.95 

i 

\ byOrArtOiene 

2543 $8.95 

3525 $8.95 0083 $7.95 5777 $9.95 

Any 4 for^l when you join The Guild. 

€MAKUUM,9€MVIX 

IMPRESSIONISM 

TheVWnut 
Door 

JohnHersey 

4879 $7 95 

a:\Lm 
anaStsarSajj 

3384 $8.95 | 

1420 S17.95 5066 S9.95 
i 1950 UnilM Features S^.TOicaW lie 

32 

bl63 S17.50 
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range of new best sellers. 

^UDLUM -T 

DIPX 

3327 SI0 95 ■^32 SIQ Qi: 

I: 

ere's hon Tlie Literal^ Guild v«ork5: 
- .;: top b«5i s«flefs at up to 40^0 off publishers" 
 prices. .Aiteryour membership's iccepced. 
)u get your 4 books for only 51. plus shipping 
.d handling. If you are noc completely satisfied, 
rum them within 10 days and we will cancel your 
embership and you owe nothing. About every 4 
eeks 114 times a year* youH be offered dozens of 
tcitmg best sellers at up to -40% off through your 
ee copy of the Literary Guild Magazine. In addi- 
m. up to 4 times a year, you may receive offers 
' special selections, always at discounts off 
ib^iN-ers" prices. 
Yoa never hdve to buy a minimum number of 

ooks i year. Only buy four more during your 
ier-_~ership. after which \.ou mav cancel anytime, 
you *ant the selection featured m the magazine 

r the special selection, do nothing, it wiU be shipped 
3 you automatically. If you want an alternate, or 
o book, return the order form marked with your 
reference by the date spectfie\i- You always will 
ave at least 10 days to make a decision. If you get 
n unwanted selection because you had less than 

days, return it at our expense. There is a shipping 
nd handling charge on all books shipped. 
The Gmld offers its own complete, hardbound 

ditions. sometimes altered in size to fit special 
resses and save members even more. 

3er, 1977 

FREE 

toCebag 

QThe Literar) Guild 

Dept. MR 294. Garden City. N.Y. IlrJij 
Pleise iccepc my application for rnembersfaip in 
The Liceniry Guild-1 have printed the order 
numbers of the 4 booits or sets I want tn the boxes 
below, and agree to the membership plan describee 
in the ad. Bill me only 51 plus shipping and 
handling. I understand that I need buy only 
4 more books, at regular low dub prices, whenever 
I *ant them. .Also, send a FREE tote bag. mine 
to keep whether or not I remain a member 

NOTE; \JI prices qaofed xre for pubtisiier- T : 
First numhef listed below each hoo» is the   ■;:   - _ - - 

wfaenjnujoHi 

TheGodd Mernbe.^ icceptiu Ln L S. A. is.d Ci.i.iiia only. 
Cinauian taembers will be sen-icsc troca torocto- 
Offer siisifaciy Jifferenc in Ca.Taiia- ~i-G3I> 



Furniture by Pennsylvania Houi 

Available at      Cboper s     Judd Furniture Andrews Furniture Ryan's 

Maple Shops       Sanjose Galleries Colonial House 

Bellevue and Lynwood, Lake Oswego, Ore. Seattle 
fe. Wash. 



(Unsolicited Testimonial) 

^^My hand became 

so rough and 

raw. • • I was about 

to call a doctor!'.. 

BILLIE WILLIAMS-Sharon. Mass. 

Gentlemen: 

I am not an Arctic fisherman nor a Japanese pottery maker.    I am 
a Massachusetts housewife whose right hand was paralyzed by a virus the 
end of last summer.   Needless to say, over the past seven months I have 
been forced to use my left hand almost exclusively.    V.y hand becam.e so 
rough and raw with cracks, bleeding, etc., that I was about to call a 
skin doctor last week when I decided to give your product a try.    I fig- 
ured I'd be conned by a good advertising campaign one miore time. Now 

-- HERE COMES MY FIRST UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL -- TA DA -- AND A DRUM 
ROLL! 

Last Thursday night I purchased Neutrogena Hand Cream at my local 
drug store.    I used it that night, each night since as well as during 
the day, with a cotton glove and one of my husband's white terrycloth 
socks over that to keep in the warmth.    We noticed an im.provement in 
one day and by Saturday the cracks had started to heal.    Today is just 
one week.    I can touch double knits without my skin snagging them -- 
the dark discoloration which was imbedded in every crack is disappear- 
ing as new, soft skin takes its place; my hand doesn't hurt any m.ore ; 
my husband and kids will hold it without saying yuk and gross, respec- 
tively and I'm not ashamed to have anyone see it. 

I've always had dry, sensitive skin on miy hands especially during 

the winter months and I have tried just about every product on the mar- 
ket with limited success.    (Bu.t I can heartily recommend your product 
and will because it does exactly as it advertises.) 

Sincerely, 

Originally developed for Arctic fishermen, Neutrogena Hand Cream is a 
heavy-duty formula which literally shields your hands, helps them heal. 
Medical tests show it helped clear up acute skin conditions within 14 days. 
Your satisfaction guaranteed, or money back. S3. 

NEUTROGENA' HAND CREAM 

hand cream 

i«e VERY in 

Novenber. 1977 



BUCCELLATI 
Apple lighter. 3"x3Vi", $320. Apple ash 
tray, 5%"x5", $225. Apple ash tray, 
2%"x3". $80. All in sterling silver. All 
characteristically Buccellati. 

BUCCELLATI, 
Geranium leaves, 3"x3", $60., 6"x6V4" 
$210., 7«/4"x7%", $290., 8%"x9", $40o! 
The Buccellati look in sterling silver. 

Ski keeper 

Do you know of any luggage that is made 
for carrying skis? 

—P.W.L., New York, N.Y. 
The " Ski Tote" wrap-around carrier of 
ethylene/propylene padded ABS plastic 
keeps skis and poles in one neat portable 
package, helps preserve your waxing and 
edge-filing job on the way to the slopes. 
About 11 inches high, 4 wide, in red, 
yellow, or blue, with combination cable 
lock. It's by Covell Ski Industries and 
about $20 at all Herman's World of 
Sporting Goods stores. 

Water saving 

\\ here can I find information on water- 
saving plumbing fixtures? 

—H.P.S., San Francisco, Calif. 
A set of three pamphlets—a list of water- 
saving fixtures, a water-saving handbook, 
and booklet "Keeping the Garden Green 
(Especially in Time of Drought, With- 
out Wasting Water)"—is available for 
$1.25 ppd. from the Public Aflfairs Of- 
fice, Washington Suburban Sanitary 
Commission, 4017 Hamilton St., Hyatts- 
ville. Md. 20781. Make check payable 
to "W.S.S.C.—Water Savings." Since 
plumbing codes differ, some fixtures may 
not be available in your area. Check your 
local plumber, who can contact the 
manufacturers listed for substitutes, if 
need be. 

DEAR 

HOUSE & 

GARDEN,.. 

Answers to your questions. 

Here we share some interest- 

ing letters from our readers 

Anti-tarnish tip 

In the June, 1977 issue you mentioned 
making tarnish-retarding bags for silver 
jewelry. I'd love to make some bags and 
line my silver drawers. Where can I buy 
the material? 

—E.A.C., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
A mail-order source for silver-tarnish- 
retarding Pacific Silvercloth material is 
The Joan Cook Co.. .^200 S.E. 14th Ave.. 
Fort Lauderdale. Fla. 33316. The ma- 
terial is 31 inches wide. One yard is 
$10.45 ppd., two separate yards are SI9 
ppd. Free catalogue. 

Instructions for lining and making 
slotted bridges for silver drawers, flat- 
ware rolls, and holloware pouches are 
available for 25c ppd. Write "Pacific 
Silvercloth." Wamsutta Specialty Prod- 
ucts Group. 1430 Broadway, New 
York. N.Y. 10018. 

Letter opener with magnifying glass, 
$68 7%". Letter opener with St. Mark 
>iStolhandie, $130 IOV2". Both in star- 
ing silver. „^ 

OF STOCKTON 
3220 PACIFIC AVENUE 
STOCKTON, CA. 95204 

SHREVE<2f CO.p 
200 POST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, 421 2e00|| 1 K 

STANFORD-SAN MATEO 
EASTRIOGE-WALNUT CREEIC 

SUNVALLE Y 

Choosing charities 

Where can I get information to help 
decide whether or not a particular chi 
ity is really worthwhile? 

—N.M., Briarcliff Manor, N.Y 
The Philanthropic Advisory Service of th 
Council of Better Business Bureaus keep 
files on about 9,000 charities and pub; 
lishes a "Give But Give Wisely" guide t 
the 400 most active ones, dividing then 
into those that meet CBBB standards am 
those that do not. Send $1 plus self] 
addressed stamped business envelope h 
the Philanthropic Advisory Service 
Council of Better Business Bureaus, Inc 
1150 17th St., N.W., Washington, D. 
20036. 

A not-for-profit research organizatioi 
the National Information Bureau (41 
Park Ave. South, New York, N.Y 
10016) rates and rerates national chari 
ties. A year's subscription to the Bureau"; 
monthly "Wise Giving Guide" on somt 
400 charities is $20. One issue and in 
depth reports on up to three charitie; 
are free of charge. 

Decorating 

with sheets 

Can you tell me if there is any way to 
"paper" walls with sheets? 

—M.M., Kansas City, Kans. 
If your walls are 8 feet high, king- or 
queen-size flat sheets will be long enough 
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11 cover them and allow you to trim otf 
I Me top and bottom hem after you'v e 
lls.ed them to the wall. (Twin- or ful - 
' fce sheets are sufficient for 7-foot wall-> 
» H vou wish, give sheets a spray applic^ 

• m of Scotchgard fabric protector r 
\l (available at notions counters) b'- 
-e you start. Then follow the mstru. 
ms for one of the four methods f 

rplying fabric to walls m the Calic 
rners Guide to Do-lt-Yourself Dt 

dting by Jan Jessup, available for S l.7f 
'^d. from Calico Comers Inc.. Bancroft 
.'ills, P.O. Box 670, VVilmingtcn-. Del. 

11-899. Take care not to stretch or dision: 
abric as you hang it. 

iFrame up 

Where can I find a how-to book and 
ooJs for picture frajning' I d like to do 
IS professional a job as possible on some 
>f my husbajid's paintings. 

—N.L.G., Fort Worth, Te\ 
Order a free mail-order catalogue fron: 
The Brookstone Company. 526 V'ose 
Farm Rd.. Peterborough. N.H. 0345^ 
The "Framing Shop" section has over 
dozen tools, including a starter kit with 
book. 

China clean-up 

I read with interest your "Short Course 
oa China" article in the June, 1977 issue. 
My bone china cups have stained so 

GUMP'S 
250 Post Street, 5a- Fra-cisco. Ca 94108 

62 Easr rau'th Avenue, San Wsteo Calif 

badly that I am ashamed to use them. 
I've tried using vinegar-and-salt and vari- 

"UN mild abrasives with no satisfactory 
-.-ults. What is the answer? 

—I.F., Chicago, lU. 
We referred your problem to one bone 
china manufacturer, who suggested yo_ 
clean your cups with a hot v. .' -: 
denture cleanser solution. Fc 
ro-";:ns and instructions on package, 
nriii- [horoughly. It"s said to be great for 
cleaning stained crystal and flower vases 
too. 

Under cover 

here can I find patterns for patch- 
work quilts? 

—L.M.R., Nev^ \ nrk. N.Y. 
Severa .i patterns - .      - -..".j 
" r^ -;zC[ PatchworK F'-.n:, 
r.:r. Jiitcheon. (paperback. S4.95 ; 
4-5e sh ■        "'om Penguin Books. 29y 
Murra-.       _ ?kwy.. East Rutherford. 
N.J. ,07073). For color inspiration, see 
the photographs of historic 
New Discoveries in A'^^r-ican ^ 
Robert Bishop (p -.. S9.v5 plus 
45 e shippmg from _ - Jjtton & Com- 
pany. 201 Park Ave. South, New York. 
N.Y. 10003). 

Silk screen 

Back in your January. 1977 "Living" 
section, you suggested screening an ugly 

view v%ith rice piip^t. ^Ik ^llJillUliy. U! 
pongee. I'd much prefer to u>e p^jniiee. 
b'jt I haven't bten able to find it. Can 
vou furni>h a source? 

—C .E.P.. New \ork, N.^ . 
One source for >ilk pongee, which i> 
lighter in weight and >ofter than shan- 
tung, is Far Ea>tem Fabrics. 1"! .Madi- 
son .\venue. New \ ork. NW. 10<)16. 
which sells onl> through intenor de-sign- 
ers or depanment store decorating ser- 
vices. Its pongee is 45 inches wide and 
comes in two shades of ecru—lighter 
"MoonUght"" and darker "'Natural." 

Potpourri how-to 

My potpourri has lost its fragrance— 
how can I refresh it? I'd also love to 
make some for presents. Where can I 
find recipes and ingredients? 

—C.W .. Berkeley Heights. NJ. 
Try Caswell-.\Ias.sey"s own potpourri-re- 
viver—"Potpourri Oil" IS5 for ': 
ounce). For recipes, see .Ann Tucker"s 
Potpourri. Incense and Other Fraqrani 
Concoctions (S2.45). Caswell-Massey 
stocks over seventy-five different pot- 
poum ingredients—even frankincense 
and myrrh! Write to Caswell-Massey. 
Dept. H. 320 West 13th Street. New 
York. N.Y. 10014. Add 10 percent for 
U.S. surface mail anJ I -.-cent for 
U.S. airmail—75c min, Please al- 
low 3 weeks for delivery. The Caswell- 
Massey catalogue is SI ppvi. 

BUCCELUm 
Almond didi, Z^'sZ^", $55. Bonbon 
dish. 5''x4'', $185. Almond didi. 
2V*"X2VL\ $60. Bonixm dish, 5!4'x4%i- 
$ 175. All in staln^ silver with gadrooD 
or fluted bcHrder. 

PHAIR'S 
10 A'^E\ : - : -: ^ - 
ORINDA      ^ -       - 94563 

November, 1977 39 
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And his spirit lives! In this charming, handcrafted 
"IVI. i. Hummel" figurine, "A Letter to Santa Claus." For four 
decades the "world's best loved children" created by Goebel 
have been the most widely collected figurines in the world. 
So there's no more appreciated gift to delight someone with 
this Christmas! Authentic "M. I. Hummel" figurines and plates 
are available at fine gift, jewelry and department stores. For 
a copy of the "M. I. Hummel Collectors' Guide," send 50C to 
Dept. HG 11 at either address below. 

Humitielwwk 
Division of Goebel Art, (GmbH), Inc., Rbdental, Vv'. Germany 

250 Clearbrook Road, Elmsford, New York 10523 

^belirig & R^ss Co. 

1041 West Valley Road, Devon, Pa. 19333 

Great gift idea! 
"Hummel, The Complete 
Collector's Guide and Illustrated 
Reference," a richly-illustrated, 
detailed book by Eric Ehrmann. On 
sale wherever "M. I. Hummel" figurines 
and plates are sold. 

Distributed in Canada by: GOEBEL ART GmbH & Co., 62 Le Page Court, Downsview, Ont. M3J 1Z9 
®W. GOEBEL PORZELLANFABRIK RODENTAL, W. GERMANY Sole manufacturer of the world-famous "M. I. Hummel" figurines and plates. 



legant Collection 

bol Oriental Design 

Masterpieces . . . 

aturing a Re-creation 

of the World's 

lost Expensive* Rug 

em Antique Royal Heriz Design, all-worsted wool re-creation of the 125-year-oid original that commanded a record-breaking pnce of S2; 
jmationally famous auction-gaiiery. Available with backgrounds of Regal Red. Moonlight Blue. Old Ivory or Bittersweet. In the 8 3' xl2 size 
jgested retail is only S895. Other sizes 4 8"x7 v, 6 7'x 10 4' and 9'l0 'xl4'4'. priced proportionately. Prices slightly higher in the West 

LARS IN THE MAKING, the new Gem Masteqsiece Collection offers the 
)st exciting designs and colorations in modern and antique versions of all-wool 
ental design rugs. Inspired by some of the most famous rugs and tapestries 
m only in the leading museums of the world, the complete collection embraces 
different numbers, featuring the stunning Antique Royal Heriz (pictured 
ove\ Only Couristan with its patented Locked-In ^"eave. exclusive Cr\stal- 
int Finish and the luxurious elegance of fringes knotted by hand can make an 
ental design rug a jewel to be treasured for years. Preview the Gem Master- 
?ce Collection now^! 

c 
OURISTAN 

Creative Elegance inOnenial Design Rues and Fir^e Broadlcota 
—Trusted Name Since 1926 

iable at mese fine stores- FREDERICK & NELSON, 
kland* 

Seattle • MACY'S, San Francisco • CAPWELL'S. 

full color brochure illustrating complete Gem Masterpiece Collection send S2 to Couristan Inc.. Dept. HG77. 919 Third Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10022. 



For plants who appreciate the finest 

Classic designs shaped 

in choice materials through 

skilled handcraftsmanship, a 

reflection of thoughtful holi- 

day giving. 

Please phone toll free 

1-800-821-7700, ext. 814 (in 

Missouri 800-892-7655, ext. 

814) for the name'of a fine 

store near you offering im- 

mediate delivery. 

A North American Philips Company 

42 House & Gorden 





For plants who appreciate the finest 

START 

THEM OFF 

with a bottle ... 

or a cose 

They've settled on silver and china 
patterns, agreed on an eclectic mix of an- 
tiques and nnodules, arranged a share- 
the-chores program. They're the young 
marrieds, getting it all together and, in the 
process, having a wonderful time. Any oc- 
casion is a good excuse to open their 
new home to friends and relatives; 
limited supplies never dampen their 

hospitality but they'd certainly love the 
windfall of something special for treating 
themselves and their guests. 

The something special might be 
Tanqueray Gin for zesty Orange Blos- 
soms, Aalborg Akvavit for the sensational 
Danish version of Bloody Marys, or 
Johnnie Walker Red Label Scotch, basis 
for innumerable mixed drinks and super- 
star of the Red-on-the-Rocks (2 or 3 
ounces poured over ice in an Old 
Fashioned glass; splash of water and/or a 
twist of lemon added, according to taste). 
Mine Cognac, the gentle cognac, is 
another special treat—and just in time to 
have handy for blazing the traditional 
steamed pudding. The can't-be-beat 
starter supply gift: a mixed case—provid- 
ing choice reserves for a continuing 
round of entertaining. 

TANQUERAY ORANGE BLOSSOM 

For each serving: 

1 1/2 ounces Tanqueray Gin 
1 ounce orange juice 
1 teaspoon sugar 
Dash Angostura bitters 

Combine ingredients in a cocktail shaker w> 
cracked ice, shake vigorously. Strain into 
cocktail glass. 

DANISH MARY 

For each sen/ing: 

1 ounce Aalborg Akvavit 
Tomato juice to taste 

Stir with ice until cold, pour into 6 ounce 
glass: garnish with a stalk of celery 

• Cover: silver candelabra^ The Gorham Co., Division of Textron; candles, Bluegate Candle Co.; table and rug, W & J Sloane; gift wrap. East House; tree and decorations, A merican 
Tree & Wreath • Below: cut crystal. The Gorham Co., Division of Textron; napkiiu, Leacock Co.; candles, Bluegate Candle Co.; tree and decorations, American Tree & Wreath; tables, 
chairs, sofa, rug, pillows, baskets, W & J Sloane • Opposite, left: silver. The Gorham Co., Division of Textron; marble scale, copper pots, W & J Sloane; •Opposite, right New Guinea 
masks and wall fabric, Karl Mann Associates (available at W&J Sloane); white console, black lacquer table, burl ice bucket, contemporary Windsor chair, W & J Sloane; silver and crystal. 
The Gorham Co.. Division of Textron; tree and decorations, American Tree & Wreath; flowers, Ronaldo Maia Flowers: chct si urvrr. ihi Patters Ham: napkins, Leacock Co. 



■ GOOD LOOKS & 

GOOD HEALTH 

House Gift Basics 

FORTHEMCHELOirSBAR 

^MEASURE 

)F CHEER 

)r the gourmet cook 

She has that great knack —partly 
)rn-with, partly acquired—for making 
ly dish a standout. Collects cookbooks, 
alks fresh foods, loves every minute at 
ove, chopping block, food processor 
)r her, the most cheering gift is sure to 
3 one that will enhance her culinary 
asterpieces. And that's Mandarine 
apoleon. The spectacular tangerine li- 
jeur blended with fine cognac zips up 
uces and dressings, transforms simple 
isserts into party fare, adds exciting 
w flavor to the fun of flambeing—as in 

lANDARINE FLAMED SPARERIBS 

to 5 pounds sparenbs 
alt. coarsely ground pepper, garlic powder 
teaspoon sugar 

14 cup Mandarine Napoleon 

lenerously sprinkle one side of spareribs 
■"■'^ salt pepper and garlic powder Place in 
' - ned shallow baking pan. Roast m 
-e^eated 350°F. oven 45 minutes. Drain fat in 
aturn and sprinkle second side with 
easonings. Roast 45 to 60 minutes more. 
;nfi! well browned and tender Place on 
ea'.oroof platter sprinkle with sugar Pour 

-^danne Napoleon over, and ignite. When 
a ~es die out carve between bones and 
e . e 4 to 6 sen/ings. 

He's his own cook, cleaning man, 
gentleman's gentleman —and expert 
tender of his own bar, famous in his 
crowd for his lavish hospitality (he 
believes his guests deserve the best). He 
keeps everything pure and simple —like 
1 1/2 ounces of 12-year-old Johnnie 
Walker Black Label poured over the 
rocks, maybe with a little soda. Another 
speciality: the Tanqueray Black Pearl. 

He'll welcome the makings of these 
standbys—and, for variety, a gift decanter 
of Old Fitzgerald Prime and/or a bottle of 
Pommery & Greno Champagne. 

TANQUERAY BLACK PEARL 

For each sen/ing: 

Pour Tanqueray Gm over ice in an on-the- 
rocks glass. Add a black olive. 



For plants who appreciate the finest 

Social parties and busi- 
ness parties. Relatives visiting 
from afar Friends dropping in 
with personal season's greet- 
ings. With variations, it will all 
be happening to most of us— 
very soon. 

Exciting, yes. Easy, not al- 
ways. But the holidays can be 
almost as relaxing as they are 
joyous. All it really takes is pre- 
paredness. Now, before the 
influx, is the time to bring serv- 
ing bowls, pitchers, trays, plat- 
ters, vases down from high 
shelves, put them within easy 
reach for serving punches, hot 
and cold drinks, sandwiches, 
cookies and confections. 

What about glassware? 
Do you have enough wine and 
cocktail glasses, tall-drink 
glasses, old-fashioneds, cor- 
dials? You might want to add a 
few to have ready for your 
larger gatherings. But, for an 

THE GIF OF BEING wOLDAY-READv 

zze" ■"ouse or very large party, 
remember that today's plastic 
and paper disposables are not 
only great work-savers, they're 
attractive too. Be ready 
with a ipgtit large stock of 
them y 
plus 

colorful candles, hors d'oeuvre 
picks, paper napkins and 
guest towels. 

If you've ever wondered 
how some people manage to 
whip up a company meal or 

snack or cocktail party 

at a moment's notice, a lookl 
their liquor cabinets, kitcf 
cupboards and freezers COL 

explain all. Canned har^s 
glaze with Mandarine Naf 
eon), canned pates ar 

smoked oysters, tins of ir 
corted sweet and savol 
c scuits, sel^-seal containers( 
mixed nuts, plus dried fn 
and mushrooms are ar^or 
the many entertainirc 
surance staples kept or -an 
by experienced hostesses a'i 
hosts. And a ready-for-any 
occasion home bar is one 
stocked with 12- year-olc 
Johnnie Walker Black Labe 
Scotch (for extra 
special friends) 
Johnnie 
Walker 
Red, the 



■ GOOD LOOKS & 

GOOD HEALTH 

: ; favorite Scotch, 
, v Old Fitzgera'c -5 
nciers of fine cc^'z:" 

danqueray Gin, the singu- 
xpenence in gin. For 

e alized tastes, include 
specials such as robust 

^)rg Akvavit the unique 
from Denmark. Pimm's 

(as delightful in winter as m 
summer), and Hine, the gentle 
cognac for unhurried after-din- 
ner sipping. And a full assort- 
ment of Alexis Lichine or ^Sf 
Martin wines will assure a 
Peauti*u' accent for any holi- 
day meal. 

As part cf you' orepared- 
"ess prograr^, have some 
great new recipes on tap to 
augment your own cid 
favorites. The easy .vay tc ac- 
quire a terrific, tested collec- 
tion for everything frc^ ac- 
petizers to desserts s :c .-.' te 

tc ReC'Oes Sz'^e'se: -^zc- 
ters. Ltd., 'OC ^a--^ A.^e-.e 
New York, '0017 

With this K'nd of adva'^ce 
planning nc,*. you ca""' zz^^' 
or being -ea 'y gooa spirits 
.•.■•^e" tne seasc s ^n fj, 
sw.ng. 

evening, quick to prepare, hearty. 
'esr /e JOHNNIE WALKER 
BLAZING BEAN SOJP 

' a'ge onion, chopped 
" ga''!!C c>ove. mmced 
' taOiespoon oil 
' can (16 ouncesj oeans m 
tomato sauce 
3 c^ps pee' p'Ot*^ c pouilion 
'1^ teasDOor pasi' 
Salt ana pepper to taste 
74 cup johnn:e Wa!'<e' Ped. 
,va •'^ed 

Sa^te o^.'O'^ ana garlic m oil until 
gO'den. Aad oea^^s, proth and 
seasonings. Simmer 75 minutes. 
Whirl in blender or push through 
sieve. Reheat and pour into 
warmed tureen or serving bowl 
Ignite Johnnie Waike^ Red ^r- 3 
large ladle and lowe' 
into soup. When ^iames\ 
go out st^rana ser/e. 

2 pOiu'~as ground 'Ounc 
112 pound bulk sausage 
2 eggs 
V3 CuP Aa'borg -"/a. : 
2J3 cup m<ik 
1 Cup drypreaa C'w-^CS 
1 large onion, grated 
2 teaspoons salt 
112 teaspoon eacr^ pepoe-a^c 
nutmeg 

Combine all ing-'eaerts "a a'ge 
powi and mix until wel' bie^ioed. 
Shape mixture into l-inch bails. 
Roll each ball m additional bread 
crumbs. Place side by side " a 
single laye' i"^ a bak,ng pan. Sa^re 
at 350'F. for 40 to 45 minutes or 
until brown and crusty. To se"/e as 
hors d'oeuvres. spear rr^eatpa-'S 

on toothpicks. For an entree, 
cover meatballs with your 
^avorite mushroom cream 
gravy ana heat 
until bubbly. 
<eep warm in 

chafing dish. 
Se-ves 8 

SHRIMP 

' pouna a'ge s*^- -^z zee ec a^a 
aeveinea 
114 CUP Putte' 
' tapiespoc '^e-y cnoppea 
sca'i'On I'wh.te pa^ o'^:yj 
1 tablespoon cnoppec pa's ey 
'12 teaspoC' d'!ea marorar- 
Sa : a'^a pepper, to taste 
3 tap:espoons Mandar^e 
\apo'4on. wa'''^ea 

Slit shrimp aown tne bac'<.. apc^t 
haif^way througn. r-leat Puue''ana 
saute shnmp until just pink. 3 to 4 
m,nLjtes. Add sca'''0'- pa'^ley 
marjoram,, sa t ana Deeper Cook, 
stirring. 1    .'^^re mce. Apd 
Manaanne ■Japoiec" a''c 'gn-re. 
to 6 appevzer senvmgs. 2 to 3 
mam dish servings. 

hrfoths. Ronaldo Siaia Flou-ers: 
tur(rn. U' &■ J Sloan/: mutal and 
punch bouL The Gorham Co.. 
Dirision of Textron 

"^HMERY 



For plants who appreciate the finest 

Give The Makings of the Party 

TO YOUR EMMTE PAKIY PEOPLE 

If they make an everyday meal as 
much fun as a picnic ... if it's always 
Open House at their house ... if you'd 
rather spend the holidays there than 
almost anywhere you can think of . . . 
they're Party People. 

You can help keep the party going 
with a gift, in two parts, that pays a fitting 
tribute to their hospitality One part, a 
wicker hamper packed to the brim with 
entertaining aids: paper napkins, 

assorted cheeses, crackers, spreads, 
mixes, tinned sardines, truffles, olives. The 
second part—and the best aid of all—a 
case of their favorite Somerset spirits, or a 
judicial mix. 

And, for their holiday entertaining, 
give them this easy-does-it recipe for a 
spread named for a beautiful area of the 
country that produced beautiful Johnnie 
Walker Red. 

• Below: ping pong table and paddles, Abercrombie & FiUh; all silver and erystaU The Gorham Co., Division of Textron; 
napkin and napkin rings, Learock Co.; tree, American Tree & Wreath; shiny ball decorations. Liberty Bell Co.; stereo, 
U.S. Pioneer Electronics; gift ivrap. East House; poinsettias, Paul Eckhardt Poiruettia Farm; Z-line etagere, console table, 
lacquer coffee table, pillows, Guatemalan wall hanging, floor lamp, yellow carpet, sofas, IV & J Sloane • Opposite, left: silver 
and cut crystal, The Gorham Co., Division of Textron; flowers, Ronaldo Maia Flowers; antique English screen, W & J Sloane; 
napkins, leacnck Co. • Opposite, right brass tub, W & J Sloane: ichilf poinsettias, Paul Eckhardt Poinsettia Farm 

JOHNNIE WALKER'S AYRSHIRE 
CHEDDAR SPREAD 

112 pound Cheddar cheese (or other 
medium-sharp, firm cheese) 
3 ounces cream cheese, softened 
3 tablespoons Johnnie Walker 
Red Label Scotch 
1/8 teaspoon salt 
1/8 teaspoon pepper 
2 teaspoons chopped chives 

Grate cheese and mix with other ingredier)t^ 
u0til well combined. Refrigerate several hou\ 
to mellow. Serve with tray of assorted 
crackers, crisp breads and dark breads as i 
cocktail accompaniment About 11/2 cups 
Note: mixture spreads more easily at room 
temperature. 
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GOOD HEALTH 

A tribute to THE 

UESSET 

Members of the growing group of 
ppy-to-live-alone women enjoy their in- 
pendence with flair They live in style, 
tertain with pizazz. They know how to 
ake furniture and dishes serve dual, 
en triple, duty; don't hesitate to serve 
cktails in all-purpose wine glasses or 
:e versa. But they don't substitute any- 
ing for top quality Nothing but the best 
food and drink for their guests! And 

at's your gift clue for your special 
ngle. Johnnie Walker Black Label (how 
)out a six-pack?), or Tanqueray for the 
" Time tall drinks that are favorite year- 
ound party refreshers. 

T"TIME 

or each serving: 2-3 ounces Tanqueray Gin 
Wedge of lime or lemon 
Tonic 

THEY'LL NEVER FORGET YOU! 

Somerset makes it so 
easy to be thoughtful... with a 
festive array of ready-wrapped 
gift packages available at your 
favorite spirits stores. All you 
need add is your own gift card 
to express your personal 
season's greetings to the wide 
variety of people who play im- 
portant roles in your life. For in- 
stance, the neighbor who 
waters your plants when you're 
vacationing. A gift bottle of 
Mine Cognac for her Smooth 
Johnnie Walker Red for the 
mechanical genius who keeps 
your car humming. The apart- 
ment super whose extras 
make your life a little easier would surely 
like the extra attention of John Begg in its 
handsome gift carton. Tanqueray Gin pre- 
sented to the postman will show him very 
clearly that you really appreciate the 
careful handling of that holiday load of mail 
he's delivering. Consider Mandarine 
Napoleon for your helpful librarian, a quart 
of Aalborg Akvavit for your accountant, 
Pimm's for your lawyer, a Poh wine for your 
child's piano teacher. Old Fitzgerald for a 
respected chess opponent. 

They'll be perfect expressions of your 
regard—and what a welcome they will get! 

And, just in case ... be sure to have a 
few assorted extras ready for those last- 
minute gift emergencies that happen to 
everyone now and then. 

NAME GIFT 

Pour Tanqueray over ice cubes in a higtiball 
glass or goblet. Fill glass v^ith tonic. Add 
wedge of lime or lemon. 

AND-DONT FORGET 

BUSINESS FRIENDS! 

Wrap up holiday giving to the 
people you worl< with, lunch with, 
share projects with by giving a 
Somerset wrap-up. It's the sure- 
fire way to say how much you 
lil<e knowing them. 
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Hatrack, W &] Shane; gift wrap. East House; poinsettias, Paul Eckhardt Poinsettia Farm; tree and decorations, American Tree & Wreath 

HOUSE 

GIFrS 

That Ring The Bell 

Everybody likes to answer the bell, 
open the door to a gift delivery of quality 
spirits, whether sent or brought in per- 
son. That's why it makes such beautiful 
sense to match one or more of the 
Somerset products to the tastes and 

entertaining customs of every one of 
your friends and acquaintances. When 
you carefully consider the preferences 
of each, and select accordingly your 
Somerset House Gift becomes a very 
personal gift. 

Look at the bottles shown above. 
Review the descriptions throughout this 
portfolio of the Somerset name brands. 
You'll get ideas for the ideal choices to 
take care of all your gift-giving. 

When you've finished, turn back to 
the preceding page ... fill out your shop- 
ping list . . . and head for your favorite 

package store. You'll find that this kind 
of Christmas giving is a rare mix of ease 
for you and genuine pleasure for all the 
fortunates on the receiving end. 

And, remember to make full and 
exciting use of your own stock of 
Somerset spirits and wines—by using 
them in the preparation of marvelous 
foods as well as serving them in 
beverages. You'll be sent a selection of 
both food and drink recipes if you just 
send your request to: Recipes, 
Somerset Importers, Ltd., 100 Park 
Avenue, New York, NY 10017. 

;an, 
lOSI 
'Oil 

PREPARED BY HOUSE & GARDEN FOR SOMERSET IMPORTERS, LTD. 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BILL MARGERIN 

DESIGN CONSULTANT: SHEELAGH ENNIS RABO 
© 1977 BY SOMERSET IMPORTERS, LTD. 

Johnnie Walker Black Label 12 Year Old Blended Scotch Whisky 86.8 Proof. 
Johnnie Walker Red Label 86.8 Proof 100% Blended Scotch Whiskies • Tanqueray 94,6 Proof 100% 

Gram Neutral Spirits • Mandarine Napoleon Liqueur 80 Proof • Aalborg Akvavit 86 Proof 
Hine Cognac 80 Proof Imported By Somerset Importers, Ltd., New York, N Y 

John Begg Scotch 80 and 86 Proof, Imported By And Bottled In U.S. For James M. McCunn & Co., New York, 
Pimm's 67 Proof, Imported By And Bottled In U.S. For Somerset Importers, Ltd., New York, N Y 

Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskies 107, 100, 90, 86 and 80 Proof, Old Fitzgerald Distillery Louisville, Ky 
Pommery & Greno Champagne • Alexis Lichlne Wines, Imported By Somerset Wine Co,, New York, N.Y 

San Martin Wines, San Martin Vineyards Co,, San Martin, Calif, 

NY 
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GOOD HEALTH 

TAKING THE BORE OUT OF CHORES 

EXERCISING 

AROUND THE HOUSE 

WAYS TO SHAPE UP DOING HOUSEWORK 

BY PAMELA MARKHAM 

) BARBERIS 
ke a tour of your domes- 
gym. The kitchen coun- 

you'll notice, is 
ut the height of a dancer's 

^Irre. A can of tomatoes is as 
jivy as a 2-pound barbell. To 
an the top of the bookshelves 
b must stretch. And to put gro- 
ies away in the refrigerator 

u bend your knees. Are you 
ginning to get the message? 
w York fitness expert Barbara 

iijarlman used her imagination 
I devise a series of house exer- 
I ;es based on the most simple, 

lysical movements in ordinary, 
ily chores. They're quick and 
sy to do. As a dancer, she 
)esn't believe in drastic physical 
inishment. She thinks of her 
idy as a musical instrument and 
efers regular stretching for ton- 
g. "If you had a piano, you 
ouldn't expect it to stay in tune 
you didn't play it for months." 

MAKING THE BED 

and with feet apart and paral- 
1. Hold pillow behind body, 
ms straight. Round back and 
wer your head as you simulta- 
eously lift arms as high as you 
an. Then straighten to original 
tosition. Remember to exhale as 
'ou release forward and inhale 
is you lift. Repeat 12 times. 

Good for breasts, 
upper arms, back 

CLEANING THE TUB 

I. Begin on balls of your feet, in 
^uat position. Rest hands on tub 
rim. Remaining squat, gently 
30unce up and down 10 times. 

Good for buttocks, 
front of thighs 

Kneel facing bath with your 
knees about 12 inches apart, 
hands resting on rim of tub. Pull 
in buttock muscles, release hands 
from tub and slowly lean back 
without arching. Hold for two 
slow counts, then return to origi- 
nal position. Repeat 5 times. 

■ MOPPING 

.Stand with feet 
wide apart and 
turned out, 

hands support- 
ing broom or dust 

mop in front of chest, elbows 
bent. Keeping feet flat, swivel 
from the waist as far to the right 
as possible, then to the left. Try 
to look over your shoulder each 
time you turn. Repeat 12 times. 

Good for waist, 
breasts, shoulders 

■ AT THE SINK 

1. .Stand with feet parallel and 
apart, hands resting apart on 
countertop. Release back until it 
is parallel with the floor and as 
flat as possible. In this position, 
with elbows bent, bounce the tor- 
so up and down gently. Repeat 
12 times. 

Good for back, buttocks, 
back of legs 

2. Stand with hands resting on 
countertop, feet together and 
turned out. Swing the right leg 
sideways as high as possible while 
keeping the left totally straight. 
The body should remain station- 
ary. Repeat 8 times on each side. 

Good for inner thighs 

3. Stand with feet wide apart 
and turned out, hands resting on 
countertop. Lunge as far to the 
right as you can, bending the 
right knee and keeping the left 
leg perfectly straight. Try to bend 
as low as possible and keep the 
shoulders in line with your hips. 
Return to center and repeat to 
the left side. Repeat 12 times 
(can also be done while ironing). 

Good for legs 

■ IRONING 

1. Stand with feet wide apart and 
turned out, hands resting on top 
of ironing board. Lean and 
stretch upper body to the right 
as your left arm simultaneously 
arches overhead, palm facing up- 
ward. Return to center and repeat 
to the left. Repeat 12 times. 

Good for waist, arms 

Making the bed 

Cleaning the tub 

Mopping 

2. Place hands on ironing board. 
Turn left foot out and point right 
foot behind. Pull in buttock 
muscles tightly as you lift the 
right leg as high as possible with- 

*: out leaning the torso forward. 
i. Keep leg straight. Repeat 8 times 

on each leg. 
Good for buttocks, 
hips, legs 

B PUTTING GROCERIES AWAY 

1. Stand with feet wide apart and 
turned out. Hold a can of equal 
weight or a large beverage bottle 
of equal weight in each of your 
outstretched arms. Keeping the 
arms straight, form circles in a 
backward direction 10 times. 
Repeat in a forward direction. 

Good for breasts, arms 

2. Stand with feet wide apart and 
turned out. Hold a can or large 
beverage bottle of equal weight 
in each hand. Extend arms in 
front of chest. Open arms as far 
to the sides as possible without 
bending the elbows, then return 
arms in front of the chest. Repeat 
10 times. 

Good for ar,Tis, breasts 

■ VACUUMING 

At the sink 

.Stand with feet wide apart and 
turned out. Hold vacuum handle 
in one hand, place other hand on 
hip. Bend knees deeply while 
pushing vacuum forward. Then 
straighten knees, pulling vacuum 
toward you. Try to keep buttocks 
tucked under. Repeat 8 times. 

Strengthens knees, 
firms thighs 

■ DUSTING 

Choose a sturdy piece of furni- 
ture. Stand with heels touching, 
facing furniture, right hand rest- 
ing on furniture. Extend left arm 
to the side to shoulder level, dust- 
cloth dangling. Lift left leg up- 
ward trying to touch toes to cloth, 
lower slowly. Repeat 6 times on 
each leg. 

Good for hips, inner thighs 

New ill the stores, page 54 



Aqualia challenged 

blem of drying skin. And w< 

Without AQUALIA 
a moisture loss of up to 56% .* 

Far more than vour skin can afford. 

With AQUALIA 
moisture loss is reduced 

to less than 5%.* 
Dryness is effectively prevented.- 

■^From laboratoi~y iest.s, ^inni' 
skin, conducted uad^' 70'' V 
a gelatin/petn-disl" '*" © 1977 Cosnigrfr; he 



Now Aqualia challenges 

your moisturizer 

to a very fair H'day comparison. 

If youwant soft,smooth,yoimg4ooking skin, 

you really carft afford not to take us up on this offen 

As you know, the more moist your skin—the softer, the smoother, the 

,>^ounger it looks. So nothing is more vital than maintaining your skin's own 

natural moisture. And that's what L'Oreal's unique Aqualia' is all about. 

I     We're so sure you'll find Aqualia retains more moisture than the 

hioisturizer you're using now, we'll send you a 2-weeks' supply—so you can 

Jnake the comparison yourself. 

We're so sure—because of the results of laboratory tests! They've 

hown that with no protection, as much as 56% of natural moisture is 

ost during 24 hours. But Aqualia's patented formula reduces moisture 

OSS to a minimum—less than 5%. That means 

95% of the natural moisture is effectively 

maintained. 

Another remarkable fact: Aqualia 

is designed to let your skin breathe. 

There is never a problem with 

clogging pores. Yet, it's so concentrated, 

all you apply is a precious tiny drop. 

So see for yourself. Feel for yourself. 

If you want soft, smooth, young- 

looking skin, you really can't 

afford not to take us up on this 

very fair offer. 

LOREAL'Skin Logic' Free Offer! 
y        (With 25'' for postage and handling.) 

Simply fill in this coupon, enclose 25' to 
/     cover postage and handling, and we'll send you 

a 2-weeks' supply of Aqualia, free. Mail to: EOreal/ 
Aqualia, RO. Box #9806, St. Paul, Minnesota 55198. 

y 
(The moisturizer I am currently using) 

Name 

Address  City. state- 

y 

 Zip  
(must be included) 

Aqualia—The Natural Moisture Maintainer discovered by EOreal 
Offer expires April 30,1978. Limit one per household. Sorry, we cannot honor multiple requests from individuals, clubs or organizations, or requests submitted without this 
order form. Good only in U.S.A. Not redeemable in stores; dealers not eligible. Offer void if certificate is reproduced, or where prohibited, taxed or restricted by law. 6A-2 



Good looks and good health 
continued from page 51 

Beauty and health 

products new this month 

in the stores 
Besides all the kind things you're doing 
for others this holiday season, do some- 
thing for yourself that leaves you looking 
wonderful and feeling your very best. 
There's a lot of help for you to choose 
from this month, too! Start with your 
clean skin. Two new helpers, both rinse- 
off clean: Clean Finish Face Wash is a 

bubbling, cream-on lotion that's also a 
mild surfactant. Which means that it 
will remove dirt and oils but won't re- 
move precious moisture. $6.50 a 6-ounce 
tube, by Estee Lauder. The second is a 
water-reacting cream cleanser that also 
protects the delicate surface of skin that 
tends to have more oil than it needs. 
Savon Crenie Fraicheiir is fine for nor- 
mal skin, too. and teamed with Fraicheur 
Toniqiie, a refreshing, refining astrin- 
gent, your skin should look party-fresh 
for hours. Cream, 4 ounces, $7; Tonique 
in three sizes from just-over AVi ounces 
for $5.50 to a lavish 17 ounces for 

' 'Letm mike this mmmt in time 

that u t share-a thingofbeauty. 

Let//sfill o//rfinest a/ps u 'ith tvine 

and celebiate our lot e of life.' 

You can afford to celebrate everything with Cristai d'Arqiies. 

The Cristai d'Arqm Collection. 

Fim French crystal Affm-dably priced. 

cristai d'Arques 
In ]G Duranii 

Genuine lead crystal (24%) ivith the clarity and iveight that marks true quality. 
Shown: Pompadour. $5 a stern. Other patterns from $4 to $7 a stem..In all bette'^gift and department sfbres. 

Imported by J.G. Durand International, Dept. L, Millville, N.J. 08332. Catalogue on request. 

$13.50. Both by Lancdme at departi ,i 
stores everywhere. 

If you think there isn't time to ha' a 
"serious" hair conditioning treatmljt, 
take note: Gil Ferrer's Extra Body ji. 
trifiers take only 10 minutes, concent te 
every second. Fine, delicate hair ncps 
the conditioner fragranced with oraie 
blossoms; thicker, unrulier hair nels | 
coconut-scented conditioner. Both ji- I 
prove luster, texture, and manageabilj/. | 
And remember always to comb coi i- 
tioner through wet hair with a wi - 
toothed comb. Nutrifiers in 8-ouncc j , 
$11.50 ppd. Write Gil Ferrer Salon, ! i 
East 74th St., New York, N.Y. lOOl!. 1 

Another time-saver to have when I 
don't have time to fuss with makeij; ' 
Active Day Protecting Moisture Cre i 
leaves your skin with a soft, gentle, - 
tractive-looking finish—as if you w ; 
wearing a sheer powder, but you're n ! 
It has a sunscreen and helps your sli 
maintain its moisture-mantle. 2-our; 
tube. $8.50 by Elizabeth Arden. \ 

You've probably already noticed tl 
gold is the new neutral everybody's we 
ing—from belts and barrettes to biji 
and bangles. Gold works for an undi 
stated daytime look, too. Maybelline b 
put subtle touches of it into Brush/Blu* 
in Soft Honey Amber powder. $1.S 
and a gleaming gold into Gingerstij 
Fresh Color 3 Lipstick, $1.65. i 

Le De Givenchy and L'Interdit pt 
fume devotees will be pleased to knc 
that the two famous fragrances will 
available in generous 2-ounce cologn 
this fall for only $10.50. They're 1 
Givenchy. 

"Wild Plum," "Woodsmoke Grey 
"Fawn," and "Meadow Green" are tl 
four new colors for holiday eyes fro 
Revenescence by Charles of the Rii 
"Fawn" works as a highlighter anywhe 
you'd like a hint of silver softened witi 
beige. ■ ' 

PAULA RICE JACKSC 

Astrological guide to your fragrance 
The sign: Scorpio 
(circa October 23- 
November 21) 
The element: Water 
Scorpio characteristics are the most con 
plex of the zodiac. Intense, self-cor 
tained. and incisive, Scorpios aim fo 
power. Purposeful and endowed wit 
boundless energy, Scorpios finish wh:i 
they start. As with other Water sigm 
Cancer and Pisces, the creative impuls 
is strong, the motive force is emotion 
Most Scorpios possess long memorie 
and an uncompromising "all or nothing 
philosophy of life. The key phrase is " 
desire." Should they desire to heightei 
intrinsic Scorpio sensuousness with fra 
grance, Norell by Norell blends darl 
floral tones with great sophistication 
Another turn-on for Scorpio is Vol d< 
Nuit by Guerlain. The intense Scorpicf 
male can express interesting depths witf 
Royal Copenhagen's Musk for Men 

MARIA REACH: 
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Ethan Allen s 
Treasury g/.-es 

me lots c' 
ideas, free-you 

don't have to 
buy anything 

I lust picked It up at the Gamier, 
on my first viSit 

7M INDECISIVE, 

SO I LIKE TO FEEL IM GOING TO GET ALL THE 

DECORATING HELP I NEED, WITHOUT FEELING 

PRESSURED: 

Meet Ann Haggerty. Third in a 
series of stories about the kind 
of people who furnish their 
\house, their way, at Ethan Allen. 

"I have a lot of trouble making up 
my mind before I buy something. 
Especially for the house. I have to 
think about it, ask questions, feel I've 
seen everything before I can decide. 
The best decision I ever made was to 
walk into an Ethan Allen Gallery. 

If I hadn t seen one of their bed- 
rooms done in this unusual 18th cen- 
tury stencil, I would never have had 
the courage to do what I did with our 
bedroom. Ethan Allen's room setting 
decided me. At first, I was afraid shop- 
ping at Ethan Allen would be too ex- 
pensive, but I got everything I wanted 
for a lot less than I'd expected to pay. 
Which made me feel even better about 
my decision. I even had two quilts 
made up in the same fabric-one for 
John and me and one for Sam, our kit- 
ten. When I decide, I go all the way! 

I feel so great about our bedroom, 
now I'm planning to re-do the dining 
room. That's how confident Ethan 
Allen makes me feel." 

1    Ethan ^ 

I     Allen ^ 

Galleries 
,li COME ON OVER TO OUR HOUSE 
.   AND FURNISH YOUR HOUSE, YOUR WAY 

LOOK US UP i\ YOUR YELLO.; PAGES. 

This fabric is a repro- 
duction of an authentic 

18th century stencil. 
The minute I saw it in 

one of their bedrooms I 
decided. Ethan Allen's 

interior designer 
helped me work it all out. 



AUTO 

SUGGESTIONS 

THE DURABLE DIESEL 

Special report on the economical engine that's 

environmentally conscious and saves you money on repairs BY RICHARD AND JEAN TAYLORl 

It's easy to see why there's suddenly so 
much interest in dicsel engines. They 
offer all the things we re looking lor in 
cars today. If everyone drove diesels. 
we'd save at least 25 percent of our 
petroleum resources. Exhaust pollutants 
in the air would he reduced almost to 
zero. Exorbitant maintenance and ser- 
vice bills would be cut in half, and in- 
stead of having to scrap our cars after 
100,000 miles, we'd get at least 200,000 
miles from the durable diesel. 

There are already six diesel cars you 
can buy now by Volkswagen, Peugeot, 
Oldsmobile, and Mercedes. Other manu- 
facturers plan to introduce diesel cars 
within the next few years. Cadillac has 
promised a diesel Seville sometime in 
1978. Buick and Pontiac will offer diesels 
in 1979, and Ford will soon have a com- 
pact European Granada powered by a 
Peugeot diesel. Volvo, Renault, Fiat, and 
Alfa-Romeo all have diesels ready for 
production.   The  six   available today 

range from the $4,000 Volkswagen 
Rabbit to the $16,000 Mercedes 300D 
with enough stops at price levels in be- 
tween to fit anybody's pocketbook. They 
cost a little more than gasoline-powered 
cars because the engines must be more 
heavily built. But you'll more than make 
your money back over the years through 
better mileage, cheaper fuel, longer en- 
gine life, and fewer repairs. These models 
are mostly all-new diesel designs that 
take advantage of the latest technology. 
No longer do diesels have to smell like a 
city bus, or sound like a delivery truck. 
In particular, the new Volkswagen and 
Oldsmobile diesels are marvelously re- 
fined. You'd never know there was 
anything unusual about them unless 
somebody told you—a far cry indeed 
from the first engines by Dr. Rudolph 
Diesel in 1898. They get good mileage 
(VW's Rabbit delivering over 50 mpg 
but they promise a new model delivering 
62 mpg), and at under 60 cents a gallon 

MALAY: A linen and cotton print 

Decorative Fabrics and Wallcoverings 
410 East 62 St., New York lOOjaiHia'hrough decorators and fine stores 

(on the average), diesel fuel is cheaper 
than gasoline. Since diesel engines pro- 
duce more efficient combustion, too, the 
actual saving of energy can be over 25 
percent, a vital contribution to energy 
conservation. Another point about them 
is that they are also significantly more 
robust than equivalent gasoline engines. 
(After extensive laboratory tests, Volks- 
wagen claims its Rabbit will run twice 
as long as the conventional gasoline en- 
gine before it needs to be rebuilt.) You ;| 
save on periodic service, too. There are 
no parts in a diesel engine that must be 
regularly maintained or replaced, so 
checkups consist of nothing more than 
changing the oil. 

Diesels are not only popular with the 
Energy Department, but with the En- 
vironmental Protection Agency as well. 
There are three exhaust pollutants that 

Continued on page 58 

All about diesel fuel 

Diesel fuel is nothing more than Num- 
ber Two fuel oil, the same clear, clean- 
burning oil you use in your home heating 
furnace. Number Two is used for home 
heating for the same reason that diesel 
engines are popular in boats. Compared 
to highly volatile gasoline, it's very dif 
ficult to accidentally ignite Number Two, 
so the danger of explosion or fire i: 
greatly reduced. This same safety fea 
ture comes free with every diesel car. 

Diesel fuel is also safer to make, to 
ship, and to store, which makes it popu- 
lar with the oil industry. And diesel fuel 
is available almost everywhere. In an 
emergency, you could actually siphon 
fuel oil out of your basement tank to run 
your Mercedes, but the government 
frowns on this because you'd also avoid 
a stiff 16 cents per gallon tax on diesel 
fuel that homeowners don't have to pay. 

Over 5,000 service stations handle 
diesel fuel in the U.S., however, so there's 
really no reason to raid the oil burner. 
With every new Mercedes, you receive a 
free Diesel Fuel Directory prepared by 
the Hammond Map Company that au- 
thoritatively lists every diesel fuel station 
in the country. If you aren't buying a 
new Mercedes, you can still get the Die- 
sel Fuel Directory from Diesel Directory 
Service, Mercedes-Benz of North Amer- 
ica, 1 Mercedes Drive, Montvale, N.J. 
07645. At $2. it'll pay for itself the first 
time you use it. 
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JU?^EniN[& BROOKS Founded 1749 

Ifes, weVe made 

the same rare scotch 

for ahnost 100 year$» 

ASTRONOMY ARTWORK BY ADOLF SCHALLER. © 1976 BY ASTHOMEOIA CORP 

November, 1977 

86 Proof Blended Scotch Whisky ©1977 Paddington Corp.. N,Y< 
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Look Ycninger? 

Probably c\ei"v woman has a 
sliohiK (liHcreiil reason. Are vou 
planning to go back, to work? Did 
\()ur husband get that promotion, 
so \()u'll be mingling more with 
other company wi\es? Or did )ou 
( at( h a glimpse ol )()urselt in a store 
w indow And wondei, just foi an in- 
stant, who that older-looking JXM son 
was? 

V\'hate\er xour special, \cr\ per- 
sonal reason, it s undoubtedly time 
\()U disc()\erecl the secret of a mys- 
terious beauty fluid that can help 
\<)u look \ounger by ci eating a moist 
climate toi your skin. Join the 
women f rom many parts of the world 
wlio ha\e enjoyed the beautifid 
benef its of tiiis i emai kable skin- 
cheiisiiing licjuid, known in the 
United States as Oil ofOlay beaut) 
lotion. 

Oil of Olay goes to work instantly 
to helj) \ou look youngei. How? The 
beauty fluid penetrates your skin as- 
tonishingly Cjuickly, letting pure 
moisture, tiopical oil and precious 
emollients work hand-in-hand with 
nature to help ea.se away unwelcome 
dryness. When your skin is dry, you 
know, little wrinkle lines are far too 
noticeable, so you may easily look 
older than you should. Or could. 

It isn't just extia birthdays that 
can make you look older, of course. 
Wind, harsii weather, even some cos- 
metics can dry your skin, .so your 
look of youth can slip away unex- 
pectedly soon. 

(ientle Oil of Olay onto your face 
and throat. Water; your skin virtually 
di ink in the pi ecious iicjuid. Notice 

\oin skin grow sof ter and smoother 
within moments. See the renewed 
lustre and radiance of your 
complexion. 

Working in its mysterious way. Oil 
of Ola) helps maintain yoin skin's 
moistuie balance, letting youi com- 
plexion become glowing and 
\ounger looking. Little wrinkle lines 
(which are accented by dryness) can 
show less the veiy first day. It's a 
diflerence appaient toother people, 
though they may not say a wcjrd. 

Wliat's the best time for Oil of 
Olay? Most dexoted users like to 
smooth it on both moining and 
night. Oil of Olay doesn't leave a 
gi easy afterfeel oi look, so it's mar- 
x elous under makeup. Or if )()u like 
to gi\e )our skin a \acation from 
(osmetics. Oil of Olay lets yoiu" skin 
li\e in its own misty climate. I he 
beauty fluid gives your skin a dew v 
glow even w ithout makeup. Applied 
at bedtime. Oil of Olay cheiishes 
\oui skin into quiet hours of sleep. 
Any other time )our skin feels dry 
and you'd like to laise its moistine 
level is a gocjd time for Oil (jf Olay. 

Why do you want to look younger? 
Whatever your rea.son, won't you let 
Oil of Olay help? 

Beauty Secret 

When you've discovered Oil of 
Olay", chances are you won't ever 
want to be without it. Carry a bottle 
in your purse or tote bag and cer- 
tainly in your cosmetic kit when you 
travel, to smooth and soften your 
skin wherever you are. 

Tfic durable diesels 
continued from page 56 

the EPA is trying to reduce—carbonf 
monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons, and I 
nitrous oxide. Gasohne engines producei 
unhealthy amounts of all three. Diesels,! 
on the other hand, produce almost no 
carbon monoxide or unburned hydro- 
carbons, and while they do make nitrous 
oxide, it can be brought to within reason- 
able levels. Within a few months, Mer- 
cedes will have a 5-cylinder engine with 
a high-performance turbocharger they 
hope will reduce nitrous oxide to almost 
nothing. Between them, the four manu- 
facturers currently offering diesel cars in 
the U.S. have a maximum capacity of 
around 270,000 diesels per year. But 
product planners figure that the number 
will increase each year, until by 1985 
diesels will account for at least IVi mil- 
lion cars a year. That's over a quarter of 
the entire automobile market. After that, 
who knows? We may end up with a diesel 
in wery garage. 

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT DIESEL 
Base price: $4,249; Length: 12.9 feet; 
Passengers: 4; Engine: lnline-4, 48 hp; 
Miles-per-gallon, city. 39 mpg; high- 
way: 52 mpg; Warranty coverage: 12 
months/20,000 miles; Number of deal- 
ers: 1,032. 

OLDSMOBILE DELTA 88 DIESEL 
Base price: Approx. $7,000; Length: 
18.1 feet; Passengers: 5; Engine: V-8, 
135 hp; Miles-per-gallon. city: 20-mpg; 
highway: 29 mpg; Warranty coverage: 
12 months/12,000 miles; Number of 
dealers: 3,327. 

OLDSMOBILE 98 DIESEL 
Base price: Approx. $8,000; Length: 
18.4 feet; Passengers: 6; Engine: V-8, 
135 hp.; Miles-per-gallon, city: 16 mpg; 
highway: 21 mpg; Warranty coverage: 
12 months/12,000 miles; Number of 
dealers: 3,327. 

PEUGEOT 504D 
Base price: $8,660; Length: 15.2 feet; 
Paskengers: 4; Engine: Inline-4, 71 hp; 
Miles-per-gallon, city: 28 mpg; high- 
way: 35 mpg; Warranty coverage: 12 
months/12,000 miles; Number of deal- 
ers: 285. 

MERCEDES-BENZ 240D 
Base price: $11,920; Length: 15.9 feet; 
Passengers: 4; Engine: Inline-4, 62 hp; 
Miles-per-gallon, city: 25 mpg; high- 
way: 34 mpg; Warranty coverage: 24 
months/24.000 miles; Number of deal- 
ers: 409. 

MERCEDES-BENZ 300D 
Base price: $16,590; Length: 15.9 feet; 
Passengers: 4; Engine: Inline-5, 77 hp; 
Miles-per-gallon, city: 23 mpg; high- 
way: 28 mpg; Warranty coverage: 24 
months/24,000 miles; Number of deal- 
ers: 409. ■ 
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deudrop stem. Here, our Fish and Shell in purest cmyx hone, (Mrs alone. Both circled with 

wedding bands to have and to hold in 24 karat gold. See how Mikasa innovates, co-ordinates 

crystal and plates. Our crystal, our fine hone china, our stoneware brochures, each $1.00. 

Write Mikasa'^, 25 Enterprise Avenue, Secaucus, New Jersey 07094. 

THE BEST DRESSED TABLE mRES 

MIKASA 





SOMETIMES AN UNUSUAL COLOR, UKE OUR TOMATO REQ 

CAN BE AS NEUTRAL AS BEIGE. 

MARTEX 

Thinkof it. for instance, with navy. Or. instead 
of beige, as a foil for brown. Or with a primary 
green. Or yellow. It works, doesn't it? 

While we pride ourselves on nriixing up de- 
licious, unusual colors, we wouldn't want to 
make them difficult for you to work with. Or live 
with. Our "Nickelodeon" pattern is one example. 
We designed it to be right at home in your home. 

Sheets and pillowcases in 50% Dacron* 
polyester, 50% cotton. Also, tjedspreads. comfort- 
ers, draperies, shower curtains and accessories. 

For decorating with sheets and towels, 
send for "All About Your Home!' Volume II. Mail 
$1.50to Martex, P.O Box 1951 A, ^jr 
Birmingham. Ala.35201. S« 

MARTEX? WE DESIGN FABRICS THAT HAPffiN TO BE SHEK 



DEOCASSETTE RECORDERS 

Whiz machines that let you record TV programs 

or show home movies BY DAVID LACHENBRUO 

\ HS type 
videocassette 
recorder sys- 
tem otters up 
to 4 hours 
recordiufj. In- 
cludes clock- 
tinier. RCA 

Did you ever notice that whenever 
there's something you really want to 

watch on one TV channel, there's also a 
good show on another? To owners of a 
videocassette recorder, this situation no 
longer presents a conflict. With a VCR, 
probahly the most important entertain- 
ment development since television itself, 
you can watch one channel, at the same 
time recording another for later viewing. 
And with this same gadget, you can view 
recent movies in your own living room, 
and even produce TV shows of your own 
with members of your family. 

Between now and next spring, you'll 
see the VCR coming on the market in at 
least 15 versions under as many brand 
names. Here are some further examples 
of the way it may change your viewing 
life. 

® The telephone rings just as you're 
about to find out whodunit on the mys- 
tery movie. Just push the record button 
before you reach for the phone. Talk as 
long as you want, then pick up the TV 
show exactly where you left off. 

• Like the news with both Walters— 
Barbara and Cronkite? See them con- 
secutively on your own special one-hour 
newscast. 

• Are you going to have to miss 
Casablanca for the umpteenth time be- 
cause it comes on at 1 A.M.? Not this 
time—just set the timer tonight and 
watch it tomorrow at a civilized hour. 
Or save it for a time when you think 
there's nothing worth watching. 

• Want to store up a complete .set of 
Upstairs, Downstairs for the children to 
see when they're old enough to appreci- 
ate it? No strain. 

• "No TV till you do your home- 
work. We'll tape Bionic Woman and 
you can see it when you're finished 
studying." 

The very first practical video recorder 
was built as recently as 1956. It was de- 
signed for use at television studios, re- 
corded in black-and-white only, cost 
$75,000, and was the size of an adoles- 
cent elephant. Today's VCR is small 
enough to set atop a TV console and 
automatically reproduces a color-and- 
sound picture in a reusable paperback- 
sized cassette at the push of a button. 
Easier to operate than the average audio 
cassette recorder, in effect it's a com- 
plete television set minus picture tube, 
containing its own individual channel 
tuner. The cassette is merely inserted, 
the channel selected, the record button 
pushed, and it records high-quality video- 
cassettes indistinguishable from the 
original. The VCR is easily attached to 
any television set by anyone who can 
use a screwdriver—it goes onto the 
antenna terminals, not into the set. 

How the VCR boom began 

After several false starts, the first home 
VCR became available spring 1976 with 
the Betamax TV attachment by Sony. 
The company wasn't quite prepared for 
the enthusiastic reception by the Ameri- 
can public, and even had to discontinue 
its advertising campaign when it sold out 
of machines toward the end of last year. 
Other American manufacturers took 
notice, and the 40,000-odd Betamax 
owners probably became the most 
questionnaired and market-researched 
segment of the American public. It 
turned out that they represented a virtual 
cross-section of the United States in 
terms of income and occupation. Even 
Sony was surprised when research 
showed that Betamax owners purchased 
an average of more than a dozen cas- 
settes with their machines—and then 
went back for more—indicating that 
they were building program libraries 
rather than erasing and reusing the cas- 
settes. At the time of such popular tele- 
casts as Gone With the Wind and Roots, 
most dealers' stocks of blank videocas- 
settes were completely sold out. 

"Beta" type 
2-hour video- 
cassette record- 
er with slimline 
Chromacolor 
TV set. By 
Zenith 

Move to extended 

recording 

Even in last year's sellout market, one 
glaring shortcoming showed up in Beta- 
max: The one-hour maximum recording 
time per cassette was just too short for 
unattended recording of many programs. 
Some of Sony's competitors came up with 
machines which could record two hours 
on a single cassette, and Sony soon fol- 
lowed with a new machine called Beta- 
max X2 which records at half the speed 
of the original Betamax, storing two 
hours of programs on the same cassette 
that-i^sed to hold one. The machine has a 
switch which changes the speed—pro- 
viding a fast speed (one hour per cas- 
sette) to play back cassettes which were 
recorded on the old Betamax. Further, 
Sony offers a cassette change to owners 
of the original Betamax, permitting un- 
attended recording or playback of two 
cassettes. 

This group of machines offered by 
Zenith, Toshiba, Sears, and Sanyo, as 
well as Sony, has come to be known as 
the "Beta" family (identified by the name 
Beta on the machine). It should not be 
confused with the VHS (Video Home 
System) group of machines which offers 
up to 4 hours cassette recording. Manu- 
facturers in this group include RCA, 
Magnavox. Panasonic. Sylvania, and 
Curtis Mathes. But there are, in addition, 
a couple of similar machines currently of 
the VHS type recording in the two-hour 

(Continued on page 64) 

EDITOR'S NOTE.- David Lachenbruch is 
Editorial Director of Television Digest 
with Consumer Electronics and a well- 
known writer in the television field, con- 
tributing frequent articles to TV Guide. 
He has tested the latest video-cassette re- 
corders and this is his report. 
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Right now, save 20^ on 

Sears Made-to-Measure draperies, 

matching bedspreads and sheers. 

You measure them, we make them! 

Sears Made-to-Measure oriers 
many advanrages of custom 
without the custom price! All you 
have to do is the measuring, 
follc^ilng the easy instructions m 
:he Sears instruction pamphlet. 

Tae next step happens at your 
Sears store, v-^-tien you bring in the 
measurements for your windows 
or drapen," rods. You"II be choosung 
from hundreds of patterns, solids, 
textures and coordinating sheers. 

-And. just like custom made, 
you can order many custom 

backs. Or a unique top treatment 
lilfe box. pinch pleats. Austrian 
pouf or French valance. 

Save too. on a matching 
bedspread ^<.1th the true look of 
custom.The quilting patterns are 
specially seleaed to complement 
the fabric and the jumbo cording 
e.xiends around the side and 
bottom hems. Choose from a 
selection of 120 colors including 
prints from v.1brant to subdued 

a::a D~ =.".ades or rayon-acetate 
Antique Satin. Each is available in 
every standard size from a<.in to 
California king. 

Sears Made-to-Measure. For 
draperies, matching bedspreads 
and sheers in the grand tradition 
of custom.. - but at a price you can 
afford. Available in most larger 
Sears retail stores. Save 20% 
Oa. 23 through Nov 19.1977. 

Onk at Sears 
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fcisSljki,- 
befi3re dinner 

Offer a wine that is a bit special before 

dinner: The Christian Brothers 

California Dry Sherry. 

This is a wine that is traditionally 

served as a cocktail before meals. 

It is delightfully dry and light, with a 

nutlike quality which is  J///^ ^ 

delicious over ice, or       mmm m 

very chilled. I 

Our Dry Sherry is M 

made from the choicest ^ I 

grapes and with our ^P^^" 

tradition of quality and I 

care in each bottle— B 

a special wine that is H 

always an excellent m 

value. I 

Cellarmaster 
The Christian Brothers 

V lucocasseiie recoraers 
continued from page 62 

mode from JVC,  MGA, Sharp an^ 
others. 

Aside from these two major "fami^ 
lies," there are two one-of-a-kind sysH 
tems. Quasar currently has the lowest 
cost VCR with a list price of $995, re 
quiring a special cassette, which will fit 
on no other machines (but it s expensive 
at $34 for two hours compared with' 
$17 for a 2-hour Beta cassette or $20 fori 
a 4-hour VHS cassette). Sanyo, which]jn) 
offers a Beta-type machine, also has its 
own exclusive format called V-Cord II. 

Unlike ordinary audio tape recorders, 
there is no standard video cassette and 
no less than four difTerent types. All ef- 
forts to achieve standardization have 
failed due to the competitiveness of the 
Japanese manufacturers who developed 
them. But since most VCR owners aren't 
likely to do much tape-swapping at first, 
but mainly play back tapes on the same 
machines that recorded them, the lack 
of a'^standard tape probably won't prove 
to be a major drawback for the time 
being. 

Legal questions 

Is it legal to record TV shows and 
movies? Late in 1976, University City 
Studios and Walt Disney Productions 
sued Sony, some of its dealers, its ad- 
vertising agency, and one Betamax 
owner for encouraging the violation of 
copyrights of movies shown on tele- 
vision. Sony replied that TV viewers are 
entitled to watch programs which are 
carried by the publicly owned airways at 
any time they wish. It could be two years 
or more before the case is decided by 
the U.S. Supreme Court. But with the 
growing numbers of home-video casset- 
ters constituting a lobby in its own right, 
it's unlikely the lawmakers will ever stop 
the use of VCR. It's far more probable 
that a small tax or fee eventually will be 
levied on recorders and cassettes to reim- 
burse copyright owners. 

Whether or not the courts or Congress 
eventually decide that it's legal to record 
movies from television. VCR owners 
will soon be offered a wide variety of 
already-recorded (and legally cleared) 
cassettes containing programming not 
available on television—from recent 
feature films to golf lessons. Some pre- 
recorded cassettes are already available 
at relatively high prices, but by the end 
of this year, it's anticipated that several 
companies will be offering video movie 
cassettes at just a few dollars more than 
the cost of a blank cassette—when you 
tire of the movie you can erase it and 
reuse the cassette for recording. Still 
another future use for the VCR is the 
home videotape, made directly from an 
electronic color or black-and-white 
camera—an instant home TV talkie. As 
camera prices come down, homemade 
family TV shows will become more 
common. 



After dinner sweet. 

While home VCRs are bargain-pnced 
hmpared with professional video re- 
orders, the tag is still relatively steep, 

r'ing from just under SI,000 to about 
l|,300. depending on type. make, and 

atures. Blank cassettes (two- or four- 
bur playing time) run from Si 7 to S34. 

K;ill. since early  1976. it's estimated 
[iiat Americans have purchased nearly 

.000 home VCRs. With large-scale 
jiiarketing about to begin under many 
rand names, sales are expected to build 
ipidly. RCA forecasts the public .will 

|uy 250.000 VCRs of all brands this year 
id 750.000 more next year. An incredi- 
le figure when you remember it took 
)lor television a full decade to reach its 

Irst 750.000-set year. 
Americans have been involved in a sort 

\f love-hate relationship with television, 
"hey resent being slaves to the broad- 

|aster"s programs. The VCR could rep- 
''esent their emancipation proclamation. 

rOUR OWN HOME TV 

STUDIO 

lome video camera plus VHS system by r\ C 
Although the vast majorit\ of 
VCRs are being sold for record- 

ing broadcast programs from the air. 
some people are beginning to make 
their own videotapes of birthday 
parties and other personal events. 
Black-and-white television cameras 
with built-in microphones are avail- 
able at S250 to S400. designed to be 
plugged into the VCR. The videotape 
can be played back immediately—no 
need to send it away for processing. 

The most sophisticated home VCR 
accessory is the "first home color 
camera," offered by the JVC Cor- 
poration with a built-in microphone. 
Although designed as an accessory 
for JVC's Vidstar VHS system, it will 
work with any home VCR and pro- 
vides excellent color. The catch is that 
it costs more than the VCR itself— 
about SI.500 for the basic camera, 
more if zoom lens or electronic view- 
finder is included. {An electronic 
view-finder is a tiny TV screen which 
shows the picture as it's taken.) 

Several manufacturers are working 
toward extremely compact, low-cost 
home color cameras which operate on 
new principles. Some may even have 
miniature VCRs built into them, mak- 
ing them as convenient to use as home 
movie cameras. But engineers and 
scientists feel this type of cheap and 
compact home color camera is still at 
least five vears in the future. 65 



J YOUR 

. .,,v1ET0A 

LEVOLOR 

RIVIERA' 

TREATMENT. 

Riviera Blinds by Levolor 
The imaginative new idea for windows 
available in more than 100 beautiful colors. 
The only 1" slat blind with the Magic Wand^ 
Guardian Tilter,' that lets you tilt your blind 
easily, without overturning it. They also 
feature unique safety brackets. So. when 
you put them up. they stay up. No other 
window covering combines as many 
functional virtues v/ith as much beauty. 

Riviera Tiltone Blinds 
Perfect fo- _:;e 
dramatic c _ ... .... 
home s exterior Color is on one side, a 

^^g*-^ neutral v^hite on the other. 
Ca'l (800) 447-4700, in 
niinois i'800} 322-4400. 
for name of dealer. 

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc | 
720 Monroe St Deo*. V-il 
Hoboken. NJ 07030 

' Please send me a copy of Window Magici' 
I 1 enclose S1 00 for handling and mailing. 
I Please allow 4-6 weeks delivery. 

I Name  

Address- 

City. 

State. .Zip. 
I RIVIERA BLINDS BY LEVOLOR 

■ HEALTH/SEX/ 

PSYCHOLOGY 

YEASTS: 

HELPFUL OR 

HARMFUL? 

BY DR. MARY CATHERli 

TYSOl 

Plus advice to a teen-age daughter 

and psychological strategy for losing weight 

Q What'.s the truth about yeast? I've 
always believed it to be nutritious, but 
I heard recently that yeast infections are 
on the increase. 

A Yeasts are microscopic unicellular 
fungi in the air. Acting upon carbohy- 
drates (sugar and starches), they pro- 
duce carbon dioxide and alcohol through 
fermentation. In flour, yeast produces 
alcohol which evaporates during baking; 
carbon dioxide bubbles cause the dough 
to rise. Brewer's and baker's yeasts are 
obviously beneficial. Brewer's yeast, if 
dried, is also a source of B complex vita- 
mins. However, it's true that in the last 
twenty years, since the use of antibiotics 
and cortisone or its derivatives, and birth 
control pills, yeasts have been the cause 
of more illness. The antibiotics are so ef- 
fective they kill off not only the disease- 
causing bacteria, but also eliminate the 
normal beneficial bacteria in the intestin- 
al and genital tract. This allows an enor- 
mous overgrowth of yeast cells, which 
are usually kept in check by the normal 
bacterial flow. Cortisone and its deriv- 
atives enhance the growing of yeast for 
some reason and also pathogenic bac- 
teria. Frequently infections occur with 
its long term use and these are multiplied 
further by the antibiotics needed to pre- 
vent or treat bacterial infections. Yeast 
infections also occur with female hor- 
mone stimulation. These hormones are 
increased in pregnant women and also in 
women taking birth-control pills, because 
oral contraceptives simulate pregnancy 
in many ways. 

Fortunately, there is a treatment for 
these infections, which is effective afid 
safe—Mycostatin, which translated is 
"fungus stopper." This will cure the con- 
dition, but, of course, if any or all of the 
above causative factors happen agaifi, it 
may recur. • 

Q What sexual advice should be given 
to a pre-teen or teen-age daughter? 

/\ You have already told your daugh- 
ter much about sex, even if vou have 
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never discussed it with her. WithoiH 
speaking a word, you instruct by yoi 
views and behavior. She sees how y< 
react to situations in other people's live! 
to news items about prominent peopkl 
and to talk about some new movies. Shf 
dr^ws conclusions, often without beinl 
aware of it. from what you wear and 
what you help choose for her to wear 
Your attitude toward attractiveness tells| 
too. even in the way you carry yourself 
If the message is that you have a goocj 
feeling about yourself, she is more likel) 
to accept herself and have a good self-] 
image. If you feel it is important to be 
attractive, but do not spend great quan- 
tities of time and money and energy on 
this pursuit, she is likely to have an equal- 
ly good perspective. (Of course, whatjk 
is attractive to a pre-teen or teen-age^ 
girl may not charm you. What is im- 
portant is her feeling of self-respect, that 
she is worth clothing well.) If you regu- 
larly show shock at brief bathing suits or 
clingy clothes and criticize every new 
style, you show not only a rigid attitude, 
but demonstrate that you are not open 
even to considering change. If you re- 
gard beauty and particularly youthful 
good looks as particularly important, 
she is likely to worry about these. And 
carriage tells. We all know older people 
whose lifelong discouragement or feel- 
ing of inadequacy has turned their bodies 
into a sort of walking apology. Their 
posture sends a message. 

What has this to do with sex? Sex is 
more than an act: It is an aspect of per- 
sonality and life, not something separate. 
A girl or woman who likes herself will 
engage in sexual experience only when 
she is emotionally and psychologically 
ready for it. She is not likely to be black- 
mailed into a sexual relationship she does 
not want, anymore than she would ac- 
cept a job which paid too little for the 
work. Attitude is not enough though, and 
you must supply accurate information as 
well one way and another. Do not de- 
pend on the school to take on this respon- 
sibility. The information may come too 
soon, before it is of interest, or too late 
when misinformation has already filled 
in the answers to questions. People in sex 

Continued on page 71 
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This luxurious 100% nylon carpet has been 
checked for wear resistance and flammability. , 
Two of the many tough quality control tests ] 
a carpet must pass to wear the Ban-Lon' carpet ^ 
label. Available in a full selection of j 
decorator colors. Emerson Rug, Boston; Prange's;! 
Green Bay; The Carpet Shoppe. Honolulu; L.S. i 
Ayres. Indianapolis; Macy's. Kansas City; 
Baker Bros., Phoenix; Stix, Baer & Fuller. • 
St. Louis; Grigsbys Carpet. Tulsa. , 



These customized draperies and matching bedspread have been checlted for 
colorfastness and cleanability. Two of the many tough quality control tests 
home furnishings must pass to wear the Ban-Lon trademark. Draperies: 4 panels, 
96" X 90!' About $41. Bedspread: available in popular sizes. Full size shown. 
About $56. Pizitz, Birmingham; Jordan Marsh, Boston; Dayton's, Minneapolis; 
Maison Blanche, New Orleans; Hahne's, Newark; Macy's, San Francisco. 
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Check it oil out ot the following stores. 

Ask for personal home decorating service at any store carrying Ban-Lon® trademark quality tested products. 

Corpets 

Carpetland, USA 
Montgomery Ward & Company 
J.C Penney 
Sherwin Williams 
ALABAMA 
Dothan. Ellis Floor Covering 
Enterprise. Ellis Floor Covering 
Montgomery McAdams 
ARIZONA 
Phoenix, Baker Bros 
ARKANSAS 
El Dorado. Union Floor & Carpet Co 
Ft. Smith, Brooks Carpet Company 
N. Little Rock, Jackson Carpetland 
Nashville, Southwest Arkansas Furniture 
Russellville, Home Furniture Store 
CALIFORNIA 
Long Beach, Harlow Carpets 

& Draperies 
Los Angeles. The Broadway, 

Carpeteria. Carpet Town, 
The May Co 

Oakland, Capwell's 
Sacramento. Weinstock's 
Salinas. Cinderella 

Carpets & Drapes 
San Diego. Coles Discount 

Carpet Warehouse 
San Francisco. Breuners. 

The Emporium, Macy's 
Santa Clara, Conklin Brothers 
COLORADO 
Denver, EMW Furniture Co , 

Fel son's. 
Franklin Furniture, 
Michael Handler Carpets 
& Draperies, Inc , 
Warehouse Galleries 

Ft Collins, Petersen's Linoleum & Carpets 
Pueblo, Cleaver Carpet Center 
CONNECTICUT 
G Frieds Carpetland 
New Haven, Plaza Carpet Shop, Inc 
Orange, Carpet Clearance Center 
Stamford. Floor Covering Warehouse 
Westport. United Carpets 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Cole Carpet 
\Atoodward & Lothrop 
DELAWARE 
New Castle, Miller's Carpet Warehouse 
FLORIDA 
Jacksonville, Carpet City 
Miami, Burdine's, Miami Rug Company 
St. Petersburg, Carpet Fashions, 

Royal Rug 
GEORGIA 
Atlanta, Ralph Currie Carpets, 

Rich's 
Decatur, Dalton Carpets 
HAWAII 
Honolulu, Allied Floor Corp., 

The American Carpet Co , 
C.S Wo& Sons. 
The Carpet Shoppe 

Maui. Naka's Draperies & Furnishings. Inc 

ILLINOIS 
Arlington Heights. Swift Carpets 
Chicago, Carson Pine Scott & Co , 

Chatham Rug, DeSitter Brothers, Inc., 
Goldblatt Brothers, Inc., Olsen Rugs. 
Polk Brothers. Value Rug Mart, Inc, 

Decatur, Arthur's, Inc. 
Moline, House of Carpet, Inc 
Morton Grove. Pedian Rug Company 
INDIANA 
Evansville. South 41 Furniture, Inc 
Ft Wayne. Tower Carpet Sales, Inc 
Indianapolis. Kittle's. L S Ayres 
Munster. Carpetland, USA S. Branches 
Nappanee. Fletcher Furniture Village 
South Bend. Alexanian Bros 
IOWA 
Carpetland. USA 
Des Moines, Younker Brothers 
KANSAS 
Lenexa, Kopp's Rug Co , Inc , 

Mclntyre Carpet Centers, Inc 
Lewood, R B Frey Carpet Co 
Manhattan, Manhattan Carpet Center 
Wichita. Powell Carpets. 

Star Lumber Company 
KENTUCKY 
Bowling Green. Red Carpet Shop. Inc. 
LouisviTle. Carpet Guild. Kinnaird 

& Francke Interiors. Inc.. 
Stevens Floor Covering 

Maylield, Maytield Carpet Center 
Paducah, Paducah Service Co, 
LOUISIANA 
Baton Rouge, Builders Center, Inc , 

La Cour's Draperies & Carpet World 
Hammond. Smith & Purvis 

Floor Covering 
Kenner, Gils Carpet Sales 
New Orleans, Polo Corp 
Shreveport, House of Carpet 
MARYLAND 
Hunt Valley Carpet Fair 
Silver Springs, The Hecht Co 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Accord, Kent's Carpetland 
Boston. Emerson Hug. 

Jordan Marsh 
Worcester, Rotman's \Aferehouse & Showrooms 
MICHIGAN 
New York Carpet World 
Detroit, Carpet Center Hudson's 
Grand Rapids, Carpetland, USA 
Grandville, Johnson Carpet Co 
Hamtranick, Independent Floor Covering 
Troy Beckwith-Evans Co 
MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis, Dayton's 
St Paul, Packaged Furniture & Carpet 
MISSISSIPPI 
Jackson, Pennock Floor Covering 
MISSOURI 
Excelsior Springs, Crowley 

Furniture, Inc. 
Jefferson City J C D, 
Joplin. Copes Fine Carpets 
Kansas City. Macy's 
St. LOUIS, Farnous-Barr 

Stix. Bae." & Fuller 
Sedalia, H'^bson & Son 
Springfieli; Carpet Shoppe, Inc. 

NEBRASKA 
Omaha. Brandeis 
NEVADA 
Las Vegas. Imperial Carpet Company 
NEW JERSEY 
Allen Carpets 
G Fried's Carpetland 
Kaufman Carpet Company 
Newark. Bamberger's 
Paramus, Einstein Moomjy 
Parsippany Dean Floor Covering 
Pinebrook. Einstein Moomiy 
Somerset, Carpet Heaven 
Springfield, Sandler & Worth 
NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque, House of Carpet. 

Raby's Floor Covering 
Farmington, House of Carpets 
Las Cruces, Ikards 
Ruidoso, Barnett Carpets, inc 
Santa Fe, House of Carpets 
NEW YORK 
Allen Carpets 
G Fried's Carpetland 
Kaufman Carpet Company 
Brooklyn, National Carpet 
New York, A&S, Gimbels. Macy's 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Charlotte. Institutional Interiors 
Raleigh. Eatman's 
NORTH DAKOTA 
Fargo, Metzger's 
Grand Forks, Goodman's 
OHIO 
Cleveland. The Carpet Barn 

& Tile House, 
The May Co 

Columbus, F & R Lazarus. 
Clicks Furniture. Rite Rug 

Steubenville, May & Leopold 
Toledo, Harms Carpet Center, 

New York Carpetworld 
OKLAHOMA 
L^wton, Waggoner Carpets Inc. 
McAlester. Star Floor Covering 
Oklahoma City Carpet Wtorld 
Ponca City, Floor Craft Clyde 

Behrens Ltd 
Tulsa, Grigsby's Carpet 
PENNSYLVANIA , 
Churchville, Tom Adams Carpet, Inc 
Elkins Park, Milstein Floors 
Erie, Carpetowne, Inc 
Greensburg, Custom Carpets, Inc 
Lancaster Plastino & Owens 
Mars. Peter Paracca & Sons 
McKees Rock, Wayne Weil 
Philadelphia. Allen Carpets. 

Strawbridge & Oothier 
Pittsburgti, Carpet Warehouse, 

Gimbels 
Washington. Carpet & Drapery 

Vifarehouse 
RHODE ISLAND 
Providence. Fains. Inc 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Clearwater Barker's Carpet Shop 
Columbia, Cogdill 
Greenville, Mayfield's 

TENNESSEE 
Jackson, Duck's Carpets 
Memphis, Alan's Carpet 
Nashville. Holt Brothers 
TEXAS 
Amarillo. Mark Davis Carpets 
Beaumont. Cobbs Carpet and Draperies 
Dallas. Dobson Floors 
Houston, Carpet World, 

Dickn'sons, Inc., 
Finger's Furniture. Foley's. 
Simmons Carpet Company. Inc. 

Lubbock, Griggs Carpet Service 
San Antonio. O'Krent 
Wichita Falls. Waggoner Carpets Inc. 
VIRGINIA 
Richmond. Heilig-Meyers Co , 

The Rug Shop 
WASHINGTON 
Auburn. Floors Unlimited 
Everett. Millers Floors 
WEST VIRGINIA 
Charleston. Custom Carpet Co. 
Nettie, Groves Supply Co. Inc 
Rainelle, Sewell Electric 
South Charleston, Custom Carpets 
WISCONSIN 
Green Bay, Pranged 
Menomonee Falls, Falls Floor Covering 
Milwaukee, Hermax Carpet Marts, 

Gimbels 
Waukesha, Drexel 

Draperies 

ond Matching 

Bedspreads 

NEW JERSEY 
Asbury Park, Steinbach 
Bricktown, Zackson's 
Paramus, Stern's 
NEW YORK 
Buffalo. Hens & Kelly 
Garden City Frankel's 
RHODE ISLAND 
Woonsocket, McCarthy's 
TENNESSEE 
Memphis. Lowenstein's 

Curtains 

and Matching 

Bedspreads 

For the store nearest 
you, write to: 
Rotiertson Factories, Inc. 
Fashion Division 
120 Ingell Street 
Taunton. Massachusetts 02780 

Joseph Bancroft & Sons Company Inc., 261 Madison Avenue New York. New York 10016    ©-Joseph Bancroft & Sons Company. Inc TM-Joseph Bancroft & Sons Company Inc 
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education more and more advocate giv- 
ing a girl a good, instructional book to 
read by herself. The opinion is that she 
will take from it what she wants at the 
time, not getting nn)rc answers than she 
needs. It is important to find a book 
which is thorough and accurate without 
being clinical and cold. One such book is 
Love and Sex in Plain Language by Eric 
W. Johnson (Lippincott). An excellent 
book which also helps parents answer 
questions is Sex Is a Parent Affair by 
Latha Scanzoni (Regal Books). 

CJ I've tried everything to lose weight. 
Is there some psychological tactic that I 
can use? 

A You have plenty of company. 
Seventy-five to 80 percent of women be- 
tween 1 8 and 34 who should lose weight 
and want to. don't. What's the reason for 
the failure? Why, with health, attractive- 
ness, and comfort at stake, is it so diffi- 
cult to keep to a program? "I just find 
myself eating." is a common confession. 
Apparently attitude is the key. Almost 
without exception, these women have 
read so much, heard so much, been ad- 
vised and warned so much by such an 
army of experts with so many special 
methods, that they feel overwhelmed. 
Dieting becomes an insurmountable ob- 
stacle. They feel hopeless and giving in 
seems inevitable. If you see weight loss as 
an enormous, threatening problem, with 
defeat practically a certainty, the best 
course is to sweep aside all the suggested 
regimens and develop an entirely new 
approach. But first you must accept some 
basic realities. Two questions and an- 
swers get to the heart of the matter. 
1. What is it that really puts on pounds? 
Food. 2. Who puts the food into the 
mouth? You. Put out of your mind 
everything you've heard and read about 
dieting. You know your daily calorie 
allowance. Plan exactly in advance how 
you'll spend it at each meal. Eat what 
you allow yourself and don't allow your- 
self more. Don't move your muscles to 
take more food from the refrigerator or 
the store or the restaurant. Don't put 
more food than you need on the table. 
Don't sit down, take a knife, fork, spoon, 
or glass to consume some extra item. 
Don't chew or swallow anything beyond 
your allowance. Just don't. Of course it 
will be painful. But you're the one who 
eats too much and you can stop it. Step- 
ping on the scale every morning will be 
the payoff. Over a period of two years, 
out of a hundred women who were at 
least a fifth overweight, 82 reached their 
reducing goal and maintained it with this 
approach. So losing weight is not hope- 
less. You can take over. You can take 
command and assume full responsibility 
for what you eat and above all, for what 
you don't eat. ■ 

THE VITABATH ESCAPE. 

Just one capful of Vitabath - lets you 
escape from the world of ordinary 
bathing forever. Because Vitabath's 
vitamin enriched, skin softening 
cleansing gelee cascades into a gen- 
tle billowing foam that will leave you 
feeling relaxed, refreshed, exhilarated. NAME. 
Like nothing you ve ever known 
before. Escape to the world of 
Vitabath. Known to the 
Europeans as Bade- - ■■ -x_ 
das, the Vitabath 1^11008111 

escape comes in spring green, fresh 
pink and tangy lemon. To get 4 trial 
size escapes send $1.00 to: Vitabath. 
Box 869. Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735. 
Offer expires December 31, 1978. 

ADDRESS- 

CITY. 

STATE. ZIP- 
BATM AND SMOWEB GE Jt 

Q\'in. BeechamlrK. 8 BHG 
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Don't 
forget your 
mail. A month 
before you move, pick up a free 
Change of Address Kit from 
your Post Office or letter carrier. 
Mail the cards to your bank, 
charge accounts. Everyone. 

STORE 

DIRECTORY 

Addresses of stores, mail order firms, and other 

Christmas present sources 

ABERCROMBiE & FITCH CO., Madison Ave. 
at 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10017 

ACCENTS & IMAGES, 972 Second Ave., 
New York. N.Y. 10022 

ALTMAN's, 361 Fifth Ave.. New York, 
N.Y. 10016 

AMBiENTi. 792 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

AMERICA HURRAH ANTIQUES, 3 1 6 E. 
70th St., New York, N.Y. 10021 

AMS PRESS, INC., 56 E. 13th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10003 

AZUMA. 415 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10016 

BAMBERGER'S, 131 Market St., 
Newark, N.J. 07101 

BAZAAR DE LA CUISINE, 1003 Second 
Ave. New York, N.Y. 10022 

CHARLES I. BECK & SON, 57 South Orange 
Ave., South Orange, N.J. 07079 

HENRI BENDEL, 10 W. 57th St.. 
New York. N.Y. 10019 

BERGDORF GOODMAN, Fifth Ave. at 58th 
St.. New York, N.Y. 10022 

BLOOMINGDALE'S, 1000 Third Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

BON APPETiT, 359 Miracle Mile. Miami, 
Fla. 33134 

BON APPETIT. 213 South 17th St., 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 

BONWIT TELLER. 721 Fifth AvC, 
New York. N.Y. 10022 

BUCCELLATi, 703 Fifth Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 10022 

BULLOCK'S, 7th and Hill Sts.. Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90055 

BURDiNES, 22 E. Flagler St., Miami, Fla. 
33101 

w. ATLEE BURPEE CO., Warminster, Pa. 
18974 

CALIFORNIA ALMOND GROWERS' ^ 
EXCHANGE, (CAGE), P.O. BoX 1768, 
1802 C St.. Sacramento, Calif. 95808 

CAPRILANDS HERB FARM, Silver St., 
North Coventry, Conn. 06238 

THOMAS E. CARA, 517 Pacific Ave., San 
Francisco, Calif. 94133 ^ 

CARTiER, Fifth Ave. and 52nd St., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

CASWELL-MASSEY CO., LTD., Catalogue 
Order Dept.. 320 W. 13th St., New York] 
N.Y. 10014. Store: 518 Lexington Ave.,] 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

CERTAIN-SOMETHING, 1 10 E. Oak St., 
Chicago, 111. 60611 

CHANTICLEER CERAMICS, 71 1 W. RuSSell,] 
Ironton, Mo. 63650 

CLAIRE PEARONE, 2771 Somerset Mall, 
Troy, Mich. 48084 

COLE & SON HARDWARE, 119 Albany Post! 
Road. Buchanan, N.Y. 10511 

COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES, 90 1 
Caltfornia Ave.. Palo, Alto, CaUf. 94303 

COST PLUS IMPORTS, 2552 Taylor St.. 
San Francisco. Calif. 94133 and 
101 Clay St., Oakland, Calif. 94605 

CRATE AND BARREL, 850 N. Michigan, 
Chicago, 111. 60611 

CULINARION. 113 E. Oak St.. Chicago, 
111. 60611 

DANNY ALESSANDRO. 1 156 ScCOnd Avc,. 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

D.WISON'S. 1 80 Peachtree St.. N.W.. 
Atlanta, Ga. 30303 

DAYTON'S, 777 Nicollet Mall, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55402 

DESIGN RESE.\RCH. INC.. 53 E. 57th St.. 
New York. N.Y. 10022. 

DONNA'S PLACE. 28699 Chagrin Blvd.. 
Cleveland, Ohio 44122 

DORSO, 444 Camden Dr.. Beverly Hills. 
Calif. 90210 

DOVER PUBLICATIONS. INC., 180 Varick 
St., New York, N.Y. 10014 

E.A.T AT HENRI BENDEL, 10 W. 57th St., 
NewYork, N.Y. 10019 

EXECUTIVE CHAUFFEUR. 14 E. 60th St.. 
NewYork, N.Y. 10022 

FAMOUS-BARR, 601 OHve St., St. Louis, 
Mo. 63101 

GIL FERRER SALON, 21 E. 74th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

FFOLio 72, 888 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

FiN-N-FEATHLR. Dundee. 111. 60118 

FOLEY'S, 1100 Main St.. Houston, Tex. 
77001 

Continued on page 74 

'Corsu '' your interior desigr)er or deparlfnent store decorating service. 
r.-.ce: I'rojqhout ihe issue ore approximate and do not include stale or local taxes where applicable. 
Unless .Tio-ted ' ppd." postage or shipping is extra. 
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Who Lady Glammis? Why did a 

Melhcxirne woman cut the cuffs off her 

husbands shirts? When are 

; women supposed to stick 

pins in their sleeve 

and sing a little song ? 

The answers to 

these and other 

intriguing questions, 

plus quotes, anecdotes, 

and plenty of space to 

note your engagements, are 

IN THE 1978 

, VIRGINIA SLIMS 

BOOK OF DAYS, 

, ^bu\^e come a long way, baby 

Mail to: Virginia Slims Book of Days 
P.O. Box 4400. Westbury-. New York 11592 

Please send me one 1978 \'irginia Slims Book 
of Days Calendar. I enclose SI.00 and two 
r.?ck bottoms from Virginia Slims (regular or 

:).. Check or money order only. 

VIRGINIA 
SUMS 

Please Note; Our aim is to make sure you re 
completely satisfied with your order—and 
that you get it on time. But sometimes things 
go wTong. If they do, be sure to let us know. 

Write: X'irginia Slims Book of Days, 100 Park 
Avenue. New York, New York 10017. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined j 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health, L*^ y*' '4 

1¥ ,v*»^ 

Zip. 
Offer vc:d to persons under 21 vears or age. Offer gcxxi :n L ^ A only, 
except where prohibited, licensed or taxed. Please mail as soon as possible 
and no later than December 31, 1977. Allow 3 to 6 weeks for deliverw One 
order per envelope. Offer good while supply lasts. HG 
16rag'.'tar!'0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette. FC ReponAugl77 



. ,,or\- 
continued from page 72 

FORREST JONES, 3274 Sacramonto St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 9411 5 

1 ORTUNOFF, 1300 Old Country Rd.. 
Westbury. N.Y. 11590 

GORDON FOSTER ANTIQUES, 1 326A Third 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10021 

FREDERICK & NELSON, Fifth A\C & PioC 
St., Seattle, Wash. 98111 

GO Fi.Y A KITE, 1434 Third Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10028 

CHARLES R. GRACiE & SONS,979 Third 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022 

GROUNDWORKS STUDIO. 231 E. 58th St. 
New York. N.Y. 10022 

GURNEY SEED & NURSERY CO., Gumcy 
Bldg.. Yankton. S. Dak. 57078 

HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER. 147 E. 57th 
St..New York, N.Y. 10022 

KEN HANSEN PHOTOGRAPHIC. 19 W. 34th 
St., New York. N.Y. 10001 

RICHARD V. HARE. 23 Main St.. East 
Hampton. N.Y. 11937 

HARMONY BOOKS, Div. of Crown Publish- 
ers. Inc.. Customer Service Div.. 1 Park 
Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10016 

HARRIET AMANDA CHAPMAN. 225 Fifth 
Ave.. Rm. 1 105, New York. N.Y. 10010 
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JOSEPH HARRIS CO., INC., Moreton Farm, 
Rochester. N.Y. 14624 

HERITAGE HOUSE OF CHARLESTON. 100 
Church St., Charleston, S.C. 29401 

HIGBEE'S, 100 Public Square, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44113 

HUDSON'S, 1206 Woodward Ave., 
Detroit, Mich. 48226 

JACKSON & PERKINS CO., Mcdford, Orcg. 
97501 -r,?-^^ 

JACOBSON'S. l6500Oakwood Blvd., 
Allen Park. Miss. 48101 

M. A. jARVis KITCHENWARE, 5020 Wil- 
son Lane, Bethesda, Md. 20314 

JENIFER HOUSE, Ncw Marlboro Stage, 
Great Barrington, Mass. 01230 

JENNY B. GOODE. 1194 Lexington Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10028 

JORDAN MARSH, 450 Washington St., 
Boston, Mass. 02107 

JORDAN MARSH, 1501 Biscaync Blvd., 
Miami, Fla. 33132 

JOSKE'S, 4925 Westheimer Road, 
Houston. Tex. 77032 

KAREN'S TABLE THINGS. 309-C Cameron 
St.. Alexandria, Va. 22314 

KARL SPRINGER, LTD..* 306 E. 61st St., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

KITTY BRIGHT at 
Country Floors, 300 E. 61 st St.. 

Ncw York. N.Y. 10021 (mailorders 
Entre Nous, Inc., 1072 Post Rd., 
Darien, Conn. 06820 (mail orders) 
Living Windows. 55 Bellevue Ave., 
Rumsxjn, N.J. 07760 
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, 
325 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
19106 

H. J. KRATZER ANTIQUES, 1 144 ScCOnd 
Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10021 

ANN KREUTZER, WK Farms, Box 62, 
Haswell, Colo. 81045 

Lcs, INC.,* 1059 Third Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 10022 

LEDERER DE PARIS, 71 1 Fifth AvC., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

HENRY LEUTHARDT NURSERIES, INC., 
Montauk Highway, East Moriches, 
N.Y. 11940 

LIFETIME NURSERY PRODUCTS, 1866 
Sheridan Rd., Highland Park, III. 60035 

LIVINGSTON BROS., INC., Grant Ave. at 
Geary St.. San Francisco, Calif. 94108 

LORD & TAYLOR, 424 Fifth Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10018 

KENNETH LYNCH & SONS, 78 Danburv 
Rd,. Wilton, Conn. 06897 

MAAS BROTHERS, P.O. Box 311, Tampa. 
Fla. 33601 

MACY'S. The Cellar, Broadway and 43th 
St., New York, N.Y. 1001 

MACY'S CALIFORNIA, P.O. Box 7888, 
Stockton & O'Farrell Sts., San Francisco, 
Calif. 94120 

MADDERLAKE, 816 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

I. MAGNiN. Union Square, San Francisco, 
Calif. 94108 

RONALDO MAIA FLOWERS. 27 E. 67th St.. 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

MAisoN GLASS, 52 E. 58th St., New York, 
N.Y. 10022 (minimum order SI5) 

MANHATTAN AD HOC, 842 Lcxington 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10021 

MARSHALL FIELD & CO.. 111 North State 
St., Chicago, III. 60690 

MAY COMPANY. 801 South Broadway, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90014 

MAYHEW-coPLEY, LTD., 509 Park Avc., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

ALICE MAYNARD, 133 E. 65th St., Ncw 
York, N.Y. 10021 

J. GARVIN MECKING ANTIQUES, 188 E. 
64th St., New York, N.Y. 10021 

MEIER & FRANK. 621 S.W. Fifth Ave., 
Portland, Oreg. 97204 

Continued on page 76 

'Consult your interior designer or department store 
decorating service. 
Prices throughout the issue are approximate and do not 
include state or local taxes where applicable. Unless 
marked ' ppd." postage or shipping is extra. 
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Beneath all this glamour lies a plain 

old ivindoia 

It doesn't look plain now 

because it got some ten- 

(der loving care from a 

Nomian's' specialist. 

Which is all it takes to 

transfomi any win(iow 

into a thing of beauty. 

With hundi'e(is of fabrics 

an(i styles to choose from, 

a Norman's specialist can 

help you a*eate an in(di- 

vidual look that will add 

a touch of glamour to 

your windows. Write for 

the name of your nearest 

Norman's drapery and 

bedspread specialist. RO. 

Drawer 799, Salisbury, 

North Carolina 28144. 

J Gorman's of Salisbury* 



FRANCISCAN CREATES 

THE EARTH, THE S 

I 

Flambeau™ 
and Revelation?" 

Somewhere over 

a rainbow colors. 

In heavenly harKj-blown 

lead crystal. 

1^ 

nantbcan H o mulUmml NuOwiiuili 
oflniwpuu»Coipoiatoa 



?ore directory 
_i>iUitiiied from page 74 

■M\\ \. !'0ND i^iOUSE. West Shore Rd.. 
Oy£t.:r Bay. N.Y. 1 1771 

NEEDLEPOINT DESIGN, 312 Worth Avc., 
Palm Beach, Fla. 33480 

NEW YORK CENTRAL SUPPLY CO.. 62 
Third Ave.. New York. N.Y. 10003 

NEiMAN-MARCUS. Mail! and Ervay Sts.. 
Dallas. Tex. 75201 

WAL LER F. NICKE, Bo.X 667HG, 
Hudson. N.Y. 12534 

NORDSTROM. 1501 Fifth Ave., 
Seattle. Wash. 98101 

OUTWARD BOUND, INC., 165 W. Putnam 
Ave.. Greenwich. Conn. 06830 

PACE EDITIONS. INC.. 115 E. 23rd St., 
New York. N.Y. 10010 

PAMPERED KITCHENS. INC.. 21 E. 10th 
St.. New York. N.Y. 10003 

c. D. PEACOCK, State and Monroe Sts., 
Chicago. 111. 60602 

PHONE-TiQUE GALLERY, 740 Madison 
Ave., New York. N.Y. 10021 

PIERRE DEUX FABRICS. 353 Blcccker St., 
New York, N.Y. 10014 

PLUMMER MCCUTCHEON, 145 E. 57th 
St.. New York. N.Y. 10022 

D. PORTHAULT, INC.. 57 E. 57th St., 
New York. N.Y. 10022 

J W ROBINSON CO.. 600 W. 7th St., 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90017 

ROSENTHAL STUDIO-HAUS, INC., 584 Fifth 
Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10020 

.JOHN ROSSELi i, -^ 225 E. 72nd St., 
New York. N.Y. 10021 

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE, 61! Fifth Ave., 
New York. N.Y. 10022 

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE FAUCHON SHOP, 
Fifth Ave. at 50th St., New York, N.Y. 
10022 , 

JOHN SALADiNO. INC.,* 305 E. 63rd St., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

SCHWINN CYCLERY JAMAICA, 9404 
Jamaica Ave.. Woodhaven, N.Y. 11421 

SCIVER'S. King and Mulberry Sts., 
Lancaster. Pa. 17603 

SHOP IN THE NEW YORK BOTANICAL 
GARDEN. Bronx, N.Y. 10458 

STENCIL MAGIC, Dept. HG11, 8 W. 19th 
St., New York, N.Y. 10011 

THALHiMERS. 610 E. Broad St.. 
Richmond. Va. 23261 

THE BAYBERRY NURSERY, BoX 718, 
' Amagansett. N.Y. 11930 

' THE BROADWAY. 3880 N. Mission Rd., 
Los Anseles. Calif. 90031 

r 

TRflTDEFORE 

YOUDUYIT. 

Furniture can look exactly right in the 
showroom. And exactly wrong in your house. 

That's why we designed the Furniture 
Fitter.'" A kit that \ 
shows you how, 
any one of 40 ^ 
American Drew 
pieces will look | 
in your house. I 
It's as Simple as ^ 
paper dolls. And a lot more practical. 

For yours, send the coupon and S2.(For 
another $2, we'll also send you our catalogs 

Kinsmen Deck, Hunt BoardUnder SS50.  cf Early American fumiture.) ^^^^^ 

The American Drew Furniture Fitter, A fter ^^^^ 

all you doht live in a furniture showroom.       A w'^LS^^t^i^^Q.mp™ 
Name Address 

City State Z>p 
712 

L. 

□ Here's S2 for the Furniture Fitter □ Here's S2 for your Early American catalogs. 
American Drew, PO Box 489, North Wilkesboro. N.C 28659 - 

THE CHINA CLOSET, 6807 Wisconsin 
Ave., Chevy Chase, Md. 20015 

THE CITY GARDENER, 105 W. 55th St., 
New York. N.Y. 10019 

THE COLDEN COUNTRY STORE, 
Colden, N.Y. 14033 

THE DENVER, 16th and California Sts., 
Denver, Colo. 80218 

THE DISCOVERY SHOP, American 
Museum of Atomic Energy, P.O. Box 
117, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830 

THE EMPORIUM, 835 Market St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 94103 

THE GUILD HALL MUSEUM SHOP, 158 
Main St., East Hampton, N.Y. 11937 

THE MEDITERRANEAN SHOP, 876 
Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10021 

THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, 
Dept. HG, 225 Gracie Sta., New York. 
N.Y. 10028 

THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART GIFT SHOP. 
23 -W-. 53rd St., New York, N.Y. 10020 

THE QUEENS MUSEUM, Champlin Square, 
Essex, Conn. 06426 

THE SIDE DOOR, 1404 Wisconsin Ave.. 
Washington. D.C. 20007 

THE SILO, Upland Rd., RFD =3. 
New Milford. Conn. 06776 

TIFFANY & CO.. 727 Fifth Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

TRIFLES, P.O. Bo.X 44432, 
Dallas, Tex. 75234 

viCKi ROMAiNE, c/o Housc & Garden 
Reader Service, 350 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

KURT WAGNER, 729 South Catalina. 
Redondo Beach, Calif. 90277 

WALLACE MANUFACTURING CORP., 21 
Manning Rd.. Enfield, Conn. 06082 

WORLD EXPEDITION ASSOCIATION 
(wEXAs),International Office, 45 
Brompton Rd.. Knightsbridge, 
London SW3, England 

WILLIAMS-SONOMA, 576 SuttCf St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 94102: mail order. 
Box 3792, San Francisco. Calif. 94119 

WOODWARD & LOTHROP, 11th and F Sts., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20013 

WORLD WIDE DIVERS, 155 E. 55th St.. 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

YORK MANUFACTURING, LTD., 401 W. 
Superior, Chicago, III. 60610 

ZABAR'S GOURMET EMPORIUM, 2245 
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10024 

"Consul) your inlei'ioi designer or deparlmer)! store 
decorating service. 
Prices throughout the issue ore opproximo/e and do not 
include stale or local taxes where applicable. Unless 
marked ' ppd." postage or shipping is extra. 
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Can a washing machine be beautM 
Whirlpool thinks so. But to qualify, we believe that 

machine must also work as beautifully as it looks. 
And that's why we designed our Solid State Touch 

Control Washer. It means that from now on, doing your 
laundry can be as simple as a few light touches of 
the control panel. 

In a matter of seconds, you can actually program 
this washer to select the exact wash and c-ire a 
particular load needs. 

You see, this machine has been designed to treat 

different fabrics the way they are meant to be treated. 
And when it comes time to wash, you simply 

"tell" it what to do by lightly touching the control pane 
The washer does it all from there. It 

gives you the exact wash, rinse and spin at 
the precise time and temperature needed 
for your washable clothes. Whirlpool quality 
combined with solid state reliability. 

it's simply beautiful and better yet, 

beautifully simple. We believe the two ^sTexTn^a^d 
4>..^^*u»« action cares for your 

Should go together. ck>thes beautifuiw. 

Whirlpool 

We believe quality can be beautiful. 



, SUPER PRESENTS 

DESIGNED TO LAST 

If you have had your iill of ihrowaway 
toys which might as well be discarded 
with the Christmas wrappings, here are 
some items which may suit your urge to 
give lasting gifts: 

The bicycle built for one. Varsity 
Sport comes in five different frame sizes 
according to a child's height. It is a 
rugged, durable 10-speed bicycle with a 
special forged steel fork frame and 
tubular steel rimmed wheels, for the 
cyclist who might want to develop into 
a cross-country racer. At Schwinn deal- 
ers, who are also factory-trained for 
service, and give their own personal 
guarantee. $141.95 from Schwinn Cycl- 
ery Jamaica. 

Send a child back-packing with the 
ultimate in supplies from Boy Scouts of 
America. A snappy Blue Max Pack, 
$26.95 and sturdy Horizon I frame, 
$23.50 are the basics. The following 

items can be packed away with room to 
spare in Blue Max: Adventurer Sleep- 
ing Bag 86 inches long, $49.95; Wi- 
quart Scout Canteen with belt clip. 
$4.40; Official cook kit or "portable 
kitchen" including aluminum pot, pan, 
plastic cup in cloth carrying case with 
strap, $4.50; Scout Knife with 4 blades 
which do everything from opening up 
cans to punching holes, $7; Pioneer I 
Flashlight with belt clip can also be used 
for signaling. $4.35; Camper's First Aid 
Kit, the large patrol size and booklet, 
$6.50; Explorer III Compass, $8.79. At 
official Boy Scouts of America distrib- 
utors. 

Two cameras for the novice, which 
are foolproof introductions to photog- 
raphy. The lightweight Canonet 28 is a 
sturdy, hard-wearing camera with auto- 
matic adjustments—just focus and smile, 
$127. Canon, U.S.A. Pictures in a flash. 

Glue-it-yourself hardwood flooring? 

You're bound to love it! 

For 50c, we'll send you colorful facts about Bruce, the 
hardwood flooring with beauty and brains. 

It's no secret. Once you see it, you'll be stuck on Bruce's easy-to-install 
glue-down plank and parquet. Affordable. Rich-looking. Easy to 
maintain. And it'll stick with you beautifully through years of wear and 
tear See how the spectrum of Bruce shades and patterns will 
complement your home. Mail this coupon and 50(^ for our color 
brochure. It'll floor you! 

—Biuce Hardwood Floors 

Bruce Hardwood Floors 
4255 LBJ Freeway, Suite 265 
Dallas, Texas 75234 

Enclosed is 50(t for Bruce's color brochure on today's 
hardwood flooring. 

HG/11-77 

Name 

Address 

City ZIP 

Telephone 

OneStep is a positively effortless, fixed- 
focus, lightweight camera with on-the- 
spot results. By Polaroid, $39.95; op- 
tional self-timer, $13.50; tripod and 
adapter, $ 16.       Continued on page 80 

TETSU OKUHARA 

Right: Kite 
by Go Fly 
a Kite. 

Portable 
Smith- 
Corona 

Left: The Pe 
a u.seful horn 
computer tha 
can prepare 
for the future 
Commodore 
Bu.siness 
Machines 
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Above: Paper airplanes are no mean 
challenge with this diagrammed, cut-out 
booklet. Flying your own plane can 
be ea.sy. Troubador Press, San Francisco. 
Top left: "The Varsity," Schwinn's 
most popular 10-speed bicycle 
PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 72 
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"riJi^l/ As big and hefty as 
I niOrx some 6.50 bath towels. 

"TLJIDCTV As absorbent as 
inlliOl T  some that cost 8.50. 

LUXURIOUS some 8.50 bath towels. 

Only 5.00 Only at JCPenney 



Super pres:. 
i iiniinned ftoni puf^e 78 

Perhaps you have a young Jacques 
Cousieau in the family, who would ap- 
preciate some basic equipment for fur- 
ther deep-sea exploration. Three .-^ciiba 
diving accessories for the deep: Mini 
Rocket Fins by U.S. Divers include vents 
for less drag. S29.5(): Tekna Mask ! with 
easy-locking strap plus side panels lor 
peripheral vision, $28.95: Tube Tab 
Snorkel by Tekna with collapsible bite 
tabs for less pressure on jaws, $6.50 at 
World Wide Divers. 

Silver Box Kite is a strong. 29-by-36- 
inch Mylar box kite with 1.000 feet of 
string—strictly for 10-year-olds and 
older. Versatile, tool Use as a planter 
simply by putting a flowerpot inside. 
Turn it into a lamp with a clip-on elec- 
trical plug. Or make a hanging sculpture 
by stringing it from the ceiling. $1 1 ppd.. 
Go Fly^A kite. 

Perfect for the student—Classic 12, 
a durable, portable, manual typewriter 
with additional changeable type—lan- 
guage accents, chemistry and medical 
symbols—plus a new molded shipping 
case tested for heavy-duty travel. $164, 
by Smith-Corona. 

For beginners at tennis, an electric, 
indoor, automatic ball server. Serves-U- 
Right, for garage, playroom, or indoor 
court. It automatically serves 15 balls 
every 1 Vj minutes. $52.70 ppd. At Ham- 
macher Schlemmer. 

Ri^ht: Back- 
packing with the 
official Boy Scout 
paraphernalia is 
the way to go. 
Below: Double 
Dynamite has no 
barriers to solid 
stereo sound. 
Panasonic 

Double Dynamite, an 8-track portable 
tape player (red or white) with twin 
stereo speakers and an optional car 
adapter ($14.95) should meet any 
young person's yearning for extra deci- 
bels. From Rock to Bach. $39.95 by 
Panasonic. 

Ree 

Idea Book 

onthe 

wMouf 

that^ 

easiest 

towash 

Pella Idea Book. 16 pages in full 
color packed with interesting ex- 
amples of how the right windows 

can add beauty and 
livability to your 
home. Tells how 
Pella Wood Windows 
make washing easier, 
cut energy costs and 
need no painting. 
Contains a helpful 
guide to different win- 

dow types, and how each works. 
Describes the important things to 
consider in proper placement of 
windows. In short, it contains 
everything you need to know to 
make an intelligent decision about 
windows. And it's yours free! 

Pella • Lots of elbow room 

Others • Very little elbow room 

Please send me a free copy of "Pella Window 
and Door Ideas." 

I Name. 

Address, 

City. 

State. .ZIP. 

I Teiephone. 
i Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, Dept. 
\ C03K7 100 Main St., Pella, Iowa 50219. 
i -A.'so available throughout Canada. 
I "Ti'^s -'oupon answered within 24 hours. 

Above, top: 
Canonet 28 for 
a lifetime interest 
in photography. 
Canon. U.S.A., 
Inc. Below it, 
OneStep. the 
camera w ith 
instant results. 
Polaroid Corpo- 
ration. Right, 
Serves-U-Right 
fast tennis service 
helper, Omnitec 
Products Corp., 
and below. Fins 
from L'.S. Divers, 
mask and snor- 
kel, Tekna 
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For the mechanically minded, Paper 
Airplane paperback book with various 
cutout models and detailed instructions 
for flying paper planes. $3 ppd. from 
The Discovery Shop, American Museum 
of Atomic Energy. 

The Pet, a personal electronic trans- 
actor, appeals to the younger generation 
born in the computer age. It can be used 
as a learning tool with educational cas- 
settes or for playing computer games. 
And, perhaps most important, after the 
youngster goes off to bed. you can have 
a crack at it. Pet has a memory bank— 
can store recipes, answer the phone, keep 
track of monthly bill paying, and even 
help when April 15th rolls around. $590 
by Commodore Business Machines. 
JACQUELINE GONNET, FLEUR FEIGHAN-JONES 
PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 72 
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Seamless flooring: elegant, wall-to-wall 
beauty: a durable no-wax. seamless sur- 
face that's easier to keep clean. And seam- 
less installations are easier to do yourself. 
Only Congoleum offers this, in widths that 
range from 6 to 15 feet. High quality, high 
fashion, seamless flooring—in a spectacu- 
lar variety of no-wax colors and patterns. 

From the company who's 
been setting flooring trends 

for over 90 years. Look at Congoleum 
first for colorful, seamless beauty. 

A no-wax floor stays fresher looking 
longer, usually with just sponge mop- 
ping. In time a reduction in gloss will 
occur in areas of heavier use. We rec- 

ommend Congoleum Vinyl Dressing to 
provide a higher shine, if preferred. 
(Complete maintenance and warranty 
information availat)le through your kx^al 
Congoleum retailer, in tfie Yellow Pages 
under "Floor Materialsor by writing 
Congoleum Consumer Affairs, 195 Bel- 
grove Drive. Kearny. N J. 07032.) 

Only Congoleum® gives you seamless flooring In rooms as wide as 15 feet. 

Seamless flooring that looks prettier, cleaner, newer longer. 



Fabrics to go! 

Thert's vivjAmiim (it 

CAJUCO Comers Ixcm&C/ 

any m&tDC^> M- 

5{i\rims up1v3o%l 

ojcty designer seconds.., 

but bcaufuuli 

also \rt^ custmi Idbor. 

Acton, Mass. 
Arlington, Va. 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Aurora, Ohio 
Bellevue, Wash. 
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. 
Boca Raton, Fla. 
Qncinnati, Ohio 
Coral Gables, Ra. 
Denver, Colo. 
Downers Grove, 111. 
Hanover, N.J. 
Houston, Texas 
Humble, Texas 
Lake Forest, 111. 

Mamaroneck, N.Y. 
Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 
Orlando, Fla. 
Pasadena, Calif. 
Pleasant Hill, Calif. 
Portland, Ore. 
Redwood Qty, Calif. 
Sarasota, Fla. 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 
St. Clair Shores, Mich. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Strafford-Wayne, Pa. 
Tulsa, Okla. 
Wilton, Conn. 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 
Zionsville, Ind. 

Ouco 

CORNERS 

1 

Burpee's Pixie Hybrid 

HO IV TO GROIV 

POTS OF ^„ 

TOMATOES 

IN YOUR 

WINDOWSILL GARDEN 

BY SHARON K. GRAHAl 

When the temperature outside 
is below freezing and the 
ground is white with snow, 
there is nothing quite so good 
as a ripe, juicy tomato raised 
in your own window ga'Men or 
greenhouse. The taste will be 
sensational, nothing like the 
pale "imitations" you may get 
sometimes in your supermar- 
ket: Most supermarket toma- 
toes are picked green to avoid 
bruising during shipment. You 
can watch your own tomatoes 
ripen to delicious perfection 
on the vine before you pick 
them for your table. 

Some good tomatoes for in- 
door growing are Salad Top. 
Patio, and Pixie Hybrid, 
which produce small red fruit. 
If you would like to grow a 
hanging basket of tomatoes, 
Tiny Tim or Tumblin' Tom 
are some good ones. Pixie 
produces fruit in a very short 
time, about two months from 
the time of planting. I planted 
some in late October, and 
picked the first ripe tomato on 

Potting up shards, petrous soil 

Christmas Eve. I have al^ 
been successful with Jubilej 
which produces medium-size| 
meaty, orange fruit. 

Six plants are enough 
have a small but steady suj 
ply of tomatoes through tff 
winter. Plant ten or so seed 
in   sterile   potting mediuE 
spacing them about 1 Vi inchi 
apart, in rows 2 inches apar] 
Allowing each seed plenty 
room will result in less roc 
damage at transplanting timt 
Cover lightly with a sma, 
amount of the potting med| 
um. water carefully, and se' 
in a brightly lit or sunny spoi 
For faster germination, loosi 
ly cover the container wit 
clear plastic wrap, or if yoi 
prefer, a sheet of glass. Thi 
will hold in humidity, and gej 
the seeds off to a faster star 
When the seedlings appear, re| 
move the cover, and now the 
should be set in your sunnies 
window. If you wish, you ma)i 
begin fertilizing with a van 
dilute  nitrogen  fertilizer a 
one-foarth the recommende(l 
strength. 

When the new plants hav( 
two sets of true leaves, not in 
eluding the first two whic?i 
came up, and are cotyledon; 
rather than true leaves, choose; 

(Continued on page 86 

Seedling pressed (irmly into soil Good soiikinj;. suini> spot 
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EXCELLENCE 

We havel achieved excellence by creating a conventional simultaneously, broiling and 

modern self-cleaning cooking system microwave broiling. The whole system is neatly 

incorporating five (5) basic cooking methods: designed into one contemporary kitchen 

microwave, conventional, microwave and appliance to save your space and time. 

The Thermador CMT-20 MicroThermal Cooking System 

This is not just an 
oven. It's a self- 
contained full size 
cooking system. A 
Micro-Thermal oven 
above and conven- 
tional oven below 
that are both self- 
cleaning. 

Three microwave 
power levels for flex- 
ibility depending on 
the type of job the 
upper oven is doing. 
Defrosting is made 
easy. 

Micro-Thermal upper 
oven can be operated 
with microwave and 
conventional cooking 
modes simulta- 
neously even while 
the lower conven- 
tional oven is in op- 
eration, adding up to 
three simultaneous 
cooking methods. 

• III! ' ■ iii 

  — All control and tempera- 
ture dials, including 

digital clock are located 
on one easy-to-read 

lighted control panel. 

Ceramic insert to 
hold small dishes in 

the center rack of the 
roomy porcelain 

Micro-Thermal oven. 

The CMT-20 patented 
built-in exhaust sys- 

tem ventilates the 
ovens automatically 
during the cleaning 

process. May also be 
operated indepen- 
dently during con- 
ventional cooking. 

For information and 
complete warranty 

details see the CMT-20 
warranty package 

at your dealer or write 
Thermador, 

5119 District rfC:?'' 
Boulevard, 

Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90040 

Thermador 

The elegant difterence 



FLA HUUNU 

THE FERN CRAZE 

' c frothy plants are easier to grow in today's 

-y-conscious, cooler rooms BY RICHARD LANGER 

Shaggy Boston fern 
thrives in this city window 

Ferns as houscplants have only one draw- 
back—-if indeed it is one. They may be 
grown for their striking foHage but never 
for pretty flowers. In fact, they are so 
primitive as to antedate the evolutionary 
development of flowers. They predate 
even the dinosaurs, along with which 
many of their species were buried and lost 
in the billions of tons of coal which are all 
that remain of the once-lush world. Speak- 
ing of fuel, present day energy shortages 

are probably 
going to make 
these house- 
plants as popu- 
lar as they were 
during the Vic- 
torian fern 
craze. This is be- 
cause they thrive 
indoors — as 
long as it isn't 
too warm. (And 
too warm it rare- 
ly was in Vic- 
torian homes.) 
Central heating 
changed all that, 
of course. Not 
only did houses 
become much 

warmer, they became much drier as well, 
and ferns gave way to tropical plants more 
tolerant of these conditions. Now, with in- 
door thermometers conscientiously regis- 
tering much lower temperatures, ferns are 
blooming again. Not that there aren't 
numerous tropical ferns around. They are 
to be found in every corner of the globe. 
But even they like a drop in temperature 
of 10 degrees or so at night. But for the 
most part, it is the temperate varieties that 
are grown as pot plants. 

Apart from liking a cooler environment 
and a moist atmosphere 
reminiscent of the 
wooded glen with which 
we associate the ferns, 
these plants are unde- 
manding. They like their 
soil evenly moist—nev- 
er sopping, however. 
Even when growing in 
bogs, ferns thrive atop 
the high hummocks. 
They drown if their 
roots are in the water. 
Ferns grow best with a 
coarse footing, a soil 
mixture of equal parts 
of topsoil, peat moss, 

Continued on page 86 
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Appealing ferns 

You can't 
grow just one mother 
fern, or mother spleen- 
wort {Aspleninm hulhi- 
ferum). The reason is 
simple. Plantlets devel- 
op by the score, all 
through the year, along 
the edges of the parent 
plant's fronds, giving it a 
rich, full look, incredible 
even for a fern. Many 
of these plantlets. or ad- 
ventitious buds, as they 
are properly called, will 
drop off and root in just 
about any soil on which 
they land. Leave the rest 
of them be, and many 
of them will simply keep 
growing on the parent 
frond. The mother fern 
can tolerate less humid- 
ity than a number of 
other ferns. In fact its 
leaves begin to brown 
when the humidity is 
over 70 percent, so it 
can be grown in drier 
homes, provided its soil 
is kept evenly moist. A 

warm and shady place 
makes for best growth. 

The bird's-nest fern 
{Aspleniuin nidus), at 
the other end of the 
temperature - humidity 
index, must have a 
great deal of damp 
air. It's what I 
would consider 
an ideal bathroom fern 
in this respect. Another 
point to remember is it 
will thrive in low-light 
conditions. Keep it out 
of drafts, however, or 
the plant will be stunted. 

Unlike the ferny- 
looking ferns, Aspleni- 
nm nidus has long 
swordlike leaves with 
wavy margins. An al- 
most chartreuse green 
with a dark midrib ac- 
centing each leaf, this 
plant is truly striking. 

Then there's the 
group of ferns from the 
genus Davallia. D.hul- 
lata, the squirrel's foot, 
D.fejeensis, the rabbit's 

Fronds of Davallia 
trichmanoides, the 
squirrel-foot 
feni 

all along their 
length, they produce 
some of the lushest in- 
door fern gardens you've 
ever seen. Let the fuzzy 
feet climb as far as they 
want. Trying to contain 
and bury them will in- 
duce rot, quite besides 
being a hopeless task. 

A fern collection is 
never complete without 
a head of Boston, the 
fern of the same urban 
name as the lettuce. 
Nephrolepis exaltata 
'Bostoniensis likes hu- 
midity and bright light. 
It also needs to be kept 
cooler than most other 
house plants. 

To round off a begin- 
ner's collection with one 

SUSAN 

READING UP ON FERNS 
There are essentially two classics in 
popular fern literature: the old 
Ferns to Know and Grow by F. Gor- 
don Foster (Hawthorn, $7.95) and 
the Fern Grower's Manual by Bar- 
bara Joe Hoshizaki (Knopf, $15). 
Any growers going past the old reli- 
able Boston Fern should consider 
one or both of these books. 

Ferns line Enid Haupt's stairs 

Fern sources 

Edelweiss Gardens 
54 Robbinsville-Allentown Roaa 
Rohbinsville, N.J. 08691 
list, 50<t 

Logee's Greenhouse 
55 North Street 
Danielson, Conn. 06239 
catalogue, S2 

Bolduc's Greenhill Nursery 
213J Vallejo-:^-et 
St. Helena, Calij. 94574 
price list, self-addressed 
stamped envelope 

foot, and D. Griffithiana, 
the deer's fo6t-4o name 
only a few. These "feet" 
are always growing out 
of their pots. In actual- 
ity they are Juzzy rhi- 
zomes, stems (5f a spe- 
cial type that produce 
both roots and leafy 
shoots. And not only do 
they add a striking 
woodsy contrast to the 
feathery greenery rising 
from them, but since 
new fronds will sprout 

spectacular exotic fern, 
there's nothing quite 
like Platycerium bifur- 
catum, the staghorn 
fern. If you decide to 
mount it on the wall, 
just don't hang it above 
the fireplace, a location 
that the fern will find 
both too warm and too 
dry. Mist the leaves 
daily to get the best 
growth. For a touch of 
whimsy—and a not un- 

Continued on page 86 



Merit 

QgaretteSets 

Tests confirm low tar MERIT delivers flavor of 

higher tar cigarettes.  

There is a way to get real taste from a cigarette without high tar. 
Technology created it. 
Taste tests proved it. 
Smokers are confirming it. In fact, 75% of all MERIT smokers are former 

high tar cigarette smokers—the toughest taste critics of low tar smoking. 
MERIT —the cigarette packed with 'Enriched Flavor,.,tobacco—seems to 

be solving the smoker dilemma of having to choose between high tar or low taste. 
If you smoke, you'll be interested. 

Tests Prove Taste 

MERIT and MERIT lOO's were both tested against a number of higher 
tar cigarettes. The results proved conclusively that 'Enriched Flavor' 
tobacco does boost taste without the usual increase in tar. 

Overall smokers reported they liked the taste of both MERIT and MERIT 
lOO's as much as the taste of the higher tar cigarettes tested. 

Cigarettes having up to 60% more tar! 
Only one cigarette has 'Enriched Flavor' tobacco. 
And you can taste it. 

© Philip Morris Inc. 1977 

Kings: 8 mg!'tar!'0.5 mg. nicotine av.per cigarette, FTC Report Dec!76 
1 OO's: 12 mg: 'tar,"0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

MERIT 

Kings &100's 
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! nc ierii craze 
; oriinued from page 84 

jnd coarse -,and being a good basic mix. 
A teaspoonful of bone meal per pot and 
a couple of spoonfuls of charcoal for 
sweetener arc always appreciated. 

The plants rarely need repotting, for 
they enjoy cramped roots. Nor do they 
need much fertilizer. In fact, feeding 
them well can kill them. Benign neglect 
is the best care in their case—active 
neglect when it comes to insecticides, 
since these will kill the ferns before they 
kill the insects. But that's one of the rea- 
sons for choosing ferns. Given a good 
moist atmosphere, they're about as pest- 
free as house plants can be. 

Appealing ferns 
continued from page 84 

natural one at that, since in the wilds the 
plants often intertwine—I once planted a 
small Sireptocarpus among the brown 
shield-shaped fronds from which the 
■"antlers" emerge. The blue bell-like 
flowers add a pleasant bit of color. 

Fronds up high 

Fern baskets overflowing with cascades 
of rich feathery fronds are one of the 
lushest ways to display these foliage 
plants. To grow the ferns in a suspended 

fashion properh'. however, there's realh 
no way of avoiding the great basket drip. 
The ferns should hang in woven baskets 
that allow the air to circulate and the 
rhizomes to creep. This means that w^ater 
almost inevitably will drip through. I've 
solved this problem in two wa\s. One 
way can be a little messy, but it's fun. 
Hanging ferns in the bathroom—one of 
their favorite spots, since the humidity is 
high and the light intensity low—I water 
simply by filling the tub and plunging the 
whole basket into the bath for a minute. 
It's rather like being a kid again pla\ing 
with bathtub toys. Then I hang them up 
on the shower-cuilain rod (inside the 
curtain, of course) till they're finished 
dripping. The first dozen times you dunk 
the ferns, a lot of small pieces of moss 
and dirt may break loose. However, once 
the plants have bathed a number of times, 
they leave little residue. 

"The second method involves watering 
the basket-bound ferns in their hanging 
position but allowing the drips to fall into 
the much larger pot of a plant below. It 
takes a bit of positioning to keep the 
"rain" from splattering. Once the proper 
adjustments have been made, however, 
two plants are watered for the effort of 
one. 

Baskets suitable for hanging ferns are 
usually made of wire, woven wood, or 
tree fern. They need to be lined with a 
moistened layer of sphagnum moss or 
similar material. The fern is then planted 

row Tona^^ d 

Christmas. 

"fell t]rmi you'd bve sterling. 

Sterling is the perfect gift from anyone. 
It won't chip, break, tear or go out of style 
And no colors, sizes end ail those other 
mysterious * whats' to worry about. Just tell 
them the pattern. 

You could receive the first four place 
settings for Christmas, another for your 
birthday, anniversary and so on. 

You've waited long /^~^ 
enough for your sterling. Tell 
them. They'll understand. 

Sterling Silversmiths Guild of America 
Riverside, Connecticut 06878 

in the ca\ ity. in a very loose potting soi 
mix. An inch or so of sphagnum moss i:i 
pressed down around it for a snug cover 
Done up this way. a hanging fern wil 
grow happily for years without repottinj 
or much other care besides watering' 
Hanging ferns do tend to dry out quite £ 
bit faster than their grounded siblings, 
however, so check the soil daily until you' 
master the proper rhythm of watering tc' 
keep the soil moist. Ferns can stand, 
within reason, almost any kind of neglect 
except having their roots dry out ■ i 

Grow pots of tomatoes 
continued from page 82 

says it all 

the six sturdiest plants. Simply choosej 
those that have the stockiest stems in 
relation to the height of the plant. Trans- 
plant them into individual pots, and in 
this case, the bigger the better. A 6-inch 
pot will do. but you will get bigger fruit 
w'ith'an 8-inch pot. I use equal parts oven- 
sterilized garden dirt, baked 1 hour at 
200' and commercial potting soil, which 
keeps the mixture loose. Bury the stem in 
the soil right up to the first set of true 
leaves. More roots will grow all along the 
stem, and the plant will be sturdier. Set 
the pots in \ our sunniest window, or the 
brightest spot in your greenhouse. When 
blossoms appear, you must help nature 
along. Using a small, soft, artist's brush, 
gently tickle each bloom to pollinate it. 
This is a pleasant task which should be 
done each day as new blooms open. Wa- 
ter generously and feed e\ ery two weeks 
with a fertilizer formulated for tomatoes, 
at half the recommended strength. If 
you use houseplant fertilizer, the nitro- 
gen it contains will encourage the growth 
of the foliage instead of fruit. The plants 
should be staked for support and so the 
sunlight can touch more of the plant. 

Since you've used sterile potting soil, 
you should have no trouble with insect 
pests, unless you have infested house 
plants nearby. If there is a whitefly any- 
where near, it wiii find your tomatoes, 
for it dearly loves them. In this case, 
wash carefully with soap and water (not 
detergent) and pat dry with water on a 
paper towel. 

I find you get more fruit if you don't 
pinch: each stem carries a bloom stem. 
.Also. I do not recommend removing 
suckers. It is not really necessary, and 
besides, it is easy to confuse them with 
the bloom stems. If you should make a 
mistake and remove the bloom stems— 
no fruit! 

The ripening clusters of fruit are color- 
ful and attractive on the vine, and it is 
fun to show them off to envious friends, 
who always seem to be as impressed as 
bv mv best blooming orchid. ■ 

Photographs from The Great American 
Tomato Book by Robert Hendrickson 
iDoubleday. S8.95) and courtesy of the 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. Burpee's. 
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Be our guest for a free issue 

it meals begin with great ideas So wed 
to send you a free copy of an incomparable 
;azine of ideas. Bon App&it' 
Every issue abounds m delicious recipes 
will take you around the we'd ^''O'^ one 
orable taste to the next ea-^ 
Snapper to French Du.-      _ . JJG. 

'imp Foo Chow. Spaghetti alia Greco. Flan 
Mandanne. 
They're all set down in plam-as-day 

glish —use ingredients sold in most food 
res-and are far easier to prepare T'^a'^ you 

pxDssibly imagine' 
Whether you re planning a ;: . ^ --^ch 

an elegant dinner party. Bon Appetn will 
lance it. Its articles on wine and c je 
nk ideas are indispensable. W f _ ■ 
p^tit to help you, you 'I feel like a g^est ai 
jr own party. 

Bon Appetit can add so much to your 
Yet it costs so little. When you return the 

rd on this page, we II send you a free issue 
d enter your subscnption for only S7.95 If 
u"re not delighted, write cancel on the bill 
d keep the gift issue with our compliments 
Y enough'' 

E OTHER SIDE FOR MORE 
DOD NEWS FROM BOA;4PPE7/r .1 

MAIL THE C TO CLAIM YOUR FREE ISSUE. 

First Class 

Permit No 1122 

Boulder Colorado 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
No postage stamp necessa'^ it mailed r the U" ted States 

Postage will be pa'd by 

Bon Appetit 
PC Box 2427 
Boulder Colorado 8032- 



Here's just a taste of what to expect from 

your free issue of Bon App^tit lO 

Only recently 
have we come 
to enjoy the 
dazzling array 
of pastas with 
names like "but- 
terflies," "sea- 

shells," "little worms," 
and "moustaches" 

And wherever there's pasta there's sauce. 
So be saucy and let yourself go. Try a top- 
ping made with caviar.. .or Neopolitan Har- 
lot's Sauce, so-called because it was a 
favorite of the ladies of the evening who 
could whip it up in short order between 
assignments. 

Who knows what's next from this zany lady 
with kitchen savvy! She's a whiz at fast feasts 
like the veal-beef-pork concoction she calls 
'Glory Glory Cacciatore." But then there 
was the party when George Burns and 
Totie Fields were treated to TV dinners, 
exquisitely served and cooked to a turn. 

The average tab for two 
at New York's fabulous 
Palace Restaurant comes 
to around $250. But if you 
can forego the crystal chan 
deliers and the royal 
array of five-foot 
roses and lilies, 
we'll show you .| >ij 
how to recreate / 
the Palace's J' 
tnumphs / 
with out 
rageous ^ 
little "-Sli^^^^' 
trouble -K 
and expense 

Wine lore abounds in Bon App^tit. Quick 
tip: when the choice is Beaujolais Supeneur 
or Beaujolais-Villages, go with the latter 
The Villages appellation denotes one of the 
choicest Beaujolais distncts. Superieur 
means only that the wine is at least 10% 
alcohol. 

Love to entertain but just too busy to cook? 
Exciting people with lots to do share their 
secrets with us every month. Dane Clark's 
wife Geraldine-Vogue model, stockbroker, 
political science student-freezes a deli- 
cious Italian sauce for moment's notice 
Steak Pizzaiola or Chicken Parmesan. And 
Bon App^tit reprints the recipe. 

«i*„-^-_ak*iJi>'L_:i.:4:'.. 

BonAppetit 

Return this card to claim your Free issue. 

Yes! Please send me a FREE issue of Son Appetit and enter my 
subscription at the rate of just $7 95 for 13 issues. That's a full year, 
12 issues, plus my free issue This amounts to a saving of $4 40 
off the regular newsstand price. I understand that I must be com- 
pletely delighted, or I will write "Cancel" across your bill, return it 
and that will end the matter In either case, the free issue is mine to 
keep. 

Name. 
(please pnnt) 

Address. 

City_ .State. -Zip. 
Send no money. New subscnbers only. Offer good in USA only 
Please allow 6 weeks for mailing of free issue 6161 

The platters hold Babi Kecap, Sayur Tom 
Krupuk, and Buah Kuah Ketan Sirkaya- 
all parts of a glorious Indonesian banquet 
called Rijsttafel, pronounced "reich tafel,' ^ 
and meaning "nee table." Your tongue nric' 
trip over the words, but it's bound to tripoj 
on the variety of textures and tastes, like 
crisp shnmp puffs with peanut sauce, gin| 
crab fritters, and tomatoes with coconut 
milk. 

ou? 

They chop, they shred, they grind, slice, i 
grate and puree. But which food processO' 
is right for you? The original French 
import that took the country by storm, or it 
new American cousin at twice the price? 
Bon Appetit tests, compares, and reports( 
all the latest cooking tools. 

|ular 

Dining around the world for epicureans or 
the go. Microwave cookery-exploring the| 
myths and the magic. Great kitchens, coo!'!] 
and cooking classes. Your wine IQ. Bon 
Appetit reviews cookbooks, kitchen tools 
and the new naturals. Bon Appeteaser 
puzzle. Guide to dining out. 

COMPLETE AND RETURN THE 
POSTAGE-PAID CERTIFICATE 
TO CLAIM YOUR FREE ISSUE. 

A2 



Our best salesman sho¥rs up 

in your mail once a month. 

A high utility bill is one of your best reasons toj^ck out 
oday's new, energy-efficient gas appliances. They use up to 
50% less gas than the ones offered just five years ago, saving 
/ou money... and precious energy. Gas has always been the 
most efficient energy for the big household jobs of home heating. 
:ooking. heating water and drying clothes. And, with utility bills 
going higher, gas and new gas appliances are a better choice 
:oday than ever before 

Does the cost of staying warm give you chills? 
A new, energy-efficient gas heating system can heat the same amount 

of space as older systems with up to 20% less gas.. enough, in fact, to take 
care of your total energy needs for cooking and drying clothes. They're quiet, 
clean, compact, long-lasting and have pilotless ignition. 

Only sunshine 
is more efficient. 

Today s new energy-efficient 
gas dryers can cut your use of 
gas for drying clothes by 25%. 
They have pilotless ignition, 
automatic shut-off when 
clothes are dry, and multiple 
temperature settings for ajl 
types of fabrics. 

Now there's really 
something to sing 
about in the shower. 

Did you know the average 
family uses 26.000 gallons of 
hot water a year ^ That s a lot of 
water... also, a lot of money 
and energy. You can save both 
with a new. energy-efficient 
gas water heater. Compared 
to older models, these new 
heaters heat the same amount 
of water with up to a third 
less gas. 

The pilot light 

went out...for good! 
Pilotless ignition is just one 

reason many new gas ranges 
use up to one-half less gas than 
older models and cost on 
average far less to operate. 
They also feature instant on 
and off. super fast heat control, 
multiple temperature settings, 
ovens that clean themselves 
and smokeless closed-door 
broiling. 

Conserving energy is a 
national concern...saving 
money, a personal one. New 
gas appliances do both, and 
that's why we say; 

New Gas Appliances are good for your economy! 

lama 
GAS APPLIANCE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 
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Center 

It's eight 

appliances in one... 

It's a blender. 
Nc> sense cluttering your 
counter-top with a crowd of 
appliances, motors and 
cords. Build in the NuTone 
Food Center. 

It's a mixer. 

The motor is hidden 
underneath your counter, 

and up to eight 
ightweight appliances 
interchange and lock 

.safely in place 
on the power plate. 

It's a' 

shredder-slicer. 
The NuTone Food Center 
transforms e\en the most 
compact counter-top into 
a spacious work area. 
Mixer, blender, shredder- 
slicer. ice crusher, knife 
sharpener, juicer, grinder: 

Clutter-free, 

lightweight, cordless 

food preparation! 
For free information, mail this coupon ... 
you'll be under no obligation to buy. 

Please send me FREE infomiation about 
NuTone's Food Center: 

Name. 

Address. 

City. 

State. -Zip. 

Phone. 

NuTone Housing Products 

Scouill 

Dept. HG-lC-11 Madison and Red Bank Roads 
Cincinnati. Ohio 45227 

Form 3823 Printed in U.S.A. 
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COVER-UP 

TACTICS WITH 

GRAPHICS 

BY DEANNE RAFFEL 

One way to disguise walls with poor sur- 
faces is by creating a supergraphic. It 
can be done with paint, or cut from fab- 
ric, vinyl floor covering, wallpaper, or 
other material and attached with glue, 
double-face tape, or staples. The graphic 
may run up a wall, across the ceiling, 
down another, and even over window 
shades. For your design, use geometric 
shapes—circles, squares, triangles, ar- 
rows. Placement of lines will seem to 
shorten or lengthen a room and raise or 
lower a ceiling. Keep in mind that a line 
running horizontally over a narrow wall 
will make it look wider and a line that 
stands vertically on a wall will give the 
ceiling the appearance of being higher. 
Make sketches on a piece of paper. Work 
and rework the design until you are sat- 
isfied. Make a scale drawing of the room 
with the furniture in it. if you cannot 
visualize exactly how things will look. 
Lay in the pattern in the chosen color. 

If the design has an irregular shape, 
draw a grid over it. In scale, use chalk or 
a light pencil line to enlarge grid on wall 
sketch in the pattern. A long straight 
edge or a chalk hne are required for 
drawing straight lines. To make a circle, 
drive a small nail nei;r end of a piece of 
lattice and notch out radius length. A 
pencil placed in notch will do scribing. 

If you are using paint, apply masking 
tape to the border of the graphic to help 
give the edges a finite line. Press down 
the tape edge securely to prevent paint 
from seeping underneath. To make a 
long straight line, attach tape to one qnd. 
pull it taut to reach the other and secure 
it. then press down firmly. For extra in- 
surance against dripping paint, with a 
small brush coat the edge of the tape and 
tne wall immediately adjacent with trans- 
parent acrylic matte polymer emulsion, 
(at artists" supply stores). 

Water base (latex) paint is easy to ap- 
ply and dr OS quickly. To emphasize the 
graphic, tr. gloss and semi-gloss over a 
flat paint ed wall. For subtlety, use the 

Washerless water saver 

This new fitting for bathroom wash ba- 
sins is a water saver. The two-handle 
faucet delivers about 2% gallons per 
minute at 80 pounds pressure per square 
inch—an ample but not wasteful amount 
of water. The Delex faucet is chrome 
finished with a long, full spout and Dura- 
lac handles that resemble crystal. It 
needs no washer, an aid to trouble-free 
maintenance. Delta Faucet Co.. P.O. 
Box 31, Greensburg, Ind. 47240. 

Handy handyman tips 

• For restoring brushes and rollers 
hardened by paints and varnishes, Sav- 
a-Brush works fast and rinses with water. 
A 9-ounce package of concentrated pow- 
der makes 3 quarts. 3 ounces makes a 
quart and Super Sav-a-Brush is a ready- 
to-use solution. At paint and hardware 
stores. Schalk Chemicals Inc., Union, 
N.J. 07083. 

• A squeak stopper and rust pre- 
ventative, GE Silicone Lubricant comes 
in an aerosol container. A quick spray 
takes care of squeaky and sticky doors 
and drawers; loosens up tight locks, 
aluminum windows, hinges and hard- 
ware; protects tools, garden equipment 
from rust and corrosion. Long-lasting 
silicone takes temperature and moisture 
extremes. Available at home centers, 
hardware stores. 

same type of paint as the wall surface^— 
flat on flat. 

The graphic may be done with a brush. 
A small roller or a pad applicator, how- 
ever, will provide more professional re- 
sults. Work the outline and then fill in 
the remaining area. Take care not to 
overload the painting equipment. Re- 
member that the tape must be removed 
right after the paint has set and is no 
longer tacky, but before it has dried. 
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)TAINLESS 

Waste King, stainless reters to many things. First. 

Jie quality stainless steel we use for our dishwasher 

ks. It makes them the most durable ever. And 

unless warranty, the -" -^ee--   . —^--v iv-ij^able 

ur 

today. Stainless refers to the tlawless pertormance 

of our Waste King Stainless Steel Dishs^-asher. And, 

finally stainless reflects our reputation, which we've 

built over the - ^^^ 21 ^ r^?-^ 

Ilemovable stemware 2 rows of cups fit into Ptate cushions spaced Removab.'e racks a:;o\A 
cradles protect delicate removable rack to prevent chipptr>g      pots a'^c pans on earner 
glassware sheff 

>^ ^'M  rm * A 

The Waste King 911 dishwasher is an 
engineering triumph - 

Waste f- . 

The upper and Eower washer 2- 
<vstem provides each baske- 

rmplete unrestricted water coveri^. 

Each cank is dotib!e-TftX5r - 
Waste Ktrre? sound cc ■ 

H_ ^ 

The Waste King Stainless Ste ^ 
EHshwasher... the compte 

dishwashing system. 

Stainless is what 
dishwashers should 

be all about. 

blade Hing 
The elegant difference. 

For information and 
warranty details, contact 

your dealer or write: 4 
Waste King ^ 

5119 District Blvd 
IS Angeles. Ca. 9004C 



1. Blankets of 
Fibertrlas? insulation, 
with reassunng NAHB 
Research Foundation label. 
(Xot all insulations have the label; 
it shows you're getting every cent of 
insulating poweryou pay for.) 
Insulation installed to recommendations 
on ma]), below. 
'2. Uouble-glazed windows, or equivalent 
'■i. Storm door and standard door used in 
combination, or an insulated door properly 
wealher-stnpped. 
4. Use of vajjoi- barriers (1.0 perm or less) in walls, 
ceilings, floors, and crawl spaces. 
•J. Perimeter insulation (slab-on-gi-ade). 

(5. Adequate ventilation of air and moisture. 
7. Windows weather-stripped. 
8. Caulking, sealing of doors, chimneys, etc. 
9. Certain air-handling ducts insulated. 

10. Correctly sized heating/cooling plant. 

Show this ad to your builder. 

It could save you thousands on future 

heating and cooling costs. 

Announcing the 
energy-efficient home 

Here it is—an answer to one 
of the biggest problems of our 
times. 

That house above is no partic- 
ular .sf?//e. It can be a ranch, con- 
temporary, or any other design 
you might want. 

But it's a complete si/fite))) for 
saving energy—and fuel bills. 

The thermal experts at 
America's leading manufacturer 
of insulation, Owens-Corning 
Fiberglas, have developed it, 

Minimum insulation recommendations for 
ceilings/walls/floors. 

based on experiments of the 
last decade. 

Right now, such energ\'- 
efficient homes are being tested 
and metered to determine the 

exact size of savings you can 
expect. All indications are that 
homes built to Owens-Corning's 
10-point specs could save you 
from $1,000 to as much as 
$5,000* over the life of your 
mortgage, depending on where 
and how you live. 

And construction costs can be 
comparable to those of conven- 
tional housing! 

Take the &'st step toward an 
economical, energy-efficient 
home now. Show this advertise- 
ment to vour builder. 

?Reg.T..M. O.-C-.F. 
tin certain geographic areas. 
* Sa\ingsl)a-<t-<l on 6" (R-19) insulation aitHed tea l.OOO-sq.-ft. uninsulated attic: 7^ vearly rate increase for gas heat, electric codling- 

rt op>Tightl977 0.-C.F. Owens-Coming is Fiberglas 

OWENS/CORNING 

FIBERGLAS 
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Regular 
Carbon 
Battery 

Reguicff 
GofDon 
Battery 

Regular 
Carbon 
Battery 

It can with DURACELL' batteries! Independent tests 

prove that depending on the calculator, DURACELL' can 

last up to tour times longer than regular carbon batteries. 

Think of that the next time your calculator batteries give up. 

Or better yet think of it nov\/, and replace your batteries <^ 

with DURACELL.. .the Copper Top battery 

ND REGULAR BATTERY LOOKS LIKEIT...OR LASTS LIKE IT. 
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For the house fixer 
continued from page 90 

Handy handyman tips 

Doubling up on 

curtains 

Vinyl laminated window draper) liners 
help reduce fuel and air-conditioning 
costs. (In winter, house heat is lost 
through windows; in summer, glass lets 
in sun heat and increases air-condition- 
ing demands.) These fan-pleated shields 
act as barriers. They attach as liners to 
pinch-pleated draperies by pin hooks 
slipped through the grommets—no addi- 
tional curtain hardware is needed. Avail- 
able in 16 sizes—25, 36, 50, and 75 
inches wide, 44, 62, 82, and 92 inches 
long, they are sold in units, for use as 
single panels or as a pair, under drap- 
eries. They also protect them from fad- 
ing and sun rot. Wind-N-Sun Shields, 
Commercial Drape & Design Co.. 1534 
Avocado Ave., Melbourne, Fla. 32935. 

Burglar barrier 

To prevent forced entry of house or 
apartment door, here's a hard rubber. 
4-inch wedge doorstop. When its 1-inch 
metal prongs slip into a steel plate 
screwed to the floor, the wedge holds 
firmly against outside pressure. The 
plate has two sets of holes so a door can 
be completely closed or safely opened 
1 inch to check visitors; there's no chain 
lock to cut or snap. Insert wedge when 
you're home, lift it when you go out, and 
store it on convenient door peg. Stop- 
lock. $9.95 average price at hardware 
stores. St. Croix Corp., 9909 South Shore 
Dr., Minneapolis, Minn. 55441. 

• For replacing window sash, Elmer's 
Glaze-Tutt from Borden Chemical, an 
acrylic latex glazing compound, needs 
no hand warmup, can be applied to 
damp surfaces, dries fast, cleans with 
water, takes paint the same day. Elmer's 
Product Information Center, Box 157, 
Milliard, Ohio 43206. 

• Of Butyl rubber. Mortell's Roof 
and Gutter Patch Tape cements down 
loose shingles, seals leaky gutters, down- 
spouts, flashings, and roof valleys. Use 
it also to patch cracks, holes, and blis- 
ters before applying roofing. You can 
cut and fit the 1%-inch-wide tape and 
press it into place. It won't dry out, 
crack, or shrink, it is claimed. At hard- 
ware, building supply centers. 

New resilient sheet flooring in 6- and 12- 
foot widths is easily installed. Premier 
Sundial, a no-wax, thickly cushioned ma- 
terial, can be stapled to the borders of a 
wood floor at 3-inch intervals. And only 
a narrow band of cement around room 
edges is needed to secure it to a concrete 
floor. In 9 colors, and 2 patterns repro- 
ducing brick and ceramic tile, the vinyl 
cushioned flooring is comfortable under- 
foot and muffles noise; the tension back 
stays flat. Laborer's time and costs are 
reduced by this Interflex Installation sys- 
tem; subfloor sanding, patching, and lev- 
eling may be eliminated. Renters can take 
up stapled flooring when moving. Arm- 
strong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. 17604. 

Holid^ 

fun begins 

with freshly 

dtydeaned 

dodies. 

You'll enjoy the good 
times of the holidays 
even more when you 
know you look your best. 
See your neighborhood 
Martinizing dry cleaner 
before and during the 
holiday season to keep 
your wardrobe in party- 
perfect condition. 
Whatever the occasion, 
whatever you need dry 
cleaned, Martinizing is 
the name to remember. 

The name in dry cleaning. 



Scott's Liquid Gold 

Dedicated to the preservation of tradition. 

All oi voLir naturally 

finished woods deserve the best. 

They need nourishment to keep 

their deep lustrous sheen and to 

live on for generations. 

So next time you dust, 

preserve all your tine woods 

with Scott's Liquid Gold. 

Its not the short-lived 

cosmetic treatment you get with 

water-based waxes and polishes. 

FOR woof miweop 

Liquid Gold's pure natural 

ingredients heal scratches and 

prevents moisture damage, like 

warping and cracking. 

We care about your wood 

as much as you do. Write us for 

an informative four-color 

booklet on the history and care 

of fine woods. 

Scott's Liquid Gold-Inc. 
P.O. Box 39014 
Denver, Colorado 80239 

Preserves tradition. Protects innovation. 



LEFT TO RIGHT: Butterfly Nothing Necklace $11.50, Coral Heart Nothing Necklace $20 00, Forget-Me-Not Pendant $27.50, 
Butterfly Brooch $22 50, Rose Pendant $15.00, Rose Bracelet $60 00, Mosaic Opal Pendant $40 00, Opal Bracelet $115.00, 

Neckchain $17.00, Mosaic Opal Earrings $50.00 (for pierced ears only). In fine leatherette gift cases. 
Write Krementz & Co., 48 Chestnut St., Newark, N.J, 07101 for tree copy of "Unique — The Story of Krementz Gold Overlay Jewelry." 
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After 35 , you need a 

special health and beauty plan 

Eileen Ford, aeclaimed beauty expert 

and head of one of America's top model agencies, 

has prepared one for you. 

EiLhEN FORD has been at 
the center of the beauty 

world for over 30 years—first 
as a model, then as a super- 
successful model agent and 
author of several best-selling 
beauty books. 

As a woman over 40. she 
understands the special health 
and beauty problems mature 
women face because she's 
confronted and treated them: 
the struggles against fatigue, 
middle-age slump, bulging 
stomach, and—most difficult 
of all to confront—the soul- 
shattering realization that 
youth, looks, energy, and mar- 
riage all may suddenly seem to 
be slipping away at the same 
time. 

Eileen Ford has had to deal 
with all those problems her- 
self—and yet today she's 
healthy, cheerful, energetic, 
still happily married, and sim- 
ply gorgeous.' And now she's 
written an inspiring, enliven- 
ing new book for the maturing 
woman-BEAUTY NOW 
AND FOREVER: Secrets of 
Beauty After 35. It's filled with 
her unique beauty revelations 
and news about the latest 
techniques for coping with the 
body's aging process—and, 
more important, a weaUh of 
emotional support and sound 
heart-to-heart advice for deal- 
ing with the most turbulent 
and crisis-ridden years most 
women ever face. 

Eileen Ford's personal program 
for a glowing mind and body 

It begins with 14 tern/ic exer- 
cises that almost look too easy 
to keep you in top shape—but 
do.' And in case your mirror 
has been telling you that you 
need a safe, effective crash 
course in slimming, try 
Eileen's super 14-day diet and 
exercise program (14 one-min- 

EILEEN FORD is the co- 
founder and head of the 
world's largest model 
agency, which she runs 
with her husband, Jerry 
Ford. The mother of three 
girls and one boy. Mrs. Ford 
is also the author of the 
bestsellers Book of Mode/ 
Beauty, Secrets of the 
Model's World, and A More 
Beautifu] You in 21 Days. 

ute exercises that really snap 
you into shape, plus a compre- 
hensive low-calorie meal plan 
made up of favorite recipes 
from former Ford models like 
Lauren Hutton, Ali MacGraw, 
and Jean Shrimpton). 

Once you're in shape, 
Eileen's maintenance diet will 
keep you that way with zippy, 
zesty recipes and meal plans 
that win re-educate your pal- 
ate to the natural goodness of 
fresh fruits ai^d vegetables. 

Makeup can work 
miracles for you! 

Is your makeup the same 
today as it was five—or even 
two—years ago? Eileen gives 
you valuable makeup tips to 
handle problems that develop 
as your face changes—and 
guides you through the maze 
of moisturizers, skin toners, 
and fresheners, to help you 
find the one that's right for 
your skin type. 

The crow ning expression of 
your beauty—your hair! 

If you've had the same hair- 
style for years-or if your fig- 
ure has changed since your last 
hairstyling—Eileen Ford shows 
you how even a subtle styling 
change can literally transform 
the way you look—and the 
way you feel about yourself! 
She gives you expert guidance 
on hair coloring, and tells you 
what to do about damaged or 
thinning hair, how to shape 
your hair to flatter your figure, 
when to wear wigs (and when 
not to wear them), and more. 

Beauty the "Easy Ways" 
(Or. everything you always 
wanted to know about those 
glamorous health and beauty 
spas, cosmetic surgery, and 
surgical body-reshaping.) 
Eileen Ford gives you a per- 
sonal tour through three of the 
poshest spas —Elizabeth 
Arden's Maine Chance, the 
Swiss health spa of the famed 
Dt Bircher-Benner and The 
Greenhouse, operated jointly 
by Nieman-Marcus and 
Charles of The Ritz —and 
reveals their programs, their 
sumptuous-but-slimming 900- 
calorie-a-day meals, and their 
special rejuvenation formulas. 

And if you're considering 

cosmetic surgen,—a total face 
lift or just a tuck here, a tuck 
there—Eileen gives you all the 
basics, plus the latest details 
about corrective surgery for 
sagging parts of the body, sili- 
cone implantation, eye tucks 
chin reshaping, complexion 
enhancement through derma- 
brasion and facial peeling, and 
a multitude of other expensive 
but effective remedies for eas- 
ing the effects of aging. 

The ultimate "beauty secret" 

Even after Eileen's guidance 
has brought you to a new level 
of physical health and beauty, 
there's still one more goal to 
achieve: the special aliveness. 
the glow of excitement about 
the adventure of life, that 
seems to leave many women 
after the age of 35. 

Eileen Ford's Steps Toward 
E\erlasting Beauty 

• Eileen Ford's personal 
"luxury bath for the 
body and mind" 

• What to do when it looks 
as if your life has failed 

• The best investment you 
can make if you still get 
acne 

• Why Eileen Ford nei er 
dririks liquids with her 
meals 

• Three principles for 
super skin at any age 

• How to revitalize your 
sex life 

• One simple bedtime 
exercise to transform the 
way you look and feel 

• .And much more! 

Drawing on her experiences. 
Eileen Ford shows you how 
you can conquer the doubts, 
regrets, failures, and insecuri- 
ties that sabotage the joy of 
living—and she gives you 
wonderfully clear, positive, 
and inspiring self-help tech- 
niques and ideas to get you 
active, involved, and enjoying 
your life again! 

Bonus section: Former Ford 
Models Speak Out .\bout 

Today 
Do models age like the rest of 
us? You'll find out in a fasci- 
nating question-and-answer 
section featuring fam.ous ex- 
Ford models like Suzy Parker 
Dillman, Sunny Griffin, Jinx 
Falkenberg McCrary. Dina 
Merrill, N'an Rees. Marola 
Witt, and others who share 
their secrets for keeping beau- 
tiful and fit and excited about 
their lives! 

30-Day Free E.xamination 
Examine BEAUTY NOW' 
AND FOREVER: Secrets of 
Beauty After 35 by Eileen Ford 
now at your bookstore —or 
mail the coupon below. A copy 
will be sent to you at once. If at 
the end of 30 davs vou don't 
feel that BE.AUTY NOW AXD 
FOREVER can help you 
become more beautiful and 
more joyously alive, simply 
return the book and owe noth- 
ing. Otherwise we will bill you 
for just S9.95 per copy plus a 
small shipping charge. Why 
not order your copy today 
from your bookseller oc mail 
this coupon for your free 
examination copy. 

30 Davs' Free Examination " " 

SI.MO.\ .A.ND SCHUSTER. Dept. 41 
1230 .Avenue of the .Americas. N.Y.. N.Y. 10020 
Please send me copvlies) of BE.-\UTY NOW .A.ND 
FORE\'ER by Eileen Ford @ S9.95 per copy. If. after 
30 days' free examination. I am not completely 
delighted. I may return the book(s) and owe nothing. 
Othenvise you will bill me for the book(s) plus ship- 
ping. 

Citv .. Zip 
□ SAVE. Enclose remittance now and we pay ship- 
ping. Same 30-day privilege with full refund guaran- 
teed. (N.Y. residents please add sales tax.) 
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Intriguing inspiring. Touching on 
everything you wont to know 
□bout today s decorating prod- 
ucts, colors, trends. That's 
DECORATING-the House & 
Garden Guide that's geared to 
home enhancement, that gives 
you unfailing direction on every- 
thing from the decorative power 
of pillows and plants, to the crea- 
tion of whole house environments 
that reflect your family's personal 
style DECORATING, now pub- 
lished three times a year, devotes 
its Fall Winter edition to the work 
of design professionals, how their 
techniques con be applied in 
homes and apartments like yours 
Ask for it at your favorite news- 
stand. Or write for it at the address 
below. 

FALL-WINTER 1977-78 

DEOORAnNG 

$2.00 at newsstands everywhere 

If your dealer's already sold out, 
send check or money order for $2,75 
(includes postage and handling) 
payable to the HOUSE&GARDEN 
DECORATING GUIDE, to the following 
address 

HOUSE&GARDEN, Dept DG 78 
PC Box 1910 Grand Central Station 
NewYork. N Y 10017 
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Cooking island in a brand-new kitchen 

WELL-TEMPERED 

COOK 

The newest kitchen equipment is both practical and 

penny-saving. And, in many cases, it's surprisingly pretty 

Believe it. Your kitchen is the focus of 
some momentous goings-on. Brainy 
ideas are flowing in response to the enor- 
mous enthusiasm Americans are show- 
ing for cooking at home and the gear 
that goes with it. Here's a rundown of 
some of the newest, most innovative 
kitchen helpers that would make 
thoughtful, much appreciated house 
gifts. Think about the time, energy (read 
money), and effort they'll save anyone 
who cares about turning out high-nutri- 
tion, good-tasting, good-to-look-at meals 
everyday. 

Something great to wake up to has 
been for years unobtrusively hidden 
away in many of England's great hotels 
—to wit. an automatic coffee/tea maker 
that's brewing when you're stirring. 
Teasmade of Knightsbridge is an electric 
appliance that combines a stainless steel 
kettle with a ceramic teapot and adds a 
clock and bedside lamp (two bulbs)! 
Set the clock, press "Auto" and, in the 
morning, a fresh aroma will wake you, 
even if the alarm clock remains ignored. 
The coffee maker measures about 18 
inches wide and fits a bedside table or 
bureau top. It serves 2 to 3 generous 
cups of coffee or tea, is housed in sleek 
ABS plastic. An automatic safety mech- 
anism shuts off the heating element 
under the kettle if it is incorrectly placed 
on the burner or if it is absent altogether. 
No need to worry that your clock will 
automatically begin brewing when you're 
away. The Teasmade of Knightsbridge 
will be available at Bloomingdale's for 
about $100 and also through mail order 
from the Maritz Catalogue. Spscigl 
Awards Dept., Box 1000, St. Louis 
County, Mo. 63026. The system is made 
by BSR (Housewares) Limited. 

Another intriguing, why didn't-thty- 
think-of-it-before? addition to the coffee 
lover's kit is an electric drip coffee maker 
that's a thermos/carafe. Turn the maker 
off and the coffee's hot for hours. The 
thermos holds eight cups and the lid has 
been designed in a permanently "locked" 
position for both heat retention and to 
prevent spills. Loose teas will work just 
as well, so a tea caddy has been thought- 
ALl PRICE: APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 72 

fully included. The thermos is finished in 
shiny chrome, the coffee maker is gleam- 
ing black plastic. 560 by Krups at Ham- 
macher Schlemmer. 

-A'word more about coffee: It's in the 
bag, literally. Coffee bags that work just 
like teabags are now being marketed in 
Canada and England, to be available in 
America in early 1978. The bags are 
filled with real ground coffee and it really 
does brew right in your cup. It also elim- 
inates what is currently estimated to be 
the normal 25 percent waste that goes 
out of every pot made. Morning Treat 
will come in boxes of 20 bags for around 
$3 a box. There is a decaffeinated and 
a "milk and sugar added" for those who 
prefer it. Look for it everywhere'in su- 
permarkets—Ralph's Supermarkets in 
Los Angeles have it now. (It's delicious!) 

Tea drinkers are having their options 
widened, too. From Holland comes a 
teapot that has its own filter bag. You 
determine the blend and strength you 
want with loose teas, which in many 
cases save you money. Fill the tea bag/ 
filter, attach the filter to the neck of a 
plastic funnel with a small aluminum 
clasp, and pour in the boiling water. It's 
called Theefilterset and comes with 40 
filters, which are also available in boxes 
of 40. Imported by Rowoco at $15. Find 
it at The China Closet. 

What's new for bread bakers? One 
thing's a new wheat grinder attachment 
for the Kenwood Food Preparation Ma- 
chine. Its hopper takes dry, whole grains, 
cereals, and beans and has five settings, 
from coarse to fine. Pass the flour 
through again for an even finer grind. 
The attachment fits both the "Chef" and 
"Major" electric food mixers, and costs 
about $80 at Kenwood dealers. 

A combination splash cover and pour- 
ing shield accessory is new from Kitch- 
enAid. It fits on the rim of the mixing 
bowls for models K5A and K45 and 
makes adding wet or dry ingredients 
easier with less chance of splashing. The 
attachment costs S4.50 at KitchenAid 
dealers. 

What's a Grateful Bread Plate? It's a 
Continued on page 100 
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THEGEPOTSCRUBBERn^ 

DISHWASHER. BELIEVE ME, 

IT LIVES UP TO ITS NAME:' 
Kc\ in NL-Canhy 

If you w ant a dishw asher that 

scrubs pots, beheve me. you 

want GE s Potscrubber II 

dishwasher. 

It misht not do evervthmg, 

like bumed-on soils, but it sure 

cleaned this pot of baked-on 

beans. \\'ith no pre-scrubbing or 

rinsing. We just tipped off the 

large, hard scraps. 

And the Potscrubber II 

dishw ashers are the quietest 

dishw ashers GE has ever made. 

Plus the PeiTnaTuf"interior 

won't ever chip, peel or rust in 

nomal use. The Potscrubber II 

dishw asher even comes w ith 

GE's ten-year PemiaTuf tub 

protection plan.'' 

The Potscmbber 11 

dishw asher. It lives up to 

its name. And it s backed by 

GE Customer Care^ service. 

*In addition to the General Electric dish\\asher warranty, if 
the PermaTut"^ tub or door liner >houId tail to contain water 
due to a manufacturing defect Nuch a> cracking, chipping, 
peeling or rusting within the nine (9)-\ear contract period 
lending ten >ears from purchase date>. General Electric 
will repair or replace the tub or door without charge for 
either parts or labor unless failure is due to misuse or abuse. 
This Serv ice Contract applies to dishv^ashers installed and 
retained for home use within the 48 contiguous states or 
D.C. Not applicable to Alaska. Hawaii, \lrgin Islands. 
Guam. American Samoa. Canal Zone or Pueno Rico. Ser- 
\ ice w ill be provided by our Customer Care Factory Ser\ ice 
Organization or by one of the franchised Customer Care- 
ser\ icers. 

THE APPLIANCES 

AMERICA COMES HOME TO. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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BEGGED 

utt IX SO 

WE BAGGED IT. 

The Tastes of Beef & Egg. 

Now life can be a lot happier for you and your dog, 
because we've taken two delicious flavors he likes 
and combined them into a delectable dog food of 
his very own. 

Beef & Egg Flavor Dog Chow®' dog food. It's got 
the tastes he'll beg for...the mouth-watering tastes 
of beef and egg. 

So buy the bag with the tastes they begged for... 
Beef & Egg Flavor Dog Chow from Purina.® 

Presents for cooks 
continued from page 98 

molasses-brown ceramic glazed top, with 
a terra-cotta rough bottom, brick-like 
plate that turns your oven into an old- 
fashioned baker's oven. It's %-of-an- 
inch thick, a foot wide, and 15 inches 
long. The plate holds heat evenly, helps 
your bread get a crisp crust, and is espe- 
cially recommended for cookies. ... no 
burned bottoms. A flat baker's peel is in- 
cluded with the plate and a booklet of 
recipes adds to the fun. It costs about 
S25, by Carmel Kiln, and is available at 
Bloomingdale's and Williams-Sonoma. 

"Culinaria" is the name given to a 
group of some fifteen different clear- 
glass baking dishes by Corning. French 
bread enthusiasts can try out the Bake- 
A-Round glass baking tubes that come 
with their own metal racks, singly or 
paired. Many recipes tell you to rap the 
bread and listen for a hollow sound. The 
glass lets you really see the degree of 
donei%ess, so you can remove it when 
your eye tells you to. The single tube is 
14 inches long,' $ 13; the pair, $ 18, are 12 
inches long each. At Bloomingdale's. 

What do you use for pie-weights? 
Rice? Beans? Nothing? Try some alum- 
inum pea-shaped weights imported from 
France called "La Tarte aux Pommes." 
They distribute heat evenly over the sur- 
face of the quiche or pastry dough and 
help give the crust a gorgeous golden 
color. 720 grammes or just over a pound- 
and-a-half come packed in a long and 
narrow plastic bag for $5.95 from 
Forrest Jones. 

One note more: you can get super 
high-protein, fresh, preservatives-free, 
whole Century II wheat by mail order. 
It comes in gaily colored 2-pound calico 
bags, with some recipes added for good 
measure. The wheat is being grown lo- 
cally by Ann Kreutzer and will be avail- 
able for $7 postage paid. For larger 
quantities (order by increasing 2- 
pounds) add S2.70 per pound. From 
Ann Kreutzer. 

The slow cooker is a money-saving, 
energy-saving boon we've had with us 
for about three years. Rival's "Crock 
Pot" was one of the first and it had a 
stoneware crock for a liner. Its newest 
idea is the Crock Oven, which applies the 
same principle to an expanded space. It 
can slow-cook a 4-course meal: casserole 
and vegetable up top. biscuits and des- 
sert below. Or remove the shelf and 
slow-cook a 12-pound turkey or a 10- 
pound ham. The stoneware oven in- 
terior is designed so that baking dishes 
will fit snugly and take full advantage of 
the heated space. The "Crock Oven" 
measures about 151^ inches wide so it 
goes on a tabletop or shelf. You can also 
use it to dehydrate fruits, vegetables, and 
grains. The oven will cost about $89 at 
housewares stores and department stores 
everywhere. 
ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 72. 
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It it uorks tor professionals it'll cer- 
work ai home for you." is one way 

t describing the trend in home food- 
reparation equipment. Here's one that's 
cell hand\ for grocers and fruit vendors. 
he Ciipser. It's a plastic gun that slips 
iuMiinum clips around the necks of 
ilastic hags and makes them airtight, 
rcczer bags, sandwich bags, ice bags, 

'..isiepaper liner bags, whatever. The 
;un itself pops into the dishwasher and 
ill its parts are rustproof. The Ciipser is 
mported from West Germany and'will 
ost about S7. Refills of 120 clips for 
iboul SI a bag are also part of the works, 
^ook for it at supermarkets and hard- 
vare stores. 

The .Swiss companw Zyliss. has come 
ip uith a quick and easy egg separator 
hat works something like a sieve. It's 
Tiade of two stacking plastic cups, the 
:op of which has a \ent in each side. 
Crack the egg and drop it into the cup. 
rhe white slips down into the bottom. 
:he \olk stays whole. Very neat. S3.50. 
Here's another: a clear acrylic lemon' 
!ime squeezer that eliminates the juicy 
uncertainty of squeezing juice on fish or 
nelons. You can control drop-by-drop 
ust the amount you want, because the 
iqueezer is shaped something like a nut- 
:racker. S2.50 each and a great stocking 
present. The egg separator and the 
emon lime squeezer are from HOAN. 
Housewares of All Nations, and will be 
it Marshall Field and The Emporium. 

Beautifulh' designed grinders for 
lerbs. salt, and pepper come in a group 
railed The Spice of Life. Each refillable 
grinder is about 4 inches high, has a clear 
icr>lic body, and a bleached, natural 
.vood top with a corkscrew-like grip. At 
s5. they come filled with an\- of 10 spices 
n herbs. The salt and pepper grinders 
ire 6-inches tall and S12 each. The group 
vas designed by Bodem of Denmark for 
ropco and is available at J.W. Robinson. 

There is no question that the food 
processor has re\ olutionized home gour- 
net cooking. Its major contribution was 
hat it speeded up the time it used to re- 
quire to go through the necessary steps 
>f chopping, slicing, shredding, and 
Hireeing. Well, the evolution of the food 
processor has just taken a Giant Step— 
naking accessories part of standard 
equipment. La Machine is a three-part 
'ood processor that's a chopping and 
grinding unit, which is also the set's pow- 
;r source, a blender, and a vegetable 
shredder and sheer. The three slicing 
Mades let you choose between thick or 
hin cutting. French-fry culling, and ice 
:rushing. You can grind coffee too. The 
■vhole thing is a clean, shining white with 
ill the cutting receptacles a rich, deep 
">rown. see-through acrylic. "La Ma- 
:hine" will cost about SI20 for the set 
ind will be available at leading depart- 
nent stores and housewares stores across 
he country. La Petite Machine at S50 
s for infant food preparation and com- 

Conjinited on page 103 
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THEY BEGGED 

FOR IT SO 

WE BAGGED IT. 

The Tastes of Beet Bacon & Cheese. 

Now life can be a lot happier for you and your dog, 

because we've taken three delicious flavors he likes 

and combined them into a delectable dog food of his 

very OWTI. 

Beef, Bacon cS: Cheese Flavor Dog Chow^ dog 

food. It's got the tastes he'll beg for... the mouth- 

watering tastes of beef, bacon and cheese. 

So buy the bag with the tastes they begged for.. 

Beef, Bacon & Cheese Flavor Dog Chow from Purina? 

RIN/l 

DOG CHOVK 
THE EAGER EATER DOG FOOD 



olstinctive. tseautiful. And new. 

Tell City Tanbark Oak. 

OurnewTanbark Oak, with 
its warm mellow finish, 
emphasizes the striking grain 
pattern that has made 
oak today's most popular 
furniture wood. 

its styling appeals to those 
who like Early American with 
a heavier "country" look. 

Another truly distinctive 
touch is Tell City's beautiful 
detailing. Lovely etched glass 
hutch doors. Deep three- 
dimensional mouldings and 
shapings. Heavy sculptured 
door and drawer pulls. You 
can see these and other 
Tanbark Oak pieces at your 
Tell City dealer. 
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He can also show you our 
hard rock maple groups in 
both Andover and Rumford 
finishes. Tell City has furni- 
ture, lamps and accessories 
for every room in your home. 

Distinctive. Beautiful. 

And for you. 

The Tell City Primer of Early 
American Home Decorating offers 
140 pages of decorating ideas 
and basics. Ask your dealer or 
send $3.00 to Tell City Chair Co., 
Box H9, Tell City, IN 47586. 
Offer good in U.S.A. only. 

TEll CITY 
House & Garden 



'resents ior cooks 
,^ontinued from page J 01 

Lines the power-base chopper/grinder 
,vith a blender. Both processors are 
iiade in France by Moulinex. 

There is also another infant fecdinn 
>ysteni about to debut called T he Nur- 
lury. It consists of a grinder for coolced 
meats, fruits, and vegetables and has. 
three disks that regulate the degree of 
coarseness the baby can digest—Puree. 
Junior, and Toddler. The second piece is 
a warming tray with an automatic heat 
control that helps keep foods from dry- 
ing out by overheating. Other parts of 
the equipment include a spoon for the 
parent to feed the child, a spoon for the 
child to feed itself, storage bowls with 
lids. bib. and training tumbler. A pedia- 
trician and a dietitian have written a 
guidebook for parents to help them plan 
meals with homemade baby foods. The 
grinder costs about S50: warming tray. 
S35; bowls, bib. spoons, from S4 to $15. 
The Nurtury is made by Teled\ ne Water 
Pik and will be at department stores 
throughout the country. 

A tiered meal cooker that saves space, 
time, and energy (yours and nature's) 
works with steam. It"s called the Steam 
Chef and it is a three-part stacking bowl 
set that uses wine, water, or beer for 
steam. For example, pour wine into the 
base, place a whole chicken in the first 
ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 

bowl and stack it over the wine. Add 
some rice to one compartment of the top 
bowl, a vegetable in the other compart- 
ment. The chicken will be steamed 
through perforations in the bottom of the 
first bowl and the rice and vegetables 
will be cooked by the steam that rises 
from a center hole in the top bowl's di- 

J vider. The lid doubles as a trivet for 
' serving and acts as a bottom plate for 

storing. It is estimated that it will take 
! only 750 w^yfejs to cook the meal just de- 

scribed of about one-sixth the wattage 
of a conventional electric range and two 
top burners. Steaming food is a practice 

, thousands of years old and one that we 
know now is especially good for preserv- 
ing nutrients. This variation is by War- 
ing and will cost about S55 at Mac\ "s in 
San Francisco and Foley's. 

!     Pure white and very sleek is the look 
i of Coming's microwave oven cookware. 

It's a glass-ceramic and comes with 
browning skillets that fry. scar, grill, and 
bake and otherwise make food look de- 

j licious. The cookware has no decoration 
whatsoever, which gives it a very creamy, 
poured look. The cookware comes in 
sets of five pieces and the newest addi- 
tion is a five-piece micro\va>e cooking 
accessory set of two gratins. a serving 
tray, and a shallow casserole dish with 
clear glass lid. $32.95 for the set. though 
you may be able to find the gratins by 
themselves for about S5 each. Corning 

cookware is available at housev\ares. 
hardware, and department stores. 

There's another trend in cookuare 
which is makmg news. Now there's cook- 
ware that looks more like hand-painted 
porcelain. Floral patterns decorate lids, 
upper rims of pots and fr\ing pans alike. 
Asta Designs has a particular!) prett\ 
design in its Classical Group called "A'io- 
letta." Purple and lavender-blue flowers 
with soft, jade-green stems are wreathed 
on a creamy-white ground. There's an- 
other called ""Geranium" that has blos- 
soms of bright pink and yellow. The 
cookware comes in three saucepan sizes, 
three stockpots. three casseroles, a fry- 
ing pan. and a teakettle. The look sounds 
delicate but be assured that the cook- 
ware is sturdy and durable: ""Violetta" 
has brass handles and ""Geranium" has 
Bakelite handles. Asta Design cookware 
begins at about S35 per piece and will be 
at Jacobson's. 

If there are some gifts you'll be giving 
I that require a pair of batteries to run 

them, consider including this thoughtful 
new helper: the Rechargeable Battery 
System by General Electric. .Movie and 
flash cameras, calculators, radios, tape 
recorders, and many toys run on pairs of 
.\.\. C. D. or a 9-volt single battery. The 
new modular recharger is appropriate 
for General Electric nickel-cadmium 
batteries. Rechargers come separately 

Continued on next page 

DIGEL 
Ant«!d-Anti-Gas 

II I I 

K• J II n 

These identical mixtures of labo- 
ratory acid and gas represent the 
misery of acid indigestion com- 
plicated by gas. A plain antacid is 
added to one, Di-Gel to the other. 

Di-Gel quickly neutralizes the 
acid and breaks up the gas. The 
plain antacid is not made to re- 
lieve this problem. It uorks only 
on the acid, uhile Di-Gel relieves 
both. Read and follou- label 
directions. 

Get fast relief. 
Get the Di-Gel^ 
Difference. 
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^resents for co'oks 
.ontinued from page JOS 

f or each pair or in a "Maxi" version that 
accepts them all. It's better than having 
to throw used-up batteries away. Re- 
chargers can cost as much as $30. The 
"Maxi" version from GE runs about 
$16. Good money-saving, energy-saving 
news! At True Value Hardware Stores. 

If you've ever wanted to try your hand 
at canning and freezing or if you !<.now 
someone who's waited until harvest for 
the first plunge, you'll be delighted to see 
The Blue Book. The Ball Corporation, 
which makes glass jars for everything 
from jams to chutncys to stewed fruits 
and vegetables, has put together a large- 
format, 96-page, everything-you-always- 
wanted-to-know-about-putting-things-up 
book. You name it, everything's in it. 
Included is a garden planner, an altitude 
chart, recipes for acidic and low-acid 
foods, a calorie counter, and a "here's- 
how" chapter specifically focused on 
problem solving. Canning and freezing 
are labors of love. This helpful book's 
bound to be welcome. For copies of the 
Blue Book write The Ball Corporation, 
Dept. of Consumer Services, 345 South 
High St.. Muncie, Ind. 47302 and en- 
close $2.50 postage paid. You will also 
find the Blue Book in bookstores and 
hardware or housewares stores. 

 BARBARA PORTSCH, PAULA RICE 
JACKSON 

ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 72. 

HOIV TO MAKE 

YOUR OWN 

FRIED EGG 

APRON 

Step-by-step to the sunny-side 

up apron on page 179 
Materials and equipment: 1 yard white 
duck: Vi yard yellow duck for yolk- 
pocket; thread; zigzag sewing machine or 
attachments. 
Method: Cut white duck in a free-form 
shape 33 inches long and 27 inches wide. 
Shape should include a curved bib about 
14 inches across. Cut four 2-by-22-inch 
white strips. Press raw edge of apron 
under, Vi inch all around; stitch. Press 
under Vi inch on each long edge of each 
tie strip; stitch. 

From yellow duck, cut a 13-inch cir- 
cular yolk pocket plus a curved pocket 
facing (see diagram). Wrong sides to- 
gether, stitch facing to yolk using a zig- 
zag stitch along edge of yolk. Pin yolk to 
apron, having faced opening toward out- 

Pocket 
13 

GUERE' 

side edge. Zigzag yolk to apron, leavir 
faced opening free. Attach neck an 
waist ties following placement on di; 
gram. Press. Salt and pepper to taste. 

Only a Bar-TenderV drink tastes like a bartender's drink. •f BRAND 

Bar-Tender's Whisky Sour. 
Not too sweet. Not too tart. 

Bar-Tender Daiquiri. 
Just the right h.nt of lime. 

Bar-Tender's PiriaColada. 
It's got the cool tang of pineapple, . 

the exotic taste of coconut. 

With Bar-Tender's Instant 
Cocktail Mixes anyone can mix a 
perfect cocktail as easy as one, two, 
three. No other mix, liquid or dry, 
comes close to the fresh, delicious 
tastes of Bar-Tender's Instant 
Cocktail Mixes. 

Bar-Tender's Margarita. 
Full of fresh, sunny fruit flavor. 

Bar-Tender's Tomcat. 
The totally unique peach sour. 

Bar-TenderV 

Instant Cocktail Mixes. 
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PPG Solaroool Bronze glass 

tames the blazing summer sun 

And air conditioning costs. 

With all of its windows and 
sliding glass doors glazed with 
PPG Solarcool Bronze reflec- 
tive glass, this Florida honne 
looks perfectly beautiful. 

But it's on the inside that 
Solarcool pays off. By 
reducing glare and heat gam 
from the burning southern 
sun, this newest PPG residen- 

tial glass can save up to 20 
percent on air conditioning 

costs. That's compared to 
clear glass and is based on a 
PPG computer energy analy- 
sis. Comparable savings can 
be obtained in other locations. 

In the daytime the glass 
reflects the lovely Florida sky 
and water. Even more impor- 
tant, it sharply reduces visi- 
bility from the outside, so 
people inside enjoy compara- 
tive privacy. And ultraviolet 
light, a major cause of interior 
fading, is cut way down. 

If Solarcool can tame air 
conditioning costs in Florida, 
think what it can do for the 
home you're going to build 
or buy. Why not write for a 
free copy of our Solarcool 
idea book: "Best Glass Under 
the Sun'' PPG Industries, Inc., 
Dept. H-311, One Gateway 
Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. 

Bent Tree Development by 
The Babcock Connpany, Coral Gables, Fla. 

PPG: a Concern for the Future 

INDUSTRIES 
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The mark of 

a great window. 

Patrerns of the earth. Shifting desert sands. Canyons of 

the moon. Cloudbound forests. Powder-capped peaks. We've captured their 

essence in roughhewn woods, homespun yarns and the weaver's art. 

Earthscapes for windows. Remarkable woven wood shades. A complete 

collection fine enough to wear the Graber mark. The mark of 
a great window. Look for it. 

craoer 
The nxxk of o Qreol wmdow 
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C 1977 Graber. Middleton, Wise 
^ A Consolidated Poods Company responsive to consumer needs 
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34y2"'"ofFonTowle Sterling 

WliEN PURCH.-\SED IN 32-PIECE SETS ... 40   OFF ON TEASPOONS " 

GROLT I 
Reg-    54^; ^: Off 
Prke Price 

: .>L\00 ST07-40 

GROL"P II 
Reg.     34-;^ Off 
Price Price 

GROU P III 
Reg.      "'4-:^- Ofl 
Price Pnce 

-ACt P'lLi. ^ROUPI 
Reg.    33- Off 

GROUP 11 
Reg.     33 - Off 

GROUP 111 
Reg.     33 '* Oft 

Price 
23.00 
40.00 
37.00 
35.00 
35.00 
24.00 
31.50 
48.00 
42.00 

:A<pcoo (40^ Off) 
ace Forii 
ace Knife 
dad Fork 
ace Spoon 
acader 
cd Be*. Spoon 
ace Fork. Large 
ace Knife. Large 
ERMNG PIECES 
>i:rtc:r >erwTnE 
Crj'e H.H-i 29.50 
r.-id Meal c>r 
Juffet F.vk 72.00 
irart LaJle 72.00 
He or Cake 
^e^ving Knife 
iugar Spoon 
[ablespoon 
[atlespoon. Pierted 
iostess Set (>-Pc- 

Price 
13.80 
26.66 
24.66 
23-33 
23.33 
16U>0 
21.00 
32.00 
28.00 

19.66 

48.00 
48.00 

Price 
2«.00 
46.00 
41.00 
40.00 
40.00 
28.00 
36.50 
56.00 
48.00 

33.00 

80.00 
80.00 

Pnce 
16J*0 
30.66 
27.53 
26.66 
26.66 
18.66 
24.33 
37.33 
32.00 

22.00 

53.33 
53-33 

Pnce 
33.00 
52.00 
45.00 
45.00 
45.00 
32.00 
41.50 
64.00 
54.00 

88.00 
88.00 

Pnce 
19.80 
34.66 
30.00 
30.00 
30.00 
21.33 
27.66 
42.66 
36.00 

24.3i 

S8.66 
58.66 

35.00 23.33 
36.00 24.00 
66.00 44.00 
66.00 44.00 

341.50 227.66 
loiters set includes all of the pieces s 
irtial listing onlv aK"^ve- Complete sal 

40.00 26.66 45.00 30.00 
40.00 26.66 45.00 30.00 
75.00 50.00 85.00 56.66 
75.00 50.00 85.00 56.66 

383.00      255-32     427.50 284.97 
ho»"n above with an asteiosk (•! ) 
e price list available upvn request. 

FREE 
siL\TR CHEST: 
• A ith purcna>e c* 51">i? ^^r rriiTc 
• Tamish prLXif 
• Holis 76-piece sen ice 
MEMBER: N.MIONAL BRIDAL >ER\1CE 

DIRECT 

MARKETING 

Touie >;criin:; i> the ultimate, unmi>takinf:iv the tinest. Carter'- i> one ot .-\menca'- 
lai^est and most respected silver dealers. Order direct during this special offer and savel 
\c>ur monev returned if vou are not completeK satisfied. Teaspoons 40 off and all other 
open stock 33 ■ off. We pav all shipping costs. Free chest vkith S250 order. NO S.\LES 
TAX unless Mississippi resident. 

FREE ENGR.-W'ING. One initial engra%ed free on each piece it desired. 

24 NIOXTHS TO PAY Without finance charges. 

\ou can buv vour T^wle Sterling c>n CHJr SiK er Club Plan. Nothing do""n. 24-e>:_. r .-- 
pa\ nienis (S5 min. I. The deferred payment is the same as the cash price. The cost ot credit is 
included in the price quoted for the coods and senice-. 

DIRECT \\-\RKETl\C 
.Attn: Ms. Jane Lee     P. O. Box 125 
711 High Street Jackson. MS 39205        Phone 601 354-3549 
Please ship me the tollo\iing TOWXE STERLING using the favTuent plan indicated. 
Pattern Name  

No. of Pes.           Name of Piece                      L nit Price                    Total Price 
 of 5   S each S   

_of 
_of. 

cf Hostess Set 

S . 

z s 

_eac h S 
_each S 
_each S 

Name- 
-Addres 
Cirs _ 
_ Check enclosed for the full amount. iMiss. residents add 5 

the following methods of pavment. 
_ Charge mv account number  
_ .blaster Charge No.   
Z MSA No  
_ .American Express No.   

sales tax I or chcK'st one of 

Z 1 wish to pa\ on the SiK er Club Plan 
(Fill in the fcJlouing information onlv if vou arc using Silver Club Plan 
Credit References  

Initial to be engra\ rJ 
Check Stvlc 
Engraving Desired 

Script Bk>^k 

Offer good through Januarv 7, 1978. 
W'e pa\ shipping costs (No sales tax, unless a -Miss, resident-1 
■satisfaction guaranteed or vour monev retumed- 

11 High Street lackson. MS 39202        Phone 601 354-3549 



\KJ rLA\V_CO, 

FINDING THINGS 

Ooiiiiiiican Republic: Casa dc 
(■;jiiipo"s yiiest villas 

WINTER SUN 

PLUS NEW BAGGAGE RULES 

THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: 

CAPITAL SIGHTS AND SEA SIGHTS 

BY DEE HARDIE 

H The Dominican Republic, the oldest 
™ country in the New World, and the 
eastern part of the island of Hispaniola. 
is now becoming the New Resort in the 
Caribbean. As near as Puerto Rico, this 
country has cleaned up its politics and 
palaces, and is fluttering its eyelashes at 
tourists in a most provocative way. And 
for anyone looking for a stylish holiday 
with a southern exposure and a Spanish 
accent, the Dominican Republic is a 
lovely place in the sun. 

Columbus discovered La Repiiblica 

Dominicana in 1492. and in doing so 
found his son a job. Son Diego, married 
to Maria, niece of King Ferdinand of 
Spain, was governor in the early 16th 
century. If one of them came back to 
Santo Domingo today and stood on the 
corner of Calle de  las  Damas and 
Emiliano Tejera, they wouldn't know 
they had ever left. 
□ SANTO DOMINGO: MUSEUMS, 
RESTORATIONS, A ZOO, A BOTANICAL 
GARDEN, A NATIVE MARKET 
In this capital citv a covev of colonial 

WHAT EVERY TRAVELER 

SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE NEW 

INTERNATIONAL 

LUGGAGE REGULATIONS 

Fort\-fourpounds—in 
any way you cared to 

pack them—has until re- 
cently been the standard 
baggage allowance for in- 
ternational passengers trav- 
eling economy class on any 
airline. Last June, the con- 
cept of limiting baggage 
by weight changed. Now. 
when you're taking a trip 
on an American carrier 
anywhere outside the U.S., 
it no longer matters, within 
reason, what your luggage 
weighs. What counts is how 
fuauy pieces of luggage 
you have and what size 
they are. (This system of 
how many suitcases you 
have, and not how much 
they weigh, has been in 
effect domestically for sev- 
eral years.) 

Here's what to remem- 
ber when packing for a 
trip. You may. on an econ- 
omy ticket, check two suit- 
cases and carry on a third. 
One of the suitcases may 
not exceed 62 inches and 
the sum total of the dimen- 
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sions of the two cannot 
exceed 106. 
\' o u mea- 
sure your 
suitcases to 
know if 
they're ap- 
propriate 
sizes? Mea- 
s u r e the 
length, width, 
and height of 
each bag to 
find out if they qualify. For 
instance, an average-size 
pullman case (a three-suit- 
er for men) measures 26 
inches long, 20 inches high, 
and 8 or 9 thick. A total 
of 55 inches. A slightl\' 
smaller pullman case (a 
man's two-suiter) measures 
24 inches + 19 + 8 = 51 
inches. The total dimen- 
sions of the two cases are 
exactly 106 inches. Extra 
suitcases under 80 inches 
apiece will be charged a 
flat rate according to the 
distance. For example, the 
charge for an extra suit- 

(Continiied on page 1/0) 
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Thatciied decks shade Casa de Campo pools 

buildings, 30 of them, have been hand- 
somely restored—from the Alcazar, 
Diego's palace, now a museum, to La 
Casa del Cordon, the oldest private house 
in the New World, now a bank. Don't 
miss the huge electronic map of Colum- 
bus's four voyages in the Museum of the 
Casa Reales, the most recent restoration. 
Push a button to trace his first trip, drift- 
ing with trade winds and trust, bumping 
into the Bahamas. The second, full of 
confidence, as the Admiral now had 
charts. After you visit this museum and 
walk around some of his favorite streets. 
Columbus becomes so human, so much 
more than a one-day holiday in October. 

Encouraged by President Joaquin 
Balaguer, this new pulse has produced a 
lavish botanical garden in Santo Domin- 
go, twice as large as New York's, where 
you can ride around in horse-drawn 
carriages, plus the 320-acre National 
Zoo—both opened last year. The Nation- 
al Theatre and Museum of the Domini- 
can Man are also new. 

(Continued on page 110) 

WINTER SPORTS IN BERMUDA 
One man's off-season may well be your ideal holiday. In Bermuda 
the "winter" season offers sixtyish-degree weather, perfect for golf 

and tennis. The island has*10 golf courses, 6 are 18 holes, one—the .Mid 
Ocean Club—is world famous. Fourteen hotels offer free green fees, golf 
balls, and steam baths if you spend a week. Look them up in the Ber- 
muda News Bureau's brochure. Take a Bermuda Break in Rendezvous 
Time. If tennis is your passion, choose a hotel according to its courts. 
The Rendezvous booklet lists 9 hotels with tennis weeks. (See page 122, 
booklet 15, if you'd like a copy.) The Southampton Princess, for exam- 
ple, has 11 courts, with 7 lit at night. Elbow Beach Surf Club offers 5 
courts, a free tennis lesson, a can of balls, discounts in the tennis shop. 
Also write the Bermuda Lawn Tennis Association. Box 341, Hamilton 5, 
Bermuda, for a list of tournaments to enter. Reserve attractively priced 
one-week vacations by calling Eastern Airlines and booking airfare and 
accommodations through it. Eastern can get you a special price at more 
than 20 hotels in Bermuda. 



The Cutlass Cruiser for V8. 

li- 

lt's a whole wagonfull of 

good ideas. 

One Big Idea. 
'Design a wagon that's as beautiful 
and comfort- 
able as a 
Cutlass, but as 
roomy and 
functional 
as a new mid- 
size wagon 
should be" 
That's no ordinary.- assignment. So 
the new Cutlass Cruiser turned out 
to be no ordinary- wagon. It looks like 
a Cutlass, rides much like a Cutlass 
Sedan, loads and carries like a wagon 
— it adds up to one big beautiful idea. 

Two Easy-Loading Ideas. 
.^-.^r-——.     This year 

,      -he Cutlass 
^•'^^^^ Cruiser fea- 

^ tures a split 
. '^(tailgate. 

The window ., 
swings up- 
■ ard, out of 

the way. That mea." 5 y : „ can load 
the Cutlass Cruiser even .- 
parked in tight quarters. 
Swing the bottom section down and 
you've got a loading platform. 
Great for furniture, flooring, 
groceries, gadgets. 

Two Economical Ideas. 
One tor the highway, an^ 
the cit\'—they're Cutlass  -..'s 
EPA mileage estimates: 25 mpg high- 
^vay, 18 mpg city, 21 combined, with 
available 260 V8 and standard auto- 
matic transmission. Your mileage, o: 
course, depends on how* 3'ou drive, 
your car's condition and its equip- 
ment. (Power train not available in 
California.) The Cutlass Cruiser is 
equipped 
with GM- 
built engines 
produced by 
various divi- 
--.or.; See 
your dealer 
for details. 

25 
MPG 

18 
MPG 
cm- 

21 
MPG 
COMBLNED 

Four Ride and Drive Ideas. 
We know how 

important it 
is for a wagon 
to be maneu- 

verable in city 
Traffic. So we 

_       shortened the 
turning radius... that's the first 
good idea. Parking and cornering 
are a pleasure. 

To make the r:ce sr.:oc:r. : 
more ideas —a new chassis ana new 

suspension system. Once you feel 
how well they work together, you 
m.ight forget you're in a wagon. 

You probably won't hear the 
fourtr  ' ^ .r's the quiet you'll 
exper. .        ^uite refreshing. 

Three Comforting Ideas. 
Ifa v.;..       . V..^ 
to re as cor.^ror:- \ 
able as a Cutlass, ^^ii^' 
it's got to have ^ 
room.. So we in- 
creased the legroorr 
and tront headroom 
over last year's rr.odt 

ing :r.e arrr.resrs ur.aer :;xec rear siae 
windows. And, of course, the seats 
are ful'-roarr. and very ; - — r: r:able. 

Actually, :he l:s: gcc? : r. ana on. 
But if you check out the '78 Cutlass 
Cruiser for yourself, youll get the J; 
idea. A whole waeorr'i:^! :n fact. ^ 

Discover that ^ :   ^ -   .   r = 

CudisrCniiser 
Car. we build one for vou-. 
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An Arizona 

Vacation In 

Fabulous 

Sun City 

Within 2 or 3 years of retirement? 
INTRODUCTORY RATE: 

NOW 
ONLY 150 

For one or two people: 
For 1 week: Oct. 16,1977- May 31,1978 
For 2 weeks: June 1,1978- Oct. 15,1978 
Treat yourself to the best vacation ever 
and saimple resort living at its finest! 

LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS! A 
beautifully furnished air conditioned apart- 
ment with color TV. complete kitchen, per- 
sonal sun court and private carport. 
FREE GUEST ACTIVITIES CARD! Swim- 
ming, tennis, shuffleboard, mini-golf, fish- 
ing, trap & skeet shooting, archery, arts & 
crafts studios over SI 2 million in recrea- 
tional facilities. 
FREE GOLF! One round for each guest 
on one of Sun City's 10 outstanding 18- 
hole courses 
FREE PARTIES! A Continental Breakfast 
and a real Western Chuck Wagon Dinner... 
meet new friends from every part of the 
country 
DISCOVER SCENIC ARIZONA! 13 miles 
from exciting Phoenix; an easy drive from 
the Grand Canyon and Old Mexico. Sun 
City is a perfect base from which to enjoy 
all of Arizona 
ACT NOW! Reservations limited to availa- 
bilities, and confirmed only if application 
IS accompanied by deposit in full (S150)' 
— prompt refund if booked to capacity 
•NOTE: Introductory vacation rate offered 

only to vacationers who have not visited 
Sun City on this program pre- 
vious I y. R a t e f o r r e t u r n i n g 
guests will be quoted on 
request. Offer limited: 
One guest in each apart- 
ment to be 50 years of 
age or over and none 
under 18. Prices subject to 
change without notice.  

C I L EE S 

ca's Mote Famous Resort'Ratirtmtnc Communitv 

^el E. Webb Development Co. Dept.HG-ll?! 
I P.O. Box 1725. Sun City Arizona 85351 
I Z Here's my check: Reserve an apartment for 

2 in Sun City for the week starting 
(date) 

I (start any day of the week) 
I □ SendcompleteinformationaboutSLinCity 

I NAME  
I ADDRESS  

CITY. .STAT ZIP. i 
^^el E. IWebb De». Co.. 17400 N. Del Webb Bl»d . Sun CH>. AZ 8535^J 

Equal Housing Opportunity Developer 
Del Webb s Sun City is NOT a lot sales development 

The Dominican Republic 
continued from page 108 

Z THE MARKET 
Old and crowded and marvelous is the 
.Mercado Modelo on Avenida Mella. the 
native market with the best buys in town. 
You will immediately be surrounded by 
Dominican boys with huge brown eyes. 
Let one or two hang around, as you 
might need them to carry away a rocking 
chair. These fruitwood rockers, similar 
to one given President Kennedy, are S35. 
knocked down and boxed, and in some 
cases can be checked along with your 
airline luggage. (Call American Airlines 
for specifics.) Reasonably priced, too. 
are bangles and bracelets of amber. 
Z RESTAURANTS TO TRY 
Money talks easily here, as one U.S. dol- 
lar equals one peso. As ta.xis are cheap, 
only about 5 pesos an hour, move around 
to try the delicious Dominican food. For 
lunch try the caracoles Ovando. snails 
with pate, and gazpacho Andaluz at the 
Hostal Nicolas de Ovando in colonial 
Santo Domingo. Rebuilt last year from 
the original 16th-century stones, this inn 
has charm and tradition and waiters in 
soft lavender Spanish costumes, all done 
so well that their subtle plumage seems 
most natural. 

For more typicalh Dominican fare, 
ta.xi to El Lechon, Paseo Presidente Bil- 
lini. a small outdoor restaurant over- 
looking the sea where you sit in thatch- 
roofed gazebos. Specialities are Locrio 
de Longaniza. yellow rice with Domini- 
can sausage, and for dessert, sweet guava 
slices served with goat cheese. 

.A bizarie. bold setting is the Meson 
de la Cava. Avenida Sarasota. A lime- 
stone coral cave 50 feet below ground, a 
stairway winds down around a giant fig 
tree taking you to a series of grottoes, 
w here you can dine and dance. Or if you 
are a movie buff. Latin style, there is the 
Cinema Centro. Avenida George Wash- 
ington, where six movies (Spanish sub- 
titles ) are shown simultaneously. Part of 
the complex, the new El Viiiedo is a fine 
restaurant for wine, cheese, crepes. 
Z WHERE TO STAY 
For pure pleasure, stay at the Hotel 
Santo Domingo on the sea side of Ave- 
nida Independencia. A huge yellow haci- 
enda with white canvas awnings like jibs 
under full sail, this hotel is a dream, and 
a dress designer did it. Native son Oscar 
de la Renta (with the assistance of 
Robert Perkins, of New York, and King,, 
Lippert. and Robinson, of Florida), has 
created a dining room reminiscent of the 
.Alhambra in Granada, as well as a vast 
'. eranda room that makes you think yoti 
are at the Raffles Hotel in Singapore.* 
even if you've never been there. The 
lovely young waitresses wear Oscar dg la 
Renta ruffles like other fashionable wom- 
en the world over. 
Z CASA DE CAMPO: RESORTS AND 
SPORTS ON THE SOUTH COAST 
Although vou can swim on the beaches 

of Santo Domingo and even' new hotel 
has a pool, for a more sporting life drive 

I to Casa de Campo, a scenic hour and a 
j quarter from the city, on the Costasur 
' (south coast). Here you find a village 

of liLxury and sport, again the interiors 
were designed by Oscar de la Renta. The 
golf course curves by the coast, a buck- 
board wagon carries you to the beach, 
tennis is on nine new clay courts, polo is 
played in a nearby meadow. Fish, sail, 
or simply collapse contentedly by the 
pool. A refreshing house drink is morir 
sonando. To make, mix well but do not 
blend. 1 cup of milk. V2 cup of orange 
juice, sugar to taste, a drop of vanilla. 
Serves one tastefullv. 
Z HOW TO GET THERE 
American Airlines flies nonstop to Santo 
Domingo from New York: Dominicana 
flies from New York. Miami, and San 
Juan. 
Z WHAT-YOU-NEED 
Proof of citizenship, a S2 tourist card 
obtained from \our airline, and a S3 
departure tax permit when you leave. 

Luggage regulations 
continued from page 108 

case on a trip from New York to Lon- 
don is S35. 

Carry-on luggage must also be mea- 
sured. It can't be more than a total of 
45 inches and the case must fit—on its 
side—under the seat in front of you. 
That means a case can't be more than 
9 inches thick. 

In addition to normal luggage, things 
like skis, bikes, musical instruments are 
being handled in special ways and \ou 
should call the airline in advance to find 
out what to do. (For example, precious 
musical instruments often ride for half 
fare in the seat next to you.) 

TWA has an excellent new brochure 
available at ticket offices and airports 
called "What Every TWA Passenger 
Should Know About Baggage." It in- 
cludes information on first-class and 
economy baggage, what to do with over- 
size pieces, international and domestic 
requirements, plus what to do with fire- 
arms, sleeping rolls, guitars, etc. Cau- 
tion: Not ever>' airline, and not ever\ 
countn,' around the world has changed 
to the new system. Therefore if you are 
traveling to Europe on TWA, PAN AM. 
or British Airways, for example, your 
luggage will leave this country on the 
piece system. But if you stop over in a 
country that does not observe the piece 
system, or if you change to a carrier 
that does not honor the piece system 
(some international carriers are on the 
piece system internationally but revert 
to the weight system for short domestic 
flights), you may find yourself paying 
overweight. To avoid this, check each 
airline you will be using to see what its 
baggage rules are and if they will vary 
in the course of a many-stop trip. To be 
safe, pack only 44 pounds, N.R. 

More winter sun, page 114 
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Allied Van Linesf 

THE WORLDS 

LARGEST 

AND MOST 

TRUSTED 

MOVER 

ALUEDVANUNES 

■^■■■■11^ i. 

^^^^ 

Last year 175,813 families trusted 

Allied...tliafs 61,510 more families 

than any other mover. 

Call your Allied agent. He's listed 

mAL*^^ ^^^%ll^^mA# ^jg-fc fV ffc g->     Source: 1976 Carriers Performance Report. 
Ill AS   ■r'lllllllf  I^^Cv"^    Totalof 3 shipmer^t types (National Account, 

■wllWWW   ■   U^%WWB COD/Prepaid and Department of Defense). 
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Wlr^Y just call Long Distance wnen people expect it^ Little things come as 

surprises, and the telephone is a convenient, inexpensive way to share them. Pick up 

your phone the next time you have some news, and bring someone vou love 

into vour lite again. Long Distance is the next best thing to being there. 

Bell System 



nng pieces, finding things 
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WINTER SUN 

HE YUCATAN 

Famous archaeology 

with serene 

sunny Cozumel for a base 

BY TOM COOKE 

There are several ways to arrive in the 
Yucatan. You can fly directly to the 
windmill-dotted capital city of Merida 
which is inland, or fly to one of the two 
resort islands. Cozumel or Cancun. just 
off the Quintana Roo coastline. 

We chose Cozumel for its solitude, de- 
ciding it was an ideal place to wind down. 
There are only a few hotels to choose 
from, all of them located along the lee- 
ward hotel row which stretches a few 
miles east and west of the only town. The 
Cozumel Caribe. where we stayed, is 
literally planted in a stand of coconut 
palms on a beach where Cortez may have 
first set foot in Mexico. Some of these 
palms remain in halls and public rooms, 
with their frondish crowns peeping 
through the thatch of the roofs. The 
most exciting event of the day is watch- 
ing the overripe pomegranate-of-a-sun 
settle its fiery bulk into the Caribbean. 
Island Excursions: 
There are no gambling casinos and no 

nightclubs, though the hotels have 
discos, which don't intrude on an eve- 
ning's peace. There's an aquarium (look 
for the conch-shell graveyard on the left) 
and a protected lagoon for amateur 
snorkeling. The waters around Cozumel 
are said to be among the clearest in the 
world. Black coral grows here, which 
local hawkers won't let you forget. It is 
possible to arrange for scuba diving and 
snorkeling, or to rent a car or a motor 
bike to tour the island. But. except for 
the beaches, there is little to see and the 
limited shopping is expensive. 
□ THE MAINLAND 
Having rested and sunned for a few days, 
we took the ferry to the mainland— 
about an hour's trip. There are many 
Mayan sights to see. among them the 
seaside fortress of Tulum (an easy day 
trip from Cozumel) and the inland arch- 
aeological sites of Chichen-Itza. Uxmal. 
Kabah. Sayil. Labna. Campeche. We de- 
cided to go to the most famous— 
Chichen-ltza and Uxmal. There are 
many ways to get there; Taxis are avail- 
able at the dock, or your hotel can ar- 
range a tour. If one wants to rent a car, 
Cancun has the nearest agency, an hour's 
taxi ride away. Buses operate from Can- 
cun and Puerto Juarez to Merida. The 
fare is about $5. And the bus stops at 
Chichen-Itza along the way. Take a first- 
class bus. which stops less often than the 
second class bus and is usually air condi- 
tioned. If you rent a car. gas up before 
departure, for there are NO gas stations 
except at Valladolid. Unfortunately, the 

There really is a place where steamboats 
glide along silver rivers. 

A place that throbs to Dixieland. Where you 
can idle an afternoon away in a cool court- 
yard, dine in elegance, shop in style. There 
is such a place, and we wish you were here. 

Let us share Louisiana with you. There is 
so much to see and do, we hate to keep 
it all to ourselves. 

Louisiana Office of Tourism • Dept HG 
P O Box 44291 • Baton Rouge. La. 70804 
Please send me your new 1 6-page 
color brochure on the taste, charm, s(>ort, 
romance and fun of Louisiana. 

Name. 

Address 

City . 

State. Zip . 

Louisiana Jonheloveonv. 
.J 

drive runs through monotonous juijr 
with Kansas-flat roads. Occasionally, \ 
passes a tiny village and a turkey or t 
or a cow lying in the road (especiall;. 
night). Look for the thatch-roof adc 
walled Yucatecan cottages or a won 
wearing a crispy white flower-bordek 
huipil as she walks to the local mill v'l 
a bowl of corn on her head. 

□ PYRAMIDS AT CHICHEN-ITZA 
Plan to spend at least a full day ht 
(two would be better), for there 
many sites to see. The first, and most: 
posing structure is El Castillo, wh 
seems to grow from its brooding jun 
setting. There are 364 steps (91 or 
side) on this partially restored pyram' 
and you can climb to the temple 
the top, providing you're as deft aM 
mountain goat. If not, there is a chain i 
hold onto. The Mayan pyramids are gi- 
erally not funerary as are their Eg\ pti, 
cousins, but were built for religious ce - 
monies. Inside this pyramid, climb up 
steps to see the red jaguar throne gleai 
.i^ with eyes and spots of jade. To t 
left of the Castillo is a well-restored b,; 
court. Here, the Mayans played a par 
cularly difficult game. Speculative h^ 
tory has it that teams of seven playe 
each whacked around a small, hard ru 
ber ball trying to get it through either 
two stone rings placed high on facii 
walls. Sometimes, the game would la 
for days until a lucky team scored. Tl 
victors were rewarded with all the jewe 
ry from the spectators. The losers wei 
rewarded with decapitation! The rin 
remain on the walls today. 

The Temple of the Warriors is a| 
tached at one end to the Plaza of tf 
Thousand Columns. On top is a figure c 
Chac-Mool, a supine stylized huma 
with an altar disc on his stomach. Tak 
a short walk to visit the sacred poc 
where sacrifices to Choc, the rain goc 
were flung into its watery depths. 

The main highway divides the ruir 
On the other side is the astronomical ob 
servatory, named El Caracol for th 
snail-like staircase inside. Also to see 
the Nunnery, with a carved facade. 
□ WHERE TO STAY NEAR [ 

CHICHEN-ITZA ] 
An overnight stay at the exotic Maya 
land Hotel is a must. This tum-of-the 
century hostelry is set in a tamed jungk 
full of colorful birds, butterflies, anc 
iguanas. You can stay in either the mair 
building with its open-air tiled arcade 
and patios or in the thatch-roofed casitas 
dotted about the grounds. Each has 
wooden furniture with Mayan-inspired 
motifs, and is equipped with mosquito 
netting bridal veils hung over each bed at 
night. (We encountered no buzzing 
beasties, but it was amusing to drowse 
comforted by these gauzy cocoons.) 
After a day's sightseeing, a swim in the 
flower-strewn pool is bliss. After dinner, 
sit in a rattan chair under a carpet of 
twinkling stars and be serenaded by the 
strumming guitars of mariachis. 

Continued on page J18 
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How to shop 

foraiwairfara 

Buying a plane ticket isn't very dif- 
ferent from buying clothes—a good 
bargain hunter can walk away with a 
real deal. But, fortunately for air fare 

shoppers, you don't have to go to a dozen 
places to find the best price. The cost of 

your ticket depends on where you're going, 
how far ahead you plan, how long you stay, 
and the day and time that you travel. So just 
call your American Airlines reservation 
agent or Travel Agent, ask for American's 
lowest fare to your destination, and adjust 
your schedule to the easy restrictions. If 
that fare isn't convenient, try the next best 
fare that fits your schedule. With Night- 
coach fares. Excursion fares, and the 
SuperSaver fares to choose from, we'll bet 
there's one that fits right into your sched- 
ule. And right into your pocketbook. 

American will help you get 

the lowest possible air fare. 

15% 

OFF 

20% 

OFF 

28% 

OFF 

OFF 

40% 

OFF 

4Wo 

QBOeaOOQG |g]iEl@l 





The only low tar 

enthol cigarette wil 

Salem satisfaction. 



lli>Hgs Ciaiiljcny I.ii|iK-m , 10" i,0197() Hciiblciii Int., Hai llonl, Conn. 

The taste of Boggs is as unique as America ^ 

itself. Because Boggs begins with American J 

cranberries/Lush, delicate cranberries with a \ 

savory tartness that grow only in America. 

And because American cranberries are so ; 

filled with flavor and so rich, Boggs is smooth i 

and inviting. ^ 

Sip it straight or on the rocks. j 

Boggs Cranberry Liqueur. Tart but sweet.| 

New but familiar. Very much like America j 

itself.Surprising. ^^HHHMHBlik 

Crj'stal by Bacrarai 

Winter sun in the Yucatan 
continued from page 114 

□ UXMAL: FIRST LOOK FOR 
THE PYRAMID OF THE MAGICIAN 
The ruins at Uxmal. built at the zenith o 
Mayan culture, are considered the fines'I 
example of their architectural achieve 
nient. For a panoramic view go up the 
hill to the richly carved Palace of tW 
Governor. Watch for the geometric- 
patterned frieze with the corbel arches— 
they are not true arches, being more 
pyramid-shaped. Because of the limita-| 
tions of this arch, the Mayans were neve 
able to design vast interior spaces. Con 
sequently there are only a series of smal 
rooms inside. From the palace one see: 
several partially excavated structures an 
mounds dotting the jungle landscape, 
perhaps containing other treasures. The 
Nunnery Quadrangle, four buildings that 
form a courtyard entered by another 
corbel arch, is decorated with inter 
twined feathered serpents and other 
motifs plus Chac masks with curved, 
jutting tongues on the corners of the 
buildings. In the evening, we went back 
for an eerie performance of Sound andl 
Light.  An interpretation  of the old! 
ceremonies used to evoke the rain, the 
performance seemed to produce the 
downpour that followed. 
□ OVERNIGHT IN UXMAL 
There are several hotels available, but 
the most romantic is the Hacienda 
Uxmal. The arcaded, two-story building 
surrounds a flower-bordered turquoise 
pool and tropical gardens. The floors are 
laid with patterned, polished tiles. Here, 
as in the major hotels of the Yucatan, is 
a shop selling local items. Potters and 
weavers sit just outside the patio where 
they are working on what you will buy. 
Hotel food is often disappointing but 
there are highlights: polio pahil—chick- 
en steamed with fruit juices and seeds 
and wrapped in banana leaves—lime 
soup, fresh fruit, wines indifferent, beers 
excellent. 
□ HOW TO GET THERE 
There are several ways to reach Cozumel, 
but few are direct. From New York, you 
can fly to Miami and connect there with 
a daily Mexicana flight which stops at 
Cozumel and Merida. (Archaeology 
buffs may wish to begin their trip in 
Merida, as there are many sites in and 
around this city.) Pan Am offers morn- 
ing flights from Miami to Merida on 
Wednesdays, Saturdays, and Sundays. 
From Los Angeles, Mexicana flies daily 
to Merida, and also offers flights to 
Mexico City which connect for Cozumel 
three days a week. From Houston, Aero- 
mexico takes you to Merida daily, and 
stops at Cozumel on Tuesdays, Thurs- 
days, and Saturdays. Both Mexicana and 
Aeromexico run daily flights between 
Merida and Cozumel. 
Note: Tourists entering Mexico must 
have a valid tourist card which is avail- 
able, free of charge, from the airlines. 
Proof of citizenship required. ■ 
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I GOT IT IN ATLANTA! 

4 

The FTD Sunshinef Bouquet 

is so easy to send almost anywhere. Just call or visit your FTD Florist, (many 

accept American Express and other major credit cards). For birthdays, 

anniversaries or any gift occasion, send sunshine by wire, the FTD way! 

THOSE FTD FLORISTS REALLY GET AROUND! 

© 1977 Rofisfs Transworld Delivery Say FTD and be sure ... worldwide. 
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Come play with nw aiul my )mrrwroiiS 
fiimds iti what is perhaps t)\e 

rieliest sea /n the world 

THE SEA OF CORTEZ 

& BAJA CALIFORNIA 
The Mis Lindblaii Explorer' operated by 
the Swedisli Atneiiean Line ir;7/ explore 

fabuloiL'i aquatic presence and wildlife of 
this re^^on on its cruising expedition 

May 6-24,1978. Sailingin calm seas, we 
will examine rare plant life on tfie desert 

coastlines,watch thousands of birds 
battling for nestingspace. It will truly be an 

unforgettable cruise. Please ^vritefor our 
brochure or give iis tlie name of your 

Travel Agent. 

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC. 
Dept HGLESC 

133 East 55th Street, N Y , N Y 10022 
751-2300 or toll free 800-223-9700 

• Panamanian registry. 

ACAPULCO SPECIAL!! 

•per person/ 
double occupancy 
single $130. WP^ 

At the brightest new 

beach hotel under 

the golden sun! 

Bask in the glowing fun-shine! Splash 
in pool or ocean! Play tennis! Dance! 
Dine as never before! Every room is 
a suite, each with private terrace. Besides 
deluxe accommodations, this intro- 
ductory package includes land trans- 
portation and baggage handling between 
hotel and airport, 'welcome' cocktail 
and Acapuico Bay Cruise with free 
cocktails served on board. Ole! 

CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT 
or send for color brochure: 

HOTEL LA PALAPA 
P.O. Box 48858, Los Angeles, CA 90048 

BOOKLETS \ 

TO HELP YOU PLAN YOUR TRIP 

To plan better vacations, here are some 
booklets that give you information about 
where to go and how to get there. Just 
fill out the coupon below and return it. 

1. The Dominican Republic \ isitor's 
Guide: tips on entertainment, shopping, 
transportation, hotels, and restaurants: 
also includes calendar of events. 
2. For a complete, bilingual guide to the 
Dominican RepubHc. consult the Tourist 
Ottice's booklet En Una Bella Isla del 
Caribe. 
3. Loew's Dominicana hotel in .Santo 
Domingo: 316 rooms, restaurants that 
specialize in local cooking. Also: swim- 
ming pool, tennis, golf, rooftop night- 
club. 
4. Plan a tennis or golf vacation at one 
of Gulf & Western's resorts on the South 
Coast. Casa de Campo and Hotel 
Romana provide 4 swimming pools, 
saunas, a marina. 13 tennis courts, and 
an 1 8-hole golf course. In town, try Gulf 
& Western's newest hotel, the Santo 
Domingo. 
5. Eight days and 7 nights of sun and 
relaxation for as little as S88.50 plus air- 
fare: one of many tours in American 
Airline's brochure. Dominican Republic. 
6. Visit Mexico City for 8 days 7 nights 
for as little as Si07 plus airfare, or plan 
an American Fly/Drive vacation with 
unlimited mileage on a rental car. For a 
complete guide to Mexico. America, and 
the Caribbean, order American Airline's 
booklet. The Best of American .\irlines. 
7. Oceanview rooms, tennis, outdoor 
swimming pool, health clubs, babysitters 
on request—at Santo Domingo's Shera- 
ton Hotel. 
8. The Mexican Tourist Council has 
brochures for even,- state and major city 
in Mexico. Other guides include Won- 
derful Mexico. Mexico Travel Hand- 
book, and Me.xico: Archaeology— 
Museums. 
9. V isit the world famous anthropology 
museum in Mexico City; shop for silver 
in Taxco; relax in sunny Acapuico. This 
is Aeromexico's Heartland. 
10. You can spend six days and 5 nights 
in Mexico City, from S60 plus airfare: 
all part of American Express's and Mexi- 

cana Airlines's Mexican Medley. | 
11. Western International's Camino Res' t 
in Mexico City is a deluxe resort-hot. i 
with swimming pools, tennis courts, o 
7V2 acres right in the center of the city 
A few steps away: the National Museur' 
of Anthropology. 
12. .American Express offers a week oe 
Mexican sunshine, at package prices, a 
the new island resort of Cancun. Fron 
S295. 
13. Follow an archaeological tour of th 
Yucatan using Avis Mexico as a guide 
drive from Uxmal to Merida. Chichen" 
Itza. and Tulum. i' 
14. Cancun's Club Med, located on i. 
private peninsula, offers daily excursion; 
to mainland Mayan ruins. Discover the 
Club Med lifestyle here or at any one of 
its 72 villages throughout the world.' 
list*ed in the Trident. 
15. Bermuda—A quick 2 hours from 
New York or Boston. Plan your vacation; 
with the help of 6 colorful brochures in i 
Bermuda News Bureau's Vacation Kit. 
Travel tips, accommodations, referencei 
map. and a calendar of events are all 
included. 
16. Swim. golf, or play tennis while en- 
joying the view of Fort St. Catherine at 
the Holiday Inn Beach Resort in Ber- 
muda's historic St. George's. 
17. Trust Houses Forte Hotels Bermudi- 
ana and the Belmont offer weekly sports 
programs, access to their private beach 
club, sightseeing in a surrey. You can: 
play tennis or 18 holes of golf. swim, sun 
on pink sand. shop, dance in all three 
Trust House Hotel nightclubs. 
18. Spend New Year's in the Caribbean 
aboard the S.S. Statendam. All about this 
cruise, and others in Holland America's 
Caribbean Winterludes. 
19. Take a trans-canal cruise to Los An- 
geles from New York or Port Everglades: 
stop at Curasao. Cartagena. Balboa, and 
.Acapuico. This is one of the QE2 Ten 
Classic Winter Cruises which includes 
roundtrip airfare to and from your home 
city. 
20. Visit a voodoo museum, sample 
some Cajun cuisine, or stroll through a 
4700 acre "garden in the forest." Explore 
Louisiana . . . for the fun of itI 

Circle the number of each booklet you want. Add 50c for postage and 
handling. Do not send stamps. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. Mail to: 
HOUSE & GARDEN. Dept. 1 lA, Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New 
York. N.Y. 10017. 
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InboAicing USUI SonoraT 
flt lost, luggage Rght enough to moke Q 

difference-even fiiljy pod<ed. 6ver\^hing 
obout SonoFO is easy to hondfe-from soft 
comfbrtobie handles that fold doum flat, 
to the omozinglv podfoble interiors. 

Gxx>sc from ei^t sizes and five colors 
for men and women. 

Hew SorK>ra.The beginning of the erK) of 

thetouiofgravitv. samsoRite' 

Somsonile^ got your bog. 



New. Dressy Pyrex; 

Pyrex ware so pretty itll dress up any recipe. 

And any table. 

It s the new Pyrex Fireside Collection. 

And you'll love it. 

Wait'll you see how good it makes your 

cooking look. 

How it flatters everything you serve 

in it. Gives food a warm, gentle glow. And 

sets off your table. Stylishly. 

Though it's a little fancier-looking Pyrex 

ware, you don't pay a fancy price. Only about 

$3.99 for this Z-quart casserole. Even less for 

some of the other pieces, which include 

loaf, baking and square dishes, pie plate 

and custard cups. 

Like regular Pyrex ware, the Fireside 

Collection will stand up to heat and to cold. 

It'll cook to perfection every time. Even 

in a microwave. And will never, never 

lose its color. 

New Pyrex Fireside ovenware. Dress 

up a meal with it this week. CORNING 

Pyrex ware from Corning 

We make a better dish so you can. 

PYREX is a Registered TrademarK ot 
Corning Glass Worte. Corning, N.Y, 14830, 



Mfhatt to sleep 

te your business. 

IS ours. 

:-6025. 
^en people on a budget have to 
it up on time. This digital clock 
did has AM. FM. The Panasonic 
ime. And our lowest price. And 
case that's not enough, it has 
24-hour timer Slide rule tuning, 
jzzer alarm. And a decorator- 
lite cabinet. 

FIC-6030. 
Who says a clock radio can't look 
as good as the rest of your 
bedroom furniture? This digital 
delight takes all the features of the 
RG-6025 and sets them in a 
beautiful simulated wood grain 
cabinet. Beautiful price, too. 

8 30 

keup 

RC-6045. 
Now you can wake up to the 
birds—with our popular chirp 
alarm. This AM/FM digital clock 
radio has a 24-hour timer Doze 
button. Sleep timer 4" speaker 
Simulated wood grain cabinet. All 
for less than you might expect. 

6 30 



l£>u want gift choices 

AndBeUkgot'enp. 

With some 

The Mickey Mou.sc Ph. 
ire an adapting^^^SBI^Ifom your local telephone con 

one. Walt Disney Productions. Housing produced by American Telecotnr 

earing atds i 

y imunications (Joiporation. 

True, everybody on your gift lu 
probably has a phone already. But 
not phones to go with their life- 
styles or decors as handsomely as 
these do. 

See them and more at your 
nearest PhoneCenter Store. At The 

Bell PhoneBooth in shopping 
malls. Or call your Bell business 
office about availability and prices. 

(In most areas, they start 
as low as $59.95 plus 
installation.) 
Of course you're really 

giving the phone housing. The 
working parts remain ours, so if 
there's ever a problem, we'll fix it. 
Happy thought. Happy holidays. 

@ Bell System 



A joyous season, a time 

for celebrations and festive 

get-togethers, of conviviality 

and hospitality extended open- 

ly to family and friends. Above 

all, it's a holiday that gives each 

of us the opportunity to express 

our caring by sharing the best 

of ourselves with others — 

whether it be through the plan- 

ning of great parties, the crea- 

tion of gala menus, or the selec- 

tion of "just right" presents for 

everyone on our lists. 

Gift-giving is, of course, 

a Christmas tradi- 

tion. And so is the 

shopping that too of- 

ten demands an unfair 

share of our time and 

energy. What gifts to give? To 

whom? How much to spend? 

Each of us must answer these 

questions as the holidays ap- 

proach. But the generosity of 

spirit that prompts our giving 

need not be lost in a frantic 

whirl of last minute present 

hunting. How to cope? Plan 

ahead—and remember how 

much your bank credit card can 

help to simplify your shopping. 

You'll find marvelous sug- 

gestions for original gift giving 

right here in this section. Look 

through it now for great ideas 

from the prestigious manufac- 

turers listed below. Then collect 

your just-right presents at your 

leisure. Wherever you like most 

to shop, you'll find your Master 

Charge card is welcome and 

helping to make this your eas- 

iest, most pleasant Christmas 

shopping season ever. 

ELAX, 

Aprilaire Humidifier by Research Products Corporation 

Arrow Fastener Co. • Chromcraft Furniture • Clayton-Marcus Company, Inc. 

Custom Wrought Products • Ebeling & Reuss Co. • The Eureka Company 

Fostoria • Herschede Hall Clock Company • Kem Plastic Playing Cards 

Kirsch Co. • KitchenAid • Oxford Hall Silversmiths, Ltd. • Proctor-Silex 

Rival Manufacturing Co.* Schmid Brothers, Inc. 

Thomaston Mills • Toscany Imports • Wilton Armetale 
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G OUSE UfFTS 

A gift for the house is a pleasure for everyone. 

Whether it's a new, wit-twisting, thoroughly 

addicting game, or a gift to scent the air, 

or a romantic present of flowers in a vase, 

house gifts contribute their mood to yours 

Be more of a cook 

and less of a dishwasher. 

The Rival Crock-Plate® multi- 
purpose cooker has a stoneware 
plate that is stick-resistant and 
does the work of several 
appliances. You can panbroil, 
bake, poach, steam, and fry. Make 
pancakes and omelets. Gourmet 
and foreign dishes. 

You cook on the plate—a 
whole meal at once. Serve 
on the plate. And wash just 

CRQCK-PLRTC 
Stoneware Fast Cooker 

one plate instead of all those 
pots and pans. Because Rival 
knows you love to cook, but hate 
to clean up. 

makes things better for you, 

RIVAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64129. In Canada: Montreal, Toronto. 

New for Christma.s, Counterstrike, 
a challenging new board game 

GAMES 

PEOPLE 

PLAY 

Video attractions, board 

.games, pinball machines 

BY ELLEN BILGORE 

There's something for everybody from 
the toy and game manufacturers these 
days, whose rising sales (over 30 percentf^ 
in the past year) indicate the American 
taste for all forms of home entertainment 
is virtually limitless. Anthropologists 
claim that games provide an outlet for 
our aggressive instincts, inhibited since 
the days when hand-to-hand combat be- 
came an unacceptable way to work out 
our problems. Psychologists maintain 
that all this game-playing is healthy, 
competitive fare. Children learn social 
etiquette and the politics of maneuvering 
through game-playing. And besides, 
games can be great fun. 

Last Christmas in the TV sections 
of department stores curious crowds 
gathered to watch demonstrations of 
electronic tennis matches. Around seven 
million people bought one of these re- 
mote-control sets and happily fastened 
them to their TV sets. By toy and game 
standards, a revolution was in progress. 
When they first came out, the new video 
games had only one or two black-and- 
white game variations, generally Ping- 
Pong or tennis, maybe hockey. This 
year's machines are infinitely more in- 
triguing than their predecessors. Most 
now come equipped with cassette space, 
so that tapes—each with up to fifty game 
variations—can be inserted in a master 
machine. Play may vary from chess to 
electronic baseball. Probably, one of the 
most interesting video sets is the Bally 
Professional Arcade, which contains two 
programmed games in the master set and 
also has a sophisticated, four-function, 
ten-memory printing calculator, capable 
of retaining financial records which flash 
on the TV screen. This electronic whiz 
works on the cassette system and costs 
$299, approximately, the optional cas- 
settes from $19.95 to $24.95. 

Continued on page 130 
PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 72. 
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THE 

HEALTH, 

LOVE, 

WEALTH 

PLATE 

And 

Other Gifts 

That Bring 

Happiness 

at Christmas 

WINE COASTERS 

A selection of the more 

than 400Armetale* 

metal gifts. 

Our eclectic collection of classic 
and contemporary gifts is sand 
cast in Armetale —the new metal 
aith the durability of stainless, the 
charm of fine pewter and the ele- 
gance of expensive silver 

But the beauty of Armetale isn't 
the only beauty of it. Armetale is 
completely non toxic, so you can 
eat and drink from it. it doesn't 
tarnish. It wont bend, dent or break. 

CENTERPIECES 

LliMlTED EDITION PLATES      DlNNER'A-.-\RE   SERVING .ACCESSORIES 
November, 1977 

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS 

You can choose from over 400 
sparkling gifts, including our first 
limited edition Christmas plate, at 
fine department and specialty 
stores close to your home. For the 
one nearest you write: Wilton 
Armetale, Columbia, Pa. 17512. 

29 



KEM Plastic Playing Cards, 
honored throughout the world, 
are long-lasting, washable and. 
should \ ou lose one, 
individuaiiy replaceable. 

"Tall Ship "is our latest 
collectible design — bridge 
double decks are Si 5. 
Other KEM designs — 
double decks $12, 
single decks $6.50. 

in the world's finest stores. 

Muir 

KEM PLASTIC PLAYING CARDS, INC. 745 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 
General Offices: Scranton, Pa. 18508 

LEADING THE WAY 

By O^ilHi 

Brighter spirits follow this 
charming little miss, another 
delightful creation in a continu- 
ing series by noted Spanish 
artist Juan Ferrandiz. Hand 
canned, hand painted in the 
South Tyrol by Anri wood can/- 
ers and produced in a Limited 
Edition of 1500, each sequen- 
tially numbered. Over 6" tall 
she's only $100. at fine stores. 
Write for the name of the one 
nearest you. 

I^Schnrc) 
y^W^ THE C»6AT1'/E HAND 

Randolph. MA 02368 and 
Toronto, Canada M8Z 1E8 

© Copyright Intemationai ANRl. Italy 
U S.A Scftmid Bros., Inc. 

Games people play 
continued from page 128 

One feature of today's video games 
that they can be speeded up with 
"handicap difficulty switch" which mak 
play more fun. The Atari game pa 
boasts an astonishing variety of gam 
within each of the six cartridges n 
available. Most of them are combat sit 
ations in which tanks, submarines 
planes fire at each other. For tricki 
play, moving obstacles can be made 
interfere with a clear shot at the target 
at the flick of a switch. 

Some  more  inexpensive video-ty 
games don't require television hooku 
which is an obvious advantage if the 
should be a conflict in your group abou 
whether the TV set should be used fi 
legitimate program viewing or vide 
game-playing. Code-Name: Sector is onli 
such game, developed by Texas Instrul 
ments for Parker Brothers. The game in| 
voices the movement of an invisibi 
submarine through 4,800 possible seel 
tions of a nautical chart. It costs $40j 
Comp IV is also a battery-operated com^ 
puter game. In this, the machine select: 
a series of numbers, ranging from thre 
to five digits and players compete t 
discover the computer's selection. Thi 
costs $29.95 from Milton Bradley. 

The wave of Star Wars-type gadgetr 
has not pushed conventional word an 
board games completely ofi" the scene. 
Scrabble is still the leader in word- 
gamedom. Its unparalleled success has 
inspired a plethora of shortened, less 
complicated ideas for play with children 
or like-minded adult cryptophiles. Of 
these, the newest is Boggle, which con- 
sists of a grid, sixteen cubes with letters 
on all four sides, and a timer. The cubes 
are spilled onto the grid and players 
compete to see how many words can be 
formed from the given letters before 
time runs out. It's made by Parker 
Brothers and costs a mere $5. There are 
similar word gairies: Spill and Spell | 
(Parker Brothers, $4), Perquackey [ 
(Lakeside, $3.99), and Decipher (Press- | 
man, $8.) The object of the last is to 
decode your opponent's secret word. 

In board games, it's tough to beat a 
tried-and-true winner like Monopoly, so 
most of the manufacturers haven't even 
tried. They've simply used the premise 
and spun off" an amazing number of vari- 
ations. Among them, are the New York 
Scene by Groovy Games. $12, in which 
the players grab for power in typically 
urban ways, through politics, theatre, 
unions, and try to develop property like 
Maxwell's Plum. The L.A. Scene is the \ 
West Coast version of this game and 
based on the power play in the movie 
business. Then there's Petropolis, which 
is oriented on the export of oil. Every 
time you go through Geneva you collect 
half-a-million Petro-dollars. This Press- 
man Toy is priced at $16, though 

Continued on page 132 
PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 72. 
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splendor in the glass. 

Sturdy, stunning Toscany stemware. 
Beautiful contemporary lines in West German blown glassware. 

Sizes and shapes to wrap around everything from sherry to champagne. 
And priced so you can do just that. 

"York" stemware by Toscany. In giftboxes, 
at fine stores everywhere. Write us for the one nearest you. 

Toscany Imports, Ltd. 245 Fifth Avenue, New York. N.Y 10016 



Dial down^.. 

and still be 

comfortable 

Proper indoor humidity 

reduces the amount of 

heat required for comfort 

There s no doubt that you II use less 
fuel with your thermostat set at 68^^ 
rather than 72° But. you don t have 
to be uncomfortable Humidity makes 
the difference Raising the humidity 
in your home makes you feel comfort- 
able at lower temperatures Reduces 
infiltration of cold air through spaces 
caused by shrinkage of wood framing 
around doors and windows, too 
And the ideal way to give your family 
the benefits of central humidification 
IS with an Aprilaire humidifier Accu- 
rate humidistat control High capacity 
Minimum maintenance Dial down to 
save heating fuel And be more com- 
fortable with the humidifier that gives 
you more—Apniaire 

Stop winter dryness in your home 

HUMIIDIFIERS 

ASK YOUR QUALIFIED 
HEATING DEALER 

There s a model fo' u^e .v.ih any i/oe noalmy systen 

FREE BOOKLET 
Explains humidity — 
has questions to ask your dealer 
about any humidifier 

RE/CRRCH PRODU<1/co«p««iiTio«) 

□ Send me the Humidification Facts Booklet- 
□ Send name ot nearest dealer 

Address- 
Cily  

Games people play 
continued from page 130 

Lederer in New York has several S600 
limited edition sets with gold-plated 
brass playing pieces and a list of all the 
Middle Eastern heads of state to whom 
comparable sets have been presented. 

For backgammon and dominoes 
aficionados who've had enough of play- 
ing it straight, there's Backgammon in 
the Round and Tri-Ominos, more inven- 
tions from Pressman at $50 and $6 re- 
spectively. Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. 
searching for a substitute, was pictured 
recently playing a new backgammon- 
csque game called Counterstrike. It has 
the same counters as backgammon, the 
same doubling cube, and a similar at- 
tache case gameboard for the expensive 
S50 version. A less lu.xurious boxed set 
by Essex Game Company is available 
for SI2.95. 

If you're a busy hostess, restless week- 
end guests can be taken care of with still 
other notable attractions. The Gnip 
Gnop is a no-warp Ping-Pong table 
(polyethylene bonded to an aluminum 
core), which you can safely leave out- 
side in all weather. Abercrombie & Fitch 
have it for S300. Or you can follow the 
trend recently set by a dart-mad rock star 
and get your house a custom-made dart- 
board with 1 8-karat gold wires from Car- 
tier. Or you might invest in a home pin- 
ball machine. The Superstar, Skate King, 
and Cosmic feature flippers, bumpers, 
and all the other excitements that keep 
shooting galleries in business. The ma- 
chines are said to be jam-proof, and can 
be assembled with tools owned by any- 
one who is handy about the house. Each 
of these electrically powered fun-dis- 
pensers sells for slightly under $300. 
They're made by Briarwood Division of 
Brunswick Corporation. 

After all these, if you still have some 
time left on your hands, you can always 
try gin rummy. ■ 

PUT 

CHRISTMAS 

IN THE AIR 

Gifts of fragrance 

to make your house festive 

BY PAULA RICE JACKSON 

The holidays are always visually exciting 
—there's so much to go out and see! But 
have you ever thought about how muck 
your holiday experience has to do with 
aromas? Or what a major role scent 
plays in your memories of holidays past? 
Think. One of the loveliest and strongest 
impressions on entering a house is the 
scent in the air: the fresh pine that's 
just been brought in for decorating, the 

PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 72. 

presents 

America's most 

USEFUL gift for the 

Do-it-Yourseifer! 

SHOOT A STAPLE 
WHEREVER YOU'D 

DRIVE A NAIL! 
You'll handle all of the 1.001 home fix- 
up fastening jcbs faster, cheaper, 
betteri It's a breeze: one squeeze and 
you've nailed it with Arrow's powerful 
T-50 Staple Guni All steel construc- 
tion, jam proof, lasting chrome finish. 
Uses six staple sizes. 

No T-50MP8-PIECE MULTI-PURPOSESTAPLEGUN 
KIT includes Arrow's All-Purpose T-50 Heavy Duty 
Staple Gun plus aH these extra accessories: slip-on 
Wiring Attachment: slip-on Screen Attachment: slip- 
on Shade Attachment: staple litter: 1250 T-50 
staples, 1250 T-50 h" staples: 1250 Ceiltile staples 
Complete with heavy duty molded storage case 

Sold at all leading Hardware. Home Center 
and Discount Department Stores everywhere 

ARROW FASTENER COMPANY, INC. 
271 Mayhill Street, Saddle Brook, N J. 07662 

32 Buy it s^-'Xn Master Charged the card that carries Clout House & Garden 



iiiclls ol' baking and cooking. There arc 
,,ts of presents of fragrances that you 
.an make or buy to add some scents that 
AIII last well into the year. 

|>'lowcrs are, of course, one of the first 
hings that come to mind. You might 

nc)wever give a bush to plant near a 
vsindow or a terrace/deck where spring 
and summer breezes can waft its fra- 
grance through the rooms. A Virhiirnnni 
carlesei would be an excellent choice as 
would a small orange tree or gardenia 
bush if you live where the weather is 
warm and humid. Smaller plants like 
herbs and spices would also accomplish 
the same thing. Put together a small 
window box of mint or basil and suggest 
to a friend where it might be put to take 
advantage of the fragrance. You might 
also give a large bouquet of roses with a 
note attached describing how to hang 
them upside down where their fragrance 
can be appreciated while they're drying. 
Potsful of paper-whites or hyacinths also 
give a room a lovely scent. You might 
write the Caprilands Herb Farm for its 
catalogue of bushes and plants to grow 
for drying. Order an extra for a friend! 

Potpourri in all its manifestations is a 
delight. One favorite is '"Agraria" which 
comes from San Francisco. Its top-note 
is slightly orange and two or three cinna- 
mon sticks are always laid across the top 
layer of the mixture. It comes in zebra- 
striped boxes and costs from $8 to S20, 
the larger size weighing in at about 14 
ounces. "Agraria Air Essence" gives 
rooms just a hint more fragrance. A 
copper ring on a light bulb gets dabs of 
concentrated liquid, and the heat of the 
bulb disperses it in a subtle and effective 
way. "Agraria" potpourri, $15 a set, and 
the copper ring at Henri Bendel. 

"Wildflower" is the new blend from 
Rigaud. The potpourri is slightly sweet 
and quite spicy, comes in a 4-inch-square 
plastic box. and will cost about $15. The 
new scent has also been translated to a 
candle in a periwinkle blue. Rigaud's 
classic "Sea Moss" scented candles come 
in their own glass holders, cost from $10 
to $35 each, are tinted deep blue or 
green, and seem to last forever. For a 
lighter version of the "Sea Moss" there 
is also the "Loaf of Soap" which comes 
with a small cutting knife. You might 
whip up some little quilted satin evening 
bags and slip a small piece inside for each 
one of your friends. Soap's $15 for about 
a 5-inch-long bar. Rigaud candles, pot- 
pourri, and soap are at Dorso. 

More pretty scented candles in pretty 
containers: heart-shaped porcelain boxes 
filled with "Replique" scented candles. 
The boxes are gaily painted with yellow, 
red, and blue flowers and would be very 
pretty to add a potpourri to later. One 
wick costs about $9.50 and there's a 
larger two-wick size for $12. Country 
crocks that hold up to four wicks-worth 
of "Aliage" scented candles come from 
Estee Lauder. The color's a butterscotch 

Continued on next page 

November, 1977 Buy It With 

The KitchenAid Compactor. 

It^s worth it. 

10 times a day, 7 days a week* 

spend a week with the KitchenAid 
trash compactor, and you'll wonder 
how you ever got along without it. 

It squeezes a week's trash into 
one small load. Does away with 
overflowing wastebaskets and smel- 
ly trash cans. 

The KitchenAid compactor has 
an exclusive Litter Bin* door on 
top that's super convenient for 
quick throwaways. And a big trash 
drawer down below for wastebasket 
loads. Its exclusive Tilt-.Away 
basket can be used with or without 

trash bags. And the exclusive acti- 
vated charcoal filter removes odors. 

A KitchenAid trash compactor 
has the same kind of built-in 
reliability and performance as 
KitchenAid dishwashers. Plus con- 
venience features that'll prove their 
worth many times a day. 

See the KitchenAid compactor 
at your KitchenAid dealer. Or write 
KitchenAid, Hobart Corporation, 
Dept. 7CA-11, Troy, Ohio 45374. 
Once you use it, you'll wonder how 
you ever got along without it. 

KitchenAid 
lt'>> worth it. 
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Now you have the ^ass to put it in. 

The Great American Lead Crystal by(\*OStOria 
V^/W, vo K-,-n v.nrkmgon 

yoiit crystal for 8^^ years. 

Shown STRATTON patlein, Fosioria Glass Company. Moundsville, W Va 26041 

Clayton Marcus 

Christmas in the air 
continued from preceding page 

with a rough, rustic finish and costs abo 
$25. Smaller sizes with one or two wic 
cost $10 and $17. 

Though intended to be bonbonnierc! 
there arc two very small and delicatj 
pieces by Cybis that would hold po 
pourri too. One is a porcelain scallope 
shell with an open font, the other is hea 
shaped with a pierced porcelain lid. The 
come in pale blue and pink for abo 
$50. Mrs. Ford loved to give them fo| 
personal thank-you presents during he 
stay at the White House. Cybis bonbon 
nieres are at Neiman-Marcus and Bon 
wit Teller. 

Scented flannels and drawer lining 
paper give a special lift to everything' 
from sweaters and scarves to blanket?] 
and linens. Porthault has a scented flan-? 
nel for $14, scented sachets for about 
$10, and will have a scented candle jusl 
abQAit Christmastime. Porthault also has 
a cologne to wear called "Porthault,' 
which is light and refreshing. Another 
flannel comes from Lubin. Its scent is 
less floral, more woodsy, and it costs 
about $16. Lubin scented flannels can be 
bought at Livingston's. Drawer lining 
paper with the fragrance of "Aliage" 
comes in six sheets wrapped into a nar- 
row cylinder and could certainly be 
eased into the top of a Christmas stock- 
ing. The paper is $10 and is also avail- 
able in "Youth Dew" scent, six sheets for 
$8.50. Both by Estee Lauder. 

Caswell-Massey, America's oldest 
pharmacy, is a treasure-chest of scented 
finds. Nostalgia is part of the attraction 
of ever>'thing that comes from there. An 
old English firm, Taylor of London, has 
a group of sachets packed in envelopes 
that hang in closets like a pomander. 
Each one is printed with an old-fash- 
ioned flower drawing, $7.50 each. Cas- 
well-Massey also has many blends of pot- 
pourri and is famous for its wide variety 
of scented soaps. C-M's catalogue is a de- 
light and another one you'll want to have 
friends in on. It contains a complete list- 
ing of all scented specials you can get 
through mail order. The price of the 
catalogue, $1. Write the Caswell-Massey 
Catalogue Order Department. 

Another place to look for romantic, 
old-fashioned sachets is Cherchez! One 
of its specialties is tiny sachet-filled lace 
pillows, some no larger than a Christmas 
tree ornament. They are made with white 
cotton, edged with lace and ribbons, and 
sometimes have delicate applique work 
in them, too. Their price depends on their 
size and they run from about $4 to $40. 
Something new from Cherchez! is "En- 
vironmental Perfume." a rich oil to use 
as a revitalizer for aging mixtures of pot- 
pourri. It can also be rubbed into wood 
—an antique box or the inside of a furni- 
ture drawer. One-quarter ounce, enough 
to last quite a while, costs $5.50 ppd. 

Continued on page 136 
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Fashionware color.,.The crowdpleaser. 

Color is alive and well and living 
in your home. And Fashionware A 

flatware is color at its best: \\\\ 
■House & Garden Color-1978". ^ 

Eleven exciting colors 
to coordinate, to com- 

plement. Eleven fashion 
colors that can be bright 

or light or earthy...or 
I out of sight. 

Oxford Hall's Fashion- 
ware adds a whole 

i new color dimension to 
tabletop creati\ity. 

It can set the stage or 
steal the scene. It can 
blend right in or it can 

stand out. You decide... 
you create I 

From a stuffy dinner party 
to a casual cook-out. Fashion- 

ware color \\\\\ please your 
crowd, over and over again. 

And in and out of your dishwasher, 
^    Fashionware %".ill please you, 

over and over again. 

^>   Their durable, melamine handles 
' §     are permanently bonded to 

^^-^ quality, satin finish stainless 
- steeL.\nd Oxford Hall fully 

guarantees Fashionware 
for two years in \\Titing, 
to be dishwasher safe 
and color fast. 

^ Fashionware is avail- 
able in sets or open 
stock in...white,yellow, 
orange, red. blue, green, 

vanilla, biscuit, sienna, 
walnut and sweet choco- 

late. You'll find it in 
your favorite department 

store, or ^vrite us for 
the location nearest you. 

You'll like Fashionware, 
and so will vour crowd. 

TASHIONmRE 

OXFORD HALL SILVERSMITHS, LTD. 
225 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010 (212) 686-3223. 



Suddenly 

iVs Q Server. 

For total decorating and entertaining flexibility, 
choose a ConvertaBar by Chromcraft. 

One minute it's a stylish buffet/server . . . then, re- 
move its hidden stools and open the top to reveal a two 
or three stool bar 

For a real change . . . add a Chromcraft ConvertaBar 
to your gift list. Available at most leading furniture and 
department stores. 
Send 25c for our helpful booklet on dining and family room 
decorating to: Chromcraft Furniture, RO. Box 1 26, Senatobia, 
Mississippi 38668 

Some ConvertaBars 
feature cane or 
wicker access doors 
to cover stools when 
used as a bufft t. 

Two and three s.sol 
models .ivailable. 

b t/i.,u.craft Furniture 

afVSohasco company 

Chri.stmas in the air 
continued from page 134 

Another scented pillow 
comes from Norell. It's about 
6 inches long and has a gen- 
erous ruffle around its edge. 
The pillow is bright white cot- 
ton with dark gray lettering in 
the middle spelling out Norell. 
If you have friends who travel 
during the holidays, the small 
baby pillow would be a lovely 
addition tucked into a suitcase 
or trunk. About $12. 

Remember that many soap.s 
have fragrances strong enough 
to scent a small room. Just 
take the wrapper off and voila. 
Gil Ferrer's "Calda de Mont- 

bury" is one of them. It"^ 
one of the most delij 
floral scents to be found, 
ppd. Almost every fragi] 
comes in a perfumed 
form and Christmas is) 
time   when containers! 
scents are special and 
pretty. One is a powder %\m\ 
that holds either "Blue GI 
or "Memoire Cherie" by 
abeth   Arden.   The sh;! 
shaped like an antique 
neer. is handpainted porc^ 
and is covered with tiny 
or pink flowers. They're $| 
each. ■ 

TWO-IN-ONE 

IS LOTS MORE FUl 

Flowers and what to put them in 

BY PAULA RICE JACKSON 

Do you love to give flowers? 
To receive them? Flowers do 
have a special feeling about 
them when you give them as 
gifts during the holidays. Have 
you thought about giving a 
container for them as well? 
Anything that holds water can 
hold a flower. Well, almost. 
Blossoms can be snipped to 
float lazily in a beautiful por- 
celain or silver dish, wildflow- 
ers look perky tucked inside 
something as practical as a 
cream pitcher. Here are some 
more ideas for you to consider 
if you're thinking about a gift 
of fragrant flowers. 

Wildflowers or flowers with 
fine, delicate stems like 
daisies or asters look wonder- 
ful massed together, especial- 
ly when they're put in a vase 
that lets the stems show 
through. A mere slip of a crys- 
tal vase that looks like an en- 
velope without its flap, mea- 
suring about 4 inches high and 
4'/2 inches "wide, is just the 
right proportion for small 
flowers. It's called "Ovalis" 
and comes in clear or opaque 
white glass, called "'opal.'" The 
vase, made by littala, is $19 
and may be ordered from The 
Museum of Modern Art Gift 
Shop. Another littala piece is 
a vase that doubles as a de- 
canter. It stands about 6 inch- 
es high, has a generously wide 
mouth, and holds enough wa- 

ter or wine for a modest g] 
or two. It comes in clear c 
tal or a bottle green with c: 
crystal on the bottom, w 
is rippled and textured, 
from the Toukokuu collectl 
designed by Tapio Wirk 
and costs about $12 at C 
and Barrel. 

"Botanica" is the name o 
group of cookware and d 
nerware made in Lu.xembu 
It has the most beautiful hai 
painted   flowers   with th 
names  written   in old-faj 
ioned painted script and loc 
ing remarkably like those wc 
derful botanical prints. The| 
are two pitchers with rann 
cuius delicately  painted i 
them that would look sup 
filled with the real thing. Or 
has a pewter cover, $45, ai 
would be appropriate for ser 
ing hot beverages like coco 
The   other   has   no cove 
$22.50. They're by Villeroy 
Boch and are at Mayhew. 

A classic container for 
single flower, traditional! 
considered to be a rosi 
though you could use almoi 
any long-stemmed flower, i 
the sterling silver, fluted bu 
vase. Gorham makes it 
three sizes, 6. 8, and 10 inche 
tall, and they have a wide lii 
and flat base. They cost fror 
$22 to $36 each. 

You'll have to act quickl;j 
Continued on page I3r 
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Sroilei 

If you have the one on the bottom 

you don^t need the four on top. 

W e compared the versatilitv of 
the new meaJ maker" with these other 
appliances to make this point: 

Nothing compare? with it. 
Because the meeil metker" can 

pop-up toast hke a toaster. 
It can bake potatoes hke an 

oven, or broil a steak like a broiler. 
It can even stew a stew, sunmer 

soup, or roast a pot roast as slow as a 
slow cooker. 

So trv' the ne%v mecil maker" 
from Proctor-Silex. 

Because even if you have a lot 
to cook, you don't need a lot to 

to cook it in. 

meal maker 

Slow cook (fisb included. 
PROCTOR-SILEX 



"SEA HORSE" Goblet — $8.50 each 
For the Bayel brochure, kindly write to EBELING & REUSS CO., West Valley Road, Devon, PA 19333 

MAKE-UP YOUR BED 

ANDBVffiROYE 

Thomaston now introduces 
a new beauty treatment for the 
bedroom. 

Coordinated pillowcases, 
sheets, quilted bedspreads and 
drapes — all blend to match your 
room's personality as well as its 
coloring. 

You'll find all your favorite 
patterns and shades, so you can 
change the look of your room 

THOMASTON MILLS      ^     , , 
From that little town in Georgia, change lipsticks 

as easily as you        * % 
"Good Housekeeping < PROMISiS 

Two-in-one 
continued from page 136 

to make your own containers. Tiles, five' 
of them, make very pretty planters. De-' 
pending on the size of the tile you choose 
you can grow practically anything right; 
on a countertop. A simple mortar puts 
the pieces together. 

There's a new variation of the Oriental 
ginger Jar in crystal—all flow and shape. 
It's 8 inches tall, does not have a cover, 
and would be a perfect container for tall, 
straight-stemmed flowers like chrysan- 
themums. $25 by The Lenox Crystal 
Gallery. 

Hyacinth vases with plump, rounded 
bulb and a narrow neck, come in five 
colors from Svend Jensen of Denmark 
and they're made by Holmegaard. 
They're only 4 inches high, have either 
smooth or rippled surfaces, and look the 
prettiest in clear or a slightly smoked 
gray. $5 each at Rosenthal Studio Haus. 

"Flower Garden " is a flower sculpture. 
It's'^ade of thin, narrow crystal tubes 
that lie flat on a table with all their ends 
turned up to receive a single blossom in i 
each. The piece holds eight flowers, but ) 
if you use tiny ones, you may be able to i 
get two or three into each little tube. The 
whole thing measures about 11 inches 
wide so you can use it for a centerpiece. 
$15 by Caspari. Another interesting 
piece from Caspari is something called 
"Floralabra."' Right-side up, it's a free- 
form of crystal, slightly egg-shaped on a 
very large scale, say 12 inches high, into 
which a hollow is recessed to hold flow- 
ers. Turn the piece upside down and that 
same small hollow becomes a receptacle 
for a round, squat candle. Three would 
be quite dramatic—two candles with a 
bouquet in between. "Floralabra" is also 
$15. Both pieces are at The Side Door. 

What about containers for dried flow- 
ers? This idea is about as nostalgic as 
some of the arrangements. Why not look 
for old lanterns or antique gaslight boxes 
that once covered streetlights? There are 
also some that are new and look very 
authentic made by Antiquity Hand- 
crafted Artifacts. They are made from 
copper and tin-coated iron, handrubbed 
with oil until they have a patina, and are 
wired for electric lights or are left with 
simple candle-holders inside. If you're an 
antiques buff you might want to look for 
the old candle molds. They come with 
2. 4, 5, 6, 8 candle hollows, which you 
could just as easily fill with flowers for a 
very modern look, a good contrast with 
that old metal. Sciver's has a wide selec- 
tion of the lanterns. 

Limoges porcelain is famous for hav- 
ing some of the prettiest handpainted 
floral designs in the world. But here's a 
pure-white porcelain Limoges bread- 
basket that would be charming if you 
took some flowers and laid them down 
inside it. The basket measures about 7 
inches long, has a porcelain handle with 

Continued on page 142 
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Poweis out dirt, dust, ligtitsoH. 

I ■ 1 

The carpet in your home deserves 
Eureka care. The care a Eureka 
adjustable vacuum cleaner can 
give it. 

Eureka doesn't give dirt a 
chance. The all-metal Vibra- 
Groomer? agitates thoroughly 
so everything below the surface 
comes clean. The Eureka 
Rugulator- gives you precise 

cleaning control on any carpet 
from low nap to deep shag. 

This Eureka, the ultimate vac- 
uum cleaner, is a beautiful com- 
bination of handsome styling, 
remarkable convenience and 
great cleaning capacity. Eureka 
has it all: automatic cord rewind, 
giant dust bag. bright headlight, 
two-speed motor and Edge Kieen- 

r—t 

ers so you cancfean ngm up 
baseboards. Adaptable for above- 
the-floor cleaning attachments, 
too. 

Give your carpet... and your 
home... the best. Give it the care 
of a quality vacuum cleaner... 
the Eureka adjustable. 

Discover a better way 

1/ 

e Eu'eO Company, Bloomingtwi, IL 61701. Division of Nat^a! i.riion Electric Corp. !n Canada; Eur^ca Division. OitwaTd Manufacturing Co, Ltd., Kilchener, Ontario. 



Today *s 

natural 

look 

r 

begins 

with Kirsch 

The look of wood. 

Creating an Early 

American decor? 

Going informal ? 

Kirsch Sherwood® 

traverse rods are a 

natural... with the 

look of wood and the 

strength of steel. 



ft 

A touch ot gold, 

n eleguni rrjaiuoiio. ^.tiiirig deseri'es 

the loiich of our Vimage^ 

11 antique gold. Or peu'ier. Or brass. 

Carefree Kirsch 

\\o\ en Woods. 

D-'ar-ianc n^u 

ireavirienis . . . vauer^'.s 

- .. colors - - - '\resh. 

Tiaiurai KirsLfi Uoi e^: 

irooJs can iravsjorm 

an\ room mro a 

siunnmo sho wcasc 

for your home 

Sheer SLnipIicicv. 

]_2gh.i n airy, bright n cheery. . 

sheers are simply perfect u-ith !^* 

rods. Kirsch cunmn rc 

Beautiful basics. 

x.:'-vuV'". Si^perjine''' 

is the uvrld s best- 

g traierse 

rod. \i2n\ Kirsch' 

traverse rods 

feature Teflon-S- 

coating. 

Y\\ rscK 

It's all m the book. 

And 11 s an oll-neiK 

"Windows Beauufid. 

Only $1.95 at your 

Kirsch Dealer. Or 

send check or money 

order TO Ki'sch Co . 

Dep: K-::" 

Sturms, hiich. 49091. 

BB^OTFLL 

11^:9 



The ChrisiopluT Cnkimbus 

Once you've heard 

a Herschede, 

you wouldn't buy 

any other clock. 

You hear the quality. Finely-balanced 
mechanisms running in perfect pace. 
Then, it strikes. Deep,soft, tantalizing 
tones expand from the heart of a beau- 
tiful Herschede cabinet. For a color 
catalog of all Herschede clocks, from 
S6,270 down, send 50c to Herschede 
Hall Clock Co., Box 823-C, .^'tarkvilie, 
Mississippi 39759. Division of Arnold 
Industries. 

Two-in-one 
continued from page 138 

a ribbon tied around it. It's part of a 
small collection of porcelain "country" 
inspired objects made by hand in France. 
The breadbasket costs about .$18 and is 
available at Accents & Images. 

Now for something even more lavish 
—Lalique is traditionally a famous de- 
signer of magnificent vases for flowers. 
Some of its new ones have flowers and 
leaves of colored glass on the outside of 
the vases. For example, one very full and 
rounded, narrow-neck vase in clear crys- 
tal has violet or amber flowers wreathed 
around the neck. Called "Atossa." the 
vase stands about 9 inches tall, would 
hold an impressive bouquet, costs about 
$314, and is available at CD. Peacock. 

Those matched sets of pots, jars, or 
canisters that you put sugar, rice, flour, 
and tea bags into are another possibility 
for flower vases. "Daffodils" is a set of 
four large-ish jars in the graduated sizes 
we're accustomed to seeing. They're gaily 
painted with large orange and yellow 
daffodils and would certainly add a 
cheerful shot of color wherever you 
placed them—full of flowers and neatly 
lined up on a countertop or shelf. $30 
the set of four by Fitz & Floyd at 
Marshall Field. Another set is called 
"Satchel" and is one of the handsomest 
around. Also a set of four jars, these are 
pure white with a very dense basket-like 
weave in a somewhat matte finish. The 
texture of the jars brings out the nubby, 
woven feel of each piece. They're $25 
the set by Toscany and will be at many 
department stores and glass and china 
shops across the country. 

Real baskets to put flowers or plants 
in: very long-handled noodle baskets im- 
ported from the Philippines. The handle 
measures about a foot long and is narrow 
and quite graceful, while the basket is a 
hollow recess for scooping up the pasta. 
Two or three placed along a wall in de- 
scending or ascending order and filled 
with vine-like or very brightly colored 
plants would be exciting. They're about 
$3.75 each postpaid, to order, through 
Harriet Amanda Chapman. 

Lacquered baskets from mainland 
China are another interesting type to 
consider, especially for plants. Their 
finishes and weaves blend and contrast 
beautifully with the greens and yellows 
of many house plants. The colors are for 
the most part in the tortoise to reddish- 
brown with occasional pieces in bright 
yellows. Though the lacquers are highly 
water-resistant, line the insides with foil 
to be sure that water won't damp(?n the 
reeds, grasses, and woods the baskets are 
made with. Burdines has one of the 
largest selections. 

Two beautiful new pieces of sandwich 
glass have been added to the group of 
exquisite Early American reproductions 
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 
New York. And both would be lovely for 
PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 72. 

FIREPLACE 

EQUIPMEN 

The beauty of any fireplace is noi 
only in its design, but in the tools 
SCTeens and accessories that set it off 
Shown here are a few of Reich 
man's many early American designs 
crafted in wrought iron, and made to 
surely increase the attractiveness ol 
your home. Ask to see the Reichman 
line at better fireplace equipment 
stores, or write today for the one 
nearest you. 

Custom Wrought 
Products 

Greentown, Pa. 18426 
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- - - ceien vase lhat stand- 
-jhes hi^' -s a quilled dia- 
panem ^      -      li s perfect fc: 

sticks. thick-stemmed flox^ers. and. 
celen  stalks.  $28.50 ppd. THL 

d piece is called "The Hat ' and it 
hat—a beaver hat translated into 
Fill it with pansies or sugar, it - 

3U inches high and costs S12.5 
Both designs come from the 1 SZC** 
vou can order them through ih. 
opoliian Museum of An Gift Shop 
iJton-.Armelale. well-knowi! for 
le metal dinnenvare. has a drinkins 
I that iooks almost medie\ai. 1: 
s 6-incbes tall with straight sides 
strong. ver\" plain handle. It is fre. 

coration with almost no lip or base 
he efreci is clean and quite mascu- 
F       with black-^yed Susans ar.c 
i :     " ^utdoor wooden table. :'. 
i ih charming and \ er; 

.V-.- ". isn't filled with flower- 
sec tankard: SI6 at Coide- 
tr. Store. 

je single blossom arrangemer.i \\a- 
:al celight lhat was brought lon- 
^ian flower designer Ronald 
Pan of the succ:--    his ide-i 

to some beauriful.  lung. narrov\ 
med bottles thai n£ aesigned :o g 

e fiOwers. There are five sizes ar^ 
es to choose from and the>"re a 
-z-iown cry stal. Write Ronaldo M:^.- 

price list. How do >ou wrap a 
e flower? Ronaldo puis the cr\stai 

nto a flat straw box and pack- 
ed tissue paper firmly around the 

"s base. Then he takes a whole 
of colored paper and slips it under 

>ox bringing the end up over the lor 
>e flower and ties the ends with _ 

colored ribbon Then the whole 
is picked up ^ " " into a larg^ 
piasiic bag ar^ . .'.ith anothe 

on. The package is as intriguing a- 
r-eseni! Your flower, fragile ar. 

-t : JI. arrives safely, 
".j-e are many beautiful pieces c: 
divh crjstal: ^ ^ ^e from by Kosia 
a. One is ar 1 U-shaped piece 
is called ""Frees.a \ ase." The ""L"'" 

ow so the long stems of freesia ha\ > 
Its of room to curve in. TTie shape i- 
right for two blossoms to face each 
r. The vase is S 19.50 and is at Crate 
Barrel. For thick, rich bouquets o: 

,e weight a heavy cut-cry stal v ase is 
ropriate. One of Kosta's is the ""King 

whic" " - - ' . - ji. high and is 
ut - •      . edge, cut :r. 
U flutes, iooks like a five-pointed 
. The vase is S132 at J.W. R - - 
Laiberine E>e Sousa has  ..  - . 
le twI>-pie\;c flowerpots :h_: ;r- 
K)t .:iri-u: -'■•r.zTA tne;. -v r 
! on the other the eye is fc . 
pot looks solid. The ^ : • - 
de color spills over : _ 
. matches exactly a ~ oerweer 
pot and its base. The e-i< 

Contir ^   11 ' 

CUut 

p^mng Santa easy. 

s dehors. 

• C^i]tisa#IasterCliaige®caid. . 

l^^rur per^nal a<:coimt for 

^Chri^imas shbppiiigat over 2 million 

places. All around the world. 

*• thatfls clouL 

lliatfis Maiiter caiaige. 

AM: 

I 
# B 
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00%«l4gfits 

BENS0N8HEDGES 

Menthol 100*s 

tlmg 

11 mg."taf!'0.8mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, by RC me8«)d- 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
Thai Cigaretie Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health 



How to have a marvelous 

make-ahead Christmas 

FOR A HONEYSUCKLL OR SKMPEVINE ;vRE/;i n... 

Gather vines as soon as the leaves fall. Twist and weave them 
into a circle (wrapping around chair legs helps), let dry, 
decorate with a wide satin ribbon. If you have a bay tree, cut a 
couple of still-green, leafy branches, twist together, wire into 
a wreath to hang in the kitchen. Dried leaves can be pJucked as 
they are needed. 

:HESTNUTS.. 

are com'ng ntc t^e markets now, and can be had for lots 
less nan jZ^   zaj at Christmas. Five pounds of cooked 
chestnuts (slit, simmer until tender in equal parts milk and 
water, pjeel) give you enough to make turkey stuffing and 
£5uce to put up and give as presents. 

Cover 2y2 pounds cooked, 
reeled chestnuts with 
4 parts water, 1 part sugar, 
simmer until nuts are soft 
and solution cooks down 
:nd browns slightly. Mash 
coarsely, put up in canning 
jars, flavor with brandy 
cr rum. Delicious over 
ice cream, fruit, or 
pound cake. 

YOUR CHRISTMAS CARD 
CAN BE A 
WORKC-^=^~. 

if you let year jC^ng Monets and 
Picassos draw a Christmasy 
scene and have the local printer 
turn it into cards. You can have 
100 black-and-white line draw- 
ings for as little as S35: fn one 
color, S45. Add about 55 for 
envelopes. But get your design 
to the printer early—the later 
you wait, the longer it takes. 

STOCK UP 

Make and freeze chicken and 
beef stocks now for soups and 
sauces later. Brown sauce, fish 
fumets, and vegetable-soup 
bases also freeze well. 

YELLOW SQUASH SOUP 
Saute 2 onions for every 5 
■T^edium squashes. When trans- 
-cent, add squash and V/z cups 

cnicken stock, simmer until 

*ork-Lender, puree, freeze. W^er 
you reheat, add cream and a 
little nutmeg, sprinkle with 
chopped chives. A:SO superb 
served cold. 

GROW A FLOWER 
Amaryllis take 8 weeks to force 
into bloom, like this.- Plant each 
bulb in a pot of earth I72 
inches wider than itself. Put in 
a sunny place, keep watering. 
Paperwhite narcissus, said to 
bring good luck for the new year 
if they bloom on New Year's 
Eve, often take only 3 weeks to 
bloom. Keep bulbs in refriger- 
ator, and, for a sequence of 
holiday flowers, take out a few 
at a time, anchor in shallow 
bowls of gravel and water, wait. 

FOR FRIENDS TO 
TOTE PRESENTS HOME 
AT CHRISTMAS... 
you can sew up a few sacks 
now. For each one. cut two 
16-inch squares gf muslin plus a 
strip 6 by 48 incTies. Stencil 
initials on one square. Right 
sides together, stitch three sides 
of each square to the long sides 
of strip. Turn to right side. Hem 
top. Cut two 14-inch grosgrain- 
ribbon handles, sew one to the 
outside top of each square. 
Neat way to take presents 
to a friend, too. 

that we have anvihing against a 

..".:le hohday hustle and bustle: in fact 

a certain number of crisp December 

evenings spent shopping to the sounds 

:et us into 

But to 'e::ve e- e-,.:i..::-te is to 

cheat yc . . ; . ?f a good deal of r^leasure. Bak- 

ing bread, for instance, co.. ous 

chore three days before Christmas, out a oread- 

baking part\- in early November - :r 

baked and frozen ^^.e^J - - -i 

wonderfully enjoy „- . : -.vith friends as 

well.PIanning a: - ;_vesyo„ . . . too: Produce 

in season now can cost twice as much in De.. 

And some things must be done now or not at au, ujs:e 

gathering herbs ■ •■ negars : -':ows. vines for 

wreaths, and fc:..    :albs to:  .^y flowers. 

And there's something to be said for serenit}'. too, 

which is what Christmas is supposed to be all about. 

Perhaps you"ve heard the Italian legr the 

Befana. who was so busv cleaning . 

Christmas that she didn't have ti:... : . 

three kings to the manger. An apt patron tV. _ . : 

us who get so involved in the preparation that we 

miss the main event. 

So if you're among the millions who resolved last 

Christmas that "Next year we're going to be Orga- 

nized." take heed: Next year is almost here. And 

rejoice I This issue is full of ideas to help, inspire, 

and encourase vou. 
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MARVELOUS 

MAKE-AHEAD 

CHRISTMAS / 

COOKIE CUTTER: 400 
Catch a whole-wheat 
star, or maybe a Christ- 
nas tree. Choose large 
:utters at least an 

Let rise almost to top of cutter. Use extra 
dough for free-form shapes, faces, tree-like 
strips snipped with scissors for branches. Bake 
in preheated 375° oven 15-20 minutes or until 
bread sounds hollow when tapped. Brush 

inch deep, grease them with egg-water glaze 10 minutes before done, 
and a baking sheet. Put cutters   and press on raisin eyes. Return the bread to 
sharp side down on sheet and    the oven. When it's done, cool to room 

half fill witn dough, pressing into corners.       temperature before removing cutters. 
At The Silo's children's cooking class in New Milford, Conn., Kate Ellis and Olivia Rowan 
glaze cookie breads. Whole wheat bread recipe, page 200. Shopping information, page 216. 



yjet the whole family 

I to help make pdt€[ 

Here's a way to make all your 
Christmas gifts at once. Get the 
whole family to pitch in and 
make a delicious four-meat pate. 
That's what Colette Rossant does 
every year. A week before Christmas 
she and her four children spend a 
whole hard-working day having fun 
together and making enough pate to 
fill terrines for all their friends. And 
their presents come with an extra 
bonus: At their annual collect-your- 
present Christmas party, friends ar« 
invited to bring back their terrines any 
time during the year for a refill. 

Left: Eleven-year-old Tomas Rossamt 
and a pate he's decorated with thick 
strips of fat back. 
Right: Presents on a party table— 
family-made pate packaged in White 
porcelain terrines, in its own crust, 
and in a pottery casserole with gar- 
nishes of aspic—the best way to keep 
pate fresh. All presents are 
decorated with Christmas ribbons and 
hand-painted name scrolls. 

CHRIS REINHARDT 
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S^^Sive a terrific baking di^- 

^fmd hake some bread to filljt. 

CRANBERRY-PECAN 

BREAD 

Working time: IV2 hours 
Here's a quick bread made with 
cranberries, pecans, flour, eggs, 
milk, baking powder, vegetable 
shortening, sugar, and lemon 
zest. Complete recipe, page 206. 

Above: - 'I'r "gsrcg .ea 'eac, 
■ ^ -^-.vheat, or in the Schlem- 

'   - - "' Other good presents 
to double V. •   ; : ;achers, bundt or tube 
cans, spring--c."- pans, ;nariotte   ' :ast-iron 
'-J pans, or souffle dishes. Indiv ;-     . ekins 
or onion soup crocks can bake a crjsiy roll. 
Photographed at The Silo Kitchen Shop and 
Gallery. Shopping information, page 216. 
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^titch a potted needlepoint plant, or giz 

[canvas and yam for a friend to stitch 

This year, you can surprise a 
plant-loving friend with a potfu! 
of geraniums that's really a 
needlepoint pillow. Here, gera- 
niums, begonias, and gloxinias 
in progress, left, and in bloom 
on a living-room chair, right. 
You can order primulas and 
cactus, too. All designed by 
Louis J. Gartner. 

Each needlepoint-pillow kit 
comes with a 14-mesh, hand- 
painted canvas ("the finer the 
mesh, the more detailed and 
fabric-like the pillow," says Mr. 
Gartner), and Persian yarn. 
Mr. Gartner recommends the 
basketweave stitch (see dia- 
gram below) "because it's a 
thick, sturdy stitch and helps 
prevent canvas distortion." Less 
experienced needlepointers 
may want to use a continental 
stitch to outline solid-colored 
areas to be filled in later with 
basketweave. Mr. Gartner stuffs 
his pillows with layers of sheet 
polyester cut to the shape of 
the pillow design. For backing 
and welting, he uses linen or 
white sailcloth. 
NEEDLEPOINT KITS: $30-$60. 



THE NICEST KITCHEN PRESENT 
is one you make yourself. And if you start now, you 
can whip up a batch of vegetable preserves like the 
mosaic above of broccoli, mushrooms, cucumbers, 
cherry tomatoes, peppers, zucchini; put up some 
pickles; or make a winter fruit compote with dried 

, prunes and apricots (recipes, page 206). Everything 
, made in Ann Rowan's cooking classes, The Silo, 

New Milford, Conn. Shopping information, page 215. 



Right: Here's a windowbox and 
three wraparound, bottomless 
pot-hiders you can make from 
one 4-by-8-foot sheet of ply- 
wood and a Stencil-Magic pat- 
tern kit. The kit has three 
stencil patterns: a Moroccan 
knot; the basketweave used on 
the windowbox and two large 
wraparounds; and the wicker 
pattern used on the small one. 
Isabelle McDonnell, left, shows 
how easy stenciling is. Shop- 
ping information, page 216. 
Windowbox construction and 
stenciling time: about 2 hours. 

fttsfnsidel 
box-fiamel 

CHRIS REINHARDT 
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foraflozverlover 

^       HOW TO GIVE 

^   TWELVE PRESENTS 

IN ONE 



To wrap a mug of red and wl-l 
French porcelain—a big chee 
lap napkin printed with pe 
lators. At Jenny B. Goode. 

On your mark, get set, give—ri 
ning shoes, shirt, and shorts tijj 
with a jump rope. Designed 
Brad Ensminger. 

Ice-cube trays as 
sewing organizers, 
here filled with 
spools of thread 
wrapped to give by 
Jennifer Watling. 

The new way to wrap up Christmas - presents 

wrapped in presents. Here, 32 clever ways 

to prove one present can have a lot to give WILLIAM P. STEELE 

Playing cards in a painted berrji 
basket trimmed with twisted tarjl 
tan ribbon, lined with a lacfttc 
handkerchief. Valerie Markwooc 

Greeting cans! Paint cans To wrap a French jelly glass of home- 
covered with bright printed made strawberry preserves, a draw- 
labels and packed with ed- string sack you make yourself. By 
ibies. By Stephen Dunne. Mark Robinson. 

Daisies served fresh in glass vases 
knotted with handkerchiefs and at- 
tached to a bamboo tray with straw 
cord. By Ronaldo Maia. 

1^ 

Wrapping in fashion—a great \ 
rose-y shawl to tie up a great I 
canvas shoulder bag. Design 
by Julie Bermant. 

A foot-wide red cowhide Rose-petal potpourri in a sack made 
bag, filled with an abun- of crepe de Chine and lace, drawn 
dance of bread. By Dana, with satin ribbons. By Dana. 
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Napkins in their own linen drawer— 
a cotton-covered box. Designed by 
Souleiado at Pierre Deux. 

Apples tied with ribbons, heaped j 
in a ribbon-lined, painted garden 
basket. By Valerie Markwood. 
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Quilted tea cozy :o pop 
over matcn.ng freezer-to- 
3ven-to-table terrine. Soj- 
eiado at Pierre Deux. 

A loaf of rye too good to hide—bcxed 
in clear acrylic, tied with 'red -.vool. 
Designed.by Pat Fa'za'anc. Bor^/a^'- 
abie 31 Azurr.a. 

Collapsible basket for bike or market- 
ing, filled v.'i!n a whole ward''cbe of 
baking tools, like cookie cutlers, a 
whisk. All at Manhattan Ad Hoc. 

Chefs hat-a *: 
wood pepper r^i 
wnite striped 
Bailey Huebner 

"g Arap-up "c 3 
and a b:je ar^d 
:'cr,. A:i from 
: Hen!-i Bendel. 

Golf balls n a wine carafe. 
:ez       "ees. and topped 

)        a " -   "T : green. By 

Sterling shoehorn, buttonhook, glove 
s:re:c-",e'. a-z file to wrap in sueded 
kid jewelry roll by Dana. Antique sil- 
ver at Certain-Something. 

Chinese table setting for two, all in Printed paper desk organizer witf 
bc.'.ls t ec tcget-.er /.itn :.v:ne. For- a rc.e c* -"■.atc'rg pencils, rub 
tune cookies bring Christmas Greet- oer bands, and colored clips. Frorr 
ings. By Ray Kc'- "-e 

Peppermint candy :c c ~ 
:' .ase tied with napkins 
frc.Ti Groundworks Studio. 
Bv Rona'do Ma^a. 

Paint-tube salt and pepper shakers Giant porcelain shell, handpainted 
for culinary artists to wrap in a paint- and holding a neap of rrarbelized 
er's palette /.a   -a-'g -g. At Jenny B. pencils—handy on a desk. Shell and 
Goode. pencils at F-fo''0 72. 

French soap to Japanese fans—a 
roundup of gins TrcTi around the 
.-^orld, found here, packed in a 
shiDDing crate. By Vincent Wolf. 

Bath salts in a terry towel Home-baked bread n a tailored pin A teapot :D g ve  r.  :s cczj. A:' Wicker basket overflowing with 
urban tied by Mary Cc e :e : sntowe, tied v.'ith polka-dot rrz::- -g -ar-' ns tucked in. Fab-'c cr.ampagne g.asses and an explo- 
Arpege by Lanvin-Char e= cy Ernst Beadle. Towel at Man- des g-e;      -ngelo Donghia. Set at sion of white tissue paper. By Bill 
of the Ritz Martex towei. nanan Ad Hoc. Mannaiian Ad Hoc. Goldsmith of LCS inc. 

Makings lor a Japanese Helps on hand—:-e essential house- Brass fortune cookie to go—a pape'- Needlepoint pillow: stuffing 
.~eai in an ikebana basket. hOid tools in a :nermos lunch box. By .'.e g-",; l.n a pc-ce a a-.c silver con- .-.'apped m fabric, yarn, canvas. 
Gordon Foster Antiques.     Pat Faizarano. At Charles I. Beck.     tainer. At Jenny B. Goode. Alice Maynard. By Ann Johnson. 

STO-E AZDSEiSES, FAGE      SHOPPING INFOKMATION. .-AGE 21(5 
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Imagination thrives 

in a house full of 

young ideas 

When a house is more than just a place to live. 
ever>-thing in it becomes a very personal mat- 
ter. "I think your house has to be an extension 
of yourself," says designer Tricia Guild, who 
decorates the way she feels—and thinks about 
It later. Her own 4-story Chelsea house is full 
of furniture, fabrics, rag rugs, and pillows she 
designed herself. (She sells them all over Eu- 
rope m her five Designers Guild shops: and her 
fabrics, which caught the eye of Brunschwia 
& Fils. are now available in the United States T 
To this personal mix, she added treasures she 
found at out-of-the-way flea markets and an- 
tique shops—lots of old cane furniture, alazed 
porcelain, century-old lace, and other fabrics. 
■"I like to begin with neutral backgrounds like 

the off-white walls and the floor of beige mat- 
ting in my living room, then fill the room with 
all the things I love." 

Above and opposite page, bottom: The living 
room—a quiet romance of softly printed flowers 
and cane furniture. Armchairs areTjpholstered 
in an antique print; Guild-designsd sofa in 
Guild-designed fabric—the same used for cur- 
tains. French marble mantel. 
Opposite page: On living room tables, flowers 
in flowered pitchers on a flowered cloth (also 
used for Roman shades) with a hem of cut-out 
bouquets. French glass cylinder vase. 
Opposite page, far right: Tricia Guild-design- 
er, collector, romantic. 
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In ereri; rootru, 

personable old furniture, 

delicious colors, 

an abundance of flowers 

i:-'. 

i 
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AVhen I walk into a room. I like to 
be struck by a whole ambiance. 
says Ms. Guild. For her own rooms, 
the ambiance is romance. In the 
piano room, right, the mood music 
is played by a soft, rose-colored 
print—so pale it"s almost neutral— 
used on walls and as curtains, and 
by bouquets and baskets of rose- 
pink flowers and plants. Even the 
old lace under-curtains are printed 
with big fat roses, as are vases and 
a shawl draped over the rattan love 
seat. In the kitchen, leit. romance is 
friendlier with warm wood furni- 
ture, open storage, quilt on wall, 
baskets on a pot rack. 

Right: '"e " :.'.e--fi 'ed P'ano room. 
Opposite page, left: On the living 
rcc~ ~a-:e.. f o/.er-painted porcelain 
with poppies, pinks, delphinium. 
Opposite page, bottom: In the kitchen 
baker s c->pooards. blanket stand for a 
towel rack, linoleum trompe I'oeil rug 

BEADL = 
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Sometimes one special treasure can set the mood for a 
whole house. Here, ifs a French landscape paintina. 
above, that Ms. Guild found on a trip to Provence She 
hung It m a niche of its own and used it as inspiration 
tor an mtimate grouping of old wicker and a table 
skirted once in flowers, once in old lace. A different 
kind of mtimacy turns up in Ms. Guild's bedroom. 
right, "the most personal room in the house One 
subtly printed green fabric—"a countn color I lo%e 
to live with"—is lavished on walls, cut In swaths that 
pull up on strmgs for festoon shades, quilted to uphol- 
ster the quilt-covered Frenc'^ faux-bamboo bed and 
the plump armchair she designed, and thrown over a 
table overskirted in lace. Even the wool carpeting is 
the same pattern, but on a larger scale. '-This room is 
my cocoon." says Ms. Guild. -Tm ahvavs happv and 
comfortable here." 

Above: in tne i.^.ng 
room, a romantic 
French park. 
Top: Among the living- 
room plants and flow- 
ers, a wicker bar. 
Right and opposite 
page, bottom: in her 
bedroom, lace—on pil- 
ows, tables, and as 

curtains "so light they 
billow with the slightest 
breeze." Even shades 
are edged with bits of 
antique lace. On bed- 
side table living greens, 
a French fabric. 

]0 







ORCHIDS 

AS ART 

and as wonderful lb. 

Chn^tmas presents , 

Left: : 5 5-c s:'5r—5 - i'-.. 
gstiering of exotic varieties get along 
'ine in the mix of cachepots and basket,: 
Z. Z. Guest likes to put them in. Here 
-5' dining room, four kinds of greenis- 
-aphiopediium Hady's-slipper), 
sneckled cream and yeliov/ 
^nalaenopsis. and in center a 
:5'5:e-ieaved Vanda. 
Above: in the sitting room, yellov/ Onci- 
3ium (cai'ed dancing :adies}, tvvo tall 
'ed Renantheras. dark Epicattleya, 

I Epidendrum. white Cattleya, and an 
Ascocenda. To (earn how you can orae' 
■ our own orchids for Christmas, 

ease turn to page 288. 





HOeST 

Left: Another way to aispiay orcnios— 
in a still-life composition of flowers, 
art, and room colors. Here, blue-mauve 
Vanda Rothschildiana, one of Enid 
Haupt's favorite orchids, inspired the 
color of the chair fabric and the 
collection of ironstone on the 
dining-room table. Vandas in clay pots 
are grouped to complement a Cubist 
painting by Robert Delaunay. Some are 
underplanted with bromeliads. 
Above: Vanda v\/ith Picasso owl plate. 

\ 





for moderns 

Behind a 1790s exterior 

lies a dazzling remodeling 

for people who want 

todaj; s comfort and style 
Built in 1790. rebuilt in 
1976-77. here's a house 
that's a paradox. From the 
road, it seems a nice old 
New England farmhouse. 
Inside, it's anything but. 
When Brian and Marrisa 
Stone found it. even its tim- 
bers were rotted with the 
sadness of neglect. But they 
devoted two years to tak- 
ing down walls, punching 
in skylights, replacing weak 
old beams with strong ones 
from two antique barns 
I hey bought for parts, and 
filling it with everything 
modern technology and de- 
sign could devise—all for 
comfort and quiet in a style 
all their own. 





In ihe new kitchen 

professional equipment, 

skylit eating arecL, 

and a Colonial hearth 

Above: The kitchen, a 
room as inviting for its 
function as for its charm. 
The giass-doored 
refrigerator and freezer, 
like the stove, are 
restaurant appliances. 
L-shaped butcher-block 
counter has marble 
pastry inset, pull-out 
leaves. Here, as in the 
rest of the house, the old 
w/indows have been 
supplemented with 
skylights (there are 20) 

and dimmer-controlled 
lighting. The result is 
the evenest possible 
lighting, pierced with 
spotlights on work areas 
and art objects. 
Right: For old-fashioned 
warmth, the old fire- 
place, pine-plank floors. 
Opposite page: The 
kitchen's breakfast area. 
Opposite page, bottom: 
The old American 
breakfast table, handy to 
kitchen work area. 

ELLIOTT EP; 
69 





The master suite: 

a bed-sitting room 

plus a bath 

equipped 

like a health spa 

The master suite, which takes up 
half the second lloor. includes a 
huge bed-sitting room and a bath 
that looks like a health resort. 
Twenty-five by 14 feet, it's com- 
partmentalized to provide separate 
areas for a sauna with its own 
shower, a gym area with profes- 
sional equipment and a fireplace, 
an alcove for toilet and bidet, and 
a main, plank-floored area for the 
6-foot-square tub and an extraor- 
dinary shower-steam room made 
of cur% ed glass and fully lined with 
French tile. The bedroom has a sit- 
ting area with a jade green marble 
mantel, a bar. and a refiigerator. 

Tub IS set in beige marble, as a^e 
the double sinks of nand-painted 
Dorcelain. Tub has its own 
■^•and-shower. and "c a "'aucet. 
3 se der- s.'.ar^. 
Opposite page, far left: Skylighted 
g, n^. a p.a^ area "cr parents and 
::ajghter Sabr;na^ soace-age 

Below: Master bedroom, ail '.vnite. 
^atjrals, and beautifully planned 
comfort. Tvveive-foot ceilings are 
beamed to follo.v roofllne, and 'ive 
a-ge skylights run nearly i^e 
ength of the room. Throughoji ihe 
"ouse. all cabinetry by Peter Luchi: 
ndoor planting by Hal Burke: 
za'.'n f'xtu'es. S'^er'e '.VaE^e' 



ARE YOU MAKING ThI 

How to 

make your 

Oi course, we all get lucky sometimes. 
But there is something to be learned 
about the structure of chance that may 
improve your percentage. In the past, the 
role of sudden flashes of insight in the 
process of discovery has perhaps been 
over-emphasized. Much has also been 
said about the need for plodding, method- 
ical work before and after these creative 
Hashes. But I would like to present the 
case for chance. What is chance? Dic- 
tionaries define chance as something 
fortuitous that happens unpredictably 
and without discernible human inten- 
tion. True, chance is capricious, but we 
needn't conclude that it is immune from 
human intervention. Indeed, chance plays 
several distinct roles when humans react 
creatively with one another and with 
their enviroment. I use the word "roles" 

luck 

work for you 

By James Austin, M.D. 

172 

in the plural because chance comes in 
four forms and for four different rea- 
sons. Of these, only one is "pure blind 
luck." The principles involved in chance 
affect everyone and it is time, perhaps, 
to examine them more carefully. If 
you are completely candid with your- 
self you will soon discover how much 
your luck hinges on contingencies. Every 
now and then, when you happen to com- 
bine boldness and skill, you may be able 
to exploit a few of the lucky situations 
that arise. But skill alone will not be 
enough, for much of the novelty in. 
creativity is decided only when you are , 
bold enough to thrust at chance. "Behold 
the turtle, he makes progress only when 
he sticks his neck out," my neurology 
teacher at Columbia, Professor Houston 
Merritt used to say. We, too, will only 
lurch forward if we stick our necks out 
to look around, and chance the conse- 
quences. Our self-mobilization to seek 
out and confront new situations is a 
powerful agent in creative discovery. We 

all need adventure, and our adventurous 
impulses may appear in some other form 
—dreams, for example—if not channeled 
into our work. For me, research is the 
essence of adventure. Being a neurologist 
raised in the conventional work ethic, I 
still believe that success in research 
comes from being hard-working, persis- 
tent, curious, imaginative, intuitive, and 
enthusiastic. But it still turns out that 
many of the lucky breaks in our labora- 
tory are decided by extracurricular activ- 
ities, by those pivotal events that come 
only when we have reached out in a 
spirit of adventure and jousted at chance. 
Once when we at the lab were trying to 
identify peculiar microscopic particles in 
a rare form of hereditary epilepsy called 
Lafora"s disease, my dog, Tom, led us 
to the answer. Tom developed an inflam- 
mation of his lymph glands from wear- 
ing a new bell around his neck. After 
surgery, some of the diseased tissue was 
studied under a microscope. Curiously, 
some external tissue showed up as round 
spherules, first thought to be a fungus but 
later identified as starch. It got there, we 
concluded after much discussion, via 
the starch dusted on the surgical gloves 
used for the operation. What struck' us 
coincidentally, though, was that the 
starch spherules looked like the Lafora 
bodies we were studying! Tests con- 
firmed our hypothesis, and within a few 
weeks we knew that Lafora bodies, like 
starch, were essentially made up of many 
sugar units linked together in a long 
chain to form a polymer. 

In my view, this discovery was a 
typical case of Chance IV, the variety 
of chance that favors people with distinc- 
tive hobbies and activities (my dog Tom 
and I go hLinting in thick cover, which 
was the reason I took the precaution of 
tying the bell around his neck). 

Each of the four kinds of chance de- 
pends on a distinct kind of motor ex- 
ploratory activity and special kind of 
sensory receptivity. Personality traits also 
influence them. 

Continued on page 220 

Editor's iSute: Dr. James Austin has been 
involved in brain research for over two 
decades. For the past ten years he has 
been Professor and Chairman of the De- 
partment of Neurology at the University 
of Colorado Medical School. In this arti- 
cle, he outlines four categories of luck, a 
subject he discusses in detail in his forth- 
coming book Chase, Chance and Creativ- 
ity, The Lucky Art of No\ehy (Columbia 
University Press, January, J 978, $12.95). 
The excerpt first appeared in Executive 
Health Report. 



YOUR POTENTIAL? 

How to encourage 

your natural 

creativity 

By Jacob Bronowski, 

author of 'The Ascent of Man 

I would say that there is a ph\siological 
need, in living matter, to create. The laws 
of nature are such that nature is running 
down all the time, things are becoming 
disorderly all the time, and living matter 
is constantly opposed to this. It is con- 
stantly trying to create order. The word 
"creation"" means "the creation of or- 
der."" the finding in nature of links, of 
likenesses, of hidden patterns which the 
Ii\mg thing—the plant, the animal, the 
human mind—picks out and arranges. 

To my mind, it is a mistake to think 
of creative activity as something unusual. 
I hold that the creative activity is normal 
to all living things. Creation is the finding 
of order in what was disorderly, and this 
is a characteristically human activity. 

So I would say that the ability to work 
creati\el>' in more fields than one is a 
historical accident, which pertains to 
some people w ho have had. by chance or 
by the nature of their environment, the 
skill needed in several fields. No more 
than that. 

I can speak about my own case with 
some confidence, and I would like to tell 
you a simple ston,- about this. Just after 
World War II. I became interested in a 
conflict between the social and the per- 
sonal acti\ ity of many people that I knew. 
.■\t this lime I began to work with people 
who had rather rebellious attitudes to- 
ward the societies in which they were 
living and who often complained that 
they were not allowed to be the people 
that they wanted to be. This made me 
very interested in the protesting person- 
ality, the person who feels that society 
is thwarting him and that he could ex- 
press himself better outside society. Yei 
this person knows perfectly well that hu- 
man beings can only live and express 
themselves inside society, and this con- 
flict exists in all of us all the time. I be- 
gan reading a great deal about this. I read 
a good deal of anthropology, and of psy- 
chology, and the history of revolutionary 
movements. I had it in mind to write a 
book on this subject. .And then quite sud- 
denly, almost overnight. I realized that 
this was not at all the way to express what 

I wanted to say. The way to express what 
I wanted to say was in a perfectly simple 
drama about what happened to a man in 
a concentration camp during the war. So 
I wrote a play called The Face of Vio- 
lence. I had been three or four years 
collecting this material, none of which 
was relevant to what I wrote. I wrote the 
actual play in a little over a week, during 
\\hich I worked for twenty-four hours a 
day. I never stopped at all: and I never 
changed anything. When the play was 
finished, it said all the things that I had 
wanted to say about the protesting per- 
sonality. \\"ithout ever mentioning them 
specifically the play comments on the 
Roman Saturnalia, the Crucifixion. Fra- 
zer"s Golden Bough, and revolutionaries 
and people who had been executed in 
China. Somehow this all expresses itself. 
That seems to me to be a characteristic 
example of how the mind spends a long 
time digesting the available material, and 
then the act of creation is an act of find- 
ing the right order to express the whole 
complexity. 

I have made some scientific discov- 
eries which seemed to me to have oc- 
curred in just the same way. And of 
course some ven.' great scientists and 
mathematicians have said that they had 
to let the material whirl around, mill 
about, lie fallow m their minds; then, 
quite suddenly, it seemed to organize it- 
■^elf for them. .And what you say. whether 
in the sciences or in the arts, never exists 
until it has been said. 

I stated earlier that creation exists in 
finding unity, finding likenesses, finding 
pattern. You will recall that Coleridge in 
his many stumbling attempts (all of them 
brilliant and all of them inconclusive) to 
find the definition of beauty, always came 
back to the same definition that beauty 
is "unity in variety."" Now this to me is 
the creative process. Nature is chaos. It 
is full of infinite variety, and whether 
you are Leonardo da "Vinci or whether 
you are Isaac Newton or whether you are 
modestly sitting down thinking about acts 
of revolt, there comes a moment when 
many different aspects suddenly crystal- 

lize in a single unit>. You have found the 
key: you have found the clue: you have 
found the path which organizes the ma- 
terial. You ha\e found what Coleridge 
called "unity in variety."" That is the mo- 
ment of creation. 

Now in m\' view the appreciation of 
art or mathematics or any creative act is 
an act of re-creation: when the man 
makes you see the unexpected likeness. 

Cominutd on pas^c 

''The highly inquiring mind 

seizes the chance and 

turns uhat uns an accident 

into sornetliing providential ' 

EiUior's .\oie: Ranging uvcr many cen- 
turies and cultures. The Ascent of Man 
in boih book and television form made 
vivid to millions the drama and the 
human impact of scientific discovery. 
Equally wide-ranging were the creative 
activities of its author, the late Jacob 
Bronowski, poet, scientist, administrator, 
philosopher—to name only a few. Born in 
Poland, educated in England, trained as 
a matliematician. Dr. Bronowski's early 
scientific research was in the physical 
sciences. In his middle years, he shifted 
to the lite sciences, and from 1964 until 
his death in 1974, he was Senior Fellow 
of the Salk Institute for Biological Stud- 
ies, analyzing those functions that char- 
acterize man and make him unique among 
animal species. He wrote II books and 
countless essays and lectures. A collec- 
tion of the latter. A Sense of the Future: 
Essays in Natural Philosophy, will be 
published in \ovember by M.I.T. Press 
(SI2.50). The essay On Art and Science, 
■■rom which these thoughts on creative 
activity are e.xcerpted. was originally a 
radio interview first published in The 
Creati\e Mind and Method edited by 
Jack D. Summerfield and Lorlyn 
Thatcher. The University of Texas Press, 
1960. Reprinted courtesy of The Univer- 
sity of Te.xas Press and The .M.I.T. Press. 
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It looks like a house alone in the wilderness, but 
although its y4-acre site in Martha's Vineyard 

i^V. IS surrounded on three sides by a wildlife reservation 
the house does have neighbors. That's why architect 
Myron Goldfinger designed the great stretches of glass 
deck, and bridge to overlook the reservation and 
bsach beyond, while keeping the sides facing 
neighboring houses distinctly private. 

4. i Opposite page: Its triangular shape and three tall 
'i functional shafts seem to make the 32-foot house 

soar above the trees, fortify it against wind. 
NORMAM MCGPATH 



A bridge to natur< 

Because the topmost level 
house rises above the trees 
master bedroom and the ou 
bridge have a spectacular 
—an ocean of treetops an 
the   distance,   the   sea. | 
master bedroom  is reall 
bridge itself, stretching ac 
the living/dining area belo^ 
and continuing as the bri 
sundeck outdoors. "Up 
there is always a breeze," 
the owners, who relish the 
vacy of the house. A kite 
and triangular deck share 
second level with the living 
dining areas. Other bedro 
are on the ground floor. 

Right: Double sundeck—one al 
treetop level, the other stretc 
ing above it toward the horizo 
Left: The canopy of clouds abi 
the master bedroom is a barre 
vaulted skylight. Sliding glass 
doors lead out to the bridge. 
Below: Light from the skylight 
pours down to the living room. 
Fireplaces on all three levels 
are stacked in the tallest shaft 
Other two contain staircase, 
baths, and kitchen. 
Building facts, page 218 

NORMAN McGRATH 
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What's 
cooking? 

A talented 
troupe of 
table- and 
cookware that 
heats, serves, 
and turns up- 
side down to 
make all your 
entertaining 
easier. You 
can choose 
stoneware 
plates, cups, 
bowls, and 
pots that are 
ovenproof 
(even micro- 
wave safe), 
and stack to 
save space. 
Metric -sized 
casseroles (3 
or 5 liters— 
3.15 or 5.3 
quarts), tray, 
and birch- 
handled 
saucepans 
and skillets 
are made of 
porcelain- 
enameled 
steel. Every- 

Left: Keep your sunny- 
side up, with a grade-A, 
extra-large fried apron. 
To make one yourself, all 
you need is 1 yard of 
white duck cloth, 1/2 yard 
of yellow duck cloth for 
the yolk, thread, and a 
zigzag sewing attach- 
ment. By Claude Lang- 
with. How to, page 104. 

thing is sold open stock, 
and comes in cobalt 
blue, sienna, and white, 
solid or in mix-and- 
match stripes. And it 
alt goes straight to the 
table as handsome serv- 
ing pieces. "Perfect Set- 
ting," by China Seas for 
Jepcor International. 
1 Ceramic egg cup that's 
alsoacandleholder, vase, 
or creamer, depending 
on which end is up. With 
a salt or pepper shaker 
to sit on top. The "Etc. 
Cup," $7. 2 Stoneware 
cups in 3 sizes, with a 
coaster to use as a trivet, 
butter chip, ashtray, or a 
lid for the mid-size cup. 
The "24 Hour" cup. 
Small, $4; medium and 
large, $5. 3 "24 Hour" 
cups on round-the-clock 
duty, for peonies, pen- 
cils, or jams. 4 For cof- 
fee, sundaes, stews, and 
soups, ovenproof ceram- 
ic mugs. Thirteen-ounce 
mug, $4. The big two- 
cup "Souper Mug," $5. 
5 Stoneware plates that 
double as ovenproof triv- 
ets. Salad plate, $4. 
Lunch plate, $5.50. Din- 
ner plate, $6.25. 6 Enam- 
eled steel platter that can 
go in the oven, on the 
stove, or under the broil- 
er. $30. 7 The same 
steel platter on duty as a 
handsome serving tray. 
8 Fruit, puddings, cere- 
als, souffles in stacking 
stoneware bowls. Set one 

over the 1-liter saucepan 
—it's a double boiler. 
Nineteen-ounce bowl, 
$6.25. 9 Enameled cas- 
seroles also fill in as ice 
buckets or deep fryers. 
Their lids can be used 
as trivets, servers, deep- 
dish pie plates. Three- 
liter casserole and dish 
lid, $30. Five-liter cas- 
serole and dish lid, $35. 
10 Ten-inch frying pan, 
$22.50, uses the 5-liter 
casserole lid. Eight-and- 
a-half inch saute skillet, 
$15. 11 The same saute 
skillet and frying pan. 
12 Porcelain-enameled 
steel saucepans to cook 
foods at lower tem- 
peratures. Cover grips 
are natural birchwood. 
One-liter covered sauce- 
pan, $17.50. Two-liter 
covered saucepan, $19. 
13 A pair of 2-liter sauce- 
pans in color, $22 each. 
14 Patriotic frying pan, 
$28. 15 Handsome roll- 
rimmed stacking trivet- 
plates, here in color. 
Sienna-edged dinner 
plate, $7.50. Cobalt blue 
lunch plate, $6.50. White 
salad plate, $4. Opposite 
page, bottom: In the 
Whirlpool refrigerator, 
ready-to-serve party food 
in versatile pots and 
plates. The entire collec- 
tion is available at Bam- 
berger's, The Broadway, 
Famous Barr, Jordan 
Marsh, Maas Brothers, 
The  Queen's Museum. 
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Presents with taste- 
jams and honeys in 
their own handsome 
crocks and jars. 1 Clip- 
top jar of clover honey 
by Honey Country, 
Bloomingdale's, 28 oz., 
$4.25. 2 Winnie-the- 
Pooh pot of wild French 
honey. E.A.T., Henri 
Bendel, 17V2 oz., $15. 
3 Raspberry marmalade 
in a corked jar. Fau- 
chon, Saks Fifth Ave- 
nue, 21 oz., $12. 4 Vio- 
let petal jelly, delicious 
in yogurt! Crabtree & 
Evelyn, Maison Glass, 
12 oz., $4.95. 5 Ger- 
man gooseberry pre- 
serves. Winsenia, Alt- 
man's, 171/2 oz., $4.70. 
6 Israeli honey—Jaffa 
Kosher honey, 12 oz,, 
89C, Zabar's. 7 Rough- 
cut Lemon Marmalade 
by Keiller & Son. 16 oz., 
$1.98, Zabar's. 8 Pre- 
serving jar of Grandma 
Wheaton's elderberry 
and apple jelly. Fin-N- 
Feather, 10 oz., $2.25. 
9 Strawberry preserves. 
Winsenia, 17V2 oz., 
$5.20, Altman's. 10 
Apricots with almonds. 
Soleillou, 21 oz., $8.50, 

Marsha 11 
Field. 11 
Crock of 
orange 
m a r m a - 
lade. Arm- 
a V a I e , 
Macy's, 1 
lb., $4. 12 
Classic 
Dundee 
orange 
m a r m a - 
lade. Keil- 
ler & Son, 
Maison 
Glass, 16 
oz., $2.25. 
13 Black- 
currant 
jam. Arma- 
vale, 
Blooming- 
dale's, 16 
oz., $5.25. 
14 Pickled 
orange 
rings. 12 
oz., $2.70, 
^ortnum & 
Mason, Ait- 
rnan's. 

Opposite page:  1 To 
hang a flowerpot, rust- 
proof metal ring that 
clips to railings, has 
special attachment for 
walls. From Gurney's. 
For 5-, 6-, and 8-inch 
pots. Five-inch ring, 
$3.39 ppd. 2 Harvest 
figs! Give a friend an 
indoor-outdoor fig tree 
that will begin bearing 
fruit in 10-18 months, 
and continue as often 
as twice a year. From 
Lifetime Nursery Prod- 
ucts, $13.50 ppd. 3 To 
make any room a coun- 
try porch, a willow plant 
stand, 32 inches long. 
At Bloomingdale' s, 
$150. 4 Nest of 7 pine- 
slat cubes to hide 
flowerpots or top with 
Lucite or glass to use as 
plant stands. 8V2 to 16 
inches sq., from Jen- 
nifer House, $34.95. 
5 A rose is a tree is a 
present . . . 4-ft. rose 
trees in 20 pastel varie- 
ties. Your present is an- 
nounced by a special 
card at Christmas, fol- 
lowed by the shipment 
at planting time. From 
Jackson & Perkins, 
$18.90 ppd. 6 Soft light 
for the garden—votive 
candles in clear glass 
torches on 38-inch 
wood stakes. From Tri- 
fles, $12.70 a pair, 
ppd. 7 Classic books: 
facsimile editions of 
Gerard's Herbal ($50) 
and Parkinson's Garc^en 
of Pleasant Flowers 
($25) from Dover Pub- 
lications. 8 Watering 
wand: rod and rosette 
to screw on a hose, 
with on-off attachment 
for a gentle, controlled 
sprinkling of patio 
plants or garden. From 
The City Gardener, 
$14.66. 9 Brass sun- 
dial with lead numerals, 
IS'^-inch gnomon. 
From Kenneth Lynch, 
$69 ppd. 10 For fellow 
nature-watchers, a cast- 
iron and cypress park 
bench, 4 ft. long, 
painted very dark 
Charleston green. At 
Heritage House, 
$79.50. 11 To give a 

'L. 

gardener a jump on 
spring, a redwood cold 
frame with flexible 
acrylic cover that opens 
automatically at 72° F, 
closes at 68°. 12 
square feet of growing 
area, 11 inches high. 
By Vent-O-Matic, from 
Burpee, $50.50 ppd. 
12 Flowerpj^ ringed 
with clay ivy. By Kitty 
Bright, $16. 13 Glazed 
earthenware basket to 
fill with holly (or flow- 
ers). 13 inches long, 8 
inches wide. At Mill 
Pond House, $62 ppd. 
14 Address books from 
the Metropolitan Muse- 
um of Art. Secret Gar 
dens ($6.95), with a 
bug's eye view of flow- 
ers, and Flowers for all 
Seasons ($8.50). 15 
Handmade terra-cotta 
pot emblazoned with a 
scallop shell. By Kitty 
Bright, $30. 16 For 
candlelight in the gar- 
den, frosty glass tulips 
to give outdoor dining 
tables a glow. From the 
Horchow Collection, six 
3-inch holders and 18 
candles, $22.95 ppd. 
17 Fat terra-cotta hare 
planter, 22 inches long. 
10 inches high. At Mill 
Pond House, $90 ppd. 
18 Washable goatskin 
gloves; medium (wom- 
en's size 7, men's 9), 
large (women's 8, 
men's 10), at The Shop 
in the New York Botani- 
cal (harden, $5.25 ppd. 
19 Spruce potting 
bench, 50 inches long. 
From York Manufactur- 
ing J.td., $85 ppd. 20 
Humble berry basket 
in porcelain, by The 
American Apple Pie Co. 
At Jenny B. Goode, 
$16.50 ppd. 21 Top- 
notch shears: Super 
Armourcut Pruner by 
Wilkinson. Stainless 
steel, nonstick Fluron- 
coated blades, from 
The Shop in the New 
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York Botanical Garden, 
$20.95 ppd. 22 Plant a 
pot-herb garden in 4 
flat terra-cotta cres- 
cents, each 6V2 inches 
long by 4 deep. By 
Kitty Bright; set, $40. 
23 Clippers with built- 
in shock absorber. Pro 
pruner by Wallace, $10 
ppd. 24 Pulsating sprin- 
kler with adjustable 
shape, distance. 
Mounted on metal spike 
to poke into ground or 
raise on a stake. By 
Rainbird, from Harris, 
$9.49 ppd. 25 Long- 
handled weed-puller, 34 
inches, and flower gath- 
erer,, 31 inches. From 
W. F. Nicke, $19.95 
each, ppd. 26 Rectan- 
gular planter with blue- 
berry bunch. 8V2 by 
6^/2 inches, by Kitty 
Bright, $40. 27 More 
than a midsummer 
night's reading: Shake- 
spearean garden lore, 
reprinted byAMS Press. 
4 books, $12.50 to $24. 
28 Shapely espaliered 
pear or apple trees 5 
feet tall. From Henry 
Leuthardt,   $50 ppd. 
29 Zodiac sundial in 
peachy terra cotta. 15- 
inch diam. From Chan- 
ticleer Ceramics, $30 
ppd. 30 Carrying rack 
to transport gardening 
tools or bring back cut 
herbs and flowers fresh 
from the garden. In un- 
finished pine, 8y2 inches 
sq., from Jennifer 
House, $10.95. 31 For 
spraying and misting, a 
portable 10-liter poly- 
ethylene pressure 
sprayer. Tudorspray 10 
deluxe, from The City 
Gardener, $24.99. 32 
Alphabet in flowers- 
fact, fancy, and glori- 
ous pictures worthy of 
framing. The Illus- 
trated Flower. Har- 
mony Books, $10.95 
clothbound; $5.95 pa- 
perback. 
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There are two nice 
things about really 
good teas and mus- 
tards: There are so 
many to sample that 
you can taste your 
way around the world. 
And as a bonus, thpy 
come in their own 
wonderful wrappings 
—teas in handsome 
tins and boxes, mus- 
tards in heavy stone- 
ware crocks and fat 
pickling jars. Later, 
you can use them 
for cookies, potpourri, 
paper clips on a desk, 
or bouquets of flowers 
or paintbrushes. 
1 Russian blend Kus- 
mithe, a strong, black, 
winy tea, in an attrac- 
tive tin canister. Spice 
up tea by stirring in 
lemon or whole cherry 
preserves. By P.M. 
Kousmichoff & Sons. 
At Maison Glass. 8% 
ounces, $8.50. 2 Rus- 
sian "Before The 
Rain" jasmine tea in 
a sleek black tin. By 
Grace Rare Tea. At 
E.A.T., Henri Bendel. 
1/2 pound, $8. 3 Earl 
Grey Tea in a pale 
wooden box. Specially 
blended for The Cellar 
at Macy's. 16 ounces, 
$12. 4 China Green 
Tea, an unfermented 
gunpowder tea from 
China with a low caf- 
feine content. Comes 
in a grass-green can- 
ister. Made in Paris by 
Kusmi-tea. At Maison 
Glass. 5V2 ounces, $5. 
5 Boston's Darjeeling 
Blend Tea, a blend 
of delicately scented 
black teas v.ith a rare 
muscatel flavor in a 
red tin canister. At 
the Delicacies Shop, 
B. Altman. 34 2-cup 
teabags, 2.5 ounces, 
$1.50. 6 English 
Breakfast Tea in a 
canister decorated 
with Japanese motifs. 
By R. Twining and Co. 
At Bloomingdale's. V2 
pound of loose tea, 
$3.25. 7 Russian, Me- 
lange Hediard, a spe- 
cial blend of loose tea 
from Paris, packaged 
in brown wrapping 
with red band trim- 
ming. At E.A.T., Henri 

ROGER BESTER 

Bendel., 8% ounces, 
$15. 8 Georgian blend 
of Irish Breakfast Tea. 
A blend naw to the 
United States, from 
Dublin. By Baker War- 
dell & Co. At Cost Plus 
Imports. 4 ounces, 
$1.27.9 Russian, Kus- 
mi-the in a tin box 
with removable paper 
label. At E^.T., Henri 
Bendel. 2.2 pounds, 
$35.10 Chinese tea in 
a hexagonal painted 
wood box. At the Cel- 
lar, Macy's. 2 ounces, 
$6; 3 ounces, $7.50. 
11 Traditional Earl 
Grey tea in maroon 
tole canister. By Jack- 
sons of PiccadJIIy. At 
the Delicacies Shop, 
B. Altman. 8 ounces, 
$6.75. Shown with it, 
English Breakfast Tea 
in green tole canister. 
By Jacksons of Picca- 
dilly. At The Cellar, 
Macy's. 8 ounces, 
$8.75. 12 Amora Old 
Fashioned Mustard, 
moutarde a I'anci- 
enne, very pungent 
and grainy. In a stone- 
ware crock with lid 
wrapped in red ging- 
ham. At Maison Glass. 
171/2 ounces, $4.50. 
13 Amora Bourgogne 
mustard, a Dijon mus- 
tard made with Bur- 
gundy wine. In a 
white crock with red 
lettering. Comes with 
its own spoon. At 
Maison Glass. 6- 
ounce crock, $3.50. 
14 Moutarde au poivre 
vert de Madagascar, 
a mustard with green 
peppercorns, in a 
white jar lettered in 
green script. By De- 
vos-Lemmens. At 
Maison Glass. 9- 
ounce jar, $2.50. 
15 Mhutarde Bocquet 
Yvetot, a strong, 
smooth Dijon mustard 
in a. lovely hand-deco- 
rated, china crock. At 
Maison Glass. 5V2- 
ounce crock, $5.50. 
16 Moutarde du Teme- 
raire, a grainy mus- 
tard from Dijon in a 
traditional stoneware 
crock. At Maison 
Glass. 17 ounces, 
$4.95. 17 Pickarome 
Dijon Hot mustard in 

white glass jar deco- 
rated with blue ladies 
and gentlemen in car- 
riages. At The Cellar, 
Macy's. 51/4 ounces, 
$7.70. 18 Moutarde 
du Lion moutarde 
blanche, a strong 
French mustard in a 
heavy stoneware 
crock. At Maison 
Glass. I7V2 ounces, 
$4.50. 19 A French 
country-style mustard 
of cracked mustard 
seed and cham- 
pagne. At Bloom- 
ingdale's. 8 ounces, 
$3. 20 Wild Gypsy Di- 
jon mustard with to- 
mato paste and pa- 
prika in authentic 
French pickle jar. By 
Chateau Garden. At 
Maison Glass. 7 
ounces, $4.95. 
21 Moutarde d'antan 
au vinaigre fin, in a tall 
stonewear crock. By 
Fauchon of Paris. At 
Saks Fifth Avenue. 
17V2 ounces, $6. 
22 Mild Pommery 
Moutarde de Meaux. 
At Bloomingdale's, 
17V2-ounce crock, 
$2.95. 23 Maitre 
Jacques Dijon Mus- 
tard, a grainy mustard 
made with Meur- 
sault. At Maison Glass. 
17 ounces, $5.95. 

Opposite 
page. 1 
Kitchen 
ute ns i I s 
that hold 
a sharp 
e d g e — 
blades 
are high 
carbon 
no-stain 
steel al- 
loy. Spe- 
c 1 a I I y 
molded 
plastic 
handles 
make 
them 
dish- 
washer- 
safe. 
Here, 
carving 
fork, 
sharpen- 
ing steel, 
and a 
family of 
five com- 



3y J.A. Henckels. At 
The B roadway. 
Sll.50-S29.50 2 For 
nomemade cheese, a 
oerforated tin cheese 
-nold imported frorr, 
"ranee. 4'-2 inches 
across. At Harriet 

^napman. 
S3 5 - 3 ■ r-^.ch kitch- 
en scale with dual dial 
That weighs in pounds 
and grams. Reversible 
tray and mixing bowl, 
9- pound capacity. 
White plastic. By Ter- 

on. At Blooming- 
e s. S21. 4 Tradi- 

tional restaurant-style 
cookware of thick 
aluminum for even 
heating. Won't oxidize 
even when cooking 
acidic foods. IV2- 
quart saucepan with 
cover,   531.30 ppd: 
10- inch skillet, 
^25 "5 ppd: 12-inch 
-       S34.80 ppd:8- 

" stock pot, 
S5---5 ppd. AM at 
Williams-Sonoma. 
5 K'tchen containers: 
Jjn pe'' butter tub 
with removable plas- 
• :  iner, handcrafted 

Sweden. 5 inches 
across.  At Harriet 
Amanda Chapman. 
$28.50   ppd. Octa- 
gonal terrine of oven- 
proof French china. 7 
inches long. Imported 
by Charles F. Lamaile. 
At  Pampered Kitch- 
ens. $18.50 ppd. 2- 
iiter   decanter from 
France. 12 inches tall. 
At   Forrest Jones. 
$17.95 ppd. 6 See- 
through glass canis- 
ters  with chocolate 
brown plastic lids. 
Four sizes. By Heller 
Designs.  At Macy's. 
S3.50-$6.50. 7 Super 
s:c:cs ' ' ^ ^-/thing 
•■'c-       .    ..ails to 
rce. By Ekco. S7.99 
each.   8 Bake-and- 
serve heat-retaining 
ceramic baking dish 
designed to be used 
in microwave ovens. 
21% inches long. To 
serve on its own 25V2- 
inch   stainless steel 
tray.  S49 each. By 
Lauffer.  At  Lord & 
Taylor. 9 Red Steel 
mesh garden basket 
with 19V2-inch wood- 
en handle. At Forrest 

10 bugar-cooKing po: 
of un^ned copper that 
holds exact tempe^a- 
t'j'es ''or preparing 
syrjps and f'ostings. 
1-2 quart. At Wi'- 
'ar^iS-Scnoma. $50. 

11 Fc^ the perfect 
omelette, even-heat- 
ing iron pan with 
brass handle. 9-2 
inches across. At Wil- 
liam.s-Sonon-.a. $20. 
12 For a fistful of 
salt. English stone- 
ware salt pot. Coarse 
salt recommended. 8 
inches tall. At Wil- 
liams-Sonoma. $10. 
13 Rolling stainless 
steel vegetable cart 
with shelf and three 
baskets for v;ork and 
storage. 34 inches tall. 
By La Inox. At Ham- 
macher Schlemmer. 
$275. 14 Blender with 
life insurance—it's 
guaranteed for your 
lifetime. 15^2 inches 
tall. By Waring. $100. 
15 Traveling trolley in 
black or red epoxy on 
steel, with tv;o bas- 
kets and wire shelf. 
40 inches tall. By 
Logus. At Design Re- 
search. $65. 16 Cover 
up and carry—butch- 
er's apron of sturdy 

linen. $21.95 ppd. All 
cotton French string 
bag. $3.25 ppd. At 
Forrest Jones. 17 Flip- 
through herb and 
plant-care cards: 109 
cards on an acrylic 
stand. Plants-At-A- 
Giance. Macy's. $10. 

=?iCES APPRox:v.A-E. S'OSE A:;:;°ESSES =AGE 

■.VILLIAV. STEELE 
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The bed dressed by Halston, opposite 
page: Diagonal drifts of delicious 
beiges and apricots on luxurious 
bedclothes with a subtle pattern of 
Halston's own H. Shown here in 
a glorious balcony guest room in 
Halston's house. King-size sheet, 
$19.50. Comforter, $110. Sham, $21. 
"Halston's H Stripe" for Fieldcrest. 
Jet set mini TV, above, for nonstop 
round-the-world entertainment. You 
can enjoy 4 hours of continuous 
battery-operated play, then recharge, 
while the set is on. Two-inch black 
and white screen, with personal 
earphones for privacy. Adapts to car 
or boat. Only 26 ounces, encased 
in steel. By Sinclair. $400 ppd. 
from Hammacher Schlemmer. 
Terra-cotta bisque pears, below, that 
look like sun-ripened fruit with 
gnarled cherrywood stems. Fifteen 
inches high. $90each. Handcrafted 
by Paul Nelsen. From LCS. 

PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 72 

FOR 

Presents to rente 

What's nice 
about luxurious 
giving is that, while it can mean 
one wonderful splurge (a sail- 
plane? A peartree bearing pear- 
shaped diamond earrings?), it 
can also mean something small, 
given in lavish quantity (such 
as a whole case of tennis balls. 
Here, a few suggestions to get 
your imagination rolling. 
Send a friend into the wilds on 
an Outward Bound trip to Baja 
California, Mexico for 3 weeks 
of sea kayaking ($600 per per- 
son). Or treat her to a round- 
the-world 30-day New Zealand 
Wilderness adventure (about 
$2,380 per person). To equip 
the explorer, how about a new 
sleeping bag, binoculars, or 
a good camp stove? To help 
cope in the concrete jungle, a 
chauffeured car ($5 per hour at 
Executive ChaufTeur). 
For a gourmet adventure, treat 
someone to dinner for two at 
one of the best restaurants in 
your town. For instance: Le- 
Ruth's in New Orleans, Lutece 
in New York, or Ernie's in San 
Francisco where, for $65, you 
can arrange for two cocktails, a 
full-course dinner with a bottle 
of wine, tax, and tip. Or how 
about surprising a serious cook 
with transportation to Wiscon- 
sin to the Postilion cooking 
school? Owner Madame Liane 
Kuony butchers a whole Char- 

extravagant— 

and worth the pr 

olais steer and shows how to put 
every ounce to delicious use 
(two-week session $500 not 
including the butchering which 
is $150). Anything edible and 
the best of its kind makes good 
giving—such as Russian caviar 
($50 for 4 ounces at Blooming- 
dale's), a pound of Bundner- 
fleisch (Swiss «irdried beef, 
$16.50 at Bloomingdale's), or 
eleven pounds of whole, un- 
blanched almonds ($23 from 
California's Almond Grower's 
Exchange), or assorted breads 
in a basket. Or. give something 
to help the cook cook. Like a 
mayo machine ($10 by Lee 
Bailey), a set of English grip- 
stand pudding basins (from Alt- 
man's, $5, $7, $12, $18), a 
tortilla press ($9 at Williams- 
Sonoma) along with The Cui- 
sines of Mexico by Diane 
Kennedy (Harper & Row, $15). 
For sportsfans, why not fill a 
tacklebox for a fisherman, a 
knapsack for a rock-climber, a 
saddlebag for a hunter . . . give 
a skateboarder a month's worth 
of admissions tickets to a skate- 
board park ... a health nut a 
membership to a good health 
club? And what tennis or 
squash player wouldn't give his 
racket arm for a season of court 
time, courtesy of you? 
And for indoor sportspersons: 
A home computer, which you 
can train to keep your check- 
book, remember your recipes, 
even play backgammon. Radio 
Shack. PET, and Sears sell it. 
From $600. Or, fancy this: a 
home Xerox machine. (Model 
660. about $2,195.) 
For luxury at home, why not 
wrap someone up in an afghan 
you've knitted yourself? For 
romantics, send a bouquet a 
week for a year (from $750), 
or serve breakfast in bed 
on a breakfast set from 
Tiffany ("Coalport" china, 15 
pieces. $191.75). Or, the 
ultimate house gift: house 
cleaning, a day a week for a 
whole year. 

HORST 



UT GLAMOUR 

'The best 

I' present: 

something 



The ultimate cocktaii table:—peach-colored parchment, banded 
with brass on tabletop and legs. Fifty-eight inches 
square, with soft rounded corners. Lacquered finish adds 
'0 its polish. $4,200. From Karl Springer. 

FOR ALL-OUT GLAMOUR 

True luxury is a personal 

thing: fruit or flowers out of 

season, something wonderful to 

read, a perfect cup of coffee 

Polished stainless steel ice bucket for people whose idea ut 
luxury is the simple pleasure of ice cubes, plentiful 
and always at hand. 3V2-quart bucket, $72; 6-inch tongs, 
$8.50. Lauffer. At Lord & Taylor. 

Down-padded comfort: an armchair to sink 
into plus its own Tootsie Roll-shaped 
ottoman. Chair, $695, ottoman, $275, in 
your own fabric. By John Saladino. 

86 

Thirty-five millimeter camera fits in the palm of your hand. 
Shutter speed adjusts automatically, electronically, 
to any light. Warning arrows prevent poor exposures. By 
Minox USA. $175 ppd. from Ken Hansen Photographic. 

For a truly great cup of 
coffee, right, "Le Cafe." 
Makes espresso, cappuccino, 
too. $120. By Salton. 
Incomparable copper, 
opposite page, left: flambe 
pan with cover, $96. 
Table heater, $155. Both" •* 
ppd. from Bon Appetit. 
By Spring. Stockpot, 
$230 ppd. from Culinarion. 
By Charles Lamalle. 
Sheared hand towels, center 
in Halston's H-stripe. 
By Fieldcrest, $4.75. 
Figures at your fingertips, 
riglit: A telephone that's 
also a calculator and 
clock. $245 ppd. from 
Phonetique. Lighter-size 
calculator- stop watch- 
calendar-clock. $60. Casio. 
PRICES APPROXIMATE. 
STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 7? 
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;0MIV1ITTEE LUNCH 

♦ 
Avocado souffle 
Boston lettuce 

and endive salad 
Roquefort cheese 
and Bosc pears 

Opposite page: To celebrate 
Thanksgiving, a miniature tree 
(plant it in the garden after- 
ward) surrounded with soda- 
bottle figures having their party 
on the bare-wood table. Gor 
ham's "Towne Garden" china, 
"Elegance" crystal, "Cape Ann" 
pewter; "Rose" cotton napkins 
designed by Cacharel for Rob 
inson and Golluber; "Bottle Peo- 
ple" centerpieces designed by 
Vicki Romaine. Designer Thom- 
as Britt's barn is the setting. 
Above: New table fashion idea 
for a lunch meeting: Napkins 
that look like scarves, here used 
to cover chair seats too. "Elegy" 
bone china and "Carlyle" crystal 
by Royal Doulton; "Savoy" ster- 
ling by Buccellati; tablecloth, 
napkins by Ellsa Daggs. All 
shown at Richard V. Hare's 
house. For shopping information, 
turn to page 216. 





LATE SUPPER 

♦ 
Scottish smoked salmon 

with lemon wedges, capers, 
freshly ground pepper, 

toasted bread 
Zucchini frittata 
Coffee granita 

Opposite page: The welcoming 
look of a California outdoor lunch s 
with tables decorated with pyra- 
mids of oranges and privet, 
terrace with pots of marigolds. 
"Granny" plates by Schmid; 
"Beacon Hill" silverplate by Inter- 
national Silver; "Boheme" crystal 
by Orrefors; "Why-y" cotton nap- 
kins, vinyl mats designed by 
Anne Klein for Robinson and 
Golluber. The lunch is set on de- 
signer Thomas Britt's patio. 
Above: For a smart late supper, 
a dramatic black print for table- 
cloth and ottomans, and dashes 
of flowers in clear glass vases. 
"Drabware" earthenware and 
"Oyster" crystal by Wedgwood; 
"Pointed Antique" sterling by 
Reed & Barton; "Le Bee Fin" 
tablecloth, pillows, "Apollo" nap- 
kins, and black satin rings all by 
Groundworks Studio, whose own- 
er, Pat Ross, provided the loft. 
Shopping information, page 216. 



CHRISTMAS EVE 
TREE TRIMMING PARTY 

♦ 
Green beans vinaigrette 

Ragout of lamb 
with saffron 

Brie, French bread 
Apples 

.9. 
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V - 

» m 

i 

his tin weathervane friends 
make a folk-art Christmas set- 
: ng. On table, holly-sprigged 
raokins. "Spring Crocus" bone 
cnina b. -."Sley: "Rosslare" 
crysta erford: "Crafts- 
man" : "^owle: "Big 
Foot" :e Feather" 
cotton taoieciotns and "Chev- 
ron" napkins designed by Katja 
of Sweden for T^cjrWellman 
" " ^ " ' '- "•'bienti: 

farnett. 
Below: For a romantic occa- 
sion, a lace-on-calico setting. 
"Lotus Garden." a new pattern 
in bone china Allure" 
crystal, both b> -3 ^ 'Rose" 
sterling by Stieff: tablecloths 
and napkins de.§igned by Din- 

" 'c Lsacock- as'^t^'avs 

is the setting. S 
-ar cn, page Z 

I r » 

ENGAGEMENT CELEBRATION 
DINNER 
♦ 

Consomme garnished with a 
julienne of vegetables 

Lemon chicken 
Snow pea pods 

Kiwi sherbet 

A-. 



Siinday]^ roast beef 

8 fantastic. 

Sundayls leftovers 

d a Mend of two rices 

itii different lierl)s and 

reasonings made Monday 

>eeni lilie tlie second 

Snnday of tlie weeli. 

What a success. 

cooking 
lottggr^Iln 

long grain 
Cfwildricit 

origindl . . , 01 fast cooking 

continued jrom page 173 

makes you feel it to be natural that thjl 
likeness exists, then you in your mode| 
way are recreating. You relive the act 
creation, and that is why in my opinic 
appreciation is not passive. It is an actij 
ity of the same kind. And if that is tru| 
it is an activity in which one can 
trained. I think you can be trained to 
a better appreciator than you were an| 
possibly even an original creator. At an 
rate you can make the most of your n^| 
tive creative gifts. 

The act of creation is, I am sure, th| 
same in science as in art. It is a natural 
human, living act. Yet, of course, a poer 
is obviously not like a theorem. How doel 
it differ? It has nothing to do with how il 
is composed; it differs because it matchel 
human experience in a different way! 
Take a theorem like the PythagorearT 
theorem; this is a theorem every chil 
rediscovers. They always rediscover it ir 
the^'Same form; their experience is intel-| 
lectual and can be exactly matched. Ir 
the arts this does not happen. Many peo-j 
pie are going to paint pictures with a hu-[ 
man being and an animal, but nobody is 
going to paint The Lady with the Stoai 
again exactly as Leonardo did. Man) 
people are going to write plays, not ex- 
actly like Oedipus Rex, but on a similar] 
theme. In the arts, it is not possible for 
the experience of one individual to match 
that of another, as if it were a blueprint. 
You do not read a work of art for this 
purpose: you re-create it, but you do not 
re-create the blueprint. You explore your 
own experience; you learn; you live; you 
expand inside. Now this, I think, is the 
difference between the arts and the sci- 
ences, and it lies not in the process of 
creation but in the nature of the match 
between the created work and your own 
act of re-creation in appreciating it. 

There have been many great discov- 
eries, both in science and in art, in which 
the critical link has been met by chance. 
There are famous discoveries, like the 
discovery of a workable process for man- 
ufacturing synthetic indigo, which oc- 
curred because a laboratory boy broke a 
thermometer when he was stirring the 
mixture, and it turned out that mercury 
was the one catalyst that was needed. In 
the arts, Dryden said that he preferred to 
write in verse which is rhymed rather 
than in verse which is unrhymed be- 
cause, he says quite frankly, "I have often 
had a very happy thought as a result of 
looking for a rhyme." There is a well- 
known example of a composer, I think it 
was Gounod, who made quite a consid- 
erable change in a famous passage by an 
accident in which he spilled some medi- 
cine on the page instead of writing with 
ink. And there are many such examples. 

Why does chance enter in this way? 
The answer is simply that the mind is 
roving in a highly charged, active way 
and is looking for connections, for un- 

Continued on page 218 
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HOW CAN ANYTHING 

NAMED AFTER MANHATTAN 

BE AS GUTSY, SWINGING 

AND ALIVE? 

UBLEIN: 

* ♦ - 
«t **« ¥* Me ' ^ #■>•• m fit, ^, 

TRY IT... ALL THE LIQUOR'S IN 
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planning a menu, setting the table, stocking the bar. from profes- 

)nal part\ planners. Plus a great roundup of food gifts to make ahead 

How to 

give a great party 

FOOC 

lere's the expert \\ a\- to stock a bar. p 

ible. cook the food — from 2 success 

an a menu, set the 

ful party planners 

'The more you do ahead, the bet- 
!ter things go." say Christopher 
[Idone and Sean Driscoll. who 
spend their days planning parties 
for other people at Glorious Food, 
the New York catering firm they 
founded 5 years ago. Here and on 
the next two pages are their dps 
for the hostess, plus strategy, 
menus, and recipes for a buffet and 
a sit-down dinner given in their 
professional kitchen. 

■ TWO OR THREE WEEKS AHEAD 
Send written invitations with 
RS\'P and follow up with a phone 
call three or four days before 
party. "Regrets only" on an invita- 
tion leaves hostess up in the air 
when people forget to respond. 

Delicious Roquefort grapes 

■ ONE WEEK AHEAD 
Settle menu and plan wines. Paste 
menu and shopping list (include 
■-taples) on refrigerator door. 

H 2 OR 3 DAYS BEFORE 
Shop ahead. 

Buy flowers ahead so they will 
unfold to full bloom for the day of 
the party' (can be bought a week 
ahead and kept in refrigerator). 

Buy fruit, especially out-of-sea- 
son fruit, to give it time to ripen. 
Try for taste beforehand to make 
sure you have a decent crop. 

Buy cheeses that need to rip^n 
slowly. 

Cook what you can—dishes to 
be frozen, those that taste bet- 
ter aged a day or two. 

■ DAY BEFORE 
Prepare at least one course: 
Make-ahead soup, casserole. 
\'egetables for a ragout can 
be cleaned, cut. and stored 
in plastic bags. 

■ NIGHT BEFORE 
Get out ail your plates and 
silver and work out e.xactly 
what you're going to serve 
on each dish. Have platters 
and serNing utensils clean 
and ready. C'l know a host- 
ess who literally lines up all plates 
with a note on top of each pile 
designating which room and table 
to go on.") 

If you're hiring a butler or bar- 
tender who has not been in your 
house before, the more you do 
ahead the easier it will be. When 
he arrives, he won't have to keep 
checking with you to find things. 

Set out trays for coffee with 
cups, saucers, sugar, etc. (Remem- 
ber to serve tea and decaffeinated 
coffee, too.) 

■ SAME DAY 
Buy meat. fish. 
Prepare vegetables. 
Leave just one dish to make that 
day. 
Set table. 

If you've invited guests for S 
P.M.. try to be sitting at the dining 
table by 9. ^ 

■ DINNER SINGLEHANDEDLY 
Go about clearmg up m a leisurely 
way. Your g«ests have already de- 
cided to spend the evening with 
you. so you don't have to rush. 
Clear up in the kitchen as you go 
—if you like, put dishes in the 
dishwasher. 

Plan for drinks 

Christopher Idone and "alk-in rcfriu'crator 

with water and crushed ice up to 
neck of bottles. Allow ': bottle per 
person. Choose a less expensive 
and fruitier wine to serve for cock- 
tails than you would for dinner, 
as it is usually mixed with ice. 

Bar should be in the corner bur 
free-flowing. Guests should not be 
able to go behind it. Leave space 
beneath for storing soft drinks, 
mixers, empties. Keep cocktails 
simple unless you want to make a 
thing of a specialty. For a special 
celebration try this Champagne 
aperitif: In bottom of champagne 
glass put a drop of framboise and 
a teaspoon (depending on how 
you like it) of raspbern' syrup 
(the German. French, or Hungar- 
ian variety): pour ice-cold cham- 
pagne to the top. 

Food for drinks 

Wine. Be sure to plan the wine 
when you plan the menu. Place 
white wines in the refrigerator the 
day before. If refrigerator is full, 
you can chill wine and champagne 
in an hour by setting it in sink, 
bathtub, or plastic garbage can 

Make u simple ap'"' avoid tooth- 
picks. 
Roquefort grapes i see photograph. 
left/: Grapes wrapped in a blend 
of cream and Roquefon cheeses, 
sprinkled with pistachio. Delicious. 
Raw oysters with a dab of caviar. 
Crudites. Blanch every vegetable 
that is blanchable—cauliflower, 
broccoli, string beans, snow peas. 
They taste better. Just plunge into 
boiling water for a minute, and 
rinse under cold water to set color. 
Pick the freshest vegetables for 
crudites and arrange in baskets— 
red radishes, white onions, scal- 
lions. zucchini, and squash in thin 
strips. 

Bar 

checklist 

J -Zr ^D: 
multiply fc larger 

2 CLja'ts vccka 
1 z^s-z g n 
1 Z'ja't ''gnt rum 
2 qjars Scc:ch 
1 q-a?^ BcortDon 
1 fi^n Qfj ver.^cuth 
1 finh D-bcr;re: 

'■ed or v. hite 

whiskey 

Champasne ajid ^HHC chi 
ing In gaivanLzed tub 

: fi^-." d.o snerry 
5 bottles white wine 

be"ore; 
4 cjars tonic 
4 Gua.'is c!jb scda 
2 quarts einssr aie 
2 --arts d et soda 

Ice. do pcunas tor a 
car.J 0* 25 includes 
"ce to chill tne wine. 
Glasses. Ste-^ned gcbiet 

c c I'.ate' a.-q q'scense 
r.eez 'cr rackins. 

-^!c.v 3 pe' cerscn. 
Soft drinks. Pef's". or 
tfer cctt ed waters, 
se.^.'ed in wireg asses, 
doesn't make tne non- 
d^'-^ke' *eei conspicuous 
Garnishes. Cut lemon. 
~e. cange peel the 

sa'-e C3j. remove pit'. 
r n-7 



How to give a great party: 

s 

Stan Oiiscoll, ( lict Jean-C laiide Netlelec, and Christopher Idone outside, 
and, rifiht, inside Ghjrions Food's sleek, professional kitchen 

tep-by-step to a 

sit-down dinner plus the secretsj) 

a sensational buffet 

Successful parties are made by skill, practice, and rrnii 
important, advance preparation. "Sit down and mal 
lists; if you're not organized, you're not going to make il 
is the advice of Christopher Idone, producer of o\ 
5,000 parties and who, with Sean Driscoll, is the tale| 
behind Glorious Food, one of New York's most success! 
and imaginative catling businesses. 

Master party plan 

B THE BUFFET: 
"It's the host solution when 
you're entertaining more 
people than your dining 
table holds." 

Make sure everyone has 
a seat, even if it means 
spreading all over the 
house. 

Plan the menu so that 
everything can be eaten 
easily with a fork. 

If you have table space 
for everyone, use place 
cards to ensure a good mix 
of people and prevent 
friends from gravitating to 
one table. 

Arrange all the food on 
the buflet at the same time, 
including the dessert, so 
guests can see what you're 
serving, to make a choice. 

Invite guests to the bufiet 
and serve the first course. 
Let them return for their 
entree. Serve dessert and 
coffee at tables or around 
house—people don't like to 
get up and down too often. 

Plan two desserts to give 
a choice, simple fresh fruit, 
perhaps, and a souffle. 

Buffet food should look 
as good for the guests at 
the end of the line as it does 
for the first ones. Plan food 
that slices easily and neativ 

like the coulibiac of sole 
(hclow right), and always 
have someone to serve the 
entree at the buffet. 

If you don't have enough 
equipment for a large par- 
ty, rent it and put your own 
things away—don't try to 
mix or things get lost. 

Pick the simplest design 
in rental equipment. Rent 
white napkins. 

.Splurge on the table- 
cloth. Buy fabric from dis- 
count fabric houses, you 
can usually find seconds for 
60-70 cents a yard. { Lilac 
fabric on buffet was 70 
cents a yard.) You don't 
even have to hem it unless 
you want to. 

Sheets make great table- 
cloths as everyone knows: 
The Halston Rose pattern 
or Missoni's geometries 
by Fieldcrest complement 
white napkins. 

Have extra plates, silver, 
and food in case extra peo- 
ple ct)me, too. 

■ THE DINNER 
If you're giving a sit-down 
dinner for 16, say from 
a small kitchen, plan the 
menu so that if the first 
course is an arranged plate 
(like the duck in poached 

SETTING THE TABLE 

Centerpieces of flowers, 
fruit, or candles should be 
low enough for guests to see 
across the table. Arrange- 
ments of eggplants and 
grapes; a mixture of grapes, 

orchids and green pears; 
geraniums in pots, or just 
grapes in white napery; 
enamel kitchen dishes filled 
with lettuce leaves make a 
change from flowers. 

pear), which needs counter 
space to assemble, the sec- 
ond course would be served 
from a platter or casserole. 

The appearance and col- 
or of food is most impor- 
tant. Use color, but not too 
much; the colors of foods 
should complement each 
other. 

White plates and glass 
plates show off food the 
best (but don't overload 
them, definite shapes look 
best). Mix white or glass 
plates with patterned plates 
for dessert or inexpensive 
Japanese bowls for first 
courses and soups. You 
don't have to have every- 
thing matching as long as 
your dinner plates are the 
same. 

Plain, classic glasses are 
more versatile than colored 
or crystal ones. Big 20- 
ounce tumblers look good 
for either mixed drinks or 
wine (see opposite page). 

China and silver can be 
mixed effectively.: antique 
Georgian silver witti mod- 
ern plates and vice versa. 
Use an antique plate for a 
service plate and ptit a glass 
plate on top. Serve^oup in 
shells, perhaps, instead of a 
bowl. 

Serve salad and cheese 
together: a thin slice of 
creamy Boursault cheese 
on a lettuce leaf to eat with 
your fingers is manageable 
and delicious. It dispenses 
with salad plate and fork. 
For party recipes, please 
turn to page 208. 

Right: Sit-down dinner, an American| 
Cancer Society of N.Y. gala committe 
dinner in Glorious Food's kitchen: 
30-foot table covered in lilac 
cotton has a runner of woodland mosi 
studded with lilies of the valley, 
wild violets, and quail's eggs. First 
course, center right, a circle of 
pear filled with julienned duckling. 
Near right: the minceur look for salac 
and cheese—a leaf of lettuce, a 
slice of Boursault. Below right: 
Crusty brown potato and truffle tart, 
and bottom right: chartreuse souffle.] 
Far right: A buffet party for 45. 
Guests at a Museum of Modern Art 
pre-spring gala dinner are seated at 
round tables with taupe-over-whife 
cloths, pink napkins, modern setting| 
from Bailey/Huebner. Centerpiece: 
Imperial goldfish swim in glass 
beakers. Far right bottom: Buffet 
set out on kitchen island. 

Chef NKII II I slices coulibiac 



Breast of duckling in poached pear 
Orange cream sauce 

Rack and loin of lamb 
Fresfi string beans 

Potato and truffle tart 

Romaine leaves withi Boursault 

Ctiartreuse souffle 
Creme Anglaise 

Puligny Montrachet 73 
Chateau Palmer Grand Cru Margaux 71 

EEA;LE 

Tomato sorbet curry sauce 
Cucumber sorbet' yogurt dill sauce 

Coutibiac of sole 
Filet of beef Sirasbourgoise 

Blueberries, strawberries, and 
raspberries ' creme fraiche 



lit 

in giveaway containers 

Make a pate, bake a loaf of whole-wheat bread, 

or bottle a dried fruit compote and 

give it away with a bonus—the container 

spend a day making 
pate with your chil- 

dren as Colette Rossant 
does with hers. All of them 
chop, mix, and season—as 
Mrs. Rossant, author with 
Jill Herman of A Mostly 
French Food Processor 
Cookbook (New American 
Library, $5.95), says: 
"Pate is very flexible, exact 
measurements of ingredi- 
en:s are unnecessary." Then 
meats are layered into a 
supply of terrines and 
baked. Next day, molds are 
dressed in red and green 
ribbons, garnished with 
small paper scrolls that give 
instructions on cutting and 
eating: "Slice very thin, eat 

6 chicken livers, cleaned 
2 chicken breasts, skinned 

and boned 
1 egg 
V2 teaspoon sage 
3 shallots, chopped 
3 tablespoons parsley, 

chopped 
Salt and pepper 
V2 cup cognac 
3 tablespoons dried tarragon 
Pistachio nuts, olives, or 

truffles 
V2 pound fresh pork fat 
2 slices fatback or bacon 
Bay leaf (optional) 
Flour 
Aspic recipe (optional), 

page 202 
Pastry crust (optional) 

recipe, page 202 

Colette, Tonias, Marianne, and 

with your favorite mus- 
tard" and a bonus, "Bring 
your terrinc back during 
the year and we'll refill it 
for you!" 

The pate can be molded 
into many different shapes 
and prepared en gelee, en 
croi'ite, or both. If you are 
using a dry meat, such as 
veal, be sure to put a layer 
of fat on top so you will 
have a moist pate. 

Four-meat pate 

INGREDIENTS 
IV2 pounds veal, cut into 

lV2-inch cubes 
IV2 pounds fresh lean pork, 

cut into lV2-inch cubes 
IV2 pounds sweet Italian 

sausage 
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Juliette Rossant making pates 
METHOD 
□ Grind the veal in a meat 
grinder or food processor 
until fine. Remove to a bowl. 
□ Grind the pork to the 
same texture and remove to 
a bowl. Remove sausage 
meat from its casing by 
squeezing and place in a 
bowl. Wash chicken livers 
well, remove any tendons. 
Cut in half and place in a 
bowl. Cut the chicken 
breasts into strips about %- 
inch wide and place in an- 
other bowl. 
n Season each meat as fol- 
lows: To the ground veal, 
add the egg. sage, and 2 of 
the shallots. Mix well. To 
the ground pork, add the 
parsley, the remaining shal- 
lot, and salt and pepper. 

Mix well. To the chicken 
livers, add 2 tablespoons 
cognac, all the tarragon, and 
salt and pepper. Stir. Add 
the remaining cognac to 
chicken breasts and the 
truffle juice, if you are using 
truffles. 
□ Cut the pork fat into very 
narrow V^i-inch strips. Re- 
serve. 
□ Place a slice of fatback 
or bacon in the bottom of a 
IVa-quart terrine or loaf pan. 
Spoon in half the sausage 
meat. Lay the strips of 
chicken breast, lengthwise, 
over the sausage meat; 
spread the ground veal on 
top. 
□ Next, place strips of pork 
fat on top of the veal, at 
inch intervals, parallel to the 
sides of the terrine. 
□ Place the chicken livers 
in a row down the center 
of the pate. Arrange the 
nuts, olives, or truffles 
around the livers so that 
each slice will have some of 
their color. 
□ Spoon the ground fresh 
pork over the liver layer. 
Cover the pork layer with the 
remaining sausage meat. 
Place a slice of fatback or 
bacon on top of the sausage. 
Top with a bay leaf. 
□ Cover the pate with the 
lid of the terrine or with 
aluminum foil; make a hole 
in the center for the steam 
to escape. 
□ Put some flour in a bowl 
and add enough water to 
make a dough. Knead with 
fingers until elastic, then 
roll out into long thin ropes. 
Press them around terrine 
lids to hermetically seal 
them. Bake in a bain marie 
for 11/2 hours in a preheated 
375° oven. 
□ When the pate is cooked 
through, remove lid and 
weight down. Let the pate 
cool overnight before add- 
ing the aspic. 

(Continued on page 202) 

CHRIS REINHARDT 

Clare and Kate Ellis, Jennifer and Oliji 
Rojvan tasting freshly baked bread cooki; - *^ 

Bread is at home in just about 
any well-greased baking contain- 

er from cookie cutters (see children's 
cooking class, page 147) to a black 
bread pan. Bake a loaf in a glass mold 
to reuse again for casseroles; an earth- 
enware pudding basin, a shape with 
multiple uses; or a clay pot. The whole- 
wheat recipe, below, makes one regular 
sized loaf of bread—good, too, for the 
glass mold and the pudding basin—and 
about one dozen 2-inch cookie breads. 
As well as teaching the children's bread- 
making class, Ann Rowan, Director of 
The Silo cooking school in New Mil- 
ford, Conn., offers a course in holiday 
gift making. Students learn, among 
other things, the mustard and cucum- 
ber pickles and winter fruit compote 
shown on page 151. For recipes, turn 
to page 206. 

Whole-wheat bread 

INGREDIENTS 
2 tablespoons molasses or honey 
V2 cup warm water 
IV2 tablespoons (IV2 packages) dry yeast 
3% cups whole-wheat flour 
1 tablespoon salt 

METHOD 
□ Dissolve molasses or honey in V2 cup 
warm water, mix in yeast, and let stand a 
few minutes until yeast "foams up." 
□ Mix flour and salt together, add yeast 
mixture and enough warm water to make 
a sticky, loose dough. Stir well. To make 
the bread as a standard loaf, put in a well- 
greased 9-by-5-by-3-inch loaf pan and 
let rise to the top of the pan (about 30- 
45 minutes). 
□ Bake in a preheated 400°-425° oven 
45-50 minutes or until loaf sounds hollow 
when tapped on the bottom of bread. Cool 
on rack. The method for making the dough 
into Brown Bread Christmas Cookies is on 
page 147. 
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pate 

iivluixxDIENTS 
3 cups beet or chicken stock 
2 envelopes unflavored gelatin 
1 teaspoon soy sauce 
Salt, pepper 
Olives, sliced carrots, fresh tarragon, 

or parsley for decoration 

METHOD 
n On the day after baking the pate, heat 
the stock in a saucepan until it boils. 
Meanwhile, in a bowl, soften the gelatin 
in 2 tablespoons cold water. 
□ Add the gelatin to the stock and boil 
1 minute, stirring all the while. Add soy 
sauce for color, and salt and pepper to 
taste. Remove to a bowl and let stock 
cool to room temperature. 
□ Meanwhile, pour all the liquid off the 
pate and remove any unmelted bacon and 
the bay leaf. Pour half the cool but still 
liquid stock over the pate and refrigerate 
for 15 minutes. Make your decorations 
with olives, carrots, tarragon, or parsley 
and place them on the hardened aspic. 
When the design seems pleasing, cover 
with the remaining stock. 
□ Refrigerate for at least 1 day, prefer- 
ably 2, before serving. Serve sliced, on a 
bed of lettuce, accompanied by a Dijon 
mustard like Grey Poupon or your own 
favorite. Makes 12-14 slices. The pate 
will still be good after a week to 10 days if 
well sealed. 

Pastry for pate 

Double the recipe below to make a IV2- 
qiiart-sizc pate en eioute. but make tlie 
clou^li in 2 batches if nsin^ a food proces- 
sor. Leftover doiii'li, wrapped in plastic 
wrap, freezes well to be used ai;aiii. 

INGREDIENTS 
V2 cup butter, melted 
V2 cup hot water 
Vt cup vegetable oil 
2V2 cups all-purpose flour 
Pinch salt 
1 egg yolk beaten with 1 tablespoon 

cold water 

METHOD 
□ Place butter, water, oil, flour, and salt 
in the work bowl of the food processor and 
run until dough is a coarse meal; pat to- 
gether to form a ball. Or put ingredients 
in a bowl and work together with fingers 
until the texture is a coarse meal. Wrap 
and store in refrigerator until ready to use. 

Divide V3 of the dough and reserve it. 
Roll out the remaining dough op a floured 
board. Gently lift dough and press into a 
hinged metal pate mold. Layer in the pate 
as described in the main recipe. When 
full, roll out reserved dough and lay on 
top of the pate. Brush edges of dough with 
egg-yolk glaze and seal around the perim- 
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oft excess dough. 
□ Cut a small hole in the pastry top and 
fit it with a tin foil funnel to let the steam 
escape. Brush entire top with egg-yolk 
glaze and bake in a preheated 375° oven 
for IV2 hours (no need for bain marie). 
Let pate rest and cool. You can add aspic 
through the funnel hole then hide the 
opening with a sprig of parsley. ■ 

BAKE-AHEAD 

BREAD 
(as shown on page 146) 

"Baking is a wonderful way of sharing 
with family and friends, it means caring 
and kniells like love all the time," says 
Linda Wasserstein, who gives bread-bak- 
ing demonstrations. Her ehikiren even 
bake bread and eakes to sell at tag .sales! 
The recipes here were tailored for the 
Brick Oven bread pans (8 by 4 by 2>Vi 
inches), see Living, page 10. 

White bread 

INGREDIENTS 
1 tablespoon dry yeast 
V4 cup warm water (110°-115°) 
2 cups warm milk (110°-115°) 
3 tablespoons butter, melted 
1 tablespoon salt 
3 tablespoons honey 
6-6V2 cups all-purpose flour 

METHOD 
□ In a large bowl, dissolve yeast in water. 
Let stand 5 minutes. Stir in warm milk 
and add melted butter, salt, and honey. 
Beat for 1 minute. 
□ Stir in 3 cups flour, 1 cup at a time. 
Beat for 2 minutes. Add 4th cup flour and 
beat until smooth. Add a 5th cup and work 
in. Turn dough out onto a liberally floured 
board. Knead 8-10 minutes, adding re- 
maining flour as dough needs it. Place in 
greased bowl and turn to grease top. 
□ Let rise, covered, IV2 hours until dou- 
bled in bulk. Punch dough down and knead 
on a floured surface 1-2 minutes. Divide in 
half. Form each half into a 9-by-12-inch 
rectangle. Starting from the short edge, 
roll up jelly-roll style and place in lightly 
greased bread pans. 
□ Cover and let rise 1-1^2 hours or until 
dough rises slightly over top of bread pans. 
Gently make 3 diagonal slashes across top 
of bread with a very sharp knife or razor 
blade. 
n Bake in a preheated 350° oven about 
25-30 minutes until bread sounds hollow 
when tapped. Cool on wire racks. 

Cheese bread 

INGREDIENTS 
7-8 cups all-purpose flour 
V3 cup sugar 
1 tablespoon salt > 
2 tablespoons dry yeast 

V3 cup miiK 
3 cups sharp Cheddar cheese, grated, 

about % pound 
1 egg beaten with 1 teaspoon cold 

water for glaze 
1 teaspoon sesame seeds 

METHOD 
□ Mix together 2V2 cups flour, sugar, salt 
and yeast in a large bowl. Combine wate 
and milk in a saucepan and heat over lo 
heat to 120°-130°. Gradually add to dr 
mixture and beat for 2 minutes. 
□ Add cheese and V2 cup flour. Beat agai 
until smooth. Gradually stir in enoug 
flour to make a stiff dough, about 4 cups 
Turn out onto floured board and knea 
until smooth, 8-10 minutes. 
□ Place in a greased bowl, turn to grease 
top. Cover, let rise until double in bulk, 
about l-lVs hours. Punch dough down and 
turn out onto floured board. 
□ Divide dough in half. Set 1 piece aside 
and, working with the other half, divide 
Ini&S equal parts. Roll each into a 10-inch 
rope. Braid these 3 ropes and place in a 
lightly greased bread pan. Repeat with 
other half. 
□ Cover and let rise about 1 hour or until 
they rise slightly above the top of the bread 
pans. Brush tops with beaten egg and 
sprinkle each with V2 the sesame seeds. 
□ Bake on lowest shelf of preheated 350° 
oven for about 30-35 minutes. Remove 
from pans and cool on racks. If tops get 
dark during baking, cover with tin foil. 

Onion bread 

INGREDIENTS FOR DOUGH 
1 tablespoon active dry yeast 
1 cup warm water (115°-120°) 
2 tablespoons sugar 
2 teaspoons salt 
3 large eggs 
6 tablespoons margarine 
4-5 cups all-purpose flour 
1 egg beaten with 1 teaspoon cold 

water for glaze 

INGREDIENTS FOR FILLING 
¥2 cup onion, chopped 
V2 teaspoon salt 
% teaspoon poppy seeds 
VA cup dry bread crumbs 
3 tablespoons oil 

METHOD FOR FILLING 
□ Mix ingredients for filling together in a 
bowl and set aside. May be made the day 
before and refrigerated. 

METHOD FOR BREAD 
□ Dissolve yeast in warm water in a large 
bowl. Stir in sugar, salt, eggs, margarine. 
Beat for 2 minutes. Add enough flour to 
form a stiff dough and beat again. Turn 
out onto a floured board and knead 8-10 
minutes until smooth and elastic. 
n Place in a greased bowl and turn to 
grease top. Cover, let rise in warm place, 
IV2-2 hours. Punch down, turn out onto a 
floured board. Knead 1-2 minutes. 

Continued on page 204 



When you sell more microwave ovens 

than anyone else in the world, you know 

what people want in a microvyave oven. 

Our piront company has sold ov#r 2,6 million 
mlcfowave ovons And everything we learned from 
them went into the design of Panasonic's newest 
microwave oven, the NE-7900 That's why we think it 
has everything you could want in a microwave oven: 

E©Mier-Touch„Co^^^^     Easy to use Just a touch 
of a finger, and this control panel lets you set power, 
time and temperature controls. It sets oven from 
defrost to cook,. or from cook to warm, .or from 
one power to another., all automatically. 

Variable Pow'er Leyels, - — 
From 70 to 700 watts. Which     ■ :   ' ■   
means you select the same      \ p^--^ 
kind of setting you're used to in 1 \ 
conventional ovens. 11 

Digila! Readout It's a digital 1 \ 
clock that turns into a timer \\ 
when you set the controls. If you 1 \ 
cook by temperature ..it tells 11 
you the temperature. \ \ 

Food TrMiipMaty£e_Pra^j, Cook automatically by 
temperature just by inserting our stainless steel probe 
into meats, vegetables, casseroles...even liquids. 

Large Capacity. The 7900 has a 1.25 cu. ft, 
capacity. Which means room for a 221b. turkey or a 
23-lb. ham—or a lot of whatever you want to cook. 

SjLi^eaLUlTlitM.y^^^ Compare our warranty to 
our competitors'. We spell it out so you can.* 

Different Models.Sizes and Styles All made by 
our parent company. And all sold 

to people who like good food 
all over the world. So see the 
Panasonic microwave ovens. 
And find out why they're made 
by the company that has sold 
more microwave ovens than 
anyone else in the world, 

s.ws 

*Paria!MiriU, ijives. you d liiiiitei) wafi«ifily whii.li cov/^ib dli jiaitb except iainpa, tjlasb atici plabik; 
Iteirii). ltsiii|M9iature piotM) (probt! cuiri<st> only witli riioilels Nt AtsCX'i «in<i NE-/tH'HJ). '>'<^ Mvctri liileriof 
and extciM tiniblieb II cuvets lelaloO laboi tor riye ycara In ttiti evciil ot a inaMufactiiiliig detbCl 
rtib waffdfily IfH.ludea iapleii.«3((4on1 <>T the rnci(jn&lti>ii tube (..'airy In dorvK.e IS titib at any Hanabtifllli 
^ryi&#f>i»< Irk hori»(sr |>t>>ryu># i§      ^yaiiaMo, Uu\ yVM     i<?!»ppn»ii>i*j rgi any sei vice call chijfjja, 

For a copy ot the racipas picluFeri m Xtws, ail and olhai 
iniarnailonal recipag. ask tor your buokiot' InlafnaliOfial 
Recipes' at your Panasorijp rtilerevyave Qveo dealer 

Panasonic^ 

just slightly ahead of our time. 



Hakc-ahcad bread 
coiiliniu'd from pas'c -02 

Divide dough in half. Set 1 piece aside. 
Form dough into a 10-inch square. Re- 
serve 2 tablespoons of onion mixture for 
the top of breads. Spread ^2 remaining 
mixture on dough leaving a border and a 
strip down the middle uncovered. Cut 
dough in half lengthwise and pinch each 
half closed along the cut side. You now 
have 2 long pieces about 2y2 by 10 inches. 
□ Place pieces next to each other on 
board. Press top ends togetner ana braid. 
Place in lightly greased bread pan. You 
may have to compress slightly to fit into 
pan. Repeat with other half of dough. 
□ Cover and let rise about iy2 hours or 
until dough rises slightly past rim of pan. 
Brush with egg glaze and gently spread 
reserved onion mixture on top. Bake in a 
preheated 350° oven 20-25 minutes. Turn 
out of pans and cool on racks. 

Mama's favorite challah 

INGREDIENTS 
4^/2-5^2 cups all-purpose flour 
1 ¥2 teaspoons salt 
1 tablespoon dry yeast 
Va cup sweet margarine, softened 
1 cup very warm tap water (120°-130°) 
4 eggs, room temperature 
Va cup clover fioney or Va cup sugar 

(If you don't want to use honey or 

want a less sweet bread) 
1 teaspoon cold water 
V4 teaspoon poppy seeds (optional) 

METHOD 
□ In a large bowl thoroughly mix IVA cups 
flour, the salt, and yeast. Add margarine 
and warm water and beat for 2 minutes. 
Add 3 of the eggs and the white of the re- 
maining egg. Reserve the yolk to glaze the 
breads. Add another V2 cup flour, the 
honey or sugar, and beat at high speed 
for 2 minutes. 
□ Stir in, on low speed, 1 cup at a time, 
enough additional flour TO make a soft 
dough (about 3y4-3y2 cups more). Dough 
will be sticky. Turn out onto a well-floured 
board and knead by hand 8-10 minutes or 
with a dough hook 4-5 minutes. Place in 
an oiled bowl and let rise, covered with 
plastic wrap, in a warm place iy2-2 hours. 
□ Punch down and turn out onto floured 
board. Divide dough in half. Set V2 aside 
and working with V2, divide it into 3 equal 
pieces. Roll each piece into a 10-inch 
rope. Twist each rope around itself 8-10 
times (like a telephone cord). Place first 
piece on board and press ends down so 
it does not untwist while you do the oth- 
ers. Braid 3 strands and place in a light- 
ly greased bread pan. Repeat with other 
half of dough. 
□ Cover and let breads rise l-iy2 hours 
or until they rise slightly above the top of 
pans. Beat reserved egg yolk with the tea- 
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spoon coid water and brush tops of douf,; 
sprinkle with poppy seeds. Bake in a pi- 
heated 350° oven 20-25 minutes. Remc'; 
from pans and cool on racks. Can also !; 
made as 1 large loaf and baked on|i 
greased cookie sheet. } 

Jenny's and Adam's 

banana bread 

INGREDIENTS 
1V3 cups all-purpose flour 
VA teaspoon salt 
1 teaspoon baking soda 
% teaspoon baking powder 
% cup sugar plus 1 teaspoon 
6 tablespons butter, softened 
2 eggs, beaten 
2 medium bananas, mashed 

(about IV4 cups) 
1 cup walnuts or pecans, chopped 
V2 cup apricot preserves 
About 27 walnut or pecan halves 

METHOD 
□ Mix together flour, salt, baking sod^ 
and baking powder in a bowl and se 
aside. In another bowl cream % cup sugc 
with the butter until light. Add eggs an 
banana and mix thoroughly. Stir in nuts. 
□ Add flour mixture all at once ana mi 
only until b'ended. Grease bread pan ani 
line bottom with waxed paper. Pour in ball 
ter, smooth top with knife and bake in .' 
preheated 325° oven 50-60 minutes 0 
until a toothpick inserted in the cente 
comes out dry. Gently remove from parj 
by running a knife around edges and turri 
out onto a rack to cool. 
□ Put apricot preserves and remaining 
teaspoon sugar in a small saucepan anc 
heat gently until it begins to bubble. Pujj 
through a sieve. While glaze is warm, brushj 
top of bread generously. Place nut halve- 
in 3 rows down whole length of bread. Le 
set 1 minute. With a spoon, drop remain 
der of glaze on bread and gently spreai 
evenly with knife or pastry brush. Let se 
until completely cool and firm. Cut slice; 
between rows of nuts. Makes 1 loaf. 
□ To freeze, place bread in freezer un 
wrapped for 10 minutes so that topping 
will freeze, then wrap and freeze (this pre 
vents sticking). 

Apple spice bread 

INGREDIENTS 
1 Va cups all-purpose flour 
¥4 teaspoon baking soda 
¥2 teaspoon salt 
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon 
¥4 teaspoon powdered cloves 
1 cup sugar plus 1 teaspoon 
¥2 cup oil 
2 eggs, beaten 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
2 cups apples, coarsely chopped 
¥2 cup raisins 
¥2 cup nuts, chopped 
6 nut halves 

Continued on page 206 

House & Garden 

It's a very good year for flavor. 
Grey Poupon is made in the original French style, 

v/ith aged W\m and ageless pride. 



Th^ls only one LiqiM^ Galliana 

Andnon; 

one Sambuca 

di Galliano. 

and one 

Amaretto 

di Galliano. 

Itaty has givm die woild countless masterpieces, but only one Galliano. 
And now, joining our renowned, gcddraZi^iioivGall^^ | 
more supeihhquciMisiSantbucadiGiJlianosmd A nuuettodiGa^ ^ 
Like Ligiiorr Galliano, eac^ctf these new liqueurs has a character, 

.pe«ooaiii„nteo«L^ U^gj^ Classics hy Galliano / 
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METHOD 
1 iViix together, flour, baking soda, salt, 
cinnamon, and cloves in a bowl and set 
aside. 
r i Mix 1 cup sugar with oil in a large bowl, 
add eggs and vanilla, then stir in apples, 
raisins, and nuts. Add flour mixture and 
stir until mixed. 
1 1 Grease bread pan and line just the bot- 
tom with waxed paper. Pour batter into 
pan and smooth top. Bake in a preheated 
32.5° oven 50-60 minutes, 
n After bread has baked 20 minutes, 
gently pull out oven rack part way and 
sprinkle top of bread with 1 teaspoon sug- 
ar and place the 6 nut halves down the 
center of the bread, pressing just slightly. 
Return rack to oven and finish baking. 
Turn onto rack to cool. Makes 1 loaf. 

Cranberry-pecan 

bread baked in a 

Schlemmertopf (pa^c 149} 

INGREDIENTS 
1V2 cups fresh cranberries, coarsely 

ground in a food processor or food mill 
1V4 cups sugar 
3 cups all-purpose flour 
4V2 teaspoons baking powder 
V2 teaspoon salt 
V2 cup vegetable shortening 
IV2 cups pecans, chopped 
2 teaspoons lemon zest, grated 
2 eggs 
1 cup milk 
Whole, raw cranberries 

METHOD 
□ Soak the lid of #833 or #831 glazed 
Schlemmertopf in warm water for 10-15 
minutes. 
□ Mix ground cranberries with cup 
sugar in a bowl and set aside. Sift flour, 
remaining sugar, baking powder, and salt 
into a large bowl. Cut in shortening until 
mixture resembles cornmeal. Stir in nuts, 
lemon zest, and cranberries. Beat eggs in 
a bowl, add milk, and mix; then add all at 
once to flour mixture. Stir just until ingre- 
dients are moistened—batter will be lumpy 
but do not overmix. 
□ Pour into Schlemmertopf, cover, and 
place in a cold oven. Turn heat on to 375° 
and bake 1 hour, then remove cover and 
bake 10 minutes longer or until golden 
brown. Cool in pot 10 minutes and then 
turn out and slice when completely cooled. 
Or, to give the bread in the pot, garnish 
around the edges with whole cranberries. 

Tangy lemon bread 

INGREDIENTS FOR BREAD 
2V2 cups all-purpose flour 
2 teaspoons baking powder 
V2 teaspoon salt 
1 cup sugar 
5 tablespoons butter, softened 
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Grated zest of 1 medium lemon 
1 cup milk 

INGREDIENTS FOR TOPPING 
% cup superfine sugar 
Fresh lemon juice 
Grated lemon zest 

METHOD FOR BREAD 
[□ Mix together flour, baking powder, and 
salt in a bowl and set aside. 
□ Cream sugar and butter together in a 
bowl until light. Add eggs and lemon zest 
and mix thoroughly. Add the flour mixture 
alternately with the milk to the creamed 
mixture half at a time. Mix until just 
blended. 
□ Grease bread pan and line just the 
bottom with waxed paper. Pour in batter, 
smooth top with knife, and bake in a pre- 
heated 325° oven 50-60 minutes or until 
a toothpick inserted in center comes out 
dry. Gently remove from pan by running 
knife around edges and turn out onto a 
rack. Spoon lemon topping on bread while 
it is still hot. 

METHOD FOR TOPPING 
□ Mix superfine sugar with enough fresh 
lemon juice to make a thin paste (about 
V2 medium lemon). Spoon over the top of 
the bread a little at a time. When about 
half used, sprinkle on lemon zest. Con- 
tinue spooning on remainder of topping. 
Place bread on a cookie sheet and heat 
under broiler 1-2 minutes until sugar bub- 
bles and caramelizes (watch carefully). 
Slide onto rack to cool. Makes 1 bread. 

MAKE-AHEAD 

PICKLES 

AND PRESERVES 
(as shown on page 151) 

The beauty about preserves is that they 
can be done way ahead of time for 
Christmas giving. Ann Rowan, Director 
of The Silo cooking school in New Mil- 
ford, Conn., provides a seasonless idea 
with her dried-fruit compote as well as 
vegetable pickles. 

Cucumber pickles 

INGREDIENTS 
12 large, ripe, yellow cucumbers 
6 large onions, sliced 
1 cup pickling or kosher salt 
3 cups cider or white vinegar " ^ 
1 cup water 
2 cups sugar 
2 tablespoons mustard seed 
2 teaspoons celery seed 
2 teaspoons turmeric * 
Grape leaves (optional) 
  m 
METHOD 
□ Peel cucumbers, quarter, cut out 
seeds, and cut into bite-size chunks or 
strips. Soak cucumbers and onions over- 
night in a brine of the salt and 4 quarts 
water. Drain. 

tard and celery seed, and turmeric inE 
nonaluminum saucepan and cook 5 mi! 
utes until sugar is dissolved. Add cucuri 
bers and onions and heat to boiling bij 
do not boil. Pour into sterilized cannirj 
jars and seal. A grape leaf may be addd 
to each jar. Makes 6 pints. 

Winter fruit compote 

INGREDIENTS 
2 cups dried prunes 
2 cups dried apricots 
1 lemon, thinly sliced 
3 cups water 
1-2 tablespoons fast-cooking tapioca 
V2 cup sugar 
1-2 sticks cinnamon 
Port wine (optional) 

METHOD 
□ Simmer prunes, apricots, and lemor 
in water, tapioca, sugar, and cinnamoi 
SO^minutes in a large saucepan until ten 
der. While still very hot, pack into jars anc 
cover with syrup plus a little port if yoi 
wish. Makes about 3 pints. 

Mustard pickles 

Adapted from a recipe in The Pleasures o 
Preserving and Pickling by Jeanne Lesen 
(Knopf, $8.95). 

INGREDIENTS 
1 pound small unwaxed cucumbers, cut in 

V2-inch-thick slices 
% pound small white onions, peeled and 

blanched for 3 minutes in boding water 
2V2 cups caulifloyverets 
1V2 cups bell peppers, red and green, 

cut into V4-inch chunks 
V2 cup pickling or kosher salt - 
5 cups water 
V2 cup flour 
1 teaspoon ground turmeric 
3 tablespoons dry mustard 
1 teaspoon celery seed 
1 teaspoon mustard seed 
V2 teaspoon whole cloves 
V2 teaspoon whole allspice (tie allspice and 

cloves together in a cheesecloth bag) 
1 cup light brown sugar, well packed 
4 cups cider vinegar 

METHOD 
□ Layer cucumbers, onions, cauliflower, 
and peppers with the salt in a 3-quart 
glass bowl and add the 5 cups water. 
Place a plate over the vegetables and pile 
it with weights to weight down the vege 
tables. Let stand 24 hours. 
□ Heat vegetables in brine in a big pot 
stirring often until hot to the touch but 
do not boil. Drain but keep hot. 
□ Mix flour, turmeric, mustard, celery 
and mustard seeds, and clove-allspice 
bag with the brown sugar in a 4-quart 
saucepan and gradually stir in vinegar. 
Stir constantly over medium heat un 
til mixture is as thick as medium cream 
sauce. Add the hot, drained vegetables 

Continued on page 20S 



WHY YOU SHOULDN'T 

PAY TOO LITTLE 

FOR A FOOD PROCESSOR. 

OR TOO MUCH. 

The new Hamilton Beach Food Processor 

is the genuine food processor 

that will slice, chop, knead or grind just about 

everything-except your budget. 

If you've been looking for a food processor, until today you 
had to choose between the expensive imports and the cheap 
imitations which cost far less but which are not the genuine 
article. And w hile the expensive machine performs beautifully, 
the cheaper imitations often fail to do the basics. 

The performance and reliability of a genuine food processor 
doesn't come cheap. That's why you should beu are of the 
"specials." Many cheap machines cannot perform basic food 
processor tasks like meal grinding, cheese grating, yeast 
dough or pastry making. To get the kind of performance 
you've heard about should cost you what the Hamilton Beach 
Food Processor costs —but no more. 
And to top it all off. the Hamilton Beach Food Processor has 

Before you buy a food processor, 

be sure it can do the basics. 

The Hamilton Beach can. 

Heavy Duty Grinding. 
The Hamilton Beach Food 
Processor grinds meat to any 
desired consistency. Hamilton 
Beach's powerful belt-driven 
motor assures no stalling. Many of 
the cheaper models just can't 
handle the stress. 

Kneading. ' 
The Hamilton Beach Food 
Processor kneads yeast bread and 
cuts pastry dough flawlessly. It 
won't "walk" on your counter 
when the load is uneven or heavy. 

Grating. 
Grating hard cheese, partTcularly 
parmesan, is one of the toughest 
chores for a food processor. With 
the Hamilton Beach Food 
Processor, cheese is grated to 
uniformly perfect size every time. 

Uniform Slicing. 
The cutting blades on the 
Hamilton Beach are double-ground 
and freeze-tempered to insure 
longer lasting hardness with precise, 
razor-sharp slicing- neater and 
faster than other machines. 

features you won't find on some others: 
— Pov\ erful Super-Torque Motor achieves instant start-up 

speed using less energy. 
— Handy On-Off Panel Switch for easy starting and stopping. 
— "Momentary" Pulse Sw itch for fine control of food 

processing. 
— Blades stop quickly...two separate interlocks give double 

safety, prevent mishaps. 

The Hamilton Beach Food Processor has been intensively 
researched and tested to assure you power and performance 
at a sensible price. Be sure to spend enough to get your 
mone\ 's v\ orth —but don't overspend. Get the Hamilton Beach 
Food Processor. 

HAMILTON £ Scoulll 



Make-Lihciui pickles and preserves 
'•onliniicd Irani page 206 

ofid continue stirring just to the boil. Dis- 
card clove-allspice bag. Pack hot mixture 
into hot sterilized jars, and seal. Store 1 
iTiontli before using. Makes about 5 pints. 
Once put up, the pickles can be spooned 
into prettier jars, for gift giving if kept re- 
frigerated. Good with cold roast meats. 

Vegetable mosaic 

I he lari^cr the jar, the more attractive these 
pickled vei^'etables will he. Packini; the vege- 
tables can be tricky ami each layer should 
be firmly packed in the center so it will not 
"float" out of shape when pickling brine is 
added. 

INGREDIENTS 
V2-% pound each: 

Onions, sliced 
Okra 
Green beans 
Yellow beans 
Broccoli 
Mushrooms 
Small, whole white onions 
Carrots, sliced 
Cauliflowerets 
Cucumbers, sliced 
Cherry tomatoes 
Red peppers, sliced or chunked 
Green peppers, sliced or chunked 
Zucchini, sliced or julienned 
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1 quart white vinegar 
V2 cup salt 
1 cup sugar 
3 tablespoons pickling spices 

METHOD 
□ The vegetables must be prepared dif- 
ferently before packing: Blanch the onion 
slices in boiling water tor 1 minute. Blanch 
the okra, green beans, and yellow beans 
the same way. Parboil the broccoli, mush- 
rooms, whole white onions, carrots, and 
cauliflowerets in boiling water for 3 min- 
utes. The cucumbers, cherry tomatoes, 
peppers, and zucchini are .oacked raw. 
O When all the vegetables are prepared, 
begin packing the jar with the firmer vege- 
tables such as the cauliflower. Put the 
more perfect looking pieces on the out- 
side, then pack the center firmly with 
more pieces. The whole layer should be 
of the same vegetable; if a piece slips out 
of place the same color will be behind it. 
0 Layer the vegetables contrasting their 
colors and shapes—the carrots might 
stand up on the outside of the jar, but the 
center of the layer will be lying flat. Con- 
tinue until the jar is fully packed. 
□ Bring the vinegar, salt, sugar, and 
pickling spices to a boil in a large sauce- 
pan, strain, then pour it over the vege- 
tables. If there is not enough brine to fully 
cover the vegetables, make another batch. 
There will be plenty of vegetables to fill a 
2-liter jar (but you need the extra to 
choose the best pieces). ■ 

How to give a great party 
continued from page 198 

Roquefort grapes 

INGREDIENTS ' ■ 
V2 pound Roquefort cheese \ 
¥2 pound cream cheese (does not I 

work with dietetic or gum-based I 
cheese) L 

1 bunch small seedless green grapes, I 
chilled (about 1 pound)— j 
the larger the grape, the more cheese 
it will take to cover it 

VA pound pistachio nuts, finely 
chopped 

METHOD I 
n Let the two cheeses rest at room ienM 
perature for at least 2 hours. Pass thl 
Roquefort through a food mill into a bowll 
Add cream cheese and blend well. Returil 
cheese to refrigerator for about 1 hour o| 
uMI cheese is solid but malleable. I 
□ Remove chilled grapes from steml 
Put a small amount of cheese in the palrrl 
of your hand, place grape in the centeJ 
and roll grape and cheese between botfi 
palms until grape is entirely coated. Placel 
grapes on a sheet of grease-proof paper] 
set on a dish or platter. Separate layersl 
of grapes with more paper. Return grapes 
to refrigerator for a good 3 hours to firm. 
□ Place chopped nuts in a small pan or 
dish. Reroll grapes to shape them per-l 
fectly. Then quickly shake each in the 
nuts using a fast side-to-side motion. Ar- 
range to look like the original grape bunch 
on a tray or small basket with vine leaves 
or lemon leaves. Refrigerate until serving. 
□ Grapes can be prepared the day ahead 
but add the nuts just before serving, as 
they become absorbed into the cheese the 
longer they rest. 

Breast of duckling 

in poached pear 

INGREDIENTS FOR DUCK 
1 fresh Long Island duck, 

5-6 pounds 
Salt and pepper 
INGREDIENTS FOR POACHED PEAR 
2 cups water 
1 cup white wine 
Vs cup fresh lemon juice 
V2 cup sugar 
5 small, ripe, fresh pears, peeled 

and cut in half lengthwise 
INGREDIENTS FOR ORANGE DRESSING 
4 oranges 
3 medium black truffles, cut in 

fine strips 
2 tablespoons walnut or 

peanut oil 
1 tablespoons fresh lemon juice 
Salt and pepper to taste 
INGREDIENTS FOR ORANGE 
CREAM SAUCE 
V2 cup homemade mayonnaise 
Juice of V2 lemon 

Continued on page 210 
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5uilt-in refitopration • • • 

for homes of distinction 
Sub-Zero refrigerators are the 
only true built-in units designed 
exclusively for the home. They 
fit flush with standard base 
cabinets and can accept front 
and side panels to match any 
decor. You may choose from 
models 24 to 48 inches in width 
with capacities up to 32 cubic 
feet, the largest home unit 
manufactured. Choose from 
side-by-side, over-and-under 
(freezer on bottom), all refrig- 
erator, all freezer and under- 
counter models. Units have ice- 
makers and the luxury of 
completely adjustable storage " 
to suit your needs. Every unit 
is factory tested for total 
performance before delivery. 

Send 25C for colorful brochure 
on unique kitchens. 
Available in Canada 

SUB-ZERO 

. > . r RO FREEZER CO. 
P.O. Box 4130 
Madison. VVI 53711 



Onion 

Introduce your family 

to the 10-second soups 

with home-style stock. 

The secret of great tasting homemade soup? 
Good stock. 

The secret of great fastir^g Nestle Souptime? 
Our unique home-stvie stock that bhngs out all the 
natural flavors of the meat and vegetable ingredients. 

Nestle Souptime- instant soups. 
Look for our faces on the shelf. 



Compare microwave oven features... 

and you'll buy the incomparable 

Touchmatic» 

CD 2 3" 

® 
® 
Q' 
8 

The First Microwave Oven with a Memory! 
You tell it what to do by touching the 

words and numbers on the 
solid state Control Panel. It 
"remembers" and performs 
your cooking program—in 
sequence. Takes food from 
the freezer to the table— 
simple as 1-2-3! And what 
a memory . . . 
• It "remembers" how long 

to defrost. 
• It "remembers" to wait for food tem- 
perature to equalize. 
• It "remembers" exactly how long to 
cook—with split-second accuracy. 
• When cooking's done, it "remembers" 
to shut itself off and call you with a "beep." 
• At the same instant, 
it"remembers"anddis- H|^^|H^H 
plays the time of day. ^mmmm 

I COOKMATIC SIM low MEFBOAST Hic^lj 

• COOKMATIC POWER SHIFT^" puts 
you in full control of everything you cook. 
Just slide the shift lever to select the cook- 
ing speed you want—even shift as you 
cook. Choose "High," "Roast," "Me- 
dium." "Low," "Simmer," or "Warm." 

Quality and Convenience Features 
• 675 Watts of Power. At the "high" set- 
ting on the Cookmatic Power Shift, cooks 
almost everything in about one-fourth the 
usual time. 
• The one you can build-in. (Extra cost 
build-in kit available). 
• Energy Saving! Cooks almost every- 

MICROWAVE^OVEN 

thing with 50% to 75% less electricity than 
a conventional electric range. 
• Stainless Steel Interior will not rust or 
corrode. And unlike painted steel, it does 
not absorb a significant amount of cook- 
ing power, so it allows faster, more energy 
efficient cooking. 
• Large Oven Ca- 
pacity. Big enough 
for even a family 
size turkey. 
• Chrome-Plated 
Zinc Diecast Door 
with jewel-like finish 
is the only one of its  
kind. Pull-down de- 
sign permits easy entry from either side. 
• Quick, Easy Cleanup. The oven stays 
cool, so spills don't bake on. Just wipe 
with a damp cloth. 
• See-through Window—plus an interior 
light so you can see what's cooking. 
• Automatic Electric Door Lock. 
• Operates on ordinary, 115-volt house- 
hold current. 
• Removable Glass Oven Tray catches 
spills. Dishwasher proof. 
• FULL 5-Year Warranty on the Magne- 
tron. Amana gives you 5 years of FULL 
warranty protection on the magnetron. 
That means we cover magnetron cost, 
labor charges, even the serviceman's travel 
expenses for five years. It pays to check 
the warranty because many manufacturers 
offer only a one-year FULL magnetron 
warranty. 

Ask your Amana Retailer for a demon- 
stration of the remarkable Amana Touch- 
matic Radarange —the first microwave 
oven with a memory, or write Ann Mac- 
Gregor, Dept. 673, Amana, Iowa 52204. 

If it doesn't say Amana, —it's not 2kT^^S'^cUiytxi^rLq^ 
em n AT CIVIC DC-TA I. ir n O T, .O ^.    .      ,^    ... „     MICRO WAVE AJVEN SOLD AT FINE RETAILERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD   

Amana Rcfrigcraiion, Inc • Amana, Iowa 52204 [ A Rayiheon Company ] 

How to give a great party 
coniiniu'd from page 208 

1 tablespoon Grand Marnier 
Salt and pepper to taste 
Reserved chopped oranges and juice 
V2 cup heavy cream, whipped stiff 
INGREDIENTS 
FOR ASSEMBLING DISH 
Pear rounds, dried on paper towels 
Orange sections 
Duckling-truffle mixture 
Julienned orange skin 
10 sprigs of fresh mint 
Orange cream sauce 
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METHOD FOR DUCK 
□ Preheat oven to 450°. Dry the duclj 
thoroughly and salt and pepper the inl 
side. Place the duck, breast up, in a roast|| 
ing pan and roast for 30 minutes. Reduce 
heat to 375° and continue roasting foi| 
another 40 minutes. Remove from over 
and^set aside until cold. Carefully remove 
the*'breasts of duck and discard skin. Culj 
breasts lengthwise in thin slices and ther 
crosswise in fine strips. Place in a bowll 
and set aside. Can be done a day ahead.] 

METHOD FOR POACHED PEAR 
□ In an enameled saucepan bring the! 
water, wine, lemon juice, and sugar to a 
boil. Add pears and bring liquid to just 
below simmer, cover with wax paper, andl 
cook for about 8 minutes or until pears 
are tender when pierced with a knife. 
Cool pears in syrup. Can be done a day 
ahead. 
□ Remove pears from syrup and set 
syrup aside. Cut each half with a iy2-inch- 
diameter round cookie cutter. Cut each 
side of the pear rounds so that they are 
all y2-inch thick. With a teaspoon, partially 
scoop out the center of each round and 
return to the syrup. 

METHOD FOR ORANGE DRESSING 
□ Remove the orange part of the skin 
in strips with a potato peeler and julienne 
them. Add strips to a pan of boiling water 
and cook for 10 minutes. Drain and dry 
strips on paper towels. Set aside. 
□ With a sharp knife, cut off all the 
white inner skin of the peeled oranges. 
Over a large bowl, cut oranges into neat 
skinless segments and save any juice that 
is extracted. Select 20 of the best sec- 
tions and keep refrigerated. Divide the re- 
maining sections into 2 equal piles and 
cut one pile into fine strips and add to 
the reserved duck. Cut the second pile 
very fine and mix with the juice and re- 
serve. 
n Add truffles, oil, lemon juice, and salt 
and pepper to taste to the duck and 
orange mixture and mix well. 

METHOD 
FOR ORANGE CREAM SAUCE 
□ In a bowl mix mayonnaise, lemon 
juice, Grand Marnier, and salt and pep- 
per to taste. Add chopped oranges and 
juice and mix again. Slowly fold in the 
cream. Makes about 2 cups sauce. 

Continued on page 212 
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Just one weeper can waste 214 gal- 
ons of water per day. Believe it or not, 
that adds up to 78,000 gallons per 
vear It just doesn't make sense to 
have that much waste and money go 
down the drain. Especially smce leaky 
toilet problems are easily fixed with 
two Fluidmaster® water savers. 

Fluidmaster offers you a product 
combination that can stop the water 
waste at the most critical points. Our 
Model 400-A Fluid Level Control Va^ve 
eliminates leakage at the tank inlet, 
and the Fluidmaster Flusher Fixer* 
Kit does it at the tank drain. 

The Model 400-A FLC Valve 
replaces your leaky old ballcock, rod 
and float ball. It's easily installed and 

adjusts to fit practically any tank size. 
And because it's also a backflow pre- 
venter, the tank water can't contami- 
nate your fresh water supply. 

The other water saver does more 
than any other device of its kind. The 
Fluidmaster Flusher Fixer* Kit not 
only replaces the leaky tankball or 

flapper, but it also provides a new 
stainless steel seat for the tank drain. 
The flapper is made of non-corroding 
vinyl and designed to align perfectly 
with the stainless steel drain seat. 
That means you'll get reliable shut- 
off s every time. The Kit also includes 
our special no-wait Epoxy Sealant Tape 
that cuts down installation time to a 
few minutes. 

Now that you know how easily 
and effectively tank water waste can 
be stopped, find out whether your toi- 
let is a chronic weeper. Just fill out the 
coupon below and get our free water 
waste detection kit And look for Fluid- 
master wherever plumbing products 

are sold. ^A^FI-UIDMASTER, INC. 
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METHOD FOR ASSEMBLING DISH 
: J Place pear rounds on individual plates, 
arrange two orange sections opposite each 
other on the round, and fill each round 
with a generous tablespoon of the duck^ 
ling-truffle mixture. Top with julienned 
orange skin and decorate plate with a sprig 
of mint. Serve with orange cream sauce. 
Serves 10. 

Potato and 

truffle tatt 

INGREDIENTS 
' 2 pound sweet butter, cut into pieces 
5 large Idaho potatoes, peeled 
Salt and freshly ground black pepper 
2 3 medium truffles, thinly sliced 

METHOD 
n Melt butter in a heavy skillet until 
completely melted, remove from heat and 
allow to rest in a warm place for 30 min- 
utes. Skim the foam from the surface and 
spoon the clear butter into a saucepan 
leaving the milky residue in the bottom of 
the skillet. 

Slice potatoes very thin and place in a 
bowl of salted ice water. This can be done 
a day ahead and kept in refrigerator 
□ Cover the bottom of a 9-by-iy4-inch 
Pyrex pie plate with 2 tablespoons of pre- 
pared butter. Drain potatoes  dry thor- 
oughly with a linen towel, and season with 
salt and pepper. Arrange slices in a circle 
with the rounds overlapping on the bottom 
of the plate. After one layer is complete 
place truffles on top, pour some butter 
over layer and continue to line plate with 
potatoes until completely filled. Place a 
towel over the plate and with a second 
plate press potatoes firmly together Re- 
move towel and pour remaining butter 
over the potatoes. 
□ Bake in the middle of a preheated 
500 oven for 45 minutes or until golden 
brown. Remove potatoes from oven and 
cool for about 3 minutes. Turn plate up- 
side down on a round serving platter- if 
potatoes do not release, run a narrow 
metal spatula around the rim. Slice into 
pie wedges and serve immediately. Serves 
o-iO. 

mc I nuu 
□ Line underside of top oven rack with 
tin foil shiny side down. This will brown 
the top of the-souffle. 
□ Butter a tin-lined copper oval pan 
about 9 by I31/2 by IV2 inches deep or 
any oven-going dish of like size and dust 
with granulated sugar. 
□ Beat egg whites with a pinch of salt in 
a large bowl until whites are peaked and 
fluffy. Gradually add 3 tablespoons super- 
fine sugar and a pinch cream of tartar. 
IJ Beat the egg yolks in another large 
bowl until thick and lemony in color. 
Gradually add the remaining 3 table- 
spoons superfine sugar. Fold in the char- 
treuse. 
□ Beat in 1 heaping spoonful of egg 
white. Fold in remaining egg whites. Trans- 
fer mixture to baking pan, shaping mix 
ture into peaks as much as possible. 
□ Place on lowest oven rack in a pre- 
heated 400° oven and bake 12-15 min- 
utes, until lightly browned and puffed. 
Dust with powdered sugar put through a 
fine sieve and serve immediately with the 
sauce. Serves 8-10. 

pepper. Blend until very smooth Pour 
into a flat pan (silver foil containers are 
most suitable). Cover with foil and freeze 
Sorbet can be prepared several days 
ahead to this point. 

Remove mixture from freezer Let stand 
at room temperature for about 10 min- 
utes. Turn pan upside down on a cutting 
board to remove ice from pan  With a 
heavy knife, cut ice in small pieces and 
put  into  food  processor.   Blend until 
smooth, then add egg white. Blend again 
until you attain a velvety consistency 
lest for seasoning. Return to container 
cover tightly, and store in freezer 
□ One hour before serving, check sorbet 
or consistency. If too hard, remove from 

freezer and store in refrigerator. Serve 
with curry sauce and decorate with a sprig 
of mint. Serves 6. Sorbet can be finished 
with egg white the day before serving 

Creme Anglaise 

INGREDIENTS 
5 egg yolks (saved from the souffle) 
V3 cup sugar 
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
1 tablespoon Grand Marnier 
V2 cup or more heavy cream 

METHOD 
□ Beat yolks and sugar in the top of a 
double boiler over barely simmering water 
When lemony in color and mixture coats 
the whisk, gradually add the vanilla and 
Grand Marnier. 
□ Once mixture is thick, slowly add the 
cream, beating constantly until sauce is 
he consistency of light cream-if sauce 
ooks as if it might begin to curdle, remove 

from heat and continue adding cream 
Place on warm stove top and serve warm 
when souffle is ready to serve. Makes 
about 11/2 cups sauce. 

Chartreuse souffle 

'P'''^'' '/'""^v ,0 Rov Andries dc Uroot 
INGREDIENTS 
2 tablespoon sweet butter 
About 1 tablespoon granulated sugar 
9 egg vi/hites 
Pinch salt ^ 
6 tablespoons superfine sugar 
Pinch cream of tartar 
4 egg yotks (save additional 5 for sauce) 
V2 cup green chartreuse 
Powdered sugar 
Creme Anglaise sauce (recipe follows) 
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Tomato sorbet 

INGREDIENTS 
4 very ripe tomatoes, peeled 
Pinch salt 
2 drops Tabasco sauce 
Dash white pepper 
1 egg white, beaten stiff 
Curry sauce (recipe below) 
f'/iint sprigs 

METHOD 

□ Cut tomatoes crosswise in half 
Squeeze each half into a bowl to remove 
juice and seeds. Pass juice through a sieve 
into a bowl and discard seeds 
□ Cut flesh of tomatoes into small pieces 
^'ut into a blender or food processor with 
tomato juice, salt. Tabasco sauce and 

Curry Sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
V2 banana 
% cup homemade mayonnaise 
1 teaspoon curry powder 
Salt and pepper to taste 
2 tablespoons heavy cream 

METHOD 

□ Add banana, mayonnaise, curry pow- 
der, and salt and pepper to a blender con- 
tainer and blend until smooth. Pour mix- 
ture into a bowl, add cream, mix well and 
refrigerate. Makes about 11/4 cups sauce. 

Cucurnber Sorbet 

INGREDIENTS 
5 medium cucumbers, peeled 
1 teaspoon salt plus a pinch 
Dash of cayenne pepper 
1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice 
1 egg white stiffly beaten 
Salt and pepper to taste 
Yogurt dill sauce (recipe follows) 
Sprigs of mint 

METHOD 
□ Cut cucumbers in half and remove 
seeds with a spoon. Slice cucumbers very 
finely, place in a bowl, add 1 teaspoon 
salt, and let stand for 45 minutes in the 
refrigerator. 
□ Remove bowl from refrigerator drain 
and pat dry in a towel. Place cucumbers 
in a blender or food professor, add re- 
maining salt if necessary, cayenne pep- 
per, and lemon juice and blend until 
smooth. Proceed as in tomato sorbet. 
Serves 6. Serve with yogurt dill sauce and 
decorate with a sprig of mint. 

yogurtdill sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
¥4 cup yogurt 
1 tablespoon dill, chopped fine 
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;        .1/) fresh lemon juice 
.:ciyenne pepper 

Sa/r 10 iai,te 

METHOD 
LI Mix yogurt, dill, lemon juice, cayenne 
pepper, and salt together in a bowl and 
chill. % cup sauce. 

Coulibiac of sole 

INGREDIENTS 
10 crepes, 8 inches in diameter, made 

without sugar 
Sole mousse (recipe follows) 
% cup cooked rice 
4 hard boiled eggs, sliced 
% cup mushrooms, sliced and sauteed 

in 1 tablespoon butter 
2 tablespoons parsley, finely chopped 
Clarified sweet butter, melted 
Brioche dough (recipe follows) 
4 egg yolks 
2 tablespoons water 

METHOD 
□ On a smooth surface line up 5 crepes 
overlapping each other by V2 their size in 
a way to get a rectangle measuring ap- 
proximately 24 by 10 inches. Spread V2 
the sole mousse down the center of the 

crepes leaving uncovered 5 inches on 
either end-and 21/2 inches on each side, 
n Layer down the center of the mousse 
the rice, followed by the sliced eggs, mush- 
rooms, and parsley. Slowly pour 4 table- 
spoons clarified butter over the filling and 
cover with remaining mousse. Smooth 
sides and top of mousse with a rubber 
spatula to give it a loaf shape. Cover with 
remaining crepes. Fold in one long side 
of the crepes up and over the mousse. 
Fold up the ends toward the center, then 
fold in the second side to make a tight 
package. Press down a bit to flatten and 
fold the package in half lengthwise again. 
□ On a lightly floured board, roll out 
smaller portion of brioche dough to a rec- 
tangle 18 by 8 inches. Remove to a cookie 
sheet using 2 large metal spatulas. Care- 
fully lift crepe-wrapped mousse and place 
in center of dough. Mix egg yolks with 
water in a small bowl and brush onto 
mousse and edges of dough. 
□ Roll out remaining dough into a rec- 
tangle about 20 by 12 inches. Place on 
top of mousse and pull edges down to 
meet bottom pastry. Press firmly together 
to seal. Cut around edges with a pastry 
wheel to remove excess pastry. Use it to 
decorate top. Refrigerate. 
n Twenty minutes before baking, remove 
from refrigerator and put in a warm place 
to allow dough to rise again. Brush couli- 
biac with remaining egg-and-water mixture 
and bake 50 minutes in a preheated 380° 

oven. Remove and let cool 10-15 minut: 
Serve with warm, melted clarified butt 
Serves about 25. i 

Sole mousse 

INGREDIENTS 
White wine 
2 pounds sole, skinned and boned 
2 egg whites (reserve yolks) 
1 pint heavy cream 
Salt, freshly ground black pepper 
Nutmeg, freshly grated 

METHOD ' 
□ In a shallow pan bring to a simm( 
enough water and an equal amount d 
white wine (about 2 cups) to cover solf 
Poach fish 4-5 minutes and repeat unt; 
all fish is cooked. 
□ Divide the cooked fish, egg whites, an; 
heavy cream in 3 equal parts each, as ' 
food processor or blender will not be abl, 
to hold the complete mixture. ' 
□ Place fish in the blender or food prd, 
cessor and chop very finely. Add salt, pepj 
per, and nutmeg to taste and egg white 
Blend until smooth. Add heavy cream ano 
blend just until mixture absorbs the cream: 
Repeat until all 3 batches are done. 
□ Put mousse in a bowl and adjust sea 
sonings to taste if necessary. Mix with £ 
wooden spoon and refrigerate until readi 
to use, at least 2 hours. 

Brioche dough 

Since tiie dough is so rich with butter and 
eggs, a dougli liook is necessary. 

INGREDIENTS 
IV2 ounces fresh yeast 
I ¥2 tablespoons salt 
IV2 pounds sweet butter, chilled, and cut 

in small pieces 
II eggs 
1V2 pounds all-purpose flour, sifted 

METHOD >- 
□ Mix yeast and salt together in a large 
bowl of a mixer until liquid. Add butter, 
a few pieces at a time, and beat in. Beat 
eggs in, one at a time. Beat mixture 5 
minutes. 
□ Attach dough hook. Add flour and beat 
until dough separates from bowl and 
dough hook. Place dough in a bowl and 
let rise in a warm place covered with a 
clean towel until doubled in size, about 
2-3 hours. 
n With a wooden spoon, punch dough 
down. Separate Va of the dough and wrap 
separately. Wrap remaining dough and re- 
frigerate both pieces. ■ 

Manuscripts 

House & Garden assumes no 
responsibility for unsolicited 
manuscripts, photographs, 

drawings, etc. Material must 
be accompanied by return 
postage or self-addressed 

stamped envelope. 

INGLENOOK 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON1975, 

WHERE ARE YOU? 

OUR ESTATE BOTTLED Napa Valley Cabernet 
Sauvignon 75 won't be on your store's shelf until 
late 1979. But when it is there, you'll hnd it to 
be a very good wine. Full-bodied, deep red and 
rich in character. Yes, our '75 will be an excellent 
find. If you can find it. 

You see, that particular year the sun didn't 
always shine like it was supposed to. So, that 
particular year Inglenook 
bottled only what was 
good enough to be bottled 
Avery small portion. 

(Since only a very small portion was worthy of the 
Inglenook name.) This is the same kind of quality 
standard we apply to all our wines — including the 
ones you can buy right now. 

Sure, we won't make as much. But when 
your label says Inglenook, you have a lot 
more to lose than just money. | | "^'^ 

When you toast from the heart,remember, 
II    I. \/     J D .u ( J M   \; 11   r 11 our heart is in it too. Inglenook Vineyards. Kutherlord. Napa Valley. Lalilomia. 
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The only one who can 

improve our chocolate 

is you. 

Astor famous gourmet cups and shells are 
made of the world's most sumptuous 
chocolate. 

So they really can't be improved. 
But just go creative with them and they'll 

make every dinner a fabulous feast your 
guests will rave about. 

A. Astor Chocolate Dessert Shells. Rich, 
dark, enticing, bittersweet beauties. 
Lavish them with ice cream, custard, 
mousse, fruits, anything. Top 
with whipped cream, gar- " 
nish with nuts, then sit ^^^m^' 
back and bask in the ^^^^ 
compliments. •^^KK- 

B. Astor Chocolate 
Mocha Cups. Finest, most '%M(P 
succulent milk chocolate. Fill   -, j 
with cream, whipped cream, 
liqueur or cognac and let your guests 
float them in steaming 

coffee. The 
chocolate 

melts, blends, 

and transforms a simple cup of coffee into a 
shamelessly rich. Viennese mocha delight. 

C. Astor Chocolate Liqueur Cups. Deli- 
ciousiy bittersweet, royally nestled in gold 
foil, ready to be filled with a half- 

ounce of your favorite liqueur. 
Guests sip the nectar, then nib- 
ble the cups. An after-dinner 

triumph! 
Astor cups and shells , 

are  luxuriously gift- 
boxed, with 

handsome, recipe 
book.  Send us 
your gift-list and 

- we'll ship for you. 
g with a ca rd 

in your 
name, 

anywhere 
in the U.S. 
Order today! 

^^^^ STOR CHOCOLATE CORPORATION 
•iB-25 Vet'opolitan Ave.. B klyn NY 1123" (212) 386-7400 

November, 1977 

STOR CHOCOLATE CORPOR.^TION' 
48-25 Metropolitan Ave., B Kiyn NY 11237 (212) 386-7400 

PLEASE SEND:          boxes Chocolate Dessert Shells i6 
Shells per box v^ith gold-foil do;lies   Minimum Order: 3 
boxes for S9.75. 
— boxes Chocolate Mocha Cups (10 Cups per boxj Min- 
imum Order: 3 bcxes *or SB 75 

boxes Chocolate Liqueur Cups fi2 CLDS pe-- box). Min- 
imum Order: 3 bcxes 'c S3 75 
All prices include postage & handling (3 boxes shipped to 
same address). 
Z Chec-^ or Money Order for S is enclosed. 
^ Charge my account (circled). 
Amer. Express   •   Master Charge 
Card No.  
□ 1 enclose n- 

Name  

Address   
City  

BankAmericard 
^ Exp. Date  

- St. Please ship for me. with gift-card. 

-State -Zip 
Orders shipped within 48 hours. Do not order if tempera- 
lure at delivery address might exceed 80 F in the next two 
weeks. 

Available in Institutional Packaging for restaurants. 
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SHOPPING IN FORM A TION 

For addresses of stores nienlioaed throughout this issue, see page 72. Prices approximate, state and local taxes, where 
applicable, additional. ' Consult your interior designer or department store decorating service. 

COVER 
LIpholstered sofa: 96" \ 36" \ 31'/2" h. 
Tufted seal and back. Rolled arm. $1,164 
COM. I pholstered armchair: 31" \ 33" x 
33" h. I iitted back inside and out. $590 
COM. I pholstered ottoman: 2S ' \ 33" x 
18" h. $310 COM. Lacquered cocktail 
table: 38" sq. x 14" h. Tefra-cotta-colored 
linen over wood frame. $556. Bamboo arm 
chair: 24"/2" x lOVz" x 391/:" h. Cane seat. 
Dark lacquer finish. Loose seat pad. $420. 
All by Baker Furniture. At Woodward & 
Lothrop. 
"Leonora" cotton sailcloth: 53" wide. 36" 
repeat. By Woodson Wallpappers." 
Antique quilt and quilt piece: At America 
Hurrah Antiques. 
Fine mantel: $1,300. Brass andirons: $400 
pair. Brass lire tools complete with stand: 
$300. All, F.arly American, from Danny 
Alessandro.''' 
"Royal Canoe" silkscreen: By Gene Davis, 
1977. Kdition of 100. $250 unframed. At 
l^ice Fditions. 
Antique Chinese hand-painted trunks: From 
Charles R. Ciracie.'-' 
Antique ceramic covered jar. $525. Antique 
blue and white ceramic dish. $135. Both at 
J. Ciarvin Mecking. 
White reticulated tin-enameled earthenware 
plate: 19th c. Spanish Manises. Antique 
19th c. Japanese stoneware bottle. Antique 
19th c. Oriental celadon plate. All at H. J. 
Kratzer Antiques. 
Antique wooden elephant: Child's toy from 
India, early 19th c. From John Rosselli 
Antiques.'" 

MAKE AHEAD CHRISTMAS 
Page 146 
Ceramic brick oven bread pan: 4" x 8" x 
lYz" h. Dishwasher-, oven-, and micro- 
wave-oven safe. $9.50. Manufactured at 
Alfred University College of Ceramics. Dis- 
tributed by Beard Glaser Wolf. At Burdines; 
Higbee's; Hudson's; Meier & Frank. 
Page 147 
Cookie cutters: 66^ each. By Hoan. Black 
steel jelly-roll pan: 15" x 10". $10. By 
Stone Hearth. Pastry brushes: Bent brush, 
11" x l'/2", $3; .straight brush, 93/4" x 2", 
$2.75. 91/4" X 11/2", $2.25. 8'/2" x V2", 
$1.50. By Doctor Oetker. Hardwood triyet: 
22" X 9". $16.50. By John McLeod. All 
postpaid from The Silo. 

Page 148 
Porcelain Terrine du Chef: l'/2-qt. Oven- 
and dishwater-proof. $34. By Porcelaine 
d'Auteuil. At Accents & Imagf^s; Bon Ap- 
petit; M.A. Jarvis Kitchenware. 
Oval china pate terrine: l'/2-qt. Oven- and 
dishwasher-proof. $16.95. Enameled cast- 
iron pate mold: 1 '/2-qt. $31.95. By Le Creu- 
set. Both ppd. from Bazaar De La Cuisine. 
Page 149 
Rimmed glass cas.serole: 1-qt. Au gratin 
cover (not shown). Oven- and microwave- 
safe. $12.45. By Heller Designs. Ovenproof 
.stoneware pudding basui: 1-qt. Set of 4, 
$12.50. By Zanesville Stoneware. "Black 
Beauty" .steel bread pan: 5'/2" x 3'/2" x 
II/2" h. $9.25. By Mark Louis. Cookie cut- 
ter: 660. By Hoan. Schlemmertopf clay 
baking pot: 2-qt. Glazed interior. Unglazed 
top. $16.50. By Reston Lloyd. French park 
folding chair: $72.50 a pair. Folding table: 
20" diam. x 28" h. $57.50. 23V'2" diam. x 
28" h. $87.50. All postpaid from The Silo. 
Page 150 
Needlepoint kit: #14 painted canvas and 
Persian yarn. Geranium: 17" h. $60. Be- 
uonia: 13'/2" h. $50. Gloxinia: 14" h. $50. 
Primula: I21/2" h. $40. Cactus: 10" h. $30. 
By Louis J. Gartner. Postpaid (add $1.50) 
from Needlepoint Design. 
Page 151 
French canning jars: 2 liter. Set of 4, 
$11.50. 1/2-liter, set of 4, $8. By Wheaton. 
Glass apothecary jar: 3-cup capacity. 
Ground glass stopper. $5.50. By Jane Prod- 
ucts. All, postpaid from The Silo. 
Page 152 
Stencil pattern kit: 2' x 3' page of make- 
your-own stencil patterns. Basket weave, 
wicker, Moroccan knot. Instructions for 
planters and window box, stencil brush in- 
cluded. $3.75 ppd. from Stencil-Magic. 
Page 153 
Clockwise, from top: Rectangular glass 
vase: large, $15; small, $10. Terra-cotta 
guiger jar, $22.50. Glass footed cylinder, 
$9. Terra-cotta signature pot with glazed 
saucer: Name inscribed under lip (2 week's 
notice), $12. Volumetric flask, $9. Terra- 
cotta ring pot, $20. Glass stopper vase: 
Large, $9; small, $8.50. Glass-covered vase, 
$9. Terra-cotta Miidderlake vase: Limited 
edition, $30. Square terra-cotta pot with 
glazed saucer, $20 (poned, $10-$ 15 addi- 
tional). Covered milk gla.ss pillbox, $10. All 

terra cotta except Miidderlake vase, Kittj 
Bright for Miidderlake. All at Miidderlake 
Shipping charges additional. 

WRAPPING IS THE PRESENT 
Pages 154-155 
White porcelain mug: 3'/4" h. Red strip 
around rim. $8. Cotton "coffee pot" napkin: 
21" square. $3. Both postpaid from Jennyl 
B. Goode. I 
"Bra.sserie" quilted tea cozy/toaster cover:; 
$26.75. "Brasserie" oval ceramic terrine: 
Microwave-safe. 2-quart. $28.50. Both post-| 
paid from Pierre Deux. 
Clear acrylic box: 4" square. IVA" h. $2.75 
ppd. from Azuma. 
Bike basket: I21/2" x 8" x 8" h. Collapses 
to 1 Vi". Green plastic. $10 ppd. from Man- 
hattan Ad Hoc. 
Chef*s hat: $8. Natural wood pepper grind- 
er: $14. Blue-and-white .striped apron; $10. 
Bailey/Huebner at Henri Bendel. 
Sueded kid jewelry roll: 60" x 8". Two 
zippered compartments. $60. By Dana. At 
Claire Pearone. 
Covered desk box: 8" x 10" x IV4" h. With 
12 pencils, scissors, paper clips, airmail 
stickers, rubber bands, ruler. Assorted col- 
ors. $24 ppd. from The Mediterranean 
Shop. 
Plaid cotton napkin: $7.50. At Ground- 
works Studio. 
Porcelain handpainted shell: 3V2" x 6" x 
2V2" h. $9.25. Marbelized pencils: Assorted 
colors. Set of 20, $5.25. Both ppd. from 
Ffolio 72. 
Pin-.stripe  cotton  dishtowel:   $1.85 ppd. 
from Manhattan Ad Hoc. 
Cowhide bag: 12" wide.  15" deep, $50. 
6V2" wide, 9V2" deep, $20. Assorted colors. 
By  Dana.   At   Bloomingdale's; Donna's 
Place. 
Silk crepe de Chine sack: 6" wide. Hand- 
dyed French lace. Satin ribbon drawstrings. 
Peach or ecru. $45. By Dana. At Bergdorf 
Goodman. 
Napkin box: 51/2" sq. x 2" h. With 4 cock- 
tail napkins, 10" square. In coordinating 
Souleiado cottons. $21.50 ppd. from Pierre 
Deux. 
Japanese ikebana basket: 17" long x 13" h. 
$175. At Gordon Foster Antiques. 
Red plastic lunch box: By Thermos. At 
Charles I. Beck & Son. 
Brass fortune-cookie paperweight: 3" long. 
$11. Porcelain "take-out" container: 4V2" 
h. Sterling handle. $21.50. Both ppd. from 
Jenny B. Goode. 
Needlepoint canvas: 3" x 6". Crane design 
from the Unicorn series of the Cluny tapes- 
try, with yarn. $19.50 ppd. from Alice May- 
nard. 

FESTIVE TABLES 
Page 188 
"Towne Garden" china: 5 pc. place setting, 
$58.50. "Elegance clear" crystal glasses: 
Water: 8 oz.. $8.25. Wine: 4 oz., $8.25. 
"Cape Ann" pewter flatware: 5 pc. place 
setting, $40. "Octette" octagonal pewter salt 
shaker and pepper grinder: $40 a pr. Pewter 
candlesticks: 7" high. $60 a pr. Pewter 
plates: 12" diam. $45 each. All by Gorham. 

Continued on page 218 
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The one to buy in the 

first place. ^ 

•"Good Housekeeping'^* 
%, PROMISIS ^sN^ 

""IKTOH REFUND H 
5-YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE 

OVER 15-MILLION IN USE 

The quality un- 
•Manufacturer's suggested retail price. 

THE ONE USED ABOARD SKYLAB 

SVVING-A-WAV ST LOUIS 63116 



Kitchen Shears 

by mail with two proofs-of- 

purchase from regular size 

SARAN WRAP 
BRAND PLASTIC FILM 

Here's how to receive your FREE 
Kitchen Shears: 

1. BUY: 

2. MAIL: 

Two packages of Regular Size SARAN 
WRAP Brand Plastic Film. 

The words ' Tear Off Strip' from two 
packages of Regular Size SARAN 
WRAP with the certificate on the right 

3. RECEIVE . Your Kitchen Shears by mail. Please 
allow 6 to 8 weeks for shipment. 

Please note these additional terms: 

• Offer good only m the 50 United States. 
• Offer good from October 1. 1977 to 

January 31. 1978. 
• Only one pair of Kitchen Shears per 

household. 

Enclosed are tne worcs Tear Off Str.p 
from two packages of regular size 
SARAN WRAP. Please send my FREE 
Kitchen Shears by man to: 

Nane  

Address- 

City   

Stale   Zip 

Place in stamped envelope and ma to: 
Kitchen Shears 
One Industrial Drive 
P.O Box 1750 H 
Maple Flam, MN 55348 
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5>»>).-.t: ■ foU'Jit napkins: 17" square. $2 ea. 
liv C .ichaiel for Robinson & Gollubcr. At 
Allinan's; Nordstrom; Woodward & 1 oih- 
roi>. 
'lopiiiry trees: Spartan juniper, icanirop 
shape.   Columnar   Hetzi   juniper, spiral 
shape. At I he Bay berry Nursery. 
"Hottle People" centerpieces: By Vieki Ro- 
niaine. 
J'aKe I«9 
"KleK.v" bone china: 5 pe. plaee setting, $35. 
"Carlyle" cry.stal: Water glass: 9 oz., $26. 
Wine glass: 6 oz.. $26. All by Royal Doul- 
ton. 
"Savoy" sterling flatware: 5 pc. place set- 
ting, luncheon size: $183. Sterling sliell- 
sliapcd salt cellars with seahorse: 2 " h. Ver- 
meil interior. $130 each. All by Buccellali. 
At Buccellali. 
Dianiond-qniited tablecloth: 90" round. 
$60. Floral napkins: 22" square. $3.50 
each. Both by Klisa Daggs. At Karen's Ta- 
ble Things; 1. Magnin; Saks Fifth Avenue. 
I»ase 190 
"Cranny" glazed ceramic plates: 10" diam. 
Set of 4, $22.50. By Schniid. 
"Boheme" crystal glas.ses: Claret: 8'/2 oz., 
$11.50; goblet: 14'/2 oz., $11.50. Both by 
Orrefors. 
"Beacon Hill" .silverplate flatware: 5 pc. 
place setting, $18. By International Silver. 
Wire fruit displayer: lO'/i" h. Holds 18 
pieces. By Charles Lamalle. $30 ppd. from 
C ulinarion; Pampered Kitchens; Thomas E. 
Cara. 
Porcelain bowls: 6" diam. $10.50. At Rich- 
ard V. Hare. 
"Why-y" cotton napkins: 17" square. $2 
each. "Why-y" vinyl placeniats: 17Vi" x 
WVi". $2 each. By Anne Klein for Robin- 
son & Golluber. 
Page 191 
"Drabware" earthenware: 5 pc. place set- 
ting, $45. "Oyster" crystal gla.sses: Wine; 5 
oz., $24; champagne, 4 oz., $24. All by 
Wedgwood. 
"Pointed Antique" sterling flatware: 5 pc. 
place setting, $185. By Reed & Barton. 
"Le Bee Fin" tablecloth: Custom made. "Le 
Bee Fin" pillows: 30" square. $105 each. 
"Apollo" napkins: 20" square. $7.50 each. 
Black satin napkin rings: $12 each; cotton 
napkin rings: $7.50 each. All at Ground- 
works Studio. 
Flowers: By Ronaldo Mala Flowers. 
Page 192 
"Spring Crocus" bone china: 5 pc. place 
setting, $28. By Aynsley. 
"Rosslare" crystal glasses: Water: 10 oz., 
$18.50;  champagne:   8  oz.,   $18.50. By 
Waterford Crystal. 
"Craftsman" sterling flatware: 5 pc. place 
setting. $195. By Towle. 

"Big Foot" cotton tablecloth: 90" round. 
$35. "Chinese Feather" cotton tablecloth: 
52" square. $15. "Chevron" cotton napkins: 
$2 each. By Kalja of Sweden for The Well- 
man Collection. At Neiman-Marcus. 
Tin weathervanes: Moimted on stained 
wood blocks. Large, about 18" x 18". 
Small, about 9" x 10". Large rooster or 
large sheep, $37.50 each. L^arge racing 
horse, $41. Small racing horse or small 
cow. $14 each. Small rooster or small fish, 
$13 each. Small sitting hen or small bird, 
$12 each. By Ivan Barnet!. Ppd. from Guild 
Hail Museum Shop. 
Natural wood salt shaker and pepper grind- 
er: $14 a set. Wire basket with handle: 14" 
\ 9" X 51/2" h. $20. All imported by Charles 
Lamalle, ppd. from Culinarion; Thomas F. 
Cara; Pampered Kitchens. 
Folding "Plia" chair: 16" sq. x 29>2" h. 
Of transparent plastic and chrome. Smoke, 
clear, yellow, pink, blue. $56 each. At Am- 
bienti. 
Fucalyptus and bamboo plant container: 
20" diameter. $24. Holly tree. Both at The 
Bay berry Nursery. 
Page 193 
"Lotus Garden" bone china: 5 pc. place 
setting, $61.50. "Allure" glasses: Water: 
7'/2" h. $9.75. Wine: 614" h. $9.75. All by 
Lenox. 
"Rose" .sterluig Hatware: 5 pc. place setting, 
$84.74. By Stieff. At Altman's. 
Lace over calico tablecloth: 54" square. $22. 
Matching napkins:  20" square. $3 each. 
Both, Dining-In by Leacock. At Jordan 
Marsh. 
Crystal salt di.shcs: 2" square. Set of 6, 
$18.50. Porcelain shell place card holders: 
2'/2" square. $10.50 for 8. Both at Richard 
V. Hare. 

Learn how to make wonderful things for 
the home with sheets and towels by Field- 
crest, and pick up delicious entertaining 
ideas from the owners of Glorious Food 
(to sample some ideas from these New 
York caterers, see page 197) at the "At 
Home with Halston—Fieldcrest Fntertains 
with Glorious Food" event, scheduled for 
the following stores: 
Burdines, Miami  October 23 
Higbee's, Cleveland November 6 
Daytons, Minneapolis November 10-11 

* * 

Halston's designs for the home by Field- 
crest and Karastan at: 
Altman's, New York 
The Denver, Denver 
Frederick & Nelson, Seattle 
Hudson's, Detroit 
Meier & Frank, Portland 
Thalhimers, Richmond 
Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D.C. 

The Strongest anti-itch drug 

you ean buy without prescription 

The itching of e-^- rnal vaginal, 
rectal, and other skin conditions 
can worsen, lead to infection. 

Doctors find even severe itching 
can be treated with a special anti- 
itch drug. This same drt.g is ro^-? 
available without prescription as 
an ingredient in BiCOZENE, thv^ 

modern stainless, greaseless itch- 
relief creme. Use only as directed. 

No other advertised product has 
this same exclusive BiCOZENE® 
formula. For sample, send 25C to 
Dopt. HG11    423 Atlantic Ave.. 

n^mi BiCOZENE 

BUILDING 

FACTS 

i 

Materials and equipment used in the hou&|i'°' 
on pa^es 174-177 m0^- 

ARCHITHCT: Myron Goldfinger 
CONTRACTOR: K.T. Galley CO. 
sizK OF HOUSE: 2,000 square feet 
.SIZE OF LOT: 100' X 100' 
STRUCTURE 
Foundation: Concrete block. 
Framing: Standard wood frame constru 
tion of Douglas fir and plywood by Cha 
pion International Co. 
EXTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Exterior walls: Vertical cedar siding. 
Exterior tinish: Weathering gray stain b 
Sa muel Cabot, Inc. 
Roof: Bituminous roofing. 
Insulation: Fiberglass insulation. 
Windows and doors: 'Arcadia" aluminu 
fralTie sliding glass windows and doors b 
Northrop Architectural Systems. 
Skylight: Plastic skylight by Wasco. 
INTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Walls and ceilings: Wallboard by U.S. Gyp 
sum Co. 
Floors: Murray quarry tile by America 
Olean Tile Co. 
Lighting fixtures: Recessed lighting fixture: 
by Lightolier Co.; custom lighting by Harry 
Gitlin. 
Hardware: Chrome hinges by Stanley Hard 
ware, Div. of the Stanley Works; door- 
knobs and locksets by Schlage Lock Co. 
Kitchen and bathroom cabinets and coun 
tertops: Custom designed Formica cabinets 
and countertops. 
Plumbing fixtures: In kitchen, sinks by El- 
kay Mfg. Co.; in bathrooms, fixtures by 
American Standard, Inc. 
Linens: In bedroom, "Tailored Squares" 
sheet pattern designed by the Burhngton 
Design Studio for Burlington Domestics. 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
AND APPLIANCES 
Appliance.s: "Tradewind" ventilating fan, 
ovens and range by Thermador Div. of 
Norris Industries; refrigerator by Sub-Zero 
Freezer Co.; dishwasher by KitchenAid 
Div., Hobart Corp.: washer and dryer by 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Heating system: Electric heating by Chro- 
molux Corp. ■ 

Encourage your natural creativity 
continued from page 194 

seen likenesses in these circumstances. It 
is the highly inquiring mind which at that 
moment seizes the chance and turns what 
was an accident into something provi- 
dential. The world is full of people who 
are always claiming that they really made 
the discovery, only they missed it. There 
were many people whose photographic 
plates had been fogged before Rontgen 
in fact asked himself, "Why is the plate 
fogged?" In a funny way, asking the 
question, being inquisitive enough not 
to throw the plates away, is the nature of 
the inquiring mind. It was chance; but it 
was chance olTered to the highly active 
and inquiring mind in this creative state 
when it was looking for hidden likenesses. 
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Having said that the crca- 
e activity is norniai. that its 
pression is diHerent in the 
ts and the scienees, but that 
s a natural thing in both, we 
me to the question of how 
J can canalize the very high 
estige which the scientist en- 
ys today so as to make him 
)t just a technician but a 
eater. Now I do not think 
at scientists have yet created 
lything which eould be called 
system of values. The physi- 
il sciences do not try to, and 
e social sciences are still in 
state of exploration. But a 
ientist, in order to be a good 
eator, has to work out for 
mself a set of values by 
hich he is going to live. He 
IS to be very independent in 
lought. He has to take a very 
.lestioning attitude to what- 
'er he sees and whatever any- 
3dy else sees. He has to make 
special fetish of originality 

id of contradiction, of dis- 
;nt in general. Without this 
I is not going to create any- 
ling new at all. If you can 
/e in such a world, you have 
I be extremely tolerant of the 
ssent of others. You have 
Dth to recognize the fallibili- 
' of their achievement and 
;t do them honor because it 
their achievement. I hold 

lat you cannot carry out the 
:tivity of science if you do 
3t have a society organized 
, this way: a society rich in 
ssent, yet rich in tolerance 
id in honor. I think that in 
lis are the beginnings of prin- 
ples which the scientist can 
ach the world at large. 
Some may say that in gen- 
al human beings are inspired 
/ a myth, a symbol, some- 
ling which transcends a set of 
ilues. What can science put 
p? Let us think of this histori- 
illy for a moment: the myth 
[ Genesis was not destroyed 
y' my generation of scientists; 

it was destroyed over a hun- 
dred years ago, in 1858 and 
1859 when Darwin wrote and 
then published I'lu' Orif^in ol 
Species. This really destroyed 
the belief of people in the 
literal account of the Creation. 
What did they learn in its 
place? 1 trust they learned an 
enormous revulsion. lihiEop 
Wilburforce asked whether 
Huxley claimed to have been 
descended from an ape 
through his father or his moth- 
er; there was a general leeling 
that it was somehow terrible 
to be as one with the animals. 
Now time has cured that. We 
feel instead that we have 
something to be very proud of 
in having transcended the ani- 
mal stock so as to become 
people who possess and use 
certain gifts that animals can- 
not. The chief of these is the 
use of language; that is, the 
use of concepts. I would also 
say, the making of patterns— 
animals only have habits, they 
have no conceptual patterns. 
Human beings are to us now 
the creators in a way they 
were not when Darwin wrote. 
And we could now say that 
what has really happened is 
that for the myth of creation, 
scientists have substituted the 
myth of creativity. And this 
gives us the sense that it is hu- 
man beings who are peculiarly 
the creators. Of course I do 
not think this is a myth; but it 
is the nature of myth that those 
who hold it do not believe it 
to be a myth. Certainly science 
has enabled us to see human 
life and the place of humanity 
in rather special ways. Human 
beings are seen to have within 
themselves the ability each to 
fulfill himself, each to fulfill 
the essentially human part of 
the creative potential. If we 
have to call something a myth, 
I am proud to call that a 
nivth. ■ 

:OMING NEXT MONTH: 

DUR FABULOUS 

ZHRISTMAS ISSUE 

OOK FOR DECEMBER 

iOUSE & GARDEN 

DN YOUR NEWSSTAND 

Enjoy smooth 

and delicious gravies, 

soups and sauces 

with your all-in-one 

SUPERCUP 

Separates fats with the touch of your finger. No messy, 
tedious spooning or refrigerating necessary to get perfect re- 
sults every time. SUPERCUP's'" exclusive drip proof valve 
keeps out the fat, keeps in the flavor SUPERCUP™ is great for: 
• Separating fat & grease from gravies, soups & sauces • 
Pouring pancake batter & syrup without a drip • Separating 
egg whites without a mess • Clarifying butter • Straining meat 
or vegetables from gravies, soups & sauces • Measuring with 
English & metric systems • Funneling with ease. Made of 
durable, dishwasher-safe Lexan, it's easy to clean. Get your 
SUPERCUP™ today and order extras as gifts. Just $6.95 
each; includes shipping and handling. 

Pour pancake batter without a dnp Separate egg whites without a mess 

EAST END PROD., INC. 
65 East 55th Street, New York, N Y 10022 
Enclosed is my check or money order (no cash, please) payable to 
EAST END PROD, in the amount of $ Please send 
me SUPERCUP(s)'" at $6.95 each, which includes shipping 
and handling. Total amount enclosed. $  

Send To   

Street   
(please print) 

. State, City   
(Sorry, we cannot handle Canadian, foreign or CCD. orders ) 
Please allow 30 days for delivery from our receipt of your order 

_Zip. 
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\j the 

gentle laxative 

so many women 

are usinp^ ay. 

Today, more lluui c\ ei, dicre's 

something special about being a 

woman. 

You give so much and you do 

so much. Yet, some days, you 

don't feel your best because of 

iiregularir)^ 

Then, like so many women 

today, you take Correctol, the 

modern, gentle laxative. 

Correctors special formula 

combines a mild laxative with a 

softening agent. 

Its gende, overnight action 

helps you feel like yourself again. 

So next time, try Correctol. 

The modern, gentle laxative. 
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Year-end tax planning 
continued from page 23 

payment of taxes and so on. If you're 
thinking of borrowing money, consider 
doing it now. Even if interest deductions 
are eventually limited, you'll at least get 
as much as you can now. What's more, 
you stand to save some money because 
interest rates are expected to continue 
rising next year. 

A tip for 

the landed gentry 

If you own investment property, con- 
sider having some of the maintenance 
work that you scheduled for 1978 done 
this year. You might even think, about 
prepaying up to one year's worth of 
property taxes now. That, too, is tax de- 
ductible. 

Year-end entertaining 

in the holiday spirit 

If you do some business entertaining, 
consider throwing a year-end party. 
This may well be one of the last years 
you'll be able to deduct business enter- 
tainment costs, according to some tax 
experts. However, when you entertain, 
make sure that you follow the Internal 
Revenue Service's rules. The entertain- 
ment must be related to your business. 
So, if you have a big party, make sure it 
either follows or precedes some quiet 
business discussions with your clients. 
And don't go overboard. The IRS won't 
go along with the deduction if the enter- 
tainment is too lavish. ■ 

Two-in-one 
continued from page 143 

looking like a colored stripe instead of 
what it is—a shadow. The pots come in 
six heights, from inches to IVH inches 
and in three colors—bright yellow, cocoa 
brown, or white with a colored interior. 
They cost from $4 to $22 and are by 
Lauffer. Find them at Bullock's and 
Neiman-Marcus. ' 

One last note: "The Country Diary of 
an Edwardian Lady" (Holt, Rinehart & 
Winston) is a small, delicate book about 
wildflowers and how they added joy to 
the life of a thoughtful writer. The ilTus- 
trations are done in watercolors and are 
charming in their simplicity and exact 
attention to detail. A flower lover would 
love to glance through this book—per- 
haps even begin a country diary for her- 

, self? The book, by Edith Holden, is 
I $14.95, and can be purchased at book- 
I stores everywhere. ■ 
t   FSICtS APPKOXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 72 

Make your luck work ■ ttiei' 
continued from page 172 BJlS''' 

CHANCE I is the pure blind luckllfKf 
comes with no efi'ort on your part. 
bridge game, for example, it's "in ilii*''^' 
cards" for you to receive a hand of ■i*'''^^ 
spades, but statisticians tell us this m^)^ 
occur once in 635 billion deals. You 
ultimately draw this lucky hand, bujlif"' 
may involve a longer wait than most!*"" 
us iiave time for. Chance I is compleMd!"^ 
impersonal. You can't influence it. Pjl?""' 
sonality traits only enter in the otilfe^^ 
forms of chance. Ilitks' 

To evoke CHANCE II you will xMm 
a persistent curiosity about many thiiBsti' 
coupled with an energetic willingnessB'f' 
experiment and explore. Chance III 0' 
the kind of luck Charles Kettering, tBrfi 
automotive engineer, had in mind whilolc 
\\^ said: "Keep on going and the chanqlHt!' 
are you will stumble on something, pejlull 
haps when you are least expecting it.||lt 
have never heard of anyone stumblini fiii 
on something sitting down." Consistell ffi 
motion is what distinguishes Chance li fe 
Its premise is that un-luck runs out IV 
you persist. An element of the chase 11 to 
also implicit in Chance II, but action || ( 
your primary goal, not results. Tnl 
action is restless, driving, and occull i 
through your basic need to release energl ( 
rather than conscious intellectual efTor||i 
Of course, if you move around-in monll 
likely areas. Chance II may influenal I 
your results more fruitfully. In searchin I 
for orchids, for instance, you wouldnl 
go tramping around the desert. But still 
the principle here is press on. Actioll 
"stirs up the pot," brings in random idea j 
that will collide and stick together iiil 
fresh combinations. Keep on going, anal 
the number of collisions between eventJ 
is likely to increase. I 

In Chance I and II, the unique role oil 
the individual is either lacking or min i 
imal. In CHANCE III the individua l 
needs discernment. Louise Pasteur char 
acterized Chance III when he said: 
"Chance favors only the prepared mind.' 
Sir Alexander Fleming gave us the classic 
example of this principle with his ex- 
traordinarily lucky break, the discovery 
of penicillin. He was at work in the lab-1 
oratory when his mental sequences went 
something like this: (I) I see that a 
mold has fallen by accident into my cul- 
ture dish. (2) The staphylococcal colo- 
nies residing near it failed to grow. (3) ; 
Therefore, the mold must have secreted ij 
something that killed the bacteria. (4) 
This reminds me of a similar experience 
I had once before. (Previously he had 
isolated lysozynie present in mucus and 
tears, which also killed bacteria but had 
proved too weak to be of medical use.) 
(5) If I could separate this new "some- 
thing" from the mold, it could be used 
to kill staphylococci that cause human 
infections. 

The discovery of the cause of puer- 
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jicial sepsis by Igna/. Scmiiiclwcis marks 
another example of Chance III. One day 
111 1847. a male laboratory assistant con- 
II acted a skin infection from infected 
j-iathological material. The infection 
spread and the man died. When the 
autopsy was performed, .Semmelwcis 
saw how closely this fatal disease re- 
sembled maternal "childbed fever." Sud- 
denly he realized that when obstetricians 
(who in those days used nonsterile equip- 
ment) went directly from a room where 
one mother lay sick or dying to the deliv- 
ery room, where another mother was 
giving birth, they were spreading the 
disease. Semmelwcis was severely at- 
tacked for his conclusions but years later 
it was proved the disease was contagious, 
as he had predicted, and streptococci 
were shown to be the bacterial cause. 

One word evokes the quality of the op- 
erations involved in the first three kinds 
of chance. It is serendipity, coined by 
Horace Walpole in 1754, who used it 
with reference to the legendary tales of 
the Three Princes of Serendip. These 
princes quite unexpectedly encountered 
instances of good fortune on their travels. 
As the stories go. they ran into good luck 
by accident (Chance I), general explora- 
tory behavior (Chance II). or sagacity 
(Chance III). 

If Chance II is concerned with person- 
al sensory receptivity, its counterpart 
CHANCE IV is involved with personal 
motor behavior—individualized action. 
The English Prime Minister Benjamin 
Disraeli summed up the principle under- 
lying Chance IV when he noted: "We 
make our fortunes and we call them 
fate." Disraeli, the practical politician, 
appreciated that by our actions we forge 

oui own destinies, at least to some de- 
gree. The fourth element in good luck 
requires an active (but unintentional), 

I subtle, personal prompting. Chance IV is 
the kind of luck that develops during a 

' probing action with a distinctive personal 
flavor. It comes to you because of who 

I you are and how you behave. It is as 
personal.as your signature. Being highl\ 
personal, it^is not easily understood by 
someone cf^e'the first time around. Neu- 
rologists like me may be a little more 
comfortable with the concept because so 
much of the nervous system exists as 
anatomically separate sensory and motor 
divisions. Unlike Chance II, Chance IV 
connotes no generalized activity, as bees 
might have in the anonymity of a hive. 
Instead, like a highly personal hobby, it 
comprehends a kind of discreet behav- 
ioral performance. Chance II allows any- 

! one to complete the happy by-product of 
luck by a kind of circular stirring of the 
pot. But the links of Chance IV can be 
drawn together and fused only by one 
quixotic rider cantering in on his own 

1 homemade hobby-horse, intercepting the 
fortuitous event at some odd angle. 
Chance IV resists straight logic and takes 
on the same eccentric, elusive quality as 
a mirage. It is difficult to come to grips 
with, for it recedes when pursued and 
advances as we step back. But we still 
accept a mirage when we see it. because 
we vaguely understand the basis for the 
phenomenon. To convey the quality un- 
derlying Chance IV. I have made up the 
term "altamirage." By my definition, it 
is a facility for encountering unexpected 
good luck as the result of highly individ- 
ualized action. Like serendipity, it is a 
compound word, derived from mirage 

and Altamira. the ca\e in Spain un- 
earthed when a hunting dog fell into it 
while searching for game. Later, an ama- 
teur archaeologist looking for flint chip- 
pings in the cave accidentalK discovered 
the magnificent primitive cave paintings. 
Like a shimmering mirage, the event of 
Altamira took shape when a highly per- 
sonalized quest interacted with the invisi- 
ble principles of chance, which we know, 
yet cannot touch. 

I Chance IV may favor \'OU if \ou have 
distinctive if not eccentric hobbies, a 
personal lifestyle and motor behavior. 
The farther apart your personal activities 
are from the other areas you are involved 
with, the more strikingly novel will be 
the creative product when the two meet, 

j There were almost infinite distances sep- 
I arating my dog Tom, a bell, a starch 

granule, and a Lafora body. Four such 
seemingly incongruous elements could 
be soldered together only when chance 
interacted with the lifestyle and hobby 
of one individual. 

TO SUM UP: Don't count on luck, 
but don't discount it either. Learn some- 
thing about the structure of luck so that, 
at the very least, \ou don't do anything 
to discourage it. Especially in your activ- 

! ities beyond work will the varieties of 
I chance operate, setting the stage for new 

friends, fresh options, discoveries, and 
novel perceptions prompted by actions 
uniquely yours. Remember: Chance I is 
anyone's luck. Chance II is anyone in 
motion's luck. Chance III is luck that 
comes from personal discernment. 
Chance IV is luck that flows from per- 
sonalized actions. ■ 
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Term used 
to describe 
the quality 
involved 

Good luck 
is the 
result of 

Classifi- 
cation Elements involved Personality traits 1 

you need 

An 
accident 

Chance 1 "Blind" luck. Chance happens, 
and nothing about it is 
directly attributable to you, 
the recipient. 

None 

Serendipity 

General 
explora- 
tory 
behavior 

Chance II The Kettering Principle. Chance 
favors those in motion. Events 
are brought together to form 
"happy accidents ' when you 
diffusely apply your energies in 
motions that are typically 
nonspecific. 

Curiosity about many things, 
persistence, willingness to 1 
experiment and to explore. 

1 

i 

Sagacity Chance Mi The Pasteur Principle. Chance 
favors the prepared mind. 
Some special receptivity born 
from past experience permits 
you to discern a new fact 
or to perceive ideas in a new 
relationship. 

A background of knowledge, 
based on your abilities to 
observe, remember, and 
quickly form significant new ! 
associations. 

Altamirage 
Personal- 
ized action 

Chance IV The Disraeli Principle. Chance 
favors the individualized action. 
Fortuitous events occur when 
you behave in ways that are 
highly distinctive of you as 
a person. 

Distinctive hobbies, personal 
lifestyles, and activities peculiar i 
to you as an individual 
especially when they operate in 
domains seemingly far removed 
from the area of the discovery. 
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personalized 

ornaments! 
The first and best name In 
custom-engraved Twinkles®. For 
festive family tree trimmings 
cr lieiiipom gifts! American- 
cfuKcd of lifetime solid brass. 
'Vcn't Jarriish or break! 
$1.38 each.   6 for $10.98 

ABOVE: Twosome bell—perfect tor 
any couple! PRINT two names. 
1665   Dated Bell. 3" across. 

RIGHT: Heirloom ornament, dated 
"1977". PRINT name. 33/4" high. 

1640   Partridge-Pear Tree 

Add SOt post. & hdlg., NY res. add faxes 

©Lillian Vernon 1977 Dept. GN2, 
510 S. Fulton Ave.. Mt. Vernon. NY 10550 

SIMPLE ELEGANCE 

Accented by a simulated 
diamond and displayed on a 
15"gold filled chain, these 
finely designed geometries 
stylishly adorn any outfit. 

$5.95 each specify style We Pay 
2 for $10     Cjhi iijz odd Postage 
BankAmencard Master Charge 

Schweitzer &• Qo., inc. 
PO Dox 4362-HGK 

Durlingome, CA 94010 

/fit. Qrtcfjurt, 
mii joCv'C sa^fpfcs y/nk: 

W 117 

^ppalac!)ian OTreatfjs! 
Decorate   your   home   this Christmas with wreaths made of pine and hem- 
lock cones, hickory nuts and various 
seed pods gathered from the Appala- 
chian Mountains. Each is individually 
wired to a frame. These beautiful cir- 
cles   in   muted   browns   will   last for 
years and make wonderful gifts. Size Price 

25" $25.00 
18" $10.00 
12" $ 5.00 Kentucky residents add        sales tax. .Send check or money order to: 

APPALACHIAN FIRESIDE CRAFTS 
Dept. HG77. Box 276 

Booneville. Kentucky 41314 (Please add $1.50 per wreatli ror stripping, packaging  and   insurance ciiarge.) Appalachian Craft Catalog—$1.00 "A Save the Children self-help project" 

Swivcling Susan 
Centerpiece 

Grace Your Dining Table 
with a gallery-railed server 
that's perfect for condiments, 
flowers or fruit. Of pine & 
hardwood, the Susan Center- 
piece swivels smoothly on a 
concealed ball-bearing. 3%"H, 
£8' Dia. Unfinished $19.95. 
! inished Antique $29.95 
(A'iv 22.65 postage each). 

. G711A, Box 1000 

. ,iwav, N.H. 03860 
, Vr.ur FREE Catalog! 

with Audrey Nichols 

der merchandise by writing directly to sh(J' 
enclose check or money order. Add sales 
where applicable. Any unused item (not 
sonalized>may be returned by insured m 
for refund. Allow four weeks for delivery 

IS. 
ill 

GRACEFUL CONTOUR 

Curved ceiling track for bay windows or curved areas, indoors 
or out. 8 hooks swivel plants 360 ' for light exposure. 
White baked enamel. Mounting hardware, Green-Trak Arc.'^** 
$12 ea., plus $2 post. Three, $36 ppd. Free catalogue. 
Stands, Inc., HGE117, 425 Wagaraw Rd., Fair Lawn, NJ 07410. 

WRAPS AND CARDS 

Charming Vic- 
torian designs, 
resembling old 
newsprint. Six, 18" 
by 24" sheets, six 
2V4" by 3V2" enclo- 
sure cards. Choose 
Fashion Designs, Col 
lector's Designs, or 
Country Store motif. 
Wrap, $1.98 a package. 
Matching cards, 790 pkg. 
Ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 
Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 54906 
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MINIATURE CHEST 

Beautiful reproduction of 
cabinetmaker's sample in 
walnut or cherry. Minimum 
stain applied, so grain 
shows through. Three 
drawers. Brass pulls on 
drawers and ends. I8V2" w. 
by 11V2" d. by 21" h. Walnut 
$173; cherry $156, plus shpg.i 
chgs. UPS. Catalogue, $1. 
Ephraim Marsh, Dept. 549, i 
Box 266, Concord, NC j 
28025. ^       8 r   J I House & fc-arder 



PERSONALIZED 

ED CASE 

:ks, opens time 
led. up to two hours, 
ither-like plastic 
arette case. 5' i' by 

regular or 
g pack. Brass 
iais. S17.98 plus 75c 
;t. Lillian Vernon. 
E. 510 S. Fulton St.. 
Vernon. NY 10550. 

^KE A SLICKER 

'atent vinyl wom- 
n s raincoat slicker 
las an attached 
lood. front zipper. 
HO large pockets. 
Ihoose red. navy, 
ellow or white, 
lizes: S. M. L. XL. 
: :s a fun coat to 
/ear year round in 
nclement weather, 
live yourself a pres- 
fnt. S7.95 plus 85c 
lost. Sofwear De- 
.igns. HG11. 1811 
>an Jacinto, Hous- 
on. TX 77002. 

New children s books. 
Your child's name is 

mentioned through- 
out each story 

with address 
V       names of friends, 

pets. Books about Peter 
Parr, Bambi. Dumbo and 

Pinocchio in DisneV Fan- 
tasy Journey Library se|^ 

. Complete set. S9.95 prcTs Si.30 
post. Me-Books. HGll. 10635 Van- 

owen Street. Burbank. CA 91505. 
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CHINESE BASKET LAMP 

Decorative fmd an ooenweave 

;:: . T     finisn. Has white 
a :: ..r-ed shade. 21" h. (53cm) 

5"- :: : Catalogue 50c. 
5£3^5:3 Etc.. HGEll. Box 19976. 
Atlanta. GA 30325. 

WICKER WONDERLAND 
RATTAN SWAG LAMP 

$1855 ~ 
plus 52.OO 
postage 

TORTOISE DESK TRIO 
" orderly charm r.ar.d .-.-afted of burr: r:>iu 
rompartme.itized ietirr vs,. 

holder 1 1 ' x "=1" X .-r^C 
^ " h. .Tierr.o ho'di:'- " 

• .\   n'   X 2" 
p.cil holder 3 ' 

• X 5~  h. Com- 
•.f    ^    pc. S€t 

S I 2 9.T plui 

WILLOW    CHESTS-: , .        ,r.o.-i;i     : r ■rlocnes. toys, etc. Sa/Ti^joc sZz'ing with easy- :;,tnre  ran«lles,  Fin;.*hJ<i in its iT*n natnral 
26 I's i 16' 1 16 , S3.S.93 DiuS S3,0O oo-st. 28 Ig I 17 X 17 . S39-95 nlus 53,2S oost, 30   Ig X 18   X IS . S-t3,93 olus S3,75 post, Kc.-; 

DRUMMER BOY 

On a cloud of soft white snow, ANNA- 
LEE'S Christmas Drummer will march righ' 
info your heart. 
15" tall with sturdy stand, handcrafted of 
felt in warm colors . . . dark brown coa', 
rust hat and boots, and mint greer 
muffler. 
Appealing contrast to the catches on coat 
and hole ?n boots are the holly sorig in 
hat and cheery grin expressions 
created exclusively 

ANNALEE 13.50 D'us 1.30 pcstase & handling Available in 8' size 6 00 OI'JS 1.23 p.&h, Immediate shipment guaranteed. 

Box SSi Wr.-es:-*- Catalogue ava'lable S H. 03253 on reauest. 

-IlOLimYSTARSr 
Bask in the wann glow of an age gone 
bill iMired wool lx]bt)in& «Hood wail a touch 
of fanss. filled wiili the anilis-15- tal^ 
Ov-star" for the hofidays & year round 
SlOea. Maded »yMiheie in the U SA. 
Send check or money Older to: Au NalureL 
2353SW 27lh Aye. »fi«i.Fh. 33133 

^^0 

0 
e 

36' 800 
9 00 

10 00 
11 50 
4 50 

;4- 
63 • 
Valance 
Ties:pr i 

C^ed< or Vfcrev Orcrer Waster C'^ar^e cr Sarn 
4,-re^card- Acrd 5.; post- age A -ardl re. C" rei- 
ce'-t3 and ~% ia. es 'a ^ 

CLASSIC GINGHAM 
Poivester and cotton 

Perma-Press 78 wide 
Perkv 3 rurtles Spreads, 

Canopies Shams available 

G'een Yelloic, Pink 
Red Blue, or Bro 

Colonial Classic Catalog "^ce an request. 

CURTAIN COR.VER • Parad se Green Dept GU Strat"; 

Purr-fect 
to curl up on a hear- 
shelf, table or among plart- 
Charming Cat is har ^ 
crafted in Parawood. staire 
in a glowing natural oak f 
ish. 61, X 6 X 3". $6.95 p 
$1.25 shipping. Pa. res. a: 
6-: tax. 

POSTAMATIC CO. Dept. HG-1177, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444 
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ShoppiM 

arouna 

_ can :■{•:■/ rri 'he   v/inter favorites to keep 
v_ . frjp; warm any d' y! Cur famous storm boots 

ol geoi. inc suede and leather treated 
■'..1' ya;t-:-repdi!trncy ana comfortably linea with 

vy. o! pile. Non-slip crepe soles. Best of 
MI; .hoy     be worn over any shoe, high or 
lew heel. Once you've tried them, you'll 
.-.ever wan! to be without them. Brown or 
Dlack. Whole sizes 6-10, Medium, to fit 
shoe si;:es SVa-l 0 (please state shoe 
size). $40. 
Add $2 tor postage. Order by 
mail, or phone 617-749-7830. 
Master Charge, BankAmericard 
or American Express. 
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

Send for our free catalog. 

DEPT SM, rilNGHAM, MA 02043 
Siofes in Acton, Duxbury, Lenox, So. Hamilton, MA.: Avon, Hamden. CT. 

Put uour cea 
stieBS mac our 

corties fully 
wired. witVi natural b4rlap5tia6e,$25» 
prepdBUPS. N\3a,R^.'J5,'jtiTeiU4ba»)i, 
ai.o770i.Shell lamptatalo5,^2. 

OLD-FASHIONED 
DECORATIVE 

Scale 

Planter 

Be your own decorator 
with this charming 

scale planter in 
sturdy plastic. 
White, yellow, 

brown or avocado 
with colorful face. 

Hangs 20". 
Completely 
assembieci. 

Only 3.95 
plus85« 
postage. 
Fia. resi- 

dents add 
sales tax. 

Plant shown 
not included. 

CAMPANA 
Art Products, Inc. 

700 W 27thSt .Hialeah.Fia 33010 
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ANTIQUE 
REPRODUCTIONS 

Doll Cradle 
21" S35 
14" S20 

DANIEL I. HADLEY, Box 1456, 
Wilmington, DE 19899. Send 
50 cents for catalog of over 50 
additional reproductions. 

First Edition 
ROYAL COPENHAGEN 

CHRISTMAS PLATE 
1908 

$1,400.00 ppd. 
Ali subsequent years of Christ- 
mas Plates available by return 
pos*:. 
Royal Copenhagen Christmas 
P]ate, 1977  $18.50 ppd. 
Biuf^ fk Grondahl Christmas 
Plaic, 1977  $18.50 ppd. 

JOHN SJNClAm LIMITED 
266 Glo;s<3s Soad      Sheffield, England 

CHORUS OF BIRDS 
Enchanting sparkling white china birds will perch on a 
dining table as eye-catching napkin holders or rest 
happily on a collector's curio shelf. Set o; 12, $9.95 plus 
$1.35 post.; four, $3.95 plus 900. Free Catalogue. World's 
Window, HG117, 12 Holly Lane, Plainview, NY 11803. 

LUXURIOUS SUNFLOATER 
Never needs inflating. Extra soft unique 
floating material conforms to body, won't 
absorb water even if punctured. Virtually 
indestructible. Excellent exercise mat, 
too. Rolls up in zippered carrying case. 
White, aqua, yellow or green. Sunfloat® 
$95 ppd. Free brochure. Doving Geroy, 921-H 
Partridge La., Winston-Salem, NC 27106. 
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RUFFLES WITH LACE 
Tab curtains. White poly- 
ester, cotton or natural 
permapent press muslin. 8Q^:Z 
w. 45" or 54 ' I.. S24: 63"^ 
S29; 90". S34. 2" ruffle. 
Tiebacks. S3 pr. S2 post. 
Free color catalogue. 
Constance Carol. HGII Box 
899. Plymouth. MA 02360. 

3RASS ELEGANCE 
Striking contemporary coffee or coc^ta., :az.e "o 
ake an important place in any room setting. Heavy 
Drass designer s base (glass top not included). 24" 
>6 by 16" h.. S365 shpg. chg. col. Color catalogue, 
jrass beds, accessories. S3. Joao Isabel. HG-il. 
120 East 32nd St.. New York. NY 10016. 

SMART ACCENT 
■lattering soft scarf in 
vide selection of colors. 
White, pastel pink. 
)lue. black, orchid, 
nint. red. gold. 
)ronze. tangerine, 
iilver or hot pink. All 
icetate satin. 11" by 
>0". S4.25 ppd. Mono- 
jram S2.50. Scintilla 
Satin Shop. HG11. 
1802 N. Broadway. 
5ept. B.. Chicago. IL 
50640. 

bv 

ft^/ NAVAJO TRADITION 
' "   Tr,bal symbols in subtle earth- 

tones, ivory. Dense cotton rugs. 
3' by 5'. S34.95: 4' by 6'. S49.95: 
6' by 9\ S89.95: 9' by 12'. 
S169.95. All ppd. Color cata- 
logue of Indian. Oriental. 
Colonial designs. SI. Peerless 
Imported Rugs. GE117. 3028 N. 
Lincoln Ave.. Chicago. IL 60657. 

3er, i?77 

Cl Sterling SiKer Child's Spoon engra\ed either A\ hat 
Good Boy am I," or "W hat a Good Girl am I." Please specin. 
5^-»" long, 512.50.        Re.Mc/e-^:- ina 5 ~f      De.' . no'g. A /n> 
51.50. 

>HRF.\ FXRlMP^-LO\^ CO. 

G2 Sterling 
SiUer "Tumi" 
holder :or 
pocket or 
purse. be 
used for breath 
mints or as a 
pi!! box, 2'-" 
hig.T. S20.. 
with 3 initials, 
S23. \U><. Resi- 
der.:> add 5'~( tax. 
Del., hdjs. s <n>. 
5;.50. 

E 

V/ 

c: 

C3 English 
Silverplated 
Pepper 
Grinder, 
Capstan 
design. 4" 
high. S33.50 

den:< add ' 
tax. Del., 
hdig. s /".v 
5;.50- 

-HHFNf .fHl \IP^-l^m CO  -HRFAE.CRLMP^-im CO. 

At '-f. VA.. i" ;-;5"'iL" 

G4 Hut>chenreuther 3-incn poxe .. - ■ 
rerent designs, set of 6. 520. SHREVECRL MP^-L0\^ CO. 
V?3>i. Residents add 5*^ 
Del.. hd!s. vS in^. S2.50. 

G5 "Swanboat of Boston' 
" ^:-'ling SiKer. Sc ^ 

'.'.ayy. Reiidenii ada 5 u. :a\. 

::e t buckle. 4". S18.DO. 

SH R F:VFX.RL .\IP6^-LOV^ CO. 

S"re\ e charge. .Master Ciiarge \ iS A and ATicrica^ Evp'e^s 
Furnish all nos. ana expiration date. 

O'der call Toll Free 800-225-7062. 10:00 to 5:00 PM sseekda\s 
Mass. customers call Collea 617-267-9100 
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AL RUGS 
OV APPROVAL FOR 
EXAMINATION IN 
YOUR OH^'N HOME 
• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY 
• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE ^ 

TO YOU 
» ONLY GENUINE HAND- 

MADE ORIENTAL RUGS 
FOR OVER 50 YEARS 

SEND FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVl^ LISTS. COLORED PLATES and 
KODACHROMES to help you sckit niiJis you wish sent on APPROVAL. 

Largrst KcUII Stock 

Direct Importations Recularir 

Modrratr Friers 

Small Mats to GlaDt Carpels 

The No Risk Way 
lo Bur Oriental Ra«s 

"Oriental Rugs - A Complete Guide" by 
Coi Chari'-s W. Jacobsen. F-irsl and most 
fomprchensivc Oriental rug encyclonedia 
ever published. 480 paces with 250 plates. 
^8 in lull color - $20.50. 

I. 

CHAS.W. JACOBSEN, Inc.; 
401 S. SALINA ST., DEPT. B 
SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201 
315-471-6522 

DISTINCTIVE CUSTOM LIGHTING 
A fine selection of over 50 classic designs 
for indoor and outdoor lightin? that will 
lend warmth and charm to both the con- 
temporary and traditional decorating; 
Kencs. Every light is of the highest quality, 

individually cut, assembled and fitted 
in brass, copper or pewter. Your 

selection will be owned with pride 
by future generations. Send $1.00 
for 48 page catalog. 

'HERITAGE 
IJi^^lTERNS 

Dept. HG-U7   Se« Meadows Lane Yarmoulh. Maine 04096 > 

Qamlog of 

phoTcyraphs      old and new ^tvi Its 
^rom wh,c*^ yoo may    dec pof pa^Viern 
whirK -Tea+yre   actual Sue pieces 
oo en|ar_gin^ Jradifional inS+rt^C- 
i'Ons and Complete quil^- ai-you- 
go dfagranns and direcf/ons- 

I yardage esiimoTeS -for 3 S'zes, 
Ico/or si^29^^^'°^S> ^Z'50 Oor 
if'rst catalog is s^'ll ava^/able 
lA/i+h 7$ photographs af $/.50. 

I ^^en^p^^lS, Tenn 3&/Z2. 

NEEDLEPOINT TREE ORNAMcNTS. 
Easy to make for Chrisimos. Kit; design 
on canvas, Paterna Persian wool, needle, 
backing, & instr. ZVi" to 5" tall. 
lollypoo Kit  $2.75 
Gingerbread Man Kit $2.75 
Gingerbread House Kit $2.75 
Drum Kit  $2.75 
Teddy Bear Kit S2.. 
Soldier   Kit  $2.75 
Candy Cane Kit $2.75 
Snowman Kit  $2.7.5 
Anv Six Kits  $14.95 

PLUS 75i POSTAGE & HANDLING 
Pa. Res. Add 6% Sales Tax 

VICTORIA GIFTS 
11-H Water St., Bryn Mowr, Pa. 19010 

CONCEPTS IN PEWTER 
32-page fully illustrated catalogue of 
the best in pewter by Stieff. Kirk, 
Reed & Barton, Boardman, Royal Hol- 
land, Gorfiam, Selangor, Woodbury, 
Towie, Preisner. Gifts for the Execu- 
tive. Gifts for the Home. We offer 
HAND and (VIACHINE engraving on all 
catalogue items. 

Send S1.50 (credited to first purchase) 
to; Pswter Place Engravery, 
m Walnut Street, Cincinnati, OH 45202 

I'j-tS) 579-0736. 

KNOTTED 4" FRINGE CURTAINS 
Homespun Oznaburg textured un- 
bleached 100% perma-press cot- 
ton, 70" w. pr. fit 40" w. windows. 
24", $6; 30", $6.50; 36", $7.50; 
45", $8.50. Val., $4.50. 90" x 38" 
split swag, $9. Add $2 post, per 
order. Catalogue, swatches, free. 
Curtain Corner at Paradise Green, 
HGll, Stratford, CT 064§7. 

OF PAST CENTURY 
Handmade doll with head, hands, 
feet of glazed porcelain; body, 
night-blue dress of cotton. lYz" 
tall. Henriette has twin sister (not 
shown) in white gown with pink 
ribbon. Recalls bygone era. Each 
$7.95 plus $1 post.; twins $15.90 
ppd. Interia, Inc., HGll, 6016 
Chelton Dr., Oakland, CA 94611. 

CHILD'S BENTWOOD 
Traditional bentwcod rocker design 
is made smaller for a child. 29" by 
14" by 26". In a fruitwood finish 
with hand caning for seat and 
back. A real delight for proud 
gra.idparents. $44.95 plus $5 post. 
Catalogue, 250. Fran's Basket 
House, HGll, Rte 10, Succasunna, 
NJ 07876. 

YOU'RE INVITED 
Oneida Silversmiths invite ycj 
sample a stainless teaspoon 
newest Satinique pattern. Com| 
product information is incli 
Limit one teaspoon per pel 
Send your name, address, anq 
name of pattern plus 500 
Oneida Silversmiths, HG117,| 
Box 1, Oneida, NY 13421. 

idimc 
WARM-UP JACKET 
For women/men. Zip front, IT ''""P'' 
pockets. Cotton 88%, polyes Wlis 
12%. Contrast-color prints ma M 
inner hood/cuffs/waistband. Pi bmat 
der/navy, beige/brown, whi 
black. S(34-36)/M(38-40)/L( 
44)/XL(46). $12; two $23. P\ 
$1.50 post. each. Emphasis, HG I 
Box 271, Blue Bell, PA 19422. 

^ HOLLY 
J 

DECK THE HALLS j 
Choice fresh sprays of glossy greei 
rich red-berried English holly. A 
rival about week before Christma; 
by air anytime requested. Armloa 
H-2. $6.25; by air, $7.25. Longe 
sprays, H-4, $11.25; by air, $12.9 
Ppd. Write to Northwest Corne 
Store, HGll, Longview 21, W. 
98632. 
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hand-crafted Charlottenhiitte crystal 

from Goebel-names prized by collectors 

the world over. Our own West German 

imports, superb gifts! 

THE SNOWMAN CANDLE-HOLDER. Frosted as a snowman 
should be—the luscious satin-finish crystal so treasured 
by collectors. His plump shape is solid crystal, 
really heavy. He's 4" high and enchantingly detailed- 
winsome smile, posy-perked hat, traditional broom. 
Comes with a Yule red candle, takes standard refills. 
9570   Goebel Snowman with Candle $12.98 

THE ANGEL BELL. So adorable—hands poised in prayer, 
rippling skirt a sweet-pealing bell with faceted crystal bead 

on a silver-color chain. Heavenly details in her cherubic 
face, wings, star-strewn skirt. Fame-name quality, 

known to collectors everywhere. 5" high 
9639   Goebel Angel Bell $14.98 

HE CAROUSEL SERVER. Exquisitely hand-crafted 
f clear and satin-finished frosted crystal, sure to become 
cherished family heirloom. Bowl of clear textured crystal 

s circled with 12 different satin-finish motifs, 
ach more precious than the one before. Carousel canopy 
3 the lid, satin-finished, topped with a clear knob, 
•callop-edged to fit perfectly atop the bowl. 
3owl is 7" across, 3" deep, and very heavy—its solid bottom 
ilmost 3/^" thick. A magnificent vy^" high overall, 
Iramatic for your holiday table, luxurious for a gift. 
)571   Goebel Carousel Server $24.98 

Please add $1.75 postage & handling. 

New York residents add applicable faxes. 

Master Charge and BankAmericard/Visa accepted. 
Please send account number and expiration date. 
For Master Charge, include Interbank number. 

Safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed. 

UlilAN WAOn 

Dept. GNl, 510 8. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 



BAKED TO ORDER, 

Shipped to Your Fnends 

ORICINAI. 

'that famous ("oisicaiia, Texas 
Fiuit Cake," since 1896 

COLLIN STREET BAKERY 
P.O. Box 912, Corsicana, Texas 75110 

Please ship:  2 1b.;  3 1b.;  51b. 
□ Ship to me 
□ Attached list shows addresses, sizes, de- 

sired arrival dates.  Payment enclosed. 

MY NAME_ 

ADDRESS_ 

CITY  

STATE_ .ZIP_ 

Enjoyed ihroiinhout Anietica 
and in /5ft foreign lands 

Servo and f^ive the only 
fruit cake ever to win the 
New York Gourmet Society 
Award for Kxcellence 

TIKTC'S still timi' to order this beau- 
titul Christmas cake for everyone 
on your ^i' t list (pre-Christmas 
arrival assured). Fa%ored by host- 
esses for more than 81 years, the 
DeLuxe is custom-baked 'or you 
and mailed straight from our kitch- 
ens. Filled with juiciest imported 
truits and rich Texas pecans — flavor 
so perfect ice guurantcc it the best 
you've ever bminht, baked, or eaten, 
or inoney promptly refunded. 

ORDER NOW . . . SEND GIFT LIST AND 
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. Holiday packed, 
cake's colorful history enclosed. Tell us how 
to sign gift cards. Postpaid: 2 lb., J6.75; 
3 lb . $9.55: 5 lb . J15.45; Discount on 25 
cakes or more 

MODERN STANDARD 

COLOR PHONE 

Choice of Wall or Desk 
Model ^ , 
For that extra phone 

■IF YOU REACH THE END OF 
YOUR ROPE. TIE A KNOT AND HANG ON". Inspirational, poignant ad- 
vice for all. Laminated for permanence 

6" X 8" wood wall plaque. Colorful 
English scroll border. Perfect for home 
or office. An ideal hostess gift. 

Only $1.98 each plus 50^ post. 
Seii.l Clifek or M.O. Salisfaction Guar. 

GflDLYlTS - 
10250 N.  19th Ave.. Phoenix. AZ 85021 
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Late model recondi- 
tioned phones with 
standard cord, plug 
and bell, ready for in- 
stant use, white, ivory, 
green, red, yellow, beige 
or blue (please give 
'.s";;rai color choices). 

'.':■{ Catalog.) 

324 "i^^ 
C J M.HGll-7 

SHOPPING AROUND 

I860 GOLD COIN 
Genuine $20 gold coin minted by 
Clark Gruber is one of a limited 
number in 10k struck for collectors 
and investors. Can be used as jew- 
elry (golden holder, $8). $29.50 
each; 3, $85 plus $1.50 post. Serial 
number of gold genuineness and 
data incl. Centre Coin Co.,..>HGll, 
Box 1, Sherman Oaks. CA 91413. 

CANDLES DRESS-UP 
Graceful ornament with lustrdl 
gold finish provides a splendid cf 
play for your holiday candles ( 
to y^" diameter). And you c; 
its "branches" to hang shiny bej 
bles. Multicolor balls. 23^" 
$2.50 each ppd. Johnny App 
seed's, HGll, Box 708, 50 Dod. 
St., Beverly, MA 01915. 

'ml 

HAND-CRAFTED TREES 
Designs set in two-tone acrylic 
bases studded with genuine aba- 
lone. Ear ing 8" tree holds 24 
pierced prs. $9.95; nek lace 12": 
short beads, bracelets or rings 
$9.50; 16" nek-lace $9.95. Add $1 
post. All three $26.95 plus $2. 
Zeller Specialty, HGll, 2710 Ru- 
dolph Rd., Eau Claire, Wl 54701. 

NEVER TO RETURN 
For the female who has unwantei 
hair on face, arms, legs, we proi 
pose Perma Tweez. Battery oper 
ated device removes hair perma 
nently and with professional re 
suits, does not puncture skin 
$19.95 ppd. General Medical Co 
HGE-73, 1935 Armacost Ave., W 
Los Angeles, CA 90025. 

FEATHER YOUR BED 
Authentic down-filled comforters 
from Scandinavia. Eiderdown is so 
light and generous that loft is 
5-6". Natural, rose, blue and gold. 
Twin 55x86" $119.50; full 81x86" 
$169 50; queen/king 96x86" 
$198.50. Add $2.50 post. Cuddle- 
down, HGll, 87 Pleasant St., Yar- 
mouth, ME 04096. 

LACY SriOWFLAKES 
Delicately carved natural pine 
snowflake ornaments are beauties 
to hang on the Christmas tree or 
arrange as part of a festive cen- 
terpiece. 2'/^" dia. Made in W. 
Germany. Set of six, $8.75 ppd. 
Shopping International, Inc., 63 
Shopping International BIdg., Nor- 
wich, VT 05055. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

Handcrafted crib set in multi-color 
gingham squares with white eyelet 
lace trim. Polyester batting. Ma 
chine washable. Quilt, $39.95; pil 
low, $8.95; matching bib $5,95 
Set (quilt, pillow, bib) $44.85 Ppd 
Brochure, $1, Write to Cracraft 
HGllE. Box 27567, Atlanta, GA 
30327. 

YESTERYEAR -A^L ~=.EE 
An exact copy of an 1890 favorite, 
the tree is oak with oak veneers, 
a marble top. hooks with white 
button tips, mirror, drawer and 
lower shelf. 78" by 25" by 12". 
$159.95. Del'y chgs. coll. 80 pg. 
catalogue with fabric cuttings. $1. 
Magnolia Hall, HGll, 725 Andover. 
Atlanta, GA 30327. 

PIN'JP 70 S STYLE 
High-fashion belt is made up of 
heroic gold or silver plated safety 
pins. Super with tents, jeans, 
dirndls, tunics or tweeds. One size 
fits everyone. Fun to own or give as 
a gift. Specify gold or silver plate. 
$14 each ppd. Order from Hang- 
around, HGll, Box 332. Larch- 
mont, NY 10538. 

HCO<-0\ S-E-. ES 
Wonderful way to give indoor 
plants the sunlight they thrive on 
—white shelves on hook-on 
wrought iron brackets. 4" by 22"; 
use in any double-hung v/indow, no 
screws. $4.39 plus 50c post. Colo- 
nial Garden Kitchens, HGKE, 270 
W. Merrick Rd.. Valley Stream, NY 
11582. 

NATIVITY CANDLE 
Traditional Nativity scene in a charming 
holiday decoration. The 6" high footed 
frosted cup holds a colorful inner candle 
glass. Light the candle and the scene is 
projected onto the outer glass. Choice of 
4 designs: =7344 Nativity (illust); =7346, 
colorful Holly; •=7356, Santa and reindeer; 
=7363, Snowman family. We include a box 
of refill candles to last 30 hours. Send S5.95 
plus 850 shipping. Save! Send $11.90 for 2 
postpaid. Specify designs. Complete satis- 
faction guaranteed. Gift catalog 25c. 

Many Things. Box 12-5. HGll. No. Easton. Ma.=;=. 02356 

Micro-Serve Food Tray 
Convenience-D        Pace prepared 
foods inside, snap on the iid and 
freeze. When a busy day comes along 
and you haven't the time to cook, pep 
the tray in your micro-wave and, 
minutes, you have a full-course mea' 
D'shvvasher-safe plastic, 8^*x11 \ ". 
7295-6-Micro-Serve Tray .... $2.39 

V. "fe fo' Sew Free G/t CataioQ 

Miles Kimball 
279 Bond St.. Oshkosh. Wl 54906 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ball Fringe on Permanent Press 

TIERS 
20", 25 
30". 36" 

6.50 pr 
iC- 7.50 Dr. 

TIEBACKS 
■15". 54' , 63 " 10.00 p' 
72-.81-.90" 12 OO pr 

VALANCE 
10 " X S3 3 .50 ea 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
Country Curtains are a iraditioa . . . vears of old-fa>h.o.-.e: ;u--Jity and 
conscdeniious service to thrifty homemakers. Sturdy, -f•c-ciallv-rnade ball 
fringe is carefully stiic±i€d onTo our 50^" conon 50polyester blend . . . 
like real mu.-lin but truly carefree. Natural or white. fO' wide per pair. 
Please specify natural or iirhUe. Send check, money order, or u^e Master- 
charge or BarihAmencard. Sorry no COD's. Postage and handlim: orders 
under $10 add $1.10. $10 and over add $2 00. Mass. res. add .5^ sale? tax. 
Sati<^faction auarante-d 

COUNTRY CLUTAINS ..A^ 
.AT TH£ REDLBS LVN 

RAJASTAN RUGS- cl u'>g des'gr frsn 
■sr-anf!c post thct blend jo perfeply with present-cc- 
cecor. Tronsform ony drca orea In your home, office c 
5"owroo,Ti into o prestigxji se't"-g of refi-^ed e!egc-:e. 
A'so as drcmotlc occent rjgs over corpet'rg. Noturol —; 
only, poins'ck'ngly wove" Throijch to 'he beck cf ec:" 
'.>g by our time-honored, o'd-wor'd techniques to ossu'e 
—ony yeors o' r'jcged ^ea'. Gjcron-eed imported. THE 
LAST GREAT HOwE-DECORATiNG BUY OF OUR DAY- 
SEVER AGAIN AT THESE INCREDiBLE PRICES: CZ~-ZJ . 
3'x5' Sl.4.95; 4'x6' 529.95; 6'x9' Si9.95; 9'xl2' 599. = 5. 
Order now, end we even pcy the fre'cht. Spec'S' red, 
'vory , ovocodo, gold or blue bcccground. Our rues hove been 
coc'ed but -eve- -er-cdvces. Ou' .12-d >ecr o- :-;ven -e- 
I'ob' '-.    v^i-e-C--V' SA c-d A — . Ei-'ess c::e:'e- 

INTERNATIONAL RUG CO. 
360 Ar-s'erdc-" A.e- HC-" ■    Nev,  York,  N Y, ^.007- 

Protect your silver with genuine 
Tarnish-Proof Pacific Silvercloth 
Drawer Pads by 

AMERICA S LEADING 
SILVERSMITHS 

IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 

BENT\^ OOD KO( kER 
lmc>ort€-d   directly   from   Europe.   The true Benrwood Rocker, fashioned from steam-f>errt Beechviood   in   rustrous   walnut   finish, with natural hand *»oven cane seat and back. 22 wide. 41 hieh. 

Send 50< for complete 
Danish Furniture Cotalog. 

So C. O. D. * J- 
ONLY 

125 pieces. ..arge size sr.c.r,. 
Pad converts your drawer space Into a silver 
chest. Prevents tarnish and scratching: silver 
is always ready to use. 

S79.95 

RED, BLACK. OR WHITE FINISH 5-89-95 
GENADA IMPORTS 

Dept. Pll 
P.U. Box 204. TeanerV. N T. i<-f,fyf< 

N.J. residents aor = 

SIZE: ll^i" wide X 15" deep r 
2^2" high. Holds over 100 pieces. ilO./5 
SIZE: 171 2" wide X 13's" deep i 
21 j" hig-h. Holds over 125 pieces. S12.75 

ADD S1-25 FOR PACKING & POSTAGE 
FOR EACH UNfT ORDERED 

BARRINGTON SPECIALTIES 
P.O. Box 154-G. Barrington. R.I. 028O6 

NEIDLEPOINT TREE ORNAMENT KITS 

t3ve adde^ dei-atl of French ;tJK>*>. TJiree inc^- dia. ?ize comes :n Wresxfc. I>ove- an^i C?:n,-iir;a^> Tre-e (Se-^gn.*. Five inch ^ize -aiih dai^ come* on!;.- in Tr^ee de>:^ painted on canva>. K::> in- clude 13 C£nv3?. yan^. ne-t-dle. ring, fel: in?. ribton. and inisniciions- 
Wres-h. I>ove. or Tree kii 3 in. ^;3. S2.50 each or any liiree for ?T.O0 i plu- .9''* .-^.ippin£r- -15 for ea. add. • 
0-.ri?t:Tza5 Tree date 5 in. c;^- S3.95 each 'Pills Sl.OO ^TAppiT:S' for each a-loztionr:! ■ 

N.J. re?, add 5<> <t£!e<: ZZJZ 
?en-!   .25  for  folder   M  V; :- --j^--   - ; 

STONE HOUSE CRAFTS 
Box 192, Wenonah, N.J. 08090 
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HARVam Gin MA fnm Plantron, Inc. 

House-Plant-a-Montli Plan 

January 

MING TREEv2j->. 

Table-top show 
piece of amazing 
Bonsai culture. 
Fascinating 
and rewarding. 

April 

PRAYER 

PLANT 
Each evening 
this remark- 
able plant 
folds its lovely 
variegated 
leaves like 
hands in 
prayer. 

Opens in Morning 
Closes in Evening 

July 

MINIATURE 

ROSE 
Gorgeous color 

and fragrance 
"Rosa Rouletti" 
grows no larger 
than 12". Yields 
gorgeous sweet- 
heart size roses 
all year. 

October 

COFFEE 

PLANT 

Shade-loving 
beauty with 
fragrant white 

flowers and shiny 
red coffee beans. 

February 

Trailing 

GARDENI 

Graceful 
glossy vines 
and fragrant 
pearl-like 
blooms. Can't 
be shipped to 
Calif, or Ariz. 

May 

HEAVENLY 

BAMBOO 
. Easy To Grow 
. Requires Little Care 
"Nandina domestica" 
has color-changing 
foliage, white flower 
clusters, reed-like 
stems, bright red 
berries. 

August 

FLAMING 

GOLDEN 
CANDLES 

Enchanting "Pachy- 
stachys Lutea" from 
Trinidad. Stunning 
feathery, yellow-gold 
and white candle-like 
blossoms and long 
narrow, rich green 
leaves. 

March 

PASSION 

FLOWER 

Unusual 
legend 
surrounds 
this lovely 
plant with 
its purple 
and pink 
blossoms. 

MICKEY June 

MOUSE 

PLANT 
Yellow butter-cup 
like flowers 
"Ochna Serrulata" 
forms a Mickey 
Mouse Face, when 
petals fall a black 
seed appears in the 
center of each red 
sepal. 

Septembe 

ROYAL 

PLUSH 

Shimmering,* 
luxuriant 
purple and 
green 
velvet. A 
show-stopper 

November 

DWARF // 

ORANGE I 

Lovely dwarf tree 
that bears Juicy 
FULL—SIZED 
fruit. A touch of 
southern sunshine. 
Cannot be shipped 
to Calif, or Ariz.* (Glass 

Christmas 

GLASS 

GARDEN 

Plants 
A care-free min- 
iature landscape 
of SIX woodland 
plants to delight 
everyone. 

not included) 

r 
^™ ~" PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY 

PLANTRON, INC. House-Plant-A-Month Plan, Dept. 8521-39 
2207 East Oakland Ave., Bloomington, Illinois 61701 
Here l« my gift lift. Please send the plans indicated Send a_ 

PLANS D—E—F 1 
□ Additional list attached. 

Month Plan beginning In to 

Send a_ 
Name  

.Month Plan beginning In. -to Name- 

Addrass- 
Address- 
Clty  State- Zip- 

City- State- Zip- 

Send a- 
Name— 

.Month Plan beginning in_ 

□ Please send me 
n I enclose S- 

-Month plan beginning in_ 

-to 

Address- 
Clty  

me 2 Miniature Orchid bulbs. 
□ Please bill me for the Indicated plans. 

Name  

.payment for my plans. Please send 

State- Zlp- Address- 
Slgn gift cards. Clty- State- Zlp- 

Now with the help of Plantron, Inc. 
you can provide the perfect gift for 
relatives, friends, business associates, 
shut-ins, even yourself! Every month 
an unusual interesting plant, already 
growing and healthy, will be sent as a 
reminder of your friendship. Each 
plant is a proven success in homes — 
as easy to care for as it is beautiful. 
Beginning and veteran plant lovers 
alike will be intrigued with these dis- 
tinctive carefully-chosen plants. Com- 
plete instructions and fascinating his- 
tory are included with each plant. 

''Order your gifts for Christmas and 
all the year — birthdays, anniversaries 
all special days — now. Simply spec- 
ify the month each plan should be- 
gin. A handsome gift card inscribed 
as you direct will announce the mem- 
bership at the proper time. Shortly 
thereafter your gifts will begin ar- 
riving. All except the glass garden 
plants will already be growing in 
their own plastic pots. The glass gar- 
den packet (glass container not in- 
cluded) will be ready to plant and en- 
joy. Choose from the three plans 
described below. 

DID YOU INCLUDE EVERYONE'S ZIP CODE? , 

3II10N7HPLAN 
Long-lasting thoughtfulness with gift plant* 
sent the three consecutive month* of your 
choice. 

$498 

6 MONTH PLAN 
six gifts in one — lovely hardy plant* In 
each month of the six conaecutlve month 
period you indicate. 

12 UOHW PLAH 
A delightful plant every month of the year. 
A connoisseur's collection. Please tell u* 
when to begin. 

OUR GUARANTEE 
Each healthy, carefully chosen plant 
is covered by Plantron's guarantee. 
Plan members not completely satis- 
fied with a plant need only to return 
the shipping label and we will re- 
place the plant. Guarantee is void un- 
less the shipping label is returned. 

* Where state laws prohibit import of 
selected items we will substitute a 
plant of comparable beauty and 
value. 

SEND NO MONEY 
Just use the coupon to order exciting 
House Plant plans for those on your 
gift list and for yourself — we'll take 
care of the rest. You pay our invoice 
next month. Or — include your pay- 
ment with order (thus saving us book- 
keeping expenses) and we'll send you 
2 easy-to-grow Resurrection Plants 
(a reg. $1.00 value) absolutely free! 
Note: We must receive orders by the 
15th of the month for which ship- 
ment is requested. 
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CHARMING COUNTERFEITS 

By CROWN GALLERIES® 
ALL JEWELRY ILLUSTRATIONS SLIGHTLY ENLARGED 

DIAMONDS BY-THE-YARD 

.'Simulated Originals — 5 Carats 

of Loveliness 36" chain only $3.98 

A yard of real diamonds could easily cost you $500,00 ... or even more. If you 
don't want to pay that much ... consider our 10 brilliant 1/2 carat-size simulated 
diamonds on a full yard of silvertone or goldtone chain. Few people will be able 
to tell the difference anyway! Our fiery simulated diamonds are multi-faced to give 
you a flash of class you wouldn't believe. 
Choice of 3 lengths. Full yard with 10 simulated diamonds only $3,98! 24" for 
$2,98! 16" for $2.49! Wear singly or by the yard for that fashionable understated 
look that you want. We expect a fast sellout on these chains at such low prices. 
Order today! 
ONLY AN EXPERT WILL BE ABLE TO TELL IF YOU ARE WEARING A 

GENUINE DIAMOND ... OR THIS FIERY SIMULATED GEMFIRE® 

DIAMOND. 

EMPRESS EMPEROR 

An elegant 2 ct. beauty that is suit- 
able for every occasion. Lovely Tiff- 
any setting. Also available in Vzct, let, 
4ct. & Set stones — See order blank. 
6004 Yel. Mtg. (GF) $12.40 
6005 Wh. Mtg. (SS) $12.40 

A classic! Handsomely mounted to 
enhance the dramatic 3 ct. Gemfire 
stone. 
6122 Yel. Mtg. (ISKt-HGE) $16.95 
6123 Wh. Mtg. (ISKt-HGE) $16.95 

FULL T-YEAR GUARANTEE 
If within one year of date of purchase you are dissatisfied in any way with your jewelry, 
return it to Crown Gallerie by INSURED MAIL for either repair, replacement, or refund 
of your purchase price. 

AMARIS 

Solitaire and 
wedding band 
set (2 pieces) 
has a total of 
over 2 carats. 
Brilliant, flaw- 
less simulated 
diamonds and 
exquisitely 
crafted. 

#6332 Yel. Mtg. 
(18Kt-HGE)$12.40 

#8050 Wh. Mtg. 
(18Kt-HGE)$12.40 

 ORDER HERE - PLEASE PRINT - 
CROWN GALLERIES®   Dept. 8249-38 
2207 East Oakland Avenue 
Bloomington, Illinois 61701 (c) 1976 PLANTRON, INC. 
please send the following items: 

POSTAGE 
PREPAID 

QTY. DIAMONDS BY-THE-YARD COST 
1 6"g$2.49 - Silvertone #5121 Goldtone #5122 $ 

24"g$2.98 - Silvertone #5124 Goldtone #5123 

36" ^$3.98 - Silvertone #5126 Goldtone #5125 

QTY- SIZE CAT. 
NO. 

DESCRIPTION COST 

6004 2 Ct. Empress Ring Yel. Mtg. GF 

6005 2 Ct. Empress Ring Wh. Mtg. (SS) 

6122 3 Ct. Emperor Ring Yel. Mtg. (1 8Kt-HGE) 

6123 3 Ct. Emperor Ring Wh. Mtg. (1 8Kt-HGE) 

6332 Amaris Yel. Mtg. (18Kt-HGE) 

8050 Amaris Wh. Mtg. (18Kt-HGE) 
Illinois Residents please add 5% sales tax 

TOTAL ORDER $ - 

NAME   
ADDRESS. 
CITY  
STATE  -ZIP 

GLOSSARY 
Carat (CT) Yellow Mounting (YE L. MTG )      White Mounting (WH. MTG.) 
Sterling Silver (SS)   Heavy Gold Electroplate (HGE)   Gold Filled (GF) 
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Uetinitive stenciling l^ook and Kits 

from  "Bishop &j(hrd^ 
/' orcmosl J)tftn ilt-rs in -y/mi-rica 

The Aft of Decorative Stenciling by Adele Bishop & Cile Lord 
m"Don 't use this book un/rss you jri' pre/i.tred to start right out 

stenahng." Christian Science Monitor 
"First rate . . . So well thought out. so thoroughly knowledgeable 

'"AXM        ^'"^ designs so beautiful that you will want to use it immediately. " 
*^I!irfRk N.Y.Times 

r 199 pages ■ 315 (50 color) illustralrons   100 ready to trace designs 
) Index • Supply sources 8 stencil pro/ects Viking Studio Press Book 

'■—"^^ Book  S19.95 + SI.00 postage 
Bishop & Lord Deluxe Stencil Craft Kit 
17 Oiiginal Designs Paisley Flower. Apple Border, American 
Leaf. Bits & Pieces, Basket Weave & Ribbon Border, Borders. 
6 pre cut. see thru acetate stencil sheets; 6 individual design 
instruction sheets; Bishop & Lord illustrated stencil manual, 
2 professional stencil brushes, 6 tubes instant drying Japan 
P'"nts DH 1 - S24 95 + SI.50 postage 

Book t DH 1 - S39.95 + SI.75 postage 
Also - Early American, Pennsylvania Dutch, Swedish American designs and kits available. 

All designs and materials prepared exclusively by Bishop & Lord. 

I AME&ICiU(DEC0&JlTI7EA&TS,DrC.Boxn 7 HGI17. Dorset, Vermont 05251 
5^ Send 2'jg for brochure  Full refund if not delighted  No COD's 1 

IDEAL HOME OR 
GREENHOUSE HEATER 
Portable kerosene heater produces 
9,400 BTU/hr. with no odors, 
fumes. Operates 28 hr. on 1% gal. 
fuel. Lights without matches — 
safety shutoff. White baked 
enamel finish 21"x I5"x 19". 
No venting required. 
Model RSA 1 OG 
$ 1 49.00 Postpaid 

The Country Stow 
BOX 460, DEPT. HGIl??, KENT, CONN. 06757 

Introducing 
Netchair 

Swing your 
cares away 

Combines soft comfort with great strength 
Sturdy nylon net construction supports 500 
lbs Includes machine washable poly- 
urethane cushion and all hardware needed 
for installation indoors or out Beige net 
dark brown cushion $44.95 inc tax and 
postage Send check. Visa or lylC charge 
number Free brochure on request 
showing our wide selection of ham- 

mocks and hanging chairs. 
Ghlrardelli Sq 
Box 73G11 
San Francisco 
CA 94109 
(415) 776-6650 

THE 
NA/V\MO< 

WAV 

"B1& JOHN" 

COAL FIGURINE 

"Big John", the coal miner, 
with coal pick in hand and 
lunch pail at his side, is ready 
for another day's work in the 
mines ... or ready to grace the 
curio shelf in your home or 
office.   This charming, life- 
like figurine is handcast from 
specially treated, non-smear 
W. Va. coal. An interest- 
ing conversation piece & 
ideal gift. 8'/i inches tall. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Immediate Dehvery. 

^ 7 Q C       ■?/ postage 
•9 f mf J and handling 

Gift Catalog 2Si)- 
FREE With Order 

Dept. HG 11     3612 Huntleigh Drive 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27604 

SANTA AND THE MRS. 
Handcrafted red flannel bodies, 
flesh felt heads and hands plus 
rosy print cotton aprons make 
Santa and his lady a delight. A 
brown wicker basket is ready for 
party favors or candy. 18" set, $27 
plus $1.75 post.: 29" set, $70 plus 
$2.50. Annalee's Workshop, HGll, 
Box 446, Meredith, NH 03253. 

DIETERS AHOY! 
Gag place setting guaranteed to 
help in weight loss. Bottomless 
spoon, cut off knife and fork will 
keep dieters from over-eating and 
give them and other guests a 
good laugh. $2.49 plus 400 post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HGll, 556 
Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

CALICO 'N' LACE TRIM 
Curtains in natural have 4" rufi 
with lace and calico in blue, cop( 
brown. Blend of 50% poly, 5 
cotton. 80" w. 30", 36" I.. $91 
a pr.; 45", 54", 63", $12.50; 7 
81", 90", $16.50. Tie-backs, $1, 
pr.; valance, $5. Add $2 post. Cc 
nial Maid Curtains, HGll, Mar 
roneck, NY 10543 

LEGENDARY BEAUTY 
Queen Nefertiti is dimensional 
crafted in 18k gold finish wil 
hand applied cloisonne in de€ 
blues and reds. The matching go 
tone chain is 18" long. Pure Egyf 
tiana. Stunning to wear all ye^ 
long. $19.95 ppd. Jewels by Bett 
HGl, 55A Saratoga Blvd., Islar 
Park, NY 11558. 

THE PERSONAL TOUCH 
Any 5" by 7" photograph is en- 
hanced by a mat with hand silk- 
screened scene. Name or initials 
can be handwritten in corner. Com- 
plete with Lucite frame. Choose 
natural, blue, pink, silvertone. 
$7.95; two, $13.95. Add 500 post. 
Lola's Art Studio, HGll, 4813 
16th Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11204. 

NIMBLE THIMBLES 
Trio of elegant porcelain lovelies to 
start a collection or to add to an ex- 
isting one. Lovely colors: pink rose. 
Delft blue windmill, scarlet cardinal. 
Each is 1" tall, rimmed in gold. 
Just $1 each. Three, $2.75. Add 
500 post, per order. Cadlyn's, 
HGTll, 10250 N. 19th Ave., 
Phoenix, AZ 85021. 

re: 

rn 

A Special Day, A Very Special Child. . . 

Commemorate that day-birthday, confirmation, any important date-with 
a personalized earthenware 10" plate, mug, and bowl set. The set is 
colorfully hand-painted and glazed .on durable, dishwasher-safe earth- 6nw3r6. 

SIirn'nL'Z "'''!!'^ v'™' ^'*'''*' ^"'' T"'"'   J"" "n" Jill- Specify 

Allow 4-6 weeks for dalivBry. Illinois residents add 5% sales tax Send 
check or money order, or include name, signature, numbers and expira- 
tion date of MasterCharge,t»r.BankAmericard/Vlsa to: ■ 
EMME'S EMPORIUlU 
HG, 849 Cramer Court, Hinsdale, Illinois 60521 ; 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

ECTOR'S PRIZE 
jigton  cranberry  pitcher is 

by mouth, then shaped by 
The glass melt producing 

Jjbtle color uses solid gold 
lead crystal" and has been 

fed by very few of the top 
nakers. 4"H. $9.98 plus $1 
I Taylor Gifts, HGll. 355 E. 
itoga Rd.. Wayne. PA 19087. 

TASTE WITH THE EYE 
Artist's arrangement of baker's 
dozen for ever-ready centerpiece. 
Rolls (dehydrated, permanently 
glazed) accented with imported 
states, beige burlap bow. Rattan 
tray, 12"l. $9.95 plus $1.50 post. 
Garlands Unlimited, HGll, 508 
Elizabeth Rd., Yorktown Heights, 
NY 10598. 

LSEA FLOWERS 
le-milled soap bars in 100- 
|i (31/2 oz ) size, nearly 3" sq. 
ir-keyed plastic boxes become 

dishes. By Norton of London. 
5ia, carnation, lily of the valley, 
ider. One (no choice) $1.98; 
$6.98. Add 750 post. Lillian 

on, GNE, 510 So. Fulton Ave., 
✓ernon. NY 10550. 

SAFE AND CC '.' = - Z' 
Luxury Lucite and butcher block of 
Maine maple for a handsome knife 
holder with slots for seven knives, 
sharpener. Base 5l^" by 5%" 
needs little space: 11%" h. Takes 
any blade up to 11" I. $18.98 plus 
$1.15 post. Knives not incl. Coun- 
try Gourmet, GNE, 512 So. Fulton 
Ave., Mt. Vernon. NY 10550. 

ves problem of pet hairs. Has 
r 1 i^-niillion tiny magnet-like 
igers" that grab hairs, lifts and 
ds them tight for disposal. Works 
regular carpeting (not shag), 

)rs. anywhere. Can be hand 
sh. $10.95 plus $1 post. Kitty 
r-ch, HGE, 5958 No. 83rd St., 
•ttsdale, AZ 85252. 
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AUTHENTIC JAPANESE 
Hand cast iron lantern is a dis- 
covery for all who admire true 
craftsmanship. 11" by 15". In 
black, can be used in or out of 
doors; use oil wick or scented can- 
dle. Limited supply. $89 plus $5 
shpg. Catalogue $1. Walther's Ex- 
otic House Plants, HGll, Box 30. 
Catskill, NY 12414. 

FROM FACTORY TO YOU- 

OAK SHAKER 

LADDER BACK 

Fibre 
Rush Seats. 

Height 40'/: 
Seot I8V2 by IS'/j 
Seot height 17'/? 
Weight 13 lbs. 

Bent Back Posts. 
Perfect Match for 
Our Oak Rounci 
Pedestal Table. 

Unfinished $28.95 
Walnut, Maple, Pine S32.95 

Send Check or Money order for choirs. 
Shipped Express. Collect. 

50t for Cotalogue 

MARION TRAVIS 
P.O.   Box 292,  Stotesville,  N.C 28677 

RUGGED CANVAS DUFFELS 

1 Hockey Bag 28.65 
34"xl5" Ship. 1.75 

Canoe Bag 
4 x\r Ship. 

25.35 
1.70 

3 Medium Seaman's 
DuHel 19.95 

22"xll" Ship. 1,65 
4 Small Seaman's 

Duffel 15.35 
 18"x9" Ship. 1.55 

5 Seaman's Kit   9.85 
9"x5" Ship. 1,35 
Bags made with 2 zipper heads that 
can be locked when traveling. 

Navy - Breton Red - Avocado • 
Brown • Yellow - Sand • Natural 

West of the Mississippi add 
$.90 to shipping charge. 

PORT CANVAS COMPANY 

Box H Kennebunkport, ME 04046 
"Quality Hondmade Canvas Products. 

Send for our FREE catalog. 

H 18" 
W  18" DESIGNERS' 
L. 22V2" CHOICE 
This bench has earned its name De- 
signers' Choice. Upholstered to the 
floor it can be made to blend or match 
any decor. It is beautiful in any room 
of the house. 
S87 - S121 depending on type fabric you 
select; 
S76 in vour fabric - send 2^4 vds. 54". 
SHIPPING CHARGES ARE EXTRA 
No COD. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Send S2 for Furniture Catalogue and 
Request Form for free, hand-selected 
decorator fabrics. 

P.O. Box 2324, HG7711. Hickory, N.C. 28601 

DOES 

YOUR 

PET 

BELONG? 
Your dog or cat may not t)e 
A.K.C. (pedigreed) but 
we'U bet that he or she is 
A.O.K.! So. we've formed 
a special Kennel Club and 
Registry to pay tribute to 

"All Other Kinds" of 
America!.Send today for 
our unique certificate, 
featuring your pet's name 
hand scribed for elegance 
and endorsed with the 
original A.O.K. seal. This 
rich-looking 5x7 
certificate is suitable for 
framing, makes a great 
wall or desk decoration 
and a fabulous 
conversation piece. 

Club 

daft' 

  

Please send: 
Owner's name. Pet's name. 
Pet's species (dog, cat, etc.). 
Pet's sex. Pet's color(s). 
Print clearly and send $3.50. 
cash, check, or money order 
to: 
A.O.K. Kennel Club Inc. 
P.O. Box 586 ? 
Big Pine Key. FL 33043 ;> 
Allow 3 weeks for delivery 

Wrap 

Skirt 

Ours exclusively. Monogrammed 
pocket lightweight skirt. Navy with 
White, Red or Lime monogram. 
Khaki with White, Brown or Navy 
monogram. 65°'o cotton, 35°i poly. 
Sizes S. M or L. No. 404 . . . S41.00 
with monogram plus SI.75 shpg./ 
hndlg. Check, m.o., MasterCharge 
or Visa. To order call collect 
216 / 831 -4035 or send to: 

WHALES TALE 
23945 Me-can: e Rd. 

C.-5.eland. Ohio 441 22 
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EARLY AMERICAN KITCHEN can be yours too 

. with COUNTRY CHARM appliances 

AUTOMATIC 
ELECTRIC RANGE . . . 

julhenlic CAST IRON repro- 
ih^clion (rom opgmal patterns. 
Lonibined >vith the Early Amen- 
cjn charm ot this handsome 
.iiUiguc IS the convenience of 
tuli> automatic oven and burner 
controls, and an easy-care por- 
celain top. Cotlee mill uniquely 
houses clock, oven timer and 
minute minder. Fits modern 
r.mpc space. Prices start at 
$595.00, plus freight charges. 
CAST IRON WALL OVEN 

Front IS CAST IRON .MtM 
handsome stroll design Tl.i 
18" oven IS fully insulated and 
porcelain lined. Hearth door 
conceals all controls, clock and 
timer. Available m right or left 
hand door models. Price 
$345.00, plus freight charges. 

Made and Sold Only by 

THE HCUSE CF WEBSTER 
"Old Fashioned Gifts" 

BOX HG117    ROGERS, ARK. 72756 

Quality Backed 
by 35 Years 

of Skilled 
Craftsmanship. 

Send 250 for your 
•COUNTRY CHARM" 

Appliance Folder 
and Gift Catalog. 

Scfmfftc 

V O F F E E (UP 
For that second rup while driving to 
work. Velcro plastic fastener anchors 
cup holder to any surface—metal, plas- 
tic or carpet. Drink-thru lid prevents 
spillover or splashing. Easy-to-grasp 
landle. S.3.95 each. 2 for S7.I5 ppd. 
^     t Qunliiy Gift Catalos, 25^ 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
66.51 .Arlington Blvd. Gll-T 

Falls Church. Va. 22042 

ADJUSTABLE 

TV POLE 

Hold your portable 
TV right where you 
want it without ta- 

bles or stands. 
Takes any 
width, up to 
14" deep, 17" 
high. Brass 
tone finish 
pole has 
spring tension 

rod to adjust to 
71/2 to 81/2 ft. ceil- 
ing heights. Can be 
set Hi or Low. Real 
space saver! 
Prompt Shipment 
Extension for higher 
ceiling, add $2.00. 

*13.99 
Plus $1.00 postage 
WriU for FREE cataloE 

lloliflay Gifis 
Dept. 311-7A, Wheat Ridge, CO 80036 

WUSO I 

A stunning time- 
piece-an authen- 
tic replica of an 
old schoolhouse 
clock. It'shwen 

handcrafted from native American 
pine and has a rich antique finish. 
The hand-painted dial is highlighted 
by bold Roman Numerals, black 
hands and second hand. It operates 
on the world's most advanced cord- 
less electric clock movement. Runs 
for up to 2 years on a single "C" 
battery (included). Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Measures 12y2"x18y2" 
xSy/'. SCHOOLHOUSE CLOCK 
S69.98 ppd. No CODs please. Al- 
low 4-6 weeks for delivery. Mail 
check or money order to: S. E. 
Sterling, 7600 Blanco, Suite 1403, 
Dept. H, San Antonio, TX 78216. 

When you insist 
on the best, 

there's only one name in 
solid brass beds: 

Joao Isabel 

RUSH 
FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

Enclosed IS S3 for your catalog 
o''i the understanding it s refundable 

with my purchase. 
Joao Isabel. Inc. 

Designers & Craftsmen in Brass 
120 East 32nd Street, Dept. H 

New York, N Y. 10016 
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EXCLUSIVE PEARLWARE 
Raw pearl shells from Tahiti add 
a gem-like quality to treasures 
made by skillful silver cutlers in 
Sheffield, England. Penknife 3" 
long $19.95. Nutcracker is 6" long, 
has double quantity of pearl in its 
handles $49.95. Ppd. Carl Fors- 
lund, HGll, Pearl St. at the River, 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503.,, 

BATIK PRINTS 
Four butterflies, wings spre 
glorious colors, sip nectar q| 
abundant flowers. Finely gr 
9" by 12" art paper, to mou" 
is, frame or decoupage. Ide;i 
any room, little gift. All four i'l 
$1 plus 500 post. Cadiyn's, H&j 
10250 No. 19th Ave., Phoeni' 
85021. 1 

HELP AT HAND 
Tension Reliever is a foam rubber 
red brick that sits on a hand-carved 
wooden stand. Relief comes from 
squeezing, throwing or beating the 
brick. Try it; you'll like it. $4.95: 
three extra bricks, $3.50; both, 
$7.95. Ppd. T.R. Enterprises, 
HGll, Box 273, Mechanicsville, 
PA 18934. 

FASHION TO BOOT 
Handsome styling in soft leatl 
with 1" stacked heels and padi 
insoles. Side zipper. Overall 7'j| 
high. Have "Gail" in black, na| 
camel, white, brown. Whole size-l 
12; Narrow/Medium/Wide. $24| 
plus $1.50 post.; over-lO sizes i\ 
$1. Sofwear Shoes, HGll, U| 
San Jacinto, Houston, TX 770' 

SHINY NEW YEAR 
Mirror-bright write-on 1978 calen- 
dar of chrome polyester Mylar with 
its own marking pencil. Graphic art 
great in any room. Shades of yel- 
low to orange, black letters. Full 2' 
by 3'. Rolled in clear tube. $9.98 
plus 750 post. Lillian Vernon, GNE, 
510 So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
NY 10550. 

MAISON DE POUPEE | 
Enchanted cottage for dolls is i 
bright pinks, greens and blues wit 
other accents. The frame is plasti 
and the whimsical cotton prir 
goes on like a slipcover. Ever> 
thing stores easily. 55 by 38 b 
38 CM. $24.95 ppd. The Gift, HG 
11, 8797 Beverly Blvd., Los An 
geles, OA 90048. 
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Glamorize your home with these famous Audubon Game Birds engraved in 
full color on fine bone china. Each piece is a decprating masterpiece. These 
plates plaques are seen in the wealthiest homes, prized by collectors ^^ho 
know. Each magnificent piece is hand made in translucent bone china with 
fluted edge by proud artisans with amazing skill. Display them as dessen. nut 
dishes, ash trays, plaques for hanging. 

They add irresistible charm and beaur\- to any decor. You cannot appreci- 
ate the beautiful colors and craftsmanship from the small black and white il- 
lustrations. See the beaut\" and ch. - your own home on our amazing 
no-risk offer. 

SUPPLY \ ERY LIMITED: These valuable bone china plates are hand 
made so supply is limited, and we urge you to order now. Each plate is about 
10 square inches, engraved in exquisite full color. Each piece is only S3.00 
(see coupon for quantity savings). Satisfaction Guaranteed if not dehghted. 
Come in or mail order. 

V. ORLD ART GROUP. Der:. •. -.KG 

Bone Cnina a: S]".95 D- rjI5-—cney-bsck 2-ij2.Ti.-tce 
13ei5 rr. A Edia, charaej ii no; delieiiiec". 

Pjeiie S.CZ S;-'!»0 for pc>5.Ta£S and 
I erc3c>e S . 

2fe h2i2iiii-s. 

ADDRESS 

STATE ZIP 
i.AVE: Order 1 cc-nr^e-.e seu :c: S?-i.C«j rlns 
S3.lXt isave S2.?»C». Eitra seii make lovejv ia-^. 
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TEXAS RED GRAPEFRUIT! 

The Best—From the Lush Rio Grande Valley 
1/2-bu. Grapefruit $ 9.65 
Carton of 12 G.F $ 7.50 
Full bushell G.F $14.25 
Carton of 6 G.F $ 5.40 
i/s-bu. G.F. & oranges   $ 9.70 

Full bu. G.F. & Ors $14.30 
1/2-bu. G.F. & Ors. in 
Max. bamboo basket ,. $11.50 
Full bu. G.F. & Ors. in 
Mex. bamboo basket ... $16.25 

All are delivered prices—Write for free illustrated folder. 
Other citrus packs and also pecans, rare honey, fruit cakes and cheese. 

WE TRUST YOU! Send your gift list now and pay our invoice in January 

Established 1926-This is Our 52nd Year 

PITTMAN& DAVIS INC., 823 N. EXP., HARLINGEN, TEXAS 78550 

6 PC. GOURMET CUTLERY SET 

Beautifully balanced, professional quality cutlery 
set Surgical stainless steel blades, tempered 
fiollowed ground Carved Permawood handles ol 
selected laminated hardwoods, stainless steel 
rivited Dishwasher safe and will resist chipping, 
staining, cracking and burning-unqualified guar- 
antee against defects m material and workman- 
ship. Gift boxed. 
10-1,2" Roast Slicet, 9" French Cook s Knife. 
3" Paring Knife, 8" Carving Knife, Chef s Fork. 
6" Utility Knife Send check or m o„ no C.O,D, s. 
$14.95, SI.50 shipping. 
E. J, MINES Depi Oil 
P 0 Box 219 Prospect Heights. IL 60070 Free Brochure 

FOR WINE LOVERS ONLY 

A unique accessory to chill and serve 
your wine in style. Place the server in your Ireezer before use and the special- ized freeze unit will chill your wine for 
hour.s with no mes.s. This beautiful stain 
resistant suede server is available in rust, gray or natural, Specifv. Onlv 
S12,95 ea. Add SI,50 post & hdlg, 

(money hack guarantee) 
KRISTY'S CORNER 

PO BOX 3295, HGllW 
SCOTTSDALE, A2 85257 

(.^Z res add .5 < sale 

"l^TAILERS 

There's a new profit center 
for you in MAIL ORDER 

Many of the advertisers you 
see in SHOPPING AROUND 
are retailers like you who 
have realized that it is an easy 
stepfrom behind-the-counter 
selling to selling by nnail. 

Interested'^ Write to us for 
complete information on how 
you can sell profitably in 
House & Garden'; 
SHOPPING 
AROUND 
section 

HOUSE & GARDEN 
SHOPPING AROUND 
350 Madison Avenue—HG 117 
New York, NY 10017 
or call [212) 692-5429 

n snrjffl ni.sbp.s 
Ovenproof porcelain in heat-resistont, rich 
brown willow baskets made for us exclu- 
sively. The French high-fired white casseroles 
are dishwasher, freezer and microwave oven 

1 qt. Souffle & Basket $10.00 
r J qt. Souffles Basket $12.50 

2 qt. Souffles Basket $15.00 
plus SI 00 post Co res odd6°o(ox £nc/ose check of M O 

Boskets sold seporotei* frtm our FREE catoloo  Write for it i-idov 

Basket Bazaan cmj^jiritage ii 
P.O. Box 2105, Yountville, Ca. 94599 

for entertaining and fine fal 

TREE RIPENEDl 
Delicious red grapeil 
Texas Rio Grande'sf 
finest. Carefully selei| 
juicy oranges also, 
requested. Fruit guc 
teed. Half bushel, I 
bushel, $14.25 ppd. 
now, pay Jan. '78. 
Pittman & Davis lnc.il 
HG11, 825 N. Exp., 
Harlingen, TX 78550!! 

CANDY HORSE 
Licorice tail, a ribbon 
candy mane and hard 
candies plus gum drops 
make a tasty 8" h. rock- 
ing horse. Kit by candy 
sculptress, Ann Fitz- 
patrick, includes 11 kinds 
of candy, styrofoam 
base; you supply sugar, 
lemon, egg and follow 
directions. $19 ppd. 
Gum Drop Square, HG11, 
Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

FAMOUS FRUIT CAKE 
Custom-baked holiday treat. Only fruit cake 
to win New York Gourmet Society award 
for excellence. Original Deluxe Fruit Cake, imported 
fruits, Texas pecans. 2 lbs., $6.75; 3 lbs., $9.55: 
5 lbs., $15.45. Ppd. Collins Street Bakery, 
HG11, Box 914, Corsicana, TX 75110. 



: LIGHTS 
_ ■   ^ : hang mg fixture 
trom tne Middle East 
combines f;ve nand- 
Cfafted clay drums- 
Handthrown ung-iazed 
pottery. Natural earth 
tones. Heights from 7" TD 
13". S75 ppd. Free bn> 
chure. EF Israel. HGTI. 
16 Henrietta Szold St., 
Haifa. 34721 israe! 

A GIFTED SET 
Red. blue or brown 
gingham permament 
press cotton. 12 cocktail 
napkins. S525 plus JSC. 
Rattan 5' by bread 
basket, liner. S5-5D. 
B" by 12' tote. sLx 17" 
dinner napkins. £1D. Add 
Si.50 ea. post. Extra Nap- 
kins SI ea. Dining-ln. HGll. 
35 W. 36 St.. New 
York, NY 1DD1B. 

HARD ~0 °ESIST 
E-le-size Little Puds" =-r 
-^niatjre pecan frurt 
r-akes trom Mary of 
Puddin Hill. Box of IB, 
S7.-5: 28, S5.5r. ="pd. Write 
'or a free sa^p^e slice of 
fruit cake and new free 
Christmas catalogue of 
holiday gifts. Mar\' of 
Puddin Hill. HGir Box 
241-7D, Greenville. TX 
754D1-. 

MICRO.VAVE DJO 
Combination plastic roast- 
ing rack and pan needs no 
extra baking dish. Easy-to- 
clean, dishwasher safe. Use 
it for large roasts, turkey's 
Also, for bacon, hoi dogs, 
hamburgers. One piece. 
12:2" dia. S11 
plus £2 post. Free bro- 
chure of new Microwave 
CDOkware. accessories. 
Micro-Cook Product, \nc,, 
HG11. Box 159. 

encoe, IL S0D22. 

PECANS 
LIKE THL*L IN \ 

Yoa Js^t C&B*t BQV 

MIXED M TS 
LIKE THL-E IN \ -Ti.tKE 
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le slice! 

Mary of Puddin Hill 

AN 

FRUIT ;s 

CAKE 

Let Mary prove she has the finest 
tasting fruit cake ever' Fresh new- 
crop Texas native pecans, luscious 
cherries, pineapple chunks, rich dates 
light batter — that s what it takes to . 
make Msry's world famous Puddin Hill 
Pecan Fruit Cakes Send for your free sam- 
ple slice today and get IVIary s new 1977 
book of Puddin Hill Kitchen gift sugges- 
tions It s free too' Or order from this ad 

1^4 lb. Cake S 8.45 
2% lb. Cake S11.75 
AVz lb. Cake S16.95 
Postage Paid Anywhere In U.S. 

BOX 241-70, GREENVILLE, TEXAS 75401 

SHOW OFF 
Your Skill 

3 Great Books Help Show You Howl 
ORIGINAL PUBLISHER'S 
HARDBOUND EDITIONS. 

TRAVEL 
The International Color 
Guide to World Cookery. 
Easy to read illustrated 
collection of recipes. Full 
color ' how-to" photos. 
pub. price  S9.95 you pay  $6.93 

CHINESE DISHES 
Creative   Wok Cooking. 
Step by step instructions 
lor 200 authentic recipes 
with full color photos. pub. price  S9.95 
you pay  S7.69 

GRANDMA'S WAY 
The Old Fashioned Cook- 
book. 700 recipes. 400 
pictures and illustrations. 
Easy to read recipes from 
all 50 states. pub price  S12.95 
you pay  S8.49 

OR .\LL 3 BOOKS FOK S19.95 
Add SI.25 lor handling 1 book, 

$.60 each addl. book 
GOURMET GALLERY 

BOX 215. MILLWOOD. N.Y. 10546 
N.Y. Residents add 5', sales tax. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

PRESENTS 
.\n Kxclusice 

For The 
Conti. miiornry 
Wumnn . . . 
DANCING POLKA DOT TABLE- CLOTHS, MATS AND NAPKINS will .iilrl Miire to .'in.\- room at low fo^t.sl .Select from ♦» vibr.'tnt col- or combos: Fire Red, Wintergreen, or Classic   Blue polka dots ea. on wht. bkirmd. or Winter White polka dots on an>- of above :i colors, open stock, so niix-matcir sets if ,vou (larel Ka. trimmed in lOOcj^ poly, lace to enhance It. airy look. Machine wash, perina press, soil release for easy care. «5c;. po\y /'.io cotton for deliclousl.v soft touch. 

52 "x.52 '—$6.50, 3'2 ■x72" $9.SO, 6O"x90" oblone—$13.SO, 60'xlOG" oblong— S16.50. 
04 ■  round—$10.SO,   86 '  round—$17.50, 17" napkins $1.00 ea. 8 piece mat set— $6.50.   14—1.3"xl9"  mats  &  4 napkinsi Ovals available on request, AH orders boxed SI.25 post. & hnlg./Order Immed. for X-Mas deliverj-. Add tax where applicable. 

304 5th Ave., G.P.O. 
Box 8888, N.Y., N.Y. 10001 
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Limited Edition 
Christmas Cookie Canister 

Celebrate Christmas, 1977 with 
our new Christmas Cookie Canister, 
Crafted in heavy-gauge tinplated 
steel, eight inches high. Deep, rich 
Christmas Red with heralding angel 
design & lettering si/fe-scrceiifJ hy 
hand in antique gold. Unique 
Christmas gift for family, friends 
and neighbors. Order now! 
58.00 plus S 1 .50 postage and handling for 
each. Check or Money Order. No C.O.D.'s. 

N J. Res. add 6°'o Sales Tax. 
BURLINGTON CRAFTS 

William Street, Dept. H 
Burlington, N.J. 08016 

HOME COOKED CREOLE DELICACIES 
From Old New Orleans 

STRAWBERRY 
PRESERVES Froise 
de la Louisione sun- 
ripened whole fruit 
in a pure preserve 
of incomparable flav- 
or. Reusoble family 
size white pine pai 
or brass-banded redwood 
planter. Lots of good 
eating. Postpaid. 7V-2 lb. Pine Pail $12.75 

2'A lb. Redwood Planter $13.50 
FAMOUS NEW ORLEANS 
SOUPS Secrets of generations 
of Creole cooks go into this 
Turtle Soup, Crayfish Bisque, 
Gumbo and Shrimp Creole. 
Corton of six 10 oz. tins. As- 
sorted unless otherwise re- 
quested. Postpaid. $12.25 
Case of 12, postpaid, $22.95 ^ 

PECAN PRALINES 
Delectable, crecmy, 
plantation-style pe- 
can confections mode 
fresh to order. Post- 

paid. Box of 10 
■- - large pralines. 
^ S5.95. 

. r for 
Catalog ol fomo,;j C'eo/s delicacies. 
CREOLE DELICACIES CO., INC. 

S33-H Saint Ann St., New Orleans. Louisiana 70116 More than 28 Tears of Quality and Service 

BISQill 

for entertaining 

and fine fare 

VARIED COOKERY 
The Wine Diet Cookbook 
shows role of wine in reduc- 
ing. 132 pages S5.89. 
Cook It Quick has over 200 
half-hour or less recipes 
S4.95. Creative Wok Cooking 
has Chinese recipes; stir-fry. 
other methods: 144 large 
pages S7.69. All hardcover. 
Three S15.95. 
Add $1.25 post, one, 600 each 
for more. Free catalogue. 
Gourmet Gallery, HG11,"^ox 
215, Millwood, NY 10546. 

COOKIT 
QVICK 

DELECTABLE TREAT 
Fruit cake made with pure Vermont maple syrup, fruits, nuts, 
fresh butter, eggs. Cakes weigh one pound, keep for weeks, and 
improve with age. 55.95 each: two or more S5.50 each Ppd. 

Free catalogue of 
smoked hams, bacon 
sausage, cheese and 
more. Harrington's 
of Vermont. 532B-7 
Main St., Richmond, 
VT 05477. 

UNIQUE GIFT 
Popcorn machine'^tyled 
after the old picture-show 
models in walnut-stained 
wood and plexiglas panels 
to prevent damage. Easy 
to operate: just pu\ in oil, 
popcorn and seasoning, 
then flip the switch. Flip it 
other way for warmer light. 
Pot removes to clean. Fun 
in game room, bar, patio. 
27" h by 18" w by 17 " d. 
$190 exp. coll. The Tree 
House Collection, HG11, 
Box 547, High Point, NC 
27261. 
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Lttok at the leg 
design I Table 

folds far storage 

Pull-up Lap Table 
Unique leg design allows table to cover your 
lap for complete comfort with any chair or 
sofa. \)t'alnut i^rain top i<. stain and heat 
resistant. Black vatin enamel Hnish on sturdy 
steel tulinlar leu-. Built In last. 15 x L^i'^ ^ 
24". ?.t5,  tvso  fnr S6:  + $^ each shipping. 

Briar«*liff.K4'nt 
1291 Rankin Dr. Gil, Zanesville, OH 43701 

HARDWARE&GENERAL STORE 

Box 320, Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352. 

Authentic Acid-Etched 
SALOON MIRROR 

From the all-wood frame to the hand- 
crafted mirror itself, this is the real article! 
The letters and gold medals are acid- 
etched in glass The background has an 
antique mirror finish and the corner 
filigree is etched silver At a full 17" x 301' 
it's beautiful and I m proud to offer it at 
$38.50, includes postage and handling. 
Send checK, money order, or use Amer- 
ican Express, Visa or Master Charge, in- 
cluding all numbers and signature. 
(Tennessee residents add 6% sales tax.) 
For a color catalog full of old Tennessee 

Items, send SI 00 to above address. / 

Beef up 

(or Pork up) 

your kitchen 

Pictures show/ butcher s cuts of 
beef or pork. They are decorative, 
informative, fun to look at, and just 
the right touch for your kitchen 
area. Pictures are black on antique 
white to go with any color decor. 
Makes an ideal gift. 
UNFRAMED: 12" x 16" (standard 
frame size) $2.50 each, S4.25 for 
both, add 750 for postage & 
handling. 
FRAMED: Beautifully framed, 
13" X 17" overall. Sturdy %" wide 
black frame with full strength glass 
IS ready to hang. $9.95 each, 
$17.95 for both, add $1.00 each for 
postage & handling. 
Send check or money order to: 
(New York residents please add 
sales tax). 
BARRIE STUDIOS Dept H 
The Colonial Building 
Clinton, New York 13323 

We Make 
These 
Cookie Molds 
As If They 
Were A 
Bedroom 
Set. 

Our manufactory combines fine natural woods 
with superb craftsmanship - whether it s a five- 
piece bedroom set, or the solid cherry cookie 
molds shown above. They are carved on both 
sides, and just $14 50 for the small size, $16 50 
lor the large, or $30 00 for both, prepaid A quick 
glance at our catalog shows you why every piece, 
large or small, has timeless elegance. 

$2.00 
Send tor our 100-page cat- 

- - Uta alog.P'ice refundable with 
mti    . *i first purchase 

CSLTI ForslvLnd 
(Father and Three Sons) 

250 Pearl St. Grand Rapids, Mich 49502 
Dept HG-lt 

anita beck cards 

3409 W. 44th St. Dept. HGN 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55410 

Send this note, 1 thank-you note. 1 
recipe card, and gift enclosure card 
with color catalog including Christmas 
cards and gift wrappings to me. I en- 
close 25«. (Please Print) 

Name-  

Street. 

City  -State- 
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CELLAR WINDOW GUARD 
Window bubble of clear, rigid 
heavy-duty Plexiglas lets in light 
but protects windows from weath- 
er. Covers semicircular well 40" I. 
by 12" h., projects 16". $16.95 
plus $4 post. $6 w. of Miss. Send 
rough sketch measurements. Dil- 
worth Manufacturing, HGll. Box 
158, Honey Brook, PA 19344. 

NAME PLATE IN DEPTH 1 
Walnut nameplate has letters 2V2 
deep with a hand rubbed finis 
that is sure to impress office vis 
tors. Up to 11 letters, $27.50; u 
to 15 letters, $31.50; add $2.5 
for each letter over 15. $1.50 pos^ 
Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HGll, 665 
Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, Vi 
22042. 

CURVE COMFORT 
Caressingly soft nylon stretch lace 
makes a bra to wear for natural 
ease and control. It's ideal for 
sleeping as well as daytime activi- 
ties. Snap front. In white; sizes A-B 
or C-D. $4.98 plus 400 post. Write 
to Anthony Enterprises, HGll, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, 
CA 94105. 

ADORABLE PLAYMATES 
Fine reproduction of an appealing 
figure executed by famous Yugo- 
slavian sculptor, Miro Musalin 
Scaled down copy of the original is 
produced in Dura-Stone, an old 
stone finish. Charming gift idea. 
9"h. $21.95 plus $1 post. Art 
Guild, HGll, Box 23201, Minne 
apolis, MN 55423. 

BAMBOO SHOW-OFF 
Your lovely quilt or bedspread will 
become a conversation piece when 
properly displayed. Unusual rack 
can be used also for towels. 26"W 
by 17"D by 30"H. Sturdy metal in 
Koch brass or in nickel finish. Or- 
der No. GBQR-1. $84.80 ppd. St. 
Nicholas Boutiques, Dept. HGll, 
Santa Claus. IN 47579. 

WELL MARKED 
Metallic labels for sporting equip- 
ment, luggage, tools adhere to any 
surface and are weatherproof. 
Black on silver; 26 letters and 
spaces per line; three lines; lY^" 
by 1/2"- 100 self-sticking labels for 
$3; 200 alike, $5. Add 350 post. 
Write to Bruce Bolind, HGll, 
Boulder, CO 80302. 

House & Garden 



ilNCREDIBlE PLAN FOR AUTOMATIC WEIfiHT-LOSS! 

oNbw! Lifetime 

^reedonCTtotti^Fat 

WITH DOCTOR'S AMAZING "COFFEE-OFF" PROGRAM 

FOR CUP'TO-CUP WEIGHT-LOSS! 

Think of It' You actuallv sip your appetite to sleep for hours 
at a time — sip yourself slimmer cupful to cupful — take 
your FINAL STEP TO LIFETIME SLIMNESS with the new 

"Coffee Off way to a brand new body! 
So effective, you LOSE up to 6 pounds the very first weekend 

— LOSE up to 12 pounds of both fluid and fat in lust 14 days 
— LOSE as much as 20 — 30 — 40 POUNDS OR EVEN MORE . . . 
(and never gain it back for the rest of your life), as medical sci- 
ence shows you how to turn ordinary coffee or tea into the most 
"DYNAMITE" FAT-MELTING aid you've ever seen in your life. 

LIKE TURNING UP AN INNER FURNACE THAT SHRINKS YOUR 
BODY'S FAT CELLS — STARTING THE VERY FIRST DAY! 

Just 60 seconds from now you are going to discover how to 
take your morning cup of coffee . . . drop in what appears to be 
an ordinary sugar-cube . . and launch yourself on the most in- 
credible FAT-BURNING SPREE you've ever heard of. Yes, a 
journey to 'lifetime slimness' so fantastic, that just a few short 
weeks after using this doctor's amazing "Coffee-off ' weight- 
loss program you'll suddenly find yourself 5 — 10 — 15 pounds 
lighter . . . your belt size 1—2 — 3 notches tighteri Because 
for the first time in your life you are going to win INSTANT 
CONTROL over your appetite . . . become its master instead of 
its slave . . . actually SWITCH OFF that maddening urge for 
food for hours at a time . . . as you watch your waistline shrink 
itself down by as much as a full size In just a single week! 

24 HOURS — up to 2 POUNDS GONE! 
48 HOURS — up to 6 POUNDS GONE! 
AND THAT'S JUST THE BEGINNING! 

Just think of it! Ordinary coffee or tea suddenly transformed 
into a fantastic body-slimming aid that not only helps you melt 
away as much as 12 pounds the first 2 weeks — but even more 
amazing, helps you: 

LOSE up to 4 to 6 inches off your waistline 
LOSE up to 2 to 5 inches off your hips 
LOSE up to 3 inches off your thighs 
LOSE up to 4 inch-s off your buttocks 
LOSE up to 4 inches off your stomach 

all without a moment of torturous diet — without a moment of 
brutal, punishing exercise — without battling your willpower 
or fighting off gnawing hunger! 

LIKE 4 HOURS OF WILL- 
POWER IN ONE TINY. 

TASTELESS CUBE 
AMAZING WILLPOWERIN- 
A-CUBE ' makes you master 
of your appetite instead of its 
slave gives you INSTANT 
CONTROL OF HUNGER — LIFETIME VICTORY OVER FAT' 

Most significant of all. as long as you follow this medically 
proven "Coffee-Off" lifetime slimness program, you actually be- 
come totally immune to fat build-up for the rest of your life — 
even if you've been hopelessly overweight for all your adult life. 

NOW A LIFETIME OF SLIMNESS 
WITHOUT A MOMENT OF GNAWING HUNGER! 

How can medical science make this lifetime dream come true? 
It's simple. Because one of America's leading weight-loss spe- 
cialists has finally found a way to take ordinary coffee or tea 
. . . and convert it into a wondrous new kind of fat-fighting aid 
that SHUTS OFF EVEN A RUNAWAY APPETITE ON COMMAND! 
Yes, medical science has finally found a way to take ordinary 
coffee or tea and actually force hunger to STOP on the spot 
. . . make excess pounds and inches disappear from sight so 
fast . . . that in just 10 days time you will simply refuse to 
believe your bathroom scale — and in just a matter of weeks 
you may actually need a brand new wardrobe! 

VITAL NOTICE: 
Before starting this program, consult with your physician to 
be sure you are in normal health and your only problem is 
obesity. Individuals with high blood pressure, heart disease, 
diabetes, or thyroid disease should use only as directed by 
a physician. As a matter of fact, we ure you to show this en- 
tire program to your own family physician and see if he 
doesn't agree that this Lifetime Road To Slimness including 
the few minutes of nightly toneup the doctor highly recom- 
mends is by far one of the most medically sound, fully sen- 
sible approaches to the problem of obesity. 
'ALSO NOTE: People who dislike coffee or tea may use 
"FULL-STOP" slim-cubes in clear bouillon for the same 
LIFETIME SLIMNESS results. 

BEST OF ALL — NO CRAVING. NO SLIDE-BACK — YOU STAY 
SLIM FOR GOOD ON THIS LIFETIME SLIMNESS PROGRAM! 

The secret is a medically-proven formula, (that to the eye looks 
iust like an ordinary sugar-cube) . . . BUT. when activated in 
coJfee or tea . . . enters your system and automatically SHUTS 
OFF YOUR APPETITE — SHUTS OFF THAT DRIVING URGE FOR 
FOOD — SHUTS OFF GNAWING HUNGER for hours at a time! 
Actually kills your desire, your craving, your appetite for food 
from meal to meal! So much so in fact, you aren't luied or 
tempted by even the most mouth-watering food. Not by ice- 
cream ... not by cake ... not even by the most luscious 
steak. In a nutshell . . . 

YOU'RE SIMPLY TURNED OFF FOOD FOR HOURS AT A TIME 
The name of this doctor's wondrous   Coffee-Off " way to Life- 

TURNS A CUPFUL 
OF COFFEE (or tea) 

INTO HOURS OF 
LIQUID 

WILLPOWER" 
(completely flavorless — 
affects only your appetite 
— not your lasle.) 

time Slimness is "FULL-STOP '. because thats just what this 
medically-proven slim-cube formula does — brings gnawing, run- 
away appetite to a dead FULL STOP right in its tracks! Yes. ac- 
cording to medical experts just one ' FULL-STOP " slim-cube in 
a cup of coffee or tea turns off your appetite INSTANTLY as if it 
suddenly went to sleep. You simply have no desire to eat for hours 
on end . . . even if all your life you've been cursed with a non- 
stop appetite. In fact, so effective is this "willpower-in-a-cube " 
you may actually have to consciously remind yourself to eat — 
which the doctor insists on — in order to prevent TOO MUCH 
WEIGHT-LOSS, TOO FAST! 

Now, just think what this great new development means, if all 
your life you've had to battle your appetite and struggle with 
your willpower! 

Doctor's   LIQUID-WILLPOWER " DEVELOPMENT 
Ends Torturous Diet! 

It means that instead of battling those mealtime pangs of 
hunger . . . fighting that maddening urge for food ... you sim- 
ply reach for a "FULL STOP " slim-cube instead of fattening food 
and "sip your appetite to sleep " with this doctors amazing 3- 
cups-a-day   Coffee-Off " way to AUTOMATIC WEIGHT-LOSS. Be- 
cause iust like water turns off thirst, incredible "FULL-STOP 
slim-cubes switch off hunger AUTOMATICALLY all day long! 
Down goes your appetite — down go the calories — and down 
goes your weight . . . with a rush! 

LIFETIME CONTROL OF YOUR APPETITE FINALLY YOURS — 
MEANING YOU ARE NOW JUST DAYS AWAY FROM YOUR 

FIRST STEP TO LIFETIME SLIMNESS! 
So if you want to SIP YOURSELF SLIM with this doctor s 

amazing coffee development ... if you want to melt away 
pounds and inches STARTING THE VERY FIRST DAY . . . if you 
want to try this exciting medically-proven concept that combines 
both a doctor s scientific development and his full-satisfaction 
eating program that makes lifetime immunity to fat not a hope 
but a living reality . . . then take advantage of the no-nsk offer 
described below' Yes, act now on guarantee of full satisfaction 
or money refunded in full (except postage & handling). Simply 
return within 10 days. 

flemember — this is the last ad for a reducing product you 
will ever need to read in your life. If you drink coffee ... or if 
you drink tea . . . then there is simply not a reason in the world 
to ever again be embarrassed by a single pound of overweight 
fat. So why not take the FINAL STEP and get rid of all those 
excess pounds and inches FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE. 
Act now! 

JUST 3 CUPS 
A DAY HELPS MELT 

FAT AWAY as you sip 
yourself thin cupful to cupful 

Willi Doctor's LIFETIfWE SLIMNESS 
program for AUTOMATIC WEIGHT-LOSS! 

1977 American Consumer Inc . Caroline M , Phila PA 19176 
 MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY  

Mead-Wilson Pharmacal. Dept. JCU- 215 
Caroline Road, Philadelphia. PA 19176 
Yes. I want to lose weight fast and per- 
manently with this doctor's amazing program 
featuring "FULL-STOP " Slim-Cubes. Please 
rush the offer 1 have checked below. If not 
delighted. 1 may return it in 10 days and you 
will refund the full purchase price (except 
postage & handling). 
□ (=019) Full 21-day Supply only S6,95 plus 

35c postage & handling. 
□ (=027) Full 42-daY Supply only S11 95 

(Save S2.00) plus 50c postage & handling 
C ( = 035) Full 63-day Supply only $14 95 

(Save 54.00) plus 65c postage & handling. 
Total amount enclosed S PA resi- 
dents add 6% sales tax. Check or money 
order, no CODs please. 
CHARGE IT; (check one Exp. Date  
^ BankAmericard      n American Express 
U Master Charge 

BANK NUMBER  
Credit 
Card =— . 
Name- 

Address. 
City- 
5530 

 Apt. =- 
-State Zip- 

Div. of American Consumer, Inc   
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IMAGINE! GIANT 

i^nAWBEiniE 

- in just 60 days! 

Yes, you simply take these winter wonder- 
fruits developed by the U.S. Dept. of Agricul- 
ture . . . hang them inside your home . . . 
and pick masses of luscious red berries ALL 
FALL, ALL WINTER — RIGHT THROUGH 
SPRING! 
Think of it! An entire hanging garden of "FALL, 
WINTER AND SPRING" indoor strawberries 
that grow into a wondrous indoor orchard just 
teeming with basket-after-basket of the sweet- 
est, juiciest berries you've ever sunk your 
tooth into. 

HUGE "RESTAURANT" TYPE BERRIES 
JUST AS BIG, JUST AS TASTY AS 

THE BIGGEST OUTDOOR STRAWBERRIES! 
And not just ordinary strawberries, but giant 
RECORD-BOOK fruits that look like small 
peaches. Yes, yours ALL FALL, WINTER and 
SPRING — a summertime feast of berries by 
the basketful that are: 

SO BIG and juicy you eat them like hand- 
fruit . . . just like peaches or plums. 
SO HUGE and meaty, just one sliced-up 
berry tops a whole bowlful of cereal. 
SO PROLIFIC that for every giant berry 
you pick when it first fruits, you'll pick 
2, 3 even 4 times as many as the months 
go by! 

THINK OF IT —FROM THIS ONE 
SINGLE PLANT YOU GET A WHOLE 

FALL. WINTER AND SPRING 
"STRAWBERRY FACTORY" 

SPRING, smack up to summer starting justj 
weeks from now! 

FOR BERRIES BY THE BASKETFUL 
ALL FALL, WINTER, AND SPRING — 

ACT NOW! 
Now. the price of these wondrous INDOOR- 
FRUITING STRAWBERRIES is not the $3.00 orll 
$4.00 per plant you might expect . . . just all 
mere $2 98 for the entire 3-Plant Hanging! 
Garden, PLANTER INCLUDED And rememberj 
— the plants we send you are live, fruiting, 
nursery grown stock      all set to .grow and| 
reward you with berries by the basketful . 
berries almost the size of SMALL PEACHESI 
. . . starting in just 60 days! 
But since now is the time they must be shipped 
if you want a parade of sweet, fresh straw- 
berries starting this very tall and winter from 
your own INDOOR HANGING STRAWBERRY 
GARDEN (and continuing right through spring 
and smack up to summer) ... you must act 
NOW! 

GUARANTEE 
For strawberries by the basketful 
starting in just 60 days simply fol- 
low easy growing instructions — 
and get set for a non-stop "Berry 
Festival" ALL FALL, ALL WINTER, 
ALL SPRING' Yes, basket after bas- 
ket of giant RECORD-BOOK fruits 
— so big they look like small 
peaches — or money refunded in 
full, (except postage and handling, 
of course) anytime within the next 6 
months' 

Phila., PA 19176 

Just imagine the taste thrills galore as you 
"spoil" you'-self and your family with FRESH- 
PICKED STRAWBERRIES from your own indoor 
hanging garden ALL FALL, ALL WINTER, ALL 

ty 1977 American Consumer, Inc , Caroline Rd 
 • MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY  
HANGING STRAWBERRY GARDEN, Dept JSWF-84 
Caroline Road. Philadelphia, PA 19176 

Please send me the Giant Hanging Indoor Strawberry Garden(s) I nave checked below, I understand 
that these indoor fruiting strawberry plants come in their own decorator's hanging planter, and are 
guaranteed to fruit like crazy from fall right through to summer, or my purchase price will be re- 
funded in full (except postage & handling). 
Check offer desired: 
□ 3 Giant Indoor Fall-to-Summer'Strawberry Plants plus Hanging Decorator Planters only $2 98 plus 

500 postage & handling. 
n 6 Giant Indoor Fall-to-Summer Stf^wberry Plants plus 2 Hanging Decorator Planters only $4.98 plus 

75c postage & handling. 
□ 9 Giant Indoor Fall-to-Summer Strawberry Plants plus 3 Hanging Decorator Planters only $6 98 plus 

$1 postage & handling. 
Total amount enclosed $  (PA residents add 6% sales tax). Check or money order, no 
C C D s please. 

Address. 

6721-500 
-State. 

-Apt. #. 

-Zip  
Div. of American Consumer, Inc. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

LINE C-EEN 
imese cat handpainted in beige 
d browns is set against scotch 
tch background. Canvas is 13 
;sh: overall 13" by 17" a nice 
e to work. Design on canvas. 
9.50; with Patemayan yarns. 
1.75. Ppd. Catalogue, $1. The 
eative Home, HG-1, Box 25C, 
.-rton Upper Falls, MA 02164. 

ocks stay together through the 
/ashing and drying process with 
nique plastic rings that keep 
-lem paired. An easy solution to 
-lat dull hand sorting. Enough 
orte'-s for 24 pairs, $1.98 plus 
Oc post. Anthony Enterpnses. 

■IGll. 555 Mission St.. San Fran- 
isco. CA 9-105. 

V 

Ls'-ge oroduce bags are made of 
,voven   grass,   in^ natural 

, - ghtened wth colorful de- 
signs. TeTific '.vail hangings, ele- 
gant framed. Or g'eat carryall for 
the college bound. About 30"W by 
42"L. $7.95 plus SI.50 post. 
Susan Cone. HGll. 5811 Mer- 
cedes. Dallas. TX 75206. 

Collectors of miniature objects, sea 
shells, whatever find a stiadowbox 
ideal. Antique wood finish. 22 cu- 
bicles, I61/2" by 12Vi" by !'■■>", 
S7.50: 26 cubicles. I93/4" by 
151/2" by IV2". SIO: 44, 241/2" by 
151/2" by 11/2". 512. Add $2 post. 
The Wharf. HGll. 5000 Shelbyville 
Rd., Louisville, KY 40207. 

Add a touch of elegance to your 
dining table by foJding napkins as 
they do in famous restaurants. 
Booklet illustrates how to make 
the folds. Shell (shown) is just one 
of many included. 52.95 plus 35c 
post.: two or more $2.75 ppd. 
Whitehawk, HG-16. 390 Old Wyman 
St., Waltham, MA 02154. 

Favorite photographs to include 
with Christmas greetings. Studio 
quality, 21/2" by 31/2". In color: 
20 for $1.98; 32 for $2.98. send 
color negative, photo or slide. 
Black and white: 35 for $1: 76 
for $2, send photo or negative. 
Add 40c post ea. Philips Foto Co.. 
IIHG, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523. 

Suddenly! — You solve the Ascot problem 

If your passion for Ascots 
IS frustrated by tfieir never 
staying in place — try 
our Open Collar Ties. 
Tailored to shape to your 
neck, they adjust to size 
and stay neatly in place 
with Velcro closure. The 
fabrics are I00°o Polyes- 
ter from Italy. Love them 
or your money refunded. 

from 

Paisley. 
colored grounds: 
Bite • B'OAi • Gree^i S8.50 
TaOersal Checks. 
wtiite grounds: _ 
Blue • 'iVire • Brown S7.95 
Solid Shades: 
SaV; • A -e • Bro*n . Green 
Beige • Ta,n • Rust 
Yellow Whrte-Blac< S6.9D 

OST CR.\\ ATES-DEPTA7 
CHAMPLAIN.N.Y 12919 

n Cara<3a 6666 S; utia.r S: Mc-t-ea   H2S 3Hi 

OPPORTI -MTV 
to stock up on 3 supply of eie- 
gant narre and address labels. 
The set includes 250 black z- 
gold V-:" script initial a~ 
cress la"bels'[To 20 letters cr 
line, 4 lines] and 125 matchi''g 
gold initial 1x1 " envelope seals. 
Vi'e use them to personalize ev- 
e'ything—stationery, checks, to 
icentify books. $3.50 — post.. 
■15c 1st Class. 23C 3rd Class. 
SCP gift catalog, 50c. Brjce Bo- 
lind. 211 Bolind BIdg.. Bculce- 
Cclo. S:3:2. Since 1956. Than-s 
To Yo_! 

Bedspread caddy- 
saves effort 

Easier bed-making without 
nightly tugging hea\->- spread. 
Just pull hidden caddy from be- 
tween mattress and spring. Legs 
drop into position. Lay spread 
onto caddy, accordion fashion... 
ready for quick, easy, morning 
make-up. Brown metal caddy 
glides back out of sight by day 
Ideal for Hollywood beds or low 
footboards. For double, king or 
queen-sized beds, get two. 
Satisfaaion or money back. 
9.83 or 2 (same address' for 
18.8? Add 1.55 shipping 

GARRETTS 
Bo.x 122-4-5"    Dallas Te.x-5225 

■ P 'rL:tion»" 

« $5 Freight     W M^^^ 

24~ double elbow action plus swivel 
base allows TV to be tucked into wail. ei«L 
Will support color table models. British 
designed and engineered. 
Order from. 

CIRCLE 4 COMPANY 
12905 aw. GSHi Ave.. Miami. FL 33157 
Enclosm diack, m.o. or Umstar Chargm No. 
No C.O-O.'s please. 

Dakin & Co 

MAMA & BABY KOALA 
The Perfect Gift 

A cute cu<Mly cor-: '.- ■ ;.« ir» workmansfiip in natural 
i^c Surface was".;: e •; ; usn Eyes witi not cwne oft 
Me^'s US HammaCdrry regulations, non-allergenic Cones 
• :n nformation aeoui ca.'e an<3 'aiSing of MOy Mama tun 12 
in I 12 in . baCiy 5 m Only J19.96 the s«t 
Send cfteck -c-e-t ytt- 3£-«i-^-«'; V'sa or Master 

THE APPLE PEEL 
P.O. Box 475       Fenton, Mich. 4B430 

Mich, residents-add 4% sales \ax 
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Twelve 

wonderful ways 

to say 

Merry Christmas! 

i 
i 

When yon give a Christmas 
gift of House & Garden, you 
give a gift of pleasure every 
month. Wonderful decorating 
ideas for every room, 
any budget. Glorious garden.'?. 
The best in architecture, 
antiques, crafts. The latest 
in furniture, fabrics, colors, 
and accessories. Ideas for 
living, to make life more fun. 
A nd the best recipes and 
entertaining ideas 
you can find anywhere. 

You can fill in the form 
across the page right now. 
Just before Christmas 
we'll send you special 
greeting cards to sign 
MS you wish and send 
to your friends. 
Give a subscription of 
House & Garden—it's like 
12 mouths of Christmas. 

244 



MAKER 

Wmy 

-LED FOR ROOM PLANS 
nature polystyrene pieces are 
" to r scale to help plan your 
im arrangements easily, come 
kit with graph board, walls, 

idows, doors, and instructions, 
rniture includes variety plus fire- 
[ce, piano. $9.50 ppd. Write to 
n-lt-Kit, HGll, Box 429, West- 

-t, CT 06880. 

BIG AND BEAUTIFUL 
Solid copper watering can holds 
two quarts, cuts down on refill 
trips. Polished, lacquered, and 
tarnish-resistant. The 13" spout 
gets into hard-to-reach places. 
10" h. by 51/2" dia. Elegant gift. 
$16.95 plus $1.85 post. Artisan 
Galleries. HGll, 2100 No. Haskell 
Ave., Dallas. TX 75204. 

Quickly froozns and in- 
stantly releases two pounds 
of crushed ice right into ice 
storage bag that's furnished 
with the tray. Honeycomb 
Aluminum with R-95 N'on- 
Stick Finish. A great holiday 
gift item. S6.99 each plus 75C 
postage and handling. 
MTMC. P.O. Box 189, Dayton. 
Ohio 45449. Ohio Residents 
add 4' 2% tax. 

lARiSH BOOKENDS 
hildren find a set of bear book- 
nds brighten the bookshelf in a 
iendly way. Pme sanded to smooth 
nish; acrylic painted in pink/ 
rown, blue/brown with yellow and 
reen accents. 8" h. $8.95 plus $1 
ost. Catalogue, 250. Serendipity 
■esigns, HGll, Rte 2, Box 80, 
lonroeville, AL 36460. 

STRAP CLIPS 
Gold-finished metal lingerie clips 
keep bra and slip straps secure 
in handsome fashion. A smart way 
to be sure that straps won't tum- 
ble down when wearing a low cut 
gown. 2 clips for $1.98 plus 200 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HGll, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, 
OA 94105. 

HAIR DRYER HOLDER 
You'll get a lot more use from your 
hair dryer when it's handy to use. 
No need to pack it away each time: 
store it at arms reach in our spar- 
kling acrylic holder. This handy 
space saver will hang on wall or can 
be placed on dresser for instant 
availability. Has shelf for cord, 
comb and brush. Only $10.95 plus 
.90 postage. Money back, of course, 
if not delighted. Free catalogue. 

WORLD'S WINDOW Dept. HG117 
12 Holly Lane, Plalnulew, NY 11803 

SlIHODITIIS 
Elegant. . . Hand-Cut 

from your profile (side view) 
photograpfi A likeness is skillfully made 
Irom )et black paper by experienced artist- 

Mounted on special 5x7 decorator 
Board ready for framing 

A beautiful profile portrait In silhouette 
that will entiance the decor of any room or 
office 

Only *♦ each, postpaid :a'^ a6'.-ra. 
FREE: Special Introductory Otter — one 
extra copy of each silhouette purchased. 
ORDER   Additional copies Si each 
TOOAYI       Pfifbs returned unharmed. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
FRANCOIS SILHOUETTES. Dept GY 

1113 So Peregrine Place 
3 0 Box 6192 • Anaheim, CA 92806 

VANITY MIRROR 
Dress up your bedroom, bath or dress- 
ing room with this graceful make-up 
mirror and matching boutique-size tis- 
-sue cover. The chic styling of the hand- 
woven white wicker complements any 
decor. 8^2 ' x 11" mirror stands 18" 
high. Two piece set. .S24.95: mirror. 
.SlT.oO: tissue holder. S8..50. (Add .SI..50 
postage/handling each: 6% tax in 
Calif). 

LEECO, Dept. HG-11 
69.32 Tujunga Ave., 

North Hollywood, CA 9160.5 

HAND-EMBROIDERED CREWEL FABRIC BY 
THE YARD  FOR  IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
That fabulous fabric from India you've 
always yearned for, sensationally priced, 
direct from the Importer! Multi-color 
wool flowers hand-embroidered on nat- 
ural handwoven cotton for draperies, 
upholstery, slipcovers! 
50" wide     $14.00     yard ppd. 

Ready-made   Twin $70 •  Full $80 
Bedspreads    Queen $90 • King SlOO 

Table- 
cloths 7V round $50 

90* round $60 
AH prices postpaid. Moite^l bock guttninter, Srvd Mr ii( .ilnmr' for sif ntt hniul clor lalnlo'i. 
nilRIBN'Q 276 Fifth Ave.. Dept. G 117 UUninil O      Ne^^ York. N.Y. lOOOl 

197 7 
nu n DKI.M ClIKIfTMAf 

OLLECTOR S Pl«te, Spoon 6- T;le! Tre 
i977 C^f'Strris Design depicts Tr-,e harbour 

Tower oi Koo''-i built in 1532. T^e tow-i, founded 
in 1300, once was ho-^e pet fo' ships that sailed 
the seven seas. Royal Sc^oonhoven De'* 
Holland -n L.m.ted Edit.c^. 
6l2*" Plate 21.00: 5" Spoon 10.95; 6" T.ie 

:fr 

7.95 

SPOON RACK 
r\ ISPLAY your Collection of Spoons! A deftly 
^ designed two curved shelf fock is pretty enough 
to hang alone. Spaced to ho'd 18 of your precious 
spoons from demitasse to table size. Mode of yester 
years mellow Pine & hand-fubbed to a satm smooth 
colonial fruitwood finish. I4x 13"" wide. $6.95 pp. 
New 24" wide rack holds 36 spoons.    $ 13.95 pp. 

8-TRACK CARTRIDGE CASE 
SOLVES Cartridge ilorlng problem! Custom- 

made of heavy book binders board, bound in a 
Kid-Grain Leatherette with Gold embossed design 
Individual storage slots hold Cartridges in original 
cartons slightly tilted back to prevent spillage. Ideal 
for keeping your collection neat €r orderly. Choosi 
Black, blue, brown, green. 5 *i x 13'?^" high. 

12-unit, $10.95 ppd.     36-un:t, $16.95 ppd. 

CASSETTE CASE 
ANSWERS Cassett* storing problam! Custom 

made of heavy book binders board, bound in a 
Kid-Gram Leatherette with Gold embossed design. 
Individual storage slots hold 60 Cassettes slightly 
tilted back to prevent handling spillage. !3V2x5^i^ 
12%"" wide. Small unit holds 30 Cassettes. l3Hx 
5V2x6Vi2 Ideal solution for keeping a collection 
neat 6- orderly. Choose: Black, blue, brown, green. 

30-un,t, $14.95 ppd.   60-unit, $19.95 ppd. 
P O Bo« 23201-AF 

Minneapolis 
f II t f r |i r i s; f s Minnesota 55423 
A R I   CI I LI) 
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SHAPE tP WITH 
HEALTH JIT3IPEK EXERILSEU 

100% more effective than jogging. The easy, fun way to firm and slim 
your body. Stay in beautiful shape wherever you are ... at home, while 
traveling, or in the office. A professional exercise device . . . scientifically 
designed with specially weighted unbreakable plastic links which do not 
twist or knot. Not fatiguing or monotonous and can be done rain or shine. 
For Men and Women. Exercise instructions included. 

HEALTH JUMPER EXERCISER        $4.98 + 650 Mailing Each 
No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises SSGM 
Dept. HG117 

ission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

MONOGRAM PILLOW 
Any single initial. Ivory Embroidered 
and Trimmed on fine Cotton Velvet, 15" 
sq., lush dacron fiberiill, zippered. (No 
Q,I,U,X,Y,Z.) Your choice of colors Rust, 
Sand Beige, Wedgwood Blue, Earth 
Brown, Gold . . . $22.50 plus $1.75 
pst. & hdlg. (Calif, add $1.35 sales 
tax), satisf. guart'd. Send check or M.O. 
(no C.O.D.'s or Canada orders). Allow 
60 days (or sooner). 

THE PILLOW STORE 
P.O. Box 66134 

Los Ang;eies. Calif. 90066 

AN 
AMERICANA 

WELCOME 
Personalized 

Have your 
own name in- 
scribed above 
a beautiful 
hand-screened 
eagle, in 8 col- 
ors, over an- 
tiqued ivory 
background. 
We add the 
year of your 
marriage or 

when you established your home. 
Solid pine. Display inside or out- 
side. Size 91/2"xl8". 
Send 25< ior full     CI 7 QC 

co/or cofo/og.        ^>±/.^3 ppd. 
Allow Ihrte weeks for delivery. 

Mass. residents add 5% sales lax. 
This sign is on cxc/usive of 

The STAGE STOP 
440 Greot Rd. HG11, Acton, Mass. 01720 

One of New England's most infriguing 
gift   shops.   Next   to   historic Concord. 

CO 

o 

5 

a 
CD 

2  TUFTED TAPESTRY 
^ Wouldn't a timeless heirloom 
W tapestry enrich your home 
13 atmosphere? Your family 

crest sculptured   of wool, 
hand made for you, will 
last  many generations 

*T cail us: 15171349-5580 
^ or write for ouc tapestry idea 
~ brochure. 
CU      PO box 252 
O)     Okemos, Ml 48864 
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ELEVATING CHAIR 
Seat and arms elevate, help you 
all the way to standing position. 
Adjustable seat height, posture- 
support back adjusts height and 
angle. Ask about Medicare cover- 
age and free home trial. Varied 
styles, colors. Color catalogue/ 
price list free. Burke, Inc., HGll, 
Box 1064, Mission, KS 66202. 

EXECUTIVE ATTACHE 
VIPs of both sexes find a bn 
accented rattan attache case is 
perfect carrier for papers, do 
ments, briefs—even sandwich 
13" by 16" by 4", lock and 
Two-toned diamond weave. $29. 
plus $2 post. Catalogue 25^. Frai 
Basket House, HGll, Rte 10, Si 
casunna, NJ 07876. 

BUTTERFLY TO STITCH 
Pillow cover kit for cross stitch 
design includes unstamped white 
aida cloth for finished 10" by 12" 
pillow, embroidery floss, needle, 
graph, instructions. Yellow/blue/ 
green; brown/yellow/rust or speci- 
fy. $8.50; two, $16 ppd. Designs 
by Anita, HGll, Box 13042, 
Greensboro. NC 27405 

CHRISTIAN BOOKS 
Seven classics in set. Marsha 
Something More; Carothers: Pn 
on To Praise; Wilkerson: The Cros 
and the Switchblade; Lewis: Mer 
Christianity; Colson: Born Agair 
Martin: Hungry For God; Ranaghar 
Catholic Pentecostals.  In jacket 
$15.50 ppd. Janfred's, HGll, Bo 
261, Portsmouth, Rl 02871. 

SHELLS AT THE TABLE 
Genuine capiz shells crafted into 
placemats, plates, napkin rings. 
14" by 20" oval mats, $15 each. 
6" dia. mother-of-pearl plate, $15 
each. Gold tone or silver metal trim 
shell napkin rings, $12for4, boxed. 
Add $2 post. Pearl Design Center, 
HG117, 979 3rd Ave., New York, 
NY 10022. 

GRACEFUL GEESE 
"Flight" by John Marin is hand 
painted on California Ponderosa 
pine. Painting is ready to hang, no 
framing necessary. White geese on 
a warm brown background. An im- 
pressive 31" by 41". $79.95 ppd. 
Color catalogue $1, free with order. 
Malibu Studios, Dept. HGll, 604 
Hampton Drive, Venice, CA 90291. 
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MINIATURES IN PEWTER 
iny sewing set handcast in pew- 

er, treasure to collect and dis- 
(lay.   Dime-sized   thimble, scis- 
;ors and spool of thread with its 
leedle. Sure to enchant a doll own- 

of any age. $7.75 plus 60i 
. *30St. Thrifty Gifty, HGll, 516 Kin- 

-  ^erkamack Rd..  River Edge. NJ 
b7661. 

PRETTY BUCKETS 
Carrier for Christmas goodies or 
portable lunches. Brightly colored 
designs on covered buckets with 
copper handles. Tiny Tins, 43/4"h.. 
6" dia., $6: 53/4"h., 71/2" dia., $7. 
ideal gifts. Add $1 post. Brochure. 
250. Write to Jamar, Inc., HGll. 
Box 15081, Winston-Salem, NC 
27103. 

VINEGAR MAKER 
Oak barrel, 6" by 8", with brass 
staves contains a half-gallon of 
pure vinegar, aged three months, 
and "mother" enzymes. All you do 
is pour any wine leavings into 
cask which turns them to endless 
pure-vinegar supply. $39.95 plus 
$3 post. Franjoh Cellars, HGll, 
Box 7462, Stockton, CA 95207. 

ANGEL IN FLIGHT 
Three-dimensional personalized 
brass ornament to shine on tree. 
Won't tarnish or break. About 4" I. 
Two parts slip together and lock 
securely. Unique Lillikins? design. 
Print name. $2.98: three $7.98. 
Add 500 post. Lillian Vernon. GNE, 
510 So. Fulton Ave.. Mt. Vernon. 
NY 10550. 

THE 

CREATIVE 

PROFITABLE 

HOBBY 

If you love flowers, you 
can create gorgeous 

arrangements and gain 
profits in your home ! 

Learn the delicate 
art of corsages, 
bridal flowers, 

table arrangements or 
sprays. As a hobby, 

career, home-business, 
part or full time . . . 

or start a shop of your 
own! Free color 

brochure shows you 
how to learn profes- 

sional flower arranging. 

FLORAL ARTS CENTER 
(A HOME STUDY DIVISION) 

Dept. 7NK    - 1628 E. McDowell Rd. 
Phoenix, Ariz. 85006 

3Hnontli 
subscription 
to FLOWER 
TALK, an 
exciting iiome 
flower 
amnger's 
publication. 

BATH 
BEAUTIFUL! 

Keep up to 10 periodicals in per- 
fect order & close at hand in our 
solid pine Bath Reader. And at 
the bottom. 2 roils of tissue on 
plunger-dowel 18"H1134"W 
4' 2"D Finished Antique Satin 
S12.95. (Add S2 post ) 

Dept.G711B.Box 1000 
N. Conuay. N.H. 03860 

COLONIAL CTVIAID CURTAINS 

No Iron Muslin 
< r. -.rmtriy reproduction 
:ro::; Provincetow.n. Cape Cod 
E.xtra full 3 ' French headed 
ruffles E.xtra wide MO to the 
pair with attached valance 
35'^ cotton. 65'o polyester, in 
natural or white .Machine 
'.*.ash/dry. no iron 
Tiers 
24 . M) ,01 I9 7.50 pr. 
With Tiebacks Extra Valance 
45 . 54 .or 63 Ig 11.50 pr. 
72 ,81 .or 90 I9 14.00 pr. 

11 x72 4.00 
Saf.sfaaion urKonditionaliv guaranteed 

Add $2 00 post , hdlg- Send check. .M O , 
.Master Charye. Bank Amercard. oi Visa 
N Y res add tax 
Send for Free Color Cat2dog. 
COLO.NL\Lc5^-\]D CLRT.MNS 
Dept 2n. Lav-n Terrace. 
Mamaront'ck V':"aat' N \' lUfyi '! 

KNIT THIS FISHERMAN HATI! 
Or . . . a'ne a kit as a ('. 1F"'1'. I-'.a>-y -te[) 
bv step direction> ... 4 0/. of finest 
fisherman WOOL, uith natural oils, in- 
cluded in kit with special surprisel 
Specify one color WOOL . . . (Wa.she<l 
white. unscoure<l natural, red. navy or 
hunter yreeti i . 

$7.95 (N.Y. res. add 8% tax) 
Check or money order please! 

THE UJOOL SHOP 
250 Birch Hill Road 

Locust Valley. NY 11560 

Catalog 

of comfy, 

cozy, cuddly 

DOWN QUILTS 

• European style prime quality 
• Duck or goose down 
• Filled to your specifications 
• Unique baffle construction 
• Cotton or cotton blend fabrics 
• Decorator sheetcase covers 

and puffy pillows 
Please send your name and 
address or call 

nVARM 

THINGS 

DEPTHG - 36f^RONTST^E£T 
SAISI RAFAEL CA 94901 415 453-4262 
48 HR SERVICE-MC i BA ACCEPTED 

FAMILY TREE 

CHARTS 

"Trace Your Roots" 
FULL COLOR' Size IV x 22" 
Printed on antique parchment 

Ideal gift for all ages. 
Easy to fill out, perfect for framing. 

CREATE A PRICELESS HERLOOM 
3.00 each   Add $1 00 to total 
"Immedaie Deia^ery"    order for postage 

•vivo- 

Style A "Our Family Tree" 3.00 each. 
Shows BOTH sides of family. 

1% labeled spaces m correct order 

: 4   

Style B "Maternal Family Tree" 3.00 each 
Shows MOTHER'S side of family 
134 labeled spaces in correct order 

Style C "Paternal Family Tree" 3 00 each 
Shows FATHER'S side of family 

134 labeled spaces in correct order 
order from 

Shipped in sturdy tubes 

SALEM PRINT COMPANY 
P O. Box 11522 Dept HGll 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27106 
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WONDERLAND 

HEADBOrtRO 

S< ml 2Sc FOR 72 PACE Ca T- Al 'M. 

Sint;li-: 39 x 53 *3-J.9SJ Ooulilc: 54 x 53 $49.9511 Quii-n: 60 xS3 $59.95| Kini;: 78 x S3 $84.95| Exp. ChKS. Coll. 

PARSONS 
NIGHT 
TABLE 

llMlulwovrn of 
iKitinal I'll- t :in |H'(.'I nvtT 
wondcii frJimi' 
w Utt 2 draw- 
CIS rot [HM- 

iiM-. l.V 
\V   X  Ih' I> X 

IMKII. 
.ST!'.!'.', plus 

Route 10, Dept. HB3 Succosunno, N.J. 07876 

This stunning wall 
telephone has been 
reproduced so 
well, it's often 
mistaken 
tor a refin- 
Ished orig- 
inal! Outer 
case is sol- 
id oak . . 
finished 
with the 
effect of 
adding an 
aged pati- 
na look to 
the wood. 
All hard- 
w a r e is 
copied 
faithfully 
from actu- 
al original 
equip- 
ment. Bells are solid brass. Behind 
the front door of case is a modern- 
day dial system. Has a 4-prong 
nlug ... all wired and ready to plug 
in and use. Case Is 8x24x15. A 
phone of distinction. MADE IN USA 
No. 6-30 Telephone $139.50 -f $2.50 
P&H. III. Res. Add 5% Tax. Gift 
Catalog $1.00. 

HOUSE OF MINNEL 
530 LARK ST. 

DEPT. 5117, GENEVA, IL 60134 

Looking for an unusual and exciting gift, or a unique 
decorating idea for the office or home? We suggest a 
set of seven authentic lithographs taken from rare and 
original 1852 daguerrotypes, bringing to life in photo- 
graphic detail the harsh living and working conditions 
of people of all nationalities who flocked to California 
to find their fortunes during the gold rush. Printed on 
highest quality paper, ready to frame 16" x 20", shipped 
in an art mailing tube, $35.00 ppd. (California residents 
add 6% sales tax.) Send check or money order. Master- 
charge and BankAmericard (with number and expiration 
date) also accepted, sorry no CCD's, to: 

OLDE TOWNE ORIGINALS 
1218—41st Avenue. P.O. Box 22794 

Sacramento, California 95822 
Orders will lie mailed out promptly. 

Tapestries from France, Belgium & Italy 

These bi'aiitiliil, Ho\en repioductioiis are a\ailabk' in .sizes 
friim 111 inches up to 21 feet, ill either 1WI7, cotton or 
wool. All sold with a - MONEY BACK < iUAIt.Us'TEE". 
Sizes A: seeiies to fit any decor. 

I Send $1.00 for full co/or brochure | 

rL'liiA OKIK.NTAI. 
20' \ 21)' 'ill 

Add SI.50 for postage & Insurance 
LOVELIA ENTERPRISES, INC. 

Box 1845 HG, Grand Central Station 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

Make Your Own Wine! 

FRUIT CONCENTRATES 
Kii.sy-t()-l()ll(i\v (lirec-tion.s allow 
you to make .T gallon.s of quality 
wine in your home. We turnish 
all ingredients e.xeept the .sugar. 
Your choice of 7 varieties 
Blackberry, Dark Sweet Cher- 
ry, .'\pricot. Concord (irape, Vin 
Rose, Light Mountain Riesling 
(White) or Mountain Cabernet 
(Red). Shipped direct from 
northwest vineyard and or- 
chard area. HOM plus si.OO 
shipping. 

LEGEND & SUNN 
P.O. BOX 1674 

YAKIMA, WA 98907 

Introducing the lightweight, carry-all 
paragon bag from EMPHASIS. Ideal for 
traveling or everyday use. This great look- 
ing duffel comes in dynamic colors of 
chocolate brown, steel blue, red, navy, 
tea rose, ond sunny yellow It's durable, 
mode from 100% polyester duck, and rolls 
up easily for storage. The bag measures 
18" long and 9" in diameter, and fea- 
■ures a removoble shoulder strap ond ex- 
tra strong full length zipper. This bag 
Tegulorly soils for $15. We are offering it 
at o one time Holiday special of $10. Add 
>' .25 for postage. Enclose check, money 
order, or rhnrge to your BankAmericard/ 
Visa, or Mov<<;,- Charge, Include Card if 
and Exc. Ho!o, 5.:.Tci to: 

4ASIS 
Box .1,   fieii, PA 19422 

IMMBDIAri DiLIVBRY! 
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ME SHIRTS 
Personalized for the younger set 
hand-drawn batik T-shirts, all cot- 
ton, Wash 'n' wear. Any girls' or 
boys' name, a rocking horse or 
heart. Blue, lime green, peach, 
pink. 6 months through 16 years. 
$9.95 plus 950 post. The Amfalula 
Tree, HGll, 223 Katonah Ave., 
Katonah, NY 10536. - 

KITTI-POTTI 
This litter enclosure confines 
odors, hides wastes and stops litter 
spills. The top removes. Made of 
molded plastic. Size 22" I., 16" w., 
18" h., 7" dia. hole $18.95 ppd. 
Colors available: blue, beige, yel- 
low, avocado or brown. Order from 
Haugen Products, HGll, 717 W. 
Huron, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106. 

PRECIOUS MEMORIES 
Baby's shoes bronzed in solid met- 
al to preserve happy memories of 
his first steps. $3.99 ppd. Mounted 
on portrait stand for desk, dressing 
table. Ashtrays, bookends, also. 
Send no money. Write for free 
details, mailing sack. American 
Bronzing, Box 6504-L5, Bexley, 
OH 43209, 

TIME THIEF 
Is your pool robbing you of ti 
Average size  Meyco safety pi 
cover takes two minutes to put 
or remove. Keeps out dirt, leavi 
children and pets are safe wh| 
you're away.  Discourages alg^ 
Custom made, any size. Write 
Meyco,   HGll,   225   Park Av 
Hicksville, NY 11801. 

■ u 
It! 

u 

i y 
A 

SO LONG TO TANGLES 
Necklaces and high fashion chain 
will stay untangled when they' 
hung from a handsome stand. A 
wood, finished in walnut with a ro' 
covered in soft fabric, solid bras 
trim. 13" by 10". $8.95 plus $; 
post. Makes a useful gift or iterr 
Flora Enterprises, HGll, Box 3612 
Rochester, NY 14609. \ 

OPTIC OPERA AIDS 
Folding opera glasses. Slip into 
handbag or pocket. Sports fans, 
theater buffs, ballet bugs love 
them. Makes balcony seats seem 
like first-row center! Chrome 
plated, 2,5 magnification. $5.98 
plus 600 post. Anthony Enter 
prises, HGll, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

House & Gorden 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

CLEAN-UP FOR PETS 
New scientific chemicals remove 
stains, odors —even urine—from 
carpets, draperies. Non-aerosol 
applicators. 15 ozs. "A" kit for 
stains, "B" for odors or combina- 
tion kit of "A and B" $7.50 each 
kit: two $12.99 Ppd. American Cen- 
tury, Dept. HG117. Box 36232, Los 
Angeles, CA 90036. 

UNDERSTATED ELEGANCE 
The Orientals have the perfect de- 
sign for a bench to use in hall or 
at the foot of a bed. 19" h. by 
50" I. by 16" d. In walnut, ma- 
hogany or fruitwood, $154.95: 
lacquer, add $10. Your fabric, 
$139.95 Exp. coll. New catalogue, 
$1. Bryan Robeson, HG198, Box 
793, Hickory, NC 28601. 

LAUGHS FOR ALL 
Red apple plastic savings bank 
with pink-faced worm. Put coin on 
magic button, a secret door opens, 
smiling worm sneaks out, snatches 
coin, and door closes. Winds with 
spring, no batteries. $2.98 plus 
50c post. American Consumer, 
Dept. WBA-27, Caroline Rd., Phila- 
delphia, PA 19176. 

PHONE AT WORK 
Modern magic lets you watch your 
telephone work as you converse. 
Beautifully designed see-through 
instrument has all working parts 
exposed but it works exactly like 
your regular telephone and comes 
all ready to use. $129.95 plus $2 
post. Grand Com, HGll, 324 Fifth 
Ave., New York, NY 10001. 

Imported HAND EMBROIDERED 

ORIGINALS on Silk! 

• Superbly 
Wood 

Framed 

•For home 
or office! 

Enjoy original embroidery-pictures 
from the Orient! Individually hand 
created by talented Oriental masters. 
Family craft passed from generation 
to generation. Many selections to 
choose from — available vertical or 
horizontal. Hang individually or 
group. Superbly wood framed with 
custom matting. Limited Edition. 
Write for full color catalog and im- 
porter-direct price list — FREE! 
FAR EAST EMBROIDERIES 

Dept. C-117      •    Box 44369 
Panorama City, California 91412 

November, 1977 

ELECTRIC MAnRESS PAD 
Our electric pad provides con- 
trolled heat from underneath 
where it is most effective. Lets 
you sleep warm, relaxed. Also 
wonderful for aching back and 
shoulders. Quilted white pad cov- 
ers entire bed. Inner heating ele- 
ment, U.L. approved, has auto- 
matic control. Machine washable 
and dryable. 

Twin bed size 
(38"x75") 
$26.95 

Double bed size 
(53"x75") 
$35.95 

Plus S2.00 each postage 
Send for free gift catalog 

ARTISAN GALLERIES 
2100 B-11 No. Haskell, Dallas, TX 75204 

DOLLS OF BYGONE DAYS 
Kelix ill his ^.lilur suit <!>: .\inaiiili in hfr 
white cotton lat-c drt-ss are ri-a<ly for a 
proiiienadp. Ttif.v are members of the 
I'oll.v I'oppets Family and handmade 
after children's photos of the Twenties. 
Their faces are of textile material cast on 
jiaper machc. their txKiies are stuffed 
with cotton. 1.')'^" tall $2fl.Srt i<.pair. no 
pstff. Single doll ?15 1 - pstg. CK or 
>ro Pal res add G"^ Sales Ta.\ 

^■itif/'jction guamntff'l 
lU^PDIA I — ^ 6016 Chelton Drive in I tniM, inc. Oakland, Ca. 94611 

GPDSV6NOR 
fall Winter 1977-78 
FUR COLLECTION 

A handsome presentation o 
furs—sportif to sumptuous— 

'from internationally famec 
Grosvenor Canada. 

SEND $1, FOR CATALOG IN FULL COLOR 
GROSVENOR CANADA 

183 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

enter 

holiday. 

These handsome handwoven bamboo 
trays are great for holiday buffet dinners. 
Pre-set them with tableware or use instead 
of placemats. Specially priced for holiday 
giving. Size: 13" x 19" 
No 113 bamboo trays: set-4 S11.95: 1 doz. 
$29 95 postpaid. Add SI 00 for Christmas 
giftwrap. Shipment in 48 hours. 
WE ACCEPT PHONE ORDERS CHARGE CARDS 

(404, 351-6378 
DEPT. HG-11 
P O. BOX 19976 

Catalog 50C 

ATLANTA, GA 30325 (jA JUJ^b 

baskets grey 

GteAVY 

MATE 
IT TAKES THE EAT OUT 

AND LEAVES THE TASTE IN 
The revolutionary new Grovy Mate is 
a quick, foolproof, no mess separator. 
Now you con easily prepare better 
tasting, low calorie, low cholesterol 
gravies, soups & stocks. Dishwasher 
safe, molded of Lexan. Easily dis- 
assembled, takes little storage space. 
Four cup capocity. S13.50-^95C post. 

BankAmericard    MasterCharge welcome. 
ZEUER SPE'IALTY, Dept. HG-11 

2710 Rudolph Rd , Eau Claire, Wl 54701 

HOLIDAY GINOHAH 

An attractive and thoughtful 
holiday gift idea! 

Personalized gingham checli stationery; name 
and address printed in modern lettering on 

each sheet (5%~ x 7%"). 50 letters plus 
50 matching envelopes 

ONLY$ 
6^ 

Specify blue or pink. SO extra sheets 
(not printed) $1.00 additional. New 

York residents add sales tax. 
Orders totaling $10 or more 

may be charged to Visa (Bank- 
americard) or Master Charge. 
Include cardholder name and 

account number. Master Charge 
Bank No. and expiration date: 

Many other styles available. Send 
for FREE color catalog and actual 

samples to: 

the Letter BOH 
Dept. HG 117—P.O. Box 371, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 
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HAND 
ECORATED 

GENUINE PORCELAIN THIMBLES 
It's our Collector's Series featuring 2 
quaint designs. Each one's an original, 
crafted from fine quality porcelain and 
skillfully hand decorated by master crafts- 
men. Each is a marvel of craftsmanship 
—both are rimmed in rich gold. If you're 
not already a part of this fast growing 
hobby here's your chance to begin a 
private collection of your own. Pick from 
2 classic designs: Pink Rose, Blue Delft. 
No. 4547—Blue Delft Design  $2.88 
No. 4548—Pink Rose  ?2.88 

Save More! 2 for only }5.00 
Mail your order today! Please add 75( to cover 
postage I handling. N.Y.S Residents add Tai. 

2345 Boston Post Road. Oept 3n M larchmont, N.Y 10538 

Ring ffll, 16xl4mm top, 
solid 14k gold ....$195.00 
sterling silver $90.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. If you do have a coat of arms, just send 

us a photostat or picture of it and that 
is what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arms send 
us yout name and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (see below). 

3. If you wish you may design your own 
coat of arms. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If, in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20,000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this jewelry 
is available, plus instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
$1.00 (deductible from first order). 

Remember, this jewelry is also available 
with any coat of arms, or any other em- 
blem or design you may send us. 
HERALDICA IMPORTS, INC. Dept. HG11 
21 WEST 46fh ST, NEW YORK. N.Y. 10036 

"FLOWERS OF THE FOUR 
SEASONS" 

Exquisitely interpreted on a pair of 
imported 6" porcelain ginger jars 
in the classic blue and greywhite 
colors and suitable for any decor. 
The unique three piece jars are six 
inches high and come with free dis- 
ploy stands. 
$9.95 each plus $1.35 post. 
$18.95 matched pair   plus $1.50 post. 

Send for free color catalogue of 
nusual oriental decorator items. 
FINE   HOME IMPORTS 

P O. Box 1397, Clifton, NJ 07015 

FIRST EDITION 
1977 KAISER BELL 

Fii>t   Annual   KAlSLIi   aii-^^*-! holl— liiuited    edition — pon-f lain AN<;KL bell   in   hand   paiiitt-d   pa^^tel pink hiijhli-^'lUrd   with   Kold   ;,nd   w caring a  liny  u'ol.i  c ruwn,   -r Jii.-h 
$20.00 SiH.I for /,,,. ■■rialirr Clt.illif' uilli Itrire I hi oj Lhniltil F.ilUion iuU.ctoi Iti t»s. 

lickory House 
coLLector Edd. the FlofTSI 

823 N Court, Ottumwa, la 52501 
Ph-1-800-247-1075, Dept. HG 

Mastercharge-BankAmericard/Visa 

HOT TILE! 
Cheery, full color, old time 
Christmas tree design fused to a 
<>" porcelain tile. Unharmed by 
oven casseroles or hot dishes. 
Brass plated frame, white kraft 
hanger back. A beautiful, useful 
gift. Limited ofjer, $4.95 each 
plus .50<f to ship. Get five for 
S24.50 and we ship prepaid. NY 
residents add sales tax. Send 
check or money order. Color cat- 
alog of fine porcelain gifts & 
ticcessories, 50c. 
4'oi«>iiiHl M<'r4*liant»i. lAd. 

B»v 2.-.;t (liGN> Rye, NY 1(»580 

ONE OENUm-E fVIILLION 
A brand new ide.3 fo,- peisonal, business, or 
award gifts. Beautifully hand-crafted, eachi Lu- 
cite dollar sign contains pure US currency 
tfiat fias been officially siiredcied by the Treas- 
ury Department; a silk screeper) certificate of 
authenticity. 

Can't spend it—but it's grand to have it. 
PROMPT DELIVPRV 

50,000 Dollar Sign, 6   hi^^h S20 
1,000,000 Dollar Sign, 15   iiii-l-:, $150 

ANTHONY POUR 
Box 2009, Grand Central Sta., NY, NV J0017 

I 

for collectors 

CORN HUSK DOLLS 

Delightfully different tree 
ornaments of real corn husks, 4V2' 
tall. Charming gift for friends 
or relatives. Peasant girls in 
red and blue; cute mice in yellow 
and green. Assorted dozen's only. 
One doz. $10: two doz. $19. Add 
SI post. Emphasis, Dept. HG11, 
Box 271, Blue Bell, PA 19422. 

REVIVED 

Handcrafted enamel on copper, created 
in England by Bilston and Battersea. 
U.S.S. Constitution commemorative box. 
On cover is "Old Ironsides"; inside 
is inscribed "The Ship! Never Has She 
Failed Us". Charcoal on parchment. 
3" by 2". $125 plus $2 post. Catalogue 
$1. Shreve, Crump & Low Co., HG11, 
330 Boylston St.. Boston, MA 02116. 

HANDMADE SCULPTURE 

Famous gold mask of Tutankhamun, 
legendary king of ancient Egypt's 
18th dynasty (about 1325 B.C.) is 
recreated in fine detail, 7" high. 
It commemorates landmark exhibition 
in this country. In choice of two 
finishes, specify antique bronze or 
white marble. $17 ppd. Send 350 for 
catalogue. Apollon Arts. HG11, 34-55 
11th St., Long Island City, NY 11106. 

House & Garden 



ARMING CHALET 

furnished dollhouse exclusive. Two rooms on first and second 
Ifs, divider on third, stairs. Painted to resemble stucco, in 

yellovi^ with red roof. S119 freight coll. Well illustrated 68- 
h catalogue of houses, miniatures, dolls Si .50. Doll's House of 
Itchester, HG2, 24 Main St., Hastings-on-Hudson, NY 10706. 

/TER PUPPY 

IP* 

)tivating "roll 
r" dachshund 
floppy ears, 

lentic detail, 
idcrafted in 
d pewter for 
If or coffee table. Certain to delight collectors and dog 
3rs. All stretched out 3V2" long. S15.98 plus 950 
t. Ferry House, HG-11, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510. 

^f^AL OF APPROVAL 

Hand-finished replica of 
Baby Seal" captures rakish 

expression and every detail 
of AlvastoneS original by 
Joan Hagen. A real charmer, 
sure to delight any animal 
lover on your holiday list. 
11" high by 11" long. Order 
=:JH-2. S35 plus S4 post. 
Full-color catalogue is SI. 
Museum Collections, Dept. 
HG11, 140 Greenwich Ave., 
Greenwich, CT 06830. 

IPORTED THIMBLES 

and-painted Dragon by Vista Alegre of Portugal is rimmed with 
ik gold, hallmarked. White translucent bone china renowned 
nee 1824. From Germany: allover diamond-cut lead crystal 
limble with golden metal rim. Each $5.95 ppd. Catalogue 250. 
he Sewing Corner, 3E, 150-11 14th Ave., Whitestone, NY 11357. 

han flying 

horse 
An early 20th century exca- 

vation in the Kansu Pro- 
vince revealed a magni- 
ficent bronze flying 
horse of the Han Dy- 
nasty. Three gallop- 
ing hooves are sus- 

^    pended in air while 
the fourth rests on a 

swallow in flight. This 
nine inch tall cast iron 

replica comes with hard- 

sliopijiii^ 

international 
57 shopping international bidg, 
norwich, Vermont 05055 

wood base and descriptive 
brochure. $30.95 ppd. 

SEND 25c 
FOR 48 PAGE 

IMPORT CATALOG 

STORE ON RTE 5 NORWICH VERMONT     We accepi Bank Amencafa Masler Charge & American Eipress 

BLUE ENGLISH FLORAL 
Unifiue crewel einbioidery in three shades of blue. Complete kit with printed fabric, yarn, needle,  stitch truide and in.structions. Finished   size:   16"   x   20"—S12.50 (plus SI. 50 p & h)  Full color brochure—.50c 

.VyS reaidentg add 8^c Rales tax, Allotc 5-3 irkg delivery 
CREWELS BY SEPH 
P.O. Box 128S, Peter Stuy. Sta. NYC.  NY 10009 
Name   
Address  , 
City State  .Zip. 

Hand-cra(ted sculpture certain to be a rare 
aOdition to itie home or office. No two exactly" 
alike — eacfi icide executed with painstak- 
ing craftsmanship to bring you a truly unique 
piece of artwork — approximately 15':" 
high X 10 ' wide X '." sq. each icicle 
S69-00 ppd. — Engraved as shown — or — 
S49,00 pDd crystal Clear with frosted base. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 
HOUSE OF PLEXIGLAS 

85 Cutter Mill Road 
.  Great Neck, N Y 10021 

h ' ^ 

The Gem 
of the Orient! 
Genuine Solid 
JADE 
THIMBLE! 

Hand-sculptured by Chinese 
artisans with hand-engraved 
symbols: (FU) fortune, (LU) 
prosperity, and (SHOU) 
longevity. 
3833: $25.75 ppd. 
Collectors Catalog 254. 

The Sewing Corner 
Dept. 3 

150-11 14th Avenue, 
. Whitestone, New York 11357 J 

By the makers of the famous Hummel 
figurines. Second Edition heavenly little 
angel is actually a very special bell. Fine 
bisque porcelain. Small gold hook tops her 
"silky " hair. Crystal clapper. Stamped 
••1977". Goebel hallmark. 3" h. Presentation 
box. 1300  $6.00 plus 35c post and hdlg. 

Send 50e tor your DOWNS' catalog . . . 
a wonderlaryd for the discerrting collector. 

COLLECTORS SHOWCASE 
DEPT. 1411-A 
EVANSTON. IL 60204 
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MAKE A LOG 

Change old newspapers to logs for the fire in seconds! Just roll up 
newspapers using LOG ROLLER. Roil papers into a tight bundle, tie 
them with special binders and pop them into the fire. Four logs will 
burn up to 11/2 hours. 

LOG ROLLER KIT with 112 Binders $3.98 + 55c Mailing Each 
100 Extra Binders $1.49 + 20c Mailing Each 100 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthojiy Enterprises 556 M 
Dept. HG-117 

ission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

BUY WHOLESALE 

= 453 SOFA Outside: L86" D34" H32" 
Inside: L64" 021" H16" Arm Height 26" ( =452 Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
"You can get what you have 
been looking for . . . value 
durability, comfort and quality." 
Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 
catalog of all types of fine furni- 
ture at discount prices. Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction Guaranteed. P.O. Box 2314 

National Furniture SoS" 
and Fabric Sates 

GEHUIHE JADE 

BRACELET 

V 

A go-with-everything lustrous 
green jade bracelet linked by 
gold-plated Chinese characters. 
As the largest supplier of this 
item, we can offer it well under 
the nationally advertised price. 
Supplies are limited, so send 
your check or money order 
today. 

C7 95 P'"^ ^'^■^^ 5>/.      postage and handling 

SINO-AMERICAN 
DEPT. H-11, BOX 66 
NEWARK, DE 19711 
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Charming rusted steel 
sculptured designs tor display 
irxJoors, patio, garden or rooftop 
— taken from famous antique 
weathervanes Rotates with 
wind change Hand made in 
small German seliiement in 
Texas Choce from 70 silhou- 
ettes Sizes range from 9 i 14 
to 27 X 12 Choice ol stand 
'loor table garden or root 
Complete with stand and ship- 
ping — S55 

FREE CATALOGUE 
Garden Accents S20S Asr>DfOOk Si 

Teias '7081 '1?' 6is« 

TO RESTORE LUSTRE 
Use Simichrome Polish, a finely 
formulated soft paste to renew and 
protect antiques of silver, brass, 
copper, pewter, and ail metals. 
From Germany. Endorsed by an- 
tique experts, museums. One, 
$1.85; three $5. Ppd. Simichrome 
Competition Chemicals, HGll, Box 
141, Iowa Falls, lA 50126,,^- 

DEEP EYELET RUFELE 
A high fourposter merits an eyelet 
dust ruffle. 50% Avrll, 50% poly- 
ester in natural or white. Drop 
length of 14", 18", 22". Machine 
wash; no iron. Twin or full, $30; 
queen, $35; king, $38. Add $2 
post. Free catalogue. Colonial Maid 
Curtains, GllD, Lawn Terrace, 
Mamaroneck, NY 10543. 

MAGIC BARKEEPER 
Crystal clear acrylic looks as 
though the ice and all the fixings 
for mixed drinks were suspended in 
air. Center cube holds ice; four 
small cubes hold lemon peels, 
olives, cherries, whatever. Hand- 
crafted, hand-polished. 12"h. $38 
ppd. Catalogue, 250. Hilltop House, 
HG117, 102 Gertrude Dr., Chalfont, 
PA 18914. 

HANDBLOWN GRACE NOTI 
Clear glass oil lamp hangs on 
wall to lend an air of charm oti 
use  In  emergencies. Filled 
quality lamp oil, it is odorless 
burns clean from 10 to 30 ho 
9", $24.50; 12", $28.50. Add 
post., each add'l $1.50. Perfoi 
er's Outlet, 222 E. 85th St 
York. NY 10028. 

EVERYTHING IN PLACE 
All-wood organizer holds kitchi 
utensils. Has place for rolling pi 
plus four knobs for hanging item 
131/2" by 31/2" by 15". Goes ( 
wall (two ring-type hooks include 
or counter. Natural or walnut fi 
ish. $12.95 plus $1.50 post. C. 
LIndsey, HGll, 219 King Arthi 
Lawrenceville, GA 30245. 

INITIALLY DRAMATIC 
Graceful single initial is embroi 
dered in Ivory on a 15" cottor 
velvet pillow. Filling is Dacron fl 
berflll; pillow Is zippered. No. Q, I 
U, X, Y, Z. Choose rust, sand beige 
Wedgwood blue, brown or gold 
$21.50 plus $1.75 post. The Pil 
low Store, HGll, PO Box 66134, 
Los Angeles, CA 90066. 

House & Gordent 



bHOHPINC3 AROUND 

;RAMIC TORTOISE 
new style in hanging planters 
enhance any decor in home or 

Ice, or outdoors. Also makes an 
'teresting hanging ashtray. Over- 
I size 7"L by 5"W by 4"H. In- 
,rt for plant 31/2"!- by 3"W by 
V2"D. $3.50 plus 50c post. C & E 
ports.  Dept.   117,   Box 2485. 

arasota. FL 33578. 

LOS - 
Why lug the logs inside when you 
can do it in style. A handsome 
version of a log carrier in natural 
cowhide. Hefty handles riveted for 
extra strength if toting the maxi- 
mum four medium size logs. 
$12.95 plus $1.50 post. Posta- 
matic Co.. HG1177, Lafayette Hill, 
PA 19444. 

3y daylight, a nifty ballpoint—but 
Mh\sk it into darkness and it 
shines! Chrome-plated satin finish 
Den comes with pen lite battery 
and refill. Great for jotting middle- 
Df-the-night brainstorms. $7.98 
plus 60c post. Anthony Enter- 
prises. HGll, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

TRi.f/ETAL TWISTS 
Copper, brass and nickel silver are 
intertwined with an accent of an- 
tique black to form cuff bracelets 
that go with fashion outfits at every 
season and in every climate. Top, 
$5.95: lower. $6.95: both, $10.75. 
Ppd. Write to Schweitzer & Co., 
HGll, P.O. Box 4382-HGP. Burlin- 
game. CA 94010. 

Handcrafted virgin copper waste- 
basket. 14" H. Copper is antiqued, 
then jeweler s lacquer applied to 
protect surface. Three initials, with 
caduceus for physician or scales-of- 
justice for attorney. $25 ppd. Free 
catalogue. Gregory E. Hentzi, Dept. 
HGll, 59 Brown St., Waltham, MA 
02154. 

November, 1977 

YANKEE CATALOGUE 
Catalogue of more than 1000 gifts 
and accessories, most of them 
made by hand, are presented in 
Sturbridge Workshop's latest offer- 
ing. American furniture, china, 
prints, glass are designs from the 
past. 50c. Sturbridge Yankee Work- 
shop, HGll, 517 Brimfield T'pike, 
Sturbridge. MA 01566. 

The brand new, 

old -fashioned 

ceilmg fan. 

$59.95 

We took $ 100 off the price. 
The v.onderf'jl old ceiling fan has re 
turned. At a fraction of the cost And 
with new.' innovations. The 60 RP.M 
speed provides increased effidencv' 
of heating in v.inter. and cooling in sum 
mer. Rus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants 
viith the gentle 
air mov-emenLThe 
result: effidencv'w.ithout 
distraction. 
Light-weight, strong 
eind beautiful. 
The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable — yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and strength. You w.on't have to 
worn,' about mounting it on heavy sup- 
port beams. The rich wood-grain blades 
span a fuB 44" in diameter. Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fan is 12" with lon- 
ger lengths available on request 

Add a light globe, too. 
For onlv, S14 95 more, you can have 

your Georgetoan Fan with a distinc- 
tive 6-inch light globe, to add even 

more function and bca'jr. 
Satisfaction gueiranteed. 

Tb.e Georgetovw-n Ceiling Fan is 
completely guaran- 
teed. If not satisfied, 
return for full re- 

•- - i within 14 days. 
Order by phone. 

\ou.: lar. comes to you complete and 
ready to install as. easily as any light fix- 
ture. Spedfv,- Walnut or Oak finish for 
woodgiain blades Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow or White. Call toll-free, or 
send check or money order for S59.95 
for each fan: S74.90 with light globe. 
Add S7 shipping and handling. Or 
charge to your Master Charge or Bank- 
Americard (include account number 
and expiration date.) 

Call toll-free: 800-648-5311. Box 2128- HG. Denver. Colorado 80201 
ALLOW FOUR WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 

HA> DC RAFTED TOPPER  R t» \V E S 

Heav\ gauge solid 
copper mixing bowls 
8". 10" and 12". Brass 
ring for hanging. 
Handsome. Old World 
charm. Set of three 
§49.95 ppd. 

Send for complete 
gouriret cookuare 

pr'cc list. 

P. HULETT. P.O. Box 21618. Baton Rouge. LA 70893 

SEE-THRU SALT SHAKER/ 
PEPPERMILL 

Maaeofcea' uci:e stands 6' lai.. 
has precision stainless steel grind- 
ing mechanism lets you cnoose ^ne 
medium or coa'se sellings A per- 
'ec ^c'ldav gift (salt and pepper not 
'•~z .z~z   :~ 98 plus 40c postage 
a^c " i'; ': Money tjack guarantee 

THE SOURCE, Dept HGii7 
56 West 22nd Street 

New York. N Y. 10010 
N Y Residents add apphcab'e tax 

LOVE! 
HAPPY RAG DOLLS 
OF YOUR LOVED ONES 

• YOU c-cse -Hi ;- r s pers^i ;e: rag doil. 
A joyful, brightly-colored 22" doll with silk-screened 
body, rainbow yarn hair. Vfriat fjn! • Your photo is 
skillfully reproduced as the face of this delightfully 
unique keepsake. • Such a marvelous gift! • As fea- 
ture: r A3C-"V's G09C VORN'NG AMERICA. • "New 
craze that's |liglitlY terrific!" HOUSE BtAUTIFLl. 

ONLY S19.S8p!cs$2 sfipfi'i. 
•■a-iTij ea. "N.Y. rer35.its 
Hi sales tax.; TO ORDER; No 
need to »Tite a letter. Just 
print nane and address Dn 
tack of photcfs) aniJ include 
check. Send sharp, nell-en- 
posed, front race, clos^up 
pliotots'). Kith iace or 
larger, color or bimr (returned 

Want to give BE A DOLLS 
aid don't have the photos? 
Order our Gift Certificates 
(mailed the very day we get 
your order) and let the re- 
cipients provide their fs- 
(•or'le ohotcs- 

5EA:;.C- INC. 
Dept. HM117 

?9 Prince St. NYC 10012 
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^^^^    The Haddington Cape 

from BROWN'S 
Styled in Scotland from 100% 

new wool. These fingertip 
capes sport a collar, 4 buttons 

and side arms slits for easy 
wear. Dress Stewart (shown 
left) Dress Gordon (shown 

right), Also in Royal Stewart 
and Black Stewart Medium 

sl^e only Item "31. $62 
Matching Peaked Cap with 
rayon lining and pom on 

crown. One size fits all. Item 
"32. $18. May be ordered 

separately. Add $1,75 postage 
for cape, $ 1 00 postage for 

hat. Telephone orders 
welcome (603) 237-8311. 

Mail Order Form 
Cape "31 Tartan   
Cap "32 Tartan   

Enclosed is my Cheque □ 
Money Order IJ Bank iH^M 

Americard U Diners □ Master 
Charge ^ : American Express □ "ft^^^ k.} 

Card No  JMBIL. K 
Expiry Date   
Check here 1 ' if you would like our 
free colourfull Fall Winter Catalogue   ; -.^ttmiw Jj/'. y 

NAME   "'**W'.,|f :/ 
ADDRESS   

STATE  ZIP  

I ine British Products For Over 40 Years 
BROWN S OF BERMUDA INC. 

Colebrook. New Hampshire 03576 HG1177 

THE 1977 HERITAGE PLATE 

"THE NAVIGATORS" is produced 
in the traditional cobalt-blue under- 
glaze by the world-famous Bing & 
Grondahl Copenhagen Porcelain 
Manufactury. Commemorating a 
people rich in heritage and cus- 
toms. A perfect gift for the Viking in 
your life. $30.00 ppd. 

Send $1.00 for 1977 Chriilmas Catalogue. 
GARNITA'S PLATE COLLECTION 

Box 534, Solvang, CA 93463 

TRUE MEANING OF NA.ME 
With Poem In A Frame 

Framed under glass in an «" X 10" white fr.lm with hanger. Perfect for child'* room or nursff: If nickname desired, state given name io' Limit  number of  letters to nine. 
$6.95 each 

Add SI.00 tor postage and handling. 
PERSONALIZED CHILDREN'S POEMS Dept. G117 Garnet Lake Road Jonnsourg. New York 12841 

4Sf 

FLY SWATTERS 
Fun to needlepoint. Pretty solution to a 
pesky summer problem. Each kit includes 
(design on *13 Imported canvas. Paterna 
Persian wool, fly swatter, washable vinyl 
backing, needle, and easy instructions. 
Rest in Peaca Kit  $3.95 
Ouch Kit   $3.95 
Frog and Ffy Kit  $3.95 
Any thTM kits $10.95 

PLUS 75« POSTAGE &. HANDLING 
Pa. Ret. Add 6% Salei Tarn 
'SCTORIA GIFTS 

St., Bt>n Mawr. Pa. 19010 

^1 1^1 • ■•'VV/ f^lX^WI^ 
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SPARKLERS 
Pendant and earrings set with bril- 
liant Kenya-' gems, true rivals to 
diamonds. Blue-white gems set in 
14K solid yellow or white gold. 
See them on T.V.'s Hollywood 
Squares, Wheel of Fortune. Priced 
from $45 carat. Free color cata- 
logue. Kenya, HGll, 1760 N. How- 
ard St., Philadelphia, PA 19122. 

PLATE WARMER 
Serve piping hot food on 
plates to keep it warm thro|] 
meal. Thermostatically cojj 
electric warmer protects 
damage. Heats 10 to 12 in 
utes.  12" by 12". $19.' 
$1.50 post. Sleepy Hollom 
HGll, 6651 Arlington Blvd 
Church, VA 22042. 

SUN DOME I 
Pentagon-shaped greenhouse with 
double-strut redwood frame and 
8-mil polyethylene cover. 10 ft. 
dia., lots of head room. Ready to 
assemble. $149.95 exp. coll. Other 
models $112.95 to $699.95. Free 
catalogue. Peter Reimuller—the 
Greenhouseman, Dept. 11 LP, 980- 
17th Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95062. 

PAINLESS TRIMMING 
Klipette is a neat little instr 
of fine surgical steel to trim 
in nostrils and ears. Insert ii 
tril or ear, twist knob, h 
snipped off without dama 
sensitive tissues. $3.49 plu 
post. Anthony Enterprises, I 
556 Mission St., San Fran 
CA 94105. 

CUFFED IN PEWTER 
Wide solid pewter cuff bracelet is 
handsomely engraved with graceful 
script initials to make a dramatic 
fashion statement with shirts, 
or sweaters. Cuff one inch. Give 
three initials, underlining last one. 
$6.98 ppd. Color catalogue, 250. 
The Stage Stop, HGll, 440 Great 
Rd., Acton, MA 01720. 

FOR PEANUT FREAKS I 
"The Glorious Goober Cook Br 
tells you how to add peanut 
hors d'oeuvres, soups, enti 
breads, desserts, cookies. Ove 
pages, a few blank for notes. A 
8V4"x5V2"- By JVIrs. Corm 
Vanderbilt Whitney. $1.95 plus 
post. Maple Hill Press, HGll, 
890, Lexington, KY 40501. 

House & Gai 



Recreate the brilliant and exciting patterns of 

tine best in American quilting with... 

Needlepoint Designs 

from Amish Quilts 

Now you can produce your own beautiful adaptations 
of a unique American folk art in needlecraft—using 
the patterns of traditional Amish quilts of eastern 
Pennsylvania. Indiana. Ohio and Kansas. 

Authors Laura S. Gilberg and Barbara B. Buchhoiz— 
a noted needlecraft expert and an associate editor of 
House & Garden Guides, found that the vivid color 
combinations and bold geometric patterns of fine 
Amish quilts translate beautifully into stunning 
and unusual stitcherv. The result is a richly 
historical how-to book offering 27 authentic designs— 
all from one-of-a-kind quilts in private collections. 

Stitches, specified colors and yarns not only duplicate the 
pattern but also the texture of the actual quilt. Included are 
overall outlines for each example, a beginner-tested stitching 
graph, stitchen,' lessons, and complete instructions for making a 
variety of special projects including wall hangings, pillows, rugs. 

A fascinating chapter on the Amish people by quilt con- 
noisseur Jonathan Holstein. a forward by Joel Kopp. ow ner of 
America Hurrah Antiques, and 16 pages of full color photos— 
many taken in Amish country—make this warmly evocative 
144 page book one you'll leaf through even when you're not 
making \ our own heirlooms in needlepoint. For vour copy 
of NEEDLEPOIMT DESIGNS FROM AMISH QUILTS 
just fill out coupon and mail today. 

AHOGSE&GARDEM 

'\ BOOK 

8--2- X 11- 
Hardbound 
S 14-95 

CONDE NAST BOOKS 
C 3c X 3 

G'a-^d Ce'^t^ai Stat-on 
NeA Vo^y. N Y 10017 

. YES. Piease send me copy icopiesl    NEEDLEPOINT DESIGNS 
-ROM AMISH QUILTS, for only $14.95 (plus 55c for postage and 
"andhngi total; S15.50 per copy. !♦ I am not dehghted. I may return the 

. Pook within 10 days for a complete re'und. 
I P'ease make check payable to CONDE NAST BOOKS. 

Address: 

State; Zip; 
Please bill my; American Express 
Card Number 

Signature; 

Visa - Master Charge 

Expires; 

1977 



KNIGHT'S QUEST 

Family fun with numbers! 
Knight's Quest is an exciting, 
new board game created by a 
professional educator to teach 
and reinforce basic number 
skills. (Jame includes colorful 
playing board, knights, cards 
and directions attractively 
boxed. Immediate shipment. 
$8.95 postpaid. !?e<ommended 
for ages 8 up. Write: 

White Oaks Enterprises, 
P.O. Box 44, Owings Mills. Maryland 21117. 

VICTORINOX Swiss Cutlery 
by Forschner proudly introduces 

The "PRO" set 
Forschner's imported Victorinox Swiss cut- 
lery is the ultimate in quality craftsmen- 
ship, durability and performonce. Parti;- 
ulor professionals have turned to Forsch- 
ner since 1855. At last, you can have 
"the preference of professionals" in your 
own kitchen. Our exclusive "Pro" set, 
forged of highest obtoinable grade stain- 
less steel, nickel silver rivets, and attrac- 
tive, sure-grip rosewood handles, in- 
cludes: 10" blade French cook's knife, 
S'A" blade paring knife, II" stainless 
steel fork, 6" blade boning knife, 7" 
blade cook's knife and slicer, and 10" 
blade cimeter knife. The ideal gift! 
$49.95 -♦- $1.00 P S H., Md. Res. add 5% tox 
Sorry no CCD s. B.A.C./M.C. cards welcome 
(acct. # exp. date ) 
Send check or money order 
today to: 

M.C.I.A.. Inc.. P.O. Box 2487 
Hyattsvllle, Md. 20784 

Cat Napper 

sturdy blue denim red-fringed 
hammock invites stretching 
claws to save upholstery. 
Rigidly mounted on steel 
frame. Easy-to-clean. A pet 
pamperer. 25" x 14" x 7" 
S11.95 + $1.55 shipping 

QlmliU, Gifl Ciitntoii 

I^W  SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
6651 Arlington Blvd., Gll-7, Falls Church, Va. 22042 

Let's Make Dessert 
A Triumph! 

Ttie cookbook for the young cook 
with recipes no one could resist. 
Suitable even for the beginning read 

First in a series 

Til Make Dessert" by Mary 
Peterkin S7.50 plus SI shpg. 
Va. Del. add 4%. BankAmeri- 
card. Master Charge American 
Express. State No. & Exp. Date. 

Ours Alonei Fall Catalog S1 

The ^err Thing! 
On the Green at the Boar's Head 

Charlottesville, Va. 22901 

NIGHT MUSIC 
Elegant musical hisquf cliina screech 
owl pla\s, appropriately, "Strangers 
in the Night". Hand-painted, he 
stands 8\" tall atop his rustic perch. 
A nuist for everA collector! 

$25.00 
( phis $1.75 pstg. &• hdlg. ) '     sidfnts add tax 

Dept. Gil 
15111 New 
Hompshire 
Avenue 

Colesville, Maryland 20904 

UNIQUELY LEO 

Distinctive Leo gifts ore prized for their good 
looks and fine quality. Scottish lambswool tie 
has lion embroidered on tip, Blue, brown, wine 
and green. $12.50. Belt has woven lions 
marching on blue ribbon backed by natural 
webbing. Genuine leother trim and solid brass 
buckle. Sizes 30-42, $10.00. VISA and MC, 
no COD. $1.50 handling includes gift box. Va 
and Md Res. add tax. 

Tysons Cor ner Cfr. Mclecn Va. 22101 

Washington, Maryland! 

and Virginia 

A GREAT GAME 
"The other game Hie Nas 
plays." Smashball uses t| 
skills, strategies and the 

strokes similar to tennis 
quires no net or court, 

be played in backyarc 
for all ages. Set inc 

two racquets, four 
canvas tote. $15| 

ppd. Matkot, H 
1828 Jefferso 

Place, N.W 
Washingt{ |« 

D.C. 2( \ 

WORKS OF ART 
imported Spanish tiles were as- 
sembled and custom framed in 
walnut with red handpainted 
wood liner. Flemish painting re- 
production is in lovely multicolors 
on glazed green background. 
21 Va" by 14V2". Head of 
Coco, a fine Rodin re- 
production in sooty 
black. 17" h. Tiles, 
$135.95; Head, $75.95. 
Both ppd. Jacqueline 
Antone Interiors, HG11, 
6509 Rutland PI., Falls 
Church, VA 22044. 
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PILLOW DESIGNS 
Exceptional MasterpieceBEai 
Needlework Collection v 
give you the finest of de- 
signs adapted from 2000 
years of art throughout th 
world. Primitive art, Persi 
rugs, woven coverlets, pa 
ings, other art forms in- 
spired the decorative, in- 
teresting designs, which 
include fancy stitches, sil 
and beads. Catalogue of 
designs, stitch tips, furni- 
ture, $1. Jane Whitmire, 
HG11, 2353 So. Meade St. 
Arlington, VA 22202. 

I' 
House & Garde 



REE TRIMS 
ivorite storybook charac- 
-s from the Land of Oz 
-:ve been reproduced in 
ghtly painted wood as 

•ijghtful tree ornaments 
-ere is Dorothy holding 
:To. Tin Woodman. Scare- 
3w and Cowa'C . _ 
to 5" tall. Se: :• - ='55 

JS SI post. The Country 
■ore. HG11. Washington. 
A 22747. 

MARYLAND'S 5ES^ 
-avorite recipes hanced. 
down for generations ar^d 
adapted for today m cicth- 
bound 372 page cookoook. 
140 illustrations of Mary- 
land, historical data, and 
customs. S7.95 plus Si post. 
The Har!mond-Han.vood 
House. HG11. 19 Maryland 

  Ave.. Annapolis. MD 21401. 

GOLDEN ELEGANCE 

Gold Plummage. 24K gold electroplate flat.'.are. 5C-pc. 
'service for 8: forks, knives, salad forks, soup spoons. 16 tea- 
spoons, suca- s-e   r -::er knife. S59.98: 74 pes. S89.98 plus 
;2.85. Goo2- :■ .-. ;s- -gton HG-Eli 613-14 St N,W 

ashington, DC 200C5. 

f 

I/UCK DECOl  ^l I 
Early America'-     • ar. Create handsome 
decoy from bea.'■. . :an.ed solid white 
pine body. heac. g.ass e>es. Stain, an- 
tique or paint. Green Wing 
Teal hen or drake. 12" L. 
514.95: pair ;2S =aint kit 12 
colors. de:a e:     de. S12.5G. 
Add SI. pes: ea Cc or cata- 
logue 50c. Bay Country 
Woodcrafts. HGii. Oak 
Hall. VA 23416- 

1^ 

:.e~be- 197 

li.mg sat cf the lamo. 
TOUCH the D!ants . . - . the light tums ON 
TOUCH the'T again .... the l;ght xwns O.-F =?EA__r. 

O'—sti'i r-3re a-razing . . . 
Touch the piants in a 3-<vay PlanteTi 3 ti~es      s_c:ess      a-c <»2:c^ 
Drightness increase 3 tn^es. Teach agam . . . the i ght z~ 
! vea' iva-'antv. U L ifStec. 
1-'.\AY ~c = e! 'S       high, -as ROwNC case. 

Choice of base colors: white, black, lemon or lime ... all »iith chrome 
trim. Specify dome (white, lemofi or lime) OR shade (pleated white vinyl). 
:-V.AY r3--c =ase -i&Z.ZC — S--:C shi.c= -g hs-c -g 
3-ViAY square base —$iZ.2C — 5-.30 shippi.-^g ha^c -g 
p.a"ts '^ct in: _cec. Va'-. a-c 'es ce-ts acc 5 -. ss es -ax. 

lion s iMX i s 1 0400 Old Georgeto*n Rd. 
Bethesda.  Mar>land 200 14 

From our Museum >^op 
For your Dolh' House Library 

m 

bj Fl:-ri Ji:,:- 

Miniitar^: D-olW Hoa-t*^-$ in iffi^riro- 
1  Hiaory of  DoiU Hoajt'^t.  Tk^ L'clL 

blank,  bat  the aa£»>sraE>h  i- z^uia^'.- 

Fu]l--ize»i ^,frfi*>n*. if *'>u pr«^-frt to rva*i 
' I' : iMlh' Hoa.*es ia imrriea. ^;'>. 4 
Hi^tor~r   o'   Dolli'   Hoat^f. Pip-.-fcj,-{i.. 

Tk^ f'oW Hou.»r V.v».v,-». .V:. 
All pcsTpsiti.  Our f>6w ca-talo^-e SI. 
WA.-iHINGTON DOLL>- 

HOL»E & TOY MLSEIM 
Dept. H-G. 3236 44tli 

W a^hinston. D.C. 2<:M:>15 

Honii'spuii llsnahurif 

CO----'. c--'s-ei — -e < =- — cc— s'c'-g. 
Hc-= -=irc= e. Cere Ccc        ec. • ebcrcs 

. "C c =-. JC   .       3c' 5i.:c 
53.2;. F^-:- VK:-5c'd'-=-"c.-=:es'rec' A-c 
5'.7; :o3-. i -c-c V-::. -e^. c:: .1% 

Free Brochure on request, but send 
SI for full Cofolog with SO swatches 

MATHER'S 
31 E. Meir Sr., £i%7, Wfiii-lrster. Mc. 2n57 

20-^ 'A 

^//^\:' 
aJ.-!OD 

40 ^ 1^ 

GIANT THERMOMETER 
Nci' you dor;': -2.5 gz :_:s ce - 
bad weather to 'ead the ternp€raL..re! 
T-Is g:art thermometer's bc^d ;etter- 
ing makes it easy to -ead from across 
ttie patio or baciryard. Shows bet*" 
Celsius and Fahrenheit scales, letting 
you easily convert the temperature to 
the metric system. Can also be used 
indoors as an unusual wai! decora- 
tion. Made of 'iveather-resistant ~etal 
and has a convenient wall hanger 
the back. Meas'_'es 9^i" in dian-- 
eter. S6.98. 

David Burbank 
Dept. HG-llA. 9:0 Han-psieac A,e. 

Richmond._Va. 23226 

SLEEP WARM 

SAVE FUEL 

Ifytj Sieep OS IT 

.Ar J. 

i.-ioi scoth.ri. -e'aiirg ^sC'2-t ri^at "ofT; 
:e M:-s ic-T-D'-tab'e a-c corr-rs-ieTt 
""a- errt"-; :'a-«53. >e:. CCS" LESS 
tc ojaratc. GLari sgairst ac.-ss a-: pa"rs 
ci-g-t or b'l cft-Flitg ca'c arc ca-pnesi. 
SAVE FUEL by r.:T"-i lou- f.-riacs iow at 
^^i't- arc stii' S-'eep warn;. A-te^rtati: 
trs'-nostat -er.'atss cei »a-r^ t3 a-.i 
:-3-ies -30~ ts-~;e'ar-"s. Fc..- s'zss 

rcr-e .se :'.s 12 lO't ■^■ix'e's ■'c- R»'s 
a-r t-,:« s'&=c.r' ra:s - so a.tc seat a-c 
net wa-r^s-s Se-c -'c- ^EE Eco*'e-t- Ds- 
5" ces a" E frrt-j rt'a — j^? ci-cCuCts ac- 
i3-:=ies i 5=1 -rs   3"eat far fifts toe 
ELECTROMAT.   Dept. HG-I 

20 1 53 Laurel HIM Way 
Germantown   Md. 20767 

.A Rc ^' N D wA s ^: ^; s^c N   A R _ i \:: 



around 

i.il- Armchair & Lowboy From 
ill'    M.isifrpit'ce Collection". Needle- 

pomt catpct & seats by Mini - Magic. 

DOLLHOUSE 

MINIATURES 
Beautiful 1"=!' scale miniature re- 
productions of the furniture of the 
Early .American, Colonial, Federal & 
Victorian periods. Queen Anne Chippendale, Hepplewhite & Shera- 
ton styles. Exquisite miniature acc- 
essories including colorful needlepoint 
carpets, table settings, reproductions 
of the Kirk Silver Collection, bird 
sculptures, etc. And a large selection 
of sinking doUhouses & shado%y box- 
es in which to display them. A thoroughly fascinating & absorbing 
hobby! 
Send $1.00 for illustrated catalog to: 

MASTERPIECE MINIATURES 
DEPT    HG 2 • BO X 9 

BEULE HAVEN. VA 23306 

AN ANCIENT COCK 
Very regal, from a 6th C. Sassanid silk in the Vatican Museum, he Is surround- 
ed by an unlikely wreath of hearts I Softly done in a mellow medley of rusty 
reds, moss, iyory, black & brown on old 
Qold. Handpainted. rl2, Paternayan 
wool. 11x14. $-10. Matching tassel wool. 
56.. Post. $1. 

MUSEUM MASTERPIECES 
A unique collection of needlework 
spanning 2000 years of world art. 
Catalog, design & stitch tips, $1. 
JANE WHITMIRE 

2353 S. Meade St.. HGII 
Arlington. Va. 22202 

PAINT YOUR OWN WOOD FLOOR 
An inexpensive alternative to costly 
carpeting. Thus simple method created 
by a professional designer will enable 
you to customize your hiome 
Complete and easy-to-follow stencil kit. 

(Paint not included) 
$21.95 ppd. 4% Tax Va. residents 

JACKIE AND JOHN DESIGNS 
Dept. HG 2 - Box 71 
McLean. Virginia 22101 

Save '20.00 

66-piece 
"Scandee" 

STAINLESS 
Elegant simplicity in 
lustrous satin linish 
Completely carefree 
never needs polishing, 
dishwasher safe 
Service for 8 includes: 
8 each of serrated 
dinner knives, dinner 
forks, salad forks, sea- 
food forks, soup 
spoons, ice tea spoons. 
16 teaspoons, 1 butter 
knife. 1 sugar shell 
66-pc set: reg. $49 98 . . . 29 . 98 

• 98 pc set lor 12 leq $74 98     .544 98 
• Sel of 4 seiving pieces  5 98 

Add S2 85 fot shipping etc No C 0 D s . 
Your Check. M O   Master Charge. 

GBank Americard (VISA) 
Oepi HG 11 

OOZtl     ^'^        Si  N W 
, .. „ .,      ,, Washington D C 20005 

ROLLERWALL 
PAINTS WALLPAPER 

PATTERNS 
DIRECTLY ON WALLS 

C hoosf    from    florals.    '^coim-ti ic-, 
wood^rains.   modern  art.   eir. 
I'RIJI-: oituloi! of :tO txillf-nts. 

Name   

Z'P   

Rollerwall, Box 757 (HGll) 
Silver Spring, MD 20901 

SOLID PINE DUCK KITS 
A TRUE EARLY AMERICAN FOLK ART 

Shiare in the revival of ttiis art by cre- 
ating your own handsome decoys. Add 
a distinctive wildlife accent to shelf or 
mantel. fVlade easy for you with kits, of 
carved and sanded white pine body, 
head, glass eyes, sandpaper, finishi.ng 
instructions. Mallard hen or drake 
approx. 12"L. $14.95 each, the pair 
$28.00, plus $1.00 shipping. Color 
catalog 500. 
BAY COUNTRY WOODCRAFTS, HG-79 

OAK HALL, VIRGINIA 23416 

Washington^ Maryland 

and Virginia 

MEN'S CLASSIC 
Ari indispensible 
turtleneck to 
wear as a 
shirt or uri- 
der a shirt for 
warmth and smart 
look.  Soft  in fine 
quality  acrylic. Tan, 
wine, navy, brown plus 
green or white. Sizes: 8, 
M, L, XL. S15; two fof S29 
plus $1.50 post. The Lei- 
surely Lion, HG11. Tysons Cor- 
ner Center, Mclean, VA 22101. 

AUTO SEAT WARMER 
Electro-Warmth auto seat warmer plugs in 
cigarette lighter. Newly invented "sit-on- 
stat" turns heat on instant you sit, warms 
seat quickly, turns off as you get out. Snap 
cord switches to low heat. 12 volts, battery 
won't run down. 18" by 20". Auto quality 
fabric, not plastic. It's $14.95 ppd. Electro- 
mat, HGI, 20153 Laurel Hill Way. 
Germantown, MD 20767. 

MUSIC BIRDS - 
Twin lovebirds are beauti- 
fully hand-painted bisque por- 
celain and mueical. A choice of 
two tunes: "What the World 
Needs Now is Love, " or "Love 
is a Many Splendored Thing." 
Memorable gift that gives pleas- 
ure everytime the tune is 
played. Q'A" tall. $30 plus $1.75 
post. Order from The Unicorn, HG11 
15111 New Hampshire Ave., 
Colesville, MD 20904. 



.ICO CURTAINS 
Irming tiny print on red. gold, green, blue, brown, 
fhite ground. No-iron cotton blend. 70" w. pairs. 
\ ruffle. 24" length. S6: 30". S7: 36". S8: 45". S9: 

S10: 63". S11: 72". S12. Valance. S3: tiebacks. 
'ost: SI.75. Brochure, swatches. Si. Mather s. 
;1. 31 Main St.. Westminster. MD 21157. 

NAME CLOCK 
k spells any name re- 

sted in gold-toned letters 
place numerals. Match- 

hands accent walnut 
ned vinyl covered hard- 
rd face. Runs a year on a 
battery. 12" by 12" by 

". A thoughtful gift. Allow 
eeks delivery. S34.95 plus 
30. Sleepy Hollow Gifts. 
11. 5651 Arlington Blvd.. 
Is Church. VA 22042. 
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£M0 TO BABY SITTER 
indy booklet keeps permanent listing of emergency num- 
rs. names, ages of children, more. Pad of 50 sheets, 
be filled in. tells where parents are. gives special 
structions. Red vinyl. Open size: eVs" by 
2". 82.25 ea: S13.45 per doz. Refills. S6 doz. Ppd. 

amie s. HG11. Box 4535. Baltimore. MD 21212. 

SALT 'N PEPPER 
Convenient combination: salt shaker 
on top and pepper grinder on bottom 
of attractive crystal clear acrylic 
dispenser. Pepper mill adjusts grind 
of peppercorns: course, medium or 
fine. 8" h. Good gift. S6.98. 
David Burbank. HG11. 910 Hempstead 
Ave.. Richmond. VA 23226. 
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WHAT ILIE NASTASE PLAYS 

WHEN HE 

ISN'T PLAYING TENNIS. 
The smash hit of Eumpe 

has o line t( > America. 
All it lakes is you and 

a friend: no net. no coun. 
and no special surface. And 
it you like tennis or 
racquelball. this is the 
way to improve your 
volleys and eye-hand 
OH )rdination. 

Send just S9.95 post 
age paid for complete set of 
2 specially constincted racquc: 
ball and instiuctions < additi( mz\l 

balls /.oc each't" Matk'tt G).. 
Inc.. 1828JefferN.n Fl. N.W.. 

Washincrton. D.C. 20036. 
D.C. residents add 

---•4^1^ loail sales 

THE WINDOW BOX 
A spar*'     g.ass E>cx *     '^^I'S'^'S '"■■■^ges t>©e-i 3e 'cateij see*'" p' "ieC *a "-^^ *<.e~' ^^Jrer•'y —you' c^o-ce c' *^e     -a^t ixa'^e arc ^-ac V:yr^rrh ^      ca!'e'''ee re- 0* a'v3 t      S«a c«»^a 

'->atc^ w^e-^ eiTipry t &frco'->es a lieccat-ve s*o'ace piace ^o' ai< sorts c* oods anC e^s '   I 5  I 2   J-^S 00 ,$1 5C ns DStg & "--d^g ' 

15111 New Hampshrre Ave C-^^oiesville, Md 20904 

"MYSTERIOUS AIR FERN" 
Thri\es on neglect. Needs no soil 
or water. Lives just on air. 
Comes in vivid colors —red. blue, 
brown, orange and .green. Lasts 
forever, sells on sight. Beautiful 
as a planter or table piece. Onlv 
SL2.5 ppd .^tate rolor with each 
order. 

NATIONAL CARD 
'N GIFT COMPANY 

P.O. Box 3633 
625-629 HG Newport Avenue 

Portsmouth, VA 23704 

.>IARYLA>D\S WAY 
Cook Book 

The most original collection of Mar>- 
land recipes ever assembled, asso- 
ciated with houses famous for good 
food—even if you don"t cook this 
book is escape literature of the finest 
order with historical anecdotes and 
handsome illustrations. 

Please enclose check for S7.95 
plus SI (Xi postage 

Hanimond-HanvQod House 
HG-ll. 19 Maryland .\ve. 

 Annapolis. Marjland 21401 

Antique 

TABIIV ( IT KITS 
Hand >ilk>cr(-eDrd rharniini; pill'^v. - look 
ju^t like their antique toy orisinaU in 
museum-. Choose ea^>-lo•^e** kit*, or 
6ni>hed. Kit?; I >Iuffine not inrl.l 14' 
tall $6.<'5. o' tall $4.50. Finished and 
-luffed: 14' tall. ^\2.if>. tx' tall *:.30 
ppd. 

COUNTRY STORE 
Washington. GII-7. Va. 22747 
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A beauliiLil ossoitment of real 
bullerflies set in lucife adorn 
fh.'ise unique bamboo serving 
pieces. Just whot you wanted for 
serving o toll, cool drink. This 
will be a much appreciated gift, 
loo! 
Bcmboo/Butterfly Troy with 6 
Coasters. All with lattice-work 
trim, only $12.95 + 75« post- 
age, 2 for $24.95 postpaid. 

Bamboo/Butterfly Caddy and 6 
Coasters Set with decorative scal- 
lop trim, only $7.95 + 75< 
postage, 2 for $14.95 postpaid. 

So\\siacV\on Guaranteed. 

We ship promptly. 

ALAN INDUSTRIES 

505 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 

Lovely in any room with any decor 
(Ideal Gift) 

natural colored English ... 

SEA URCHIN LAMP 
3% "x3'/3 "x4'/! ", fully $ _ 
wired  - 5  foot cord.    I ^ 
We will pay postage & handling. 
MONEY   BACK GUARANTEE 
send check or money order to: 
Africana Gifts & Shells, inc. 

Dept. Rt 1 • P.O. Box 1830 
Fort Myers. Flo. 33902 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE FURNITURE KITS 

• Heirloom quality 
• Solid 3/4" hardwoods 
• Easy to assemble 
• Many models 
• Money back 

guarantee 
• Factory direct prices 
• Prompt stiipment 

Send 50C tor color catalog. 
Refund on first purctiase. 

EMPEROR® 
CLOCK COMPANY 

WORLD S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 
OF GRANDFATHER CLOCKS 

Depf F-76 Emperor Industrial Park 
Fairhiope. Alabama 36532 
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THOSE YOU LOVE 
ARE 

LOSE TO YOUR 
HEART ... 

An inspiring 
expression of 

Love and Unity 
is captured in 
this Strikingli^ 

Beautiful & Unique 
"Universal Love" 

pendant in gleaming 
Solid sterling silver, 

with an exquisite heavy 
" Sterling Siluer chain, 
and gift wrapped in a 

velvet drawstring pouch. 
Available in two sizes: 

shown $35. 
.. 1/3 smaller $26. 

N.Y. Res. AddTax 
IN SOLID 14K COLD! 
including 18" 
Gold Filled Chains 

Full Size-$175 
% size $135 

Alpha Omega Orig.. Ltd. Dept H 
Box 327 Bay Station 
Bay Station. New York 11235 

YOUR IRISH ROOTS 

IRELAND 

Yes, you can own a piece of your 
heritage—a square foot plot of tax- 
free land in County Donegal, Ire- 
land, deeded to the name of your 
choice. Handsome and ready to 
frame, this unique gift will delight 
your family and friends! Includeci is 
a detailed map of your Irish prop- 
erty. 

Sentl only $5.95 ppd. in check or 
money order with name to be in- 
scribed on deed to: 

Eire-Land Properties 
P.O. Box #198 

Needham, MA 02192 

PETITE EARRINGS 
Diamond pretenders on gold or sil- 
ver tone square, round (specify) 
gold tone loop you can pair with 
drop style. Hypoallergenic posts. 
$4.50 pr.; 2 pis., $8.50; 3 prs., 
$12; 4 prs., $15 plus $1 post. 
Catalogue $1. H&A Enterprises, 
Inc., HGll, 143 19 25th Ave., Box 
365, Whitestone, NY 11357- 

BRIGHT FORECAST 
Authentic hand-blown replica of 
Captain's Weather Glass actually 
predicts weather changes eight to 
twelve hours in advance. HVA" h. 
Black metal mounting bracket and 
directions incl. $8.95 plus $1 post. 
Catalogue, 250. Huntleigh Galler- 
ies, HGIO, 3612 Huntleigh Dr., 
Raleigh, NC 27604. 

TOPS IN TOTES 
Spacious top-zippered carry-all 
handbag. Leather-look vinyl in 
black, beige, brown, orange, ivory 
or tan; triangles of orange, russet, 
beige, gold, red, ivory, black. Two 
inside pockets. 91/2" by 13". $6.95 
ppd. Brochure 250. Skyline Enter- 
prises, Inc., HG 11, Box 265, Tupe- 
lo, MS 38801. 

TIFFANY TYPES 
A familiar Irish toast, a 
and a warm kitchen welcome 
thick pebbled glass plaques 
screened in four typical Ti| 
colors. Each is 6" by 10"" 
has hangers at the top. 
each plus 500 post. Snowfl 
HGll, Colonial Drive, Christfl 
FL 32709. 

ItJt" 
IJOI 

SPACE RACE 
Crushed clothes and tangled ha ^ 
ers are a thing of the past: bn 
plated steel hanger spaces si ||t[ 
onto closet rod to hold hang 
separately. Set of 6 spaces 
hangers evenly. $2.98 plus 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG 
556 Mission St., San Francis 
CA 94105. 

(Mi 

CUSS FOR FUN 
Four-letter words in new puzzlj 
slightly diabolical. You arrange tl| 
four 1%" acrylic cubes with a dl 
tionary word on all four side 
Boxed with 2 slips: one gives clue 
one the solution. English import t 
Stephen Leslie. $4.98 plus 5C 
post. Lillian Vernon, GNE, 510 S 
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10551 

FHouse & Garden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

MITURE BUYS 
'sic sleeper =475, from a col- 
Dn of finely made upholstered 
;s by National. Color catalogue 
ics by yd. available) $2. Also 
page catalogue of prestigious 
ture, $5, refundable. National 
iture and Fabric Sales, Inc.. 
1, Box 2314, High Point, NC 
51. 

TO KEEP IN CAR 
Lucite window scraper, a handy 
automobile accessory and a great 
gift item. In leather-look vinyj case. 
Comes engraved with three-initial 
monogram (underline the initial of 
last name). $10 plus 95e post. 
The Unicorn Gallery, HGll, 15111 
New Hampshire Ave., Colesville. 
MD 20904. 

!CK TRIM 
ndy hair-trimmer does the job 
fessionally in minutes. Made in 
eden, fine quality, adjustment 

regular trim, medium, scalp- 
se. Trims as it combs. Mom can 
the job or Dad. $2.98 plus 35?: 

5t. Anthony Enterprises, HGll, 
6 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
105. 

SPiCE CC_LEC" ON 
Two pounds of 16 spices and herbs 
comes with self-stick labels. Collec- 
tion includes: basil, rosemary, 
thyme, oregano, saffron, bay 
leaves, and tarragon. Zest for cook- 
ery $8.95 plus 75c post. Cata- 
logue, 500, free with order. The 
Spice Corner, HG117, 904 S. 9th 
St., Philadelphia, PA 19147. 

/RITE AWAY 
''istinctive selection of papers and 
/pe styles in letter size 53^" by 

and notes which fold to 3%" 
y 53/^". All with matching enve- 
^pes. Floral prints, woodgrain ef- 
2Cts, gingham, art deco, other de- 
'igns in free color catalogue, Sam- 
ples. The Letter Box, HGll. Box 
'!71, Woodbury, NY 11797. 

•November 1977 

S'^EP UP AVER'CAN 
Reproduction of a colonial original 
is in dark stained pine. Step up to 
kitchen shelves, books or use it as 
a telephone stand. 12" by 12" by 
24" h. Even bottom step is worn 
as the original's is. $22 plus $2 
post. Catalogue, 50C. Daniel I. 
Hadley. HGll. Box 1456. Wilming- 
ton, DE 19899. 

Q 0^ 

PKmouih   Wjssjf hust-ils OzMJ 

TAB CL KT.AINS 
The simple elegance of tab curiams 
makes ihem a.s right for the finest Con- 
temporar.' homes as they are for the 
most authentic Colonial homes. They are 
as functional as they are Ijeautiful. slid- 
ing easily on simple rods. They do not 
require expensive and complex drapery 
hardware. 

PILGRIM STRIPE RUFFLE (NO T.\BSi 

Natural: P^c^hnulk uiuslin. 
Wlii'f: Polyc?ttT c-otton lilenJ. 
Egg-.hell: I'olye-ter cotton blend. 
T.\H H KTAINS 
Na'uial or while or 6-gg>l.eU ino triiiii 
Pilgrii;; .Stripe 'Wine. Navy. ^Io^^ Green. .Soft 

Gold or Brown on natural or white or egg^hell l Gingham (Yellow. Green. IJrown. Ued. Hlue or 
Pink I 

Rl FFLEn < I RT.\INS 
.Natural or White ii uffle i 
(Both are Polye-te! cotton hlenJ. ' 
WOODEN RODS A.ND BRACKETS per .-ei Si 
Set inrlii'lt' 1\r'i Ificket^ ni.i'ie from lireh, four nail- 
ro'l. iii'imf1i.r 

LENGTH 

Jit IT 1: 2" 

COLOR CATALOG FREE 

17      IT      -2" ■!« 

n:;  iVi  S'-i $16 

Bracket? only %?, 

FABRIC SAMPLES 

Allow 1" per yard -hrinkage. Money hack Kuarantre. 
VI IT OCR MAIL ORDER SHOWROOM AT Zf. COl RT STREET  i RTE. :;A i. PLV.M- 
OCTH. on Tue>.-Sat. from S-.'J. See tab curtains in dozens of color-, trims, and print-. Ma.-- 
Icr Charge Tel. I6!7i  T4 6-611') BankamericarJ. For delivery in Mass. add 5'> ^ales tax. 
.4'Jd for po-tage and h-inilins. ^eni check or rn.iney order TO: 

Dept. .511A. P.O. Box 8t'9. Pl.\-mouth. Massachusetts 02360 

t 

eqchanted doll tfouse 

1977-78 DOUBLE DELIGHT 
Surprise! We combine our General 
and Miniature Catalogs into a 128 
page Edition, 80— in color. More 
Dolls, Dollhouses. Miniatures; Toys. 
Books. Games. Crafts. Send 52 00, 
Be On Our Mailing List. 

The Enchanted Doll House 
Dept. HG-117 

Manchester Center, Vt. 05255 

Snowflake 
Jacket 

,',ina-ana- 
:oid proo' 
Oui'ted mate'ia 
li.vo layers of 
Nylon vvitn 5 
OZ- Dac'C" 
Fibertiii 
Deiv,/een) 
s machine 
.vashable. 
Colors- 
Oyster 
Red. Navy 
Sreen 
Sizes 
S(i0-12). 
MM 4-16). 
U18). 
XL(20-22t 
S37.50 ppd. 
Free catalog 
Jonnny 
Aopieseed s 
Box 7011 
Beverly, Ma 
1' 9' 5 
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"Kvcry palnllnc a mastcrpicoc" 
Our portraits in oil are TKUE WORKS 
OF' AKT, painted on fine quality can- 
vas from your pliotORraph anil NOT 
painleil on lop "f an rnlarivmi ni of 
your photo, as is llie method of other 
eomniercial portrait services, 
12 iiorlrait ]>aint<-rs to rlioosc from 

Uoaiitifiilly Illustratetl Catalue Rflp 
"How To Order An Oil Portrait" 

PORTRAITS 

IN OIL 
• Magnificently painted on canvas from 
old or new photos by outstandint; academy 
trained artists. A superb livinu likeness 
in  full  color is executed  in  rich oils. 
• .No lon(;er need you envy those fortu- 
nate enough to own a family portrait . . . 
vnu can see immorlalized for all time, 
I he loveil and never asinc personality of 
N'our  wife,  husband,   children* parents. 
• Van Dyke Oil Portraits from photo- 
i;rapli» are indistinKuisliablc from those 
done from life. It is of special advantage 
lo those who are not available for per- 
sonal sittings. "f.iving Likeness Guar, 
anteed," 

^      Uiiholievablr  Works  of Art 
at  Unbelievable  I.ow Prices 

1 ioiii«125«o to«125000 

Master Charge or BankAmericard Accepted 

Jlait JloUc (DU |Jortratts 

Truly  a unique ami  lasting; f^fl. 
^ Compare 

otlior.s ; 
our works of art with 
lling   up   to $1>000. 

DEPT. G, 153 EAST 57 ST. 
N.Y., N.Y. 10022 • 
TEL. (212) 759-2450 

"LARGEST IN THE FIELD CP OIL PORTRAITURE" 

Blue Chip Diaper Pin - The Pin That's In! 

Dress up your scarf, hats, shirts, or tie. 
Perfect for wrap-around skirts. 
Be the first to use this Unique Item! 
Keep several on hand for personal use. 
Perfect gift tor that stylish baby! 

Pin Set with 
Real Turquoise! 

Only $2.50-includes shipping and handling. 
Tobe Turpen Indian Trading Co. 

1710 S. State Rd. 32 A 
Gallup, New Mexico 87301 

YOITR CAT DESERVES A TATSLE 

The Catsle is a proven 
cat toy that will give 
your pet many hours 
of enjoyment. Just 
leave it accessible to 
your cat who will play 
in and around it when 
desired. Sit back and 
watch the fun. $4.95 
Ppd. 

I'ATSLE   P.O. Box 159, Main Street, Barnstable, MA 02630 

Made in 
America 

MI TIE HANGER 
Solid walnut with beautiful hand rubbed 
finish, complemented with brass liook and 
cross bar. Plastic removable riders for indi- 
vidual hanginR. 6" 25 tie size .?8.40. 10" 4.5 
tie size 810.40 16" 75 lie size 812.75 ppd. 
(less capacity with heavy ties). Send check 
or chg. to Master Charge or BankAmericard. 
Send No. & exp. date. 

Quality Gijl Catiiln);. I'.V 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
6651 Arlington Blvd. 611-7 

Falls Churcli, Va. 22042 

WRiST SPARKLER 
Unusual bracelet has 14 antique 
slide stickpin reproductions in 
antique gold-look setting. With 
varied replica gems: turquoise, 
garnet, emerald, diamond, coral, 
amethyst, pearl and lapis lazuli. 
$10 ppd. Jewelry catalogue 250. 
Bonnie Sue Gifts, HG77, Box 253, 
Oceanside, NY 11572. ■<■ 

SNOOZING CAT 
Cat with a contented grin 
area rug to cozy toes newly o 
a shower or fresh from a niglj^fis 
a warm bed. Area rug is russ 
tone and machine washable 
non-skid back. 24" by 34" for 
or bath side. $11.50 ppd 
Chapman, HGll, Rte 303, Blau 
NY 10913. 

(!«"' 

OLD-WORLD ARTISTRY 
Hand-blown angel of clear glass 
with candle. Rich hand-painted de- 
tails like two-tone hair, the candle 
tip, the twinkle in her eye. She's an 
enchanting 5y^" h. ornament from 
Italy. Clear gift box. $4.98 plus 
750 post. Lillian Vernon, GNE, 510 
So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 
10550. 

J 
WHAT'S IN STORE? 
Take a look into the future 
fortune-telling cards that frier! 
will find fun, too. Each card \i 
a different picture or sign for 
swering questions on love, hap 
ness, finance. $2.98 plus 400 pc^fi 
Anthony Enterprises, HGll, 5 
Mission  St.,  San Francisco 
94105. 

For Personalized Stationery 
Makes expensive looking raised letter 
impressions of any 3 line name & ad- 
dress on your PAPER & ENVELOPES 
(reversible). No inks, service or main- 
tenance required. For home, office, 
clubs, etc. Print clearly, maximum 24 
characters per line. (For $1Q.95 
4 lines add $1.50.) — 
Desk Model (not shown) $13.95 
Pa. res. add 6% • Catalog 250 

POSTAMATIC 

Add $1.25 postage & tiandl. Each 
CO. 

Dept. HG-1177, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 10444 

A TOUCH OF IRISH LACE 
Two-inch ruffles on natural or white 
cotton/polyester curtains look fresh 
as a spring day. 90" wide a pair. 
45", 54", or 63" $16.50; 72", 81", 
90", $19.50; 10" by 80" valance, 
$6.75. Add $2 post, per order. 
Write for free catalogue and 
swatches. Country Curtains, HGll. 
Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

CASTERED TO MOVE 
Clear plastic saucer for plants is o 
three casters for mobility of larg 
plants that need to follow the sur 
Inside dia., IIV2"; 2" deep t 
catch and hold water, protect floor 
We use them on the terrace, toe 
$6.98 plus 750 post. Lilly's Gai 
den, GNE, 512 S. Fulton Ave., Ml 
Vernon, NY 10550. 
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^S/CAL 4NGELS 

CAL ANGELS 
lucent jewel-toned plastic to 

in sunny  windows,   or on 
tmas tree. Each is 21/2" tall 
its own golden hanging cord. 
:h set are two each of five dif- 
t poses. $1.98 plus 25p post.; 
o sets $4 ppd. J. W. Meyer. 

HGll,  2905   Mary Lane. 
ewood, MN 55109. 

KWY CANVAS TOTE 
piece, double bottom. Navy, 
avocado, yellow, sand, natu- 
brown.  12"x9",  $9.75 plus 

35 post.: 12" by 14" $12.15 
$1.45  post.:   18"  by 14", 

.35 plus $1.55 post, (add 90c 
of Miss.) Catalogue free. Port 
vas Co., HGll, Dock Sq., Ken- 
unkport, ME 04046. 

MINI HANGING GARDEN 
Ten self-watering pots for your own 
plants. Simply add water to tray, 
pots draw as much water as need- 
ed. Chrome tiering hook and 12" 
ring, double styrene tray 6" by 
16", and pots. Clear or tortoise 
shell (specify). $10.95 plus $1.50 
post. Tara Eden, HGll, Box 17- 
0000, Roslyn. NY 11576. 

CHANGING TIMES 
Three-barrel coin changer—sepa- 
rates and dispenses nickels, dimes, 
and quarters. Made of sturdy 
chrome it hangs on a belt—ideal 
for any business without a cash 
register. $9.98 plus 85(! post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HGll, 556 
Mission St., San Francisco. CA 
94105. 

?ich Green, lifelike Pine, 24" tall, 
erfect holiday touch or Welcome 

^uletide gift. Fully assembled tree 
omes in easy-to-mail carton. Vel- 
ety red unbreakable decorations 

and sturdy matching pot included. 
This quality tree will fold for easy 
Btorage and last many years. Send 
flow for early delivery! $10.00 for 
Dne.  or order 2  trees for only 
'518.75. $1.50 for postage & han- 
'dling. 

, Christmas Crafts 
255 Hill Street 

Whitinsville, Mass. 01588 

Memories are 
made from this. 

A pleasing gift for a loved one, a 
friend or yourself, in spite of all 
the modern stereo equipment, 
nothing IS mce effective thai^ 
the gentle tones of a music bOK 
for carrying a message to the 
heart. 

Send SJ- 'or catalog   •'efundabie • 

Mam St Dec* HG Avor N.J 07 

WITH PERMA TWEEZ' 
• Exclusive patented no-skin-puncture feature. V 
• Safe — Most extensive cl.nical testing ever undertaken pro.es safe h:me 
use for permanent hair removal from arms. legs, face — anywhere on body. 
• Effective — Permane-' '?5J-s — it has to be — 15,000 physicians depend 
on it. U.S. Army. Navy ■ ' vate hospitals also use Perma Tweez 
for medical applicatic 
• Largest selling — One million sold to people who prefer home electrolysis 
over sa!on treatment for the privacy and economy. 
• Tremendous savings — Saves hundreds of dollars over the same treatment 
done professionally.       14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Save '3''! 
>jieciul sale price noie >76.9.5 
instead of regular $19.95. 

residents add 6-i sales tax 

Good Housekeeping 
? = OV'SES 

GENERAL MEDICAL CO . Depf HG-148 i   e-clcse   i-.'jj deocsi- a-a   •■■ill CG, 1935 Armacost Ave. calofce   COD  oLs ex-rc COD c-c-ge? 
West Los Angeles, Co 90025 n 1 e-clo=6 Si6.=5 ;- 'Jl =a -rer- 

•/.as-e- C-c:'ge/B=-<A-- = - 
Ann -^i;!; 

BUY 

WHOLESALE 

N SAVE!!! 

ERSY-UFT 

An Otter V)u 

Carft RetiiscI 

Manufacturer 
Di recti 

((SAVE   $30.00-$155.00)) 
# Large Selection # Solid WOOD 
^ Sl-day kejrwound pendulum movement 
9 Rich-Sounding Chime* 

American FamifyHeirlooms 

LIKE A HELPING HAND. 
'.'any peopie-senior citizens, aahntics 
■r.i those sctfenng from Multiple Sclerosis 
V .scalar Dystrophy or Parkinson s disease- 
"eea help getting in and out of a cfiair. The 
EASY-LIFT power cushion reclmer gently 
ts you forward as well as up to a semi- 

standing position The lifting angle adjusts 
:o fit your needs controls are easy to 
■each and it runs on hotsehcid Ci;rrent 
EASY-LlFT-lrke a helping har^d 

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE 
AND NAME OF DEALER NEAREST YOU 

>4MERIC>«N St^lR-GLIDE CORP. 
East ■36fi Street Dep; HGE-;i7 
Grandv:ew, Missouri 6-^30 

HA>D DKAW.X < OPPER 
Created and Sold E.xclusiielv 
by GREGORY E. HEMZI 

One or more Old Ensli^h iniliaU make Lbe?e bas- 
ket: a distinctive and personal gift for anyone. 
Baskets may be ordered with hand drawn desisn; 
of whales, pine cones and chickadees, sea snills, 
sailboats, horses and silver wheal. Perhaps the 
physician or atloroev woald appreciate the Ca- 
duceus or Seals of Jaslice design with his initials 
under the svmbol. 
Wa*te Basket'ippw. ir S23.00 PP^ 
Letter Basket 'wror. s- high .S12.00PP'I 

W ALTHAM. MASSACHVSETTS 0213 1 
GREGORY E. HENTZl 

59 BROW N >TREET-HG11 Catalogue of oiKer interesttng items on reQUfsi. 
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SHRINK STOMACH 

Waist Watchers will feel muscle tighten and see stomach shrink 
from first day you use the Waist Wheel. The Dual Wheel gives 
you sturdier balance. 

Single Waist Wheel $7.98 + $1.00 Mailing Each 
Dual Waist Wheel     $9.98 + $1.25 Mailing Each 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6°/o sales tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

Preserved Boston Fern 
Our preserved Boston ferns are chemi- cally treated to retain permanent last- ing: beauty without rare. No lipht, water or hiyrh humidity necessary. Ideal for dark areas where other plants; perish. Display on table or in haneintr rope. Its lush fronds spread 31/2 ft.—"planted" in 7" terra ootta plastic pot $17.9.5 (plus $3.00 post- age) by Master Chartre. BankAmericatd (Include Expiration Date), Check or Money Order. Michiiran lesidenls add -1 't- sales tax. 

BLOOMIN" ATTIC 
HG 11, 418 8. Washington St. 

Royal Oak. Michigan 48067 

NAME or MONOGRAM 

CUT INTO GLASS 
4^5 150, 375 12oz 

iiih. iJ.-L- ...ii.iu .'I.        s. .■.iaximum 
letters. Prompt shipment. Order early. 
Money orders-Checks—No C.O.D.'s. 
Please. Add SI.50 single piece-S2.00 for set—for mailing. 

Conn. Residence Add T} safes iax 
Specify letter arrangement for mono- 
gram or initial. 

POOLEY GLASS ENGRAVERS 
65 N. Lake Shore Dr. 
Brookfield, CT 06804 

LEATHER & CANVAS 
FASHIONABLE MASONS 

CARRYALL 

Heavy gauge steel hinged bag of 
top grain leather and fine quality 
natural canvas. Leather handles, 
straps, 3" leather sides and plat- 
form leather bottom with steel 
feet. Made in USA. 
Available; 18"L x 6"W x 15"D $19.95 

24"Lx6"Wx 15' D $22.95 
Send check or money order to: 
Leather Innovations 22 West 21 
Street New York, NY 10010 

(add $2 00 for delivery of one bag: $3.00 
for two) NYS residents add local sales tax. 
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YOUR FAMILY CREST 
Handsome hand-engraved rings. 
Choice of sterling silver, $90, 14K 
gold, $195. Ppd. Send coat-of arms 
or have it researched. A splendid 
gift idea bound to become a prized 
keepsake. Free color catalogue. Or- 
der from Heraldica Imports, Inc., 
HGU, 21 W. 46th St., New/ York, 
NY 10036. 

COVER NEWS 
A striking note for any room set- 
ting. "Exotic" seat completely up- 
holstered. Cushion filled w/ith soft 
urethane foam polyester fiber. 
18"h. by 18"w/. by 21"l. $87-$121 
depending on fabric; your fabric (2 
yds. 54") $76. Exp. coll. Catalogue 
$2. Hunt Galleries, HG7711, Box 
2324, Hickory, NC 28601. 

SPECTACULAR SHELL 
An endlessly fascinating display 
specimen from the sea. It's the 
Philippine Regal Thorny Oyster. 
$17.50 plus $1 post. New^ color 
portfolio of shells plus illustrated 
catalogue of shells and fossils, 
minerals and books for $2. Dover 
Scientific, HGll, Box 601 IT. Long 
Island City, NY 11106. 

GOLF PARTNER 
Engraved stainless steel divol 
and groove cleaner hangs fror 
chain or golfbag. Fork's to 
level divots, clean cleats and 
Five nubs scrape iron's grc 
State two or three initials, 
hangs on bag or key chain, $E 
Elgin Engraving Co., HGll, 
Edwards Ave., Dundee, IL 6C| 

FOR HIM OR HER 
Football jersey authentic to 
last detail.  Exposed label, 
shoulders, strong cotton. Fron 
or 2-digit contrast number on n 
or off-white. Unisex sizes S(34-; 
M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46). $6 
two $13. Ppd. Pensic Corp., HGjf"' 
Box   1448,   3141   Monroe A 
Rochester, NY 14603. 

lit 

MINIATURE SHOW-OFF 
Wooden case with ten tiny cubb 
holes hangs from an antiqued mc 
al hanger. 8" by 3" by la/a", it 
ideal for a collection of small c 
rios, thimbles, antique button 
or shells. $4.75 plus 500 pos 
Two, $9.50 ppd. Thrifty Gift 
HGll, 516 Kinderkamack Rd 
River Edge, NJ 07661. 
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I9ICAL PEARLS 
8 plus mm cultured pearls 

lithe choice of discriminating 
lien for any and every costume 

I season. For pierced ears on 
gold posts, $30; with screw- 

|;s of 14k gold, $40. Add $1.20 
Rochemont and La Croix, 

1, Box 49014, Los Angeles, 
D049. 

DIANT REPLICA 
Tied stained glass rose window 
Notre Dame de Paris in wealth 
translucent multihued detail, 

nd crafted 6" glass sealed in 
nd-leaded frame. Silver-finish 
ain. For window or other light 
jrce. $17.50 plus $1 post. Lil- 

iH Vernon, GNE, 510 So. Fulton 
e., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

VEATHER OR NO 
(he Black Forest weather house 
ives a daily report. When Hans 
merges, rain is on its way. When 
he lady steps forth, fair weather's 
n store. Handcrafted in W. Ger- 
nany. $3.98: two. $7: three, $9. 
vdd 75c post. Foster-Trent, Inc., 
)ept. 4149-HG, 2345 Post Rd., 
^rchmont, NY 10538. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

SLEEP IN LUXURY 
Lace trimmed or plain knitted ny- 
lon-satin bedding in 13 decorator 
colors: machine washable, dryable, 
seamless. Matching shams, dust 
ruffles and comforters available. 
Complete sets, all sizes. From 
$23.75. Brenna Mills. HGll, 
16168 Beach Blvd., Suite 251. 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647. 

EASY OUICKPOINT 
Needlepoint with thick yarns lets 
you whip up gifts in no time. Kit 
includes: 6" by 6" printed canvas 
with large holes, needle, yarns, in- 
structions. Choose butterfly, daisy, 
strawberry, owl or ladybug. Five 
make bellpull. $3.18 ea., plus 500 
post. Barbara's Art & Crafts, HGll, 
Box 1071, Havertown, PA 19083. 

SO HANDY 
You can take it with you. Travel 
clothesline clings to wall tile, 
holds your drip-dry blouses and 
underthings to have them ready to 
wear. Handy also at home. Ten 
clothespins included with line. 
$1.98 plus 300 post. Anthony En- 
terprises, HGll, 556 Mission St.. 
San Francisco, CA 94105. 

OUR FAMOUS CLYDESDALE'S ON PARADE 
ORDER BY MAIL 

\Vt. 16 lbs. M, a-ur. 
long. Our Special Lnniuii c a.-t 
iron Bei r Wagon makes a per- 
fect Chri-stma.s gift. 8 chunky, 
cast iron Clydesdale horses 
pull a colorfully painted wag- 
on stacked %vith 27 individual 
wooden beer barrels. Com- 
plete with two drivers, reins 
and dog. Place one on your 
bar, mantlepiece or T.V. set. 
Available for immediate ship- 
ment. Send vour check to: 

Clydesdales and beer wagon 

only        $29.95 ea.P.P 

♦SPECIAL  PREMIUM OFFER* 
Mention HOUSE & GAR- 
DES and the issue and send 
this with your order, and ue 
uill ship you a FREE set of 
Budueiser beer bottle salt and 
pepper shakers. (If using 
Master Charge or Visa send 
card No. and expiration date.) 

HIGHLANDER HOUSE 
70 MAIN ST. (617) 665-3581 MELROSE, MASS. 02176 

HANDPAINTED ORIGINAL 
Delight your own special little ones with our original desig^ned "BEAR I" bookend? by Brom Vioson. One of six adorable animal-de- sign bookend sets, each is handcrafted entire- ly of the finest quality pine, and hand-paintod in colorful acrylics. Sturdily ronsinicted and permanently sealed for vears of durabilit:- . 8" tall. 
Please specify pink gingham with bro-An or blue gi.'ngham with brown. Both ino'.ud-- a'- cent; of yellow and green. 
Order ^BE-BIO $8.95 

Please add Sl.OO post, end hdlg. 
Ala. residents add 5«Y tax 

Our catalog is chocked full of original de- signed,   hand-crafted   toys   and accessories, made with love for the young at heart. Free ith order, or send 25c to: 

Rt. 2 Box 80. Monro«ville, Alabama 36460. 

PAIX   ItFVKKK ROWL.S 
Beautiful ?ilverplated bowls, re- 
productions of the famous bowl 
made by Paul Revere in 1786. Sim- 
ple but elegant design make? them 
appropriate in any room decor. 
Can be displayed on your shelf or 
mantel. Lse them to ?erve candy 
or nuts. Available in sizes of 4". 
5" and 6" in diameter. Each sold 
separatelv. 4" howl S9.95. 5" bowl 
S12.95. 6" bowl $14.95. Add :.5r 
postage/handling. 

IIarli4»ur Hoimo Gifl.s 
Mt. Pleasant Ave., Dept. 444, 
Matnaroneck, New York 10543 

Tiny tiiiis 
"TV ShcxL Ofj Bucket For AU Ages' 

Thi* unique covered bucket with handle is 
handsofnelv decorated on aS sidei and 

lacquered to a shinv. Non Toxic, 
scratch resistant finish. 

R —,;j«Si$iates fe9«i^ si2e 4 3 4^1 6' Oa. 
Maw 5 3 4" highXt' Dia. 

A R-lOB .M-2D2 1    StraM.'bemes on 
cookies and crackers smackm' fresh 

R-117 M-177 

Regular size only   6.00 
Maxi   7.00 
Postage & handing add Jl OO for 1 or 2 buckets- We pay posuge (or order o<3 or more 

Sorry, no slants or C OD's Brochure showrn dozens of dfterent desnts enclosed with alTorders. For Brochure or^i. scT^d -25 cents- 
Jamar, Inc. 
Dept. HG 117, Box 15081 
Winrtoo-Salem, N.C. 27103 
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BATHTUB SCRUBBER 

No more cleaning the tub on your knees. Bathtub Scrubber 
takes the bending and leaning out of tub cleaning with its 
long 24-inch chrome-plated handle and sponge head. 

Bathtub Scrubber $2.98 -f 500 Mailing 
Extra Sponge Head $1.29 + 200 Mailing 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

A nthoiiy Enterprises 556 Mission, San 
Dept. HG-117 

Francisco, Calif. 94105 

REWARD! The Strongite 

IMPOSTER' DIAMOND 

At Only $8.00 Per Carat unmounted 
Priced to invite comparison anywiiere In Tlie 
Strongite Country. 10-days to prove it or your 
money-back. The Strongite 'Imposler' Diamond is 
the hardest, most dazzling imitation jewel ever 58 
facets, pure white, flawless Unconditional lifetime 

 t guarantee FREE 1977 Color catalo( 

The Strongite Co." 

[ guarantee FREE 1977 Color catalog. 
Dept 19J. 2 West 47th St 

New York, N Y. 10036 

from 
ITALY 

Glamorous Trunk Handbag 
Available for the first time by 
mail. This luxurious bag is car- 
ried by movie stars and social- 
ites...now direct to you! ^ '       Circle One 
Queen (8" x 5" x 6") White/Bone/ 
Nav7 / Black / Camel / Gold / Silver/ Red/ 
Brown/Green/Yellow $37.75 
Empress (^Vz" x 5 ' x 6") White/Bone/ 
Navy/Black/Camel S39.75 
Princess (8' x4"x4") Gold/Silver $38.75 

We Pay Postage. 4-6 week delivery. 
Check-Money Order-Master Charge-VISA 

Florida Residents add 4% 
Send your order with your name, 
address, city state and ZIP to: 

VALLAUR IMPORT FASHIONS 
PO. Box 450574 Miami, Florida 33145 

BETTER FOOD FOR BABY 

With the Happy Baby Portable Food 
Grinder, no more messy jars. Your own 
fresh vegetables, meat & fruit ground 
easily & quickly. Developed for doctors— 
slips into your purse for travel. The ideal 
baby gift. 

$5.9S a, $1.25 poaltg* 
The Amfalula Tree Ltd. 

223 Kaionah Avenue 
Katonah, riew York 10536 
NY Residents Add 5% Tax 

Master Charge and 
Bant<Americard Accepted 

TIMELY OCTAGON 
Classic wall clock is updated in a 
rich dark pine case with black Ara- 
bic numerals. 11" by 11". It runs 
on a "C" battery, not incl. Hang 
in hall, den or kitchen. $29.95 plus 
$2 post. Roman numerals, add $1. 
Write to Whaler House, HGll, Box 
456, Cold Spring Harbor, NY 
11724. 

EARLY COLONIAL 
Handcrafted pewter chandelier, 
electrified or for candles. All wires 
concealed. Two sizes: six arms, 
31"W; or five arms, 24"W. One 
of the hand crafted lighting fixtures 
in 48-page catalogue of lanterns/ 
post lights/sconces $1. Heritage 
Lanterns, HG117, Sea Meadow 
Lane, Yarmouth, ME 04096. 

REMADE LIKE NEW 
Expert European craftsmen remake 
your worn down quilt. The down is 
cleaned, all the old fabrics are dis- 
carded and fine quality nylon down- 
proof interlining is used exclu- 
sively. Send $1 for swatches and 
catalogue. Schachter's, Dept. GM- 
10, 115 Allen St., New York, NY 
10002. 

FIREPLACE SENTRY 
Traditional set of tools sfl 
proudly in your home, as ai 
Heavyweight iron base and ha| 
are handcrafted. Handsome h| 
keeps the poker, brush and sf 
neatly in place and easy to 
about. 29" high. $39 ppd (I 
Richford House, Dept. HGll,] 
40, Richford, VT 05476. 

CHRISTMAS FIRST 
Looney Tune 1977 Christmas pl| 
is a porcelain delight with ha 
wreath and musical notes. Limil 
to 10,000, 71/2" dia. $13 plus 
post. Matching 6" bell, $10 pi 
$1. Ornament,  $3.50 plus 5(1 
Free   "Platter  Chatter". Hickil 
House Collection, HGll, 823 
Court, Ottumwa, lA 52501. 

SWIVEL ON HIGH 
Counter stool with vinyl upholster 
swivels at a touch. Perfect fo 
home bar or workbench, too. Viny 
in black, red, dark or pastel green 
yellow. Unfinished 24", $18.50 
30", $18.95. Add $3 for walnut 
pine or maple finish. Exp. coll 
Marion Travis, HGll, Statesville 
NC 28677. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

tUT EYE 
■jep is king night or day when you 
'n the mask: shuts out any flick- 
of light that could disturb ttie 

" Vche. the body's rest. Flexible 
1 and elastic band's so con- 
TJCted that it fits any cranium. 
:.98 plus 30c post. Anthony 
iterprises. HGll, 556 Mission St.. 
m Francisco, CA 94105. 

ift-sculpture art handcrafted of 
erry cloth over plushy polyfoam 
ind delightfully detailed. Holiday 
ed on brown base, green accents 
ind yellow flame: 13" h. Brand 
lew gift idea by Sylvia of London. 

1612.98 plus 60c post Lillian Ver- 
non. GNE, 510 So. Fulton Ave., 
vn. Vernon, NY 10550. 

Christmas ornament kits with a 
year date are ready to needlepoint 
with design in color on .:±13 can- 
vas, wool, felt backing, needle and 
instructions. 4" by 4". 1976 Uber- 
ty Bell. 1977 Sleigh Ride. 1978 
Snowflake. S3.95 ea. Add 75c post. 
Victr-a G ^s. HGll. 12H Water 
St. 5-.   ■ i.vr. PA 19010. 

A.VPLE C^R^YALL 
King Tut tote is as practical as it 
is handsome. In natural canvas 
with black wood handles and trim. 
Has two faces of Egyptian Pharaoh 
on both sides of tote. Holds your 
everyday needs, plus parcels. 15" 
by 14". $22.50 ppd. Catalogue $1. 
House of Minnel, Dept. 5117K, 
530 Lark St.. Geneva, IL 60134. 

New! ""e perfect way 'c keec your 
seances wrinRle-free ~-z'z-.ee 
ftiem all at a glance! C _ ■ e': -sive 
PIC-A-SCARF'' holds 8 or more 
scarves in a closet or on a wall, witti 
none slipping off. Handwrought of 
no-njst. no-sag. sculptured steel - 
14' wide-witti a modem wtiite non- 
chip finish, plus a smart, dusty rose 
bow for that extra feminine touch! 
PIC-A-SCARF is only $6 95 plus 75C 
postage: 2 for $14.50 postpaid. 
(Illinois residents add 5% tax.) 
Money-bock guarantee. 
A unioue giftl 
GLADYS KNOBEL • Box 62-HG 
Hubbard Woods, IL 60093 

November, 1977 

Calico Couple 
Needlepoint tnis appealing design 
as a p!"0'A c picture. Painted m 
bright r -e green, yellow, and 
white - " i'e; S'ze 8'-:' x 1V-2M4 
mesh canvas c:~;; rr^nd in cal- 
ico  Makes a z'i. : gift. Only 
S'rrT::: .".r   senc >ou free ou' 

:;     "ee: epoint catalog too. 
O' seic Si for catalog only. Mass- 
residents add 5% sales tax. 

THE CRE-ATIVT HOME 
3c' E  c: St.. Box 250 HQ. 

NeAto-1 Uzoer Falls. Mass. 02164 

THE NEW 
CONTOUR-FIT 
BRIEF  

ENDS THAT 
FLAT LOOK 

Invented in Denmark. 
BUNS are the first and 
only brief with the 
unique patented 
feature no other brief ever had 
-the interknitted back CONTO- = 
STITCH. Basically wtial it does s 
to fit the brief to your body. The > 
individually surround, hug and 
gently lift tor a totally new kinc c' 
"second skin ' fit. And with BL NS 

there is no "ride-up" or show-t^^u 
seams. It s the ultimate brief for a 
lean trim look. 
GREAT FOR GALS TOO. 
Because the stretchy fabric 
self-adjusts to your body— 
BUNS are the ideal brief for 
everybody. 
One size fits all. Made of 
Nylon. Spandex. and another 
exclusive: Interknitted Cotton 
tor comfort and absorbefK> 
In White. Blue. Black and 
Nude Tan. 3 for just Si 1. 

INTERN>4TION/1L MALE 

BUNS D^an:iVi\ 
414     OUTS DE CA. - 

__    CALL TOLL FREE 
1-8 00-S 54-2795 

BANKAMERICARD 
  & MASTER CHARGE 

SEND SI FOR 
COLOR CATALOC 

  FREE W ORDER. J 

PRESS ON ADDRESS LABELS 
Identify possessions, correspon- 
dence too. Black ink on white, 
blue, pink, yellow, silver or gold 
labels. IVA" X VZ". Any message 
up to 26 letters per line, up to 4 
lines. 225 for $3: 450 (alike) for 
$5: 1,000 (alike) for $10; - 
postage of 35c. Please specify 
color. Useful 80-P Gift Catalog, 
50c. Bruce Bolind, 211-P Bolmd 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

silK screened by DIGIOVANNI on a 
classic soft ^Q(A conon T-shirt. Adult 
sizes Sf34-36). Ml38-40). L(42-44). 
XL46.. IMMED. DEL. S7PPd. or 2 for SIS. 
COLORS: sand. navy. mint, peach, 
powder blue, black, white, royal. 
OjTQundy Speafy 2nd coiar chcice- 

- C'rec-^ _ Money Order 
^ esse c"3rge*c 

Ba^K Ar^er card.VlSA A:c:'.:   Lrz Dais 

Mastr Cnarge Acc txs Date 
V.C Inter Bank No. .Atwve hsrr-e  

\AWE  

STATE. 
Retailers Welcome. 

EMPHASIS  P.O. Box 271. Blue Bell. Pennsylvania 19422 
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Sew-It-Yourself 
You can make this feather- 

light, fashion-right down-filled 
vest for a fraction of the ready- 
made cost. It's a complete kit 
that you can whip together on an 
ordinary home sewing machine. 

Step-by-step instructions en- 
sure that even a novice sewer 
can make this vest! We guaran- 
tee it, or your money back. 

Over 100 sewing kits to choose 
from! 
□FREE CATALOG 

over 100 kits to chose from! 
Phone Orders Call 303-451-5600 
(Please No Collect Calls) 

Mastei Charge and Visa Accepted 
Name   
Address   
City   State _ Zip 

CIRCLE SIZE & COLOR 
Men s X-Sm. Sm. Med. Lg. X-Lg. 
Ladies' Sm. Med. Lg. X-Lg. 
Navy, Med. Blue, Denim Blue, Kelly 
Green, Forest Green, Bright Yellow, 
or Red. 
Price 17.95 plus 2.00 postage & handling 

Residents of CO, CA, MN. UT, WA, 
MA, Ml. NY, add state sales tax 

kits 
Dept. HG117 

^ ^ Frostline Circle 
^Deh'C'er, Colorado 8024 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

J 

INteRiEF 

$72 « I 

Reflects your unique taste. MS. 
IN-BRIEF — Practical leather 
artistry. Chestnut brown lea- 
ther; legal size. In-Brief w/o 
sirap, $68. In-Brief hearing ori- 
ginal ranch brand, $86. With 
your initials, add S5. Shipping 
charge, S2.50. Free brochure. 

(^^g^bgClassics 

fie PRINT 
ANYTHING 

Custom printed shirts 
We'll print your slogan up to 
30 letters on a quality t-shirt or 
sweatshirt. All machine wash- 
able. Navy or powder blue. S-M- 
LXL. Specify color and size. 
Add $2 extra for printing on 
both sides. 100% cotton. 

T-shirt $4.99 
Sweatshirt  $6.99 

Dept. 311-7B, Wheat Ridge, CO 80036 

NESTING BIRD WREATH 
HANDSOME FALL-WINTER DECORATOR 
WREATH. IDEAL GIFT, ASSEMBLES EAS- 
ILY. 12" DIAMETER WITH AUTUMN COL- 
ORED BOW AND FLOWERS HIGHLIGHTING 
A NESTING BIRD. KIT INCLUDES PRE CUT 
RIBBON. BOUND WREATH WITH HANGER, 
BIRD. NEST AND FLOWERS. EASY TO FOL- 
LOW INSTRUCTIONS. 

$12.50 PLUS $1.50 POSTAGE 
AND HANDLING. 

NATURE CRAFTS 
P.O. BOX 415 

PARKER, COLORADO 80134 

Mrs. H. I.. Monroe 
H7K He.nch Avenue 
Bucrio, Cilifor-11 I 
<.) 4 1 3 I 

Mrs. H.-ilph D. Biker 
7S.'i T.iylor Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
f, 0 e 12 
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ADDRESS LABELS 
WITH NICE DESIGNS 

Any initial in Old English or 
Script, Pine, U.S. Flag, Gull, 
Palm, Rose, Saguoro, Any Zo- 
diac Sign, Happy Face or 
Horse, Roodrunner, Palette, 
Spruce, Treble Clef. To 20 
letters per line, 4 lines. Print- 
ed in block ink on 500 white 
or 250 gold gummed labels. 
Two sizes ... 11/2" X 1/2" for 
S2.50 or Deluxe size IV4" x 
Ve" for $3.50 + 35« post, via 
1st or 25« via 3rd class. Spe- 
cify design, size and color 
Useful 80-P. Gift Catalog, 
50«. Bruce Bolind, 21 1-L Bolind 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 
Since  1956, thonks to you!) 

House & Gorden 

Colorado 

PRETTY PINS 
Handcrafted butterfly pins, 
imported from Germany, cap- 
ture the gracefulness and 
beauty of native butterflies. 
Individually designed by one fam- 
ily for over 70 yearsr Smart on suit 
lapel or as dress scatter pins. Multi- 
color, won t tarnisfi. Ea., 2V2" by 2", $9.95; 
four. $36 plus 500 post. T.G. Gifts, HG11 
Box 26262, Lakewood, CO 80226. 

i JKE STAINED GLASS 
Imagine a rainbow of jewel-colored light shining and 
shimmering through any window in your home. Self-stick 
vinyl film looks like leaded stained glass. Blocks 
unattractive vi^ws, creates privacy. Just press to apply. 
Roll ^2' by 18" $3.59 ppd. Waiter Drake, HG38 
Drake BIdg.. Colorado Springs, CO 80940. 

REMINISCE 
Oldtime miniature playei 
piano is a nostalgic 
reminder of days gone 
by. Wooden music box, 
4" by 5" has sliding 
panel doors, matching 
bench. Cranks out tune: 
"The Entertainer." 
Wonderful as a gift for 
Christmas, special occa 
sion. $9.99 plus $1 post. 
Holiday Gifts, 311-7F. 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80036 



THE TR 
Fashioned after an 
Old West doctor's bag, 
perfect for overnighit 
or flight bag, camera, 
carry-all. Hand-rubbed 
all leather, brass 
fittings. 16" by S'A" by 
6^4". S98, three initials 
S5, post. S2.75. 
Chisolm Classics, ~ 
HG7711, Box 729, 
Boulder, CO 80306. 

EPHANT SLIDE 
J can build children's play slide in spare time, 
nstructed from single sheet 4' by 8' plywood, sabre saw, 
il, sander. Sized for 18 month to 7 years. 60" by 
' by 16". Features peek-a-boo hole, crawl-in. 
nstruction plans. Si .75 plus 250 post. Playnix, Inc., 
in Division, HG11, Box 1381, Englewood, CO 80150. 

VEST 
Sew-it-yourself saving. 
Kit with pre-cut cloth 
parts, thread, easy 
instructions. Sewing 
machine needed. Choose 
nylon taffeta or denim 
blue chambray. Insula- 
tors; Northern Goose 
down S22.95: DuPont 
HollofiT" S18.95. fVlen's 
XS, S, M, L, XL. Women's 
S, M, L, XL. Navy, kelly, 
denim or rust. Washable. 
S2 post. Free catalogue, 
100 kits, insulated 
clothing, camping equip- 
ment. Frostline Kits, 
HG117, Frostline Circle, 
Denver, CO 80241. 

'ULE STORAGE 
eep decorations 
afe and sound 

sturdy cardboard 
torage chest. It 
olds 92 ornaments of 
Tree different sizes, 
light sets, under 

'ee trimmings. 27" by 
7" by 12", S9.95: two 
19 plus 950 post. ea. Bruce 
5olind. HG11, Bolind 
5ldg., Boulder, CO 80302. 
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PIT AND PENDULUM 

A decorative 
kinetic sculpture 
designed to fos- 
cinate all view- 
ers. Makes excit- 
ing designs in 
fine white sand 
due to the rota- 
tion of the earth. 
Truly a piece of 
art. Fashioned 
in clear acrylic 
and shiny metal. 
Two-foot model 
S39.95, 14-inch 
model S24.95 

plus S2.00 postage and handling. 
Check, M.O. Master Charge and 
BankAmericard accepted. Colo. res. 
add tax. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

CHROME CONCEPTS 
4062 Templeton Gap Road, Suite I 86B 

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907 

1000 
RETUR'. 

ADDRESS 
LABELS 

sjoo 

1 OOG qu" fcJ e;Gno-, ■: ^ .laotess labe ■ 
Diinted m black ^^iiti AfJY narr.e, address, /ID 
rode 'JD to 4 :ne<: Otdet S717 Set of 1000 
Economy Labels ihoxedi SI 00 

ART DECO GLASS 
blown by Hot Glass. 

1 qt. Decanter S4G.00 
Authentic Oil Lamp 
burns for hours. 20' 

tall. S30.0Q 
Vase 6 tall. $20.00 

Specify color- Amber. 
Red or Blue. 

Limited Editiori.each 
uniquely yours. 

Gleaming gold foil labels stick to anv clean, fliy 
surface - need no moisteninq Rich black o'lH- 
inq, classic border Otdet P6128 Set of 250 
Gold Foil Labels (boxed) SI 98 

250 
Self-Siick 

WHITE 
GLOSS 
LABELS 
$j98 

Glossy while self-stick labels cling to any smooth 
surface-no moistening Sharp black onnting UD 
to 4 lines Otdet P6030 Set of 250 Wliite Gloss 
Labels (boxed) SI 98 

r Walter Drake 
302-A Drake Building 

Colorado Springs. CO 80940 

-.AWE. 

iOORESS, 

:iTY  

hODESTO^'E 
Dept. H.G. Box 1375 Englewood. CO. 
Postage S2.00. Colo. Res. add sales tax. 
Master Charge. Visa call (303) 761-9613 
Cataic^ue $1.00 Refund with order. 

STATE ZIP. 
 S717 1000 Labels'feSl each S ■ 
 P6128Gold Foil Labels&Sl 98 eactiS | 
 P6030 While Gloss Labels-^SSI 98 eaS • 
Add 20C per set for postage & handling  S 1 

^SATISFACTION GUARAlyTEEO       Total S | 

6 for $14.95 

LEGAL and NEGOTIABLE 
Permitted by U.S. Government 

Deligtitful ancJ unique gift for both 
kids and adults. Mint currency. Every- 
one loves Santa Dollars! Hang on tree 
and put in cards . , . each bill comes 
in beautiful steel-engraved gift enve- 
lope ready for Christmas giving. $3.49 
each or 6 for $14.95 by first class 
mail. Guaranteed. 
Thurston Moore Country, Ltd. Dept. H 

P.O. Box 1829 
Montrose, Colorado 81401 

Genuine SANTA CLAUS DOLLAR BILLS 

"HUMMEL" CLOCKS 

Original 'Hummer pictures were 
painted by Sister Berta. before and 
during her life as a Franciscan nun 
Today ttie convent Sisters still 
supervise tfie modeling of 'Hummer art. 
Imported from West Germany these 
clocks make great gifts, or add to your 
collection of "Hummels " Pendulum 
Clock, key wind, gift boxed. Send 
$19,95 plus $1,00 post & handling to 

Bo: 
T.G. GIFTS HO" 

26262 Lake'/;ood, Colo 80226 
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SLEEPS AND EATS GOLF? 

Framed and ready to hang, a tasteful joke for the serious 
golfer. If he doesn't put it up, his "widow" will. 6V2" by 
51/4" with green backing and replica golf ball. The gag gift 
for every golfer. 

GOLFER'S DIET PLAQUE #132 
$2.98 Plus 600 Postage & Handling Each 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 
Dept. HG-117 

556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

LEATHER SOFA 
Created by mastercraftsmen 
from the very finest materi- 
als. The uhiniate in style and 
< onifort. Available in over 50 
<olors of Premium Top 
Grain Leather. Matching 
pieces shown in brochure of 
fine leather furniture. H 30 
W 89 D 38 
PRICE  $924.50 

Shipping charges extra. I\o C.O.D. 
send SI.00 for brocliure 

Dept. HG-30    P.O. Box 5023 
Hickory. N.C. 28601 (704-322-4478) 

Butcher 

Bioci 

34" high work table 36"  X  34". $132.00 48"  X  24", $146.00 60"  X   30", $184.00 o!- choose .'10" fVninu height tahle at same prices. Locking Shepherd Casters. 25 additional 
Two-inch thick Tnaple butcher block 
top, durable bench-construction 
frame. Sent express collect. In Illi- 
nois, add applicable taxes. Send 
check or money order, no C.O.D.'s 
please. . . 
For complete catalog of exciting 
butcher block furniture, send 500 to: 

hutcher hlock S more 
The Schoenhelt Company 

Dept. HG-117A, 1600 S. Clinton, Chicago 60616 
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Classic 

CREW 

NECK 

MADE IN 
SCOTLAND 

Specially 
priced at 

please add 
$2 shipping 

The timeless original from the Shetland 
Isles—favorite of active people everywhere. 
100% Shetland v/ccl, lightly brushed, in 9 
heather-y colors, '•'ov.der blue, navy, mint, 
seaspray, kelly, oolmeal, dark cornel, yellow 
and salmon. Women's sizes; 34,36,38,40. 
Men's: S,M,L,Xl. Complemented with nono- 
grom: Add $5 and specify script or block 
letters; your color choice; ond print initials, 
underlining last initial. MC or BA welcome. 

BURCH Ltd. 
107 W. Lancaster Avenue, HG11, Woyne, PA 19087 

SHOPPING AROUND 

f 6 

SHAKER STYLE 
Attractive peg rack with simple 
clean lines in grained Northern 
pine, traditional Colonial brown 
finish. Five broad-end pegs hold 
everything from your coats, hats, 
umbrellas to baskets and kitchen 
utensils. 24" by 41/2"- $7.95 ppd. 
Art Guild, Dept. HGll, Box.23201, 
Minneapolis, MN 55423. ** 

COLORFUL SETTING 
Practical vinyl place mats for an 
attractive table. Two styles: Art 
Deco, laminated, high sheen; Veg- 
etable, sheen finish. 17" by 12". 
A cinch to clean with damp cloth. 
Each $1 plus 250 post.; six $5 
plus 500; dozen $10 plus $1. La 
Belle Maison, HGll, Box 8888, 
New York, NY 10001. 

GOES ANYWHERE 
Miniature electronic alarm clock 
fits in your palm, is ideal for travel. 
Runs approximately one year on 
ordinary penlite battery (included). 
21/4 " by 21/8 " by 11/4 "■ In brushed 
gold or silver tone. Comes in black 
case. $29.95 ppd. Sunshine House 
Gifts, HGll, Box 5566, Ft. Lauder- 
dale, FL 33310. 

SEASON'S GREETINGS 
Lovely wreath laden with seve 
varieties of pine cones makes 
perfect accent for wall or door 
any season. Ideal house gift. Rea 
to mount; 13" in diameter. Spec 
natural or holiday trim. $12.5 
plus  $2  post.  Casual Design 
HGll, 325 So. Washington, Roy 
Oak, Ml 48067. 

WARNING 

TLECTRONiC 
1— tiui f nqu.— 
ALARM SYSTEM 

WHO'S TO KNOW 
Burglars or other would-be mal« 
factors will bypass premises hav 
ing a warning decal advertising a 
alarm system. Self-adhesive viny 
stickers are bright yellow an 
green. Set of four, $1.98 plus 20 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HGll 
556 Mission St., San Francisco 
OA 94105. 

PRISM BEDECKED 
Clear crystal bobeches are spar- 
kling with prisms to turn a candle- 
stick, sconce, chandelier into a 
rainbow. 31/2" d'a-, 1" hole. One 
with 8 21/2" prisms, $6; $11.50 
for two. With 8 31/2 " prisms, $6.50; 
$12.50 for two. Ppd. Crystal Clas- 
sics, HG117, 17 Orchard Farm Rd., 
Pt. Washington, NY 11050. 

House & Gorden 



Travel 
with your 

Personal 

Property 

Alarm 
for 
Businesspeople. 
Sales Executives, 
Vacationers. 
Apartments, 
Offices, Home, 
Hotel Rooms 

Credit Card Orders 
Call Toll Free: 
800-323-2272 
III. Res. Call: 
312-595-0461 

Protect Your Belongings 
Day or Night 

At Home or on ttie Road 
You neec never again be 
roncefned aix)ut leaving your 
samples, business articles or 
::her items in a hotel room or 
esidence. Now there is a 

totally portable, powerful 
alarm that provides complete 
protection at any door. The 

Contemporary Personal Property Alarm is 
the first truly reliable traveling intnjder 
alarm. Installation is nothing more than 
snapDing it onto the doorknob. 

HERE IS HOW IT PROTECTS YOU 
The Personal Property Alarm featu'ss 

solid state reliability and a V2'" speaker. 
When leaving a room or preparing for bed 
just snap the conductive spring metal clip 
onto the doorknob. Select the alarm Wast 
you prefer - an intermittant siren or a bias- 
ing sound. A built-in delay of several 
seconds lets you lock your door if leaving. 
Once the alanri is activated, anyone 
touching the knob will trigger its startling 
Wast After sounding, the alarm will 
automatically stop and reset itself. The 
compact system is 2^.s"W x 4''' i "L x 1 Vj' D. 
and is DOwered by four AA penlight bat- 
teries it cannot be intemjpted by househoW 
power failures. 

PERMANENT INSTALLATION.TOO 
Included .Mth your Personal Propeny 

Alarm is precut commercial alarm wiring 
tape which permits you to permanently 
mount the alarm package on any door. 
TRY IT FOR 10 DAYS _ AT OUR EXPENSE 

Send for your portable alarm system to- 
day. Rease try it in your home or office. I', 
for any reason, you 
are not convinced that 
it is an excellent de- 
ferent against in- 
truders return it for a 
prompt, refund. 

95 
32'. 

ORDER DIRECT 

[ ] Please  send  me  Personal Proper;, 
AiartTusi (Item 0049i at S32.95 each. Add SZ50 
for shipping and insurance. 

[ 1 Check or M,C       r;^:      Res add 5=^ sales 
tax) 
[ 1 Please Char;T '.•   : rz   : Below: 
[] American Express        :   r'sCiub    [ ] Carte 
[] Bank Amer.(Visa)        '.'ii r-charge Blanche 
Credit Card No.  
Mastercharge Bank No 
Name   
Address   
City   
State  
Signature   
HTGA-305 

. Exp.Date. 

-Zip. 

^ Contemporary 

V.  

November. 1977 

5000 Hour Calculator 

Saves You Over ^300. 

<:^<^ 
r 7 8 

o 

B X 

oo 
c 
o 

o 

INCREDIBLE / \ 

BREAKTHRCyiiGf 

~cdcr-e 5K ceats a tec^ncicgy so new chac 
cattery life is 5000 money saving . battery 
saving hours Po'.ver consurnption is 20.000 
: —es less t'"a'^ cc-verticrai disolsy calcu- 

Sawe Over S300. ■ :-= east expsns.e ^- 
rour. 9-vo.t cattery costs S 25. most calCLi- 
ators using these square cel!s would go 

through 1.250 of them oe'cre your 5000 
•^our 5K needed its f rst catte'^y "spiacsment 
Ycj '/.cuid save S3* 2 50 And, S 25 per pat- 
re-, 3 3"-"-S-a , tt-5 = ~.3tive figure' 
Solar Calculators Obsolete. The cost effi- 
z ency claim occasionally made by some m 
3-opc-t of solar po'.ve'^ed calculators is nov; 

Travel Light. A scar-t B.5mm thin. And lust 2 
'expers '. e rearing aid batteries mean you li 
^ever need a special French connection or a 
British adaptor or any other bulky trans- 
"cmer You won t have to burden yourself 
.'. extr^ catte-es e't'"e"" 
Extra Large-Extra Bold Readability. The 5K 
"33 3- ac.a":5c ^z-^z Z~,s'.a Z spay which 
C'z . zes larger tnan ever ciacK figures agamst 
= C3 e yellov/ background for clarity. 
Packed with Features. Commonsense. alge- 
z'sz zz z 3:=      £~:er examples ;ust as you 

Four Key direct entry memory — Automat c 
3::d-an c.scou'-: pe'ce't-Sq^a^e root-Autc- 
matic Constant-Electror^ic erasing C'ear 
E-t~,'" Key-Seca-ste Vs^c", Clear Key- 

s'Year Manu facturer's Guarantee. 
Use it for 10 days —at our expense. To appre- 

-3'^a'«.ac e 5K. yc- 
5 ~p'y have to v;or 
a-'d favel with it. i 
after- 1Q days, you are 
iQt satisfied with its   
cerformance return it        I 71 Complete 
"or a no-questions-       I mJ *itfi case. 
c3<ed "e'und ^19 

95 

? ease se =iCa.a;:rs a: IJS: S'9 95 
each. (Add S2.50 per caiCu.ator tcr pasage and insurance, i 
I' not fully satisfied I ca.n .'eturn ^itrm 10 aays for refund. 

□ Check or MO encios«o iHi, residents add 5S sales tax) □ P ease charge my credrt card: 
□ Anercan Express     □ BanitA.'nenca'd     □ Gate 
□ Diners CiuS □ Vasts'C^a'ge Ba-ce 
C'edit Card No  
Master Charge Ban 
Name  
Address  
City  

.Exp Date. 

-State. 
S.gnatL'e _ 
HTGA-305 

Contemporary 
fTlofketlng Inc 

790 Maple Lane, Bensen.il e ii: SZ'Zi 
Cai Toll Free 800-323-2272  ni cai Vl-ir^-:-^- 

commodore 

Signature 

A distinguished 
accessor^' for 
th€ discerning 
individual 

only 

Thirty 

E>ollars 

THE SIGNATURE. Distinctly by its in- 
credibly large figures...u ntren so the King can 
read them aithout his spectacles. It truly 
is a superbly sculptured timepiece. 

On your wrist, the ultra thin quartz cr^l move- 
ment measures time with universal accuracy. Bold. 
easy-to-glance-ai numerals silently materialize 
— larger than any other electronic available - with 
Liquid Crystal clarity. Hours and minutes are con- 
tinuously on display. Touch a button to count in 
seconds, or read the month and date. Digits are 
backlighted fo< evening wear. 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY. 
The so^id state circuitry of the Contemporary's 
Signature is so unique that once the month is called 
out and viewed, the face automatically returns to its 
time mode. You needn't bother to press extra but- 
tons Of learn how to reprogram functions. Thirty and 
thirty-one day months change with equal precision. 
In fact, you only reset the Signature once every 
four years. 

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE. 
The Signature was created by Commodore Interna- 

tional. In technoiogy. styling, and elegant perfor- 
mance it heralds a new dimension in fine 
itnelvf ...at a reasonable price. 

WEAR THE SIGNATURE 
FOR 10 DAYS AT OUR EXPENSE. 

It is impossible for you to realize how luiunous the 
Signature is until you have worn rt until you have ei- 
perienced rts featherlight comfort and en/oyed the 
compliments rt commarlds We are so certain that you 
will tie satisfied that m addrtion to the factory's One 
Year Service Warranty, we are offering a 10 day 
Money Back Guarantee If. after you have worn rt and 
shown rt to your friends you are not pleased - for any 
reason - you may return rt wrthin 10 days for a 
prompt, courteous refund 

Credit Card Orders Toll Free: 
800-323-2272 

Illinois Residents Call: 
 312-595-0461  

^10 DAY FREE TRIAL COUPON ^ 
Seiec: oy Ccic ?'ere''erce Please sere n-ie 

[  ]_Siivertone Signature! S! at S30 00 each 
(Item 0045' 

[  ] Goidtone Signature's'at S34 95eacn 
iiterr0O46i 

Add S2 00 per watch for postage and m- 
surance-[ jCheck or M O. enclosed (III Residents 
add 5' " saiestaii 

"Please Charge Vv Credit Card Below 
A.merican Express [ ]BarkATiericardiViSa) 

,   iDmersClub [ jMasre'cnarge 
[   'Carte Blanche 
CreditCardNo   
Master Charge Bank No, 
Name  
Address  
City  

Exp Date 

State  
Signature 
HTGA-305 

-Zip, 

Contemporary 
-    fTlofketing Inc 
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'L.L.Beah' 
Ou tdoor Sporting Specialties 

Chamois Cloth Shirt 
For Men and Women 

Sueded cotton. 
Looks and feels like 
high grade chamois 
leather. Machine 
washable and is 
more durable than 
wool. Mr. Bean per- 
sonally used this 
shirt on his hunt- 
ing and fishing trips. 
Colors: Navy Blue . 
Tan. Bright Red. 
Forest Green. 
Ladies'sizes:10to20. 
Men's sizes: 14"^ to 20. 
Men's Long Model, sizes 15 to 19. 

Please ship postpaid 
 Ladies' Chamois Cloth Shirts ® $12 50 ppd. 
Sue  Color   
 Men s ChaiDois Cloth Shirts 9 $13 00 ppd 
Size  Color   
 Men s Long Chamois Cloth Shirts a $14 00 ppd 
Size Color  

Card Number 
□ Check Enclosed 
□ BankAmericard 
□ Master Charge 

Expiration Date     f 1 Send Free Catalog     □ American Express 

Name  
Address. 
City _ 
state  

L.L. Bean, Inc. 
571 Cedar St., 

Freeport, Maine 04033 

Pensic 
Sporty- 

Cover-Up 

$13.95 
Full length hooded 
sweatshirt Perfect for 
after bathing, after swim- 
ming, lounging, lazing or 
loving. Travels well, wears 
better. Roomy pouch pocket 
and hood, baby-soft cotton/poly 
fleece. Mail $13.95 check or 
money order to Pensic 
Coq>oration, P.O. Box 
me, Rochester, N.Y. 14603, 
N.Y. State residents add 
state and local tax. Allow 
A weeks for delivery. 
Custom imprinting 
up to 8 script letters, y 
$1.50 additional. ^ 

Please send me 
Sweatshirt(s) 
□ Lemon 
□ Scarlet 

□ Powder Blue 
□ Royal Blue 

Imprint with these letters 

Full-Length Hooded 
□ S(6^) 
□ M (10-12) 
□ L (14-16) 

Name 

Address. 

City  -State ^ip 

Canadian Residents add $1.50 HG11 

SHOPPING AROUND 

FLORENTINE 
DESIGN 
Classic lantern in 
hi e a V y Rogers 
gold-plated cast- 
ings on base of 
Italian marble 
witfi multicolor 
stained glass it's 
291/2" tall, with 
important deco- 
rator look. Exclu- 
sive with Luigi. 
$49.95. exp. coll. 
250 for cata- 
logue. Luigi Crys- 
tal, Dept. HGll 
7332 Frankford 
Ave., Philadel- 
phia, PA 19136. 

GET RID OF UNWANTED HAIR 

Amazing Lemos Permagon destroys hair roots instantly-one by 
one. No wire connections. Uses tiny batteries (included). Same 
electrolysis system experts use to remove hair permanently from 
face, arms, legs and body. 

LEMOS PERMAGON. $14.98 Plus $1.00 Postage & Handling 
No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Dept. H8-117 
ission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 Anthony Enterprises556M 

WHAT A DOLL 
She's something special if you 
dress her yourself. Victorian doll 
kit has smooth china head and 
arms, button shoes; and the pat- 
tern for her charming dress, bon- 
net and bloomers. Creative and 
personal gift. $7.95 plus $1 post. 
Yield House, G7ilX, North Con- 
way, NH 03860. , 

LOOK SLIMMER 
Slenderbelt takes inches off the 
midriff with its controlling Lycra 
and double layered front zipper 
panel that eliminates bulges and 
gives strong back support. Give 
waist size in inches. 24"-34" 
$5.95: 36"-44", $6.95 plus 600 
post. Honor House, Department 
173SB-69, Lynbrook, NY 11563 

WORLDLY MATCHBOOKS 
Add colorful atmosphere to your 
home with an assorted collection 
of 50 famous-place matchbooks 
from exciting faraway or near 
pleasure spots. Ideal for collectors, 
or the person who has everything. 
$4.95 plus 500 post. Match King 
Corp., HG-11, PO Box 2503, Grand 
Central Sta., New York, NY 10017. 

CLOVER FOR LUCK 
Stainless steel four leaf clover is 
the golfer's choice for marking 
stymies on the green. A lucky putt 
is almost a sure thing after the 
clover is placed on the green. %" 
dia. Have name expertly engraved. 
$4 ppd. Elgin Engraving Co., 
HGll, 944 Edwards Ave., Dundee, 
IL 60118. 

NEAT ELEGANCE 
Personalized napkin rings add a 
special touch to table settings. 
They're satin-brushed stainless 
steel with raised gold-tone initials. 
An excellent gift idea. Size 2" by 
1". Set of eight, $6.99. Add $1 
post. Write to Abadi Imports, HG9, 
303 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 
10016. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

-Y HANDY 
[lis very practical key holder does 
way with fumbling and groping, 
eel clips inside purse; unreels 
eys, automatically rewinds into 
ase. Clip to your bag, pocket or 

llelt. $2.98 plus 350 post. Order 
|-om Anthony Enterprises. HGll. 
156 Mission St., San Francisco. CA 
4105. 

COSMETIC CLARITY 
Beauty tray of crystal clear Lucite 
puts an end to jumble on dressing 
table or bathroom shelf. Mirror 
base reflects toiletries, perfumes 
cosmetics. 18" I.. 12" w., 2" h 
Rubber feet protect surface be 
neath. $25 plus $2 post. Models 
HGll, 114 Marine St., Farming 
dale, NY 11735. 

BEAUTIFUL GEMS 
Empire's new 92-page catalogue. 
Diamond rings, bracelets, pins, ear- 
rings, necklaces; sapphires, rubies, 
emeralds, pearls set in treasured 
gold included. Ten-day inspection 
period allowed on jewelry. Free 
catalogue. Write to Empire Dia- 
mond Corp., HGll, 350 Fifth Ave., 
NY, NY 10001. 

ISCHACHTER'S  llSAllenSt. Dept.HG-11 NYC 10002 

QUILTS BEAUTIFULLY RECOVERED 

* Please send $1 for swatches and information. * 

For Your Cat-Owning Friends . . . 

The perfect gift is colorful CATS Magazine. 
Each month filled \vith news, stories, articles 
on care and health, poems, and pictures. It 
will please every cat lover twelve times a 
year. Send S8.95 for the first one-year sub- 
scription, S6.50 for each additional, including 
your own. Gift card and December issue will 
be sent just before Christmas, or earlier if 
you specify. Sample copy sl.OO. 
CATS Dept. 357, P.O. Box 83048. Lincoln, NB 68501 

—By direct mall only — 
NATURE'S MOST FLATTERING JEWEL 

■t ■ refreshingly modest price. 
BRILLIANT 8 -t^ mm CULTURED PEARL EARRINGS. 

Remarkable lustre and size 
on 14K SOLID GOLD POSTS 
830. PLEASE ADD 81.20 
postage California residents- 
add 81.80 tax. 

ALSO OX 14K GOLD unpierced 
screwbacks—840. Please add 

81.20 postage. CaUfornta 
residents—add 82.40 tax. 

Check or money order to: 

I^Dchemont&'^Cieux 
P.O. Box 49014/Los Angeles, CA 90049 

\ 
f ♦•♦l^f ♦ ♦ * 

$399,95 
So fid ilahooan}/ 

$69.95 
Folding 
VMorian rocker 

legman tic Victorian 
New way to save on authentic copies of 
"yei\eTyeor" furniture. Sfiipped direct 
from factory to you, ot cut prices. Vast 
choice of sofas, chairs, fables, clocks, 
dining & bedroom accessories. Also huge 
Eastlake OAK collection. Write for our 
8C-page catalog, which is TWICE the size 
of ony other published. Use your bank cord. 
Send ?1.(K) for r.\T-\L()<i i'.-Wl and frof l',il,rir>. \Vc will refund « !th *2 nff on vour first purcha^- . 

MAGNOLIA HALL 
726 Anuover. Atlanta, Ga. 30327 

Call (404) 256-4747 

Each unique silver plated orna- 
ment from Reed and Barton dis- 
plays two easily inserted photos. 
A beautiful Christmas decoration 
which will become more precious 
each year. 214" in diameter. Use 
your charge card, $5.50 ea. ppd. 

Write or ca// 
Keller and George, Inc. 

214 East Main Street 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901 

(804) 293-6184 
Our 104t.h year 

November, 1977 

Superior. 

Mason dV Sullivan 
Handcrafted Clocks. 

t he tuiest woods 
and imported 
nio\ ements 
distinguish .Mason 
ilV Sullivan's li) 
different styles of 
floor, wall, and 
mantel clocks—all 
replicas of classic 
antiques—also 
a\ ailable in ready- 
to-build kits. Send 
SI for catalog and 
plans to build 
grandt'ather clock 
^hown, orjOcfor 
atalog alone to: 

.\lASO.\ dVSL'LLI\ A.\ CO. 
Dept. HGN08 39 Blossom Ave. 

Osterville, Mass. 02655. 

r 

KAREN 

SANDALS & SHOES 

• This amazing sandal 
could relieve back strain' 
Comfortably built for 
walking, or those on their 
feet all day. 
• Won't slide on wet ce- 
ment — a boat deck 
great for the pool area, 
recreation or shower. 
• Not affected by water or 
chemicals. 

PVC 5-YEAR GUARANTEE 
 ORDER FORM  
Nancv Landers of California 
Dept. G''' 
12431 San Fernando Road. 
Sylmar. Calif. 91342 

RUSH Pair(s)of KAREN CASUALS 
fa S7.95each,pius S1.50postage 
& handling, - i ■ 5JJ-5 ■ -a. 

Enclosed S  
Colors wanted: White i; Black Z 
Navy Z   Brown □    Orange Z 
Indicate Size 4 to 9:  
Z Send FREE color brochure of All 

Nancy Landers of California 
Comfort Styles, for men and 
women. 

Name:  
Address:   
City/State/Zip:   

GARDENERS DELIGHT 
ndoor c  ■       --■  ■'■  .casKei 

with gla; -f^ears 
and 3 -^j--      JV       : Basket 
can be used as an attractive planter 
S7 98 plus 50c postage and han- 

dling Mo^ey back guarantee 
THE SOURCE, HGii7 

56 West 22nd Street 
New York, N Y 10010 

NY Residents add applicable tax 
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rfl^   Less than Half Price! 

^ MODERN 
SWIVEL 

FLOOR LAMP 
Chrome stem, adjusts 36" 
to 68" high. U.L. Ap- 
proved. Enamel accent 
shade & base, chocolate, 
orange, blacK, yellow or 
white. Smart, sturdy, ideal 
for family room, den, of- 
fice, student or spotlight. 
Fully assembled. 

2 FOR $20 
Limited time, 2 for $20 
or $11 each. $3 shipping, 
handling on each. III. res. 
add 5°o. Give color choice. 
No COD. Checi< or MO only. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

L & S DESIGN, Dept. 2-117 
225 W. Huron St. 

Chicago, III. 60610 

"like wearing 
gloves on 
your feet 

WOMAN'S CAVALIER 
Handsomely crafted in genuine 
sjlove leather. Smooth no-seam 
\amp. adjustable buckle strap. 
Hesilient ribbed sole and well- 
balanced 1" heel. Colors: Black. 
Brown. Navy. Red. Caramal, 
Wine. Rone. White. Also in 
Suede leather in: Brown. Black, 
Navv, Camel. Sizes: e-lOVz 
AAA.AA 5-101.', A.B.C widths. 

$22 
Plus $1.50 P&H 

Vicki Wayne-HNB 
600 S. Country Club. Tucson, AZ 85716 

Send for our new fashion catalog 
($1 Refundable) 

J&D li^Brauner 

PROFESSIONAL BLOCK 
12" thick solid block complete with knife 
rack. 34" high. 18"xl8", $155. 18"x24". 
$185. 24"x24", $215. Mail or phone 
orders. Am. Ex.. BankAm,/Visa, Mas. 
Chg. N.Y.. N.J. and Illinois residents add 
tax. Shpg. chgs. col. 52 Page Catalog $1. 
New York: 298 Bowery. N.Y. 10012 (212) 477-2830 
Chicago: 1735 No. Ashland Ave.. Illinois 60622 

;312) 276-1770 

BuTCHER BLOCK 

Butterfly Trivet 
keeps hot things from scorching table 
or counter tops and hangs decoratively 
on a wall Beautifully detailed, silver- 
plated in Italy, and tarnish resistant. 
Makes a great gift' Prompt delivery, 
money back guarantee $7.95. 
postage paid. Send check or money 
order to ^S^t^''^^ 
THEGIFTDept.T-HG-117     - - 
8797 Beverly Blvd., 
Los Angeles, California        ^-^ » 
90048 ' (JIII 

Caiifornia residents add B^D sales ta« 

THIMBLES 

Violets 
S3.95 ppd. 

Mother 
w/Roses 

S3.95 ppd. 

Handpainted 
Mouse 

SS.95 ppd. 

Fine American Porcelain 
50f jor catalogue; refutuleJ 

iiith order. 
California residents add 6% Tax. 

LISCOTT COMPANY 
P.O. Box 7425 

Lons Beach, Calif. 9080" 

NEEDLEPOINT 

NEWS 
The only magazine devoted 
exclusively to needlepoint. 

If you're inte^e^led in needlepoint, 
this bi-monlhly magazine is for you. 
Every issue is full of interesting, help- 
ful features: 

Stitch of the Month • 
New Ways to Use Needlepoint • 

Museum Needlepoint • 
Guest Designers • 

Book Reviews • Helpful Hints 
Needlepointers from all over the 
country contribute their ideas ;ind 
photos of their work. 

FREE P.\TTERNS 
IN EVERY ISSUE 

Nreedlepoint News 
Dept. RK. Box 66X. Evanston. III. 60204 
Please send me Needlepoint News. Pay- 
ment enclosccj for one year, n USA.ST'.iO 
Z- Canadj. ^-t.Oo 

Name  

Address. 

City State Zip. 

WARM WELCOME 
A wreath of ruby red peppers for 
your holiday guests. Reserve now 
for Christmas while it ripens in 
Southwestern sun; check is held 
uncashed until shipment time. Free 
cookbook included. Wreath 18" 
dia. or 4' garland, each $14.50 
ppd. Old Mexico Shop, HGll, Patio 
2, Santa Fe, NM 87501. -*>" 

MUSIC WORLD 
Each music box in the collection Iji 
a fantasy trip to wonderland, a fine! 
remembrance for all loved ones 
Each selected for quality of the t*^ 
workmanship and movement. Senti 
500 for full-color catalogue with.] 
coupon for $1 discount applicable 
to first order. Downs, Dept. 1411-Z,B:lf 
Evanston. IL 60204. 1573 

COLLAR OPEN SESAME 
It's almost magical what the col- 
lar-extender can do to ease any 
tight collars on his good shirts. 
Tiny hook-on gadget gives extra 
half-size comfort for a just right 
feeling! $1.29 for set of two, add 
200 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HGll, 556 Mission St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

I4K GOLD SYMBOL , 
For a Mercedes or Rolls, dreatn 
house or pent house the answer 
is a 14k solid gold key that is an 
exact duplicate of the original. 
Wear it as a charm or on a key 
chain. $125; two, $225. Ppd. Send 
your own original key. Rings Ga- 
lore, HGll, Box 381578, Miami, 
FL 33138. 

ALMA MATER PICTURES 
Hand-painted eglomise, over 1500 
colleges/universities, all U. S. ac- 
credited law/medical schools. Oils 
on reverse of glass. Framed paint- 
ing and mirror 15"W by 26"H $70 
plus $2.75 post.; painting only 
15"W by 10"H $40 plus $2. 
Whale's Tale, HGll, 23945 Mer- 
cantile Rd., Cleveland, OH 44122. 
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INDIAN ARTISTRY 
Handcrafted necklace of twisted 
liquid silver 15" or 18" long has 
turquoise bead accents and tiny 
dove-in-flight pendant, 1" dia. $12. 
Matching earrings, 1" drop, specify 
clip, pierced (wire) or post $10. 
Both in set $20. Add 500 post. 
Roma Boutique, HGll, Box 145, 
Manville, Rl 02838. 
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^SHlON-WISE EYES 
ench half frame reading glasses 
agnify tiny print instantly. Tor- 
ise. duotone smoke and blue, or 

ke and cognac. Not for astig- 
atism or eye diseases. Specify 
en or women. $8.95 plus 50C 
tst. Two gold initials, add $1. 

NY dely. Joy Optical. Dept. 
35, 73 Fifth Ave., NY, NY 10003. 

IZED FCR V. A_.E" 
let 28 fine-quality color wallet 
hotos in textured, smudgeproof 
nish: borderless. Send color Po- 
iroid print, photo (to 5x7), nega- 
ve or slide. 28 in color $2.35: or 
4) b w photos $1.50. Free photo 
1 plastic. Add 50C post. Roxanne 
itudios. C-36. Box 1012, L. I. City. 
JY 11101. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

> ^^^^^^^^ 

FESTIVE E-EvE\-S 
A cookbook to complete holiday 
parties. The Hors d-Oeuvres Tray 
has 133 pages of spreads, meat, 
seafood, vegetable, dips, drinks. 
Chinese spareribs, olive quiche, 
bite-size pizzas —even a wassail 
bowl. $5.50 ppd. Wimmer Broth- 
ers Books. HGll, Box 540, Mem- 
phis, TN 38101, 

Silky 100% polyester blouse has 
its neckline encircled with a deep 
ruffle that's a real eye-catcher. 
Terrific with skirts or pants. Sizes 
30-46: in white, beige or black. 
Machine was- S18 plus 
$1.50  post   . e. HNB. 
600 S. Count-j . '_cson, AZ 
85716. 

BAR-STOOLS 
For All Life Styles 

$770° 

These qualify bor-sTool« iooi; gre-c" in 
any decor! Avoilable In seats of hand 
woven wicker or natural cane on pol- 
ished chrome-Dlated steel. Size: W19/ 
D16/H28. Perfect for that cory little 
bar, counter, breokfasf nook or special 
effects. Order NOW in time for the 
holidays. 
Shipping 4 Handling Charge Included 

Floride Residents odd A% tox 
No C.O.D.'s   r ecse. 

S.p.A. Designs 
P.O. Box 61-1332 

North Miami. Fla. 33161 

Utuh taler ihan ant 
_   tolid   iinBtd trP* t^fnel door. i cur pet s      I* completily pro- 

iectea. He cannat be "•'^^   JT-!ppe4  or c\t>tei 
i-^TI^U   ''r   Itove   kit toU 

FlexPort 

Why be a doormon for your pet? Flex- 
Port endi scrotched doors and whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, rain. Gives you 
ond pet complete freedom. Soft plastic 
triangles close gently 
and tightly. Eosily in- 
stalled. Send for free 
folder. 

TUREN, INC. 
Dept. HGl 1 
Etno Rood 

Lebanon,N.H.03766 

Who says the Shortest diltance 
between two points 

has to t>e a straight line? 

Install your own 

spiral stairs! 

GENUINE 

RUBBINGS 

-,gs ci sncie-,: c-^g is" 
— onurnental brasses. 
Tomb decorations of 
>vell-to-do medieval and 
'enaissance Britons. 
ATought to show de- 
tails of dress and ar- 
-^0'     weaponry and 
- ■■■ r s   ='e reproduced 

-   ■ ;;_est black or 
•■. - :e 5'!:ish paper, in 
Diack, bnck. brown. O' 
Diue. or in gold, silver, 
or   bronze. Rubbings 
range  in  size from a 
pair of eight  by tens 
to an  impressive 28' 
by 83". Nineteen sub- 

f  ;,    jects —~en, women. 
r^^-]    i'-       -'en. including 
lR  V  5:~e    Ahich make 
'.^^   r^sncsome pairs. Cata- 

og;   SI.   dedu ctible 
from order, or let us cho-ose from 
vour description. Priced from $12 
to $70. pp. NJ residents add 5^': 
sa'es tax. 

SETH BRAXTON SPECIALTIES 
H6-22. Soi 245 

Kingston, NJ 08528 

SiKfckiscKlasHkas 

$29500 

SorifwhraciNn: 

^^ylen industries 

650 H Washington Street 
Peekskill. New York 10566 

(914) 739-8486 
(212) 585-6767 

THm.lJj»5LTtw.liaLSat1i2.. 

Recognized leader in spiral and 
stringer stairs for orer twentf rears 

Design services available 

RETRACTABLE TELEPHONE CORD 
20 ft. cord SATZLY ir :\ZATLY siored 
AITOMATICALLY ic artfactire com- 
-iCt reel. ISO su-vel rcoufits on wall. 

:^ TRIPPIXGi—EASY rNSTALLATION 
;anv phone, i instr. incl. • Send 
i24-P5 I plus SI.50 postage' by Mas- 
T.er Charge. BankAmericard ■ incl. exp. 
dste , check or M O TO: 

Tel-Winder Co, HGH 
Box 4575. Scottsdate. Ar. 85258 

SATISFACTION" GUARANTEED 

MINI LOVABLES 

The exQuisite beouty of genuine s -e- 
delft, the hond-oointed porceloln fror- 
Hollond, coressed in sturdy silver-tone 
rnetal. Eoch miniature toble, ormcboir & 
sidechoir will copture your heort & will 
become a treosured heirloom. IVj" to 
Ji/i" wide. A wonderful Chrlstmos gift! 
Eoch only SI2.95 plus SI.20 postoge/ 
Kdlg (insured). 3 pieces or more postpoid. 
5 or more (exomple: toble & 4 sldechoirs) 
postpoid & deduct 10%! Specify yo,- 
choices. Money-bock gaorontee. 

rffR/m c/fry 

516 Kinderkamack Rd. 
River Edge, N.J. 07661 



New Shopping Convenience! 

THE BRELLA BAG 
Embroidered monogram included at no 

I extra charge! 
I   Nylon umbrella has cover that un- 
' folds into full-size personalized shop- 
ping bag. When umbrella is not needed, 

i the shopping bag can be used alone — 
and the umbrella remains hidden in a 
separate zipper compartment. Light, 

I strong, ideal for travel. 3 initials or 
'name up to 4 letters monogrammed 
I free. Please print. 

In Navy, Black, Red, Brown or Beige. 
$15.00 ea. Add $1.00 per order for 

i postage and handling. NY State resi- 
I dents add sales tax. 
TRAVEL SPECIALTY CO., Dept. H. 
350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001 

IMPORTED BOBECHES 
Elegant crystal wax-catchers to slip 
over candle, watch radiant crystal 
glitter from the flash of flame 
above. Each bobeche 3" die, 1" 
candle opening. Order design by 
letter in any quantity or combina- 
tion, such as 2 of each. Six in set, 
$7.95 ppd. 

CRYSTAL CLASSICS, Dept. cit? 
17 Orctiard Farm Road 

Port Washington. N.Y. 11050 

CEDAR LOG CABIN & FORT 
Kids Love 'em Both 

Lasts from Generation-to-Generation 
Used Outdoors 

ALL WOOD Sturdy,   all weather. 

FUN FORT -A. 
iviade of same wood as log cabin. SIC 5x6x5 ft high. Will stand up >n all weatfier. Includes block- house, firing platform. Ladder and swinging gate. Shipped preassembled sectu Can be set up in mini $68.95 aranlccd. 

ALSO BE USED AS UTIL- ITY SHED AND CABANA- 4 xS' on ground; tOC QC   
S'« 7't 61/3'high S118.9S IVtth shutters and door $18S.9S AM   prices   FOB.   Camden.   N. J. N.Y. State rrsidttit.^ ad<t S*", sates tax. 

-. *)    - -   ^fifsae?- ....-.ISliSS^SI 

CEDAR PRODUCTS, Dept. HG-82. Box 84, N. Boldwin. N.Y. 11510 

and forts shipped throughout the SO states. Giftsthat last for- ever—all solid wood—no plastic. They never need pan staining. 

NAME PUZZLE 
What is more appealing to a child than 
his or her own name? NAME PUZZLES 
are custom made for each child with 
unique, stylized, upper case letters. 
Puzzles are about 2V2" high and made 
of fresh smelling, well sanded and 
oiled pine. 
To order send the child's name, ship- 
ping address, and $1.10 per letter (ex. 
"ERROL" would be $5.50) post paid. 

THE TOY FACTORY 
Dept. GB, 88878 Hwy 101 

Florence, Or. 97439 
Our catalog of toys, games and books is included with orders. Please send 50( for catalog alone. 

Sterling and Stone 

Heirloom type sterling silver 
ring with a genuine tur- 
quoise or coral stone. One 
size fits all. Turquoise, 
$12.99; Coral, $13.99. Both 
for $25.00 
Add 75i for postage and handling. 
R.I. residents add 6% sales fax. 
Please send check or money order or 
use your BankAmericard or Master- 
Charge #  , expiration 
date  , Bank #  
No C.O.D.'s. Signature   
ROMA BOUTIQUE 
P.O. Box 145, Manville, R.I. 02838 

RUGS and TAPESTRIES 
Our collection of fine ru^ And upeitries are perfect with any decor, (or wall or floor. In- cluded are lovely OnentaJs. Navajos. Scan- diruvian Ryas. Coloruals. and European tapestriet for naminB. wall hanging, needlework, etc 

I rcnth (.jrdcn Scene No 
7156 ll)"M()"*S5 95. 2()'\ 20" $H 95 Shipped Pfcpjid 

Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 

Send 11.00 for our 
New Color Catalog 
Wide ranje of styles, w/es. and prices 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS rSTABLISHEO ttiS 

3028 N. Lincoln Ave. • Chicaio. IL 60«57 
Dept.HG-117 (312)472-4848 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM-OPBN 7 DAYS A WEBK 
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BRASS IDENTITY 
Stop racket mix-up and theft with 
solid brass name plates that have 
adhesive bonded backs. Stick the 
plate at the end of the racket han- 
dle so there'll be no mix-up. Print 
names. Expertly engraved. $2.50 
each ppd. Elgin Engraving Co., 
HGll, 944 Edwards Ave , Dundee, 
IL601i8. ■ <" 

FINGERS ALIVE 
Imaginative glove of Santa ar 
Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindec 
finger puppets. Printed story inc 
Each glove has four character 
Three Little Pigs, Goldilocks, Har 
sel-Gretel, also avail. $5.95 ea 
two, $10.95. Add 900 post. Frel«<-W 
brochure. Gifts from P.M., HGl 
Box 48011, Los Angeles, CA 9004? 

0 

PLATING RENEWAL 
Deposit new silver on copper, brass 
or bronze where the original plat- 
ing has worn away. Use Silver Plus 
to polish sterling but it does not 
deposit new silver on sterling 
pieces. 4 oz. bottle. $5.98 plus 
650 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HGll, 556 Mission St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

RARE CORAL 
Stunning handmade 18" necklace! 
of genuine red or white coral adds 
zing to any costume. The nature 
coral shapes are so interesting in 
texture and shape. Try it with sim 
pie linen dresses or blouses. Spec 
ify. $14.50 plus $1.25 post. Rari 
ties, HGll, 256 South Robertson, 
Beverly Hills. CA 90211. 

LIGHTS OF CHILDHOOD 
Two delightful lamps for children's 
rooms show Snoopy with his pal 
Woodstock and Humpty Dumpty. 
Snoopy globe lamp is ISVz" h., 
$18. Handpainted Humpty on wood 
base, 18'/2" h. and personalized 
with child's name in color, $25. 
Ppd. Gertrude Berman Gifts, HGll, 
PO Box AW, Paterson, NJ 07509. 

CLOSE TIES 
For grandfather (or father), the 
children's names (up to 10) are 
silk-screened in black or white 
(depending on tie color). For uni- 
versity, send name and copy of 
seal. Polyester. Dry clean. Navy, 
black, brown, green, royal blue, 
$14.50 plus 500 post. Bruce Bo- 
lind, HGll, Boulder, CO 80302. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

INDLIN' KEG 
0 problem getting your logs to 
Jaze in minutes. Just put pieces 
ff Pappy's dry Southern heart pine 
om metal-bound bundle with 
lem, light the fire and enjoy it. 
tands 8" h. $6.95 plus $1.85 
lost, two for $17 Ppd. Piney Woods 
iToducts. HGll, Box 7219. Beau- 
hont. TX 77706. 

DESK ELEGANCE 
Polished richly veined onyx plus a 
brass plate make a desk set fit for 
royalty. Double pen holder with 
Parker pens, ash tray, paper weight 
and letter opener. Brass plate may 
be engraved. $49.95 plus $2 post. 
Color catalogue. 50e. ARBB Inter- 
national. HGll, 90 West St., New 
York, NY 10006. 

.5TOM CANOPY 
Hand-tied fishnet canopy. Double 
thread, preshrunk. white or cream, 
four traditional patterns. Standard 
871/2" by 56V2" tester $125: give 
exact size for queen $150 or king 
$190. Fringed cream spread, 94" 
or 82" w. $96. Ppd. Brochure 25c. 
Virginia Goodwin. HGll, Dilworth 
Sta.. Charlotte, NC 28203. 

Crew-neck sweater by Robert Scott. 
Blue green beige grey heathers: 
shamrock tartan green grass/ pink 

red raspberry sherbet persim- 
mon , bluebell orange cream 
brown navy, camel yellow. 34-40. 
$23: monogram (print) $5. Add $2 
post. The Talbots. Dept. SS. Hing- 
ham. MA 02043. 

A WARDROBE 
NECESSITY 

A soltl> draped 
Proportioned skirt. 
belo« mid-knee 
length, of 100% 
polyester crepe- 
textured double- 
knit with elasti- 
cized waist and 
back zipper. Won- 
derfully washable. 
Colors: Black. 
White. Gray. Tan. 
Li. Beige. Brown. 
Na%->. Med. Blue. 
F.merald and Ge- 

tnium Coral, 
^izes; 6-2tj. 14' - 

$14 
Plus SI.50 Post. 

To Order: State color, size, 
height, waist measurement, 
hip measurement and length 
(measure center back from 
bottom of waistband to hem 
bottom). 

Enclose check or money order 
PROPORTIONED APPAREL 

P.O. Box 96 
 Morrisville, Pe. 19067 

PET ODORS 

AND sms 
Removed Forever! 

Completely remove pet odor and stain 
from carpets, drapes, upholstery. Por 
all pet accidents! Two 8 oz. spray 
bottles per kit (16 ozs. total). Specify 
'A' Kit (stains): 'B' Kit (odor): or 
A & B' combo Kit. Must work to your 

complete satisfaction or money t>ackl 
S6.50 ea. Kit ^ SI post. 2/S12.99 ppd. 
American Clentury 

135 So. LA BREA Ave.. Dept. 1117 
Box 36232. LOS ANGELES, OA. 90036 

€ BUliSTMAS . . . 
in glouing ^■olo^^ for you 
priced at S22..5(i ppd- Hand 
enamelled in cry-tal clear col- 
or- on .999 fine silver. Order 
\our- now from— 

MADISON MINT 
Box 5 756. Phila.. P\ 19120 

^enJ for frt't' brfKhur- 

KEEP IT FRESH 
SERVE IN STYLE 

With these imported Italian glass 
milk and juice bottles. Air-tight 
cap seals freshness in. Assorted 
decorator designs compliment any 
kitchen decor. One qt. capacity. 
Milk or Juice &6.95 ea. plus SI.00 
postage and handling 
Any   Two   for   S12.95   plus   SI.50 
postage and handling 

Sunshine House Cjijts 
Dept HG, P.O. Box 5566 

Ft. Lauderdale, Flo. 33310 

INTERIOR^ 

^DECORATION 

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career 
Famous HOME STU DY co.^'se. Indi. idual 
program prepared ana supervised py pro- 
minent N.Y. designers. Lessons cover 
Tex tiles; Furnishings; Room Arrangement; 
Color Harmony; Period and Modern 
Furniture; Antiques; Rugs and Floor 
Coverings; Wall Treatments; Wall Papers; 
Draperies; Ligtiting; Pottery; Porcelain; 
Glass; Accessories. Details on how to set 
up your own business. Illustrated lessons, 
complete with samples of fatsrics, colors, 
etc. Certificate awarded. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL 

OF INTERIOR DESIGN 
155 East 56th St.. Ne.v VOTK 10022 

New York School of Interior Design 
155 East 56th St., rvlew York 10022 
Please send me (no obligation) 
Catalog (221 

FIREPLACE SET 

\ traditional set sou w il 
be proud to own a gitt tn 
be appreciated 
Heaw hand crafted iror~ 
base and handles — 
I n c 1LJ d e s p o k e r bri; >h 
sho\el and tong-, S47.00 
-e ;■■ .'.e'ght 18 lbs P-epa^: 

For The Hearth Of Your Home. 

AssL-e effective use of your fire- 
place with an adjustable grate fea- 
turing a self-feeding cradle desig" 
Front fingers prevent log roll-out. 
Heat-resistant cast iron. 23"w. by 
12"d   $22: 30"w. by 12"d $30 

RicHford 

1 louse 
P O Box 40 Dept HG' ■ 

RiChford  7t 05476 
SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG! 

address 
city  

WING CHAIR 
This s'Qteiy ond rega w>g cic'r has four 
gracefully carved Queen Anne legs and 
delicately curved arms. Created for comfort 
and s^yle. Finished in WaVu^. Mahogany 
or Fruitwood. 

H 44    W 30    D 33 
Price: Your fabric S239.95 

Our fabric S329.95 
Shipping charges eifro   No COO 

Send S'  for new cofo/oQue 

^rj/an Rdbeson 
Dept. HG-173 

Route 10. Box 793   Hickory. N C 28601 
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«BAH—HUMBUG" 
Whot would Christmas be without the tradi- 
tional story, A CHRISTMAS CAROL, by 
Charles Dickens? Now you can enjoy the 
rhorocters from this wonderful tale for years 
to come with these magnificent wooden 
handpainted Christmas tree ornomenfs-color- 
fully and masterfully detailed. 
Approx. 4" hifiti; set of 6 fiKures $12.95 + il.OO stiipptn»:. 

Send for our catii- lOKUo foaturinR Xmas dt'Cor.itioiis + Toys. 

'WooJen Soldier 
BOX 85-G NO. CONWAY, NH 03860 

HAND EMBROIDERED 
PILLOW CASES 

22" by 34"   $4.95 ppd. 

HAND EMBROIDERED LINENS 
TABLE CLOTHS 72" by 90" 
with 8 napkins $23.50 ppd. 

SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE 

—/^oo/cAamtp 

P.O. BOX 3559 ST. THOMAS 
U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS 00801 

Coo/ it with Cartb 
CONSERVE ENERGY—SAVE MONEY YEAR ROUND' 

Cool Down in Summer 
Lowe' Skin Te'Tiperature as '■nijc*^ as S'^.e''- 

Warm up in Winter 
Recifc^iiate Hea! Co'pct*?^ -^e)' "^r L'" " - 
5 speeds—110 to 330 RPM s 

maximum 12,000 CF M 
Consumes Only 75 Watts 

3 YR. Warranty 
Ordering Information: 

48" Fan—Specify white, copper, or yellow J119 95 Optional Ligfit Adapter Kit witti Glot>e 14.95 
Accessory Wood Blades. Wtiite or Brown 24.95 

Prices include shipping charges Check with order only — No C.O.D.'s 
Floridian Designs, Inc. 

12550 N W 39lh St. 
Coral Springs. Florida 33065 

305-752-0751 
Fla Residents add 'I'o Sales Tax 
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Purr-ch 

Now , . . With 
removable covers 

you can wash! 

id I 
Your cat's window seat on the world! 
Fits on any window Sill . . provides a 
sturdy, 20" x 12 ' shag-carpeted plat- 
form where your cat can doze in the 
sun, or sit for hours watching the 
world outside. Installs in a jiffy (no 
tools needed) on most windows. Can 
be moved easily from room to room. 
Choose Gold, Sea Green, or Royal 
Blue shag cover, and order today on 
a 15-Day Trial with all your money 
back — guaranteed — if your cat 
doesn't fall in love with it (and with 
you for getting it)! Send only $13.95 
(plus $1 ea. for shipping & handling) 
to KITTY PURR-CH, 5958 N. 83rd St., 
Dept. H3, Scottsdale, Arizona 85252. 

STARBTJRST 
A unique gift for any home. The 
beauty of a free form design, each 
individually hand crafted by artist. A 
photograph cannot portray its 
beauty. Hundreds of brilliant fine 
wires 35" in length, gracefully arched 
in all directions to form a 34" 
diameter at top. Set in an attractively 
finished SVo" square base of solid 
mahogany. $59.95 ppd. 

Wooddrifts 
P.O. Box 141, Medford, N.J. 08055. 

1Jiroi¥>way Ixfro 

Pillows 

Enjoy 
comfort with your back, 
shoulders and head gently raised and 
cushioned on this light, buoyant Foam 
Slant. Provides an even, gradual 
slope for more restful, healthful 
sleep. Better than extra pillows. Head 
elevation comforts diaphram hernia, 
hypertension, acid regurgitation, 
breathing, bronchial and heart ail- 
•nents. Leg elevation eases varicose, 
circulatory and swelling leg discom- 
forts 27" long. White washable zip- 
per cover. Order 4" high for 2-pillow 
users $15 00; IVi" high for 3-pillow 
users $17.00; 10" at $20.00; or 121/2" 
high at S23.00. Order from this ad, 
we'll pay postage, ship promptly. NJ 
residents add 5% tax. 

Send Ctieck or f-Vr, . ' ,.1.     _     .   MONEY BACK 

Box GB New Providencs, ,-,'J QITA vS^>P' SINCE i»i 

HURRICANE COMPOTE 
Clear crystal candle holder can 
also hold flower arrangements, 
shells, Christmas decorations. 
121/2" h-. base/cup 5" dia., 5" d. 
$14.95. Candles (50 hours) red/ 
pot pourri scent or green/pine, 
each $4. Ppd. The Cane Patch, 
HGll, 2205 Kings Hwy. No., Box 
1382, Myrtle Beach, SO-29577. 

CEILING FAN 
Natural air cooling. Adaptair 
justs angle of blades (on 
only). 2 speeds. 5 yr. guaran 
36" fan with wood blades, $1 
52" fan with adaptair lever $2 
without, $239. Light Adapter 
$16. Send 250 for brochure. ' »S 
Celling Fan Gallery, HGll, IndU*""'^ 
Neck Lane, Peconic, NY 11958. 

FOOT PAMPERER 
Treatment for tender, bent toes is 
a self orthopedic pad that rests 
underneath, held securely with 
elastic over toe. Alleviates pain, 
toe tip corns. Washable. Specify 
shoe size. Pair, $5.98, plus 400 
postage. Write to Anthony Enter- 
prises, HGll, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

NATURE DWELLERS 
Decorative wall plaques in wooi 
tone polyurethane are reproducejj 
from original carvings in walnuil 
Ready to hang, no framing; 9" b| 
11". Great as group. Owl (shown| 
also fish, deer and turkey. Eac 
$12.99 ppd. Brochure 500. Wooc 
tone Products, HGll, 3417 HaP 
ford Dr., Chattanooga, TN 3741E 

CUSTOI^ BEDSPREADS THAT FIT! 
That's what you get when we quilt and 
design your fabric to your bed's dimen 
sions. Beautifully tailored from your 
fabnc and superbly cpnstructed. All 
qualities you need for the ultimate in 
decorating Let us match or contrast 
pillows, valances, drapes and head- 
boards from your fabric Wnte today 
for Color Brochure for 
only '1.00. We've been 
experts in custom spreads 
for over 25 years 

Box 191 - Dept. HG 117 
Southern Pines. N. C. 28387 

"Beautiful Black & White Photo 
of your baby or pet on a 11 by 11 
inch soft soil resistant pillow. 
Send black & white or color 
photo (No negatives or slides). 
Photo is returned with pillow. 
Just in time for Christmas giving. 
Allow 2 weeks for delivery of 
your foam filled scotch guarded 
vinyl pillow. $10.95 plus $1.30 
postage." 

GULF ENTERPRISES 
81 3 S. Harbor Drive 
Venice, PL 33595 

House & Garden 
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OSTALGIC NIGHTSHIRT 
nz comes up with a sleep style 
miniscent of Grandfather's old 
vorite. Very now, however, in yel- 
w/white/green   stripe pattern. 
zy cotton flannel, P, S, M. L (for 

zes 5/6 to 13/14). A nifty fash- 
n gift. $14 plus $2 post. Free 
lor catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. 
, Hingham, MA 02043. 

PARTY PERFECT 
Three big 14 oz. tins of Almond Pla- 
za almonds, a taste-tempting trio. 
Crisp and crunchy roasted salted, 
hickory smoke flavored and roasted 
blanched salted. Gift pack -73. $8 
ppd. Send for free 1978 catalogue. 
California Almond Growers Ex- 
change, HGll, Box 1768, Sacra- 
mento, CA 93808. 

B>;autiful natural vtood tables teatunng 
individuallv cut and inlaid parquet 
tops.  Smooth finish ready for stain or 
natural finish.  Instructions enclosed 
Catalogue 50c. Send check or money 
order - Frt. coll. (Wis. add 4°^ taxi 
A) Occasional Table 

minimum order two 
skid Is) or without skid (wsi 

17- xl7' x16"H Iws) $52.00 
17 'x17 'x16' H Is) 
23' x23"xl8 'H Iws) 
22-'x22'-x22"H Isl 

B) Console Tabic 
18"x38"x29"H 
18'x60'x29"H 

C) Hippo Table 
38'x38"x15'H 
43"x43"xl5"H 
Other styles available 

Stain finishes available at extra cost 
Living Spaces 

Contemporary Furnishings 
1210 Chicory / Sun Praine. W: 53590 

55.00 
57.00 
60.00 

S135 00 
14500 

S140 00 
155 00 

GIVE HER 
CHRISTMAS 
IN JANUARY! 

Prolong that di - 
licious spirit ol anticipation, 
and avoid tht- shipping crunch. 
b> ordering this 
lovely cherry 
curio cabinet to 
be shipped in January. It is a 
treasure, to hold 
collections you treasure on glass 
shelves, in the 
lighted interior. 
Glass sides and 
panes have cher- 
ry mullions. and 
the doors lock. 
Big enough for 
china,   it has grooved  shelves. ^ 
Back   is  cherry   *■ ~" 
veneer: the rest solid iiurry. Lti*ljo> lia^ 4 
drawers with antiqued brasses   The brown 
cherry  finish   is   distressed,   and reddish 
brown finish has no distressing. W 31 D 17 
H 72 inches. $585.00. ship. chgs. extra. No 
CCD. (We will send you a pretty Christ- 
mas card to put under the tree with a pir- 
ture of the curio, when you order i 
Send SI.00 for catalog ol feproducfions 

lt.-[>l. .i4H. Bo\ 2h»i. Cmii i.r.l. 
N .t:. 21111.'', 

tphyaim Marsh 

DAVE WILLIAMS 1 

xM)ENVER,COLO/#<<^ 

SAFE RETURN 
Anyone will know where Fido or 
Felix belongs when his ID tag tells 
all: name, address and telephone 
number (specify), all permanently 
engraved on a stainless steel disc. 
A reassuring "insurance"! $1.25 
ppd. Free catalogue. Write to Holi- 
day Gifts, Dept. 311-7C, Wheat 
Ridge, CO 80036. 

CHAIR CANING KITS 
Now anyone can restore his taNorite 
antique and heirloom chairs easih- 
and inexpcnsi\ely with a Newell 
Caniny Kit; tools, natural lane. 
and easy-to-tollow instructions, all 
postpaid for only S4.()0; extra taiie 
S2.()() per thairlot. (Illinois resi- 
dents aiid '''/r sales tax i 

A\ailable only from 
THE   NEWELL WORKSHOP 

Dept. S-4 1 28 Drawer 
Hinsdale,  Illinois 60521 

CERAMIC TILES 

THE CLOCK OF LIFE ^ 

Thi vltrk of life is nound but once 
An'i no mart has the pouier 

To ti'll just iL'hen the hands will stop 
At Ictt' or early hour. 

iVou- IS the only time you own, 
Lite, kwe, toii with a ILHL 

Place no fatth in "tomorrow" for 
The dock may then be stiU. 

I^ti Irishmati is never dfutik 
as lottoi cui. he cat\ hold on to 
one blade of g,ras-5 and not fall 
off thi- face of the earth. 

m 
L_  

CLOCK OF LIFE IRISH TIPPLER 

av you be in 

Kcavcn 

a half hour before 

the l)a>il 

J  knows you're dead. 

IRISH TOAST 

b acctj)t the Hiin^ 
^^caitttct change, 

Ottt, 1-0 r» 
kittiw the iiitittt.nct. 

SERENITY PRAYER 

Colorful Ceramic Tiles used as wall 
plaques or trivets. Cork base with 
hanger, 6" x 6". 

ay the roads rise ^ 
with you,^|^ 

nd the wind be ahvxi^ 
at your bock; 

nd may the liord hotd^ 

in the hollow oFlf>ir 
hand." 

^you 

■I II,-    ,s.' aid 'III I 
In 1 11 in an 'in/. 

The more      stuf thr U-ss hr spoh-. 
I'hr lesf hr ■.pnh'. Ihr fn,'ri' ht^ hiuml 

Viy>> tr.n'i ui ■ /      ■ '• ■    ' i.      "hi hinl 
GAELIC ROAD WISE OWL 

$4.98 Each + 750 MaUing Each.   Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

Anthony Enterp TIS€S   Dept. HG-117 556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94150 
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SET 

A WonderfoJ New Woy 
To Serve Desserfs 

Foods are so colorful —why hide their 
beauty?   Serve  fresh   fruit, compotes, 
even vegetables or salads in these ex- 
quisitely clear crystal dishes. Use thein 
daily for cereals, soups, puddings, ice 
cream, etc. Use them proudly at com- 
pany time with your finest dinnerware. 
Set includes 8 bowls (4%" diom.), 8 
saucers (d'/s"). Only $9.98 plus 50« pp. 

Prompt Delivery. Money bock 
guofonfee. New! 104 Page 
G/ff Gourmet Catalog 25c. 

COLONIAL GARDEN KITCHENS 
Dept.  HGK. 270 W. Merrick Rd. 

valley Stream, N.V. 11S82 

HIDE-IT« 
TRAVEL 
COMPANION 

Enjoy your trip with money and gems 
safe ... in this woter thin dacron purse 
that snaps to bra or slip straps. No 
bulge, so no one knows It's there. Plas- 
tic lined, 3 x 4". White, black or pink. 
■■•'I ?^ fn   r^nd 2 for $5.95 

HEALS-HEELS 
Helps cure 
crocked calloused 
heels. Apply 
emollient to sore 
area, tie on 
Hea Is - Heels, 
sleep securely. 
Glove-like fit; 
plastic interlin- 
ing protects lin- 
ens. Embossed 
pink cotton, 
white flannel lin- 
ing. Washable. 

Or use L-BOW HEALER for sore elbows. 
$4.75 ppd. 

CATALOG ON REQUEST 
STEARN CREATIONS Dept. HG117 

I West 64th St., New York, N.Y. 10023 

STOP DRAFTS AT DOORS AND WINDOWS 
Draft Stopper keeps out unhealthy drafts; 
saves on heating costs. Filled with dense 
Cape Cod sand and thermal insulation; 
covered with sturdy, attractive fabric. 
Hangs over door to store. Specify "Reg- 
ular Draft Stopper" for open spaces up 
to 1", $3.98 each: 2/$7.75; 4/$15. 
"Whopper Draft Stopper" for spaces 
over 1". $5.98 each; 2/$10.98. "Saddle 
Draft Stopper" for any door with a floor 
saddle. $6.98 each. All adjust to areas 
from 18" to 40". Add $1.25 postage for 
any size order. 

FERRY HOUSE, INC. 
Dept. G-117 Briarcliff Manor, N.Y. 10510 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE GRANDFATHER CLOCK KITS 

STARTING UNDER 

S2Q0 
(including West 
German movement) 

• Heirloom quality 
• Solid Vj " hard- 

woods: black wal- 
nut, ctierry. ma- 
tiogany, oak 

• Easy to assemble, 
parts pre-cut 

• Solid brass West 
German ctiiming 
movements 

• Money back 
guarantee 

• Factory direct 
prices 

• Prompt stiipment 
MASTER CHARGE and BANKAMERICARO/VISA 

Write for FREE color catalog ACCEPTED 

EMPEROR 
CMXX^K C()MP.\NY 
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 

Of CRANOf ATHER CLOCKS 
Dept. 310 Emperor Industrial Park 

Fairtiope. Alabama 36532 

OFFICIAL U. S. COIN—MINT 
ISSUED COMMEMORATIVE 

BICENTENNIAL 

^ PENDANT ^ 
MAGNIFICENTLY "/ 
DISPLAYED ^^*5A 
IN 24K GOLD M-^i 
PLATE %<i 

ONLY 
$9 95 

The U S, Mint has now stopped all produc^ 
lion of Bicentennial 1976 Commemorative 
Coins This may be your last chance to own 
one Magnificently displayed in a bezel frame 
with matchma rope chain, all in 24K gold plate 
this historical pendant is destined to become a 
collectors item 

Order now—supply limited. Money back if 
not delighted 1 pendant—$9.95 plus $1 00 
p.p., 2 pendants—$18.00 plus $2.00 p p 
save $1 90 3 pendants—$27.00 plus $2.50 
p p., save $3 35 Send check or money order 
to NOVEL NUMISMATICS GUILD, INC. HG-400 

31 Second Ave . New York, N Y. 10003. 

"SOARING SEAGULL" 
PHOTO PLAQUE 

Majestic ill a brilliant blue .skv. Give 
him a .spot on thiat .special wall in .vour home or office. Tlii.s striking 
lull-color litliograpti is laminated for permanent beauty on a 10" X 12" 
plaque and mounted in a rich ■■floater" trame with gold trim and 
walnut finish. Complete, readv to 
hang. Price $16.95 (plus $1.50 ship- 
ping) each. Cherk or Monev Order Prompt Deliver-.- 

29 • Halesice 
9 Island • N V 

11743 
.\Y Residents uiitl tax 

TRADITIONAL BEAUTY 
Loveseat with carved shell front 
legs is upholstered in premium top 
grain leather in any of 50 colors. 
Back and seat are hand tufted with 
solid brass nail head trim. As 
shown, $734.50. (Ship. chgs. ex- 
tra.) Brochure, $1. Carolina Leather 
House, Inc., HG29, Box 5023, 
Hickory, NC 28601. 

GET IT TOGETHER 
For the jigsaw puzzle fan! A 
photo, color or black and whit 
can be made into an 8" by 1 
die-cut jigsaw photopuzzle; yo 
photo is returned unharmed. Bla 
and white or colored, $3.95; pi 
500 post. Write to Cadlyn's, HGl 
10250 N. 19th Ave., Phoenix. A 
85021. 

FOR THE WINE 
Towie coaster crafted of heavy sil- 
verplate holds bottle with an ele- 
gant flair. Has handsome side 
piercing, removable cork liner. Di- 
ameter is 4Vi". An appropriate 
holiday gift for any party-giver on 
your list. $9.95 ppd. 1690 House, 
HGE-11, 268 Merrimac St., New- 
buryport, MA 01950. 

KEEP IT CLEAN 
Keep your Venetian blinds free o1 
dirt with this efficient little tool 
Double-duty design does two slats 
at a time on both sides. Dip in 
suds and foam pads do the clean 
ing with one wipe. $2.29 plus 400 
postage. Anthony Enterprises, 
HGll, 556 Mission St., San Fran 
Cisco, CA 94105. 

STUFF A STOCKING WITH COAL 
Put a lump of coal in a naughty or 
nice friend's or relative's stocking 
this Christmas. Tiie "Christmas Dia- 
mond" comes in an attractive box, 
with a greeting card-poem about the 
tradition of coal at Christmas, and a 
genuine piece of anthracite coal. 

$4.98 ppd. 
V.C.G. NOVELTY CORP. 

26 Jacobson Street 
Huntington, NY 11743 

Winter*s Coming! 

g You Need the 

Radial Chain. TM 
The New Champion Radial Chain'" is 

designed for today's radial tires. 
Installs fast & easy, allows higher dry pavement 
speeds.   Smooth, quiet and super strong. 
The Radial Chain'" is superior by design. The 
Radial ChamThe tested new approach to 
the old problem of winter driving 
California approved 
10'. 12", 13 -34 95 14'. 15'. 16'-39.95 
Postage included     VISA, MASTER CHARGE CHECK 

To order: Send Name. Address, Zip. Car Make, 
Year, Model, Tire Size & Make. Snow or Reg (like Cfievy 75 Nova. Goodyear G78-15 Snow Tire) 

CHAMPION CABLE CHAIN, INC. 
400 Fourth St., 

Swanton.Vt. 
05488 

House & 



SHOPPING AROUND 

.iEHER FOR BUHER 
Crystal-clear Lucite server locks in 
lavor. looks elegant. Slides open 

tto expose  just  what's needed, 
:loses tightly. A glance shows how 

Imuch is left, ss/s" by 2%" by 
" high, fits all quarter pound 

[sticks. $6.98 plus 600 post. Coun- 
try Gourmet, Dept. GNE, 512 S. 
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

^OPuLAR CLASSIC 
Blue willow ceramic brewmaster, 
always a treasure, now electrified. 
Heats water in 2V^ minutes. U.L. 
approved cord. Six cup pot, $5.95: 
■matching cream & sugar, 8-oz. 
52.95. Covered butter dish holds 

i lb.. $2.50. Add 75c post. ea. 
"The Added Touch, 12H Water St.. 
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010. 

V.'ELS- ^z-CC'iy 
The dragon from the Welsh flag is 
interpreted in three-dimensional 
sterling silver pendant to hang from 
a 24" sterling chain. The sculptural 
details are beautifully executed. 2" 
by IVz"■ Handsome with winter 
wools. $24 ppd. Beth Bra^(to^ Spe- 
cialties. HGll. Box 245. Kingston, 
NJ 08528. 

N 

SROOv T-E BATH 
There is no need to have ugly 
cracks and openings around your 
tub, sink or basin. Seal them up 
with self-sticking tape. Merely 
press tape on clean, dry surface, 
11 foot roll, $2.98 plus 50c post- 
age. Order from Anthony Enter- 
prises, HGll. 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco. CA 94105. 

Stylish, yet function- 
al pharmacy floor 
lamp. Adjust? in 
height from 38" to 
48". Available in ei- 
ther shiny chrome or 
brass finishes. Please 
state preferencf. 
S39.00 plus .SS.tiM 
postage, insurance 
and handling. 

Xow and Then 
One Keefe Road 

Acton, Mass. 01720 

: -.JO 3* brwr Pn:£s a-e'a'-i:: ■ —Ir...     .r     , i-sT ris^ 
1«BSel 23.75 Bi«™.o,—  St»*Jrt ..LOOtt Doubles-'      ?;'5 iQa, 5.ooe». 
tfci: ; TM 1750 

•MMte 5^ ^ 
Mtauma: ia. . <s.X Ka|  
Mst^:-: 3 .$- ijiTi'D-.ers una !ti5 same easj-ars teaaras a:» 
T«« 33.00       f   . , OKO M.OO DoBHe 4S.0O       O^mn       KM, aoo 
To arflar sanC TOne> o'fler (onjs-s snippes nmen racavol) tr cftK* (alipw < tD E weeks    oelrve-) tc 

ism Bud BM Sitt 251 Hgu^ Beact CA S2M7 
Civ.7T\i -esi:e^ ax 5% sa*es '.31 

SOLID BRASS 
BOOKMARKS 
So e lei! an: •-o rlip 10 :r.' pace  w h e r * 
readmp. .\n.> initial-, t X- re rt 1 y     t n 

54.00 each. 

PROUD OWNER S DASHBOARD PLAQUE L|FETIME" POCKET SCREWDRIVER 
ari> w ay you c/ioose - . . any car riair.e owne.'-',- name, t-tr .Sc,l:d t ra^^ wii.^ >ilver finish, it u. 21; Inrhe*.   Ion::.   It'v   adhe-^ve ba-k lawnino-w er,.. etc I^-o -mart^y engrave ow-ner'^ ! i   r, u2.' 

F-jI : -       SS 00 f^scr SS.OO »-acri. 

MARK OF DISTINCTION 
Notxxly but you can claim 
the racquet that bears your 
^olid bra^is Il> plate. Expert- 
ly en^aved with full name. 
Zap? to handle ba^e with ad- 
r..r.~j r S2.50 

PROUD OF YOUR DOOR? 
tifv your doorbel! or door 
•A-it.h -.his irr.pressr.e 
iE. solid brass nameplate. 
YOST name smarti-.- en- ^ra-.-ed in scrip:. .=^o''d 
rrrass scre-A's inci'jded 
S7.50 each. 

60LFER S LUCKY STYMIE MARKER 
Lucky is the goi.'er who has this 
Jour-leaf ciover instead of a co.r. 
to mark his place on the green. 
Bnngs a lucky putt: Soiid stain- 
less steel, guaranteed fore-.'er. Anv 
Eolfer s name expertly engra-. ed 
Full price S4.00 each. 

Order these six products by mail direct from 
ELGIN  ENGRAVING CO. 

&44   EDWARDS  AVE.        DUNDEE.   ILLINOIS S: 
• Engraving Specialists • Money back if r»ot delighted 

• We o-ay postage, ship <n 4.8 hours 
• Prices include ensravint: 

FUN RIDE 
There is fun for all ages with this dur- 
able trolley unit. Included is 3o feet of 
hea\-> -duty steel cable easily connected 
between two trees or other upright sup- 
poru The 8" ridged handle provides a 
secure grip for a safe "blast-off" 
through any yard. Includes hardware to 
attach the cable. 

Send check or monev order to 
THE TREEHOUSE COLLECTION 

P. O. Box 547 
High Point. N. C. 27261 

SI 700 
Postpaid 

N C, Resident? add 4S 

At) Eocbanted pert? 
. . . that stays "Greenhouse" fresh 
with no light, no water and no 
maintenance. Our Enchanted Fern 
has been chemically preserved to 
remain as supple, delicate and 
green as its living counterparts. 
Fern has a 3 foot spread and is 

■planted" in a white plastic pot 
with removable hanger. Send 
S17.95 (plus $3 post.) by Master 
Charge. BankAmericard find. exp. 
date), check or money-order to: 

325 S. Washington.  Dept. HGll 
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067 

NEW WAY 
TO SLEEP! 

Tee-PJ's resemble » 
■^-^    T-shirt, bjt are over 

>a foot longer. Rib- 
■ ''knit,   soft combed 

" J cotton.   Gives when 
\_::^you move, eases up 
/   ^when you relax. No 

/ bind,  no bunch, no 
 'f   chafe,   no buttons. 

no ironing! If nol 
most comfortable 
sleeper you ve ever 
viforn. return within 
7 days for full re- 
fund and we send 
you regular T-shirl 
FREE! S (34). M f36- 
381, L '40-42). XL 
(44-46. for weight 
over 180 lbs. and/or 
ovef 6 ** 
$7.00 ea. 

3 for SI 6.00 
NOW! Tee-PJ's a.a 
able in long sleeies 
with   knit wristlets. 
S9.00 ea. 

3 for S22.00 
All postpa i 

Choose Snow White 
or 

Soft Blue. 

WITTMANN TEXTILES 
6787 Souttiboro Sta. Dept. 222. W. Pafm Beach. FI3. 33405 

- .---3 >■>.■■ 
HILL: 

•Towel Tree 

■Planter Tree 
PLENTY HANGING LITTLE SPACE 

Attractive—Popular—Versatile 
Tu'n arm up for spacious towe! hclder: arrr.s 
clDwn for ciuste- c' hangir.g planters. F;,-e 
mo/abie arms, Si'iTT-2i overall size 23 H » 
IB W X 3" D - . . J19.75. Sr.ippea preps d upon 
receipt cf check. Spec fy. KOCH b-ass plats 
or Cor^temporar)' ricke' p'ate, Eas.iy artaoned 
"-icludrd. 

SANTA CXAUS. INDIANA 47579 

November, 197 28 



GOLF TEASE 

Bright plastic Golf Tees are a perfect way to insure the re- 
turn of an opponent's slice or hook—or even to miss the ball 
entirely. He'll keep his eye on the tee when he tees-up on 
these. Torsos are a great booby prize for a tournament. A 
set of 12 plastic tees in bright colors. 

GOLF TEES .. . $2.98 Plus 40^ Postage & Handling Each Set 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 
Dept. HG-117 

556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

HANG'UM UP ! 
Solid pine 6 peg coat rack, rich 
dark pine finish. 36" x 31/2" x 
31/p" also available in 24" 4 peg 
model. 6 peg $9.95, 4 peg $7.95 
+ $1.50 post, and handling each. 
Send check or money order to: 

The Woodworks, Inc. 
31000 Emery Rd. 

Orange Village, Ohio 44022 

SEND YOUR NEGATIVE 

FREE 
SAMPLE 

Photo 

Christmas 

Card 
Color or B & W 

Add 200 
for Handling 

TRIM COLOR QC tor^QSOw"^ (Square Photo) ^ ^ only Q ^^^^^^ 
Includes envelopes. Addtnl cards ISC ea 
Made from your square neg. From slide 
add 50C: from color photo add Si.50. Only 
SLIM CARDS can be made from 110 neg. 

50 Add 50C for Handlg. 
cards 20C ea. 

A CLEVER COMBINATION 
Spice Mate 
Salt « P»ppef Mill ' '""^ 

SLIM 
COLOR 
(3Vi X 7) 

Includes envelopes 
25 4 

Addtnl. 
OC fortioo AddW *w nnlv I 

BLACK a WHITE 
(3Vi X 5) only lor Handlg. 

With envelopes. Addtnl. cards 5C ea. Made 
from your square neg. From pfioto add $1.00 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. No C.O.D.'s. 
Send check, casti or M.O.s«MPlE oiler expires November 19. 

PHILIPS FOTO CO. l.!jillltHjl.i.Ujil:.tlH 

SALT SHAKER AND PEPPERMILL 
All-ln-One! 

Handy spice dispenser—doubles as an at- 
tractive table accessory. You can even adjust 
the grinder to the desired grind of pepper— 
coarse, medium or fine. Made of crystal 
dear acrylic and stands 8" high. 

$6.98 
Plus  7.',? l)OSt.T_C<- Mjipp* (i l)runi|..ly 

SEND FOR DELIGHTFUL 
GIFT CATALOG 25« 

(Refundoble) 

J. W. MEYER 
Dept. HG, 2905 Mary lane, 
Maplev/ood, Minn. 55109, 
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IMPROVE YOUR GAME 
With "Bridge for 4" you deal pre- 
determined hand (unknown to all 
players) by a fast, easy method. 
Bid and play in regular way; then 
read expert's analysis. Use your 
cards; 48 hands in set; 3 types. Set 
$3.45; all three $9.35. Ppd. Cardi- 
nal Co., Dept. HP, Box 9. Moores- 
town, NJ 08057. 

SNOWSHOE RELAXATION 
Frame of white ash, filling of cur 
cowhide and reinforcing bowi 
cross pieces add up to a stro 
non-sagging, ever-comfortable ch 
for any setting. 14" seat h., 18" < 
19" w. 22" back. Shipped disa 
sembled. $65 ppd. Write to L 
Bean, Inc., HGU, 580 Ced, 
Street, Freeport, ME 04033. 

EASY HOUSEBREAKING 
Specially scented training mat at- 
tracts pet and makes housebreak- 
ing easy. Mat eliminates need for 
newspapers. The 18" sturdy plastic 
holder plus two months mat supply. 
$6.55; six months, $8.55; pole, $1 
plus $1.20 post. G&G Research, 
HGll, Box 12274, Dallas, TX 
75225. 

CARPET PROTECTION 
Spray gives invisible protectivcil 
finish extending to backing and in ! 
sulating fibers against wear. Most! 
liquids can be blotted up withouti 
scrubbing. Won't shrink, fade,' 
harm valuable carpets. For 100 sq.j 
ft. treatment. $7.99 ppd. Wearever 
Rug Company, HGll, Box 13956, 
Atlanta, GA 30324. 

Rustic beauty 
n Oak and 

Hickory. Coop 
shown has 
glass top (not 
incl.) Makes an 
attractive cof- 
fee table. Meas- 
ures 6' high, 
12" deep in 
24" or 36" 
width. Display 
ijj^ groups or 
singly. 

Coop (shown) 20" X 32 x 18 L Coop (not shown) 24" X 36 X 12 6' Booktrame (shelves not incl.) 
Enclose check or money order with ship 
freight colled. Free catalog. VA. residei^ts 
add 4% tax. 
MCCOY COOP COMPANY 

P.O. Box 521H 
Fairfax, VA 22030 

THINKING ABOUT 
A SECURITY SYSTEM 

FOR YOUR HOME? 

Before making a decision learn 
how to save money and have the 
secinity you need to protect your 
hfe and property. Burglars know, 
security experts know, and now 
you will know! Don't make an 
expensive mistake. Security ex- 
perts have compiled their knowl- 
edge of locks, security devices, 
fire and smoke alarms, civilian 
patrols and much more in this 
new hook PLANNING YOUR 
HOME SECURITY." Your fam- 
ily and home are too valuable to 
jeopardize. Invest just $2.50 in 
this book and have peace of 
mind. 

NATIONAL SECURITY 
ENTERPRISES 

2411 East Lincoln Highway 
Coatesville, PA 19320 

House & Garden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

ICHE= S vE\'T 
IQuartet of professic^al high cartx>n 

;l knives a'e formidable weap- 
lons for the modem kitchen. Hand- 
Ihced to a lasting edge: handles 
a'e ••■3 '-t 3" pa^er. 6" utility. 7" 
b_:;-e- 5 si:ce'. S8.95 a set ppd. 

jWnte to Yankee Craft Products. 
HG117. Bex 2-- W. S -sb.-. CT 
06092. 

: — a robins in a 
: : e:i _5: small enough 

:"    2-. i ,» to maKe very elegant 
-lusual individual salt and 

shakers or display on a 
•   Robin's so*t colc-s. Pair $5 

: -s 95c post. 3; 
-311.   15111    '.f.'.    -:~ zi -e 
.Ave.. Coles,   e '-'Z 11 ?Z-. 

Do you wish for 
Someone else did 
this little device 
light." It covers a 
flow valve on tub; 
tate the cap for 
water in tub. S4 
Sleep. Inc.. HGll. 
NJ 07974. 

a deeper tub? 
too and invented 

"Scakers De- 
nd controls over- 
; adjustable. Ro- 
up to 3" more 
.99 ppd. Better 
New Providence. 

F1X-:T <T 

Oh. those miserable moments 
when eyeglass f'ames part com- 
pany! To cope, a clever kit that 
helps get rt all together: profes- 
sional optical screwdriver and an 
assortment of tiny frame screws. 
S2.29 plus 30c post. Anthony En- 
terprises. HGll. 555 Mission St.. 
Sa- Frarcisco. CA 9-4105. 

SAY NOEL WITH "^^^ 

METRIC DOMINOES 

Introducing metradomes a fascinating family gan^e mat rr.a^es 
metrics enjoyable. Players develop an understanding of the metric 
system as they match the metric dominoes. Simple instructions 
and color-coded sheets. No knowledge of metrics required. Comes 
ha^dso-^e'y boxed. Makes a memorable gift that will spend more 

time on the coffee table than on the tx>ok- 
sheif. Send S9.95 plus S1.00 handling. Allow 
three weeks for shipment. 

ODLOr GAME CO., Box 27HG. Jamestown, Ml 49427 guniLUL 

PORCELAIN POGODA LAMP 
Adds c ce.'c^'e O-'er.'c. :OL:~ "C 
any decor. Rad'ctes a soft 
ideol night light or occent 
12"H X 41/2"W. Avoiloble in 'e 
c pole gold. Bulb included. S2-i.5C 
postage paid. 

C & E IMPORTS 
Dept. 1 17 P.O., Box 24S5 
Sarasota, Florida 3357S 

^NEEDLEPOINTERS-s 

NOW YOU CAN HAVE YOUR OWN 

PERSONALIZED 

PET 

PORTRAIT 

Custom Made 
Hand Painted 

Full Color Des.igr 

Send us yojr 
pet's name, 
treed, colon.ng. 
rarkirgs—or if a mixture, ttien include 
3 photo 'which will be returned). Our 
rained artists will meticulously hand 
paint in full color a portrait of yojr pst. 
This is done on 12 point mono canvas 
ready to stitch. Suitable for framing, 
pillow, or tapestr)'. Kit includes 13" x 
!S" canvas, instructions, ard ready to 
fill in Pet Family Tree Chart. Frame 
ar>d j-arn not included so that you can 
select the wood and colors to best accent 
fOLT decor. Order item =rCP 250. 

0-',.   $7.95 -lus SI pp. hdlg. 
Se-: :- -1.0. Satis. Guar. 

CflDLYlTS Dept HGll 
V^i:::: s. i^m A.;. Prj;-ix. AZ 85021^^ 

CROSS STITCH KIT 
(for pii.ow or fror-ing; 

A great gift for parents, grand- 
porents, friends, or that special 
someone. Ki' '^c'tdes unstamped 
white Aic: : -ed embroidery 
floss, neec e z-z instructions in- 
cluding graph. Finished size: 10" 
X n". 

$6.50 ppd. 2 for $12. ppd. 

DESIGNS BY ANITA 
Box 13042 

Greensboro, N.C. 27405 

PERSONALIZED 

GOLF 

TEES 

WOOD 

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR 
EVERY GOLFER 

Box of 50-55.95 
o us zZc postage 

Additional orders S3.95 — 25c post. 
Orders shipped in 48 hours 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

Orders re-ceiied by Dec. 18 
gjoronf&ed delivery before~Xmas. 

TEEGO INDUSTRIES Dept. HG 
P.O. Box 7. Yon.ers, NY 107M 

Show off your home: 

Whether it's a casde, a ranch 
an .A-frame, send a clear pho- 
3nd receive a beautiful 11 " X 

-   pen and ink drawing of \ our 
house. Show farawa> friends and 
relatives how you live. 100 note 
cards envelopes with home on 
front are also included. S99.95 

S3.00 postage. .Allow 5 - 7 wks. 
deliver\. 

KAYSER STUDIO 
618 El Dorado 

Elizabethto\sn, K\. 42701 

FOR   LITTLE BUCKAROOSI 
Ljiiie BiiCKaroo? adore ihif old-fa.'.h- 
ioned wooden rorkinE horse. Slurdilv made 
of choice »<alnul--lained lumber viih oak- 
rocker*  lo   *cr»i»e  lot?  of   lo^ini aliu^e. 
?i?e: .^:"L \        X :4"H. 

Rockins Hor>e ^^RH S35.O0 
$4.50 Ptce.. Hdls.. in>. 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT!! 
FULLY ASSEMBLED!! 

Chririma? ral^lc.E : ■ r-£;:ei order 
'rlamp* arcepledl. Bank.\merkard & 
Ym^ifT Cfcarjre orders welcciEe call 912- 
732-6130 mo roller; call-i 
Order from; 
Gresorv Fari; Mort oil 
P.O. Box 385-HG    Cufhbert   Gc 31740 

Novernber, i977 283 
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THE FRENCH MAILBOX is a faithful cast 
aluminum leprotluction of a European antique, 
hand Imishect in white, black or verde green 
ispecity) I4"x23" high, latch front has 
classic nymph & child m bas relict Rear wood 
mail container is 12"x8"x4"deep, with 
hangers ready to mount proudly at your door, 

S49.95 (add S2 80 postage insurance) 
Send check. BA, MC. DC or AX cfiarge. 
California residents add 6"i, state tax 
,   catalog $1 ; free with order 

550 Powell 
Dept. HG117 
San Francisco, Ca 94108 

World's Largest Selection 

FURNITURE! 
Hand carved of 
solid Honduras 
matiogany Table 
lopso( Italian 
marble Stiipped 
in collect from 
Montgomery 
Large choice of 
covers & finishes 
Master Charge 
BankAmericard 

» $219.95   ^     ' _ 

Tabourette 
$34.95 

Send $1 for catalog and certificate 
worth $2 on your first order. 

cyyiAIiTHA c7^. "TIOVSE 
1022 SO. DECATUR ST. DEPT. Gil 7? 
MONTGOMERY. ALABAMA 36104 

Telephone (205) 264-3556 

MINI FURNITURE 

...makes it easy to be your 

own Interior Decorator! 
AVOID COSTLY DECORATING MISTAKES. Create 
miniature settings for every room in your 
house before spending a cent for a piece of 
furniture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wall- 
paper, or a bucket of paint. Think how much 
you can save if you really plan before you 
buy. Over 150 different furniture combina- 
tions for every room. Sofas, chairs, sec- 
tionals, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, 
etc. Decorate furniture, walls, windows, with 
your own fabric and paint samples. Includes: 
3-D miniature furniture of solid styrene. 
Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to 
eiact Vi" scale. Design and instruction book 
included. Created by Adele E. Behar, ASID. 
Guaranteed, Only $9.50 (we pay postage). 

Plan-lt-Kjt,lnc. 
Dept. HG ll Box 429, Westport, Ct. 06880 

MAGNIFY YOUR BEAUTY 
with these Magnifying 

Cosmetic Glasses 
Apply eye make-up like a profession- 
al model with these quality magnify- 
ing specs. Each lens flips up to allow 
you to work easily, and the glasses ore 
designed so that you can also get be- 
hind them. They come in a plastic case 
with a tiny screwdriver for making ad- 
justments. One size fits all. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Free Brochure on Request 

HERMAN OPTICAL HGIU? 
164 Clymer St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211 

$7.95 DIUS 50C 
' postage 

PATCHWORK CRIB QUILTS 
Handcrafted for Heirioom Quality 

Timeless beauty for all decors, 
Handquilted from squares of blue, 
pink, green and yellow gingham. 
White eyelet lace trim. 100% 
polyester batting. Gingham back- 
ing. Machine washable. Quilt 
$39.95, Pillow, $8.95. Bib, $5 95. 
Save $10 on set (quilt, pillow, 
bib), $44.85. Color brochure, 25e 
(includes $2 credit slip). All prices 
ppd. Check, M.O., fvlastercharge 
or Visa accepted. 

Qramft 
Bo.\ 27.567 
(HG117 I 
Atlanta. GA 30.S27 

Geo'gia reS'denis add sales tan 

YOU CAN TAKE IT WITH YOU . . . 
In this sturdy yet fashionable sailcloth 
canvas bag. Double handles make it 
strong so you can corry everything you 
neet)—books, beach & tennis gear; great 
for shopping sprees, too! Heavy duty 
natural canvas corry-ui! with double 
stitched navy handles measures 17 x 17". 

$8.98 —we poy postage. 
A-Mart Co., Dept. HG.II7 
233 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10007 
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BLOCK AND RIGHT 
A study in sturdy simplicity for 
any chopping chore: end-grain ma- 
ple block table. Several sizes: 18" 
by 18" by 10" $145; 18" by 24" 
by 10" $170; 24" by 24" by 10" 
$195. Exp. chgs. coll. Catalogue, 
500. Butcher Block & More, HGll, 
1600 So. Clinton, Chicago, IL 
60616. -*r 

SUPER KNIFE 
All-purpose 10" stainless stee 
kitchen knife has three separate 
cutting surfaces to slice, chop and 
mince. The butcher-saw edge will 
even cut through big bones. It 
never requires any sharpening. 
$4.98 plus 500 post. American 
Consumer, Dept. RSKA-30, Car- 
oline Rd., Philadelphia, PA 19176. 

WHALE 'N' THINGS 
Bold, simple shapes and bright 
colors in a darling design ready 
for you to express your artistry. 
Applique, patchwork and quilt it 
for your child to love. Actual size 
patterns, yardage estimates, in- 
structions. $2 ppd. Contemporary 
Quilts, HG-26, 3466 Summer Ave., 
Memphis, TN 38122. 

THE DIET FORK 
Hilarious solution to the weight- 
control problem. Handsomely and 
impossibly designed not to pick 
up food, to discourage the diet 
cheaters and compulsive eaters. 
A unique fun gift. Silverplate, 6V2" 
long. $7.95 plus $1.35 post. Arti- 
san Galleries, HGll, 2100 No. 
Haskell Ave., Dallas, TX 75204. 

stairs. 

Install an Indinelie 
Inclinette is the safe and easy way for 
the handicapped or elderly to ride up 
and down stairs with just a push of the 
button. And . . , it's tax deductible 
when recommended by a doctor. 
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 

Describe, and illustrates Inclinette. Also, 
StairLIFT. ttie economy model, and' Elevette", 
the modern home elevator, 
INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA 
2285Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17105 

In business for over 50 years 

Flatten YOKT Tuinmy up to 4 inches 

withTUMMYTRIM 
Concentrates Slimmlni Action 

in Tummy tad Woitt 
FAIULOU$ FUTURES Supports Tired Achinf Back 
• Off or on in a fiffy • Eitri Slrenith. titri stretch, alt elastic wonder web • Feather htht. cempletclr washable 
• Special "no roll" construction • Citra flattcrini citra flatleninf • kdjuttt to everjr move 

lOOK rAufff AND summf^ 
just slip on your Tummy Trim Bnet and (eel like a whole set of new young muscles" are flattening your stomach, slimmmg your waisthne and are giving firm gentle support to your lower back The eitra supoort of diagonal stretch fabric reinforced with super fieiible stays concentrates pressure just where it is needed for the most comfortable summing support you have ever eiper lenced 

Waist size 24 to 34 - S6.95; 36 to 44 • S7.95 plus 6(k ship 
ping charges (State waist size in tfiches) If COO send SI 
deposit, pay postman the balance plus COO charges 
10 Day Free Trial order Tummy tnm Brief today 
Wear it for 10 fuM days If n^t 100% delighted return 
(or prompt refund of full purchase cur* 

Honor House Dept   I73TD69,    Lynbrook. NJT 11663 Y Stale residents please add appropriate Sales Tai""^ 

House & Garden 



<iPPING AROUND 

UNIFICATION DELUXE 
pendant on this 30" gold 

y.d rope chain is a magnifying 
f; with a golden coin handle for 

viewing. Wear it wherever you 
head menus, theater programs. 

print with ease and elegant 
!. $5.95 plus 75?; post. Order 

f;i Postamatic Co., HG1177, La- 
ftte Hill, PA 19444. 

BEAUTY SECRET 
Many glamorous women count on 
Hollywood Wings for improving 
their appearance. They're made of 
flesh-textured fabric treated to ad- 
here to the skin, fvloisten and press 
over furrows. Remove them with 
warm water. Box of 50 $2.50: 250 
$6. Ppd. Wings, HG117, Box 413. 
Trenton, NJ 08608. 

REFRESHMENT 
your LP's in leather-like library 

rage case that holds 20 ree- 
ls. 23k gold tooling trim on 
3wn or blue. With convenient 
iter divider to aid in separating 
style, composer or artist. $7.95 

ch ppd. Order from Art Guild, 
11, Box 23201, Minneapolis, 
55423. 

NET EFFECT 
Sweaters dry in a breeze on a fabu- 
lous frame that lets air circulate 
through fine net. 24" by 24": rein- 
forced corners fit over metal frame 
that's hinged to fold flat. Ideal for 
stockings as well. $5.98 plus 95? 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HGll, 
556 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

DECORATIVE 
WALL 
PLAQUES 

$12.99 
(9" X 11") 

3l 

rsttime offered. Plaques reproduced 
wood-toned polyurethane from origi- 

walnut carvings. Every detail and 
Ighlight of wood grain accentuated 
poks like wood carving. Unusual and 
lecorative item. Perfect for home or 
ffice. Ready to hang, no framing 
jquired. 
)rder owl plaque(illustration abovelor 
pecify fish, deer or turkey. Send for all 
Dur to make handsome grouping 
;ach plaque only S12.99, including 
jostage and handling. 

Send check or money order to 
WOODTONE PRODUCTS 

3417 Hartford Drive 
Chattanooga. TN 37415 

Tenn. residents please add 6°o sales 
tax 

Send 50<t for brochure 

INTENSIVE CARE 

FOR YOUR 

PLANTS 

ml 

You can save o plant's 
life with proper watering 
or kill it with a lack of 
moisture -r an overdose. 

So why take o chance with 
guesswork? Use the .  . . 

MOISTURE METER 
which scientifically measures 
the moisture in the soil, telling 
you precisely whether or not to 
water the plant. Just stick it in 
and read the dial. Remember, 
the plant you save moy be your 
own    lovely possession 

costly to replace. Send 
only S3.99. An ideal gift! 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

WHSTELOCK 
ENTERPRISES 

138-35 222 St. 
Lourelton, N.Y. 11413 

creating ^ 

custom jewelry 

Make beautiful 
bracelets, earrings, 

pins, necklaces, boutiques 
and rings to accent any outfit. It's 
FAST. EASY. FUN — no special skills 
required. And. you can make extra 
money in your spare time by selling your 
beautiful jewelry creations at profits 
up to 400°o. 

Send SI. refundable with first order, 
for our catalog today! 

JEWEL CREATIONS 
100 Washington Street, Newark, New Jersey 07102 
Name  
Address _ 
City  
State _ 

HGll I Perfect for gift giving 
I a beautiful piece like 
I this costs only $1 22 

7ip 

NOW. A CORDLESS 
F or home 
or office 

> ou II f n|0\ ihe le and ronvenience ot this snidrt (iecord 
tor I loi k Its distinctive classic design and hand-rubbed 
isalnul sheen will enhance ans area Saves energ\ too Pre- 
t ision movement runs more than 1 vr on same batter\ Fuliv 
Uuaranteet! tor i \rs Choice of J heights. All sitles 8" wide 
Check. MO BA MC 

Cljumlcp's 
De[)i 377, 4J.' \ .Milpas 
SdHta Barbara ( A ^UD! 

8 high $35.00 postpaid 
lb high S47.00 postpaid 
J4 high $70.00 postpaid 
Call! res add b ' . sales ta\ 

Catal. 

THE GIFT THAT IS FOREVER! 
THE "DIAMOND PEARL" 

Genuine ''2 ct. diamond cut to Pearl shape- 
\ lustre It's unicjue is different. Set m 24 kt 
Cold tinish pendant Elegant teardrop de- 
sign offsets diamond. ^« pendant s gold out- 
line frames this beautiful gem 18 " chain tor 
a necklace that will reap compliments is 
envy Not a synthetic or imitation, but 
GUARANTEED genuine mined diamond 
from Africa Money back if not satisfied 
Limited supply The price? Incredibly low. 
Only $29.00. \dd SI 00 tor shipping Fla 
Residents add 4^, sales tav No C O D s 

DIXIE DIAMOND COMPANY 
[)ept HC" bS'i sv\ 81 Strt-e! 

South Vli.imi Florida 3?141 

SPOON RACK CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 
Disploy spoons, "Hummel" figurines or 
other collectobles. Hardwood cobinet with 
hinged, glass door. Walnut finish. 
28 
18 

SHADOW BOX 

SPOON CAP. 26^4" W X IS'^" H X 
4'4" D O.D. as shown S59.95 
SPOON CAP. 1934- w X I8'A' H X 
4'4" D O.D. as shown S49.95 

Posfoge & Handling $4.00—Col. Res. Add 
6% Tax 
Available wjttiout spoon slots at above prices. 
Contents For Display Only 

MISSION MANUFACTURING, INC. 
1 607 E. Edinger, Suite M 
Sonfo Ana, Col. 92705 

PAT. PEND 
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COMPARE these features \ 
and prices with others you "| 
have seen advertised: i 

• Metal baffles 
prevent spilling. 

• Use sunflower, 
wild bird seed, 
corn or any mix. 

• Metal cap. 

• Maple perches. 
.5^ 

FHEE-ralaloKllc. .Six K-Fee<lors 
plus accfssortps 

Moclt'l K-5 2 ll»s. cap 
K-5 
K-5 
K-6 

Model K-6 4 Ihs. cap 
With  seed tray  $12.95 
Without seed tray $ 9.95 
Without seed tray  $14.95 

K-6 With seed tray  $17.95 
T.'iO i)OstnBc per order 

ADELEN CO. 
Box 266, East Greenwich, Rl, 02818 P.O. 

MINILUGUAtitCAKKIfcKb 

f^Qll ^   No. 400 

It 
With 

"THE 
BACK 

SAUER     • ^ 
ALL MODELS - COMPACT 
• LIGHT-WEIGHT • EASY TO USE. 
No. 100 SUPER LUGGAGE CARRIER $15.95 
All-around carrier — folds easily. 
No. 200 MINI LUGGAGE CARRIER  $19.95 
Carries up to 4 suitcases — telescopic. 
No 300 TOTE BAG CARRIER  $22.95 
Includes tote bag (or easy shopping — 
telescopic 
No. 400 MAXI-MINI DE LUXE CARRIER.. $24.95 
Extra sturdy, with extenders & locking bar — 
telescopic. Master Charge, BankAmericard 

Give Accl. No & Exp Date 
Add $1.95 shipping & handling 

Calil add 6% lax. 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Mini Luggage Carrier Co. Dept GY 

P.O. Box 9120, Marina del Rey, CA 90291 

The "BAUBLE BASKET" 
No more loosened settings . . . 

soapy residue on fine stones . . . 
rings down the drain. 

Put your rings, bracelet and wristwatch 
in this charming, natural wicker basket. 
Black flocked inner pad with little pockets 
for up to 14 rings plus a watch or brace- 
let. Handy for kitchen sink or dresser. 
Measures 5",\4"x2". Order one today. 
.$3.25 plus 50 cents for postage and 
handling. 

Sritisfiirlnni  iiHiiiiinl I'ld. 
PANACHE 

Box 115, Bedford, N.Y. 10506 

^ FOR GOOD ^4 

OLD FASHIONED 

COMFORT 
There is a certain charm about 
ceiling fans that bring back the 
"Good old days". MsKes heating 
and air-conditioning more efficient 
while saving both energy and 
money. Five speed, three year war- 
ranty with ARL certification. 36" for 
$105 , 48" - $110, 56" - $115 or 
60" - $120, Includes Shipping. 
Send check or money order to; 

^NSTIRCO. 
^        1035 N.E. 43rd Court x 
^« Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334 

[3051566-5819 

HODITM presents 
The best in 

ULTRASUEDE" 
accessories 

Finely stitched and sturdily zip- 
pered. Machine wastiable/tumble 
dry. Completely lined. 
Colors:   Tan,   Cornflower blue, 
Raspberry, Lilac, Navy. 
A. Cosmetic case (6" x 7")  $12.50 
B. Eyeglass case O'/z" x 7") $ 8.50 
Both as set-$20.00—Postage & 
handling $1. 
Money back guarantee — Money 
orders for prompt shipments. 

HODI™ Dept. HG P.O. Box 83 East station Yonkers, NY 10704 

Wings of Beauty 

o 

Our graceful lode Butterfly pin has intri- 
cately carved wings and is a joy to own— 
at an affordable price! Created of finest 
grade genuine Chinese Jade. 

$7.50 Gift boxed. We pay postage. 
Order shipped within 24 hours. 

One ^^eM/fiid^ &^ia^ 

'jUa/imaA, oVeiv ^e'l^e^ 07430 
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PANTRY TABLE 
Chrome plated steel frame. Butcher 
block top. Wire shelves. 34" overall 
h. 24x18" $125, 36x18" $155, 
48x18" $175, 24x24" $140; 
24x36" $180. 24x48" $210; cas- 
ters $30. Crating chgs. $25. Exp. 
coll. Catalogue $1. J & D Brauner, 
HGll, 1735 No. Ashland Ave., 
Chicago, IL 60622. *- 

SILVER PROTECTION 
Tarnish-proof Pacific Cloth dr iW 
pads made by Gorham. Prqpi* 
tarnish and scratching! 113/^ 
15" by 21/2" holds 100 pi( 
$10.75; 171/2" by 13%" by 
holds  125  pieces, $12.75. 
$1.25 post. each. Barrington 
cialties, HGll, Box 154-G, Bar 
ton, Rl 02806. 

SUPER PRODUCT 
Grand champion ham winner, 1976 
and 1977 Kentucky State Fair. 
Hams, bacon, sausage cured the 
old-fashioned way. Delicately 
smoked with hickory and sassafras, 
then aged just the right amount. 
Free color catalogue of over 100 
country, gourmet foods. B & B Food 
Products Inc., HGll, Route IE, 
Cadiz, KY 42211. 

QUICK BRICK CLEANER 
Put an end to dull or dirty bri 
around your fireplace, barbec 
or patio—the quick cleaning- 
of Bric-Nu removes smoke, carb 
soot, lime, alkali, or any kind 
stain; . . . bricks look like ne 
Pint, $3.98 plus 850 post. Antho 
Enterprises, HGll, 556 Missi 
St., San Francisco, CA 94105. 

ist 
155 

World Famed BREVETTATA 
Tear Gas Pistol g,'J?,l<=^ 

REQUIRES ~ 
NO PERMIT 
Solid metal con- *;truction witti bull- dog grips, looks lil<e a real gun Stops sor without permanently iniuring him Gives needed protection lor people who w in lonely, dark locations Ideal night security for wives and daugh lers Still no federal permit or license needed, buf not sold to minors Fires seven cartridges without rel04||ing The^ price of each gun unit includes one gun. ten rounds of tear gas shells, and all ship- ping cost. Prompt shipment Insured. We've been selling tear gas equipment lor the past fourteen years Thousands of satisfied customers. 
□ 1 Gun-Unit  $17.00 □ 2 Gun-Units (ffl $15 ea  (total $30) □ 3 Gun-Units @ $14.50 ea. .(total $43 50) □ 4 Gun-Units (S) $14 ea  (total $56) □ 6 Gun-Units @ $13 ea.*  (total $78) Extra tear gas shells   $3 for ten □ Blanks lor practice  $2 50 per 100 n Holsters  $2.50 ea. fJTear Gas Antidote, Bottle  $2.88 

Enclosed is □ Check for $. □ Money Order lor $  or charge my □ Master Charge □ BankAmericard Card Number E«p. Date ■ n;s e...fii.i» 
Sienature 
ORDER BY MAIL from 
Shawnee Chemical Co. Dept. HG. S815 Dearborn TIiT"ili Mission, Kansas 66202      ' "I 

Advise with local aiUhorities 

ORIENTAL RUG 
PILLOW 

Genuine Imported Handmade 
Oriental Mini Rug 

(approx. 12" x 12"). 
No Two Alike- 

Available complete— 
With crushe(d velvet backing— 
$35.00. Rug only—Useful for 
table or chairs etc.—$25.00 
Specify two predominate col- 
ors. Send check or money or- 
der, plus $1.50 for postage. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

ORIENTAL RUG PILLOW CO. 
P.O. Box 714 Dept. HG 

Pittsfield, MA 01201 

House & Garden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

JTIFUL CRAFT 
jiating with Stained Glass" is 
aarning the art. Simple and in- 

[jediate projects with over 150 
photos, many pages of de- 

ls and patterns, an easy to- 
Ijwtext. Book has 50 pages; 11" 
jlSVa"- $3 ppd. Whittemore- 
^in Glass Co., HGU, Bor 2065- 

iHanover, MA 02339. 

3-D BABY COVERLET 
Fire-retardant polyester full color 
print comes in kit with plain fabric 
backing, foam for puffing, invisible 
thread and needle plus binding, 
full instructions. Finished coverlet 
is 32" by 48". $19.95 plus $1 
post. Cricket Craft Corp., Dept. 
RS-15X, 380 Madison Ave.. New 
York, NY 10017. 

J^NDY HIDEAWAY 
111 phone cover with flip-down 
nt stores memo pads, pencils, 
mbers and messages; lipped flip 
int is used for note taking, re- 
ver rest. 21" by 73/4" by 8". 
finished, $14.95; antique pine. 
9.95 (lightly distressed) plus 
50 post. Yield House, G711Z, 

>. Conway, NH 03860. 

SOMEONE SPECIAL 
Have any photo reproduced as the 
face on a 22" silk screened rag 
doll. Rainbow yarn hair. Send sharp, 
close-up photo, color or black and 
white (returned unharmed). $19.98 
plus $2 post. Gift certificate avail- 
able immediately. Be A Doll, Inc., 
HGE-117, 99 Prince St., New York, 
NY 10012. 

SADDLE-STITCHED 

SKUFFS 

$5.95 
Add $1.00 for shipping 

For size 13 add $1.00 

Skuffs take little space, weigh 
only 10 ounces, pack flat for 
travel. Tan, black or red for 
women. Tan, brown or black 
for men. Men's sizes 6 to 13*, 
women's sizes 4 to 9. Whole 
sizes only. 

POKORN Y'S 
124 ST. CHARLES ST. 

NEW ORLEANS, LA. 70130 

Yes,  you can have a 
FULL    COLOR POSTER 
blown up from your color 

photo or slide at a frac- 
■ -"^^       tion of the price. All 

|<.j' color posters printed 
on Kodak paper. Great 
gift idea| —■ 

Mviiiiir"""* 
into a FULL COLOR POSTER 

at Unbelievable low Cost! 
LOW COST FULL COLOR POSTERS 

20"x24'   only $9.50 
I4'xl7'   only $6.50 
24'x36'   only $14.50 

BLACK & WHITE BLOWUPS TOOl 
2 ft. X 3 ft. $4.50 Laminated Posters 
I ft. X l'/2 ft.     $2.50 2 ft X 3 ft. 
11/2 ft. X 2 ft. $3.50 3 ft. X 4 ft.       $8.00 Photo Returned. 

For every color poster ordered, add S2.0O and get a black & white same size. Black and Wtiite Duplicates SO^o off. Add 50e eacti item, han- dling. For prompt delivery put name 4t address on bach of photo. Send check, cash or M.o. N.V. residents add appropriate sales tax. If you send slide or negative add $1 00 for each size. Shipped U.P.S. St.SO per item. 

Dept. HG-1 17, Congers, N.Y. 10920 

Q 

/HOME ^ 

SWEET 

kHOME y 

RUSTIC CHARM 

This handsomely carved 
plaque will accent most any 
wall. Made of natural red- 
wood, 3/^" thick by 7" wide 
by 11" long. All carving is 
painted black for contrast. 
Ready to hang. Send $9.95 
ppd.to 

Gatro Designs 
Dept. HG7, Box 379 

Dolton, IL 60419 

Our first Sea island 

Designers Edition. 
The liland hiermit Crab - exquisitely de^if^ned 

by Howard Price and the hrst ct our Sea Island 
N'eedlent)int Collection 

Hand ab.^)embled kit mtludes pure Persian yarns 
(m shades ot blue and brown;    10 mono canvas, 
needle and instructions Finished SLze 14' x 14 
(please specify navy or rust background color » 

Supply limited. S C residents add 4 tax 
$24.95 plus 75c postage. 

Hilton Head Designs 
"•^ P O Box 5037 

Hilton Head Island. S, C, Z99lb 

THK XAME PAKADE! 
A colorful parade of smiling children form 
the alphabet to spell any name. These 
clever ink drawings are individually hand- 
lettered to vour order on high quality 
paper. A unicjue and original decoration 
for any youngster's room or a novel keep- 
sake for the newborn. This is the diflfer- 
ent. personal gift that will always be 
treasured. Ideal for Christmas. Print 
name clearly (one name onlvt. .S11.95 -1- 
■Sl .00 postage & handling (matte & frame 
not included). Two or more orders .S9.9.") 
each + .SI .00. Write: 

GLENLEVEN PUBLICATIONS, p.o Box 1865, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 

,UAf\VE5T 
lUgFAWICO-or inooms^; 

BEOIN YOUf\ 

 f=Af\n 

BACK TO THE FARM 

A rare and arti.stic game young 
and old will trca.siire. BACK TO 
THE FARM i.s u lively educa- 
tional boardgame about farni 
life, Old Mother Nature and co- 
operation on a small, organic 
family farm. $9 pins $1.50 post. 

Animal Town Game Co. 
c/o AL, P.O. Box 2002, 

Santa Barbara, CA 93120 

DESK ELEGANCE 

llaliaii Onyx Deal; Set 
with PARKER PENS 

Adds drama and distinction lo any desk in 
the home or office. Made of beautiful Italian 
onyx, four piece set: Paperw eii^li t, Letter 
Opener, Ashtray and Duuhle Pen Holder 
comhines superb styling and excellent per- 
formance of PARKKK PENS. Solid brass, 
self.adhe*;ive naitu plat'-, ^uilabh- for en- 
eravinj:. also included. 
Unlu'lievably  priced   fnr   vniticdiii'   sprrial ! 

^IQ.O.I plnv 32 p...la-.- X haiidlini: 
Color rataloaufs of fffntiitif onyx sift se- 
liTtions avaihthlf ujn$it rvtjufst for 50<*. 

AHBB International 
90 West .Street 

New York, NY 10006 

-A-PLUG 

No Stoop - No Bend - No Backache 
For those hard to reach electrical 
outlets behind furniture I.E. 
couches, armchairs, etc. Fits over 
existing standard upright wall out- 
lets. Folds out of sight when not 
in use.   Satisfaction guaranteed 
$7.95—Add 9O0 postage per order. 

EXTEND-A-PLUG INC. 
28 Troy Lane, Yonkers, N.Y. 10701 
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ODORS 

AIR FRESHENER 

FOR THE REALLY 

BIG JOBS 

(and all the 
smallones) 
Destroys odors 
up to 24 hours 

with a single 
application 

and no 
cover-up 

ONE DROP 

WmONCOJHC. 
341 W. SUPERIOR STREET 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60610 

HOUSE 
&GARDEN 

SUBSCRIBER 
SERVICE 

IVIOVING?Please no- 
tify HOUSE & GARDEN and 
the Post Office when you 
move. For fastest service 
on address change, miss- 
ing copies, etc , attach old 
mailing label in space at 
right. Otherwise please 
print clearly your address 
as we now have it. 

OLD ADDRESS 
(Attach label heti^ 

if available 

NEW ADDRESS 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY 
STATE ZIP 

□ New Subscription □ or Renewal 
□ 1 YEAR (12 ISSUES) FOR $10 

($2 less than tlie $l-each newsstand rosf 

□ 2 YEARS (24 ISSUES) FOR $18 
(saving you $6 under newsstand price) 

□ Payment Enclosed □ Bill me later 
First copy will be mailed w.thm 8 weeks alter new subscripiron or ciiange ot address IS received 

These rates for ihe USA S Possessions, (or Canada & Mexico add S3 per year (or e«lra postage Elsewhere (he rate ,s SlSayea- 

House & Garden Subscriber Service 
Box 5202  Boulder, Colorado 80322 3, 
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■ GARDENER'S 

NOTES 

TIPS AB0U1 

ORCHIDS 

From two orchid 

enthusiasts, 

Enid Haupt and C. Z. Gue 

BY JAMES FANNING 

The art of 

growing orchids 

All cultivated plants were wild things 
once. Gardeners have always known that 
to grow a plant successfully it was neces- 
sary to duplicate its natural habitat as 
closely as possible. Orchids are no excep- 
tion to the rule. The spectacularly flow- 
ered types we grow in our homes or 
greenhouses come originally from the 
tropics, where they clmg to tree branches 
and take their nourishment from the air 
and falling rain. They are epiphytic— 
that is, they cling to tree bark but do not 
take food from the tree itself, as do para- 
sitic plants like mistletoe. This gives us 
the key to successful orchid growing. 
The best growing medium for orchids is 
chopped tree bark. It does not have to be 
the same kind of bark that the plant 
grew on at home—fir bark and fern 
roots  (osmunda)   are the time-tested 
rooting materials for orchids. In their 
native tropics, orchid plants get regular 
drenchings from rain. The water runs 
off quickly, though, and the plants dry 
out before fungous diseases can attack 
them. Porous flakes of fir bark and wiry 
shreds of fiber for the roots, and free air 
circulation for the leaves, come close to 
duplicating the natural growing condi- 
tions of the tropics. For nourishment 
tropical orchids rely on the dead bodies 
ot bark insects, bird droppings, and ni- 
trogen produced  hy lightning flashes 
durmg thunderstorms. This system pro- 
vides a constant supply of rather weak 
nutriment, which, again, gives us the key 
to the feeding of orchids. Frequent light 
feedings are best, using a balanced for- 
mulation of soluble fertilizer. 

Because there are so many kinds of 
orchids, each needing its own particular 
kind of handling to reach perfection or- 
chid fanciers make a fine art of provid- 
ing ideal conditions for their favorites 
There are, however, some that are easier 
than others for home growing. Two en- 
thusiastic orchid growers, C.Z. Guest 
and Enid Haupt (see pages 162-J65) 
agree that the easiest for a beginner are 
cattleya, the familiar corsage type and 
paph.opedilum, the lady's-slipper orchid. 
I halaenopsis is another that can do well 
without a greenhouse, provided the hu- 
midity is high. You can start a collection 

Paphiopedilum, sometime! 
mistakenly called Cypripea 
has long-lasting flowers 
borne one to a stem. 

for the price of a book or a record a 
bum. 

C.Z. Guest says, "I love orchids A 
those proud little faces. They're all dil 
ferent, and their colors are exciting, eac 
more beautiful than the next. They sta 
in bloom for months—often 2 or 3 time 
a year. And they're not difficult, but yo 
have to know what each one likes." Sh 
recommends looking at pictures of or 
chids, or seeing the plants themselves a 
flower shows, then ordering the ones yoi 
like when they are in bud, to be enjoyec 
right away. Mrs. Guest points out thai 

Cattleyas are spectacular, long-lived 
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\ shining tradition 

for copper. 

jkVright's' new Copper Cleaner 
k creamy paste especially 
'formulated to easily clean copper 
bottom pots and pans. 

Wright's 

Good Housekeeping 
i?^ PROMISIS .< 

J. A. WRIGHT & CO., KEENE, N.H. 03431 

The American Red Cross 

ddvenising contributed 
for the public good 

anteeing yourself at least one period ol 
bloom. Getting them to repeat is the 
tricky part. " You can make them bloom 
lor their next tlowering period." she sa\s. 
"by stud\ing the environment where the 
particular orchid grows naturally. Th: 
best way of learning this is by the experi- 
ence of other people—join an orchid 
society."" 

Mrs. Guest grows most of her orchids 
in a greenhoua^Imd lath house, in plastic 
pots. When they tlower, she puts them 
in baskets and cachepots. with a little 
m.oss on top " to dress them up." .She 
then arranges them in masses and does 
not hesitate to mix colors. ""It all depend- 
on what's in bloom and what I feel like. 
I never do the same thing twice. 1 like 
to surprise myself." 

Enid Haupt. some of whose orchids 
\ou can see on page 164, says: "I live 

Hhahn'iinpsis 
bears loii>» 
flower sprajs 

with man\ Howers. but my orchids are 
very special to me. Some of them are 
very old friends. I've had the same van- 
das for 20 or 30 years, and they've gone 
from New Jersey to New York to Flor- 
ida. These are Vanda Rothschildiaiui. 
with a marvelous blue-mauve color." 
Mrs. Haupt often uses just one plant on 
a tabletop, or a grouping of a single 
color and genus. "I like a serene atmos- 
phere. I like to make compositions, still 
lifes. I use clay pots for growing and 
display. Clay has a certain earthiness 
that contrasts with the luscious beauty of 
the flower. Nothing should detract from 
the bloom. When you display orchids, 
you must consider not only flower colors 
but shapes, proportions, and pot sizes." 

Mrs. Haupt repots her orchids every 
2 years, always with fresh materials and 
sterilized pots. Some of her vandas are 
not divided when they're repotted, but 
allowed to form dense clumps that pro- 
duce great masses of flowers. Since the 
leaf bases and aerial roots of vandas are 
rather stark looking, she underplants 
some of them with broad-leaved brome- 
liads that like the same kind of growing 
conditions. Each of the many kinds of 
orchids in Mrs. Haupt's greenhouse and 
lath house is treated according to its own 
specific needs. When being repotted, 
each gets its own special mixture of 
sphagnum moss, perlite, and firbark. 
"Good drainage is mandatory." She tells 

Continued on fja.i>e 292 

Keep the tradition. 

Just like family silver, 
Wright's Silver Cream'^ passes 
down through the generatioiis. 
A shining tradition^ > 
since 1873. 

Wpight'S 

<ilv8r cream 

J. A. WRIGHT & CO.. KEENE. N.H. 03431 

FOLIAGE PLANT SEEDS 
New selection of seeds from tropical Hawaii. 
Write today for your free catalog. Want your 
catalog in a hurry? Send .S2.00 to cover air- 
mail charges. Includes manv flowers and 
shrub seeds. Dow Seeds Hawaii Ltd. 
Dept. HG, Box 30144, Honolulu, Hawaii 96820. 

We wanf to 

wipe out cancer 

in your lifetime. 

Give fo 

American Cancer 

Society 

FLOniDA KEYS & KEY WEST 
FLORIDA S GREATEST NATURAL ATTRACTION... 
Drive out to Sea Just 50 miles south of Miami the 
overseas highway begins-lsland hop in your car 
leisurely down the 29 island stretch of the Keys. 
Warm hospitality will greet you at every stop as 
you discover the breath-taking natural beauty of 
America s unique 
chain of tropic isles. 
The World s greatest 
fishing waters . 
historic sights and 
attractions for all ages. 

Send tor FREE brochure and map 
FLORIDA KEYS ADVERTISING COMMISSION 
20 S.E. 14lh St., Dept Hi;, Miami, Fla. 33131 
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WEVE PREPARED A HANDSOME 
COLOR PORTFOUO TO INTRODUCE 
YOU TO DESIGN 80. ^ ^of Mebane 

Get acquainted with this contemporary collection of dining, bed- 
room and occasional furniture. For your copy, send $1.00 to Dept. HG-11, 
White Furniture Co., Mebane, N.C. 27302, The South's oldest maker of 
fine furniture. 

PUTA NiW ANGLE ON GROOMING. 

Hang a Carolina Mirror ii i iiroom. It^U be a big help when you're putting on make 
up, or fixing your hair. For more ideas, send us your name and $1.50. We'll send you our 
36-page catalog of 130 mirror styles. And the name of vour nearest Carolina Mmor dealer. 

CAROLINA MIRROR CORPORATION 
North Wilkesboro, N.C. 28659 
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BEST IN 

BOOKLET'. 

^ Marvelous ideas to help you plan arm 
W shop are in the booklets below, an\ 
they're yours for the asking. You cat 
order them directly from House & Gardel 
—send for the ones you want today. Jus 
fill out and return the order coupon, cii\ 
cling the number of each booklet desiredA 
enclose 50C for postage and handlingl 
plus any additional charge as indicated 
next to the booklet number, and we'll sed 
to it that your booklet requests are filled as 
quickly as possible. Do not send stampsl 
Coins, check, or money order may be used\ 

Building and Remodeling 

1. EXCITING NEW DIMENSION IN GLASSi 
for residential housing . , . PPG Solarcooll 
Bronze. Booklet discusses the inherentl 
beauty of Solarcool Bronze plus its mul- 
tiple home-owner benefits—perhaps most 
important, its ability to save on air-con-j 
ditioning costs. PPG Glass, 

2. FIREPLACE IDEA KIT illustrates a 
complete line of wood or gas fireplace 
systems. Choose contemporary or tradi- 
tional built-in, wall hung, or freestanding 
models with standard or multiside hearth 
openings. Heatilator Fireplace Div., Vega 
Industries. 25C 

3. SMART WINDOW PLANNING. 24-page, 
full-color folder gives information on dif- 
ferent types of wood windows and gliding 
doors and on Perma-Shield windows and 
gliding doors which have sash and frame 
encased in a low-maintenance, rigid vinyl 
sheath. Helpful information for the home 
planner or remodeier, Andersen Corp. 

Decorating 

4. PHONECENTER STORE CATALOGUE. 
Here's everything you need to tiave the 
most up-to-date telephone home in the 
neighborhood. Learn about all the services 
available through your local Bell Tele- 
phone Company. See the full range of 
decorator phones, as well as special 
phones and accessories to meet special 
needs. AT&T. 

5. MODERN   FURNITURE COLLECTION 
begins with an architectural modular sys- 
tem that can function in any living area 
with complementary furniture, which will 
relate to the system or stand alone. Fine 
veneers combine with stainless steel and 
glass for a modern ambiance throughout 
the living, dining, and bedroom pieces. 
Baker Furniture. $4 

6. AN EXCITING AND EXPRESSIVE WALL- 

House & Garden 



HERIrila—tnviroruneiudi urdpnicb. ^u\- 
jlly illustrated brochure pictures many 
;r graphic designs that can be easily 
:mbled on your walls to give you an 
ronment that fits your way of life. 

Idora Products. $1 

JUSTOM-CRAFTED RUGS. Textural de 
f\ from bold nubby loops in one area 
long and flowing waves of cut yarn in 
fther. The rug designer, freed from 
ly machinery limitations, can borrdw 

[terns from many times and places 
Bund the world. Cabin Crafts Carpets, 
f/. of WestPoint Pepperell.) $2.50 

WINDOWS BEAUTIFUL-VOLUME VI. 
It published. A complete and authori- 
jve book on window treatments. 140 
les of decorating advice. Room-setting 
jtos in color, examples of most popu- 
types of treatments, styles, suitable 
various rooms, ideas for common and 

Ibblem windows, how-to for measuring 
Id sewing basic treatments. Kirsch Com- 
[ny. $1.95 

FINE FURNITURE. A colorful 16-page 
jioklet illustrates dining, living, and bed- 
lorn designs. Many decorating ideas are 
[lown and the flexibility of upholstered 
lid wood furniture is discussed. Tomlin- 
[)n Furniture. $1 

lo. BEDROOM AND DINING ROOM FUR- 
llTURE, as well as a variety of desks and 
Iccasional items are shown in this 47- 
lage consumer catalogue from National/ 
jit. Airy, furniture manufacturers for over 
\5 years. Descriptions and complete di- 
lensions of each piece given. 

fhristmas 

1.1. YOU CAN SHOP FOR TREASURES 
|n your own home when you send for the 

iffany Blue Book. With its 180 full-color 
|3ages, the Blue Book is a treasure in its 
pwn right. It features a unique collection 

ui  new jeweiiy i^iedinjiia uy   iiiiaiiy uc- 
signers, as well as a wide array of ar 
tides in sterling silver, from jewelry to 
hollowware. The book offers a whole array 
of china and crystal, watches, clocks, and 
stationery. All this and more, in a wide 
range of prices. $2 

12. CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE reveals the 
sparkle and splendor reserved for your 
Christmas alone—from Bonwit Teller. You 
are sure to finS^here gifts and exciting 
ideas for everyone on your list. Holiday 
dressing, exciting finds for the house, 
homefurnishings, clothing, accessories, 
etc. $2 

13. THERE'S SOMETHING FOR EVERY- 
ONE on your shopping list in this big, 
beautiful 60-page holiday gift and at-home 
guide, "Give Macy's for Christmas." An 
exciting collection from the world's largest 
department store. $1 

Eating and Entertaining 

14. "WITH A NAME LIKE ... IT HAS 
TO BE GOOD." Delightful cookbook from 
Smucker's introduces you to the versa- 
tility of cooking with preserves, jellies, 
toppings, and fruit syrups. Presented here 
are time-honored favorites as well as 
imaginative new recipes for appetizers 
through desserts. Smucker's Cookbook. $2 

15. THE NEWEST "IN" DRINK of Europe 
and South America, Cynar, is now avail- 
able in fine restaurants and liquor shops. 
Colorful recipe booklet describes tanta- 
lizing and thirst-quenching Cynar. 

16. "FINISH DINNER WITH A FLOUR- 
ISH!" One of the oldest and finest liqueurs 
in the world, Benedictine D.CM.—still 
produced in the centuries-old cellars in 
France by the same secret formula as in 
the year 1510. Booklet contains many 
delightful Benedictine and B&B recipes. 
Julius Wile Sons & Co.. Inc. 

 Order coupon for booklets  

November, 1977 

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money or- 
der, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 50c 
for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for deliver). 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN. Dept. 11 
Box 3579. Grand Central Station. New York, N.Y. 10017 

9S1 10 
5S4 6^' 

11S2 12^- 3S1 
7S2.50 

I4S2 
8S1.95 

15 16 

I enclose: S. .50c for postage and handling of m\' request for booklets 

-for booklets circled requiring payment 

-is my total remittance 
I MR. 
I Name MRS. 

I MISS 
! Address  

(Please Print) 

Citv State Zip = 
Offer exolres 2 15,78 

IHEWAY 

YOU 

Ask for your copy of the 
MuN-llowcr Moving Kit. 

It helps you get organized. 
Witli checklists. 
Inventory sheets. Packing labels. 
.VJUI change-of-address cards. 
Everything you need. 

We've drawn upon 50 years of 
moving exi)eriencc to help you do 
it right. Because once you get 
your move organized, the experts 
will do the rest. .^Ia\-flowe^ Fn)m 
where you are—to where vou're 
going. Worldwide. 

I.C.C. NO. MC.2934 

Improve the ni(ne. 
Send for your copy of the 
.NlaN-flower Moving Kit. It's 
free. Mail tiiis coupon to: 
.Mayflower. Box 10711 
lii<liana|mli<». In<i. 4(f20(> 

NAME 

ADDRESS . 

CITY  

STATE ZIP. 

THE .X.VME -ME.VXS MO\ I.\G 
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continued from paf>e 289 

other orchid lovers: "When you grow 
orchids you must always ask yourself: 
Do they need more sun? More shade? 
Moisture? Food? Air? Sometimes they 
need only studied neglect when they're 
resting in their pots between blooming 
periods. You don't have to coddle 
orchids, but try \o think what will make 
them happy." 

In regard to feeding. Mrs. Haupt re- 
lies on dried cow manure dissolved in 
water for her vandas until they come 
into bloom. Mrs. Guest counts on high- 
test fertilizers—as powerful as .^0-10-10 
—for her particular favorites. All of 
which goe> to show that there are no 
hard and fast rules. Follow the recom- 
mendations in orchid catalogues, talk to 
other orchid growers, and follow what- 
ever method works best for you. One of 
the best ways of learning what other or- 
chid growers are up to is to join The 
American Orchid Society. Membership 
costs $15 a year, which pays for a hand- 
book  and  a  monthly  magazine. The 
address is c/o Botanical  Museum of 
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 

oeieci tne rashion of Palatic 

at one of these, and other 

fine stores near you. 

02138. 

Orchids-by-mail 

Orchids make elegant Christmas gifts 
and travel well by mail, even in bud. 
There are many good orchid-by-mail 
sources, and many provide gift certifi- 
cates or special recommendations for 
novices. A sampling: 
Joiios and Scully, 2200 N.W. 33 rd Ave 
Miami, Fla. 33142. Catalogue, $3.50 
Orchids by Hauserman, Inc., P.O Box 
363, Elmhurst, III. 60126 
McKarer.s  Orchids,   Hypoluxo Road 
Lantana, Fla. 33462 
Rod McLellan Co.,  1450 El Camino 
Real, South .San Francisco, Calif. 94080 
Fred A. Stewart Orchids, Inc., 1212 East 
Las Tunas Drive. San Gabriel Calif 
91778 ' 

Books^bout otchids 

There are a great many books about or- 
chids. Here are some of the more u.seful 
ones: 

Orchids as House Plants, by Rebecca Ty- 
son Northen (Dover paperback $^ 50) 
This has all the information anyone 
could need to begin growing orchids and 
work up to the expert class 
Orchids You Can Grow, by Harrv Brit- 
ton Logan (Hawthorn, $12.95) i.s a fine 
selection of the most beautiful orchids 
with   thoroughgoing   instructions for 
growing them. 
Orchids—Flowers of Romance and Mys- 
tery, by Jack Kramer (Abrams, $35) 
Handsome enough to rate as a coffee- 
table book, this is a collection of color 
and black-and-white photographs that 
make hundreds of orchid species and 
hybrids easy to identify. There is also a 
lot  of geographical  information and 
complete growing instructions. 
292 

The Finishing Touch 
Birmingham, AL 

Mobile Rug & Shade 
Mobile, AL 

Carpet Time 
Phoenix, AZ 

Macys 
Throughout Northern CA 
Linbrook Carpets 
Anaheim, CA 

Aladdins Rug 
Bakersfield, CA 

Jost Floor Coverings 
Bakersfield, CA 

Gordons Floor Coverings 
El Centro, CA 

A & M Carpets 
Fresno, CA 

Edwards Floor Covering 
Glendale, CA 

Carpeteria 
Hollywood, CA 
Carpet Town 
Hollywood, CA 

Holiday Carpets 
Los Angeles, CA 

Cinderella Carpets 
Salinas, CA 

Monterey County Carpets 
Salinas, CA 

M. Goldberg Carpets 
San Diego, CA 

Jost Floor Coverings 
San Luis Opispo, CA 

Belmont Carpets 
Santa Ana, CA 

World of Carpets 
Santa Rosa, CA 

Lloyd Chandlers Furniture 
Vacaville, CA 

Gallagher Interiors 
Van Nuys, CA 

Larson Exports & Carpets, Inc 
Altamonte Springs, FL 
Steve Opier Carpet Sales 
Coral Gables, FL 

Custom Carpets 
Ft. Myers, FL 

May Cohen 
Jacksonville, FL 
Don Baily Carpet 
Miami, FL 

Pauls Carpet Co. 
Miami, FL 

Steve OpIer Carpet Sales 
Miami, FL 

Carpet Mart 
Miami, FL 

National Discount 
^    Orlando, FL 

Custom Floors 
Sarasota, FL 

Custom Floors, 
Tampa, FL 

Maas Brothers 
Tampa, FL 

Flair Carpet 
Tampa, FL 

Custom Floors 
Venice, FL 

Carpets by Ralph Curry 
Doraville, GA 

Goldblatts 
Chicago, IL 

Wiebolts 
Des Plaines, IL 

Kensington Carpets 
Riverdale, IL 

Cover - Rite Carpet 
Hammond, IN 

Carpet Fashions 
Indianapolis, IN 

Smulekoffs Furniture Co 
Cedar Rapids, lA 

Pidgeons 
Des Moines, lA 

Carpet King 
Marion, lA 

Peoples Furniture 
Sioux City, lA 

Kinnaird & Francke 
Lexington, KY 

Kinnaird & Francke 
Louisville, KY 

Carpet Remnant King 
Minneapolis. MN 

• Mid-Continent Interiors 
Minneapolis, MN 
Jerrys Floor Store 
Spring Lal^e Park, MN 

Package Furniture 
St. Paul, MN * 

Shumski,s 
Winona, MN 

Freeds Fine Furnishings 
Chadron, NB 

Smithtown Carpets 
Smithtown, NJ 

Remnant King 
Toms River, NJ 

Sterling Floor Coverings 
Woodbridge, NJ 

Jamaica New York Carpet B 
Depew, NY 
Gertz 
New York, NY 

Gimbels 
New York, NY 
Ivey's 
Charlotte, NC 

Eatmans Carpets 
Durham, NC 

Trudeaus Carpet & Drape 
Fayetteville, NC 
Carpet by Ron 
Fargo, ND 

Carpet City 
Portland, OR 

Carpet World of Oregon 
Portland, OR 

Columbia River Floors 
Ranier, OR 

Fred Essis & Sons 
Harris burg, PA 

Sun Decorating 
McKeesport, PA 
Fred Essis & Sons 
Mechanicsburg, PA 
Belk Simpson 
Greenville, SC 

Freeds Fine Furnishings 
Rapid City, SD 

Duck's Inc. 
Jackson, TN 
Duck's, Inc. 
Memphis, TN 

Mannings of Main Street 
Nashville, TN 

Sutton's Western Wholesale 
Salt Lake City, UT 

James Jeter Carpet Service 
Richmond, VA 
Sunset Sales 
Spokane, WA 
Coyle 
Madison, Wl 

Gimbels 
Milwaukee, Wl 

Davis-McLaughlin 
River Falls, Wl 
Drexel Co. 
Waukesha, Wl 

i 

RLD CARPETS 
Dalton, Georgia 30720 
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imrsuna coUecTio}^ 

Inspired adaptations of authentic porcelains and textiles of the 

Edo period (1603-1868) and named after the Imperial Villa in Kyoto, Japan, 

one of the architectural jewels of the Orient. 

The Katsura Collection with its magnificent motifs and exquisite 

colorations is presented in the characteristically superb quality of Schumacher- 

the source of fine fabrics, wallcoverings and carpets. 

SCHUMACHER 
939 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022 

Available through interior designers, 
Lord & Taylor, Stewart & Co., Steu art Dry Goods, 
Sibley Lindsay & Curr, H & S Pogue, 
Stix Baer Fuller, The Denver, Jos. Hornc Co., 
Huffnian-Koos and other fine stores. 



Introducing 'Indian Summer 

A new earthenware designed by potter Roy Hamilton and made for Tiffany by Stangl 

with a distinctive hand-thrown quahty. Available in either Earth Brown or Maize, 

the four-piece place setting of dinner plate, salad or dessert plate and cup and saucer, * 18.50 

Two decorations are available only on Earth Brown, Na\'ajo—black and white, 

and Sioux—light and dark blue. ^ 21. the four-piece place setting. Bowl, 12" across, ^ 27. 

10" across, ^ 17.50 Platter, 12" across, ^ 16. Casserole with cover, ^ 13.50 Soup or 

pasta bowl, * 6. Sugar bowl, * 6. Cream pitcher, ^ 6. Coffee or tea pot, ^ 18.50 

Pitcher, ^ 9. Platter, 12" across, ^6. 

NEW YORK f=^iFTH AVE. & 57TH ST.. TEL; (212) "759-9110 - ATLANTA • CHICAGO • HOUSTON • SAN FRANCiSCO • BEVERLY HILLS 
Please ac3c3 two dollars for shipping and handling plus safes tax where eippltca&Ie.   American Express ■ Diners Club • Master Charge - Visa 

1977 



Classic designs shaped 

m choice materials through 

skilled handcraftsmanship, a 

reflection of thougluful holi- 
day giving. 

Please phone 

1-800-821-7700 
ee 

ext. 

Missouri 800-892-7655, ext. 

814) for the name of a fine 

store near you offering im- 

mediate delivery. 

o 

A North American^ilips Company 



Only sterling 

puts you in a class 

by yourself. It's a subtle touch of elegance that 

tells the rest of the world where you're going 

(or that you've arrived). Sterling reflects 

your success and the pride you take in 

your home. 

And it shows. Everywhere 

Especially if you're the kind of person who 

cherishes fine china and crystal. 

You know there is nothing 

that can compare to the splendor 

of sterling. 

A   You deserve sterling. And you'l 

never settle for less. Never. 

Make it part of your life. Now. 

Sterling Silversmiths Guild of Americo 

says It 

Riverside, Connecticut 06878 



Kif 

f   Incorporating LIVING for young homemakers 

tfCisii 

There are many exclusive 
features that make KitchenAid 
trash compactors well worth the 
investment. 

For example, only KitchenAid 
compactors have a small Litter 
Bin® door on top you can use for 
quick throwaways instead of 
opening the big drawer every 
time. 

Only KitchenAid has an acti- 
vated charcoal filter that actually 
removes odors instead of just 
masking them, with perfumes. 

Only KitchenAid has a Tilt- 
Away basket that can be used with 
or without trash bags. 

See the KitchenAid trash 
compactor in action at your 
KitchenAid dealer. Then you'll 
understand why we say that a 
KitchenAid trash compactor is 
really worth it. 

KitchenAid 
TVash Compactors. 
They're worth it. 

KitchenAid, Dept. 7CA-12 
Hobart Corporation 
TYoy, Ohio 45374 

Send me more information. 

Name  

Address. 

City  

County- 

State_ 

DECEMBER 

1977 

Budget wrappings, page 116 

. Zic  

DECORATING, ARCHITECTURE, BUILDING 

68   Home improvement ideas for the house fixer 
110    Imagination, country style 
122   An old house spreads its wings 

THE JOY OF CHRISTMAS 

House gifts 
Bound for pleasure: Books for Christmas giving. 

By Jerome H. Denner 
A memoir of Christmas in China. By Henry McNulty 
Christmas at home—the wonder and the joy (Editorial) 
Delight in tradition 
Keep it natural 
Make it delicious 
Let it inspire you 
Santa on a shoestring—last-minute presents and 

inventive wrappings 

ANTIQUES AND RESTORATIONS 

Questions & answers: Antiques. By Louise Ade Boger 

FEATURES 

Living. Edited by Beverly Russell 
Children's exchange: Young discoveries 
Dear House & Garden . . . 
Getting into gear for winter driving. By Richard and Jean Taylor 
The enormous party. By Lewis Thomas, M.D. 

WINE & FOOD 

131 Delectable holiday desserts for family baking 
132 A family country lunch with punches, kabobs, and a hearty soup 
134 Easy holiday buffets 
136 Sugar and spice liqueurs. By Anthony Dias Blue 

GARDENING 

How to keep your holiday plants blooming. By Richard Langer 
Glory to the flowers 
Stand up and garden 
Gardener's notes. By James Fanning 

BEAUTY AND HEALTH 

How to overcome self-doubt and think your way to total 
confidence. By Caroline Seebohm 

Facing up to winter: 10 tips to help dry skin 
By Paula Rice Jackson 

Calcium: The backbone of minerals. By Eloise R. Trescher 

TRAVEL 

12 Holiday hot spot: The Coronado peninsula. By Richard Taylor 
76   Going places, finding things. Edited by Nancy Richardson 

Choose your trips: Super sun or super snow—The other 
Martinique. By Jane O'Reilly; Expert-ski: Heli skiing 
in the Canadian Rockies. By John Gibb; Three Restaurants 
to try in Stowe. By Marian Burros. 

READER'S SERVICE 

Open house buffet, page 134 

158   Shopping around with Audrey Nichols 
196   Best in book'cts 
198   Shopping information and store directory 
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In search of a 
majestic gift? 
When the Queen of 
England wanted 
bone china for her 
wedding, she 
chose Aynsley. 
It's the gift of a 
lifetime. For more 
than a lifetime. 
What price glory? 
Spend under $10. 
Or over $1,000. 
Give a heart box. Or , 
an egg. Give bells, 
bowls, baskets, salt & 
peppers, jugs & vases, 
sugars & creamers. 
Give place settings. 
Give flowers that 
bloom forever. 
Give birds & beasts. 
(When the Queen 
wanted an eagle as a 
gift for America, she 
chose one sculptured 
by Aynsley.) 
Pay a visit to the 
appointed Aynsley 
gallery in your area. 
Free color booklets. 
Aynsley Bone China. 
225 Fifth Avenue, 
NY 10010. 
The English 
member of 
the Waterford 
Crystal family. 



WHEN IT POGRS, 

IT REIGNS. 

The ruling class. 
Legendary Waterford crystal. 

Born in fire, blown by mouth & cut 
wholly by hand, with heart. 

Can you think of a more ciyilized 
way to pour spirits, liqueurs, wines, 
whatever? 

Man liyes not by water alone. 

WATERFORD 



Ifyouha^ 

to ask the pric^ 

you carft afford 

It* 

DECEMBER, 1977 

Those 
who would 
buy this clock 
obviously want 
more than the ■"" 
right time. 

Theirs is an appetite tor the 
rare and the excellent, which 
they seek as a matter of course. 

On this clock, the fam.ed 
cathedral chimes of Westmin- 
ster, Winchester and St. Mi- 
chael are reproduced by nine 
chromium-plated tubular bells. 

These are housed in a superb 
ly crafted case 87 inches tall. A 

case of 
oak and 
Carpath- 

ian elm burl veneers. 
All this is set off by a brass 

and silver plated dial and or- 
naments of brass fretwork. 

A great lyre pendulum meas- 
ures the hours behind hand 
beveled glass panels. 

li you are one of the hand- 
ful who can afford this clock, 
write for the name of the 
stocking dealer nearest you. 

Ask about the President by 
Howard Miller. -:3,400. 

Howard Miller Clock Co. 

&GARDE 

Zeeiand, Michigan 49464 
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order ready-made stars, see 
page 198. 
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BRITISH HOUSE & GARDEN 
Vogue House.Hanover Square,London, W 1 
FRENCH HOUSE & GARDEN 
(Maison & Jardin) 
4 Place du Palais Bourbon, Paris 7 



A word about 

craftsmanship and steriing: 

GORHAM. 

Gor^am Originals. Rich, solid sterling in designs so exacting and 
breathtaking only our craftsmen would attempt them. Assertive 
lines. Delicate balance. Pure curve and crisp detail. Superb fi- 
nesse. A magnificent marriage of the timeless and the timely. Ex- 
amine a Gorham Original as you would a fine work of art and you'll 
realize only one silversmith could have created and crafted sterling 
like this. Gorham.  

Gorham Division of Textron Inc. 
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Holiday hot spot 

The Coronado peninsula is one of Southern 
California's very special places. Surrounded 
on all sides by the Pacific, it's cut off from 
San Diego by a wide bay, only recently 
spanned by a toll bridge. Because of this iso- 
lation, Coronado retains all the charm of an 
Edwardian beach town. It is especially ap- 
pealing at Christmas, when San Diego's 
Mexican^^^^^^^A population cele- 

brates the traditional 
r i^^^B    posada with street 

festivals, parties, 
RICHARD TAYLOR 

^^^^^^ 

SHEILA CAMERA 

Creativity tree 

Vice President and Mrs. Mondale will have a "creal 
tree" this year, decorated with handmade ornamenl 
craftsmen designers organized through the Ame| 
Crafts Council. Shown below are Earl Krentzin's 
fish, Mary Ann Scherr's mobile star with Mylar ribli 
and M. Ahsona's Indian rattle gourd with white feal 

Below ground, burlap rots 

Save a tree 

WM Why throw out your 
Christmas tree when 

you can buy a living tree, 
which you can plant in 
your garden right after 
Christmas? Be sure you 
have a sunny spot for the 
tree, and dig the hole be- 
fore the ground freezes. 
Buy your tree early in De- 
cember from your local 
nursery, so you have first 
choice. Use a local nur- 
sery not only for a guar- 
antee, but because it will 
know best if your area is 
suited for planting a tree 
at this time of year Be- 

and passion plays. There are two separate 
moonlight parades of specially decorated 
boats in a kind of holiday "Op-Sail." The 
place to stay is the Hotel Del Coronado, a 
National Landmark Victorian fantasy, built 
in 1887 by Elisha Babcock of Indianapolis, 
who bought the whole 4,100-acre site. With 
naturally finished sugar-pine interiors, carved 
decorations, and fanciful turrets, the ho- 
tel was the first public building 
on the West Coast to have electric 
light, installed by Thomas Edison 
himself. Today the "Del" is a fasci- 
nating mixture of historical archi- 
tecture and modern additions. Pas- 
tries are still made in the original 
brick oven. Only steps away is the 
modern health spa, with Olympic- 
size pool and sauna. 
Coronado color ' 
Old Town in San Diego, an open-air V ""'tl^asKnusp*^- ^any ^ 
museum of early Spanish-style ar J   4-yheCV»r»st»» ^     {roi« Vi^^^sel 
tecture.****   For dinner,  the  Chart! ^oose V»asv,«Vd 
House 1887 Restaurant, charming cc A ^orm-^g trom car*""^,rti«ent 
verted boathouse overlooking the baj      --«tp\cottaS - 
**** Snowball fights at Sea World. De . 
cember 17.**** Bargain shopping in Ti 
juana, Mexico, half-an-hour drive. 

I 2 RICHARD TAYLOR 

fore you get it home, buy 
a large plastic saucer sled 
(about $5 from a toy 
store). Place the*tree in 
the saucer at a distance 
from your fireplace and 
heating  vents. Re- 
member to water the 
root ball while in- 
doors the first and 
fourth days—I quart 
or more of water will i 
do. Don't keep the i 
tree indoors longer | 
than 5 or 6 days and 
when you take it out, 
let it sit on the porch, 
in the garage, or 
against the southeast 
end of the house 
where it can once 
again acclimatize it- 
self to the outdoors. On 
the third day, slide it to 
the sunny spot where it 
will have room to grow 
large and full. If the root 
ball is wrapped in plastic, 
slip the plastic wrapping 
off before covering with 
dirt; if in burlap, leave it 
to disintegrate naturally. 
Cover the root ball 

completely 
with top 
soil pack 
the earth 
down Jf\ut ALbtK I 

«A "oo« »^"""^!ll"ooWie 

te\ c 
hen ^ou 

paste on an 

ickie 

edible *»*t:4V»*'"'' 



If you know several people 

wiio deserve Crown Royal, 

they're very fortunate 

So are you. 

PPP* w^'^- - ^/ : 



IVmg Platdujourt 

INGALA 

IVfde World Art 

WM Flour Cowles, an interna- 
tional trustee of the 

World Wildlife Fund and artist 
in her own right, had a wonder- 
ful idea several years ago for an 
art exhibition highlighting the 
animal in art. The aim: to pro- 
vide help for endangered spe- 
cies and ecosystems. The proj- 
ect has resulted in art shows 
spanning five continents. "What 
makes this so unique is that 
it is not a traveling exhibit, 
but a series of individual ones 
mounted all over the globe 

at the same 
period," she 
says. "How 
better to re- 
mind people to 
protect animals 
than to prove 
that animals 

Fleur Cowles 
and, below. 
Clark's book 

KENNFJM CLARK 

were the very first communica- 
tion of man on a cave wall, and 
have never failed to fascinate 
the greatest masters in art." In 
this country, exhibitions open 
at the Hirshhorn Museum & 
Sculpture Garden and 
the National Museum 
of Natural History 
November 17—Janu- 
ary 15 in Washington, 
D.C. and at The Nat- 
ural History Museum. 
November 16—Febru- 
ary 19 in Los Angeles. 
Mexico City, Madrid, 
London, Istanbul, and 
other cities are taking 
part. To complement the 
exhibitions, Kenneth Clark 
has written a beautifully 
illustrated book Anijnals 
and Men (Morrow, $19.95), 
14 

Did you know that ' 
after coins and min- 
iatures, plates are 
the most popular 
collectible? Here's a 
new one bound to 
make history: an 11'/a-inch 
hand-painted-to-order-for-you 
plate by artist Odette de 
Bruniere. Part of the beauty 
of the plate comes from the 
planning and experimentation 
of the design between you 
and Mrs. de Bruniere. The 
plates   are $500 

Odette de Bruniere, 
left, at work on 
the plate for Chuck 

H Williams, above 

each and may be 
ordered through the 
Williams - Sonoma 

catalogue, Box 3792, San Fran- 
cisco. Calif. 94119. For other 
designs contact the artist direct- 
ly at 3000 Portola Rd., Wood- 
side, Calif. 94602. Plates start 
at $100. Collectors may also 
want to be on the mailing list 

of the Bradford Ex- 
change, an organiza- 

tion that serves as a tradintiii 
rum for all the editions of pPl 
by the porcelain compaij 
The J 977 Bradford Book of (' 
lector's Plates (Rand McNa'l 
serves as a guide to novices 
aficionados. It researches I 
history of plate collecting, (| 
views limited editions, ha:l 
glossary and tips on starting (| 
The Bradford Exchange. Mj 
ton Grove, III. 60648. 

>       Forest of 

Popcorn trees and surprise balloons 

popcorn cones as 
table centerpiece. 
On each plate, a 
fabric-covered 
papier-mache 
balloon 

■■ Decorate your holiday ta- 
ble with popcorn trees and 

papier-mache balloons. Balloons 
can hide a present at each place 
setting. 
TO MAKE TREES, YOU NEED: 
Oak tag paper, 1 can white pop- 
ping corn, graph paper with Va- 
in, squares, compass, pencil, sta- 
pler, rubber cement, tin pie plate. 
1. On graph paper measure, 
mark, and cut out one half of a 
12-in. circle and an 18-in. circle. 
2. Place graph paper on oak tag, 

trace around outlines, cut out. 
3. Twist oak tag into cones, 
staple to hold. 
4. Pour rubber cement into tin 
pie plate. Brush a little on cone. 
Dip corn kernels into rubber 
cement. Place on cone. Allow 
tree to dry thoroughly. 
FOR BALLOONS, YOU NEED: 
Package of assorted balloons. 
Wheat paste. Strips of newspaper 
i-in. wide, 8 long. Strips of scrap 
fabric 1-in. wide, 8 long. (Here 
Nickelodeon sheets by Martex.) 
Tea cups, mixing bowl, scissors. 
1. Blow up balloons and set each 

SHEILA CAME 
one in a tea cup. 
2. Mix wheat paste in bowl f 
lowing directions, until gooey 
3. Dip paper strips into whe 
paste. Overlap and smooth the 
onto baMoons. Cover each bailee 
leaving end tied and exposed. I 
4. Dip fabric strips into whe.: 
paste. Apply to paper-coverd 
balloon overlapping and smooti 
ing into position. 
5. Allow papier-mache balloon t 
dry. Then deflate real balloon. 
6. Using manicure scissors, CL 
base of papier-mache balloon t 
give a flat surface for standing 

aSB A,„chair dieting a* 
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The Clinique Computer 

will see you now.   Uwm be a revelation. 

m a quick 30-second consultation, you will learn 

youukintyp-e, you will learn how to have 

bemandtatedooking^. Developed 

by a group of lading dennatfilogists, the 

fast, informativeaimqueComp_uter 

Anal>as is available at no charge 

at any Clinique Counter. 

1 

B 

aiNIQUE 
•compuier 



.vine: 

Kind 

to animals 

Gant Gaitlier, right; 
ZoophLsticates plates 

Good French taste 

Chervil is sometimes 
called French parsley, 
though in fact it is not 

,^ = a parsley at all but 
rather a relative 
of dill. Nonethe- 

iffjl less, the French 
are fond of it, 

there's no disputing 
c^wwJb that. They like its del- 

icate hint of anise, and 
chop It finely into salad dressing, fowl stuff- 
ing, or deviled eggs. One reason you rarely 
find fresh chervil in the U.S. is that the plant 
does not like intense summer heat. It can be 

, WILLIAM P. STEELE 
difficult to grow outdoors, but indoors on a 
sunny windowsill, chervil will thrive year- 
round, especially if it can avoid the summer 
scorchers in an air-conditioned room. Plant 
fresh seeds '/s of an inch below the surface 
of a relatively non-nutritious potting soil. A 
mix of equal parts fine sphagnum moss 
pcrhte, and potting soil works well. Plants 
will start greening in a week or so. A month 
later you can begin to harvest lightly, cutting 
outer leaves from crown. Chervil seeds (an- 
thriscus cerefolium) from Stokes Seeds Inc 
Box 548, Buffalo, N.Y. 14240 
40('. RICHARD 
LANCER ^^.ly^-c .; : 

Talk  about nine 
Gant Gaither is ii 
sixth! Biographer, 
signer, Broadway- 
wood producer-di 
now he's paintinj 
sculpting with grer 
cess  and pleasun 
those who know his 
he's the ruler of the 

dom Animalia. Tht 
ject of his paintii 
allegorical animals 
ed to play up the 
foibles of humans, 

phisticates"  will soo, 
sending their wry message 

everything from ties to wallpapers, she! 
dinner plates. There's one marvelous pi| 
ered with diamonds sunning herself o 
beach that you know you've seen somev 
before. His first success as a painter ' 
witTi the publication of a book called 
Seal—For Adults Only. The illustrations 
mounted at Hammer Galleries in New 
and were a complete sellout. He's been 
ing ever since. . . . The dinnerplates 
are by The Haldon Group, $26.50 a ^ 
four. Other pieces are bowls, mugs, tur 

tioished pot 1^.1 

Here's how to build a pot 
for  your  holiday tree, 
working  with ferroce- 

'ment. Give yourself at 
' least 2 weeks to allow for 
the curing time it will take 

to dry. 

^ You need: 
• 20-lb bag of prepack- 
aged cement/sand mix or 
• a small bag of white 
Portland cement, sand, and 
water in 2-4-1 parts. 
• 25 feet of 2 ft.-high hex- 
agonal wire mesh with 1-in. 
spacings or chicken wire. 
• Bricklayer's trowel. 
• Small shovel, plastic bin. 
• Straw basket as a form. 
• Gloves: canvas and plas- 
tic. 
• Wire cutters. 
• Atomizer or plant mister. 

Pot luck 

To Build: 
Cut 4 pieces of mesh a few 
inches wider than the base 
of the basket; bend the 
edges upward. Cut 4 pieces 
the circumference of the 
basket and wrap them in 
overlapping layers around 
the basket. Tie the mesh 
tightly with thin metal wires 
and bend the edges back as 
smoothly as possible. Re- 
move the basket. Prepare 
the mortar and apply quick- 
ly,   pressing   the rnortar 
through the interstices of 
the mesh. Make the surface 
as rough or smooth with 
your hands as you wish 
Wear gloves. Use the mini- 
mum amount of mortar nec- 
essary to cover the mesh 

hours spray the 
pot   with water 
misted through 
an atomizer. 
Wrap in plastic or 
burlap and store 
where there will be temper 
atures ranging from 50° to 
70° and high humidity if 
possible. Water with a h«se 
every day for 4 days. Then 
leave it wrapped for a week. 
If you want to paint the pot, 
use a paint especially made 
for concrete. 

For more projects and in- 
formation, see "Ferroce- 
ment: Building with Cement, 
"^and, and Mesh," written by 
' rchitect Stanley Abercrom- 
^Jie, ($12.50, Schocken 
Books) from which these 

Hail Halifax 
Marvelous conservation efforts in Halif 
Nova Scotia, have a message for other s 

ports across North America. A grc 
of very old cargo warehouses by t 

waterfront, saved from demolitii 
by the Historic Sites and Mcj 
uments Board of Canada, h 
been renovated to their ori' 
nal 19th-century design ; 
architect David R. Forsyil 
Fourteen buildings now houi 
cozy shops selling local and i 
ternationally made crafts, fa 
ric, pewter, clothes, furnitur 
several art galleries, plus pu 
and restaurants serving tl 
coldest ale and the best se, 
food fresh from local fishe 
men. The Nova Scotia Colle^i 
of Art and Design and man 
businesses share the secon 
floors. Inside, interiors ar 
earthy with exposed beam; 
brick walls, and wood plan 
flooring. Outside, the feelin 

of authentic seaport buildings bringj 
the visitor closer to the maritime history o:^ 
Nova Scotia—and the Bluenose II, a 140 
foot-tall sailing ship moored here, offer; 
water tours and trips out in the bay. 

19th-centtiry waterfront warehouses. Halifax 
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ture's richest flavors. 

and half with fresh cold milk, or be cre- 
ative and experiment. It's delicious fun. 
And its name, Caramella. is as soft 
and mellow as its taste. Look for the 
distinctive white bottle from Arrow.^ 

m 

54 Proof Liqueur. © 1977 Arrow Liquors Company. Allen Park, Michigan. 



all da 

Come wi 

with good 

your frie 

laugh 

flow 

plenty of room for the couscous. 

arms laden, not with gifts, but 

d habits, and loving thoughts for 

family Our house will ring with 

arkle with lights and flashes of holiday 

what is ours is yours to enjoy 

This^will be an evening of pleasures both pure and 

bright, and all in the proper spirit of things. Let's 

make a resolution right now. Instead of waiting 

all year for this magic season, let s extend its warmth 

throughout the year to come. Welcome, friends, mmmm 



ii QUESTIONS 

ANSWERS 

ANTIQUES 

BY LOUISE ADE BOGER 

New England Organ vives bearing the mark of one of these 
firms. The G & W in your mark are prob- 
ably the initials of Grosjean & Woodard. 
active at Boston, 1840-1862. who made 
silver for Tiffany & Co. 

Japanese ^'Thousand 

Faces'' tea set 

Ve knou that our urgan NNUN made b\ 
he New England Organ Co. Can you 
*itiniate «hen and tell me something 
bout the stjle of the instrument? 

D.M.—Los Gatos. Calif. 

The New England Organ Company was 
tarted in Boston, Mass. in 1871. It was 
ucceeded by the New England Piano 

Company in 1881. The outline and mold- 
ed detail on the back of your pump organ 
is typical of the Renaissance Revival 
st>le. which was an immensely popular 
one in our countrv. 

American coffee 

pot 

I know my Oriental tea set \Nas made in 
Japan sometime before N\orld Uar II. 
but that is about all I know. Can >ou 
identify it further?   D..M.—Selma. .41a. 

Your tea set was probably made in Japan 
between 1921 and 1940. The name of the 
pattern is "Thousand Faces"—(each 
face is slightly different). You will find 
the pattern illustrated in Japanese Ce- 
ramics of the Last One Hundred Years 
bv Irene Stitt (Crown. 1974). 

'rjl 

r - /eoo 

What can >ou tell me about m\ coffee 
pot from the mark I've sketched? 

G.L.—Pensacola. Fla. 

Hayden & Whildon. active at Charleston. 
S.C.. 1 855-1863, was the last of the sev- 
eral firms who succeeded Hayden. Gregg 
& Co., estabhshed in 1838. This original 
firm and its successors operated a large 
and successful jewelrv' store importing 
practically all of its merchandise from 
England and the North. Much silver sur- 

December 1977 

The mark on my tray, which I have 
drawn, includes the word "Sheffield." 
Does this mean it is English? 

D.D.G.—Phoenix. .\riz. 

Your plated silver tray was made by 
Lawrence B. Smith Co.. active at Boston. 
Mass.. from 1887 to about 1958. It made 
sterling and plated silverware. The word 
"Sheffield" included in the mark suggests 
that the form and decoration has been 
borrowed from 18th-century English 
Sheffield. Continued on next page 

Do you 

recognize 

American 

lanclmajrk? 

Probably not. Xo famous 
person was born in this 
house. Xo treaties were 

signed here. 
This house is simply a 

charming example of period 
architecture that is 

perfectly suited to today. 

It doesn't take a mansion to 
be a landmark. There are 

thousands of fine buildings 
like this one all across the 

country. They're part of our 
heritage too, just like 

Monticello and Mount Vernon. 

These buildings can be 
revitalized by adapting 

them to modern uses. 

Let's hold on to these pieces 
of our history while we still 

can. Support historic 
preservation in your 

community. 

For more information write 
Membership Department. 

Office of Public Affairs, 
The Xational Trust for 

Historic Preservation, 74-0 
Jackson Place. XW, 

Washington. 
DC 20006. 



Antiques 
continued from pri'( cdmi; pciiit' 

Shelf 

clock 

'4^ Can you identify the 
maker of niy clock 
and pinpoint its age? 

We think it's very old as it has wooden 
gears. I>.P.—Highland Park, N.J. 

Daniel Pratt Jr.. 1797-1871, Reading, 
Mass.. manufacturer and dealer, made 
your shelf clock with wood movement 
about 1835. This pleasing model, popu- 
lar from the time of its inception to the 
present day, will undoubtedly attract the 
collectors of tomorrow. 

Georgian epergne 

From the photograph, can you furnish 
me any information about my old 
epergne? K.H.—Pasadena, Calif. 

You have a fine example of an English 
Georgian silver-on-copper epergne. dat- 
ing around 1810. The wheel-cut glass in- 
serts in the diamond pattern were made 
at Waterford or Bristol. 

Pottery 

mark 

Our anthro- 
pology class      ^ ^ 
surface collected ^ 
several pieces of porcelain on an old vil- 

IP' W\ 

4* 

1770. A masterpiece 

of American craftsmanship. 

1977. A masterpiece 

of American craftsmanship. 

Made entirely by hand. One at a time. 
The only difference i,s 200 years. 

Williamiburg^ Furniture Reproductions 
by Kittinger offer faithful reproductions 
of priceless antiques from The Colonial 
Williamsburg collection. 

Send $6 for Library of 18th-Century English and American Furniture J% 
1897BElmw(H.d Av 

'».lJt)ilj)n> Irjiiimari, ;/ Tin C'lloiii^l W si: 
BOSTON. NEW YORK. ATLANTA. BUI-I-ALO. ( HlC AGO. DALLAS, DENV! k 

20 

ITTINGER 
Buffalo, New York l i20^ 

I" ' urg l-uiindalmn. Ktf,. V S. I'til. Off. 
■      I RANCISCO, LOS ANGELES 

lage site in Michigan, occupied fron 
1850 to 1928, when a tornado blew ii« 
away. We are very interested in finding 
out the approximate age of the dishes; 
and where they were manufactured. 

F.S.—Grandville, Mich. 

According to the registration number, 
the English Staffordshire potters Powell. 
Bishop and Stonier registered your pat- 
tern, Chelsea, at the British patent office 
in 1884. 

Ratchet 

candlestand 

I inherited this candle- 
stand. Can you give 
me some idea of its 
age and in what man- 
ner it was used? L.M.—Greenville, Del. 

Your ratchet candlestand with cross- 
base is of American manufacture and 
was probably made in the 18th century. 
These stands were sometimes placed on 
other articles of furniture for the purpose 
of throwing light abroad in a room. 

Parlor chairs 

These two old chairs were originally in 
my great grandmother's hou.se. I would 
like any information about them that you 
could give me.   S.G.—Milwaukee, Wis. 

Your chairs were made in America and 
they date about the 1850s. They were 
probably part of a parlor set, which usu- 
ally consisted of from six to twelve 
pieces. The Gothic chair [right] is by far 
the more interesting of the two. 

House & Garden 



Set your table with sunshine 

and a marvelous European springtime 

from Villeroy & Bbch 

Let us introduce a little bit of beautiful, unfamiliar countryside to your tabletop with fresh and cheery 
Geranium at a refreshing $37.50 the 5-piece placesetting. Rounding out the landscape is Villeroy & Boch's 
crystal pattern, Florence. Undeniably European, it's the look most found in the fashionable households 
of France, Belgium. Germany. Discover why. Write Villeroy & Boch. 225 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10010, 
USA. We II send you a fully illustrated folio of this great tableware, and details about where to find it. 
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Hi ii' •til* rcome self-doubt and 

YOUR WAY 

i OTAL CONFIDENCE 

A strategy to improve your physical abilities and 

also the quality of your life, from performance 

expert W. Timothy Gallwey/By Caroline Seebohm 

■"Probably the greatest obstacles to 
growth of al! kinds are our concepts 

about ourselves." says Timothy Gallwey. 
co-author of the just published Inner Ski- 
///!,', and performance consultant to sports 
clinics and corporations across the coun- 
try. "By believing that you arc not good at 
a physical activity or mental challenge, 
you limit how well you will let yourself do 
it." 

An\one who has ever been involved in 
any sports or games, whether it be tennis, 
golf, skiing, or whatever, will know the in- 
furiating gap that occurs between what 
you are .supposed to do and what actually 
happens. Your theoretically perfect fore- 
hand goes in the net. Your 2-millimeter 

FACING UP TO WINTER 

10 Tips To Help Dry Skin/By Paula R. Jackson 

Dry skin seems even drier in 
winter, whether you live in the 
North or South. Cold and steam 
heat are the two aggressors in 
cold-weather climes; sun and air 
conditioning dry it out in 
warmer weather zones. Two 
experts on skin care, Janet 
Sartin and Pablo Manzoni, gave 
us their advice for keeping dry 
skin comfortable. 

JANET SARTIN: 
^ For daily cleansing anywhere 
use super-fatted soaps, face 
and body. 
■ Never go outdoors without a 
moisturizer on your face, men 
and women, or a body lotion 
covering the rest of you, includ- 
ing behind the knees, ankles, 
elbows, and feet. 
■ If you're active in sports like 
skiing, golf, or tennis, use grease- 
less, protective sun lotions. 
Expression lines around the eyes, 
bridge of the nose, and the 
mouth need an extra dab as 
those areas are among the first 
to flake and itch. 
■ Don't be afraid of bathing 
with a dry skin. Just be sure to 
add a bath oil to the water; 
follow up with body lotion 
afterward. 
■ For added protection of the 
face: Dip a cotton ball into whole 

cinch of a putt goes wide. Your 
elegant parallel turn lands you in 
the snow. 

This gap is a separation between 
body and mind, or between the 
Outer and the Inner Game, as Tim- 
othy Gallwey identifies it. Through 
the Inner Game, he teaches how we 
can unlearn old habits, let our nat- 
ural learning ability and skills work 
properly, and, carrying over the ex- 
ample from sports, inject these more 
accurate expressions of our potential into 
our daily lives. 

"All physical activities have some kind 
of a goal." Gallwey explains. "And they 
present obstacles, difficulties between you 

and the goal. The 
idea is to get over the 
obstacles and reach 
the goal. This is what 
I mean by the Outer 
Game. The Inner 
Game deals neither 
with the difficulties 
presented by the op- 
ponent, nor by the 
terrain, but by one- 
self. These inner ob- 
stacles are similar no 
matter what external 
performance we are 
doing, whether it's 
skiing or writing po- 
etry—they involve, 
for instance, anxiety, 
fear, self-doubt, lack 
of confidence. All 
these things arise 
from inside us and 
make it difficult for 
us to perform ac- 
cording to our tru» 
potential. In other 
words, you have to 
beat yourself." 

The Outer Game, 
then, concerns the 
racket hitting the 
ball, the skis sliding 
through the snow, in 
certain prescribed 
ways that make up 
the sport. The Inner 
Game is what goes 
on in your head as 
you try to get your 
body to do the moves 
correctly—that re- 

milk and wipe it across the skin. 
Let it dry for 2 or 3 minutes 
and rinse. Your face will have a 
slightly stronger acid mantle to 
help prevent chapping in the 
drying winds. 
■ If your wear wool sweaters, 
wear a silk or cotton shirt 
underneath. Very sensitive skin 
can react to the softest wools, so 
a lining is helpful. A silk scarf 
at the neck offers the same 
protection. 
B Eight glasses of water a day 
cleanse skin from the inside out. 
A good drink, too, during the 
winter months when rich red 
wines can expand surface 
capillaries near the skin and 
make them itch. White wine can 
also be just a bit too acidic for 
dry skins and a rash 
sometimes results. 
PABLO MANZONI 
OF ELIZABETH ARDEN: 
■ Your hands are probably the 
most neglected in winter. Use 
a hand cream that has silicone or 
aloe in it. Cotton or silk-lined 
gloves also offer protection by 
preventing the more irritating 
properties of leather and wool 
from reaching the skin. 
■ We all know that what you 
eat affects the state of the 
skin. (Continued on page 24) 

morseless inner dialogue between yourself 
the critic and yourself the performer. Mr. 
Gallwey calls these two selves. Self 1 and 
Self 2. 

Many people's problems, both in games 
and in life, concern the battle between Self 
1, who pours out instructions and judg- 
ments about how to do things right, and 
Self 2, the natural performer. 'The role of 
conscious thinking, especially related to 
our self-image, is greatly overrated in this 

If you can face fear 

head on, analyze 

precisely what Is 

making you afraid . . . you 

are halfway to 

conquering that fear 

culture, and I believe it's a major interfer- 
ence to learning." Mr. Gallwey's sugges- 
tion is that if we could only manage to stop 
listening to Self 1, Self 2 would handle 
everything with much greater ease and 
success. 

How do you stop listening to Self 1? 
One of the most direct ways Timothy 
Gallwey teaches is by developing body 
awareness. If Self 2 has a natural ability 
to do things, why not try to become more 
aware of Self 2 and bypass Self 1? In 
skiing, for example, the first thing a be- 
ginner usually (Continued on page 24) 

EDITOR'S NOTE: W. Tinwthy Gallwey. a 
former Harvard tennis star, wrote a book 
called The Inner Game of Tennis (Ran- 
dom House) that presented a revolutionary 
new strategy for playing the game, hs in- 
sights made it a best seller, and Mr. Gall- 
wey opened a string of clinics across the 
country teaching his thesis about tennis. 
Now his new hook, Inner Skiing (Random 
House), written with Bob Kriegel, brings 
the same wisdom to skiing. He is currently 
working on a book about Inner Golf. 



We have the right answers 

berause we ask the right questions. 

^"^^r^ ..1 

Understanding your skin is the secret 
behind keeping it healthy looking. 
This important fact is the very basis of 
the Erno Laszlo skincare system. 
You may think your skin is dry or oily 
or normal. But we may not agree with 
you. We have a simple questionnaire 
that will help you discover your prob- 
lems along with your needs. An Insti- 
tute trained specialist will ask you the 
questions. From your answers she will 

analyze your skin and specify a treat- 
ment program that will be the right one 
for you. It is your ow'n personal Erno 
Laszlo beauty ritual. 
Meet with our Erno Laszlo specialist 
at Saks Fifth Avenue. She"ll take the 
guesswork out of how to properly 
care for your skin. 

The 

Emo Laszlo 

Institute 
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THE WABATH ESCAPE. 

Just one capful of Vitabath" lets you 
escape from the world of ordinary 
bathing forever. Because Vitabath's' 
vitamin enriched, skin softening 
cleansing gelee cascades into a gen- 
tle billowing foam that will leave you 
feeling relaxed, refreshed, exhilarated. 
Like nothing you've ever known, 
before. Escape to the world of 
Vitabath. Known to the 
Europeans as Bade- ,     »^  ■»     ^-a , 
das, the Vitabath maOatil 

escape comes in spring green, fresh 
pink and tangy lemon. To get 4 trial 
size escapes send $1.00 to: Vitabath, 
Box 869, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735. 
Offer expires December 31.1978. 

NAME  

.ADDRESS- 

C!TY. 

STATE. ZIP- 
1977. Beechamlnc. 8 BHG 

Facing up to winter 
continued from page 22 
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Eat more fruits, more proteins, and fe, 
animal fats. Dry skins may even ben 
from half a teaspoon of olive oil in a Sc 
dressing every day. 
■ During vigorous sports like skiing 
tennis, moisture evaporates through 
skin—simple perspiration. Dry skin ou 
to take advantage of the surface Wc 
wherever possible. It could be very h? 
ful, especially to skiers, to wear a heav 
more opaque cream on the face when 
on the slopes. It acts as a sealer so t 
evaporation is reduced and it helps bic 
out the aging, drying effects of both 
and wind. Elizabeth Arden's "8-H 
Cream" is a good one to try. It's alsi 
wonderful preparation for the treatment 
sunburn for those who take winter va 
tions in the tropics. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Janet Sartin's salon at 4 
Park Ave., New York, N Y., 10022, or 
Bonwit Teller in New York, has a s 
analysis service with recommended tre, 
ments, available by mail. 

Total confidence 
continued from page 22 

learns is how to side-step up a hill. Gal 
wey's pupils learned this, not by his tel 
ing them how to do it, but by makinl 
them experience it. First of all, he askel 
them to get used to the feeling of the sk 
—shift their weight from one foot to arl 
other, bend and straighten their kneesl 
edge and flatten their skis. There were n 
rights or wrongs, just the exploration o| 
something new. 

Then the teacher began to side-step u 
the hill, and asked his students to follovj 
him—no other instructions.  As the. 
went, he asked them to become aware o 
their skis—were they flat or edged int( 
the snow? The students noticed that thei;! 
skis were edged into the snow. So ther 
Gallwey asked them to play with theiil 
edges some more—to flatten them andl 
see what happened. Well, they started 
sliding down the hill, so then they auto- 
matically edged them again to stop them 
selves. "That's why you were all edging 
to begin with." he said. "Who told you 
how to do that'.^ I didn't—you did it auto- 
matically  without  thinking  about it. 
Something in you is pretty smart, and 
you will grow to trust it more and more." 

Tennis is full of opportunities to de- 
velop body awareness. Say, for instance, 
you are worried about your serve. You 
have probably served thousands of times 
in your tennis-playing life; your body 
knows precisely what to do. What is 
going wrong is the stream of instructions 
coming from Self 1. "Throw tne ball 
higher . . . Bend your knees . . . Wait or 
you'll mulT it," and so on. As you listen 
to Self 1 you tighten up and Self 2 has no 
chance to do its work. Tim Gallwey sug- 
gests that when you serve you concen- 

Continued on page 28 
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YOUK HAIF6TYLIST 

YOU'VE TRUSTED HER WITH 

- - EVERYTHING ELSE. 

NOW TRUST HER WITH YOUR FACE. 

The woman who knows you down to the roots of 

your hair can tell you a lot about your face. 

Your hairstylist is a licensed cosmetologist. And if 

she works in a salon that uses Redken products, 

congratulations! You're one step ahead. You already 

know the great things Redken can do for your 

hair. Now let your stylist tell you what Redken can 

do for the rest of you. She'll tell 3'ou about Redken's 

pH Plus Conditioning Cosmetics. 

pH Plus Cosmetics do more than color, cover 

and camouflage. Unlike ordinar^^ make-ups, 

ours condition. pH Plus Cosmetics are acid-balanced 

because that's good for your skin. They're made 

with protein because that's good for your skin. And 

they bring out your natural good looks instead 

of bun»^ing them because that's best for you. 

At Redken, beautiful promises are based in 

scientific fact. We spend nearly two million dollars a 

year on research and development. And when we say our cosmetics condition, we have 17 years 

of experience analyzing the chemistry of skin and hair to back us up. 

When you've got products this good, you want to show people how to use them right. 

So you may have to go a little out of your way to find us. We're in the hands of professionals. 

Not at your favorite drug or department store. Come to a salon that uses and sells Redken 

for a professional make-up analysis and pH Plus Cosmetics. If you don't already know such 

a beaut>^ salon, check your Yellow Pages Telephone Directory. 

Try us out with our holiday season special. It's a unique beauty box —an assortment of 

our most popular conditioning cosmetics. You'U find it a beautiful way to introduce your face 

to Redken. And now, during the holidays, the beauty box is yours at a special savings. 

This Christmas, discover the other side of your hairstylist. 

Discover pH Plus Conditioning Make-up. 

It's the best present you can give 

vour face.Trust us. 

YOU CAN TRUST THE SOOO SALONS DEDICATED TO THE REDKEN 

PFDMISE: BEAUTY BASED ON SCIENCE. ^^I^J])I<£^' 



(Unsolicited Testimonial) 

are ugly I'' 

MARIAN VAYHINGER Michigan City, Indiana 

Dear Neutrogena- 

In the 12 yrs. I've been in the halrstyllng business, my hands 

have looked really bad, especially In the winter.    I would finish a 
busy week with blood running down the back of my hands and go home 
and really suffer all weekend.   Nothing really helped. 

I got such lovely comments from people like, "ohh, what's wrong 
with your hands?"    "Looks like gangrene" etc.    Sometimes when we went 
out, I would sit on them, so nobody would comment.   My husband even 
bought me a dishwasher, which helped a little. 

Then last Thanksgiving I was...buying a birthday gift. The girl 
at the cosmetic counter said, "Oh, your hands are ugly!" She gave me 
a trial tube of Neutrogena and I was--as usual--skeptlcal. 

Well 1 yr. later, I am still using It faithfully and still can't 
believe it...thanks so much. - 

Sincerely, 

Ou\j< a>A-->   ^ <\j'^^h~^c^e/\J 

hand cream 

« 

Originally developed for Arctic fishermen, Neutrogena- Hand Cream is a 
heavy-duty formula which literally shields your hands, helps them heal. ^ 
Medical tests show it helped clear up acute skin conditions within 14 days. 

Your satisfaction guaranteed, or money back from Neutrogena. $3. 

NEUTROGENA HAND CREAM ^Neutrogena Corp. 1977 
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Total confidence 
continued from page 24 

trate on the jci'l of the racket swinging 
behind your back; on the texture of the 
ball as it goes in the air; on the vif^v of 
voiir legs as you reach to hit it. You 
might even hum a rhythmic tune as you 
serve that times with your iiction. What 
these techniques do is help let Self 2 play 
the game—and keep Sell I out of it. 

Another lesson in dealing with Self 1 
is learning how to handle fear. Fear is 
one of the main obstacles to enjoyment 
and proficiency in sport—either the fear 
of getting hurt, or the fear of looking 
foolish. Let's take the first fear—the fear 
of danger. For instance, you are stand- 
ing nervously on your skis at the head of 
a trail. Looking down it. you see bumps, 
precipices, all kind of terrifying hurdles 
that will cause you to fall and break a 
leg. Self 1 is quick to magnify these hur- 
dles by making them seem even more 
impossible, reminding you of former dis- 
asters, of other people's accidents, of 
your own incompetence. Getting more 
and more anxious, you take the slope 
badly and either fall or end up shaking. 

Timothy Gailwey grapples with this 
fear by explaining that it is based on 
Hhtsion. not reality. You don't know 
you're going to break a leg—you don't 
even know precisely the size of the 
bumps or gradient of the slope. In a good 
lesson on overcoming fear, he asked a 
student, John, who was in a panic at the 
top of a slope, what frightened him most 
about what he saw. At first John ex- 
pressed hate for the whole scene, but 
when pressed, he saw that the trail he 
imagined as "almost straight down" was 
only about 20 degrees olT horizontal. 
John was asked to analyze the bumps he 
was so scared of and there, too, he found 
he had greatly exaggerated their size. 
Finally, Gailwey asked him if he were 
going to go down the slope, where he 
v/ould make his first turn. And the sec- 
ond turn. And as he asked, John pictured 
the run, started to smile, and skied ofi". 
The achievement John felt afterwards 
was not only that he had completed the 
run without falling, but also that he had 
triumphed over fear. 

In other words, if you can face the 
fear head on. analyze precisely what is 
making you afraid, instead of imagining 
and exaggerating the terrors, you are 
halfway to conquering that fear. What it 
takes is awareness of what you are con- 
fronting, not imagination. 

The fear of looking foolish, another 
inhibiting weapon of Self 1, is based on 
another mental obstacle played in the 
Inner Game. Overcoming this means 
shed din o your self-itncige. 

If you believe that you are not well 
coordinated, or that you are scared, or 
that you aren't a good ballplayer, what 
proof do you have? Have you ever had 
an experience that refutes your belief? 
Most people have at some times experi- 
enced playing or skiing well. "Do you 
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believe your experience, which has 
shown you you are capable of more, or 
do you believe your self-image?" asks 
Mr. Gailwey. The simple solution is to 
try to experience your skiing or tennis or 
golf (IS if really is, without the "help" of 
.Self I. Then you can discover what Self 
2 can actually do. 

If you believe that you simply can't 
do it. stop concentrating on it—simply 
trust and be aware. Remember that your 
body knows what to do. It's done it be- 
fore. There's nothing right or wrong 
about it—-the criterion is what's enjoy- 
able and what's not enjoyable; what's in 
harmony with your body and what's not 
in harmony. "You're not a bad person 
for falling or hitting the ball out. You 
are simply experiencing playing the game 
—and that is how you learn." 

It is not difficult to see how these 
techniques for skiing, tennis, and other 
physical activities can be applied to ev- 
eryday life. For instance, by practicing 
body awareness on the ski slopes or on 
the tennis court, you can learn to listen 
to your body rather than the criticism of 
Self 1. You may feel you cannot get 
through the day. but when you actually 
do get through the day, it's experience, 
not the conceptual expectation that helps 
you develop your true potential. If you 
practice handling fear while on skis, you 
can use that skill, too, in other ways. If 
you are afraid of going to a cocktail par- 
ty, for example, use the Gailwey tech- 
nique: Imagine yourself at the party and 
what terrible things might happen; ana- 
lyze what is making you afraid. Not be- 
ing dressed right? That no one will talk 
to you? Has that really often happened 
to you? Sort out the reality from the illu- 

Continued on page 157 

Beauty and health 

products new this month 

in the stores 

A gift of fragrance during the holidays, 
besides being traditional, is also a versa- 
tile way to express your feelings. Here 
are three new ones, bound to become 
classics soon. The first is from one of the 
most romantic fashion designers of the 
decade, Oscar de la Renta. His signature 
fragrance is an intense floral that blooms 
and mellows at the same time. Some of 
the flowers in it are narcissus, oran^ 
flowers, rose, and jasmine. Some of the 
spices—clove, nutmeg, even a hint of 
basil! For Christmas, petals in crystal 
have been fashioned for the bottle's top, 
with even a crystal dewdrop. A single 
ounce in the special bottle—only 500 
will be made—will cost $275. Otherwise 
you can have it for $80 an ounce, $30 
the quarter-ounce; eau de toilette, from 
$15 to $45. At Saks Fifth Avenue and 
Neiman-Marcus. 

The other two fragrances are modern, 
elegant, and. here's a promise, will be 
very much noticed. One's for women, 

Chicane, and one's for men, Eau Cei! 
dree, both by Jacomo. They're best dt 
scribed as "sports" fragrances, both bein' 
clean and brisk at the same time—e>i 
cellent staying power, too. Both $50 a 
ounce in square cubes; colognes start Ej! 
$15. At Bloomingdale's, Bonwit Teller 
and B. Altman. \ 

Another special surprise for Christ! 
mas is called Soap and Flowers. Thi 
flowers part is a delicately printed tern' 
washcloth in the same apricot, pale yeli 
low, and celadon green pattern that cov^ 
ers Cliniqiie products. The soap part is a 
hefty 5-ounce basic soap bar in its hand) 
green travel case. The set is $10. Look' 
for it at fine stores across the country) 

A unique coloring stick for both lip^ 
and cheeks is new from Germaine Monj 
teil. The stick comes in a slim, enameled 
case, the formula is light, and the color', 
sheer. The one to work with your make-| 
up today is the Uni-Color Stick—no col-' 
or^f its own, but once on your skin it'; 
slowly deepens according to your nat-1 
ural warmth. Seductive. Regime Lip and 
Cheek Stick comes in seven more shades,! 
$5.50 each, at fine drug and department: 
stores. , 

Makeup and skin-care experts alike! 
insist that your makeup be removed be- 
fore you retire for the night. But it 
doesn't always happen. What's worse is' 
that the eye area is the most fragile and \ 
it takes the brunt when makeup stays! 
put. Fresh Lash by Mayhelline is a 24- 
hour lash-conditioner-and-mascara-in- 
one. Of course, you can take it off, but if ' 
you don't, at least your lashes will be 
lubricated. The mascara comes in three , 
shades, $1.85 at drugstores everywhere. 

Another two-in-one that's a present 
for men: a handsome chocolate-brown 
leather pouch bag with shoulder strap 
and two buckles in front is the cover for 
Yves Saint Laurent's after shave, co- 
logne, shaving foam, shampoo, and tex- 
turizer conditioner in small. 2-ounce 
travel sizes. The field bag doubles for 
camera carrying, anything, really. $45 at 
men's fragrance counters in fine depart- 
ment stores. Happy Holidays! 

PAULA RICE JACKSON 

Astrological guide to your fragrance 
The Sign; Sagittarius .^^^^ 
(circa November 22— F^^S 
December 21) UrifU 
Element: Fire BlW 

The Sagittarian likes a challenge. Gifted 
with enthusiasm, vitality, and a lifelong 
youthful air. these intrepid individuals 
regard physical activity and travel as es- 
sential interests. "I see" is the key phrase. 
They like living with decorative objects 
from foreign countries. The Sagittarian 
love of freedom suggests the fragrance 
Yendi, by Capucci. Givenchy III has a 
silvery scent with grand allure and spirit. 
New Bogart is a virile brew for the dash- 
ing male. MARIA REACHI 
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Let's face it. Joe couldn't quit his job 

to take care of the kids if something 

happened to me—and he couldn't afford 

to pay someone else to do it. That's why I got a piece of 

the Rock —Prudential insurance. 

If I weren't here, it would give my family an extra 

monthly income. Enough to help take care of the kids 

until they're nid enough to take care of themselves. 

I didn't know we could get insurance that fits our 

needs so perfectly—or at a price we could afford so easily. 

That's really nice, because.. .they need me. 

The more they need you, f]j^ PniHpn'tml 

the more you need Prudential. niaP riuucuuai 

Life Health Auto Home 

The Prudential Insurance Company of America 

December, 1977 29 



THE HOUSE 

HOW TO KEEP YOUR 

HOLIDAY PLANTS BLOOMING 

Tips on ycai -l OLind care for 

■Cii\ ing something gicoii and llovv- 
cring in the holiday season has al- 

ways been popular. Plants add splashes 
of eolor to the dark, winter nights and 
arc gifts of lasting pleasine—or they 
should he. Unfortunately, many plants 
rarely make it past the season of their 
giving, because, unlike blenders and 
skis and other holiday presents, all too 
often they come without instructions. 
Given the right care, though, most holi- 
day plants can last for years, renewing 
their special elfect each season. 
CYCLAMEN 
Though it is often thrown away after its 
winter flowers have faded, cyclamen 
can be saved to blossom again, some- 
times even more spectacularly the sec- 
ond or third time around. The secret is 
cool nights. Put your plant close to the 
window pane in winter, and not only 
will the flowers bloom for months, but 
the plant will be off to a fine start for 
the following year. Keep the plant's 
sandy soil moist but not soggy, and 
when you douse your cyclamen, be sure 
you water well enough for some excess 
to seep out at the bottom of the pot. 
For best growth the plant needs a 
bright location, which is easy enough 
to provide close to the window. On the 
other hand, the midday sun should not 
strike it directly. A winter sun might 
not be anything for mad dogs and 
Englishmen, but at noon it can burn 
your cyclamen's leaves. 

When the flowers stop arriving and 
the leaves begin to die. put your cycla- 
men aside in a cool dry place till the 
following fall. Traditionally the pot is 

; placed on its side rather than being 

^'1 

left in its 
normal 
position. 
Why, I have never 
been able to deter- 
mine. Perhaps it is to 
remind one not to 
water it. Still, it 
shouldn't be allowed 
to become bone dry, 
and I like to mist the 
outside of the pot 
weekly during the 
resting season. 

At the end of Au- 
gust, place the pot 
in its old spot by the 
window and start a 
regular   routine of 
watering and fertilizing. Soon leaves 
and new buds will herald the advent of 
another holiday season. 
GARDENIA 
Certainly no plant brings more fra- 
grance to a room than a gardenia—and 
probably none brings more problems. 
Still this flowering bush is well worth 
cultivating. Either you'll be wildly suc- 
cessful with it or you'll fail completely. 
In either case, when the plant is bought 
in bud, the initial flowers rarely stay 
for long. Once acclimated, however, 
the plant can produce an unforgettably 
romantic display. The gardenia is sensi- 
tive to cold drafts, overheating, and low 
humidity. Its ideal environment (as- 
suming you don't have a greenhouse) is 
a sun porch whose temperature does 
not fall below 45 degrees in winter. But 
the plant can do well indoors as long as 
the humidity stays above 50 percent 
and the temperature does not slip much 
over 70 degrees. Keep the soil evenly 
moist and well fertilized. The leaves 
too should be fertilized. When their 
high iron demand is not met, they mot- 
tle yellow. Spraying them with a che- 
lated iron solution, usually available 
under the brand name of Sequestrene, 

Christmas favoritesifiV RICHARD LANGER 

f'oinsettias clu.stered around h 
Ficus in Enid Haupt's apart- 
ment hallway at Christmas 

solves the problem. 
To bloom next year, 

your gardenia will need 
to summer outside. 
Keep it in a cool shady 
spot, and remember a 
pot in the garden will 
dry out twice as fast as 
one indoors. Be sure to 
check the soil's moisture 

regularly. A once-dried-out gardenia 
will be a hopeless case for years, if in- 
deed it survives at all. 
KALANCHOE BLOSSFELDIANA 
This striking small plant with its thick 
succulent leaves and bright scarlet 
flowers is almost as much a part of 
Christmas as poinsettias. And although 
it's easier to grow and less tempera- 
mental than the poinsettia, the key to 
getting it to bloom is the same: short 
winter days. 

After the flowers have bloomed their 
brightest and at last faded, cut off their 
stalks and place the plant in a sunny 
window where it can add to its foliage 
in preparation for next year's growth. 
Water well, but let the soil become 
quite dry before you do so again. Ferti- 
lize regularly throughout spring, and 
add a teaspoonful of bone meal some- 
time in June as a summer treat. Stop 
fertilizing in September, and limit the 
plant's exposure to bright light to no 
more than ten or twelve hours a day. 
Kalanchoe isn't as much of a photo- 
phobe as the poinsettia, 
and there's no need to put 
(Coiuinued on page 38) 

Tuberous begonias on a California porch      \ Kalanchoe—keep warm, dry Gardenia—^keep humid, moist Cyclamen—keep cool, moist 



The Standard of Givin 

Give Seagrams 

Bottled in Canada. Preferred throughout the wor 

. CMMOUN WHISKY. A BIEND OF OUKUMk-S RttST WHISKIES. 6 YEARS OLD. 86.8 PROOF- SEAGRAM MSTIILERS CO, N-Y.C. GIFT-WRAPPED AT MO EXTRA CHARGL 
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Deiermined 

Thai Cigareiie Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health 

The only low tar 

lenthol cigarette with 

Salem satisfaction. 

20 
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CIGARETTES 
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Your bedrooms never came so alive! 
Just see what Bob Van Allen's new Up- 

Date collection can do for them! Its crafted 
by Kenneth Home Fashions into cozy com- 
forters, wild bedspreads, gay dust ruffles, 
exciting draperies! Matchitig pillows and 
piece goods from Riverdale--treated with 
"Scotchgard" Brand Fabric Protector. , 

Use all the same pattern, or mix them up. 

There are four to choose from, and four col- 
ors: seafoam, earth, cadet blue, cranberry. 

All in a perfect blend of 50% Fortrel poly- 
ester, 50% cotton—machine washable. 

UpDate...what a wonderful way to sleep! 
What a wonderful way to decorate too—only 
from Kenneth Home Fashions. 

And so outstanding in fashion and value, 
^they'rejfl^lan|Me.J^^ .. ... 

Fortrel® is a trademark of Fiber 
Industries, Inc., a subsidiary of 
Celanese Corporation. 

Selected patterns and colors available at fine stores everywhere. 



BRAND NEW ROSES! Featuring PRISTINE, 
the 1978 Rose of the Year, with rich, creamy white blooms set 
aglow with a delicate pink blush. And to the .ight of the catalog above, see three of our 
newest and best . . COLOR MAGIC, All-America winner for 1978 . . . bright orange 
All-America PROMINENT and elegant NEW DAY, the brilliant yellow 1977 Rose 
of the Year. Page after page of the world's finest roses . . . and all are 
GUARANTEED TO GROW AND BLOOM IN YOUR GARDEN' 

EVEN MORE — fragrant hybrid CRABAPPLES . . . easy to grow BERRIES 
and GRAPES . . . EXOTIC FLOWERS . . . flowering and shade TREES . . . 
lots of planting and landscaping ideas, here in the most asked-for 
garden catalog in the world' It's yours FREE. 
Mail your postage-paid card today — or use the coupon to the right. 

Jackson & Perkins Co. 
World's Largest Rose Growers and Nurserymen 
88-A   Rose Lane, Medford, Oregon 97501 

^Good Housekeeping'' PfiOMiSfS 

All J&P Roses Have 
earned this seal 
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Looking lou 

That's how little time it takes each day to 
apply 2nd Debut, the ama^ing complex- 
ion care lotion that's more than a surface 
moisturizer. 2nd Debut v.-ith CEF. Cellular 
Expansion F-actor. is a proven beauty 
preparation 

Here's how 2nd Debut with CEF can 
work for you Dryness is a continual pro- 
cess of nature that goes on 24 hours a 
day .especially in the facial under-skin 
In this process, cells dry up, shrink, and 
plead for moisture Lines and wrinkles 
due to this dry skin begin to form around 
your eyes, under your chin and on your 
neck. 

2nd Debut is specially formulated to 
provide moisture to the dry under-cells. 
2nd Debut with CEF sends a shower of 
moisture into these dry under-cells. Im- 
mediately you can feel the soothing emol- 
lients The once dry cells, now begin to 
take on moisture, plump up, push out. 
expand. Softness begins to return and 
these lines and wnnkles then become less 
noticeable 

Just two minutes in the morning and 

two minutes at night before retiring. 
That's all the time it takes to bring softness 
back to your skin , to return to a com- 
plexion that invites a tender touch... a 
gentle caress. 

2nd Debut comes in two formulas: CEF 
600 for the younger woman who wants to 
head off those early signs of lines and 
dryness. 2nd Debut with CEF 1200 for 
skin that needs extra help. Both are sold 
on a 10-day. money-back guarantee. Try 
2nd Debut today. In minutes you may see 
the difference. But assuredly in minutes 
he will feel the difference 

Special Introductory Offer 
For a convincing trial supply of 2nd Debut 
with CEF 600. please send 500 with this 
ad to Dept. HG85 2nd Debut. P O. Box 
268. Hampshire. Illinois 60140. Limited 
one sample per person. Offer expires 
January. 1978. 

The Edison Comfort Sens(»r. 

ssBMB^sasBSj    lakes the strain 

off your himace 

andyour 

heating bill. 

Now, dial down your thermostat 
to save money and energy and still 
keep a room comfortably warm. 

Just plug in the Edison Comfort 
SensOT portable electric whole-room 

\ heater. 
It's the portable heater designed like 

a forced-air furnace: cold air goes in, 
wainn air flows out. 

I^ctually circulates heat around the 
^ %hole room, so you don't have to sit iii 

Iront of it to be comfortable. 
The Edison Comfort Sensor. 

sFhe ideal whole-room 
heater. At retailers 
every wh 
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Holiday plants 
continued from page 30 

the plant in a dark closet every night. 
But do move it to a spot where it wii 
not be flooded with artificial light during 
your evening activity. Flowers should ap- 
pear by late December if night tempera- 
tures in the plant's vicinity have been 
falling to the 55- to 60-degree range. 
POINSETTIA 
Grown as a hedging or garden plant in 
its native Mexico, the poinsettia is the 
plant spirit of Christmas. Be forewarned 
however, here's one gift plant that will 
rarely look the same again unless you 
can give it the greenhouse doting the 
florist did. It is possible to keep a poin- 
settia over the years and induce it to 
bloom again. Some people even manage 
to get it to look better than the first time 
around, but they are definitely the lucky 
minority. Keep the poinsettia's soil on 
the dry side once the flowers—or, more 
properly, the bracts—go. Those bright 
red "flowers" we all admire are actually 
modified leaves; the true flowers are 
those undistinguished little yellow beads 
in the center. When the spring nights be- 
gin to stay above 50 degrees, set the pot 
outside. Then, after a week or so, cut 
back about half the green growth. Keep 
pinching back, and fertilize regularly. 

Once you bring a poinsettia indoors in 
fall, it must never have more than ten 
hours of light a day. Either put the plant 
in the closet, come evening, or cover it 
with a black box—forget the cover one 
night and chances are your flowers will 
not materialize for another year. Buds 
should form by the end of November, at 
which point the plant is no longer so 
light fussy. Even then, however, putting 
on the night shade will aid in producing 
bigger blooms. All in all, in the case of 
poinsettias, it's easier to start with a new 
plant each year. 
TUBEROUS BEGONIAS 
While begonias as a whole are some of 
the easiest of all houseplants to care for, 
the tuberous varieties tend to be a bit 
touchy. They require high humidity, dif- 
fuse light, and night temperatures below 
60 degrees for the longest-lasting flow- 
ers. Keep the soil constantly moist but 
never soggy, and pinch ofl" the flowers as 
soon as they fade. Once the season and 
the begonia flowers have passed, trim 
the plant back. Keep it in a bright, cool 
place where the humidity remains high. 
Fertilize regularly through March. 

The begonia tuber becomes dormant 
in spring, at which point it should be 
stored like the cyclamen. Although the 
soil should be allowed to become quite 
dry, make sure it has enough moisture 
in it to keep the tuber nice and plump. 
Dormancy lasts only a month or so. 
Once new growth begins, repot the tuber, 
using rich humusy soil. Keep it as cool 
as possible in the summertime, and pinch 
the plant back through the middle of 
August so it develops into a bush. It 
should start blooming in November. ■ 
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Sally's only 1 /, bur she's already planning 
'   ■ 3\Nn room around this Ethan Allen 

op desk. 

The Ethan Allen Treasury 
gives me 392 pages of 
ideas-all free' You don't 
have to buy anything- 
just go into a Gallery 
and pick it up. 

IM MY 

OW/Nf DECORATOR" 

SO I LIKE A STORE THAT MAKES THE MOST OF 

MY IDEAS, AND GIVES ME THE MOST 

FOR MY MONEY 

Meet Stephanie, Fred and Sally 
Rensing. First in a series of 
stories about the kind of people 
who furnish their house, their 
way, at Ethan Allen. 

Tve got more ideas than I know 
what to do with! For me, the hardest 
part is finding the furniture to express 
those ideas. The minute I walked into 
Ethan Allen, I knew I was going to find 
everything I wanted. 

For example, a sofa you can put 
your feet up on. and relax. That's 
Fred's idea of what a sofa should be. I 
agree. Who wants to feel like a guest 
in his own house! When I saw this 
Tuxedo sofa sitting next to its match- 
ing loveseat in one of Ethan Allen 's 
room settings, I knew it was right for 
us. Who would have thought you 
could furnish a whole living room at 
such a comfortable price. 

There 's just no end to the help you 
can get at Ethan Allen. Yet, I get the 
feeling Ethan Allen really respects my 
judgement. I wouldn't go anywhere 
else, because it's the one store that 
helps me be my own decorator." 

"    r ::ian Allen Interior designer helped me pick this fabric and figure out the 
measurements so the sofa fits exactly It looks made to order-for a lot less than we 
expected to pay  And what a find this rug was! 

Ethan 

Allen 

Galleries 

COME ON OVER TO OUR HOUSE 
AND FURNISH YOUR HOUSE YOUR WAY. 
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NUTRITIOi V 

CALCIUM: 

THE BACKBONE OF MINERALS i 

BY ELOISE R. TRESCHER, R.D. 

You and your family 

can benefit by learn- 

ing about calcium 

Calcium to many is that glass of milk 
your mottiLM- told you to drink to build 
better bones. But calcium is much more 
than a glass of milk—although milk, in 
all forms, is still the best source of this 
important mineral. 

Everyone should learn more about 
calcium, as calcium really cares about 
you from bones to blood. There are 
more than 100 known elements, and of 
these calcium (Ca) is present in the 
largest amounts in the adult human body 
—2 to 3 pounds or about 900 to 1.200 
grams. Approximately 99 percent of this 
is in the bone structure and provides the 
hard part of your bones and teeth. The 1 
percent of calcium outside your skeletal 
structure is in the soft tissues and extra- 
cellular fluids. 

Contrary to common belief, bone is 
not fixed, even in adult life. There is a 
constant altering of its structure by two 
different kinds of cells. The osteoblasts 
deposit fresh calcium salts where they 
are needed, while the osteoclasts erode 
excess calcium deposits. As hard as bone 
seems, it is being formed and reabsorbed 
continuously in your body. About 700 
milligrams (mg) of calcium enters and 
leaves the bones of the healthy adult ev- 
ery day. 

The level of calcium in the blood is 
maintained with amazing precision at 
about 9 to 11 milligrams per 100 ml. in 
each adult. This relatively small amount 
performs an immensely important role. 
It is necessary for the coagulation of the 
blood (blood clotting), muscle contrac- 
tility and relaxation, nerve impulse trans- 
mission, myocardial (muscular tissue of 
the heart) function, the integrity of in- 
tracellular cement substances and various 
membranes, and the activation of several 

Henredon 

A bookcase of timeless Oriental 
beauty and versatility. Content in any setting, 

traditional to contemporary—at ease as a china in 
dining area, a focal point in the living room. See a variety of 

distinctive adaptable styles for tcxday's living, 
dining and bedroom environments by sending SI .00 for Folio Eleven 

brochure to Henredon, Dept. C-127, Morganton, N.C. 28655. 

enzymes. Calcium, indeed, is both a body 
builder and a body regulator. 

Seventy to 80 percent of the calcium 
ingested is excreted in the feces, and 
smaller amounts in urine and sweat. 
That excreted in the urine varies widely, 
but research indicates that the amount is 
fairly constant for each individual. 

Our bodies must absorb calcium to 
have this mineral work for us, and the 
absorption of calcium is augmented by 
vitamin D. In areas where there is abun- 
dant sunlight there is no need for vita- 
min D supplementation. In urban areas 
where pollution may partially obliterate 
sunlight or where the inhabitants are in- 
frequently exposed to sunlight, vitamin 
D supplementation may be needed. Re- 
member that vitamin D in excess of need 
is toxic and should be taken only when 
prescribed by your doctor. An adequate 
intake of lactose (milk is the only 
source), a low PH (hydrogen ion con- 
centration, which indicates the degree of 
acidity or alkalinity) of the intestinal 
contents, the calcium to phosphorus ra- 
tio of 1:1. and the need for calcium 
favor the absorption of calcium. 

Calcium is both a 

body builder and a 

body regulator. Our 

bodies must absorb 

calcium to have this 

mineral work for us 

The level of calcium in the blood of 
healthy adults is always in balance 
throughout life. If an adequate amount 
is not ingested over a long period of 
time, the level of blood calcium is main- 
tained at the expense of bone. Osteoporo- 
sis can occur at any age, but it is most 
common in postmenopausal women. Its 
symptoms are a shortening or shrinking 
of stature often accompanied by low 
backache and increased incidence of 
bone fractures. 

Many reasons for this phenomenon 
have been postulated in addition to de- 
creased calcium intake resulting in bone 
loss. Some of them are: poor absorption, 
poor utilization, loss of estrogens, and 
immobility. Each plays a part. Older peo- 
ple are less able to absorb calcium than 
the young. Infirmities may prevent them 

Continued on page 44 
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Ship's Decanter, Dublin Basket, Ashford Pitcher. Three graceful gift ideas. 

Tlie same 

uytliurried skjlh 

tlmt -make our 

chvm famous, 

maJ^ our 

a-ystal fabulous. 

Wedgwood^ tableware— 
the finest of its kind for over 200 
vears—has an Irish Cr\'stal so 
magnificent, it's carrying the 
family name. It is, perhaps, the 
best ever to come out of Ireland. 

Each piece is blown by 
mouth, and meticulously cut by 
hand, exactly the way it's been 
done for generations. In the 
ancient city of Galway, time 
passes slowly. So slowly, it takes 
days to craft a single goblet. 

WTien a piece is finished, it 
is repeatedlv examined for flaws 
bv skillful Irish hands and kno\v- 
ing Irish eyes. So if you pur- 
chase—or give—a piece of 
Wedgwood Irish Cr\'stal, you 
know it is the best. Or it 
wouldn't have our name. 

Stemware in 13 graceful 
patterns from S17 to S42 a goblet. 
Countless gift accessories from 
SIO to S650. At selected fine 
stores. Send for free brochure. 

Wedgwood 

rish Crystal 

'way 

,1 Madison Avenue Nevs \otV. 10010 

The CXMailey Marmalade Jar. 

t 



I miy one Liquorc^ 

nnp Samhiica Aitiaretto 

Italy has given the world countless masterpieces, but only one Galliano. ' 
And now, joining our renowned, goldbn Liquore Galliano are two 
more superb liqueurs ; 5amdi/ca di Galliano and A maretto di Galliano. 
Like Liquore Galliano, each of these new liqueurs has a character, 1 

apcrsonaUtyallitsown^^^j^,.^^ QaSSiCS by GalliaiM) 

1^ 

Iz 

■o c a 
□a 
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The bcimt> secret that 

keeps Royal \chct tcm els ycmiig 

Owr secret is invisible. Its locked in the ^^eave. 

You can't see our secret. But it's what makes Fieldcrest towels resist 

shrinking, puckering and tearing while they keep their shape through use, 

through laundering, through all the punishment a towel is asked to take. 

Fieldcrest towels start out in life and stay just as absorbent as any towels 

you've ever owned. That's because only cotton touches the skin. Soft, thirsty 

100% cotton. That's no secret. But-we know that cotton alone isn't enough to 

keep a towel young. So in the part that doesn't touch the skin, we lock in the 

polyester reinforcement it takes to help keep a towel young and bouncy and 

beautiful. And we do it with every towel we make. 

You see, we don't think any towel should start showing signs of middle 

age just when it's in the prime of life. And that's our secret. Isn't it beautiful? 

The loop IS 100% cotton The base (arrow) holds the secret that keeps our towels young. 

the Lasting Impressions o\ J^&iifGi'&Sf® 

-^K^^ Fieldcrest 60 West 40th Street New Yor eidcrest 60 West 40ttn Street. New York N Y 10018 
December, 1977 43 
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(•( 'luiniivd 11 oni page 40 

1 cngfiiH!,' in normal activities. In- 
ucised calcium intake late in life may 
r.ol prev ent osteoporosis, but it is thought 
:hat calcium supplements and increased 
dail> physical activity within the indi- 
xiduai's capacity may induce calcium 
retention and relieve symptoms. 

Kach person in your family needs cal- 
cium throughout life—from infants, 
children, adolescents, parents, and grand- 
parents to pregnant and lactating wom- 
en. The table at riuht shows how much 

calcium should be included in your daily 
diet. 

Authorities vary as to exactly how 
much calcium an individual needs. For 
example, the Food and Agricultural Or- 
ganization of the World Health Organi- 
zation (FAO/WHO), suggests that '•400 
to 500 milligrams per day" of calcium 
seems "a practical allowance" for adults, 
as in countries where these amounts are 
usual, little evidence of calcium deficien- 
cy exists. The committee adds. "The use- 
fulness of exceeding this has not been 
proved. In a number of countries the av- 
erage intake is considerably higher, in 

' 'Ld US mclkt this mommtm time 

that u't share-a thingoj beai/ty. 

Let/L\ fill ()//rfniest cups with wine 

and telehate our he of life!' 

You can afford to celebrate everything ivith Cristal d'Arqim. 

The Cnstaid'Arqm Collection. 

Fim French crystal Afff/rdably priced. 

cristal d'Arques 

Genuine lead crystal (24%) with the cLirily and weight that marks true quality. 
Shown: Pompadour. $3 a stem. Other patterns from S4 to $7 a stem..In all hetter^'ift and department stores. 

Imported by J.G. Durand International, Dept. L, Millville. N.J. 08332. Catalogue on request. 
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Age Calcium 
(years) milligrams 
Infants 0.0-0.5 360 

0.5-1.0 540 
Children 1-3 800 

4-6 800 
7-10 800 

Males 11-14 1200 
15-18 1200 
19-22 800 
23-50 800 
51 + 800 

Females 1 1-14 1200 
15-18 1200 
19-22 800 
23-50 800 
51 + 800 

Pregnant 1200 
Lactating 1200 

This table is from the Food and Nutrition 
Board, National Academy of Sciences, Na- 
tional Research Council, Revised 1974 

sonfi'^rcases as high as 1500 mg. a day. 
There is no evidence that such a high in- 
take is undesirable, but neither is there 
any indication that raising calcium above 

1 gram will serve any useful purpose." 
The Food and Nutrition Board states, 

"Studies have shown that men adapt, 
with time, to lower calcium intakes and 
maintain calcium balance on intakes as 
low as 200 to 400 mg. a day, and further, 
that a higher proportion of calcium is 
utilized when intake is low than when it 
is liberal. However, most of the national 
groups cited as being in equilibrium on 
such low-calcium intakes either live in 
tropical or semitropical areas with abun- 
dant sunlight or may well have unrecog- 
nized sources of calcium in the diet 
[FAO/WHO 19621. It is therefore un- 
wise to recommend such low calcium 
intakes." 

If foods were listed in the order of 
their calcium content, milk in its various 
forms would lead the list followed by 
dark green leafy vegetables. On page 48 
you will find a list from the U.S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture Home & Garden 
Bulletin No. 72 for your kitchen memory 
board, telling the amount in milligrams 
of calcium found in a wide variety ol 
food. 

It is easy for you to see that milk is 
our best source of calcium. Include at 
least two glasses in your adult diet each 
day. either as a beverage, on cereal, in 
homemade breads, in casseroles, in soups, 
or in milk desserts. By choosing the re- 
mainder of your diet from a wide variet\ 
of foods from the four groups all your 
nutrient needs can be met. 

Here are three delicious recipes with 
calcium in mind: 

Mrs. Joe Hume Gardner's 
Scalloped Cabbage with 
Nutmeg Sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
1 small head cabbage, coarsely shredded 
2 tablespoons butter or margarine 

Continued on page 48 



Ueggs Memory Yarn 

stretches out and springs back 

to fit beautifully. 

What makes L'esss ' 

pantyhose special? Memory 

Yarn.''' Memory Yarn hussyour 

nkles. Memory Yarn holds your 

knees. Memory Yarn stretches 

out and sprinss back 

to fit thin legs, plump legs, 

tall legs, all legs. Beautifully. 

Without bagging or sagging. 

Remember to buy L'eggs® panty- 

hose with Memory Yarn 

at the L'eggs Boutique, in 

Average or Queensize. 

Also available in Canada. 

NOMAnB) ■q,    WMM! ^ 





Zreate a fantasy world you can live in. 

reams really do come true. 

Especially if you are perceptive enough to invite 

is elegant Valentine Seaver sectional by Kroehler into 

>ur home, it's the perfect arrangement for entertaining 

room full of people. Or that one special person. 

Youll be sumptuously carried away by the feeling of 

ilanced comfort you get from our coil spring under 

)nstruction. And the realist in you will be pleased that 

e luxuriously soft, hushed fawn velvet of 100% 

polyester fibers is protected with 

SCOTCHGARD" stain repellent. So you can put y; 

worry behind. 

Valentine Seaver. Because you should be living out 

a// your secret fantasies. 

3-piece sectional under $2,000. 

Manufacturers JLjk Ap 

suggested retail ^^1^1111116 
prices may vary by geo- 

graphic area and for ^ \mW^^m. 

labrics other than shown. 
lolKKOI MU X 
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2 tablespoon^, flour 
1V2 cups milk 
¥2 teaspoon sait 
Few grains pepper 
V4 teaspoon nuuneg 
6 tablespoons grated Parmesan cheese 
2 tablespoon lemon juice 

jm cabbage until tender, but 
still crisp. Melt butter in saucepan. Stir 
in flour. 

Remove from heat and gradually blend 
in milk, stirring until smooth. Add salt, 
pepper, and nutmeg, stirring constantly 
until thickened. Add 4 tablespoons cheese 
and stir until melted. Remove from heat 
and stir in lemon juice. 

Place cabbage in greased baking dish. 
Pour over sauce. Top with remaining 
cheese and a light sprinkle of nutmeg. 
Bake in hot (450") oven 6 to 8 minutes, 
until top is golden brown. Serves 6. 

Mrs. William W. Magruder's 
Broccoli Mold 

INGREDIENTS 
2 10-ounce packages frozen cflopped 

broccoli 
2 tablespoons unflavored gelatin 
1 10V2-ounce can consomme 
2 tablespoons lemon juice 
1 teaspoon red hot sauce 
V2 teaspoon salt 
V2 cup mayonnaise 
3 hard-cooked eggs, chopped 
V2 cup celery, chopped (optional) 
¥2 cup slivered almonds 

METHOD 
Cook broccoli according to package direc- 
tions. Soak gelatin in V2 cup consomme 
for 5 minutes. Heat remaining consomme. 
Add to gelatin mixture. Stir to dissolve. 

Drain broccoli. Combine remaining in- 
gredients. Add consomme/gelatin mix- 
ture. 

Pour into mold and chill until firm. Un- 
mold onto platter of salad greens. May be 
garnished with black olives, cocktail to- 
matoes, or whatever is handy. Serves 8 to 
10. 

Mrs. John M. Young's 
Buttermilk Dressing 

INGREDIENTS 
2 cups mayonnaise 
1V4 cups buttermilk 
V2 teaspoon garlic salt 
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce 
Dash of Tabasco 
4 ounces blue cheese 

METHOD 
Mix all ingredients in blender, putting in 
cheese last. 
The three recipes are taken froin the new 
1977 Stratford Hall Cookbook ($6.60 ppd.). 
To order, write Stratford Hall, Stratford, 
Va. 22558. 
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Food Amount 
Calcium 

Milligrams 

Milk (whole) 1 cup (8 oz.) 288 
Buttermilk 1 cup (8 oz.) 296 
Milk (skim) 1 cup (8 oz.) 296 

Half-and-half 1 cup 261 
Light cream ,^ 1 cup 203 
Heavy cream 1 cup 179 

Cheese                           -''s^? 
blue or Roquefort          '' "^^ 1 ounce 89 
Camembert 1 V?, ounce (1 wedge) 40 
Cheddar 1 ounce 213 
cottage '\ 2 ounces 54 
cream 1 ounce 18 
Limburger 1 ounce 167 
Swiss ] ounce 262 
processed 1 ounce 198 

Broccoli, chopped and cooked 1 cup 136 
Collards, cooked 1 cup 289 
Dandelion greens, cooked 1 cup 252 
Turnip greens, cooked 1 cup 252 
Spinach, cooked 1 cup 212 
Mustard greens, cooked 1 cup 193 
Kale, cooked 1 cup 147 
Endive, escarole, raw 1 ounce 23 
Asparagus, cooked 1 cup 30 
Cabbage, cooked in small amount of 

water 1 cup 64 
Cabbage, raw and shredded 1 cup 23 
Carrots, cooked, diced 1 cup 48 
Celery, raw, diced 1 cup 39 
Clams, raw, meat only 3 ounces 59 
Oysters, raw, meat only V2 cup 113 
Salmon, pink, canned 3 ounces *167 
Sardines, canned 3 ounces 372 
Shrimp, cooked 3 ounces 98 • 
Crab meat, canned 3 ounces 38 
Beef, lamb, pork, poultry 3 ounces 7 to 10 
Molasses (cane) light, first extraction 1 tablespoon 33 

blackstrap, third extraction 1 tablespoon 137 
Honey, strained 1 tablespoon 17 
Sugar, granulated — 0 
Beans 

navy great 1 cup (cooked) 90 
kidney 1 cup (cooked) 70 
lima 1 cup (cooked) 80 
snap 1 cup (cooked) 63 

Peanuts 10 jumbo A 
Peanut butter 2 level tablespoons ^ 18 
Almonds 10 23 
Brazil nuts 8 medium 25 
Bread, whole-wheat I 1-ounce slice 32 
Bread, white enriched ] 1-ounce slice 25 
Pumpernickel 1 1 -ounce slice 27 
Egg yolk 1 large 24 
Strawberries 1 cup 31 
Orange 1 large 81 
Orange « 1 medium 65 
Orange 1 small 52 
Orange juice 1 cup 25 
Cantaloupe V2 (5-inch dia.) 38 
Apples 1 (3 per pound) 10 
Waffle, made with enriched flour 91-2^/2 ounces (4-inchdia.) 85 
Waffle, made from mix, enriched, egg 

and milk added as above 179 
Wheat, shredded 1 biscuit 11 
Spaghetti, cooked 1 cup 32 
Spaghetti, home recipe with meatballs 

and .sauce 1 cup 124 
Spaghetti, canned * 1 cup 53 
*lf hones are discarded, calcium value will be greatly reduced 
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Only 9 mg. tar in both sizes. 

And KQOLs refreshing 

coolness, too.' 

At losto low lor" 

Tientho! cigarette 

with satisfying 

taste. 

K'NSS LONGS 

mg.'tar' 

in both 
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If you want a healthy cat, 

start with a healthy kitten. 

If you want your kitten to grow 

into a strong, healthy cat, there are 

some things you should know. 

Kitten Chow® for the first year. 

Most people don't know it takes 

a whole year for a kitten to become 

a cat. And that's a lot of growing— 

from a baby, to a child, then to a 

young adult in just 12 short 

months. 

That's why we made Purina® 

Kitten Chow® kitten food with all 

the extra nutrition kittens need 

during that critical first year. 

Extra vitamins for bright eyes 

and a shiny coat. 

Extra minerals 

for strong teeth and 

bones. And 35% 

Kitten Chow 

the First Year. 

protein for good strong muscles. 

Cat Chow® forever. 

Grown cats also have very spe- 

cial needs. Your cat needs a good 

balanced diet to help stay healthy. 

Purina® Cat Chow® cat food is 

high in protein. That's important 

because cats need proportionately 

more protein than people. 

With Cat Chow cat food, you 

don't need to give your cat extra 

vitamins and minerals. 

It has all that's necessary for 

strong teeth and bones; for rich 

blood and good skin. 

To help keep your 

cat healthy follow 

this rule—Cat Chow 

for health. 

For your pet's health . 
see your veterinarian regularly 

^howl Cat Chow 
cat food 

Forever. 



I CHILDREN'S 

EXCHANGE 

f you ii\e around Washington. D.C.. 
ou can put on a children's Christmas or 

)irthday party that is really different at 
he Washington Doll's House & Toy Mii- 
eiim. Here. Flora Gill Jacobs displays 
ler unique collection of antique doll 
nouses, toys, and games. The oldest doll 
nouse is a German Nuremberg kitchen 
Jating from the 1700s. The museum wel- 
comes up to twent\ children for a party 
which begins with a tour of the six-room 
museum. The party menu for lunch at 
antique ice-cream tables in the palm- 
filled "Edwardian" tearoom includes tea 
sandwiches, cake, ice cream, and lemon- 
ade at S7.50 a child, or afternoon parties 
without sandwiches at S6 each. Games 
and prizes follow. Special invitations can 
be sent to each guest. Open 11-5 Tues- 
da\-Saturday, 12-5 Sunday. Closed 
Monday. Washington DolTs House & 
Tov Museum, 5236 44th Street, N.W.. 
Washington, D.C. 20015 

^ ^ No fear of the 

# dentist 

Left: audio- 
visual program. 
Below: Dr. Weinman 
with patient. 

Children now have their own dentists 
called pedodontists. who have special- 
ized in child dental care. The philosophy 
behind pedodontics is to educate the 
child in dental hygiene, to teach preven- 
tion of decay, and try to eliminate the 
fear of pain during treatment. 

New York pedodontist Dr. Henry 
Weinman has a bright and cheery office 
off Washington Square West designed by 
Marsha Katz with youngsters in mind, 
including child-size dental chairs. A mu- 

YOUNG 

DISCOVERIES 

Festivity in a museum, teething problems solved, 

and a quick Christmas how-to 

ral in the sitting room is full of wonder- 
ful jungle animals with movable legs and 
arms. A planter is used as a space divider 
between two working areas so that there 
is no feeling of isolation for the patients. 

The first visit is done with great care. 
Before meeting the dentist, the child and 
parents are shown a short video tape, 
carefully examining and explaining the 
office and the dental instruments. In ad- 
dition there is a video, mainly for the 
parents, emphasizing the importance of 
primary teeth and the nccessit\' of decay 
prevention. 

Dr. Weinman uses the show-tell-and- 
do method—telling the little patient what 
will happen "so that there are no mys- 
teries, no surprises." 

Though pedodontics is a relatively 
new specialty. "Pedodontists" can be 
located in the yellow pages all over 
the country as a subheading under 
"Dentists." 

Big game: 

elephant 

purse 

With a quick bit of handiwork you can 
crochet this elephant shoulder bag as a 
last-minute child's Christmas present. 
All you need is approximately three 
hours, three colors of yarn, a shoe-but- 
ton eye and the instructions from Sukey 
Bullard and Vicki Romaine. Send S2 ;o 
.Sukev. 220 Cabrini Blvd. (Apt 2K). 
New York. N.Y. 10033. ■ 

Fever? 

St. Jo.seph Aspirin for Children is the one childrens 

doctors recommend most."^' E.xact childrens 

dosai^e. Fast acting. Pure orange flavor. 
rwn      t 1 row 1 - [if ST .lOSFPH ^^^"Sf'^i 
Thank goodness for Stjoseph. [jy^ipVRmFORCHTL^^^^^^ 

Who knows more about children's medicine? 



RIBBONPOINT ^ 

A BEAUTIFUL FABRIC MOSAIC CRAFTi 

Ribbonpo^^^JliROvative. creative, stitchery. A rich, damask-like mosaic to create, to treasure. 
The luxury of ribbon from the orient; exclusively designed patterns for pillows, chairseats, 
evening bags, belts, etc., to add charm and beauty to the most elegant room or apparel. The 
ribbonp«int process permits creativity in one-third the time of needlepoint, yet the colorful, 
silk-like ribbon is so much more glamourous. Ribt>onpoint. At better needlecraft shops and 
the needjework department at fine stores everywhere. For a complete catalog of available 
ribbonpoint designer kits, send one dollar to Patricia Mabry Enterprises, Inc., P. 0. Box 
523, Fairfield, Alabama 35064. 



Until now, PPG Soiarcoo. orcnze 
reflective glass was used mainly for 
commercial buildings and institutions. 

Now, rt's available in 34-inch 
thickness, which makes it practical 
for homes, too. 

In this model home nestled in the 
foothills above Anaheim, Calrfornia. 
PPG Solarcool reflective glass looks 
perfectly stunning. But it has a prac- 
-ical side, too—the inside. Compared 
to clear glass, PPG Solarcool Bronze 
reflective glass delivers a 15- to 18- 
oercent energy saving in air condi- 
tioning in this house—by reducing 
heat gain from the brilliant Southern 
California sunshine. (Data based on 
PPG comouter energy analysis of 

:nis actual model. In other locations, 
savings could be even greater.) 

In the daytime, the subtle, 
mirrored facade of Solarcool 
sharply reduces visibilrty from the 
outside: when you're inside, you 
can enjoy comparative privacy. 

At the same time, it's a lot nicer 
to look out at all the sunlit flowers 
because the glare is cut down. And 
ultraviolet light, a major cause of 
interior fading, is greatly reduced. 

Your builder or remodeler will 
appreciate the fact that it's in 34-inch 
thickness—standard for residences. 
It's practical for them to work with 
because it can be cut, frtted and 
fabricated into insulating units right 

in your own area. 
Why not getr =:.;""; :r5 of 

PPG residential Sc 5-::: 'r- ec:.ve 
glass. Writefor OL' --ee E r^ge color 
brochure. Or ask your PPG aistributor 
or dealer for all the money-saving 
details. 

PPG Industries, Inc., One 
Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15222. 

PPG; 3 Concern for the Future 

INDUSTRIES 



With KitchenAid; 

th   ishes come out clean 

n    latter who loads them* 

The KitchenAid Load'As'You'Like Dishwasher. 
Thai's the whole idea of a dish- 
washer, isn't it, getting the dishes 
clean"* But with KitchenAid it's more 
than that. It's getting dishes clean 
no matter where you load them. 

That's why there are wash arms 
above and below both racks for all- 
around cleaning. And why the 
KitchenAid Superba has an adjust- 
able upper rack so you put pots and 
pans in both racks 
at the same time. 

And speaking 
of pot cleaning, 
that's where 
the KitchenAid 
Superba really 
shines. Its pot 
cleaning cycle- - 

Soak 'n Scrub™—soaks pots, then 
scrubs the loosened food soil away 
with powerful streams of water. 
A built-in Soft Waste Disposer 
means you don't 
have topre-rinse 

People who 
own dishwashers 
say KitchenAid 
is the best. And 
now, loading a 
KitchenAid has never been easier 
and cleaning with a KitchenAid 
dishwasher has never been better.. 

For a quiet, dependable, energy- 
efficient dishwasher, see your 
KitchenAid dealer. He's listed in the 
Yellow Pages under "Dishwashing 
Machines." 

KitchenAid' 
People say it's the best. 

UtMK 

HOUSE & 

GARDEN.. 

Answers to your questions. 

Here we share some interes 

ing letters from our readers 

Ever green 

Are there ways to help keep a live cu 
Christmas tree fresh? 

—M.M., New York, N.Y 
Forester Raymond Foulds at the Uni 
versity of Vermont Cooperative Exten 
sion Service suggests: If you can't get to 
a tree farm to cut your own tree (ideal), 
buy a tree that's been shielded from wind 
and sun, with flexible needles and mini- 
mal shedding when you stamp butt on 
ground. As soon as you get home, cut 1 
inch squarely from bottom with sharp 
saw to open up the tree for watering. 
Put at once in stand that holds at least 
' '2-gallon water; better yet, over 2 gal- 
lons, like the "4-Brace" galvanized steel 
stand by Gunnard. which takes up to a 
5'/2-inch-diameter butt (the model 16, 
$13.75 ppd. from The Gunnard Co., 
6463  Lyndale Ave. South. Richfield, 
Minn. 55423). To prolong freshness, 
spray with "Wilt-Pruf" spray, which re- 
duces water evaporation through the 
needles (I2-oz. can, $3.98 ppd. from 
Mellinger's, 2338 West Range Road. 
North Lima, Ohio 44452). Let dry be- 
fore stringing lights. Keep tree cool— 
away from fireplaces, radiators. If you 
want to increase tree's fire-resistance, 
mist it with solution of 9 ounces Borax 
and 4 ounces pharmacy boric-acid crys- 
tals or powder in 1 gallon warm water 
before "Wilt-Pruf" treatment. 

Bare is beautiful 

54 

I love the bare floors in Giorgio 
Sant'Angelo's apartment lOctober 1977], 
but how does he keep them clean? 

-B.B.R., New York, N.Y. 
Giorgio Sant'Angelo's bleached oak 
floors get their rosy glow from a monthly 
glycerine treatment. "I buy glycerine 
soap in quantity, soak it in water until 
it's a paste, then sponge it into the wood 
grain. It gives the wood a beautiful am- 
ber color and a divine smell," he says. 
"It's also very easy to damp mop." Every 
other month he applies a thin film of 
Danish Watco oil to give the wood a soft 
luster and durable stain-resistant finish. 
"Most surface stains wipe ofl" with fine 
steel wool dipped in the same oil." You 
can order a gallon of 99 percent glycer- 
ine soap for $15 plus U.P.S. shipping 
charges from Berg Chemical Company, 

Continued on page 66 
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We're being downright 

hard on our Temper-ware to 

prove that it's stronger. In fact, 

its so strong ttiat you can ac- 

tually take it straight from an 

icy freezer into a broiling oven. 

Without defrosting first And 

tliat's just not true of most 

ovenproof dishes. 

You'll be glad to know 

you can put Temper-ware into 

the dishwasher without fear. 

And you can even use it in a 

microwave oven. Again, some- 

thing you cannot do with all 

ovenproof dishes. 

Fed assured. Temper- 

ware by Lenox is the strongest 

dinnerware on the market? 

And just so you're posi- 

tively certain about it. every 

piece comes with a warranty 

against breaking, chipping, 

cracking and crazing for two 

years of normal use. 

Best of all. Temper-ware 

is beautiful. It enhances your 

food and graces your tat>le. 

Temper-ware is strength and 

beauty combined. By Lenox. 

For your enjoyment 

Pattern shown: "CKiakertown.** Write for your free Temper-ware cotor pattern brochure to teiK>x. Trenton. New Jersey 08603. 
*SU«wgBi<si«^Mwdlyiiiodu>usotnytire test-Mie most frii^ 







TREAT ^^-^UR 

HOME \ 

LEVOLOR 

RIVIERA" 

TREATMENT 

Riviera Blinds by Levolor 
The imaginative new idea for windows 
available m more than 100 beautiful colors. 
The only 1" slat blind with the Magic Wand'-^ 
Guardian Tilter." that lets you tilt your blind 
easily, without overturning it They also 
feature unique safety brackets So. when 
you put them up they stay up. No other 
window covering combines as many 
functional virtues with as much beaut. 

Riviera Tiltone Blinds 
P-" " ■ Tis M'Vvvhich you want to use 
c s without affectino your 
home s e.' ^-r- ■ 

Call (800) 447-4700, 
" - 4400 

a\er. 

Levolor Lorentzen Inc | 
720 Monroe St DfeDt.v.i2 
Hoboken. N J U/U30 

Please send me a copy of Window Magic' 
I enclose Si 00 for handling and mailing 
Please allow 4-6 weeks delivery. 

Name. 

Address. 

City_ 

State. .Zip. 
RIVIERA BLINDS BY LEVOLOR 

House gifts 
continued from preceding page 

1. Gleaming copper steamer. "Bain 
Marie" from France works wonders 
with vegetables. Banded porcelain insert 
with bronze handle converts copper pot 
to a double boiler. B\ Charles Lamalle. 
$180.96 at Thomas E. Cara; Hubert des 
Forges Meuniers. 
2. Brass pulls on a five drawer Chinese- 
st>le altar fable. Adaptation of an an- 
tique in maple with primavera wood 
veneers. 6 feet of serving space, here in 
cordovan finish; also available in export 
red. By Century Furniture. S688 at 
W & J Sloane. 
3. Make your kitchen a "Culture Cen- 
ter"—peep through smoke-tinted cover 
as yogurt maker yields 1 ' 2 quarts of per- 
fection. Consistency guide, time-remind- 
er dial, and thermometer/measuring 
spoon let you have it your way in si.x 
heat-resistant glass jars with plastic snap- 
on covers. $19.95. By Hamilton Beach. 
4. Brass kerosene lamps globed in clear 
glass chimneys shed a cozy December 
glow or romantic patio lighting all sum- 
mer long. Pot-bellied. 11 in., or slim. 13 
in.. $55. At Arango. 
5. Chime in the New Year with tradition 
—brass and chrome highlights on a wal- 
nut Early American grandmother clock. 
Westminster chime at the quarter hour. 
Big Ben at the hour. 6 feet high. By 
Ridgeway. S569 at Meadowbrook Furni- 
ture. 
6. Streamlined sound to stack in walnut 
veneer case—CE-3 Component Ensem- 
ble, complete stereo system including 
amplifier, tuner, speakers, cassette deck, 
turntable. he*adphones, cartridge—a 
movable musical feast with shelving. 
SI 220 system solution by U.S. Pioneer. 
7. Wraparound wicker perched on 
chrome: chair cushioned in fudge suede 
with practical casters. Chromcraft. $200 
at Bullock's; Burdines. 
8. Ultra sleek, ultra efficient—300-watt- 
strong food preparer whips, beats, 
kneads, at 10 speeds, in a five-quart 
stainless steel bowl. Baked-on white or 
Golden Harvest enamel. $229.95. By 
KitchenAid. Coordinating food grinder, 
S25. 
9. It's a tray, it's a trolley—this graceful 
cherry wood tea cart with removable 
butler's-tray top and a shelf below makes 
entertaining easy. $250 by Ethan Allen. 
10. Pipe-dream lighting: These spotlight" 
stars bend and stretch, reach all around 
your garden. Orange, yellow, green, or 
yellow and orange tube steel stripes; all 
are on stakes for portability. Imported 
from Italy. 36 in.. $45; 16'in.. S35 at 
Arango. 
11. Chmoiserie chest on chest on cheSt. 
Brown lacquered door, drawer, and bar 
units stack to 6 feet of brass-trimmed 
storage, with mirrored back and shelf in 
the bar. $479. S419. $549. By Drexel 
Heritage. 
!2. Luxurious scents, lavishly wrapped: 

long-lasting Winter Nights Fragrance 
Candle and 12 ounces of Estee Bath 
Crystals in fan-and-flower Oriental motif 
dish and ginger jar. Blue and white beau- 
ties by Estee Lauder, $19 and $22. 
13. Rich, natural patina on a rustic 
wheelback Windsor armchair of hard- 
rock maple. By Daystrom. $167 at 
Hess's; Kittle's; Phillips Co. 
14. Treasure of a chest. Nailhead edging 
and lacquer finish on the 21 ' '4 -by-1 6-by- 
16-in. Spanish brass flip-lid trunk. Im- 
ported by Thomasville. S440. 
15. Chunky chocolate and vanilla stone- 
ware—glossy 20-piece service for four 
(S50) and 5-piece completer set ($30), 
stand up to dishwasher and oven, even 
microwaves. Ginger (taupe with choco- 
late) pattern by Toscany Imports. At 
Garfinckel's, 
16. Bold paintbrush stripes in ring-toss 
circles scattered on an oatmeal back- 
ground. Tablecloth, napkins, mats, and 
runners of 100 percent cotton, machine 
wash-and-dry—child's play. Multi-pri- 
mary colors or pink and tan. By Joan 
Green. Placemat S4, napkin S3, runners 
$13 and $14 at Saks Fifth Avenue. 
17. Pennsylvania Dutch "Bridal Quilt" 
pattern rings hand-painted and fired 
soupiere, quiche/flan pan. and fluted 
mold. Old European glazing technique 
takes all three from oven to table to re- 
frigerator, makes them microwave safe. 
By^Amnion. $94. $23. and $22.50 at A 
Matter of Taste; Pour La Cuisine. 
18. Toast in seconds or simmer food for 
hours—Meal Maker toaster oven han- 
dles both, and everything in-between, 
with new slow-cook dish and cover, non- 
stick broiler pan and handle, two oven 
racks, and baking tray. $75. By Proctor- 
Silex. 
19. Classics squared: Cocktail table, 42- 
in. glass top on a brushed stainless steel 
cube has an understated beauty that 
blends with any decor. 15-in. high, 
radius corners. By Design Institute 
America. $633 at Kings World of Furni- 
ture: Stanley Furniture. 
20. Sculptured pewter spades grace sal- 
ads for all occasions. Hand-forged by 
Hilda Kraus, renowned pewter and 
enamel crafter. for the Kruger Gallery. 
$70. 
21. Versatility is the big plus here—add 
or subtract wire shelves, dividers, posts, 
casters, butcher block. Modular utility 
cart adapts to your culinary needs, starts 
at $165 ($200 as shown, cookware not 
included). At The Professional Kitchen. 
22. Delicate-looking "Botanica" trio for 
the no-nonsense chef travels freezer- 
oven-table, where it complements "Bo- 
tanica" dinnerware. Enamel-on-steel 
cookware defies rust and food acids, 
speeds cleaning. No chips with stainless 
steel rims. Skillet with lid, and water 
kettle, $45 each; stewpot with lid $40. 
By Villeroy & Boch. ■ 

ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE; STATE, LOCAL TAXES NOT 
INCLUDED. POSTAGE OR SHIPPING EXTRA. STORE AD- 
DRESSES PAGE 198 
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.Vni' shapes and forms. 
Sugar and Spice, new rich 
^Zflr-fs rarely if ei'er 
j.chie\'ed hy the potters 
.irt. Designed b}'Niels 
Refsgaard exclusively for 
Dansk Desists. 

hi XieW words: ''The only 
^\'ay to really appreciate 
Xielstone is to ofo into a O 

If you'd like tc ^   " " 
more Dansk tabletop 
things send for our colo. 

store to see it and feel it.       brochure. Please n'hte 
Ifs the only product Vve      Dansk International 
designed that I put v:y        D:^:C2s Department 33 

name on." T^f^T^   '"'^ ^'^^'^^ 



UND FOR PLEASURE 

Book.—foi losers of the arts, nature, good food, animals, crafts. Books to learn from 

and books for the sheer enjoyment of a good read 

By JEROME H. DENNER 

Booki .is Chi-istmas presents. A natural. 
EspeciaiU it >ou carefully choose sub- 
jects of particular interest to their re- 
cipients ( not necessarily to you), or ones 
that might pique someone into develop- 
ing a whole new interest. You might 
consider: 
The Arts—livelier 

than ever 

A must for the lo\er of great art; French 
Painting (.Abram.s. an Aurora book. S35 
until Dec. 31: then S40). What makes 
this book unique are its over 350 full- 
color reproductions of 1 8th- and 19th- 
century paintings from The Hermitage 
Museum in Leningrad—a fabulous col- 
lection, until now seen only by a com- 
parati\c few outside the Soviet Union. 

Royal Heritage (Harcourt Brace Jo- 
vanovich. S25 ) b\ J. H. Plumb and Huw 
Wheldon displays the enormous collec- 
tion of paintings, objets d"art. even 
stamps, belonging to the British crown. 
The collection covers the whole span of 
Britain's development from Medieval to 
modern times. 

Chaaall admirers should be bowled 

over by one of the most beautiful books 
of the \ ear—Daphnis and Chloe ( Bra- 
ziller. S55). It contains 58 pamtings— 
full page and often spreads—by Marc 
Chagall, reproduced in absolutely daz- 
zling color, illustrating George Moore's 
translation of the famous legend. 

Books by master photographers ap- 
pear regularly at this time of \ ear. Here 
are a few of the best; >\eegee (Knopf. 
SI 5). naturally enough contains 112 of 
the best of Weegee's starkly realistic 
photographs, mostly of people in New- 
York Cit\. taken in the 40s and 50s. 

The Family of Children (Grosset & 
Dunlap. S14.95 ) is a sequel to the highly 
successful Family of Man. Children 
around the world are caught in moments 
poignant, hilarious, heartwarming, at 
times truly shattering—385 black-and- 
white photographs, all engrossing. 

World-renowned fashion beauty pho- 
tographer Francesco Scavullo. turning 
his attention to men—Scavullo on Men 
(Random House. SI5)—presents his 
portraits of 50 personalities, the likes of 
Anhur .Ashe. Bill\ Baldwin. Mick Jag- 
ger. Philip Johnson—even Fonzie—from 

.. . gifts for one and all! 

Shop at the store 

with the Sentry 

on the door! 
It's easy to select perfect gifts at your 
neighborhood Sentry Store, one of   
4,500 in the U.S. Browse to your heart's 
content. Enjoy friendly Sentry service. 
Save! Your dollars buy more at your Sentry Store. 

FLUORESCENT LANTERN 

Ideal for indoor or outdoor use ... as an emergency 
light at home, cottage or barn ... in boat or car. 
Illuminates extra wide area. Attractive, sleek and 
rugged plastic case. Easy grip handle. Uses two 
6-voit batteries (not included). 

$1477 

Ask your Sentry dealer for a copy of his Christmas Gift Guide. It features 
tools for dad . . . appliances, cookware and housewares for mom 
Christmas lights ... sports equipment... and more! 
Mercnandise. shown in this advertisement, is avaiiacie frohi pan'z:oa::nQ Sentry dealers only Offer expires 
December 24, 1977. The 4.500 Sentry dealers ov.n their stores. Thsy select tieir merchandise and set their 
own prices. There may be variations in prodL,cts. available quantities a-d Drices in individual stores 
Sentry Hard.vare Corp.. Cleveland. Ohio —113. AA-7235 
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just about every profession. ever\' age 
group. Accompanying the photographs 
are what must be considered Scavullo 
word portraits: in-depth, revealing inter- 
views with the posers. Here's a rarit\ . a 
picture book that's an absolute delight 
to read. too. 

Vanishing .Africa ( Holt. Rinehart and 
Winston. S45) b\ Mirella Ricciardi—as 
spectacular a book of photographs as 
you're likely to see this year—portrays 
the people—their day-to-day life, their 
festivities, their rites—of primitive (to 
us. anyway) tribal .Africa. The pictures 
—mostly in black and white and all full- 
page or spread size—are a knockout and 
the total impact of the book is little short 
of overwhelming. 

Could be that the 8th and liveliest of 
the arts is .Advertising. One of the un- 
questioned geniuses in this field is art 
director George Lois, and his The .\rt of 
.Advertising i .Abrams. S45 ) is a compen- 
dium of his ads (and Esquire covers) 
that have become world famous. Mr. 
Lois's te.xt is jaunty, brash, perhaps too 
self-pleased, but. as one of his famous 
ads goes; When you got it—flaunt it! 

.Another well-known slogan told us 
that "Nature in the raw is seldom mild." 
Several recent books illustrate this 
magnificently; Nature is downright 
overwhelming in Himalayas (.Abrams. 
SI8.50). The grandeur of the Asian 
mountains has been spectacularly photo- 
graphed by Yoshikazu Shirakawa. and 
the result is totally awe inspiring. 

The Wild Shores of North America 
I Knopf. S35 I by .Ann and .M> ron Sutton 
is a compilation of photographs in full 
color by many photographers of the still- 
unspoiled natural beauties of this conti- 
nent, and the flora and fauna inhabiting 
them. 

The National Parks (Rand McNally. 
529.95 ) photographed by David Muench 
with text by Nlichael Frome glorifies all 
37 of our national treasures. 

The Audubon Society Book of Wild 
Animals (.Abrams. 537.50) by Les Line 
.ind Edward R. Ricciuti is the animal 
book of the year. Page after page of 
remarkable photographs, so meticulous 
in detail you see just about ever\' hair of 
the animals—from little rodents to a 
huge crouching bear. . . . Eliot Porter, 
one of the world's best-known nature 
photographers, turns his attention to the 
winged set in Moments of Discovery: 
.Adventures with American Birds (Dut- 
ton, 529.95). His close-up pictures of 
birds, many shown feeding their nest- 
lings, are enchanting and will delight all 
bird lovers.       (Continued on page 62) 
~z A = °50X!.VATE.  ALL  BOOKS  ARE AVAILABLE 
--C.C—    C,= LOCAL BOOKSTORE. 
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Orrefors 

GIVE IT TO SOMEONE YOU LOVE. 

n tne hand of a skilled craftsman becomes a thing of beauty to be treasured forever. This 
Bnuglit is the basis of the Orrefors tradition. Crystal bowls in all sizes and shapes, plain, cut and engraved 
created as only Orrefors can. Shown: The famous "Thousand Windows" bowl. In three sizes: A^" $90.; 
7;'$140.;and8i/4;'$195. 

THE ORANGE HORSE 
2638 El Paseo Lane, Sacramento, Calif. 95821 

adapted for the modern kitchen. Thi! 
handsome book is illustrated with olc 
drawings, woodcuts, paintings, and pho- 
tographs. 

Paul Bocuse's French Cooking (Pan^ 
theon. S20) is a collection of over lOOC 
of the famous chefs creative recipes for 
every kind of food—41 for omelettesi 
alone and 79 for sauces. Something for 
everyone to trv. from beginner to Cordon 
Bleu. 

The Encyclopedia of Fish Cookery 
(Holt. Rinehart and Winston. 535) 
might well be this year's most elaborate 
cookbook. Actually, it's much more than 
just a cookbook, as A. J. McClane. a 
noted fish authority, tells you everything 
you could possibly want to know about 
every kind of fish. With the information 
are over 350 inventive recipes for pre- 
paring your favorite—or soon-to-be fa- 
vorite—fish or seafood. The book is 
stunningly illustrated with Arie de Zan- 
ger"% photographs. 

There continues to be great interest in 
Chinese cuisine. A fine introduction to 
it is Irene Kuo's The Key to Chinese 
Cooking (Knopf. SIS), which carefully 
explains the techniques and manners of 
preparation so any beginner can easily 
learn them. The more than 300 recipes— 
from the really easy to the super-profes- 
sional—are copiously illustrated with 
how-to drawings. 

If you think of vegetables as a neces- 
sary bore, think again. For each season 
of the vear. Robert Ackart in A CeJebra- 

Bound for pleasure 
coniiniied from page 60 

TV addicts will want Television: The 
First Fifty Years (Abrams. S29.95 until 
Dec. 31: then S35) by Jeff Greenfield, 
who presents the history of our newest 
medium, with pictures of everybody from 
Uncle Miltie to Big Bird. ... A fine gift 
for anyone who's ever followed Doro- 
thy down the Yellow Brick Road, The 
Oz Scrapbook { Random House, SIO) by 
David L. Greene and Dick Martin, 
shows every manifestation of the Oz 
world since Frank Baum published The 
Wonderful Wizard of Oz in 1900—the 
fil ms. theatrical performances, book edi- 
tions, artifacts based on the enduring 
characters. 

For cook and gourmet 

Every cook likes new cookbooks—they 
always have some new and tempting 
recipes to be tackled. If you're not a cal- 
orie counter, there's a w ealth of delicious- 
ness in Maida Heatter's Book of Great 
Cookies (Knopf. SIO). As in all good 
cookbooks, the recipes are easy to fol- 
low, the results well worth the effort. 

In Great Cooks and Their Recipes 
(McGraw-Hill. Si9.95). Anne Willan 
discusses the lives and creations of 13 
great chefs of the past from Taillevent 
to Escoffier—and not omitting Mrs. Bea- 
ton and the redoubtable Fannie Farmer 
—and includes a few recipes from each, 

62 

Exquisite Orrefors crystal vases. A single flower or a whole bouquet—Orrefors makes them all more beautiful. 
The flora' series of vases (pictured on left 5%" x 4}i: $25.00) has our exclusive built-in stem support. "The 
Bee" vase from our collection of hand engravings is 4" tall. S65.00. 

FRASER'S 
2403 TELEGRAPH AVE / BERKELEY. CA 94704 / 845-3500 
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Orrefors 
'.'EOf^ you LOVE. 

BortkwsesamldBcaBiErealconiMneitei^ 
lanA. cut and engravGd oiGces. al reflect His hng-standng Onefois naddon. Left to lipt "Ifnousand 
WirtiK-vase; 7)^: S12SL Ca|ilain>> decanBy.« oz^ $95L nwsb to de 

LIPPE/WABEN 

ri\t CRYSTAL 
302 Gelenneyre Laguna Beach. Calif. 92651 

rowier tioen tells now to make jewelr>. 
decorati\e boxes, mirror frames, vases, 
much more, using shells you can gather 
(or bu\ I. . . . Lseful Baskets ( Houghton 
Mifflin. S5.95 paperback » b\ Mar\ Car>. 
shows how to wea\e baskets for use 
as hamf>ers. planters. carr>alls. . . . 
About Doll Houses i Bobbs-Merrill. 
S?s.95 p-iperback) b> Barbara L. Farlie. 
not onh gives complete instructions for 
making charming houses, but also tells 
how to make miniature furniture to dec- 
orate them with. . . Rubbing Craft 
I Quick Fox. S4.95 paperback i b> Cecil> 
Banh Firestein. As it sa\ s: " How to rub 
doors, letterboxes, gravestones, manhole 
covers and how to use these designs on 
jewelry. T-shirts, needlepoint and more." 
. . . In Wildcrafts ( Doubleday. SI2.95 i 
Leslie Linsle\ offers over 100 projects— 
wreaths, necklaces, comhusk dolls, mo- 
biles—made from natural materials you 
gather. . . . The Container Book (Crown. 
S7.95 paperback ) by Thelma R. and Ra\ 
Hanley N\ • ■ - - -kets. bags, bowls, 
boxes mac. ^     fabrics, leather, 
wood, plasties, clay. 

For needlework fans, new books offer 
instructions in working designs t>pical 
of foreign lands. You can. for instance, 
reproduce Scandinavian Knitting De- 
signs I Scribners. S17.95i. Pauline Chat- 
terton provides patterns for those mar- 
velous geometric designs so familiar in 
Norse sweaters and other knitwear. . . . 
The Needle Arts of Greece (Scribners. 

Coniinued on next pa^e 

tion of \ egetables (Atheneum. SI0.95 I 
supplies complete menus for first-rate 
meatless dining, with recipes for all. 

If you can't find every" ingredient you 
need at your supermarket or if there are 
foods not readily available to \ou that 
you"d like to have, take heart—several 
catalogues tell where and how to mail- 
order everything your stomach desires. 
Three of the best; The Complete Food 
Catalc^ue (Holt. Rmehan and W inston. 
SI0.95: S6.95 paperback* by Jose Wil- 
son and .Anhur Leaman. Its - 
plains what you will find: "H„ o: 
mail-order sources from all over the 
world for the best of every kind of food, 
with recipes, cooking tips, and the finest 
in equipment and gadgets for the kitch- 
en." (For a sample of its contents, see 
House & Garden. September. 1977.) . . . 
The Mail Order Food Guide (Simon and 
Schusrer. S.0.95i b\ .Ann Tilson and 
Carol Hersh Weiss also contains food 
sources, recipes. It even tells from whom 
you can mail-order complete meals. . . 
The Catalogue of Food < Dolphin Dou- 
bleday. So.95 ) by Jeffrey Feinman. in 
addition to hundreds of general food 
sources, also tells where you can get 
organic and health foods, grow-ii-your- 
self food seeds. 
Handcrafts 

Nudge someone who enjoys crafts onto 
somethmg new in handwork. Shell Craft 
(Bobbs-Merrill.  SI 2.95)   bv \irsinie 

Omefors 

INABRANDNEWUGHl 

THE GLASS MENAGERIE 

9 6 4 6 SANTA MONiCA BLVD. 
B EVE RLY H I LLS, CA. 9 0 2 10 
274^729 2 72-3 724 
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Orrefors 
GIVE IT TO SOMEONE YOU LOVE. 

Orrefors crystal stemware. From classic to boldly contemporary, every pattern Is perfectly at home witn any vari- 
ation of table-settings. Delicately fiand blown by masters of the craft, each stem is truly an original work of art. 
"Prelude," $16.00. "Rhapsody," $11.50. "Lisa," $13.00. "Lisbet," $16.00. 

For armchair gardeners 

Great Gardens of Britain (Morrow 
$15.95) is just what the title says it is 
The lavish illustrations make you want 
to visit these formal gardens, so the book 
also tells when they're open to the public 
and how to reach them. 

One of the newest and prettiest of the 
how-tos for plant lovers is The Indoor 
Garden (A&W, $14.95) by Cynthia 
Wickham. illustrated in color, with de- 
scriptions of the plants, care instructions, 
how to make containers for them. 

A charming little volume, and an ex- 
cellent stocking stuffer, is Gardener's 
Magic and Other Old Wives' Lore (Far 
rar, Straus & Giroux, $5.95) by Bridget 
Boland—a book about the imagined 
magical properties of plants, along with 
practical advice about gardening, culled 
from days not all that yore. You can find 
out how to make a love potion, how to 
prot|;ct yourself in the garden from in- 
sects, what herb to take for a merry 
heart (it s borage). 

Decorating and 

architecture 

We're all curious to see how the famous 
and/or rich live. So Celebrity Homes 
(Viking, $29.95 until Dec. 31; then $35) 
is made to order. We get to look into the 
houses of Mary Tyler Moore, Woody 
Allen, Yves St. Laurent, Julia Child—30 
celebrities in all. Some rooms reflect 

Bound for pleasure 
continued from preceding page 

$16.95) by Joan Petrakis offers patterns 
and designs typical of the Greek Islands 
and projects including pillows, purses, 
eyeglass cases, et al., utilizing the designs. 
. . . Blue and White (Scribners, $14.95) 
by Muriel Baker and Margaret Lunt 
shows how to do the folk embroideries 
of rural China. 

An advanced craftsman can duplicate 
many of the folk crafts of other coun- 
tries. The Crafts of Mexico by Chloe 
Sayer and The Crafts of China by Mi- 
chael Carter (both Doubleday. $9.95 
each) will certainly tempt you to try and 
the illustrations and instructions are 
clear enough to reasonably guarantee 
you success. 

A Christmas present for an accom- 
plished woodworker would be Year- 
round Outdoor Building Projects (Van 
Nostrand Reinhold, $15.95) by Richard 
Demske. These are major building and 
installation projects—not for the begin- 
ner—but any reasonably adept crafts- 
man can build terraces, toolsheds, decks, 
furniture. 

If you are a beginner or want to ex- 
plore the range of handcrafts to see 
which might suit you, try Creative Crafts 
(Sterling, $25) which runs the gamut— 
macrame, tatting, decoupage. basketry, 
bookbinding, many many more. In all, 
there is bound to be a craft here that just 
about anyone can enjoy. 
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Orrefors 

GIVE IT TO SOMEONE 
YOU LOVE. I 

Orrefors "Eden" is a collection of 13 serving and place-setting pieces designed for today's casual-style enter- 
taining. Heat resistant and dishwasher safe. Items shown; QJi" salad bowl, $37.50.12%" cheese tray $29.50 
and 50 oz. carafe. $29.50. 

SCANDIA HOUSE IMPORTS 
14029 Ventura Blvd., Shernnan Oaks, Calif. 91403 

House & Garden 



Orrefors "Noah's Ark" paperweights. Exquisite combinations of form and function. Collection includes: Owl, 
Bear, Elephant, Rabbit, Frog and Rhino. All about ZVt" tall. S50. each. 

BODANICA^ O 

JaJo//a^    7509 Girard Ave., LaJolla, Calif. 92038 

enjoyment) read Elssajs of E. B. White 
(Harper & Row. SI 2.50). a collection 
including several not published in book 
form before. Age cannot wither them 
nor custom stale their infinite variet\ — 
to paraphrase another writer who was no 
slouch with the felicitous phrase. . . . 
Dame Rebecca s book. Rebecca >\est— 
.\ Celebration (\ iking. S20) includes 
selections from her fiction, political and 
crime reportage, criticism, and travel 
writing. A cause for celebration indeed! 

Lord of the Rim^s cultists—and there 
are millions—have waited eagerly for 
The Silmarillion (Houghton Mifflin. 
SI0.95). J.R.R. Tolkien"goes back to 
Middle-Earth and surrounding lands— 
way back: Starting with the Elder Days 
(or the beginnings of the world and 
man's continual battle against evil), and 
working his way forward to just about 
where the "Rings" begins, he has created 
a tremendous work of imaginative fic- 
tion. ""Ringists" will treasure it: new- 
comers might find it fairly hard going at 
first. 

.\n .\utobiograph> (Dodd. Mead. SI5) 
by Agatha Christie is both maddening 
and delightful. Maddening, because \ou 
want to know much more than Dame 
Agatha seems prepared to tell about her 
working methods, how she worked out 
her devilishly clever plots. Delightful, 
because she paints a charming picture of 
life in Victorian England for a young girl 

Continued on next page 

their owner's personality brilliantly, some 
will surprise \ou. You get a similar 
pleasure from Houses .Architects Live In 
(Viking. Si7.95). As author Barbara 
Plumb says: ""Architects' own houses 
generate many of the ideas that ultimate- 
ly filter down to influence the spaces, 
color schemes, furnishings, and objects 
that \ou and I live in." 

Mary Gilliatl in Decorating: A Real- 
istic Guide (Pantheon. S25) offers ad- 
vice on planning, lighting, color, fabrics, 
storage, with illustrations from tiny 
apartments to sumptuous mansions. You 
should be able to get ideas from this book 
that you can adapt for your own home. 

In Form Follows Fiasco (Atlantic- 
Little. Brown. SI2.95). subtitled "Why 
Modern Architecture Hasn't Worked." 
architect/author Peter Blake wittily, 
shrewdly, takes his shots at what he dis- 
likes about contemporary architecture 
and city planning. 

Serious students of architecture will 
appreciate The Architecture of the Ecole 
des Beaux-Arts ( Museum of Modern .Art 
/ Viking. S39.95 until Dec. 31: then S45 ) 
edited by Arthur Dre.xler. It has over 400 
illustrations of Beaux-Arts buildings in 
the U.S. and France, and essays on the 
style's history, development, influence. 
The joy of reading 

Rebecca \\ est and E. B. White belong on 
everyone's list of the best prose stylists 
of our time. For the felicitous phrase, 
the perfectly chosen word (and for sheer 

December, 1977 

Orrefors 

GIVE IT TO SOMEONE 
YOU LOVE. 

If it Is possible fof the Orrefors artisans to outdo ttiemselves. they have. The Stenhammar Collectjon of 30% full 
lead and exquisite heavy cut bowls, candlesticks and vases Is the ultimate tribute to their artistry Large vase. 
71^" X 7ii"-$240.00. Candlesticks, 11 J4"-S245.00 each. Small vase, W x 6li"-$160.00. 



Bound for pleasure 
continued from prcicdini> page 

brought up in "comlortable" circuni- 
sianees and because her account of her 
life and travels with archaeologist hus- 
band Max Mallowan makes continually 
entertaining reading. ... No Laughing 
.Matter (i.ippincott. $8.95) by Margaret 
HalscN (who won fame with one of the 
all-time funniest books With Malice 
Toward Some) is subtitled "Autobiog- 
raphy of a Wasp." The title misleads 
because Miss Halsey makes a lot of her 
life a laughing matter-—she is master of 
the outrageous metaphor and she can 
laugh at herself—if ruefully. But this is 
a searing autobiography—she's had a 
tough time of it. replete with too many 
psychiatrists, too much alcohol, and a 
shattering divorce, and doesn't spare her- 
self or her reader. 

.A book about gnomes for adults, writ- 
ten as nonfiction? Yep. and a dandy. 
Ciiiomes (Abrams, $14.95 until Dec. 31; 
then Si 7.50). with an enchanting, witty, 
pseudo-serious te.Kt by Wil Huygen and 
whimsical drawings by Rien Poortvliet 
tells you everything you never knew 
about these little people—their physical 
makeup, habits, what they eat. how they 
make love, where and how they live (did 
you ever see a gnome's bathroom? Well, 
you will here). This could be the hit of 
the Christmas season. 

To sample the literature of another 
culture, another land, try Contemporary 
Japanese Literature (Knopf, $15), ed- 
ited by Howard Hibbett. Works by many 
of Japan's top writers are here translated 
for the first time—novellas, short stories, 
pla\ s. movie scripts. 

For the reference 

library 

The big (in every way: 2,856 pages, 
13.000 illustrations, weighing in at 12 
pounds, costing $69.95) reference book 
of the year and one for every library is 
The Random House Encyclopedia—a 
monumental work, a compendium of 
man's knowledge from creation into the 
future. If it has a drawback, it's that the 
arrangement of all this material takes 
some getting used to—it's not an A to Z 
type book—but familiarity breeds con- 
tent, so to speak, and once you can find 
your way easily around the vast volume, 
it will prove an invaluable reference 
work—fine for just browsing through 
and reading, too. 

The Dictionary of Decorative Arts 
(Harper & Row. $22.95 until Dec. 31: 
then $25) by John Fleming and Hugh 
Honour starts with "Aalto, Hugo Alvar 
Henrik" and winds up with "Zwischen- 
goldglas" and in between is a compre- 
hensive guide to the decorative arts and 
the craftsmen responsible for them, from 
the Medieval Ages to the present—over 
4.000 entries. 1.000 illustrations. ■ 
PRICES APPROXIMATE. ALL BOOKS ARE AVAILARIE 
THROUGH YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE 

Dear House & Garden 
continued from page 54 

920 E. 132nd St.. Bronx. N.Y. 10454. 
Watco oil (specify floor or furniture ver- 
sion) is available for $4.79 a quart or 
$14.47 a gallon plus U.P.S. shipping 
charges from Janovic/Plaza. 1292 First 
AvcC New York. N.Y. 10021. 

Festive lights     ' ' 

Have you any energy-conscious ideas for 
outdoor lighting this Christmas? 

—S.G.C., Buchanan, N.Y. 
If the weather isn't wet, do as they do in 
Mexico every Christmas Eve: Line your 
driveway with luminaria. Save brown 
paper bags. Turn over top of each to 
form cuff (this stiffens shape, gives dark 
border). In the bottom center of the bag. 
anchor a long-burning candle—the chub- 
bier the better—in sand, then light with 
long fireplace matches. Bags must be set 
on nonflammable surface, and do leave 
room for cars to get by easily. You'll be 
saving power, but if you already own 
light strands you probably won't save 
money, as you must set the cost of can- 
dles against that of electricity. Given the 
3.59(^ cost per kilowatt hour of electric- 
ity (national average from the Edison 
Electric Institute), you can burn 557 
' 2-watt midget bulbs or 55 5-watt bulbs 
or 39 7-watt bulbs or 30 9-watt bulbs for 
an hour for a penny or less. 

Inside design 

I am interested in going into interior de- 
sign. What's the best way to get my foot 
in the door? 

—S.B., Westport Point, Mass. 
For starters, send for the "Interior De- 
sign Career Guide" put out by the Amer- 
ican Society of Interior Designers. The 
A.S.I.D. also distributes a list of pro- 
grams accredited by the Foundation for 
Interior Design Education Research and 
information on the National Council for 
Interior Design Qualification's examina- 
tion. All three brochures are free to 
our readers. Write the A.S.I.D., 730 
Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019. 

No small thanks 

How can I get my young grade-schoolers 
to write thank-you notes? 

—S.C., Rye, N.YT 
Why not have the children draw thank- 
you's? Most have a store of crayon draw- 
ings they can easily turn into thank-you 
"notes" by adding, for example. "Thanl* 
you. Grandma," "Love. Paul." Keep a 
list as presents are opened so you can 
remember which child got what from 
whom. If your child is inspired to draw 
Grandma's gift—-"Me and My Airplane" 
—so much the better. Mail these special 
thank-yoLi s between caidboards, as art. 

HIDE-A-BED SOFA 

BY SIMMONS 

WITH HERCULON* 

rym Retail Prices** 
sH^^ start at $399 

CALIFORNIA 
ANAHEIM-Michaels Sleep Shop 
BAKERSFIELD —Urners 
BERKELEY —Stone-Pierce 
CARLSBAD—Wilson s Furniture 
CHULA VISTA —Burnett s 
EL CAJON —Daniel Interiors 
ESCONDIDO —H Johnson Furniture 
EUREKA —Feuerwerkers 
FORT BRAGG-Seafair 
FOUNTAIN VALLEY —Michael's Sleep Shop 
FRESNO —Fashion Furniture 
GLENDALE—George Seeley Furniture 
LIVERMORE —H. L. Kamp 
LODI —M Newfield & Son 
LOS ANGELES—Ted Richards. Inc 
MENLO PARK —Flegel s Home Furnishings, Inc. 
MERCED —Slater s Home Furnishings 
MILLBRAE —Millbrae Furniture & Appliance Co.. Inc. 
MISSION VIEJO —Michaels Sleep Shop 
MODESTO—Slater s Home Furnishings 
MONTEREY —Forest Carpet & Maple Shoppe 
MONTEREY —Union Furniture 
NAPA—Allen & Benedict 
NOVATO —Young Brothers Furniture 
OAKLAND —E Bercovich & Son Furniture 
OAKLAND —National Furniture 
PACIFIC GROVE —Holman s Dept Store 
PALO ALTO —Kraft Furniture 
PITTSBURGH —Lanzafame Furniture 
REDWOOD CITY —Kimmel s 
SACRAMENTO—Jon s Furniture 
SAN ANSELMO —Braverman s 
SAN DIEGO —Burnetts 
SAN DIEGO —V J Lloyds Furniture 
SAN DIEGO —Modern Furniture 
SAN FRANCISCO —Furniture Gallery 
SAN FRANCISCO —Lenore Linen 
SAN FRANCISCO —David Morris 
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO —Plaza Furniture 
SAN JOSE —Allen's Furniture 
SAN JOSE —Martino s Furniture 
SAN JOSE —Russell's Furniture 
SAN RAFAEL—Slumber World 
SANTA BARBARA —Henry Levy 
SANTA CLARA —Eastern Furniture 
SANTA CRUZ —Haber s Furniture 
SANTA ROSA —Ling's Home Furniture 
SANTA ROSA — Pedersen Furniture 
TORRANCE—Ted Richards. Inc. 
WATSONVILLE-Charles Ford Co 
IDAHO 
BOISE—Warehouse Furniture 
IDAHO FALLS —Ahlstrom Furniture 
MOSCOW —Moscow Furniture 
NEVADA 
FALLON—Winan's Furniture 
SPARKS—Gruner's Fine Furn. 
OREGON 
ALBANY —Pattersons Furniture 
ASTORIA —Hildebrand Furniture 
BEND —Claypool Furniture 
DILLARD—Struthers Showroom 
ENTERPRISE —H & H Furniture 
EUGENE —Edman Furniture 
EUGENE —M Jacobs Fine Furniture 
EUGENE—Johnsons Furniture 
EUGENE —Lyons Furniture 
GRANTS PASS —Rogue River Hardware 
HILLSBORO—Selfridge Furniture 
JOHN DAY —Mosiers Furniture 
KLAMATH FALLS—Carlson's Furniture 
MEDFORD—Weeks & Orr 
NORTH BEND —Engles Furniture 
PORTLAND—Ace Radio Service 
PORTLAND —Broadway Furniture 
SALEM —Nico Furniture & Appliance 
SEASIDE —Biorklund's 
THE DALLES —Hampton Furniture Co. 
WALDPORT—J/N Home Furnishings 
WASHINGTON 
ELLENSBURG —Fitterer Brothers 
MOSES LAKE —Norm Staat Furniture 
PESHASTEN —Boswell & Sons 
SEOUIM—Jan Black Interiors 
SPOKANE —Burgans Furniture 
TACOMA—Stebner s Inc. 
WALLA WALLA —Davis/Kaser • Bonanza Bedding 
YAKIMA —Ace Television & Appliance 
YAKIMA —McBeth Fine Furniture 
Hercules Incorporated Registered Trademark 
Manufacturers Suggested Retail Prices only 
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he Hide-A-Bed Sofa by Simmons with HERCULON 

his specially priced group of Hide-A-Bed Sofas are all covered with high fashion fabrics 

f Herculon* olefin fiber—fabrics that are both beautiful and strong—fabrics that give 

ou Beautyplus. And that's only the beginning—when you open the Hide-A-Bed, you'll find J 

he famous Simmons full-length mattress—now that's something to sleep on. For con- SHMMONS 

'ertible sofas—luxuriously soft for sitting, comfortably firm for sleeping, sensibly priced ^^m^w 

or value—visit your Simmons Hide-A-Bed Sofa dealer listed on opposite page. ^^^ipi^ 

HERCULES INCORPORATED REGISTERED TRADEMARK' 



Nulbne 

Home Security... 

Maximum Protection 

at a Price\bu Can Afford. 

Scare Intruders Away 
Could a burglar be trying to break in 
your home right now? You would know 
with a NuTone Security System. 

24-hour Security... 
NuTone Security Systems offer perimeter 
detection for doors and windows, plus 
interior detection to scare away intruders 
who may get in \our home. . 

Most Fatal Fires 'x^' 

Start at Night! fi^ 
NuTone's highly sensitive <*l,w] 
Smoke and Heat Detectors give all-da\, 
all-night warning . . . and the precious 
seconds to escape fire. 

Security 

That's Felt, 

Not Seen... 
NuTone Security Systems give peace 
of mind because they are reliable. 
They're easy to live with, easy to operate. 

Free Information... 
Simply mail the coupon below for 
complete information about NuTone's 
revolutionary Home Security Systems . . - 
you'll be under no obligation. 

NuTone Home Security Systems, 

the sensible alternative to worry 
■ ^™ ^™ ^» ^™ mm i^H ^BB MM • 
Please send me more information about 
NuTone Home Security Systems: 

Name  

Address. 

City  

State_ -Zip. 

Phone_ 

Mail to: NuTone Housing Products 

ScDUill 

Dept. HG-IC- 12 
Madison and Red Bank Roads 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227 
P-TTi 3324    Pr.nled      U S A 
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IMPROVEMENT 

IDEAS 

FOR THE 

HOUSE FIXER 

HOW 

TO MAKE 

PLANTS 

MOBILE 

BY DEANNE 

RAFFEL 

Moving a heavy potted plant across the 
floor can become a back-aching job. It"s 
a good plan to set plants of considerable 
size and weight on a movable base. Once 
on rollers, they can be swiveled daily, 
either away or toward the light as need- 
ed, and also be moved easily when vac- 
uuming the floor. To construct a rolling 
dolly for a round pot. cut a disk from 
1-inch (nominal size) common pine or 
%-inch plywood. The diameter should 
be at least 1 to 2 inches larger than that 
of the widest diameter of the planter. 
Divide the circumference into thirds and 
attach 3 casters with screws or a strong 
adhesive. 

To camouflage an ugly container or 
merely for decoration, cover the edges of 
the wooden platter with narrow lattice or 
1 -by-2 boards. Measure the height of the 
planter and that of the disk with the 
casters added to find the correct slat 
length. Secure each piece vertically 
plumb to the disk's perimeter with a few 
drops of white glue and two finishing 
nails. Attach the slats so that they sit 
1 inch above the floor. (If the dolly is to 
rest on deep pile carpeting this distance 
may require adjusting to insure that the 
bottoms of the slats do not drag on the 
carpet when the plant is moved.)' lo 
protect the dolly from dust and moisture, 
paint, stain, shellac, or varnish it. Place 
a large plant saucer on the disk if the 
container doesn't have one already. "Set 
the plant into the wooden basket and 
push it to its home on the floor. For 
building a square dolly, follow instruc- 
tions above, using a square piece of wood 
and add a fourth caster. 

Of course, a rolling tray base can be 
made for a group of plants. Set the pots 
together and decide on the size required. 
Cut a rectangle of VA-'mch plywood or 
composition board. Attach casters near 
each corner. Cut 4 pieces of 1 by 3 (or 

Rectangular tub in 5- or 6-foot lengtl 
has slanting backrest and wide arm sui 
ports with chrome plate handles to rais 
or lower yourself. In bright red. bUu 
green, yellow, bone, orange, or white, 
is a jet action whirlpool bath with eigh 
individually  adjustable jets color 
matched to the tub. The jets are direc^ 
tionally controlled by a single knob 
ting. Of steel construction, the tub has 
wear-resistant porcelain finish. The wasti 
system is self-draining to prevent ball 
water  accumulation after the tub i 
emptied. Hastings. 964 Third Ave.. New 
York. N.Y. 10022. 

appropriate sized board, depending on; 
the tray dimensions)—2 pieces thei 
length plus IV2 inches and 2 pieces the 
width. Again considering carpet pile, if 
any, glue and nail the wood to the tray. 
Finish the dolly as you like. 

A more decorative and substantial cart 
can be constructed with 2-by-6, 2-by-8, 
or 2-by-lO lumber as the sides. Use 
screws for securing—predrill screw 
holes. Once the finishing is done, fill the 
base with a shallow layer of attractive 
stone chips. Assemble a smaller tray by 
utilizing lattice (set horizontally) for 
perimeter edges. Specifically finish the 
inside tray with two or more coats of 
polyurethane. Let dry. Secure a sheet of 
heavy poly film to the interior (tray top 
and walls) with silicone rubber caulk. 
Take care in sealing edges and corners— 
the area must be made completely water- 
proof. Hammer small inexpensive ball- 
bearing casters into the base; they roll 
well along smooth surfaces. Fill the tray 
with stone chips and pour water over 
them. Place smaller pots without saucers 
here and also plants that need humidity. 
Note: Periodically wash the chips with a 
solution of water and household bleach. 

More House Fixer, page 70 



MAKE YOUR HOLIDAY COOKING GOOD AND FAST 

WITH THE GE MICROWAVE COOKING CENTER: 

—Kevin McCanhy 

Even thing \ ou need 
to cook those big hohday 
meals easily is right here 
in one unit. 

The lower, regular 
oven is self-cleaning, 
and the upper o\ en is a 
microu ave—with some- 
thing extra: the Automatic 
Chef'^Temperature Sensor. 

Just stick it in ham, 
turkey, casseroles, 
stews, all sorts of things, 
to cook them fast, easily 
and accurate!}'. Without 
any guesswork. 

From com chow der 
to pumpkin pie. cooking 
is good and fast w ith the 
GE Microw a' e Cooking 

Center. ,nr>»~ C!3 ^ 

And its backed by GE 
Customer Care' service. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC. 
THE APPLIANCES 

AMERICA COMES HOME TO. 



a 4k 

.REPLACE 

EQUIPMENT 

The beauty of any fireplace is not 
only in its design, but in the tools, 
screens and accessories that set it off. 
Shown here are a few of Reich- 
man's many early American designs, 
crafted in wrought iron, and made to 
surely increase the attractiveness of 
your home. Ask to see the Reichman 
line at better fireplace equipment 
stores, or write today for the one 
nearest you. 

Custom Wrought 
Products 

Greentown, Pa. 18426 
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Instantfurnishing 

A new system of easily assembled wall 
storage units provides fast furnishing for 
dining and study areas, bedrooms, home 
entertainment centers. Flexible in func- 
tion, Omniwall cabinets can be combined 
in various ways. Pictured, ahovc. are four 
yellow units lined in white. 34%-inches 
wide. 17 deep. 86 high. The first can 
store books and bibelots; the second in- 
cludes drawers and a pull-down table; 
the third, a pull-down bed and shelves; 
the fourth, storage for china and glass. 
Other units are available as are rosewood 
or walnut finishes. Omni Products. P. O. 
Box 669. Vernon. Ala. 35592. 

New smoke detector for early warning 
of fire plugs into standard electric outlet, 
has safety lock to prevent disconnection 
of plug. Open on four sides to detect 
smoke from all directions, it has an 85- 
decibel alarm which ^'oes off if light is 
obscured as little as 1.5 percent per foot. 
Made with or without a 135-degree heat 
sensor, it works on solid-state circuitry. 

To stabilize a ladder, these braces can be 
permanently attached with mounting 
brackets to any 6-, 8-. or 10-foot wood or 
metal stepladder. The Ladderite braces 
are then angled out into a supporting or 
bracing position on their nonskid rubber 
foot plates. Set in place 18 inches out 
from a 6-foot ladder. 24 inches from an 
8-foot ladder, they add secure support 
even on irregular or varied level floors. 
A hold bar to grasp when working on 
ladder adds security; it clamps to ladder's 
side, is extendable 3()-inches above it. 
$29.50 per set, shipped prepaid. A. Henry 
Stewart Co., Inc.. Dept. C-W, 2221.5 
Meekland Ave.. Hayward. Calif. 94541. 

has an external test button and a light to 
indicate current is on. Also available: a 
model operating on a 9-voIt alkaline bat- 
tery and a direct-wire photoelectric mod- 
el. Five of the latter detectors, wired in 
tandem to AC house current, will sound 
an alarm throughout the house. NuTone 
Div.. Scovill, Madison & Red Bank 
Roads. Cincinnati. Ohio 45227. 

Electricity saver 

A new wall switch makes it possible to 
reduce the amount (and cost ) of electri- 
cal energy used by ordinary light bulbs. 
The Energy Saver switch provides two 
levels of light—flick the switch upward 
for full wattage lighting, turn it down- 
ward for the economy setting when a 
room isn't in use. for TV viewing, or 
other times when full light isn't needed. 
It's useful for porch, garage, outdoor yard 
and security lighting. It prolongs bulb 
life as well as cuts electrical costs. Lev- 
iton Mfg. Co.. Inc.. 59-25 Little Neck 
Parkwav. Little Neck. N.Y. 1 1362. 



Show this ad to your builder. 

It could save you thousands on future 

heating and cooling costs. 

Announcing the 
energy -efficient iiome - 

Here i: is—an answer to or. , 
<:•'' :he biggest problems o: ; ".:r • 
:in:es. 

That house above is no paitic- 
'di&i'style. It can be a ranch, eon- 

i-aiy. or any other design 
jht want. 

But it's a complete system for 
sa\'ing ene!*g;."—and fuel bills. 

The theiTTta- experts at 
Anieric-a's leading manuiactiirer 
of insulation. OweriS-Coming 
Fibergks. have developed it. 

R-38_1^2 

-^^1922"- 

R-30 19-.t9^ 

R-26 19 T3 

■»n.i!S&it£5. walls. S'jijrs. 

based on expenments of the 
last decade. 

Right now. such energj. - 
efScient homes are 'oeirig tested 
and metered to deteiTnine the 

exact Size or sa^TTigs you can 
expect. Ail indications are that 
homes built to Owens-Coming's 
li)-point specs could save you 
from Sl.i>X» to as much as 
>5,<J00* over the life of your 
mortgage, depending on v\-here 
and how you Uve. 

And constiiiction costs can be 
comipai*able to those of conven- 
tional housing! 

Take the first step toward an 
economical, energT.'-efScient 
home now. Shovv- this advenise- 
ment to vour builder. 

Owens-Coming is FibergJas 

■=~:r. 1977 

OWENS/COKNING 

FIBERGIAS 
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TTING INTO GEAR FOR 

*'TER DRIVING 

Essential tools and driving tips, 

maintenance checks, and body care for your car 
BY RICHARD ANl 

JEAN TAYLOR 

Winter driving may be hard on the 
nerves, but it's even harder on your car. 
Even if you live in Southern California 
or some other sunny place, you will still 
want to prepare your car for winter trips 
to mountains or colder climates. It's ex- 
tremely important to have the chassis of 
your automobile checked over before the 
season sets in. The exhaust system and 
muffler should be inspected for leaks. 
Carbon monoxide can make you drowsy 
at the wheel and blur your vision—and 
you certainly want to be at your sharpest 
mental condition on bad roads. Assum- 
ing you get regular time-ups twice a year, 
with new spark plugs, points, and con- 
denser as needed, several new invest- 
ments are worthwhile during this winter 
checkup. Replacement of oil filter, gas 
line filter, and air filter will make your 
car run better and longer. You should 
also have the timing set and automatic 
choke adjusted to prevent dangerous 
stalling. At the same time, have all radi- 
ator and heater hoses, spark plug leads, 
windshield wiper blades inspected for 
signs of cracking or wear. BcUer to get 
new ones if necessary than get stuck out 
on the road later on. Have a winter 
thermostat installed to help your engine 
heat up faster, prevent stalling, and cut 
warm-up time, it will also produce more 
heat for your interior heater. Most peo- 
ple keep anti-freeze in year-round—it 
helps cool the engine in summer. It need 

not be replaced if it's still good—minus 
40 degrees F. is adequate in most areas 
of the U.S. Remember your battery takes 
inhuman abuse in winter, so if it's mar- 
ginal, buy a new one, now, before you 
get stuck. Sears DieHard has a good 
reputation for value. You should also 
have engine oil changed, because it gets 
contaminated much more quickly in 
winter. Best to have it changed twice as 
often as manufacturer's recommenda- 
tion. Top quality 10W4() multigrade oil is 
best for year-round use. Since water vapor 
will condense in your gas tank because 
of extremes between day and nighttime 
temperatures, hold it to a minimum by 
keeping your car's gas tank filled as much 
as possible. HEET "gasoline de-icer" 
will absorb residual water to prevent 
fuel-line freezing and hard starting. 

Tools to travel with 

There are a few absolutely necessary 
tools you should carry in your car during 
winter. Heavy-duty jumper cables can 
come in handy to rescue you or a friend. 
Be sure to connect the battery positive 
terminals to each other, negative termi- 
nals to each other. Keep the wires away 
from the engines, and keep the charger's 
engine running until the chargee is 
started, too. Otherwise, you're apt to 
have iwo cars with dead batteries. 

Bags of kitty litter are a convenient 

HOW TO SUCCEED 

5 vital dr 

1. Do everything smoothly to avoid 
breaking traction. Anticipate trafTic situ- 
ations way ahead, so you can avoid panic 
stops and sudden sharp turns. Don't get 
into a position where someone else has 
to avoid you. His lane is just as slippery 
as yours. 
2. If skids .scare you, try practice 
An empty parking lot covered 
snow or ice will let you deliberately start 
a skid by hitting the brakes or turning 
sharply at low speeds. Once you do lose 
traction, resist the impulse to touch the 
brakes. Turn into the direction of the 
skid, even though that may seem un- 
natural. Once you're back in control, 
drive smoothly to stay in control. 
3. Avoid driving at dusk if possible, 
when wet roads freeze quickly. Stay 
home, too. at the very beginning of a 

72 

ON SLIPPERY ROADS 

iving points 

rain or snowstorm. A film of oil and 
grease floats up ofT the road at the start, 
is washed clean later on. 
4. Watch out for dangerous trouble 
spots: freeway exit ramps and intersec- 
tions where unplowed snow can caus». 
you to lose control. Piled up snow can 
also conceal stop signs, traffic signals. 
Get into the habit of approaching all in- 
tersections with caution. Other bad spots 
arc shady patches, the north side of hills 
fplaces the sun can't reach), and roads 
bounded by evergreen trees. They're hid- 
ing ice. even in the middle of the day. 
5. Foj better traction in emergency situ- 
ations, Set half the air out of your tires. 
It will give a bigger footprint. Do this at 
low speci's only, pump them again as 
soon as possibic, definitely before driving 
any distance, or even at moderate speeds. 

way to carry grit to spread under the rear! 
wheels if you're stuck on ice. They'll alsol 
add some weight to the trunk for betterl 
traction. Don't forget a small shovel for 
spreading the sand and removing snow. 
A jack can sometimes be useful to get 
your car unstuck, too. Make sure yours] 
is working and that all the parts are there. 

Tire chains can be lifesavers under ex- 
treniely icy conditions, but don't use 
them unless you really need them. They 
can damage tires and road surfaces. 
Make sure to pack a windshield scraper 
The best kind is a 2-foot broomstick witli 
an ice scraper on one end. snow brush al 
the other. They're available in most dis- 
count and auto stores. Never use your 
windshield wipers to clean an icy wind- 
shield. The rough ice will dull the edge 
of the wiper blades, making them useless 
for driving in rain or snow when you real- 
ly need them. 

In very cold climates, a "head bolt 
heater" will keep your engine warm over 
night for easier starting in the morning. 
A "tank heater" plugged into the radiator 
will prewarm the coolant and accomplish 
the same thing. Small battery chargers 
cost only $20 and can be used to keep 
your battery at peak efficiency. 

Winterizing your car body 

As far as bodywork goes, your biggest 
headache is the salt used by road crews 
to melt ice. It seems to melt the finish on 
your car almost as quickly. To protect 
against this problem, use a silicone-base 
polish instead of regular car wax. Spread 
it liberally over both paint and chrome; 
apply two coats as soon as possible, but 
only after thorotighly washing your car 
with warm, soapy water, well rinsed. 
Wash and dry with soft towels to prevent 
scratches. Salt can't corrode when it's 
frozen into ice, but it will attack both 
body and chassis as soon as the ice melts. 
Wash the telltale white salt residue from 
the lower body, chassis, and under the 
fenders during thaws. Undercoating is a 
good investment on new or good used 
cars. It protects the chassis against cor- 
rosion and lasts for the life of your car. 
Even better is Ziebart rust-proofing treat- 
ment. For about $150, franchise shops 
will spray every hidden surface of your 
car with a flexible wax coating, full of 
rust-preventing chemicals. Ziebart men 
consult what looks like an acupuncture 
chart of your car. With a long thin wand, 
they spray thoroughly inside. 

Continued on page 195 



EHERCY EnranEERE 

7B mERCURY ZEPHYR UlACOnS 

SPACE: RATED 4 CUBIC FEET MORE CARGO SPACE THAN ASPEN AND VOLARE WAGONS- 

MILEAGE: RATED 3 MPG MORE THAN ASPEN AND VOLARE WAGONS" 

ZEPHYR WAGONS: 29 MILES PER GALLON HIGHWAY 19 CITY 23 COMBINED. 
TOTAL CARGO SPACE (SEAT DOWN): 795 CUBIC FEET 

^Based on EPA Buyer's Guide. 
■ EPA estimate for Zephyr with 3.3 litre engine, Aspen and 

.'oiare with 3.7 litre engine, both with manual transmission. 
;Your actual mileage may vary depending on your car's 
condition, optional equipment, how and where you drive. 
California estimates lower.) 

MERCURY ZEPHYR 

LINCOLN-MERCURY DIVISION 



Thp cii-'oif^> ind charming Christmas celebrated in China by an American missionary 

farmiv   wx^n.^   customs of East and West. BY HENRY MCNULTY 

„^ ^ A MEMOIR OF 

^CHRISTMAS IN CHINA 

Christmas dawned for my parents, as it 
inevitably does for such authorities, far 
too early and rather startlingly. when I 
rolled out from under their bed demand- 
ing to know when Santa Claus was due. 
it was probably about 5:30 A.M.. which 
did not entirely enchant them, and they 
were more than a little disconcerted to 
find that I had decided to keep my 
Christmas vigil on a blanket on the floor 
beneath their unsuspecting slumbers. 

They put me back to bed with a stock- 
ing full of knickknacks and oranges and 
a miniature packet of Sunkist raisins, to 
doze until a more civilized hour. The 
rousing of my three brothers signaled the 
true opening of festivities in that mis- 
sionary household in prewar Soochow, 
"the Venice of China.'" 

Up to then, things had been kept as 
mysterious   as   possible. Preparations 

Father would at 

last break the 
red seal and let 
us into an 
AH Baba's cave 

there were, of course, like helping to 
make stuffed dates and paper chains to 
hang on The Tree and other strategic 
places. But none of this was put in place 
until after the children had been sent to 
bed on Christmas Eve, so the day itself 
was a glorious total surprise for us 
younger members of the family, who 
came sleepy-eyed into my parents' bed- 
room for the stocking ceremony. By that 
time all four stockings in four varying 
sizes hung across the bedroom fireplace, 
where a coal fire was blazing merrily, for 
our house had nothing so modern as cen- 
tral heating or even running water. To 
avoid internecine warfare, the smaller 
children, with smaller stockings, had 
their supply of early-morning pacifica- 
tion gifts topped up to make things come 
out more or less equal. 

Breakfast consisted of luscious tan- 
gerines and Tsan-mce, a sort of Chinese 
puffed rice that we used to buy by the 
pillowcaseful. They were a twice-cooked 
version (first boiled, then roasted) of 
rice—the Chinese way of using up un- 
eaten boiled rice. They made them into 
sticky candy balls about the size of a 
Ping-pong ball, with burnt sugar like 
candied popcorn. We ate them as cereal 
—crisp and delicious. I could never un- 
derstand why some enterprising foreign 
manufacturer never exploited the idea. 
On Tsau-mee we had water-buffalo milk, 
since '"real cows' milk" was unobtain- 
able. (Buffalo milk is, I believe, the 

richest in cream of any animal milk. We 
used to use thick buffalo cream even for 
ice cream, despite its rather odd taste.) 
After the puffed rice, we had our first 
gourmet treat of the day—pancakes and 
maple syrup imported from home. 

The stockings and breakfast were sup- 
posed to keep us all quiet and amused 
during the free part of the morning, for. 
of course, church was the central fact of 
our Christmas. My father, the principal 
of Soochow Academy, had to prepare 
and conduct the service for his 150- 
student congregation before we could 
relax with Christmas dinner and the 
build-up thereafter to the grand climax 
of The Tree. 

Church was heralded by a great clan- 
gor of bells. I shall never forget the 
shock I suffered when a new and much 
vaunted bell, a special gift from an 
American benefactor, was first pealed at 
my father's school chapel. I had been 
brought up on the sound of Chinese bells 
—deep-toned, soft and round and mellif- 
luous, struck by a clapper made of the 
fibrous trunk of a palm tree. The effect 
was soothing and reverent. The first 
harsh "clang" of that American bell went 
through my head like a knife. No West- 
ern bell I have ever heard can match the 
sensuality of Oriental bells. 

One Christmas, it was so cold in our 
normally hot climate that my father 
complained that the water in the com- 
munion cruet "simply froze as we poured 
it," with, I am sure, dire consequences 
religiously speaking. 

At church, services were all carried 
out in Chinese. "Ngo-ngee ti-long 
ngimg." (we the people of the earth— 
praise thee), we would intone, instead of 
the usual opening words of the Te Deum, 
if my memory serves .Tie right. We 
would sit with mother, surrounded by 
Chinese boys of the school. I often won- 
dered, and still do, what these impassive 
kids thought of this foreign ceremony, 
celebrating the birth of a god they really 
knew very little about. 

After church we came home to Christ- 

mas tiffin. This was a very elaborate 
affair, the biggest feast of the year, com- 
bining Western and Chinese dishes. But 
to have a feast on a birthday is not very 
Chinese. The Chinese generally discour- 
age birthday parties because they think 
the anniversary of one's birth should not 
be the cause of death to an edible animal. 
A typical old-school Chinese would eat 
vegetarian on that day to avoid slaughter- 
ing and to honor his mother. 

We tended to be as traditional about 
Christies dinner as the exigencies of 
living 6,000 miles away from turkey and 
apples and plum pudding would permit. 
But one thing we never lacked in our 
family eating was variety. 

Christmas menus generally included a 
favorite soup of ours, Feng Sin. This was 
made with transparent noodles and small 
pork meatballs, flavored with onion and 
water chestnuts. Usually it would come 
to the table in a Woah-kiioh, essentially 
a foot-high, charcoal-heated chimney, 
around which, halfway up, was a trough 
in which various ingredients simmered. 

Shopping for the meat for this soup 
would include a trip to the butcher. In 
"my part" of vast China, the butcher 
shops were open to the street, and what- 
ever wildlife that might infest the street 
air was welcome to alight where it would. 
Flies, for example. One day Mother and 
I, on route to the markets for the Christ- 

Continued on page 152 

Stuffed dates 

INGREDIENTS 
About 3V2 pounds dates or, preferably, 
1 pound dried stringy Chinese dates 
1 egg white 
1 tablespoon cold water 
3 tablespoons heavy cream 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
About 5 cups confection- 

ers sugar, sifted 
Walnut halves (optional) 

water; 

METHOD 
Soak Chinese dates overnight in cold 

steam until soft, 1 hour or more. 
Take stones out carefully, fill with 
uncooked fondant. For domestic 
dates, merely slit open and stuff. 

To make the fondant, blend to- 
gether egg white, water, cream, 
vanilla. Slowly add sugar until mix- 
ture can be kneaded. Knead until 
smooth; let stand 1 hour under a 
damp cloth before stuffing. Makes 

about 1% pounds. Stuff fon- 
dant into dates, close gap 

with walnut halves. 
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What every oflier 

muTQiviB^e oien is missii^ 

All microwave ovens are capable of cooking foods 
quickly. But at Whirlpool, we wanted to give you more. 

That's why we designed the Mark Series Micro- 
wave Oven with our touch controls for simple opera- 
tion. The right touches of your finger tell it when you 
want dinner. And it will compute the start time and 
begin cooking without your even being there. 

We also add an automatic Meal Sensor^'"- tem- 
perature probe that continuously measures temper- 
ature and automatically turns the oven off. 

We even include a special touch control cook- 
book with recipes tested and approved by the Better 
Homes and Gardens test kitchen so your meals taste 
as good as they look. 

Then, miost important oi aii, our microwave oven 
has som.ething none of the others have, it has our 
name . .. Whirlpool. And all of the beautiful things that 
go with it. 

Beautiful things like Cool-Line- service. It's a toll 
free telephone service that will help v^^ith any problems 
or questions about cooking or operation. 

And Tech-Care- sen/ice. Our nationwide fran- 
chised service organization made up of, we believe, 
some of the best repairmen in the world. 

And our warranty that's written so it can be under- 
stood. 

Beautiful things, yes. And Vv'e think that's exactiy 
what you should expect f.rom Whirlpool. 

We believe quality cari oe beautiiu!. 
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CHOOSE YOUR TRIP: 

ER SUN OR SUPER SNOW 

THE OTHER MARTINIQUE 

BY JANE O'REILLY 

■vSuddenly, it seemed a 
good idea to go to Mar- 

tinique. We were cold and 
tired and hungry. We wanted 
to speak French. A friend 
had just come back from 
what he described as a ghit- 
ton's tour of the island. 
While rapturously describing 
every dish he let slip the 
news about "the other Mar- 
tinique." 

There are. he assured us. 
lots of inexpensive small 
hideaways whose where- 
abouts are never revealed by 
the package tour promoters 
or the regular visitors. The 
French West Indies Tourist 
Board, on the other hand, 
was happy to provide bro- 
chures, warning us that the 

restored manor houses are 
often full, but there are al- 
ways rooms in the guest 
houses. 

There are now direct 
flights from New York to 
Martinique, so we went 
there, directly. 

Fort de France is the only 
city other than Paris and 
Rome where I have taken 
one look at the local citizens 
and said: "Oh blast, Fve 
brought all the wrong 
clothes." The right clothes, 
in the case of Fort de France 
last winter, were beautifully 
fitted little sun dresses and 
very elegant shoes. Luckily, 
outside of the city, chic is 
less pervasive. I managed to 
slouch through the streets in 

my white jeans and soon lost 
myself in the delights of a 
real French Prisunic. 

Martinique is a full- 
fledged department of France 
—rather like Hawaii and the 
United States—which ac- 
counts for its shops, its chic, 
its prices, and its standard of 
living (the highest in the 
Caribbean). It also accounts 
for its tourists, who are most- 
ly from France. 

(Continued on pci'^e 78) 

VVIiere to stay and visit 
in Martinique: left. 
Plantation de Leyritz; 

ED KOPEN   right, Grand Rivere 

EXPERT'SKU HELI-SKIING IN THE 

CANADIAN ROCKIES ^BY JOHN flBB 

Heli-skiing 
in the Canadian 
Rockies not far 

from Calgary 

■It s called "heli-skiing'" 
and for good skiers it 

represents the ultimate chal- 
lenge and the ultimate fun. 
The logistics, however, pose 
a problem. A helicopter and 
a few skiers fly across unpas- 
able terrain to mountains 
never skied before. The 
weather must be good, the 
guides expert, the skiers fit. 
The average skier never 
comes across powder snow 
this deep. It requires a spe- 
cial skill to maneuver in it. 
In various resorts around the 
world, helicopter skiing is 
available—often on a local 
glacier. The Canadian Rock- 
ies, however, offer a level of 
helicopter skiing that among 
skiers is acknowledged as the 
toughest. And, interestingly, 
it is available a week at the 
time, as a "package" expe- 
rience   through Canadian 

Moun- 
tain Holidays, ''I 
whose headquarters 
is in Banff. Alberta. Every 
week from February to April 
CMH organizes groups of 
skiers in one of the five areas 
it's developed in the last five 
years. They have base camps, 
usually simple motel-hotels, 
and several diflerent ski pro- 
grams according to your ex- 
perience. The following is an 
eiccount from skier-writer- 
photographer. John Gibb. 
who'^did one of the CMH ski 
weeks last spring. 

□ WHAT IS HELSCOPTER 

;d;j' .'iountain Holi- 
;lve vears 

n jiacier ago on ; :.e !5ugL'.o< 
about 250 mites no.-iheasl of 
Vancouver, B.C. to tap the 
vast   but un-.eachable 

amounts of powder 
snow. Since then, five 

more CMH helicopter 
areas (including the Mona- 
shees) have opened. 

Each day, forty skiers are 
airlifted in groups of ten 
from the Columbia River 
valley floor (alt. about 5.000 
feet). Once on the sum^jiit, 
the mountain guide leading 
each group is in constant 
touch by radio with the heli- 
copter and the other gilides, 
checking snow conditpons 
and the ever-present danger 
of avalanches. Each day the 
group will ski a new area: 
glaciers one day, among the 
lOdgepole pines the next. My 
group (which consisted of 
four Olympic racers from 
Britain, a croupier from Las 
Vegas, and an Austrian prin- 
cess) explored runs which 
had {Continued on page 78) 
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RESTAURANTS TO 

TRY IN STOWE 

BY MARIAN BURRC 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is a li. 
story that may help you find your way 
wonderful restaurants in many Anwi ic 
ski resorts this winter. Working In i i 
taiirant-antennae in Stowe, Vt., M<in, 
Burros, Food Editor for the Washi/ i^ 

Post, tells how to read betwcci 
lines in local restaurant adw 
ments, how to use the tak 
counter at a vegetarian resta: i 
for ski picnics. 

Here's how my husband and I 
found three wonderful, off-thl 
track, little restaurants when 
went to Stowe, Vermont, last yei 
We were staying at the Top-Note 
one of the handsomest ski bote 
anywhere. But we couldn't resi 
snooping around for restaura 

finds in the area. So we bought a copy 
the Stowe Vacation Guide. 

All the restaurants advertise in ordi 
to be included in this guide. We steere 
clear of restaurants where the descrij 
tion ("gourmet meals" or "continent; 
dining by candlelight") was too vagu 
to give us much of a clue. Also we hav 
found that the simpler a restaurant" 
menu, the better the chance it will fulfil 
its promise. Few restaurants have larg 
enough kitchens to prepare all the dishe 
from scratch that a large menu calls for 
Very often out-of-the-way restaurant 
with large menus have been forced t( 
import frozen dishes in order to hav 
them on hand. 

The first description which caught m; 
eye was for a little restaurant called Th( 
Hutch: "A European dinner requirinj 
8 hours to prepare. Cooked especiall; 
for you at a cozy farmhouse inn. Re 
serve several days in advance." So 
called to reserve and check to see i 
everything was indeed made fron 
scratch.    (Continued   on    page 82 





streams and waterfalls and at night guests 
are serenaded by a chorus of peepers. 

Occasionally we stopped eating and 
anticipating the next wonderful meal 
long enough to swim in the pool or play 
tennis. 

One day we drove down to the sea to 
the Latitude Hotel, which fronts on a 
long, beautiful gray beach. It is very 
modern and is festooned in the French 
manner with bulletin boards describing 5 
every known sporting activity. Our ac- 
tivity was scuba diving, a skill we arrived 
with, but quick lessons sufficient for a 
very supervised plunge are available. 

For Sunday lunch we drove to Gros 
Morne in the mountains, to the res- 
taurant Le Colibri, where Mme. Labridy 
presents on her terrace an almost unbe- 
lievable banquet. Mountains of crawfish 
preceded a glorious local soup called 
Calalou, followed by lamb Colombo 
(curry^. and then by a baked pigeon 
nestled in a nest of fried potatoes. All 
was washed down by excellent French 
wine and mineral water, and topped off 
with coconut tart. 

It seemed necessary, after that lunch, 
to hike along the trail high above the sea 
from Grand-Riviere, the northernmost 
town on the island. There, the mountains, 
volcanic peaks softened by the jungle, 
run directly into the ocean. Bougainvil- 
laea grows over the pink and yellow and 
white houses, and multicolored fishing 
boats attack the treacherous currents. 
Grand Riviere seemed to be the place 
that the Martiniquais themselves go on 
their Sunday drives, a good distance 
from the tourists. 

At Leyritz, English is spoken, but that 
night, sitting on the veranda at sunset, 
sipping rum punch, we dissolved easily 
into gentle murmurs of beau paysage, 
paradis tropique, quelle tranqiiilite, Je ne 
veux jamais retourner d New York. ■ 

The other Martinique 
continued Irani page 7b 

Martinique-s best, whitest 

beaches ar  ^    - ^d the 

southern - . spent a 

day driving through sugar- 

cane fields, lunching on 

langouste, and snorkeling 

off Diamant les Bains 

In F-ort de France we visited the ex- 
tremely satisfying open-air market, and 
looked at the remarkable Schoeleher Li- 
brary, built of majolica tiles and cast- 
iron grillwork and named after the man 
who argued successfully against slavery 
in France. Our friend the glutton had di- 
rected us to La Grand Voile restaurant, a 
nautical looking place but decidedly Ly- 
onnaise. The quenelles, the pate de cam- 
pagne, and the oeufs en gelee were deli- 
cious, but we suddenly realized we 
wanted the Creole Caribbean, not Lyon. 

So we took the little ferry which plies 
constantly across the bay from Fort de 
France to Pointe-du-Bout. (I should have 
taken a sweater, the wind was chill.) 
Pointe-du-Bout is Martinique's proud 
contribution to the Caribbean tourist in- 
dustry. The famous Hotel Bakoua is 
there, and several other large, fully 
equipped hotels. Nearby is La Pagerie. a 
small restoration of the plantation where 
the Empress Josephine was born, but 
nowadays a marina, cafes, restaurants, 
and grocery stores provide the effect of 
St. Tropez in overflow season. At night, 
discos and casinos open up, but that was 
certainly not what we had come for. 

After a short, pleasant walk down the 
beach to Anse Mitan, we found a cluster 
of little hotels and guest houses—clean, 
spare, and cheap. Le Caraibe Auberge. 
for example, is about $32 for two (Modi- 
fied American Plan, which means the 
night plus breakfast and either lunch or 
dinner included). Lunch was more mem- 
orable than the beach. At a little place 
called La Bonne Auberge. we sat outside 
at tables with red-checked cloths and 
passed the afternoon over shrimp with 
homemade mayonnaise, perfect French- 
fried potatoes, and BlafT d'oursin—a 
kind of stew made with lemon, a local 
green herb called dasheen. peppers, and 
in this case, sea urchins (oursin). And 
then, turtle steak. The meat of a turtle 
is even more pleasurable to taste than 
the shell is to look at. No wonder they 
will soon be sadly extinct. 

Martinique's best, whitest beaches are 
around the southern end of the island. 
We spent a pleasant day driving through 
sugar-cane fields, lunching on langouste 
at the water's edge in Sainte Luce, and 
snorkeling off" Diamant les Bains. Rental 
cars are everywhere, and the roads are 
very good, so we decided to keep going, ' 
guided by our brochures on small hotels. I 

The developments of the vacation j 

78     Helicopter ferrying skiers to uu- 
tracked snow  in  the Monashees 

"industry" are quickly left behind, and 
the flower-strewn other Martinique is 
there, as beautiful as it was when Colum- 
bus found it. French is, really, a neces- 
sity for serious conversation, but smiling 
and pointing do perfectly well for most 
needs. 

The route north, along the Caribbean, 
twists and turns between the sea and the 
breathtaking, changing greens of the 
mountains. We picnicked on a meadow 
on the side of a hill, listening to streams 
running down to the sea through jungle 
ravines. 

From St. Pierre we drove farther 
north to the Plantation de Leyritz, which 
we had picked because it sounded rather 
pretty. When we got back to New York 
it turned out that practically everyone we 
knew had been there and had been keep- 
ing it a secret. 

Leyritz is the most romantic place I 
have ever been. The original plantation 
dates back to the early 1700s, and it has 
now been reclaimed from the jungle. 
The manor house, guardhouse, and slave 
quarters have been turned into guest 
rooms, furnished with real antiques and 
bits and pieces of whatever came to hand. 
The effect is offhand and comfortable, 
and the best rooms are in the main house, 
with mahogany shutters opening onto 
views across the lawns and gardens and 
then over acres and acres of banana 
trees. The banana stalks are encased in 
blue plastic sacks, a colorful but rather 
nonbiodegradable technological notion. 

From our aerie, we would descend for 
long walks through the rain forest, 
watching the bamboo sway and click to- 
gether over our heads. Then we would 
stroll down the hill from the main house 
to the arching stone ruins of the sugar 
mills, which have been cleverly turned 
into dining rooms. The old water chan- 
nels have been turned into decorative 

Heli-skiing 
continued from page 76 

never been skied before. We actually 
named one run. An English girl in the 
group looked out the helicopter window 
and seeing nothing but s^eep cliffs asked 
JOHN GIBB 

if it were named Guinea Pig. Thereafter 
it was known by that name. (It was not 
as difficult as it looked.) Generally, we 

Continued on page 80 



Olds Omega Hatchback. 

For the woman who enjoys 

being practical -in style. 

You're active. Interested. 
Independent, yet 

involved. 
Your keen sense of 

style and value shows 
in ever>-thing you do. 

You're right for the 
Olds Omega for '78. 

And it's right for 
you. 

It's just as practical 
as it is beautiful. 

A roomy, comfort- 
able interior, with full- 
foam seats in vinyl or 
soft knit cloth ... 
standard. 

The hatchback lifts 
up easily for your sailing 
gear — or almost anything 
you wish to take along. 
Flip the rear seat down 
for even more room. 

Parking is a breeze 
for Omega. And you'll 
find it's maneuverable in 
city traffic too. 

Your kind of beauty, 
your kind of practicality 
— what more could a 
woman ask from her car? 

Well, how aboQt 
responsive yet econogCT' 
ical performanceTTViat's 
just what you'll get with 
Omega's smooth, even- 
firing \'6 engine. It got 
28 mpg in the highway 
test, 16 mpg city and 19 
mpg combined. ( EPA 
estimates with a stan- 
dard 231 V6 engine and 
manual transmission. 
Your mileage depends on 
how you drive, your car s 
condition and its equip- 
ment. Power train not 
available in California. 
The Omega is equipped 
with GM-built engines 
produced by various 
divisions. See your dealer 
for details.) 

All this —in one very 
affordable automobile. 

Oldsmobile Omega 
1978.A car for the 
woman who knows what 
she wants. ^j. 

That's you. -Uj 

V 

Can welxiikiQiieiior ydu? 



Nearly all's on the house. Enjoy the 
full pleasures of this world-favorite 

resort—golf (with cart), tennis, 
horseback, biking, boat tours; dance 

instruction, clinics in golf, tennis 
and skeet; masseur, steam baths, 
parties around blazing hearths. 

Full-course dining (all meals), ac- 
commodations, most gratuities. $52 
person double per night minimum 
3 nights. Cloister Hotel, Sea Island, 

Ga. 31561 (912-638-3611; direct 
toll-free 800-841-3223.) 

Kipling's C7<-i.s.s/V:.s conic to life 
on our fascinating Journeys through 

INDIA 

Come and num el nt India's 
luagnificcnt nature and aninml life. 
Examine its great architecture and 

historic background. Meet its 
peoples and enjoy their ceremonies 
and varied ways of life. Any of our 5 

journeys through India are bound to 
fill your appetite for adventure and 

excitement. 

Air India willJlyyou there in utmost 
comfort. Costs vaiyfiymi $780 to 
$2,580 depending upon which trip 
you choose. Airfare not inckided. 

Write for our brochure or-give us 
the name of your Travel Agent. 

UNDBLAD TRAVEL, IN( 
Dept. HGl 

135 East 55th Street, N Y, N Y 10022 
751-2300 or toll free 800-223-9700 

remained in the high-powder bowls to 
benelil from what CMH calls the "deep- 
est and the steepest." 
□ IT'S NOT FOR EVERYONE 
This skiing is for people who feel at ease 
in the powder. Don't make the same mis- 
take that my assigned roommate did. He 
had not skied powder before and had not 
trained at all. He told me after his sec- 
ond run that he had made "a terrible 
mistake." He was exhausted. He left the 
Monashees before the week was over. 
(For training; CMH recommends run- 
ning several miles a day for 2 months 
to build up your stamina. That is no 
e.xaggeration: I ran 3'/2 miles per day 
for a month and wished that I had been 
fitter.) But don't be intimidated if you 
have never skied in powder and would 
like to try. CMH has introductory weeks 
for deep powder instruction. They are 
not in the Monashees, which are consid- 
ered to be the most difficult, but in the 
Banff, Alberta area. 

If you do decide to go to the Mona- 
shees, you should be aware of the risks. 
The guides, like all certified mountain 
guides, take every precaution for the 
safety of the group, but there are dangers, 
such as avalanches. Each person, includ- 
ing the guide, wears and knows how to 
use a Skadi transceiver or bleeper in the 
event of a slide. To deep-snow skiers the 
dangers of avalanches are a risk to be 
run in order to enjoy the powder snow 
and pleasures of the wilderness. 
□ FOR THOSE WHO LOVE IT, 

IT'S BLISS 
If you have the feeling that this is an un- 
usual experience, you're right. Even with- 
out skiing, to ride in a helicopter in the 
stunningly wild reaches of British Co- 
lumbia is marvelous; the skiing can be 
truly superb (although there were two 
occasions when we briefly encountered 
crusty conditions, the snow was normal- 
ly deep and light); there is something 
sensual as you glide, float, rise, hover, 
and then plunge through the steepest 
powder on the steepest slopes in the 
bowls and forests of the Columbia 
Valley. 

You will meet a wide range of people. 
While 1 was in the Monashees. there 
were Austrians. English, a Brazilian, -* 
New Zealander, a Hungarian, and 
Americans and Canadians. 

The accommodations in the Mona- 
shees are Spartan. Our motel was sim- 
ple—sometimes there was not enough 
hot water when you needed it. But there 
were no complaints about the fare. The 
' ook was the former chef of the Dracula 
Club of St. Moritz Breakfasts were huge: 
juice and fruit compote; sweet porridge 
with cinnamon and raisins; fresh honey 
rolls; eggs and Canadian bacon. Lunches 
were picnics in the mountains. (In the 
event of bad weather, the groups stayed 

close to the motel. We had fine weathe 
five days out of six.) There were heftv 
supplies of sandwiches, hot tea and lem 
onade, sardines, nuts, fruit, chocolate 
and cookies, brought in by helicopter tc 
the place where the four groups met 
Dinner was sumptuous—a sample: 
smoked Canadian salmon, pate, viande 
sechee de Calgary (but just like the real 
thing from Switzerland); fresh aspara 
gus. leek, or vegetable soup; blanquette 
de veau, roast pork, Cornish rock hen, 
steak and fish and tender vegetables 
beautifully prepared; marvelous salads 
and to finish there was always a light 
pastry. 
□ NIGHTTIME IS FOR SLEEPING 
Even if the local village of Mica Creek 
could have offered an assortment of night 
spots for its population of hydroelectric 
engineers from the nearby water project, 
the skiers probably wouldn't go anyway. 
The^'days began at 6; 30 A.M. and we were 
skiing by 8:1 5. We took less than an hour 
for lunch and we generally skied till 
about 5. Most of the people had disap- 
peared to bed by 9. 
□ WHAT TO BRING 
If this sounds like your dream vacation, 
there are several things that you should 
know. If you are a veteran powder skier, 
you will probably have a special pair of 
powder skis (much shorter and softer). 
If not, you will be able to rent a pair 
from CMH (Fischer Futuras, or K2 
shorts) for $30 per week. Bring warm, 
reasonably tight-fitting clothes (snow 
down your back is misery), and several 
changes of warm leather gloves. The 
CMH ski shop is quite well-equipped 
with special powder goggles (Smith, $ 1 5), 
gloves ($20-30), hats ready-made or to 
order (from $7) and HCC Bugaboo 
suits (about $300). In the local super- 
market/dry goods store I found a sleeve- 
less down vest for $17. In Calgary there 
was a wide selection of cowboy boots 
from $30 and Wesiern clothes such as 
rodeo shirts at $10. Hudson Bay coats 
(thick white wool jackets with four hori- 
zontal stripes) are available from the 
Hudson Bay Company for $67 for sum- 
mer coats and $150 for the heavier win- 
ter ones. 
□ HOW MUCH AND HOW 
Six and one-half days in the Monashees 
with CMH including transfer from Cal- 
gary costs from $740 (early Jan.) to 
$ 1.140 for most of February and March, 
excluding airfare. The Monashees are the 
most expensive skiing. Other weeks start 
at about $600 in the Bugaboos, Cariboos, 
or other areas. Included in the weekly 
price are 100,000 feet vertical of skiing. 
Be warned that groups often ski more 
than 100,000 feet—we skied 177,000 
and the extra footage cost $4 per 1,000 
feet. Ski rental, alcoholic beverages and 
wines, and accessories are all extra. For 
more details: See the travel booklet sec- 
tion, page 82, for a copy of CMH's bro- 
chure. ■ 
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I GOT IT IN ATLANTA! 

9J 

The FTD Sunshinef Bouquet 

is so easy to send almost anywhere. Just call or visit your FTD Florist, (many 

accept American Express and other major credit cards). For birthdays, ^.^jiswes^^ 

anniversaries or any gift occasion, send sunshine by wire, the FTD way! /^^^^^ 

THOSE FTD FLORISTS REALLY GET AROUND! ^ 

1977 Fioftsis Transwofid Deiivefy Say FTD and be sure... worldwide. 
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1 hree restaurants in Stowc 
continued from pai>c 76 

Thirty miles outside Stowc in an old 
farmhouse. The Hutch is owned by two 
former New Yorkers. The food is "Euro- 
pean" because the chef-owner comes 
from r^oland and with a long stop in New 
York after World War 11. Though the 
produce at local stores is not what it 
would be in large cities. Henry Sulokovv- 
ski has learned to improvise, in the sum- 
mer he grows his own sorrel for the 
borscht, and in the winter he merely calls 
the soup "tomato cabbage." 

There are just two menus served on 
alternate nights; you supply the wine. 
The dining room seats 20. (Another 
thing to look for—often the fewer the 
tables, the higher the quality of the food.) 

Our menu: boKicht. steamed carrots 
and parsnips. The bread is the Eastern 
European babka. For dessert: nutmeg- 
flavored custard with whipped cream. 

Marshall Lang is the second partner 
and he runs the other part of the farm- 
house, which will lodge a few skiers. 

Looking further through the Stowe 
Vacation Guide I saw "The Charda. an 
Austro-Hungarian restaurant with well- 
prepared authentic dishes and special- 
ties."" When I called the restaurant. 1 
was told that the chef-ow ner Julian Tarlo 
was Hungarian and the son of a well- 
known cookbook writer in Hungary. The 
night we dined there we had: Liptauer 
cheese served with fresh bread, while 
we waited. Lesco, a spicy vegetable dish, 
for a first course. Then gulyas and 
schnitzels, wursts and sauerkraut with 
sour cream. For dessert: Rigo Jancsi. a 
famous Hungarian chocolate cake with 
rich chocolate cream filling. Dinner ik 
served seven days a week; reservations 
essential. $10 a person. Outside Stowe 
Village. Charda also lodges a few skiers. 

Our third find was very satisfying be- 
cause it was a good budget idea and also 
a take-out source for lunch on the moun- 
tain. We have found vegetarian restau- 
rants are often a good bet. since they are 
usually run by young people interested in 
natural foods, fresh ingredients. Not 
every vegetarian restaurant is the answer, 
but many offer pleasant alternatives. 

Stowe"s vegetarian restaurant. Food 
for Thought, is located in a building that 
belongs to the American Legion. The 
clientele runs well beyond the hippie 
type: All ages and families jam the place. 
The bread is freshly baked each morn- 
ing. The soups simmer on a wood-burn- 
ing stove in the dining room, which has 
an assortment of tables ranging from old 
white enamel to a wooden plank on a 
sawhorse base. Salads are next to the 
soups (service is buffet): greens and a 
tabbouleh made of bulgur. parsley, and 
chickpeas. Hot apple cider and herb teas 
to drink. Also there are seven sand- 
wiches on homemade bread: Take one 
to the top of the mountain for a lunch 
picnic. Everything is very inexpensive. 
At night the dinner entrees cost S2.25. ■ 
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BOOKLETS 

TO HELP YOU PLAN YOUR TRIP 

To plan better vacations, here are some 
booklets that give you information about 
where to go and how to get there. Just 
fill out the coupon below and return it. 

1. Mont Sainte-Anne in Quebec of- 
fers 28 ski slopes, a vertical drop of 625 
meters, and a total of 13 lifts. Also: res- 
taurant facilities, ski shop, and ski in- 
struction. Mont Sainte-Anne and over 
100 other ski areas are listed in Ski 
Quebec. 
2. Ontario Winter Facilities and Ski 
Packages: Information on downhill ski- 
ing at over 100 areas, cross-country ski 
touring, snowmobiling facilities. Ontar- 
io's parks in winter, ice fishing, and a 
calendar of winter events. 
3. Canadian Pacific's Banff Springs hotel 
is a winter wonderland with 3 ski areas 
close-by for downhill or cross-country. 
The hotel itself offers skating, toboggan- 
ing, moonlight sleigh rides. 
4. Canadian Mountain Holidays has 5- 
and 7-day packages for heli-skiing in 6 
locations, plus cross-country ski touring, 
and its own ski school. Check the Heli- 
Skiing Handbook for details. 
5. Citizens of the U.S. or permanent resi- 
dents may cross the U.S.-Canada border 
without a passport or visa. Further regu- 
lations, information on climate, local hol- 
idays. Customs and Immigration, and 
car rentals are listed in Air Canada's 
brochure Travel Information: Canada. 
6. Visit the Atlantic coast of Canada— 
rich in maritime history, or head west to 
French-speaking Quebec. See it all by 
taking along an Eastern Highway Map. 
7. Air Canada's "Canadapass"" offers a 
7-night stay for $178. The big plus is 
that you get guaranteed rooms without 
reservations at hotels across Canada, 
plus a car with unlimited mileage. More 
package tours in Yes Canada! 
8. The second largest country in the 
world has something for everyone— 
Canada: So Much to Go For. 
9. At Grouse Mounti.in, overlooking the 
city of Vancouver, skiing goes on until 
midnight. More areas listed in Ski Brit- 
ish Columbia. Take along a Canadian 
Rockies Ski Map for information on ski- 

ing in southeastern British Columbia. 
10. Ski the Canadian Rockies—Ski Jaj 
per, Ski Lake Louise, or Banff. The sno\ 
is excellent, and the season is long- 
come anytime from mid-November h 
mid-May. 
11. Whether you"re heli-skiing or stroll 
ing. Hudson's Bay Company will kce| 
you warm with its fine outdoor clothing 
12. Good snow, majestic mountains, n 
lift lines—this is the Skifari country o 
western Canada. Ski packages listed ii 
Our West is Best. 
13. Save more than 30 percent on ordi- 
nary air fare with TWA"s Super Sk 
Tour fare. TWA Getaway Skiing the 
Rockies gives specifics, plus 50 colorfu 
pages on America's best ski resorts. j 
14. Stowe—Ski Capital of the East has^| 
more than skiing to offer. Lodging, din- 
ing, where to shop, and more. 
15. Buccaneer's Creek, Club Med's Cre- 
ole-style village in Martinique, offers 
day-trip picnics, boat rides. French les- 
sons, water sports, and 70- to 90-degree 
weather year-round. The Trident. Club 
Med's magazine, tells all. 
16. Eight days/ seven nights from $94.50 
at one of five hotels in Martinique. More 
bargains detailed in The Best of Amer- 
ican Airlines. 
17. All the things you'd expect to find on 
a British island—plus gentle weather 
and 30 miles of pink sand—in Bermuda. 
Complete vacation kit: 5 booklets and 
map. 
18. Marco Beach Hotel and Villas—on 
a secluded island off Florida's Gulf Coast 
—has 15 tennis courts, two I 8-hole golf 
courses, swimming pools, sailboats to 
rent, and a backyard of powder beach. 
19. Three nights/four days at the Home- 
stead for $224 is one of American Ex- 
press's 12 handpicked vacations that pre- 
sent life In the Grand Manner. 
20. New Orleans is known as the birth- 
place of jazz, and the home of the Mardi 
Gras, but it also offers a historic Gar- 
den District. Just one reason to visit 
Louisiana . . . for the fun of it! 
21. Carter's Grove Plantation, Williams- 
burg, Va., an 18th-century house with 
thinss to see on 600 acres of land. 

Circle the number of each booklet you want. Add 50c' for postage and 
handling. Do not send stamps. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. Mail to: 
HOUSE & GARDEN, Dep. I 2A, Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New 
York, N.Y. 10017. 
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Evas the night after... 

and all through the house, not a creature was stirring except the two of you as you sipped 

Amaretto di Saronno. The ongnuie, beautifully ^Tapped for the holidays in the green velvet 

box with roses on the covet The gift of love from Saronno, the village of love. W hether you 

give it, or receive it, Amaretto di Saronno mear^s a memorable night after 



ALASKAN TOWN ALLOWS WOMAN TO SMOKE! 
BROKEN NECK, ALASKA, NOV. 5 - By unanimous decision the citizens 
of Broken Neck voted to allow female smoking within city limits. Mayor 
Robert Sherman explained the vote by saying. "When you gots only one 
woman in town you lets her smoke." 

)bu*ve cx>me a long way, baby. 

-2 

cs 

VIRGINIA 

SLIMS 
slimmer than the fat cigarettes men smoke. 

VIRGINIA 
SUMS 

16mg"tar;' 0.9 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC ReportAug'.77 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 



CHRISTMAS AT HOME 

the wonder and the 

HOUSE 

ARDEN 

DECEMBER, 

.9 "7 

^^^H^HM This \ can \\ hen the mistletoe is up, the carols pealinix, 

tamil\ and t^iend•^ gathered around the holidax" table sharing: the 

w armth and testi\ ities ot Christmas, take a moment, and consider: 

^H^HH^Hi In all the histon" ot humankind, there has been onh' 

one reported bn'th accompanied 1)\' the dramatic appearance ot a 

brand new star \\ hat w as that star, people ot science ask. A comet, 

perhaps- A supernoxa exploding in a dazzle ot elon millions ot 

lii^'ht x'ears trom Bethlehem.- Or the coincidence ot three planets — 

Satin-n. Jupiter, and Mars —combining their retlected liizht at that 

iiK tmcnt in hist( )V\' (and indeed thcx di(.i. as todax "s computers tell us). 

mmmm^^^m S( )me people preter not to ha\ e their miracles explained. 

tearinij that too much probinii destro\s the magic. But does it- 

Science has rexealed secrets ot worlds so small we could not ha\e 

imas^'ined their existence, and a unix erse so \ ast it cannot be measured 

in three dimensions. But alwax s bexond the l)oundaries ot our u'rasp 

lie m\ steries unexplained -and undiscovered. "The <jrearest n^iracle," 

Einstein said, '"is that w e can understand an\- ot it."" 

B^HHHHH At Christmas, we celebrate the birth of a child who 

changed the w orld. And w hether the e\ ent w as heralded b\- a super- 

no\"a. the contiijuration ot planets, or a special creation that can 

never be explained, it is no less a miracle. "\\'hen thev saw the star, 

tliLA reioiced with exceediuLi' great io\\" Matthew wrote. Each 

Christmas we keep, we rejoice again, tor miracles past —and tor 

wonders still m store. 
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The more Nature reveals to us. the 

more it has the look of an immense 

gathering with presents all around, 

and, despite the wild differences in 

form, a family affair as well. 

[Continued on foil: -e] 





/ ne 6! crrnous parry 

n inspiring look 

at the presents 

nature gives freely 

in a joyous 

celebration of life 

BY DR. LEWIS THOMAS 

The more Nature reveals to us, the 
more it has the look of an immense 
gathering with presents all around, 
and. despite the wild differences in 
form, a family affair as well. Giv- 
ing things away is an ingrained 
habit among the living things of 
our planet: it is ordained, geneti- 
cally determined. You could call it 
trading, I suppose, since everyone 
gets something in return, but there 
is such freedom and exuberance in 
the giving as to seem more like 
celebration than hard business. 

Every kind of creature is depen- 
dent for his life on the life of other 

creatures nearby, and 
this mcshwork of in- 
terdependency is 
spread over the sur- 
face of the whole 
planet. The most lav- 
ish of the presents, 
there for the asking, 
is the air itself. Oxy- 
gen is pumped into 
the atmosphere by 
green microorgan- 
isms, some free-float- 
ing in the sea, others 
living as permanent 
lodgers inside the 
cells of other organ- 
isms; the plants are 
green because of 
these creatures. Car- 
bon dioxide, on 
which the plants de- 
pend for their use of 

solar energy, is pumped in by oth- 
er microorganisms, the ones that 
use the oxygen; most of these also 
live as residents, called mitochon- 
dria, inside the cells of other ani- 
mals. Were it not for these two 
great classes of microbe, dominat- 
ing in benignity the whole planet, 
none of the rest of us would be 
here. 

Another mass of bacteria, the 
nitrogen-fixers, allows us to make 
the protein which we use for con- 
structing ourselves, by taking ni- 
trogen from the air and arranging 
it in molecular configurations with- 
in plants. They do this by "infect- 
ing" the roots of plants, but there 
is no disease, only the root nodules 
of beans. It is a model of interliv- 
ing. a paradigm of the balanced 
complexity and intricacy needed 
for such arrangements. The bac- 
teria invade the root-hairs of the 
plant and find a place where they 
can live and be nourished, and then 
they make the enzyme that the 
plant needs for incorporating ni- 
trogen. The enzyme is fragile and 
needs protection from "Tixidation. 

and this is provided by a form 
hemoglobin made in a coliabo 
tion between the bacteria and pi 
cells, tv/o separate creatures asse 
bling a single molecule. It is as 
timate an exchange as one can 
anywhere in nature: It has 
suggested that the bacteria ori 
nally had all the DNA for this m 
ecule, and donated some of 
genes to the plant long ago. Bits 
DNA are moved about in natu 
from creature to creature, with 
lot more freedom than used to ' 
thought possible. 

Viruses can lift the genes fro 
certain cells and carry them o 
later attaching them to the g 
heritage of other cells. It is a w 
of passing information arou 
quickly. Cells from totally diffe 
ent species are capable of fusing 
form single cells from single nucl 
hybrids, half man-half mosquito 
you like. 

Altruism used to be a puzzle r 
served for philosophers, but it h 
recently become a specialized tec 
nical term for a central puzzle 
biology. How can it be that ere 
tures have evolved with sets 
genes determining altruistic beha 
ior?  (Continued  on  page 12 

Editor's note: Lewis Thomas 
president of Memorial Sloan-Ke 
tering Cancer Center in New Yor 
Throughout his distinguished me 
ical career. Dr. Thomas has man 
aged an extraordinary combina 
tion of teaching, administration 
public service, and research in 
chosen field—"the mechanism t 
tissue damage in infection an 
immunologic reaction." Whereve 
he works he has a research lab: " 
get depressed if I don't have one 
Other people play golf or bridge; 
go to the lab." He also writes wit 
perception and poetry about bi 
ology and health, life and Ian 
guage. man and nature. In 197 
Dr. Thomas won a National Book 
Award for The Lives of a Cell 
(Viking Press). 



Opposite page, top: Eartn s s 
neliO -n an infinity of space. ' ■ 
gold-anodized aluminum p!a 
fixed to Pioneer 7, first man-rrace 
object destined for the stars. 
Whoever finds it will have our 
astronomical address, plus direc- 
tions to our sun, using the stars 
as road signs. Two figures repre- 
sent tne citizens of a tiny cosmic 
zip code awaiting the return mai 
Left: A greeting from inner space 
—the friendly face of a 1-millimeter 
moth fly enlarged 1000 times 
by the probing beam of David 
Scharf's scanning electron micro- 
scope—Meet other creatures in 
his book. Magnifications (Scho- 
cken). A 5,000-volt fine-tuned 
electron beam gently feels the 
subject and casts its electronic 
image on a screen. Mr. Scharf's 
microscope can show us details as 
small as one ten-billionth of a 
meter, then return the subject, 
alive if a bit dazed, to its tiny 
place in the world. 
Right and below: Light, symbol 
each Christmas of life renewed. 
Each year as a present to the com- 
munity of Kennett Square, Pa., 
Longwood Gardens transforms its 
grounds into a fantasy forest with 
ideas you can borrow: Use black 
electrician's tape to bind tiny, 
dark-wired lights (one or two 
colors for prettiest effect) to bare 
branches. Evergreen's lights are 
clipped to quarter-inch jute twine 
wrapped in spirals around trees, 
or stretched tepee style from the 
top and pegged into the ground. 
Use only top-quality lights 
designed for outdoor use, outdoor 
sockets. Energy use is minimal: 
Most lights use about 5 watts; 
twinklers and midgets about half 
that (most home sockets are de- 
signed to carry 1,800 watts). To 
light a bare tree, you'll need 
about 5 lights per foot of height, 
not counting the trunk. For an 
evergreen, multiply height times 
width times three. More about 
Longwood, page 106. Outdoor 
display Dec. 16-Jan. 1, 5-9 P.M. 



THE JOY OF CHRISTMA 

^ ■ m tradition 

S - '4 * ' 

Seven-year-old Gregory Harden can tell you his Christrnas 
log has its roots in European tradition: the yule log, kept 
burning on Christmas Eve from sundown to midnight 
mass. The symbolic buche de Noel later became a tradition 
of its own—a genoise cake roll with chocolate icing 
bark, pistachio moss, and meringue mushrooms. 
Gregory and his mother, Belgian-born cooking teachsf- 
Isabelle Marique, baked theirs in a special mold she 
designed. For recipes and details, see page 131. 
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Visualize a 19th-century Christmas 
tree decked with 15-star flags, 
handmade paper chains and 
papier-mache ornaments, candies 
wrapped in cellophane, real 
candles, and at its feet, marvelous 
old toys like "Mrs. Granby" in her 
ladderback chair. They're all 
gathered in the drawing room 
:f historic Octagon House, 
Washington, D.C., above, which 
ooks much as it would have 
■^ 1801, when the original owners. 

'.^r. and Mrs. John Tayloe 
zelebrated their first Christmas 
there. For more 19th-century 
spirit, turn the cage. 



An antique 

American Christmas! 

in a house 

with a heritage 

Pick a Colonial symbol of hospitality 
—a pineapple—nestle it amid bright 
ripe apples, circle with holly, and 
hang it over the door: festive inspira- 
tion from the Octagon House, a na- 
tional landmark in Washington. D.C.. 
restored as a museum by the Ameri- 
can Institute of Architects Founda- 
tion. Here's a typical 19th-century 
Christmas feast that would have been 
eaten "downstairs" while family mem- 
bers celebrated "upstairs" in the din- 
ing room. Decorations in the brick- 
floored kitthen were plain and simple, 
the menu, hearty: Williamsburg split 
pea soup, sugar-glazed ham with cran- 
berries and baked potatoes, cornmeal 
breads, muffins, cookies of 1812. wal- 
nut mead wine. Recipes page 152. 

Right: For Christmas dinner, 
blue and white Canton and Stafford- 
shire on the old oak tavern table. 
Left: Under the pineapple, a holly 
wreath with heather for good luck. 
Top: Watercolor of house, 1830-40. 
Opposite page, right: Treaty room, 
where President James Madison 
ended the warof 1812. 





vVit.ri less than ■ 

$200 worth (3f 

candies, apples, 

and fresh greenery 

you can fill 

a great big room 

with Christmas 

T his Christmas, think naliiral—and you 
cm create your good cheer without 
spending a lot of money. All you need 
are greens and lots of them, baskets of 
ipples, nuts, and pine cones, and 

C hristmas-red candies—the more the 
merrier. (You can begin a collection 
now, add to it each year.) 



I 

'i c ^et started on ■ ^ . .xorations. iirst 
take a look aroi own yard to 
see what needs pruning or cutting: The 
•"ig juniper tree in this room came right 

om the owners front lawn—it had 
oeen blocking her view for years—and 
the holly boughs being fixed on top of 
the armoire unburdened an overgrown 
bush in the backyard. If \ ou don't have 
your own greens, maybe \ou have 
friends who do: if there's a National 
Forest near you. ask if you can cut 
greens (some forests will let you). Or 
take an excursion to the countr\' and 
-•et all you need from local garden 
-hops. And. while you're there, visit a 
chop-your-own Christmas tree farm. 
For extra greenery, use family plant 
presents to decorate (he house as long 
-IS the holidays last. 

Above: A natural Christmas with an 
jndecorated tree, boughs of holiy. a 
pQinsettia on the side table. Behind :-r 
sofa, a pair of Eunonymous Fortunei 
bushes contributing to the "'estivity u" 
they are planted outside. 
Opposite page, above: On the coffee 
table, a forest of candles, green apples 
and Teddy, snug in his v.'a'nut bed. 
Opposite page. be'.OM: Christmas-red 
apples, green grapes on a bare wood 
table. Rosenthal china. Red bandane 
print napkins frcr- Men-' Be^ce 



V fsy-to-make 

garlands, 

baskets of greens 

One of the nice things about a simple 
Christmas is that everyone—even the 
children—can pitch in to make the deco- 
rations. To deck these walls, the family 
spent a day gathering greens, then turn- 
ing them into garlands for the staircase 
and the chandelier, and a 6-foot wreath 
to fill the space above the mantle (to' 
learn how you can make them, see 
opposite page). They bought evergreen 
boughs to make the wreath (you might 
use several together), and laurel to make 
the garlands. These they hung by drap- 
ing them in broad scallops up the stairs, 
then down again, creating double loops 
held to the bannister by fat ribbon bows. 
Included in the decorating budget were 
all the evergreens for the baskets, the 
two bushes growing in wooden tubs, red 
candles of every height and girth, all the 
apples and nuts, and several spools of r 
2-inch red acetate ribbon. 

|i Right: A family-made Christmas with 
simple greens, red ribbon. The ^ 
wreath, like the Christmas tree 
across the room, is untrimmed, Furniture 
from Lord & Taylor and Phillip Daniel, 
Durrie rug from Rosecore. f 

Big greeii wreath 

^ Greens tucked in 

I mantelmece baskets^ 

% 

,'», 
4i\ 

17 

mi mm.         " .Sii^* 

i jQMji^^^ip ^^^^^^^^^'^^^SSSSKKSIIB^t^fF'' 

iVergree^ trees 

to plant outdoors 



Twist-it-yourself 

laurel garlands 

for banister 

.and chandelier 

« i 

Right: The chande- 
lier dressed with a 
fresh green garland 
that's easy to make 
with laurel branches 
and 23-gauge spool 
wire. First tie the 
wire to one branch. 
Then join branches, 
covering stems with 
leafy tops as you go. 
(The shorter the 
stems, the more 
flexible your 
garland will be.) 

Yoj can nake the 
wreath the same 
way. Choose a 
sturdy circular 
frame (wood, metal, 
or styrofoam will 
work), the diameter 
of the finished 
wreath and wire 
branches around 
until ring is 
covered. 
Left: Bows for the 
baskets, garland. 



Christmas cookies with a European 
I heritage, so beautifully tinted and 

formed they make great tree orna- 
ments as well as munchable gifts. 
Swiss-born photographer Marina 
Schinz Rubin (she took these pic- 
tures), makes them from family re- 
cipes with the help of her children 
—Tom, 13 and Cady, 12. There are 
springerii, the harvest symbol, and 
zurcher leckerli, the well-dressed 
gentleman, some tinted with ground 
sandalwood and raspberry juice for 
red, pistachio for green, chocolate for 
brown. When finished, they're given a 
jewel-like sheen with an orange flower 
water glaze. Allow a day to make and 
tint dough, 1 or 2 days to let cookies 
shrink and set shape. They keep for 
several weeks in airtight tin boxes. 

Left: Ingredients and molds. 
Right: Finished cookies. 
Above: Tom and Cady Rubin moldin 
and cutting cookies. Behind them, 
portraits of ancestors from whom 
Mrs. Rubin inherited recipes 
and forms. Recipes, shopping 
information, page 144. 

Marina Schinz 

THE JOY OF C 



re's a different kind of 
C hristmas cookie tree: tiers 
if cardboard trays to dis- 
pense favorite homemade 
norsels of the season. Nini 
Circiello (Mrs. Gino Circi- 
ello of Gino's restaurant in 
New York) makes one each 
Christmas and sets it by the 
door so guests can pluck one 
of her melt-in-the-mouth 
cookies as they come or go: 
there are always plenty of 
efiUs. To make your tree, 

start with a cake plate or 
other footed stand. Cut stiff 
craft paper in circles of de- 

NADINE BERTIN 

creasing diameter. Put larg- 
est circle on stand, circle 
with cookies. Place a rame- 
kin or small bowl in center 
to support ne.xt tier: con- 
tinue adding cardboard cir- 
cles and bowls to make a 5- 
tier tree. You may need a 
plate beneath cardboard cir- 
cles for extra support. 

Above: The cookie-tray tree. 
Above left: Cookies, from 
left: cornmeal, chocolate, 
meringue, shortbread, and 
almond cookies dotted with 
nuts. Recioes, page 142. 
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LetL ̂ iin.   las inspire you 

/ 

5 

With lights, glamour, and 

fantasy trees 

Above: An artist's tree for an 
artist's gallery. Each year 
Jock Truman asks his distin- 
guished stable of painters 
and sculptors to design 
an ornament for the galleryof 
trees. The result is a holiday 
caprice with papier-mache 
and wood sculptures, 
ceramic, yarn, feather, and 
sequin didos—whatever 

tickles the artist's fancy. 
A similar tree of family-made 
sculptures might prove 
a charming and inexpensive 
way to greet St. Nicholas. 
Below: A Christmassy pair 
of tropical evergreens called 
Norfolk Island Pines 
(Araucaria heterophylla) sit 
in their baskets throughout 
the year, then dress 1 



.p":-". r ^ -:5ys. They wear 
lothing but their needles until 
December, when they are 
sedecked with red ornaments 
and partnered with wreaths and 
xinsettias to sing a botanical 
;arol at the front door. 
3pposite page, right: A tree to 
jelight a child and warm 
^.A. Milne's heart, its 
^'onderful ornaments, some 
:urn-of-the-century, are 
the childhood toys of two gen- 
erations: puppets, marionettes, 
3id dolls, plain and fancy, and 
all the animals of Mr. Milne's 

Pooh books. What space is 
left is filled with papier-mache 
balls, bows, and tiny teardrop 
lights. Design by Jim Goslee 
of The Fernery for the 
Thornton Wilsons. 
Above and below: The shimmer 
of gold, the freshness of living 
green, and the twinkle of tiny 
white lights give the living and 
dining rooms in this house a 
fairy-tale sumptuousness that 
lasts through Twelfth Night. 
Holiday curtains of gold lame 
(the kind used for stage cos- 
tumes) are hung in swags tied 

up .-. : s'een velvet ribocns. 
Trees in the garden are pow- 
dered with lights, and in the 
living room, a superb topiary 
tree is lit by the same lights 
and what seem to be a thou- 
sand gold-thread balls. On the 
mantel, lemon leaves and 
candlelit Japanese gold fans; 
in the windows, pomander-like 
balls of fresh holly. 
All decorations by Renny. 
Above, right: A tree so full of 
balloons it could go around the 
world between now and New 
Year's. Crystal clear, the rubber 

sp-eresare i;g:::ec z, c ':ereni 
colored spotlights stationed 
around the room. A flick of a 
switch produces a rainbow of 
Clouds 9, 10, and 11. Strips of 
silvery polyurethane film flutter 
in this barrage of light, and the 
only other decoration is 
sprayed-on snow. Designed by 
Mario LoCicero. 
Below, right: A South Seas tree 
studded with polished nautilus 
shells. Designed by Richard 
Gervais of New Manilla Imports 
for Maryon Davies Lewis 
for the ACT benefit. 



Above, left and right: Really getting back to 
nature, a dining room with one beautiful 
cone-adorned tree and a wreath like a 
circular topiary. On the table, right out of 
an 18th-century Japanese forest, two 
life-size pine deer. Setting by Michael 
Taylor for Mrs. John Rosekrans Jr. and 
Mrs. Gorham Knowles for the ACT exhibit. 

Below: As much fun as a barn dance, a 
country dining room with a table long 
enough for the Virginia reel. There are tree 
stumps for stools, a wheelbarrow for 
presents, hay-wrapped crates for atmo- 
sphere, fir hall trees for cowboys' Stetson 
hats. Setting by designer William Gaylord 
and Mrs. John Ward Maillard for ACT. 

With living trees, 

pure and simple 

In 1976, just before Christmas, an 
exhibit of decorated trees and holi- 
day table settings was held in San 
Francisco's Ice House, an old ware- 
house turned decorating center. The 
occasion, chaired by Mrs. John 
A. Vietor. aided by Mr. Robert 
Zinkhon, was a benefit for ACT, 
an acronym for the city's leading 
"little theatre." the American Con- 
servatory Theatre. The show lasted 
only 3 days, but in that brief time 
scored a gate of $25,000. A similar 
exhibit will be held this year, but for 
10 days beginning November 29. 

San Franciscans were delighted 
with the trees and tables, some of 
which you see here and on the pre- 
vious pages. Even the ones you don't 
see are full of ideas you can borrow 
for your own holiday settin^is. 

For example: A fresh holly tree 
hung with antique Danish straw and 
wood ornaments and unique cookies 
made by an artist with a sweet tooth. 
A 14-foot-high tree made of stuffed 
canvas, a kind of arboreal rag doll, 
hung with Nigerian gourds inscribed 
with silver. Truly exotic, a flock of 
origami gold-paper cranes tacked to 
a wall in the shape of a floor-to-ceil- 
ing tree. If origami is your forte, this 
is a spectacular way to immortalize, 
if only for a while, those hours of 
folding. Clumps of fresh herbs and 
little boxes of dried ones gave one 
tree a heavenly fragrance. There was 
a tree peppered with tiny teddy 
bears, all colors, all shapes; a Han- 
sel and Gretel tree of cookies, all 
colors, all shapes, and a gourmet 
tree full of wooden kitchen imple- 
ments, packaged cheeses, and tinned 
pates. These are idea trees. Help 
yourself to the trimmings. 

i Right: The dining room of 
an old New England inn, updated 
by designer Bill Blass, who lives in 
it. The trees' (spruces and a pine to 
be planted outside later) only 
decoration is the gloss of their 
needles. On the floor, flats of 
narcissus; on the table, a 
documentary quilt and ceramic 
roosters crowing a Noel. 
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Gbry to the 

flowers 

In a Christmas 

garden- 

a joyful noise 

of color, flowers 

of the spheres 

Christmas in a plant-filled crystal pal- 
ace has a special kind of sparkle, like 
a present wrapped in living green. 
At Longwood Gardens in Kennett 
Square, Pa., where each year the main 
conservatory is filled with flowers 
gathered from 3V2 acres of green- 
houses, there is a spirit of exoticism 
in the glass house: lush jungle-like 
green walls and huge hanging globes 
of chrysanthemums (to learn how to 

train your own, see page 194). 
Patches of bright spring blossoms add 
a different note—the promise of new 
life to come. And sparkling every- 
where are the colors and lights always 
part of Christmas's festivity. Poinset- 
tias, nearly 3,000 of them, line up in 
borders, hang in baskets, are trained 
as standards. Flowers of all kinds join 
the throng: iris, cyclamen, begonias, 
narcissus, lilies of the valley, hya- 
cinths. Longwood is open to the pub- 

daily, "dmission $2. See its out- 
door Christmas celebration, page 89. 

R'i'':t: Chrysanihemum globes and 
colur^rs iike tree trunks 
covered with Ficus pumiia. 
Above      Fow upon row of poinsettias, 
3S bora'ei-3 '.n the main conservatory. 
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topiaiy, 

poinsettias 

Left: High above a shallow pool, huge balls of 
Annette Hegg poinsettias, grown in hanging 
baskets and trained to brim over their edges. 
Beyond, a wreath of many-colored evergreens. 
Above: Twinkling boxwood topiaries that 
anyone can make instantly: just lots of cut 
greens poked into plastic foam forms. In 
between, pink cyclamen and blue spikes of 
bush coleus (C. thryrsoideus). 



ination 

ountr 

Sister Parish s house in Maini 

full of handcrafts, collections, 

practical ideas and 

her own invincible vitality- 
When a house has been a family's 
home for more than four genera- 
tions, family heirlooms and home- 
made crafty can become an impor- 
tant part of the decorating. And 
when it belongs to Mrs. Henry Par- 
ish II, one of the country's most 
sought-after interior designers, fam- 
ily tradition gets the Parish treat- 
ment: a sense of quality and com- 
fort, a sense of style, and a sense of 
humor. For Mrs. Parish, designing 
a room is first a matter of down-to- 
earth practicality—every room must 
be perfectly suited to one's living 
needs—and then a deliberate but 
freehanded combining of things to 
please (and tease) the eye: "You 
can mix everything, the old with the 
new, the good with the not-so-good, 
colors, patterns, styles, everything." 
Her own house in Maine is filled 
with collectables gathered during a 
lifetime of accumulating "everything 
I loved and could afi'ord at the time," 
plus all kinds of family mementos. 
In the living room, left and right. 
there are fine antiques, like the nee- 
dlepointed chair found on a trip to 
Scotland, living happily with found 
furniture (the sofa and the arm- 
chair), local handcrafts—the wood- 
en valances painted to look like fab- 
ric and the carved wood rooster— 
and lots of family-made treasures: 
The slice of watermelon was painted 
on a piece of driftwood by Mrs. 
Parish's daughter; the teapot pillow 
needlepointed by Mrs. Parish her- 
seTf. The portrait of her Pekingese, 
painted by a cousin, "was supposed 
to be of me. I sat with Yummy 
on my lap—and this was the result." 

• A house should 

reflect you 

On the porch, above left, 
an easy-to-maintain fiberglass trellis 

with hanging baskets spilling 
begonias. Geraniums grow in 

fiberglass garden boxes. In the 
living room, left and right. 

an old fireplace with a piece 
of needlework to trim the mantel. 
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Take color 

from flowers 

At one end of the dining room, right, 
an indoor patio that mixes old 

with new, wood with wicker, bright 
colors with muted ones—and even 
a purple delphinium with a head 

of lettuce (in the bowl on the 
end table). The new white wood 

sofa—it's like a deep-seated 
garden bench—looks right at home 
with the wicker armchairs and tea 

tray, the old Spanish needle- 
pointed rug, and the antique table 

with a handpainted zigzag 
border that echoes the pattern on the 

lamp. To bring the sunshine in, 
bursts of yellow everywhere: in the 

linen floor-to-ceiling curtains, 
the striped silk throw pillows 
(a passion Mrs. Parish loves 
to indulge), and the yellow 

lilies behind the fanback chair. 

If Us suitable, it lasts 

A quiet corner of the parlor, left, a 
room "I haven't touched 

for over forty years." She hasn't had 
to: The country look of old- 

fashioned ruffled tied-back curtains 
layered once in dotted swiss, 

once in a floral chintz, fits 
perfectly, timelessly, with the 

whole informal atmosphere of the 
house; and the room is 

exactly suited to Mrs. Parish's lifestyle 
in Maine—relaxed, peaceful, 

and comfortable in every sense of 
the word. Instead of a very bright 

color, Mrs. Parish wanted the 
room to suggest blue, so 

starting with the blue cotton chintz 
to cover the old sofa, she built 

up color with floral chintzes 
all touched with blues, and laid a 
blue-striped rag rug underfoot. 

Everything's at ease here, even the 
pictures against the windowpane. 
Flowers in a tole vase. Presiding 

over the scene, a porcelain parrot. 

Crafts 

make it personal 

What was once an awkward narrow 
stairway, left, is now a 

charming garden path with a runner 
Mrs. Parish needlepointed 

herself. She loves to make things for 
the house: "It makes the whole 

hoJse so much more personal than if 
you go out and buy everything— 

and 1 enjoy doing it." To balance the 
old wood banister, Mrs. Parish has 

a bamboo railing painted on the 
wall, and, above it, trompe-l'oeil 
shelves with fruits, flowers, and 
a teapot. Crowning the doorway, 
a panel of wood painted with a 

basket of flowers. The umbrella stand 
is a retired French bread 

carrier. The owl is carved of wood. 
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Follow your impulse 

In the guest room-sitting room, right, 
a melange of patterns, 

colors, and styles. Mrs. Parish mixed 
the bold stripes of the handwoven 
Irish rug with the most sensuous 

fabrics she could find: 
a hand-embroidered batiste to 
float around the bed and floral 

chintzes to drape the windows and 
cover the sofa pillows 

(the twin of the one in the dining 
room). But good decorating needs a 
sense of whimsy, too. So, Mrs. Parish 

replaced an ordinary country 
view with an exotically populated 

birdcage hand-painted on a French 
screen. And with her instinct for 

perfect placement, she put a 
curly maple table at the foot of 
the bed. "I need a writing table 

in the room and that was the only 
place left for it." 

So that's where it went. At the 
sofa, an old wicker picnic basket 
does just fine as a coffee table. 
And that's her dog Bumble Bee 

on top of it, snug in an Indian throw. 

Turn problems 

inside out 

To accentuate the charming 
idiosyncracies of an upstairs 

Dedroom, left, Mrs. Parish ran 
a rose-garland wallpaper border 

around the eaves and boldly 
across the ceiling. Then for the 
nooks and crannies she brought 
in a miniature Victorian sofa- 

it was a store's model of a 
larger version—covered it with tiny 

pink chintz rosebuds, and gave 
it a milk stool, painted with a 

single blossom, for a coffee table. 
The two white chairs with pads 
that match the curtains and the 

shade are part of a group of 
100 pieces of furniture Mrs. Parish 
bought for $100 in one bargaining 

coup. On the sofa, a throw 
Mrs. Parish wove herself. 

Be true to yourself 

^ Mrs. Parish's own bedroom, 
left, a quiet romance of eight 

different patterns, all with flowers 
and colors in common. 

Mrs. Parish covered the wails with 
a tiny white-on-pink wallpaper, 

the floor with a pink-toned 
rag rug, and everything else with 

rose-printed chintzes. On the bed, 
a flowery old quilt. The tester 
bed used to belong to an army 

colonel—his name is inscribed in 
the baseboard. His wife's is in 
another bedroom. "They must 

have been an odd pair. His bed is 
6 inches wider than hers." 

HORST 

''1 * 



hen your 

decorating is right 

for the way you live, 

your rooms last forever^ 





Idea: 

grade-A gift 

in a carton 

jppmgs from tne dime store, 
j-dware, and grocery, 
ligned by Claude Langwith. 
\t: Saltines glued to a box 
jutter spreaders. 
30S/?e page, top.- Packages 
for a picnic, and packed 

]h picnic gear. 
\posite page, bottom: Give a 

prize (a beautiful ring. 

pernaps) in a Cracker Jack box 
Above left: Herbal teas in a 
gold tin, name-tag tea bag. 
Above right: Doggy-bag some 
canine treats, tie with a 
bone and paw-print greeting. 
Right: Stone egg from John 
Rosselli, with 11 real ones. 
Se/ow right: Sponges with a 
surprise center full of soap. 



1. Orange flower water for cooking or confection recipes. By A. Monteux. 3 ounces, $1.50 at iVlaison Glass. 2. A palm fan, natural 
topping for a thin brown box. 3. Mini ceramic shopping bag. By The American Apple Pie Co. 4 inches, $10 at Macy's Cellar. 4. Jap- 
anese umbrella closed around a soft gift, tied with silk. $4.49 at Azuma. 5. Food processor accessories: acrylic funnel, wooden plunger 
for easy filling. By American Market Place. $10 at Bloomingdale's. 6. Cardboard berry box for a present topped with a pot scrubber. 

7. Mock tortoise-shell comb and 
mirror in suede case. $14.50 at 
Boyd Chemists. 8. For a cook's 
stocking, squeezable tomato 
paste. By Cirio. 5 oz., 90C at 
E.A.T., Henri Bendel. 9. French 
vinyl-coated clothespins in 6 
colors. 5 doz., $5 at Williams- 
Sonoma. 10. Waiter's cork- 
screw. $4,95 ppd. at Hoffritz. 
11. China yogurt cups. Dutch 
apple, other flavors. BySeymore 

Mann. $5.75 ppd. at Pequod 
Emporium. 12. Wine bottle 
spouts. By Rowoco. 6 for 
$1.25 at The China Closet. 
13. Egg separator. By Hoan, 
$3 at Bloomingdale's. 14. 6 
wood-handled stainless steel 
kitchen tools. By Rowoco. 
$1.50-$4 at The China Closet. 
15. Right off the press—garlic, 
of course. By Rowoco. $3.50, 
The China C'       " S., Colors by 

the dozen: 12 Niji marking pens. 
$3atArthurBrown.l7.12sculp- 
ting and potterT"tools. $10.95 
at Arthur Brown. 18. 12 baking 
utensils in a gingham bag. 
$11.50 ppd., at Puckihuddle. 
19. Sacks of herbs for fish, 
chicken, meats. BySoleillou. 
4 2-oz. bags, $12 at E.A.T., 
Henri Bendel. 20. A "francly" 
simple currency exchange cal- 
culator. $3.95 ppd. at Hoffritz. 

21. Stitch a tape measure to its 
own ribbon wrapping. 22. Tin 
tea caddy with hinged roof. By 
Ian Logan. $5.60 ppd. at Pequod 
Emporium. 23. The un-puzzle. 
Parts fit many ways to create 
vivid patterns. By Synestructics. 
$6.50 ppd. at The Discovery 
Shop. 24. Break off a table- 
setting: Utensils come molded 
together. By J.P. Vitrac. 6 for 
$12 at Cache-Cache. 25. Em- 
broidery floss tied with a festive 
ribbon. 26. Lettuce crisper 
sack. $5 at Williams-Sonoma. 



7. Plant spray to clean leaves, repel bugs. By Ced-o-P"roducts. 3 ounces, $3.75 ppd. at Mad- 
erlake. 28. Give a friend a good deal. Glue cards, v\/ith greetings, on your present. 29. Music on 
le—plastic rack holds 18 cassettes. $7 at Seabon. 30. Pot scrubber's night out—open, line 
rith silver tissue, tuck in gift, and tie with silver string. Use silver fabric, it's an evening bag. 
TSU OKUHARA 
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MUSrAKO 

31. Stick-on animals and fruits 
for instant decoration. Under 
$1. 32. Spatterware—every- 
where. 19th-century ceramic 
design on desk accessories. To 
Match, designed by Tania 
Vartan. $5-$12 at The Smith- 
sonian Museum Shops. 33. Ori- 
gami paper, plus instructions 
for creating delicate sculptures. 
At Azuma. 34. Look closely: a 
stick-on magnifying mirror. 4V2- 
inch diameter, $3.95 ppd. at 
Hoffritz. 35. The illustrated 
wild flower—pocket-size paper- 

backs of wild flowers in the U.S. 
by Katherine Mackenzie. $2.95 
each at Scribner Bookstore. 
36. All-purpose scissors. By Lin- 
dar Eversharp. Yellow, $7.95; 
pink, $4.95, at Arthur Brown. 
37. From all angles—candy- 
colored drawing instruments. 
Under $1 each, at Arthur 
Brown. 38. Old-fashioned mini- 
ature wooden farmyard. $5.25 
ppd. at Israel Crane Museum 
Store. 39. Collar a plastic 
hanger, glue it to a box. 
40. Glycerine hand soap for the 

kitchen. 4 bars, $5 at Williams- 
Sonoma. 41. Beechwood lemon 
reamer, $8 at E.A.T., Henri 
Bendel. 42. Coin purse, fresh 
lavender sachet $5, Souleiado. 
at Pierre Deux. 43. Hand- 
turned wooden top, $3.50 ppd. 
at Israel Crane Museum Store. 
44. For spring gardens, seeds 
from local garden shops. From 
45c. 45. Sew much Christmas 
in a present topped with thread. 
Right: News-wrapped present 
with 3 bow tie to burn. All 
wrappings by Claude Langwith. 

KAREN RADKAI 



Vegetables in the 

round.witha 

waist-high inner 

planting bed 

that meets the 

gardener halfway 

A circle-vvithin-a-circle that lets 
you garden without bending to 
pull a weed or plant a seed—this 
is the latest in a whirl of garden- 
ing ideas from Jack Lenor Lar- 
sen. Ever since this fabric de- 
signer built his cone-roofed 
round houses inspired by an 
African village (H&G March, 
1966). he has been adding circu- 
lar gardens and a greenhouse 
(H&G June, 1974). Here, vege- 
tables and flowers are right at his 
fingertips, growing in a layer of 
earth piled on top of cement and 
debris. His crops are snow peas, 
spinach, radishes, lettuce, onions, 
peppers, eggplant. He also grows 
calendulas. California poppies, 
cosmos, nasturtiums, zinnias, and 
little annual kochia shrubs that 
turn bright red in autumn. The 
earth between outer and inner 
circles is lined with salt hay over 
black plastic, to stay weed-free. 
The walls are cinder blocks 
stacked 40 inches high, stuccoed 
and painted, to provide protec- 
tion from wind and good light 
reflection. The narrow opening 
facing a wall gives rabbits sec- 
ond thoughts about entering this 
secret garden. A sprinkler on a 
pole waters in a perfect circle. 

Top: Jack Lenor Larsen. 
Right: A vegetable and flower 
garden 23 feet across. The walls 
are footed 18 inches deep, well 
below the Long Island frost line. 
Above right and far right: Round 
pool and flower garden. 
Far right: Terrace table, a cement 
circle set on a culvert pipe. 
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Space transffi»nne4 in a 

turn-of-the-centuli carriage nouse 



Forms and images from arcnitecturai 
history—columns, moldings and grace- 
ful cur\ es—are used in this remodeling 
to recall what might have been. Rather 
than restoring the house to its original 
rather uncomfortable self, architect 
Robert Stern, an innovator unafraid to 
draw from histor\'. gutted the interior 
(which had been remodeled in the 
1950s), added a new curved porch, re- 
located the kitchen, rearranged the bed- 
-ooms. and added a new staircase to 
create a plan designed to make sum- 
mertime easy for the \oung owners" 
casual, modern life. New windows, de- 
signed to match the existing ones, 
splash the living room. left, with sun- 
Ught and preser\ e the character of the 
room. Moldings and columns through- 
out the main floor are all new—painted 
bright shiny white to contrast with the 
cream walls. They evoke architectural 
ornaments of the past and emphasize 
the rooms' original generous propor- 
tions. The free-standing columns, a 
sleek update of an ancient form, mark 
the living room off from the central hall 
without the interruption of a wall. All 
through the house, clear bright colors 
make summer seem to linger on. 

- • ■ g - :: ~ "jrniture is soft and 
5-"-e',   ,',e ;"ose red. white, and 
oiue." says Robert Stern, "for the Bicen- 
tennial year trie house v.'as remodeled." 
Above: O'JtS'de, new living-room windows 
= ': : -'-r: :3'-ch seem right at home. 
f^zi.e 5':.- T-,e new staircase leads 
do.', n to the front door framed by the or- 
-        ' which were slight- 

::, = - -e    -.-e 1960s. Curved 
r"Ciaing above the front door is new. 

iiTswinq 



From the half-round 

living-dining porch, i 

you see twin pavilions 

reflected in the pool 



I 

h the new plan, 
len convenient 
; dining room, 
j porch. On the 

)«iloor above 
n open deck. 

Iding 
ie 
18. 

An old house spreods its wing 

Right: The new porch makes the transition 
from indoor to outdoor living; a curve 
of screening separates it from the pool 
and terrace outside. "This is our 
favorite room," the owners say, "where 
we have breakfast, lunch, and dinner." 
Top: The pool, painted dark gray, reflects 
the house, gives it the emphasis 
TOM YEE 

a moat gives a castle. Robert Stern 
and landscape architect Peter Rolland 
worked together to create this fresh 
extension of the living space. 
Above: At the far end of the pool, lattice 
creates a backdrop for the view 
and conceals two storage sheds. 
Above left: An outdoor shower built around 
the chimney. Doors lead to the porch. 



Above: Reaching back to cap- 
ture the spirit of the period, 
Robert Stern created this 
staircase, which, with its brass 
rail, twists up to the second- 
floor landing with turn-of-the- 
century elegance. Original 
wood floor is painted bright 
white. Stairs are covered in 
the same jute matting used 
in the hall and second floor. 
Dinine-room windows frame 

vegetable gardens outside. 
Right: In the master bedroom, 
every inch is put to work with 
a contemporary respect for 
space. Drawers are built in 
under the eaves, and opposite 
the bed a curved storage unit, 
which conceals TV and air con- 
ditioning, forms window seats 
for cozy contemplation of the 
view. Bookshelves are built in 
on the side of both windows. 
Jack Lenor Larsen fabric is 

used for quilted bedspread 
and for window shades. 
Below left: In the new porch, 
casual, comfortable furniture 
is covered in the bright colors 
of summer. A column marks 
off the dining area from the 
more intimate seating section. 
Above the banquettes, a slidin 
partition opens to kitchen. 
Below right: Mirror-lined bar 
built in just off living room, 
convenient yet out of the way. 



Indoors, a layout 

that works, 

marvelous storage, an 

exhilaration of space 



Th;- enormous party 
C'-.t^ir:.ieJ jroin page 88 

'iiiL pos.-ibie advantage for natural se- 
•c CfiOM can there he in giving up essential 
liungs, even giving up one's life? This is 
a eoininonpiace event in the lives of so- 
eial insects, and (here are less spectacu- 
lar examples of such behavior among 
many other species. In the case of insects 
the current, acceptably Darwinian expla- 
nation is that this is a way of assuring 
the survival and replication of one's own 
genes, since it is the clo.sest kin. with 
identical or nearly identical genes, who 
are enabled to survive by acts of altruism. 

No such explanation" will serve, of 
course, for altruism in our own species. 
We do not possess this degree of identity 
in our genomes, except for the identical 
twins among us. It may be that when it 
occurs among human beings, as it surely 
does, this has nothing whatever to do 
with genetics. Perhaps we are all as fun- 
damentally self-obsessed and egoistic as 
Hobbes believed. Perhaps the only way 
of achieving altruism is to be instructed 
in the matter by society. This may be so, 
although it doesn't have to be so: any- 
way, who is to say that there are not bi- 
ological determinants, genes and all, for 
constructing society? But it could be, you 
know, the other way around: We could 
be born with genes for altruistic behav- 
ior, and it is only in certain kinds of so- 
ciety (like, say, today's kind) that we can 
be systematically instructed to suppress 

the tendency. 
I prefer the latter notion, for it helps 

explain something else about human be- 
havior which would otherwise be a be- 
wilderment. It seems to me, based on no 
science at all but a lifetime of looking 
around in human company, that most 
people have an instinctive, biologically 
driven, ineluctable desire to be useful. 
To succeed in the gratification of this 
drive is one of the surest ways to be hap- 
py, and to fail at it is an absolute mis- 
ery. Usefulness is a more profound and 
insatiable urge than eating or drinking 
or propagating one's genes. I find it hard 
to explain this except by assuming that 
it is in the nature of human beings to be 
useful: it is one of the identifying marks 
of our species, like the coloration of the 
leaves of trees or the songs of birds. We 
are made this way. I would not go so far 
as to say we have particular genes for en- 
coding usefulness, but maybe, in the ag- 
gregate, our sort of DNA allows for a 
sensory receptor, perhaps a center some- 
where in the right cerebral hemisphere, 
where the realization of being useful is 
received and recognized as pleasure. It 
could just be. 

If so, I am confident that the drive is 
not alone our property. It is its existence 
in all the rest of nature which accounts 
for the atmosphere and the feeling of a 
party. Perhaps, come to think of it, any 
other kind of live planetary system, de- 
signed as ours is with such a dense multi- 
plicity of interdependent working parts. 

would be unworkable. 
Other creatures have evolved in what 

ecologists call niches. The various forms 
of life inhabiting a coral reef, including 
the live coral itself, are preoccupied end- 
lessly in adapting themselves to this kind 
of life. The environment is stable over- 
all, but the whole thing moves with life. 
It is always engaged in growing, chang- 
ing and remaking parts of itself, always 
favoring the emergence of greater and 
more flexible varieties among the inhabi- 
tants. Fitness of an individual or of a 
whole species for environments like this, 
in the evolutionary sense, really means 
fitting in with all the other forms of life. 
Fitting in. by and large, means being 
useful. 

I've been trying to think of the niche 
for human beings. Do we have anything 
like a niche, anything equivalent to a 
coral reef? You'd think not, to watch us 
in action. We can live anywhere, and do, 
even a Jew of us under the sea or out in 
space. AVe have long since swarmed over 
every part of the earth: there is no place 
left unmarked by humans; now we are 
sending memoranda into the next gal- 
axy. All other animals seem to be adapt- 
ed for particular parts of this planet, 
and for particular ways of living in those 
parts. Not us. 

But there is one niche for us, rather 
like a coral reef, or more like the idea of 
a coral reef. We made it ourselves, for 
ourselves, and we live in it. It is lan- 
guage. (Continued on page 157) 

Only a Bar-TenderV drink tastes like a bartender's drink. V BRAND 

Bar-Tender's Whisky Sour. 
Not too sweet. Not too tart. 

Bar-Tender s Daiquiri. 
Just the right hint of lime. 

Bar-Tender's Margarita. 
Full of fresh, sunny fruit flavor. 

Bar-l-.nder's Tomcat, 
llie totally unique peach sour. 

Bar-Tender's Pina Colada. 
It's got the cool tang of pineapple, 

the exotic taste of coconut. 

With Bar-Tender's Instant 
Cocktail Mixes anyone can mix a 
perfect cocktail as easy as one, two, 
three. No other mix, liquid or dry, 
comes close to the fresh, delicious 
tastes of Bar-Tender's Instant 
Cocktail Mixes. 

Bar-TenderV 

Instant Cocktail Mixes. 
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ihismonth: Easy holiday bullets from a 5-brcad brcaklasl to a uiakc- 

hcad supper. A family eounlry luneh with a hearty main-dish soup. 

)clectable holiday desserts plus great new ways to use liqueurs 

vvintc 

FOO[ 

Delectable holiday desserts 

for family baking 

ilSomething sweet for 

mo bake. A buehe d 

Buche de Noel 

the whole family 

e N(K'k meriiiiiue 

' sec page 90) 
Isabel Marique has designed a 
special pan of heavy tin to 
simplify the cooking of a 

lj buche de Noel—a cylinder 20 
inches long by S'^ wide and 
2 high; $16.50. available ex- 
clusively at Bloomingdale's. 

INGREDIENTS FOR CAKE 
3V2 tablespoons sweet butter 
V2 cup plus 4 tablespoons cake 

flour (95 grams) 
2 whole eggs 
2 egg yolks 
V3 cup plus 1V2 tablespoons 

sugar (95 grams) 
V2 teaspoon vanilla 

METHOD FOR CAKE 
□ Melt butter and grease 
buche pan with 1 tablespoon; 
set the rest aside to cool (use 
when it's just opaque). Lightly 
flour mold; tap out excess flour. 

and ehoeolaie mushrooms, traditional 

eookies from lial\ and Swil/erland 

Mushroom 

meringues 

Connie Burdick's Piecemeal, a 
catering firm in Los Angeles, 
and cooking teacher Jean 
Brady do a brisk trade in 
mushrooms (sec Wine & Food 
cover) for "ifts. Make ahead 
on a dry day, store in airtight 
tins or give away in baskets. 
INGREDIEN 
% cup egg whites, room 

temperature (whites from 
about 6 large eggs) 

V4 teaspoon salt 
V4 teaspoon cream of tartar 
1V2 cups superfine sugar 
VA teaspoon almond extract 
% teaspoon vanilla 
Unsweetened cocoa 
6 ounces semi-sweet chocolate 

METHOD 
□ Beat egg whites in a large 
bowl until foamy. Beat in salt 
and cream of tartar. At low to 
medium speed of mixer, keep 

beating 
while add- 
ing sugar 
gradually. 

Connie Burdick forms mushroom stems and caps with pastry bag. 
smooths tops with a drop of water and ghies with chocolate 
Add almond and vanilla ex- 
tracts. Beat at high speed until 
stiff, 6-7 minutes. 
□ Place meringue mixture in 
a large pastry bag fitted with 
a plain V2-inch diam. tip. Line 
2 cookie sheets with parchment 
paper. Make mushroom stems 
first while meringue is firmest. 
To shape stems, press out me- 
ringue while lifting bag, until 
stems are about V2- %-inch tall. 
Press out caps in rounds about 
1 inch in diameter. Try to keep 
them high and puffy rather than 
flat. Sprinkle stems and caps 
with cocoa. If caps have points 
on them, dampen a finger and 
press points flat before sprin- 
kling with cocoa, 
n Place cookie sheets in oven 

preheated to 225°. Bake 1 
hour without opening door. At 
the end of 1 hour, test me- 
ringues—if they can be easily 
lifted off parchment, they are 
done enough. Turn off heat and 
allow to cool overnight in oven 
with door closed. If you are in 
a hurry, leave door slightly ajar 
and leave in oven until me- 
ringues are cool (about 20 
minutes). 
□ Cut points off stems with a 
serrated knife. Melt chocolate 
and allow to cool a little. 
Spread melted chocolate on 
flat side of mushroom cap with 
a knife and stick on stem. Al- 
low to cool upside down. If 
kitchen is warm, cool in freezer 
until chocolate hardens. 

CI l"^' 

abel Marique,  with  her buche 
in and son, Gregory, right i 

□ Sift the cake flour onto wax s: 
paper and set aside. u 
□ Place eggs, egg yolks, sug- 
ar, and vanilla in a stainless 
steel mixing bowl suspended 
over a saucepan of barely sim- 
mering water or use a flame- 
tamer. Beat with a wire whisk 
over low heat until mixture is 
tepid (110°). Remove from 
heat. 
□ If you have a stand bowl 
mixer, continue beating for 
about 5 minutes more; if you 
are using a hand-held mixer, 
beat for about 10 minutes un- 

til the mix- 
t u re has 
the consis- 
tency of 
creamed 
butter and 
has dou- 

bled in volume. 
□ Fold in 2/3 of the sifted flour 
gradually and rapidly with a 
wooden or rubber spatula. Then 
fold in the remaining flour 
gradually, continuously, and al- 
ternating with the melted but- 
ter. Be careful not to deflate 
the batter; 10 folding motions 
should be enough. 

Turn the batter into the pre- 
pared mold. Bake 25-30 min- 
utes in a preheated 350° oven. 
Turn onto a cake rack covered 

with a paper towel or parch- 
ment paper to prevent cake 
from sticking. Cool before cut- 
ting. Cake may be refrigerated 
or frozen if wrapped airtight. 

Continued on page 142 

Christmas cookies 

from Switzerland 

Marina Schinz Rubin supple- 
ments her own cookie forms 
with square wooden forms 
from Lekvar-By-The-Barrel. 
1577 First Avenue, New York. 
N.Y. 10028. She cuts cookies 
(see story, page 98) with a 
pastry wheel to give a postage- 
stamp edge. Almond-based 
confectionery such as these 
keep longer than butter cook- 

Marina Schinz Rubin and Cady 

ies and develop their full fla- 
vor late. Zurcher Leckerli and 
cinnamon stars should be 
stored in an airtight tin with 
a slice of apple or carrot, 
orange or lemon peel to pre- 
vent the cookies from getting 
hard. 

Recipes, naee 144 





Wassail for the grownups 
Christmas punch 
for the youngsters 

Curried pecans 

Elk kabobs 

Two-day borscht with 
sour cream and dill 

Salt roasted potatoes 
Kidney bean salad 

(Labia Tkemali) 
Eggplant caviar 

from the Caucasus 
Rye. French, and banana breads 

Fruit 

Old-fashioned steamed 
Christmas pudding 

A hearty borscht. more substantial than most 
soups, makes a wonderful make-ahead party 
dish for a big family gathering. "The long 
slow boiling of beef knucklebones—about 
10 hours—makes a wonderfully rich strong 
soup that can't be duplicated by any faster 
method," say Mr. and Mrs. .Serge Gagarin, 
who allow 2 days to make it and find it a 
perfect dish to satisfy apf>etites often worked 
up by a morning of cross-country skiing. 
"It's a meal rather than a soup," says Mrs. 
Gagarin, especially when she serves the red 
kidney bean salad and eggplant caviar that 
go so well with it. (.See buffet in kitchen 
below.) Serge Gagarin inherited the recipes 
from his Russian parents. But lunch begins 
even before the skiers unstrap their bindings. 
Hot punches lift the spirits and grilled elk 
kabobs take the edge off their hunger. Mr. 
Gagarin marinates the elk overnight then 
skcvv'crs it alternatel}' with onions and cherr\ 

tomatoes. "We both love to 
cook and entertain." Mr. Ga- 
garin focuses on meats, salads, 
sauces—"he won't bake or do 
long intricate things, while I'm 
happy to spend ail da\- on one 
recipe." says Mrs. Gagarin, 
who reads cookbooks like 
novels. "I like to make un- 
usual casseroles—Moroccan. 
Persian, and Indian when we 
give dinner parties." The Ga- 
garins are great outdoor sport 
enthusiasts—a special love is 
skiing—thus the house shown 
here in Vermont designed b\' 
Charles Moore. "We told him 
we wanted a warm, cozy 

house where people would feel they could 
settle down in a group or alone. That feeling 
is the very special part of the house." The 
all-white kitchen sports plastic laminate 
counters—"We use chopping boards and find 
it makes the kitchen easier to keep clean." 
Mrs. Gagarin provided the happy inspiration 
for the graphic birds on the cabinets painted 
by Mr. Moore. Mr. Gagarin worked the 
kitchen island out with the builder, Mac- 
Donald & Swan. Folding doors shut off the 
kitchen just in front of it. When used as a 
buffet, one lengthwise half rolls out to the 
dining area. Afterwards, dishes disappear as 
the island returns to its usual spot behind the 
doors. Recipes, page 151. 

Opposite page, top: Lit up for Christmas, the 
Gagarin's house beams a welcome. 
Opposite page, center: View from the balcony 
to dining and seating areas. Pierre Nelli of 
Westport made the silver mobile. Crepe paper 
flowers decorate the 15-foot tree cut on the 
property. Carved animal collection is on parade. 
Opposite page, bottom left: Straw donkey pre 
sides over hot punch for the children. 
Opposite page, bottom right: Mr. Gagarin as- 
sembles elk kabobs to grill outdoors. 
This page, bottom: Lunch set in kitchen. The 
tree ornamented with tiny whisks, spoons, and 
cookie cutters takes its annual spot. 
Center: Mrs. Gagarin hands around fruit to 
guests as they relax before the fire. Massive 
fireplace lintel and hearthstones were found 
on the property, as was one of the andirons. 



for an 

like ce 

FOOD-TASTING 
FOR 
COCKTAILS- 
FROM 
CRUDITES TO 
CHEESES 

Crudites of broccoli, 
cauliflower, 

green beans, scallions, 
cherry tomatoes, cucumbers, 

musfirooms, celery, and carrots 
Sauce Niqoise 

Assorted breads 
Ctiive butter, anchovy butter 

Mushroom mousse* 
Caviar brioche 

Imported sliced ham 
'*Party Box mustard sauce 

Pate de campagne rolled 
in pistachios 

Brie and grapes 

EDWARD OL6KS/S 
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i gar and spice 

liqueurs 
DURELL GODFREY 

A drop of coffee, chocolate, nut, or herb Hqueurs adds 

zing to seasonal foods and drinks/By Anthony Dias Blue 

Liqueurs, aromatic with the essence of cocoa and coffee beans, 
mint leaves, pistachio nuts, spices and herbs, can add an extra 
fillip to all manner of holiday foods both sweet and savory. 
■ Lace a chocolate mousse with a few drops of chocolate liqueur 
or add a drop to chocolate cake batter or frosting. 
■ A hint of almond liqueur gives a nutty lift to sliced peaches. 
Add a little anisette to a fruit compote. 
■ Sanibuca or anisette can substitute for sugar in coffee, or float 
?> coffee beans in a cold glass of sambuca to serve along with a 
demitasse. 
■ Mix coffee liqueur with vanilla ice cream, refreeze. and serve 
with a splash more liqueur. 
■ Add a little cofTee or nut liqueur to the egg whites for meringue. 
■ Add herbal liqueurs to the basting juices of a duck or chicken 
to highlight the glaze. Ignite when you bring it to the table. 
■ Try a new savory butter for meats: Blend butter, parsley or dill 
with a little yellow chartreuse, Strega. Galliano, or yellow Izarra. 

delicious liqueur recipes 

91 QUICK POTS DE CHOCOLATE FONDUE 
r CREiVIE Combine 12 ounces Swiss milk 

Melt 4 ounces sweet chocolate, Vi cup heavy cream 
chocolate and 2 ounces V^ cup Choclair or other 

semi-sweet chocolate over chocolate-based liqueur in a me- 
hot water in the top of a double '^'"n^ sized saucepan. Stir con- 
boiler. Scald 11/2 cups light cream ^tantly over low heat until the 
in a saucepan. Put the chocolate, chocolate is melted and the mix- 
2 egg yolks, and 2 tablespoons ture is smooth. Fold in '/i cup 
Amaretto in the jar of a blender, f^^^ly chopped blanched almonds. 
Blend, then gradually add the Po""" '"to a fondue pot and keep 
scalded cream. Blend until warm over a low flame. Serve 
smooth. Pour into 4-6 individual with bite-sized pieces of fresh 
pots de creme cups or ramekins, fruits and cubes of pound cake. 
Refrigerate until set, preferably PLUM SAUCE 
overnight. Serve topped with This is a nice complement to cold 
whipped cream and candied vio- sliced tongue or turkey: Combine 
lets. 1 16-ounce jar Damson plum 
SCOTTISH HARD SAUCE preserves. V4 cup Amaretto di 
Beat '/4 pound butter until soft Saronno, 1 teaspoon Worcester- 
and creamy. Gradually add 1 cup shire sauce, VA teaspoon ground 
confectioners sugar, stirring until mace, a pinch salt, and 3 table- 
completely smooth. Add 3 table- spoons chopped pecans in a 
spoons Drambuie or Glayva and saucepan. Simmer 8-10 minutes 
stir well to combine. Heap the over low heat, stirring constantly, 
sauce into a serving dish and re- Serve warm in a sauce boat, 
frigerate until ready to serve with CHOCOLATE MINT SAUCE 
plum pudding or apple pie. Melt 4 1-ounce squares unsweet- 
BLUE CHEESE SPREAD ened chocolate and 2 tablespoons 
Beat V2 pound softened blue butter in a saucepan over low 
cheese with V2 pound softened, heat. Add 2 tablespoons light 
unsalted butter until creamy, corn syrup and V2 cup sugar and 
Beat in V4 cup Amaretto and VA stir to blend. Add Vz cup heavy 
cup coarsely chopped walnuts, cream and "/4 cup peppermint 
Chill. Spread on thin-sliced schnapps and simmer 10 minutes, 
pumpernickel or use to stuff eel- stirring constantly. Serve hot 
ery. Makes 2 cups. over ice cream. 
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OLD-FASHIONED 
RICE PUDDING 
Scald 4 cups milk 
in the top of 
a large double 
boiler. Place over 
simmering water. Stir in 
Galliano, 1 cup raw rice, 
teaspoon salt. Cook 
minutes or until 

1 cup 
and 1 

about ^45 
rice is almost 

tender. Stir in 1 pint heavy cream 
and 1 cup seedless raisins. Con- 
tinue cooking about 
15 minutes more or 
until fully tender. 
Serves 8-10. 
KENTUCKY EGGNOG 
Combine 1 egg yolk, 
'4 cup light cream. 
V4 cup Wild Turkey 
liqueur, and a few 
grains salt in a blend- 
er or food processor. 
Blend and transfer to 
a bowl. In a small 
bowl, whip an egg 
white until stiff, then 
fold it lightly into 
the other ingredients. 
Serve in a punch 
glass. For a less po- 
tent drink, double the 
amount of cream 
used. 
COFFEE EGGNOG 
Place 2 ounces milk, 
1  ounce cognac, 1 

the brim. Top off with whippej 
cream. Sip through the crear 
• Shake V2 ounce anisette, 
ounce triple sec, and 1 ounc 
vodka with ice, strain into a cock 
tail glass. 

(Continued on page 138] 

teaspoon sugar, 2 
ounces Tia Maria, an 
egg and 4-5 ice cubes 
in the jar of a blend- 
er or food processor. 
Blend until frothy, 
then pour into a 
cocktail glass. ^ 
MIXED 

DRINKS 

Stir together equal 
parts Bahia or othei* 
coffee liqueur and 
vodka. Serve on the 
rocks in a shot glass. 
• Pour \V2 ounces 
Irish Mist into a 
warmed, stemmed 
goblet. Fill with 
strong, black coffee 
to within 1 inch of 

Guide to herb, coffee, 

nut, and 

chocolate liqueurs 

HERB LIQUEURS 

BENEDICTINE 
86° (France) Moderately sweet, rid 
amber colored with a spiced vanilla 
vor. Based on 27 plants and herbs. 
B & B   (Benedictine and Brandy) 
86° (France) A less sweet version of ti 
above with the addition of the flavor (f 
cognac. 
GREEN CHARTREUSE 
110° (France) Based on a blend of 13^' 
herbs—a strong, spicy, minty, dry 
queur. 
YELLOW CHARTREUSE 
86° (France) The same flavor as th| 
green, but sweeter, mellower with thW 
addition of honey. 
GREEN VIEILLE CURE n 
100° (France) A blend of over 50 herbjl 
is the basis for the anise-dominated fla|ll 
vor of this dry liqueur. 
YELLOW VIEILLE CURE 
86°   (France)   Honey  smoothes an( 
sweetens the strong flavor of the greei 
version. 
GREEN IZARRA 
100° (Spain) 48 spices, and herbs creat» 
a dry minty flavor. 
YELLOW IZARRA 
86° (Spain) 32 ingredients are used t( 
make this smoother, sweeter version. 
LIQUORE GALLIANO 
80° (Italy) Smooth yellow drink with at!! 
herbal-vanilla taste. Made famous by th« 
"Harvey Wallbanger" cocktail. 
STREGA LIQUORE 
80° (Italy) Yellow with an anise-herba 
flavor. Moderately sweet. 
CUARENTA Y TRES "43" 
68°  (Spain) The name refers to the 

Continued on page 138 



^^j\traditiQnal America : 

(kserws a traditioml American dishj 

f"l Ri;X 1- .1 Ri siSICTod Trademark of Corning Gl.i',- WurU, Corning, N Y MS50 
Corning designed the Homestead'" Collection with the honest, rustic look of American folk art. But, although 

Homestead looks like fine antique crockery, it's still 100% Pyrex ware. Which means it'll go from the freezer to the oven 
to the table. So you can serve great American cooking (yours) from great American cookware (ours). OORNING 

TEXAS CHILI CON CARNE 
Heat '4 cup oil in a skillet. Chop 2 onions and 2 
garlic cloves, and saute for 5 mins. Add 2 lbs. ground 
chuck and saute until crumbly. Drain excess fat. Mix 
3 Tbs. flour with 1 Tbs. salt, 2 Tbs. chili powder and 
''2 tsp. cumin. Gradually stir in 3 cups hot water. 
Pour mixture over meat and stir well. Turn into 2 '/j 
qt. Pyrex " oval casserole, cover and bake at 350°R 
for 1hrs. Add 1 lb. can drained kidney beans. 
Season to taste and reheat. Sen.es 6-8. 

GEORGIA PEACH MERINGUE PUDDING 
In a 1quart Pyrex " round casserole, mix 2 cans 
(1 pound, 5 ounces each) peach pie filling with '/j 
cup melted butter and '/2cup slivered almonds. Bake 
at 350°F. for 30 to 35 minutes or until hot. Remove 
from o\en. Beat 3 egg whites until stiff, gradu;illy 
beat in     cup sugar until stiff and glossy. Spread 
meringue over peaches and bake for another 12 to 
15 minutes or until meringue is lightly browned. 
Serves 6. 

NEW ENGLAND FLOLWDER STLJFFED 
WITH CRAB 

Sprinkle ^4 large flounder filets with salt and pepper 
and top with 1 package (6 ounces) frozen King crab, 
thawed, drained and shredded. Roll up like jelly 
roll and place into greased 1'/: quan oblong Pyrex * 
casserole. Mix 1 can (10bounces) condensed 
cream of mushroom soup and 1 cup frozen peas. 
Pour over fish rolls, cover and bake at 350° F. for 30 
to 40 minutes or until fish flakes. Sep.es 4. 

The Homestead Collection from Pyrexware. 
Pyrex ware. We make a better dish so you can. 



Nine liqueur recipes 
continued from page 136 

• An after-dinner drink had at Club Las 
Cruces, Baja California is a Toro Bra\ o. 
Pour 1' 2 ounces Herradura tequila and 
1 ounce Kahlua over crushed ice in a 
short glass. 

THE MINTY ONES 

Crcme de menthe is the basis for three 
of the most popular drinks. 
STINGER 
Shake 2 parts brandy (Christian Brothers 
is good) and  1  part white creme de 
menthe with cracked ice. Strain into a 
cocktail glass. 
MINT FRAPPE 
Heap shaved ice in a shallow cocktail 
glass. Pour green creme de menthe over 
the ice. Serve with short straws. 
GRASSHOPPER 
Shake I part green creme de menthe, 1 
part white creme dc cacao, and 1 part 
heavy cream together with cracked ice. 
Strain into a cocktail glass. 

Guide to liqueurs 
continued from page 136 

number of ingredients that go into this 
amber, bittersweet, butterscotch flavored 
liqueur. 
TUACA 
84° (Italy) Light amber—a moderately 
sweet herbal-vanilla taste. 

COFFEE LIQUEURS 

TIA MARIA 
63^ (Jamaica) Light amber in color. Dry 
coffee flavor with cocoa overtones. 
BAHIA 
50° (Brazil) Deep brown, medium sweet 
South American coffee flavor. 
KAHLUA 
53° (Mexico) Rich, brown, sweet, deep- 
roasted coffee flavor. 
CAFE BENEDICTINE 
60° (France) Dry herbal-coffee taste. Dark 
brown color. 
SA'ALA 
60°   (France)  Brown, moderately sweet 
coffee taste with cognac. 
PASHA TURKISH COFFEE 
53° (Turkey) Deep brown, medium sweet 
Turkish coffee flavor. 
GALLWEY'S IRISH COFFEE 
70°    (Ireland)    Brown,   medium sweet 
smoky coffee taste with Irish whiskey base. 
STOCK COFFEE ESPRESSO 
54° (Italy) Sweet espresso-mocha flavor, 
dark brown color. 
LEROUX CREME DE CAFE 
54° (USA I Sweet, American blend coffee 
taste. Dark brown in color. 

TEA LIQUEURS 

TIFFIN 
70° (Germany) Light amber color. Strong 
Darjeeling aroma; sweet, light tea taste. 

ALMOND LIQUEURS 
Almond liqueurs, llie most popular being 
amaretto, are made from the bitter ahuond- 
like pit of apricots ami not from edible nuts. 
AMARETTO Dl SARONNO 
56°  (Italy) The original—smooth, sweet 
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almonti-vanilla flavor. Dark amber color. 
AMARETTO PATRICIAN 
48° (Italy) Sweeter, amber-colored, al- 
mond flavor. 
LEROUX AMARETTO Dl TORINO 
56" (Italy) Mediimi sweet, almond-vanilla 
taste. Light amber color. 
ARROW AMARETTO 
56° (U.S.A.) Sweet almond taste with a 
touch of maple. Light amber. 
DE KUYPER AMARETTO Dl CUPERA 
56°   (U.S.A.)  Sweet, amber-colored, al- 
mond-vanilla flavor. 
DUBOUCHETT AMARETTO 
56" (U.S.A.) Medium sweet, almond flavor. 
1 ighl amber color. 
REGNIER AMARETTO 
54° (U.S.A.) Sweet, buttery almond with a 
slight minly flavor. Light amber color. 
Other manufac'urers of amaretto include: 
Galliano, Jacquin. Mohawk, Garnier, Stock, 
Travc ( Beam ). 
LEROUX CREME DE NOVA 
54°   (U.S.A.)  Sweet almond-rose flavor. 
Rose color. 
DE KUYPER CREME DE ALMOND 
56° (U.S.A.) Sweet, almond-dominant 
nutty taste. Rose color. 

ANISE LIQUEURS 

MARIE BRIZARD ANISETTE 
50°    (France)   White,   medium sweet, 
smooth, soft anise flavor. 
GARNIER ANISETTE 
54° (France) White, sweeter anise flavor. 
ARROW ANISETTE 
60° (U.S.A.) White sweet, stronger anise 
flavor. 
SAMBUCA 
Galliano, Leroux, Molinari, Romana, Pa- 
trician, Stella d'ltalia Stock Bora 

70°-84° (Italy) These white sambucas 
are generally stronger, yet sweeter, more 
syrupy, with a more pronounced anise fla- 
vor than anisette. 

CHOCOLATE 
LIQUEURS 

SABRA 
52° (Israel) Brown, moderately sweet cho- 
colate and orange combination. 
CHERI-SUISSE 
52° (Switzerland I Moderately sweet cho- 
colate and cherry combination with cho- 
colate dominant. Reddish brown color. 
VERANA 
60°  (Spain) Moderately sweet blend of 
chocolate, orange, and almond flavors. Am- 
ber color. 
VANDERMINT 
52° (Holland) A medium sweet, minted 
chocolate liqueur. Deep brown color. 
CHOC LAIR 
54° (U.S.A.) A moderately sweet blend of 
chocolate and coconut flavors. Brown color. 
CREME DE CACAO 
Arrow, Bols, Chateaux, J. W. Dant, De 
Kuyper, Dubouchett, Garnier, Jacquin, 
Leroux, Mohawk, Old Mr. Boston, Piping 
Rock, Regnier, Hiram Walker 

54° (foreign and domestic) A mixture, 
of cocoa and vanilla beans with the choco- 
late taste dominant. Some are white, others 
amber in color. Sweet and smooth. 
HIRAM WALKER 
AND LEROUX 
COMBINATIONS 
54° (U.S.A.) Both these domestic produc- 
ers make chocolate in combination with ba- 
nana, cherry, mint, and raspberry. Leroux 
also markets a chocolate-amaretto blend. 

VANILLA 

ARROW CARAMELLA 
54° (U.S.A.) Sweet, smooth burnt sugar 
flavor. Light amber color. 

MINT 

GET PIPPERMINT 
60° (France) Medium sweet, peppery-mint 
taste. Green and white versions. 
CUSENIER FREEZOMINT 
60°   (France)   Light,   fresh peppermint 
taste. Green color. 
CREME DE MENTHE 
Arrow,  Bols,  Marie  Brizard, Chateaux, 
Cusenier, J. W. Dant, De Kuyper, Dubou- 
chett, Garnier, Jacquin, Leroux, Mohawk, 
Old Mr. Boston, Piping Rock, Regnier, 
Stock, Hiram Walker 

60° (foreign and domestic) Moderately 
sweet, smooth, clean, mint flavored. Green 
and white versions. 
PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 
Arrow, Bols, Chateaux, De Kuyper, Du- 
bouchett, Garnier, Jacquin, Leroux, Mo- 
hawk,   Old   Mr.   Boston,   Piping Rock, 
Regnfer, Hiram Walker 
60° ( Foreign and domestic) White and less 
sweet and syrupy than creme de menthe. 

PISTACHIO 

REGNIER PISTACHA 
48° (U.S.A.) Moderately sweet pistachio- 
almond flavor blend. Greenish amber color. 

SPIRIT-BASED 

LIQUEURS 

SCOTCH WHISKEY 

DRAMBUIE 
80°   (Scotland)   Moderately sweet, rich, 
honey-herbal flavor. Light amber. 
GLAYVA 
80°   (Scotland)  light, dry, honey-herbal 
taste. Light amber color. 
LOCHAN ORA 
70° (Scotland) Light, medium-sweet, hon- 
ey-herbal flavor. Pale amber. 

IRISH WHISKEY 

IRISH MIST 
80° (Ireland) Dry. ^ight, honey-almond 
Irish whiskey flavor. Amber color. 

CANADIAN WHISKEY 

YUKON JACK 
100° (Canada) Strong, raw, dry honey 
flavor. Amber color. 

RYE WHISKEY 

ROCK AND RYE 
Arrow, Bols, Chateaux, De Kuyper, Du- 
bouchett, Garnier, Jacquin, Leroux, Old 
Mr. Boston, Piping Rock, Peter Hagen, 
Regnier, Hiram Walker 
60° (U.S.A.) Sweet American cordial origi- 
nally made by sweetening rye with rock 
candy. Amber colored. 

BOURBON WHISKEY 

SOUTHERN COMFORT 
100°   (U.S.A.)   Smooth,  medium sweet, 
peach-flavored Bourbon. Deep amber color. 
WILD TURKEY LIQUEUR 
80° (U.S.A.) Medium sweet, amber col- 
ored. ■ 

House & Garden 



Discover the delightful differences of 

our premium white wines. 

At The Christian Brothers Napa 
iV Valley winery, temperature- 
controlled fermentations enable us to 
capture the most subtle characteristics 
of the noble white wine grapes. 

Whether you prefer a dry dinner 
wine, or one that is full and fruity, 

we believe you wil 

DirislionBrolhcrs 

r Ai iroKMA 
CHABLIS 

be pleased with 
the depth of taste 
in each of the white 
wines from our 

^ cellars. 
■      " Our California 

Chablis is a wine we are especially 
proud of. It is flinty dry, with a definite 
character —worthy of its heritage. 
Enjoy it with fish, fowl, meats or snacks. 

The Christian Brcxhers Napa 
Valley Pinot Chardonnay is named for 
the rare grape that gi\'es it an elegant 
taste and bouquet This is a full- ^ 

bodied, dr\' wine, > 
one to ser\'e with 
a special meal. ? 
It complements 
light meats, 
shellfish, or fowl. ; 

ChrislianBrothers 

Our Napa Valley Chenin Blanc has 
a delightful fruity taste, with a trace of 
natural sweetness that is enjoyable with 
chicken, lamb, or a 
luncheon salad. ^ , N 

; LiiristiQnJjrothcrs j These are 
just three of our 
premium wines. , VAI I I Y 
If you would like I CHENIN BLANC 
to know more — —' 
about c^ur wines, you may write to me. 

Ollarniaster.The Christian Brothers 
Napa Valley, California 

PINOT CHARDONNAY 

From The Christian Brothers of California. 
UORLDUIO! DI^I mm UM(-- I KDM.M AM) SILHI.l   INt       \ \ I 1< \     I11 ^ MIHiRMA L ^ A 
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ilg 

best. 

In this season of giving, we're proud to do our 
part: with Cracker Barrel natural cheddar 

cheese, and spreadable Cracker Bairel 
cold pack cheese food, and a 10c cou- 

pon just to start the festivities rolling. 
Cracker Barrel is another reason 
America spells cheese KpApT. 

Our pr ide.^ur joy. 

Store Coupon '^f\C 

SavelO<^ 
on an>' size Cracker Barrel Brand 

iiatiiral cheese (»• cdd padi dieese food. 
To ihe grocer: Vou are auihonzed lo 
reimburse you for the face value o! ;h: 
reimburse you the regular retaii pr 
prtRided you and the customer h^-. ■ 
chase <rf suf&csem stocks of Kraft 
be furmshed upun request. We 
brokers, etc.. except where ^oecL'^c^ 
pon per household pr.- •:■ 
S!m3ar tax on the pruc. 
Good OTiJy in gcoj—- 
r.S. m3ilar> bi- 
ts' advertised _ 
Redemption   :. _        . _, 
fraud. Kraft. Int.      i. Ho\ 1600, C" 

act as our agent m redeeming this coupon. We w3l 
. u^.'   nr. if ctMipon c^s for free goods, we wiE 

.^oods plus 5c for handling each coupon. 
^ th the terms of this offer. Proof of pur- 

■L-.  ^;tL^f^ed to cover coupons presented muji 
not honor redemption through outside agenoe- 

tf'onzed by Kraft. Offer limited to one o^- 
"' r customer must pa>' any <i t - 

s prohibited, restncled or ■ • 

KRAFT 
linlon, low ii i.'T3t 

\ uid in the stale of California except on cold pack spread. 
Expiration Date: June 30. IHT^ 

Redeem Promptly • One Coupon Per Item Purchased  F, -38 



it': I-: Mr;. iJiiu; C ;.•( ici'm, 
• /.V \iiii\vn iiii p/ii;c 99) 

1    2    3     4 5 

1. Cornmeal cookies 

INGREDIENTS 
1 stick sweet butter, room temperature 
% cup sugar 
3 egg yolks 
% cup very fine corn flour 

(usually found in health-food 
shops) 

% cup all-purpose flour 
Grated zest of 1 lemon 
V4 teaspoon vanilla 
Powdered sugar 

METHOD 
n Cream butter and sugar together in a 
bowl. Add egg yolks one at a time, beating 
after each addition. Mix corn flour and all- 
purpose flours together, then add to egg 
yolk mixture. Mix well. Add lemon zest and 
vanilla. Do not overwork dough. Shape into 
a cylinder, wrap in wax paper and a tea 
towel, and refrigerate for a few hours or 
overnight, 
□ Cut rounds Ve-inch thick, place them 
on a buttered cookie sheet, and bake for 
20 minutes in a preheated 325°-350° 
oven. Dust with powdered sugar. Makes 
about 4 dozen cookies. 

2. Chocolate cookies 

INGREDIENTS 
2 cups all-purpose flour 
V2 teaspoon salt 
V2 cup unsweetened cocoa 
2 sticks sweet butter, room temperature 
% cup sugar 
1 cup nuts (walnuts or almonds), chopped 
VA teaspoon vanilla 
Powdered sugar 
Cocoa powder 

METHOD 
□ Sift flour, salt, and cocoa into a bowl. 
Cream butter with the sugar in a bowl. Add 
flour mixture, nuts, and vanilla. Work in- 
gredients into a dough and shape into a 
cylinder. Wrap in wax paper and tea 
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towel, refrigerate a few hours or overnight. 
□ Cut dough into thin rounds, shape into 
balls, place on parchment paper-lined 
baking sheet. Bake in a preheated 350° 
oven for 15-20 minutes. Remove from 
oven, cool completely, and roll cookies in 
powdered sugar mixed with cocoa powder. 
Makes about 5 dozen cookies. 

3. Meringue cookies 

INGREDIENTS 
3 egg whites > ^ 
Va teaspoon salt ' 
V2 teaspoon cream of tartar 
% cup sugar 
6 ounces semisweet chocolate 

morsels 
% cup nuts, coarsely chopped 

METHOD 
n Beat egg whites in a large bowl. When 
foamy, add salt and cream of tartar. When 
stiff, beat in sugar. Stir in chocolate 
morsels and nuts. 
□ Drop batter by teaspoonfuls onto a 
cookie sheet lined with buttered wax paper 
dusted with flour. Bake in a preheated 
200° oven for at least 1 hour. Shut off 
oven and let cookies dry several hours or 
overnight. Makes about 7 dozen cookies. 

5. Almond cookies 

Mrs. Circiello in her kitchen 

4. Shortbread cookies 
(from Joan Wilson) 

INGREDIENTS 
4 cups all-purpose flour 
VA cup rice flour 
IV4 cups sugar 
Pinch of salt 
2 cups sweet butter, cold 
Granulated sugar 

METHOD 
□ In a large bowl mix flours, sugar, and 
salt together. Slice butter and mix with 
your fingers with the other ingredients, 
working fast. When you have obtained a 
homogeneous coarse-grained mixture,' 
transfer to a buttered jelly-roll pan (10 by 
15 inches). Press dough flat into pan and 
level top firmly with spatula. 
□ Bake in a preheated 325° oven 1 hour 
and 10 minutes. Remove from oven and 
sprinkle with sugar. 10 minutes later cut in 
l-lVa-inch squares; do not take out of pan. 
When completely cool, remove from pan. 
Makes about 6 dozen cookies. 

INGREDIENTS 
1 stick sweet butter, softened 
1 cup sugar 
3 egg yolks 
VA teaspoon almond extract 
VA teaspoon vanilla extract 
1 cup almonds, blanched and chopped 

very fine 
IV2 cups all-purpose flour 
Pine nuts or candied cherries 

METHOD 
□ Cream butter and sugar together in a 
bowl. Add egg yolks, one at a time, beating 
after each addition. Add almond and vanil- 
la extracts; mix well. Add almonds, then 
add flour, and mix again. 
□ Shape dough into a cylinder 11/2 inches 
in diameter. Wrap in wax paper and a tea 
towel. Refrigerate for a few hours or over- 
night. 
□ Wljen ready to bake, cut rounds Ve- 
inch thick and place on a cookie sheet 
lined with buttered wax paper that has 
also been dusted with flour. Top rounds 
with pine nuts or half a candied cherry. 
Bake in a preheated 325° oven for 20 
minutes. Makes about 5 dozen cookies. 

Torcetti 
(puff pastry cookies—not shown) 

INGREDIENTS 
Puff pastry, chilled (Mrs. Circiello 

uses 2 cups flour, 1 teaspoon salt,' 
2 sticks sweet butter, and V2 cup 
ice water to make about IVA pounds 
dough. You could also use Pepper id ge 
Farm's Patty Shells, or you can buy puff 
pastry in some gourmet shops frozen.) 

Sugar 

METHOD 
□ Roll out a small amount of puff pastry 
at a time so it will stay cold. Roll into a 
square Vs of an inch thick. Dip squares in 
sugar on one side only. Cut squares into 
strips 3 inches long and about V4-inch 
wide. 
□ Join ends together of each strip. Place 
on a cookie sheet and bake for 15 minutes 
in a preheated 375° oven. 
□ Important: Check in oven after 10 min- 
utes and remove cookies that are already 
done—very often not all the cookies bake 
at the same rate. 

BUCHE DE NOEL 
(Christmas log 
continued from page 131) 

INGREDIENTS FOR CHOCOLATE FILLING 
(ganache) 
1 cup heavy cream 
IV2 ounces semi-sweet chocolate bits 
2 tablespoons cognac or rum 

INGREDIENTS FOR SUGAR SYRUP 
VA cup superfine sugar 
V2 cup water 
2 tablespoons Grand Marnier or cognac 

Continued on page 144 



New Bacardi 
chocolate rum cake. 

Devilish. 
1 18V2 oz pkg chocolate cake mix 
1 pkg (4-serving Size) Jell-0* Chocolate Instant 

Pudding and Pie Filling 
4 eggs 
'/2 cup Bacardi dark rum (80 proof) 
Vz cup cold water 
V2 cup Wesson • oil 
'/2 cup slivered almonds (optional) 
Filling; 
1 '72 cups cold milk 
'/2 cup Bacardi dark rum (80 proof) 
1 pkg (4-serving ^ize) Jell-O* Cnocolate Instant 

Pudding and Pie Filling 
1 envelope Dream Whip'* Whipped Topping Mix 
Preheat oven to 350°F Grease and flour two 9" 
layer cake pans Combine all cake ingredients 
together m large bowL Blend well, then beat at 
medium mixer speed 2 minutes. Turn into pre- 
pared pans. Bake 30 minutes or until cake tests 
done Do not underbake. Cool in pans 10 minutes 
Remove from pans, finish cooling on racks Spilt 
layers in half horizontally Stack Spread 1 cup fill- 
ing between each layer and over top of cake. 
Keep cake chilled. Serve cold. Optional garnish 
with chocolate curls For filling, combine milk, 
rum. pudding mix and topping mix in deep 
narrow-bottom bowl Blend well at high speed 
for 4 minutes, until light and fluffy Makes 4 cups. 

Bacardi rum cakes. Heavenly Devilish. 

Classic Bacardi rum cake. 
Heavenly. 
1 cup chopped pecans or walnuts 
1 18V2 oz. pkg yellow cake mix 
1 3% oz pkg. Jell-0* Vanilla Instant Pudding 

and Pie Filling 
4 eggs 
V2 cup cold water 
'/2 cup Wesson* oil 
Vz cup Bacardi dark rum (80 proof) 
Glaze: 
VA lb butter 
'A cup water 
1 cup granulated sugar 
V2 cup Bacardi dark rum (80 proof) 
Preheat oven to 325T Grease and flour 10" tube 
or 12-cup Bundt* pan Sprinkle nuts over bottom 
of pan Mix all cake ingredients together Pour bat- 
ter over nuts Bake 1 hour Cool Invert on serving 
plate. Prick top Drizzle and smooth glaze evenly 
over top and sides Allow cake to absorb glaze. 
Repeat till glaze is used up. For glaze, melt butter 
in saucepan Stir m water and sugar Boil 5 
minutes, stirring constantly. Remove from heat 
Stir in rum. Optional Decorate with whole mara- 
schino cherries and border of sugar frosting or 
whipped cream. Serve with seedless green 
grapes dusted with powdered sugar 

BACARDI, rum. 
The mixable one. 

Made in Puerto Rico. 
SEND FOR FREE DELUXE RECIPE BOOKLET 11977 BACARDI IMPORTS. INC . DEPT HGCC, BACARDI BLDG.. MIAMI. FL. 33137 RUM 80 PROOF^ 

BACARDI AND THE BAT DE'/ICE ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF BACARDI & COMPANY LIMITED. WESSON IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF HUNT-WESSON FOODS. INC JELL-0 AND DREAM WHIP ARE REGISTERED TRADF MARKS OF GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION BUNDT IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK 
OF NORTHLAND ALUMINUM PRODUCTS 

BACARDI 



Buchc de Noel 
continued from page 142 

Of course nrf^chemical preservatives 
like some othfers to affect natural taste 
Refrigerate after opening, please 
extra tomato body so there is n 
a reason for another watery Bloo 
Mary. Appreciate it. 

©1976 TABASCO is the registered tridemirk of 
Mcllhenny Company, Avery Island, Louisiana 70513 

INGREDIENTS FOR MERINGUE 
MUSHROOMS 
4 egg whites 
'■4 teaspoon cream of tartar 
1 cup superfine sugar 

INGREDIENTS FOR ASSEMBLY 
Cake -v-l-^~i^ 
Ciiocolate filling 
Sugar syrup 
Meringue mushrooms 
Va pound pistachios, fresh and unsalted, 

chopped coarsely > 

METHOD FOR CHOCOLATE FILLING 
□ Bring the cream to a boil in a saucepan 
over moderate heat and boil for a minute 
or two. Remove from heat. 
□ Stir in the chocolate bits with a wire 
whisk until the chocolate has melted and 
the mixture is smooth. 
□ Transfer mixture to a stainless steel 
mixing bowl and set aside to cool (or cool 
over ice and water to hasten process, stir- 
ring often so mixture will not congeal). 
Mixture should remain liquid and fresh. 
□ Start beating mixture with an electric 
beater; add cognac or rum and continue 
beating until mixture has doubled in 
volume, changed color, and holds its 
shape on the beater (about 10 minutes 
with a hand-held mixer, 5 minutes with a 
stand bowl mixer). If you wish to speed up 
the process, set mixture again over ice 
and water for a minute or two while beat- 
ing; this step is necessary when weather 
is hot. Filling may be kept in the refrigera- 
tor for 2 weeks. 

METHOD FOR SUGAR SYRUP 
Boil sugar and water in a heavy saucepan 
over moderate heat 2-3 minutes until 
sugar is dissolved. Cool and add Grand 
Marnier or cognac. Set aside until used. 
Can be made a few days in advance. 

METHOD FOR MERINGUE MUSHROOMS 
□ Grease and flour 2 baking sheets; 
knock out excess flour. 
O Place the egg whites in a stainless steel 
mixing bowl and beat until foamy. Add 
cream of tartar and continue to beat until 
the whites stand in sof; peaks when the 
beater is lifted. Gradually add V2 cup sugar 
while continuing to beat until whites are 
glossy and very thick. 
□ Delicately fold in the rest of the sugar 
with a wooden or rubber spatula. ■* 
□ Fit a pastry bag with a Va-inch tube 
(#5). Fill bag with meringue mixture and 
squeeze little domes onto the baking sheet 
for the mushroom tops; pipe little stems 
drawing tube along pan about I-IV2* 
inches long. 

Bake in a preheated 200° oven (but 
0 warmer) about IV2 hours until crisp 

and firm. 
□ To assemble tops and stems: Pierce a 
'ittie hole in the bottom of the dome with 

ske wer; dip the stem into the chocolate 
mixturcr and fit them together. Can be 
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made a few days in advance if sealed air- 
tight in bags or tins. 

METHOD FOR ASSEMBLY OF THE 
BUCHE DE NOEL 
□ Cut off about 1-inch slices from the 
ends of the cake; slice the cake into 3 
lengthwise pieces. With a round cutter 1 
inch in diameter make 4 or 5 rounds or 
"knots" from the end slices. 
□ Divide the chocolate filling into 2 parts: 
V2 for the filling between the layers and 
V2 for frosting the cake. 
□ Brush inside side of bottom cake slice 
with cooled sugar syrup. Spread with half 
the filling reserved for this purpose. Brush 
one side of the second slice with the syrup 
and place that side on top of the filling. 
Brush other side with syrup and spread 
with remaining filling. Brush inside part of 
the top slice and place that side on top 
of the filling. (Brushing slices one at a 
time will prevent them from getting soggy 
or becoming breakable, which occurs if 
brushed in advance.) 
□ Coat each "knot" with filling. Spread 
the remaining filling for the frosting over 
the top and sides of the cake with a long 
metal spatula. Place "knots" on top and 
sides. With the back of a tablespoon, 
simulate the rough texture of tree bark by 
making strokes toward the "knot." 

Place the frosted cake on a long 
wooden cake board or serving dish and 
arrange the mushrooms at the sides and 
top of the cake either in groups or singly. 
Sprinkle the top and sides of the cake 
with chopped pistachios to give the effect 
of moss. Serves 10-12. 

SWISS COOKIES 
(from Marina Schinz Rubin, 
continued from page 98) 

Zurcher Leckerli 

INGREDIENTS 
1 egg white 
7 ounces filberts, very finely ground 
4 ounces almonds, unblanched 

and ground 
1V2 cups powdered sugar 
1 whole egg 
1-2 tablespoons kirsch or 

lemon juice 
For coloring: Raspberry or blackberry 

juice; melted chocolate; ground 
pistachios—if you use pistachios, 
substitute them for half the filberts. 
(All optional) 

Orange flower water or rose water 

INGREDIENTS FOR GLAZE 
1 scant cup powdered sugar 
3 tablespoons orange flower water 

or rose water 

METHOD 
□ Beat the egg white in a large bowl 
until foamy, then add the nuts, pow- 
dered sugar, egg, and kirsch or lemon 
juice. Mix well, if you want to make some 
cookies a different color, divide the dough 

Continued on page 146 



ihoiildni: the motor of the best 

food processor last a lifetime? 

Waring thinks so. 

The new Waring Food Processor is one of the finest products of its kind in both performance 
and design. And for a very simple reason. We started with an extraordinary motor. 

This powerful, direct drive motor is the force behind certain features which are not found 

on many other machines. Tandem blade action, for instance, which lets you grate and 

process m one operation instead of ■ vvo. A Pulse Process"' control which automatically turns 

the motor on and off to give you precise control and monitoring of delicate processing jobs. 

Plus dynamic braking which stops blade action within three seconds and a three-stage 

safety locking system so you may work quickly and safely. 

Yet of all the features to be found on this versatile food processor, none is more 

compelling than the lifetime motor warranty; good for the life of the original owner. For it is 

the one feature which, by design, you will probably never have an opportunity to use. 

The New Waring Food Processor. With the lifetime motor warranty. 

Copyright Waring Products Division, Dynamics Corporation of Amenca, New Hartford. CT 06057 



Swiss cookies 
continued from page 144 

in batches and color wii.-; natural dyes- 
berry juice, chocolcite, or pistachios. 
□ Roll out dough incli thick on a board 
dusted lightly with powdered sugar or 
flour. Press mold onto dough and cut 
around edges carefully with a sharp knife. 
Put cookies on a greased ■r'-id floured 
baking sheet and let dry in a warm place 
for 1-2 days. Early in the drying period, 
brush them with orange flower water or 
rose water. 
□ Bake in a preheated 300*" oven 10-15 
minutes. While still wartTi apply glaze. Stir 
the sugar and enough flower water to- 
gether in a bowl until it is of a brushable 
consistency. Brush on cookies. Make sure 
not to overbake the Leckerli. They should 
still be moist inside. Makes about 30 
cookies. 

Springer U 

INGREDIENTS 
3 cups flour sifted and warmed (sift flour 

into an earthienware bowl and place in 
a warm, preheated oven for a minute) 

Pinch baking powder 
3 eggs 
1 'A cups powdered sugar 
Grated zest of 1 lemon 
2-3 tablespoons ground aniseed 

METHOD 
□ Sift flour with baking powder into a 
bowl. (If you make this dough in a food 

processor you can omit warming flour, 
since the machine warms the flour as it 
works.) Beat eggs and sugar together in a 
bowl until very thick and it forms a ribbon 
when the beater is lifted out of the mix- 
ture. Beat in lemon zest and aniseed. Add 
flour mixture gradually to make a dough 
that can be rolled out easily. Knead the 
dough briefly into a big ball. 

Butter a baking sheet well Roll dough 
out on a very lightly floured board to VA- 

inch thickness. Dust cookie mold with flour 
to prevent sticking, press onto dough and 
cut out with a sharp knife. Place cookies 
on prepared baking sheet. 
□ Store unbaked cookies overnight in a 
warm room. During this drying time, the 
dough will contract and the image from the 
mold will appear more clearly. Next day, 
bake cookies in a preheated 300° oven for 
about 20 minutes or until they just begin 
to color. Makes about 12 men, 5 inches 
high. 

Quince or apple paste 

Leave the skins on tite quince or apples as 
most of the pectin of the fruit is in tlw skins. 

INGREDIENTS 
Fresh quince or unripe apples, 

washed and quartered with core left in 
Sugar 
1 teaspoon lemon juice 
1 teaspoon blackberry juice, or red food 

coloring 
Coarse sugar (optional) 
Slivered almonds (optional) 

METHOD 
□ Steam quince or apples over boiling 
water until soft (about 45 minutes) or 
cook them in a heavy pan with a very 
little water until soft. Put them in a bowl, 
cover, and let stand overnight. 
□ Next day press them through a sieve 
and weigh the resulting puree. Put in a 
heavy saucepan and add an equal amount 
of sugar. Add a teaspoon of lemon juice 
and a teaspoon of blackberry juice for 
color. The color gets richer and darker as 
the sweets dry later on. 
□ Cook mixture about 45 minutes on low 
heat, stirring constantly until the mixture 
turns to a very thick paste and comes off 
the sides of the pan. 
□ Pour into 1 large tin mold or many 
small ones (for example, little made- 
leines). Let dry in a warm place several 
days. 
□ If the cooked puree had the right rub- 
bery consistency after cooking, it will slip 
out of the molds easily. If it was not 
cooked enough, it won't become hard. 
The puree could also be spread, V2-inch 
thick on a baking sheet, and when hard- 
ened, cut into little shapes with cookie 
cutters. The shapes should then be rolled 
in coarse sugar. You can also mix the 
puree with slivered almonds before mold- 
ing. Once finished, store in a cool place; 
they'll last forever. Makes about 48 little 
madeleines. 

Cinnamon stars 

(Ziiutstenie) 

INGREDIENTS 
3 egg whites, stiffly beaten 
1 cup powdered sugar, sifted 
14 ounces unblanched almonds, 

finely ground 
V2 teaspoon lemon juice 
2 teaspoons cinnamon 
Lemon glaze (optional). Mix together VA. 

cup powdered sugar and enough lemon 
juice to make a brushable mix. 

METHOD 
□ Beat the egg whites with the powdered 
sugar in a large bowl until very stiff and 
thick (about 10 minutes with an electric 
mixer). Reserve 2 tablespoons to glaze 
finished cookies if you are not going to use 
the lemon glaze. 
□ Add almonds, lemon juice, and cinna- 
mon to remaining egg white mixture and 
knead a bit. Let dough rest V2 hour. 
□ Roll out VA of the dough on a board 
very lightly dusted wih flour or powdered 
sugar until dough is y4-inch thick. Cut out 
stars with tin cutter and put on a well- 
buttered and floured baking sheet. Let dry 
1 hour and then carefully apply reserved 
egg white glaze to top only. Bake in a pre- 
heated 325° oven 20 minutes or until 
cookies are a light beige. Makes about 2 
dozen l-lV2-inch stars. If you did not use 
the egg-white glaze, you can glaze the 
still warm cookies with the lemon glaze. ■ 

WE HAVE TO ADMIT, 

EUROPEANS DO KNOWA LOTABOUT 

GOOD WINE. 

RECENTLY, AT ONE of Europe's most 
prestigious wine competitions, Inglenook 
won the highest honor awarded to an 
American wine. Our Estate Bottled 
Napa Valley Petite Sirah 1973 won a 
gold medal at the 14th Le 1 londe Selec- 
tion Wine and Spirits competition. 

Obviously, we were greatly honored. 
But humbly speaking, not too surprised. 

You see, Inglenook Estate Bottled Wines are made the 
only way a truly great wme can be made. Our grapes 
are picked and crushed under the direct supervision 
of our winemaster. So, even before we entered the 
competition we knew our 73 Petite Sirah was 
a winner. (Not to mention, the year before, our 
'72 won the highest award ^at the Oenologica! 
Institute's Sixth Annual Wine 
Competition.) 

For years we've been saying just hov.^ 
fine a wine Inglenook is. Now the opinion 
is international. _ ■ -^J 

you toast from the heart, remember, 
Inglenook Vineyards. Rutherford. Napa Valley. Califomi . oUr heart IS in it tOO. 

A genuine cork from 
Inglenook Petite Sirah 1973, gold medal winner 
at Europe's Le Monde Selection competition. 
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With Litton, you can have 

your microwave aa\d a rainge too. 

MICROWAVE CONVENJIONAL COMBINATION 

Cook cdl three ways. 

In the Litton Combination 

Microwave Range. 

Litton has put microwave cooking 
inside a range that does everything a ^ 
conventional range does and more. 

It cooks with microwaves. Or 
conventionally. Or with a combina- 
tion of both at the same time. 

All that in a range that fits into the 
30-inch space your old range does. 

It's a microwave oven. 
In a hurry? With microwaves you 
can quickly warm leftovers, vege- 
tables, sauces, snacks and soups. 
Defrost frozen meats automatically 
And save time and energy. 

It's a conventional oven. 
Bake and broil just like you 
do in a conventional range. 
The Model 651 combination      a..,>..o '=^'''' 
microwave range has a smooth 
one-piece cooktop, smokeless closed-door broiling 
and a self-cleaning oven system that removes 
even the toughest baked-on stains. All designed 
to make cooking and cleaning up easier. 

* >^Good Housekeeping • 

It's a combination of both. 
So you can cook with microwaves 

and conventionally at the same 
time. It's a better way to cook. 

Microwaves penetrate the food 
quickly to seal in flavor and 

juiciness while baking and broiling 
brown in crispness. 

You get better taste in one-half the 
time of conventional cooking 

alone. Crunchier topped creamy 
casseroles. Juicier roasts and 

poultn,'. And lighter breads and 
desserts. Even a complete meal 

can be cooked in just 30 minutes. 

You'd expect it from Litton. 
The Litton combination micro- 

wave range is another innovative 
way Litton is changing the way 
America cooks. But that's what 

you've come to expect from 
the entire line of Litton countertop 

microwave ovens, combination 
and double-oven microwave ranges. 

Ask your Litton dealer to demonstrate it for you. 
For his name and address call us. right now. toll free 
800-328-7777. In Minnesota 
call 612-553-2354. 

©1977. Litton Systems, Inc. 

Litton... changing 

the way America Cookg. 

CB LITTON 
Microwave Cooking 
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E■^■^y hoiiday buffets 
crntiniu'd fro/n page J.^5 

1. Whole-wheat 2, Poppy seed strudel 3. 
Italian 4. French bread 5. Raisin spice bread 

Breakfast is a delicious atlair on Christ- 
mas morning for the C harles Currys of 
Long Island. Freshly baked breads and 
interesting preserves line the kitchen 
counters, as well as coffee and juice. The 
houseful of relatives is free to wander 
from present opening and the champagne 
punch under the Christmas tree to the 
kitchen for another slice of their favorite 
bread or to try another kind. 

Champagne Christmas 

punch 

INGREDIENTS 
2 cups fresh orange juice 
1 lO-ounce box frozen strawberries, 

defrosted and masfied or pureed 
2 wtiole oranges, ttiinly sliced or 1 cup 

liome-frozen peaches, defrosted 
V2 cup Cointreau 
1 quart Perrier or club soda 
1 bottle champagne or white wine 

METHOD 
□ Place orange juice, strawberries, and 
oranges or peaches in a pitcher with the 
Cointreau and refrigerate overnight. 
□ Just before serving, add Perrier or club 
soda, stir, add wine. Serve about 8. 

Raisin spice bread 

INGREDIENTS 
1 package (1 tablespoon) active 

dry yeast 
VA cup warm water 
^Acup milk 
V3 cup butter 
6 tablespoons sugar 
1 teaspoon salt 
2 teaspoons cinnamon 
VA teaspoon nutmeg 
1 egg, beaten 
3 cups all-purpose flour 
1V2 cups raisins 
3 tablespoons caraway seeds 
V2 teaspoon orange zest 

METHOD 
□ Mix the yeast with the warm water in a 
small bowl and let rest a few minutes. 
Heat the milk in a small saucepan and add 
the butter, sugar, salt, cinnamon, and nut- 
meg. Stir until blended. Cool. 
□ Put milk mixture in a warmed bowl, 
add yeast and egg. Beat in V2 the flour. 
Cover, let rise IV2 hours in warm place. 
□ Stir in remaining flour, raisins, caraway 
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seeds, and orange zest. Put dough in a 
large, greased bowl and let rise until 
doubled in bulk, about 45 minutes. Punch 
dough down and shape into a loaf. Place in 
a buttered loaf pan (9 by 5 by 3) and let 
rise again until dough reaches top of pan. 
Bake in a preheated 350° oven 45-50 
minutes or until bread sounds hollow 
when rapped on the bottom. 

ZCOOKIES 
AND CAKES 
AT AN 
OPEN HOUSE 

1. Filled 
macaroons 
2. Fruitcake 
with fondant 
icing 
3. Orange 
sponge cake 
4. Center- 
piece of 
fresh fruits 
and nuts 
Teatime is ideal to entertain groups of 
family and friends. A Connecticut family 
has about 50 guests come to skate by 
torchlight at a nearby pond, then to the 
house for cookies, cakes, fruit, nuts, and 
warming drinks—hot chocolate for chil- 
dren, hot, mulled wine for aduJts. 

Jamey's shortbread 

cookies 

INGREDIENTS 
3V2 cups all-purpose flour 
1 cup powdered sugar 
1 pound sweet butter, melted 
VA teaspoon salt (optional) 
Apricot preserves 

METHOD 
□ Mix together in a bowl, flour, sugar, but- 
ter, and salt, and form into a ball. Cool. 
□ Break off small pieces and roll between 
palms into small balls about 1 inch in di- 
ameter. Place on a cookie sheet. 
□ Make a thumbprint indentation in each 
ball and fill with a tiny dab of apricot pre- 
serves. Bake in a preheated 350° oven 
until just barely golden, about 10-12 min- 
utes. Makes about 64 lV2-inch cookies. 

3FOOD-TASTING 
FOR 
COCKTAILS- 
FROM 
CRUDITES TO 
CHEESES 

1. Crudites 2. Breads 3. Bread sticks 4, 
Chive butter 5. Caviar brioche 6. Sliced 
ham 1, Green grapes 8. Brie 9. Mushroom 
mousse 10, Mustard sauce 

A lavish buffet of beautifully arranged 
hors d'oeuvre. ready and waiting for 
guests to sample their way around—■■ 
formula Jane Wilson and Jeff Perlman 
of The Party Box, a New York catering 
firm, use often for cocktail buffets. Those 
who might be off for dinner dates can 
feast—but lightly—on the varied crudi- 
tes and brie and grapes. Those more in- 
terested in the buffet and less so in dinner 
can taste pate, caviar brioche, breads, 
ham, and mushroom mousse. 

Mushroom mousse 

INGREDIENTS 
V2 pound fresh mushrooms, chopped 
Butter 
1V2 teaspoons gelatin 
1 tablespoon sherry 
VA cup cold chicken broth 
1 egg, separated 
IV2 drops Tabasco sauce 
VA cup mayonnaise 
1 teaspoon capers, drained 
IV2 tablespoons onion, chopped 
V2 teaspoon lemon juice 
VA teaspoon garlic salt 
Pinch white ground pepper 
V2 cup heavy cream 

METHOD 
□ Brown the mushrooms in butter in a 
large skillet. Set aside. 
□ Soften the gelatin in the sherry and 
broth in the container of a blender for a 
minute or two. Blend briefly. 
□ Add the mushrooms, egg yolk, Tabas- 
co, mayonnaise, capers, onion, lemon 
juice, garlic salt, and pepper. Blend until 
smooth, then add the cream. Blend again. 
□ In a small bowl, beat the egg white 
until stiff, then fold it into the mushroom 
mixture. Pour into a mold and refrigerate 
until ready to serve. Makes about 2 cups. 
Serve unmolded or in a bowl to spread on 
grielles, mild Melba toast, water biscuits, 
or white toast points. Or spoon into lightly 
poached mushroom caps. Serves 10. 

COLD MEATS 
AND 

MOUSSES FOR 
A MAKE-AHEAD 
SUPPER 

1. Caviar mousse with 
sour cream 2. Roast sliced 

beef 3. Roast turkey 4. Salmon mousse 
A cold buffet to warm the eyes and 
appetites of 30 supper guests—Ned 
Marshall and Harry Schule, New York 
interior designers, make all the food 
ahead of time so they can enjoy the holi- 
day fun, too. The food is all straight- 
forward, simple, but Mr. Marshall, who 
does most of the cooking, makes sure 
tastes and textures add up to a festive 
spread. 

Continued on page 151 
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HOW CAN ANYTHING 

NAMED AFTER MANHATTAN 

BE AS GUTSY, SWINGING 

AND ALIVE? 

H 

TRY IT...ALL THE LIQUOR'S HE HEUBLEIN MANHATTAN. 
Heublein Manhattan 55 Proof, t;1977 Heublein, Inc , Hartford. Conn 06101 



liasy holida\ butTcts 
[ontinued from page 148 

Vlustard-mayonnaise 

sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
1 cup Hellmann's mayonnaise 
f/z cup Grey Poupon mustard 
'■2 tablespoons Fauction green pepperporn 

mustard 
<1 teaspoon dry mustard 
d tablespoon parsley, finely minced 
Pinch cayenne pepper 
2 hard-boiled eggs, finely chopped 
Juice of 1 small lemon 

METHOD 
ZZ MIX all ingredients together well in a 
bowl and let sit 30 minutes before serving. 
Makes about 2 cups sauce. 
~ This is good not only as a dressing for 
cold meats, but a good dip for crudites. 
The dry mustard makes it just a bit hot, 
which is good for crudites. 

Caviar mousse en gelee 

INGREDIENTS FOR MOUSSE 
2 envelopes unflavored geiatin 
VA cup cold water 
2 chicken bouillon cubes 
V2 cup boiling water 
1 dozen large hard-boiled eggs, finely 

chopped 
% cup Hellmann's mayonnaise 
IV2 cups white onion, finely minced 
1 4-ounce jar caviar (Beluga, $32.95: 

whole grain, $27.95 at Maison Glass) 
or black lumpfish roe 

1 tablespoon small capers 
V2 cup sour cream 
1 teaspoon salt 

INGREDIENTS FOR ASPIC 
2 envelopes unflavored gelatin 
¥4 cup cold water 
2 chicken bouillon cubes 
% cup boiling water 
2 lemons, thinly sliced 
3 hard-boiled eggs, thinly sliced 
1 small jar pimiento strips, thinly sliced 
1 4-ounce jar caviar or black lumpfish roe 
Sour cream 
Lemon slices 

METHOD FOR MOUSSE 
H Soften gelatin in cold water; dissolve 
bouillon cubes in boiling water. Add to 
gelatin, stir, and cool. 
~ Mix chopped eggs with mayonnaise in 
a large bowl. Fold in remaining ingredients 
and mix well. Stir in gelatin. Chill. 

METHOD FOR ASPIC 
~ Soften geiatin in cold water; dissolve 
bouillon cubes in boiling water and add to 
gelatin. Cool. 
~ Pour a Vi-inch gelatin layer into a 
straight-sided round mold about 10 inches 
in diameter. (A French copper saucepan 
is perfect.) Put in freezer to become very 
firm and level; do not freeze. 

December. 1977 

.'. r - i v; - ^5 slices, p'- 
miento strips 'orm a symmetrical decora- 
tion or ••^r^ firm gelatin layer. Over dec- 
oratic" nother layer of gelatin to 
cover, cHiu .veil until firm. Add a thick 
layer of caviar, drizzle gelatin through this 
well, chill until firm. 
^ Turn in mousse mixture, chill until 
firm. Unrnold on a round silver tray, frost 
sides with sqirff-cream, garnish with lemon 
slices afid-serve with plain Bremner waf- 
ers. Serves 30 as part of this menu. ■ 

Family countr\ lunch 
continued from page 133 

Wassail for the grownups 

INGREDIENTS 
12 Lady apples or 6-8 small Mcintosh 
2 quarts ale 
3 lemons 
2 teaspoons nutmeg, freshly grated 
6-8 pieces candied ginger 
2 sticks cinnamon 
4 tablespoons brown sugar or more 

!     to taste 
j 1 bottle medium dry sherry 

METHOD 
Z Prick skins of apples and roast in a 

i preheated 450° oven just until tender. 10 
minutes for Ladies and 20-25 fc '' - 
~ Heat a'e 'n a large, enar^r 
rc r   - = " - "   about to boil (don't Don for 
alec:        ■> . 
Z " of 2 0^ tne lemons and 
sr em. Add ze ' : :o ale. 
5 _ ^      :; lemon f^'^ . _ _ 
C Add all remair ■ g g-edients except 
apples and steep cve,^ o.v heat 25 min- 
utes. Do not boil. Float apples on top and 
put pot over a warmer tc serve. Makes 
about 3 quarts. 

Christmas punch for 

the youngsters 

INGREDIENTS 
8 wnoie cloves 
3 pieces candied ginger 
2 cinnamon sticks 

; 8 whole allspice 
IV2 cups water 
IV2 cups granulated sugar 
1 quart orange juice 

j V2 cup fresh lemon juice 
1 quirt fresh apple cider 
2 lemons, sliced 
1 orange, sliced 
2 tablespoons butter, cut in small bits 

METHOD 
I ~ Boil cloves, ginger, cinnamon, allspice, 

and water together in a large pot for 10 
minutes. 
~ Add sugar and stir until dissolved. Add 
orange and lemon juice and apple cider 
and heat. 
~ Add lemons and orange slices, and, 
just before serving, add butter to melt on 
top of hot punch. Makes about 10 cups. 

Curried pecans 

INGREDIENTS 
1 pz^r.o pecan halves 
U pound butter 

cup safflower oil 
4 tablespoons brown sugar 
2 tablespoons curry powder 
1 tablespoon ground ginger 
Salt to taste 
3 tablespoons chutney, very finely 

chopped 

METHOD 
Z Place pecans on a baking sneet and 
toast 5 minutes in a preheated 350' oven, 
or until just warmed and cr'sp. Don't 
brown. Leave oven on. 
~ Heat butter and oil in a large sk'liet. 
Add sugar, curry powder, ginger, salt, and 
blend. Add hot pecans and stir until well 
coated. Add chutney and mix well. Turn 
off oven. 
Z Place pecans on a baking sneet 
that is covered with paoer towels and put 
in oven. 
Z Let pecans sit in oven 10 minutes. 
Take or' paper and cool. Salt more if 
needed. 

Two-day borscht 

INGREDIENTS 
2 'arge beef knuckles 
5-6 pounds beef shank in pieces 
2 bay leaves 
2 carrots, sliced in rounds 
2 large potatoes, cubed 
1 onion, choooed 
2 cloves ga - 
2 stalks cee . . -e: 
6 ■^:edium beets, cubed 
1-2 za'obage. shredded 
1 - 13-Dunce can peeled 

in puree, chopped 
Ha e,'. chopped 
hi '- 
7. - 

i r   . -   _      .megai 
1 tablespoon tomato paste 
Salt, pepper 
Lemon juice 
Sour cream 
Fresh dill 

METHOD 
Z P'ace beef knuckles in a large pot. 
CC.T' ■ "•■ .vater, and bring to a boil. Turn 
dc, r - eai and skim off all foam. Cover 
and slow boil for 8-10 hours. Let cool over- 
" - ' - ^ ^ove fat from broth. Check to 

- age has softened on bones, and 
if not, boil for another 4 hours. Remove 
bones, scrare z~ ::"e-e~' za-~.' age 
soup as we ai f . a. a :-: a zi'i — a":.-. 
Z Add beef snank to Proth a-: : ' -er 
1 hour, skimming as necessar,,. -e- c/e 
meat from broth, cut meat off bone, and 
cut it into 1-inch cubes. Remove marrow 
from bones and discard bones. Reserve 
meat and marrow. 
Z Add  bay  leaves,  carrots, potatoes. 

Continued on next page 
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Family country lunch 
condnucd Irani prcccdini^ pogc 

onion, garlic, celery, and beets. Boil until 
potatoes and carrots are tender, about 30 
minutes. Add cabbage, tomatoes, parsley, 
dill, thyme, meat and marrow. Boil 15-20 
minutes longer. Season with vinegar, add 
tomato paste for a darker color, salt, pep- 
per to taste, and remove bay leaves. Add 
juice of a lemon, if desired. Simmer until 
ready to serve. Serve with sour cream and 
fresh chopped dill. Serves 10-12. 

Salt roasted potatoes 

INGREDIENTS 

1-2 tablespoons vegetable oil 
12 small new potatoes 
Kosher or coarse sea salt 

METHOD 
□ Pour oil in a shallow baking pan, and 
roll potatoes around in it until coated. 
Sprinkle heavily with salt. Bake in a pre- 
heated 425° oven for 45 minutes. Serve 
12 to each person. 

Kidney bean salad 
(Lohia l ki'iiKiH) 

INGREDIENTS 

4 cups red kidney beans, cooked 
(Follow instructions on box lor 
cooking. They vary in size 
somewhat, but you want to end up 
with 4 cups when done. Or use 
drained, canned beans.) 

% cup plum jam 
2 teaspoons red wine vinegar 
2-3 cloves garlic, minced 
V4-V2 cup parsley, minced 
V2 teaspoon salt 
4-6 drops Tabasco sauce 
V2 teaspoon thyme 
V2 teaspoon basil 
Lemon juice to taste 
Parsley 

METHOD 
□ Put beans in a serving bowl. Heat jam 
and vinegar in a small pot until it boils. 
Simmer 2 minutes and strain into a bowl. 
Add garlic, parsley, salt. Tabasco sauce, 
thyme, and basil to jam and gently fold 
into beans. 
□ Taste and add lemon juice to taste. 
Serve at room temperature sprinkled with 
more parsley. Serves 8-10. 

Eggplant caviar from 

the Caucasus 

INGREDIENTS 

2 large eggplants 
1 cup pecans, ground 
3 cloves garlic, minced finely 
I teaspoon salt 
1 tablespoon lemon juice, 

freshly squeezed 
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V? teaspoon allspice 
About V2 cup olive oil 
Tabasco sauce to taste 
Chopped parsley 

METHOD 
□ Heat oven to 400° and bake eggplants 
until soft, about 45 min-utes. Split them in 
half and scrape pulp into food processor 
with the steel blade. Puree. Remove to 
serving bowl. 
n Mix in pecans, garlic, salt, lemon juice, 
and allspice. Add olive oil slowly while 
beating. Take care mixture does not be- 
come too thin. Taste and add Tabasco to 
taste. Sprinkle with parsley. 
□ Serve at room temperature with crusty 
French bread or toasted Pita bread to eat 
along with soup. Makes about 3 cups. ■ 

Antique American Christmas 
continued from page 92 

Huckleberry muffins 
(Blueberries can he used to replace huckle- 
berries) 

From The Williamsburg Art of Cookery 
by Helen Bullock, published by Colonial 
Williainsburii, distributed by Holt, Rinehart 
(Uid Winston 

INGREDIENTS 
2 cups all-purpose flour 
4 tablespoons sugar 
4 teaspoons baking powder 
V2 teaspoon salt 
1 cup huckleberries or blueberries 
1 egg 
1 cup milk 
4 tablespoons butter, melted 

METHOD 
□ Sift together the flour, sugar, baking 
powder, and salt into bowl. Add berries. 
□ Beat the egg in a small bowl and add 
the milk. Stir and pour into the flour mix- 
ture. Add the butter, stir until ingredients 
are moistened. Pour batter into buttered 
muffin cups until half full and bake in a 
350° oven about 25 minutes, or until done. 
Makes about 2 dozen 2-inch muffins. 

Williamsburg 

split pea soup 

From The Williamsburg Art of Cookery 

INGREDIENTS 
1 pound split peas, well washed 
3 quarts cold water 
1 large onion 
1 ham bone 
Pepper, salt to taste 
Toasted croutons 

METHOD 
n Put split peas in a large kettle, add the 
cold v^^ater, onion, ham bone, pepper and 
salt and cook slowly about 3 hours until 
soup is thick and peas very soft. Strain 
through a coarse sieve pushing solids 
through as much as possible. Serve hot 
with croutons. Serves about 8. ■ 

Christmas in China I 
continued from page 74 I 

mas supplies, passed one of these openl 
fronted butcher shops. Upon the counter! 
near the meat, stood a very dignitied-l 
looking, small, yellow and white heronJ 
about a foot high, looking very alert.I 
Every once in a while when a fly alightedl 
on the meat, out would go his long,l 
strong bill, and the meat would be minusl 
a fly! I 

They called these trained birds ny-j 
catchers," though they had nothing tol 
do, of course, with our Western birds ofj 
the same name. These were used for] 
business purposes only, and did a very! 
good job, tame as chickens and quite un- 
perturbed by the crowd in the street 
around their place of employment. 

Then we might have had curry and 
rice, a ringer from India made with lamb 
and served with grated coconut, peanuts, 
chiitftey. and raisins, but never bananas. 
You might think curry not quite the dish 
for Christmas, but this was the Orient. 
We would have goose instead of turkey, 
for turkey had to be imported at great 
expense. And we would finish up with 
plum pudding made by mother, and an 
ice cream made by us—mango prefer- 
ably—in an old-fashioned hand-grinding 
ice-cream maker. The luscious fresh 
yellow mangos we got were best for 
this, but you can make a reasonable 
facsimile, very simply, by using canned 
mangos. 

The repast was teetotal. Though my 
father was not averse to drink away from 
China, we never had wine or spirits in 
the house because he felt it was "not a 
good example" for a missionary to use 
alcohol. Dinner took much too long as 
far as we children were concerned, con- 
sumed as we were by curiosity and ex- 
citement about what lay behind the 
sealed door of our living room. It had 
been solemnly barred with red Chinese 
paper, the kind they use for kites, with 
the character for Happiness writ large 
upon it by my father the night before. 

For 24 hours the room had been 
taboo, while The Tree was bespangled 
and bedecked by the grownups, family 
and whatever guests were about. The 
Tree was always hung with chains of 
colored paper we had made, and lighted 
with real candles—a pail of water and a 
bamboo stick with cotton-batten tied to 
its end ready for snuffing out any in- 
cipient fires. 

Prolonging the mystery agonizingly, 
father would at last break the red seal 
and let us into an Ali Baba's Cave of a 
living room. All the shutters had been 
closed to darken the familiar surround- 
ings and emphasize the flickering candle- 
light and the festooned Tree, with 
presents hanging from it and below it in 
piles that seemed enormous to us. Al- 
most as excited and curious as we kids, 
a parade of our "help" pushed in behind 
us—our amah on her tiny bound feet 
with a smile rivaling the Yangtze's 

Continued on page 154 



the u^al appetizers* 

Eavor 

almonds and vegetables instead* 

The trend is to 
lighter, more natural 
snacks. And here is a 
beautiful expression of the new 
idea—a Delia Robbia wreath made 
from crisp, raw vegetables and a bowl 
of Blue Diamond - Whole Natural Almonds. 

Directions for the holiday wreath are given 
at right. It's simple to make with toothpicks on a 
cork base. The almonds come already shelled in Blue Diamond* 
cello packs or tins. 

Make this wreath the centerpiece at your holiday party. 
A stunning and very welcome contrast to the usual appetizers! 

For a copy of 
"Treasury of the 
World's Best Almond 
Recipes" (100 great 
recipes), send 50T to 
Dept.HG-12F O. Box 
651, San Francisco, 
California 94101. 

WHOLE NATURAL ALMONDS 
one of seven snack nuts from 

""Almond 

People^ 

California Almond Growers Exchange 
P. O. Box 1768, Sacramento, CA 95808 

DELLA ROBBIA 
WREATH 

• 1 bunch radishes 
• 1 bunch scallions 

• 1 bunch carrots • 1 stalk celery 
• 3 cucumbers • Cauliflowerettes 

3 cherry tomatoes • Parsley • 1 box 
strong wooden toothpicks • 1 piece 

1/2-inch cork, cut to make 8-inch wreath* 
2 cups Blue Diamond" Whole 

Natural Almonds 
Wash all vegetables.Trim radishes; cut into 
"rosebuds!" Trim scallions to 3-inches; make 

3 to 4 slashes about 1-1/2 inches from root 
end. Peel carrots. Slice carrots and celery into 

3-inch sticks. Trim ends of cucumbers; cut 
outside green skin into 2 to4-inch pieces, 

1-inch wide and 1/4-inch thick. Slash one end 
of each piece 1-inch deep to make fringe. 

Drop all vegetables into ice water for about 
30 minutes to crisp, curl and open. When 

ready to assemble, drain vegetables. Using 
toothpicks, skewer pieces to wreath base as 

shown in photograph. Assemble cherry 
tomatoes in center front, garnish with 

parsley. Refrigerate, covered tightly. When 
ready to serve, place almonds in small bowl 

in center of vegetable wreath. 



Span 

yourselj 

Add a Rinse-Quik 
Sure, it's a you-can-live-without-it 

luxury item. 
But rinsing dishes, drainboards, 

vegetables—and shampooing, 
too—has never been so simple, 
easy, quick. The cost'?' About $10 
when purchased with any major 
brand faucet. 

Treat yourself; insist on it. 

Rinse-Quik 
(Dish-Quik—with brush and de- 
tergent dispenser—a little extra lux- 
ury, for about $15 more.) 

MODERN FAUCET MFG. Ca 
1700 East 58th Place ^..-c^^.^^^^^-i^'^ 
Los Angeles. CA 90001 ^  
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Chnstma.s in China 
continued fwm page 152 

breadth, the cook impatient to get back 
to hi.s " Eight Precious Stuffed Duck" for 
tomorrow, and the "boy" of some 45 
winters who kept the garden and ran 
errands. They oohed and aahed at the 
crazy foreign scene and were presented 
with hirge red boxes of Chinese sweets— 
probably stuffed dates—with the usual 
gold "luck" character filling most of 
their covers. Under that was a crisp new 
$5 bill for each. 

Once the candles on The Tree flick- 
ered out. the shutters would be opened 
so we could really see what we were get- 
ting. As evening drew in. the chunk- 
chunk of the "electric light plant," as we 
called our private lighting system, would 
add an audial memory to the visual 
memory that has stayed with me along 
with the smells of China Christmases. 

Our house tradition was to leave all 
packages in their original wrappings— 
so American stamps on the brown paper 
packages from home, and the exotic ones 
on packages from friends in Japan and 
other far-off places, were admired, 
peeled off and added to our collections 
before the gifts were unwrapped. My 
futher did the honors, passing out gifts 
with ceremonious humor and strict at- 
tention to precedence, in accordance 
with our Chinese names. We were all 
known by these names—Doh Didi. Gnee 
Didi. Sa Didi, and Ssu Didi—an admi- 
rably simple Chinese system that meant 
Big Brother. Second Brother, Third 
Brother, and. Fourth Brother! No sisters, 
alas, but having four sons was the source 
of many an awed and admiring com- 
ment from mother's Chinese friends. 

Meanwhile, mother kept track of 
whom the gifts were coming from for 
"thank yous" later. 1 recall one present I 
got and wheeled around the schoolyard 
in the afternoon sunshine—an English 
bicycle. It made me so popular with the 
Chinese school boys that some began to 
accuse others of kha yeur. literally "wip- 
ing oil." meaning that they were being 
accused of toadying to attract my fath- 
er's attention. 

The first Christmas present I ever gave 
would havo been thoroughly approved 
of by Jimmy Carter—peanuts. In China, 
peanuts always came in their shells, but 
1 admired the rare imported Planter's 
kind that came ready salied and roastetl. 
So, at age 7 or so, I shelled a fair-sized 
jam-jar full of rather soggy, rawish. do- 
it-yourself peanuts, sprinkled salt ipto 
the jar, and hid them carefully in one of 
the most secret places I knew—-one of 
mother's bureau drawers. Come Christ- 
mas, these gourmet goobers were a hit. 
ihough I suspect a majority of them 
found their way into the ashcan. 

Christmas day would usually end with 
my father sitting beside the living-room 
fire and we brothers all snuggled against 
him or mother, while he read—with all 
the appropriate histrionics—from Dick- 

ens A Christinas Carol. The end ca- 
when, in our literal translation of 
Chinese, we would "shut the lights" an 
take oft" for bed. Well, that was not quit 
the end, for the day's excitement was to 
much for me, usually. So I would mov^ 
into the more familiar fourpostcr of my 
amah, hung about with heavy curtains,' 
to be lulled to sleep by watching, wit' 
my head on her hard bolster, as sh 
slowly greased and recombed and ar 
ranged her hair with a bamboo comb, 
applying ointments smelling of musk, 
until my eyes closed and she carried me 
off to my own springless, rattan-mat- 
tressed bed. 

Noodles with 
meatballs soup 

INGREDIENTS 

1 pound pork, chopped ('A fat) 
2-3 ounces water chestnuts, chopped 
1 onion, finely chopped 
Salt, pepper 
1 egg 
1V2 pints beef broth 
VA pound transparent noodles 
3 tablespoons dried bamboo 

shoots, sliced and soal<ed 
in water for 1 hour, drained 

4 large dried mushrooms, soaked for 20 
minutes in water to cover, drained 

1 -2 seal lions in Va-inch slices 
1 tablespoon vinegar 
1 tablespoon soy sauce 

METHOD 
In a bowl combine the pork, water chest- 
nuts, onion, salt and pepper to taste, and 
the egg. Mix well and form into meatballs 
1 inch in diameter. 

Bring broth to a boil in a large saucepan. 
Add noodles and simmer for 10 minutes. 
Add salt to taste, bamboo shoots, mush- 
rooms, scallions, vinegar, soy sauce, meat- 
balls. Simmer gently another 10 minutes, 
serve. Makes about 1 quart. 

Chicken curry 

INGREDIENTS 

1 whole chicken, about 3V2 pounds 
4 tablespoons vegetable oil 
2 large onions, thinly sliced 
Salt 
2-3 tablespoons curry powder 

(or to taste) 
2 tablespoons soy sauce 
¥2 cup chicken stock 
V2 cup coconut milk (optional) 
1 cup milk 
Boiled rice 
Grated coconut, peanuts, raisins, chutney 

METHOD 
Chop the chicken through the bone into 
12-16 pieces (it can be boned if you like). 

Heat the oil in a heavy saucepan and 
add the onions, salt to taste, and the curry 
powder. Cook over high heat 2 minutes. 
Add chicken and stir fry 5 minutes. 

Continued on page 157 
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Nestle SoUpti 

French 
10 second 

Introduce your family 

to the 10-second soups 

with home-style stock. 

The secret of great tasting homemade soup? 
Good stock. 

The secret of great tasting Nestle Souptime? 
Our unique home-style stock that bnngsoutall the 
natural flavors of the meat and vegetable ingredients. 

Nestle Souptime- instant soups. 
Look for our faces on the shelf. 





hristnias in C hinu 
mtinued jroin page 154 

Add the soy sauce, chicken stock, and 
loconut milk. Bring to a boil and simmer 
0 minutes. Add the milk and simmer 
nother 30 minutes, stirring every 10 

Ininutes. 
Serve on boiled rice with little dishes of 

;rated coconut, peanuts, raisins, and 
hutney that the guests can add. as de- 
ired. Serves 4. 

fce cream 

NGREDIENTS 
20 ounces canned mangos in syrup 
15 ounces heavy cream 

VIETHOD 
:;hop the mangos roughly and r- ^^- 
he syrup. In a large bowl beat the 

jntil slightly stiff and add the mangos 
and syrup. Put into an ice-cream freezer 
and freeze according to manufacturer's 
linstructions, or put in a pan in the freezing 
[compartment of your refrigerator and stir 
every 15 minutes or so to prevent crystali- 
zation until frozen. Makes about 1 quart 
ice cream. ■ 

The enormous party 
continued from page 128 

It is not known when the capacity for 
speech was built into our brain, but it 
must have been a very recent event, an 
eyebUnk in evolutionary time. When- 
ever, it was probably then that we began 
to become a biologically social species, 
ultimately as compulsively communal as 
the famous social ants and termites. Ear- 
ly on. the evolutionary pressure on all hu- 
mans to adapt quickly to the new envi- 
ronment of language must have been a 
powerful force. Imagine trying to live 
with, to fit in with, and worst of all. to 
compete with speaking people if \ou 
lacked the art of making and receiving 
words. It is perhaps because of that sud- 
den pressure that the astoundingly rapid 
evolution of the human brain occurred 
when it did. 

Language became the environment in 
which humans live. Like a reef, it built 
itself into an immense live creature with 
an urge to grow and change. It has a life, 
so to speak, of its own. As it changes and 
extends itself, it demands new adapta- 
tions on the part of everyone living in it. 
It becomes a mountainous structure, 
made up of those huge stores of infor- 
mation and images from which whole 
societies and cultures take their form. 

And how do we use it. what do we do 
with it? Incessantly, from our earliest 
childhood up to our deaths? With it. we 
make gifts to each other. We give away, 
compulsively and without reluctance, the 
whole, unique asset, for there is nothing 
else to do with it. Language is not de- 
signed for solitary selves; it is for others. 
So, we talk to each other, we instantly 
and automatically donate all our most 

interesting inh)rmalion. What is more 
we wisli to do so and are made bitterK 
imhappy if prevented, or if the informa- 
tion is unlisiened to. 

We are kept at this, and at each other, 
all our lives. W'e tell each other how the 
world seems, and the news and the im- 
ages are passed around. We are con- 
scious, we say: this hybrid word was 
constructed p^cisely because its original 
roots meaTiF to "know together." We 
would empt\ out our minds for the peo- 
ple around us. if we knew how to do it. 
Poets appear to be talking for themsel\es 
alone: the\ seem to be more like real 
isolated selves, entities, than the rest of 
us. but it is an illusion: poets, good poets, 
are talking to. and for. the whole earth. 

This is. I think, as much a form of al- 
truistic behavior as anything else I'xc 
heard of in nature. We are biologicall\ 
unique for having language, and because 
of this we have our minds, and are like 
the rest of nature in what we do with 
these treasures: We make them into 
presents, and give them awa\. ■ 

Total confidence 
continued from page 24 

sion. and you can conquer the fear. 
Finally, if you can practice shedding 

\our negative self-image ("I can't ski 
well. I'm no good. I'll never be able to 
ski properly") by learning that you 
don't have to prove an\thing. and that 
you are not your performance ("I am a 
bad skier, therefore I'm a bad person"), 
then you will directly affect your per- 
formance in real life. If you go through 
life worrying about how people judge 
you. how you are performing in relation 
to others, how well you do. you are fo- 
cussing on self-image, which distracts 
\ou from your natural process of im- 
provement and development. If you can 
forget yourself, that is. forget the nag- 
ging voice of Self 1. then Self 2 can 
flourish. 

It sounds abstract, but you can prac- 
tice in the most practical way possible, 
by using Timothy Gallwey's techniques 
when you play tennis, swim. ski. play 
golf, or go hiking. Play the Inner Game 
at all times, and you will achieve new 
levels of awareness, self-confidence, and 
knowledge as a consequence. 
Note: Bob Kriegel. Timothy Gallwey's 
skiing colleague and co-author, is or- 
ganizing a series of Inner Skiing Clinics 
in February and March. Here are their 
dates and places: 

Feb. 5-10: Mount Snow. Vt. 
Feb. 12-17: Waterville Valley. N.H. 
Feb. 19-24: Squaw Valley. Calif. 
Feb. 26-March 3: Snowbird/Alta. 

Utah 
March 5-10: Keystone. Colo. 
March 12-17: Crvstal Mountain, 

Wash. 
For more information, write to; 

Inner Skiing 
Bo.\ 284. Star Route 
Muir Beach. Calif. 94965 ■ 

Aspergum bathes 

your sore throat 

with aspirin. 

Then helps relieve 

minor pain all over. 

As you chew 2 Aspergumf 
you bathe your throat with 
pain-relieving aspirin.. .right 
where it hurts. 

Then, that aspirin travels 
all over your body, in min- 
utes...to help relieve little 
aches and pains all over. 

So when you have minor 
sore throat pain... chew two 
Aspergum. It's the sore 
throat medication that tem- 
porarily relieves minor pain 
all over. 

Follow label directions. 

FAST TEWPtf"*' ^ 
sore throat pain 

i6 GUM UBinS 

Available in cherry and orange flavors. 
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COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ruffled Permanent Press 

TIERS 
25",30".36",40" 8.00 pr. 

TIEBACKS 
45". 54", 63" 
72", 81", 90" 

VALANCE 
10" X 70" 

11.50 pr. 
13.50 pr. . 

3.75 ea. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Country Curtains are a tradition . , . years of old-fashioned quality and 
con.scicntious service to thrifty homemakers. 2" ruffles in the finest blend 
(.•ir>";, col ton/65",', polyester) . . . remini.scent of muslin , . . true country 
simplicity. Creamy ejieshell or sparkling white. 78" wide/pr. 
Please spccily cfifishcll or white. Send check, money order, or use Master- 
rhari-e or liankAiiiericard. Sorrv no COD's. Postage and handling: orders 
under $10 odd $1.10. $10 and orcr add $2.00. Mass. res. add 5% sales tax. 
Satislaction guaranteed. 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Al ThKRflDLlSNiNN 

D, |,t. 123. Slockliriilge, Mass. 01262 

LIMITED EDITION 

DENNIS & BUFF 
Two of America's most loved 
characters. "DENNIS the MEN- 
ACE and BUFF." 1977 hand 
painted ornament figurines. 
Copr. (fi Hank Ketcham. Hand 
fired ceramic, ready to hang. 
About 2" high. 
$7.00 pair, plus $1 post. & hndlg. 
Send for free ■■Platter Chatter" 
w/fh price list of Limited Edi- 
tion Collector Items. 

[ickory House 
coLLector Ed^'the'Ronsi 

823 N. Court, Ottumwa, Iowa 52S01 
ph-toll free—1-800-247-107S Dept. HG 

Master charge-Bank Ameri card/Visa 

Victorian 
Slide 
Necklace 
Lovely heir- 
loom repro- 
duction. Link 
chain has 
genuine cam- 
eo slide. Re- 
move spi n- 
ning fob and 
wear Grand- 
p a's old 
watch. 
Antique finish 
gold plate. 
28" long. 

^ P«H 
VICKI WAYNE-HDV 

too S. Country Club, 
Tucson, AZ 85716 
St ml for our /iis/iioii rtitiilo{j .«/ rifiiiitbibU'. 

LOVE! 
HAPPY RAG DOLLS 
OF YOUR LOVED ONES 

• YOU choose the lace on this personahzed rag doll 
A joylul. brightly colored 22" doll with silk-screened 
body, rainbow yarn hair. What fun! • Yojr photo is 
skillfully reprocfuced as the face of this dehghtfully 
unique keepsake • Such a marvelous gilt' • As tea 
lured ty NBC TVs TODAY SHOW. ABC TVs GOOD 
MORNING AMERICA and PEOPLE magazine 

ONLY $19.98 plus $2 shipping, 
handling ea (N Y, residents 
add sales tax) TO ORDER No 
need to write a letter lusi 
print name and address on 
back of photo(s) and include 
check. Send sharp, well ex 
posed, front lace, close up 
photo(s), with face I'M" or 
larger, color or bXw (returned 
unharmed) 
Last minute gift giving? 
Want to give BE A DOLLS 
and don't have the photos' 
Order our Gift Certificates 
(mailed the very day we get 
your order) and let the re 
cipients provide their la 
vorite photos, 

BE A DOLL, INC. 
Dept. HGA127 

99 Prince St., NYC 10012 

MICROWAVE 

COOKING MADE BETTER 
New cook-and-serve ware desrgnec) and 

tested to give the best possible results 

GRAB ITS 'You il grab them (or |ust about Rv- 
erything Super (or soup, lettovers. cereals, 
vegetables, melting chocolate the uses are 
endless Use on lop of stove or in conven- 
tional oven. too. 15 oz . 5'/j " dia 

P150   2 lor $7.95; 1 for $5 plus $1 50 s/h. 

Send (or FREE BROCHURE o( exciting 
microwave cookware and accessories 

micro<ook PRODUCTS 
DEPT HG 3. P. O BOX 159 
GLENCOE, ILLINOIS 60022 

with Audrey Nichols 

rder merchandise by writing directly to shops 
enclose check or money order. Add sales ta 
where applicable. Any unused item (not pei 
sonalized) may be returned by insured mail 
for refund. Allow four weeks for delivery. 

LUXURIOUS FUR 

The softest look imaginable in a 
flattering hooded cape of natural 
Canadian red fox (not an 
endangered species). Great over 
casuals, spectacular for the 
evening scene. Lightweight, roomy 
enough for layers. Boot length. 
Full color catalogue, $1. Grosvenor 
of Canada, HG12. 183 Madison 
Ave., Nevj York, NY 10016. 

SCHOOL CLOCK KIT 

Charming yesteryear accent. Pre- 
cision-cut wood parts, easy-mount 
imported movement. Easily assem- 
bled and finished. Oak case, 
calendar dial, strike movement. 
Complete kit, $97.50 ppd. Cata- 
logue, 500. Mason & Sullivan, 
HGE, Osterville, MA 02655. 

PETITE TEL^FON 

Decorative mini size telephone 
with brass and white fittings or 
white with brass fittings. Complete 
with standard cord and plug. 
Ready for instant use. $69.95 plus 
$2 oost. Catalogue 500. Grand 
Com, Inc., HG12, 324 Fifth Ave., 
New York, NY 10001. 

House & Garden 



11 AT FIND 
( ) drop eyelet bedspreads, 

j i iral or white washable, no- 
t poiyester/Avril. 21" Dr. Tw. 
r Dbl. $55. Queen, $78; 25" 
[irw. $50, Dbl. $60. Queen 

' 3 30" Dr. Tw. $55, Dbl. $65. 
11 en $100; sham $12.50 ea. 
, opy Tw. $31, Dbl. $35. Add 
l'OS[ per order. Curtains 
V lable. Free color catalogue, 
onial Maid Curtains, HG12, 
{ n Terrace, Mamaroneck, 
I 10543. 

SEA GIFTS 

Collector's delight! 
Chambered Nautilus 
Half, $6; Scorpion Spider 
Conch, $4; Bednall's 
Volute, S125. Add 900 
post each. Color port- 
folio; illustrated cata- 
logue; shells, fossils, 
minerals, natural jewelry 
and Indian artifacts, $2. 
Write to Dover Scientific, 
HG12, Box 601 IT, Long 
Island City, NY 11106. 

FECIAL FOOTSTOOL 

Jtorian gout footstool designed to cradle and comfort the feet, 
rved solid mahogany wood, choice of fabrics. 19V2"I. by 
'w. by 11 V2"h. $79.95 plus $8 post. Send $1 for 80-page cata- 
ue, swatches. Magnolia Hall, HG12, 726 Andover, 
anta, GA 30327. 

» * 
BABY BROTHER 

A new Alexander Doll. Blonde 
rooted hair, moveable blue 
eyes. Blue/white check over- 
all. White shirt, kid pumps. 
Soft vinyl arms, legs, head. 
20"l. $30. Wooden mouse step 
stool, red gingham design, 
9"h. by 11"w. $14.50 Ppd. A 
128 page catalogue, $2. The 
Enchanted Doll House, Dept. 
HG127EG, Manchester 
Center, VT 05255. 

11 

I 

renaissance angels! 

The look of classic masterpieces on 
your tree! Enchanting ornaments from 
Italy, delicately hand painted, and, 
happily, unbreakable composition! 

Set of 6 different designs In an- 
tique-y multihues, 2\k-2Vi" high. 
8745   Angels 1 Set $5.98 

2 Sets $9.98 

Add 50? post. & hdlg. NY residenfs add applicable foxes 
• • TM 

ULilAN WAQH 

Dept. GD4 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

ANTIQUE 
REPRODUCTIONS 

Doll Cradle 
21" S35 
14" S20 

DANIEL I. HADLEY, Box 1456, 
Wilmington, DE 19899. Send 
50 cents for catalog of over 50 
additional reproductions. 

® Johnny Appleseed's 

Snowflake 
Coat 
Smart looking dress 
length coat made ol 
two layers of Nylon 
with 5 oz, Dacron 
Fiberfill between 
provides warmth 
without weight 
Double 
breasted, 
cut full, has 
two pockets. 
Machine 
wash and dry 
Wind and cold 
proof. 
Colors: 
Oyster. Navy. 
Red. Brown 
Sizes 10-22 
$45.00 ppd. 
Free Catalog 
Johnny 
Appleseed's 
Box 7012 
Beverly, Ma. 
01915 

When you insist 
on the best, 

there's only one name in 
solid brass beds: 

Joao Isabel 

RUSH 
FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

Enclosed is $3 lor your catalog 
on the understanding it s refundable 

with my purchase 
Joao Isabel. Inc 

Designers & Craltsmen in Brass 
120 East 32nd Street, Dept H 

New YorK, N. Y. 10016 

EASY READER 

Our  unique Mag- 
azine Table in solid 
northern pine stores 
over 100 periodicals on 8 roomy 
shelves. 23"H18'W21'T). Easy Kit 
$19.95. Finished Antique $29.95. 
(Add $3 post. ea.). 

^ield^ouse 
Dept. G712A, Box 1000 
N. Conway, N H. 03860 

Send For Your Free 72 Page Catalog! 
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ORIENTAL RUGS 
ON APPROVAL FOR 
tCXAMINATION IN 
YOUR OWN HOME 
• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY 
• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE ^ 

rO YOU 
• ONLY GENUINE HAND- MADE ORIENTAL RUGS 

FOR OVER 50 ^'EARS 

SKND FOR FKEE DESCRIPTIVE LISTS. COLORED PLATES, and 
KODAC HROMES to help you sckct rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL. 

Lartciit Retail Stock 

Direct Importations KegularlT 

Moderate Price* 

Small Mats to Giant Carpets 

Tlie No Risk Way 
to Bay Oriental Rots 

"Oriental Rugs - A Complete Guide by 
Col Charles W. Jacobsen. First and most 
comprehensive Oriental rug encyclopedia 
ever published. 480 pages with 250 plates, 
18 in full color - $20.50. 

CHAS.W.JACOBSENJncJ 
401 S. SALINA ST., DEPT. B 
SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201 
315-471-6522 

Wide 
High 

woodbox 
Leather cushioned chest holds and shows logs, 
yarn skeins, pillows, etc. Sturdy "a" plexiglass 
end panels fastened to solid maple tongue and 
groove planks with plated Phillips screws. 
Foam padded, lift-off teat covered with soft, 
dark brown top grain cowhide. Shipped fully 
assembled. Money back guarantee. $89.50. Add 
$4.50 UPS. $9.00 West Coast. 

vi/coclbax 
Dept. 1L 

1427 W. Decorah Rd. West Bend, Wl S309S 

A WONDERFL'L GIFT IDEA ' 

Mciciiari 

JiccKer ixtz'^ 

54"' 

An S80 
value 

Ml \s I I 

CiracoliilK i.ar\i.'d. nchlv Imislicd 
Iniilwood Iranic; aiithciuic lapcMr\ 
LipliolMLTcd seal and back, luids up 
.oiiipaclh lor Moraijc or Iravcliiii;. 
Ill I IVI H! U ANYWHERE IN U S A (excepi Alaskj i 

H.iwaii) WITHIN 2 WEEKS OF RECEIPT OF ORDER 
OHDER BY MAIL oi PHONE 617 438 9191 

iilj >^ /or ^llij'/'lny "„ l,i ^ Inr \/</^^ ,Uh\cri 

MASTER CHARGEorBANKAMERICARD 

426 Main SI.. DepI H 
B-r T Sloneham, Mass 02180 

^tPATlorj DATE 

From Italy, a spendid. serene set of six 
figures nests in a musical stable. Three 
adoring cherubs "serenade" the Holy 
Family with the angelic strains of "Si- 
lent Night." Beautifully detailed molded 
figurines (2y2-3V4" h.) finished in wood- 
tones, softly colored; wood stable (gvj x 
8'.4"h.).903...$25.00 + $1.75 post. & hdlg. 
Send 50* lor our full color Music Box 

Collectior} catalog. $1.00 discount cou- 
port included applicable to first order. 

DEPT 1412-A 
(/H/il^    EVANSTON, IL 60204 

WHITE JADE CORAL GREEN JADE 

Our miniatures are intricately 
carved of the finest genuine green 
Chinese Jade, white Flower Jade, or 
red Coral. Your choice —suspended 
from a 15" goldfilled chain. Shown 
actual size. A terrific gift! 
$7.50 each. Gift boxed. We pay post- 
age. Orders sliipped within 24 hours! 

(>n4' ^J^Mti*^ .Hay; 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

Im 

"(AM vdm 

Im cafm 

YOUR LOG CARRIER 
Rugged natural beige cotton canvas 
with double handles of tough woven 
webbing. For easy carrying and ex- 
tra strength. Folded size 231/4" by 
17", big enough for full load. Opens 
flat to shake out bark and splinters. 
Ideal house gift. $7.98 ppd. A-Mart 
Co., HG-127, 233 Broadwaj;*, New 
York. NY 10007. 

AH, SO 
Terse comment on life is sure \ 
bring a smile to a friend's face. C 
you may need the reminder. Go! 
and marble color background, blae 
lettering. Laminated wood plaqut 
6" by 8", is ready to hang. $1.9 
plus 500 post. Cadlyn's, HGIJ 
10250 No. 19th Ave., Phoenix,)^ 
85021. 

LIFETIME BRASS 
Charming partridge-in-pear-tree Lil- 
likinse> ornament to gleam on your 
tree year after year. Solid polished 
brass, won't tarnish or break. 3 '^ ". 
Personalized (print names). Each 
$1.50; six $7.98; 12 $14.98. Add 
500 post. Lillian Vernon, GDE, 510 
So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 
10550. 

WATCH CASE FOR PILLS 
Ingenious brass case resem 
bles an old fashioned watch. Slip 
it into your pocket or handbag andj 
no one will know it holds health 01 
life-saving pills. Pretend to peek 
at the time as you slip out a pill. $6 
plus 800 post. Write to Postamatic 
Co. Inc., HG1277, Lafayette Hill, 
PA 19444. 

SPARKLING SPRAY MIST 
Crystal chandeliers, sconces and 
candelabra come bright and clear 
after a spray shower of silicone 
mist from an easy-to-handle 7 oz. 
can. No need to wipe; just let dry 
naturally. $3.98 plus 750 post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 556 
Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

YOUR FAMILY CREST 
Handsome hand-engraved rings. 
Choice of sterling silver, $90, 14K 
gold, $195. Ppd. Send coat-of-arms 
or have it researched. A splendid 
gift idea bound to become a prized 
keepsake. Free color catalogue. Or- 
der from Heraldica Imports, Inc., 
HG12, 21 W. 46th St., New York, 
NY 10036. 

House & Garden 
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with UoAAl/ QMcl ^OAHCi 
/ Creators of the Fruit ( of the Month Club 

HAWAIIAN 
PINEAPPLE 
MACADAMIA NUT CAKE 
One bite o( this buttery cake is like a 
trip to the Islands' Chock full of |uicy 
Hawaiian Pineapple and exotic 
Macadamia Nuts, it s our exclusive, 
original recipe like no other in 
the world The lV2-pound loaf cake 
comes bakery-fresh in a gold foil gift 
box, freezes nicely and slices neatly 
Available all year 
Order Gift No 386    $745 delv d 

FIRESIDE FAVORITE 
Worlds most nutrifying mixture 
— English WALNUTS, California 
ALMONDS, sweet woodsy Oregon 
FILBERTS, BRAZILS from Brazil, and 
PECANS so big and perfect 
they're not sold in stores' Handsome 
handwoven wicker basket nut- 
cracker and picks are all included 
Net wt 1-2/3 lbs 
Available Oct 15 to April 10 
Order Gift No 412 . , .$995 delv d 

Wild  n Rare- PRESERVES 
Our exclusive, award-winning 
preserves in five luscious flavors 

Wild n Rare Strawberry. Red 
Raspberry. Oregold* Peach. Wild 
Mountain Blackberry and Wild Plum 
Quick-cooked m small batches the 
gourmet way — so good each has 
won the California State Fair Gold 
Medal Absolutely no artificial flavor 
color or preservatives 
Available all year 
Order Gift No 352 . . $995 delv d 

GIANT 
AMARYLLIS 
Blooms in just 4 to 6 
weeks!  Flaming red. 
super-sized flowers up 
to   8 inches 
across' Exotic show 
lasts  for weeks - 
bulb can be stored 
for year after year 
of  blooms Pre- 
planted nothing 
to add but water 
GUARANTEED TO 
GROW AND BLOOM! 
Available Nov  1 to 
Jan 20 
Order Gift No 806 . $795 delv d 

9Tuit^tlica\oiithaub^ 

Since 1936, America's favorite family club. Month after month, a parade of 
the world's rarest and finest fruit sent direct from the orchard Each gift box 
with your greetings. All announced by a handsome, gold-embossed Certifi- 
cate of Membership 

TABLETOP 
CHRISTMAS 
SPRUCE 
Give natural northwoods beauty and 
fresh evergreen scent in a perfectly 
formed. Nye miniature Christmas 
tree' About a foot tall, this lovely 
Dwarf Alberta Spruce comes prepot- 
ted and completely decorated with 
20 chocolate Christmas bells and 
tiny peppermint canes Available 
Dec 1 to Jan, 5 
Order Gift No 812 , $1695delVd 

Christmas — Royal Riviera" Pears 
Jan — Cnsp Mountain Apples 
Feb — Royal Grapefruit 
March — Royal Oranges 
April — Hawaiian Pineapples 
May — Wild n Rare' Preserves 

3-Box Club: Surprise Ihem with gorgeous 
gilt boxes (or Christmas Jan and Feb ' 
GiM No 111 S2595 deiv d 

S-Box Club: Keeps coming and coming' 
Christmas Jan , Feb , May and Sept 
Gil! No 141 %^2.^5 delv d 

June — Home-Canned Fruit 
July — Giant Kiwi Berries 
August —Exotic Nectarines 
Sept — Oregold' Peaches 
Oct — Alphonse LaValle Grapes 
Nov — Royal Beurre" Bosc Pears 
8-Box Club: Delight ttiem to pieces again 
and again' Christmas Jan  Feb May Aug 
Sept . Oct and Nov 
Gift No, 151 . $5995 delv d 
12-Box Club: Flabbergasting' A gorgeous 
gift every single month o1 the year 
Gift No 201 . $10495 delv d 

our famous 
ROYAL RIVIERA- PEARS 

So big and luicy they'll eat em with 
a spoon — so rare, not 1 person in 
1000 has ever tasted them' 
Beautifully gift packed and sent with 
your personal greetings Perfect 
arrival guaranteed' Net weight B^A 
lbs Order NOW for Christmas 
delivery 
Order Gift No  1      , $995 delVd 

We guarantee your 

in every respect... 

Every year folks write to tell us hiow 
pleased their friends are witfi gifts 
from Harry and David Our 
"secret"? It s tfie personal touch 
ttiat's part of every gift we make 
Harry and I grow our own fruit, bake 
our own cakes, put up our own 
preserves — even make our own 
baskets. If you could see thie care 
with! wfiicfi our gifts are put 
togetfier, you'd know wfiy tfie 
quality is guaranteed 
Every one of our gifts is custom- 
made and packed by tiand Folks 
who won't settle for less know they 
can rely on Harry and me for gifts 
that are in perfect taste — and 
delivered to the right place, at the 
right time, in perfect condition 
We guarantee it: you, and those to 
whom you send Harry and David 
gifts, must be completely satisfied 
in every respect, or we will 
promptly send a replacement gift or 
refund your money, whichever you 

, prefer. 

complete satisfaction 

or your money back! 

We do all the wrapping, ad- 
dressing, even ship with your per- 
sonal greetings at no extra 
cost — and get your gifts in the 
mail at the right time, whether it's 
one gift or 1,000 And you'//en)oy a 
wonderful carefree Christmas — 
basking in showers of thanks for 
months to come' 

EASY TO OMDER Use the order 
blanks at right, or just send us your 
list Enclose check or money order 
(no C O D's please) Tell us how to 
sign your greetings for each gift All 
prices include delivery 

Send your 
orders to 

Box 501-L '   Medford, Oregon 97501 
^,19^7 Harry and Oa*i 

Order here or send us your list' 
SHIP AS 
MY GIFT TO  
STREET 
CITY   -STATE -ZIP 

Quanlily Name of Gift Gift No Amount 
S 

for Christmas □ Arrive On (Datel. 
Use Card i—i 

.1 enclose I I 
(IVlax 3'/? X 5) 

Greetings to read 

SHIP AS 
MY GIFT TO 
STREET 
CITY   -STATE -ZIP 

Quantity Name of Gift Gift No Amount 

Ship to Arrive i—i 
for Christmas I I 

Ship to 
Arrive On (Dale). 

Use Card i—i 
J enclose I I 
(Max 3'/2 X 5) 

Greetings to read 

Ordered By 
Address   
Ci'y   -State. Zip 
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COLONIAL CTWAID CURTAINS 
SlIKl- I'M/' 

Big 5-Inch Ruffles '-^-iy^a 
No Iron Muslin 
Our colonial country curtdiri now 
in 'AF-)'^ cotton, (^f/'o polyester. 
Machine wash/dry, no iron, l-rcnch 
heacied. big T)' luffles. Extra wide 
S() per p<iir including attached top 
valance and tiebacks. Multiple 
widths available m every si/e to fit 
everv window. White or natural 

I') . ,'")4 . or long 
72 , SI . or long 
i.Mr.i Val  11   X 72 

15.00 pr. 
17.50 pr. 
4.00 ea. 

'^.ili-.I.K liiin uncomiition.illv (ju.ir.inlecd ' 
A,id -;.2(XI p<.sl /hdl.j Sc'tul ch.'ck, MO, 
MastLT Chiiriji'. i?<iiikAiiu'iic.ird, or Vi^ti, 
N Y It's ,icl;i ta>. 
Send for Free Color Catalog. 

CoLONIALo^AID CuRTAINS 
IX'pt 212. Lawn Terrace. 
Mamaroneck Village, N Y 1054,^ 

RAJASTAN  RUGS ~~ alluring designs from the 
romantic past thot blend so perfectly with present-day 
decor. Transform any drab area in your home, office or 
showroom into a prestigious setting of refined elegance. 
Also as dromatic accent rugs over carpeting. Natural yarns 
only, painstakingly woven through to the back of each 
rug by our time-honored, old-world techniques to assure 
many years of rugged wear. Guaranteed imported. THE 
LAST GREAT HOME-DECORATING BUY OF OUR DAY- 
NEVER AGAIN AT THESE INCREDIBLE PRICES: approx. 
3'x5' $14.95; 4'x6' $29.95; 6'x9' $59.95; 9'xl2' $99.95. 
Order now, and we even pay the freight. Specify red, 
ivory, avocado, gold or blue background. Our rugs have been 
copied but never reproduced. Our 42nd year of proven re- 
liability. MasterCharge, VISA end Am. Express accepted. 

INTERNATIONAL RUG CO. 
360 Amsterdom Avenue, HG)2, New York, N.Y. 10024 

Good Luck 
Symbol 
$8.00 
postpaid 

KitchenWitch 
Traditionally hung in Scandinavian 
kitchens to bring love and affection 
while using her "magical powers" to 
watch over foods being prepared. 
Who can't use some extra help? En- 
joy her decorative charm too. Choose 
red. green or blue. 9" high. 
55 , Quality Gift Catalog 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
6651 Arlington Blvd. G12-7 

Falls Church, Va. 22042 

UIS'IIMJTIVE CUSTOM LIGHTINU 
A fine sclccdon of over 50 classic drsign<; 
for indoor and outdoor lighlin^ thai will 
lend warmth and charm to both the con- 
temporary aiid traditional decorating 
scents- F.very light is of the highest quality, 

indi\idually cut. assembled and fitted 
in brass, copper or pewter. Your 

selection will be owned with pride 
by future generations. Send $1.00 
for 48 page catalog. 

'HERITAGE 
"^mi^ERNS 

Dept. HG  r_'7   Se« Meadows Lane Yarmouth. Maine 04O'J6 > 

SHOPPING AROUND 

"FLOWERS OF THE FOUR 
SEASONS" 

Exquisitely interpreted on a pair of 
imported  6" porcelain ginger jars 
in the classic blue and greywhite 
colors and suitable for any decor. 
The unique three piece jars are six 
inches   high   and  come  with free 
wooden display stands. 
$9.95 each plus $1.35 post. 
$18.95 motched pair....plus $1.50 post. 

Send for free co/or catalogue of 
njsuo/ oriental decorator items. 
FINE   HOME IMPORTS 

P.O. Box 1397, Clifton, NJ 07015 

Chr ■.■      . _    . r . 
Mr. and Mrs. Santa rock their way 
into a family's hearts with red 
flannel bodies, flowered cotton 
prints and happy smiles. Rocker 
natural wood. Set is 8" by 8" by 4" 
for centerpiece, mantle or Christ- 
mas-time foyer. $12 plus $1.50 
post. Annalee's Workshop^, HG12, 
Box 446, Meredith, NH 03253. 

ELEGANT IDENTITY 
There's no place like your ft 
door for a solid brass name pi 
Handsomely  engraved   in srr 
script letters on a 5" wide pi 
Matching screws included. A 
feet house gift that really sh 
some forethought. $7.50 each p 
Elgin Engraving Co., HG12, 
Edwards Ave., Dundee, IL 601 

GRAPE IDEA 
To accompany a bowl-full of lus- 
cious grapes, a pair of silver-plated 
metal shears to snip off a serving. 
Decorated with grape clusters and 
antiqued, 5" I. An elegant acces- 
sory. Made in Portugal. $6.98 plus 
500 post. Country Gourmet, GDE. 
512 So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
NY 10550. 

N 

MAJESTIC FLIGHT 
"Soaring Seagull" in a brillia * 
blue sky to accent wall in honjl''^' 
or office. Full-color lithograph 
laminated  for   permanence ar 
mounted in "floater" frame. Goli'' 
trim, walnut finish. Plaque 11" t 
13", ready to hang. $16.95 pit 
$1.50 post. Gull's Way, HG-12, Be 
129, Halesite, LI, NY 11743. 

ok 

BUILD IT YOUHSLLr- 
A gazebo from simple plans adds 
great charm to your yard. Build 
this enclosed wooden structure for 
storage or pool house (shown: 
octagonal 9' dia.. 12'H). Also a 
latticed open gazebo. Plans and 
material lists for both, $6 ppd. 
Country Charm Gazebo, HG12, 709 
TImberline Dr.. Joliet, IL 60435. 

ON THE ROCKS AT 19 
A glass, a game plus a refreshing 
quaff add up to a cheery 19th hole. 
The 12 oz. acrylic glass contains 
the game complete with tee, 
greens, hazards and ball in water- 
proof base that's a built-in coaster. 
Set of four. $12.50 ppd. Johnny 
Appleseed's, HG12, Box 708, 50 
Dodge St., Beverly, MA 01915. 

House & Gorden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

le 
1 SI IJ 

\ 

'Cll 
I 

■-ELIKE PINE 
h green artificial tree with vel- 

ty red unbreakable decorations, 
rdy matching pot. 24" tall. For 

ble, mantel or desk. Fully assem- 
d, in easy to-mail carton. Can 
folded for storing. $10; two 

8.75. Add $1.50 post. Christinas 
afts, HG12, 255 Hill St., Whitlns- 
e, MA 01588. 

SREEN PLANT SHOW OFFS 
What a fun way to display growing 
plants or saucy bunches of blooms! 
Natural rattan lined with styrofoam 
for water retention. 9" by 9" by 5" 
frog; 7" by 9" by 5" elephant. Set 
of two, $7.95 plus $1 post. Send 
250 for catalogue. Fran's Basket 
House, HG12. Rte. 10, Succasun- 
na, NJ 07876. 

:IDE A COCK HORSE 
,j phlldren's favorite—a real rocking 
,j orse of walnut-stained lumber with 

eal oak rockers to stand the rigors 
)f tough "trails" and tougher rid- 
;rs. 32" I. by 12" w. by 24" h. 
Perfect family pet. $35 plus $4.50 
)0st. Christmas catalogue, 500. 
Gregory Faris Morton, HG12, Box 
}85, Cuthbert, GA 31740. 

TWO BY TWO 
Socks stay together through the 
washing and drying process with 
unique plastic rings that keep 
them paired. An easy solution to 
that dull hand sorting. Enough 
sorters for 24 pairs, $1.98 plus 
300 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG12, 556 Mission St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

EASY ROLLING 
Butcher block cart with extendable 
working surface for any kitchen and 
bar. Leaves down 26" by 18"; 
leaves up 48" by 18", 34"h. Lower 
shelf also butcher block. Black steel 
frame, $155; chrome, $165. Exp. 
coll. Catalogue, 500. Butcher Block 
and More, HG12, 1600 So. Clinton. 
Chicago, IL 60616. 
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COSMETIC ASSIST 
Use flip-up magnifying glasses to 
apply makeup like a professional 
model. They let you work easily, 
with no squinting at mirror and no 
mistakes. One size fits all. In plas- 
tic case with adjusting screwdriver. 
$7.95 plus 500 post. Herman Opti- 
cal, HG127, 164 Clymer St., Brook 
lyn, NY 11211. 

chef's special! 

ESSENTIAL TOOLS FOR EVERY KITCHEN- 
THE PERFECT GIFT FOR EVERY GOURMET! 

GIANT FORKS lift and turn heavy roasts 
with ease. Heavy steel with wooden handles, 
leather hanging thongs. Set of 2, 12" long. 
8118   Giant Forks.   1 Set $1.69 

WOODEN TOOLS. Each different, each with 
a special purpose—mixing, folding, draining, 
getting into corners. Natural wood 
from Italy, 8-16" long. Set of 5. 
6077   Wooden Tools.   1 Set $1.79 

WHISKS for airy whipping—fluffy omelets, 
velvety sauces, smooth batters. Tinned 
piano-style hoops. Set of 3—8", 10", 12". 
8148   Whisks.   1 Set $1.29 

EARTHENWARE PITCHER. Versatile classic— 
two-tone brown glaze, 6" high, holds 1 quart. 
9344 Earthenware Pitcher $2.98 

THE WORKS! All three tool sets plus 
pitcher—our own version of the traditional 
European bridal gift! A charming look 
and a beat-all value that's ours alone. 
9345 The Works!   1 Set $6.98 

Add $?.25 pos/. A hdlg. NY residenfs add faxes 

Dept. GD2 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 



DRAPERIES 

FOR YOUR 

SHOWER. 
Introducing beaut(ful texture 
weave" shower curtains. 
In a soft imported Brittany 
fabric, these 100% 
polyester curtains are .-^-jz.'^'jsjlwil,... 
washable, mildew proof A'\ 41!'- 
and won't shrink or 
fade. Not available in 
stores. Money back 
if you're not delighted. 
Specify color (snow 
white/natural white). . 
For each standard 
72" by 72" curtain, 
send check or money 
order for only $11.99 
plus $1.50 postage and 
handling to: 
American Draperies 
P.O. Box 010652, 
Miami, Florida 33101 

SHOPPING AROUND 

THE'MUST' 

OF WESTERN LAMPS 

NEVJ. . . 
A LAMP, A PLANT, 

A DREAM 

Why yearn for wide open spaces when 
you can have the warmth of the Western 
sun and a glimpse of the desert with the 
Western Lamp. 

LAIWP WITH 6 CACTI S39.50 
LAMP ONLY 34.00 
6 CACTI ONLY 7.50 

Shipping IncludeO 

CHARGE IT: (check one) Exp. Dale  
□ BankAmericard i i American Express 
Lj Master Charge        < j Visa 
Credit 
Card #  
Signature. 
Name   
Address_ 
City  

.Apt. #_ 

State, -Zip- 

WESTERN LAMPS CO. 
p. 0. Box 1329 

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252 

First Edition 
ROYAL COPENHAGEN 

CHRISTMAS PLATE 
1908 

$1,400.00 ppd. 
All .subsequent years of Christ- 
mas Plates available by return 
post. 
Royal Copenhagen Christmas 
Plate, 1977 $18.50 ppd. 
Bing & Grondahl Christmas 
Plate, 1977 $18.50 ppd. 

JOHN SINCLAIR LIMITED 
266 Glossop Road      Shaffleld, England 

'^cm ^ ! 
OtOV3S COLLECTION of SPICES and 

HEALTHV SAVINGS! 

When you ordor from THE SPICE CORNER, you are iissurcfi of the freshest, highest Muality spices tr a t hered from I ound the world. We are the Iar{?- csi spice house in Pennsylvania and are proud to ofTor the finest ar- ray of herbs. spices, tea.s, cof- fees, flavor! njj.s and seasonings of all kinds from the .•^uhtle to the ex- otic. Because our —        r'   -  ^'-fj^       stock   is   so ev- . -, ""^^^ tensive, you save <».j««t*n«i-»i«n»*n imr^ substantially, J whether your or- der IS larfiTo or „, , „ small, (boice Selection of 16 Spices and Herbs (over 2 lbs.) with free self- ■siH-kintr Spice Labels . . . $8.95 plus I posctije arnl handlinir. Includes cher- vil, parsley, roseman.'. thyme, basil oroK.mo. seasoning salt. Italian season- in;: pot herbs, saffron, jrumbo filet, cardamon. Ilunprarlan paprika, bay leaves Cinnamon sticks, tarragon. 
•Sotrf /or o«r 32-pnoe cntalogue-you'Il 
lovfi  hroHshia throvghr  
FREE with fr.n, ord.r. 

Itmr sf»u % < 

THE SPICE n 

THE SPICE CORNER. i>. pi HG 127^ 
904Soulli9tl,Si   Philddelphw, Pa 19147 

ARMCHAIR SERVICE 
The perfect table for TV sports 
watchers, convalescents, doers of 
homework, board game players— 
everyone. Walnut grain stain, heat- 
resistant top, black satin enamel 
finish on steel legs. 15" by 23'/2" 
by 24". $35; 2, $67. Add $3 post. 
Briarcliff Kent, HG12, 1291 Rankin 
Dr., Zanesville, OH 43701. ' 

HOUSEHOLD INVENTORY 
Records made easy by page desig' 
Tab-indexed sections for silver, ai *| 
etc.; insurance; safe box; crec 
cards. Black leathery 45-page rit 
binder with 24k gold tooling, bras J' 
family-name plate. 8%" by 
$15.98 plus 750 post. Lillian Ve 
non, GDE, 510 So. Fulton Ave 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

ENLIGHTENirjo PEN 
By daylight, a nifty ballpoint—but 
whisk it into darkness and it 
shines! Chrome-plated satin finish 
pen comes with penlite battery 
and refill. Great for jotting middle- 
of-the-night brainstorms. $7.98 
plus 600 post. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG12, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

SPIRAL STAIR KIT 
Circle stairs are architectural space 
savers as major stairways or as ac- 
cess to attic, loft or cellar. Practical 
for outdoors as well as indoors. In- 
stall your own stairs in less than 
two hours. Instructions included. 
Brochure 250. Mylen Industries, 
HG12, 650 Washington St., Peeks- 
kill, NY 10566. 

ACRYLIC 

ROLLING 

PLANT 

STAND 

Move houseplants with ease, 
even big heavy floor *ots, with no 
straining or lifting. Lets you rotate them 
for proper light and growth. Clear acrylic 
stand has a generous 12'/4" diam. with 
a 2" high rim to prevent spills. Rolls 
easily on three sturdy casters which pro- 
tect furniture, floors and rugs. Only 
$6.98 plus 500 post. 
Prompt Delivery. Money Back Guarantee. New! 104 Page gourmet/gift catalog 25« X.Y   State residents aiirt applir.iblo sale? tax 

COLONIAL GARDEN KITCHENS 
Dept. HGL, 270 W. Merrick Rd. 

Valley stream. N.Y. 11582 

SHOPPER'S ORGANIZER 
The Shopper's Organizer is a use- 
ful means to collect and organize 
coupons along with a shopping 
list. 
This attractive long-lasting vinyl 
wallet has an expandable pocket 
that will hold over 100 coupons. 
Dividers organize coupons Into 
categories. The attached shopping 
pad completes the package by 
providing shopping list and cou- 
pons in a checkbook size wallet. 
Only $2.50 each including han- 
dling and shipping. 

Add ?.fC erlr^ for fjiinrnntci d Chrislmns drlh'ery 
A must for the smart shopper 
that saves and uses coupons. 

'■Sniislnrlion ini'iriivlerd or monrtj liiirk" 
A. J. Geis, Inc. 

124 Ambleside Dr., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15237 
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THE GO FASHION 
Ion's carryall In natural canvas 

leather.  Hinged steel frame 
steel feet on 3" leather plat- 

In. Leather straps and handles. 
I. by 6"w. by 15"d. $19.95; 

|l. by 6"w. by 15"d. $22.95. 
$2 post, for one, $3 for two. 

flther Innovations, Inc.. HG12. 22 
^21 St.. New York, NY 10010. 

SCENT OF CHRISTMAS 
Miniature Alberia spruce, fresh and 
living, four years old, over 12" tall. 
Pre potted, decorated with 20 little 
treats. For table or mantle, then 
transfer to your garden or a patio 
planter in the sprmg. -812. Avail 
able Dec. 1 to Jan. 5. $16.95 ppd. 
Harry and David, Box 501S, Med 
ford, OR 97501. 

ATING RENEWAL 
iposit new silver on copper, brass 
bronze where the original plat- 

g has worn away. Use Silver Plus 
polish sterling but it does not 

posit new silver on sterling 
jces. 4 oz. bottle. $5.98 plus 
10 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
al2, 555 Mission St., San Fran- 
SCO, CA 94105. 

AT LAST! THE ANSWER 
BOSTONiANS 

ou can now save $13 off the regular 
rice of famous Bostonians. Regu- 
rly $42 now $29. BONUS-buy 2 

air regularly $84 now $56 save $28 

LEGENDARY CG^-GE 
Railroader's lantern that's still In 
service. Has a down light for hik- 
ing, concentrated beam flashlight 
for distance. Attractive indoors or 
on patio. Stainless steel. 6-v. bat- 
tery not included. $14.95 plus 
$1.50 post.; two $27.95 plus $2. 
The Country House, HGE. Box 44, 
Southport, CT 06490. 

^. Grain leather, slip-on, leather sole, 
black or brown. 

3. Smooth leather, lace oxford, leath- 
er sole, black or brown. 

A 10-12, 13. B 912, 13. C 8-12, 13. 
D 7-12. 13 E. EEE 7-11, 12. Add 
El.50 size 13. Additional $1.50 pos- 
tage and handling, no C.O.D. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

LONDON SHOES LTD. 
32 Journal Square, Jersey City 

New Jersey 07306 

PANEL THISTLE GLASS BOWL 
Our lOvely glass Dowl, with Its exquis- 
ite panel thistle pattern, was originally 
designed ovc,- 100 years ago. An exact 
copy of the original, our bowl is so au- 
thentic it carries the famous "Bee" 
mark used by the originol maker. You'll 
use it for salads, desserts, vegetables or 
ror a special flower arrangement. Cer- 
tainly it is a prized find for your collec- 
tor's shelf. 4" high, 8" top diameter. 

S7.95 
Plus $1.35 postage 

2100 B-12 No. Haskell • Dallas, Texas 75204 

The brand new, 

old -fashioned 

ceiling fan. 

$59.95 

We took $100 off the price. 
The wonderful old ceiling fan has re 
turned. At a fraction of the cost. And 
aith new innovations. The 60 RPM 
speed provides increased efficiency 
of heating in winter and cooling in sum 
mer Plus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants, 
with the gentle 
air movement.The 
result: efficiency without 
disti'Bction. 
Dght-wcight, strong 
and beautiful. 
The Georgeto*.*.n Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable — yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and strength. You won't have to 
worry about mounting it on heavy sup- 
port beams. The rich wood-grain blades 
span a full 44" in diameter Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fan is 12" with lon- 
ger lengths available on request. 

Add a light globe, too. 
For only $14 95 more, you can have 

your Georgetown Fan with a distinc- 
tive 6-inch light globe, to add even 

more function and beauty 
Satisfection guaranteed. 

The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is 
completely guaran- 
teed. If not satisfied, 
return for full re- 

fund, within 14 days. 
Order by phone. 

Your fan comes to you complete and 
ready to install, as. easily as any light fix- 
ture. Specify Walnut or Oak finish for 
woodgrain blades. Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow or White. Call toll-fi-ee, or 
send check or money order for $59.95 
for each fan: $74.90 with light globe. 
Add $7 shipping and handling. Or 
charge to your Master Charge or Bank- 
Americard (include account number 
and expiration date.) 

Call toll-free: 800-648-5311. Box 2128- HG, Denver, Colorado 80201 

"JINGLE BELLS, 
JINGLE BELLS . . ." 

Oh whot fun it is to hove a Caroller 
Mouse by ANNALEE! 
This happy fello is 12" tall, hand- 
crafted of grey felt; decked out in mint 
green jacket, red flannel stocking cap 
with white fur-like trim, and holly-green 
felt mittens. 
Merry expressions created exclusively 
by ANNALEE. 
13.50 plus 1.50 postage & handling 
Availabte in 7" size (slightly different 
designl . . . 6.00 plus 1.25 p. & h 

Box -146 Meredith, N.H. 03253 

STOP CLIPPING RECIPES! 
For positive results, try these 
carefully developed and tested 
recipes. Six to each set, printed 
on 3X5 cards, enclosed in a deco- 
rative folder. Great hostess gifts! 
Choose from A) Tortes. B) Fes- 
tive Breads, C) Hot Appetizers. 
$1.50 each set. 3 for $4.00 PPd. 
NY res. add tax. 

posTE m.si»: 
721 Lafayette Avenue 

Buffalo, NY 14222 

.r 

MAKE YOUR RINGS FIT RIGHT! 
Are your rings too loose once they're over 
your knuckles? Do they slide around your 
fingers uncomfortably and unattractively? 
RIGS (Ring-insert-Guard-Sizer) will hold 
your rings in place simply and effectively. 
RIGS (Pat. Pdg.) are vinyl liner-guards 
which slip inside the ring once it s in 
place and stop slipping. Works for any 
size, women's or men's. RIGS even hold 
boys' rings in place on girls' fingers. 
Guaranteed. $4.00 ppd. 
RIGS   Dept. 112 Box 1039, Lonqmont, Colo. 80501 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

SHRINK STOMACH 

Waist Watchers will feel muscle tighten and see stomach shrink 
from first day you use the Waist Wheel. The Dual Wheel gives 
you sturdier balance. 

Single Waist Wheel $7.98 + $1.00 Mailing Each 
Dual Waist Wheel     $9.98 + $1.25 Mailing Each 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6°lo sales tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 556 M 
Dept. HG-127 

ission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

, / / 

.Butterfly Trivet 
/m keeps hot things from scorching table 
jfl or counter tops and hangs decoratively 

on a wall. Beautifully detailed, silver- 
j plated in Italy, and tarnish resistant. 
4 Makes a great gift! Prompt delivery, 

money back guarantee $7.95, 
postage paid Send check or money 
order to: 
THE Gin Dept. T-HG127 
a/9/ Be«.iy Blwd.,        / .1 ||A 
Los Angeles, California \/l;■■V'^ 
9U048 
California residents add B°h sales tax 

Lovely Set of 

NESTING TABLES 

The exira tables you always need for thai brunch, 
parly or ashtrays, etc. Designed to harmoni/e 
wilh most decors whether used functionally or set 
aside until needed. Largest table is 21'H with 
12,K18" lop wilh other two tables fitting snugly 
inside. Order SNT-3 . . . specify Koch brass or 
Contemporary nickel plate . $104.75. Shipped 
prepaid upon receipt of check. 

CALICO CURTAINS 
No-iron old-fashioned Calico in choice of 
rpd, gold, blue, black, brown or green back- 
giound. 70" wide per pair with 2'/2" pre- 
shirred ruffle. 24" L $6, 30" $7, 36" $8, 
45" $9, 54" $10, 63" $11, 72" $12. 
Valance $3, Tiebacks $1. Twin spread $28, 
Full $3C. Twin Canopy $22, Full $24. Shann 
$8. 44" fabric $2.25 yd. Add $1.75 post. 
& handl. Md. res. add 5% tax. No COD's 
please. 

Free Brochure on request, but send 
$1 for full Catalog with 50 swatches 

Qijalily & Sofis/acfion Since 1890 
MATHER'S 

31 E. Main St.. GI2-7. Westminster. Md. 21157 

SEASON'S GREETINGS 
Lovely wreath laden with several 
varieties of pine cones makes a 
perfect accent for wall or door in 
any season. Ideal house gift. Ready 
to mount; 13" in diameter. Specify 
natural or holiday trim. $12.95 
plus $2 post. Casual Designs, 
HG12, 325 So. Washington, Royal 
Oak. W\ 48067, 

JADE TWOSOME 
Highly polished genuine Chine 
jade in one-inch female and m 
pendants, suspended on 12k go 
filled 18" chain. Attractive as sin{ 
accent or as a different gift for 
couple. Each $9.50; both $17. Pp 
(Immediate shipping.) Alisan Ci it 
ations, Dept. HG-117, One Lei Sto 
bridge Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07430.!"* 

SMALL-BIRD HOMES 
Oriental cages with feeding cups, 
perches, swing, removable tray, 
easy assembly instructions. Nice 
for dried flowers. All 16'/2"w by 
15i/2"d. 2-tier 18"h. $8.95 plus 
$1 post.; 3-tier 22"h. $11.95 plus 
$1.50; 5-tier 30"h. $16.95 plus $2. 
Alan Industries, HG127, 505 Fifth 
Ave., New York, NY 10017. 

AULD ACQUAINTANCE 
Happy-new-year ornament entirel 
handcrafted, from the glass f 
champagne and ice bucket to th 
painted decorations. Holly on on^ 
side, mistletoe on the other an(j 
glitter everywhere. A vintage 'Tt 
gift. 5"H. $6.98 plus 750 post 
Lillian Vernon, GDE, 510 So. Fultor 
Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

COUNT YOUR CALORIES 
AS YOU COUNT YOUR MONEY 

The Slender Spender, a bright red pocket- 
sized wallet, makes it fun to record your 
calories. It s simple to use. Each wallet 
contains a supply of calorie "dollars' in 
different denominations. As you eat. 
move the appropriate number of calorie 
"dollars" to the Debit pocket. As you exercise, move the calorie "dollars" back 
to the Credit pocket. Calorie values of 
sample foods, and calor e values of pop- 
ular snorts are included with the full 
directions. 

$2-95 each plus .350 postage. 
III. Res. add 5% tax. 

KITTIPOT 
World s BEST Enclosed Litter Box! 

Easy to Clean 
Smooth Surface 
2 pc Non-breakable 
Flexible Plastic 
Cat-size 7 " Hole too small for 
doos & children 

PREE fitter Scoop 

M. L. BERRY 
Box 467, Dept. HC, Glen Ellyn, III. 60137 

We Guarantee it to: 
• Confine odors • Stop litter spills 
• Keep children • Hide waste 

& dogs out      ,     yQ^Jr cat 
• Help keep enjoy potti-time 

your home clean 

Lots of' Private " 
Roon^ Inside  
Carefully Designed 
Patented SealtRim 
Large, 6" Deep Tray Litter stays in'  
Your Clioice of FIVE ~ 
Pretty-Kitti Colors     Avocado, Blue, Brown, Yfellow, Beige 

Impiowfd \moolhei e«teno< tiniiti lo mikt.leai.t. 10 klfp clean Added 
N» lo u,.ne9.oo.f>m.h.bonom..mlof lu impiovtd sinitjlioo ind odor conlml. Cat. No. moujh foi jnv domeitic ut. 

60515X     Sue 22 L«16 W.H M. 
,    ',:r Our FRCE Pet Product Oitilog 

HAUGEN Pet Products, Inc. 
Dept HG-127       PO. Box 1986 
717 W Huron St    Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 

House & Garden 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

ON THE GO 
Smart style for busy days. Soft 
leather-look uppers, I'A" stacked 
heel, padded insole. Foam lined. 

Nancy" comes in red, bone, navy, 
camel, black. 4 to 11 (no half sizes 
over 9); N,M,W. $13.95 ($1 extra, 
size 11) plus $1.50 post. Sofwear 
Shoes, HG12, 1811 San Jacinto, 
Houston, TX 77002. 

ORIENTAL FANTASIES 
Miniature trees are made by hand 
of jade, mother-of-pearl and coral. 
Each is 8" h. and 91/2" w. A pair is 
$150; single, $80. Add $7.50 or 
$3.95 post. 36 page catalogue of 
fine arts accessories, jewelry $1. 
Collectors' Guild, Ltd., Dept. 15N7, 
185 Madison Ave., New York, NY 
10016. 

Ben Franklin 

MAGNIFYING 

GLASSES 

For reading fine print. So fashion- 
able, lightweight and comfortable. 
Impact-resistant lenses. Golden- 
finished wire frames with raised 
nosepiece and non-slip ear-piece 
on temples. For folks over 40 
without eye disease or astig- 
matism. State age. Only $6.95 
plus 75c postage, case included. 
Nel-King Products • Dept. HGI27WG 
811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105 

MICROWAVE BACON RACK 
Terrific accessory for lovers of 
crisp, lean, flat and tasty bacon. 
Rack is dishwasher safe, too. It 
drains grease into well at rack's 
end. Made of break-resistant guar- 
anteed "microproof" plastic. $4.95 
plus $1 post. Free catalogue. 
Micro-Cook Products. Inc., HG12, 
Box 159, Glencoe, IL 60022. 

CHANGING TIMES 
Three-barrel coin changer—sepa- 
rates and dispenses nickels, dimes, 
and quarters. Made of sturdy 
chrome it hangs on a belt—ideal 
for any business without a cash 
register. $9.98 plus 850 post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 556 
Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

THE ORIENTAL PIPKIN 

Hand-crafted in white porcelain 
with symmetrical blue figure de- 
signs. Use as vase, planter; for ice, 
cigarette packs, candy, what-not? 
12'/2"h, 7" w,6" dp 42.00 
Add 2.50 for shipping, handling. 
In N.Y. State add 7% for tax. 

FERN PLACIi IMPORTS 
3 Fern Place, 

Oakdale, New York, 11769 
December, 1977 

TEXAS RED GRAPEFRUIT! 

The Best—From the Lush Rio Grande Valley 
1/2-bu. Grapefruit $ 9.65 
Carton of 12 G.F. $ 7.50 
Full bushel! G.F. $14.25 
Carton of 6 G.F  $ 5.40 
Vz-bu. G.F. & oranges $ 9.70 

Full bu. G.F. & Ors. $14.30 
i/s-bu. G.F. & Ors. in 
Mex. bamboo basket $11.50 
Full bu. G.F. & Ors. in 
Mex. bamboo basket $16.25 

All are delivered prices—Write for free illustrated folder. 
Other citrus packs and also pecans, rare honey, fruit cakes and cheese. 

WE TRUST YOU! Send your gift list now and pay our invoice in January 

Established 1926-This is Our 52nd Year 

PITTMAN & DAVIS INC., 824 N. EXP., HARLINGEN, TEXAS 78550 

I The P^^^^^l^ j 

BY-THE 

For people 

who are still 

individuals 

Wrap yourself in fashion with 
synthetic diamond - like stones 
and gold. Sparkle plenty with the 
latest fashion rage. Twist and 
twirl these dazzlers around your 
neck daytime, nitetime, anytime. 
14K yellow gold chain with lOpt. 
Strongites. 

16" chain, 3 Strongites-$39. 
18" chain, 4 Strongites—$46. 
FREE Catalog of rings and earrings 
THE STRONGITE CO. 

Dept. G3, 2 West 47th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10036 

(212) 582-4168 

Yes, you can have a 
FULL    COLOR POSTER 
blown up from your color 

_    photo or slide at a frac- 
tion of the price. All 

fOi color posters printed 
on Kodak paper. Great 

' gift a B I " 

m« • 
into a FULL COLOR POSTER^ 
at Unbelievable low Cost! 

LOW COST FULL COLOR POSTERS 
20"x24'   only $9.50 
I4'xl7"   only $6.50 
24*x36'   only $14.50 

BLACK & WHITE BLOWUPS TOO! 
2 ft. X 3 ft. $4.50 Laminated Posters 
I ft. X W, ft. $2.50      '» 2 't x 3 ft. 
l'/2 ft. X 2 ft. $3.50 WOO*"' 
3 ft. X 4 ft. $8.00 Ph"' Returned. 

for •very cotor poster ordered, add S3.00 and 9etabUch & while same size. Black and White Duplicates SQOe off. Add 50e each item, han- dling. For prompt delivery put name & address on back of photo. Send check, cash or M.O. N.Y. residents add appropriate sales tax. If you send slide or negative add SI 00 for cacti sue. Shipped O.P.S. SI.50 per item. 

Dept. HG-127 Congers, N.Y. 10920 

the original Irish 
Country Hat for 
men and women. 

Each of ou.- Irish Country 
Hats is the creation of an in- 
dividual, not a production line. 
They're handcrafted on the 
wild, western coast of Ireland 
from thick, handwoven tweed. 
Shape your hat any way you like 
. . . change it whenever you like. 
The natural lanolin in the wool 
helps shed rain while a full brim 
protects you from the sun. 

Colors: Grey or brown tweed 
mixes. Sizes: (Men) 61/0-8.(Wom- 
en) 2014-25. If not completely 
satisfied, you have full return 
privileges. Each: $16.50. 

NoinilhoniDson poBot'iigg MUMipouil Portland,OR97208 
Order loll Free anytime 1-800.547-1160 
(Excluding Oregon, Hawaii and Alaska) 

Irish hats Qtv. Size Color 
Men No. 1200 
Women No. 1209 
l_| v^.^.  i_|  » sjn |_j i<ia3.v..ll^. |_J nill. 
Add $1.50 for postage and handling. 
Card «- 
M/C Intbk **. 
SigX  
Name  
.Address  
City  
State  

_Exp. date- 

.Zip_ 
□ Send FREE color catalog. 
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If you were to choose from 
one of the world's most 
unique treasures, would you 
know it when you saw it? 
This vase, crafted from the 
world's finest opaline crystal, 
strictly designed and hand 
made by generations of arti- 
sans from Germany, Austria 
and Czechoslovakia. It stands 
approximately 16V? inches 
high, no two alike, choose 
light green, olive green, royal 
blue, light blue, turquoise, 
amber, rose, purple, yellow or 
orange to complement your 
home decor. 
For the first time in this coun &io nc 
try we are offering it at the incredible low price of  $39.95 GO. 

Fully guaranteed to be a masterpiece of original design. 
AMERICAN EXPRESS, BANKAMERICARD, 

MASTER CHARGE & CARTE BLANCHE HONORED 
Mail checks or money order (no C.O.D. or billing) to 

AMAR IMPORTING AND EXPORTING COMPANY 
509 38th St., Union City, New Jersey 07087 

Add $2.75 For Postage & Handling 
N.J. Residents add 5% sales Tax 

30 day money back guarantee. 

Mtidc I'ldusively for us, cannot be duplicated. 

for last-minute gifts 

CELEBRATE 

ANTIQUITY'S 

MOST 

EXQUISITE 

LEGACY 

THE 

KING 

TUTANKHAMUN 

COLLECTION 

Fine jewels and 

collectibles. 

Catalog available 

without charge 

or obligation. 

Send Name and 

Address to: 

Replicas of Antiquity 
760 Summer Street 

Stamford. Conn. 06901 

m mr 

COAL FIGURINE 

"Big John", the coal miner, 
with coal pick in hand and 
lunch pail at hi« side, if< ready 
for another day's work in the 
mines ... or ready to grace the 
curio shelf in your home or 
office.   Thi« charming, life- 
like figurine is handcast from 
specially treated, non-smear 
W. Va. coal. An interest 
ing conversation piece & 
ideal gift. H'/i inches tall. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Immediate Delivery. 

$7. 
' plus SI postage 

and handling 

Gift Catalog 254 
FREt: With Order 

MUST FOR JEWELR 

Brocaded bags to store 
protect valuables. Each 
ferent color, shape, and 

2'/2", 2^/4", 3", 4", to i 
tify rings, earrings, 
chains, bracelets. 

Home or travel, 
four, S4.95 plus 
Sleepy Hollow 

HG12, 6651 
Arlington B 

Fails Chu 
VA 220 

Dept. W..\l ' 3612 Huntleigh Drive 
Raleigh. North Carolina 27604 

Decorative stand helps 
plants grow, designed to give 
more light. Adjusts from 3' to 
4' w., 2' h., 12 leakproof trays. 
Baked enamel finish, sturdy 
metal frame. Assembled. 
Black or white. $29.95 
plus $4 post. Free 
brochure. Stands, Inc , ,^ 
HGE127 425 Wagaraw 
Rd., Fair Lawn, 
NJ 07410. 

ICE WOOL SCARF 
Imported from England, it's woven from 
the softest mohair wool into an Intricate, 
delicate pattern. Scarf drapes softly and 
can be ised as a stole or tiead coverinp.. 
Compieiely motti-proof; measures a gen- 
erous 18"x55". Ctioose White, Black, 
Beige, Pink or Copen Blue. 
$5.98 each; 2 for $10.98. Add 750 post. 

FERRY HOUSE 
Dept. HG-127, Briarciiff Manor. N.Y. I05I0 

PINOCCHIO DOLL 

storybook character has 
turned into a soft, lovable 
doll with long nose. A 
huggable companion for 
any child. Sports a red felt 
nat, shorts, blue corduroy 
shirt. 2' tall. Made in New 
Hampshire. $12 plus $1.25 
post. Add 600 Christmas 
box, wrap. Free catalogue of 
unique toys and Christmas 
decorations. The Wooden 
Soldier, HG12, Box 85GE, 
N. Conway, NH 03860. 



EASY WAY 

•one Supercup separates 
s Jo spooning, exclusive 
if )roof valve, separates egg 
li s, clarifies butter, strains. 
£ for pouring, tunneling, 
s washer safe Lexan. Easy 
c an and store, takes place 
r ny kitchen items. $6.95 
icEast End Prod., HG12, 65 
J St.. Rm. 803. New York, 
CD022. 

FOR COLLECTORS 

Gracefully sfiaped glass lamp to 
fill w\\h favorite sea shells, sea 

glass, marbles, dried flowers. 
Comes fully wired with 

natural burlap shade. Easy 
to remove top to arrange 

a collection the vya^Cyou 
really wish to have it. 
Lovely gift sugges- 
tion. 19" tall. Order 

it32M, 525 ppd. Shell lamp cata- 
ogue, S2. Hilo Steiner. HG12, Rt. 

35. Shrewsbury. NJ 07701. 

GPDSV€NOR 
GENTLEMAN 

fall/Winter 1977-78 
FUR COLLECTION 

Pamper your fashion whims 
with an uninhibited choice 

from world-famous Grosvenor's 
superb men's collection. 

FABULOUS FULL-COLOR CATALOG, $1. 
GROSVENOR CANADA 

183 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

PfCTURE IT 

Butcher's cuts of beef or pork 
are attractively illustrated in 
black on antique white, ^/A" 
black frame, full strength 
glass, ready to hang. Inform- 
ative kitchen decor, 13" by 17" 
overall, S9.95 ea., both $17.95. ] 
Add SI post. ea. Barrie Studios.j 
HG12, Dept. B. Colonial BIdg., 
Clinton. NY 13323. 

t 
4 

HE FAMILY TREES 

Trace your roots" with colorful family tree charts that 
resemble old manuscripts. Style A, 'Paternal Tree", 134 
spaces. B, "Our Family Tree " both sides of family, 196 
labeled spaces. C, "Maternal Tree", 134 spaces. 17" by 22' 
Antiqued parchment. $3 ea. plus $1 post. Salem Print Co., 
HG12, Box 11522, Winston-Salem, NC 27106 

NAME or MONOGRAM 

CUT INTO GLASS 

The oertect gift. Price Includes engrav- 
ing. One name per glass. Maximum 12 letters. Prompt shipment. Order early. 
Money orders—Checks—No C.O.D.'s. 
Please. Add $1.50 single piece-$2.00 for 
set—for mailing. 

Conii. Residence Add TU sales tax 
Specify letter arrangement for mono- 
eram or initial. 

POOLEY GLASS ENGRAVERS 
65 N. Lake Shore Dr. 
Brookfield, CT 06804 

ORIGINAL HAND PAINTED 
NEEDLEPOINT RUG 

A treasured heliioon Kift for generations, inrludiny: I'aterna I'er.sian yarn in earth-tone color combination—rust, beige, grey, black, white, brick. 
8"xl4"        $40 28"x60" $360 

24"x40" $185 4 8"x7 2" $600 
10, 12. 14, or 18 mesh canvas 

Special  colors  and  cu»tom  made sizes available on request. Visa. Master charge and BankAmericard ac- cepted or send check or money order includ- (ngr S2 postaR^e to: 
House of Needlepoint 859 Post Rd.,  Darien, Ct. 06820 203-65S-8843 

Conn. rca. add tax 

hem^l 

Traditional 

Holiday 

Decoration 

Frankincense and Myrrh. 
Legendary spices that 
reflect a time when gifts of 
herbs and other aromatics 
were as priceless as gifts 
of gold. 
These beautiful hand- 
fashioned wreaths contain 
over 15 freshly grown 
herbs and spices, including 
Bay, Sage, Rosemary, 
Thyme, Golden Yarrow, 
Eucalyptus, Lavender, and 
Santolina arranged against 
a background of Statice 
and Artemesia, dotted 
with Cinnamon Sticks, 
Nutmeg, Red Cayenne 
Peppers and a small bag 
of Frankincense and 
Myrrh. Each wreath will 
maintain its aromatic 
fragrance for months and 
natural beauty for years. 
Don't be disappointed, 
order now and send your 
gift list of friends with 
whom you'd like to share 
the true meaning of the 
holiday season. 

;jf/rf t/ff\i Herb Gardens 
Sylvan Ave . Westport. Ct 06880 

Please send of your 16" Aromatic 
Herbal Wreath(s) @ $19 95 delivered to: 
NAME (print): 
ADDRESS _ 
CITY: ^ 
STATE, ZIP 
Allow 10 days for delivery. 
Enclosed cfieck or M O for TOTAL; 
$ Please charge to credit card: 
□ Visa. □ Master Charge. □ American 
Express. Credit Card *  
Expir date: Month Year   
(NoCOD) BankI D *  
Credit card telephone orders accepted 
up to December 9, 1977, for arrival in 
time for Christmas. 

Signature   - -   
utpr HG12 
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Shopping 

around     "^i 

''ELVIS" DOLLAR BILL 

What a fabulous memento of this great 

star! Negotiable currency, permitted by 

U.S. Government. Each bill comes in a spe- 

cial currency see-through holder. Also 

available 'TARRAH" bill only $2.75 each 

ppd. Both For $5.40. 

MADISON MINT 
P.O. Box 5756 Philadelphia, PA 19120 

PEWTER PETITES . . . 
in lime for Christmas 

iriMsiiiy 1)1 i>\i-r 1511 li^nriiics to choose from and c-oUi'cl. Cast 
ill the Ihiest quality soliil pew- 
ter anil hand linislied by Aiiieri 
ran cialtsiiieii  in  finest detail. 

jSLOOP   aijproN.   r," tall 
HORSE-anninx. t:ii\~ .$12.'id 

Speeily elioiee in older—add lfl.2.". 
post. A: handliUK ea. 
N. Y.S S 1 .0(1 Klee ■ 

res. atlfl l.ix. Cjl.ilot'ue 4>tlln(ie(l uitll first oidtM . th order. 
Carnbelln Enterprises 

P.O. Box 212, Floral Park, NY 11002 

DINNER? 
DONT THINK ABOUT IT 

Meal Planners M 
Gift Subscription Brings 

Busy Families for 12 Months 
• PERSONALIZED DAILY 

MENUS   for   all rneah 
based on each family s 
food preferences 

• COORDINATED NU- 
TRITIOUS RECI- PES tested for easy 
preparation, taste 
and eariety 

• ORGANIZED 
SHOPPING LISTS 
to ma.ximize family sovyn food budget 

Beautifully de- signed Holiday Card announces your gift 
and accompanies our 
PERSONALIZED FAM 
ILY FOOD PROFILE. 
Family  yyill complete ana 
return PROFILE to us 
each month will receive theii 
personalized  planned meals 
recipes,   and   shopping lists 
Send $18. check or m.o. for 
one year. Special Holiday Of- 
fer — Additional subscription 
.SI 6 each Inc-liiil.- Hll  n:iiM,.s iind aiMn-.ssos I'.s     How  .iluiut  :,  s.il,script i( >Miir l>iis\ i;imil>''.' 
Meal Planners, 

South Road Port WastiinKton, New York 11050 

HODr"" presents 
The best in 

ULTRASUEDE" 
accessories 

Finely stitched and sturdily zip- 
pered. Macfiine washable/tumble 
dry. Completely lined. 
Colors:    Tan,    Cornflower blue, 
Raspberry, Lilac, Navy. 
A. Cosmetic case (6" x 7") $12.50 
B. Eyeglass case QV2" x 7") $ 8.50 
Both as set-$20.00-Postage & 
handling $1. 
Money back guarantee — Money 
orders for prompt shipments. 

HODI^" Dept. HC P.O. Box 83 East station Vonkers. NY 10704 

A WREATH OF RED PEPPERS 
FOR CHRISTMAS 

Choose the round wreath or a four-foot-long 
garland. For sophisticated decor there's little 
to equal bright chili pepper pods ripened to a 
ruby red in the Southwestern sun, A color ac- 
cent to equal Autumn leaves. Imagine either 
wreath or garland beckoning at your window 
or doorway. 
CHRISTMAS WREATH, 18" Diam. $14.50 ppd 
GARLANDS, 4 FT. long $14.50 ppd. 

>■ i-iiohkhuifk uith ^loui I ll Hlh- JH pjH i s iiiiilci- ' h.trnr   or   chrrk   nm ptt il. 
t.lls 

Patio #2 SANTA FE, N M 87501 

for last-minute Christmas gifts 

COLLECTORS' ORNAMENTS 
Lovely crystal-clear acrylic tree ornaments that shim- 
mer and glow. Six traditional themes. The look of engraved 
crystal at a fraction the cost. Polished metal hanging 
loop. Gift-boxed. $5 each. Limited edition "Nativity" 
(Christmas 1977), 3V2" dia. S7.50. Add $1 post. Indicate 
selection by letter. Hocus Pocus in Georgetown Square, 
HG12, 10400 Old Georgetown Rd., Bethesda. MD 20014. 

SPLENDOR 

Pendant in 18k vermeil 
of King Tut's gold death 
mask. From jewelry coll- 
ection by designer, Sher- 
win Monroe, recreating 
striking pieces in Egyptian 
exhibition touring U.S. 
Pendant,        by iVs" 1 on 
24" gold-filled chain. $175 
ppd. Write for free catalogue. 
Replicas of Antiquity, HG12, 
760 Summer St,, Stamford, 
CT 06901. 

- - r 
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HAPPY CHOICE 

Fine English pewter flask and jigger 
Hand-hammered flask, 6 oz., 5"h., 
shades of the 20's for picnics, games 
$19.98. King-size jigger 2 oz. (one 

oz. mark, too) 2" h 
with "Just a thimbli 
full for me." $7.98 
Flask and jigger, 
$24.98. Add 750 poi 
Both custom-en- 
graved (print initial 
Lillian Vernon, GDI 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 1051 



HERB AND SPICE DECOR 

Recapture colonial holiday tra- 
dition with arrangement of 15 
freshly grown herbs and spices 
in beribboned 10" wicker 
basket. Background of arte- 
mesia and statice. S22.95 ppd. 
Gilbertie's Herb Garden. HG12, 
Sylvan Ave.. "Westport. CT 
06880. 

TOYS FOR PETS 

Wonderful, whimsical 
squeezeme" toys. Durable, 

colorfast, washable, sanitized 
latex rubber. Assorted colors. 
Imported from Spain. Each 5" 
overall. Package of three cater- 
pillar, hedgehog, ball. S9.95 
plus SI.50 post. Catalogue of 
pet products. Turen. Inc.. HG12. 
Etna Rd.. Lebanon. NH 03766. 

V MISS 

Big. beautiful blonde 20" 
doll with porcelain bisque 
head, shoulders, arms and 
legs. soft, pliable body. 
Hand-painted face. Pretty 
lace and ruffled trimmed 
print dress, floppy straw hat. 
S19.98 plus SI.75 post. The 
Ferry House. Inc.. HG12, 554 
North State Rd.. Briarcliff 
Manor. NY 10510. 

APRON DELUXE 

Ultrasuede? with its rich 
suede-like look and luxurious 
softness makes a stunning 
apron that's practical \oo. 
Machine wash n' dry. Won t 
shrink, pill, wrinkle, water-spot, 
stiffen. Colorfast navy corn- 
flower or brown taupe. Pocket 
inset on bib. two on sides. Ties 
at neck, back. One size fits all. 
S36 ppd. Free brochure of 
Ultrasuede^ accessories only. 
HODI,'"^"' HG12, Box 83. East 
Station. Yonkers. NY 10704. 

A FLURRY OF FILAGREE SNOWFLAKES . . . 
Mother Nature would be proud to call these her own. Three 
exquisite designs to wear as an elegant pendant or to orna- 
ment your tree. Plated in precious silver or gold, these delicate 
filagree snowflakes measure 2^li" diameter. 

\ CXXtxC- Depi 

$4.95 each, 2 for S9.50 
1 8" chain —S 1.00 extra. 

3 for $1 3.75. 
All postpaid. 

HG127 

Pleose order by number 
ond specify gold or silver. 
Shipped 1st class mail- 
same day received. 

I   S4.00 1^ 

INITIAL 
PENDANT 

Chunky gold tone 
Dar pendant has a 

real look. Swings heavily 
on a 16 gold filled chain Shown actua 
size   Personalized so it makes a 
thoughtful gitt  S4 00 

Matching stickpin & pierced ea'nr^c 
set, hypoailergenic posts S5 00 Speci', 
initial- (l,0,U,X,Y2, not available) Ace 
50C handling N J residents add 5"- 
sales tax We pay handling on orders 
c.er SI 5 00 

.Hr?F)ies Httic 

P O Box 369 Sunnmit. N J 07901 

r 

An Elegant Twist 

J      Give wings to any cork 
with our quality 
winged corkscrew 

THEN 

.Make any bottle of 
wine look like it cost a 
mint with this "silver" 
dnpless wine pourer 
plus stopper. 
Gift boxed together 
Usually . . S9.95 
Your price .... S8.49 

Send check or ^ont'u order to 

Gourmet Gallerv 
Dept 12E, Box 215, Millwood, N Y. 10546 

Add SI 25 handling per set 
.V. Y. residents add 5% tax 

SEN'D FOR FREE CATALOG 

CO 

o 

I 

0 

TUFTED TAPESTRY 
Wouldn't a timeless heirloom 
tapestry enrich your home 
atmosphere? Your family 
crest sculptured of wool 
hand made for you, will 
last many generations 
call us: 15171 349-5586 
or write (or our tapestry idea 
brochure. 

PO box 252 
Okemos. Ml 48864 

A RIES 
ZODIAK 
STONE 
CASTINGS 
Superb wall 
decor in- 
doors or 
outside: 
7x7 " nat- 
ural stone 
placques. 
designed 
for us by 
California 
artists 
John & 
Paula 
Napier 
Each is a 
spectacular 
example of 
bas relief, 
to hang 
alone or in 
multiple 
erouos. 

SO.95        51 80 ' each postage 
Set of Three: $27.95 S3.50 postage 
Send check.  BA.  MC.  DC or AX charge. Cha.ge oroers can call Tnll Frcr: iSOOl 648-5311: Catalog SI 

Each 

Nev.: 1800 1 992-5710. free with order. 

350 Powell 
Dept. HGI27 
San Francisco 
CA 94I0« 

71 



WICKER WONDERLAND | 
America's largest Collection of Willow & 
Rattan Furniture directly imported to Pass 
the Savings on to you. 

Elegant iind useful tor the cartMT woman. t, AHractive- ly made ol handwovt-n I; rattan, felt t) a c k i n K • -ind ncc<'nt- 1- d with hrass tiard- ware. lock ' .1 n d   t w o keys. 13 X    16 X 4 . S29.9S plus S2.00 postage. 
BATH Vvlfc^-iife.;^-' LIBRARY pifc 

l.o>rl.\ wall 
nu-K  lor or- j|: »   ,        j»     ~, .  g-. 
^aiiizatioii of 4 v>wil^l »l!g^P'''«=^ 
niial. Hitli 

GURIAN'S 

CREWEL BEDSPREAD 
Fabulous CREWEL from exotic India. 
Multi color designs, hand-embroidered in wool on hand-loomed cotton. A trea- 
sured Quality look—like no other fabric! 

TWIN $70 QUEEN $90 
FULL $80 KING $100 

CREWEL TABLECLOTHS 
70" ROUND $50 90" ROUND S60 

CREWEL FABRIC BY THE YD. 
ide  $1 4.00  yrd ppd. 

Marvelous for drapes, upholstery, etc. 
DIRECT-FROM-IMPORTER 

LOW PRICES! Immediate delivery. 
Send SOc in stamps for color catolog & swatch 

276 Fifth Ave.. Dept. G 127 
N.Y.. N.Y. lOOOl 0001 I 

eqchanted doll tpuse 

VICTORIAN WALL SHELF 
Holds books, knick-knacks, 
beauty aids on two sturdy wood shelves. Handwovin of natural rattan. 15" x 7' x 18" 
high. il3.95 plus postage. Painted white, yellow or green add S3.00. 

1977-78 DOUBLE DELIGHT 
Surprise! We combine our General 
and Miniature Catalogs into a 128 
page Edition, 80— in color. More 
Dolls. Dollhouses. Miniatures; Toys, 
Books, Games, Crafts. Send $2.00, 
Be On Our Mailing List. 

The Enchanted Doll House 
Dept. HG-127 

Manchester Center, Vt. 05255 

WICKER BED TRAY ■ plus ) S3.00 postage 
Breakfast in Bed! Compartmented. I lightweight handwoven of natural 
rattan.   23' x   13' x   10'  high, j 

WICKER WALL LAMP 
Handwoven of nat- ural   rattan. Com. 
pletely  wired with 
on/off   switch. 12" 
dia.   X   8" high. 
Suspended  from a 
wall bracket with 9^ 

foot rattan chain. Paint- 
ed white, yellow. I 

iVViv- green. pink. I blue. I orange' or I 
black 

add S2.00 

'Route 10, Dept. HG12, Succasunna, N.J. 07876 

Glamourize ^^ ith 
PRISM AND BOBECHE SET 

An alt-tmportant cr>stal set that adds a radi- ant lov»'lincss to candles, sconces, chandeliers. Bohi'chf with 3W diameter and 1" hole slips down over candle to catch wax drip. DanerU-s 8 prisms that ffUrtrr as they catch the tl::sh r-nd fire of the candtelipht above. Send ch'ck or money  order.   Satisfaction guaranteed. 
1 Bobeche an(i ' iV prisms. 

$650 
each, ppcl 

SI2.50 the set. 

1   Robechc   and ' '-" prisms 
$600 

each. ppd. 
M 1.50 the set. 

CRYSTAL CLASSICS   Dcpt 0-127 
17 Orchard Farm Road 

Port Washington. N.Y. 11030 

SHOPPING AROUND 

CLOISONNE BEAUTY 
A hand-crafted unisex pendant of 
Pharaoh's mask, inspired by the 
artifacts of Tutankhamun. Portrayal 
of gold original executed in vivid 
"New Kingdom" blues, reds and 
orange; 18k gold finish, 18" match, 
ing chain. $19.95 ppd. Jewels by 
Betty, HG2, 55A Saratoga Blvd., 
Island Park, NY 11558. 

ANNE OF GRACE 
Elegant Queen Anne chair is up 
holstered for comfort and beauty 
Seat cushion is reversible and zip 
pered. 31" w., 43" h., 19V2" d 
$211-$342 depending on fabric 
$165 in yours (61/2 yds., 54") 
Shipping coll. Catalogue, fabrics 
$2. Hunt Galleries, Inc., HG7712 
Box 2324, Hickory. NC 28601. 

from 
ITALY 

Glamorous Trunk Handbag 
Available for the first time by 
mail. This luxurious bag is car- 
ried by movie stars and social- 
ites...now direct to you! 
Queen (8" x 5" x 6") White/Bone/ 
Navy/Black/Camel/Gold/Silver/Red/ 
Brown/Green/Yellow S37.75 
Empress (9V2' x 5" x 6 ") White/Bone/ 
Navy/Black/Camel S39.75 
Princess (8"x4 •x4") Gold/Silver $38.75 

We Pay Postage. 4-6 week delivery. 
Check-Money Order-Master Charge-VISA 

Florida Residents add 4% 
Send your order with your name, 
address, city, state and ZIP to: 

VALLAUR IMPORT FASHIONS 
PO. Box 450574 Miami, Flonda 33145 

LANTERN ON HIGH 
Handcrafted ceiling lantern 
fine detailings is great for low m 
ings and hallways. 5" h.; 8", n 
or 12" widths. Choice of brasfS' 
copper to add a feeling of wart 
and friendliness. Send $1 forct-- 
logue. Heritage Lanterns, HGW': 
Sea Meadow Lane. Yarmouth,*; 
04096. 

BLANKET SUPPORT 
Fits all beds, frees feet from bj.i 
ding weight. Lifts contoured, re., 
lar or electric blankets for roc., 
ier, relaxing comfort. Holds b, 
spreads, extra covers at the rea 
Plastic-coated steel arms fold 
visibly flat when  bed  is m 
$8.98 ppd.  Better Sleep, HG.1 
New Providence, NJ 07974. 

BALLERINA SKIRT 
A pink satin top trimmed with 
glitter, combined with a skirl 
adorned with yards of pink net 
results in this frothy bit of fluff 
to charm any little girl right out 
of her dancing slippers! Built-in 
stretch back expands with 
growth. She'll love it for dancing 
class, school plays, or fun around 
home. Sizes: 4-6-7-8-10-12-14. 

$10.98 -I- $1.79 P&H. III. Res. 
add 5% Tax. Gift Catalog $1 

HOUSE   OF MINNEL 
530 Lark St., Dept. 5127 

Geneva, IL 60134 

172 House & Garde 



SHOPPING AROUND 

GAL EAGLES 
t bronze double eagle tops a 

:orative dinner bell to hang on 
race, patio or in the dining room 
>m Greece, it has Byzantine de 

characteristics. 15Vi" long 
9-95 ppd. Write to Shopping In 
national, Inc., HG12, 77 Shop 

fg International BIdg., Norwich 
05055. 

ALL-WEATHER FUN FORT 
Sturdy real Cedar Wood fort, that 
will last for generations—used out- 
doors. It's a big 5' by 6' by 5' with 
swinging gate, firing platform, 
blockhouse and ladder. Also ideal 
as a tree house. $68.95 F.O.B. 
Camden, NJ. Write to Cedar Prod- 
ucts. HG12. Box 84. No. Baldwin, 
NY 11510. 

- ■ - ■ HIDEAVv - • 
t tie Oriental colors and a Man- 

rin design make a beautiful 
cfne pot that will "do" favorite 
ants proud. 6" tall for mantle, 
ble. buffet. $16.95 each: pr.. 
52.95. Add $1.25 post, for one. 
1.75 per pr. Free color catalogue, 
ne Home Imports. HG12, Box 
397. Clifton. NJ 07015. 

NON-SKID PROTECTION 
These foam rubber pads adhere to 
glass frames. Savvy solution to 
glasses that slide down on the 
nose. The pads also relieve pres- 
sure of frames on sensitive skin. 
$1.98 for 12 pads plus 200 post. 
Write to Anthony Enterprises, 
HG12. 556 Mission St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

Swiss Music Boxes 

Memories are 
made from this. 

A pleasing gi^t for a loved one, a 
*nend or yourseH. in spite of all 
the mode''n stereo equipment, 
nothing IS more effective than 
the gentle tones o^ a music box 
for carrying a message to the 
heart. 

Send $1. *or catalog "-efundab'e' 

-12 Mam St Dept HG Avon. N.J. 07717 

..^ecember, 1977 

FAMILY CREST RINGS 

Ring        15xl4mm top, 
solid i4k gold 5195.00 
sterling silver $90.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. If you do have a coat of arms, just send 

us a photostat or picture of it and that 
IS what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arms send 
us your name and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (see below). 

3. If you wish you may design your own 
coat ot arms. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If. in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20.000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this jewelry 
is available, plus instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
$1.00 (deductible from first order). 

Remember, this jewelry is also available 
with any coat of arms, or any other em- 
blem or design you may send us. 
HERALDICA IMPORTS, INC. Dept. HG12 
21 WEST 46th ST. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036 

NEW SHOWROOM IN LEXINGTON 
Our acts and catalog give you only a 
taste of the beauty, charm, and variety 
of tab curtains. See them at either of 
these locations: 
PLYMOUTH: 327 Court Street (Rte 3A) 
LEXINGTON: 7 Meriom Street (on the green) 
Both open Tues. —Sot. 10-3 GINGHAM 

Natural: l»reshrunk muslin. White: (*olye..ter cotton tjU-lld. I-jnrstiell: Pol.vfster. cotton tjlend. T.\H CL'Kr.^IS'S l.KNGTH 4"' Natural or white or eKK>lielI  (no trim)  Sl« t;ini;hani ( Yellow. Oreen. Brown. Red. Hlue or I'inkl  SIH WOODEN Rons .WD BR.\( KET.'^ pe r set *4 I OLOR ( AT.\LOO FREE 

.About Stj" ide •i.T :!() 

Brackets onl\' -SS 
K.\BRH; S.A.MPLE.* 

Master fh;in7e Tel. (617^ 746-0110 liankamericard. For delivery in -^!a.ss. a Add S2.0() for i)Ostage and handliits. .'^end check or money order to: 

Dept. 512A. P.O. Box 899. Plymouth. Massachusetts 02360 

RUGS and TAPESTRIES 
OUT coUeclion of fine rujj and Ltpestries mit perfect with tny decor, tor waU or floor In- cluded fcre lovely Oneni*is. Nmjos. Scan- dm«viAn Ryu Coloru&ls. and Furopejin upestnes for frBming. wall hAncinf. needlework, etc 

^156 UrMO" $5 95. 20'\ :o*" $H 9^ Shipped Prcpiid 

SaUsfacUon 
Guaranteed 

Send $1-00 for our 
New Color Catalog 
* ide rancr of 5l>les. jjzea, and price* 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS F STABLISHED 19)1 

3028 N. Lincoln Ave. • Chicago. IL 60«S7 D«pt HG-127 (312)472-4848 
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM-OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 

Know where your 

money goes • • • 

Bates modern check-writint^ 
system saves time for 
busy people 

Handsomely styled 
leather-like 
binder 

CHECK 
THESE FEATURES 

• Complete personal accounting system. Designed to help with income tax reporting 
• Check carrier slide bar. Quickly aligns each check 
• Error proof, 'he check register is produced simultaneously as each check is written. 
• Expense record. Special columns for entries of tax deductible or other expenses. 
• Bank Reconcllatlon. Easily balanced for better control of personal finances. 
• Personalized. Your name printed on each check. 
• Compact. Binder folds to 8' 2" x 8' j" for easy storage. 
• Pocket Check Book System. Carbon copy memo eliminates check stub writing for 

a-A'Sy 'rom home checKS 
Start the new year with your personalized Bates check-writing system. Binder, 24 page 
check register. 250 checks and 2 pocket folders—all for only 523.95. The most efficient 
and time-saving personal accounting system available. Refills for checks and registers 
are available on order. Bates has supplied successful systems for over 25 years and 
knows the needs of their busy clients. 
Order now. All orders shipped via UPS. Allow 4 weeks delivery. (Cut Here) 

BATES ACCOUNTING FORMS CO., INC. • 22 Plain Ave. • New Rochelle. N.Y. 10801 
YES, I want the personalized Bates check-writing system. Rush me systems 
@ S23.95 each (incl. postage and handling) for a total of $   
N.Y residents add sales tax 
My check or money order for payment is enclosed together with voided check to be 
used as a guide tor imprinting bank name, computer code and personal name- 
Color of checks:   "Blue        Yellow Pink 
Name  
Address  
City   State Zip .HG-12 
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AKE A LOG 

Change old newspapers to logs for the fire in seconds! Just roll up 
newspapers using LOG ROLLER. Roll papers into a tight bundle, tie 
them with special binders and pop them into the fire. Four logs will 
burn up to IV2 hours. 

LOG ROLLER KIT with 112 Binders $3.98 + 55< Mailing Each 
100 Extra Binders $1.49 + 20e Mailing Each 100 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Antho)iy Enterprises ^s^v^ 
Dept. HG-127 

ission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 

NATIVITY CANDLE 
Traditional Nativity scene in a charming 
holiday decoration. The 6" high footed 
frosted cup holds a colorful inner candle 
glass. Light the candle and the scene is 
projected onto the outer glass. Choice of 
4 designs: #7344 Nativity (illust); #7346, 
colorful Holly; #7356, Santa and reindeer; 
#7363, Snowman family. We include a box 
of refill candles to last 30 hours. Send $5.95 
plus 850 shipping. Save! Send $11.90 for 2 
postpaid. Specify designs. Complete satis- 
faction guaranteed. Gift catalog 250. 

Many Things, Box 125 H12, No. Easton, Mass. 02356 

HOLLY «* 

FRESH CHRISTMAS HOLLY 
Deck ;he Halls with choicest sprays of alossy green, rich red herried En^tish Hol- ly! Ide.tl family, friends and husinrss gifts. Cards enclosed. Money-back guarantee. ALL PREPAID. Arrival Via surface transport* about a week before Christmas* by Air anytime requested. 

by Air $7.25 
Whoppincr Armloiul ■'Prays to 22" lonir. 

by Air $12.90 

H-2 
H-4 

.\\\ .Armload of Ho 
511 35* 

HC-6 ("halet Box. Bounty of holly plus aromaUc Ml. irreens. pine cones and Variesated holly. 
HG-37 Loads of Enjriish plus Variegated holl.y. l>ie pine cones, choice aro- matic Mountain «rreens. 

.25* 513 
by Air SIS.75 

by Air S2S.35 
(AIRMAIL suKsested to E. Coast & S.K. St.nt. s. Via Airmail only to Florida. Ha'.vaii I'.s. Possessions.) 

NORTHWEST CORNER STORE Loneview 2, Wash. 98632 

Hang-a-Tool 
Clears your basement or garage 
of clutter by keeping garden 
and workshop tools neatly or- 
ganized. The Hang-a-Tool takes 
hoes, rakes, mops, brooms, 
hammers, drills, and more. Its 
50" track is heavy-gauge steel, 
comes with 6 metal holders and 
4 mounting brackets. Hooks 
slide on track to allow flexibility 
m positioning bulkier tools. 
XL053-6 —Hang-a-Tool . . . $5.98 
Write for New Free Gift Catalog! 

Wiles Kimball 
!B Bond StOshkosh, Wi 54906 
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SOMEONE SPECIAL 
Have any photo reproduced as the 
face on a delightful 22" silk 
screened rag doll. Rainbow yarn 
hair. Fun gift to treasure. Send 
sharp, close-up photo, color or b&w 
(returned unharmed). $19.98 plus 
$2 post. Gift certificate available 
immediately. Be A Doll, Inc., HGE- 
127, 99 Prince St.. NYC. 10012. 

FLOWERY RUFFLES 
Natural cotton and polyester cur 
tains with tiny floral print ruffles 
Choose basic red, brown, blue 
green or gold. 45", 54", 63" 
$11.50; 72", 81". 90", $13.50 
10" by 70" valance, $3.75. Add $2 
post, per order. Write for free bro 
chure. Country Curtains. HG12 
Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

RICH HERITAGE 
Formal Chippendale chair hand- 
crafted of fine materials. Legs and 
stretcher of solid mahogany, solid 
brass nailhead trim. Over 50 colors 
of top-grain leather. 40"h. by 
32"w. by 34"d. $434.50. Ship, 
chgs. extra. Brochure $1. Carolina 
Leather House, HG-31, Box 5023, 
Hickory, NC 28601. 

STATUS SYMBOLS 
You'll want to flaunt your key ring 
when it looks like a "steal" from a 
world-famous spot. Maxim's W. C. 
Paris, Maxim's Pans. Savoy Gr//I 
London, George V Pans or Casino 
Monte Carlo. In solid brass, 21/2"'• 
Free catalogue. $3.95 ea. ppd. 
The Gift, HG12, 8797 Beverly 
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048. 

Superior. 

Mason Sullivan 
Handcrafted Clocks. 

I he finest woods 
.inci ini|iorted 
■no\ cmcnts 
distinguish Mason 

Sullivan's h) 
liitfei cnt styles of 
Hour, wall, and 
mantel clocks—all 
replicas ol classic 
antiques—also 
av.iilaLi4e in read\'- 
to build kits. Send 
.SI Ibr catalog and 
pl;'!is to build 
grandfather clock 
shown, or 50c for 
catalog alone to: 

MASON dVSULLIVAN CO. 
Dept. HGD8/39 Blossom Ave. 

Osterville, Mass. 02655. 

PREVENT MAIL 

THEFT! 
exclusive no reach 
in mail drop 
built- 

flag for 

agazine 
or news- 

paper 
m'' rack 

U.S. Postmaster approved for urban and 
suburban use. 

' Keep outsiders away from all checks 
and important mail. 
Send 29.95 plus 2.00 handling. Indicate 
color: black, coppertone, or blue/wfiite. 

Calif, rosidenls add 6°t. 
mem   P O. Box 71167. Dept. HI 
products     Los Angeles. Ca. 90001 
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Twelve 

wonderful ways 

to say 

Merry Christmas! 

When you give a Christimis 
gift of House & Garden, you 
give a gift of pleasure every 
month. Wonderful decorating 
ideas for every room, 
any budget. Glorious gardens. 
The best in architecture, 
antiques, crafts. The latest 
in furniture, fabrics, colors, 
and accessories. Ideas for 
living, to make life more fun. 
A ml the best recipes and 
entertaining ideas 
you can find anywhere. 

You can fill in the form 
across the page right now. 
Just before Christmas 
we'll semi you special 
greeting cards to sign 
as you wish and send 
to your friends. 
Give a subscription of 
House & Garden—it's like 
12 months of Christmas. 
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FAMOy^ COLORADO 1860 

$20 GOLD PC. 
STRUCK IN 10K ' 

SOLID GOLD 

(3 for S85) 

SHOWN 
EXACT SIZE*. 

Collector s item to hand down 
to future generations! 'Private 
Gold was originally struck in 
the I860's by assayers and 
banks. Limited quantity now 
minted as originals are valued up to $90,000! 

• SOLID 10K gold ... not filled" or plated! 
• Plus serial numbered certificate of gold authenticity! 
• Display case and history included! 10 DAY fVIONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

Maslefcnarge  L' BankAmencard  Exp Date 

Centre Com Co., Box 1, Dept.HE12Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 —Lnciosecl piease tind   
tor gold coinis) pius lor golden noiOer (bezel). Please ado '1,50 for 
■nsurance & handling, 
Accl No 
'Jame   
Address 
City_ . Stale . .Zip 
Due to gold tlucluation, ive may withdraw otter at any time CA residents add 6% sales tax. 

BUY 

WHOLESALE 

N SAVE!!! 

AnOtilcrYou Manufacturar 

CartReftisel " 

((SAVE  $30.00-$155.00)) 
# Large Selection # Solid WOOD 
• 31-day keywound pendulum movement 
9 Rich-Sounding ChimM 
Send 50c todoy for Compiete Detoiis &G:^r BfOcKre 

American Fomity Heirlooms Opt A7   M116 Oroixie Ave po-arrtx^,! QA 90723 

YOUR IRISH ROOTS 

IRELAND 

Yes, you can own a piece of your 
heritage—a square foot plot of tax- 
free land in County Donegal, Ire- 
land, deeded to the name of your 
choice. Handsome and ready to 
frame, this unique gift will delight 
your family and friends! Included is 
a detailed map of your Irish prop- 
erty. 

Send only $5.95 ppd. in check or 
money order with name to be in- 
scribed on deed to: 

Eire-Land Properties 
P.O. Box 95^198 

Needham, MA 02192 

SHOPPING AROUND 

GENTLEMAN'S LOUNGE CHAIR 
Designed for sheer comfort, hand- 
crafted to last a lifetime! Available 
in over 50 colors of Premium Top 
Grain Leather. H 35     W 35     D 39 
PRICE $434.50 

Shipping charges extra. No C.O.D. 
Send $1.00 for brochure 

For Personalized Stationery 
IVlakes expensive looking raised letter 
impressions of any 3 line name & ad- 
dress on your PAPER & ENVELOPES 
(reversible). No inks, service or main- 
tenance required. For home, office, 
clubs, etc. Print clearly, maximum 24 

Dept. HG-32 
Hickory, N.C. 28601 
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P.O. Box 5023 
(704-322-4478) 

characters per line. (For 
4 lines add $1.50.) 
Deskf^odel (r.otshown) $13.95 
Pa. res. add 5% • Catalog 250 

POSTAIVIATIC 
Dept. HG-1277. Ufayette Hi!!, 

$10-95 
Add SI.25 postage & fiandl. Each 
CO. 
Pa. 10444 

CHRISTMAS ADVENTURE 
"Follow the Star" conceived and 
narrated by actress Mala Powers. 
LP album with Christmas stories, 
one for each of 24 December days 
corresponding numbered star "win- 
dow" Advent calendar. Symphonic 
background. $30 ppd. Exclusive at 
Neiman-Marcus, HG12, Ervay and 
Main Sts., Dallas, TX 75201. 

IT CAN FLIP 
Two-way planter, hand-finished ce- 
ramic look. Unique mushroom de- 
sign that can be used either upright 
or flipped over. Whichever way, it's 
a distinctive conversation piece. 
Natural color. 6" by IVi"- $5.95 
plus 850 post. Campana Art Prod- 
ucts, HG12, 700 W. 27th St., Hia- 
leah, FL 33010. 

WHAT'S IN A NAME? 
Full color animal characters in a 
name picture made up of 3"h. ani- 
mal letters. Self-stick backed. $5.95 
up to 8 letters, 11" by 14" mat. 
Additional letters, 750 ea. Whole 
alphabet plus extra vowels, $9.95 
plus $1 post. Names by Carrie, 
HG12, Richland Ave., Box H-295, 
Oakland Gardens, NY 11364. 

COLONIAL PRINT 
Curtains in permanent press Ko- 
del/cotton. 84" w. per pr. 30" 
long, $6.50; 36", $7; 45". $8; 54", 
$9; 63", $10; 72", $11; 81", $12; 
val, $3; ties, $1 pr. Ivory ground, 
green/red/blue/brown/gold print. 
Add $1.75 post. Booklet, swatches 
$1. Mather's, HG12, 31 E. Main St., 
Westminister, MD 21157. 

1976 MEMENTO 
Presentation set of US Bicenten- 
nial 24k gold plated coins is unique 
and sure to increase in value over 
the years. These coins are in a dis- 
play case. One set, $10.50; two, 
$19; three, $25; 10, $75. Add 500 
post, a set. Order from Novel Guild, 
HG12, 31 2nd Ave., New York, NY 
10003. 

ANGELS OF ANTIQUITY 
Renaissance feeling captured in 
angels from Italy. Hand-painted 
in subtly mellow antique colors. 
Unbreakable composition to grace 
the tree for season after season. 
About 2l^"-23^" tall. Set of six 
$5.98; two sets $9.98. Add 500. 
post. Lillian Vernon, GDE, 510 So. 
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

SWISS CUTLERY SET 
Forged of finest grade stainless 
steel, nickel silver rivets, sure-grip 
rosewood handles. Forschner. 
Knife blade lengths: 10" French 
cook's. 31/4" paring, 6" boning, 7" 
cook's/slicer, 10" cimeter; 11" 
fork. Six in set $49.95 plus $1. 
M.C. I.A. Inc., HG12, HGE 127, P.O. 
Box 2487, Hyattsville, MD 20784. 

WOVEN STRAW CADDY 
Ideal for picnics and buffets. It 
has separate compartments to hold 
silverware, plates and napkins. 
Neat double handle for easy, tip- 
free use. IOV2" by 41/2" by GVa"- 
Great for any outdoor occasion. 
$4.98 plus 750 post. Harbour 
House Gifts, Dept. 444, Mt. Pleas- 
ant Ave., Mamaroneck, NY 10543. 

HANDSOME ACCESSORY 
Handcrafted virgin copper waste- 
basket, 14" H. Copper is antiqued, 
then jeweler's lacquer applied to 
protect surface. Three initials, with 
caduceus for physician or scales-of- 
justice for attorney. $25 ppd. Free 
catalogue. Gregory E. Hentzi, Dept. 
HG12, 59 Brown St., Waltham, MA 
02154. 
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BIRDS IN BASKET 
Charming decoration inspired by 
an old Christmas legend to bring 
happiness and luck. Chirp at slight- 
est touch, sing when breeze sways 
nest. Red flocked birds sit on plas- 
tic greenery and lifelike nest. 31/2" 
by 2^2"■ No winding, no batteries. 
$1.99 plus 35C post. Holiday Gifts. 
312-70, Wheat Ridge, CO 80036. 

UNIOUE SET 
Cutting board with removable lu- 
cite top and gingham insert, has 
non-slip rubber tips. Board, 10y2" 
by 71/2" by 3^", cleaver, 6 ging- 
ham 5x7 cocktail napkins: brown, 
red, blue: $17 plus $1.75 post.: 
17" sq. dinner napkins, ea. $1. 
750 post. Dining-ln, HG12, 35 W. 
36th St., New York, NY 10018. 

SH-H-H PEACE 
Silence is golden, but these days 
we get precious little of it. Soft, 
pliable silencers slip into the ears, 
have an easy-to-grasp flange. Slip 
them in every night for refreshing 
sleep. $2.98 a pair plus 200 post. 
Anthony Enterprises. HG12, 556 
Mission St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

Remodeling? "COUNTRY CHBRM" Appliances 

WILL GIVE YOUR Early American Kitchen 
Convenience and Authenticity 

AUTOMATIC 
ELECTRIC RANGE . . . 

. . . authuntiC CAST IRON 
reproduction from original 
patterns. Combined with 
the Early American charm 
of this handsome antique 
is the convenience of fully 
automatic oven and burner 
controls, and an eaby-care 
porcelain top. Coffee mill 
uniquely houses clock, oven 
timer and minute minder. 
Fits modern range space. 
Prices start at S635.00, plus 
freight charges. 
CAST IRON WALL OVEN 
. . . Front IS CAST IRON with 
handsome scroll design. The 
18' oven is fully insulated 
and porcelain lined. Hearth 
door conceals all controls, 
clock and timer. Available 
in right or left hand door 
models. Price $375.00 plus 
freight charges 

Made and Sold On 

ECX HGI27 
' Old Fashioned Gifts" 

Quality Backed by 35 Years 
of Skilled Craftsmanship. 

Send 25C <or your 
"COUNTRY CHARM" 

Appliance Folder 
and Gift Catolog. 

ldiiJi)l;l:UJMi]'l 

TERBY BUBESylNC. 

The Only Terry Robe 

With 3 Lbs. Of Super 

Absorbent 100% 

High Quality Cotton 

ORIGINALLY $35 
It s All Cotton... And It s Just 

$24.00 
FOR HIM or FOR HER 
COLORS: 
Light Blue • Honey Gold 
Pure White • Navy Blue 

IT S A NATURAL      Pure cotton terry 
robe of the finest quality LOOPED ON 
BOTH SIDES FOR GREATER AB- 
SORBENCY Smashingly styled in the 
very   popular  3,4   length  with TWO 
ROOMY PATCH POCKETS   Loose fit- 
ting for extra comfort 
Fantastically versatile     wrap up cozily 
after bath or shower at beach or pool 
A terrific house robe or lounger Washes 
and wears beautifully year after year of 
rugged use     superb workmanship 
woven and tailored in China 
Just S24 
Sizes small medium large 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK. 
 MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY — — —  
TERRY ROBES. INC c,o Graypar Industries 
Dept A-9, 179 Sawmill River Road • Yonkers, New York 10701 
What a beautiful buy' 

Please rush one 100°o Cotton Terry Robe as indicated Size  Color   
for the amazingly low price of lust S24 00 plus SI 00 postage and handling 

Save' Order 2 for only S45 00 plus SI 50 postage and handling 
Size Color Size Color  

Enclosed IS     checker     money order for S         (Add applicable sales tax 
Charge to      Visa BankAmencard       Master Charge 
Acct Interbank =_ Exp Date 
Signature  
PRINT NAME 
ADDRESS   
CITY  ,STATE. .ZIP. 

FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

SLEEPS AND EATS GOLF? 

Framed and ready to hang, a tasteful joke for the serious 
golfer. If he doesn't put it up, his "widow" will. 6I/2" by 
SVA" with green backing and replica golf ball. The gag gift 
for every golfer. 

GOLFER'S DIET PLAQUE #132 
$2.98 Plus 600 Postage & Handling Each 

Wo COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 
Dept. HG-127 

556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

YOrR TAT DESERVES A f ATSEE 

The Catsle is a proven 
cat toy that will give 
your pet many hours 
of enjoyment. Just 
leave it accessible to 

r*^«r^^ your cat who will play 
J in and around it when 

desired. Sit back and 
watch the fun. $3.95 
Ppd. 

CATSLE   P.O. Box 159, Main Streel, Barnstable, MA 02630 

■ J 

Hurricane Lamps 
Hand cut crystal spears reflect rain- 
bows of light to bring magic to any 
room. Etched chimney, scalloped 
bobech and imported base are per- 
fectly proportioned in each elegant 
lamp. Completely electrified, 16" h. 
5" dia. Pair, only $49.95. Shipping 
Chgs. Collect. Sorry no COD'S, Mas- 
ter Charge or BankAmericard wel- 
come. 
Po. ffs. add r>''r tax • send 25' for catalog 

LUIGI CRYSTAL 
7332 Frankford Ave., G12-7, Phila, Pa. 19136 
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NAME PUZZLE 
What is more appealing to a child than 
his or her own name? NAME PUZZLES 
are custom made for each child with 
unique, stylized, upper case letters. 
Puzzle^ are about Zy^" high and made 
of fresh smelling, well sanded and 
oiled pine. 
To order send the chilcf's name, ship- 
ping address, and $1 10 per letter (ex 
"ERROL" wouU? be $5.50) post paid! 

THE TOY FACTORY 
Dept. GC, 88878 Kvay 101 

Florence, Or. 97439 
Our catalog of Soys, games and books is included w(tn orders. Please SPna sol for cataloe alone. 

MAKE A FARM QUILT 
Unique quilt pattern with 18 farm 
scenes is printed on paper in ac- 
tual size ready to transfer with 
dressmaker's carbon. Yardage esti- 
mates, patterns, instructions, $3, 
plus 250 post. Style is from a 
Tennessee original. Contemporarj^- 
Quilts, Dept. HG-25, 3466 Summer 
Ave., Memphis, TN 38122. 

GRACEFUL STYLING 
Swivel bar stools of rattan have 
handwoven seats and backs, strong 
rattan legs with rattan wrappings 
for extra strength. Perfect for fam- 
ily eating counter. 24" high 
$54.95; or 29" high $59.95. Add 
$5 post. each. Catalogue 250. 
Fran's Basket House, HG12, Route 
10, Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

AH, MONEY 
Handsome clear Lucite dollar sign 
contains U.S. currency that has 
been officially shredded by the De- 
partment of the Treasury. 6" h. 
sign with 50,000 dollars, $20; 15" 
sign with 1 million, $150. Ppd. 
Certificate inci. Anthony Pour, 
HG12, Box 2009, Grand Central 
Sta., New York, NY 10017. 

QUEEN ANNE IN A KIT 
Elegant reproduction of a Queen 
Anne secretary comes in kit form. 
Wood is solid 3^" Pennsylvania 
cherry, pre cut and sanded. Brass 
finished hardware, locks and keys. 
Also available fully finished. Write 
for free color literature. Emperor 
Clock Co., HG12, Dept. QA-21, 
Fairhope, AL 36532. 

CLEARLY ELEGANT 
Acrylic-and-chrome cheese board 
and sheer is certain to please prac- 
tically anyone on your gift list. The 
removable slicer is 7%" long, has 
acrylic handle. Cheese board is 7" 
by 5". Set $8.49 plus $1.25 post. 
Send for free catalogue. Gourmet 
Gallery, HG12, Box 215. Millwood, 
NY 10546. 

MARYLAND'S BEST 
Favorite recipes handed down for 
generations and adapted for today 
in cloth-bound 372 page cookbook. 
140 illustrations of Maryland, his- 
torical data, and customs. Ideal 
gift for all occasions. $7.95 plus 
$1 post. The Hammond Harwood 
House, HG12, 19 Maryland Ave., 
Annapolis, MD 21401. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

ASTERN ACCENT 
jpvely slender bracelet of green 
:de curves, gracefully linked by 
old-plated Chinese characters, a 
afety clasp. Three ideograms rep- 
fsent good fortune, wealth, longev- 
y. A gift with built-in wishes. 
7.95 plus $1 post. Sino-American 
usiness Associates, HG12, Box 
6, Newark, DE 19711. 

[HUT EYE 
)leep is king night or day when you 
Ion the mask; shuts out any flick- 
ir of light that could disturb the 
)syche, the body's rest. Flexible 
oil and elastic band's so con- 
•tructed that it fits any cranium. 
52.98 plus 300 post. Anthony 
enterprises, HG12, 556 Mission St., 
Jan Francisco, CA 94105. 

HANDMADE CREWEL FABRIC 
Rich, multi-tone wool flowers, hand- 
embroidered on hand-loomed cotton. 
A centuries old art from Kashmir. For 
upholstery, slip-covers, pillows, cur- 
tains, bed-spreads, table-cloths. . . 
Direct from the craftsmen! 

$13.00 a yd. ppd. (54" wide) 
(Satisfaction guaranteed or money back) 

GILL IMPORTS 
Dept. HG-127. Box 631 

Croton-on-Hudson. N.Y. 10520 
(Order now or send 50c for swatch and color brochure) 

THRIVES ON AIR 
Mysterious fern is a beauty that 
requires no soil or water, but lives 
on air alone. Hang it in a sealed 
window or dark corner that needs 
color. Brown, orange, green, red. 
blue. Long lasting. $1.25 each 
ppd. National Card 'n Gift Co., 
HG12, Box 3363, 625-627 New- 
port Ave., Portsmouth, VA 23701. 

LACE-EDGED LOVELIES 
Four inch Spanish lace trims 100% 
unbleached cotton muslin curtains, 
with easy-care finish. Generous 90" 
wide per pair. 45", 54" I., $27; 
63", 72", $30; 81", 90", $33. 10" 
by 80" valance, $11. Add $2 post, 
per order. Send for free catalogue. 
Country Curtains, HG12, Stock- 
bridge, MA 01262. 

STUDY 

INTERIOR 

DESIGN 
• B.F.A. Degree Program 
• 3 Yr. Diploma Course 
• 4 Mo. Certificate Course 
• 6 Wk. Summer Session 

Classes start Sept., Feb. and July 
Approved by Bd. of Regents of the Univ. 
of the State of N.Y. Send for Catalog Rll 

HOME STUDY COURSE STARTS NOW. 
CataloR CH 

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF 
INTERIOR DESIGN 

155East56thSt., N.Y. 10022 i 
V, ,  ^ 

personttlized 

ffttrmeni huf/s! 

• custom embroidered monogram! 
• fine nylon—strong yet feather- 

light and water-repellent! 
• well made in the U.S.— 

3 sizes, 3 colors! 
Clothes go v;rinkle-free to plane, 
train or car! Superbly made v/ifh 
long side zips, generous gussets. 
Holds 6 dresses or 3 suits or coats. 
Great at home for gowns—luxe gift! 
Specify bag color, PRINT initials. 
NAVY (red monogram) 
RED (black monogram) 
BLACK (gold monogram) 

9141- 40" for suits $15.98 
9142- 50" for coats 

or dresses $17.98 
9143- for formals $19.98 

Add 50c pos/oge & handling 
New York residents add taxes. 

Dept. GDI, 510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

BAKED TO ORDER, 

Shipped to Your Friends 

ORICINWL 

'that famous C;()ri.icaiia, Texas 
Fruit Cako." since 1896 

I'.itjoyed thritujihout America 
and in I5H foreifiti lands 

.Serve and f^ive the only 
fruit cake ever to win the 
New York Gourmet .Society 
.Award for Excellence 

COLLIN STREET BAKERY 
P.O. Box 913, Corsicana, Texas 75110 

Please ship:  21b.; .   3 1b ; 5 1b. 
n Ship to me. 
□ Attached list shows addresses, sizes, de- 

sired arrival dates. Payment enclosed. 

MY NAI«E_ 

ADDRESS- 

CITY  

STATE- .ZIP_ 

'I'luTo's still time to order this heau- 
tiful Christmas cake for e\er>one 
on your nift list (pre-Christmas 
arrival assured). Favored hy host- 
esses for more than 81 years, the 
DeLuxe is eustom-haked for you 
and mailed straight from our kitch- 
ens. Filled uitli juiciest imported 
fruits and rich Texas pecans — flavor 
so perfect tic guarantee it the he.it 
i/oii'vc ever houglit, haked, or eaten, 
or money fjrompthj refunded. 

ORDER NOW . . . SEND GIFT LIST AND 
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. Holiday packed, 
cake's colorful history enclosed. Tell us how 
to sign gilt cards. Postpaid: 2 lb.. J6.75. 
3 lb , $9.55: 5 lb., $15.45: Discount on 25 
cakes or more. 
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WATER THIRSTY PLANTS WHILE ON A TRIP 

Planning a trip but worried about your thirsty plants? Annazing 
wicks feed just right amount of water up to 8 weeks. Can be 
used all year around with all plants. Will not rot or mildew. 

SET OF 4 PLANT NURSEMAIDS $2.98 + 20^ Mailing Each Set 
SET OF 2 EXTRA LONG PLANT NURSEMAIDS 

FOR LARGE PLANTS $2.98 + 20t Mailing Each Set 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 

6,50 
700 

00 
900 

10 00 
63'  1150 
Val, 54x11 4,50 
Ties, pair , 1,00 

\ Unquilled Spreads TWIN FULL $30 $34 
Canopies TWIN FULL 

$26 $28 
Pillow Sham     $ 8 00 

Classic Colonial 
GINGHAM 

These are the same authentic ginghams as featured In our store Our customers love the extra fullness (78" wide) and the perky 3" rullles. 
Available in red/white, blue/white, yellow/vvhite, green/white, pink/white. or brown/white Polyester and cotton 
Perma Press. The checks are 

OKDFK^ SHIPPED PROMPTL) 

Ou-ii MO. Miisii'i C/iiiisi- ,.i VISA ■\MS: <lii;vn(ix Money Biu k Giminnli-al 
^ CURTAIN CORNER * Paradise Green, Dept. G-12, Stratford, Conn. 06497 j 

Butcher 

Bloc 

34" high work table 36" X 34". S132.00 48" X 24". $146.00 60" X   30". $184.00 or clioose :30" rtinintr height table at same prices. Lockine: SJiepherd Casters. .¥2.5 .1.1'Iltlon.Tl 
Two-inch thick maple butcher block 
top, durable bench-construction 
frame. Sent express collect. In Illi- 
nois, add applicable taxes. Send 
check or money order, no C.O.D.'s 
please. 
For complete catalog of exciting 
butcher block furniture, send 50( to: 

butcher block ft more 
The Schoenhelt Company 

Dept. HG-127A, 1600 S. Clinton, Chicago 6*61i 
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Needlepoint a flying horse from a rare & 
beautiful 9th C. Byzantine silk. Hand- 
painted, IS X 16, $40., Post $1. Choice of: 

1. Charcoal & gold on paprika 
2. Black & natural on copper 
3. Gold S red on dark blue 

MUSEUM MASTERPIECES 
A unique collection of needlework 
spanning 2000 years of world art. 

Catalog, design & stitch tips, $1. 

JANE WHITMIRE 
2353 S. Meade HGI2. Arlington. Va. 22202 

GOOD MORNING 
Delicious red grapefruit from the 
famous Rio Grande Valley In Texas. 
Individually selected and packed; 
juicy oranges included if requested. 
All fruit is guaranteed. Half bushel, 
$9.65; bushel, $14.25. Ppd. Order 
now, pay Jan. '78. Pittman & Davis, 
826 N Exp., Harlingen, TX 78550. 

TO KEEP IN CAR iH' 
Lucite window scraper, a ha w""! 
automobile accessory and a g tdili 
gift item. In leather-look vinyl ci 
Comes engraved with three-in WW 
monogram (underline the initia JW' 
last name). $10 plus 950 p 
The Unicorn Gallery, HG12, 15: »S« 
New Hampshire Ave., Colesv 
MD 20904. 

AMPLE CARRYALL 
King Tut tote is as practical as it 
is handsome. In natural canvas 
with black wood handles and trim. 
Has two faces of Egyptian Pharaoh 
on both sides of tote. Holds your 
everyday needs, plus parcels. 15" 
by 14". $22.50 ppd. Catalogue $1. 
House of Minnel. Dept. 5127T, 
530 Lark St., Geneva, IL 60134. 

WRITE AWAY 
Distinctive selection of papers a 
type styles in letter size 53^" 
734" and notes which fold to 3^ 
by 53/i". All with matching env! 
lopes. Floral prints, woodgrain 
fects, gingham, art deco, other d 
signs in free color catalogue, sar 
pies. The Letter Box, HG12. Bd'" 
371, Woodbury, NY 11797. 

W 
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IMPORTED BOBECHES 
Elegant crystal wax-catchers to slip 
over candle, watch radiant crystal 
glitter from the flash of flame 
above. Each bobeche 3" dia., 1" 
candle opening. Order design by 
letter. Six in set $7.95 ppd. Crystal 
Classics, HG-127, 17 Orchard Farm 
Rd., Port Washington, NY 11050. 

WARM AND WOOLY 
Lambskin moccasins in genuine 
reverse shearling have lamb's fleec> 
wool lining. Soles are softly padded, 
trim is suede; stitching is hand- 
laced. Heel tabs are for easy slip- 
on. Beige in sizes 5-10. $14 plus 
$1.50 post. Write to Vicki Wayne, 
HDA, 600 S. Country Club, Tucson, 
AZ 85716. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

D IT YOURSELF 
lii )or Man's Catalogue is chock-a- 
'j|ock full of plans and ideas for 

ilding furniture and other items, 
has money-making plans, energy 

livers, arts and crafts plus a Poor 
ploman's section and unusual tool 

isfies. Send $1 to Poor Man, HG- 
111.   240   Kinderkamack Rd., 
radell, NJ 07649. 

BRIGHT FORECAST 
Authentic hand-blown replica of 
Captain's Weather Glass actually 
predicts weather changes eight to 
twelve hours in advance. Wy^" h. 
Black metal mounting bracket and 
directions incl. $8.95 plus $1 post. 
Catalogue, 250. Huntleigh Galler- 
ies, HG12. 3612 Huntleigh Dr., 
Raleigh, NC 27604. 

/lYSTERY TOP 
..lectronic novelty spins for days 
|n invisible wireless power that 
ou can defy anyone to see or to 
nderstand. Scientific secret in 
ift box. Black spinner, plastic 
lase. (Shipped promptly.) $7.95 
ilus $1 post.; three $22.65 ppd. 
ohnson Smith Co., HG12, 35075 
Automation, Mt.Clemens, MI48043. 

OPTIC OPERA AIDS 
Folding opera glasses. Slip into 
handbag or pocket. Sports fans, 
theater buffs, ballet bugs love 
them. Makes balcony seats seem 
like first-row center! Chrome 
plated, 2.5 magnification. $5.98 
plus 600 post. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG12, 556 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

FROM FACTORY TO YOU - 

COLONIAL 

LADDERBACK 

Native 
Hardwood 

Height 42" 
Seat 17'/2" X 14" 

Weight 10 lbs. 

Matching Arm Chair 
add $3.00 to prices 
below. 
Fiber Rush Seot. All 
Woven by Hand- 
Old Fashioned? 
Sure! Economical? 
You Bet. 

Sanded-Ready to finish-$15.95 
Walnut—Maple—Pine 
Wood finish-$19.95 

Minimum Order, 2 Pieces 
Send check or money order. No C.O.D. 

U.P.S. Collect-SOc lor Cofo/oque 
MARION TRAVIS 

P.O. Box 292. HGI2. Statesville, N.C. 28677 

wooden shadowbox 

To show off all your tiny treasures, 
36 individual niches in random sizes 
for every kind of mini-collectible! 
Fully assembled, with hanging hooks. 

Natural wood finish, an impressive 
163/4x133/4x2" deep. Niches IW to 
2%" wide, 1%" to 4" high. 
9367   Shadowbox  $9.98 

Add $1.50 post. & hdlg. NY residenfs add opplkable faxes 

UlilAN ^E^riori 

Dept. GD3 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

O./VE PERFECT ROSE 

The lovely aronia of Sprino; fills the air witii the 
rose's first bloom. Renowned metal sculptor 
Perry Marshall has created one perfect bud 
atop this hand-made copper bell. Petals and 
leaves are hand enamelled and fired to a fade- 
jjroof gloss. Specify red, white, pink or yellow 
rosebud. $12.00 (+.|1.50 ins. pstg.) 

Dept. HG12, Box 4405 
New Hampshire Ave. 

Colesville, Maryland 20904 
Md. residents add tax 

Winter's Coming! 

You Need the 

Radial Chain. TM 
The New Champion Radial Cham " is 

designed for today s radial tires. 
Installs fast & easy, allows higher dry pavement 
speeds.   Smooth, quiet and super strong 
The Radial Cham" is superior by design The 
Radial Cham."   The tested new approach to 
the old problem of winter driving 
California approved. 
10". 12", 13"-34 95 14", 15". 16"-39.95 
Postage included     VISA MASTER CHARGE CHECK 

To order Send Name, Address, Zip, Car Make, Year, Model, Tire Size & Make, Snow or Reg (like Chevy 75 Nova, Goodyear G78-15 Snow Tire) 
CHAMPION CABLE CHAIN, INC. 

400 Fourth St., 
Swanton, Vt. 

05488 

CHOPPER 1 ... A NEW AND BETTER 
LOG-SPLITTING AXE 

Unique splitting levers in the axe 
head make it virtually impossible for 
CHOPPER 1 to stick in the log, yet 
are powerful enough to split most 
varieties of wood with a single stroke. 
A great gift idea for DAD! Send 
$32,95 to: Chopper Industries. P.O. 
Box 87, Dept. 400, Easton, Pa, 18042. 

GIANTI^OIICAL GRASS PLUMES 
adoreil by decorators 

Ptump, feathery and five feet tall. 
You may have seen these natural 
earth-tone beauties elsewhere but not 
at this price. Bundle of fifteen is $10 
plus $2 post Custom dyeing - add $4 
& colons). Tropical Plant Institute. 
Box21496,Ft. Lauderdale FL 33335 
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1000 
RETURN 

ADDRESS 
LABELS 

1 
00 

1000 (iiimmoil ecnnomv nninp niul .iiuitBss labels 
Oiinlcil in black wilb AI\IY nnine, nddtess, ?ip 
foilo Up 10 4 linos. Oidef S717 Set of 1000 
Economy Labels (boxed) SI.00 

250 
Self-Stick 

GOLD 
FOIL 

LABELS 

$|98 

Gleaming gold foil labels stick to any clean, diy 
surface - need no moistening Rich black print- 
ing, classic border Older P6128 Set of 250 
Gold Fod Labels (boxed) $1.98 

250 
Self-stick 

WHITE 
GLOSS 
LABELS 

$jj98 

Glossy white self-stick labels clihff Iff anv smooth 
surface - no moistening. Sharp black printing up 
to 4 lines Order P6030 Set of 250 White Gloss 
Labels (boxed)  SI.98 

Walter Drake 
302-C Drake Building 

Colorado Springs. CO 80940 

MAME. 

ADDRESS. 

CITY , 

STATE .ZIP. 
 S717 1000 Labels^S) each        S • 
 P6128Gold Foil Labels@Sl.98 eachS. | 
 P6030 White Gloss Labels@Sl .98 eaS • 
Add 20C per set for postage & handling S ) 

|SATISFACTION GUARAI\ITEED      Total S__| 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE GRANDFATHER CLOCK KITS 

STARTING UNOER 

<200 
(including West 
German movement) 

• Heirloonn quality 
• Solid V4" hard- 

woods: black wal- 
nut, cherry, ma- 
hogany, oak 

• Easy to assemble, 
parts pre-cut 

• Solid brass West 
German chiming 
movements 

• Money back 
guarantee 

• Factory direct 
prices 

• Prompt shipment 
MASTER CHARGE •nd BANKAMERICARO/VISA 

Write (or FREE color catalog ACCEPTED 

EMPEROR 
C LOCK COMPANY WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 

OF GRANDFATHER CLOCKS 
Dept. 311 Emperor Industrial Park 

Fairhope. Alabama 36532 

If you can't find 

the one you want... 
Perhaps we can. We have over 
1000 active, inactive and obso- 
lete patterns. All of them ready 
for immediate delivery. 
We will also purchase diamonds, 

jewelry and silver for cash. 

Julius Goodman & Son 
113 Madison Ave • P.O. BOX 3195 

(901)526-8528 -Mempfiis, TN 38103 

SHOPPING AROUND 

SAVE 
YOUR 

EART 

RENTAL-PURCHASE Program Available 
Your STAIR GLIDE' installs easily and in less tfian 2 tiours. No marring walls or stairway No 
special wiring required. Shipped directly from 
factory witfiin 4 days STAIR GLIDE" tfie 
nation s largest selling stairway lift' UL LISTED 
USED BY THOUSANDS: CARDIAC PATIENTS, 
ARTHRITICS, SENIOR CITIZENS. RE- 
STRICTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITES, POST 
OPERATIVES and tiousetiold convenience (outdoor models available) 
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND NAME OF DEALER NEAREST YOU. 
AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE* CORP. 

4001 East138lh, Oept HG127 
Grandview, Missouri 64030 j 

CUSTOM BEDSPREADS THAT FIT! 
That's what you get when we quilt and 
design your fabric to your bed's dimen 
sions. Beautifully tailored from your 
fabnc and superbly constructed. All 
qualities you need for the ultimate in 
decorating. Let us match or contrast 
pillows, valances, drapes and head 
boards from your fabric. Write today 
for Color Brochure for 
only '1.00. We've been 
experts in custom spreads 
for over 25 years. 

Box 191 - Dept. HG 127 
Southern Pines, N. C. 28387 
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GOLD RUSH DAYS 
Seven unusual lithographs from 
daguerreotypes done in the days of 
the gold rwsh are printed on qual- 
ity paper, 16" by 20", ready to 
frame and hang in homes of the 
1970's. Shipped in art mailing 
tube. $35 ppd. Olde Towne Origi- 
nals, HG12, 1218 41st Ave., Box 
22794, Sacramento, CA 95822. 

WORLD FAMOUS CAKE 
The only fruit cake ever to win 
New York Gourmet Society Aw 
for Excellence. Famous since IBS 
Custom-baked deluxe cake fill' 
with imported fruits, Texas pecaul 
2 lbs., $6.75; 3 lbs., $9.55; 5 lb 
$15.45, Ppd. Collins Street Bake> 
HG12,   Box  916,  Corsicana, ' 
75110. 
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MAKE IT PERSONAL 
Your tree becomes more precious 
when you add unique silver-plated 
ornaments from Reed and Barton. 
Each ornament is 2l^" in diameter 
and displays two easily inserted 
photos. Decoration to love every 
year. Each $5.50 ppd. Keller and 
George, Dept. HG12, 214 E. Main 
St., Charlottesville, VA 22901. 

COAL CHRISTMAS 
A Christmas diamond is a genuin 
piece of anthracite to slip in th 
toe of a special stocking hung b 
the chimney with care. Comes wit! 
a special poem about the traditioi 
of coal at Christmas. $4.98 ppd 
V.C.G. Novelty Corp., HG12, 2( 
Jacobson St., Huntington, 
11743. 

$1.95 

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT! 
THE GLORIOUS GOOBER COOKBOOK 

by 
MRS. CORNELIUS VANDERBILT WHITNEY 

Give the most popular peanut cookbook of 
all—now in its third printing! Even children 
can make these delicious, nutritious recipes, 
from "Plains and Simple Chicken" to "Miss- 
issippi Macaroons". Perfect recipes for holi- 
day giving—make your own presents this year. 

MAPLE HILL PRESS, Box 890 
Lexington. Kentucky 40501 

Please add 350 postage & handling. 

Adjustable Book Rack Attractive Appalachian red oak 
book rack is 18" long and makes 
a unique and practical gift for 
use on desk, table or kitchen 
counter-top. End plate on book 
rack slides on dowels to snugly 
capture an assortment of books 
and leaves space for plant or art 
object. Available with dark or nat- 
ural oil finish. Orders will be han- 
dled promptly. $10.00 ppd. 

Edoak Designs 
775 TRABERT AVE. 
ATLANTA, GA 30318 

House & Garden 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

<NIGHTLY NUMBER GAME 
Sew board game was developed by 

A* i professional educator to teach 
IS humbers as well as to reinforce 
Slmumber skills. It includes a color- 

ful playing board, cards, knights 
)3nd directions for play. For age 
eight and  up. $8.95 ppd. White 
Oaks Enterprises, HG 12, PO Box 
44, Owings Mills, MD 21117. 

FLORAL STRIPES 
All-cotton tab curtain has blue and 
coral print on camel. With tiebacks. 
"Fiorello" 80"W pair. 45"L $22: 
54" $24; 63" $28; 72" $30. 
White petticoat curtain 45" by 12" 
$7. Add $2 post, per order. Cata 
logue free; fabric samples $3. Con 
stance Carol, HG12, Box 899, 
Plymouth, MA 02360. 

TIME THIEF 
Is your pool robbmg you of time? 
Average size Meyco safety pool 
cover takes two minutes to put on 
or remove. Keeps out dirt, leaves: 
children and pets are safe when 
you're away. Discourages algae. 
Custom made, any size. Write to 
Meyco, HG12, 225 Park Ave., 
Hicksville, NY 11801. 

DOWN COMFORT 
Just like grandmother used to 
have, a selection of soft and snug 
comforters in a variety of cover 
ings; down-proof satins, or non- 
skid cottons, all a joy to see—and 
snuggle under! Send for free sam- 
ples and information to Alden Com- 
fort Mills, HG12, Box 6070, Dallas, 
TX 75222. 

SHOP THE CHINESE PAINTING 
IN FORMOSA 

BY MAIL 

You 11 get the masterpieces of Chinese 
famous painters, if you tell us what 
you need. Besides the two paintings 
above, we have landscapes, fish, bird 
and flower ones. 
Each painting  (24"xl6" i . . . . $30.00 

plus $5.50 (air mail) 
Payment only in money order, and we 
need 7 days for painting. Send $3.00 
for catalogue i about ten beautiful 
photos I 

UNIVERSAL MAIL ORDER CENTER 
P.O. Box 2-01 

Pei Tou, Taipei, Republic of China 

Wrap 

A Skirt 

Ours exclusively. Monogrammed 
pocket lightweight skirt. Navy with 
White, Red or Lime monogram. 
Khaki with White, Brown or Navy 
monogram. 65% cotton, 35% poly. 
Sizes S, M or L. No. 404 ... S41.00 
with monogram plus SI.75 shpg./ 
hndlg. Check, m.o., MasterCharge 
or Visa. To order call collect 
216 / 831 -4035 or send to: 

WHALES TALE 
23945 Mercantile Rd. 

Cleveland, Ohio 441 22 

PAGE SIZE MAGNIFIER 

Page Magnifier is handy for looking up telephone or map direc- 
tory listings, stock market reports, etc. The whole page is mag- 
nified at one time. Wafer thin and measures 7" x 10". 

PAGE MAGNIFIER $3.98 Plus 400 Postage and Handling 
No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

A nthony E nterp rises 
Dept. HG-127 

556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

THE FINEST AMERICAN MADE BAGS AVAILABLE 
HAND CRAFTED IN THE HIGHEST QUALITY CANVAS 

Heavy duty canvas roll with ftjur stitching reinforcement has adjust- 
able and/or removable shoulder strap 
—24"x 111/2" (zipper puU can ac- 
commodate lock ) —J?28.95 
Canvas tote— 15 "x 15 "x4 3"—§ 10.9.", 
When folded, roll fits into tote. Ex- 
cellent for travelinjj. sport and shop- 
ping:—Set for S38.50. Available in 
Hust with b'ack trim or Navy with 
natural trim 81.50 post.: S2.0(t 
west of Miss. N.Y.S. res. ad<l sales tax. 

Room 601, 350 5th Ave. 
N.Y., N.Y. 10001 

H 30 W 29 D 27 

ORIENTAL MING CHAIR 
Elegance and simplicity are reflected in 
this Intriguing chair. Timeless design 
makes it appropriate for any room. 
Trapunto symbol means Long Life. Fin- 
ish: Walnut, mahogany, fruitwood. Add 
$10 for Lacquer. 
Price: Your fabric  $169.95 

Our fabric a  $204.95 
Shipping charges extra. No C.O.D. 

Send $1 for cafofogue 

^rj/an Koieson 

Dept. HG-175 
Rf. 10, Box 793, Hickory, N.C. 28601 

READ-EAT-WATCH TV 

A joy for bed readers, a must for conva- 
lescents and o welcome gift for oil. This 
elegantly grained mahogany plywood Fold- 
ing Back Rest is super size 16" x 24" high. 
A full 4" to 6" higher than other back 
rests, it gives full pillow support to head 
and back for firm sitting-up comfort. 5- 
adiustoble positions for your maximum com- 
fort. Vertical elastic cords hold your own 
pillow securely in place, just where you wont 
it. Anchored by non-skid base. Conveniently 
light, it folds wafer-thin—no storage prob- 
lem. $12.98. Order from this ad, we'll poy 
postage, ship promptly. NJ residents add 
5% tax. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
QUAUTY 
PRODUCTS 
SINCE 1951 

Send Check or Money Order to — ^ .... 

Box GF New Providence, NJ 07974 
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eOLF TEASE 

Bright plastic Golf Tees are a perfect way to insure thie re- 
turn of an opponent's slice or hook—or even to miss the ball 
entirely. He'll keep his eye on the tee when he tees-up on 
these. Torsos are a great booby prize for a tournament. A 
set of 12 plastic tees in bright colors. 

GOLF TEES . . . $2.98 Plus 40^ Postage & Handling Each Set 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 
14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 556 M 
Dept. HG-127 

ission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

HAND CRAFTED HARDWOOD CHESTS 
W E Caffray offers a collection of 
hardwood chests in your choice of 
Honduras Mahogany. Aromatic Cedar, 
Appalachian Oak or Black Walnut Each is 
beautifully finished and has solid brass 
hardware There are three styles 
FLAT TOP, 18 x18 x3b '. $450 00 
CURVED TOP, 23' xlH 'x36 '. $450 00 
NO TOP, 15"xl8"x36", $400 00 
Send $2 00 (refundable with order) for full 
color brr)chure to 
W.E.CAFFRAY 

PO Box 950. Haverhill, t^lass 01830, Dept H  617 374 6303 

ADJUSTABLE 

TV POLE 

Hold your portable 
TV right where you 
want it without ta- 

bles or stands. 
Takes any 
width, up to 
14" deep, 17" 
high. Brass 
tone finish 
pole has 
spring tension 

rod to adjust to 
71/? to 81/2 ft. ceil- 
ing heights. Can be 
set Hi or Low. Real 
space saver! 
Prompt Shipment 
Extension for higher 
ceiling, add $2.00 

n3.99 
Plus $1.00 postage 
Writ* for FREE cataloe 

Dept. 312-7A, Wheat Ridge, CO 80036 

PATCHWORK CRIB QUILTS 
Handcrafted for Heirloom Quality 

Timeless beauty for all decors. 
Handquilted from squares of blue, 

j^pink, green and yellow gingham. 
White eyelet lace trim. 100% 
ooiyester batting. Gingham back- 
■ng r/igchine washable. Quilt 
S39.S5. Pillow, $8.95. Bib, $5.95. 
Save $10 en set (quilt, pillow, 
bib), $44.85. Color brochure, 250 
(includes $2 credit slip). All prices 
ppd Check, M.O,, Mastercharge 
or Visa accepted. 

s- Box 27567 
gl^ ;HG127i 

Atlanta. GA 30327 
Cf . ;j i -i s-rfwiK Ida iaiet riM. 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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EMBROIDERED CIRCLE 
Handworked crewel from India 
imparts color and elegance to a 
natural cotton hand-loomed round 
tablecloth. A beauty for a spring 
tea table or dinner table. 70" dia., 
$50.; 90", $60 ppd. Send 500 for 
catalogue and swatch. Gurian's 
G127, 276 Fifth Ave., New York, 
NY 10001. 

COPPER COOKWARE 
Top notch cooks appreciate 
quality of dishes prepared in c( 
per. 10" fry pan, 111/2" oval fry 
IIV2" au gratin, 2 qt. sauce p 
and 2 qt. casserole with lids. Set 
5 tin-lined, $160; with US sta 
less, $175; Swiss stainless, $24 
Ppd. H.P. Hulett, HG12, Box 2161 
Baton Rouge, LA 70893. 
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SWIVEL ON HIGH 
Counter stool with vinyl upholstery 
swivels at a touch. Perfect for 
home bar or workbench, too. Vinyl 
in black, red, dark or pastel green, 
yellow. Unfinished 24", $18.50; 
30", $18.95. Add $3 for walnut, 
pine or maple finish. Exp. coll. 
Marion Travis, HG12, Statesville, 
NO 28677. 

sounds a loud, high-pitched warr 
ing if a Christmas tree catches fir([ 
A heat-sensing switch is activate 
at temperature of 135°. Star 
6Vi" across. Hang one on yoLL 
tree. $11.95 (AA battery not inci 
ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St 
Oshkosh, Wl 54906. 
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BUY WHOLESALE 

#453 SOFA Outside: L86" D34" H32" 
Inside: L64" D21" H16" Arm Heieht 26" ( #452 Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
"You can get what you have 
been looking for . . . value 
durability, comfort and quality." 
Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 
catalog of all types of fine furni- 
ture at discount prices. Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction Guaranteed. P.O. Box 2314 

National Furniture -"^""'^""-"8 
and Fabric Sales 

Division, Hish Point, North Carolina 27261 

GENUINE RUBY NECKLACE 
This genuine 18" Ruby necklace is an in- 
vestment which increases in value every 
day. This beautiful necklace is totally hand- 
crafted from the finest sterling silver and 
set with five top quality Genuine Deep Red 
Rubies with a total weight of over two 
carats. This necklace retails at $125-:$150, but 
we are very proud to offer a Very limited 
quantity at only S19.50 each. (Limit five 
necklaces per person.) Please add S1.25 per 
each necklace ordered for postage, packing, 
and insurance. Money back if not satisfied. 

IIAItlTIES    u.pt. H(;.i2 
256 S. Robertson, Beverly Hills, Ca. 90211 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

A\J£D EDITION 
yer The Rainbow", first num- 
ed collector's plate by Knowles 
na commemorating MGM's "The 
ard of Oz", Artist; James Auck- 

Dominant colors: green, blue, 
low. 8V2" dia. $19 ppd. Send 
free "Platter Chatter," prices, 
kory House Collector. HG127, 

3 N. Court. Ottumwa. lA 52501. 

TAB CLASSICS 
Handsome coarse texture of un- 
bleached natural color 100% cot- 
ton (Oznaburg) in 84" w. tab cur- 
tains. Length: 45", $8.50; 54". 
$10:63", $11; 72". $12; 84", $13: 
ties (pr), $1; plus $2 post, per or- 
der. Free catalogue, fabric samples. 
Curtain Corner. Dept. EG12. Para- 
dise Green, Stratford. CT 06947. 

ATS FOR HOLIDAYS 
igiish walnuts are a must for so 
any cookery delights during the 
ilidays. Box of shelled walnuts, 1 

10 oz., $6.05; 3 lb. 5 oz., $9.65. 
)d (add 150 lb. W. of Denver), 
ee 32 page catalogue, featuring 
'est pecans. Sunnyland Farms, 
c HG12, Rt. 1. Box 954. Albany. 

A 31702. 

PET WARMERS 
Heated pad provides a warm place 
for dogs, cats. Cover removes for 
cleaning. Built-in thermostat main 
tains right warmth at low cost. On 
off switch. Indoor use only. Color 
ful, attractive. 18" by 24", $18.95 
extra cover, $3.50. Ppd. Electro 
mat, HG2. 20153 Laurel Hill Way 
Germantown, MD 20767. 

Mrs. R. 1 Monroe 
■'7^^ Reach Avenue 
Bueno. California 
•J 4 1 3 I 

Mrs. Ralph D. Baker 
Taylor .Avenue 

Chicago, Illinois 
06 12 

ADDRESS LABELS 
WITH NICE DESIGNS 

Any initial in Old English or 
Script, Pine, U.S. Flag, Gull, 
Palm, Rose, Saguaro, Any Zo- 
diac Sign, Hoppy Face or 
Horse, Roodrunner, Palette, 
Spruce, Treble Clef. To 20 
letters per line, 4 lines. Print- 
ed in black ink on 500 white 
or 250 gold gummed labels. 
Two sizes . . . I'/z" X '/2" for 
S2.50 or Deluxe size IV4" x 
Va" for S3.50 — 35« post, via 
Isf or 25< via 3rd class. Spe- 
cify design, - size and color. 
Useful 80-P.'Gift Catalog, 50«. 
Bruce Bolind, 212-L Bolind 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 
(Since  1956, thanks to you!) 

■ing for an unusual and exciting gift, or a unique 
jrating idea for the office or home? We suggest a 

jset of seven authentic lithographs taken from rare and 
original 1852 daguerrotypes. bringing to life in photo- 
graphic detail the harsh living and working conditions 
of people of all nationalities who flocked to California 
to find their fortunes during the gold rush. Printed on 
highest quality paper, ready to frame 16" x 20". shipped 
in an art mailing tube. $35.00 ppd. (California residents 
add 6% sales tax.) Send check or money order. Master- 
charge and BankAmericard (with number and expiration 
date) also accepted, sorry no CCD's, to: 

OLDE TOWNE ORIGINALS 
1218—41st Avenue. P.O. Box 22794 

Sacramento, California 95822 
Orders will be mailed out promptly. 
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PROUD OWNER S DASHBOARD PLAQUE UFETIME  POCKET SCREWDRIVER ■»S 1- i-ni;r..\i- '.In- h.ifi.N^^rru iiny way you chouse - . any car lljlilt.' A o\wi' i - i.;inn-. vlr .Sollil l.ra-.> Willi -liver linlMi. It j- 21 j Indies lonir. If- a<llu?-ive harit -tlrk- tiplil 'o ;inv -urf.-ir.- no holesl     Full   prir.    S5.00 each. 

H.I 
ir- A 

So eU'K.im to <;Ilp to II.. patje where you --toppoo rcadintr. Any Initials ex- pertly e n - ^■rave.l. Two inrile- loriiT. S4.00 each. 

MARK OF DISTINCTION 
Nol»o<ly hut you can cla.ni iho raeuuei that hears .voiii -olid brass II> plate. Kxper; ■ 
ly enirraved with full name. 
Zar»-- to handle ba-e with a<: iifsive liond h;tckt!v_' Win 
nu'.v- \li Mr- ,-ifi S2.50 
each. 

Ill-  oil .'lis or her ke><-I..iiii lo  "pen  lid- &.   liirlilers.   i,\ in lawninower-,    etc.     lO'H     u.se-T     \\ • smartly engrave owner's initials, (iuar- im. ed 10r.-\. -     II .-..l.- .,f ','1. :MT. Mf s -- si. . I    ss.oo each. 
PROUD OF YOUR DOOR? 
Li', us bt-;iu;ifv ani! i''c-.''.- 
tify your doorbell or dooi with thi.s impressivp " 
in, solid brass nameplatc. 
Your name smartly en- 
sraverl in script, .'^olid 
brass screws included 
S7.S0 each. 

GOLFER 5 LUCKY STYMIE MARKER 
Lucky IS the golfer who has this 
four-leaf cloycr i instead of a coin 
to mark his place on the s;reen 
Brings a lucky putt: Solid stain- 
less steel, guaranteed forever. An\ 
trol.'er s name expertlv encr;i\ ed 
Full price S4.00 each. 

Order these six products by mail direct from 
ELGIN ENGRAVING CO. 

EDWARDS   AVE. DUNDEE.   ILLINOIS 60118 
• Eniiravms; Specialists 

• Monty hack if not delighted 
• We pay postagi . ship in 48 hours 

• PnCfS include en^ravme 

S399.95 
iJana-Larved Solid Mahoaany 

$69.95 
Folding 
Victorian rocker 

I^man tic Victorian 
New way fo save on ourhentic cooies of 
"yesteryear" furniture. Shipped direct 
frcm factory to you, at cut prices. Vast 
cfioice of sofas, chairs, tables, clocks, 
dining & bedroom accessories Also huge 
Eostloke OAK collection. Write for our 
8C-page catalog, which is TWICE the size 
of ony other published. Use your bank card. 
Son.) Si IMI r.ir I AT.M.Or; C-IZT and Tree fabrics, w-ill refund \^ Ifh ^2 ofT on vour first purchase. 

MAGNOLIA HALL 726 Andovcr. Atlanta. Ga. 30327 
Call (404) 256-4747 

Ar) Epcbanted Vcrx) 
. . . that stays "Greenhouse ' fresh 
with no light, no water and no 
maintenance. Our Enchanted Fern 
has been chemically preserved to 
remain as supple, delicate and 
green as its living counterparts. 
Fern has a 3 foot spread and is 
"planted" in a white plastic pot 
with removable hanger. Send 
$17.95 (plus $3 post.) by Master 
Charge, BankAmericard (incl. exp. 
date), check or money-order to: 

CASUAL 

325 S. Washington,  Dept. HG12 
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067 

DOES 

YOUR 

PET 

BELONG? 
Your dog or cat may not be 
A.K.C. (pedigreed) but 
we'll bet that he or she is 
A.O.K.! So, we've formed 
a special Kennel Club and 
Registry to pay tribute to 
"All Other Kinds" of 
America! Send today for 
our unique certificate, 
featuring your pet's name 
hand scribed for elegance 
and endorsed with the 
original A.O.K. seal. This 
rich-looking 5x7 
certificate is suitable for 
framing, makes a great 
wall or desk decoration 
and a fabulous 
conversation piece. 

Kennel 
An flxdiar-r u-rtVti Ref^r-^    Ovb tcr 

Please send: 
Owner's name. Pet's name. 
Pet's species (dog, cat, etc.), 
Pet's sex. Pet's color(s). 
Print clearly and send $3.50 
cash, check, or money order 
to: 
A.O.K. Kennel Club Inc. 
P.O. Box 586 
Big Pine Key, FL 33043 
Allow 3 weeks for delivery 
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New INTENSI-FIRE grate 

gives more than twice the heat. 

OHIY 
$19.95 

INTENSI-FIRE s unique log slacking 
design reflects and radiates intense heat into 
the room, not up the chimney. 

So order yooc INTLNSI F IRE grate today and start saving on heating costs Send $19 95 plus $3 postage and handling Pa residents please add sales tax Satislaclion guaranteed or purchase price relunded il 
returned wilhm 30 days 

Name  

Here's what a leading independent 
research laboratory found when they 
compared the new INTENSI-FIRE grate with 
conventional grates; 
• INTENSI-FIRE produced higher 
temperatures in 10 minutes than conventional 
grates did in 1 Vj hours. 
• INTENSI-FIRE generated more than twice 
the heat 7 feet from the fireplace. 
• INTENSI-FIRE burned wood slower and 
more evenly. 

What's more, the easily adjustable 
INTENSI-FIRE grate with its heavy steel 
construction is virtually self-feeding, burns 
even green or wet wood and fits any standard 
fireplace. 

Address 
City   - Stale 
LJCheck or money order. QVisa GMasier Charge QDinersClub 
Card « Exp Date 

Zip 

ARROWSMITH INDUSTRIES INC. 
Box 208, DownmgtONNn. Pa 19335 

Paienis Pcndniq 

HG12 
Please allow 3 weeks for delivery j 

FAN 

FOR ALL SEASONS 

Standard of Excellence Since 1886 
They really move the air . . . make 
air conditioning more effective . . . 
dispel cigarette smoke . . . repel 
bugs . . . are life savers for plants. 
All fans have a 5-year warranty. 

52" fan with wood blades, $239 
52" fan with exclusive Adaptair, $279 

36" fan with wood blades, $169 
light adapter kit, $1 6 

Send 25< for brochure. 

The Ceiling Fan Gallery 
7 Indian Neck Lane HG-12 Peconic, N.Y. 11958 

^^^^^^^ W*>^^^;. 

J) 

SLEEP WARM 

SAVE FUEL 

Von Sleep ON IT 
 =^ n(yr un^Jet it 

Enjoy sootfiing, relaxing radiant heat from 
below. More comfortable and convenient 
than electric blankets. Yet, COSTS LESS 
to operate. Guard against aches and pains 
brought on by chilling cold and dampness. 
SAVE FUEL by turning your furnace low at 
night, and still sleep warm. Automatic 
thermostat regulates bed warmth to any 
changes in room temperature. Four sizes 
for home us^ plus 12 volt models for RV's 
and truck sleeper cabs. Also auto seat and 
pet warmers. Send for FREE booklet. De- 
scribes all Electro Warmth" products, ad 
vantages & savings. Great for gifts, too 
ELECTROMAT,  Dept. HG.2 

20153 Laurel Hill Way 
Germantown, Md. 20767 

I 
I 

J«S»^C. Sa)5fi/tS Ht-lU: 

IcA 127  

1^ 

BLOWS WARM, DRY AIR INTO A ROOM 
FOR LESS THAN 2 CENTS PER DAY. 

HEf{E'% HOW IT WORKS: 
1. Attaches to free-standing tieater 
orvt/oodstove. 
2. Heat-collecting tubes capture 
tiotalr. Blower forces outside air 
ttirougti hot tubes to heat air. 
(Note To insure safety 
lollow installation 
instruct ions exactly ) 

For full details 
on procedure 
and your 
nearest dealer 
location write: 

DEN MAR 
8S COGGESHAU ST. 
NEWtEOFORO. MASS. 0Z746 
Energy Prodgcis Division 

for energy savers 

THE RIGHT WAY 
Invaluable, scientific formula for determining greenhous, 
heating cost. Unique solar-panel, double-wall green hou 
information included in booklet, 500. Vegetable Factory, 
Inc., HGE12, Box 2235, Grand Central Station. NY 10017 

PORTABLE HEATER 
Ideal for house or green- 
house, the Kero-sun kercLei 
sene heater produces Q.iood, 
BTU/hr. with no odors, 
fumes. Operates 28 hr. o 
l'V4 gal. fuel. Lights with(|)ieti 
/T.atches, has safety shutt8i2 
White baked enamel finii 
21" by 15" by 19". No vetj 
ing required. $149 ppd. 
Country Stovej; HG12, Bo; 
460, Kent, CT 06757. 

jids 
itsl( 

BOX STOVE 
Efficient heater and 
work of art, JotuI stove 
#118 can burn 24 hours 
on two loads of wood. 
Cast iron, dark green 
enamel or matte black 
finish. Norwegian bas- 
relief design. Cata- 
logue, $1. Kristia 
Associates, HG12, 443 
Forest Ave., Portland. 
ME 04104. 



Unplug energy-wasting 
electric blanket, enjoy 
luxury of a Scandinavian 
down comforter. Gen- 
erous 5" to 6" depth. 
Downproof Egyptian 
cambric cotton cover 
Blue, natural, rose, gold 
Single, S119.50: double. 
SI69.50; queen/kiit^ 
$198.50. Add S2.50 post 
Free brochure. 
Cuddledown, HG127. 87 
Pleasant St.. Yarmouth. 
ME 04096. 

^EAT WOOD SAVER 
•ever device for making rolled newspapers do the job of kindling 
')od. Kindelaid cast iron grate slips under any standard grate, 
'Ids four newspaper rolls that will provide steady kindling flame, 
!ts log fires roaring in seconds. Grate 13'/2"l. by 8'/2"w. adjust- 
)le height, 3" to 5'/2 '. S10.95 plus SI.50 post. The Kindelabra Co.. 
312. Box 357. Ocean City. MD 21842. 

A GREAT HELPER 
Attached to free-standing 
heater or woodstove. Old 
Yankee heat saver captures 
heat escaping up flue, forces it 
back into room. A fuel saver 
working for less than 20 per 
day. 10" by 10" by 12"d.; flue 
size, 5", 6", 7". 8" dia. S79.95. 
For further information write 
Den Mar Corp. HG12, 85 
Coggeshall St.. New Bedford, 
MA 02746. 

j0tuL 

I    7fie Ultimate 

I   In Wood Stoves 

For woodburner's guide, send $1 to; 

3-:3 Forest Avenue. P.O. Box 1 113 (HG12). Portland, WE 0410^ 
^',id.■.est Office, -^6-^0 West 77tti Street (HG12), Edino, MN 55-35 
Western OHice 213 S.W. Ash Street (HG'2I, Sjlte 20=. Po-flard, OR <'-720-: 

YOUR FIREPLACE IS 
COSTING YOU MONEY 

90% of your fireplace heat goes up the 
chimney and your fireplace can cost 
you up to 22°o of your house heat as 
well. The american stovalator turns 
your fireplace into a safe efficient unit 
that fits into your present fireplace 
Models for any size fireplace S399 00 
and up 

Send 25^ for brochure orvisit us 
at our shop. 

american stovalator corp. 
Dept Y-4, Route 7, Arlington, Vermont 05250 

Vegetable Factory 

SOLAR 

B4NEL P 

GREENHOUSE 

USES 60% 

LESS 

HEAT. 

Ttiis practical ttiermal wall greenhouse 
solves the energy cost problem. Patented 
rigid double-wall construction, tested in 
Vermont. Cost about Vi as much to heat 
as ordinary greenhouses. More than pays 
for itself in heat savings alone. Exclusive, 
factory direct only. All models and sizes. 
5 year warranty. Free Color Brochure. 

Call or Write lor 
Inlormation 

n~7TTTP.O.Box 2235, Dept. HG-12 

New York, N.Y. 10017 
(212)867-0113 

Catalog 

of comfy, 

cozy, cuddly 

DOWN QUILTS 
• European style prime quality 
• Duck or goose down 
• Filled to your specifications 
• Unique baffle construction 
• Cotton or cotton blend fabrics 
• Decorator sheelcase covers 

and puffy pillows 
Please send your name and 
address or call 

THINGS 

DEPTHG - 36 FRONT STREET 
bAN RAFAEL CA 949C1 415 453 4262 
48 HR SERVICE-MC i BA ACCEPTED 

IDEAL HOfVIE OR 
GREENHOUSE HEATER 
Portable kerosene heater produces 
9,400 BTU/hr. with no odors, 
fumes Operates 28 hr. on IVa gal. 
fuel. Lights without matches — 
safety shutoff. White baked 
enamel finish 21"x 15"x 19". 
No venting required. 
Model RSA 1 OG 
$ 1 49.00 Postpaid 

The Qxintry Stow 
BOX 460, DEPT. HG 1277.  KENT, CONN. 06757 
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GREENHOUSES 

Send today for my FREE 
fact filled, informative 
COLOR CATALOG 

Full size, homo pardoner. <|u:ilitv 
Calilornia HKDWOOD cre. iilioUM" 
K|{i:i:sT.\NI)INC. MODKI-S. 
I.KAN TO AM) IKlMI'.s: Kroni 112 

I III- (.1^1 I M|i>r--l,M.\NlTi 
!I80 17th Ave . OeiJl. 11-M. 
Santa Cruz. Calil. n.'.OW 

RARE 

TEDDY 

BEAR 

CACTUS 
lOpuntia Bigelovii) 
for adults only 

Beautiful, yellow cholla cacti now 
available in limited supply. Will 
flower in spring. Connplete kit 
includes tfiree inch cutting, spe- 
cial bag of desert soil, pot, cactus 
prongs (for careful tiandling), and 
complete instruction booklet. 

All for only $4.95 plus $1 for 
postage and tiandling. 2 kits for 
$8 95 plus $1.50. 3 kits for $10.95 
plus $2. 

All orders promptly filled. 
IV10NEY BACK GUARANTEE 

JUDY BROWN PRODUCTS. Dept G12 
-x-ftsV ^''231 N 6th Place 
VftS Phoenix, AZ 85022 

P.O. Box 2324. HG77I2, Hickory, N.C 
Perfect   for   loungini;. Cushions 
are zippered and reversible—filled 
with urelhane foam and polyester 
fiber for deep sealing comfort, 
$270-S439 dependini; on type fab- 
ric )ou select, $208 in your fabric 
—send  9'i.   yds.  54". Shipping 
charges are extra. 
No  C.O.D.   Satisfaction guaran- 
teed. -Send S2 for Furniture C ata- 
logue and Request Form for free. 
hand-selected decorator fabrics. 

LOVE LADY 
LOUNGE 

. 2S6()1 

L. 60' 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PANTRY TABLE 
Chrome plated steel frame. Butcher 
block top. Wire shelves. 34" overall 
h. 24x18" $125, 36x18" $155, 
48x18" $175. 24x24" $140; 
24x36" $180, 24x48" $210; cas- 
ters $30. Crating chgs. $25. Exp. 
coll. Catalogue $1. J & D Brauner, 
HG12, 1735 No. Ashland*- Ave., 
Chicago, IL 60622. 

^ Burpee's 

new1978 Garden 

Catalog-FREE 

Featuring new exciting veg-| 
etable and flower varieties 
for the home gardener. 

The new 184-page 
Burpee Catalog is a 
comprehensive planting 
and growing guide with 
over 1800 vegetables, 
flowers, fruits, shrubs 
and trees Plus helpful hints from Burpee's 
horticulture experts on how to have a more 
productive garden. Send for your free copy 
today. Will be mailed to you in January 1978. 

If you ordered from Burpee last year, 
you will automatically receive your Burpee 
Catalog in January. Burpee Seed Co, 1977 

BURPEE SEEDS 
1608 Burpee BIdg., Warminster, PA 18974; 

or Clinton, lA 52732; or Riverside, CA 9,2502 
(Please man to nearest address.) 

YES, PLEASE SEND ME THE 1978 BURPEE G^RDL^ 
CATALOG FREE. 
Name   

Send for your FREE Catalog with over 
2,000 itenns today! 

American Handicrafts Vr AMO Y CO AFTB I fSJ C 
2808 Shamrock, Dept. HGG 
Fort Worth, Texas 76107 

(Please print) H Name. 
Address Address. 

I   City . 

State 

188 

Zip .Zip. 

FLORENTINE 
DESIGN 

-♦Classic lantern In 
heavy Rogers 
gold-plated cast- 
ings on base of 
Italian marble 
with multicolor 

'stained glass it's 
291/2" tall, with 
important deco 
rator look. Exclu 
sive with Luigi 
$49.95. exp. coll 
250 for cata 
logue. Luigi Crys 
tal. Dept. HG12, 
7332 Frankford 
Ave., Philadel- 
phia. PA 19136. 

SILVER PROTECTION jj„jm 
Tarnish-proof Pacific Cloth draw jstmas 
pads made by Gorham. Preve oms"" 
tarnish and scratching! 113^" I e«i 
15" by 21/2" holds 100 piecei eiW 
$10.75; 17V2" by 13%" by 2V2I 
holds 125 pieces, $12.75. Ac 
$1.25 post. each. Barrington Sp t 
cialties, HG12, Box 154-G, Barrin 
ton, Rl 02806. 

BATIK PRINTS 
Four butterflies, wings spread 
glorious colors, sip nectar of t 
abundant flowers. Finely grain 
9" by 12" art paper, to mount 
is, frame or decoupage. Ideal f 
any room, little gift. All four 1 
set $1 plus 500 post. Cadlyn 
HGP12,   10250   No.   19th Ave 
Phoenix, AZ 85021. 

TO HAVE AND TO FOLD 
Space saving table made in Europe 
Solid beechwood with oiled wainu 
veneer. Closed, 9" by 30"; onel^ 
side up, 37" by 30"; fully opened 
65" by 30", it seats eight. 30" h 
$79.95. Exp. coll. Asembled. SenC 
500 for Danish catalogue. Genada 
Imports, HG12, Box 204, Teaneck 
NJ 07666. 

FRENCH MAILBOX 
Copy, reproduced in cast alumi- 
num. Hand-finished in white, black, 
verdigris, goldspun white, pewter. 
Latched door, hinged knob; figures 
in bas relief. 14" w,, 23" h,, 4". 
Mail container 12" x 8". $49.95, 
plus $2.80 post. The Patio, HG12, 
550 Powell, San Francisco, CA 
94108. 

House & Garden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

)WAWAY 
hing like preparing now for next 
istmas. Ornament chest holds 
ornaments of three sizes; space 
eight sets of lights, tinsel and 

'sr tree-trimming paraphernalia. 
by 17" by 12". Assembles 

ily. $9.95, two for $19: 950 
t. Write to Bruce Bolind, HG12, 
ijider, CO 80302. 

creating 

custom jewelry 

DURABLE DUFFEL 
Lightweight polyester duck ideal for 
travel. Removable shoulder strap, 
strong full-length zipper. F?olls up 
for easy storage. 18" I. by 9" dia. 
Chocolate, steel blue, red, navy, 
tearose, royal blue, or sunny yel- 
low. $10 plus $1.25 post. Empha- 
sis, HG12. Box 271. Blue Bell. PA 
19422. 

Make beautiful 
bracelets, earrings, 

pins, necklaces, boutiques 
and rings to accent any outfit. It s 
FAST, EASY, FUN — no special skills 
required. And. you can make extra 
money in your spare time by selling you 
beautiful jewelry creations at profits 
up to 400% 

Send SI. refundable with first order, 
for our catalog today! 

JEWEL CREATIONS 
100 Washington Street, Newark, New Jersey 07102 r 

Name  
Address. 
City  
State _ 

HG-12 I Perfect for gift giving 
I a beautiful piece like 
I ttiis costs only Si 22 

Zip 

JEWELRY CARRIER 
A perfect gift for the traveler. 
Suede jewel roll is compact yet 
provides zipper compartments for 
necklaces and bracelets: sections 
for rings and earrings. Fuchsia, 
blue, rust. Roll 9" long. $20 plus 
$1.50 post. Shreve, Crump & Low 
Co., HG12, 330 Boylston St., Bos- 
ton. MA 02116. 

PECANS 

In Shell - SI./") lb. 

t cin( \ Halves & l^iec es — S4.{)() II) 

ADDRESS 

QiicilitN I'et an C om[)anv, Inc . 

5420 NevNton Road 

Albany, riZOl 

CERAMIC TILES 

THE CIvOCK OF LIFE § 

1 ht- clack of life i.s uound but nncp 
A'l.l ric man hws the power 

, ■ ,, hen the hands will stop 
A: early hour. 

.\JU :S the only tune you own, 
lAi>e. love, toil with a wilL 

Place no faith in "tomorrow" for 
^     The dock may then be sUU. 

CLOCK OF LIFE 

|EIti Irtshmat^ ts never drutik 
as lotic\ 05 he can hold on to 
one blade of gros-s and not fall 
o(i the face of the earth. 

av vou be in c   >. ^ 
Kcavcn 

a ha IF hour before 

the VcsHi 

u  knows' vou re dead. 

IRISH TIPPLER IRISH TOAST 

\rat& mt 

to acct|)t the Hiin^ 

^ourofl^e b change 

kitow the kittctcnct. 

SERENITY PRAYER 

Colorful Ceramic Tiles used as wall 
plaques or trivets. Cork base with 
hanger, 6" x 6". 

the roads rise, 
with you,^^ 

nd the wind be ahvi^ 
at ^ur back; 

Ind moy the Ixord holds 
in me hollow oF'^isr 

hand." 
(you 

Th,   l: ,s,  uid ..„■/ 
Ill I II II) an nil): 

The more he \iur 'he /f.^v he spiike: 
The lesf he ■ipithe the mure he heiirit 

Wh\ can 't w all he hhi- that u :se old bird. 
GAELIC ROAD WISE OWL 

$4.98 Each + 75(2 Mailing Each.   Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

Anthony Enterp vises Dept. HG-127. 556 Ml ssion, San Francisco, Calif. 94150 
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The 

SAFE 

2-Way 

PET 

DOOR 
l/u<A su/er than any 
siilid hinged typi fiiinel dour, l our pel 
IS cuniDlettlii pro- tected. He cunnot be tniiiped or choted 
or have hi$ tail 
nhiared off. 

FlexPort 

Why bo a doorman for your pet? Flex- 
Port end» scratched doors and whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, rain. Gives you 
and pet complete freedom. Soft plastic 
triangles close gently 
and tightly. Easily in- 
stalled. Send for free 
folder. 

TUREN, INC. 
Dept. HG12 
Etna Road 

Lebanon,N.H.03766 

TRYABURKE 

ELEVATING CHAIR 
FREE FOR A WEEK. 
The Burke Chair helps you all 
the way to a standing position- 
safely and gently. Send for a 
free catalog. Then, if you desire, 
select the recliner, rocker 
or contempo- 
rary of 
your choice. 
And try it 
free for a 
week in your 
own home. 

.\SK T 
MKDICAHK 
C()VKK.\(;K! 

BUSKED 
I'O Box 1064. Ufpl.HG-12'; 
Mission. Kansas 66202 

t ALL TOLL-FRKE 
1-800-255-4147 

.SI  KlllXlii.S vol' .SIO.OO 
•liikla Itividi'iid rorlit'icalc! 

rSL LIKE flr.sl order lor §29 or niort- of 
LIFKTIIVIK (;IIARA!NTEI:D simulated UIAVIONI) 
KIN(;.S! Low as 85 |»T Carat set in GENl lINE lOK 
(;OLI) filUd or .Sterling .SILVER mountings. Jakla- 
genis are rut with .>« DAZZLING Farets. F'ure While. 
FLAWLES.S. Hard enough to scratch glass. .S«'nd for 
exciting 200 King <^>lor ('alalog, and we'll include a 
SI 0.00 Dividend Certificate. Mail this ad together 
w ith >our name & address and !* I to . . . 
.i.\iii.Aii;i<:.>i^» i'o. 

Box 3066 Dept.-HG 
Seminole, Fla. 33542 

Shown; 
3CARAT 
$14.95 Each 

CREATIVE CANING 
KITS OF PRE-WOVEN CANE 

Save money—do it yourself—with natural 
cane for grooved chair seats, screens, 
stereo speakers, door panels, headboords, 
lampshades, room dividers. Decorative 
cane kits include easy instructions and 
necessary materials. Cane in 3 sizes: 
12"x12" $8.00; 18"x18" $11.50; 
24"x24" $16.75; ppd. (Cal. residents 
odd 6% tax). Stale siie, and send 
check/m o. to: 

T. I. E., g 
P.O. Box 1121, 
2615 El Camino 

San Mateo, Calif. 94403 
Send 25« for CATALOGUE. Larger 
sheets of cane, hand-coning kit, and 
other cane materials available. 

Hand * 

Crafted 
W R Caffray nfffrs a colifction of hand 
rrafled inst'ct carvings Kour differeni 
inst'cts are available in Honduras 
Mahogany. Aromatic Cedar. Appalachian 
Oak or Black Walnut The bunet^ly shown 
IS 2;^' X 19". Aromatic Cedar and is priced 
al $100 00 Send $2 00 (refundable with 
order) for full color brochure showing 
entire cf.llection to 
W.EC AFFRAY 
I' ( ) B.ix o--,(i H.iv. rhill. Mass ()1S:«1 
Depi H (,17 M-i bMYA 

'J&D'~-Brauner 

PROFESSIONAL BLOCK 
12" thick'solitl block complete with knife 

high. 18"xl8", $155. 18"x24", 
'4"x24". $215.  Mail or phone 

-cfo. Am. Ex., BankAm./Visa, Mas. 
eng. M.Y., N.J. and Illinois residents add 
tax. Shpg. chgs. col. 52 Page Catalog $1. 
New y^K: ?Q8 Bov.-ery. N.Y. 10012 (212) 477-2830 

"tshland Ave., Illinois 60622 Chit- 

B 

"il?. 276-1770 

R BLOCK 

BUTLER COFFEE TABLE 
A most handsome mahogany but- 
ler's table with inlaid bands in its 
top. The four side wings raise and 
lower fluted legs, brass hardware. 
18" h., 40" by 31" open, 32" by 
23" closed. $199.95; shpg. extra. 
New catalogue, $1. Bryan Robeson, 
Dept. HG-200, Rte 10, Bo-x 793, 
Hickory, NC 28601. 

SEASONAL MOTIF 
Lovely pendant with a Christrr 
feeling that's appropriate rig 
through the year. Hand-enamel 
in glowing seasonal colors on .9' 
fine silver. Pendant 1" by 2" 
18" sterling silver chain. $22.1 
ppd. Send for free brochure. Mai 
son Mint, HG12, Box 5756, Phi 
deiphia, PA 19120. 

DAZZLING LIGHTS 
Stained-glass radiance m three- 
sided cathedral windows, 2V2" tall- 
Brilliant scenes in feather-light 
polystyrene. String of 10, wired 
individually; bulbs are Phillips 
quality. From Italy. Set $9.50; two 
$17.50. Add 850 post. Lillian 
Vernon, GDE, 510 So. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

ORGAIii.tr  I LUS TOOLS 
Hardwood   board   equipped f 
hanging comes personalized an 
with  hammer,  two screwdrivers 
three plastic containers. Order it ii 
white with green letters or mapl* 
with white letters or just plain 
(Specify) IO3/4" by ISYs". $13.2? 
plus $2 post. Pillar, Inc., HG12 
Box 27468, St. Louis, MO 63141 

\ 

Dress up your front door with an ele- 
gant door knocker or give one as a 
unique and treasured gift. All three 
stvles are solid brass in polished fin- 
ish. You can personalize our Imperial 
model by ordering it beautifully en- 

■Isgiaved with vour name at no extra 
charge (one line only). $20.00 each 
plus $2.00 postage and handling. Com- 
plete with mounting hardware. Fla. 
residents add 4'.} sales tax. 

c 

iHarco ^sland ^ock 
18 Marco Lake Drive 

Marco Island, Florida 33937 
V 
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Cut fuel costs dramatically with old 
newspapers in a patented fireplace grate 
from Kindelabra. 
Place paper in slots, 3 logs on top and 
light. Minutes later—roaring fire and 
lower fuel costs. 
Works every time! Satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Not sold in stores—order direct. 
$19.95 and $2.50, postage to the 

KINDELABRA CO. 
Box 3S7, Ocean City. MD 21842 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

HERITAGE CLAIM 
Own a piece of your Irish roots: 
a square-foot plot of tax-free land 
in County Donegal, Ireland, deeded 
to your name or any name of your 
choice. Handsome, ready to frame. 
Includes detailed map of property. 
81/2" by 11". Print name, $5.95 
ppd. Eire-Land Properties, HG12. 
Box 198, Needham, MA 02192. 

OVER SHOE BOOTS 
Lined with wool pile, non-skid 
crepe soles and genuine suede wa- 
ter-repellent uppers. Trimmed with 
leather and acrylic mouton; any 
size heel. Whole sizes 6-10, M (to 
fit shoes 51/2-10). Black, brown, 
$40 plus $2 post. Free catalogue. 
The Talbots, Dept. SH, Hingham, 
MA 02043. 

TEE TOPPING 
Golf tees marked with a name give 
golfers a real sense of identifica- 
tion and somehow they don't dis 
appear as unmarked tees do. Box 
of 50, $5.95 plus 500 post. (Speci- 
fy). Orders shipped 1st class within 
48 hours. Teego Industries. Dept. 
HG-4, P.O. Box 7, 8 Sterling Ave., 
Yonkers. NY 10704. 

ENCHANTING PAIR 
Charming bone china robins in a 
two-piece set, just small enough 
(only 2'^") to make very elegant 
and unusual individual salt and 
pepper shakers or display on a 
shelf. Robin's soft colors. Pair $5 
plus 950 post. The Unicorn Gallery. 
HG12, 15111 New Hampshire 
Ave., Colesville. MD 20904. 

fr:^•J::\.•l:■s9/:■^.m^:\'^y_:^^!'J_:^^'^^^^^ 
World's Largest Selection 

FURNITURE 
Hand carved o( 
solid Honduras 
mahogany Table 
lops of Italian 
marble Shipped 
in collect from 
Montgomery. 
Large choice of 
covers & finishes 
Master Charge 
BanKAmericard 

Gout Rest 
$79.95 Tebourette 

$34.95 
Send $1 for catalog and certificate 
worth $2 on your first order. 

c^TVIAHjHA c^yi '^OUSE 
1022 so. DECATUR ST. DEPT. 6)2-?7 
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36104 

Telephone (205) 264-3558      _ I 

COUNT COINS FAST! 

Sort, count, wrap pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters in sec- 
onds. Simply slide coins into 4 channels. Shows the totals 
as you go. No more fumbling with the wrapper. Real time- 
saver for merchants, cashiers, clubs, collectors, etc. 

COIN TRAY $3.98 Plus 600 Postage & Handling 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales. Tax in California 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 

Anthojiy Enterprises 556 Mission, San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

Preserved Boston Fern 
Our preserved Bostoii ferns are ctieini- cally treated to retain permanent la.st- inj^ beauty without care. \'o ligrht, water or liitrh humidity nece.ssary. Ideal for dark areas where other I)I.ints perish. r>i>:play on table or in hantrintr rope. It^ lush fr*^nd>^ spread 11 2 ft ■—' *p';'nted " in 7" container *I7.«i5  1 plus p<)-.ta:;e)   by Ma>v. ter Chartre. HankAmericard ( Include Kxpiration Uatei. < heck or Mone.\- Or- der. Michijiai) lesidenlv add A'', ^ales lax. 

BLOOMIN' ATTIC 
HG 12,  418 S.Washington St. 

Royal Oak. Michigan 48067 

A CREATIVE 
DECORATION FOR 

THE HOME 

MINI FURNITURE 

THE 

WOMAN'S 

WORK 

SAMPLER 

Now. The Woman's Work Sampler. 
The Colorful Sunbonnet Girls Illus- 
trate the old-time saying. Just follow 
the simple instructions and before 
you know it you've created a decora- 
tion which the whole family will en- 
joy. The design is stamped on quali 
ty, home spun fabric. Has overcast 
edges to prevent fraying. Kit comes 
with 20" square fabric, 8 colors of 
embroidery floss, and step by step 
instructions with diagrams. Guaran- 
teed. If you are not 100% satisfied 
we wilt refund the entire purchase 
price cheerfully. Only $5.95 ppd. 

TATOSIAN fyTER.\AriO\AL 
Dept. HG-1, 26 Garden Street, 

Morristown, New Jersey 07960 

...makes it easy to be your 

own Interior Decorator! 
AVOID COSTLY DECORATING MISTAKES. Create 
miniature settings for every room in your 
house before spending a cent for a piece of 
furniture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wall- 
paper, or a bucket of paint. Tfiink how much 
you can save if you really plan before you 
buy. Over 150 different furniture combina- 
tions for every room. Sofas, chairs, sec- 
tionals, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, 
etc. Decorate furniture, walls, windows, with 
your own fabric and paint samples. Includes: 
3-D miniature furniture of solid styrene. 
Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to 
exact V2" scale. Design and instruction book 
included. Created by Adele E. Behar, ASID. 
Guaranteed. Only $9.50 (we pay postage). 

Plan-It-Kit, Inc. 
Dept. HG-12 Box 429, Westport, Ct. 06880 

./i.iiti- 

+ $5 Freight 

24" double elbow action plus swivel 
base allows TV to t>e tucked Into wall. etc. 
Will support color table models. British 
designed and engineered 
Order from. 

CIRCLE 4 COMPANY 
12905 S.W. 68th Ave , Miami, FL 33157 
Enclose check, m.o. or Master Charge No. 
NaC.O.O.'s please. 
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SHAPE UP WITH 
HEALTH jr^lPKK EXERilSEK 

100% more effective than jogging. The easy, fun way to firm and shm 
your body. Stay in beautiful shape wherever you are ... at home, while 
traveling, or in the office. A professional exercise device . . . scientifically 
designed with specially weighted unbreakable plastic links which do not 
twist or knot. Not fatiguing or monotonous and can be done rain or shine. 
For Men and Women. Exercise instructions included. 

HEALTH JUMPER EXERCISER $4.98 + 65^ Mailing Each 
No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Anthony Enterprises 
Dept. HG-127 

556 Mission, San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

lIAXn DIlAli^^   < OPPEK 
Created and Sold Exclusii ely 
by GREGORY E. HENTZl 

One or more Old Engli.-ih initials make these bas- 
kets a tli^tini-live and personal gift for anyone. 
Baskets may be ordered with hand drawn desi^s 
of whales, pine cones and chickadees, sea gulls, 
sailboats, horses and silver wheal. Perhaps the 
physician or attorney would appreciate the Ca- 
duceus or Seals of Justice desisn with his initials 
under the svnihol. 
Waste Basket r»„pror high>$2S.0QvvA. 
Letter Basket '"XP^.    high) .f ] 2.00PI><I. 

WALTHAM. MASSACHUSETTS 021,'51 
GREGORY E. HENTZl 

59 BROWN STREET-HG13 Catalogue of other interesting items on request. 

Bedspread, caddy 
saves effort 

Easier bed-making without 
nightly tugging heavy spread. 
Just pull hidden caddy from be- 
tween mattress and spring. Legs 
drop into position. Lay spread 
onto caddy, accordion fashion ... 
ready for quick, easy, morning 
make-up. Brown metal caddy 
glides back out of sight by day. 
Ideal for Hollywood beds or Low 
footboards. For double, king or 
queen-sized beds, get two. 
Satisfaction or money back. 
9.83 or 2 (same address) 
18.83 Add 1.55 shipping 

GARRETT'S 
Bo.x 12274-'^9    Dallas Tex 75225 

Ctfs IB Hike 

a Piano 

iiiiat low (ict 

®utaf3t 

Mipmiis (§n Mam 

f im ^lair St 

Citioosc from above verse R 800 i,. . 
, "LIFE is what happens to us while we, 

are making other plans" R 810. Timely 
advice for all. Laminated for permanence 
on 5x8' wood wall plaques. Colorful ' background, and black lettering make 
striking accent notes. Perfect for home 
or office. An ideal hostess gift. 

Orriy $1.98 each plus 50< post. 
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M.O. Snti^fccli. 

10230 W. ISth Ave.. Phoenix. AZ 85021 
Dept. HGI2 

SHOPPING AROUND 

COPPER KETTLE 
A sparkling tea kettle that whistles 
while it works. Heat-proof bakelite 
handle, entirely nickel lined. Large 
cover for easy filling and draining 
2-qt. cap. Decorative addition for 
your kitchen. $19.95 plus 500 
post. Write to Colonial Garden 
Kitchens. HGLE. 270 W. Mefrick, 
Rd., Valley Stream. NY 11582. 

COWHIDE SCUFFS 
Smart   saddle-stitched "scuffs" 
take little space, weigh 10 oz., an 
pack flat. Whole sizes only. Men' 
6 to 13, $5.95 (Add $1 for 13) 
Tan, black or brown. Women's 4 tc^ 
9,  $5.95;  tan,  black,  red. Plus 
$1.25 post. Pokorny's, HG12. 12 
St. Charles St., New Orleans, L 
70130. 

ELEGANT LAMPS 
Rogers gold-finished castings and 
imported marble bases, crafted by 
hand. Hand-cut crystal blocks and 
pendants. 18" h. Completely elec- 
trified. $44.95 for the pr. Write for 
catalogue 250. Shpg chgs coll. 
Write to Luigi Crystal, HG12, 7332 
Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, PA 
10136. 

SCALED FOR ROOM PLANS 
Miniature polystyrene pieces are 
V2" to 1' scale to help plan your 
room arrangements easily, come 
in kit with graph board, walls, 
windows, doors, and instructions. 
Furniture includes variety plus fire- 
place, piano. $9.50 ppd. Write to 
Plan-lt-Kit, HG12, Box 429, West- 
port, CT 0(5880. 

DOWN COMFORTS 

J>uu,7!^/tJ^ RE-COVERED 

. in exquisite down-proof salins, lofFetas. 
IVoef comforfs recovered, too. And OLD 

FEATHERBEDS converted into cloud-soft, feather- 
fluff, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret proc- 
ess. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

Moil Order Only. No salesman will call! 
ALDEN COMFORT MILLS-HGR*Box 6070*Dalla$, Tx.75222 

Write -pr, samples of coverings, testimonials, and 
for.. '"'^ descriptive folder today. No obligation. 

DIRECT from SWITZERLAND 
Highest quality 1978 cloth calendars. 100% 
cotton with stained wood dowels. All in living 
colors. A gift of beauty for your special per- 
son. A touch of class to any sophisticated 
home. 
A & B—$5.95; C (Embroidered flowers), 
$6.95; D, $7.97. 750 for shipping per calen- 
dar. 
Vou must be delighted when you see them or 
money gladly refunded. Send check, money- 
order or use VISA or MasterCharge. 

LIHLE SWITZERLAND GIRS & IMPORTS 
P.O. Box 11583, Dept. HG 

Tahoe Paradise, California 95705 
Write for more and different styles. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

Oon't Gel "Cold Feel 

S COLD FEET 
jric heating mat for uniform 
Int warmth. Thermostatically 
hlled. Equals heat of 750W 
;r. About 5 lbs., 14" by 21". 
jffice workers, night guards, 
Kers: or pet mat, shoe dryer. 
)8 plus $2.50 post. Anthony 
rprises, HG12, 556 Mission 
San Francisco, CA 94105. 

CABANA TO CARRY 
A cabana light enough to tote of- 
fers privacy and protection from 
rain or sun. Water repellent 100% 
nylon, it weighs SVa 'bs. in carry- 
ing case. Easy to set up. 51" h. by 
78" w. Blue, orange. $34.25 ppd. 
Catalogue $1. House of Minnel, 
Dept. 5127E. 530 Lark St., Geneva, 
IL 60134. 

^ _ :-E PETS 
'(j'-tful antique cat adapted from 
; . printwork patterns. Color- 
I ted muslin with cutting marks, 

ly to sew into a life-size 14" 
Stuff for pillow or fill with sand 
doorstop. Fun and easy! $3.95. 
post. Artisan Galleries, HG12, 

0 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, TX 
04. 

LIVELY SNOWVAN 
Snowman comes to life when can- 
dle is lit. Colorful 6" h. frosted 
cup with base. Other scenes: Na- 
tivity, Santa, holly. Refill candles 
to last 30 hours, with each order. 
$5.95 plus 85c post: for any two, 
$11.90 ppd. Specify. Many Things, 
Box 125HG, No. Easton, MA 
02356. 

TRADITIONAL ART 
COLLECTORS... 

Cat and Yarn" by noted American 
s'rator Bruce Wallace, m ■■con- 
:orary primitive" style. 16x20' 
_oicr art  lithograpn, printed 
len-weave stock.  $8.95 ea 

($12-50  ea.   ppd- artist- 
gr-ed edition)- Brochure catalog 

jnly $ 25  Money-back guarantee 
Zonn    res   add   tax-   Check or 
■noney order to: 

TURTLE BAY GALLERIES 
Dept. HG-12. Box 25 

Sentry Hill Rd- 
Roxbury. CT 06783 

The Royal Copenhagen 
Christmas plate 1977 

S27.00 U.S- Canadian  Postage paid. 
Royal Copenhagen 

FIRST EDITION 1971 
MOTHER'S DAY PLATE. 

$30.00 U.S. Canadian Postage paid. 
Also available Ring & Grondahl plates at 

f./^: Boutique Cheminant Shop Inc. 
jt 46 Cote de la Fobrique 

Quebec GIR 3V7 P.O. Conodc. 

REMOVE 

HAIR 

FOREVER 

WITH 

PERMA TWEEZ" 
• Exclusive patented no-skin-puncture feature. 
• Safe — Most extensive clinical testing ever undertaken proves safe home 
use for permanent hair removal from arms, legs, face — anywhere on body. 
• Effective — Permanent results — it has to be — 15,000 physicians depend 
on it. U.S. Army, Navy, VA and private hospitals also use Perma Tweez 
for medical application. 
• Largest selling — One million sold to people who prefer home electrolysis 
over salon treatment for the privacy and economy. 
• Tremendous savings — Saves hundreds of dollars over the same treatment 
done professionally. 
14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ^ 
$16.95—Usually $19.95 [jGood HouTekeeping^^ 
Send chieck or money order 
Cal. residents add 6% sales tax 

PROMISES 
^''^^^(♦rOR REFUND Ifj^ 

GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept. HG-M9 
1935 Armocojt Ave. 
Wett Lot Angelei, Ca. 90025 
Name  
Address  
C/S  -Zip- 

□ COD requires $4,00 deposit. Balance in- 
cludes COD charges and $1.00 handling. 

Q I enclose SI 6.95 in full payment, 
□ Master Chorge/BankAmericard 

Exp. date_ 
' GESEe*: MED CAL CC 

0 

FAY'S GIFT SHOP 

Three truly unique gifts. Gold 
plated necklace circled with 22 
man-made "DYNIMITE" dia- 
monds $10.00. Elvis pendant 
with man-made DYNIMITE dia- 
monds $12.00. Dainty silver 
tone filigree heart on attractive 
chain $10.00. All are gift boxed. 
Order all three fcr $30.00. Add 
$1.00 postage. Send check or 
money order to: 

2313 E. 92 Street 
Chicago, IL 60617 

DANISH .STYLE 
FULL SIZE LOUNGE CH.\IR 

European imported solid hardwood frame, walnut finish, with authentic cur\-ed Dan- ish arm. 281^2" «"ide. 29" high. Thick -1' polyurethane foam seat cushion. 22" x 2"; .3" thick back cushion. 17".\22", Your choice of expandable supported vi- n.vl. or hea\-y tweed fabric. Olive. Tan- gerine. Black. Blue or Tan. Or furnish two yards. 54" wide, your fabric. Cush- ions zippered. fully welted reversible. Se-n-f T5( for sample su-atches and rmnplttfT Dantsh  lirinQ room catalon. 
Shipped unassembled, easily set up in 10 minutes. 

So C.O.D.'s ^ A r\ f\ f .SnippiHff charges collect. 95 St nd check or money order.   *f  » ' • ' 
GEN.\D.\ IMPORTS 

Dept. P12, P.O. Box 204, TeoiKck, N.J. 076<i6 

SILVERWARE DRAWER PAD 
Silverware drcawer pad lets you 
use and enjoy your fine silver 
more. Lining of Pacific Silver cloth 
with fold-over flap absorbs tarnish. 
Saves on polishing, keeps out dust 
and silver stays clean. Standard 
size (113/4"xl5"x2'/4") holds 108 
pes., jumbo size {17y2"xl3y8"x 
21/4") Holds 120 pes. 
Standard Size $10.99 
Jumbo Size $12.99 

p/us 95c postage each 
I\,i&^i4ay QU\s 

Dept. 312-7B, Wheat Ridge, CO 80036 
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■ GARDENERS 

NOTES 

MAKING THE MOST OF WINTEK 

Cascades of chrysanthemums, a new mini poinset- 

tia, plus two recent books for winter reading 3mm^' 

Chrysanthemums 

in the round 

The spectacular spheres of chrysanthe- 
mums displayed at Longwood (page 
106) are the product of 9 months of 
painstaking care. To produce the late 
fall masses of bloom, cuttings are rooted 
in February. First, the varieties used 
must be those tending to trail, rather than 
growing upright. At Longwood, the yel- 
low variety is "Jean Hart," and the 
bronze-flowered one is "Golden Pin- 
wheel." In March, when the cuttings are 
well rooted, they are planted in 20-inch 
wire baskets lined with sphagnum moss, 
at the rate of 10 plants per basket. The 
soil mixture consists of 10 parts sphag- 
num peat. 6 parts topsoil (sterilized), 4 
parts vermiculite, and 3 parts sharp sand, 
with a touch of lime if soil tests give an 
acid reaction. 

The baskets are kept in a greenhouse 
and the plants encouraged to grow as 
much as they can until mid-May, when 
the danger of frost is past. They then go 
outdoors, in an area that gets all-day sun- 
shine. The wire ribs of the spheres are 
attached to the baskets and growing 
shoots of the plants are tied to these as 
they lengthen. A soluble 20-20-20 fertil- 
izer is applied at full strength every 2 
weeks from then on, plus strength 
dilution of the same fertilizer Ss part of 
every watering. Depending on the inci- 
dence of pests, appropriate sprays are 
applied whenever they may be called for. 

The tying-in process continues through 
the summer, with the plant spheres kept 
from becoming shaggy by clipping with 
hedge shears. This results in an even 
sheet of green leaves that covers more 
and more of the wire spheres as the sea- 
son progresses. By September the plants 

By JAMES FANNING 

have attained their maxmuim growth 
and at this time the growth-retardant, 
B-Nine, in a .37 percent solution, is ap- 
plied to prevent further Jengthening of 
the stems. In early October, the plant 
globes are moved indoors, and the nat- 
ural decrease in day length triggers for- 
mation of flower buds. Clipping is 
stopped and the globes are hung in their 
display positions, where they flower pro- 
fusely from early November until a week 
or two after Thanksgiving Day. 
Outdoors during the summer, Longwood 
chrysanthemum globes are shaped by tying 
and clipping 

Petite poinsettia 

In Europe, the poinsettia did not become 
a popular house plant until quite recent- 
ly. Since European houses are kept con- 
siderably cooler in winter than our Amer- 
ican ones, the plants became spindly, 
dropped their leaves, and were generally 
unattractive. Modern plant breeding 
changed all that. In the 1960s, new varie- 
ties were introduced that throve in Eu- 
rope, and the poinsettia has since become 
as popular there as it is here. Popularity 
led to more breeding, particularly in 
Germany, and the result is compact 
plants with a durability unheard of a few 
years ago. One German breeder—Gregor 
Gutbier, of Linz—carried the compact- 

ing process to the point of actually pro- 
ducing a miniature variety no bigger 
than an African violet. This has bee 
brought to the U.S. by the Paul Ecki 
Poinsettia Ranch, of California, and 
named Amy. for the young daughter o: 
conservation-minded President Carter 
Poinsettia Amy is being test-marketed ai 
Christmastime, 1977—=you may be luck; 
enough to find a plant or two at youi 
local florist, but don't count on it. Unde: 
the Ecke's intensive program of propaga- 
tion, there will probably be enoug 
plants for general distribution in 1978 
so we can look forward to counting Am 
among our Christmas guests next yeari 

Loving earth 

Poinsettia Amy is small enough 
I to be part of an individual 
I place setting ^^^^^^^ 

viol 

Oregonians, generally, are conscious of 
the bounty of nature, and none more so^ 
than Oregon's First Lady, Pat Straub. 
Long before her husband became Gov-j 
ernor, Mrs. Straub was an enthusiastic] 
organic gardener. Her garden was fertil- 
ized with fish emulsion, sprayed against 
insect pests with a brew of hot peppers, 
garlic, tomato leaves, liquid soap, and 
water. Nothing was wasted, with scraps 
going into salad whenever possible, into 
compost if not otherwise useful. Since 
her gardening attracted a lot of interest 
from friends and neighbors, it was only 
natural that she should put her hard- 
earned knowledge into writing. This took 
the form of a book. From the Loving 
Earth (Dutton, $5.95), which covers not 
only Mrs. Straub's home state, but grow- 
ing conditions in the rest of the United 
States as well. Pat Straub is probably the 
only governor's wife in the nation to con- 
duct a regular business in eggs, of which 
she markets 12 dozen a week. Her book 
should inspire gardeners everywhere to 
make the best use of their available land, 
whether or not chickens are included. 

DICK SHAPPE 
I 
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Winter driving 
coiiliniiccl from pa^e 72 

Tips on winter driving 

The way you drive will have the biggest 
effect on whether you and your car sur- 
vive the winter intact. For example, fast 
driving on a cold engine causes all sorts 
of stress that will show up later jn ex- 
pensive repair bills. On the other hand, 
prolonged idling wastes gas and builds 
up harmful carbon deposits inside your 
engine. The answer is to drive more slow- 
ly until your engine warms up. It's better 
for your car, quicker for you—and 
you'll be using expensive energy for a 
purpose instead of blowing it out of the 
exhaust pipe. Because you and traffic will 
move more slowly and passing lanes are 
often unplowed, leave more time for 
trips, too. Winter is not a time to rush. 

For safety's sake, clean winter dirt 
from your headlights and taillights more 
often than usual. They can clog up in a 
few hours or less. For better vision, 
polarized sunglasses prevent "snow 
blindness" from sun glare. They'll also 
help you spot icy patches and other sur- 
face changes. Finally, remember nobod\ 
can drive properly dressed in bulky win- 
ter clothes. Once the car interior has 
warmed up. stop and shed your outer 
layers so you'll have the necessary free- 
dom behind the wheel. In the demanding 
conditions of winter driving, you need 
every bit of help you can get. ■ 

HOUSE 
& GARDEN 

SUBSCRIBER 
SERVICE 

MOVING?Please no 
tify HOUSE & GARDEN and 
the Post Office wfien you 
move. For fastest service 
on address change, miss- 
ing copies, etc., attach old 
mailing label in space at 
right. Otherwise please 
print clearly your address 
as we now have it. 

OLD ADDRESS 

lAttach Ijbel herp 
if avail.ible- 

NEW ADDRESS 
NAME 

 ' 

ADDRESS 
CITY 
STATE ZIP 

New Subscription □ or Renewal □ 
U 1 YEAR (12 ISSUES) FOR $10 

($2 less than the $l-each newsstand cost 

□ 2 YEARS (24 ISSUES) FOR $18 
(saving you $6 under newsstand price) 

□ Payment Enclosed □ Bill me later 
First copy will be mailed within 8 weeks after new suDscnplton or change of address is received 

These rates tor the U S A & Possessions, for Canada & Mexico add $3 per year for extra postage Elsewhere the rate iS Sf 5 a year 

House & Garden Subscriber Service 
Box 5202   Boulder, Colorado 80322 so 

Window 

and Door 

^ Idea 

Book 

For traditional 

and contemporary 

...-homes.^ 

Pella Idea Book. 16 pages in full 
color packed with interesting ex- 
amples of how the right windows 
can add beauty and livability to 
your home. Tells how Pella Wood 
Windows make washing easier, 
cut energy costs and need no 
painting. Contains a helpful guide 
to different window types, and 
how each works. Describes the 
important things to consider in 
proper placement of windows. In 
short, it contains everything you 
need to know to make an intel- 
ligent decision about windows. 
And it's yours free! 

Please sena me a 
free copy of "Pella Window and Door Ideas. 

Name  
Address^ 
City  
State. .ZIP. 
Telephone  
Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, Dept. 
C03L7 100 Mam St., Pella, Iowa 50219. 
Also available throughout Canada. 
This coupon answered within 24 hours. 

FREE.. .JwMiJS 

GARDEN CATALOG 
71st YEAR 

filled with colorful illustrations of 
the best in easily grown flow- 
ers, vegetables, shrubs, fruit 
and shade trees, nursery stock 
for your home and garden. 
Reasonable prices, dependa- 
bility since 1907. 
FREE — SEND POSTCARD NOW! 

J. W. JUNG SEED CO. 
Box P188, Randolph, Wis. 53956 

FOLIAGE PLANT SEEDS 
New selection of seeds from tropical Hawaii. 
Write today for your free catalog. Want your 
catalog in a hurry? Send .$2.00 to cover air- 
mail charges. Include.s many flowers and 
shrub seeds. Dow Seeds Hawaii Ltd. 
Dept. HG, Box 30144, Honolulu, Hawaii 96820. 

CLEANS AND 
DEODORIZES 
DOG STAINS 

• Removes Spots • Saves Rugs 
• Restores Colors • Cleanses 
Other Floor Areas • Aids "House- 
breaking" • Moneyback Guarantee 
8 oz. $1.10, Pt. $1.80, Qt. $2.75, 
Gal. $8.80.   Add 60f postage. 

Send for Helpful 
"Housebreaking" Hints 

At finest stores or write us 
CONSOLIDATED CHEMICAL COMPANY 
1719 S. Halsted, Chicago, ill 60608 

CATALOG 

Free 

BUY DIRECT 

FROM GROWER AND SAVE! 

80 Pages of shade and flowering trees, 
shirubs, ornamentals, dwarf fruit trees, 
raspberries, grapes, lilacs, roses, vege- 
table and flower seeds Kelly Brothers 
Catalog is your "idea book" for a more 
beautiful home and a better garden 

Send Today For Your Free Copy. 

KELLY BROTHERS NURSERIES 
Largest Mail Order Nursery In The East 

' KELLY BROTHERS NURSERIES 
812 Maple St   Dansville  NY M437 

Name.. 

Address 

ZIP 
No catalogs to W,Tsh Or Cnl Am 
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oraDOTsT'ciS 
Manufacturers of fine furniture 

For a portfolio of tables and cabinets, send one dollar to 
Dept. HG12, Gordon's, Inc., Johnson City, Tennessee 37601. 

Homemaker to music maker 

in one easy 

lesson. 

There's a siiq:)rise in 
siore for you al your Yamaha 
dealer. After just one lesson, 
you can start a whole new 
life making musie. 

Find deeper feelings in 
those fa\'ori(e songs ofyours. 
Express your ereat ivity. and 
become involved in some- 
thing satisfying. Isn't that 
what vou'xe IXXMI looking 
lor? 

With conlem|)oraiy' teach- 
ing metiiods and ^'amaha's 
new easy-pkn- features, you'll 
be hax'ing fun Irom the start. 

D rop by yo u r neares t 
■^amaha dealer today. Look 
in the Yellow Pages, or jusi 
write us. Making music was 
never easier or more fun. 

#YAMAHA 
Keyboard l^ivision 

Box 6600. Buena Parl<. CA 90622 
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BEST N 

BOOKLETS^ 

•Marvelous ideas to help you plan and 
shop are in the booklets below, and 

they're yours for the asking. You can 
order them directly from House & Garden 
send for the ones you want today. Just 
fill out and return the order coupon, cir- 
cling the number of each booklet desired, 
enclose 50C for postage and handling, 
plus any additional charge as indicated 
next to the booklet number, and we'll see 
to it that your booklet requests are filled as 
quickly as possible. Do not send stamps. 
Coins, check, or money order may be used. 

Building and Remodeling 

1. NEW IDEAS WITH WOOD WINDOWS. 
Pella Rolscreen windows and doors are as 
beautiful as they are easy to maintain. 
Colorful booklet illustrates how Pella de- 
signs add distinction to any house. 

2. EXCITING NEW DIMENSION IN GLASS 
for residential housing . . . PPG Solarcool 
Bronze. Booklet discusses the inherent 
beauty of Solarcool Bronze plus its mul- 
tiple home-owner benefits—perhaps most 
important, its ability to save on air-condi- 
tioning costs. PPG Glass. 

3. STAINLESS STEEL SINKS. New book 
let gives ideas for kitchen, bath, and laun- 
dry. Includes many features and models. 
A must for building and remodeling. Elkay 
Mfg. Co. 

4. SMART WINDOW PLANNING. 24 page, 
full-color folder gives information on dif- 
ferent types of wood windows and gliding 
doors and on Perma-Shield windows and 
gliding doors, which have sash and frame 
encased in a low-maintenance, rigid vinyl 
sheath. Helpful information for the home 
planner or remodeler. Andersen Corp. 

Decorating 

5. WINDOWS BEAUTIFUL-VOLUME VI. 
A complete and authoritative book on win- 
dow treatments. Room-setting photos in 
color, examples of most popular types of 
treatments, styles suitable for various 
rooms, ideas for common and problem 
windows, how-to for measuring and sewing 
basic treatments. Kirsch Company. $1.95 

6. CREATE A WORLD OF YOUR OWN with 
new woven woods from Graber. Catalogue 
illustrates the many moods possible; 
rooms filled with drama, romance, and 
promise. Fringe, trim, installation, and 
measurement details given. $1 

7. IMAGINATIVE INTERIOR DESIGN 
IDEAS to complement traditional Early 

House & Garden 



American and contemporary decors are 
shown in this full-color, 60-page book from 
Clayton-Marcus. Their "At Home With 
America" furniture collections beautifully 
presented. $2 

8. PRESERVE THE AMERICAN PAST with 
Historic Charleston Reproductions. Illu- 
strated book displays, individually and in 
historic settings, Queen Anne^ Federal, 
Chippendale, and Regency-Empire furni- 
ture. Also featured are silver, crystal, 
pewter, and china pieces reproduced from 
Historic Charleston. Baker Furniture. $4 

13. BE THE PERFECT HOST with these 
mixed drink recipes from Seagram's Gin. 
Contained are trusted standards, such as 
the Martini and Sour, plus exotic new 
ideas like the Coronation, Red Baron, and 
Salty Dog. Seagram Distillers. 

14. "FINISH DINNER WITH A FLOUR- 
ISH!" One of the oldest and finest liqueurs 
in the worlci^Benedictine D.O.M.—is still 
produced in France by the same secret 
formula as in the year 1510. Pamphlet 
gives several delightful Benedictine and 
B & B recipes. Julius Wile Sons & Co. 

Eating and Entertaining Potpourri 

9. ENTICING DISHES, DRINKS, PARTY 
TEMPTATIONS inspired by Mandarine 
Napoleon, the spectacular tangerine li- 
queur, are part of this exciting booklet 
"Fire & Ice and Other Spectaculars!" Man- 
darine Flamed Spareribs, Chicken Breast 
Napoleon, crepes, omelettes, and other 
such fancies are among the tasty recipes. 
Somerset Importers Ltd. 

10. DISCOVER THE RICH, SMOOTH 
TASTE OF CRANBERRIES captured in 
these recipes developed for Boggs Cran- 
berry Liqueur. You're sure to be delighted 
at the versatility of tart, tangy, American 
cranberries. Heublein Inc. 25C 

11. "COOKING WITH WINE"-a delightful 
compilation of prize-winning recipes. Ideas 
for everything from appetizers through 
dessert, including cocktails and coolers. 
An informative section discusses the his- 
tory and properties of wine cookery. Hol- 
land House Brands. 50C 

12. HOME CANNING AND FREEZING 
BOOK gives detailed, step-by-step instruc- 
tions for preserving all types of foodstuffs. 
Information on supplies, safety, and can- 
ning problems, in addition to hundreds of 
appetizing recipes. Kerr Glass. $1 

15. LIFESTYLES is not a furniture catal- 
ogue. It is a compendium of smart, practi- 
cal ideas to help you create a home 
environment. Six chapters portray the life- 
styles of Americans today: Formal Ele- 
gance, New Partners, New Lease on Life, 
Live-a-loners, Casual Living, Young Worlds. 
From Drexel Heritage. $7.50 

16. "ESSENTIAL FACTS YOU SHOULD 
KNOW ABOUT DRY SKIN." Brochure tells 
how to postpone the aging process via 
cleansing and moisture care. A total skin- 
care package is explained, using Sardo 
Dry Skin Bath Treatment as a base. 
Plough, Inc. 

17. PHONECENTER STORE CATALOGUE. 
Here's everything you need to give your 
house the most up-to-date telephone 
equipment. Learn about all the services 
available through your local Bell Telephone 
Company. See the full range of decorator 
phones and accessories. AT&T. 

18. A CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE that re 
veals the sparkle and splendor reserved 
for your Christmas alone—from Bonwit 
Teller. Gifts for everyone. Holiday dress- 
ing, exciting finds for the house, home- 
furnishings, clothing, accessories.$2 

 Order coupon for booklets  

December, 1977 
Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money or- 
der, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 50e 
for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 12 
Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

3 
10^5^ 1 

1 enclose $. 

$- 

$- 

I 50? 
5$1.95 

13 14 
6$i 

1 5$7.50 
7$: S$4 

17 
9 

8S2 

_50e for postage and handling of my request for booklets 

—for booklets circled requiring payment 

_is my total remittance 

MR. 
Name MRS.. 

MISS 

Address  

(Please Prim) 

City. .State. -Zip # 
Ofer expires 3-15-78 

IMPROVE 

IHEWAY 

YOU 

Ask for your copy of the 
MaN-flowcr Moving Kit. 

It helps vou get organized. 
With checklists. 
Inventor) sheets. Packing labels. 
And ehange-of-ad(iress cards. 
Ever>-thlng you need. 

\Ve\ e drawn upon 50 years of 
moving experience to help you do 
it right. Because once you get 
your move organized, tlie experts 
will do the rest. Ma\ilower From 
where you are—to where you're 
going. Worldwide. 

I.CO. NO. MC-2934 

Improve the move. 
Send for your copy of the 
Ma>'flower Moving Kit. It's 
free. Mail tJiis coupon to: 
>layn«>wcr, Bo.¥ 10711 
liidianapolU. In<l. 4<i20(> 

NAME 

ADDRESS. 

CITY  

STATE ZIP. 
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SHOPPING IN FORM A TION 

Prices approximate, state and local taxes additional, where applicable. 
*Consnlt yonr interior designer or department store decorating service. 

COVKR 
Star ornaments: About 7" diam. Specify 
silver or gold color. Allow 3-4 weeks for 
delivery. $8 ppd. from The l^usy Thimble. 
Ki l l' IT NA IT RAL 
Pages 94-97 
I pholstered sofa: <S4" \ 34'2" x 30" h. 
loose seat and back cushions. Graph- 
siitched collon fabric by Vice Versa.^'^ 
$1,270. From Philip Daniel.- 
I pholstered chairs: 30" x 33" x 28" h. $229 
each. COM. Upholstered benches: 19" x 19" 
\ 22" h. Attached seat cirshion. $235 each. 
COM. Upholstered settee: 7.V' \ 24" \ 32" 
h. Walnut frame. Moire upholstery. Im- 
ported from ltal\. $1.2.^0. All at Lord & 
Taylor. 
Cotton diirrie rng: 12' x 18'. Design #1. 
Imported from India. $3,455. From Rose- 
core C arpet. ■ 
"Electric" china: 5-piece place setting, $35. 
By Rosenthal U.S.A. 
Uotton bandana napkins: $4.50. At Henri 
Bendel. 
Red candles: 3" x 6". $3. 3" x 9". $3.50. 
10" tapers, 40c. 12" tapers. 450. By Gibson 
Cireeling Cards. At Party Bazaar. 

BUILDING 

FACTS 
Materials and equipment used in the re- 

modeling on pages 122-127 

ARCHiTFCTs: Robert A.M. Stern, Architects 
iNTLRioR DEsic.NF.Rs: Robert A.M. Stern, 
Architects 
I ANDSCAPU ARCHITECT: Peter G. Rolland 
CONTRACTOR: A.H. Colledge Builders 
SIZE OF HOUSE: 3,400 square feet 
SIZE OF LOT: 4 acres 
STRUCTURE 
Foundation: Existing foundation and new 
work on concrete block by Digates Con- 
crete Products with poured concrete foot- 
ings. 
Framing: Wood stud framing; new Doug- 
las fir framing studs by Weyerhauser. 
EXTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Exterior walls:  Machine cut,  red cedar 
shingles by Canadian Forest Products, Ltd. 
Exterior finish:  #88 bleaching stain by 
Samuel Cabot Inc. and white paint on trim. 
Roofs: Machine-cut red cedar shingles by 
Canadian Forest Products Ltd. 
Insulation: Fxisting insulation. 
Windows: New  double-hung sash, wood- 
frame windows made to match existing 
windows by Henry J. Lunde. Inc. 
Doors: Exterior wood and glass and interior 
wood-panel doors custom made by Henry 
J. Lunde. Inc. 
INTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Walls and ceilings: In screen porch, tongue- 
and-groove, hemlock boarding; in all other 
rooms, '/2-inch gypsum wallboard by U.S. 
Gypsum co. 
Interior finishes: Custom-mixed paints. 
Floors: On first floor, pine boarding 10 
match existing floors; on second floor, nat- 
ural jute matting by Harmony carpet; in 
kitchen, carpet by Harmony Carpet: in 
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baths, "Clearline" I-inch-square white ce- 
ramic tile by American Olean; in living 
room, durrie rug by the Pillowry. 
Lighting fixtures: Surface-mounted canopy 
fixtures by Harry Gitlin; recessed down- 
lights by Edison Price. Inc.; custom-re- 
cessed lights by general contractor; custom 
hanging fixture in dining room by Harry 
Ciitlin; shade by Kama Salmon: on stairhall 
and exterior, "Discos" by Paulsen. 
Hardware: Brass lever handles by General 
Lock Div., Shiage Lock Co.; nylon lever 
handles by the Ironmonger; hinges by Mc- 
Kinney Mfg. Co. and The Stanley Works: 
other hardware by Russwin, Medeco, H.B. 
Ives, and Dor-o-matic. 
Kitchen and bathroom cabinets and coun- 
tertops: In kitchen, Formica-finished wood 
cabinets with butcher-block countertops by 
Westchester Custom Kitchens, Inc.; in bath. 
Formica-finished wood cabinets with For- 
mica countertops by Ken Laser Woodwork- 
ing. 
Plumbing fixtures: In kitchen, sink and fau- 
cets by Elkay Mfg. Co.; in baths, wash 
basins by American-Standard Inc. with 
faucets by Fearless Faucets and Speakman. 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
AND APPLIANCES 
Appliances: Dishwasher by KitchenAid 
Div., Hobart Mfg. Co.; ovens and exhaust 
fan by Thermador Div., Norris Industries; 
range by Roper; refrigerator by Sub-Zero 
Freezer Co., Inc. 

STORE 

DIRECTORY 

Addresses of stores, mail-order firms, and 
other Christmas present sources. '^'Consult 
your interior designer or department store 
decorating service. 

ALTMAN'S, 361 Fifth Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
A MATTER OF TASTE, 5 14 N. La Cienega 
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048 
ARANGO, 7519 Dadeland Mali, 
Miami, Fla. 33156 
ARTHUR BROWN & BRO., 2 W . 46th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10036 
AZUMA, 415 Fifth Ave.. 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
HENRI BENDEL, 10 W. 57th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
BLOOMINGDALE'S, 1000 Third Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
BOYD CHEMISTS, 655 Madison Avenue, 
New York, N.Y. 10021 
BULLOCK'S, Seventh & Hill, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90055 
BURDINES, 22 E. Flagler St., 
Miami, Fla., 33101 " 
THE BUSY THIMBLE, 20 PrOSpeCt St., 
Hopedale, Mass. 01747 
CACHE-CACHE LTD., 758 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 . 
THOMAS E. CARA, 517 Pacific Ave.^ 
San Francisco, Calif. 94133 
THE CHINA CLOSET, 6807 Wisconsin Ave., 
Chevy Chase, Md. 20015 

THE DISCOVERY SHOP, American Museum of 
Atomic Energy, P.O. Box I 17. 
Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830 
I .A. I . AT HENRI BENDEL, 10 W. 57th St., 
New York. N.Y. 10019 
GARFINCKEL'S, 1401 FSt. N.W.. 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
HEss's DEPARTMENT STORE, 9th & Hamilton 
Sts., Allentown. Pa. I 8 101 
HOFFRiTZ, 20 Cooper Square. 
New York, N.Y. 10003 
HUBERT DEs FORGES, I 193 Lcxingtou Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10028 
ISRAEL CRANE MUSEUM STORE, Montclair 
Historical Society, I 10 Orange Rd., 
Montclair, N.J. 07042 
KINGS WORLD OF FURNITURE. 2 I 36 Rt. 9, 
Howell, N.J. 0773 I 
KiTTLE's. 8600 Allisonville Rd.. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 46250 
KRUGER GALLERY, 842 Madison Ave., 
New York. N.Y. 10021 
LORD & TAYLOR, 424 Fifth Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10018 
MACY'S. The Cellar, Broadway & 34th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10001 
MADDFRLAKE, 816 Madisou Ave.. 
New York, N.Y. 10021 
MAisoN GLASS, 52 E. 58th St., New York. 
N.Y. 10022 (minimum mail order $15, 
illustrated catalog, $1.50) 
MEADOWBROOK FURNITURE, I 17 Sunrise 
Hwy., Bellmore, N.Y. I I7I0 
MEUNiERS, 140 Montague St., 
Brooklyn Heights, N.Y. I 1201 
PARTY BAZAAR, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 
New York, N.Y. 10020 
THE PARTY BOX, 75 W. 85th St., 
New York. N.Y. 10024 
PEQUOD EMPORIUM, Amagansctt, N.Y. 
11930 
PHILIP DANIEL \ 964 Third Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
PHILLIPS CO., South Beltline at Raywood 
Rd., Madison, Wis. 53713 
PHILLIPS CO., East Town Centre, 
Madison, Wis. 53704 
PIERRE DEUX, 353 Blecckcr St., 
New York, N.Y. 10014 
POUR LA CUISINE, 86 W. State St., 
Doylestown, Pa. 18901 
THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN, 18 Cooper Sq.. 
New York, N.Y. 10003 
pucKiHUDDLE PRODUCTS, Oliverea, N.Y. 
12462 
ROSECORE CARPET979 Third Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
.JOHN ROSSELLI ANTIQUES*, 255 E. 72nd St., 
New York. N.Y. 10021 
SAKS FIFTH AVENUE, 61 1 Fifth AvC., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
SCRIBNER BOOK STORE, 597 Fifth Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
SEABON, 54 E. 54th St.. 
New York, N.Y. 10021 
w & .J SLOANE, 414 Fifth Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10018 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION MUSEUM SHOPS, 
P.O. Box 1641, Washington, D.C. 20013 
STANLEY FURNITURE FINE DECORATORS, 105 I 
N.W. 3rd St., Hallandale, Fla. 33009 
VICE VERSA*, 425 E. 53rd St., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
wiLLiAMS-soNOMA, 576 Sutter St., San 
Francisco, Calif. 94102; mail order. Box 
3792, San Francisco, Calif. 941 19 
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